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THURSDAY, APB1L 30, 1936

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Walingfon, 19. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to call at 10 a. m., Senate Finance

Committee room, Senate Office BuilAing, Senator Pat Harrison
presiding.

Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,
Barkley Connally, Bailey, Clark, Black, Gerry, Guffey, Couzens,
Keyes, La Follette, Metcalf, Hastings and Capper.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee :ill come to order. Mr. Secre-
tary, we will begin at these public hearings our consideration'of this
bill that was passed yesterday by an overwhelming vote in the
House, and we would like you to make a statement, and say to the
committee whatever you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR., SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY

Mr. MOROENTHAU. Mr. Chairman: I welcome the opportunity to
appear and discuss with you the tax proposals contained in the
President's message to the Congress of March 3, and to present the
Treasury's viewpoint.

As Secretary of the Treasury, I feel a special responsibility to do all
in my power to maintain the integrity of the President's Budget of
January 3, 1Q36; and therefore to urge that the supplemental revenues
made necessary by the developments of the past few months be
provided.

The Treasury has been able to borrow readily the amounts nees-
sary to finance the recovery program and has been able to obtain
these loans at steadily decreasing interest rates. The continuance of
this satisfactory situation, however will depend upon scrupulous
adherence to an orderly program looking to a balance of the Federal
Budget just as soon as the needs and abilities of our people make
that possible and therefore upon a steady reduction in the public
debt.

In his Budget message of January 3, 1036, the President made this
statement:

"If the Congress enacts le,]s|tion at the coming session which will
impose additional charges upon the Treasury, for which provision is
not already made in this Budget, I strongly urge that additional taxes
be provided to cover such charges. It is important as we emerge
from the doprwsion that no new activities be added to the Govern-
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meut unless provL !on is made for additional revenue to meet their
cost."

At another point in the same message the President said:
"It is pertinent to repeat here a statement appearing in the Sum-

ination of the 1036 Budget: 'Estimates of receipts wontompiste con-
tinued collection of pocesing taXe$. Ar41r tAj attack which has been
made upon this act is s tained, we will have to face the problem of
financing existing contracts for benefit payments out of some form of
new taxes."'

On the very day that the President's Btidget message was read to
the.Congress the Supreme Court of the United State3 rendered a
decision -holding the Agricultural Adjustment Act unconstitutional.
Sinlce that date the Congress has enacted, over the President's veto,
the Adjusted ,Compensation Payment Act of 1036, which requires

payment, hevnning oni June *5, of the entire amounts, which were
4o be due in 1945 and thereafter, ori the veterans' adjusted-service

certificates. The additional cost of making those payments this year,
when distributed over the next 9 years, comes to approximately
$120,000,000 a year, The Congress has provided for Qkrrying on a
continuing program of conservation of the Nation's agricultural
resources which will result in expenditures of approximately
$500,000,000 a year.

Thus to conform to the Government's financial program, as set
forth in the Presidenit's Budget message, we shall need to provide
additional continuing revenue of $620,000,000 annually to meet those
expenditures. We shall also have to find means of recouping approxi-
mately $517,000,000 of revenue sacrificed in the current fiscal year
because of the invalidation of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

F-The President in outlining those needs suggested three sources of
revenue which coldd be made available for the purpose. One of those
suggestions was for processing taxes on agricultural products at
lower rates and distributed over a broader base than the similar taxes
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Another was for a special
form of inconte tax, described as a "windfall" tax, on the unjust
enrichment accruing to some corporations and individuals as a result
of their escape from the payment of processing taxes. The amount
of the processing taxes due prior to January 6 which had thus escaped
was approximately $237,000,000.
: The third program, and the one of major importance, was for a
revision of our system of corporation taxes. It was proposed by the
President that the three existing forms of corporate taxes be repealed.
Those include the capital-stock tax, the excess-profits tax, and the
corporate income tax. The President proposed that there besub-
stituted for those taxes a tax upon that portion of corporate income
which is not currently distributed to stockholders in dividends and
that at the same time the present exemption from the normal income
tax of 4 percent of dividends received by individuals from corpo-
tations be repealed.

The-status of the President's proposals today is tlat the House
has passed a bill to give effect to two of them. The House bill is
estimated by the Treasury to yield additional revenu- as follows:
(a) Not continuing revenue of $623,000,000 yearly from a tax on
corporate earnings, and (b) net temporary revenue of $180,000,000
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from an unjust enrichment tax and temporary extension of'the
'capital-stock tax, divided as follows:

From the unjust enrichment tax, $100,000,000; from the eitension,
of'the capital stock tax for I year at one-half of the present rate,
$80,000,000.

The bill thus fully provides the $620,000 000 needed to take care of
the permanent agricultural program and the annual financing of the
payment of the soldiers' bonus. It also provides for the first year
of a 3-year program for recouping the loss of $517,000,000 of process-
ing taxes lost during the fiscal year 1936. However, it does not
provide any temporary revenues for the 2 succeeding years to
make up the balance bf $337,000,000 of temporary revenues desired.

The estimated yield of $623 ,CO 000 from the tax on corporate
earnings is the amount of additional revenue to be derived from the
application of the rates and schedules in the House bill to corporate
income for the present calendar year 1930. It must be recog.ized
that the choice of an income tax a9 the means for raising additional
revenue necessarily involves a delay in realization of increased re,-
ceipts. Receipts from taxes on corporate incomes for the calendar
year 1936 will be collected iii the main during the calendar year 1937
and will be divided between the 2 fiscal years, the fisal year 1937
ending Juno 30, 1937, and the fiscal year 1938. The net additional
revenue to be expected from the application of the corporate income
tax is estimated to be $310,000 000 in the fiscal year 1937. The full
additional annual revenue would be collected in'the fiscal year 1938.

Senator Kio. Do. I understand you, Mr. Secretary, that next
year 1937, for the calendar year this tax will only briug in three
hundred and some odd millions?

Mr. MoR ENTIAU. Between Januar 1, 1937, and June 30, 1037,
this tax will produce $310,000,000 additional revenue.

The House bill follows the President's suggestions in providing for
the repeal of the corporation income tax, the capital-stock tax, and
the excess-profits tax and by making dividends received by individuals
subject to the normal tax of 4 percent. In place of the repealed
taxes it substitutes a new form of tax on corporate income with rates
based on the percentage retained by the corporation. The estimated
annual yield of $623,000,000 is the amount by which it is expected
taies paid by corporations and individuals under the proposed plan
,will exceed the yield of corporate and individual taxes under the
present law. That covers that point.

It is to be noted that the bill as passed by the House of Representa-
tires, while failing, according to our estimates, to raise temporary'
revenues for a 3-year period in the full amount sought by the Pregiden,
-utilizes but two of his three suggestions. The third was for the enact- I
'hent of processing taxes on a broader base but with lower rates than
were in effect udider the Agricultural Adjustment Act. I call this
potential source of additional revenue to your attention again. I feel
sure that the Department of Agriculture stands ready to supply any -

information you may desires on this subject.
Turning from the revenue aspects of the House bill, in which the

Treasury priniaily interested, let us consider also the two su gges'
tions made by the President, to which the House bill gives effect,
from the standpoint of equity in our tax system,
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As to the propd unjust enrichment tax, I think there is little
that need be said. I have not heard thejustice of this tax very
seriously questioned. There is no doubt whatever that the avoid-
ance of payment of prooesaing taxes accrued prior to January 6 has
resulted in unjust gains to a limited number of persons and corpora-
tions. It would be grossly unfair to the persons and corporations
who paid their processing taxes as due up to the time of the Supreme.
Court's decision and it would be unfair to the American consumer,
who ultimately bore the major burden of the taxes, not to reduce this
unjust enrichment as much as we can by taxation.

1 take it for granted that an unjust enrichment or "windfaJl" tax
will be enacted-by the Congress. I assume, too, that you will give
most serious consideration to the matter of the deficient y in the
-temporary revenue for a 3-year period expected from the I ouse bill
as compared with the President's estimates of the need. I turn,
therefore, to the proposed tax on corporate income.

The principle of taxation according to ability to pay is now well
established, not merely by having been written by amendment in::
the Constitution of the Inited States and supported by 20 years of
application in our tax structure, but by the undoubted and unques-
,tioned endorsement and support of the citizens of this Nation.
Through successive changes in our tax laws, however, we have
departed most seriously from a consistent and just application of the
principle. Under the existing law we apply the principle to indi-
vidual incomes, whether they are obtained from interet, rents, or
salaries, from the profits of individual business enterprise or from
partnership undertakings. We do not apply it to profits gained from
corporate enterprise, except in a maimer which taxes some citizens
at unfairly high rates and gives to others the opportunity to avoid
taxation on a wholesale scale.

Where a corporation makes approximately full distribution of its
current earnings, the stockholder under present law first bears the
burden of three different corporation taxes--the capital-stock tax,
the excess-profits tax, and the corporate-income tax; second, he is
required to pay surtaxes on the dividends paid to him. This stock-

der thus pays what is in effect a normal tax of about 15 or 16 per-
cent as compared to a normal tax of 4 percent paid by the individual
who derives his income from other sources. On the other hand,.tho
present law permits stockholders of large incomes to avoid the pay-
ment of surtaxes which may run to rates as high as 75 percent on their
share of corporate earnings which are not distributed as dividends.

What are the dimensions of tax avoidance with which we are
dealing? A few simple figures tell the story. It has been estimated
by the Treasury Department, that under the present tax law the in-
come tax liability of corporations on the basis of 1036 earnings would
approximate 964 millions. The Department has also estimated that
under the present law more than 4% billion dollars of corporation
income in the calendar year 1936 will be withheld from stockholders
a.d that if this income were fully distributed to the individual owners

- of the stock represented in those corporations, the resultant yield
in additional individual income taxes would be about $1,300,000,000.

With tax avoidance occurring on the scale indicated by the figures
I have cited, I do not see how any increase in individual income tax
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rhtes or other general iand continuing taxatiori could be jidstified until
this leak in our tax system Is stopped.!
* Whatever may be the debatable considerations that may enter into
the preparation of particular schedules, it will be well to bear in mind
ht all times that this is purely and simply a proposal to put all taxes
on business profits essentially on the same equitable basis to give
no advantages and toimpose no penalties upon corporation stock-
holders that are not given to and imposed upon the indiidual taxpayer
who alone or as a partner derives his income from business profits.

In closing let me say this: I sincerely hope that this committee
will report to the Senate a bill giving effect, as fully as possible, to
the President's recommendations of the amount of additional revenue
needed to supply the deficiencies created since the Budget message
of January 3.

'The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, in title IV of the House bill it
provides for refunds of certain proeSSing taxes. Were these taken
into consideration and into account in the estimate of $517,000,000
of temporary revenues needed?
I Mr. MOROZNTHAU. No; they were not. I have a short explana-
tion of that. w or e
, They were not taken into consideration because it was imlosaible
for us to determine at that time all the possible liabilitiea that might
occur as the result of the invalidation of the Triple-A Act. Not all
of these questions are. yet settled. For instance, we may still have
to consider other claims for refunds arising under section 21d of the
amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act passed at the last
session, But the Ways and Means Committee, which inserted the'
refund provisions in the present bill, regards these particular refunds
as fulfilling a moral obligation of the Government, and I agree.
We estimate that they wil amount to $43 000,000. If we add this
to the $517,000,000 the amount to be raised in 3 years ia $560,000 000,
and if we deduct the $180,000,000 of temporary revenue in the fouse
bill the remainder to be raised for the following 2 years is $380,000,000,
or $190 000 000 for each of the 2 years.

The 6
HA;RMAs. Are there any'questions of the Secretary?

Senator KINo. Mr. Secretary, in determining the amount required
did you take into consideration the large appropriations which will
perhaps be $1,200,000,000 for the Army and the Navy for the next
yearL andrapproxinately $1,000,000,000 for flood relief and rivers
and harbor?

Mr. MORGENTHAU. Senator King-
Senator KINo (interposing). Pardon me. And $1,500 000 000 or

possibly $2,000,000,000 for relief to be expended by Mr. IIopkins or
by Mr. Ickes, or both?

Mr. MOROENTHAU. Well, to answer your question, the Budget
picture as it is today-whatever time it is- s just where itt was
approximately, and it may be a little bit off-but approximately as
when it was sent up by the President to Congress, with two exceptions.
One is duo to the decision of the courts on the A. A. A., and.the other
is due to the soldiers' bonus.

When the President sent up his message, he forecast a deficit for
the coming fiscal year of $1,098,000,000, and he pointed out that if
the Congress would appropriate up to $2,136,000,000 for relief, that



the deficit for the coming year would not be it) (-.1t of th oercit
for the previous year. Ho did a5k for $1,600,000,(WXP0 w, if you tako
$1098,000,O00-let us call it a billion and or,e- plu to billion and a
half, you get the approxhnato picture for the aoxt, year.

But I would like to give you the exact figure. I have it p,-optrod'to gve yo.if I may.-., Th Budget deficit for 1936 was $3,234,500,00 on Jrn.uary 3.

-That is the way the President forecast it. Tu this you have to add the
$495,100,000, adjusted expenditures due to the A. A.A. dwihions,
and you got the figure of $3,720,600,000. For purposes as near
as anybody can estmiate, to this year's deficit we adqi the total
of the veterans' bonus which goes out on June 15. We ah,'aya
take the top figure in the Treasury; we have to. We have to a.iunme
it is all going to go out. If it all goes out, wo add $2,237,000 00, or
total estimated deficit for 1930 of$5,966,600,00. Tht is tle .way
it stands.

For the fiscal year i037, the President's etinated deficit of $1,098,.
000000 he asked for $1,500.0W,000, whie gives you $2,598,00.000.

You iave to adjust expenditures due to the A. A. A. on account
of the Court's decision, you have to add $524,000,000, from which
you deduct $490,000,000, which is the increased estimates in the
p esent bill; so you got from that $34,000,000. Then we have the
$43,000,000 which we have just tlked about, an increase for next
year which has not been accounted for, of $77,000,000, or to brirg the
catimted deficit for 1937 to $2,675,000,000.

To read that again.--,atting the bonus in, making adjustment for
the A. A. A. which is the only difference, adding $1,600,00,000
for relief, we forecast for this year a deficit of n,9d,000,00O, ed
for the next year, $2,075,000,000.
De tef "fisrl year& 193$ asd 1ON' bseJpm p.i,4k eo4a.i , 4,, ip ik IP

.bwd;e aUbmitedt so t. C&Mgremi o-i Jan. 3, 1$ J, Jjuged 4 7e'"* ojike. t A, A.
decuioreq acge of faeAdji~eed Cvmpeutie' Art .4 on. ,&et N..isi of9 pyw4

Fi-al year 1936:
Budget deficit --.------ .---------... . .. I, 2 '0 '
Adjusted expenditures dur to A. A. A. deoid...... 41. ion, to)

Add: Veterans' bonds to be iWCd ................... 2j,/ f ,0, C)0

Total eatimated deficit, f1scid year 1936, &W,rKi g i,,r-
ans, xonds all to be Imued this fis.,l year........... .---- -- '4 , W-4,

Flical year 1937:
Budget deficit ------------------------- -....... 1, 00,%, 400, N00
Add: Relief appropriation pending ................... 1 , C00. 000

21 , 400, 00
Adjust expenditures due to A. A. A. do-

elion ------------------------------ Z-24, 300, 000
Deduct estirrated rovenu; in pending bill... 490, 000,00

34, 3.,0, .00
Add: Ref undsof taxes provided for in pend.

Ing tax bill ------------------------- 43, 000, (%Y)
, 7, 8X, 000

' Adjusted deficit for fiscal year 1937 ................... 2,675. 700,000
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To refreeh your Peoniry the gvss deficit in 1034 was $3,089,000,000;
for 1935 $3,575,000,0w0; tlif e-tinatt, for this ". 1 $5,966,000,000,
and 1937 $2,073,000,)0.

So, that if it were not for the ol,iem' bonus , It34, 1935, 1936, and
1937 each etr .e would have a declin deficit.

Senator IIaHLrT. Of eous, that csniated deficit for 1937 will
be reduced by wlatc.ver inmunt the ex-se- ico men decline to accept
in ca.h and continue to carry tIlkir bonds.

Mr. MoRToIlruA,. The amount of cawh we will have to raise snd
pay out in the inimediate future will be rduced by that amnount, it
is true.

8 nator BlAKLYr. I realize tfat it, ratsking your esti i atte, you
have to take ito afomut the posibility of all ofth eiJ e'hing thtn.

Mr. MOROXNTHALV. The top figure.
Senator BARKLI.T. But we all know that that will not be the figure

that will actually be rjir.4asry.
Mr. MoRoUENTnIA. That is true.
Senator BARXLEY.. But for bookkeeping purposes, you havy to

ssume it.
Mr. MoRoi:N'wrra. For good, sound financing purposes, wewould

rather play safe.
The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, if it bad not been for the

Curt'b decision and the pfa-zing of the Adjusted Compensation(;ortifieato le eislation, Ave would not have been called up,-m to paes a
tax bill at this seasion of Congiise.

Mr. MOROENTIIAU. That is true.
Senator KINo. But You Y -uld still have a deficit?
Mr. Mono sruT . "Yes,sir; and the President pointed out erectly

what the deficits are, ard I my say that, his estimates for receive had
been running within I percent of what he estimated, and his expendi.
tures have constantly run under his estimates.

Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Secretary, if what the chairman aya is
true, a d you agrte that it is true, that there would have teen no
r oessity for any tex bill at all except for the Supreme Court's decision
upon the A. A. A., why did you not content yourself Nith raisin
euffilcent money to pay that debt and quit there? That obligations

Mr. MO ORsNnAU. 1 (10 not quite understand, Senator.
&nator IASTIKOS. I understand you to say that it would not have

been necessary to have had a tax bill except for the Suprime Court's
d"dion de-daring the A. A. A. void.

Senator B.IRKLty. And the bornus.
'he CHAIRMAN. I added to it "an1 the bonus."

Senator lAawr Io0. I understood the chairman to say that if it had
not boe for the Supreme Court's decision, there would have been no
tax bill rnewsary, and I understood you to agree to it. Now, I
understand that is not so.

The CHAIR AN. I stated the Supreme Court's action, together
with the ps&sage of the act (or adluste%-servieo certificates.

Senator IIA6TINOS. I did not so understand it.
Mr. MOR0GNTHAU. The Prweident is ort record to that effect; that

he would oak for sio new taxes.
Senator lIAwr( Gs. I did not understand it.,
Mr. M OHENTB A. I would like to point out that the President is

on record that he would have asked for no new taxes this year unless
the Congroes passed legislation which was not included in the Budget.
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Senator HASTINGS. He was also on record last year, as I recall it.
Mr. MORGENTHAU. If h wa he kept hisword.
Senator HASTINGS. lie did as for taxes last year.
Mr., MORO ENTHAV. There is nothing stated in his Budget message

of the yearlprevious, as fa, as I know. .
Senator HASTISo. Not in his Budget message, but in his Messag

to the Congrems in 1035, you will find a statement to the effect that he.
was not anticipating asig the Congress to add any new taxes to the

present rate.
.Mr. MORGENTHAU. If you do not mad, I would like to refresh my.
memory on that. .11

Senator HASTINGS. I think you will find I am correct.
Mr. MORGEITHAU. Because as far as I know in every statement

that the President has made on his Budget and Ascal matters, he has
absolutely kept his word. -

Senator CouzE.Ns. I ask you, Mr. SecretarU have you made any
estimates of what the increased revenue wo be due to increased
business, if the taxes were to remain in status quo? . .

Mr. MOROENTHAU. Senator Couzens, we cannot forecast beyond
the fiscal year of 1937. We have been resh enough each year to do
that, and as I say, we have come within 1 percent, but the forecast
beyond 1937 would really be taking too much upon us.

Senator CouzENs. Well, assume that we only consider the calendar
year 1936, have you any estimates about the increased revenue, what
the increased revenue would be on the present law due to increased
business?

Mr. MOROENTHAU. That is included. Our forecast for both the
calendar year 1936 and the fiscal year- 1936--we are operating on
that now, and our estimates show that our revenue to date for both
the fiscal aid the calendar year are running about 1 percent in excess
of our estimates.

Senator COUzSENS. What were they? Do 'you remember?
Senator LA FOLLETTR. In other words, if I understand you,

Mr. Secretary, when you made the estimates, you took into accoimt
as a factor, whatever the actuaries decided to allow for improved
business conditions?

Mr. MOR OENTHAU. We did, and as I say, I am rather proud of the
work of the technical men in that respect, bAcause the receipts are
running just about 1 percent in excess when we have taken into
account a healthy increase in business for this year.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you recall in recent history where any Secretary
of the Treasury has come so close to the estimates and revenues as
Was done last year?

Mr. MORGENTHAU. No; and here is the record if you would like it.
The CHAIRMAN. It is my opinion that no one has come so close,

Will you agree with my statement on that?
Mr. MORO NTHAU. 'Yes; I will; I am glad to agree to it.
As a matter of fact, in 1931, they missed the estimates by 15 per-

cent. In 1932, they missed it by 7 percent. In 1033 they missed
it by 13 percent. In 1934, they missed it by percentt,

The first forecast, for 1935, which I made, the revenue is 4.8 percent
over what we e--tnmated; and this year--again I am responsibl&--we
are running about 1 percent in excess of our estimates.
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Senator KiNo. The chairman wants you to state that tho Demo-
crate are better prophets than the Republicans.
, The CHAIRMAN, I do not want to get any partisanship into this
discussion.{Laughter.)

Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Secretary, will you :go over those again
and see whether they were underestimated or overestirated?

Mr. MOROENTHAU. I will be very glad to, Senator Hastings.
This sheet that I have here says, "Comparison of actual and estimated
income tax receipts, fiscal year 1931 to 1936, inclusive, daily Treas-urf, statement basis."
UrIn 1931, whoever was Secretary of the Treasury, estimated--

Senator BLACK. Who was that; do you recall?
Mr. MOROENTHAU. I guess it must have been Mr. Mellon.[Laughter.)
The then Secretary of the Treasury estimated receipts of $2,190,-

000,000, and the actual receipt of $1,860,000,000, or 15.1 percent less
than the estimate.

Senator HASTINGS. Is that true all the way down?
Mr. MOROE]NTHAU. I will be glad to continue.
Senator HASTINGS. Just answer my question.
Mr. MORGrNTHAU. It runs from 16 percent to 6 percent off.
Senator HASTINOS. And they were less?

* Mr. MOROGNTHAU. They always were less. And in 1935, which is
the first year that I had a chance to forecast, our revenues exceeded
4.6 percent, and this year they are running about I percent in excess
of estimates. I mean, after I came in in the fall of 1933, and I am
responsible for 1935 and 1936 calendar years; in those 2 years, they
were the first 2 years, going back to 1931, that the revenue has
exceeded the estimates.

Senator HASTINGS, I am glad this administration was correct in
some estimates.

Mr. MOROENTHAU. Well, sir, they have been correct on all of their
estimates,

Senator HAaTNs. Including balancing the Budget?
Mr. MOEGoNTHAU. We have done everything on a fiscal financial

basi6 that we have said. As I pointed out before, Senator Hastings,
our revenues have exceeded estimates and our estimates for expendio
tures every year have been under.

Senator KINo. May I say that I hope that my friend from Delaware
,'ill not blame the President for the eccentricities of Congress.

Senator HAsTINGs. I won't blame him for any thing.
The CHAIRMAN. You may have forgotten, Mr. Secretary, but some

of us recall that when Mr. Mills was Secretary of the Treasury, he
revised his estimates three times in 0 months, and then he was wrong
in a greater amount than you.

If that is all, thankyou very much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator CovsENs. Would like to ask the Secretary a faw questions.

It appears that the gift tax was estimated in 1936 as $60,000,000, and
the actual collection up to date was $154 751,457. 1 am wondering
to what extent if at all you contemplate that that will affect the high
surtax brackets. '
-- Mr. MOROENTHAU. Mr. McLeod will answer that. If you will,
please?
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Mr. McLxo. We havc considered that in our estimate. We have
made adjustments for that in our estimates by reason of the smaller.
milber of individuals in the high Furtax brackets, as closely as we
could, meanng that there has been a shift downward to some extent
from the high surtax brackets to the lower.
; Senator (ouznNs. But you do not recall the amount in dollars
and centq?

Mr. LzoD. No; I do not have that.
The Cu.,Ailsn. Are there any other questions?
(No response.)
(The Secretary retires.)
The CHARi A. Before we proceed. The Secretary has gone, has

he not?
Mr. HIE,-ERINO. Yes, sir; he has.
The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to make this request at this tine. 't

was going to request lini and so I request through his experts, that.
the & retary do this. It seems to some of us--I was conferring with,
Senator La Follette, and I know that he and I are of this opinion-
this li. bill is rather complicated. I think they have done a
magnificeit job, but in order to get at the same results on the amount
of taxM to be raised through this change in policy of asse&ing the
stockholder instead of the corporation, if you could not work out
some plan that would simplify the matter, and instead of having four
columns as are included in this bill, if you could not get it down to
one column, so that. the laymnan might work out the proposition . '

I can appreciate that it had to be written, probably, this way1
because you have your instructions from the Ways and Means Com,
mittee, and I offer jo criticism; but if we can work out a simplified
form, it would be much better; aid I understood that over there it
was their desire to give some relief to the smaller corporations, more
thain to the larger coporatons; and that is :why the. bracket .was
fixed under $10,000 adjusted net income and over $10,000 adjustednet-income.. , - , ., ,

It will be recalled that in some of the prior bills that we haye passed
in order to help the sm.lier corporations we exempted $1,000. and
$2,000 and $3,000. I thlak we got up that far. Now, it would win'
to some of'us that if you had one column and could work it out'by!
exempting, say, up to $25,000 adjusted net income, or $1,000,,or,
maybe $2,000. that we would get the same results that the Hourso was
tryng to get . and that it would Simplify thd scheme.

So that what I was going to ask the Secretary, and I request it 'of
you gentlemen, is to work out, your estimates to see whether or not
that can be done and submit it to the committee, and to give us an
estimate on the proposition of putting up to $20,000, and then up to
$25,000, adjusted not income, and to gi*e off $1,000, and to exicept
$2,000. Make it on those two bases, to sec whether or not we might,
get the same results in revenue as are obtained by the bill.

If you can do that, you will greatly simplify this matter,
Senator LA FOLLEIT-C' And Mr. Chairman, may I ask for one

further thing t6 be considered? I am entirely. in sympathy 'with
what the chairman has said about simplifying the isill. Another
thing I would like to have worked out to be submitted for the con.
moderation of the committee is to workd oUt a schedule putting the tax
on the amount retained instead of having to have the schedule IIAj
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with the interpolator, whih so much fun ha been poked at.. As.I
undortand it, achedules can be worked out-which will result in
exactly or approximately the sam amount of tax beinf paid; but if'
they are worked out in perc-ntages on the r3tention of arnings, we
eari got rid of- tii nterpolator and make thetax readily undoirstand-
able to anybody that reads it. I would like to have that, submitted
also, just for theconsidortion of th commLt.ee., I V
., The ,CHAmaMAN. In that connec"tion,,may I s K.you, Mr. Com-
missioner, if the fact that the House, the last day when they had the
bill up for consideration, tnder the 5-minute rule, .amouded the law
so as to make the dividends payable in the taxable year, instead of as
originally drawn, did not eliminate one difficulty to enable you to do
just what Senator "' lllette has requested you to do, aad to work
itdut'on the retained surplus instead of what io paid out.

Now, you may proceed Mr,

STATEMENT OF GUY LVERINO, COISS0 OF INTERNAL
REV , TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Mr. IHuLvER . I have a short stae66T"'t

The0 Ser ofteTr hs e e ted to you nalysof ,' e d Itt the Tr bs t i

of th d revenu.d ed of t Fcd 1 Governmept out--
lined in the ereident' up (,ntsr-. a m...te of 1 "p,

and ie x t to wi, et _rb' t -I)as8ed the
Houseof preoenttivc* ., fopp te Way and
Means Co mnttee, I ani glad. place mnys p the isposad o this
committee for an istanc4 m rend sini- I
desire to n o afe %4h opt's pro a,
and the'H, 's b .

The firs thin Ia our attention * the
fact that .i thal~ * i al n.6of a so of a~ddi nal
rqvenuis gu ested b R V new ion. eel'

44em-t~ dim11' so-call d .edo6 to r - ,for
the iTesury d the public, ta a io u paid b umer,
oS business aD by co eroge a4y w h b part
of 'prtvte, rat than a,, revenue., her--the,
p optosOtp o rat earnings , coupled ,wth the ofthe

itw . Dwin 1e, capital-stock, and fits 4taxes--is

osiged! only o i. ive the present s es of jucome tax,
rates aBpplicable o the opportunitips

fQr t~x avoi0ouu1e anr...tax evasion. - o tr. w for ,the eactjent"
of processing t"e on )roa er b*, but it lower rate, than tboso,
that Were in effect under t Agrinturg Adjnstu4ent " t. TUe Sugb,
gesw~ processig taxes, thereforjo, wold only' replace. thqiiilar.
t.os ,prevxuely in force and, ,mireoyor, arf.propoee 4 a

14:e CMHAMAN. How much do you expect to got under the present
regulation? 'About $517,000,000 over a period of 3 years?
'711r. lIfVVER ii. ThO schedules of't'de Agiicultural Diprtmerat
preented to the Was and Means (C0itnitt pe would raise appron-
rntZly $2S08,000,0 in *,year,

rj xxtnxr Wnproeeaing tax.
hj Vis o.B processcwing t%x; yes.
e T WiaLhot Pc,-opt--,---' yhe com-ittee?
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Mr. ITiLvzERNo. No. I hught say n that connection; that those
were rates much lower. For instance, the wheat rate under the old
i schedule was 30 cents. Under the now proposal by the Agricultural
Department it was 5 cents.

The CuAIRuAN. So they were greatly reduced as to the amount of
processing tax?

Mr. ELVEwRINO. About 20 percent average of the old rates.
The CHAIRMAN. And the base was broadened by taking in other

commodities?
Senator KiNo. Upon which to impose the processing tax?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. You may proceed, Mr. Commissioner.
Mr. IIELVERNO. The President's suggestion to obtain additional

permanent revenue was for an improvement in our method of cor-
porato income taxation. In essence, as I have already indicated, thiA
proposal does not seek to impose any new taxes or any higher rates
of taxes. On the contrary, its effect would be to lower taxes for a
great many, perhaps the majority of our corporations in number;
and to lower them also for a very large proportion of corporation
stockholders.

Senator KInG. I should like'to make an inquiry. As a matter of
fect out of the three-hundred-and-some-odd-thousand corporations
in te United States, loss than half have ever paid any taxes at all,
is that not true?

Mr. HzLVERINO. There are some 500,000 corporations in the
United States, and the number that were in the small brackets-Mr.
McLeod can tell you better.
. Mr. McLzo. In the small brackets, under the bill as proposed by

the House, about 211,000 were under $10,000; 43,000 had net incomes
above $10,000.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McLeod will be the next witness that will be
before us, and he can go into that phase.

Mr. HELVERINO. A great number of those corporations did not pay.
Senator KINo. A majority of the corporations in the United States

do notpay any taxes at all.
Mr. HELvERma. No; I do not think a majority. I think a majority

of them do pay taxes, but quite a number of them in the small brackets.
The fundamental objective of this proposal is to increase the

Federal revenues byv plugging up a major source of tax avoidance and
tax evasion now existing, and thereby greatly to in-rease the fairness
and balance of the Federal income-tax structure as a whole.

Senator-KINo. Could you say that it is an avoidance or evasion it
corporations have reserved what they regard as legitimate against
days of adversity or to meet contingencies or for the purpose of
expansion?
:-Mr. HELVERINO. I did not mean to use these terms with any crimi,

nal intent on their part, but it is just a chance to do it, and do it
legally, under the present law.

The President's proposal, the principles of which are incorporat..l
in the House bill, is no new development. It has received the
Attention and support of students of taxation from the earliest days
of income taxation in the United Stat6s. Its principles were incor
porated in our first income-tax law, 1862-71, When Congress pro-
vided that the gains and profits of corporAtions 4ould be included in
the annual taxable gains, profit, or incomo of any person entitleil to
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them, whether divided or undivided. Shortly before and while the
Revenue Act of 1921 was under consideration, a proposal identical
in principle with the President's suggestion received the support of
many representatives of organized business, Members of Congress,
and the Treasury Department. The principle was recommended by
Secretary of the Treasury Houston in his annual report for the year
1920. In somewhat modified form, it was incorporated in a bill
passed by the Senate in 1924.

The C1AIRUAN. Do you quote that part of Secretary Houston's
report in your statement?

Mr. HELVERINO. Do you wish it incorporated?
The CHAIRMAN. If you have not, I wish you would incorporate

in your remarks that part of Secretary Houston's recommendation
which deals with that phase.

(The matter referred to follows:)

EXTRACT iroml THE ANNUAL REPORT O THs SECRTARY OF Tan TieAeUay
VOR T3 FISCAL YEAR 1920 (Pr, 39-43)

The excess-profits tax, however, must be replaced, not merely repealed, and I
believe that It should be replaced In large part by some form of corporation
profits tax. This conclusion Is based not only upon the Government's need for
revenue but upon grounds of equality and justice. So lon$ as taxpayers other
than corporations are subject to a progressive Income tax rising now to over 70
percent, corporation profits should not be allowed to escape with a single tax of
only 10 percent. Individuals (and partnerships In effect) pay normal taxes and
surtaxes upon all net income, whether spent, saved, or retained in the business of
the taxpayer. Corporations pay only normal t%x on such income, although their
stockholders pay In addition surtaxes on the profits of the corporation which are
distributed as dividends. But no surtaxes are pltd on or with respect to the
profits not distributed. It seems plain, therefore, that when the excess-profits
tax ! repealed some equivalent or compensatory tax should be placed upon the
corporation in lieu of the surtax upon relnvested income paid by other taxpayers.

Unless this be done, a heavy premium would be given to the corporate form of
business. If, for example, three equal partners in a business invest capital of
$2,000,000 and make net profits of $600,000, draw out $76,000 as salary and
$76,000 as profit., leaving $450 000 in the business, these partners would together
pay income taxes of approximately $279,670. But if they should incorporate the
btusness, the total income and capital-stock taxes o6 the corporation and Its three
stockholders would, iu ease the excess-profits tax were repealed, be only $75,865.

One partial substitute for the excess-profits tax would be a tax on the undis$
tributed profits of corporations as nearly as poible equal to the surtax imposed
u the saved income of the Individual. If individuals dolng business in prtner-

Pi pay 20 percent on undistributed profits, individuals doing business through
theemedium of the corporation should pay 2u0ercent. This plan could be applied
In many different ways: (1) The distributed profits of the corporation could be
substituted for the so-called exoes-profits credit of the excess-profits tax and the
remaining or-taxable profit be taxed at 20 percent; or (2) a 20 percent tax on
undltrituted profits could be applied p a corporation surt" under title II of thq
revenue act or (8) corporations could In form bepubjeeted to the same progressive
surtaxes as indivdu&s-9-a proposal whish would prove very Advant~geous to all
eorporatlonfs with small inoome--with i% proviso that the total surtax should
never exceed an amount equal to 20 percent of the uidttributed profits. None of
theae plna presents Any grave admilrstrativo difficulty or involves any particular
0omplelty of operation.

If an undisfributd profit. tax be adopted it should contain provisions
expreasly recognizing the various devices by which many corporations find it
possible to diutroluto statutory."divideeda", while actually retaining the profits
in the business. The object should be to *subject stock holders of corporation*
to the same tax burdens Impoeed upon the members of a partnership, and any
procedure which facilitatea the attainment of this object should be welcome.
The stockholders of any corporation should be permitted, for example, by a
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una Trnous vote to left to be taxed as the members of a pArtnership or as the
stockho!:der a of a persnal-service corporation are now taxod under existing law,
It iould be Advglable seriously to consider the propriety of requiring every
corporation, 95 percent or more of the stock of which is held by one mnd vidua
to be treated as a partnership or peronal-service corporation. This would go far
toward solving the problem whose solution Is now vainly sought in section 220 of
the revenue aot of 1918.

The object of these suggestions Is to establiah so far as possible an exact
equivalence between the taxation of corporation stockholders and other taxpayers.
The undistributed-profits tax appears to be one practical meahs of obtaining
approximate equality of treatment. This is not only to satisfy a theoretical
sense of justice. It is, I believe, the course of practical wisdom. At some points
the revenue law as now formulated discriminates unjustifiably against the
individual In favor of the corporation. At others it discriminates unduly against
corporations in favor of the Individual.

Thee indiscriminations operate to force many business enterprises into forms
of organization not intrinsically the best suited to their ntvds. Furthermore, the
most troublesome problem of income taxation is the samein cse of both corpora-
tions and unincorporated taxpayers, I. e., the represive effects of heavy rates
when applied to income which is saved and reinvested. That and many other
problems of personal and corporation income taxation will best be decided when
linked together. We are now taxing reinvested income of individuals at rates
which may exceed 70 percent. The error of this treatment appears plainly
when we attempt to apply such rates In the case of corporations. It would be
urthinkab!e to tax the aved income of corporations at 70 percent. On the
other hand the stockholders of corporations are forced to pay through the cor-.
poration a higher normal tax than individuals. They receive no credit against
this normal tax for the personal exemptions, and-under existing law-profits.
which hAve paid both the corporation income tax and the heavy excess-profits
tax are again subjected, when distributed as dividends to stockholders, to surtaxes
rising in some cases to 65 percent. In the Mtter Instances the discrimination is
against the corporation and its stockholders. Like treatment should prove in
the long run the surest means of obtaining just and wholesome treatment.
Separate treatment will in the long run conduce to corporation baiting. If
corporations insist upon different treatment, they are in the long run likely to
receive worse treatment. The next revision of the tax law should place the
income tax upon an enduring foundation of sound principle. Lating solutions
and not temporary makeshifts should be sought.

The tax on undistributed profits has certain obvious disadvantages, as, in
fact, have aU tax proposals. It is widely opposed because it would, in form, fall
on reinvested profits, although the personal-income tax falls also on reinvested
profits. It is believed also by many honest and able men that, notwithetandbig
the fact that it would reduce the tax burden upon corporations, it would tend to
cause an undue dissemination of corporation profits and subject directors of
corporations to a strong temptation to pay out as dividends profits actually
needed In extending or maintainipg the business Itself.

If, in the opinion of theCongress, these or other diiiculties make the undis-
trlbuted-profits tax unavailable, the excess-profits tax might be replaced, in
part at least, by a compensatory corporation tax, or "corporation surtax," at a
at rate. Such a tax, at any practicable rate., cannot be made the equivalent of

the individual or personal surtaxes on reinvested Income. It would leave the
corporation tax less burdensome than the personal tax on some business concerns
and more burdensome than the personal tax on others. The undistributed-
profits plan would tax income saved by corporations at the maximum rate paid
bIndividuals on saved Income, while leaving the omporatlon an option to
distribute the profits--either constructively or setually-and thus subject such

fits to taxation in the hands of the stockholders. But the "corporation r-
Ur." has the great merit of simplicity, and such a tax has recently been adopted
In the UnitedKingdom for pre-sely the pur s here set forth t istoseure
from corporations some contribution In lieu othe surtax collecteA from Individuals
on reinvested income. The discuseion of this tax by the chancellor of the excheq-
uer in his financial statement of April 19, 1920, is enlightening, and it is quoted
in part blow. The Italics are mine:
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CO1tPORATIOV-PROTI[TS TAX

I propose therefore to introduce thiM year a new tax which, for the time being,
vill be levied ooncurrentlv with the excess-profits duty, but which, either in the
form in which I propose'it or in an amended form, may in the future prove a
substitute for it. The character of the new tax, a permanent tax, has been the
subject of most anxious consideration by tne Government and myself and, 5s I
have previously mentioned, I think, In the House last year, I sent out a mission
to Canada and the United States to investigate and to study the schemes of
profits taxation in force in those countries, and to see whether we could derive
any lessons of use to us from their practice and experience. The results of the
inquiry and of independent investigation in this country have not served to
reloove the difficulties which presented themselves to our first consideration of
the proposal for a taxation of profits In excess of a certain return upbn invested
capital, and have not enabled us to see our way to adjust such a tax to existing
business conditions and customs in this country. We therefore abandoned the
Idea of creating a tax on profits in excess of a xed standard and we propose to
have reouree to a different measure. I may describe our proposJas a corpora-
tion tax levied at the rate of I shilling In the pound on the profits and income of
concerns, with limited liability, engaged in tradeor similar transactions. This tax
-will run concurrently with excet,%-profits duty until that duty is repealed. Where
a concern is liable to both taxes, any excess-profits duty payable will be treated
as a working expensein arriving at the profits for the purpose of the new tax. Both
excess-profits duty and corporation tax will be deducted before the asment of
profits for income tax, and to prevent the new tAx constituting too severe a burden
on the ordinary shareholder of exiting concerto in which thewe are larg6 Issuea of
debenture and preference share_, where a considerable proper ion of the profit has
to be allocated to the payment of interest and fixed dividends thereon, we propose
'that In no case shall the duty exceed 2 shillings to the pound on the profits which
.remain after the payment of such interest and dividends on existing Issues of
debentures and preference shares. I would remind the committee ht under
the provisions of the excess.profits duly prosperous concerns with a large pre-war
profit standard may escape liability for the tax because their present profits,
though high, are not in ercees of their standard and, at any rate, they pay a tax
_on what all of us think an unduly low scale. Incidentally, the new tax will do
something to correct this anomaly. But I justify it on much broader grounds.
Companies incorporated with a limited liability enjoy privileges and converdences
by virtue of the law for which they may be asked topay some acknowledgment.
But more than that, partners In a private partnership pay supertax not merely
on the profits which they divide, but also on the undivided profits which they
place to reserve. No sushi charge falls upon the undivided profits of limited
liability companies. The corporation tax Is justified by this distinction of the
exitingg law in favor of such corporations, and it may be regarded as a composition
in lieq 9f the liability to supertax.

A flat corporation surtax of adequate rate could probably be substituted for
the excess-profits tax without serious loss in revenue. Whether any loss would
result by the substitution of an undistributed-profits tax Is problematical. The
shrinkage Ir the lax collected from corporations as the result of distributed
profits would be partially counterbalanced by an Increase in the taxation of the
stockholders of the corporations involved. Furthermore, the yield of the excess-
profits tax Is declining and may decline rapidly in the near future. Two hundred
million dollars Is probably a maximum allowance for the loss of revenue that
would reau t in 1922 If the excess-profits tax were replaced (as of Jan. 1 1921) by
.an undiatributed-profits tax of 20 percent. New taxes capable of yielding ap-
p.'oximately ths amount should be selected from the additional taxes sugmeated
below or from other sources in case the undistributed-profits tax is adopted.

Senator KIxo. And likewise that provision of the 1924 act which
you think incorporates its principle; at any rate, if not in all respects,
this provision is with respect to the taxation of undistributWl profits.

Senator LA FOLLETE. I did not understand the Commissioner to
.say that it became incorporated in a law. ite said it passed the
Senate uit 1924.
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(The matter referred to follows:)

EXTRACT rrom H. R. 6715, SIXTY-EIOHTH Co.o zss, FiReT SssSION, IN THE
SENATIM OF TaH UNITED STATES (PAOCs 85-93)

SHAREHOLDERS TAXED AS PARTNERS

SEC. 228. (a) The shareholders of any corporation which is'subject to the tax
Imposed by subdivision (a) or (b) of section 230 shall, It they all agree thereto in
respect of any taxable year of the corporation, be taxed in the same manner as the
members of a partnership. All the provisions of tblk title relating to partnerships
and the members thereof shall so far as practicable apply to such corporation and
the shareholders thereof. If all the shareholders are so taxed, the corporation
shall be exempt from tax under section 230 for such taxable year.

(b) For the purposes of this section amounts distributed by such corporation
during its taxable year shall be accounted for by the distributees; and any portion
of the surtax net income (as defined !n subdivision (e) of section 230) remaining
undistributed at the close of Its taxable year shall be accounted for by the share-
holders of such corporation at the close of its taxable year In proportlon to their
respctive shares.

(c)Any undistributed portion of the surtax net income (as defined in sub-
division (c) of section 230) which is taxed to the shareholders under this section
Hall, when distributed, be exempt from tax to the distributees.
I Szc. 230. (a) In lie6 of the tax imposed by section 230 of the Revenue
Act of 1921, there shall be levied collected, and paid for each taxable year upoh
the net income of every corporation a normal tax of 0 per centum of the amount
of the net income in excess of the credits provided In sections 236 and 263.

(b) In addition to the normal tax imp6sed by subdivision (6) of this ectlon
there shall be levied, collected and paid upon the surtax net Income (as defined
in subdivision (e) of this section) of every corporation a surtax equal to the
following percentage of the undistributed net income as defined in subdivision (e)
of this section:

One-fourth of I per centum, if the undistributed net income Is more than 10
per centum, but not more than 11 per centumn, of the surtax net Income;

(This surtax Increased one-fourth per eentum for each 1 per centum in-
crease in the percentage of undistributed net income up to 5 per centum on
undistributed net income of 29-30 per century. For the interval between 30
and 40 per centum the surtax rate rose one-half per centum for each 1
per e entum Increase In the undistributed net income percentage, reaching 10 per
centum on undistributed net income of 39-40 per centum; from 40 to 60 per
ceotum, the surtax. rose 1 per eciturn for each' per centum, reaching 20
per centum on 50 per oentur, and from 50 per centum on the surtax rose 2 per
cen.pim for each I per centum Increase in-the undistributed net income per-
centage, reaching 40 per centum on all undistributed net income over 59 per
centum of the surtax net income.)

(c) For the purposes of subdivision (b) of thIs wetion--:
(1) The term "surtax net income" means the net income As defined in section

232, increased by the amount of the deduction allowed under paragraph (8) of
subdivision (a) of section 234;

(2) The term "undistributed net income" means the amount by which the
surtax net income exceeds the sum of (I) the amount of the tax imposed by
subdivision (a) of this section for the taxable year, plus (2) the amount of cash
dividends paid during the twelve months preening the 15th day of the third
month following the close of the taxable year, plus (3) amounts retained to
replace capital losses sustained after the enactment of this Act plus (4) amounts
retained In compliance with law and the distribution of which is prohibited by
law plus (5) $10,000;

(i) The term "cash dividends" includes dividends paid in interest-bearing
S scrip if sbj ect to tax In the hands of the distributees ethe same extent as a
div end paid in cash.

* Mr. If ELYERmO. Yes. It did not pass the Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a good idea. Put it in that it passed the

Senate. We had a great deal of respect fe' the Senate in 1924.
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Mr. HELVERING. When corporations distribute their earnings to
their stockholders, the dividends are subject to the surtax rates
incorporated in our income-tax law.- When corporate earnings are
not so distributed, the individual stockholders, while enjoying the
benefit of those earnings in the form of the increased worth of their
securities, are enabled to avoid all payment of surtaxes thereon.

Senator HASTINGS. Right there Mr. Commissioner, How can he
enoy these earnings in the form of increased worth?

Mr. H ELVERING. If they can be put in the reserve of the corpora-
tions, in the surplus, they therefore increase the value of the stock
outstanding.

Senator hASTINGS. You say "while enjoyingthe benefit of those
earnings in the form of the increased worth of their securities." The
increased worth of the securities is of no particular good to them
unless they sell them and realize on them.

Mr. HELVERING. No.
Senator HASTINGs. Then he pays the tax, does he not?
Mr. HELVERINO. Oh, yes.
Senator KING. It seems to me, if I may be pardoned, Senator, that

it is an advantage to have your securities increasing in valhe from
year to year, though you do not have the increased value distributed.

Senator LAFOLLE rin Furthermore, if he sells, he only pays the
capital gain and he does not pay the surtax.,

Mr. HELVERIN0. I am referring to the payment of the surtax this
year. The corporation of course, on these surpluses can make loans
or advances on the market. Outside of their legitimate business, they
can do o considerable business that way.

The CHAIRMAN. IS it not a fact that a dividend-paying stock is
classified as a little better than one that does not pay dividends? .

Mr. HELVERING. I think it should have a higher sales value; yes.
"Senator Kika. And intrinsically too, perhaps.

Mr. Hz.-VaRiNo, The Federal government is thereby deprived of
substantial amounts of revenue; and great inequalities in the treat-
ment of different kinds of income, and in the treatment of incorpor-
ated as opposed to stockholders and so made to bear their fair share
of taxation under the individual income surtaxei, should be subject
to corporation income taxes at rates which, on the average, would
compensate the Federal Government for the loss in surtax revenue.

Their loss, as the Secretary has indicated, is of very great dimen-
sions. The Treasury estimates that, if the present corporation
income/ capital stook; and excess profits taxes:were repealed; and all
corporation earnings during the calendar year 1930 were currently
distributed, the income of individuals would be increased by more
than 4% billions of which approximately $4,000,000,000 would be
taxable.

Senator HATINSOS. Let me inquire whether jou have made any
study as to what would have been the result P, you take that back
say 5 years, 1935 1934, 1932 1931l and the year back to 1929,
would that show that ontinued increase in surplus?
Mr, HELVZRINo. In this amount, you mesn?
Benatbr HASTINGS. Yes, or approximately that amount.
Mr. HZLVERING. Oh, no. The Treasury has estimao, for those

years, which will be placed in the hearings as to those amounts during
those years.
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(The matter referred to'follows:)
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Senator KING. Mr. Commissioner, for my own information, I
would like to know how you can reach any sort of definite and accurate
conclusions as to what tax would be obtained if all or approximately
all the dividends had been distributed, unless you know the brackets
into which would fall the tax to be paid by the distributees, and by
that you would have to know the number of millions of taxpayers
and the brackets into which they would fall, because obviously many
of these taxpayers to whom dividends would be distributed, would
fall in that class where they pay no tax at all.

Mr. IIELVERINO. Of course, Senator, we depend entirely upon the
estimates made by the statisticians, and they have estimated these
figures which I am now reading. I am depending on them for thoseeat inatea.

The CHAIRMAN. It %ill show in the cbart.
Mr. IHAAs. Mr. McLeod could vety probably give the fundamental

basis-upon which they base the whole estimate of their work. In
other words, a similar basis that a life insurance actuary would use to
bse his estimates. We have something which we think is just as
substantial as-that to start with.

Senator KINo. As I understand then the tsbles which you will
submit will show the number of stockholders who would be the recipi-
ents of dividends and the brackets into which each one ,would fall?:.

Mr. M CLEOD. We have not indicated the exact number-
Senator GERRY [interposing]. Mr. Chairman, we cannot hear a

word of this.
Mr. MCJJ FOD, We have not indicated in thitk table the exact nun-

ber of individuals who would receive dividends by the brackets.. We
have indicated the total number of individuals and tie total additional
number. We do know from past years whtre the dividends fall by
brackets, and it is somewhat similar to a actuafial table.by which
an actuary determined" the probable length of a man's,life and hid
premiums. He does not trace a particular individual, but he knows
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from a certain group of individuals, on the average, how'many will
die in a certain year.

On that same basis, we know that when you havo the total number
of net incomes of the corporations distributed-we have the records
over a period of years-we know on the average how those dividends
flow through the income brackets. That is really the basis of the
estimate of the additional revenues.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Helvering. You may proceed,
please.

Mr. IfELvER-iO. About $1,448,000 000 it is estimated would go to
individuals whose effective surtax liaility on the additional income
would be less than 10 percent.

Senator LA FOLLETE. You refer to 16 percent there as the average
of what the corporations pay now under existing law?

Mr. HELVERINO. Taking that as the basis to got this table.
And some $2,567,000,000 of the additional income would go to in-

dividuals whose effective surtaxes on the additional income would
be greater than 16 percent, as is illustrated in a chart I should like
to put in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will have another demonstration made of that
chart before we get through so that the public may be let in on it.

Mr. IIELVEmtO, In consequence, the yield of the individual in-
come tax, assuming no change in rates other than the removal of the
present exemption of dividends from the normal tax, would be in-
creased by more than $1,700,000,000 if such distribution were made.

It is estimated that more than 71 percent of the increase in taxable
income would be received by individuals with net incomes of more
than $25,000 a year, and that about 45 percent would be received by
individuals with net incomes in excess of $100,000 a year.

This increase in revenues that would result from a full and effective
plication of the existing individual income tax schedules indicates

the extent to which theexisting law results in a Iss in revenue to the
Federal Government. But besides yielding substantial additional
revenue to the Federal Government, thX. proposed method of taxation
would eliminate the two main sources of mequality in our tax system.

Under our present laws, individuals and members of partnerships
must pay income aurtaxce on the entire amount of their earnings,
whether such eaaings.are distributed in full, partly reinvested,.or
reivested in their entirety,., Corporation earnings whicn are rein-
vested escape income surtaxes for the time being and may. escape
them altogether or beeme subject to them later at mich lower rate.

Senator GERRY. Have your statistics you must have them, I pre-
sume--showing how many opartnerships there are in the country,
and .what the' amount of their capital is, and what the amount of their
earungeis.

r. -IELVERING. Yes, sir.
. Senator GERRY. You tlr putting those in the record, are you, so
that we can see them, and that willshow how much of the business is,
done in- the country by copartnerships? h
I Mr. HncviEwNo, I might say, without being held to th0 exact
number, I thiik there are 205,000 ceopaxtnerships with income of
$1,158,000,000. Those incomes from thbse copartnershiip3 run all
the way up from small figures to over $1,000,000.

Senator GERRY. Will you please put those in the record?
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Senator BLACK, The natural tendency of the tax as it has been
has been such that by virtue of it a copartnership was compelled to
pay tax on all profits while a corporation was not compelled to pay a
tax on all profits, and that has been a very coercive influence in caus-
ing people to organize corporations, has it not, and would it not neces-
sarily result in that?

Mr. HIELVERINO. J might say to you, Senator, that in the year
1926 the number of copartnerships and corporations were about equal.
The copartnerships have gradually gone down each year and the
corporations have gone up, until in this year, the past year, it has
resulted in 205,000 copartnerships as against 600,000 and some
dorporations.

Senator BLACK: In other words, as I understand the point that
you have there, if a copartnership made a million dollars of profits
and there were, two men in the partnership, they were compelled to
pay a tax under the present law on every dollar of profit they made
whether they reinvested all of it or not, but if the same two men
organized a corporation out in Delaware or some other State, ant
they made that same million dollars-of profit, they would be'limited
to 15 or 16 percent. That is all the tax they would have t6 pay, is
it not? So that naturally there is a constant and strong inducement
to keep from paying the 50 percent of the profits if they can get out
by paying the Government 15 percent by organizing a corporation.

Mr. HELVERINO. A little later on, Senator, I give an absclste
eyqrmple of that, computed in dollars and cents.

Senator GiRRY. Is that not just saying in other words that your
copartnersbip is treated in taxation the same as the individual?

Mr. HELvF.RINO. Yes.
Senator OERtY. And therefore the idea, when we had the old

Jones Amendment Act, was to make the corporation pay the normal
tax so as to even it out? Was it not something like that, as I recall
the old law?
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Mr. HzLvzmNa. I know 'hose considerations were taken up.
Senator OR ny. And then in addition to that, they paid an addi.

tional tax besides that, and thit was an attempt to even it up between
the copartnership and the corporation.

Mr. HE NERINo. Yes.
Senator BLACK. As I understand it then, as it came out a year or so

ago, there was a gentleman said to own manymillion dollars worth of
stock in various corporations and who paid no income tax. Now, if
the corporations in which he was interested hold their increased
profits, the corporations would not have paid anything either? If
they put it in surplus, they would have paid 15 or 16 percent.

Mr. HELV.RiNO. That is a flat rate.
Senator BLAcK. If that. had been an individual he would have

bad to pay a large amount of taxes to the Federal government.
Mr. IELVXRINO. I think there is no doubt about that.
Mr. BLAcK. What you are seeking to bring out hero is, as I under.

stand it-just one other question. If there were small stockholders
in the corporation, distributed over and around the country, who
only owned a very small block of stock, who would not have had to
pay 15 percent on their normal individual income, it was to their
interest to have that money distributed, and so they were injured
if the corporation held it and did not pay it out. That is true, is
it not?

Mr. HELVEPMo. On the small stockholder, the tax went up.
Senator BLAcx. But the men who owned the large blocks of stock

in the corporation, by the millions, two or three lions, have been
greatly benefited to the disadvantage of the small stockholders in the
way the tax has operated?

Mr. HiLvzjuNO. We think that is the result under the present
law, yes.

To consider first, the case of current tax liability, let us take the cae
of a partnership composed of five equal partners and with total
e of $500,000. The Federal Government under the present
law would receive $166,770 of these earnings in individual income
taxes, assuming that the partners were single men and had no other
taxable income. If these.-same men conducted, their business as a
corporation and paid themselves salaries of $15,000 each, but no
dividends, the Federal Government would receive a total of onl7
$68,710 in income taxes-a difference of $98,060. Even if this
corporation distributed in dividends 50 percent of its earnings under
the present law, after payment of $75,000 in salaries the Federal
Government would stil receive 852,385 less in taxes than it would

'eosive if the business were conducted as a partne.-bip.
Senator HAeNrNos. Mr. flelvezing,.is it true if those five persons

were in business as an equal partnership, that they could not take out
as an expense any salaries?

Mr. 11ELVERINO. Oh, no.
Senator HAsvMos. They hhve to pay on all of that?
Mr. HELVERINO, That goes iu just the same as though they were

not in any business at all. If they take out salaries, that goes in as
income, and their earnings go in on top of that, and the tax is com-
puted just as though they were individual business men.

Senator HSTINos. That is, if the five persons were president and
vice president and managers and no forth, whatever they call them-
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selves, they would not pay themselves any salary and -take that- 6ut
of the pro ts.of that business?'.: :..

Mr. 1IOLVERING. 'Yop, meani.when they ;would make their return?
Senator HASTINGS. When they make their return. . ,.1 11
Mr. HxLVERING. No; they would have to include that salary as

part of their return together with all the other interests and profits
and their pro-rata share.

Senator. KING. But they could take out the salaries paid to the
employees?

Mr. HELVvnINO. Oh, yes; other than the owners. Also deprecia.
tion depletion, and all that sort of allowances under the present law.

Through withholding earnings, moreover, and paying them' out
only as those in control elect, a corporation'is able to average the
earnings and the losses of its stockholders over an indefinite period
of years, and it is also able to speculate on the possibility that the
Congress in some years may be induced to lower individual income-
tax rates. It may retain earnings at times when the Government
needs additional revenues, and pay them out when tax rates are
lowered. The individual does not have these opportunities.. If he
had a large income in 1929, for instance, he paid in 1930 a tax based
exactly on that 1929 income, in whatever brackets of taxation it
might fall. If he suffered.heavy losses in 1930 and 1031, he was not
able to make any deduction or obtain any refund of the taxes he had
already paid and for which he had already become liable on his 1929
income. If that same individual's activities had been incorporated,
he need have paid individual income taxes only on that portion of his
earnings that he withdrew in the form of salary and dividends during
the good year to meet his current needs, and by withholding the
remainder he would have been able to offset the losses that he sus-
tained in the two succeeding years. That is one door of escape,
and it is a most important one.. ..

A second source of iaquality is the opportunity enjoyed by owners
of corporate businesses to reduce their income taxes by taking part
of their income in the form of so-called capitalgains. By withholding
earnings from distribution, a corporation builds up enhanced capital
values which are reflected in the worth of its stock. After a block of
that stock has been held in the same ownership for a number of years,
it can be sold and the resulting gains in value will b taxed at lower
rltes than other sources of income. As an instance, if the stock has
been hold for more than 10 years and then sold, only 30 percent of the
resulting gain from its sale will, under the present law be taxed s
income,, and if the individual's surtax rates have thus been brought
as high as a bracket of 50 percent, he will pay a tax equal to only 15
percent of the whole amount of his gain. This is referring to capital l
gain. A few'years ago, the wealthy stockholder faced only a 12X.
percent tax on capital net gains.

But there is a very great number cf instances in which corporate
earnings have continued to pile up year after year for a far longer
period than 10 years, constantly adding to the value of the estct4 of
their individual owners without ever having been subject to any
surtax taxation, but only to the ordinary corporation income taxed
at rates rarely higher than 15 percent. What this means in simple
terns is the privilege of reinvesting earnings without the payment of
surtaxes upon them, a privilege of very great monetary value to those
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whose income reach surtax brackets higher than 15 percent. This
means anyone whose surtax net income is more than $22,000 a year

Now, the President has suggested that the Congress enact a tax
measure which .Will produce approximately the same revenue from
corporate earnings, whether they are distributed or not distributed;
He suggested also the repeal of the present corporation income tax,
the capital-stock tax, the excess-profits tax, and the repeal of the
present exemption of dividends from the 4 percent normal income tax;
dl these taxes to be replaced by a tax on undistributed corporate

earnings.
-The Ways and Means Committee of the House has applied the
principle suggested by the President in a form which expresses the
tax not as a levy upon that portion of corporate income which is not
distributed in the form of dividends to stockholders, but as a levy on
total income. The House bill contains schedules which apply to the
entire adjusted net income of a corporation, at rates'graduated ac-
cording to the proportion of the income wiuch is retained by the
corporation after the distribution of dividends and after payment of
tax. It apparently has been thought by the House committee that
this form of expression of the tax rates will more clearly represent to
the corporation stockholder the tax cost of retaining any given pro-
portion of net e knings for capital purposes.

Probably the first thing to be noticed about the rates for permanent
corporation taxes in the House bill is that any corporation that dis-
tributes all of its current earnings will pay no Federal corporation
taxes whatever. Such tax as applies will be paid by the individual
stockholders on the same basis as all other individual income taxes
are paid.
. ,enptor Kixo. Supposing you have a corporation that is closely
held that has three or four or five or six stockholders, and any divi-
denda that are paid would be paid to them, they could declare a
dividend and distribute the profits during the year to themselves;
and the corporation would pay no tax at all?

Mr. HELVEImNO. Absolutely.
'Senator LA. FoLLEmr. But they will pay on their individual

income tax?
Senator, KING. Yes; but the corporation would pay no tax.
Senator LA FOLLL-rE. In paying the individual income tax they

would pay more than they are paying now?.
- Mr. HELVEYINO. It is possible that there may be some corporations
in the United States that would pay no corporation tax under this
proposal.

Let us see what will occur in the case of corporations which.do not
distribute their earnings fully. Two sets of rates have been presented
by the IIous6 committee, one applying to corporations with adjusted
not income of $10,000 or less; the second applying to corporations
with adjusted net incomes of more than $10,000, with a provision
for merging the effect of these schedules on corporations with adjusted
net incomes between $10,000 and $40,0(10. That is the same thing
that the chairman was referring to awhile ago in the suggested matter
that you want to have put in the record. -The small income corpora
tions, which comprise approximately 80 percent of all nonfinancial
corporat.ens, will be able to retain up to approximately 40 percent
of a year's earnings for capital purposes and till pay less tax than
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they pay now. Corporations with large incomes will be enabled to
retain about 30 percent without paying as much in taxes as are
paid under the present law.

Senator LA FOLLrEm. It is my understanding, Mr. Commissioner,
that a study of the distribution of dividends over a period of approxi-
mately 10 years indicates that on the average corporations normally
retain about 30 percent.

Mr. HERVERrNG. Yes; I think that is what the tables show over tne
riod from 1921 to 1031. I do not know as those are the years,

ut it is over a 10-year period.
Senator KINo. Where do you draw the line of differentiation be-

tween the small corporation and the large corporation?
Mr. HELvERINo. Income of $10,000 or less is provided for in the

House bill, adjusted net income of $10,000 or less, for the small
corporation.

r have studied the application of these schedules to various types
of corporations, large and small, and I have found that in addition
to the opportunity given corporations to avoid all Federal income
taxation by making full distributions of current earnings, the schedules
permit very liberal additions to surplus from current earnings upon
payment of taxes lower than those now in effect.

Where, then, does the increased revenue come from? It comes
primarily from stockholders already enjoying large incomes who would
pay higher taxes on their incomes as these incomes are increased by
additional dividend distributions. It .would come in other words
primarily from those who are now able to avoid their just share of
the burden of income taxation by holding income-producing property
in the corporate form, and by having their corporations retain very
large proportions Of these earnings, subject only, to the ordinary cor-
poration income tax. It is inequitable and it is a source of great loss
to the public revenues to permit the corporate form to be used by
wealthy persons to avoid graduated individual income suxtaxes.

As your committee is'.well aware, the objectors to bills providing
additional revenues are always many and the advocates are usually
few,- because the benefit is gerral whereas the hurt is specific. It
is natural, also, for some to advocate increasing the present corpora-
tion income-tax rate even as high as 25 percent, in lieu of the present
proposal.

I might say to you gentlemen that some of the witnesses appearing
before the House Ways and Means Committee were so strongly in
opposition to this proposal that they even admitted they would pay
25 percent State income taxes on corporations rather than have tins
proposition.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Commissioner, the basic theory of this
plan is that the Governmeit will exact the same tax in the aggregate,
whether the revenue is held in the tret.ury or whether it is dis'
tributed to the stockholders, because it it is distributed to the stock-
holders they will then pay individual income taxes, just as they do
pay their income taxes now, is that correct?

Mr. HELVE.Ino. The idea is t, put all the income through the
tax mill in either one form or the other.

Senator CONNALLY. In the same relative ratio?
Mr. UIRLVERmNo. Yes; and the statisticians have advised me that

the rates in the retention, the rates that are retained, that are pay-
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able by the corporation, are comparable to those paid by the indi-
viduals.,

Senator CONNALLY. Then it becomes largely a matter of mechanics
and calculation as to what the rate should be on the proportion of the
income distributed end that proportion that is retained in the treas-ury, is~that true?.. ..

M1 r. HELVERINO. Oh, yes. But such a substitute would victimize
corporations generally, as well as heavily penalizing small stock-
holders, in order to enable a relatively, small number of wealthy
individuals to continue to use the corporate form as a means of
avoiding individual surtaxes..

The bll passed by the House of Representatives was the product
of very painstaking and conscientious consideration by the House
Ways and Means Committee, which was assisted by officers of the
Treasury Department and the experts of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and of the Office of the Legislative
Counsel. In accordance with its desire to take, full account of the
practical requirements of different types of corporate business enter-
prises, the committee, while maintaining the principles of the Presi-
dent's proposal, mado special provisions for special cases.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Commissioner, have the larger corporations
been predisposed to set aside a larger percentage of their earnings as
surpluses than the small corporations, so-called, or is there any rule
that runs through these corporations?Mr. HELVEAIIo. No, Senator. Some very large corporations dis-
tribute almost fully. There is no general rule.

Senator WALSH. There are apt to be just as many small corpora-
tios that retain more thap 30 percent of their earnigs in surplus as
the larger corporations?

Mr. H ELVEING. Yes., I do not know whether it is in here, but
the small corporation could, under the schedule as provided in the
House bill retain about 40 percent.

I have ;read noted that the rates of tax proposed for small-income
corporations, which comprise the large majority in number of all cor-
porations, are substantially lower than those for large-income corpor.i
tions. In addition, the bill makes very liberal provision for the
retirement of corporate indebtedness. It likewise makes special
provision for bank and insurance companies, for corporations in
reeeiversNhp, for different classes of foreign corporations, for affiliated
corporate erjtitioe, axd so forth. w i thr p con-

Senator HASTINGS, Mr. Commissioner, why is there special con,
sideration for the banks?

Mr. HIELVERI? ,. Well, that was a matter of policy which the Com-,
mittee on Ways and Means thought it advisable to place in the bill.

Senator HASTIGOS. Wa that recommended by the President?
Mr. HELVERINo. It was not, as I understand it.
Senator HASTINGS, Do you see any particular reason why a special

provision should be made for the banks?
Mr. hI tVEIN0. Well there were certain conditions that were pre-

sente to the Ways and Means Committeo, and they decided, or they
thought there should be some consideration.

Senator IIAS'Tnos. I .m asking for your judgment now.
Mhr. r Vns o ell the l'remssury's viwi)oint about it is that

the bill should be made ah ,ost universal.
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Senator HASTINOs. Then it is your judgment that there is n6 par-
ticular reason for making a distinction, so far as banks are eoncernedf

Mr. HELVEriNo. I do not see any, Senator, when you take into
consideration the amount of the exempt, income that they have.

The CHAILAN. But you did deni th sano with the banks as you
dealt with the insurance companies and some other ompanies?

Mri. lIsr.vanINo. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. There are certain States that compel banks to

carry certain amounts of surplus, are there not?
Mr. HELvERINO. Yes.,
Senator BLACK. What other kind of companies? The Chairman

said "banks, insurance companies and other companies."
The CHAIRMAN. Trust companies, companies in receiverships.
Mr. HELvErniNo. The whole idea, as I understood from the dis.

cussions in the Ways and Means Committee, was to put into a Apecial
claw and give a flat rate to those companies, that could not, by Vrtue
of their situation, like being in receivership, and things like that,
come under this provision without a hardship.

Senator BLACK. Was there an exemption given to all types of
insurance companies?

Mr. HELVERINO. No. A 15-permnt rate is given insurancecompanies.
Senator BLBAcK. Fire and life, and that is all?
Mr. IIELvERINO. Mutual, all sorts of insurance companies.
Senator BLACK. Then the exemption Includes all kinds and types of

insurance companies?
Mr. IIvEiv.aRto. Well, there are some insurance companies of the

mutual class that are exempt under the present law, and those are
left exempt under this.

Senator BLACK. What I was getting at, does it exempt all types of
insurance companies; the liability-insurance companies, fire, life, and
so forth, or does it exclude from the exemption soie kind of insurance
companies?

Senator (zORonE.- I understood it was applicable onlyto mutual
insurance compinics,'other than life.

Senator CONNALLY. He is talking about the 15-percent rate.
Mr. HELVzRiao. The 15-percent rate applies to l1 insurance

companies except those exempt under present law.
Senator HASTINGS. What I have in mind, take the case of an insur-

ance company, which is the extreme cas, it iW the first place has to
have a certain reserve set aside to make its contract a good contract,
but it is engaged in business for profit, and if it makes a large sum,
of money why should not it be compelled to pay Qut its dividend just
like any other business corporation, when you- separate the surplus
earnings from the surplus that is necessary to make the policy good?

Mr. IIELVEnINO. Well, in the discussions in the Ways and Means
Committee they have taken into consideration various rquirenieits
in the States, as required by law in those various States, on the
question of reserves.

Senator HASTINGS. Well, that could certainly only bo the kind of
reserve that is required to make the policy good. Now I ram talking
about another reserve, I am talking about the reserve that grows out
of the profit of the corporation. I do not see why, in the coe of a
bank, in the case of an insurance company,I do hot see any particular'
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reason for making the distinction. I am just trying to find out.
There may be some good reason.

Mr. HELVERING. Well, we did not recommend a change.
The CHAIRMAN. Well Mr Commissioner, as a matter of fact life

insurance companies fall into two classes.
Mr. IIELVERINO. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The stock-insurance companies and the mutuals.
Mr. HELVERINO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The mutuals are not taxed under this, they are

taxed under another provision of the bill, is that right?
Mr. HELVERINO. Yes. I feel that the House bill provides the

basis for an excellent and productive revenue measure. In the first
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place, it would remove great existing inequalities in the taxation of
incorporated and unincorporated business, as well as in the treatment
of business profits generally.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Commissioner, that is a point there that
I think particular attention ought to be directed to. Is it not true
that under the existing law the operation is really favorable to cor-
porate incomes as against individual incomes, against individuals
who might be engaged in the same business?

Mr. IHELVERINO. No question about it, Senator, at all.
Senator CONNALLY. In other words, the corporation pays a flat

15-percent tax, and if it holds the balance of its profits in surplus
nobody pays more than 15 percent, whereas the individual who had
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a comparable income might pay 20, 30, 40, or even 80 percent, is
that true?

Mr. IIELVERiNO. That is true, and also in that connection, to the
small stockholder in that same corporation the 15 percent is a penalty.

Senator CONNALLY. The small man may not pay any income tax
individually and yet he would pay 15 percent on the corporate tax,
is that true?

Mr. HELVERING. Yes. In the second place, it would increase the
Federal revenues by eliminating important sources of tax avoidance
rather than by increasing existing tax rates or imposing new taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions of the Commissioner? If
not, we will proceed with Mr. Haas.

Senator BLACK. Mr. Helvering, was there some question that came
up in the House with reference to the profits over 6 percent made by
the Federal Reserve bank? Did the Treasury Department recom-
mend that all profits over 6 percent be taxed?

Mr. IIELVERINO. No, I do not think so. I think there was some
discussion by some members of the committee during the hearing on.
that question.

Senator BLACK. Was there any provision made for that in the pend-
ingbill?

Mr. HELVERING. No. You mean profits?
Senator BLACK. Profits over 6 percent in the Federal Reserve, or

placing it back into the Treasury.
Mr. HELVERINO. No, there is nothing in the bill on that. I re-

member it was mentioned. Mr. Oliphant just advised me that in the
hearings one Member of the House appeared before the committee
and talked on that subject.

Senator BLACK. Did the Treasury Department take any position
on it?

Mr. HELVERING. No, we did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Patman talked on that proposition.
Mr. HELVERINO. Yes, I think it was Patman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Haas.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE 0. HAAS, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND
STATISTICS, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Haas, will you designate your position?
Mr. HAAS. My name is George C. Haas. I am Director of Re-

search and Statistics of the Treasury Department.
I appear here at the request of the Secretary of the Treasury to

discuss some of the broader economic aspects o the proposed change
in our system of corporation taxes. I should like to analyze the
considerations involved as objectively as possible; but I think that
I can be of most service to the committee if I do this mainly by
discussing each of a number of objections that have been raised
either in the 1touse hearings or in the press, against the proposed
change. There will possibly be some factors that I shall treat in
lesser detail than some of the members of this committee may desire;
but if this proves to be the case, I shall be glad to provide such addi-
tional data and discussion as the committee may request.

Because of the legal distinction between a corporation and its
stockholders, only that part of a corporation's earnings which is
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paid out in dividends is subject to our individual income taxes, oven
though the retained earnings add equally to the net worth of the
stockholders. These withheld corporate earnings, if fully distrib-
uted, would go very largely to individuals of large incomes-indi-
viduals subject to the higher-bracket rates in our individual income-
tax schedules. When retained by corporations, on the other hand,
these earnings are subject to corporation income taxes of only
12% to 15 percent. In consequence, the Federal Government is
deprived of very substantial amounts of revenue which it would
otherwise receive under the existing individual income-tax rates.
It is estimated by the Treasury, for example, that about 45 percent
of the withheld corporate earnings of the calendar year 1936 would,
if distributed, go to individuals subject to income surtaxes ranging
from 68 to 75 percent of the amount of this additional income.

The main objections which have been advanced against the pro.
posed change in corporation taxes are:

(1) It is contended that small corporations will be prevented from
growing into big ones and that, therefore, existing big corporations
with accumulated surpluses will not face sufficient competition, hence,
fostering monopoly.

(2) It i3 contended that all corporations, large as well as small,
will be prevented from securing sufficient capital for expansion and
other legitimate purposes.

(3). It in contended that capital will be driven into tax-exempt
securities.

(4) It is contended that the change will prevent the creation of
corporate surpluses necessary to maintain dividends, wages, em-
ployment, and business solvency through periods of depression.

Let us examine each of these objections in turn.
First. Those who foresee difficulties for the small corporation in the

proposed legislation cannot have analyzed closely the schedules in-
corporated in the House bill. Much lower rates are provided for
corporations whose net incomes are $10,000 or less than are provided
for larger corporations. For example, if a small corporation-

Senator GERRY. One minute there. Is that accurate? Lot me
see if I understand this provision. You say here much lower rates are
provided for corporations whose net incomes are $10,000 or less than
provided for larger corporations.

Mr. IIAAs. Corporations with a larger income.
Senator GERRY. With a larger income?
Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator GERRY. That is what I am driving at. What you do

here, it does not make any difference how big the corporation is, it
could be a billion dollar corporation, but if it earns $10,000 it pays a
lesser rate?

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator Osnny. That corporation may have just two stockholders

and they would get the benefit?
Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator GuRRY. For example, if a small corporation retains 10 per-

cent of its adjusted net income I think it paints the wrong picture,
because it does not mean a small corporation necessarily, it means a
corporation with a small income.
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Mr. HAAS. You are right. Wherever I use the term "large" or
"small" corporations in this statement, I refer to corporations with
large or small incomes.

Senator GERRY. Well, this does not mean that it is a small corpora-
tion. It is a corporation with a small income.

Senator COUZENS. It means it has a small income in a small cor-
poration.

Senator GERRY. It is a corporation with a small income. That is
what I am driving at. This has nothing to do with capital, this has
to do with income.

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator GERRY. I think that is a very misleadin statement.
Mr. HAAS. It has to do entirely with income. Much lower rates

are provided for corporations whose net incomes are $10,000 or less,
than are provided for larger corporations. I use that general expres-
sion in my statement. It describes the typical situation.

Senator GERRY. I know perfectly well the Treasury does not want
to give the wrong impression, but I also know that it led me astray
the other day when I questioned one of the experts on it. I just
wanted to raise that point, of course, so it would be clear in the
record, because it gives the wrong impression.

Mr. HAAS. Much lower rates are provided for corporations whose
net incomes are $10,000 or less than are provided for corporations
with larger incomes. For example, if a small corporation retains
10 percent of its adjusted net income, its tax will amount to 1 percent
of its adjusted net income, as compared with a tax of 4 percent levied
against corporations with incomes in excess of $10,000 which retain
the same percentage of their adjusted net income. Similarly, with
retentions of 20 percent of the adjusted net income the tax is 3%
and 9 percent of the adjusted net income for small anA large corpora-
tions, respectively. If 30 percent is retained, the small corporation
pays 7% percent, as compared with 15 percent for the larger corpora-
tion. We estimate that 83 percent in number of all corporations
reporting net incomes for 1936, or 214,000 out of a total of 257 000,
will have incomes of $10,000 or less. Under the provisions of the
House bill, such corporations can withhold and directly reinvest in
the business about 40 percent of each year's earnings without paying
as much in corporate taxes as at present. This is a much greater
proportion than can be reinvested by the larger corporations without
the payment of a substantially higher rate of tax. Both classes of
corporations could sharply reduce the present amount of their taxes
by distributing a larger proportion of their current earnings. But
regardless of their policies in this respect, the rate schedules give a
decided advantage to the small corporations.

But, as you all know, the capital funds available for profitable
corporations, whether la rgo or small, are not limited to the amounts
that they can save directly from earnings. Corporations that desire
additional capital for expansion or other purposes can obtain such
capital by the sale of additional shares to their own stoelholders or
to investors generally.

In the case of small corporations with a limited number of stock-
holders, it is almost as easy to pay out earnings in dividends and have
all or a part of them resubscribed by the stockholders for additional
shares of the corporation's stock, as to reinvest them directly. It is
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merely a matter of convenience and tax economy which method shall
be followed. Under the present system of income taxation both
considerations have tended to favor the process of direct reinvestment,
and hence the examples taken from the growth of corporations over
the period during which this system has been operating have naturally
shown small corporations growing into large ones by this method.
The method of resubscribing dividends, however, would be equally
effective.

I have already pointed out that under the proposed law small
corporations would have a substantial advantage over largo ones in
the direct reinvestment of earnings. They would similarly enjoy
two advantages in the process of growing through resubscribed earn-
ings. In the first place, the very compactness of a small corporation
permits this process to be carried on with a directness and informality
which is impossible for the larger corporations. If under the present
law small corporations retain their earnings through the consent and
agreement of their stockholders, under the proposed plan stockholders
would be every bit as likely to use the proceeds of their dividend
checks from the corporation to reinvest in additional stock.

Senator GERRY. In that case, Mr. Witness, again you are referring
to this small corporation, all the way through in your argument, as
a small corporation. Now under this provision it is not necessarily
a small corporation, it may be a very large one. It means a corpora-
tion with small earnings?

Mr. HAAS. You are right, Mr. Senator, but, I have already indi-
cated that in this statement. J mean size of income when I refer to
"small" or "largo" corporations. Moreover, as a general rule, small
corporations have small incomes. It is the exception where you have
large corporations with small incomes.

Senator GERRY. It does not say "small income." That is the
thing that I went astray on before, that I was confused on. That
is why I want to clear it up. It may be a small corporation but it
has a large percentage of earnings for that corporation. Is that true?

Mr. HAAS. What I meant was that they are small corporations
with small earnings.

Senator GERRY. I know what you mean now. We want to make the
thing clear, so that it will not be confusing for us when we try to study the
bill. What you really mean is a small corporation with small earnings.

Mr. HAAS. That is right. Thank you for the correction.
Senator LA FOLLEvrE. But the principle is no different, is it, Mr.

Haas? We do not tax an individual taxpayer today on his total
worth, or his gross income, we tax him on his net?

Mr. HAAS. On the income it produces.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes. And it is simply applying the sme

principle as the basis of taxation to corporations that we now apply
to individuals?

Mr. IIAAs. Thatisright.
Senator GERRY. If the Senator from Wisconsin will permit me, I

agree with what he says entirely, I have no complaint with it, but
what I had complained of was that the inference went out that the
small corporation was necessarily getting a benefit under this require-
ment. Now it may or it may not, but in a great many eases it does.
That is why the other day I asked for statistics, for example, on the
number of stockholders that came under this group, and I think the
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Treasury was going to try and find them for me and bring them up.
That is why I wanted to know how many this affects, and whether it
really does affect a grept many corporations.

Senator CONNALLY. M r. Haas, wherever you say "small corpora-
tion" in this statement you mean a corporation with a small income?

Mr. IIAAS. That is right.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. As I understand it, as a general rule it is a fact

that corporations with a small income are likely to be small corporations.
As I understand it, the figures show that 67 corporations in 1933 had
about one-third of the total corporate income of the country.

Senator CONNALLY. After all, under this bill it is immaterial
whether it is big or little, it is the income that is material whether
the income is big or little is a factor. When you say a small corpora-
tion you mean a corporation with a small income?

Mr. IAAs. The basis for classification is income. If you once
classify them as large or small on that criterion you can call them large
or small, once you have made yourself clear.

Senator GERRY. I am just trying to clarify this thing.
The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, as the result of improved

economic conditions in the country, there are not many large com-
panies or corporations that are not making a pretty fair earning,
isn't that true?

Mr. HAAS. Corporate earnings, Mr. Chairman, have recovered in a
very remarkable way. For instance, in the calendar year 1935 cor-
porate earnings increased more than 40 percent. In the last quarter
of 1935 the percentage increase over the same quarter of the year
previous was about 117 percent. There have been very remarkable
increases in corporate earnings recently.

Senator LA FOLLE'TE. Is it not a fac that a reliable index indi-
cates that a group of 1,307 corporations in 1935 increased their earn-
ings 32 percent above those for 1934?

Mr. HAAS. The increase in the group you mention amounted to 42
percent, Senator La Follette.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. And that a group of 161 representative
corporations showed an increase of 69 percent?

Mr. HAAS. I believe that the increase there was 41 percent.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Is it not a fact that these 161 corporations

showed that the profits during the last quarter of 1935 were 117
percent higher than the profits for the last quarter of 1934?

Mr. HAAS. That is correct, Senator. I think those are Standard
Statistics figures.

Senator G ERRY. You haven't got any statistics yet, you are trying
to get them for me?

Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator GERRY. HOW many corporations will this Affect? How

many stockholders will this, affect? I think we have the number of
corporations.

Mr. TIAAs. Yes.
Senator GERRY. We haven't got the number of stockholders, is

that it?
Mr. HA As. We are working on that. TIhat is a very difficult prob-

lem, because one man may own 10 shares of this, 10 shares of something
else, and so forth, and he might be counted 10 times.
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Senator LA FOLLETTE. As I understand, Mr. Haas, the number of
stockholders cannot be furnished, the fact that you cannot furnish
those figures is not a basis for questioning the reliability of your esti-
mates as to the distribution of corporate income if it is paid out of the
.corporations and into the hands of individual taxpayers?

Mr. HAAS. You are absolutely correct, Senator.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. In other words, you have sufficient actuarial

samples so thatyou are willing to stake the revenue of the Government
on the proposition that those samples and estimates are correct, and
as a general rule the distribution wvill work out as you estimate?

Mr. HAAB. That is correct.
Senator GERRY. Of course the Senator from Wisconsin is going to

address himself to one point, which is the total revenue. What I was
trying to get at is the basis of the special exemption.

Mr. IAAS. How many people are involved?
Senator GERRY. Yes; and on what itwas based. Just a general idea.
Mr. HAAS. I think we can get you what you want.
(Table referred to appears at end of Mr. Haas' statement.)
Senator GERRY. I just want a general idea.
Senator BLACK. Mr. Haas, as I read your statement here this

morning, what you are simply pointing out is the mechanics. The
stockholders of the small corporation would have an advantage of
resubseribing. The mechanics would have to be utilized by the sub-
scribers of the large corporation. I do not see where this refers at
all to the man of means. What you are referring to here is making
an argument to reply to another argument that the small corpora-
tions would be injured by reason of the failure to be able to bring
about a resubscription. You are pointing out that a small corpora-
tion, irrespective of income, which has nothing to do with it, would
not be handicapped or harrassed in any manner because the small
,corporation can much more easily bring about a resubscription of the
stock?

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Senator GEORGE. Mr. Haas, before you proceed, in enumerating

the objection here I note that you do not refer to one that has been
suggested. I think, in certain quarters, at least it occurs to me, the
difficulty that may arise out of the small holder of stock in the cor-
poration being insistent, his insistence that there be no retentions,
whether the corporation be large or small, no reserve set up. Have
you given consideration to that objection? I refer particularly to the
shareholder who might be described as a speculative shareholder.
That does not tie into the corporation on the basis of investment so
much, as he is simply speculating in stocks. The holder of a rela-
tively small amount of stock of course would constantly agitate, con-
stantly insist on a complete distribution of the earnings regardless of
the condition of the corporation. It is easily imaginable, of course,
that he would pay little, if any, tax, even if his entire share was dis-
tributed, whereas if there were withheld in the corporation any par-
ticular amount of money he would pay his proportionate share through
the corporate tax.

In other words, the objection is simply this: There is the tendency
in this bill to transfer management and control in the corporation
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from the majority of the officers and directors to a troublesomeminority, srtiularly speculative purchasers of stock. That seems
to me to be an objection that might well be considered, and I am
making the suggestion to you now so you may think it over, so that
you may express some View on it by tomorrow morning.

Mr. WAAS. I will be very glad to do that. Shall i proceed?
Senator LA FOLLETE. I would just like to interject a general

observation that the experience in management of corporations does
not seem to indicate that minority stockholders have much to say
about the policy of the corporation.

Senator GEORGE. But they would have under this program much
to say about it.

The CHAIRMAN. This matter is so important that I think you had
better proceed in the morning. The committee will take a retcss
until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee recessed until tomorrow,
Friday, May 1, 1936, at 10 a. i.)
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FRIDAY, MAY 1, 1936

UNITED STA'WA SEWATEI,
COMMIITEE ON FINANCE,

lWashington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m., Senate

Finance Committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Pat Ilarri-
son presiding.

Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh.
Barkley, Connally, Bailey, Byrd, Lonergan, Back, Gerry, Guffey,
Keves, La Follette, Hastings, and Cap per.

'11ho CHAmMAN. The committee wi l be in order. All right, Mr.
Haas, you may continue from where you left off yesterday.

STATEMENT OF GEOROE C. HAAS, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH ANID
STATISTICS, TREASURY DEPARTMENT-Resumed

Mr. HAAS. On page 4, I think I will start at the beginning of the
paragraph although I read part of that paragraph yesterday.

I have already pointed out that under the l'Ol)Opd law s;nall cor-
porations-I might say again, with regard to small corporations, that
by small corporations I mean corporations with small incomes. Over
short periods of time a corporation with large assets may have a small
income, but over any substantial period the value of the assets is based
upon income, and what I am concerned with, and what affects my con-
clusions, is the general picture, even though there may be an exception
now and then.

Senator KINo. Then you do not draw the line at $10,000?
Mr. HAAS. I draw it at $10,000. I mean small-income corporations,

but the fact that there are some corporations with large assets that
may have a small income during some period does not affect any of
my conclusions.

Senator KiNo. Theie are many corporations with capital stock
and assets probably of $1,000,000 or more, but with a heavy liability,
and would have no income at all. I have known of many such cor-
porations. In what category would you place them?

Mr. iiAAs. The great bulk of them .it within my definition. A cor-
poration that has auets which it carries at a large value on its balance
sheet but which produce no income will have to write them down
eventually and so become a mall corporation even as defined by value
of assets, regardle,s of tho fact that it may own half a county, if, for
example, it is in the real.estate or livestockc business. In other words,
from an economic point of view the size of a corporation over any

35
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period is determined by its income--that is, its present income and it*
anticipated future income. Income is, in the final analysis, the basis
for all valuations of capital.

Senator KiNo. I know of many corporations where the capital
stock actually paid in in cash is several million dollars and there has
been no income in the past 3 years.

Mr. J1s. That is right,
Senator Kio. What category would you place those in ?
Mr. IIAis. I say, for the purpose of my conclusion, it does not make

aniy difference at all about where they are placed. They both fall
within my definition. A small corporation is one with a small income.

I would say further in regard to your inquiry, Senator, if that
corporation, after a few years, still had no income, the assets would
have to be written down. The fact that it still had large assets and
no current income would mean it anticipated large income in the
future.

I have already pointed out that under the proposed law small cor-
porations would have a substantial advantage over large ones in the
direct reinvestment of earnings. They would similarly enjoy two
advantages in the process of growing through resubscribed earnings.
In the first place, the very compactness of a small corporation permits
this process to be carried on with a directness and informality which
is impossible for the larger corporations. If under the present law
small corporations retain their earnings through the consent and
agreement of their stockholders, under the proposAl plan, stockholders
would be every bit as likely to use the proceeds of their dividend
checks from the corporation to reinvest in additional stock. The
whole operation of declaring the year's profit as dividends and
resubscribing all or a portion of such dividends to additional shares
of the corporation's stock either pro rata or in such proportions as
might be mutually agreeable to the shareholders, couldbe completed
in the course of a short stockholders' meeting.

The other advantage which small corporations, in general, would
have over large ones would be in the absolute amount of money
which would be available to be resubscribed. It is a good general
rule that the principal stockholders in small, struggling, and-newly
established corporations are men of much smaller total incomes than
the principal stockholders in large, prosperous, and well-established
corporations. If, therefore, such principal stockholders subscribe
back to the corporation for additional shares all or part of their
dividend receipts, less the income tax thereupon, the proportion of
the gross dividend receipts subscribed back by them will be much
greater in the case of the average small corporation than in the case
of the average large one. The great importance of the difference
which exists because of the differing individual income-tax rates
up on different income classes can best be seen when it is noted that
while dividends which fall in the bracket between $10 000 and $12,000
of stockholders' individual incomes will be reduced by only 11 per-
cent, or less than the present corporation taxes, by reason of the indi-
vidual income tax, the dividends which fall in the income-tax bracket
between $100,000 and $150,000 will be reduced by a 62 percent indi-
vidual income tax. In other worrls a greater proportion of the
earnings of small corporations will be available for reinvestment,
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when paid out to their stockholders, than of large corporations. I
submit that this differential will give smaller corporations a chance
to catch up upon their larger rivals which they never have had under
any previous tax legislation.

I think I have made it clear that small corporations would be
given special advantages as compared with large corporations under
the proposed change in our corporation taxes. I now tarn to the
second objection that has been raised that the proposed change t,,)uld
prevent larger, as well as smaller, corporations from obtaining suffi-
cient capital for expansion, because the proposed schedules of taxes
are graduated according to the percentage of corporate earnings
withheld from stockholders for reinvestment in the business.

The first answer to this contention is that the schedules already
allow, besides the very liberal deductions from taxable income for
depreciations, depletion, bad debts and the like, the withholding by
the corporation of 30 to 40 percent of each year's current earnings
upon payment of taxes less than the amounts payable under tlie
existing law. For medium-sized and larger corporations, moreover,
free access to the organized capital markets offers abundant oppor-
tunities to all profitable corporations for such additional capital
funds as they may require.

Senator KiNo. Are you quite certain about that? You take a
mining company, the investment market is not, as a rule, open to it,
because it is so much of a gamble.

Mr. HAA. Where do they get their money, SenatorI
Senator Kixo. They get it out of the people who want to invest

in it.
Mr. HAAS. Those who have sufficiently speculative temperament to

go into a risky enterprise.
Senator KiNo. Those who want to make the investment. They do

not borrow it, they have to get it from their own assets.
Mr. HAAS. Because the industry is one that involves a high degree

of risk. It is a little more difficult to market their stock, because
you have to select those p.eople who are willing to go into an enter-
prise of that sort. Their capital market is somewhat more limited
than other types of business with less risk. I think that is the only
difference.

Senator KING. I know of an organization that proposed to invest
over $100,000 for the sinking of a shaft in a mining company. It
was a gamble. If they got the ore they would be repaid otherwise
they would not be repaid. If they got the ore then they would
have to pay an enormous dividend the first year, because if they got
the ore it would be in bulk and it would be very profitable. So the
threat of this bill has prevented the consummation of this plan. I
merely call your attention to that form of investment which has
done so much for the mining resources in the West, as well as the
petroleum interests and the coal interests.

Mr. HAAS. I do not see what effect, Senator, this bill has on the
decision which they might make. You have to reach a certain type
of capital market because you have a certain type of risk, but I will
be glad to come back to that,

Senator HASTINOS. Before you leave that, just above, in that same
paragraph you are quite certain of your figure when you say, "The
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withholding by the corporation of 30 to 40 percent of each yiar's
current earnings upon payment of taxes less than the amounts pay-
able under the existing aw,1t

Mr. IIAA8. I think it figures out fractionally less, does it not, Ar.
McLeod f

Mr. MeLeoD. That is correct.
Senator IIASrING9. All right.
Mr. IIAAs. For many decades, growing and successful corporations

have been able to call upon their stockholders and others for addi-
tional capital funds through the offering of rights to the stockholders
to subscribe for additional seurities. Through the issuance of such
rights, any medium sized or large corporation whose stock is traded
in the securities markets may obtain the reinvestment in its business
of capital equal to all or any desired proportion of the current earn-
ings that have been distributed in dividends; and, if need be more.

Let me illustrate: Let us assume a corporation that desired to rein-
vest in its business its entire earnings of $5 a share, but that, never-
theless, decided to pay out the whole amount in dividends
in order to avoid all corporate taxation under the proposed
law. Such a corporation could easily obtain the reinvestment in its
business of this .$5 per share by offering to its stockholders rights to
purchase additional capital stock well below prevailing marketprices.
The rights themselves . would constitute a valuable marketable instru-
inent which could be sold in the open market by any shareholder who
was not disposed to reinvest his dividend check. It is equally ap-
parent, of course, that the amount of money which can be obtainei1
in this way is by no means limited to the amount of the earnings of
the corporation, but that any reasonable increase in total capita iza-
tion can be effected by this means.

Senator HAsMMNGs. Mr. Haas, may I inquire whether that would
apply to the listed stocks, that argument?Mr. HAAs. You mean listed on any exchange?

Senator HAsMNo8. Yes.
Mr. IIAAS. Not exclusively. The fact that they are listed would

facilitate it, because listing tends to give a stock a marketability
which an unlisted stock does not have, although many corporations
with stocks traded over the counter would not have any difficulty in
doing it.

Senator tAs-Nos. Do you happen to know whether it would be
necessary for such a corporation to get authority f rom the Securities
Commission before it could offer these rights to the stockholders?

Mr. IAAs. I do not know what that regulation is under.
Senator IAS'rIN-OS. What I had in mind was: Si'ppose a corpora-

tion had been losing money for 3 or 4 years, and then suddenly had
a good year and paid it all out to its stockholders and tried to per-
suade them to reinvest it, I should suppose the Securities Commission
would have something to say about whether that proposal should be
made.

Senator KINo. I do not think there is any question about that.
Mr. 1IAAS. I do not think so, Senator, if they made no misrepresen-

tation and laid all the facts on the table I am not positive about
that.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is any question about it it can be written
into the law.
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Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator BABKLEr. All the law requires is that the issuing of securi-

ties must be accompanied by a truthful statement as to the reason
for issuing them. The Exchange Commission does not exercise the
right of deciding whether the stock shall be issued or whether thecapitalization should be increased. Of course, the same is true as
to the exchange.

Mr. IIAAS. Shall I proceed?
The CIIAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. IAAS. During the period between 1921 and 1930, inclusive, the

American Telephone & telegraphh Co. paid regular dividends at the
rate of $9 per share, the dividends aggregatmg about $854,000,000
during the 10 years. But, during this same 10-year period, the
corporation offered rights to purchase additional stock to its stock.
holders in 1921, 1922, 1924, 1920, 1928, and 1930, and in the aggregate
raised about $950,000,000 of capital f rom its stockholders through the
sale of such additional stock to them, or about $100,000,000 more than
the aggregate dividends paid to them during the period.

Senator HAsTGs. Do you happen to know whether the samie com-
pany has made any such offer since 19301

Mr. HAAs. I do not believe so. I am not familiar in detail with
their business, but they probably did not have any requirement for
expansion since that time. We went into the very deep depression at
that time.

Senator HAs-INGS. I am wondering whether there is anything sig.
nificant about that.

Mr. HAAs. I do not think they would have any difficulty today, if
they needed the money.

Senator HAsTiNos. I am wondering whether there is anything sig-
nificant in the fact that that was done during the prosperous years
and none of it was done during the depression.

Mr. HAAS. Well, Senator, I think it is a very sigificant fact. It
iE difficult to increase the investment in a business by plowing earn-
ings back unless there are some. The only time you can do that is
wlen you are making money. There is no choice.

Senator HASTINGS. Does not your argument rather prove that your
way of getting the funds back into the company in the form of a
surplus can happen only in prosperous years and it does not apply
to depression years?

Mr. HAAS. In general I would say that is correct, and I would also
ray that the only time in which you can plow back earnings ui a con-
cern is during periods when earnings are being made, and that is
during prosperous periods.

Senator MASTI~s. Do you know whether the A. T. & T. have
continued their regular dividends of $9 per share since 19301

31r. HAAS. I think they have.
Senator lIAsaiNos. Do you happen to know whether they took it

out of earnings or out of surplus, or a combination of the twol
Mr. HAAS. I do not know offhand.
Senator BARKLzY. The report released by the A. T. & T. 3 or 4

days ago shows the earnings in 1935, I think, were the largest since
1930.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose in that connection we put in the record
the last report of the A. T. & T. so you can answer these questions.
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Mr. IIAAs. That is fine. I shall do s. [An extract from the
annual report of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. for
1935 is appended to Mr. Hass' statement.]

Senator HABMiNos. The last report would not necessarily show it,
because that is the prosperous year of 1935.

Senator BARKLEY. I am glad to hear you admit that.
Mr. IIAAs. Tho travelers ' Insurance Co. of Hartford, Conn., by

successive offerings of rights to shareholders to subscribe to new
stock at par in 1908, 1910, 1913, 1916, 1920, 1923, 1925, 1926, 1928,
and 1929, multiplied its outstanding amount of capital stock 20 times,
from $1,000,000 to $20,000,000.

Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that is an illus-
tration showing that it is unreasonable to exempt insurance com-
panies like that who have made that amount of money in the opera-
tion of their business .

Mr. HAAS. It may be objected that the issue of such rights is open
only to extremely large corporations or that the practice of issuing
them is infrequent. Neither of these objections is true. Using fig-
ures compiled by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle, the
Bureau of Business Research of the University of Illinois estimated
that more than 3,000,000,000 of capital was raised by corporations
in 1929 through the offerings of securities to their stockholders.
In discussing such stock offerings Dewing, in his Financial Policy
of Corporations, a standard work on this subject, says: "They
occurred almost as frequently in 1922 and 1923 as they did in 1928
and 1929."

The April 6, 1936, bulletin of the Standard Statistics Co. lists a
number of corporations, medium.sized as well as large, that are
now raising additional capital funds by the sale of securities to their
stockholders. These companies include the Union Bag & Paper Co.,
the Foster-Wheeler Corration the Kalamazoo Stove Co., the At-
lantic Refining Co., the Standard Tool Co., the Great Northern Rail-
way Co. the error Enamel Corporation, and the Kinner Airplane &
Motor do. Other corporations that have raised capital through the
sale of additional securities to their stockholders during the past
several months include the Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Co., the
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston the Glidden Co, the
Granite City Steel Co., the Ludlum Steel do., Spiegel May Stern
Co., and the Holland Furnace Co.

Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you, Mr. Haas, what effect does this
process have on the value of securitiest For instance, if a corpo-
ration plows its earnings back into plaiit, there is no increase in the
outstanding stock, it lust uses its money and retains it from the
stockholders; then if it pays it out in dividends and issues addi-
tional stock equivalent to the amount that would be plowed in out
of earnings, they increase their outstanding stock to that extent;
what effect would that have, if any, on the value of the stock?

Mr. HAAS. It has the same effect as a stock dividend; but from
the point of view of the stockholder, judging the market value of the
stock, other factors must be considered.

Senator BARLxuy. Ye.
Mr. HAAS.. When the earnings are left in the corporation, the

stock reflects those earnings, because it means a gross investment
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which belongs to stockholders. If you pass the same earnings out
to the stockholders in dividends, the market tends to value those same
earnings higher than if they were left in. Now, through stock
rights, if the stockholders just turn the earnings back to the corpo-
ration again, my offhand opinion would be that the stock, or that the
earnings would tend to be valued higher than if the earnings were
left in tie corporation.

In addition to that, the earnings per share of the corporation
would increase by the decrease in taxation. In other words, for a
large corporation, or on the average for all corporations, present
corporation taxes amount to about 16 percent, so you could conceiv-
ably have a 16-percent increase in earnings per share.

Senator BAILEY. In your opinion, would the stockholders value
the stock more highly in the corporation which declared all of its
surplus than they would the stock of a corporation that had thesurplus?
Wr. HAAS. I would say that earnings paid out as dividends would

be valued higher than earnings retained.
Senator BAILEY. How long would it pay out dividends after it

dropped the surplus?
Mr. HAAa. In this bill, Mr. Senator when we use the word "sur-

plus", we confine it to this meaning: That it means current earnings.
Ifa corporation pays out its current earnings and, because of its
fiscal policy, regardless of this bill decides that each year, in order to
grow and expand, it has an outlook for a profitable investment of
capital of 10 percent. say, in a year-

Senator BAIA.Y. That might be true in the case of a corporation
that had a fair value, but that is not true in the case of a corporation
that does not have a surplus, or has a very small surplus. Is it your
contention it would be good business for it to accumulate a surplus
and fail to pay it out in dividends?

Mr. It!AS. I would say that whether or not it is a good fiscal policy
of tho corporation to accumulate a surplus would hinge upon this
question: Does it need more capital to reinvest in the businessI

Senator BAILEY. I would not stop at that point. You may not need
more capital to reinvest, but your surplus is an asset to the corpora.
tion; it enhances its credit, it relieves it of the necessity of going
to the bankers, it has its own money to operate. Is it your theory
to cut off the surplus?
Mr. HAAs. No Mr. Senator. The bill provides for the accumu-

lation of reasonable surpluses. But it is important to point out that
surplus is a part of the stockholders' equity in a corporation, capital
stock representing the other part. Surplus is on the liability aide of
the balance sheet, and you cannot spend that to help you in any
instance.

Senator BAiLEY. You mean to say you cannot use the surplus in a
corporation ?

Mr. HAAs. Whether you can use it or not depends on what it is
invested in.

Senator BAILVY. Wait one minute. Let us talk plainly about it.
You can use it, and do use it, by spending it. The surplus does not
remain in the corporation doing nothing.
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Mr. HAAS. I see what, you are driving at, Mr. Senator. I will try
to make myself clear. A surplus accumulated out of earnings just
means that earnings have been reinvested in the business-new capi-
tal has gone into the business The surplus itself, appears on the
liability side oft the balance sheet. It belongs to- whoever owns the
assets. Now, if the surplus, which is $100,000, say, is invested in a
steel plant, it is of some aid to the business it has certain significance
to the business, but it cannot be spent. however, if it is put into
(overmnent bonds if there is a 3ort of an investment pool, then you
have a liquid fund which you ian call on. But just the mere fact
that you have a surplus on you,- balance sheet does not indicate, with-
out looking over to see what t'ae cor.dition of your assets is, whether
one corporation is in a better thap- co weather the depression or other
emergency than another. For example, take a corporation that each
year instead of leaving its earnings in surplus, wrote them up into
capital and carried a large proportion of its assets in a liquid condi-
tion, and another corporation that let the surplus account increase,
but said, "Ve will put it into the plant. We will make 25 percent
by putting it into the plant instead of putting it into Government
bonds", and they put it into plant and they had a big surplus, but the
assets representing that surplus were in a condition in which they
were nonli uid and of no help to them in an emergency.

SenatorBAILEY. YOU say "nonliquid" if it was an investment in
machinery for instance. To go back to my question, would that
enhance the value of the stock in the hands of a stockholder or not?

Mr. IIAAs. To an expert analyst, not necessarily. To the general
public there seems to be some magic in the term*"surplus." To an
expert analyst. I would say "no." le does as I attempted to do, he
looks over to see what happened to this surplus.

Senator BARKLEY. As a matter of fact, surplus does not always
mean cash in bank?

Mr. HAAS. NO.
Senator BARKLEY. And as a matter of fact most people who invest

money in stocks do it for the purpose of getting a return in cash.
Mr. IIAAs. Thstt is right.
Senator BARKLEY. If a corporation plowed its earnings back into

the business always and the stockholders got no dividend, they might,
after a while, lose interest in the stock unless the stock was very closely
held within a few hands, like some companies that we know of which
never pay out any dividends, because for different reasons they either
plow it back into the business or set it aside as a surplus anyway, but
if a corporation over a long period of years plowed all of its earnings
back into business and paid out no dividends it might have a little
difficulty selling that stock to the public-is that not rightI

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. While the existence of a surplus is tie doubt a

valuable asset, superficially speaking, it does not appeal to the average
stockholder who invests money in order to get a return only-isnit
that right?

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. The two things might offset each other in deter-

mining the public price of a stock which was sold on the exchanges.
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Senator KINO. May I interrupt right there I Is it not a fact Mr.
Haas, that many persons prefer to join in a policy not to distribute
the earnings but to plow tl em back into the business in order to have
it expand, and they regard the increase in value of the stock as more
important than the dividend ?

Mr. IIAAs. The stockholders in the high-income brackets are very
much interested in this now because for every dollar directly rein-
vested by the corporation they save as much as 75 cents in taxes.

Senator BARKU. Is not that true largely among corporations
where the stock is owned by a very few people and where they are
indifferent to dividends, where they have got plenty of money on the
outside and they do not have to depend on the dividends of that
particular stock for a living?

Mr. IAL s. That is right.
Senator BARimxY. That does not apply to the great mass of stock-

holders, however.
Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr I las in that connection, supposing you have

a closely owned corporation that has piled up enormous surpluses, like
the Aluminum Corporation, or like others that I might call, a stock-
holder is not particularly anxious to get the dividend because it would
go into the higher prices-in that case is 42.5 percent as a maximum
rate high enough to penalize those people or to force distribution of
dividends? For instance, they might have to pay 75 percent if they
owned a great bulk of the stock, and they would pay 42.5 percent by
leaving it in there as a surplus. Would not they, as a choice between
the tio propositions, leave it in the corporation and pay 42.5 percent,
rather than distribute?

Mr. IIAAs. That question, Mr. Senator, was discussed in the Ways
and Means Committee somewhat along those lines. There is a pro-
vision in the bill in regard to that. Mr. Kent could probably discuss
that provision.

Mr. Kv.NT. Section 102, but this section as drawn does not apply
to corporations like the Aluminum Company.

Mr. HAAS. Mr. Kent would you mind discussing thatI
Senator BILYz. As ![ get your view now, the stockholder's sense of

value of his stock, upon the accumulation of the surplus by a cor-
poration, is based upon magic and not upon reality? It is not,
reality; it is magic?

Mr. LIAAs. The surplus is just a part of the stockholder's equity
expressed in another account.

Senator BAILE:Y. The stockholder's equity is not magic?
Mr. I As. No.
Senator BAiLEY. The equity is a reality, is it not?
Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator Groso. Mr. lans, let me ask you one question. You give

no significance at all to the surplus shown in the bank statement?
Senator BAILEY. That is the magic.
Mr. IAAs. Suppose you are a stockholder and you look at the

accounts, what is your equity in the concern I You look at the capital
account and the surplus account, the two of them together; suppose
the bank just increased their capitalization the day before yesterday
That is the point I am trying to make.

08545-36---4
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Senator BAHLEY. How do you increase capitalization ?
Mr. Jius. By declaring stock dividends to the stockholders.
Senator BAILEY. By issuing stockholders' certificates equal to the

Surplus?
Mr. IIAAS. Yes.
Senator BAILLY. But that would be magic.
Mr. HAAs. No; I should say the situation stayed just the same.

Some people, laymen, might think, "Well, it would be better to have
a surplus in there."

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Haas, let me ask you a question. You dif-
ferentiated a while ago between the value of the stock on the market,
between those that paid a cash dividend out of current revenues and
those that accumulated it. Now, is not this the reason for that?
People buying stock, if they get a little cash dividend out of the cur-
rent revenues, if they get that right now, that, to their mind, is
worth a little more than an expectancy of a dividend which is not
distributed, which may be dissipated, may be lost, they might makea bad investment and lose a lot of it, if he gets it right now it gives
him an enhanced value of the certificate; is that not true?

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. Is not that the differentiation?
Mr. IIAAs. That is the main differentiation.
Senator HAKINGs. Mr. Haas, I would like to know whether er not

you made any estimate along the line of an illustration that I want
to make. Take a $2,000 000 corporation over a period of 10 years,
tnd suppose it earned 1 percent of $200 000 for 5 years, but paid
none of it out to its stockholders, it would then have accumulated
$1,000,000, and it paid to the Government each year $32,000 in taxes;
now, suppose at the end of 5 years it increases its plant, whatever its
business is, by using all of the million-dollar surplus, it will then
have $3,000,000 capital investment; isn't that true t

Mr. LIAAs. What did they do with the surplus over the 5 years that
they earned itl '

Senator HASTINos. They just kept it.
Mr. HAAs. Just kept it in cash ?
Senator HAsTINos. Yes.
Mr. IIAAS. You mean in liquid securities that they could sell to

buy the plant I
Senator HASTINOS. Yes. My figures may not be exactly correct.

Suppose at the end of 5 years it spent the million dollars by purchas-
ing new material, giving labor to a lot of people, or what not; it in-
creased the value of its plant by $3,000,000, and it continues to earn
10 percent, so its earnings have been increased, then, from $200,000 to
$300,000; its taxes under the present rate will then increase from
$32,000 to $48,000, an increase of $16,000.

Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator HArMGOS. I was wondering whether, over a period of 10

years, the first 5 during which time they were accumulating this
dividend and the next 5 when they were making dividends at the
same rate, I was wondering, from the Government's point of view,
which would give the Government the most money, tinder the new
plan or under ihe old plan.
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I am not expecting you to answer that right off, because that is a
more or less complicated question. I think it would be very helpful
if you could take some such illustration as that and see just where
we would land. Of course, I assume you would have to take into
account the question whether the owners of that corporation were in
the higher bracket or the lower bracket, which would, I suppose, make
a difficult problem.

Mr. IHAs. Yes. I could put an illustration in the record along the
lines that you have suggested. You have to make some assumptions
with regard to stockholders. [Illustration referred to is attached
to end of statement.]

Senator IhsA-NGS. I suppose that is true.
Mr. HAAS. You would have to make some assumption as to the

period in which this took place. Shall we say 10 years previous to
this date

Senator HAsTINGS. I am assuming a period of 10 years when the
profits were just the same, 10 percent on the investment during the
whole 10 years, the first 5 years 10 percent on 2 million and the next
5 years 10 percent on the increase, which would be a million, less the
taxes that had been paid.

The CHAIRMAN. And following that question will you put in the
record several examples?

Mr. HAAs. All right.
The CrAIBMAw. Are there any other questions?
Senator BA:c-KLzy. In that connection, while you are off your manu-

script, somebody has scattered a good deal of misinformation; a good
deal of misinformation has been broadcast about this bill. I am get-
ting a lot of letters complaining because it taxes existing surpluses
that have been created over the past. Of course, it does not, an I do
not know who started that story; but I would like it to be put into the
record, and for the press to carry, that this bill does not touch at all
existing surpluses that have been created in the past.

Mr. HAAS. That is right. The bill concerns itself only with cur-
rent earnings.

Senator IA FouxrrE. On the other hand, Senator, some people are
criticizing the bill because they contend it is going to give a com-
petitive advantage to corporations that have accumulated surpluses.

Senator BAmRLEY. Well, that may be.
Senator GEoyOE. Mr. Haas, may.I say for myself it would be far

more helpful if you concede, as I think you mu.3t concede, in the light
of all the business experience, that reasonable surpluses and a reason-
able accumulation of surpluses was necessary, and this bill does not
make impossible the accumulation of reasonable surpluses to take
care of the ordinary affairs of the corporate organization.

Mr. HAAS. I agree with you perfectly, but what I was trying to
explain are the different concepts of this term "surplus."

Senator GzoRoz. Oh, yes.
Mr. 1AA8. Now, Senator, I agree with you perfectly, because I

know you are talking about the accumulation of assets-or call it
surplus, if you will-which are in such shape that you can utilize
them it a contingency arises; but those assets may be expressed just
as well in the capital account as in a separate account, I mean the cap-
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ital-stock account. Surplus is a capital account. It is just a
technical matter which I was trying to explain.

Senator GoRoE. It might be expressed in different ways, but, as a
matter of practical business experience, it is a far different thing to
actually have a surplus and rely upon your ability to itduce stock-
holders to buy back, to exercise their rights, from going into the
market and selling your own securities.

Mr. HAAS. It shows, Mr. Senator, if the account is kept intact,
that over a period this company has grown out of earnings, and that
has something to do with its credit.

Senator GWoRG. Undoubtedly it has something to do with the
credit. You do not need to argue that fact. I know the surplus is
not necessary. If this bill does not make the accumulation of a
reasonable surplus possible without an undue burden, we think it
would be far better to forego it, but I hope that this program may
eliminat} in a large measure the accumulation of an unreasonable
amount of surplus. It just seems to me you ought to start with the
premise and make a case on the theory that this does permit a
reasonable surplus.

Senator LA FoLLmrE. As a matter of fact, as I understand it, if a
corporation accumulates 30 percent, on which some testimony was
given in executive session to the effect that that was a normal, aver-
age amount of accumulation over a 10-year period, they will pay less
tax on that than they now pay under the existing law.

The CIRArIRAw. That is for corporations over $10,000, and for
corporations under $10,000 it was 40 percent.

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
The COABmIAN. Anyway, that is a criticism that was first hurled

at the suggestion by the so-called business people, that there ought
to be a cushion, and the House has answered that by presenting a
cushion. What they want is reasonable cushion .

Ir. IIAAs. That is right..
Senator KiNo. -Do you have that in this bill?
Mr. ITAAs. Yes. The mason I discuss as much as I do the relation

between capital and surplus is this--that many corporations realize
that many people look at the surplus account without examining it
further. I say it has little sign;ficance unless you examine the
assets. They often start a new corporation out with a surplus; it is
born with a surplus.

Senator Kio. Is not that to take care of some contingency that
may arise?

Mr. HAs. Some State laws make it almost imperative to do that,
Senator Kio. You know some businesses encounter lean years

more frequently than others. You cannot standardize business.
Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator'Kixo. I have in mind a mining corporation in my State.

It was wisely managed. It anticipated lean years. The ore deposit
in one section gave out and they had to explore. If they did not
have a reserve they could not have gone to work, and they would
have had to throw their men out of employment. In this particular
mine they had reserves of several hundred thousand dollars. When
the depression came, instead of discharging their men they kept them.
at work. They made no money. They exhausted all of their re-
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serves and then, because their credit bad been good, they borrowed
$500,00 more and they saved the city, saved the town, saved hun-
dreds of families. Other corporations that did not have those re-
serves had to close down. You would not want to adopt a policy
that would preclude the cushion or the establishment of a reserve to
meet contingencies of that kind, would you?

Mr. HAAs. No; the point I was making is that under this bill a
corporation would have every facility to reinvest in their business
and create a surplus account if it wants to do that. My other dis.
cussion as to the relationship between capital and surplus accounts
is to show there is no difference between them.

Senator Kixo. Is it not a wrong assumption that reserves are kept
by many corporations only for the purpose of evading taxes? Is it
not a fact that they keep those reserves in order to meet contingencies
and to take care of labor and to avoid an economic collapse in their
respective communitiesI I know that is true with respect to mining
companies and others that have many reverses.

Mr. IAAS. I am coming to that.
Senator BARKLEY. Let us take the case of a corporation that makes

net earnings of $100,000 a year, and it decides to distribute half of
it; and that decision is wholly within the province of that corpora-
tion; now, if it keeps half of it in its treasury then it pays the tax
under this bill in whatever bracket it falls; that tax is paid; and
then the corporation could take the balance of $50,000 that it kept
after paying the tax and put it all in surplus; isn't that true?

Mr. IAAs. That is right. It could do it that way, and it could go
out in the market and get new funds and put them in also.

Senator BARKLEY. Oh, yes.
Senator HASNGSNs. Will you not follow that little further and find

out just what would be lefti
Senator BARKLEY. It would be necessary to make a calculation on

the bracket in which that I$50,000 would come, which, I think, is set
out in the table in the bill itself.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Haas, let me ask you a question. In
answering Senator George you said you agreed with him; and I do,
too, that it is desirable that corporations accumulate reasonable
surpluses.

Mr. HIAAS. Reserves, I think Senator George means.
Senator CONNALLY. Reserves?
Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. In other words, a fund over and above the

capital account, the ordinary capitalization, for any need that might
arise.

Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. On the other hand, is it not economically un-

sound and undesirable, from a social point of view, to have them
retain all their surplus, to have the corporation just pile it up and
not distribute its dividend; and bringing more and more assets within
the control of a single entity; is not that harmful to the general wel-
fare, and is not that economically unsound from a broad, liberal
standpoint l

Mr. HAAS. I think it is; and I will make a statement to that effect
later on.
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Senator CONNALLY. HOW is that?
Mr. HAAs. I agree with you, Senator, that it is economically un-

sound.
The CHAIRMAN. All right., proceed then, Mr. Haas.
Mr. HAAs. In addition to the funds which may thus be raised

by all profitable corporations large and small, through the offering
of new stock to their stockholders, large corporations, in particular',
will continue to possess, as they always have, access to the organized
capital markets for the direct flotation of securities to persons other
than their existing security holders, and so will be able to raise such
additional funds as they may need through the offering of stocks
and bonds for public subscription.

Nevertheless, there are some who argue as if capital funds ob-
tained by direct reinvestment of earnings, and therefore credited to
an account called surplus, have a special magic about, them that
makes them more valuable to a corporation than capital funds ob-
tained through other means. Thus it is contended that corporations
with large accumulated surpluses will be in a stronger competitive
position than corporations with smaller or no surpluses. This con-
tention does not stand examination. As the members of this com-
mittee are well aware the item of surplus occurs on the liability side
of a corporation's balance shet and does not necessarily represent
cash or marketable securities or inventories or any other type of
liquid asset. In many cases a corporation is born with a surplus as
a result of the expedient of undervaluing its capital stock on its books
and calling the rest of its paid-in capital "surplus." In other words
the surplus is the result of giving a large and sometimes fictitious
value to such intangible assets as goodwill or patent rights.

Senator BARKLEY. It says "in other cases." You do not mean "in
other words" ?

Mr. IHAS. "In other cases"; yes. In other cases the surplus is the
result of giving a large and sometimes fictitious value to such in-
tangible assets as goodwill or patent rights. In no case, in my
opinion, can it be stated that a corporation with an accumulated
bok surplus is in a better competitive position than another corpo-
ration with equal assets and similar liabilities and equally good
management that has no book surplus. I am using "surplus" here
not in the sense of meaning a reserve. It is a liability on the other
side of the balance sheet.

It would thus appear that no corporation, large or small, offering
the opportunity of a reasonable profit to capital is more likely to be
checked in its legitimate desire for expansion under the proposed
than under the present system of corporation taxation.

These considerations apply no less to corporations engaged in
fluctuating industries than they do to corporations engaged in stable
industries. A corporation in an unstable industry will have the
same opportunity that it enjoys now of accumulating capital funds
during periods of prosperity, through the sale of securities to its
stockholders and others, and of using these funds in such ways as it
sees fit as a buffer against periods of depression, and it will also
have the opportunity to add from 30 to 40 percent of each year's
earnings directly to its surplus account, without paying as much in
taxes as it does now.
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Senator BAILEY. That is your theory right there, is it not, that
the corporation will undertake to expand through the sale of secur-
ities to the stockholders rather than buying new property?

Mr. IIAAS. I would say it can do that if it wishes. It can plow
back earnings in small corporations to the extent of 40 percent of
its annual earnings and pay a little less tax than it pays now.

Senator BAILEY. You (1o not say here that it can do it you say it
would have the same opportunity that it enjoys now. The difficulty
is finding a purchaser foi the stock.

Mr. HAAS. That is right, if the stockholders themselves prefer cash.
Senator BAILEY. The other is getting profits out of your annual

income, your operations. Now. which is easier ivhen you come toexpand?Mr. 1IAA&. I do no. think there is any question, if you hold back

all your earnings it is just a matter of a bookkeeping entry. Even
if you issue rights for a large corporation that has access to the
capital markets, there is a little more work involved.

Senator BAYLEY. The problem is one of expanding the operations
of a corporation.- You suggest the way to do that is to go out on
the market and sell stock ot whatever price you can get for the stock,
you suggest that that is a fea9',)a plan I

Mr. HAA. T hat is a feasible plan
Senator BAILEY. Whereas, under tht t,-rent system, the general

practice is, after you get your corporation going, to plow back a
certain proportion of your profit. You explained it in that way.
That isr not any better way than the way of going out in the market
and selling capital stock?

Mr. I[As. That is not the way in which I put it.
Senator BATLEY. Well, read that paragraph then and see if it is not.
Senator BARKLEY. What you say is they have the same opportunity

to do either unter this bill that they have now.
Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator BAJKLEy. The only difference being that the amount

plowed back night be affected by the amount of tax they pay,
depending on the amount they refuse to distribute to their stock-
holders.

lMr. HAAS. It does not prohibit them from increasing in size.
These avenues are open to them.

Senator BAILEY. That depends altogether on whether you could
sell the stock or not. It is rather difficult now to sell the stock.

Mr. IIAAB. Well, without discussing that, I would like to give
several illustrations of companies which are actually now, at this
moment, issuing stock rights.

Senator BAILRY. Well, stock rights are an entirely different thing
from the selling of stock.

Mr. HAAs. To the extent that there may be some coercion in them.
Senator BAILEY. This is a matter of selling stock. Take your

present situation. As a matter of fact, very little stock by way of
addition to the present stock of the corporation is being sold at
the present time. Is there any activity in the sale of stock for nei
corporations ?

Mr. HAAS. Is not this what you are saying as to that activity,
Mr. Senator, that you give back the earnings to the stockholders
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that own the corporationl I mean they are the ones who are the
owners, and yon ask them, "Will you put it back in the company?"
They say, "o." Then is not that the answer? They own the com-
Cpany. it on the other hand the management of the company said,
"We are going to hold it whether you lI&e it or not", that is a differ-
ent proposition.

Senator BAILEY. If that is the answer, then your whole theory
falls down, because your theory is the corporation owns the earn-
ings and it is not declaring them to the stockholders in dividends,
but if the stockholders own and control the corporation, then to
be sure they would get that interest. I do not think you can predi-
cate your conclusion upon that premise. You have got to either
argue one way or the other.

Mr. HAAS. I believe that both arguments are relevant to this
subject.

Senator BAILEY. You use one premise and you reach a conclusion
in one case that you can do that and in another case that you cannot
do that.

Mr. HAAS. I am not attempting to argue. I am trying to present
some economic facts and state my opinion on them in order to make
them clear to the committee.

Senator BAILEY. I am not arguing with you, but you make some
very flat statements here for this record, andI wanted to test you on
the validity and soundness of your statements. I am not engaging in
any argument. It just occurred to me that that statement is not cor-
rect. You make the statement [reading]:

A corporation in an unstable industry will have the same opportunity that it
enjoys now of accumulating capital funds during perilods of prosperity, through
the sale of securities to its stockholders aud others, and of using these funds In
such ways as it sees fit as a buffer against periods of depression.

You predicate the whole principle on the capacity of the corpora-
tion to sell stock rather than the capacity to save a certain amount
from its earnings as a buffer. Now, I am telling you that the corpora-
tions in this country have not been in a position to sell any new stock
since 1930.

Mr. HAAS. True. Most of them during the depression could not
sell stock, and many of them could not plow back earnings, either.

Senator BAILEY. What would have happened to them if they had
not had big surpluses to distribute? I understand the Department of
Commerce st ated that they distributed $27,000,000 000 since 1930 over
and above their earnings. What would happen ii they did not have
those surpluses?

f Mr. IAAs. Senator, I challenge that statement. I do not challenge
the Department of Commerce figures, but I challenge the use which
has been made of the figures. I an coming to that a little later on in
my statement. They are not prevented from doing the same thing
because of the change we are proposing in the law. I say they still
have the opportunity to build up adequate reserves.

Senator BARKLEY. You are not advocating in the sentence that has
been read here that corporations pay out all their dividends and theit
obtain additional funds by the sale of rights of stock; all you say is
they can do that if they want to.

Mr. HAAS. That is right. Thank you, Mr. Senator. I do not tak6
any position as to the fiscal policy of corporations, as to how much
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they should distribute, or anything like that. All I am saying is that
this bill, if it is put into law, gives them a certain choice.

Senator BAILEY. Is it not your suggestion that insofar as its ca-
pacity to accumulate surpluses mayb impaired by this legislation,
that it get new investments by selling new stock; is not that your
argumentI

Mr. IIAAS. My argument is that a small corporation under the
bill, if it wants to plow back earnings, can plow back 40 percent
and pay somewhat less than it pays now; and a large corporation,
if it wants to use that method to increase its investment in the busi-
ness, can plow back 30 percent. It also has the other channels open
to secure new capital for its business. The fact that a company is
growing rapidly and increasing its surplus does not always give it
this reserve that you are talking about. During the depression we
found many companies that hadg rown like mushrooms, but had no
real reserves although they had large surpluses. Their assets were
not in a liquid form.

Senator B.ILEY. Of course, that is very elementary. Surpluses are
not always cash.

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator BAILEY. I am not disputing that. Some of them are cash

and some of them are other sources of credit.
Mr. ][AAS. That is right.
Senator BAILEY. An credit is cash.
Senator HASTINGS. That statement you just made about them be-

ing able-to obtain 30 percent, and so forth, as a surplus, I find that
tobe correct, but this is true, is it not, that in order for a corporation
that has earnings of a million dollars and wants to retain 30 percent
of it, or $300,000 of it, has to pay 50 percent of the amount it re-
tained, or $150,000? So that while your statement on that 30 percent
is correct, the truth is that they pay 60 percent of what they retain
in the case of earnings of a million dollars?

Mr. JIAAS. That is true, but that is the same situation now. If
you want to change your taxation base you get a different percent.
You have the same proposition now under the existing income-tax
law. I shall insert a table in the record showing the tax under the
present law as a percent of income transferred to surplus. [Table
referred to appears at the end of Mr. Haas' statement.]

Senator I tAsrlxos. I am only making the statement for the pur-
pose of clarifying the record.

Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator ItASTINs. The general statement that you can retain 30

percent and only pay 15-percent tax is correct.
Mr. IIAAS. Yes.
Senator IAST'rINoS. I want the record to show that you actually

payg 50 percent on the amount that you retain.
Senator LA FoLLrM. On the other hand it can be stated in an-

other way, that you reduce the amount of dividend by the tax, not
the amount of surplus that is retained.

Senator CONNALLY. In other words, you keep $300,000, then you
pay $150,000, and the other $550,000 would go into dividends. You
simply reduce the amount distributed in dividends by the amount
of tax. You would still have the $300,000 in the surplus.

Mr. IIAAs. That is right..
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Senator CONNALLY. You would still retain the $300,000 surplus
you would pay the tax out of the remainder, and the balance would
go to the dividends i is that correctI

Mr. HIAAs. That is correct, and even under the present law you
could take the 10 percent on the amount you would retain and you
would get a higher figure too.

Senator hASTINOS. That stockholder is entitled to get that in
order for the company to maintain what hag been described as a
normal surplus. Of whatever is retained the Government is taking
half of it. I say the stockholders are entitled to get it.

Mr. IIAAS. I do not think that is true.
Senator LA FoLLErrE. I do not think that is a statement of fact.
The CUAIRMAN. The Government is taking no more than it took

before.
Mr. HAAS. That is right
The CH IMAA N. All right, Mr. Haas, you m ay proceed.
Mlr. HAAS. It is argued by some that stockholders may be reluctant

,or even unwilling to reinvest in any given enterprise any large frac-
tion of the earnings distributed to them in dividends. But this argu-
ment assumes that corporate'managements may justl reinvest earn-
Ings in a particular enterprise against the desire of te stockholders.
In the last analysis, however, the earnings of a corporation belong
to its stockholders; and stockholders are entitled to exercise a choice,
which, under the present corporate practices they do not always
possess, with respect to the disposition of these earnings. Insofar
as one effect of the proposed change will be to encourage corporate
managements to obtain the consent of their stockholders for capital
expansion, and to give to stockholders, the real owners of the cor-
poration, a greater control over the disposition of their earnings, this
effect is altogether desirable.

Senator BAILEY. Let me stop you there. You say [reading]:
It is argued by some that stockholders may be reluctant or even unwilling

to reinvest in any given enterprise any large fraction of the earnings distributed
to them In dividends.

The theory of this bill is that we squeeze dividends out into the
hands of the stockholders in order that they may fall into the higher
brackets of the income tax.

Mr. HAAS. That is not the theory, Mr. Senator. The theory of
this bill is that there is certain income which comes via or through
the corporate form of doing business which is not now subjected to
the same rate of taxation as income that flows from individual busi-
nesses or partnerships, and we niow set up rates so that if corpora-
tions retain their incomes we get the same revenue as if they dis-
tributed them. We are not telling them what to do with their
incomes.

Senator BAILty. But you are telling me now that you do not con-
template raising the tax on incomes to holders of shares of stock,
having them report those incomes in their returns and tax them in
higher brackets? That is not at all in contemplation?

Ir. HAAS. No; I would say-
Senator BAILEXY (interrupting). You do not intend to do anything

on that. Now, if you do not lo1 anything in regard to that, how
would you raise $610,%)0,000t
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Mr. HAAS. No; I do not think you understand me, Senator.
Senator BAILEY. Of course that is the purpose. We have had

charts exhibited to us showing exactly how that works under each
bracket.

Mr. HAAS. Yes; I had something to do with the construction of
those charts.

Senator BAirY. They will not have any large proportion of their
earnings to invest; they will pay them to the Government in taxes.

Senator CoN Mr. Haas in connection with that let me ask
Tou a question. Is it not true that under the present tax law there
Is a premium or inducement for corporations to hold the surpluses
and thereby pay a lesser rate of tax ultimately than they would if it
was distributed, and is not the theory of this bill to say to the corpo-
ration, "Now, we do not care whether you keep it in surplus or not,
that is up to you, but if you keep it in surplus, or if you pay it out,
the Government will tax it at the same relative rate"?

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. Leaving it entirely optional with the corpora-

tion, because, after all, it belongs to the stockholders they could put
it in the right-hand pocket or the left-hand pocket, but we will not
permit them to do the Houdini act and switch it from one pocket to
the other and therefore getting a reduced rate of taxation and the
Government losing that amount of money. The present tax structure
gives a preference to the corporation over the individual engaged in
the same business.

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. Because the individual may pay a 50-percent

surtax and the corporation in the same line of business will pay 15
percent.

Mr. HAAS. Yes. Also the man with a small income is penalized
if he enters a corporate business, because he pays a 16-percent tax,
whereas under the individual income tax he may pay no tax, or some
tax less than 16 percent.

Senator BAILEY. Have you seen the chart showing what portion
would go to small incomes and what portion would go to larger
incomes?

Mr. IAs. My staff developed those charts.
Senator BAILEY. You are perfectly familiar with the charts?
Mr. HAAS. Yes.
Senator BANKLEY. It is not the concern of this bill to squeeze money

out of the corporation treasury into the hands of stockholders, but it
is the purpose of this bill that, whether it is squeezed or not, it shall
pay . taxfr. HAAS. That is right.

Senator BARKLzY. And if somebody who has not been getting a
high rate of dividend gets a larger dividend because of the preference
of the corporation to pay it out rather than pay a tax on it, to in-
crease that dividend lifts that man up into the higher tax bracket and
lie will pay more tax. Nobody disputes that, nobody is trying to con.
ceal that.

Senator LA Foiirrr. As I understand it, the preparation of these
charts was based on 100 percent distribution of dividends, and it
simply throws one aspect on the situation, namely, where the increase
would fall in case 100 percent distribution took place. That data
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has been prepared for the consideration of this committee and it is
not to be used as a predicate for the statement that the objective of
the bill is to force 100 percent distribution.

Mr. HAAS. That is right, Mr. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. laas, you may proceed.
Senator BAILEY. That is one point. When it gets into a certain

bracket, I will not undertake to say which one, 50 percent of that
would go for taxes, 50 percent of the income to the stockholders.

Senator CONNALLY. Of that which is retained.
Senator BAILEY. Fifty percent will be paid in taxes under certain

brackets.
Mr. IIAAs. If ycu repeat any percentage you might wish, I will

have one of the people with me give you the corresponding one.
Senator BAILEY. Now, that being true, 50 percent of it certainly

would not be available to reinvest, because it goes to the Government.
Mr. HAAs. You are stating that if the dividends go out and are

paid to people and the Government takes out a larger proportion
of that, to the extent that the Government takes it out or gets move
revenue, to that extent there will be less money for those individuals
to reinvest in the business.

Senator BAILEY. It would not be a question of the stockholders be-
ing reluctant, it would be a question of the stockholders not having
the power to reinvest the money because the money has gone into
taxes.

Mr. fAAS. Only in the case of stockholders in the upper brackets.
Stockholders with small incomes would have moie to invest.

Senator BLACK. Mr. Haas, that is also true if an individual made
a profit and he came in the 50-percent bracket.

Mr. IIAA. That is true.
Senator BLACK. In reality, as I understand what you said, you

understood it to be the main purpose of this bill to require the group
that owned a large proportion of stock in corporations, where they
made a profit in'a certain year, to pay a tax the same as though they
were not favored by owning thRt large block of stock in the corpora-
tion.

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator BLACK. If I understand it, it is yot-r theory that if a man

happens to be fortunate enough to make huge profits in a corpora-
tion, he should have taxes imposed upon him the same as any other
individual who might not be fortunate enough to own that large
-block of stock?

Mr. HAAS. Yes; and the ones with a small income, by the same
token, would have more money to invest in the particular business as
the result.

Senator BLACK. Because by the control being exercised by a small
group, as we know it is exercised in every large corporation in Amer-
ica, and sometin,-s only three men might pass on 100,000 stock-
holders' rights, under that system that has been operating that group
that controls de large number of stockholders can withhold the stock
and pay a 15-percent tax even on the profit of the very small in-
vestor, while the larger investor might escape the 50-percent tax
which other unfortunate citizens would pay who did not happen to
be interested in that corporation by owning a large block of stock?
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Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. Let me ask you this in regard to your talk

about the big stockholders wanting to hold it in the corporation and
the little fellows clamoring for dividends under the present system,
is it nut true under this bill that the corporation would have the
greatest liberty, and the stockholders likewise, because when the
matter of arriving at how much they would retain as a surplus came
up no consideration would actuate them except the absolute business
necessity of the corporation, because there would be no reason to
hold it, the tax would be the same, and therefore the only reason they
would enter into the decision as to how much they would retain as a
surplus would be the absolutely economic needs of that corporation?

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator CONNAL.Y. 'hey will keep just as much as they need.

They will distribute all that they do not need. Isn't that the real
test as to the accumulation of any surplus?

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator KINo. I assume, Mr. Hass, that the purpose of this bill

is to increase taxes which are to come from corporations or from
stockholders of corporations.

Mr. HAAS. The purpose of the bill, to be absolutely correct, is to
increase revenue, and the revenue is coming either from corporations
or from stockholders of corporations. The present law permits a
tax avoidance, if it is assumed that all income should be taxed equally
from whatever source derived.

Senator KINo. I am not arguing that. I say this bill is for the
purpose of increasing the revenue of the Government, and it is sup-
posed to get that money from corporations and from stockholders of
corporations.

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator KINo. So it will impose an additional burden, whether

rightfully or wrongfully I am not concerned with at the moment,
upon corporations and stockholders.

Mr. HAAs. Not necessarily; the corporation may pay no tax at all.
It means that some of the stockholders of the corporation will be
taxed more and some will be taxed less.

Senator KINo. At any rate, the aggregate taxes collected will be
approximately $00,000,000.

Mr. HAAs. Yes; more than they were before.
Senator Ki'o. And you will take that amount from stockholders,

or corporations or both.
Mr. HAAS. That is correct; that is the aggregate addition, and it

comes about in this way-that some people will be taxed more and
some people will be taxed less, but the burden will be more equitably
distributed than before.

The CHAIRMAN. All right; proceed Mr Iaas.
Mr. HaAs. I turn now to u third objection that has received con-

siderable publicity.
Senator WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I note the third objection merely

deals with the claim made that this bill if enacted into law, will drive
individuals with large incomes into buying tax-exempt securities.
That is not a major feature of this bill, and I suggest it be put into
the record and the witness turn to part IV to save time.
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The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a good suggestion. If there are
any questions to be asked about that, we can call on him to answer
those questions.

Senator WAlIS. I suggest having that printed in the record and
have the witness go to part IV, which is more important.

Senator LONEROAN. If the witness is in a position to speak for the
Treasury Department, I would like to ask him a question on that
Subject.

1r. IIAAS. What is the question I
Senator LOWEROAN. What is the attitude of the Treasury Depart.

meant on the discontinuance of the tax-exempt securities
Mr. HAA8. The Secretary prepared a statement on that, and he

hes rade recommendations against the continuance of it. I would
be lad to put his statement in the record with regard to that.

Senator LONEROAN. I would like to know, because I prepared and
filed with the Senate on January 16, 1934, a report on this question
of tax-exempt securities, nnd nothing has been done about it. My
understanding has been that the Treasury Department desired that
no action be taken on that on account of the issues that we authorized
from time to time.

Mr. IIAAS. I should be glad to put the Secretary's statement in
the i*ecord.

[The statement referred to appears at the end of Mr. Haas' tes-
timony.]

Senator LONEnoAN. I wish you would.
Senator KINO. Senator, do you refer to securities i%.ued by State

and other political subdivisions or only the Federal securities?
Senator LONEoAN. The Federal seuiities.
(Part IJI of Mr. Haas' statement, referred to above, follows:)

I turn now to a third object- n that has received considerable publicity. It
is contended by some that If the proposed bill should result in a much larger
distribution of corporate earnings, it will simply drive individuals of large

Incomes into tax-ekempt securities In order that they might avoid the individual
Income surtaxes on their additional dividends; and hence it is contended that
te (C.vernment wiel not get the revenues that the Treasury anticipates from
the wvw as s~we.

Oo its real merits, this argument would hardly warrant extended discussion
for certain obvious reasons.

In the first place, the aggregate amount of tax-exempt income available
constitites only a small fraction of the total amount of corporate income.

In the second place, the'larger part of it already goes to Individuals subject
to the higher surtax rates, who, therefore, would possess little motive for sell-
Ing their tax-exempt securities to others. In the third place, further Increases
In the amount of tax-exempt income, made available by new issues of tax-
exempt securities, are not likely to be substantial. It is obvious, moreover,
that wealthy individuals who sought to convert their large stock holdings Into
tax-exempt securities would, In the first place, face the necessity of paying sub-
stantial taxes on the capital gains realized by the sale of their present holdings.
It is also obvious that large stock holdings give their possessors certain ad-
vantages other than dividend Income, such sa generous salaries and immediate
economic power, that they would hesitate to sacrifice. It Is likewise clear
that any sudden and great enlargement of the demand for tax-exempt securities
would go far to drive up their prices and drive down their yields to a point
that would counterbalance all or most of the tax advantage of such securities.

Although the real merits of this objection hardly Justify more than the
remarks that I have just made, I propose, nevertheless, to go Into the matter
a little more fully because of the great amount of misconception that exists
respecting the possibilities of greatly increasing this avenue of tax avoldanc
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In the first place, refuge from Income taxation by means of tax-exempt
securities Is very definitely limited by the amount of tax-exempt securities.
available an4 by the rates of Interest that they pay. The largest source of
tax-exempt-security income is that derived from the obligations of States,.
counties, cities, and so forth. The net aggregate amount of such tax-exempt
securities has not changed materially during the past 5 years. On June 80,
1931, the net principal amount outstanding, as estimated In the 1935 annual
report of the Secretary of the Treasury, was approximately $17,500,000,000, and
on June 30, 1935, approximately $10,900,000,000. Its other words, between these
two dates a decrease has actually taken place in the net principal amount of
tax-exempt State, county, and municipal obligations. Further, It does not ap-
pear that the volume of tax-exempt securities will be increased In the near
future at a rate anything like the rate of increase during the twenties.

The Federal Government is not now Issuing any long-term obligations
exempt frora surtaxes. In fact, during the present administration the 3%-
percent first Liberty Loan bonds and certain pre-war-bond issues the interest
on which was exempt from surtaxes have been refunded In part by bonds
lacking the surtax-exemption privilege. The only fully tax-exempt obligation
that the Federnl Government Is Issuing to the public at the present time are
short-term bills and notes.

The tax-exempt Income made available by these issues, however, is far less
than their principal amount would suggest. The Treasury has been borrowing
at a cost of about one-tenth of 1 percent per annum on Treasury bills of 9
months' maturity, and at 1% to 1% percent per annum on 5-year notes.
Moreover, much the greater part of the Treasury's bill and note Issues are
purchased by financial and and other corporations which derive no benefit
from the fact that the Interest on these short-term securities Is exempt from
surtaxes, since corporations are not subject to surtaxes In any event. That is,
whereas the interest on the short-term Treasury notes held by an Individual
might be exempted from a surtax bracket rate as high as 70 or 75 percent, In
the hands of a corporation the exemption is limited to the rate of the cor-
poration income tax, the maximum of which Is 15% percent In the case of con-
solidated railroad returns. Further, the tax exemption that corporations enjoy
on the Income derived from Federal obligations does not apply to the dividends
based upon this tax-exempt income when the latter are distributed to the
stockholders.

In the last Treasury financing, that of March 15, 1936, holders of maturing
notes were offered the option of exchanging these notes for either A-peIrcent
5-year Treasury notes, fully tax exempt from normal and surtaxes, or 2%.
percent 12- to 15-year Treasury bonds exempt only from normal taxes but
not from surtaxes. Ninety-one and two-tenths percent of all the exchange sub-
scriptions were made for the Treasury bonds, the Interest on which Is subject
to surtaxes, and only &8 percent were made for the fully tax-exempt Treasury-
notes.

I would like to emphasize again that it is tax-exempt income rather than the
principal amount of tax-exempt securities that Is Important. And I would like
to point out In this comnection that the declining trend of interest rates on
State, county, and municipal debts, as well as on Federal obligations, Is operat-
Ing very powerfully to reduce the amount of tax-exempt income. The average
coupon rate of Interest on outstanding State and municipal bonds is estimated
at about 4h percent. A reduction of only one-half of 1 percez't in the average
coupon rate would be rouo-tly equivalent to a reduc-lon of 100 million dollars
in the princliml amount of the tax-exempt debt outstanding, so far as tax-exempt
income is concerned. As against the present average coupon rate of about
4% percent on the outstanding State and municipal c.bligatlows, It is striking
to note that the interest rates on 10 typical new offerings of State and municipal
bonds during the first 3 months of 1936, as listed In the appended table, rurr
from 2%A to 4 percent. If the present trend of Interest rates continues, or even
if only the present level is maintained, we can reasonably expect a reduction
in the total amount of tax-exempt income as a result of the refunding of State,
and municipal obligations on a lower Interes-t baist.

A fuller distribution of corporate earnings will not create a new situation
so far as investment In tax-exempt securities Is concerned. The existing Indi-
vidual income-tax rates have already fo-tered a considerable concentration of
tax-exempt securities In the hands of Individuals subject to high surtaxes, and
It should be borne In mind that a further loss of revenue to th Federal Go-em-
ment from this source could only be caused by a transfer of such securities from
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individuals and Institutions subject to relatively low tax rates to individuals in
higher surtax brackets. The practical possibilities for such further trnsfers
are therefore limited, both because of the existing concentration and became a
large volume of Institutional holdings of tax exempts will be retained for their
preeminent safety and liquidity.

Mr. HAAS. Fourth. Finally, I should like to direct attention in
some detail to the matter of corporate reserves and corporate sur-
pluses, the importance of which hqs been greatly emphasized by critics
of the President's plan and of the House bill. There has been a great
deal of unfounded and misleading criticism of the President's pro-
posal as incorporated in the House bill on the ground that the enact-
ment of the measure would prevent. the accumulation of corporate
reserves needed for the inaintenance of solvency and of employment
during depressions. There are several sets of observations that I
shall make on this point."

In the first place, the bill very definitely allows as lawful deduc-
tions, before arriving at taxable income, the usual reserves for depre-
ciation, depletion, and bad debts. During the 5 years 1926 to 1930,
inclusive, corporations in the aggregate deducted more than $24,000,-
000,000 on these accounts before arriving at statutory net income or
deficit for tax purposes. During the 3 succeeding years, 1931 to
1933 inclusive, they deducted more than $15,000,000,000 additional
on these accounts, making a total for the 8 years of more than
$39,000,000,000. These deductible reserves from taxable income
which have been approximating $5,000,000,000 a year, will be allowed
under the House bill as under the present law.

Further, beyond those deductible reserves, the House bill clearly
permits the retention by small corporations of approximately 40
percent of each year's current earnings and by large corporations of
approximately 30 percent of each year's current earnings as additions
to corporate surpluses upon payment of taxes lower in both cases
than those that would be paid under the present law.

Despite these facts and the further fact that corporations will
remain perfectly free to call upon their stockholders and the capital
markets generally for any additional capital that they may require,
the proposed change in our system of corporate taxation has been
called a tax on thrift aind a tax that would prevent the accumnula-
tion of needed corporate reserves. In this connection certain critics
have attempted to use and to play upon a widespread misapprehen-
sion of the nature of corporate surpluses. The implication of their
remarks is that corporate surpluses consist of pools of liquid assets,
cash and the like, which corporations keep available for use in emer-
gencies. As I have noted before, "surplus" appears on the liability
side, not the asset side, of a corporation's balance sheet, and very
frequently represents fixed assets such as plant, machinery or intan-
gible assets such as "Food will", patent rights, and so forth, none of
which can be "spent' to meet depression needs or to repair damages
caused by a flood, or any other emergency. It is not the size of a
bookkeeping figure called surplus that determines the ability of a
corporation to meet a depression or other contingency, but rather
the amount of the total assets of the corporation compared with its
obligations, and most particularly the proportion of its assets which it
keeps in liquid form. The proposed measure would have no influence
whatever upon the form in which a corporation might decide to
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keep its assets, nor does it limit the total amount of capital that a
corporation may acquire. When a corporation withholds current
earnings from its stockholders it is obtaining new capital from them,
though often without their express consent, no less than when the
stockholders employ portions of their dividends to purchase addi-
tional securities of the corporation.

There are some who, though admitting the inequities of the exist-
ing system of corporation taxes, nevertheless defend it on the ground
that the corporate surpluses that are thus built up free from sur-
taxes serve a public function by enabling corporations to maintain
employment at a higher level than would otherwise be possible in
periods of depression. Now the most obvious fact bearing on this
argument is that it simply did not work, as I shall show in detail
shortly, when in 1929 the greatest depression this country has ever
experienced came upon us. Not only do we now know that the cor-
porate surpluses accumulated in the twenties were not used to any
great extent, in the aggregate, to maintain employment during the
depression but we also have some ground for suspecting that the
accumulation of these very corporate surpluses assisted materially in
causing the depression. Thus, it has been argued by very respect-
able economic authority that among the causes of the depression was
starving of consumption through. the withdrawal of a too large
proportion of our funds for corporate capital expenditure. Is it, not
quite possible that in many instances, important in the aggregate,
ovcrexpansion of plant capacity was stimulated by a desire of the
controlling stockholders in corporations to reinvest earnings for the
purpose of avoiding the taxes that they would have paid if earnings
were distributed It is also held by many that one of the vicious
influences contributing to the great stock-market boom of the late
twenties was the piling up of corporate surpluses. Stock-market
speculation, which had already been stimulated by the mere piling
up of such surpluses, was further stimulated by the volume of surplus
funds poured into brokers' loans by corporations.

But let us examine specifically the contention that these accumu-
lated surpluses were actually used during the depression to maintain
employment, dividends, and other payments. Large figures are fre-
quently cited to represent the aggregate losses of corporations dur-
ing the depression. Either by direct statement or by implication
the contention is made that these losses represent the amounts which
corporations have had to pa.y out, in excess of their receipts, to
workers, suppliers of materials, bondholders, and the like; and that
olly their previously accumulated surpluses allowed them to do this
without bankrupty.

We' have' been at pains to examine the matter a little further on
the basis of the actual income-tax returns filed by corporations, and
we find that the figures reported each year to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue are strikingly at variance with this contention or belief.
Let me cite you some of the facts that I shall present in greater detail
in tables attached to this statement:

Firbt If we comsolidate the income accounts of all corporations
for each of the 3 years, 1031-33, inclusive, we find that they reported
an aggre ate net deficit for this 3-year period, after taxes, of 6.6
billion dollars. We also find, however, that this agggate net deficit
was arrived at after deducting some 11. billion dollars for deprecia-

OS5"5-36-5
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tion, some 701 million dollars for depletionf some 8.7 billion dollars
for. bad debts and, som 6.1, billion, dollars forloss on the sale of
capital assets; deduction which, in the main,,do not represent current
cash outlays making for employers dividends i and so forth. In
other words, the aggregate: net income of corporations before these
valuation deductions, in the worst depression in history, was a little
more than 14 billion dollar and, their cash dividends a little more
than 13 billion dollars. For corporations as a whole, dividends,
Wages, and other payraents, came out of current receipts primarily,
an not, from accumulated "liquid surpluses." The boo' surpluses
of corporations were indeed reduced, but they were reduced in the
aggregate, not, by actual cash disbursements, but by the writing-down

oaseson the books of the corporations,
It may well be objected that, these figures may be deceptive because

they include financial aswell 4s nonfinancikl corporations. But the
figures for nonfinancial corporations alone, which include all of our
manufacturing, mining, merchandising, and similar business corpo-
rations, tell the same story. Nonfinancial corporations reported a
net aggregate deficit after taxes for the 8 years, 1931-83, inclusive,
of 8.9 billion dollars., Their net income before valuation deductions,
however, amounted to 11.1 billion dollars, and the dividends paid to
10.6 billion dollars. It is obvious that the previously accumulated
surpluses of nonfinancial corporations, while reduced by valuation
deductions, did not represent liquid resources that were drawn upon,
in the aggregate, to pay wages or dividends. The cash and invest-
ments. of all nonfinancial corporations submitting balance sheets
amounted to 32.7 billion dollars at the end of 19M9; at the end of
1933 they amounted to 33.5 billion dollars.

Senator BLACK. Liquid assets
Mr. HAAs. Liquid assets, mainly.
Even if we confine our attention to deficit nonfinancial corpora-

tions--that is, nonfinancial corporations reporting no statutory net
income-we find that valuation deductions, rather than cashoperat-
ing losses, accounted for the largest pait of their aggregate net losses
during the depression.- During the 8 years, 1931-33, inclusive, the
aggregate net lkses after taxes of those nonfinancial corporations
that reported no niet income amounted to 12.1 ,billion dollars; but
9.5 billion dollars of this aggregate deficit, or 78 percent, repre-
sented valuation, deductiQns, primarily, rather than cash operating
disbursements in excess of cash, receipts. It should be borne in
mind, moreover, that a corporation is included in the deficit group
only in those years in which it reports no net income; so that the
figures that I have just cited include the losses of all corporations
during their vWorst years of the depression, and do not i.c iido their
net income, if any, in other years of the depression ....

The figures that I have cited were obtained from the income-tax
returns actually filed by corporations with the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. It should be pointed out that there were other deductions
in the book "surplus" of corporations besides those allowed for income-
tax purposes., and some of these represented cash outlays. I want to
make it clear also that the figure that I have presented for all cor-
porations, for all nonfinancial corporations, and for deficit non-
financial corporations only, are aggregate fires and are subject to
the limitations of all aggregate and composite data. They are not
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necessarily representative of the experience or practices of, any par-
ticular corporati6D. I It is also true that ifi manycas corporations
employed a portion of the receipts charged off as valuation items for
necessary, replacementa of plant: and machineryP, ! Finally, I should
point out that most corporations are permitted to exercise a liberal
range of discretion lnthe valuation of their assets on their Qwn books
and'for 'their own purp . Many of thea revalue their assets up-
ward-during periods of prperity, thereby creating direct additions
to their surplus accounts, independently of their current income.
Similarly, in periods of depresion many corporations make.large
write-downs in the valuation of their assetsaon their own books, and
they make correspondingreductions ia their book surplus accounts.

Although the accounting methods of corporations vary consider.
ably, such 'variations do not. affect the income and deficit figures that
I have presented, because the regulations of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, as well as the statutesi lay down substantially uniform rules
for the determination of taxable end, nontaxAble income. The Bu-
reau also receives balance-sheet data in conntction with corporation
income-tax returns. Only a limited use can be made of these balance -
sheet data, because, in contrast to the uniform rules 'for the deter.
mination of taxable income, the Bureau hhs not prescribed detailed
uniform regulations for balance-sheet data. It should also be said
that our statistics of income ate not strictly comparable from year
to year, because of changes in law, in affiliations for consolidated re-
turns, and other factors.

Nevertheless, these limitations of the data obtained from corpora-
tion income-tax returns do not impair the general conclusions that
I have drawn respecting the character of corporation deficits during
the depression and the uses made, such as they were, of the accumu-
lated corporate surpluses. It must be emphasized in contradiction to
certain misleAding statements that have gained considerable cur-
rency,. that reductions in book surpluses arising in the fashion that I
have outlined do not represent funds paid. out to employ labor, to
purchase materials, or to pay interest or dividends. :

In general, theno the figures reported to the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue clearly indicate, first, that for corporations, as a whole, valuation
deductions greatly exceeded the aggre ate net losses reported during
the depression; second that valuation deductions; rather than net cOsh
outlays, accountifor theolaret part of. the losses reported even by
deficit nonfinancial corporations; and thlrd, that corporate sur'plusS
iii the aggregate hkve not been drawn down -in .fact to maintain
employment, divided p~syments, and other disbursements during the
dep ression, '. .; ?, , - I

In conclusion, I should like to state my conviction that the economic
arguments advanced ii opposition -to the proposed change in cor-
porate taxation rest very largely upon misapprhension and misin-
terpretation of the fact4. Whi e certain of these arguments may
appear plausible to some at first blush, they do noV withstand analysis.
In my. opinion, the proposed change in our system of ,corporate taxa-
tion is one that, in addition to its productivity from a revenue stand-
point, would improve the character of our economic organization as
a whole.
r (The tables referred to appear at the end of Mr. Haas' statement)
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Senator BAIuy. Will you tell me how, much the write-down was
in the case you were disussing, the write-down of capital assets of
corporations I

Mr. 1.s. The figures are given in the tables attached to my state-
ment.

Senator BamLr. It sums up to $15,000,00,000. I was running
through your figures. You do not sum them up. Assume that there
was a wrte-down of 10 billions of dollars in corporate structures in
this country for the last 8 or 4 'ears, neverthele s they remained
solvent and continued togo on. That is true, is it nott

Mr. TIAAS. That is right.
Senator BAILEr. They could not remain solvent after the write-

down, except for the fact that they made the write-down out of accu-
mulated surplus. You could riot write it out of capital structure;
you have to write it out of surplus.

Mr. HAAs. You can write the capital down as well as the other.
Senator BAILEY. No; if you write down the capital of a corporation,

it becomes insolvent, and anybody can close it up. That is statutory.
That is not a question of fact; that is a question of law.

Mr. HAAs. Well I am not making any argument that you should
rot have any surpluses. I have not made that argument during thishearing.Senator BAIEY. The write-down is not valuable to the commerce
of this country insofar as it affects the employment of people. It is
not sustained by the argument. I will agree you have got some good
facts; but, after all, the write-down o.urrd because all values went
down.

Mr. HAAs. The plant still stayed there.
Senator BAnzY. All values went down.
Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator BAIUY. Now, this write-down occurred without impairing

the capital or ipaking the corporations insolvent, and therefore they
continued to operate. Suppose they had had no surplus, then the
write-down would have broken every one of them and you would
have this country filled with receiverships. That is the point.

Mr. HAAS. I am not trying to make a point as to how a corporation
should organize its capital structure.

Senator BAILET. I am not either.
Mr. HAAS. Whether they can withstand the Fituation that you

pointed out is largely contingent upon the nature of their assets.
Senator BAL'. Just tell me how they would have withstood the

write-down of $11,0,000 in 3 years if they 'did not have a surplus
to be able to write it down. They would have certainly become
insolvent.

3r. HAA8. The poiit is, Mr. Senator,'that I have never, through-
out the testimony, tried to put up eny case against not building up
surpluses. I have tried to prove thot they did not provide' employ-
ment for labor or do these other things claimed for them. 11

Senator BATIEY. It kept millions of people employed, it kept tho
industries going and they employed the labor.

Mr. 1IAAS. No; I do not think so.
Senator DAILPY.,The ability to withstand the write-down'pre-

vented the corporation frotm going into receivership. The law is
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very simple. If the capital stock of a corporation is impaired then
a stockholder can bring fmn action for receivership.

Mr. HAAs. That is a legal point, but it is my utnderstanding that
except in special itatutory' cases, such as those of banks or insurance
companies, a corporation can cure this situation by reducing the
stated value of its capital.

Senator HAsTrnes. Mr. Haas, you have made some definite state.
ments here in the last paragraph, or next to the last, in which you say
[reading]:

First, If we consolidate the Income accounts of all corporations for each of the3 -ears, IOl-43, inclusive, we find that they reporfed an aggregate net defi-it
foi this P-year period, after taxes, of 6.0 billion dollars.

Did not you have the figures before yoit when you dictated that
statement I

Mr. H1AAS. Those are figures from the income account. Senator
Bailey was asking for figuies from the balance-sheet account. Those
figures are in there in the table in the back.

Senator ]HASTISos. All right.
Senator CO.NALLY. Mr. 1aas, let me ask you one question. Sup.

p"e there were not any corporations at all find that we were doing
b business as individuals grouped together and pooled our assets in
these corporations; Is it not the theory of this bill, if that had been
the case, that we would be getting now the same amount of money as
we propose tQ get under this bill

Mr. HAAS. In other words, if there was no corporate form of busi-
neso and they were all openiting as partners and nothing else?

Senator (ON.XNLLY. If everybody under the present law was op-
erating as partnerships or as individuals and we were taxing them
under the existing tax rates we would be getting just as much money-
approximately the s ame amount of money as we propose to get underthis bill I -

Mr' HAAS. Yes, sir.
Senator CONALLY. 'The theory of this bill is that we are not going

to allow the device of a corporation to prevent the Government from
getting what it would otherwise aet if there was not a corporation?

Mr. HAAs>' Exattly, Mr. Senator.
Senator HASmixoS. Just a mitiute. Those tables you indicate are

from 1931 to 1933. I suppose that is inclusive
Mr. HAO. We thouAhCthat ',as the worst perIod.
Senator IIAsN6fS. Why did not you include 1934?
fr. 11AA. We would be glad to put in 109 but the data are not

yet available.•
Senator BiAcx. I want to find out if you have any statement which

you have compiled with reference to write-downs, AS to the amounts
of dividends that are paid by the companies during that period 6om-
pared with the other things and the other items., 'ave y6u compiled
Mr. AA.t ''Most of thwse data ar included if t hi tahes appended

to my' statement anid I will sd a schedule showing iFttre-t puy-
ments of all corporationS. I , IPY

(Tablea referrd to 'pp~a r At eid 6f Mr Ua.' ftktenfent.)
senator BLAcK. Would there be much diffic(dty in getting It, so

that we could find out the amount of it!
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Mr: HAAs. No, it will be relatively easy.'
Senator LONEUAN. Mr. Iass, may I ask a question I
Mr. HAAs.'Yes, Senator. - ; . f
Senator LoNZoAN. Sty corporation "A" owns all of the stockk in

corporation "B", except the shares to qualify the directors, and cor-
,oration "B" pays 15-percent corporate tax, the balance is turned into

the treasury of corporation "A', would corpbration "A" under this
bill be allowed the deduction of 15 percent?

Mr. HAAS. Mr. Turney will answer that.
Mr. Tmirwy. What is the question I
Senator LONEROAN. Corporation."A" owns all of the stock in cor-

poration "B", except the shares that are necessary to qualify- the
directorship; corporation "B" pays 15-percent corporate tax, turning
over 85 percent to corporation "A." Will corporation "A" again be
obliged oray 15 percent on that 85 percent that it receives from itssubsidiary!

Mr. TuItNaY. You mean under the proposed bill ?
Senator LoNZROAN. Yes sir
Mr. TuRNzr. It depends on whether or not coiporatign "A" de-

dares that out in dividends to its stockholders. I corporation "B"
retains 30 percent and pays 16-percent tax the tax of corporation "A"
on the 55 percent it receives will depend on the percentage that it
distribut,os to its stockholders. 'If it distributes 100 percent it will
not pay any tax. If it in turn retained 80 percent, it will pay a
15;percent tax.

Senator oNnrOAN. Notwithstanding the fact that the ownership
is the same and that corporation "B" pays 15 percent?

Mr. TuUNzy. That is right.
Senator LomaoAW. Now, would not that be a double taxation on

that 85percentI
Mr. TJ)UNE. Vell, of course, we have to apply the tax to each

corporation, in order to prevent the holding of the entire income in
one corporation in the chain and in order to get the money into the
hands in individual stockholders.

Senator IoNsuoAwr. Yes; but if the corporations are so closely alike
in the nature of their business and the parent organization regar"ds the
subsidiary os a necessity to enable it to carry on, that is the cas I have
in mind.

Mr. TuiiNY. If the subsidiary declares all its income in dividends,
the subsidiary will not pay any tax. The double taxation only occurs
when you have a retention of Income in both corporations.

Senator TONYCOAN. You mean that could be avoided by having the
subsidiary turn over all of its earnings to the parent corporations

Mr. TRaN.r. Yes, sir; the corporate tax under the bill is based on
the percentage of corporate income retained. If we compare the tax
on an operating corporation owned by individuals, assuming a given
income and amount of retained earnings, with the tax on an enterprise
consisting of al operating company owned by a holding oompny
which is owned by indivdualo, assuming th9 *ame income and the
sanie total retention in one or both of the corporations, we may find
two taxes, but the totai amount of tax will niot be more, and Ynay be
!es8, than in the first case. ' . "I I
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Senator LoTA OAw. Thank you. * .
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Haas.
(The exhibits referred to in Mr. Haas' statement follow):

TVpWOal nme munk4pal bond issues, January to March 1936
wAXo1 Copon Aves Averas

AmutQ in y Yed '

FWtcuL Ywe Pccisi
Bta of Csliknis ........................................... $81,000 2M 1 49

thte of M 1 Tlpie............... .................. ,20000 234 6
1ste o XoLth Dsots .............................. 2,198,000 8 11 &27

rsaffb. N. Y ............................................... 1.20W%000 30 10 &.29
Darl Vs. . . . . .. .......... L ,si, 000 $9 IT4 8.23
D0rot .0. 8 4 .80

ut,. p............... ....................... 138,00 2 17 185
o o ...e ............................................... 1-ro, ; S li Sg

Romeoo, Ter ........................................ 3. 12.M is 1 19
T.M Angeles, Ct ........................................... 4.0(K 000 54 2 & 3.8
San F" o. cam ........................................... ,, 7V0 000 4 9 2.48

I To oclglnal (wboleuW pwchasw.

Nei income, valu o ti dedwecomu , and oash divdend paid, flr all corporation,
1931-33

( mfhloos ldonarm)

NI I&o
Yos OQM , P&-t

tadmon Iio

AD corporstloi:
1931 ............... -$2,176 I .0(1
1932 .............. . 1, ,

3 .................... -1.8 2426

To, ............

Copestiok with vA La-
come@

191... ...............
IM ................
193 ................

Tota.............

s wiLth n et

11 ................
1933 ................
19 ...............

$216
547
343

Bad
detas

11,14
1,213
2.249

1,h of

ToWa
TOWue
Un.

deduo.

W7,1s

C. o6

Net in.

dedo.-
Wr

52, W

2334

WU1

dirt

2,11i

Vs.1 -
tion

dedo-

t4a*

4. am31,74 6 54 43 1I4 %,3M 4,57 58 72..
.4S3 12 1 1 + Ill.60 42. W k" ........

2,15l 1,5 M3 Ia 1%1 283 2.

%so 4.496 546 tit 4"4 6-0 O 4.064 5,5s.....

-&,8n X3157 10 $40 o j, ,1 87
4.8 1,42 24 L97 6H I 1,50 $

-4,410 1,9%4 192 of1 % 1, 4,54 k? 7 4 101

TOW. I.............~ 1-60W 4

I Ot to<u bet WCome ls ed ! I o tam, p" dto od tazzWsmpt *Vt reqMve

$16I %$a 4.6m1 14.M, -3.t 01 0,W
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Net iemoe, valution dedvtf¢ton, and cwAe drlfen4d* paid for all nonfa~oeznwal
vorporatioaa, 1931-48

[In mDuti of dc~lars

All Dnoflracial corpor-

193 ............

Tol ................

Nonfinawal corporations
with net Income:
1 1 ....................

Tol ................ '
M ....................
T ................ o..Nonefnandal corporations

with noinet income:
19...... .....
19 32....... ...

1M ..................

Tol ................

Not In
com

taxesI

-247

-. 87M

381 5
1,997
%.140

8, 252

-%2,123

3.1592
3.39
1% 2W

,613
1,143
1,492

4,248

2. 13

6, 002

2Z5
2453
754

77
2.1
64

244

188
142
1II

all

Bid
debt

753
720

241
188
boo

729

44
164
420

1,438

1.Oe on
SIa! 3 Ofcapital
assets

614
2m
ale

1
104

143

14
812

1,665

Total

tMo
deduc-

5,227
4.990
4.73

tMOD2

2.03t
1,475

5.40

3,1I6
23.15
2. 0

91516

Net In-
00me
belote

dlions

4.57MILI
t].l1

3,472

12.720

-1,493
-180

-2609

Cash

dends

4. 693
3.120
2.637

10, 87

3,371
2.06S

7,617.

1.524
1, 061

398

Valna-
tion

dedo-
ttons

age of
net

869

8"

77
71
94

75

IStatutory net hnoome less FederaJ income taxes, plus dividends "nd tax-exempt interest reelved.

IntereAt paid by al corporations, and by all nonfinancis corporations, 1931-33,
indusive

All ooprt low NoDofl&sbdal

All returns1931 ................................................................. St04,00 00 $,77 00 0192 ................................................................. 44, 42000 oo 3, 0006000

139............................... 3,811,000,000 % 441% 00WO

Toa ............................................................. 1, OK 000, 000 
7
,845000,000

Retarns shoving net Ineome:
131 ................................................................. 1,490,00,000 94, 000, 000
I ............................................................. BA,0o, 00 673. 00 ,000

TOta..................... I ......... ... 181,000,000 % M0, 000(

Return showing o net inome:
1931 ................................................................. ,0 000 1, 7 000,00
193 ................................. 1:,00,0 7. OM ~001933 . 6200,W0 1

T9o3 ................................................................ 8,7 ;0, 000,W
,rot ............................................................. SM, D 74,0 44 00W
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Estimated number of indiuiduals and diutribution oe indiv idual n l ineone l' nt
income cases, clckndar year 1936

Net Income classes thousandd dollars)

Number efindlIvduals

TLeuls J diootabele Adieonal m
I Adlbln Ard, read talrerntw axabe u noter ~e,

1- -....................................... 5 r.7 2.l 44o0 I, 24.o0
43 ....................................... 43A0005 2 34 .106.794 1,0(0 J6,4.00
3- ....................................... 4,000 4 8) 46. , .70 8000 o4
4- ....................... a17.000 44 7 508.1,0. 1r Ono
5-10. ....................... . 3 .1 • A ............ ............ 4 %,379
120-&9 ..................... .......... I1 go IZ ............ ............ 6

. .................... ............... . 1 .................. .. ,W100 .......................... 2,~ ,7.........isV n7 .......... . 4979'10110.. ............. ................ %105 %onr, ............ :: ........... 9"
'00-r5w ......................... 1 "s 400 .......... ..,1.. 421

, ~~1 40 ... ....... all | . ,., •, ,,,M,00 so v............... 212 ......... 298

Tota ................ %,687.764 191,302 14 031,6QM 141,000 14g.081,76S

Net I ocome (in millons of dollars)

Net I nome classes (tbo s dollas) Taxable Add tio nl NOntazabl AddittontJ Ori n to d

under ud totaxlble
present law p I resent law i

1-2..........2.:........ 1.37M 20 1656 68 15,443
1 --3 ........................................ 1,215 57 277 10 4160
3-4 ........................................ 1,757 04 1414 III % 0
4.- ...................................... .,50 129 6a6 95 %440

-0 .................................. 673............ ............ .044
50-20 ..................................... .... 0. ........... 1.29
100-150 ............. 363......................... 0I
150-300 .................................... 2 2 238 ........................ . 18
10-10 .................................... 140 317 ........................ 4i
503.000 .................................. 20........................ 4

1,0 ad over .......... ...... IS$ 687 ......................... 742

Total ............................... 14,161 14,015 22,026 1383 45135

I Assuming that all , r orDt eamlno wae distributed.
SEclusivS of S76,00,000. tlb. esmated additlona awosmt whieh would be distributed to tiz-ftecpt

InsUttitio , etc.

EXTRACT FRom tHz AsNNUAL RzpoR? o Tan AuZalcAx TLZPNONR & TILE-
4RAIH Co. FOR 1935

331=1. 8YTEM FINANCIAL STA'I3MEN'1

The Bell System financial statements which follow on pages 14 to 18, Inclusive,
consolidate the accounts of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and those
of 23 associated telephone companies listed below:

Bell Telephone Co. of Nevada.
The MclI Telephone Co. of Pennsy:'anla.
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Baltimore City.
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Virginia.
The Cheespeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of West Virginia.
The Qincinrati & Suburban Bell Telephone Co.
The Diamond State Telephone Co.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
India)aa Bell Telephone Co.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.
New Fngland Telephone & Telegraph Co.
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New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
New York Ttlepbone Co.
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
The Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegmrph Co.
Southern California Telephone Co.
The Southern New Englt!nd Telephone Co.'
Southwestern Bell Telephlone Co.
Wikonsdn Telephone Co.
All but four of these companies are controlled directly by the American Tele-

p hone & Tele aph Co. through ownership of a majority of their voting stock.
Seep. 27.) The Bell Telephone Co. of Nevada and Southern California Tele-

phone Co. are controlled indirectly, all of their stock being held by the Patiflo
Telephone & Telegrph Co. The Home Telephone & Telegraph Co. of Spokane,
one of the group formerly consolidated, wvas merged with the Pacific Telephone
& Telegraph Co. as of December I, i 5. In view of their close relationship to
other Bell System companies, the Cincinnati & Suburban Bell Telephone Co.
and the Southern New England Telephone Co., in which the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. owns less than a majority of voting stock, have for many years
been treated as parts of the Bell System and their accounts included in the Bell
Bytem fires.

Since Yanuary 1, 1913, all Bell System telephone companies have maintained
their accounts in accordance with the uniform system of accounts prescribed for
telephone companies by the Interstate Commerce Commission and continued
in effect during 1935 by the Federal Communications Commission. In acord-
ance with the rules prescribed in the system of accounts, telephone plant is carried
in the accounts, with certain exceptions specified in the rules, at cost to the
accounting company.

The consolidated income statement excludes (with minor exceptions) all Inter-
company items such as interest, dividends, and license-contract payments, which
constitute Income receipts to one company in the consolidated group and income
disbursements to another company in that group. The consolidated balance
sheet excludes, for the 24 companies in the consolidated group, Intercompany
receivables and payables and intercompany security holdings. The latter com-
prise mainly investments of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. in the
securities of the associated telephone companies. The American Co.
carries these securities at their cost to it, which Is about $57,000,000 in excess of
their par value, and this excess has been extinguished from the consolidated
balance sheet with a corres' onding reduction in unappropriated surplus. Tele-
phone plant Is Included In te consolidated balance sheet in the aggregate amount
at which it appears on the respective books of the 24 companies consolidated.

Investments In stocks of companies (not consolidated) controlled directly or
Indirectly by Bell System companies such a the Western Electric Co., Inc., the
Tri-State Telephone & Telegraph o., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Ino., and
195 Broadway Corporation, arc shown on the consolidated balance sheet under
"lnv%*tment in controlled companies" at the amount of the Bell System's equity
In their capital stock and surplus. Dividends and interest received from such
companies, and the Bell System's proportionate interest in their earnings or
deficits for the year (after dividends) ate included in the consolidated income
statement under "Other earnings-net."

Consolidated balace shet
iCoasolldatlns thesocounts of the American Tespl'oee & Tetep,& Co. an4 Its 23 asaed tebbdooo

ASSETS

Dec. i, 1933 Dec. 31, IM5

Telepbons plast ............................................ 234964.15 94,9i54,156
Phat i &! e~~p ineat Wo furnishing kse:s compriag ed nbafllng&, rights-ot-way, poles, wir, ceb!*, up4woup' wond^"

svltchbowdx. Weephones, offce furn turs, vehicles, tools, on3
tloa work In gxorera. " Inade also on Dec. 3,19,5, orgsalw.
ti oan -rnhise astks. 8,915,236, m% aw dlsiibudl cat of c prop-
erty, 69,=,103.
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investments In controlled companies (not consoldaled):
S s ............................. . ...

Comprises equity of Bell sysem In capital stoelk and eurpius
of tbee comp.nis.

Boods, notes, *ad drc e .........................................
Othe Invetmeats:

stocks .............................Iodwues Investmeat la the ]M T16p '. WR-aa " id- "

$19M,834783.
Bonds, noted, ad advnes ................. .......................
Miscellsaeous Investments ................

Principally real estate in ng abad $4.,1,0O oIsad and
bufldlna recitd from telephone plat and held forcesSinand.............................

C4h epsied with trgste for series A boods of 8ontbwesteen
B Tek m Co., called r rodesiptts on Feb. 1, 19K6

Ourrent aset:
Oasi and deposits .................................... .............
Temoray casnvh eo .............. .............

cindeson Dec. $1, 135, U. a. o nmenobtio
N. 3095, and ta itcpatlon warrants $1,90I44.

Current recei vables. .......
Intert and dividends recevabl , advortk adnces, amounts
e r less resrve f"r ncoltetble accounts.If .mial an SUPPSP' ...............................................

Dlscoaat on funded debt ...........................................
Prepayments of rents, txas, directory expenses, etc ................
Other derred deb i t.............................. ..........

Debl Items, the int! disposition of which bad no bew 4Wt-.
mined at lose of year.

Dec. 31, IM

2162.029

P4, 4 o7n

A P321

IDec. 31 1934

$206, 916, 94

2. 461,2 4

V, 487.074

I. 718, 4"
3 ,W.W5, 2

44 ................

213.1, 1,2&

92,64 ,6

48,N4.834

2D7,597,9"2

6105i'90

49.740,40

14,606211

Tota assets ................ .................................. k 6, 46 4, 977, 064, 6

LIABILITIES A

Capital stock (W value outstading held decty by public):Common stock:
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.....................*$1, Mfl,227. 5W 61, 8K5 227 800
Associated telephone ompanie s...................... ..... 11 9,143 133.04. 743

Preferred stock, associated telephone comn panes .................... 97, 37,000 97,937, WO
Premiums on stock, Ame iean TeWlephone & Teeraph Co ............. JIM 749, 749, 071

Amount received In excess of per v".e.
Stock Instalmoents, American Telephone & Telegraph Co ............... 4, M337 9,07% 812

Amount retelved unaer ploTe"s' etock plan on stock subcrip.
tious not yet complete or oaneied. (This pia was digsostlgo
as to Dew gubecriptions in 19M3)L-term debt m e P. 19):

LOlnj merma dt f edep1u9) & Telerapb Co- ........................... 4A90719 4K"4.613
Assocated telephone companies? ................................. S 474,760 664

Current and accrued :ab Atoeet
Corru liabilitie .............................................. 4101, 429 67,463,124

Bills W supple sres,*a.; liabli i [aroped of csetmere-
deposlts,&e yots ldadva ne ts . . ..s.rvice, prv ion
$ Preo t as vbeclbers under rate ordered; "nd (for 116)
previsio for premium payable oa seres A bonds of South-
western Bell Telephone 00. calle for redemption on Feb. 1,
1936.

Accrued Laisblils Dot due..................................... 3.83i4624 113.134,9
Taxes, interest, dividads ad rent payable mite the tooe

of the )ecr.
De rredcedits ......................................................... S,5, 04 ,4 43 14

Credit Items, t final disposition of which "d not bow detwr-
mined at ciree of yea .

Reserves for deprec,!Ktlon of plant and equipment .................... 1,063, 13 9771.6
Provision to me"t Ion of invstasat In depresdable plant upon Its

limatte retirement from service.
Otheeres .. ................................................ 3,616,919 91,,31 71

P'r~ovn for pending accdect case ad lo., the ultimate retire-
mient of leasebolde franchise, etc

SMarket vle, De, 81. 193,, $12,96.000.
I Statement as to cerain coolrgent liabilities eppam In notes C) on p. -.

Includes 5tg3 0 Southwetrn Bell Telephoto Ce e. A boo's called for redemption o Feb. 1
1936, a" &W no (s) p. -.
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Dec. I, 13 Dec. 31, 19U4

Equity in consolidated turuplus,-rerved a"d uapproriated--ettac-
indlo common stock otsoeLatad teepbon oospnkes beld direetly by
publie ................................................................ $, 4.411 $9.621,40

Equity of A mrican Telephone & T]etraph Co. in coasol-ted surplus:SurpUlus ree~rve .................................................... 8400.,049 M0211,
Comprise mld atDec. 31, 9W, .myrskc of SW,2KM alnst gen-

ora obtingt es ere. (101dig 164 466444 reserysd by Ameri-can Telephbone & telegraph Co.); 616,ffl,bii against the boating.ezcy of rteands by Bell System. companies of exchange an, toll
rtvteuee oolledek, and $3,010,00 to estinu, ss of Feb. , 193,

the untmortted discount on mries A bon& of Soukhv ternra Bell
Telephone Co. called for redemption.

Unappropriated surplus (see p. 17) ................... 2....6.1.......... 1 3 3 , 54

Tota liabtles ............................................ 4, 3M 4. 97.06OK6M6

Consolidated inons statements
[Co lolidating the acounts of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and Is 23 asociated telephone

Yea 1933 (t) Year 1934 (c)

Operati revenues:
Local-service revenues () ........................................... StggM 4M3 107,670273

Revenues from local exchange servkc.
Toll service revenues ............................................. 273, S3.256 258,6%91.3

Revenues from long distance and local toll service.
Misoellmneous revenues ............................................. 23, 74, 79 I, 177 ,09

Revenues derived from directory advertising. refnts, and rris-
celisneou3 source&.

Less uocollectible operating revenues (r) 3,----------_-61........... 3 610 2.01%806
Provision made during year o revetes which mnay be uncol.

lectlbe.

Total operating revenues (i) .................................. W4MOM SK 3% 420

Operttng elpen--ee
Current mainternance (e) ............................................ 175, 40, 287 172,04,23

Cost of Isepecti n, rpirs, and rearrfngements required to
keep the Plant &ad equipment 2 good operating condItIon, rep-
rewerting 4.2 percent of the cost of the average plant in senrice
during I ,.

Deprctsioa expense (c) ............................................ 17l, 81 5I 16 ,474,64
Provision to meet loes of zveatrearl whes depreciable prop-

ety is retired from serve, based on rates of deprec:stlon de-
signed to spread thi loss of lnvesLtmet unlformly over the
service life of the property. Depreciation expense dinureg IOU
represented 43S permt of the cost of the average deprecable4&t in WevO&

o rIthe tsasling of n ages, prexpipnlly 1pera- 1 1363 .047,310

to"s' Wages.
Co m cial expemue ............... ... 541,698 71,573. M

* Costs incurred Gn business relatons with customers; pay sta-
tion commissions; also the ost of directories, sales atIvitles,
advertLIsin, stC.

OMnera1 and Miscellaneous eXpenses:
General administration, Wuding cost of development and e-

serch ........................................................ 21,379,163 t, 2.03, 471
Accounting and treasury departments ........................ 13N. 3 t 2, on,6
I1rovsce for employee" ssrie peion s .................... .11,32,412 21, 321,27

employees" sickn ss, accident, death, and otherhee -.. .. 6 ,3 6,1t 7
Other gene experses .......................................... (9) 1, OU 796 7,0X 1i
Less eipen-se charged oonstrocton ............................. %11444 IN $1K079

Operating rents ..................................................... 11,11 1,0 1u 3,44143
Rents ped Owe Ue ue of buildings, .poe, conduits, and other

Tota operating otenss................................ 61,2,0 1,1,6
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Yea 193. (C) YearI 19U (C)

YirV . . .. . .............. ........................ , 3, 5 5, 861

lX e T ron cotrol l d lopL es....

Proportoictok te ret In sarlss oc dcdts (O1 -
trol ed oomp d ooa a ................................................ %4 964 ' F. . I;$

Dividend, from wwostrolkd comp ....................... , L. W 805
Interest Vrsnvs, amlsoLLMods e e rnns, t ......... .. 7.. 7 k3 , 49 0

ToW net e n tp ................................................ IP 91L14 13901%,790Inte t deductlons (c) ......................... ...... 3.-%::.- 37%W 71 $
Lptearot cbhages, tncludimor * do ooanu on f

"5 We p7y2 under bood Lade'tu.

NO inome .................... 147, &A 04 IS32,786
Divideds on preferrd stock o hpoos compare held

d lrecty by pb .............. ,4 , ,2,6
Not Inpe applkcable to common sock of assocl.M telephoe 2omp0n-

.ebd directly by puM ................................. 1,119.187 1,750,147, , , pil- "' , , ,*rii o;.... 11,1, 6
Not Income picablo to American 'telepsnTe Tianl~ Co.4 * 1toc 932 7972 I,1754
Number of sham of America Telepbon & Teleprpla Co. stock out.

"aaft5 845g U27ear 14,665.275

I odes for 14.93 , p tloso inter st In eq in and Icr IOU 4?,W, propwtiona
IAtortiadde't,f :~r~lit Co. 'This ompw an 'id odividends duing tbesyears

a 11tlic denote d, t.

Changes during 1935 in'American Tephone & Tele raph Co.'s equity in c4o.-
dated unoppropriated surpus

Balance-Dee. 31, 1934 ..................................... $321,056, 224

Additions:
Net Inooine applicable to American Telephone & Telegraph

Co. stock .......................................... 132, 794, 782
Transfer from surplus reserved upon settlements of rate liti-

gation ............................................. 3,693,124
Miscellaneous additions .... .......................... 602, 492

Total .............................................. 137, 090, 39S

Deductions:
Dividends on ArnerfAn Telephone & Telegraph Co. stock. 17, 960, 476
Transfers to sitrpluri reserved:

Provison -,2inst contingency of refunds In pending rate
cse, an3 other mcellaneous contingencies ......... 6, 534, 797

Provision against extinguishment of unamortized dis-
count on bonds caUed for redemption on Feb 1 1930. 3,018, 092

Premiums payable on bonds called for redemption on Feb. 1,
1936 .................. _ ........................ 2,441,830

Premiums paid on bonds redceined ...................... 2,655, 400
Unamortized discount extinguished upon redempt.on of

bonds ............................................. 2, 542, 88
Miscellaneous deductions ........... r .................. 4,051,836

Total ............................................... .189,203, 316

Balance Dec. 31, 1935 .................................. 268, 943, 306

C. A. Ulzzi, Compirl er.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE8 RIILTINO TO CONSOLIDATI)D NALANOE SHEET AND
INOOME STATEMENT

(a) As of Dee. 11 J., aertis oe the asso.lated telefb one compenle hWd octimnct lIabiOles to make
tianilY inehvIug of erwt thereonIa the event of adverse dectskis In court ca&-s Involving thares for
talephon servto of sn u,0,,whlch had boo ezle 'ect withia the pe-iod 1924 to I W, Inclusive
and taken up In tb sowuats pending Om) adju . cstlon. Aplnst these ootinecles, there h&s been set
LOUie by the compsak la surplus reyred, I amount of $1fs?9,7 8 TOe Amerksm Tekpbooe &
Tekgraph Co. is surety on tondo executed by the Ohio Belli Telephone Co. In the amount of $17,I |2,G to
Va ee such rate regundx, I any as may il9s be requred ofthatcorps'us. TeAmericantTelepone
& Tsloramph Co. was rela aed ot n,. 1, il, from Its satyshp on a b rl of A 0 t000O executed by the
Southwestern YkeU Telephone Co. to guarantee such rate refunds as might be resqiires Iaenecowt
toe Sao Antonio Tn. Wae e, e. "ea* having been eloed. !

'The cowalldu i nunll Ptatemsats contain no xpetfao Mrvilon In respect of the Pellowtag OMctin'
(i) Ara covering I ef notes Is the amoutA 4 $3^1!14, secured by coltteral, undgtakea

by the N," Jessey Bell Tlephrn Co.
() A t elain made by the city of New York apoc the Antcti Telephone & Telegraph Co., as to

whl tat the oe pJpny doeeslaibility. (se p. &).
) Two Important It ems of reasn oo elrledd using theeyz 106:

(1 The ohn ia Bell Telephonoe Co. Z in October De44,0 first oftdundin mortMoge 114 peceex
bonds, serlee B, at 10014 peet, applying the proceeds withs other company I=nd to th et~remt at

The Is*5bopren od wihwr ar s od n de 1. '

(2) 4 

fitrsssiDl 
heeC.sl I eebr84 ~O t ad refuzdIns mortgage314 percent boots, aerlee B, at 00J,4 percent (and ham shnce the end o~ the year sold a adjittlonsl Si.00,HS

o I thes hoods t th me price). The t ps of these ale w sb a plied with other company
fUnds to the retieeto" yb1,11. f ereeAbnsa 6prcent. Since those trhoe
balnc sheet.

Thi reInnl reducee Bell SystemIoaded d by abou ,2 S tO anld siItotd hee by
l2l4 TimIg into nt Income taxe and *oat o ih premium o thobnsretredM thb
annea v earing will amount to apprOI ey $1,100,001 o 2 h 9k,06 wll repreeeat a sving i;o;Ak the

use of treasury finds.
(c) The cocsocida Incon3e state centss for 1534 and 1IOU r&et adjustments In the , _unt ma, In

connectIon with settlements during theee Veen of reading rate litigain h eten~w ttsoeE
the Illinois Bell Telephone Co. to the Chicago rate ams adthe Cbosaopeeke &Potomso lepbone"
the Washington, D. C., rate case (both of which were referee to In tbe ION anusl report); and that obte
Southwestern Bell Telephoo Co. In the San Antonio, Tex., rate case, which settlement involved a refund
approximately $72 00. The combined effect of the" adjustments was to Lbmase certeai accounts, &a
decrea3e others, a s YetoWt"

'elSYear I 34 s"

1.ocal service roveaW ...................................................... 211615, 78 I 1 t1i4, 0

Depreciation eenase ........................................... ll., i 0 / 0
Tas.... P........... .................................. A ilOH l i1 4.0a"f" ........ .......................... ......... , .s ,
Isierat deduct. ............. .................................. 'eel, 635 5 4, W3

Indicates loasaas.

4he4 net effeet of tha adjustments wa to dre.se noet income by $114A63 in 193, and by $4,43,833 in

i) Operating revenues o kIUS Include for cetain of the companies consolidated a total amount not es-
"adiS4 s,sbj ect C. possible rsfnd ki the event o adves decsloci Is pending rate casEL (See

(e) Due to the adoption of a revised "nthd of distributing engierin coats, the IM5 fure !or other
oners] expenssIcludes srch rosts Ia the ammat of app usetely $,11,O In 1934 slmilt reels were

distribute prl. U, to maintenance a" t Ana soeooxntL

COMPAasoN o FnmaAL Ravmjxitv i, UNDI PJSENT LAW AND UND4t 1OUSlE. bILL
TIIAt WOVtW Bm Doivm roam 'ut HIPOT oftAL Coas'okA1o.' DWeun Bx
89KATO IlASTIIoOS (p. 80 o BJIW4U GO)

1. A corporation earns 10 percent annually on $2,000,000 over a perLi of 5
years, retaining all the earnings In' ca-h. At the end of the fifth year It Invests
its accumulated earnings of tho previous 5 years in additional plant, and for
the ensuing 5 years It earns 10 pertent annually on the augmented investment,
retaining '.n cash all such earrings What would be the aggregate aClount of
Federal revenues derivedA during the 10-year period under the present law?

Daring the first 5 years the corporation taxes would approximate 16 iserceat
of the annual Income, or $W2,000 a year. During the second 5 years the cor.
portion would earn 10 percent, not only on Its original capital of $2,000,000
but on the additLinal reinvested earnings of $&40,000 ($1,000,"00 lees $160,000
for 5 years' taxes). Hience, during the second 5 years it would ay approxi-
nitely $45,410 In coriratloa taxes annually. For the 10-year period, there-

fore, the h'gleral Government would obtain $M-7,200 from the earlngs of this
corporation under the present law. (The stockholders, having received no dii-
dried, would pay no Inditilusal IncAtue taxes on the corporation's ezninge,)
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It. Under the House bill, If the corporation disizibuted all of Its earning.
during the first 5-year period, It would pay no Federal tax whatever. But Its
stockholders, If they represent a cross Aectlbn of tto.kholders generally, would
be subject to individual income taxes on the distributed earnings, amounting
to about 33% percent in the aggregate. (Tbis Is the. airerage rate which would
be paid od corporate earnings If all e-tinate 13 k2rporute eanlngs wvere
distributedL) Thus the federal Government would receive aplp)oximately
$335,000 during the firSt 5-year period; nd if no part of tb* 'dividend payments
were used to iubserlbe fot addition nal cd41tat In the corporation, the Federal
Government would receive an additional *3,4 pX, d ug the second 5-year
period.' This total of $70J00 rnty:be tdta*eW with the *W7/ ) 'of Federal
revenues that would be derlTyd uodfr the exyilng law, . : ,I

Ill. To make the examples comparable, however, It Is proper to assume that
under the House bill, no less than under existing law, the corporation could
profitably employ additional capitaL If, therefore, at the end of the first 5
years the corporation successfully Invited its stockholders to 'restnb-ribe for
additional capital stock an amo.unt.equal to all of the dividend distributldns of
the previous 5 years, less the average amount of individual income taxes
thereon, the capital of tbe corporation Woqld be lnrese t y approximately

00065,0 to a total capital of $2,O6,00t "Annual earhinpg'thehedn at the rate
of 10 percent would ,amount to $208A,0(t If the corporation distributed all of
these earnings to stockholders, It would pay no corporation talx But the
stockholders would py jndvIdusAl Income t4woes, on tOe saryp basis as that
noted above, amounting to $44OT for the second 5-year period, making total
Federal revenues for the 10-year period $781,M3, as compared with $887,2
Under the present law.

jVajeal FCerol eoiporioA lazes tu petceM of (lsomi transtrred f.urps..

Trans- Federal Dl.' ent of

tX&Ansterredsurplus SMrpl

stautoy I~d t*"ipu

ad irCMli adt O.. d f %Cas ad #acea
4 1 s0 4004
9 it 76 •17.

14 18 TO 114.3

24 16 t0 06.
29 16 68

34 16 60

49 1 a .. . .
74 16 10 L

79 1 a a S

Iltoogh a'ecas1 i tota cerpoaton incoa, cpIWa slok, and etoeswpcodtj taxes.

8TASKTrN? PIMPARM BaY SOCC=AKT MO1Xz2NT11AV ioa THE luDto4SaY ConMirrus
or vTE HiOUSE Or IlIrz'AMrTATF1N-E ON ruin Suwrkvr o TAX-Exxirrv Sauan-
Tims. Fainsu&&T 19, 1935

The Treasury Departm ent favors as a permanent policy the elimination of
the exemption front Federal taxation now accorded to Fcderal, State, and
rnnicllai securities, inrfar as future issues of such securitles are congctarled.

I Wofsder It very Important that when the exemion is elinlriated it should

be elituliatcd nut only In resxct to future IFsuta of Federal tecuritles, but In
respect to future f-sues of State and municipal securities as e)l. The enact-
n*nt of legislation requiring Federal obligations to be Issued Li the future on
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a fully taxable basis, in compettfiQn with wholly tax-exempt, qe qrite origipat-
lag efsewher#,'wold be likely to react tnfaiorabl on the market for Federal
securities, to increase the cost of the Gdvervaent a borrowing, and to compli-
Catt, or fine~ng operations.

% aln advised that a censtitutlonal amendment would be r~uLred to enable
the Federal Government to tax State qnd municipal securities. In my Juda-
ment, such an Azmendmknnt should be drawA on a reclopocal basis; the States
should be permitted to tax Federal securities and the Federal Government to
tax 8tate and munlclpal securities., I favor qwbh an amendment.

0AUMINT 0 m 9'AM V S'EXCER EDKOiD ,HiLADELPHUA,
PA., REPREENTIWG THE PHILADELPHIA 0 H A X B E R OF
COMMERCE

,The CHAIIWAi' Mr. Edmonds, as I understand it, you represent
the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce?

Mr. Eimtoxws. That is $ght, 6r.
The ( piizwr All eight, you mayproceed.
Mr. Ewro0sV. !&r. Chairman and.members of the committee, the

Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce has about 2,000 members repre-
senting manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, tradesmen of all kinds
in Phih9delphia., We have had for seyeral years 4 conunittee on taxa-
tion and public expenditures, of which I have been chairman during
that whole period, composed of about 45 members. We have made a
study of tbl taxing p ,blems from the point of view of Philadelphia.
We have gathered data and we have prepared a report, sirwhich we
will be glad to deliver to each member of the committee. That report,
on its reverse side, contains the names of the members of the com-
mittee, so you can see the businesses in which they are engaged. (See
data at close of Mr. Edronds testimony.)

Senator CONNALLY. May I interrupt you there for one questionI
Mr. EDmoNDs. Yes.
Senator CoNsALLY. Has the State of Pennsylvania still on its

statute books an act exempting manufacturers from taxI
Mr. Emomose. You mean the capital-stock taxI
Senator CONNALLY. I am talking about the State law.
Mr. EDMONDS. No; it has not.
Senator CONNALLY. Do you not have a law in Pennsylvania that

exempts manufacturers from tax?
Mr. EImoNDs. We had a law in Pennsylvania for 40 years which

exempted capital engaged in manufacturing from the capital-stock
tax. That law was changed in 1935, for a 2-year period, so they
could have a basis for unemployment-relief taxes. Now, in 193,
when that change expires, I cannot tell what will happen then.

Senator CONNALLY. But still the manufacturers in Pennsylvania
have an advantage today over most of the manufacturers throughout
the United States?

Mr. Foxo Ds. Not today.
Senator CONNALLY. Not in this temporary period of 2 years?
Mr. EDxoNDs. There was a perio when Pennsylvania favored

manufacturers, and I hope it will favor them again. I se no objec-
tion to that point of view.

Senator CONNALLY. I am not arguing that. I just wanted to know
whether that is not the facL

Senator Kine. However, the assets were taxable!
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Mr. E nuMow. Yei; the real estate and'everythlng was taxable but
when it came to the capital invested in manufacturing it was exempt
from that one tax, the capital-stock tax; hot tall fronl the corpora-
tion net inc, ome tax.

Now, I vQuld like to say, Mr. Chairman,.'thit our cefrnmittee has
considered this bill with very great care, and we Y'-uldliko to pre-
sent some thoughts to you with reference to it wk. h are hostile to
the new portion of the ill, and I want to give you very frankly the
reasons ,for iti, which will be' more elaborated 6n in the 'printed
memorandum. .

In the firstplace we regard this bill as fiscally, from the point of
view of the Government, an unsound piece of legislation. Why?
Because today the Government is relying very largely, upon income
taxes, but you have an income-tax law which gives you wide varia-
tions in the return to the Government. Now,.your income-tax law
is different from that of Great Britain in'that particular', I have
certain figures here 'which I obtained from my friend bMr Parker,
whom we regard as the most accurate statistician* on this subject in
the United States.

The CHamvAN. And the committee so regards himi too.
Mr.- EooD. That is fine, sir. -In the 18 years up to and Includ-

ing 1935 the 'United States collected $21,994,000,000 from income
taxes. That is the Federal Government. Great Britain collected
$20,062,000,000. ' The average annual income tatin the United States
was $1,692,000,000, and in great, Britain$1,590,000,000.

Now, notice the variations in that same 13-year period., Our
lowest income was $747,00,000, in 1983, and our. highest was $2,410,-
000000, in 1930. In other words, the.disparity b6tween the lowest
and the highest amounts to 2123 percent. That. is the variation in the
ups and downs that you get fiom income taxation.

Now, what was it in Great Britain? , Their lowest inthat period
was $1412,000,000, in 1935, and their highest was $1,936,000,OQO in
1923. 1heir variation from lowest to highest. is 37 percent, and ours
is 2-23 percent..

Senator CONNALLY. In other words,. you favor our adoption of
the British system I - f

Mr. ED Mo '. Give me just a moment on that, Sena'tor. I wantto
explain where that variation is. Our income-tax law has a variable
feature in it, and their law does nct have that feature in it. They
tax income, the annual recurrent gains, what the average man things
ofas income; we tax inconre including capital gains and losses, aild
it Is the capital gains and loses which caused all the trouble in these
variations in income tax.

Senator BARIKLxY. Are you referring to the corporate tax or the
individual tax?

Mr. EDHONz~s. This is both. This is all of the income taxes in this
period.

The CHIAIURAW. In other words, you advocate the elimination of
the income-tax law?

Mr. Eoxoos. No, sir; I haven't gotten that far, because that is
not before the committee. So you have this variable factor that
swings your income up and swings your income down. In certain
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pehods you have a feast and at certain other periods yoU have famine.
Isay that is bad, fiscally. I , I . P , .,.

'NQw,'you propose to add another feature, namely, by encourcging
the distribution of the profits, all the profits, or a verylarge proper,
tion of the profit& iA the good years you will swing up higher and
in the bad yehre you go down lower., . .

Senator COINALL. Do you, advocate lessening the tax in times
of prosperity and making it higher in periods of hard time

Mr. EDuoNDs, I advocate a, taxing system which will give you a
more stable basis. That is what I th ink business requires. I think
this business of 'going up aid down by 223 percent in 2 years is
absurd. , When you have the feast, which encourages overspending
on the part of the Government they ,have got the money, aud when
you have got the famine that ig when the people are hard up, then
yot have got to levy a lot of new taxes in order to make up the
deficit. That is not kood fiscal organization,,

'Senator, BAixKLr. 'In order& to bavlaa general level of taxes, so it
will be the same, in depression times as in times of properity, you
have got to increase the rate in famines and lower it in feasts.

Mr. EDioxt. To some degree., They have done it in England.
In this particular period we know the English are increasing the
income tax. Then also you have lowered certain forms of taxation
which are just as stable as the English taxes. Take your tobacco tax.
The tobacco tax is the best tai: from the point of stability thatyou
have got on the statute books, and it is the lowest tax in the percent-
age of tst to collect. That is a very remarkable feature.

Senator BAinKLY. That is the only wartime tax that has never
been reduced in times of war. - I

Mr. E moND. It bat lived In times of peace aq well as in times of
war. I think the tobacco tax has been on ever since the Civil War.

The CHAIRMAN€. Pennsylvania does not raise much tobacco, does itI
Mr. EDxoNDS.. Oh; yes; we do, Senator. I beg your pardon., Your

fohdnes is for cigarettes, and mine is for cigars. We raise cigar
tobacco sir.

The CAnTIjMA . You raise a lot of tobacco for these stogies.
Mr. Eruo.ns. Whatever they are they are good and they give

comfort to the people.
Senator mi fAv. Let me say on behalf of the South Carolina

farmers that we do not think the tax is equitable. 'The United States
(overninent gets $1.09 a pound, and the farmer has great difficulty
in getting twenty. The firmer works all the y'eas to produce the
tobacco and the (oveniment does nothing except passing-laws.

enat,>r Kii;o. The wilness says "equable" not aquit le.")
Mr. L'mo. t^, I mean equable; I mean stable. From the point of

view of tha (lovertment that makes a good tax; that is, a g-od fiscal
tax.

Senikt&r BARSS UT. That will result in putting the tobacco growers
in the stablel lserauste the price he gets for it does not compared with
theiririco tht tlI( 0overimn'it gets.

N~r. FUoxos t am sorry I brought up the illustration. Now I1ii
get back to my point. We have a situation 'hith you force out
net earnings iito diverse use at a more rapid rate' thnthe necessities
of bu-iness woull require. You would have in 1929 and 1930 a very
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much higher return from the income tax thah ,you, have nowtandyou
would have in 1933 and 1934 a very much lower returil than von have
n6w,- atid the result would b6- that you, would accent the. difference
from the top Of the hill, to the pit of the valley. That is a bad
arrangem ent. , , ., , - , - , t , , - - I. I I I

Senator BAiuiy. Can you put up a good argument for. having a
different kate of taxes on the income of an individual, from that of a
corporation? . , . , ;

Mr. EMoNS.v I think sir, that I, can set up a good argument
Will ycu save that question for a moment or two? ., , I t
I Now I say that is bad fiscally, and, I hope I have made my point
perfectly clear, namely, you would have'no increased tax on divi-
dexids althe time when you were having a feast, and you would have
an increased tax on dividends just at the time wlhen you are having a
fi.mine,,and that would result in just, the same kind of fiscal chaos
that there has been in this country for the last 8 ye'as., ' , .
. ,Senator BAiLzr. 'Whkt effect' would the; increase in rate famine
have on intensifying the famine ? .. .

Mr., Eriuomo. It would certainly intensify -the famine -What I
mean to say is the country is just on the point of recovery and instead
of permitting the'corporaions to use the money, you make thtmpay
the taxes. - - ' . . . . .. ., , ,

Senator Co~Nrau.v. Are you advocating that we keep the present
tax;ltwl :law .? I ,-

Mr.,.EMoNDs. I am advocating that you leave it alone, on the
ground that it is too complicated to work under the proposed statute.

Senator CONNALLT. You say you want to leave it alone like it is
now I

Mr, EOowS. You mean the present tax low?
Senator CONNTALLT. Yes. .. . .. :
Mr. EpMoxDe. If you are asking me the question as to whether

Stand for the present tax law, I say "No."' I have a reputation in
taxing matters, and I am iure some of the tax laws that we have
had in the past have riot been the laws that we should have had.

Senator CONkALLY. A minute ago you said you would want to
leave it alone. ... .. ...... •

Mr. EDMONUG I say, leavo this tax alone.
Senator, CObHALLY,' Your argument a while ago was that this tax

had resulted ih high taxes during periods of prosperity and high
income and in periods of depression of low income.
_ Mr. EDm"os. I am sorry, Senator, I did not make myself clear.

say this: That you have at present one variable factor that gives
you a feast or famzine, and you propose to add to that a second varia.
blu factor which will accept the feast and accent the famine. That
is the reason I am opposed to tho second factor. I would like to
pass to the first factor, but I recognize that subject is not before
you at the present time.
w Senator CONSAMY. You are against both factors, so far as you
have seen them I
. Mr. Eos.roN I am against both factors on general principles of
commoil sense. If.an Englishman puts hi a £5 piece for a horse
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rae ajd wins a handred pounds- that is hs good luck; th4 Ooveam.
meit takes nothing mott.,

We have made an artificial definition of income in our laws by
&ddiag this question of capital gsins and losses, and by adding capi-
tale gins and sses we have go#tnorsle into a notnt
navail potitior. in. which wo have this feast and famine; but I recog-
zsiz tbAt this ii 19,30, arna yout geatlemnez have a practical problem
before. When the time comes that you will deal with that prob.
lem, I hope you wiU invite mi to coi.oe down because I hall' be
very glad to come down.

Bow, on this second ,tot L think f-reing out the corporate
net earnings into dividend, in siny judgment1 is vey bad, from tho
point of view of the investor, because it will interfere with the regU-
larity which should characterize an investment, , , I

Now, y(Ihav had figures presented to yOu. I have here certain
flgur*3 for the Allied Chemical, the Amrican Telephoie &' Tel.
graph, the General Aectric, United States Stel, Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Marufacturing.

One of the Senators asked ihe question about the American Tale-
phone & Telegraph. For 4035 the net income was $182,000f)00.
Cash dividends on common and preferred etoek, $I6 000600. -Now,
all of those corporations, in a 10-year period, hive maintained diii.
dands. Thb Unitt States Steel and Westinghouse reduced their
dividends somewhat, bub they have paid some dividends. All, of
those corporation for, the last 5 years were paying out more in divi-
dends than they were fetting in. net earningt,-but they tried to
maintain regularity. . hen they were accumulating the peak they
would be paying heavier taxes, and consequently they would not
have the funds with which to make their dividend regularly I
insist, from the point of view of the government that- wants regu-
larity; of income and, the 'point of -view of the investor who wants
regularity of return, It: is better to let those corporations amoith 'out
the peaks and "precipices.themselve, and do it on a basis that will
give them a regulantyof return,
* I had these figures put in my hands a moment ago by the president
of a corporation who is in this room today. Net loss over a 4-year
period prior to 1933, $1,A0,000. ,Profits 1933 $26,000. Profi, 1034,
$40,000. Profits, 1935, $100,000. That' is $1G0,000 of profit .made
possible by increased iales. This is a retail storp., But, in order to
carry on the.t business with the increased ales they had to increase
their inventory by $100,000. That was the development of new lines.
They had to increase their accounts receivable by $76,000. That was
in oi-der to carry the new accounts, They had to nake improvements
In the store and in the delivery service of $15,000. S to get that 3
years' profit required an outlay of $190,000 from 'their working
capital. In other Words, they had to borroW money as well as ase aU
their profits.
I Now, that is the conditi6n of many busi-.& today. I' have, in
mind particularly the small business. They have the idea that they
vrill eventually grow and grow. Ra of you gentlenion have prac-
ticed law, and y a have a-en in your practice Cat of smal. bust,
nesses, how the man works, saves, and plows the money back, and
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4o tht st of thipgoi0ght atill be' le#t t0 the people of Avltri
W*.houi puttrg too.high a tai .on' themf they are willing t4 go
through the sacrifices that ar6 necessary to buid up the busInes; . , ,

Now, my second point is that this up-and-down business is bad for
the investor, ar, it would be bad in the long run for the character
of the Atberican people. It is better to have these corporations with
a surplus that will give a regularity of dividend and a regularity of
ftturni even though they 'enimulate, a surplus in order to Carry it on,
rather than taking it away from thezba in taxes.
1, The CirAuR4AM. You haven't the figures there of the Gulf Refining

CO., have you I
Mr. EDMoND. No I hav
The CHITAMA1. I te g re of the Aluminum Colt

'Mr. H DOZ ..
TheCHAIR You do not know how nuc :the way of divi

dends they id out in the lat ears
Sr. ED xD6. I have o kn I the Alumn m Co. I have

seen rarence to it ' 1ob atso time.
Sena r BAILEY, thi I S v ii e pa )er, in t New York

Tim f6w wee At ea ir te paid about"i g ae aaide.o*

l EDxoDs I think 'a or, * ou t t nsider is: If you
att t to make laws f Uo United a wit theview catching
one two pastk-i lar c ra'ratns yo 11 ,p foolish ws.C11AIR i.W r e Coldt.i Ust somie ,'fthe cor.
pore 'ons; we r trytt " m I r. law, so that ce ain insti.

t a d ina the rni 4q b- piled up t he disad.
vant e Antd in urn eS the I'l Pt

IMAr. DxMe,tN8 made ame set ear ag r2ya
ago$ to h taxing bill, witb ence t persa hold" companies
and c enies that ex aig fjhei surp I seems t' e that those
methd at you al have a wh a0 u ought use for excep.
tional ca e ther than c law for us all.

I1 have:he r article'from the New York Ti by Henry Hazlit,
who has ome f .sethat I think are petin and'I *ill supply it
for thb reord. ' ot read It for t , iularyeirs.

'e CHAIRMA. YOU t record.
(Thearticle i-eferred to is as follows:)

,e'baps tie main argument pt forwrd in favor of the .,rvjre",l 4dn qc taI
9n cQlpoattQo surpilu c is that bl1llor1 of dlollars ore hA imld out In divic-trds
it prenf iand hen6e escape the Fedoral tax o|lltor. " 8besrpotu,-%A ncto-Oily

do pay a tax as part of the net income of the crporatkoa, but It Is vltegvd that
If they were paid out In -'lvends the QoTermrt coold cmltct A far wdg1*r
f"e-rage rate on timeol as I.att of j.*.rs<al tlci.mes 7t1at th-re aW Wd dual
corporations froined or ,onduted for ibo puri,<*- of 1, trlng the tnmx r.te sihth
very wealthy IndIIduill wu(u4 6therwre Iare to pay Is Atim?-." tne. f'toe
revenue laws, however, already provide ptmmitl. Where i are thae
for the purpwo ot tax evation. WhAtever the Treatiury may geli a at46te
year by "1t1vicg otkt the surpkues',', Jrt prOtWia Xias Out a "emw 4;4 )*arn
would tie , more dubIlta.
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NOhing could mke thu. dert O lsa nt table omplle4-frol Treamrg
DRn.artenet report by te NatioUal .Cty 14.nk .4 Its wi buPe"ttn, Below Is
a Wl14led torm of the table showing tbg tais plai, net earnings, and dtvl-
dms of all manufacturing corporatloie In-tht United 'Sstes'fof the y-ars 12I1
tol : 3.

y 'M 4 Noet WOpAt DIviDa paid

1M .............................................. t ~ i$ r 0 ,o a ,$ .1 ,o 0
i . . . . . . 8793,00.o0M , 1 Or 000 1. 30000

lm ....... ................................. - l 0o00, .7L m v

.............................................. . ,0MR Z M AN L
$19 ....... I....................................... .M000 000 k M OK 000 761000t
19 4 .............................................. o w 2.8 0, X 0 00VA4 ......... I OA000 12000.000 2. , 06COO

Iwo .............................................. M W Sl0 0. 000 , .0, 0002
19 31....................... 731.000,020 I 169K0OA 000 1, W4. OON 000

1 9 3 ................ 47.000.02 100,0CDA,00 1.ll O00
no................. 0006tO00 190000 1."2 000

A V era.................... 94200000 1J.AMOM 5CVOz

The following facts emerge from this table: For every dollar tItM tlUes- cor-
poratilons paid to their shareholders for the use awl risk of capital, about 52
cents was paid In taxes to the Feteral and local governments. The share-
holders, In addition, later paid income surtaxes on the dividends they received.
What is more significant from the standpoint of the proposed tax, these cor-
poratlons actually paid out over tOiN period of 13 years a higher annuall average
sum than their net earnings. While net earnings regularly exced.led dividends
for the 8 years from 1922 to 11,29, in the next 4 years dividends paid out of
accumulated surpluses greatly exceeded current earning.

Wholly apart from the social effects of the proposed tax on cut pluses In aggra-
vatlug the violence of the business cycle and in retarding the rate of indwitrial
growth, ove may al .k whether It is not short-sigh~ted, even as a Governnlent fiscal
policy. Over a period of 13 yer manOfa-turing corporations, taken as n Whole,
actually did pay out in dividends even more than their full statutory net Income
In that period. It was fortunate for the Treasury that they paid it out as they
did. If they had Dalo out everything In the years from 1922 to 1929, there would
have been a much more greatly Nirunken volume of dividends during the deprts-
sion to tax in personal incomes than there actua!iy was. The new policy, If
adopted, would tend to increase the violence of the fluefuAtions in the Federal
Government's inoome,.making dividends higher than otherwise, whether other
tax sources were higher and lower than otherwise, when other tax sources were
lower.

Mr. ED toits. Here is the average. They paid 948 millions in
taxes, and their net income, after taxes, the average, was $1,630,000,000.
The dividends they paid were %1,838,000,000. In that period their
average shows something like $200,000,000 per year distributed more
than their net earnings in thA period, and that shows how the tend-
ency is to equalize the feast-and-fatnine proposition by wisely managed
corporations.

Senator BALYx. And to maintain the constant buying power.
Mr. Elosmos. Yes; to maintain the constant buying power and

employment. Let me speak on the third proposition.
Senator BAHKLEY. Let me ask you a question first. I
Mr. EDmowm . Here is my third ,point: I want to ask you gentlemen

if you have considered fu ly'the relationship of this kind of tax to
unemployment. I understand the tax bills are designed to raise reve-
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nu,., That ought to be their primary object, and their primary object
must be their most important object.

The COIAIBMAx. That is so stated in the bill.
Mr. ED.ONDS. Every thinking man must give consideration to the

fact that in this country there are millions out of work. How are
these millions going to be put back to work again

I am very glad to say personally I have my own philosophy on
the subject. While I haven't introduced myself to you at the bgin-
ning of my address, I will say that I was chairman of the Penn-
sylvania Tax Commission from 1924 to I927. That is not a commis-
sion like the one that Mr. Stone presides over in Mississippi, it was
not administered to increase the revenue from taxes, it was to reduce
the revenue, like I said to the chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee. I was on the uniformity and reciprocity committee of
the State Tax Association. I was president of the National Tax
Association in 1932 and 1933. So at any rate I have given some
little thought on this subject.

It is my very clear feeling that we would go out of the depression
only by encouraging new industries. It is the new industries that
must take up the slack of unemployment. How can they do that
In our report we give you a special illustration of the Budd Co. of
Philadelphia. Edward B. Budd is a man who is 4 genius in dealing
with metals. He started 30 years ago making automobile tops, and
he has a pretty large business along that line. For the last 5 or 6
years he has paid no dividend. 1ey have spent 6 years in experi-
menting with stainless steel. They did not invent stainless steel, but
they did fabricate it, and they were the first company that was able
to abricate it. They spent a million and a half of their accumulated
net earnings in trying to solve that problem. And what have they
done? They have given a new industry to the United States today.
Those zephyt trains on the western plains, for which the order. is
coming in now is one of the things that they are fabricating thii
stainless steel ior. The Federal Government has required some of
this Ftainless steel fabrication for the superstructure of the war ves-
sels. Mr. Budd tells me that he has put into that development 600
men employees who were not employed a year ago. He has orders
that will increase employment possibly to 1,100 before the end of the
calendar year.

Now, frankly, that is the way in which you get out of the depres-
sions. Remember that every one of those 1,100 is probably, in Mr.
Budd's case, the head of a. family.

Remember also what Colonel Ayres proved so conclusively in his
figures--that every time you give employment to a thousand men in
che productive line you give employment to about 900 more in the
servicing lines that are made necessary for the thousand that are
employed in that special position. The consequence is that when it
gives an additional employment to 1,100 men you have practically
2,000 men that are removed from. the relief rells at once.

Now, frankly, it seems to me that the United States oughb to
encourage those new industries, and I want to say that there is no
factor that has done so much for developing new ideas as tho
research departments that have been built up in the corporations
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with their surpluses. That, in my mind, is the great feature, so far
as the life's blood of our Nation Is concerned.

We do not continue in this country in a static waXy. We are a
dytiaiie'People. We advance. If a man" does anything this yar
in one *ay, he wants to (to it better next year, whether it is autonio.
bile, railroad, textile manufacture or whatever it may be. It is that
improvement that requires capital.

Now how are you going to provide the capital if the whole'pres.
sure'af the Government is put upon having net incomes pai out
as rapidly as possible ., I I .

Now, Isubmit (o you, gentlemen, that froii the point of view of
the Nation, looking at it from the point of view of getting ourselves
out of the situation that we are in now, I say that any possible
encouragement that is given to this experimentation is the thing that
will evenually lead us into the list of new occupations that wili take
tip our slack. I could tell you a lot more about that if you would
like to hear it.

Senator BA11KLzY.' I have no doubt of your sincerity and your
earnestness in what you said. I appreciate it. You made some very
interesting statements about what we ought not to do in order to
raise this additional revenue which we must have. Have you any
suggestion as to what we ought to do in order to raise itI

Mr. Esmo-Ds. I will tell you very frankly what you ought to do,
sir. You want to raise "$700,0,00O. Cut down expenses by
$700,000,0 and you are in just the same position. That is the only
answer business can make to you. We say in here that the Federal
Government ought to devote itself to its ordinary program. That, I
imagine, would-be $4,000,000,000, and it ought to provide money for
unemployment relief, because the State and the local government
cannot take hold of It in this magnitude at the present time. Let us
say that would be $5,000,000,000, maybe 6% billion if you include the
C. C. C. camp. If you cut down the expense of 5i/2 billion dollars,
business would be only too glad to sit down with you, because then
we would be on a stable basis.

Senator: TARsirLy. This additional income is made necessary be-
cause of the passage of the bonus bill, which is now an accomplished
fact, and because of the decision of the Supreme Court in nullifying
the processing tax as a part of the itgricultiral program.

41'r. EitoNDs. In other words, it is made neceary by the legisla.
tion of Congress.

Senator 13ARKLEY. Well, the legislation Was necessary because we
could not have a genuine prosperity in this country unless agricul-
ture shares in it, and although for 10 yeirs you have been boasting
of artifieifl prosperity in other classes, everybody knows the condi-
tion of the farmer had been growing more serious all the time. -

Mr. EDMOINrS If you will make a bargain with m0-I will Psay if
you will not pui on me the sins of my party, I will not put on you
ihe sins of your party.

Senator BADKtE. Iam not putting on you the sins of any party.
Mr. EDMOI0DS. You talked of my 10 years' boast.
Senator BARKLXY. I am speaking to you nt-in an individual way.

It was the bost of business in the whol country. They are opposed
to any legislation that is designed artificially to remedy a situation
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that was created artificially. 'Now, whether we were wise in the
passage of the Agricultural Adjustment Act or not, it increased the
farmers' income over $3,000,000,000 a year. It enabled him to begin
paying his debts and to buy some of the things that your factories
produce. You may or may not agree with that program, but it was
adopted, and it is the only one that has been adopted in 20 years that
worked, although the Supreme Court held it unconstitutional, which
they did way back in 1890, when we passed an income-tax law, and
which they have done some 65 times since the Government was or-
ganized in 1787. So there is nothing peculiar about the fact that the
Supreme Court declared that particular law unconstitutional and
declared one or two others unconstitutional.

Mr. EDMONDs. Don't forget that for the income tax we amended
the Constitution. Why do not you amend the Constitution for the
A. A. A.V

Senator BARKLEY. We haven't had time. I do not know that it is
necessary. Personally, I hope it will not be necessary; but we are
talking about a condition now produced by the effort of the American
Congress to stimulate agriculture and to stimulate industry, too. You
will admit that it was an artificial stimulation, but it was an arti.
ficial condition that brought about the necessity for stimulation.

Now, we have got this condition here. We have got to get some
money. The question is: Where are we going to get it! If yea
have got any idea as to where we are going to get it, I'would like
to have it. It is not an answer to say that we must pay the expenses
(if agricultural benefits that are already imposed on the Governmtnt
by reducing the expenses in some other branch of the Government
in the amount of some seven or eight million dollars

Mr. Emiows. I was giving you an answer that our committee
gives out, and it says very frankly that it is the demand of business
that you save this money by cutting dowp expenses. Now, let me
give you my personal answer. I think we are tied to the cross, and
it is a very sad condition *that we are in. I think that you gentlemen
have sometimes lost sight of the fact that yuare not suppoed to
be the heavy, money spending end of the Government. Ordinarily
the Federal Government used to spend about 8V billion dollars, and
the State and local governments spent 8 billion dollars, Ift place of
that I think you have got the Federal Government spending about
8 billion dollars. What is the result of that? I You are gradually
impoverishing the assets on which local governments are going to
support themselves.'

Senator BARKLEY. We have to do that, because the local govern.
ments came to Washington and laid their burdens on the doorstep of
Uncle Sam, They said, "We have exhausted our resources, we have
exhausted our taxing ability. We cannot borrow any money."
Therefore, Uncle Sam had to assume the burden. We had to assume
it or allow millions of people to starve or freeze.' We did nct assume
the burden because we want to do it. I would be glad tc, get out
from under it tomorrow, so far as the whole program of Uncle Sam is
concerned, if we could do it, but we cannot,

Mr. EDMONDS. I am willing to agree that no man will pta his head
in the noose willingly.
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I The CIA1tsMAX. Your tin has expired, but if you want to extend
it by adding anything else you may doso.

Senator ar osm. I want to ask one question with reference to the
bill. Assuming that under this bill a corporation may accumulate
reserves, on the aggregate, of approximately 30 percent of their
annual net earnings without a corporate-tax outlay, which is more
than under existing law, what have you to say on that point?

Mr. EDMO.NDS. My point is it loses sight altogether of the corpora-
tions that ought to accumulate all their earnings.

Senator OGxsoz. I understand that you take the position they
should be allowed to accumulate all their earnings.

Mr. EDMO.1Ds. Yes.
Senator GZoaox. On the average, would that not give you a fair,

healthy corporate structure?
Mr. EDmo-,Ds. I do not think, personally, that it would. I think

it would be an encouragement to established business that has its
surplus before January 1, 1936, and it would be a terrible discourage-
ment to the young man who is starting out in business with littleCa ital.

senator GEORma. We cannot go back and remedy that.
Mr. Eomovra. You cannot tax him back, but you can lift the young

man out by putting him in such a position that he only pays as much
as competitive businesses do.

Senator Gvoor. The point I am asking you, would yon say, as
a student of the subject, with practical experience and dealing with
practical affairs, would you say that the leeway there, the possibility
of retaining approximately 30percent of the annual earnings, would
not give a neces.sary reserve to the prudent corporation, assuming the
policy of setting aside such part of it as might be necessaryI

Mr. EDMoND8, No, Senator. Let me give you an illustration. I
incorporated 6 months ago a hardware business for $10,000. Prac-
tically all the stock is owned by a man who started in business 10
years ago. He is saving up the surplus. He is buying a house for
himself and he wants to separate his corporate investment from his
personal investmeht.- -That man will have to plow all of his earnings
into that blisiness for at least 5 or 10 years before it becomes a healthy
business that can compete with the other businesses in the community.
It is, that man that you are hurting.

Senator OSooE. I understand that. He has got some competitive
disadvantage by the fact that he cannot plow all of his earnings
back, but would it not develop, over a reasonable period of years, a
fairly strong, healthy corporate structure? WVould that not 'make it
posale?

Mr. EDMO,-DS. To that question my answer is "No." I think you
would discourage tremendously new business, and you would is-
courage the small businesses tiat grow into the big businesses that
seem to be wofthy'of encouragement.

Senator LA Foirrrn. Under the illustration you gave the fact is
that under this bill that corporation would retain 40 percent, is that
true

Mr. EDMomsm. I think that is true. It is 40 or 30 percent. That,
by the way, is the last point that I wanted to touch on. May I say
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this, Senator, I have a very hi h regard for the Senate of the United
States. I hope very much, when you frame a tax bill that you will
trane it in understandable English. MAy feeling is that the bill you
have got before you now does not contain understandable English
for the average nan. Now, I have read it, I have gone over it with
my partners, and it is quite clear to me that you cannot understand
it except by taking a practical illustration and working it out.

The OJAIUMAN. We hope you will understand it when we finish it.
Mr. EDmovDs. That will be fine.
Senator KiNo. What would you think of a proposition to increase

the corporate taxes in four categories-15 percent. 16 percent, 17 per-
cent. 18 percent in the highest, and then increase the income taxes
upon individuals, increase the surtaxes from 4 to 5 percent, and then
increase the surtaxes on income in the higher brackets to raise about
8 or 9 hundred millions of dollars, in comparison with the present
bill?

Mr. EDmxO s. It is better than the present bill. The point of view
of our chamber of commerce is you ought to cut down Government
expenses; but it is better, because it is equitable under a general law,
and you do not throw on the little man the burden of employing an
accountant or attorney. This bill ought to be clear. It requires an
accountant in computing tax matters. I am representing the cham-
ber of commerce, which is on a little higher plane, but I say very
frankly you ought to have something here so that the average man
can know what you are for.

Senator BiAtax. Are you an attorney?
Mr. EDuoNe. Yes I am an attorney.
Senator BLAcx. What is the name of your firm?
Mr. EDHONDS. Edmonds, Obermager & Rebmann, in Philadelphia.
(The report referred to by Mr. Edmonds is as follows:)

RkwAr or Co murnz ox TAxAnON AND Puwo Exrmxsonuwm

PHILADI PHIA CHAbMs Or COIMML ,
AprU 15, 1936.

To the Board of Directors, PhlnadelpMs Chaimber of Commerce:
The committee on taxation and public expenditures respectfully subinitj

the following report:
From the point of view of taxation, every citizn is subject to three authoi-

ties, viz, the Federal, State, and local governments
During the period of the depression additional duties have been assurred

by each of these governments, and as a result they have been obliged to reIse
additional funls, In soie cases by taxation, other (1,? by telling bonds, 'ind
in other cases by borrowing money on short-term Ivans, The pressure .pon
each branch (f government has led to the ralsing of money by any device that
may accord with the temporary necesity of the momeiit, and as a result the
tax system has become unstable, uncertain, amd unnoce_..arily complicated.

At present the Federal Governnient is, considring it no.w revenue rn.-ure
estimated to produce from $OO,000,) to $00,000,0M. The State government
has announced that there will be a special meeting of the general assernbly to
provide additional revenue for reiilf. Under these circumstances it is the
duty of all citizens to consider the general subject and to give their beft advice
to their representative Conseqently we outline herewith the cearses of
action which we are prepared to recommend to our representatives in Oongress
and In the general assembly of the state .
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It Is an often-quoted general principle that ordinarily the budgets of gov.
etrwloeht must e balanced and that the crrMit yeArly IncoMe most equal the
current yearly outgo. In a time of economic strain it Is esemttal that the
representetlves should first exarmdre the outgo before they provide tie' Iroome.
On the pirt of the Federal Go~ervment ,ve wuld like to " a careful scrutinyy
of expenses, eliminating e~ery extraordinary expen-e on the Federal Bldget
excs-pt the proiision for the Lpport of the unemployed, which at the present
time In too great to be provided by S'tate or local finances exclusively. Hvery
other form of expenditure except the ordinary program of government Fhould
be bro;.tht to a termination as spoedily as pt*PJble an) the 1udg,.t wade up on
this brals.

Until this Is done the buines itterests of the country are crfpelled In self.
(efense to record tblr o" ition to all new forms of taxation. Wb(n exl-ndi-
tres have been reduced to a minimum the busine-si interests of the country
should cooprate in suggestig nethKls of rnliNug revenue to tMe C1.t thst budgets
may e talan cd and a tale fical condition r.-ult. But It i. u-eles to exIe'('t
these stiggistlow. from buticess until the work of economy has bvn done or a
pro .am for Its nc-mpllfhment adftd.

There is nrw pending In the Congress of the United Stvtos a proposition which
is expre,:sed in the report of a subrotznmltteo of the Commlttee oi Ways wid
Mcans of the llouse ot Ltepre.entatives, tut %Ahich at the time of th . 

preparatlotn
of thii report has not )et benn rjiuccd to the fon of a bill. In iprluiple it Is
proposre-d to abc-lirh tMe Federal corporation Income aud cajits-stock taxes and
to iiibstftate therefor a graduated tax upon the net earnings of corporatlons.
the rate Increasing with the proportion of net earrings that shall be attain
nfter Janary 1, 1IM, but not distributed as dividends to stockholders. It Is
furthermore proposed to extend the norivil personal income tax so as to apply
the same to the dividends whl(h taxables rtelve. It Is claimed that these
principles will result In a reduction In the taxrs ptid by corplortilon to the
Federal Gorernmnt, but In an Increase in the returns of the per.onti net Income
tax to so great a degree as to provide for the losses resulting from the reduction
in corporation taxes, with net additional revenue in excess .-if V(AX000,000.

The pr,,posal for a gra( ited tax on net earnings of corporations not dis-
tributed as dividends Is not new. It wris corsidered In Congres&s In 1921 and in
later years, and It has frequently been adv.-ated by those whose point of view
has been fastened upon the relatively few corporations, some of whIch are mqW
or less personally controlled had which ty accumulating net earnings save to
ther stockholders the burden of paying personal income tax upK,'i dividends
which might otherwLse be declared. It is to be noted that under cltating law,
sections 102 and 851 (the latter enacted in 1934), provide a present method of
taxing undue coporate surpluses. te advocates of this principle conttend that
If an Individual makes money be pays personal Income tax thereon; that if a
partnership makes money the partners pay income tax upon the entire, amount
of the profits; but that If a corporatiorn makes money the stockholders only pay
personal taxes upon so much of the earnings as may be distributed to t.em.

While this argument is persuasive, we are convinced that It does not meet
the necessity of the American pe<le at the present time for the fo.lowing
reasons:

(a) As a result of the pn)longed depression the surpluses of many corporalons
are ezhauitcd, and In Justice to the business they should be renewed without let
or hindrance from the Federal Government.

(b) While the argument that a stockholder In a corporation is In a favored
position as compared with a partner or an Individual has force, yet It entirely
overlooks the fact that the u orroratlon net Income tax Is designed to meet
precisely thia situation.

(o) Experience has sboar, that In the larger Industrial corporations the ac-
cumulation cof a surplus ha, tended toward stability n dividends, provided the
average of ret earnings Is maintained. This stability In dividends Insures a
regular Incorde to the stockholder and a stable Income tax to the Government,
whereas legislation encouraging corporations to distribute all or a larger part
(I their net earnings In divildends will inevitably result In a large dividend in a
year of prosperity and n small dividend or no dividend In a year of depression,
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thereby depriving the stockholder of a regular dividend, and, furthermore,
ponmotlng wide variations In gorumental Iome.' The new proposal will
dou.b"Ales enconrtge an immediate licfeam in dividend whikh, under present
conditions, will be a sign of a temporary prosperity rather than a herald of a
permsnfnt prosperity.

(d) The proposal loea sight altigither of the great use which has been nmse
by many industrial corporations in the building up of baslnesm and plan through
the wise us" of surplus. The espirlence of the Ford Motor Co., %hich today
represents an Investment out of earnings of 70),OW, and gives employment
directly to 10,000 men and indirectly to thousands additional from an original
cash investment of $40,000, is ai Ilnstration of thL3 principle. We are con.
vinced that the way out of the defi.jession Ls through the development of new
Ideas, and that nothing is so coidudve to such a development as the wise use
of corporation earnings In res.arch, analysis, and experiment In order that
new ideas may be prepared for the market. As an illustration of *hat can be
done along this line, we refer to the exsiale of the Budd Co. in Philadelphia,
which spent raore than one ani one balt million dollars from its surplus and 8
years In experimentation upou stainless steel before an adequate inetiod of
fabricating this product could te dev-loped. As a rult this branch of the
Budd Co. Is today employing 600 mnn who were not employed 2 years ago, and
has already reviiehd orders ,,ilch -.%ill require 1,100 cuployCEa in this depart.
ment, this being a substantial fraction of the 6,500 men presently eonpcyed in
the plant. This company affords an excellent illuvtratlon of the way In which
unemployment car be relieved through the development of new ideas.

In a general % , - the English prminote new Ideas by the sale of stock, but this
an Is not in harmony with the American tradition. We believe that It would

bediflcult to finance new ideas In America by the sale of stock to any adequate
degree. Industrially speaking, our country Is dynamic and not stati. We
expect continuous improvements In process and Ideas, and these improvements
have been developed in large measure through the practice of putting bark into
the industry earnings of our buslnessk-, rsulting In larger plants, irealer
facilities, new ideris, and additional employment. It %III be a sorry day for
America when Its Government should decide to discourage this practice.

(e) It is to be noted that the s6ugestton contained in the report of tie sub-
committee will not result In balancing the Budget in 193T. If the Income of
the corporation is not distributed as dividends until after the firmt of th year,
it will be anc4her year before it Is, reported in the income of the indkviiual
stockholder. It is apparent, therefore, that this taxing plan Is Dot basel upon
any idea of bringing the Budget into prompt balance.

Mf) There are a number of other objections to the proposed plan of taxation,
such as the necessity for eliminating corporations engaged in banking and
insurance where the growth in surus Is necessary In order that tey may
continue their service to the public, the status of corporations which have
borrowed extensively during the period of the depressIon and are under con-
tract to repay their debts, the status of those corporations which are required
to restore depleted sinking funds or capital before they can distrIbute any
dividends to their stockholders.

For all of these reasons we subrilt that the plan of taxation now under con-
sideration before Ihe Natirusl House of Representatives Is fiscally unsound
nnd will work an economile hardship on the American people, delai)ing the
period of recovery wvhich Is so profoundly desired.

Under these circumstances we ndvire our RepiresentatIves in Congresv to con-
sider firat the outgo of Government, and when a sane figure for ordinary
expenditures, together with the welfare need indicated above, has be-n deter-
mined, then to consider tho question as to how the money shall be r-alied; and
in this etort the Philadelphia Chrambcr of Commerce will be glad to cooperAtO.

'In the period of It years, 1025-313, inlusive, the following result are noted: (1)
Allied C?,evlcal & Dye-has paid dividends In each yia, arn for 2 years tiv! dividends
were in excess of the net In eime: (2) American Telerlhone & Telreapb-ha,. paid divt-
dcnds tn earh year, and for 4 )ears tho divid-nds were In excess of the Pet income; (3)
General VEcctl--baa paid dividends In tach )tar, and for 4 elrs the dlvld-2ds were In
excess of the net Income: (4) itUjt . Stste. qteI-has raid some dividends eaeL year,
ard for 5 years the dividends were In excess of thi net Income, and for 3 of these years
there *as a defl'lt; (5i Wexttaboae Electrc & Manufaelariag--as p:d some
dIVIdA.r.s in tech yenr, ariJ for 5 3 evs the dividends were in esce,4s of thb Let income,
and for 3 of these years tMere was a deficit.
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The OovtTor of Pentaylvanl, has announced that the general asfsOnajy willl
meet in sjeehd sslod In the ,week of May 4, and it Is understood that one of
the primary Dne(s of the sesoL wll be the provision of additional revenue for
prob!en" ar, liig out of the spring goods and unemployment relief.

During the past 10 years tLe State of Pennsylvania has enacted 1S new
taxes; of ,wbki 8, not Inttuding the personal income tax, which has been
declared to le tucoostitutkinal, were enacted in l935. We re.miuneud to the
Governor and the legislators the careful consideration of the following quest iols:

(at What revenue has bcen p.odoced by the eight new taxes imposed In 1W,3,
and what may faiIy be expecttx: for the biennium for which these ttixe were
imposed?
(b) What his betvn the coat of Collecting this revenue?
i) Are there ny of the ordihary costs of State goieranueot which can be

reduced In tordor to ffcovide a fund for the unenijloyd ' It will be recalled
that the special sesaltn of 1 02 reduced the Budget appropriations by a sum
In excess of $1i;,000,009 In order to provide funds for unemployment in that
year.

(M) In view of the wide ClsfArity In the estimates emanating from in-
ft, r.wd sur-cs, ive ask the qu~ntlon:

What is the real need In l' nnsylvania to provide for its unemployed, and
is it not possible that thl.i nered can be estimated with sufficient finality and
accuracy to satlaf. the taipayers?

When these questions have been adequately answered, we b&|icve that Penn-
sylva,ilR will be rtady to provide the funds necessary to care for Its unem-
ploycd but until tl-ese quea,,ons are adequately answered, it will be difficult
to secure the cooperation of the tax-paying public.

IV. LOCAL GOOlINERLST

We commend the city of Philadelphia upon tha improvement in tax
colection-.
The receiver of taxes reports for the first 3 roontts of 13 that total city

tax coloctiont from all sourc s were $7,7490Sl, an increase of $3,925 00 over
last year. Th'-re Is an ncreQse in the collections of city ta. , school taxes,
personal-property taxes and delinquent taxes. There Is a small decrease in
water rents.

Recent negotiations which have ben pending in the United States district
court suggest that It is possible that a f, ettlement may be reached between
the city of Phlihdelpla, the Philadelphia RaAd Tran.dt Co., and the owners
of the underllers is the transit system. It Is proposed that the consideration
for the purchase of ihe underlIers shall be paid in Philadqlpba bonds. In the
event tiat these negotiations result in an issue of municipal bonds, and the
payment In cash to the underliers, we rccommaend to the npayor and city council
the advi.ablilty of authorizing an tLsue et serial bond; tor this purpose. In
1927 the Philadelphia Chamber of Cc-rinerce appointed a special committee
to consider the ri.ative advantages of ser:al and slnklng-fund bonds for the
city, consisting of Sydney P. Clark, Frnnk M. Itardt, Edward lopkinson, Jr.,
Walter E. Long, Roland L. Tsylor, and J seh H. Van Dorn. Thls committee
unanrlnouy recommended serial bonds. The chairman of this subcommittee,
Mr. Clark, has Trepared a memorandum which is attached to this report which
indiates. the piactlee in other Amereicn cities.

During the rast 6 years there have been a nu-nUL of isputes with reference
to the adminlsration of the slrki-ig funds and tChe appropriations which should
be made frori the public tresiry. We beileva that tb time has come to
inaugurate n system of serial bonds on which the nppropriatlon for interest
and retihericat will be a definite matter of compurtation without requiring the
Intervention either of expert amuntants or of the courts of law.

It Is to t- noted that the city Is mder the Immediate necessity of providing
additional rioney for the slrkilng fund. Under the dre4mlon of the Supreme Cotrt
on January 6. 1IM6, the city was directed to pay forhwith to the sinking funds
the sum ol $7,67,015.04 for the requirements of 193' But $1,000,000 has thug
far been provided, and we recommend to city council V. formulate at once a plan
for this payinent, and to this end to Inaugurate a policy of strict economy In the
municipal bsinem.
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We rveind our repreaewtatives that it Is prv-bale that at present 20 ipecent
of the gross Income of our people Is being used for the hxpenots of government.
If we included the entire expnditurei of government, including loans for cur-
rent expenses, we would be obliged to say that the total outlay of government in
the United States at the present time represents more than .30 percent of the
gross Income ot the t ple. It Is inpowlble to expect that business will expand
so as to take up the ala(k in unernplo)ment io long as this condition exists.
business needs stability in taxalin in order that plans may be formed for the
future, and such plans are essentlil in order that unemployment may be reduced
to a minimum.

We present these suggestions In the strong hope that the point of view hero
ire.zented may meet with the approval of our legislators ard thereby rpave the
may for a restoration of prosperity.

Respectfully Eubmitted.
rAXATION AND Pu' s.io EXPr.NDITUMr, COMMITTIa.

Memorandum for: Philadelphila Chamter of Commerce.
Prepared by: Mr. Sydney 1P. Clark.

TXATION AND P'aLIO EIFDMT Vtr CoMUrrr
April 15, 1936.

The conclusions and iecornmendatlons contained in the report of the subcom-
mittee on aerial bonds of the committee on taxation and public expenditures of
the Philadelphi Chamber of Commerce, dated January 19M, hold true today.
We are, therefore, outlining In iis memorandum the practices followed by cer-
tain municipalities in the United Stntes and in the State of Ilennsylvania, other
than the city of Philadelphia with regard to the Lssuance of municipal bonds in
either term or serial form. For purposes of comparison throughout the United
States we feel tbat an examination of the form of debt outstanding In each of
the first 10 cities of the country wilt serve to Indlvate the general practice and
trer.d. The first 10 cities of the United States in population are as follows: New
York City, N. Y.; Chicago. Ill.; Philadelphia. la.; Detroit, Mich.; Los Angeles,
Calif.; Cleveland, Ohio; St. Louls, Mo.; Baltimore, lid.; Boston, Mass.; and
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nco York Oity, N. Y., poputlon, 30 ce"au, 6,930,418

The city of New York utilizes both forms of municipal bonds-sinking fund
and setial. 'The sinking fund, or term bonds, are known as "corporate stock"
and mature within 50 years after date of issue. Corporate stock usually is
isued to finance the cost of capital Improvements of a revenue-producing char-
aeter, such as water, rapid-transit and dock properties. Serial bonds are issued
to finance capital improvementr., nd the final serial maturity must not exceed
the life of the improvement fln,:aced, and the maximum maturity in any case
must not exceed 50 years. As of January 1, 135, there was outstanding cor-
porate stock In the amount of approximately $1,003,000,000 par value, and serial
bonds In the amount of approximately $112,000,000 par value.

Ohfcoago, Ill, population 190 census, 3,376,138

The city of Chicago had outstanding in December 195 approximately $---0,-
000,000 par-value serial bonds, and approximately $32,000,000 sinking-fund
bonds. The sinking-fund bonds were Issued in IC403 and 1935 for refunding
purposes.

Philadelphia, PG., popitlation, ) census, 1,950,961

In December 1IM5 the city of Philadelphia had outstanding approximately

$0,000,000 par-value bonds, all of the sinking-fund type.

Dclroit, Jf"dh., popslaliox 1930 ceus, 1,568,662

Detroit presents a special situation inasmsuch as the city defa'ilted on Its
debt service in February 1L33 and effected a reorganization of Its debt which
became operative about a year later. Briefly, the city of Detroit refunded prin-
cipal amounts of bonds maturing up to July 1, 1943, into 30-year bonds bearing
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the same coupon rate and callable any interest date at 100. It is to be noted,
however, that as market conditlois have warranted during the past 2 years the
city of Detroit has called certain of the 90-year refunding bonds referred to above
and replaced them with herlal issues.

Los Angeles, Oalif., podot4at 1930 cena#, 1,t38,048

In December 193 " Angeles had outstanding approximately $195,000,000
par value of bonds, all in serial form, with the latest maturity 40 years from
date of issue.

CVevcaondo Ohio, population 1.930 ceiu, 900,429

In December 195 Cleveland had outstanding both types of municipal bonds-
sinking fund and serial. All of the sinking fund, however, were issued in 1921
or prior thereto. The city has Issued serial bonds since 1914 along with sinking-
fund issues. However, as noted above, no sinking-fund bonds have been issued
since 1921. The approximate relative par valve of each type of bonds out-
standing in December 135 is as follows:
Sinking-fund bonds ------------------------------------------- $21,000,000
Serial bon.ds------------------- ----------------------------. 7, 000, 000

St. Louis, Mo., population 1930 ocntu, 821,960

The city of St. Louis has outstanding both types of bonds, sinking fund aud
serial. Until 1935 all sinking-fund bonds were dated 1923 and prior thereto.
In 193, however, the city issued approximately $2&00.000 par value of term
bonds for r unding purposes. The approximate relative par value of each
type of bonds outstanding in December 135 wan as follows:
Sinking-fund bonds --------------------------------------------- $3, 70, 00)
Serial bonds --------------------------------------------------- 75, O0, 000

Jalitiaore, Ald., population 1930 censu*, 801,471

In December 193-5, with the excepton of apProximately 3500.000 par value
sinking-fund bonds, issued In 1933 and 1931, the city of Ballimore had out-
standing approximately $58,000,000 par value term bonds, dated 1912, or prior
thereto, and approximately $130,00D,000 par value serial bonds.

IBoston, Mas., population 1930 census, 781,188

Ikston continues to utilize both types of municipal bonds, striking fund and
serial. The approximate relative per value of each type outstanding In De.
cember 1935 Is shown below:
Slaking-fund bonds ------------------------------------------- $8,, 00, 000
Serial bonds --------------------------------------------------- - 0,000,000

It is interesting to note, however, that of the approximate par value of
siking-fund bonds outstunding, noted above, only approximately $19,000,000
par value have been Issued since 1930.

Pittsburgh, Po., population 1930 oenuss, C69,817

In December 1935 the city of Pittsburgh proper had outstanding only serial
Issues. There are certain small political subdivisions which have been Incor-
porated within the city at various times and wiose bonds the city has assumed.
Of these assumed bonds approximately $1,000,000 pat value are of sinking-fund
lype and are dated 1921 and prior thereto, serial bond of the city of Pitts-
burgh outstanding In Dec'-rber 135 amounted to approximately $00,000,000
par value.

The first 10 citi-s in Penniylvania in point of population are Philadelphia,
Plitsburgh, Scranton, Erie, Reading, Allentown, Wilkes-Barre, Altoona, Harris-
turg, and Johnstown. We have considered Philadelphia and Pittsburgh above
in the first 10 cities in lhe United States, so we will eliminate tb-rm from con-
sideratiou In Pennsylvania.
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-, BrasiQnI la, popdjaoi'A iOJO Ce4u. J,13.3

All of the bond Issues of the City of WIntO. AM 10 Serial form.

Erie, Pa,, population, 1930 cnesru, 143,,03

The city of Erie has a total of $32,000 term bonds, all Isued In 1918. The
balaove of approximately #7,&00,000 par-value ILKdga are all in erial form.

ReadiAq, Pa., population 1930 Cense, 115,967

The city of Reading has a total of aproximately $150,000 par-value term
bonds, lsaud in 1012 and 1913. The balance of apiproximately $8,750,000 par
valve of bonds are all in serial fozin.

AllMotown, Pa., population, 1930 census, 92,563

The city of Allentown has approximately $2,400,000 serial bonds and approxi-
mately $2,000,000 par value of term bonds. No sinking-fund bonds have been
issued by the city of Allentown subsequent to 1929.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., population, 1930 c¢Cls, 86,6t6

AUl of the outstanng bonds of the city of Wilkes-Barre are in serial forn.

Altoono, Pa., population , 1930 oc"us, 81,0534

The city of Altoona has approxfinately $1,00,000 psr value ot serial bouds
and approximately $3,200,000 par value of sinking-fund bonds.

Harriburg, Pa., populatli, 1630 ocntsu 80339

All of the outstanding bonds of the city of hlarriburg are in serial form.

Johnsfowss, Pa., population 1930 0MeuA, 66,993

The city of 3ohnstown has apploxlmately $1,00,000 par value of term bonds,
dated 122 or prior thereto, and approwlmnte4y 3M0,00 par value of serial
bonds.

Without going further into the division between sinking-fund and serial bonds
In otler Individual cities, It Is true that In Pennsylvania and throughout the
United States as a whole the sinking-fund Issue is the exception and the serial
issue the rule.

Pracco of nine lorgst cities i the United States as to isstance of linking-
tund or 8crial bonds

Apprximate number outstanding

E~ M D mmtw t~ I l¢ cCity 90ess
MXU4la rim5 elerial Perce't

NVW Yrk ...................................... , 10 4l,693,0 0,00 M4zO.000. 20070
cbicafo ...................................... ,V Gi 43 nI2.A0 00 2*00 ( 507
PhIla R ..................................... , A 1 bi), 000 7.............. .....
Ie sA t) ..................................... 1, t7 a, o" 10
Ceav(on ..................................... gy , 2 6:i 6* , rM t, 00
EL 14-fls ........... -.. ... glgo 3 00 M C .O "WM & 1

Daim............a,4IjSS K ow9~~t) MICMOO *0.31itt.bur.................................... K9,1T ' k .0 00 0 o..0 t40 I ,1

I On sm,1l poltlea1 azbjislacs5 whom booiA the dty ropr hu asml. I AU hoods

(Detroit omitted from nboie list benusc of hituatlon deec'lbed In enclosed
report.)

The above lignres are subject to comments In the attached report.
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Praetico of eight largest cities in Pennsylvania (ezrluding Philadelphia and
Pittaburgh) oe to (ecuance of sinking fund or srrial ibonda

Approximzst number outstandjnS
l)cemtee 1W

MyI Populatio
193U cen"u

Sinking fNw.2 &rial Ptreent
serial

e-t ................ ........................ 14,4 W ..... ..... 100
Erie........................................... 1t%967 STA5 17, 70. 003 1954&
R ten ........................... ............... I ll 1 70000 97.83
Aento . ...................... 2.53 W ,4A000,o 4S

ike . ...................................... 62 () 100
A l toi................. ...... b2,54 8 C 0 1,5w0, 000 31.92
1ltiirs r l s b ................ 3...... .......... 100
Jo bto n ....................... (A 9Wt IC

1
000 3 , O0 76,74

I All bonds.

The above figure are subject ti comments In the attached report.

STATEMENT OF X. L. SEIDItAN, NEW YORK CITY, CHAIRMAN,
TAXATION COMMITTEE, NIW YORK BOARD OF TRADE, INC.

The CITAJIRMAN. Mr. Seidmail, you are chairman of the taxation
committee, New York Board of frade?

Mr. SEDMAN. Yes sir.
The CiLSRMAN. All right; you may proceed.
Mr. SEJJJMAN. (Gentleman, this bill proposes, chiefly, an undis-

tributed profits tax on corporations, In actual fact, it is not a tax
at all that is proposed but a jxnalty, leveled against corporations
who fail to distribute their entire net ii IIe to their stockholders.

Senator L4, Forizrm flow can you make that statement when
it is a fact that under this bill a corporation can retain 30 percent if
it makes more than $10000, if it is unlistributed and payA less tax
than it pays now, and tie corporation that makes under f10,000 can
retain 40 percent?

Mr. SmrDitAx. That is true; but inasmuch as a corporation is let
go scot free if it. distributes all of its income then necessarily,
to the extent that it does not distribute it is penalized. That is the
extent of my statement.

Senator LA FOLLrIT Your statement is not a correct statement
concerning this bill, as I understand it.

Mr. SFIDMAN. I say if they distribute all of their income they go
scot free. If they distribute all of their net income, they go scot free
of tax. If they do not, they must pay as much as 421/2 percent of
their entire net income, or an equivalent of 73. jfe-cent of the net
income retained.

Senator BARKLEY. If they do not distribute anythirig, then the
stockholder goes scot free. So somebody is going scot Iree in any
event.

Mr. SEUDMAN. If they do not distribute anything, there will be no
dividends to the stockholders to be taxed.

Senator BARKLEY. Sure.
Mr. SEIDMAN. I say this, gentlemen, that charging a business 73.9

percent for the right to retAin its own working capital is an outrage
under any tax system and under whatever name the tax is imposed.

Senator LA F'OLLM'TTE. You do not think, do you, that the stock-
holders have any right to any earnings?
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Mr. SEIDMAN. I certainly do. I think it has been denionstrateAl
this morning that, stockholders have received earnings to pay a
6urtax on.

Senator Bh, .-. Do you think it is an outrage for an individual to
pay 73.9 peroe.l. if he makes that much profits

Mr. SEv!i ,r. I certainly do.
Senator BLACK. S-i you are opposed to the income tax in the high

brackets?
Mr. SEIDMAN. I think it defeats itself.
Senator LA FoLxrr,. This is one of the loopholes we want to plug

up so it will not defeat itself.
Mr. SFJDMAN. Gentlemen, may I have the privil of making my

statement completely, and then I will be delighted to an.wswer the
different questions

Senator Bi.AcK. Did you place in the record ytfiir business?
Mr. SFJDMAN. I am a certified public accountant,
Senator BLAcK. You appear in your own capacity?
Mr. SEIDMAN. I appear as the chairman of the tax committee of

the New York Board of Tde, and not in my individual capacity
at all.

Senator BrLcK. Are you employed by them or simply representing
them voluntarily?

Mr. SEIOMfAN. I am chairman of heir tax committee and a mem-
ber of their executive committee and a member of the board of
directors.

Senator BLACK. You are not employed by them?
Mr. SEYDMAx. I am not employed by them.
Senator BARKLy. Are you a member of a firm of certified public

accountants ?
•Mr.- SXDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BAJ"KLEY. What is that firt
Mr. SEIDMAN. Seidman & Seidman.
Gentlemen, there is just one thing definitely known about the pro-

posed bill. It will abandon an assured revenue totaling $1,132,000,-
o0 in exchange for something which is highly s,eculative and

entirely conjectural in its revenue-producing pos.iiities.
The theory of a corporate undistributed profits tax has been dis.

cussed from time to time for n.any years. Never in this country,
however, and sldom anywhere else, has this theory been put to the
test of actual, practical experience. As against this, our preetit
system of taxing corporate Frofifs and dividends is oue which has
taken us almost a quarter of a century to evolve. It has been pei'-
fected by numerous congressional enactments, and it has been el -ri-
flied by thousands of rulings and judicial interpretations. At a time
like the present, when the need for revenue is so great, when we are
spending so much more than what we are taking in, when business
is recuperating from the worst depression in our history, and when
industry is so sensitive to every disturbing influence, how can we
possibly afford to gamble such a vast sum of krown public revenue
for what is so much an adventure into the wi' ,rnessl

Much criticism has been directed against the basic theory of the
undistributed-profits tax. I believe that rmany of such objections can

93
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be overcome by a carefully thought-out bill. Sueh a bill, however,
cannot be born in haste, as, in fact., the bill before us has been. In
my opinion, this subject cannot possibly be dealt with adequately
by the present Congress during an election year. I Nvill, neverthe-
less, direct my remarks to some of the specific provisions of the bill,
on the assumption that this Congress is going to enact an undis-
tributed-profits tax and that we might just as well get the best pos-
sible bill under the circumstances.

In directing my criticism to this proposed bill, you gentlemen may
be interested to know that I am not antagonistic to the theory of
an undistributed-profits tax. As a theory, there is much to commend
it. But for the plan to have a chance for a successful career, it must
be initiated under conditions very much more favorable than those
existing today. It must also be entered into with the clear under-
standing that the plan is a, highly experimental venture and that it
will call for some very delicate adjustments in our economics in the
process of shifting from one method of taxation to the other.

In any event, the plan will be doomed to failure, and to be the
cause of some serious dislocations, if it attempts to penalize corpo-
rations too severely for the privilege of retaining necessary working
capital and reasonable reserves. Likewise is it bound to meet with
failure if tax rates imposed upon the income of individual stock-
holders are so high as to discourage the continuance of investment in
productive enterprises. As long as tax-exempt securities are avail-
able to investors having large taxable incomes, any scheme calcu-
lated to force corporations to distribute earnings for the sole pur-
pose of adding to the stockholders' taxable income means so much
additional prea&-ro against such investors tW escape taxation alto-
gether by converting their investments into tax-exempt securities.

Senator BARKLEY. Why do you specialize on this administrationI
All administrations have done that, haven't thoyl Why specialize
on this one I

Mr. SEJOXAN. I do not think we have realized the seriousness of
the tax-exempt security and the damage that it causes until very
recently.

Senator Bqnx.y. We cannot deal with that question now, because
in all likelihood it would require constitutional amendment to tax
all tax-exempt securities.

Mr. SmxuA ^. If it does, then the quicker we get it started the
better.

Senator Kimo. Mr. Witness, I doubt very much if you are includ-
ing State tax-exempt securities and other political subdivisions. 21
doubt very much whether the people of the States would be willing
to have the Federal Government tax their securities, but the Federal
Government may tax its own.

Senator BAIKLEY. It now taxes them on surtax, Senator. There
is already a surtax on them.

Mr. SXIDM A. On some of them; yes. I say a move of that kind
would be more convincing than almost anything else that has been
said or done to reform the tax system. I think that is one of the
most serious evils in the tax system.

Senator BAIKLEY. I suppose it is not worth while spending time
on it, but have you ever figured that if you tax all of these public
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securities, like the bonds of States, counties, and cities, and the
United States, which bears a low rate of interest because of their
nontaxable character, that the interest rates would be raised and that
the people would have to pay nicro interest on their public obliga-
tions? It would be the same as taking money out of one pocket and
putting it into another.

Senator KINo. And furthermore, the bonds would sell for les.
Mr. SEIDMAN. Gentlemen, there is no question but what that is

absolutely correct, and yet I say a tax-exempt sybtem of any kind
has Inojplace in a relpbl e.

The UJ(AIRMAN.. And we all very much agree with you.
Senator IA)N'FOAW. If it will give the witness any moral support,

I will say that I am in hearty accord with his views.
Mr. SMUTIIAN. !fhe maximum normal and surtax rates now total 7

percent. In addition,. there is usually a substantial State income
tax to be reckoned with. There is thus almost complete confiscation
of income in the top brackets. The only haven for the taxpayer in
that. position is the tax-ekempt security. It is useless to impose any
such tav rates and expect to collect themn to any substantial extent as
long as that avenue of escape exists. 'The proposal to eliminate tax-
exempt securities has been made to the Congress almost annually, but
always it has been sidetracked. It would seem tha t the least that
should be done in that regard is for this administration to stop
pouring out additional billions of dollars in tax-exempt securities.
That would be more convincing evidence of good statesmanship than
alniost anything else that has been said or done to reform our tax
system.

For the year 1036 it is estimated that 247,000 corporations will
report taxable income. Of these, some 214,000 will have net incomes
of less than $10,000. The remaining 83,000 will have incomes in
excess of $10,000. Thus, about 87 percent of our corporations are
comparatively small enterprises. In the main, they have perhaps
just about enough working capital with which to carry on, if such
working capital is suppi:Mm-ted by the usual credit facilities of
commercial banks. As to the larger business, their financial set-up
ranges perhaps from bare insolvency to extreme liquidity.

Mbony of the largest and st rongest of these companies have accumu-
lated enormous liquid reserves. They are in the best possible position
to avoid the payment of a penalty tax for failing to distribute all of
their current income in dividends. It thus appears that under the pro-
posed plan it is the largest and most successful companies that have
the most positive assurance of going scot free of tax, At the other
extreme are the corporations for whom the distribution of any part
of their current income will be utterly impossible. These are the
companies #hose reserves have" ben seriously depleted by 0 years
of severe operating losses. It is the-y who are most entitled to avoid
the payment of the penalty tax but are least likely to be able to do so.

Senator GEORoE. We make some allowance here for depleted capital.
Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes, sir. I am referring to those companies at the

other extreme who cannot distribute income. I have covered the
companies who can distribute income.

In referring to depleted reserves, I do not necesarily mean that
these companies have no surpluses. Their balance sheets might show

@.- 95,
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substantial surpluses over and above paid-in capital. But business-
men understand that a corporation's surplus, as shown by its balance
sheet, is seldom represented by cash or its equivalent. Quite to the
contrary, such surpluses are usually tied up in plant,. equipment, and
merchandise inventory

It is a well-knownfct that the only way in which some businesses
can obtain additional funds is by reinvestment of their earnings.
Even to the large, well-financed corporation which has managed to
back its surplus by cash Pnd liquid assets this plan will tend to dis-
courage the draining of existing reserves. For they will know full
well that such reserves cannot be rebuilt through the avenue of earn-
ings. The freezing of such reserves is bound to-have the exact oppo-
site effect to what was intended. Instead of corporate reserves being
spent, thereby creating employment for the unemployed, they will be
frozen in the fear that they are not replaceable.

It is this very liquid capital that has been most severely depleted
during the depression. That is the part of a company's fnancial struc-
ture that must be rebuilt if ever we are to be on the rnad to full re-
covery. Yet here is the very point where the undistributed profits
tax will make recoupment of accumulated losses impossible, or at
least so costly as to appear undesirable.

Because of the penalty against the small and underfinanced cor-
poration, there is bound to ensue a wholesale shifting in the method
of doiig business from the corporate to the partnership form. There
will thus be lost to the small business the advantages accruing to its
larger competitors who conduct their businesses in corporate form.

There would certainly seem to be something dead wrong with our
process of reasoning when we profess to fear control by "big business"
and yet legislate to keep big businesses big. That is exactly what
this proposed plan will do. For even the corporation with a'$10,000
income will have to pay a tax equal to 42 percent of income retained.
In other words, if it retains $100 of income, it will have to pay out
$42 to the Government, assuming $142 is its entire income.

Senator KINo. You mean net income?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Net income.
Senator GjoRor. That is where it keeps it all.
Mr. SEIDMAN. No small business can survive any such cost for its

working capital. We recommend therefore that ihe proposed rates
in order to be workable and effective be substantially reduced. Also
that they be simplified into a single schedule. This can be readily
accomplished by allowing smaller corporations a tax exemption on
the first $2,000 of income.

I think that would simplify the whole complicated rate-schedule
structure.

In the matter of taxing the stockholder, it is generally conceded
that a tax on the corporation is in effect a tax on the stockholder. In
that regard, Chairman Robert L. Doughton, of the House Ways and
Means Committee, recently stated in part, as follows:

The earnlng4 withheld d hy corporations add no less to the wealth of the
shareholder than the earnings distributed In dividends: for the reinvestment
of corporate earnings becomes reflected In the stockholder's share of the net
worth of the coropration and In Increased earning power.
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Also-
To the extent that corporations do not hi-turse their current earnings, the

additional revenues will be obtained from higher corporation Income taxes cor-
responding aa near as may be on the average to the rates that would have been
by their shareholders It corporate earnings were fully distributed.

The point he is tryin& to make here is we ought to tax a corpora-
tion that dces not distribute at about the same average tax rate as
the normal and surtax would be imposed against the individual
stockholder if the distribution were in fact m ade.

With this as the background for the tax and the rate on undis-
tributed proFts, one would suppose that once the corporation has
paid a tax equivalent in amount to both the normal and surtax rates
on individuals, such tax-paid income, if thereafter distributed, would
-be tax free in the hands of the shareholder. How great is the shock,
therefore, to find it proposed that such income be again taxed in the
hands of the stockholders; and not alone for surtax purposes as
heretofore, but for normal tax purposes as well.

Here is a rank inequality in taxing business profits. It certainly
runs counter to one of the avowed purposes of the law which in the
words of the President himself seeks "a fairer distribution of the
tax load among all the beneficial owners of business profits, whether
derived from unincorporated enterprises or from incorporated busi-
nesses, and whether distribted to the real owners as earned or with-
held from them."

Why is not that a proper and fair thing to do if equity is what we
seek in taxing businesses alike?

Senator LoNxyRo '-. I would like to ask a question at that point of
one of the Treasuiy experts about the double taxation. Suppose a
corporation invests part of its funds in the stock of another cor-
poration that has already pait its tax on the earnings of the stock,
the new ownership would have to pay a tax on that, would it not(?

Mr. I'UNEY. Thoe dividends received went into their net income
the same as any othor net inccnie and the tax depends on what the
receiving corporation does in the way of dividend payment.

Senator JoNEW)A. I would like to ask the witness a question on
that point. Do you regard that as double taxationI I very much
regret that I did not follow you. Supposing corporation A owns
stock in corporations B, 0, D, RI F, and G, and down the line, 25
of them, andall of those corporations have paid to the United States
Government a tax and corporation A has invested in those securities
as a means of fini ing a safe place to invest for the building up of
reserves, my question is: Is it fair for corporation A to pay a tax on
the earnings of those investments Is that double taxation?

Mr. SFIDMAN. It certainly is if the corporations were taxed inde-
pendently and then we just distributed to the upper holding company
and it is taxed again.

Senator LONERoAN. Yes.
M:. SrMAx. That is the worst possible form of double taxation.
Senator BLACK. Suppose a corporation makes $100,000 and it de-

cided t,- keep $50,000 in reserve; it pays a tax on that $50,000, does
it not I
Mr. SEIDMAN. The corporation has earned $100,000 and has re-

tained $50,000 in reserve ?
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Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. Sft)ItDA. Distributing the remaining $5000
Senator BLACK. I am talking about the first $,50,000. Who pays

the tax?
Mr. SE16MAN. Under the plan here proposed?
Senator BL.,cK. Who pays the tax on that!
Mr. SIDMAN. The answer to that question directly is the stock-

holder pays the total tax either directly or indirectly.
Senator BLACK. Who pays itI Out of what fund does it come?
Mr. SE DMAN. It comes out of the corporation's sets, of course.
Senator BLACK. The first $50,000 is held in reserve, it is lut into

the corprate fund. Who pays the tax on the $50,000 that is dis-
tributed !

Mr. SID.AN. The stockholders.
Senator BLACK. Do you find any double taxation in that particular

instance?
Mr. SEIDMAN. No; but you have got-
Senator BLAcK (interrupting). TP'. is the whole plan.
Mr. SrIDM3AN. You have an illustration there of a corporation

that has had $100,000 of its income taxed. Its entire income.
Senator B.Acx. You stated that this bill provides for double taxa-

tion. The bill provides for the part of the profits reserved that the
taxes are to be paid by the corporation, and for. the part of the profits
that is paid out by the corporation the taxes on that shall be paid by
the person to whom it is distributed. Do you call that double taxa-
tion I

Mr. SEIDMAN. I said double taxation appears only at this point:
Where the corporation, to simplify the example retains all its earn-
ings it pays the average surtax rate for every dollar of its earnings
as ii it were, in fact, distributed to the stockholders, and if ever in
the future that profit is distributed to stockholders they again are
called upon to pay both the normal tax and the urtax. I say that
is wrong; that is double taxation of the worst kind. -

This double taxation of income also emphasizes the fact that sev-
eral hundred million d6lars of revenue estimated to be produced by
this bill will come about only as a result of taxing twice income that
has heretofore been taxed only once.

Why should a stockholder in a small aid poorly' financed corpo-
ration, having suffered his share of tax through direct payment by
the corporation, be again required to pay a tax on the same income
when he comes into actual possession of his share of what is left of
it after the corporation has paid the tax? If such distributions are
to be again objected to tax as is proposed, why is not the shareholder
at least entitled to a credit against his tax for his pro-rata share of
the tax paid, by the corporation on what is left of the very same
income?

That is the system England has employed for many years, and,
as a matter of equity and fairness, should be pursued here if income-
tax laws are not to completely topple over by the very weight of their
own inequities. Such a plan as is here proposed must eventually
work itj own destruction. The quicker that is understood, the better
fot all concerned.

It' may be contended that such tax duplication is justified by the
Government's fiscal needs. Let us then remember that no tax pro-
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granm will catch up with the policy of spending $2 for every $1 taken
in. But, if such revenue must be raised through the income tax, let
it be raised by a broadenig of the tax base, through an increase in
the normal tax and a lowering of the tax exemptions so as to directly
include a large number of our people who are today paying huge
taxes in disguised form, concealed in-the price of the things they buy.
Such a broadening of the tax base should be designed deliberately
to bring home to our people the cost of our enormous Government
spending which they, the people, must ultimatelypay for.

May I call your attention to section 102, subdivision (e), of the
proposed law, which reads as follows:

(e) Payment of snrtao on pro-vate hare&.-The tax imlxpsed by this section
shall not apply If all the shareholders of the corporation include (at the time
of filing their returns) In their gross Incomue their entire pro-rqta *hares,
whether distributed or not, of the retained net Income of the corporation for
such year. Any amount so included In the gross income of a shareholder shall
be treated as a dividend received. Any subsequent distribution mAde by the
corporation out of earnings or profits for such taxable year shall, if distrlbute4
to any shareholder who has so Included In his gross Income his pro-rata share,
be exempt from tax In the amount of the share so included.

Here is an excellent provision in connection with surtax evasion
and an excellent example of how cash distributions can be made un,
necessary and how tax duplication can be avoided. Why can't a
similar provision be made to extend to the treatment of the undis.
tribute profits tax? This would give to the stockholders of the
corporation a simple means of being taxed individually on their pro.
rata share of corporate income, without making it necessary for the
corporation to actually distribute the income in cash or its equivalent,
Such a provision would simplify the entire problem of distribution
and would enable the vast majority of corporations to be treated as
partnerships for tax purposes, and thus would more nearly accom.
pl;.sh equality in the taxation of business profits. Perhaps, as many
as 9 out of every 10 corporations could take advantage of such a
provision.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you estimated the loss to the Government
by extending that as you have suggested in revenueI

Mr. SVJDMAN. I haven't estimated the loss, but I say you haven'taccomplished equity; and what is more, voi have aggravated the
situation, you have, to some extent, a duplication of taxation in the
present law. This proposal would compound the felony.

The CHAIRMAN. That would come back to the same proposition,
Certain reserve held by the corporation must be tax exempt. Do you
figure that whatever reserve is retained by a corporation should be
tax exempt until it i distributedI

Mr. SEIDMAN. No. I say let the corporation pay the tax on that,
but then label that income tax free whenever it is distributed, it is tax.
f ee to the stockholder. That is exactly what you have done in
section 102.

If all the stockholders of a corporation, in order to ease the tax
burden of the company and in order to conserve its working capital,
are willing to pick up every dollar of the company's income in their
own tax returns and pay a tax on it at norma Iand surtax rates, the
Government should have no complaint. That is all the Government
can hope to collect from the more prosperous companies, who are in a
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position to distribute all their current income and thus escape paying
an undistributed-profits tag.' I
I Several other serious defects in the bill shield receive consideration.
The present revenue act does not permit corporations to file consoli.
dated returns. Yet we all know that where a business unit is
conducted through two or more corporations it is the consolidated
net income'that is the true net income for that business. The loss ef
one corporation in the group must necessarily be offset against the
profit of another before true income is arrived at, For many years
our income-tax laws (lid in fact recognize this truth and iernitted
the filing of consolidated returns by afi listed companies. But, when
our Government's fiscal needs began to overshadow the element of

equity and fairness in our tax 1aws, the consolidated return was
thrown overboard. Such an inequity may be bearable under an
arrangement where a corporation is subjected to an income tax of
from 121 percent to 15 percent as is now the case, but it will cer-
tainly be intolerable under any such plan as would tax retained
corporate income at rates running up as high as 73.9 percent.

The same comments could wel apply to the treatment of capital
losses. At present capital gains are taxable, but capital losses in ex-
cess of such gains are limited in deductibility to a $2,000 maximum.
When a business is to be taxed at anything like the proposed rates
on its entire net income including capital gains, the very least to be
expected is that the tax be imposed on true net income after all legiti.
mate business losses are deducted.

For the same reasons, losses of one year should be permitted as a
carry-over deduction against the profits of at least the two succeeding
years. We have learned by sad experience that profits and losses have
their peaks and valleys. If an extremely high rate of tax is to be im-
posed against profits of 1 year, it is only fair and just that the losses
of the immediately preceding years be given some consideration in
determining the tax liability.

Permit me aLso to direct youir attention to section 27, subdivision
(J) of the proposed law on th, subject of intercorporate dividends.
'Ihis provides that corporationii 80 percent or more of whose gros§
income is derived from divideik, shall, in figuring their iindistrib-
ted-profits tax, be deprived of so much of the dividend credit as is

equal to the amount of inconu accruing to a corporate shareholder
owning 50 percent or more of the taxpayer's stock. In effect what
this means is that even if such a company distributes every dollar of
its income, it niay nevertheless have to pay 422 percent of its income
in undistributed-profits tax.

Imposing such a tax on the earnings of a subsihliary company with.
in a corporate structure means certain death to the subsidiary. Last
year this Congress was engaged in a desperately fought controversy
over a so-called death sentence proposed against certain public-utility
holding com panies. Following many months of consideration and
discussion of the subject, the proposal was defeated. Yet here, in
this law is proposed a virtual death sentence not alone against public-
utility holding companies but against all holding companies of the
nature here described. The proposal conies out of a clear sky, with-
out any notice whatsoever to these companies. It was not even men-
tioned when the Ways and Means Committee held its public hearings
on this bill.
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Presumably there are many instances in which the corporate struc-
ture canland should be sitmplified.- Our laws in the past encouraged
such complicated structures. On the 'other hand, there must be nu-
merous instances in which corporate structures of this nature are
necessary and invaluable in the conduct of large businesses. This
is certainly true where business operations extend into many States
and are thus subject to many State laws.

Senator KiNo. And where it, extends into other countrie., such as
Chile and Mexico, where you cannot conduct business there as an
American corporation, you have to organize a Chilean corporation
and place all of your stock with the Government before you can get
a charter, and you must organize a corporation in 1Mexico and place
your stock there; so that if you and I should organize a company
here, such as a mining company, and decide to branch out into Mexico
and Chile, we would have to organize a company in Chile and another
in Mexico; we would be the holding company, and Mexico and Chile
would tax very heavily, and any dividends that would come back to
the holding company, was wondering whether there would be any.
thing left.

Mr. SEIDMAN. There may be thousands of instances which require
these subsidiary companies to be formed in a way in which they have
been formed; yet we are about to put them to death.

Senator KINo. They have to organize these companies in order to
do business.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Of course.
Assuming, however, that the elimination of all such corporations

is desirable, and that it is the Government's business to so legislate,
there is surely no occasion for any such strong-arm methods as ore
proposed in this law. I submit that if such holding companies are
to be penalized for living, they ought to at least be given a fair trial
and an opportunity to justify their existence before they are sum-
marily condemned. If they cannot do so, then and only then should
they be forced to go into liquidation by a certain, reasonably far.
removed date in the future.

The law is chock full of nonconstrued provisions, which are sure
to cause litigation for many years to come. It has lben dubbed "the
most complicated piece of legislation in 50 years." Its intricacies
and its controversial provisions are bound to have serious effect upon
the productivity of the tax and the temper of the business coin-
munity.

Simplification is possible only by further detailed study, discus-
sion, and consideration. To enHct such revolutionary changes in our
tax system without ample andi mature consideration is unt hinkable.

Business is worried over the uncertainty produced by the constant
changing of our tax laws. Changes of tremendous importance are
made after much bickering and controversy, only to be again
changed 6 months or a year later, often before the earlier enao-t-
ments have been given a chance to prove their own worthiness.
Last summer Congress and business sweated for many weeks on a
tax bill. The most bitterly fought provision of that bill involved
the principle of taxing corporate "bigness" as such. That, prot'ision
now goes out the window for something which may suffer the same
fate 6 months or a year hence.
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It is the uncertainty and unreliability of our coastantly changing
tax laws that makes for a log in confidence and for delay in return
to business normalcy. This proposed bill embodies some of the
most revolutionary changes since the enactment of the sixteenth
amendment. We must be sure we are right before we make any
more radical changes in our tax laws.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Tho CHAIRMAx. This is not the first time you have appeared

before the committee in connection with tax laws, is it, Mr. Seidmnani
Mr. SIDUrAN. No, Mir. Chairman; it has been my pleasure to

appear here time and again.
The CHAumMAl. Have you ever appeared before us when a tax

bill was under consideration and advocated its passage?
Mr. SmYMAN. I did not get your question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought your language today seemed very much

like the language you have spoken before the committee when we
have had other tax bills up for consideration and I asked the ques-
tion whether you have ever appeared and asked for the passage of
any tax bill.

Mr. SLIDuAN. I have always tried to make constructive sug-
gestions.

Senator BL.cK. Have you ever favored any tax bill proposed
here?

Mr. SMDMAN. The New York Board of Trade-
Senator BLACK. Which one have you favored?
AMr. SEIDMAN. The New York Board of Trade has always favored

a sales tax. The New York Board of Trade is for a sale tax as
a means of raising revenue.

Senator BLACK. You have appeared here for how many years in
connection with tax bills?

Mir. SXIDMAN. About 15 years.
Senator BLACK. lHave you ever favored any bill that was pro.

posed, and, if so, which one?
Mr. SxIDMAN. Whenever I appeared as an individual I was defl-

mitely for or against-
Senator BLACK. Have you ever appeared as an individualI
Mr. SIDMAN. Yes, sir; perhaps as far back as 1921, in connection

with the 1921 Revenue Act.
Senator BLACK. Did you favor that act I
Mr. SEIDMAN. I favoixd-there was a question there-
Senator BLACK. Is that one you favoredI
Mr. SEIDMAN. There were many provisions that I favored.
Senator BLACK. Has there ever been a bill on which you came down

here and testified in favor of; I would like to know that so that I
could read the evidence.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Mr. Senator, no bill is ever presented in such form
that you can favor all of it or none of it; there are provisions you
are either for or against. This bill, itself I have not criticized-

Senator BLACK. Are you in favor of the repeal of the excess-profits
taxI

Mr. SEIDM4N. Yes sir.
Senator BLAcK. Were you opFused to the amendment which the

Senate and House passed which attempted to plug up the loopholes?
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Mr. SEIDMAN. I was in favor of it. I appeared for the, New York
Board of Trade-

Senator BLACK. Where did you testify in favor of itI
Mr. SEIDMAN. Four or live years ago.
Senator liLACK, Four or five years ago--you were here in 1934?
Mr. SMDIDAN. The 1932 wNas the Revenue Act which attempted to

button up the loopholes in our tax law.
Senator BLACK. In lP34 and 1935, wvhen the committee had its

hearings, do you recall testifyi Ig against that bill I
Mr. SEIDMAN. I know I testified in favor of closing up the loop-

holes.
Senator BLACK. You appeared this morning favoring the idea of

taxation of undistributed profits. I understood in one statement-
The CIIAIRMAN. lie only approved in a general way the principle

and facility of the thing.
Senator Kilo. lie approved the theory but is against the practice.
Mr. Sra mAN. Yes.
Senator BLACK. In other words, you think you have not had time

-in which to work all of that out I
Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You think it takes more time?
AMr. SEmiDAN. Yes sir.
Senator BLACK. Have you ever read Mr. Jeremy Bentham's Cur-

rent Fallacies of Anti-Iteformers?
Mr. SDMMAN. No, sir.
Senator BAr.cK. I would appreciate it If you would read the speech

of Mr. Noodles that appears in that discourse in an interpretation) of
Mr. Sydney Smith of Bentham's Fallacies. I think-if you will read
that you will 'ecall sotne of tliq argunients that you have-made here.this morning-'-.

I favor the philosophy and theory, but this is not The proper time.
AMr. SEIDMAN. I would appreciate reading it.
Senator BLACK. I am sure you will enjoy it.
Mr. SEIDMAN. The point- gentlemen, is not so much that thief is not

the time, but it will not werk with tax-exempt securities and & 75-
percent surtax. , ,

Senator BLAck. You favor it, but this is not the proper time; you
think wo have not studied it long enough and that thers are certain
things that make it impossible to put it into effect?

Mr. SEIDMAN. It would be a good thing to make sure the rates are
reasonable so the thing can work, but it is handicapped-

Senator BLACK., I understood you also were very fearful it would
hinder the small corporations.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Do you have a list of the contributors to the asso-

ciation you represent and the names of the companies that your organ-
ization works for as public accountants?

Mr. SEIDMAN. Contributors to what?
Senator BLACK. To the New York Board of Trade.
Mr. SEIDMAN. "You mean the membership of the association I
Senator BLACK. Are there any large companies that belong to that

organization?
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1M. - IDMAN. fay I soy, Mr. Senator, that the New York Board of
Trade is made up of large companies and small companies.

Senator BLAcm. What large companies
Mr. SEIDMAN. The small companies predominate.
Senator BLACK. What large companies have you discussed the tax

measure with which belong to it?
Mr. SFDMAN. In the first place, I cannot--
Senator BLAoK. Dwes (he Guaranty Trust Co belong to it?
Mr. SEIDIMAN. Yes, air,
Senator BLACx. Dmes the City National Bank belong to it?
Mr. SEIDMAN Yes sir.
Senator BLACK. Tih Chase National Bank?
Mr. SEIDMAN. I believe it does.
Senator BLACK. )o you know whether or not the Electric Bond &

Share belongs to it?
Mr. SI DMAN. I do not think so.
Senator BLACK. You do not think so?
Mr. SMDMAN. No, sit.
Senator BLACK. Do you know' whether or not any of its associates

belong to it?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Quite likely.
Senator BI.ACK. Do you do work for any of the companies I have

mentioned? : -
Mr. SEIDMAN. I do not.
Senator BLACK. Does your firm do work for them?
Mr. S~mnMAX. My firm ices not.
Senator BLAcx. Ia it engaged in independent accounting?
Mr, SUWDIAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BLAcK, And you have appeared here each time for the

New York Board of Trade, and still nobody has paid you for your
appearance at all?

Mr. SEIDMAN. That is correct.
Senator BLACK. In each instance?
Mr. SFIDMAN.. Yes.
Senatok, BtLAx. And you appear voluntarily as a citizen?
Mfr. SEIDMAN. That is right.
Senator BLACK. What is the name of your company?
Mr. SrIDMAX. Seidman & Seidmin, certified accountants.
Senator B,oK. Where is its of ce
Mr. SEIDMAN. New York City, head office.
Senator BLACK. At what place?
Mr. SEIDMAN. New York City.
Senator BLACK. What place in New York City ?
Mr. SEIDMAN. The street number?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. Sj:aof AN. b0 Broadi Street.
Senator -IBACK. Is that an office building?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes.
Senator J3LAcK. What?
Mr. SEwMAN. Th'e Maritim techiange BOilding.
SenitorA jBLcK. What Is the number!
Mr. SEmWM'. 80 Broad Stroet. .
Sehator BL.%cK. What is the number of the office?
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Mr. 85DMAN. The room number?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. Sr1DMAN. Two thousand six hundred.
Senator BLtcx, And who else is in your firm I
Mr. SzwmAx. Just three brothers.
Senator BLCK. Three brothers?
Mr. SEI AN. Yes.
Senator BLACK. IHave they appeared, also? Did you appear in

connection with the holding company bill ?
Mr. SEIDMAN. No sir
Senator ILAcK. ou took no part in it ?
Mr. SFIDUAN. No, sir.
Senator IbAicJ. Have you appeared in connection with any other

legislation except tax legislation I
Mr. SEH)MAN. Nosir; only tax legislation.
Senator BL.CK. Vou have appeared on that ever since 121!
Mr. S[DMAX. Yes, Sir.
Senator BLACK. And that was the first time?
Mr. SE MAN. I believe so.
Senator BLACK. You have appeared at each session since then?
Mr. SUIDMA . At most of them.
Senator BLACx. And that has been wholly on your own accord

and nobody has asked you to do it?
Mr. SEIDM AN. Of course, what I have discussed here is for the com-

mittee on taxation of the New York Board of 1,-ade.
Senator BLAcK. Who else is on that committee
Mr. SEJOMAN. Well, there is Mr. Eggleston, of Young & Co., New

York.
Senator BLAcK. What business are they in?
Mr. SzimDAN. Art dealers.
Senator irhicx. Who elsel
Mr. SrjmtAN': Mr. James Rowe a retired busine&man; Mr. George

Semen, of the Heyden Chemical o.; andi three or four others.
Senator BL13c. Do you know the others
Mr. SrUDI AN. Mr. Oriflith, an officer of the New Yrork Board of

Trade; Mr. Blair, of the Chemical Bank.
Senator BLACK. The Chemical Bank & Trust Co.?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Of New York. I believe that is about all; there are

six or seven.
Senator BLC,,kc. You do not remember any others?
Mr. SEwiDMx. 'Thre may be one or two others.
Senator BLACK.- But you do not remember them?
Mr. SEIDMAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Irs Mr. Oilman a member?
M[r. SMI)MAN. No, sit.
The CHAfIMAN. Is Mr. Gimblel
Mr. SFLu).rAN. No sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are (imble Bos.' members of the board of trade?
Mr. SFIDM.AN. I believe they are.
The CuAI TAN. Did you read the statement rcf Mr. Giioblo in the

papers this morning ,
Tr. SEIAN. No Soir.,The CjH-xfAX. Wu should read it; it is P. good statement.
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Senator MiAEKLEY. Do you favor the sales tax a6 a subst itute f~r'all
income tax?

Mr. Sm1DnAw. No sir; 1%s a supplementt.
The CHAIRMAN. Wi~e committee will recoss unM1 2 o'clo&k.
(Whereupon, at 1: 05, the committee took a recesa until 2 p. in.)'

ATERNOON BEIlox

'Vhe comm~ittee r~cofiven'qo p, M, pursu .all;t to th9tkn fth

The CHAIRMAN. The committoo vill plem% come to oxrder.- Mr.
Klein, I be)leve, is to be the next wltficss. 31 r, Springer, d6 you. have
0 ,Iord ~osay I

Mr. SPSXN~oER. r. Chairman, Ifor' the purp o IoI the Ir -ord,.,ny
name is DurAnd WV. Srigqr, secretay kf th ied4can Soc iety of
Cerifled , rublj c Amyntai)t.s,, aild in presi~ntint D I., Nleilli asour
representative I want to s~y 'for the benefit of you, wbo riay not
know it that at one tip & hevas the tax editor of the 'iew York
Globe and professor *f taxation in the City CQhlWg -of ewYork,
an author 9X a very iniph read, ook on income taxation.,

lie has been president of (h e ~l~aeSodet"of Certi~ed
Public Aocox~ptants, is sep~qr partner of '111 ac 1i9tin 'firm, Klein
Hind & F'NInkle, New York City, ArL1 s iow ,act~n~g in jhepap city oy
chairman of our committee on 1I edqr#1 helislatio' t TIe rotwich
you have before yoki.glvefl the, na~iiqs o the, c niiptTe-n(e 1 o l
committee and their, ie~dcn ~ ~ ~

Wq had, .Meeting o our brd' iecosfr oi Xjiuaayasnd
Tuesday o thi wek, at 'Which the poinswl pres ent were d
cussed and approved, s~ -ltw~the, "il1 y Ao you Vill comle'as
the reult of conferenme iih whic' 2 St~tes pax bani rPest
by the two. i. !.zI
_j-qighiinvRply %qd ope other btp"w Ijt, hifWe wee t oQmne

tdyoi4~ian d ( t ake advajqt a ofa possible 9ortllnity
for profitabto gain. therg.7 enotl0Ai " etO ,i that'we ,Ould do
~Ilan to qrgQ4at yqupE~w t ag itS bquse.cert~lyi twol

incN~ase the volume 01 prc( epl h.h4i. ndqtao iitt
would have duringm the sceInyer,-
.jPr, Kleipwillno ial o ii t6t yer$" y~

STATPMEIIT OF-OSEPK 1. KLEIN ,NEW YORX CIT~Y, C1gAIRXA
OP THE COXjM tzE ON MPU~IA 1ATI9 '0Y fI
AXERICAN O~T P~ZP ~~ CO~$T

The GmrAnxA. Doctor, y1op have it nmoa "lu ee n ~p-
pose we put that in the'record, aid that within h0 inutes 'you pick
out the salient things you wont to tell thie, o h~t6,caus we i i
a great Plunber of witnesses here.

Dr.KLU. Isymlpth iXe, V9ith Aqir. ChairnlAn, alld 91 r the
first'g Im'inuttes' whenever f feeI'l I am ro I o~reie It.l

r IJ14yo~rg~eland ~ UIt
TheThat is al right; 7611 ]*ust gtbriIh a ~C

as you call and we will put this brief in th3 record.
Dr, 1 44.aw First of all, -Isal say ai 4416g mnore ftho' he

simplicity o". the~iHp16ity'atlis bil., 'You 1idta~c' 0%in';M Mr.
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Chairman, during the course of this morning's discussion, that the.
bill whenit finally emerges may be decidedly and fundamentally
differeilt from what it now appears tb be.

The CU1AYRM, . I do'nob know-whether 1 said that, , '
Dr. KLEIN. If not, sir, then the cruelest punishment.that might-

bb ited out to the members of this committee, and I herm recalL
tht procedure-of the college-of cardinals, no crueler punishment
could be meted out to thosd who vote for the bill in its present
foam than-placing them in tells without food until they solved a
simple problem which I am prepared to submit for such purposes.,

Qne other'matter regarding simplicity I thixikI ought to touch
upOn: I think the bill has been unfairly criticized by some persons
knerely-after a superficial reading ofit.-because of the preseaice of
four tables, and reference in schedule 3 to the use of thoie tables
for corporations with incomes between 10 and 40 thousand dollars-per year. -" ' " " "- = : ,

Table and t uhtable !-A and 2-Al

tre utterly and0Ally Usoles and redundant, - - ractical of appli.
cation, and ti "6icssry, -I beli Yo if, those two les were e imi-
nated, the would-not seemi i'a formidable d foreboding
as it now peasrs to be--s 

- --The C(AIIMA),. I 18Wide ient iing':on the q erta to see
whether . r not the pdould Mw rk on thing the way eliininat-ing so) cf those %6k& p tt'itig 1 f ible-

Dr. lAIN. Some of the io will ia ought to of hep
to tho. experts, and I wia oteJ you ez are mevery mmex-.
able f tures in the bill, (eip. ps I itlia t zquikl. -

Lit e has beef bktb u r4~r o ibrH ttle will said irA
favor f the billtbut ttogo rd about seven poi s which
I thin ar6 high com da.... .,,- -a ble
- Fi The p7 La44 lected tor rations,

n hile Wiht th ewhc ould selected,
in the ri t direction, .-
*b sci aly o re rvsid dhefd coraions ant

- S6eond commend priniplh, the Ig.sionI t gh'1 think
them entire 'too b60p t ich are intend e lighten ,the
tax burden, rporations with prior deficits .t prohibited bY
binding agreed with creditors or by statute ii disbursing earn-
ings, and debt-ri corporations wh' wish voluntarily Ito
anmortirA th~1r debt.

Third. Early elimibati n o -capital-stock and exceas-prodta
taxes, although I raiib the question whether you dan afford to give'up
thoew re enues. . - : -_ !, i 1
-: Fourth. Subjecting dividends to Surtaxes, I think is a move in tho
right direction, although on the basis of equity-it eemns to nxe thero
shoulder in exemption for the recipient of thp, dividend equivalent
to the tax on- the earnings which made the dividend possible I
s6mietifnes think this theory, which seems tobe held by niot, does
hot bear logical analysis, , - , -I I
- Fifth. )You have a dividend carry-over provision, and I tbink it
you do finally.dqidetolevy high rates, you ought to p'onsider ihe
fairness and the need of having soine carry-over:prvisioaq foir pet
losses similar to that,wbichwva introduced in the 1918 at, cAtrre4
through into 1921 and gradually sloughed off,-''! I - .. - . -

65545--36----S
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6. -You have a very commendable feature with rcslect to the
complete liquidation of corporations, and by that device or pro-
vision you make unnecessary the resort to a well-known ubterfug,
and I should like you to consider the advisability of extending that
trito the next logical realm, partial liquidation. I I

7. With respect to your, withholding provisions, the attempt to
tax those nonresident aliens that to so great an extent escape taxa-
tion, 1 would suggest a flat 1-pnrcent rate, instead of 10 percent,
and I would also suggest in addition to the provisions you are not
considering, a-tax on profits resulting from the sale of securities.

A tremendous' volume 'of securities are actively, dealt in by nion-
resident alien individuals and corporations. "the Securities Ex-
change Commission can give you those figures if you are interested
in them.

I know how difficult it is in practice to ascertain the profits result-
ing from such sales, but it is not an insurmountably difficult task,
because of imposing a flat tax as on other income' applicable to for-
eigners, predicated on the arbitrary assumption that 25 percent of
the selling price represents profit, with full opportunity to the person
involved to prove what the true profit was, some unnecessary revenue
losses will be avoided.
. I am not prepared to say exactly how much additional revenue
must be raised but I read this morning the statement of the Sec-
retary before tiis honorable body that in estimating revenue he is
pessimistic and in estimating disbursement he is optimistic, which is
wise bud etar procedure.

Nevertheless, think it is lamentable that there is no evidence
intrinsic or extrinsic, so far as the deliberations of the Ways and
Means Committee are concerned that any attempt was made to
ascertain whether u, not estimateA disbursements can be diminished.
. I do not doubt at all that'such investigation may have been con-
ducted and that, thequestionw*as considered, hut I say it is lantent-
able :that there is no evidence of the fact that, such consideration
actually occurred. . I I -

May I speak for a moment on the constitutionality of, the bill be-
fore you, and I am not for a moment claiming this bill is unconstitu-
tionsI in any of its major parts.

The CJuAI nAN. Doctor, are you a lawyer?
Dr. KxNs.. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Some people who are not lawyeis like to speak

on constitutional questions, is the reason I ask,
Dr. KtXIN. 'l'.will not argue:with anyge'who claims it is consti*

tutional. I do not know, and no modest man knows, since therecent
surprisea that have conie to you from k place hot far from this room.
Even so bound a lawyer as Mr. Kent cannot be su -e.

But' I say to you4 just suppose by the barest,the wildest possi-
bility that this bill turns out in its-major part to be unconstitutional;
what is the re.tIltf ,You have geidn up $1,132,000,000 of officially
estimated income under existing levies, subject'to the widest sort of
Adljutment by the satisicians I suppose, when they get down: with

their sharp pieiN torefigure iti for'something supposed to result in
$fi.),0,O%0 adi',Aonal revenue.
' I have nothing to say 'aboutprophesied of this hort, optimistic ot

pessimistic, and I reahke. that history hasa way;'of dealing with
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them, but those who are charged with responsibility for enacting this
legislation must know. they are foregoing a tremendous positively
assured income for an income which it is barely posible may turn
out to be elusive.

If the Congrcss is intent on levying a tax on undis,tributed corpo-
rate earnings, there is much to be said in favor of that principle,
but, as in so many other fields, the gap between theory and practice is
so wide.

As the President first announced the theory, I think it sounded
.a responsive chord in the minds of many who publicly claim to be
opposed to anything that emanates from the White House today,
but the Ways and M!eans Committee found, as you, willnote, that
,you cannot apply that principle without modification, without ad-
Justment, without special consideration, which accounts for the actual
complexity of the bill.

If you were merely intent upon producing a bill of a few lines
it could be very simple, but it would likewise k_ unfair. One must
concede that the endeavor tomodify the harshness of the original
provisions as. introduced added to the complexity of the measure.
I It cannot be gainsaid that this proposed tax will put in a preferred
position the opulent corporations, the corporations well.heeled with
surpluses from past years.

'This result is unavoidable but the evil effects may be exaggerated
by speakers less restrained than I.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any constructive suggestion as to how
we can regulate this so that we can get some fair am6unt of revenue
from them lDr., KLMEN. I would not have the temerity to come before this body
merely to criticize a measure without attempting to offer construo-
tive suggestions. ' ' .

Perhaps those suggestions so regarded by me as constructive sbg-
gestions mhay be worse than thos4 before you, but at least.they are
einerely offered in the desire to be' helpful. la y are

Here is a colistructive suggestion: Extend the provisions of the
existing law, in sections 102 and 351, retain the existing taxes, modi-
fied, as I shall later indicate, and supplement them by an expert.
mental tax on undistiibuted earnings.

Try it out, and if it works if it is constitutional, go the whole
length if you are thus disposeA.

• Under existing section 851, as, you know, corporations, personal
holding companies which fail to distribute at least 80 percent of their.
net income, slightly adjusted, are'subject to a tax that runs from
20 to'60 pernt, i tend that. if you will, to the corporations thLU
-you seem to have in mind;wh 'you refer to a handful of individualsable to control the destinies of the corporation to their own tat
enrichment.
I. I suppose the Mdllon companies would be a splendid example of
the type that ought to be brought under section 351., . ' 4 "

I should think Mr. Ford's corporation might, well be brought
within the purview of section 851. ... . '
. Seticn 102 9f the present law' deals; as you know, with mere
holding companies and mete investment companie.4, aid with a large
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category of other corporations which permit accumulation of earn-
ings unreasonable in size. I doubt very much that. the ingenuity
of the present administration officials, and that splendid body of
technicians who carry on in the Treasury Department, whether ap-
pointive officials come or go, cannot put teeth into sections 351 and
102. I s should hate to admit their inability'in that direction.

As to the experimental levy along the lines of the bill, after your
net income, and after a tax on the net income, I suggest that
after certain adjustments the undistributed surplus, experimentally
it seems to me, might be subject to a very simple schedule of rates,
say, 1 percent on the first 10 percent not distributed, 2 percent on
the next 10 percent, and so on up to 10 percent on all of such undis-
tributed net incoro. I submit it would work; it will yield consid-
erable revenue, and it is very much simpler than the rates you have
been asked to consider.

The CHAIRMAN. That proposition was presented to us some years
ago, but the Senate would not accept it.

Dr. KANx. I did not get that, ir. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I say.that principle was presented in a minority

report when we happened to be in the minority, but our Repuiblican
brothers would not accept it.

Dr. KLEiN. You will not resent my saying that perhaps C.)ngress,
as well as the rest of us, develop.

The CHAIRMAN. I am glad to know you think we were right, then,
as we are right now. I

Dr. Kim-. You may have been wrong both times and right both
times, because times change.

I imagine that big, businessnen, and someone today referred to
the fact that businessmen might be put in quotation marks, might
be happy to accept today what they rejected 3 or 4 years ago.

If you wish to retain the category or classification of corporations
set forth in the bill,, I suggest the following for the normal ordinary
corporation without special problems: A tax of 20 percent on ordi-
nary net income, although I suppose some clients will wish to lynch
me when they read of this. 1

Senator Kiwo. Net income, you mean I
Dr. I(N. Ordinary net income as defined in the existing law

deduction to be allowed for capital losses, both securities and capital
assets, but in no event to decrease the taxable income by more than,
15 percent. That would mean that the 20 percent might drop to 17
percent, but not lower.

That distributions of taxable income in the hands 'of individuals
be also allowed as deductions-and I wish you would follow me closely
in this--limited, however, to one-third of the amount of such distri-
bution, and ih no event to reduce the tax by more than 25 percent df
the amount of the tax.

In other words, this would encourage distributions by corporations
by persuasive, commendable, and economic methods. This would en-
courage payment ot t hree-q uarters of the amount of current earnings
at a tax benefit to the distributing corporation.

Now, 'as to personal holding companies and investment holding
companies, what I said a moment ago applies, and I shall not repeat
myself.
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* .Companies in bankruptcy, and those in other forms of court reor-
ganization proceedings should be subject to'& 10-percent tax, although
I do not think it makes much difference in the long run whether you
say 10 or 90, you will not collect much there, but it looks well, I think,
to limit the rate to about 10 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Klein, in making these suggestions, of course
you have figured out what the estimate would be in the matter oi
increased revenue.

Dr. KCLmx. No sarcasm, I know, is intended by your question, but
it should have been, sir. Of course, I made no attempt to do so, but
I have worked with tax committees long enough to know you have at
-vour beck and call statisticians much abler than I to handle this
Problem, and who have figures and basic facts which are not available
to me.

The CAIRMAN. Of course, we have to look at the amount of rev-
enue to be derived, as you know.

Dr. Krmtn. I understand. In the days of McCoy he could answer
in 5 minutes, but it takes a little longer now.

There ought to be some special provision for corporations that
either because of binding contract arrangements or because of ctatu-
tory prohibitions cannot make distribution: Once again, 20 percent
on'their net income; once again a limited allowance for capital
losses; and once again a similarly limited allowance for (a) the dis-
tribution which cannot be made under statutes; (b) for the distribu.
tion which cannot be made because of legal prohibition; (c) if you
wish, for some limited amount of voluntary amortization of debt as
under the present bill, but altogether llnited to not more than one-
fourth of the basic tax rate.

Something was said this morning by an eloquent witness about the
i:eed of encouraging business to reduce unemployment. Here I have
a definite, andl hope a constructive suggestion to make..

Billions have been spent by the Government in connection with
direct and indirect relief many millions have been spent in the en,
deavor to decrease unemployment.

In the heavy-goods industry, while I have no-figures to submit,
I am quite positive that local, State, and National expenditures in
this direction have not attained results which are'pleasing to any-

lTy constructive suggestion, therefore, while, of course, I may be
,wrong, at least deals with an attempt to do something about unem-
pigyment where it is the worst today-in the heavy.goods industry.

Suppose you were to permit as a deduction fmro that same net-
income figure to a very limited extent, and at the present time I
Suggest not more than for 2 fiscal years of 50 percent of the amount
distributed in the first year, and limited so far as reduction of taxes
is concerned to 20 percent thereof, or one-fifth, which would be 4
percent; and for the nextyear also to 20 percent, but this time only
-with respect to 30 percent, for what is actually spent-not contracted
for, but actually spent-by way of replacement and additions to
plant and equipment.

I hope that no similar suggestion will have to be made for the
next following year.
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- I now come to a speciflo revenue-producing proposal. I make the
suggestion now in the belief that the bonus legislation, which was
referred to at least twice this morning, was enacted because Congress
belie ed there was'an overwhelming demand for it,

Why should not the great public be permitted to share in the
financing of the precipitated bonus? I shall not go into the phi-
losophy of direct and indirect taxation, but I do submit that if a
direct tax was ever justified it is for the support and financing of a
measure that seemed to be overwhelmingly popular, and here I have
bome figures, Mr. Chairman, which I will ,unbmit.
. The posibility, of a tax on salt, which at 1 cent per pound would
yield-

Senator Kiwo. Did you say a tax on salt?
Dr. KL N. Yes Senator; but I am not trying to rub it in.
Senator KINo. What did that do toward precipitating the French

Revolution
Dr. KLux. It brought it about, I believe% so we are told. But I

would sweeten it a bit with a tax on sugar.
Senator BL.4CK. That kind of a tax was not popular in England.
Dr. KLmN. I am not sure, but I think Senator King's reference to

the French Revolution is correct. Let me give you the figure. A
tax on salt at 1 cent per pound would be $152,241,480, on the basis
of the consumption in 1934. I am not stirprised that you are sur-
prised at such a figure.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you figured what part of that tax Utah
would bear to the whole amountI

Dr. KLrvi. What is that, Mr. Chairman I
The CHAIRMAN. Have you figured what amount of that tax Utah

would bear, as compared to the whole amount, in that salt taxI
Dr., K.r. I think Utah would be more interested in the sugar

tax whi'h I will come to next.
R senator BARKLxY. If you tax salt, you will tax salt used for human

consumption only?
Dr. KLEIN. Yes; the tax will be something less than the figure I

gave, because of refinement.: I am not much of a, politician, but I
think the salt tax is an ideal tax because of ease of administration,
although it may. be said that it was the primary cause of the French
Revolution to which reference has been made.

Senator iONo. Why don't you put it on tea I
Dr. KLzim. We will come to that later. I also do not drink ten.

Because of the fact, per the Statistical Abstract for 1935, that there
were less than 100 domestic corporate producers of salt, the tax
could be- very easily levied at the source.

To come to the next point, sugar, both that 'which is produced
domestically, as well as that which is imnporte" at I cent per pound
would yield $130 000,000, and the tax could be .asi' collected either
at the point of import, with respect to foreign sugar, and at the
domestic refineries on the domestic sugar.
0 fA tax on coffee at, 5 cents per pound, according to the 1935 figures
of consumption, would yield $75,000,000.

Now coming to tea,, no matter how high you place the rate, you
cannot get much from it. At 20 cents a pound, it would be only
$19,000,000, based un the 1934 consumption.
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Now, I come to a subject that Senator Hastings, I think, would be
interested in. This is the question of intercorporate dividends.

The CHAIRMAN. Why wouldSenator Hastings be interested in it f
Dr. KL,€i. I will make that clear, In the hearings qt the 1935 act,

and I go by the record now, Senator Hastings refreshed the recol-
lections of his colleagues by referring to the fact that when the
so-called utility death bill was under consideration he or somebody
else had stated that if you are going to compel the break up of these
pyramided structures--and I hold no brief for them; they are
abominations in many respects-that there ought. to be some tax
easing out of the situation, and, as I recall, it was in the Senate, and
not on the other side of the Capitol, that section 110 was introduced,
amending section 112 (b) of the 1931 act, which permitted, as I
recall it, a tax-free break-up through liquidation if consummated
within a 5-year period.

At this point I think I should say that the record ought to be
corrected, because, without intention, misinformation was given to
the committee regarding the subject now under discussion.

Under the provisions of section 27 (j) (4) of the bill before you,
if a corporation distributes its income to the controlling corpora-
tion-that is, fr-om corporation B to corporation A-and if A owns
more than 50 percent of B, the distributing corporation may not
reduce its tax because of that dividend distribution, and if you
have a chain of corporations, there is a similar los s at each step
in the process , at a diminishing percent, but eventually you do
approach a figure which approaches, although you cannot reach
entirely a zero balance of income left for the ultimate stockholders.

I submit, and this is what I thought Senator Hlastin might be
particularly interested in, that of those corporations thPt ave availed
themselves of your invitation of last year to disappear from the scene
as pyramids and started to liquidate, which must take some time,
of course, they ought not to be subjected to this penalty.

Certainly a corporation series or group of corporations integrated
in this fashion, which takes all of its earnings and passes them rapidly
through the group to the top company, which makes a distribution,
all within the tax year in which it was earned, ought not to be sub-

octed to this penalty, because, after all, even under the bill all you
intend to do is to tax the earnings onwc, if not distributed, and I
submit that the harsh result was surly not the irtendment of ti1ose
who drafted this provision. They worked under such pressure they
really could not foresee all of the consequences, which, of course,
is human. , .

Senator KIxo. Have you prepared an amendment which will ob
vihto the evils of which you complain I .... ....

Dr. Kr.mu. I am a very poor draftsman, but I would be glad to
submit what I think will do so.-

The CHARM.r&. All of our draftsmen, and they are taking down
notes.

Dr. Kinm. I am sure of that, IHere is something else for which
my Society is not responsible, but you may welcome it. I think thp
Treasury as well as you will admit that as the tax burden becomes
more onerous there is greater conflict between the taxgatherer and
the potential taxpayer, and 'that accounts in some degree,: if not
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entirely, for the large number of American-owned foreign corpora-
tions. I have not the statistics on the number, and nobody really has.
'They do business without paying any tax on their profits except to the
extent it is AMerican business and it is discovered, and, strange as
it may seem, upon the death of the stockholders in such corporation,
you wipe the slate clean, and all of that increment of income escapes
taxation.

I submit that somewhat along the line of section 112 (h) (6) of the
bill you might well enough provide for the return of such American.
owned foreign corporations under terms which would not make
the return too onerous, and thus bring them within the control of
the taxing authorities, and I make two constructive suggestions:

(1) If the corporation is broken up and the assets taken down, to
subject the profit to a flat tax, and I submit 12.5 percent merely for
the sake of discussion; awl

(2) That where an American company is established, or is already
in existence, which takes down such assets, it should be permitted
to do so under the terms and conditions similar to those which you
introduced in the 1935 act with respect to the liquidation of pyra-
mided corporations.

I now conic to the very last suggestion, and it is this: You will
not get a perfect tax bill whether you try to do the job in a week or
in a year. The measure before you now requires tremendous re-.
vamping both for administrative and for fiscal reasons, in my
opinion.

I suggest that instead of trying to tinker with this law at this time,
and that is a!1 you are doing, you are not making an effort at coni.
plete revision that a joint congessional committee be appointed to
study the entire subject of tax legislation, with the purpose which is
more necessary today than it was 3 or 4 years ago, for more effective
cooperation between the State taxing bodies and the national legis.
lation and administration, and meanwhile, provide for emergency
revenue, because, whether we like it or not, revenue must be raised.
That cannot be left open, and it is nobody's fault that you are con-
fronted with this situation.

Senator KiNo. Would you support the resolution I offered in the
Senate some time ago to have the President of the United States confer
with all of the States and have the State and Federal Government
appoint a body--delegate ambassadors, or whatever you may call
them-for the purpose of working out a plan as far as possible for
the coordination of the State and-Federal Government so that there
would not be duplication in taxation as it now exists; but nothing has
Lken done about it.

Dr. KLxiN. I am in entire accord with you on that, Senator, and I
venture to say that sooner or later all will come to you on that.

Senator KINo. Mr. Graves, a very able tax man of New York, and
others, met here about a year ago and examined the proposition.

Dr. KLEiN Yes- I know him very well; he is a splendid official.
Senator Krwo. Ind I thought they were going forward 'with the

plan to bring about such a conference.
Dr. KLEiN. I cannot speak off the record, so therefore it will have

to be on the record, that New York is a little timid about that, be,
cause I am sure that while it is accidental-but whenever we pool
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our revenue from the States the State of Texas seems to get a larger
proportionate share than New York.

Senator BLAcK. May I ask whether New York sells anything to
Texas on which they make a profit?

Dr. KLEIN. Yes; but they would like to .1i more. You cannot
get me to argue about Texas, because I have a soft.spot ior that
State.

Senator BLACK. I understood you to say that Texas got more than
New York and I wanted to know whether New York got anything
in the way of profit on the things produced and sold in Texas.
. Dr. K(TviN. Yes; but I think that distribution of pooled funds is
likely to be on a geographical rather than on a population contrib-
uting' basis. I

Senator BLACK. You think it is geographical?
Dr. KLnx. Sir, you have got me all wrong; I am really praising

Texas.
Senator CONNALLY. In New York you regard Texas as one of the

richest suburbs of New York City.
Dr, KLEIN. Not for plucking, if that is what you mean.
Senator CONNALLY. You have plucked them so bad that there is

not much left now.
Dr. KLuEiN. You cannc.t get me to argue against Texas because as I

said I have a soft spot for that State. I am through now in a few
seconds except for your questions, if you have any to ask.

My final suggestion is that as to temporary emergency revenue we
should be restricted to an essential minimum to provide for the cur-
rent and for the next fiscal year while this entire problem shall be
investigated. Meanwhile additional emergency revenue should be
sought from one or more of the following sources: Increased rates
on corporate incomes and I have indicated what I think might be
a fair figure; increased normal rates on individual incomes, 1 per-
cent and surely not more than 2 percent; reduced personal exemp-
tions somewhat above the British level; subject dividends received
by individuals and to some extent by corporations; to the normal
tax; assure tax from nonresident aliens and nonresident corpora-
tions; a small unit tax' on one or more of the commodities I have
referred to and the chances are you will be able to select the com-
modities Which will lend themselves to this sort of taxation much
better than I.

The CJAIARMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Klein. Your discus-
sion has been very instructive, and we will have included in the rec-
ord at this point the brief submitted by you.

(The brief referred to is as follows:)

Tu, AuMxcA'w Socrt-ry or C r nm Pumio AccoutPANTs,"Watshinoton, D. 0.

MU"UOUNDUM VWAED roi SmiMissolN O TUC FINANCE Co0iUTrEX OF THirC
SENATE RiZ BEru BILL" OF 193OF

The revenue bill under discusaton deals with a number of matters, but I In.
tend to restrict my remarks to (he Income-tax features. What I am about to
submit represents my views as chairman of the committee on Federal legIsla.
tlon of the American Society of Certified Public Accountants, views which. In
the main, except where otherwise Indiested or Implied, are shared by the buLar
of directors and by my fellow committeemen.
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. Besiles criticism of selected provisions of the bill, specific and detailed con-
structive suggestions are offered and, in addition, there are presented for con-
sideration speifie as well as general changes and modifications and a funda-
nsntally different approach to immediate as well as long-range revenue-law
revision. All of this Is arranged In 15 sections.

Respectfully submitted.
i ,JosWU J. Krtsn,

Chairman. Committee on Federal Legislation, the
American Society of Certilged Publio Accountanh.

Coainlttee on Fedcral lcpislatio.-Hloward C. Beck, Washington, D. Q;
Howard S. Bell, Spokane, Wash.; Gilbert F. Dukes, Mobiie, Ala.; James J,
Fox, Boston, Mass.; Elisworth L. Fulk, Lincoln, Nebr.; Gilbert B. Geiger,
Peoria, Ill.; John S. Glenn, Nashville Ten.:; Horace P. Grifith, pbiladelphia,
Pa.; James E. Hammond, San Francisco, Calif.; John T. Madden, New York,
N. Y.; Dobu la S. Headen, Cleveland, Ohio; Allen Redeker, Denver, Colo,;
Frank A. Shallenberger, Baltimore, Md.; T. Dwight Williians, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Em'cutive commnittce.--William D, Morrison, Denver, Colo.; Ilarry U. Jay,
Memphis, Tenn.; Durand W. Springer, Washington, D. C.; William G Heaton,
Elizabeth, N. J.; Henry J. Miller, New Orleans, 1.a.

I. ALLEGED SIMPLICITY OF TIE RMEYNUND BILL

The President, in his message to the Congress on March 3, 1066, indicated
additional revenue needs. He Invited the attention of Congress to the revenue-
raising possibilities of a tax on undistributed corporate Income. lHe said of
this proposal:
. "Such at revLsion of our corporate taxes would effect great simplification In
tax procedure, In corporate accounting, and in the understanding of the whole
subject by the citizens of the Nation. It would constitute distinct progress in
tax reform."

As a representative of the American Society of Certified Public Accounants,
I am not here to discuss tax reform per ve, nor whether or not the proposal
constitutes real or desirable reform. I do, however, refer to the experlemv of
the Committee on Ways and Means Ln Its attempt to apply the apparently sim-
ple principle advocated by the administration and submit, as a representative
of a group which has been familiar with principles and practices of Federal
income taxation since 1900, and which has been privileged to serve both the
Government and the taxpayer, that the precise proposal now under consider&-
tion by the House and by this committee is decidedly not simple.

Competent students of taxation were shocked at a first reading of the bill.
In my own experience with American and foreign taxation ond with national
and local taxation, I know of no taxing measure that approaches the present
bill In apparent as well as In actual complexity. In my opinion, the sent
bill canniot be made really simple. I venture the guess that If the country
were ever unfortunate enough to b subjected to taxation under any such bill,
as the one under consideration, whether or not the proposed "wlrdfall tax"

'

provision thereln contained would prove fruitful of revenue, accountants and
tax practitioners would find In the legislation a veritable windfall, for I doubt
very much that many corporations, unless served by professional accountants
and tax experts, would risk undertaking to determine tho tax under' the terms
of the bill.

I should be the first to concede that the message of the President, In its
reference to a tax on undistributed corporate Income, was set forth In simple
and understandable terms. The members of this committee are aware, how-
ever, Ibrough wide experience in the drafting of revenue legislation, that a
precise and detailed tax measure, capable of wise, equitable, and effective ad-
ministration throughout the land and under the diverse co.,ditlon8 and situs.
tlions which exist, cannot be brief anvd simple If It Is to avoid unintended hard-
ship and harsh discrimination. Although we have become accustomed to com-
plex revenue laws, all our past experience has not prepttred us for what Is now
proposed as a substitute for existing law. But It Is hardly necessary to labor
the point. A few valiant voles on the other side of the Caplol have publicly
acclaimed the bill under discu."lon as simple In composition and easy of appli.
cation. I shall leave to others, less nild-mannered than the speaker, Just char-
arterIzatiod of the assertion.
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There comes to mind the procedure of the College ef Cardinals when a new
pope Is to be elected. It would be'cruel and I.buman punishnwet to test the
alleged simplicity of the proposal by Inviting Congressmen who voted for the
bill to apply the rate formulas to typical problems. It these Congressmen were
placed In solitary confinement and deprived of food and drink until they had
"rolved successfully one of several typical problems which I am prepared to
submit, It Is a safe guess that they would never again legislate on this earth.

21. A G..'IAL sUsVE, WITH ESPECIAL RFYFWaNCE TO OxMMENDA' LS FEATURES Oi'

ills BIlL

Aside from the complexity of the bill which, if Its philosophy is to be adopted,
Is Inevitable In the attempt to avoid undue har:shIes, the proposal has soine
commendable fealur"s which deserve praise. On the other hand, there are
grave reason why the bill should not be approved, and these I Intend to pre-
sent as conciely as po slble In fulfillment of the desire of the American Society
of Certified Public Accountants to continue Its constructive aid to the legisla-
tive and adminlstrative branches of the Government.

Among the commendable features of the bill, for procedural or substantive
reasons, or for both, are:

1. A fiat 15-percent tax (in lieu of the complicated levies under sec. 13) on
selected corporations such as banks, insurance companies, foreign corporations
not doing business In tha United States, and, most especially, companies In
receivership and 'deficit" corporations.

2. In principle, the provisions (possibly unnecessarily complicated) which
are intended to lighten the tax burden on corporations with prior defiits, those
prohibited by binding agreemeot with creditors from disbursing earnings, and
debt-ridden corporations which wish voluntarily to amortize their debts.

3. Early elimination of the capital stock and excess-profits tnxes.
4. Subjecting dividends to the normal tax, despite the theoretical equity of

offsetting the exact amount of corporate taxes paid prior to dkstribrtion (its
was the case under the 1913 and 1016 acts) by an equivalent exemption to the
recipient stockholder.

5. The dividend "carry-over" provIsic i. (It Is unfortunate, In view of the
benvy taxes proposed, thit a similar carry-over of net losses was not Incor-
porated through a simplified version of se. 201 of the 1921 act and In the spirit
of the corresponding Biritith tax procedure.)

0. Llbenillcition of provision dealing with the tax Incident to complete liqul-
<datlon; the provision should be extended to the two types of partial liquidation.

7. Extension of withholding provisions to cover dividend payment. (For
myself, I suggest a fiat rate of 15 percent (instead of 10 percent proposed for
Individuals) on Income of nonresident allen individuals, corporations, partner-
shps, and other entitles, without business activity in the United States.)

Criticism of the bill, together with constructive recommendations, will now
be stated very briefly.

11. SOUND UIToATION ON RENTNUE t NcRASIC

While It Is realized that current expenditures of the Government should
be met currently, and while no competent person would advocate the meeting
of operating expenses by Increased deficits, at the very thresho;d of our Inquiry
As to tbe amount of additional revenue required, we are struck by the absence
of any reference to curtailment of expenditures. Accountants have had con-
slderable budgetary experience. In this field they have assisted governments
and private Industry. In their own recent domestic economy, they have also
been confronted with the problem of budget balancing. Professional account-
inta would be chargeable iith gross egilgence If, In dealing with budgetary
Problems, they did not study and examine the disbursement phase of the

dget. Accountants v1ewtng the amount of Increased taxes sought to be
raised by the bill cannot withhold comment that It Is lamentable that there
Is no evidence whatsoever that any attempt has been made to minimize the
need of increased taxation through curtailment of expenditures. Although It Ji
unce!!ruble that the Invlldizaton of the processing taxes and tbe acceleration
of the bonus idyment unbalanced the ordinary budget, it Is submitted that
Congress should endeavor to reduce current revenue needs, as far as Is po,,sible,
by reduction of exp endltures, and restrict additional taxes to make good that
portion of the preepitated deficit which cannot be met by elimination awl
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reduction of expenditures. Such addittonnl taxes should be temporary levies
and should not be made a part of our permanent tax system.

TV. AIMEC It, STIFTcAT1ON FOR INCRI ASNO COAPORAT TAXr.

Among the reasons which I have heard advanced in Juiltflation of the
propo.stw tax on undistributed corporate net Income was one which has a popu.
lar appeal. It is that, aside from the question of additional revenue needs, the
advantages and privileges of corporations, as compared with partnerships 'and
sole proprietorships, amply justify a heavier tax; also, that, in the past, cor-
portations have enjoyed tax benefits denied to partnerships and sole proprietor-
ships. Let us look at the reoord:

'From 1009 to 1013, corpontions were subject to a Federal excise tax, al-
though it was not until 1913 that individuals became subject to income tax.
During 1918, corporations were subject to a combined income tax and ex ss-
profits tax which attained a maximum of K-2.4 percent; the corresponding niax-
imum tax applicable to Indhilduals was 77 percent. However, dividends dis-
tributed 'by corporations (which, as stated, might have pald a maximun, of
82.4 percent) became subject to surtax in the hands of recilient stockholders
up to a maximum of 65 percent, or to a combhued tax of 03.81 percent. Cor-
poratlons were also, of course, subject to Fedenil and State taxes on capital.
During later years, the tax on individuals, relative to that on corporation.,
became higher, so that it is true that in many instances there was, and
still 1A, tax economy in omducting business as a corporation. There is con-
orate justification for some differentiation, cause a stoc.kholder of a corpora-
tlon does not actually enjoy corporate profits until they are made available to
him, as was recognized by the Supreme Court in Eisner v. Macomber (0-52
U. S. 189). However, merely from the viewpoint of Federal, State, and local
taxation, advantages no longer exist In favor of conducting small enterprises
in corporate form.

V. cONSTITVUTONALITY OF THE REVENU-E BILL

Speaking for myself, may I venture to assert that it takes considerable Jii-
genulty to formulate an unconstitutional law taxing corporations? While the
constlutionality of revenue acts has never been attacked because of the presence
of two redundant and almost unusable tables of rates, challenge has been based
on alleged lack of required uniformity of burden, on the creation of irrebuttable
presumptions, and on other grounds; other Federal legislation has also been
attacked on the ground of improper delegation of authority because of conflict
with the due-process clause, and because of arbitrariness and discrimination.

The members of the accounting profession do not pose as experts on consti-
tutional construction. There are elements In the bill, hoWever, which warrant
concern about constitutionality. It is someaihat questionable whether a tax
which requires the mathematical calculation which this bill Imposes on the
taxpayer would find support In the courts, especially It the trier of the issue
attempted to calculate the tax. More important, however, I might direct your
attention to that provision of the act, In section 16, which makes the Commis-
sioner's decision final, that Is, Irrebuttable. I am In some doubt as to whether
the courts would sn'stain a palpably arbitrary decision by the Commissioner
when the available facts clearly negatived the correctness of his conclusion.
Quite evidently, too, the tax is not measured by either gross or net Income,
but on a radically different basis. Also. there is manifest discrimination, pos-
sIbly too arbitrary, among classes of corporations. What the attitude of the
courts will be with respect to such a levy accountants are not called upon to
attempt to prophesy.

I do not wvIsh to be misunderstood; I do not claim that the bill before you
is unconstitutional in any of its parts; I do venture to Indicate, however, that
congressional enactments much simpler In Import than the one before us have
been held unconstitutional by the i1gh Court, recently and dramatically
enough to be In the minds of all of us.

VL WIY %ISK THS LOSS OF APPROXIMAIELY $,O000,000,000 FIR ANNUM

The existing levies on corporate Income are as follows:
1. The ordinary income tax, ranging from 12% percent to 15 I*rcent (tirlor

thereto at 13% percent), which, together with the tax ona ok ccris.dated income
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basis, and the surtax under sections 102 and 351, yleldcd $572,117,S70 during
the last compete fiscal year which ended June 30, 135, and collections under
which during the present fiscal year have beez $125,275,022 greater than during
the correspondlng 0 months of the preceding ycar.

2. The capital-stock tax at the rate of 41.40 per $1,000 of declared valuation
which, at the $1 rate imposed under the 134 act, )ie'ded $01,508,121 during the
last cmiuplete fiscal year which ended June 30, 11W, . C.liKtions at the higher
rate during the first 9I months of the current fiscal year have been $93,00,8T8,
4n Incrmsse of $3,1,3,172 over the corresponding period of 1935.

8. The excess-profits tax at 0 percent and 12 percent on income In excess of
the amounts freed from the levy because of the tupttul-stock tax which, at the
-percent rate then In effect, yielded $6,500,483 during the last complete fiscal

year ended June 30, 193. $10,000,000 %sas the estimated yield for the current
fiscal year, per the 13 report of tl'e Secretary vf the Treasury,

4. The surtax under section 102 for unreasonable or Improper accumulation
of surplus, at 25 percent and at 35 percent, and the surtax on "personal holding
eompanles', under section 351, at rates ranging from 20 to 0O percent. The
yield from these sources has not, so far as I know, been published separately,
but It Is undoubtedly available to the committee, as It Is the estimate for the
current year. This levey is retained In a limited form, as Is also the surtax
on "personal holding companies."

The total yield from all taxes on corporations for the last fiscal year which
ended June 30, 1935, was $670,130,480; collections for the current year are
runni g ahead of those for last 3ear by approximately $131,00,000. (If
business continues to Improve, it Is reasowble to expect cor-.spondlngly higher
ylelds from the sources under diswusslou. Indeed, the Statistician of the
Treasury has estimated that all corporate taxes for 193 If the existing law
remains unchanged, would amount to $1.132.J0,(0.)

In considering the revenue bill. consideration must, of course, be given to
the proposal that, save for the temporary retention of the capital-stock tax
at half the existing rates and the temporary retention of the excess-profits
tax, reasonably assured Income of over $1,000,000,000 Is to be abandoned, In
the belief that the complicated and novel measure under discussion will yield
a permanently increased revenue of $020,000,t) per annum Irom the proposed
levies on undistributed corporate Income and from the proposed Increased in-
come tax on dividends received by Individuals, which are to become subject
to the normal as well as to the surtax. Yellow accounlants with whom I have
seriously discussed the matter, while hesllating to criticize official estimates,
agree with me that It Is quite impossible to exaggerate the unavoidable hamrds
of relying on estimates of yield from so novel a measure as the pending
revenue bill.

Suppose, Just suppose, that the Supreme Court were to decide that the new
tax law Is unconstitutional. Personally, I shall not argue with anyone who
claims that the risk of such a decision Is Immeasurably slight, nor do I sup-
pose that anyone of competence would unqualifiedly assert that under no
circumstances is it conceIvable that the 1igh Court might find the proposed
bill In Its major provisions, Invalid. Wbether the Schechter (N. I. A.) and
the Triple A (floosac) decisions were or were not catastrophic in their effect
Is quite beside the point; a final decision holding unconstitutional the proposed
levy on corporations would work unthinkable Injury to our national r -ances.

To me It seems abundantly clear that those who are charged with the re"pon.
siblilty of revenue ratsing would not early assume the constitutional risks
Inherent in the proposition. Fortunately, as I shall at once proceed to show,
It is entirely unnocesary to assume ,ch risks.

VI!. A HON1-SIonfED FISCAL POLCY

Witnesses before the Ways and Means Comialteo have clearly Indicated
that the fiscal policy of corporations which resulted In the creation of sur-
plu-es during profitable years alone made posible dividend disluremenis
during lean years. In the teaching of economics and corporate finance, the
principle of profit conseivation for divldend-stabiizat Ion purposes has long teen
regarded as sound doctrine.

Recently, the National City Pannk of New York, on the basis of Treasury
statistics, showed that d041ing the pxrlod from 1921 to I933, while the average
annual reported net incvve for all corporations amounted to $3,200,00000,
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dividend disburmem6nts during the same period averaged, $3,900,000,000 per
annum. More elgnificant was the showing that during 5 of these 13 years divi-
dends were distributed, either In the absence of net income or in amounts
substantially In excess of net incOme. Thus,' during 1930, the first full year of
the depreSsiOn, dividends aggregating $5,000,OOOE5 were paid by corporations
which, ddring that period, reported net earnings of only $1,400,000,000. Ii
that year, for example, the corporate income tax rate was 12 percent; without
adjustment for the deficits of corporations which were taken into account
In the determination of the aggregate net Income, and on the assumption that
the conclusions predicated on the statistical data employed do not require
substantial adjustment, the Treasury would have foregone collections of over
$108.000,000 had no tax been levied, as Is proposed in the revenue bill, on
corporations which had distributed all of their corporate earnings. At best,
to waive taxes of corporations which distribute all, of their current Income
manifestly would exempt from tax, during certain lean periods, many large com.
panie with substantial income; to reduce the tax of dividend-paying corpo-
rations proportionately to the ratio of dividends paid to net income would
similarly benefit many companies amply able to meet tax obligations.

Morco~er, It Congress L, to embark on the polley of taxlng current corpd-
rate Income on the bass of the amount retained, It ahold be cleer that while
temporary collections wilt be greater, during periods of business recession
three evils Will be 11uperimposed on those which are inevitably associated With
depressions: (o) The amounts distributed by corporations Will be less because
their reserves will be less; (b) dividends received will be less, the tax on
these dividends will be less, and stockholders will have les" to spend when
spending is most necessary; (C) those corporations which are conducted profit-
ably despite the business rece.ion (and there are some) will 1,ay no tax on
their profits at a time when the Govtrnment needs Income most, because of the
probability that these corporations will distribute most, If not all, of their
earnings. I

An analysis of the normal probable effect of the 'proposed bill appears to
Justify the conclusion that it embodies a short-sighted fiscal policy-a policy
which attempts to collect in taxes more than the traflc will beer, without
concern for the fiscal needs of the morrow. Legislation so conceived lacks
the essential qualities of statesmanship and Is without vision.

linL i"rLuxacs ON OiUPOZATIC FINANCING AND OIOWTH

If the present bill represents a permanent attitude of Congress tOward cor-
porate taxpayers, financing through bond Issues will inevitably be discouraged,
because It will tctume Increasingly difficult to assure bondholders of the estab-
lished mode of protection to ivhich they are entitled. Provision restricting
dividends so long as bonded obligations exist, and adoption of a policy of
amortization (thus interfering with the free use of earnings for dividends oil
common and preferred stock) will be hindered because of the penalty od reten-
tion of earnings. ADd as one regards this problem one cannot be unmindful
of the history of taxation here and elsewhere. A tax tends to became erystatl-
lized; the temptation to Increase rates becomes Irrevistable; hence, whatever
the evils In the proposed bill may be, such evils tend to become greater as the
needs for increased revenue arises. It is for this reason, among others, thait
constructive criticism of the measure msuld be free and unrestricted.

Now, as to the growth of corporations. It Is almost too manifest for argu-
ment that corporations which, in the past, have built up large surpluses will,
through the Inevitable effect of the tai policy incorporated In the bill, be tre-
mendously advantaged In competition with corporations that have no sur-
pluses or deficits and with newly created enterprises. Burely, the framers of
the revenue bill could not have Intended any such boon to the opulent cor-
poration.

Mx SITS 9XMIIMESTITION

It: Congress decides that It really wishes to experiment with a general tax
on undistributed Income, two perfectly safe alternative are available: (1)
Extensi .n of existing sections 102 and 3.51; (2) Continuation of existing taxes
supplemented bt a -rEanor (experlmental) tax on undistributed corporate
income.I

(A) Rteuiok of e.ilstng sections 103 and M5.-Under section 851 of the
exI.'ng law, a surtax is levied on Incomes of personal holding companies&
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This Is in addition to the normal tax on the statutory net income of such cor-
porations, levied at the rates applicable to ordinary corporations. The statu-
tory net Income Is adjusted in the manner clearly set forth in the law, and the
excess of sach adjusted net Income over dividends paid during the taxable year
and after a 20-percent reserve and a reasonable reserve to retire Indebtedness
Incurred prior to 1934 Is subject to a graded surtax ranging from 20 porceut
to 00 percent.

To the extent of the validity of the criticism directed against corporate man-
agemnt, namely that because a few stockholders are in control, Income is per-
mitted to accumulate unreasonably and unnecessarily, the definitlon of personal
holding company could probably be modified so as to cope with major abuses.
Surely, if the criticism is predicated on the conduct of a relatively few cor-
porations which are controlled by a handful of stockholders, that fact hardly
justifies such radical change In our taxing system as Is contemplated in the
revenue bill.

Section 102 of the existing law desls with mere investment and holding com-
panics, regardless of the number of stockholders, and with other ordinary busi-
ness corporations which are used or availed of for the purpose of accumulating
unreasonable surpluses. While It is understandable that the Treasury has
experienced difficulty in enforcing the provision generally,'except with respect
to more holding and investment companies, I wonder If the Ingenuity of those
now charged with fiscal responsibility could not suggest more effective admin-
istrative provisions than those contained in the present statute. I suggest
that officials both of the Treasury and of the Joint congressional committee be
urged to make appropriate recommendations. For myself, I ama not prepared
to concede that enforcement of the principle of section 102 is impossibie.
(B) Cooit nation of exieftnp tares eupplcmeste4 by a minor (ezpetimenta)

ta an umdistrIbited corporate inwome.-lf It Is to be assumed that Congress Is
determined to experiment with a tax on retained corporate eerningg, I suggest
that the existing corporate levies be continued; that if other alternatives are
not acceptable, a flat corporate incometax rate be Ireposed slightly higher than
the'existing maximum graded rates; that the normal tax be made applicable
to dividends received by Individuals; that 'the normal tax on individuals be
InCreased by one or at most by 2 percent, or that the specific exemptions be
moderately reduced ; and, in addition, that a very moderate, simple, and expert.
mental tax be'lmposed 'on undistributed corporate Income.

I suggest for discussion a tax of 1 percent on the first 10 percent of retained
net Income (determined by dedncting fr'm ordinary net income the applicable
income tax thereon, capital losses not deductible In calculating ordinary net
income,'and taxable dividends disbursied during the dividend year), 2 percent
on the next 10 percent with similar gradations nutil a maximum of 10 percent
on the final 10 percent of retained net income has been reached.

There may be some question as to the constitutionality of any levy on retaineO
net Income because It Is neither on gross income nor on Irue net income, but
the chances are that such a tax levied on corporate taxpayers would survive
the constitutional test. Blot even if the levy were eventually held unconstlita-
tional, no great harm would ensue. On the other hand If the levy were found
to b, constitutional, Congress' could safely, it It so decided, later embark on a
wider and more comprehensive plan of taxing undistributed net Income.

X. SIMPLUICATION OF TRW REin HUg a, MM

If Congress is determined on enacting a general tax on aindIstributed net
Income of corporations, simplification of the revenue bill should be sought, even
at the expense of theoretical (but never completely attainable) equitablene-m.
Why, for instance, should Congrem wish to avoid "Income brackets" for co-
porations and retain them with respect to Individuals? Insofar as the revenue
bill undertakes to tax ordinary busluess corporations, it is primarily on the
basis of the retained net income, a concept which is quite different from taxable
net licomn as it has developed under the preEnt series of income-tax laws.
That concept, however, is the basis of tIe surtax under sections 102 and 851.
Perhaps the basis for acceptable compromise may be found In the fc'flowing
relative simple tentative proposals in which the suggested tax on retained net
income Is based on net income and specified deductions therefrom:

(1) Applicable to orditary corporations without special problems.
(a) Deductions to be allowed for capital loss not taken Into onslderstion

in the determination of ordinary net income but in no event to decrease tip
ordinary net income by more than 15 percent thereof;
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(b) Deductions also to be allowed for distribution of earnings taxable in
the hands of Individuals, Limited, however, to one-third of the amount thereof,
and In no event to decrease ordinary net Income by more than 25 percent thereof.

If the maximum deductions are taken, the net tax will be equivaleot'to 12
percent of the'ordinary net Iqcqme; ordinary divIdefid distributions up to three-
fourths of the amount of net earnings will be encouraged without uureaSonable
harshness or questionable validity or undesirable economic consequences; and
the yield from tax" on Individuals will be increased. Under the provisions of
the revenue bill, if 75 percent of current earnings are distributed, the tax on
net earnings would be about 4 percent for ordinary corporations with incomes
up to $_. ,000 and 7% percent for such corporations with incomes over $40,000;
the corresponding tax herein proposed is 15 percent.

(2) Applieable to personal hoi4ing companies: Continue the surtax under
,existIng section 351, with rates provided In existing section 10, and continue
the existing normal tax on such corporations, or, preferably, substitute a flat
tax rate.

(3) Applicable to mere investment or holding companies: Samq as tax pro-
posed for section 351 corporations aboye,

(4a) Applicable to corporations in bankruptcy or in court reorganization pro-
ceedings: A tax of 10 percent on the ordinary net incomQ.

(5) Applicable to corporations with statutory and/or binding legal restric-
tions on payment of dividendst

(a) A tax of 20 percent on ordinary net income.
(b) Deductions to be allowed for capital losses n i taken into consideration

In the determination of ordinary net Income, but in no event to decrease the
ordinary net income by more than 15 percent thereof.

(o) )eductlons also to be allowed (i) for distributions of earrings taxable
In the hands of individuals, ((I) fo. the amount of current net earnings vwhicb,
pursuant to statutory requirements, cannot be distributed as dividends; and
(MI) for the amount of current net earnings which, pursuant to binding written
agreements between the taxpayer gad Its creditors in existence on or before
March 8, I93, cannot be" distributed as dividends; the aggregate deductions
hereundar limited, however, to 50 percent of the'aggregate amount thereof, and
in no event to decrease ordinary net income by more than 25 percent thereof.
The proposed provision ior Including among deductions Item (11) accomplishes
part of the evident purpose of section 14 more simply; it i also more equitable.

XL zCoUZsAGjKM r W4 CAPITAL DZSSUASEMENTs

It is a trite observation that In the framing of a revenue measure economic
conditions Phould, as far as possible, be taken Into consideration. Many ob-
servers agree that the continuance of the existing economic derangement Is due
partially to the persistent volume of unemployment, and that unemployment Is
most severe and dstressing in the so-called heavy or durable goods Industries.
In the endeavor of the administration to remedy this situation during the past
2 years, among the billions disbursd for direct and Indirect relief, many mil-
lions have been spent to deer. ase unemployment in the heavy In' strles. Dis-
counting adverse and unfriendly criticism and allowing for faulty labor statiS-
tics, it is neverth.leas unfortunately true that improvement in these industries
appears not to hsve been commensurate wlth the amount spent by Federal,
State, and local governments. I am too well aware of how history manages to
ignore prophecy, wltther optimistic or pe.simistlc, to as&ert without the utmost
qualification that, In my opinion, democratic government Is !-, danger unless
busine-s and Industry cope successfully with this problem of unemployment.
The question then btcmes: How, if at all, con tsxaticno most effectively co-
operate? I offer for the consideration of the committee a proposal that dis-
hursremnts for replaCement of, and additions to, plant and equipment be, to a
very limited extent and during a relatively brief period of time, permitted to
decrease tax liability. The effect should be in line with Government polky.
My tentative suggestion, prIm&;!_.y for conslderatlon and discussion, is, as fol-
lows: That, applicable to the taxable year 193, disburseAments m:e (and not
merely obl!gati6na Incurrtd) for plant and equipment replacement aLid additions
actually installed shall be allowed as a deduction from ordilnay ret Income to
the extent of 50 percent of the amount of the disbursements, but not In excess
of 20 percent Of the ordinary net inconse; that, applicable to the taxable year
1931, such disbursements shall be allowed as a deduction to the extent o* 30
percent of tho amount of the disbursement, but viot to exceed 20 percent of
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ordinary net income. I trust that no strlls, provision will be necesary,
desirable, or expedient for the taxable year 19 b.

The suggested proposal under any given set of rates, under existing law or
regardless of the type of new revenue legislation which may be enacted, would
unqoestlonably result in decrease revenue; the estimated loss need not be
provided for by increased basic tax rates or otherwise, because of the probability
that improved business and increased employment in the heavy-goods indus-
tries would result in Increased corporate and individual taxable incomes, and
because such prospectively Iacrepsed employment would at least correspopd-
Ingly rcduCe the Governtneut's responsibility for emergency relief.

During the past 2 years, taxpayers have been permitted deductions for
depreciation at substantially lo-er rates than those which were allowed there-
tofore. The tax effect of this policy, as administered under Treasury Decision
4422, which uas promulgated on February .8, 1934. Is indicated in the reports
of the Oommissioner of Internal Revenue for 1934 and I3, From March
15 to July 16, 1934, a total of $248$31,04.3 of claimed depreciation was dLs-
allowed, resulting in Increa. taxable incou1j of $2-12424,222 and recommended
deficiency assssments of $29, 9,304. For th full fiscal ykar 195, the total
disallowed for claimed depreciation deductions was estimated at t2K,081,928
the resultant additional tax at $351,916,414, and the amount of sueb additional
tax agreed to by taxpayer$ at .5,032,112. 'Ie slower depreciation write-off
hat undoubtedly tended to. dela. plant replacement. When a capital account
on the books has been nearly written off. replacement reserves are correspond-
Ingly lse'ge and management Is not as prone to hesitate to make' replacements
as when machinery still in use appears on the books at a relatively greater
value. This retardation In replacement has undoubtedly* had some appre-
ciable effect on Increased unemployment In the capital-goods Industries, The
suggestion for temporary allowance of a limited part of the cost of replace-
ment and additions Is, in add)!ion to the other reasons advanced, predicated
on the existing depreclatlon allowance policy.

IT. 1INANCINO THE ACCLUXATE) BONIUS

The President's message advised Congress that from $120,000,000 to $100,-
000,000 would be required annually for the next 9 years to amortize the ccst
of the recent bonus legislation; in the specific recommendation $120,000,000
was the figure employed. Speaking In what follows for myself alone, I feel
that it Is a fair assumption that the bonus legislation was enacted because
Congress believed that there was an overwhelming, popular 'demand therefor.
It Is unthinkable that Congress should wish to have the electorate know
exactly how and to what extent and by whom the burden of financing the
cost of the bonus legislation is borne? If a direct tax is ever Justified or
expedient, the financing of popular legislation would seem to provide tho
occ sion. For this reason. I Invite your attention, without recommendation;
to the desirability and expediency of having the cost of the recent bonus
legislation borne by popular subscription, as it were.

In this connection, I direct your attention to the fiscal possibilities of a
tax on salt. PrOduction of malt In the Unitid State, during 1934, amounted
to 7,612,)74 short tons a tax of I cent per pound would be equivalent to
$152,241,40. Not all of the salt produced Is of the table variety, of course,
and the tax could be so calculated as to be equivalent to 1 cent per pouod on
the refined product, with the resulting tax somewhat less than the figure given.
A salt tax, If levied at the point of origin, would not create substantial admin,
Istrative problems because the number of domzfstle producers, per the sta-
tistical abstract for 193.5, is less than 100

Naturally, say commodity tax which Congress might decide to Inpose would
avoid the constitutional pitfall which proved the undoing of tho processing
tax.

Primarily for the purpqso of reminding you of their tax potentialities, I shall
also refer to three other commodities which, at least administratively, also lend
themselves to siriplo levies.

The domestic consumption of sugar during 1935 is given as 0,632A61 short
tons. Much of this sugar is imported. If a tax of I ceut per pound could be
levied at the import point and, with respect to the domestic product, at the
refinery, the yield would approximate over $180,000,000.
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..The import of coffee Into.the United States during 1035 amounted to 1,04.-
770,000 pounds. A tax of 5 cents per pqund, administratively easy of collection
as an Import duty, would yield about $7,000,000.
I If coffee were subject to tax, tea should also be taxable. Thb Import of tea
during 1933 amounted to 06,705,0O0. A tax of 10 cents per pound would yield
*bout $9XQf0 while a tax of 20 cents per pound would yield abot $19,000 000.

In the 1935 aft, by section 102 (h), 10 percent of diyldend# received by a
corporation from'a dosettle ,or oration was made subject tq the nornial tAi.
In the same act, by section 110,' the break-p 'of pyramided corporgee structures
was encouraged by permitting thxifree liquidations over a perlo, 9f 5 years. I6
the bill'under conslderation, by ktion 27 (J) (4), intercompany dividends are
subject to maximum taxes, even though the passage of the dlvideno to, tbe
parent unit Is expedited and the top corporation makes Immediate dtsburseoctnt
to its stockholders. Speaking for Myself and not for my committee (which was
not consulted about the tqatter), I feel that the Jx¢'itable roult could not have
been Intended. PkIlnitlve taxes directed igainst corporationg frequently hurt
innocent stockholders. I believe that the minimum chtnge should exempt from
the application of the subsection (1)f cporate groups which arb In process of
tatutory liquidation under section 112 (b) (6) of the bill, and (2) group Inter-

company divldenis which are distributed to others than controlliug corporations
during the' "dividend year" in 'WhIch rocelved. These corporate groups should
not be'forced to seek lawful means of escape, such as is Indicated, for example,
In section 27 (J) (3) of the bill.

xIv, SPEXCAL JSOTIARON YOU AUMtOAN- QWNED )O-Ngzt P rVAT, CoaI.OXs

It is nbosecret to the tax administration and to this committee thit high taxer
tend to drive to cover those taxpayers who can escape the tax collietot. Therd
are probably no available statistics relating to the number of Americans who
formed or use foreign corporations for'the primary purpose of lawfully minimiz-
Ing or avoiding United States taxes. Under the existing law, upon the death of
stockholders In such corporations. the slate is, in effect, wiped clean. Although I
hare not had an opportunity to poll my own committee on the matter, I ventu:e
to offer the suggestion that Congress nlght wish to permit the return of such
American-owned foreign corporations under terms which would make the return
not too onerous and thus bring Within tax reach fund and transactions whc
otherwise wold continue to remain lawfully Immune from American process

Something like analogous precedent for this suggestion may perhaps be found
In section 110 of the 19=5 act, which appears as section 112 (b) (6) in tho revenue
bill. Tis section. as all of you, especially Senator Sterling, will, ralli was
Intended to encourage tIae break-up of the pyramided corporate structre recently
under crIldsm. My suggeston Is to encourage the dissolution of American.
owned foreign private corporations, Two methods suggest Ihemselves:

(a) Lquidation of the assets to Amerlcan stockholders subject to a flat tax of,
say, 12% percent of the amount of gain realized, but ,with no, allowance for
corrpspondlhg losse.. (b) Transfer 6f the'asset, to existing or t6'newly created domestic corpora.
tlons under conditions and restrictions Aimlar to those tn section 110 of the
195 act.

The privilege referred to should be avaltble during a very limited period of
time, say 1 ycar from the enalent. of the govenihg legislation.

xv. rTPOi E &NT OF R.v5NUX. LAW tE5Kn1NG VNIL ?h4IQ Uo)I 8CiaNJQo
5VINis rotswina

I belfev it mnst hutve been made abundantly clear that the bill under pon.
alderotlon is not an ideal revenue measure. It Is eiually 6bvloue that t1:
proposal does not pretend to be a fundamental revision of our entlrc -s(hme
of taxation. Our tax liws are In nel of scientiflo and fundnmnVntal revision.
It may or may not be feasihle in the pr(oc.a of revision to otkperAte" with
State taxing authorltie-& There are those*who believe, howe ver, that Inuch'
mV he done to extend the existing legislative And adminltrAtive ebopratlon
between the N tion and the States. I ' I , ; ?-'

For all of the rea ,"s which have ben advanced I venture to recommend:
(1) That the piecemeal tinkerlog imlpilct In the revenue bill be abandoned.
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,. (2) Tbast temporary emergency revenue srtctly limited to an esential
and Irreducible minimum, be provided for tfho current and for the next fiscal
year through one or more of the following sources: Increased rates on co-po-
tateInclue,'! icreased normal rAtes on individual income, reduced personalexemption, subjecting dividends received by individuals to the normal tar,
assured tax on nonresient aliens and corporations, a small unit tax on one or
more commodities..

(3) That the Jolnt'Congresisonal Coimmittte on Taxation, or a special JoILt
congressional committee, should be forthwith assigned to the task of studying
ovr tax system and fial needs and to report its findings and recommendations
by March 1, 1937.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness listed is Mr. Satterlee, of New
York City. I heat no response, and apparently he is not here.

Mr. Lane is the next witness.,

STATEMENT OF E. H. LANA THE LANE CO., INo., ALTA VISTA, VA.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr..Lane, you 0re from VirginiaI
Mr. LANP. Yes, 6ir.
The CsIAnWAN. We will give you 20 minutes, Mr. Lane, and if

you can get through in less time, we will appreciate it, but if you
do not finish, if you will state your proposition, you may put your
brief in the record.

Mr. LANE. Mr. Chairman, I guess that a businessman, to come up
here is taking a lot of nerve, because it seems that for the last few
years It has been a sort of open season for businessmen.

We started a little business down in Virginia in 1912, and when
this new tax bill was presented we began to visualize what that
would have done if that had been in effect during the years of our
business existence, not so much that it can go back and hurt us over
those years but the fact is we have about 3,500 dealers in this country,
a lot of whom have lost a good part of their working capital.

Senator Bi xaxrr,.What is your business; you have not stated,it?
Mr. LAN. I am a manufacturer of furniture, cedar chests and

things of that kind.'
&nator B. xILF.Y, Household furniture!
Mr. LANS. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNAULY. You are from Marion, Va.?
Mr. LAN. Alta Vista, Va., a small town near Lynchburg. Of

these dealers we sell to, they are of varying credit, first-grade credit,
who discount their bills and all such thijig; the r-econd-gkade credit,
which is a lesser grade, aihd the third-grade credit, which mgans
credit of almost tny kind.

X lot of them, fakiy lost thir working. capital during the de-
pression. If I'was speaking from my own point of:view, I would
say go ahead and pass the law forthe reason we h ,re sufficient
capital in our business. We have a lot of cohipetitors who have lost
their capital during the depression, and it would be that much easier
for us to stay, in the industry, because we can.get capital' frdm the
capital market, but we have competitors that cannot gemt it, and thoy
would not require enough capital to interest the genierhl market.

We have obout. 1,600 dealers who we are afraid of going broke be-
cause they.weiv so impaired in.the last depression. I will &aylour
capital position has bee"i impaired somewhat in the last depression,
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and we are worried over that, because if our dealers go broke, they
will pull us down.

I have tried to prepare a little picture of what will happen to our
business if this proposed tax law had been in effect during our p.tiod
in business, and I can give that in a brief form, or go into detail.

The CHAIRMAN. Just give us a brief statement of i
Senator BLAcK. Is your business incorporated, or a partnership?
Mr. LAN. It is incorporated, a close corporation, with only about

75 stockholders.
Senator BARxLET. What is ths capital stock I
Mr. LANJJ. We have 10,000 shares no par-value stock, and our

present capital is about a million dollars.
We started with a capital in the beginning of $18,000 and we

added to it from time to time, until it got to about $189,000.
Between 1912 and 1915 if we had had to pay additional taxes on

this business I think we would have gone broke because we were
just about a half a jump ahead of the sheriff all of the time, and
under this proposed bill we would have had to pay $2,100 of taxes
in that period, whereas we did not pay anything under the old tax
law in effect at that time.

Senator BARKLEY. You are going back to 1912, there was no; any
corporation tax at all at that time?

Mr. LANE. I understand, that is correct, it was not until 1918, but
the point I am trying to make, if we had had any additional taxes
to pay, it might have rubbed us out.

senator BARKLEY. If you hhd had that tax, you would have taken
it into consideration in the profit on your commodities?

Mr. LANE. Well, Senator, I do not know how long it has been since
you have bee. conductiiig a business of this kind, but if you have
been you know that it is the public that sets the prices.

We paid $1,200 taxes in that period, and the'bank gave us all they
could, we got every nickel we could by pledging all of the security
we had, even using our accounts receivable, which is the last card
a manufacturer has to get money, and by putting mortgages on our
property.

We have a lot of customers who are today in the same fix.
In 1912 to 1918, which covers a greater period, our company made

a profit of $35,000.
Senator HA s iNos. During the first 7 years?
Mr. LAwi,. Yes, sir.
Senator HASMING& $35,000 for the whole period of time?
Mir. LANT. Yes; and paid out approximately 10 percent of that,

or some $3 000
Senator [;snxos, For what?'
Mr. LAwic. For dividends, and we paid out approximately the

sanie amount in takes, to be exact, $2,937 paid in taxes during that
period. Under this new bill,.we would have had to pay $12,500 or
35.7 percent of all of our earnings in that time.

Senator HARriNOs. You mean on the profit you made of $35,000,
as you understand this bill, you would have had to that tax?

Mr. LAN?. Yes air. I would like to say there are sene provi-
sions in this bill lor companies who have fixed debts and that kind
of thing, that, which I dare say, figures out better, but we do not
understand how it would be.
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Senator BLAcK, Would you mind putting down the profit you
made each year so that we could have it figured out, because if I in.
derstand the bill it would not have been that much tax.

Mr. LANE. I will be glad to put in those figures.
Senator BARKLEY. Your figures are before or after you paid the

stockholdersI
Mr. LANE. From 1912 to 1918 we paid out 8.6 percent of our earn-

inga in dividends, and the taxes amounted to 8.3 percent for the same
period, so that the Government got approximately as much as the
stockholders did. But under this bill it would be approximately
35.7 percent paid out in taxes. _ t

Senator BARKLEY. The tax of 35.7 percent was on the total that
remained in the corporation; you did not pay a corporation tax on
what you distributed to your stockholders, although they may have
paid it.

The CHAIRMAN. They paid this on the profits of the corporation.
Senator BARKLEY. Back in 19131
Senator KMxo. As I understand, this is 1912 to 1918.
Mr. LANE. That is correct.
Senator BLACK. Would you mind putting down the figures of the

profit for each year so that we can figure that out on what you
reserved I I believe you said you made $5,000 in that period.

Mr. LANE. Yes, sir; from 1912 to 1918.
Senator Bhoxc. Do you have it by years?
Mr. LA.Nr. I can furnish it by years, but I haven't it here except

in bulk.
Senator BLAcK. Do you have your net income for each year thereI
Mr. LANE. No, sir ; not here. I just brought some bulk data that

I thought we could use, and you would like to see.
Senator BLACK. Was it about even each year?
Mr. LAND. No, some years we had a loss and other years we made

money,
Senator BLwcK. You kept all of this in your business?
Mr. Lxz. Yes, we kept all of that $35,000 in the business, except

$8 09 paid out in dividends, and $2,937 we paid in taxes.
senator BARKLEY. Let me see if I have that corrective. Thirty-

five thousand dollars is the profit from 1912 to 1918, anntially _
Mr. LANz. No; that is the total profit for the entire period, and the

point that is worrying me about our accounts is that when a concern
is yo, ng, trying to go ahead, it needs every bit of strength it can
get, andthis bill will sap the strength away from them. We have
had competitors that lost a lot of monej in the depression, practically
lost all of their working capital.

The CJIAnMAN. How would it eap your business ?
Mr. LAN. Mr. Chairman, it was taking something over one-third

of the money we made, whereas it only took 8 percent in the old tax
situation, and to show we are Pot making anything out of it we did
not pay any dividends to amount to anything in that period.

The CnAIRMAN. How much are you earning now, what Is your
profit annuall f

Mr. LAN. It fluctuates, of course. Last year, I think, according
to the way the Internal Revenue Department figures it, we earred
$160,000 net.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you declare any of it in dividends?
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. Mr. LANE. Yes, air; we paid: approximately one-third of that in
dividends.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would have hurt you if you had
paid out 30 percent and retained 80 percent?

Mr. LAxit. Mr. Chairman, I will answer this %ayl last year we
spent about $80,000 in improvements in our plant, and this year we
are planning to spend $110,000 in improvements.

We could use our reserve to increase working capital, but we would
have to become static in capital, and could not grow any more, as we
see it. I cannot understand this tax bill and I have had lawyers,
tax experts, and everybody else try to explain it, and I cannot under-
stand it at all.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose five people owned this plant of yours,
and it was a partnership instead of a corporation, they wouldhave
topay on their individual incomes, would they not?

Mr. L. Nz. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you distinguish between thern? If a

corporation should pay some amount., why should favoritism be
shown a corporation as against an individual?

Mr. LANE. As I understand a copartnership, as a rule there are not
very many partners, and they can get together and decide what they
want to do for the good of the business, but we are just trustees of
some property as managers of the corporation, and we have the stock-
holders looking to us to look after their interests, that never come
to a meeting even.

The CHAIRMAN. From governmental standards why should a cor-
pration be put under more favorable circumstances than a partner-
ship when it comes to collecting taxes?

Mr. LaNE. Mr. Chairman, I should have said, to start out, that I
am just a businessman, I am not an expert like 31r. Klein, and I
did not come up here to tell you what kind of taxes to put on, nor
to oppose this scheme of taxation. Mr. Lawson, our vice president,
knows more about taxation that I do.

The CIAitMAN. Does it not appear to you as a layman that it is
a fair thing from a governmental standpoint that a corporation
should not be put in a more favorable position than an individual
in paying taxes?

Mr. LASe- Yes, sir; I think so, from a layman's viewpoint.
The CHAIrMAY. That is all that is being done here.
Mr. LANE. Yes; but I wonder if it could not be accomplished

without putting such a burden on the small corporation. A gentle-
man read this morning a list of 10 corporations who would not pay
any taxes, and the stockholders would not pay any nore tax than
the 4 percent you are putting on the corporation dividends.

I know some tobacco corporations last year and the year before
who paid out more than they earned durng those years, and you
am going to leave them without any taxes at all, and you unaer-
stand what I am interested in is the small corporation struggling
along that is looking for all that it can get to keep going.

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to give you an amount of reserve
and there will be no higher tax on that than you have been heretofore
paying, if you analyze that situation.
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Mr. LANZ. As we analyzed it, Mr. Chairman, this tax as now pro-
posed is going to double our taxes for 3 years over what they were
for 1935, on the same earnings.

Senator BLACK. Double whose taxcsI
Mr. LAN Double our corporation tax.
Senator BLACK. Not the little company, but the company as it. As

now.
Mr. LANZ. Yes, sir.
Senator BLAcK. As a matter of fact, you have figured out enough

to know at the time you are talking about your company being small,
it would have gotten out on a rnucn smaller tax than the 15 percent.

Mr. LANE. A'!o; I have not figured that out.
Senator BLACK. Yes; that would be true, and it would be better

for the small corporation.
Mr. LANr. The less tax they have to pay, the longer they will

survive.
Senator CONNALLY. How does your company handle the income

that you expect to retain as reserve on surplus t
Mr. LANE. I think I can answer that question be-t by what we

have done.
Senator CONNALLY. I am talking about the experience of your

company.
Mr. LANE. I will give wlhat we have done in the disposition of

our earnings.
Since we have been in business, since 1912, 29.9 percent of our

earnings t6nce we started in business has been reinvested in fixed
assets.

Senator CONNALLY. If you do that in the future,, you will not pay
any more tax than you (1o now, because you retain 30 percent in sur-
plus and reserve, and you will then not pay as much as you do now.

Mr. LANY. I am not-a sufficient financial expert to say, sir.
Senator CONNSALLT. All right, you may go ahead.
Mfr. LANe As I say, 29.9 percent reinvested. It took 23' percent

more of our earnings to increase fixed capital to take care of the pro-
ductionthat the increase brought about. So that there is approxi-
mately 53 or 54 percent that it took of our total earnings during that
perio for improving conditions of the plant and increasing net
working capital.

Senator CONNALLY. How much do you figure you would pay if
you did that under this bill, say, if you take 50 percent of the earnings
and distribute it and keep 50 percent?, -

Mr. LANr. I cannot answer that. I can only say the earnings last
year were $160,000.

Senator BARKLEY. If you keep $80,000 and pay out $80,000 under
this bill, how much would the tax be?

Senator CON.NzALLy. Mr. Kent, can you figUre that out I While Mr.
Kent ii doing that, Mr. Lane, just go Ahead and state what the capital
of your company is.

Mr. LANE. Itis approximately a million dollars.
Senator CONNALLY. And you made $100,00 I
Mr, LANE- Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. That is a very good profit, 10 percent.
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Mr. LANI 'Yes; but we have 'got to look back to 1932 and 1033.
Senator CONNALLY. We are out of the woods on that now.
Mr. LAN No, I don't think so; but if so, while we are out of the

woods now, we are looking for the next depression.
Senator BARKLEY. You are looking for the next depression?
Mr. LANVD Yes, sir. We paid out 31.8 percent for dividends, and I

think that answers your question of awhile ago. We have paid out 32
percent in round figures of our profits in dividends since we hate been
in business, but mind you, 84 percent of what. we have paid out has
been in the last 12 years of our life, or about one-half of otir entire life
of 24 years

Senator BARKLEY. How many stockholders did you have when you
first orgaiied ?

Mr. lrNE. When we first started we had two, my father and myself.
'Senator BARKLEY'. As your business' grow your neighbors and

freinds bought stockl
Mr. LuA. Yes; we Ileaded with them to help us out,
Senator BARKLxr. Your stock is not registered on the stock

exchanp I
Mr. LANE. No sir; it used to be registered at Richmond, but when

the Securities Exchange came on, we dropped it, so as not to be
bothered with making the reports.

Senator BARKtzr. There is not much trading in your stock?
Mr. LANE. Very little.
The CHTAIRMAN. Suppose you and your father had continued this

business as partners when you first started, have you figured out how
much tax you would have paid as individual,, as compared with what
you would have to pay under this bill "

Mr. LA . No, sirI I have not,
The CHAIRMAN. It would be a greater amount?
Mr. LAND. I presume it wouldbe from what I ave 'learned from

copartnership arrangements. But my judgment is that could be cor-
rected. It would seem to be it is important for a corporation to have
a good start. because the point I am trying to stress is from my own
experience, Mr. Chairman, how utterly necessary it is to keep everypenny you can get hold of in your embryonic years as a corporation.

The'CHTAXAMAN. Yes; you have got to keep some money in the
business, you have got to enlarge, fut if it is a copartnership and
they are paying taxes much higher than the corporation, and what
we are trying to do is to put them on an even keeL.

Mr. LANE. I think it is an unfairness that should be corrected in
some may, but I am not sure the present one is the way to do it
since we t.teulate that in 1918 our company would have passed out of
the piture if we had been compelled to pay taxes on the basis set up
in this proposed bill.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kent has those figures
now.I

The CHAIRM AN. Will you state the result of what you have figuredI
Mr. KENT. Since the corporation here was realizing a net income

of $10 000 or less, if it retained 50 percent of its adjusted net income
it would pay a tax at the rate of 18.5 perent; 31.5 percent under those
circumstances would be distributed in dividends to the shareholders.

The CHARMAN. Eighteen and five-tenths percent of what was dis-
tributed.
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Air.'KENT. Eighteen and five-tenths percent of its net income.
The CHAIRMAN. Its net income was how much, did you say?
Mr. KENT Say they haC- $10,000 of net income, they retained

$5,000 in surplus, and they v 'uld pay 'taxes of $1,850 and would pay
out dividends of $1,500, and when they get into the higher, income
groups between $10,000 and ;,40,000', undere schedule 3, there is a
somewh it different rate, and after they get past $40,000 they wouldp4 85 'percent... ....
Pfr. LANE. We earned last year $160,000, and retained half of that;

how much would the tax be on the rest?
Ifr. KENi. If my arithmetic is correct, it would be about 56,090;

but that does not take into account there are other means of keeping
the money without paying the maximum tax.

Mfr. LANE. That still leaves us where we cannot learn much about
the law from the study we have been doin since the President sug-
gested it and since we got the first report from the Ways and Means
Committee.

Senator CONNALLY. This $160,000 profit you made, was that after
depletion, amortization and all of that figured off ?

Mr. LaNE. Yes; that is net profit.
Senator CONNALLY. For income-tax purposes?

fr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator Haa'riNGs. Was it after the taxes were paid?
Mfr. LANE. After all taxes, but no dividends.
Senator HAs-tiNos. You did not deduct the income tax from that?
Mr. LANZ. No, sir. In this connection I might say our books do

not agree with the Internal Revenue Department because they do
not allow us to count off taxes the depreciation we have. Our ex-
perience teaches us we have an obsolescence factor in equipment from
the standpoint of style changes, of which we have had four in 24
years, but they will not recognize those things we think they should
ecognime.

TKBCHA RMAN. Is that due to the peculiar styles of furniture I
bMr. LANE. Yes, sir; that is correqt,
Senator KINo. You are not making any solid furniture ?

r. LAN .Yes, we do; but we are specialty manufacturers, mak-
ingprimarily cedar chests.

The CHAIRMAN. You will admit you make as good furniture as any
other manufacturers?

Mfr. TJAN. Yes; of course.
Senator BA^ILzY. You do not make any antique furnittire,
bMr. LANE. Not much, but we have a set of furniture, a duplicate

of the Mount Vernon furniture, but that. is high-priced furniture, and
we do not make any money out of it. Our cedar chests, on account
of being nationally advertised, we can get a volume of production
on it and can make some money on it.

The CHAIRMAN. If you want to, one of the experts on this propo-
sition of figures will be glad to cooperate with you and tell you every-
thing about it.
M .LAN?- I think we have learned a lot today, gentlemen, but I

want to say this; We know that twice during our business career,
1918 and 1022, if these taxe4 had been in effect we would have been
totally insolvent, because the taxes proposed under this bill appeared
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to us to be three and a half times what they would be under, the old
law that existed at that time'.

Senator 0 NALLYT. If you had been a partnership instead of a
corporation, -,ou would have been "busted"

Mr. LANE. .L think so.
Senator Co 04AY. What about the individuals that are partner-

:ships and paying the higher taxesti You have been getting off with
a lower rate than you would have if you had been an individual or
partnership?

Mr. LANa They have a perfect right to organize a corporation any
time they get ready.

Senator CONNALY. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. LAN& That is what I would do; I would never operate a per-

sonal business instead of a corporation.
Senator CONNALLY. You have paid less taxes because you were not

a partnership.
Mr. LANE. Yes; there was no corporation tax when we organized.
Senator BAnRLEY. There are other advantages of organizng as a

corporation, because you are only liable to the amount of your stock.
Mr. LANE. Yes; and we were glad from 1912 to 1922 that we were a

corporation. I heard the statement this morning--that if we wanted
to keep our profits in our business we could offer stock rights and
things of that kind to our stockholders. That might sound like a
remedy but in between 1912 and 1922, if our stockholders had ever
gotten hold of any of our earnings as profit they would have taken
them and run with them; they would never put them back into the
business. If I could have gotten half of mine at that time I would
have said to the creditors, "You can have the rest of it."

You must understand the small corporations have no access to the
capital markets when they can only get money by selling stock to
friends and borrowing from the banks and things of that kind, and
under this bill I don't see how a small corporation ever can get any-
where.

The CHAIRMAN. But you are pretty much out of that class now.
Mr. LANE. We just claim we are green country boys trying to make

a living. - I
Senator 1IAsTINGS. Would you mind telling how many shares the

largest stockholder holds in that corporation r
Mr. LANE. I own the largest number-35 percent of 10,000 shares.
Senator IhASTINGS. Are you engaged in any other business? -
Mr. LANE. bo; thi., keeps me plenty busy; and during the last 3

years I have been kept busier than I want to be because we have to
look after our business and watch Washington all at the same time.

Senator BAR KLEY. And you do not want Vashington to exercise the
same supervision over you V

Senator BLACK. You say in the last 3 years you have ien watching
Washington ?

Mr. LANE. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You did not have time to watch Washington in

19321
Mr. LAN& I have had more time than in a long while recently,

and I could play golf in those years, but not the last couple of years;
I haven't had time.
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We talked this matter over with a concern in Lynchburg and
took his figures and projected them since he started in 1916 wth tle
figures under this proposed tax bill. We do not claim it would have
put him out of business, but at times he would have had a heavy
squeeze.

In 1912 we started working 12 men, and today we work about
500, and over 400 in the plant. We figure if this tax had been applied
we would have beEn working about 2.50 today-just about half as
many.

If we had not had working capital in 1931, 1932, and the early
part of 1933, we would have discharged half of the employees we
had and cut the wages of the rest of them as much as we could and
tried to make some money in those years, but we did have working
capital and we kept all 'of our people on, except only those who
dropped out of their own &ccor and we did not take back. We
worked them short hours, sometimes 12 or 15 hours a week; we took
our loss, but tried to keep those people busy. If % z had not had
working capital we could not have (lone that.

Frankly, when we projected this little expansion program last
November and December iihich we are working out now, if I had
dreamed then this new tax bill wao contemplated, I would nct have
put oi this expansion program. We just bought a machine yester-
daLa big triphc'.drun sander from a concern in Wisconsin.

nator CONNALLY. You bought it yesterday, when you knew about
this bill ?

Mr. LAXr. We had the building all ready, and we had to put
something in it. They told us that is the third machine they have
sold in 6 months.

Senator BLACK. Did they tell you how many they sold in 1932?
Mr. LANr. I presume they did not sell any, and probably they took

soine back.
The CHAIRMAW. Business has improved in your line of business,

however I
Mr. LAN.. I think it has improved, but the capital-goods industry

has not improved yet, with the exception of a few.
The CFAinmAtN. That is the general impression, that business is

improving.
Mr. I NE. That is true. Frankly, I qyn not here throwing rocks

at anybody; I have ben a Democrat all o! my life, but if You could
get ot our backs for a while, quit threatening us with all types of
legislation and let us see where we can go, we will be a lot better
off. I will be so glad when you fellows adjourr, which I hope will
be next month.

Senator B.ARKLEr. You would rather ve would adjourn before we
pass this tax bill I

Mr. INE. I surely do. This new law to us seems a provision
against plowing back the profits into the business. It will seri-
ously injure the capital-goods industry, as a largo percent of the
business they get is the result of profits being used to e.ipand business
facilities. If this act is passed in anything like its piv.sent form,
then credit should be allowed against profits used in increasing facili-
ties, and wo believe that ought to be done if it could be made workable.

Of course, you realize when you increase taxes you are transfer-
ring spending power from Individuals and business to the Govern-
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inent, and the more you take the less individuals and private induAry
Oan have to expend so that we cannot be responsible for reemploying
people, because we haven't anything to empJoy them with.

I am just giving you as a layman the bi sinessmen's point of view,
and I appreciate your attitude, because you are not treating me very
rough.

' e believe a good deal of the suffering of the last depression was
due to income taxes. By business in the last 20 years, because history
teaches us we have fat and lean years, and if we do not lay aside for
the lean years while business is good in the fat years, we will be~put
out of business in the lean years.

If it is politically impossible to enact a.sound basis of taxation
from an economic standpoint and you feel it is necessary to increase
the Government's revenue through taxation, then why not continue
the present basis and increase the rate to the amount absolutely
necessary to be raised, then we can calculate, as we already know
how much reserve we have to set aside to meet those taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. Have vou any idea how much we would have t)
increase the flat corporation tax in order to raise the money we have
to raise this year I

Mr. LAN. I have not figured that out, but if your tax is, roughly,
15 percent, if you raise it to 30 you ought to (' uble it. I don't know
how much you would lose in the shuffle, because the higher you raise
it the more ways will be found to evade it.

If you increase it 5 percent, you will increase it a third; then if
you want to tax the surplus, or make an experimental tax like M1r.
Klein suggested, I think it would be a good idea.

It seems to me unsound to try to trade a certainty for an uncer-
tainty. You know how much revenue the present taxes will raise,
and you can estimate quickly how much a certain increase in the
present tax will yield. The Treasury Department can estimate what
the taxes will yield on the basis of 1934.

This tax closely approaches, it it does not actually reach, con-
fiscation.

In other words, you are under this bill eating ,the seed corn.
I have'alwayr thoughtthat all of us have just learned how to

make out the old returns and the law has not been radically changed
enough that we cannot still have lawyers and tax experts to make out
our return, but on this new bill I" have had lawyers and experts
figuring it, trying to 4rnd what our tax would be on last year s in-
come, and no two agree about it. This is the'most complicated thing
ever suggested in the history of the world on taxation and I defy
any man in Congress, as he goes along in the year, to Agure within
25 percent of how much he will have to set aside for a conimitment
on this tax.

The CIIArRmAwA. You could do that in December,
Mr. LAN. Yes; but the year is over, and supposing you have spent

something in improvements. At the present time we can tell bow
much taxes we have to set aside ea h month.

Senator BARKLty. You do not have to estimate the amount of taxes
i.util the tax year has passdJ, and you have 3 months in which to
figure it all out before you make out the return, and it is the same
proposition depreciation, depletion, bad debts and all of that is in.

evolvedd in te present law, so that you have to $o through the same
tabulation to arrive at your net income under this bill, as you do now.
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You may be able to get some additional credits under this bill that
you do not get now, but after you have arrived at your net income for
thel year, then the only question is how much you are going to dis-
tt'ib-ie, and when you have decided how much you are going to dis-
tribute, then you do not have'to worry about the part you distribute,
you only worry about the part you keep.

Then, there is no more obligation on what you keep than there is
at the present time.

Mr. LANE. I do not see as a practical business man, myself, how we
could tell as we go along during the 7ear what your tax will be.

Senator BAnRLEY. You cannot do it now.
Mr. LsAw. Yes; we can estimate it closely now.
Senator BARLEY. You do not. know how much the income for

theyear will be until the year is overt
Mr. LAxr. But we can take the profit each month and multiply it

by the number of months, and come very close to it.
Senator BREniY. You have got to arrive at your taxable income

after the year has passed and you have gotten all of the credit you
think you are entitled to. - In the first place, you'file the income tax
according to what you think, then they come along and check it up,
and may'Le you do not agree, but finally it is settled. The comph-
cations in making out an income-tax return, it seems to me, will not
be greater than they are now; and one advantage, you only pay one
tax, you haven't got to worry about all of the other taxes you pay
now.

Mr. LAn. As I said, we have gotten to the point where we can
estimate what our taxes are for the year by multiplying by the earn-
ings to date, and under the new bill you cannot tell until the end
of the year what it will be.

Senator GzoRoe. Your position is you are doing business all of
the year, every day, and you ae not watching for t09e end of the
year to get to make our your tax return I

Mr. GA. Yes; and suppose we pay quarterly, like we do,' and
we pay dividends; then if we haven't got money enough to pay the
tax what can we dot

-The CHAIRMAN. There is a provision here that you can have them
ca it over if you pay out too much.
eaMr, LA .Yes, sir.
Senator Brn. You say you earned, $160,000; suppose you in-

vested that $160,0(l0 in neW plant, how match tax would you nave to

qr. LANr. We would have to pay as much as if wehad kept th6'
cash, as I understand it. As we go along during the year, if we
need &bi ey 46r fi*d e~setA, hn order t6 nake a certain style of chest-
and to take care of' supply of'chests, we cannot determine how
much money we will have for that purpose without changing our
current powitlon, .

Senator BYRD. One other point, one of the last po ints made here,
that prior to the passage of this bill corporation may have cd-
tracted to build a plant, and in your- circumstances, you had con-
tracted to build a" plant, and invested the $160,000 of your earnings
for thii year,.theii you would pa'y 42 pem-etivttaxes.. ,', !
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Mr. LAwI. Yes; clearly that comes down to us this year, in that
v e earned $160,000 last year, and we had enough money in our work-
lg capital position to pay cut $110,000 and still be reasonably com.,

fortable during the spring season, when the business is not 4s much
as it-is in the fall, and pay for our improvements, expecting ,we
could take all of this year's profit we needed except the 15-percent
income !ax and pay for the improvements and replenish our work-
in capital position. had
Tat is why I say if I had known this law was going to be offered

I would not have made thtse improvements.
Senator BARKLEY. Suppose I owned a factory that has made

$160,000 a year profit, as an individual,, and I wanted to build a new
plant, and I put that $160,000 in a new plant I would have to pay
taxes, I take it, in the $160,000 bracket, would ,I not?

Mr., LANE. Yes* and I tell you if this tax bill goes through, I
wish you owned the plant.

Senator BARKLaY. And, that bracket would be higher than you
pay as a corporation?

lMr. IANA. That is true, as I uLderstand it, but do you. believe, if
you are conducting a business of this size under the present condi-
tions, you would conduct it as a copartnershipI

Senator BARKLEY. No; I would not, but there are people who do.
The CHARHAN; Mr. Lane, you made those contracts you referred

to prior to March 8 of this year I
Mr. LANE. We signed the contract January 15 of this year.
, The CHJRMAN. Then this bill helps you out on that proposition.
-Mr. LA N. We did not go into it without money.
The CmAIsMPA. This is on-the money you made last year.
Mr. ANE. But I cannot replenish my working capital position

under that.
There'is one other thought I would like to give you. We believe

the principle upon which this Yiew corporation tax law is based is
absolutely ungound. In the first place, the Government takes upon
itself the responsibility of conducting the business by reason of its
earnings it must pay out in dividends or suffer the penalty, without
at the same time assuming the responsibility for the damage such
action might cause to the business in the future.,

In other words, the Government assumes the prerogative of man-
agoment without assuming. the responsibility for results.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mi. Lane.
The CHAIRSAN. The next witness is Mr. Paul H. Wilson, of

Worcester, Mass.

STATEMENT OF PA L H. WHASf, REPRESENTING THE GRATON
& KNIGHT CO., WOROESTER, MASS.

The CHAiRmaA. Mr. Wilson, can you get through in 15 minutest
Mr. WiLsoN Yes sir. .
The CI AIRXN. You represent the Graton & Knight Co.?
Mr. WiLsow. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN, What business are they engaged in I
Mr. Wrneow. The tanning of hides, fabricating hides and leather,

leather belting, and leather products.
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The CAiRn Aw. If you have a brief and want to put, it in the
record, that will be all right, and then you can point out the main
p*,ints to us, if yoti want,
1'Mr. W sox. I am secretary and comptroller of the company and

have been with this company for 27 years. I have been secretary of
the company since 1926.

l.am appearing before this conumtteeat my own request and on
behalf of the Graton & Knight Co. The purpose of my coning here
is to point out to this committee the ill effects the proposed tax la.v
will have upon this corporation. Under the provisions of section 15,
the Graton & Knight Co. will be required to pay a tax of '% per-
cent on itt income, which is an increase of 50percent% which increase
is an undue hardship under the present conditions.

This company was organized in 1851 and has been doing business
continuously since that date. Its business, as I have said, is the tan-
ning of hides, manufacture of leather belting and leather products.

Our present capitalization as of January 1, 1930, is as follows:
Preferred stock, 20,645.6 shares, $2,056,560; common stock, 83,229

shares, $1,037,875; surplus, paid in and earned, $711,112.40; making
a total of $8,805,547.40.,. . .

Our outstanding preferred stock, consisting of 20,649.2 shares is
held by 1,605 individuals, averaging 13.7 shares per person.

Our outstanding common stock, consisting of 82,917.8 shares, is
held by 1,732 individuals, with an average holding of 47.9 shares.
The stock of the Graton & Knight Co. is widely distributed.
. In addition to the preferred stock and common stock outstanding,
the company, after it was ,reorganized in 1926 sued bonds $1,750,-
000, of which $1,148,500 are still outstanding. The indentures secur.
ing the bonds provides for an annual sinking fund of $76,000.

The company at the present time employs approximately 1,200
people, does business in every State in the Union, and, has a small
factory in Shanghai, China, and branches in Canada, England,
India, and dealer representations in oth- countries of the world.

The company had a very prosperous period through its entire
existence up to and including the year. 1919. To that time the com-
pony distributed large amounts in dividends yearly .. " .
. During the World War our company had largo contracts with the
United States Government for the manufactuing of war materials,
such as scabbards, gun slings holsters, and many other artices. At
the request of the United States Governmen, we expended. large
sumsof money during the war yeam in the erection of buildings and
the purchase of large quantities of leather and other'suppliesfatr
production of, war materials. Immediately after thecl6e of the
war we had 'a plant capacity far in excess 6f our needs, #%nd a large;
inventory of leather and supplies purchased primarily for war
purpose eI

At the end of the year 1918 wa had an inventory valued at $11,001,.
661.98 and were indebted to banks and other parties for borrowed
funds in the amount of $6,148,500. During 1919 we did not suffer
financial losses, but during 1920 and 1921 heavy losses were sustained
due in .part to reduced sales volume, but mainly to receding prices
on raw materials, most of Vhikh were purchased during he war
period. In these 2 years our losses were, 1920, $21,785,000; 1921,
$4,85,000; a total of $7,650,000.
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Our deficit, at the end 'of 1921 'wa $3 ,56'7,000.- Dividends were
paid during 1920 but early in,1921 dividend*, after one payment,,
were discontinued on the common stock, and onlyithree quarterly
divideiends were paid on the preferred. No dividends have bieSn paid
on the common stock since 1024..'A' portion of, the 1921, dividends
were paid in scrip. ." ' -

-During the years 1922 to 1925 inclusive, the company earned about
$025,000, and these profits, together with the sash realized by a reduc-
tion in inventories, was used to liquidate the company's indebtedness.
,, In 1927 the company succeeded 'in .putting a bond issue, the pro.
coeds of which were used to pay off bank loans. ,. - i

Senator Kixo (interposing).- May I interrupt you at, this point,
Mr. Wilson? Had you redeemed the first' issue of bonds, the
$700,000? " . . . . ..

Mr. Wus x. This is the same issae that I am referring to. 'They
were issued in 1927.Senator'Kw~o. I see. .-

Mr. Wr rox. The terms of the -indenture 'Were very- strict aid
rigid. Ilpt that indenture we agreed at all times to maiuitait' a certain
amount of net tangible assets. These terms, we wete told, wore neces.
ary-in order, to sel the bonds. At the present time we are in tehni-
cal default on these bonds, because of this particular section, in the
amount of $370,000. We have been advised by our counsel that'it
would be illegal for ug to pay any dividends on any stock as long
as we are in default on our mortgage indenture. '
. Because of the terms of the mortgage indenture, the company can-
notpay dividends, Ps its earnings ere required to meet the sinking
fundand other provisions of the mortgage, yet wider section 15 the
tax on its earning is At the rate of 22 percentt. Uuder the ps';nt
law the tax would be at the rate of 15 percent or less, and this in-
crease of 50 percent on the present tax is a further burden on A, or-
poration:which'is trying to keep going ahead, - believe Also that
this sech ." houl'd be further clarified 'so that Oraton &,Knight
Co. and other co-.,orations in miliar situations *ould be' sure to
obtain relief under the section. - - , ' . .' ' I

Our bond indet ure does not specifically rtate that we shall not pay
diVidends but does state that our assets shall Ni miaintaind at a cer-
tain fixed' amount as long',s tnv bonds'remain outstsinding and un-
piid. This provisio prevents the payment of dividends.' A failure
in the payment of'si nIkng fundi wold toristitute k default under
the terms of the mortgage, and the rights of all'stockolder 'would
be in jeopardy. ,' of 'okldrs.wou, d

Seiiator XxioJ Hae ydu rnaintelhed your sinking fund si04 thebondire t ;" ' ... "" .. ', " -=: . . ,. . : ., I . ..

Our company is one whos_ earnings are seriously afrected-by nar-
ket prices 6f '*wa materials hnamly, hides.. During the post' 10
years lwe have soon -tan0 vy' violentl fhichiatiobs ii Ithe jprice 'of
hides. Out' invehtbies.have awplw been' taken on the bas. of t6St'
o ti-eket,whichewei Is lower, and de to theA0'wjdd fluctnatibri§ of
high jbrleeo, out inventr ' osses in thei p&'t have bwnri : thr'
bsiss of o6r: tii es4nt 'iAventory'A" dferenee of 4lcent ae 1 omid ont
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hide prices is equivalent to approximately $140,000 on our total inven-
tory, which at present is approximately $3,000,000.

senator KiNo. You mean the personal property amounts to
$3 O0000 1

r. W ~oN. That is the inventory itself.
Senator KiNo. All of your assets!
Mr. WAeow. No, sir; all of the inventory, including hides and

leather in the process of tanning. I might say, that is, on the first
of the year the price of steer hides was 14% cents; today it is 13
,e zts. That reduction has wiped out practically all of our earnings
for theyear 1935.

The CtHAIMAN. You cannot hedge?
,Mr, Wiuiow. It is rather risky.
The CUsrnAAN. You do not practice it.
Mr. WvLoN. We do not. ;

* We have had'the unfortunate experience of having, hide prices
drop very suddenly at the end of the year, which has resulted in
large inventory losses for us, compelling us to show losses for: the
1 year, and largo profits. for the succeeding year, simply because
we have had to price our inventories on the basis of cost or market
whichever was lower. In the year 1932, because of this condition
we showed a loss of $23,000, whereas in 1933 our profits amounted
to -4W1,000.. A large part of the profit in 1933 was due to the
increase in hide prices. f

The CumtUAN. What was it last year; did it show -a profit or
loss

y Mr. -mwILI.LAs-t year we showed a profit of about $211,000.
The CHAmMAN. What was it in 19341
Mr. Wlsow. As I remember, we lost about $200,000 in the year

1934. . . .. .. :
Senator KiNo. And in 1935?
Mr. Wi sox. We made, about $211M0, after setting up a reserve

for taxes of about'$40,000.,
,The CHAIRMAN. It has been the character of your b-sil.cS to

fluctuate from one year to another?
41r. VumsoN Yes, sir.
Senator KINo. ., it your position it is your problem to build up

yQur reserve rather, than pay dividends#
Mr. Wuson. Yes, sir,

enator Kiwo. &6.ht any tax levied upon thab reserve or surplus
is especially injurious in your opinion?
-* Mlr. Wiow. We believe' so,

_emator Kxo.,And.if.yod bad a deficit you would be in greater
default with respect to the obligations on your.bowdsl
',Ur. Wzt.oEs..Ye, air.

Senator, KiJio. You might even be forced into bankruptcy, any

0 Mr, Wiso.w., Yes. WVe felt We were faced With such a conditioning1932.
. Soator O NA'., But in such a ,year.you would not have any

j,,Mr. W Zas. Jlut we could not build, up our reserve.-
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Senator CoNNALLY., But you would not have a reserve where you
had a deficit? I , I ..

•Mr, WiLsoN. Foi the preceding year.
Senator CONNALLY. Tlhis only deals with current income.
Mr. WILSON. But if our reserves are exhausted,*e feel we must

build them up in order to take care of future contingencies.
The CIxIRMAw. Do you feel you should take care of all of them

out of your net earning I
Mr. WILsoN; No, sir. ..

- The CHAMMAN. About what'percentage do you set aside when you
are making a profit?

Mr. WILsoN. We have never carried out any consistent policy of
setting up a specified amount, but j would say about 50 percent,
depending upon the size of our earmipgs. .... , j ,

The CHAIRMAN. You would not pay much more tax under this
bill on a'0-percent reserve than under the present law, would you?

Mr. WisoN. My interpretation is we would pay 35 percent, if
we did not get any relief...

The CHAIm AN. If the reserve is 80 percent, you would only pay
15 percent, would you not-never mind, I do not want to go ro
all of that.wa g

Mr. Wusox. The existing income-tax laws, which do not- allow
ts to carry over losses, appli them against the profits of suc-
ceeding years, creates a hardship on the company. Increases or
decreases in our inventory values do not create actual- profits or
losses. Profits or losses on book inventor' values are book profits
or losses only. Actual profits or losses accrue to the company only
when the inventory is full fabricated and sold. .

Due to the nature of our business, our inventory turnover is
small, and to a certain extent it is impossible to avoid suffering great
losses when hide prices recede.

Due to the losses which this company has suffered since 1920, due
to the depression and other causes, amounting to $1,259,000, our
working capital has been impaired. We believe the* only possible
way to get working capital to carry on will bd through earnings.

During the 10 years referred to, 1926 to 1935, inclusive, with
deficits or losses amounting to $1IP9,000, it is interesting to note
that our city, State, and Federal taxes for the same period of years
amounted to $880,36.

Senator. KiNo. You have to pay that amount of, taxes in that
time I

Mr. WILsoN. In those 10 years, sir. The first part froii 1026
to 1929, our profits ,were $990,000, and from 1930 to 1935, inclusive,
our losses were $2,249,000.

Thu management of this company adopted at the very beginning
of the depression a policy of releasing no employee who has depend-
ents, unless absolutely necessary. While the employees' hou's were
reduced, all of our employees through the entire depresion had an
income, though it was a reduced one. Our plan of curtailment dur-
ing the depression was, first, the elimination of the preferred divi-
dends; second, the reduction of executive salaries; third, the reduc-
tion of office salaries, and, fourth, the reduction of wages. Our
executives' salaries were cut from 35 to 60 percent, our office em-
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ployees and sales employees, 40 percent, and the factory wages, 20
percent. Our company subscribed whole-heartedly to the program
of the N. R. A. and lived up to absolutely every agreement of our
code. We-have absolutely'made no wage cuts of any nature what.
soever since the codes were discontinued. The wages of our 'factory
employees hAve been restored 100 percent the alary cuts of our
office employees have been restored 50 to 70 percent, and the cuts
in the executives' salaries have been restored approximately 50
percent. If it had not been for our attitude (luring the dopiession,
our financial condition at the present time might have been better.
With our present situation I doubt very much if we could do this
again if we had another emergency like the depression.
; Due to the inventory losses, which we may have in the future, and
to the terms of our bond indenture and to our shortage of working
capital, the proposed tax on undistributed 'earnings of corporations
will prove a serious hardship to us. A 22 percent tax on undis-
tributed income as compared with the present approximately 15 per-
cent would increase the tax payable to the GovernmeAt 60 percent,
as stated. -We believe that such a tax would be extremely unfair
to us.

Furthermore, in the event of an expansion of business Whereby
the company will have increased inventories and accounts receivable,
the company will require all its earnings in order to have sufficient
working capital to operate.

Du to the condition which the Graton & Knight Co. is in, the net
earnings will be needed for working capital ISuch working capital
will not be in the form of cash, but in new equipment., inventories, and
accounts receivable. The corl)oration rdoes not have shy excess cash
and has no investments in securities which can be turned into cash,
and is not in a position to make a cash distribution to the stockholders.
The money is needed in the business.

While f represent Graton & Ktjight Co. alone, yet I believe there
are another corporations in a similar position to the Graton &Kni ht Co. - i " ... .. . T

Ie realize that the Government must have income, and one of the,

principal sources of revenue is the taxation of income of corporations.
However, I believe that the Oraton & Knight Co. and other companies
similarly situated should not have any increase in the rate of tax
under these circumstances. Unless we work -ut from under this
default our tax rate would immediately step up to 42 percent; if we
do get relief under the law, our rate would be 221 percent, and even
at that I doubt very much if we would be in-s p6itionlto resuinc
dividends. '

Senator WAtSi. You are not paying preferred dividends?
Aft. Wriowo., No, sir.
Senator WALI. Since what timeI
Mr. lNixsoii. 1931.
Senator VAtsn. And you are not paying anydividends on common

stock since when?
-Air. WrwoN. 1921.
• Senator WAlsr. Are you meeting interest on your bonded obli.

gations.
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Mr. Wi.moN. Yes, sir.'
Senator WAuH. About how much a year is that I
MAr. WSoN. About $65,000 a year..
Senator Wazw. Did you sayhow many employees you had?
Mr. WRox. About 1,200. ,, 1! ,
Senator Br~ox. You said you had not reduced wages since N. R. A. I
Mr. WUsow. That is right. : ,
Senator BAcx. Do your employee still work the swme hours?
Mr. lVaso. No, sir. Luring 1933, in the middle of 1933, when the

N. R. A. became effective, our business improved to the point where we
could work our employees 40 hours. At the present time they are
working about 86 hours.

Senator BIAK., I mean the number of hours per day; how much
were the hours per day under N.B A.?MrI, Wx o F,' it hours a da nd5dyawek

Mar. BLuN. A ou y and days a week.
Senator BLox. Tu still work them 8,hours a day
Mr. WiLkox. When ye have the buuhness!
SenatorULr. You have not increased the number of hours?

r. lVuoy. No sir; unless we have an unusual situation-
&Snator BLACK. You mean only in exceptional cases?
Mr. Wnuso?. Yee sir.
Senator BLACK.Are your employees organized?
Mr. Wiuso. Not that we know of.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke of undue hardship due to the terms of

your bond indenture. We will look into that phase. As expressing
the views of one member of this committee, I think the provision as
to contracts made before March 3 and consummated, we should change
that, because if anybody has made a contract has incurred anobli-
gation, before Malch 8, whether consuinmate or not, if there were
negotiations at that time, it ought to apply.

Senator KINo. If the obligation is incurred the liability wouldreult under. the oontrct.-'
What was th beginning of the dull period in your company ?
Mr. WmsoN. We noticed a falling off in business in the summer of1929. ,
Senator KIzo. You had 6 dull years ?
Mr. WnsoN. With the exception of 1988, when we did enjoy some-

what better bushiess.
Senator Kio, Prior to 19Mwas yonr company indebted; did it

owe any money?
Mr. WiLson. Yes, sir; previous to .1918, no.'
Senator.Kimum 1929.
Mr. WroN. Yes, sir; we were in debt. Our bond issue was dated

March ,19W. -- . .
Senator KNe. You ran a loss of $2,000,000. during the, 5-year

period- is that correct? .
Mr. WiLoN Yes sir.
-Senator KIrxo,9'ow did you take care of thatt. Did you issue

more bonds, or do you still owe the money? ,
Mr. Wmxsow. No, sir. We have met our sinking-(und requirements

e very year.. ,We have reduced ,our!.inventories, redced. our working
capital, and used the money to meet these debts and also to take care
of our deficits. We have spent little or nothing on now equipment.
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Senator Kixow. Do you know of any way that a business concern
can establish a credit other than through a reserve and paying its bills
when die.

Mr. Wirso. Having a reserve-not unless we have good earnings
every year ane we are in a position where banks might be willing to
loan us money. I

Mr. Chairman, I would like to add a further thought. I believe
that my limited contact with the Federal;income-tax law since we
have had that law indicates that while it may be imperfect in some
respects, still we hve had that law for a great many years, and it
seems to have been more or less perfected, and it seems to me rather,
perhaps, too bad to pass that law up and substitute one that we do
not 'know what it will produce. I would like to recommend the
thought to the committee that we take the present tax law as it applies
to corporations and individuals, leave the law as it is, and add a per-
centage to the tax paid by every corporation and individual in order
to help the Government over the present crisis.

Senator Kixo. What do you think of my suggestion that-of in-
creasing the corporate tax up to 18 percent on incotne over $40,000
and then increasing the income tax upon the individuals, the normal
tax, from 4 percent to 5 percent, and then a gradual increase in the
surtax, particularly reaching those incomes of.from $20,000 to $50,000,
and then on up into the higher brackets, and raise about W$0,000,000
in that way, and maintain the present tax structure? I I

Mr. WILSON. I am not in a position to discuss the surtaxes or the
higher brackets, but, as a businessman, :I believe the' businessman
today would favor an increased tax rate.. I, believe that the indi-
vidual paying the normal tax also should have his tax raised. I
believe the tax should be passed along to everyone. Incidentally,
I believe that if Congress would give the businessman encouragement
of that sort and other encouragement, that thi businessman would
be willing and ready to go ahead and that business conditions would
improve through an increase of the tax rate. I believe that the busi-
nessman should be assured that ConKress pledge itself to operate or
to conduct itself as economically as it possibly can in the wise ex-
penditure of money as I believe you will get the cooperation of the
businessman.' I believe the businessman today feels Congress is
antagonistic to him, and I believe the majority of businessmen in this
country are just as loyal citizens of the United States as any other
class of citizens. I

Senator WAsAE Will the experts inform us how much increase
there will have to Le in order to meet the amount of money required
under the bill; what would be the increase in the rate oi corpora-
tion tax?

Mr. Kzwr. If the increased amount wete gotten under the cor-
porate banks, it is estimated it would have to be about 25 percent;
that is, an increase of about I01/ percent in the present rate... There
would be about $60,000,000 additional revenue for each 1 percent
increase in the corporate rate. I do not have the details with respect
to the increases in the ;ndividual rate.

Senator WA.an. I do not think you understand my question. You
want to raise $800,000,000?

Mr. KsENT. Yes.
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Senator WAisH. And you want to rai,e it by levying a certain per-
centage of increase in, the amount of tax being paid by corporations
under the existing law; what would that percentage have tobe on the
average t

Mr. KxxT. It would be between 26 and 30 percent, Senator. -At the
present time the estimates for 1936, under the present law, were about

1,100,000,000 from corporate taxes and about an equal amount from
taxes on individual incomes. Now, to increase that by $800,000,000
would mean between 25 and 80 percent.

Senator WaSmu. So you would have to announce tor the taxpayers
that their taxes would ao increased 25 to 30 percent?

Mr. KENT. Ye.
Senator BLACK. Doyou believe, Mr..Wilson, that profits derived

by a person through his interest in a corporation's stock should be
subject to any higher or lower rate of taxation than the profit derived
from any other line of business?

Mr. WiLsox. I am afraid I do not quite understand.
Senator BLACK. I will asV you in another way. An individual or

partnership can make a profit on trading in various ways, or an
individual can buy stock in a corporation and depend upon profit in
the stock of the corporation, Do you believe it fair that the rate he
pays on his profit on the corporation's stock should be the same as
the rate he pays on the profit he receives from other lines of business
endeavor?

Mr. Wxaox. My offhand answer would be "yes,"
Senator BLACK. If there is a system, whatever the system is, that

makes some individual pay more on his profits derived from a cor-
poration's stock than he does from other profit, and makes other
individuals pay less on their profits derived from corporation's stock
than is paid on profits derived from any other industry, that should
be changed, should it not I

Mr. WUsoN. I think so, without knowing all the conditions-
Mr. BLACK."Tho only condition I am speakiiig of is, a man may

make a profit in several types of endeavor, trading as an individual,
from a profession, from any 11ne of business activity, including an
investment in a corporation, or an investment in real estate as an
individual. Now, as a matter of fairness, no system should be per-
ittel to stand, should it, if it gives certain individuals an excep-

tional rate by reason of their investment in a corporation and a
much higher rate on income from individual investment; that should
not be allowed to continue?
Mr. WiLsow. I do not think-so.
Senator BL,%CK. It is wholly unjust and contrary to everything

we believe equitable, is it not?
Mr. WsoN. I think so. •
The C0AIMAN. Thank you, Mir. Wilson. The next witness is

Air. R. C. Fulbright.

STATEMENT OF R. C. FULBRIGHT, REPRESENTING THE
SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION

The CHAIRMAN. You represent the Southern Pine Association,
Mr. Fulbright I

Mr. FuLBioirr. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Can you finish in 20 minutes?
Mr. FuLBunOUT. I wish to go into some phases of the estimates

here.
The CHAIRMAw. Try to get through as briefly as you can.
Mr. FUUML1orT. Beforegoing into the presentation for the South-

er Pine Association I want to take a minute to mention one other
matter, and that refers to the amendment made in section 115 (c)
at page 108 of the committee print, part I, of the hill before you.
That section deals with distributions by corporations in liquidation.
It has been very widely changed by tie House upon recommenda-
tion of the Treasury Department so as to provide that where there
is com plete liquidation of a corporation the amounts received will
have the benefit of the provisions of the capital, gains and losses,
section 117-a. That has been the law previous to 1934, but in 1034
this section was changed so as to eliminate corporate liquidation
from the capital gains and losses provision. Now, it was so left in
1934 that it constitutes a-trap in some cases to unwary taxpayers to
fall into it. In other words, if a corporation liquidated aid dis-
tributed its properties to its stockholders, the stockholders did not
get the benefit of section 117 with respect to catpital gains, whereas
if the corporation sold its stock to another corporation and that other
corporation liquidated it to its stockholders, they got the benefit, and
they could liquidate without any profit.

I'e have had some correspondence from people in the chairman's
State and in Louisiana who got caught in that, and the only thing we
ask is that the pro ;ision be made retroactive to December 31, 1934,
where there are cases where companies were caught in that trap last
year.

Senator KiNo. Some have paid their taxes after having been
cAught in the trap. - -

Mr. FULBTIOJIT. It should be made retroactive to 1934, because it
has been an unjust situation and is so recognized.

Senator KINo. If some have already paid we will no doubt have
legitimate and equitable demands from those who have paid.elr., FULBRIGHr. I thinir so. I

I wish to state that the Southern Pine Association represents the

softwood industry of the South; we have numerous small corpora-
tions, a few fair-sized corporations and we also have numerous part-
nerships in our industry. The Southern Pine- Association has not
had an opportunity to pas upon the provisions of this bill, but prior
to its annual meeting on March 30 there *as released from Wshing-
ton the first report of the subcommittee of the Committee On Ways
9ndMeans-"

Senator KINo. What percent of the lumber business of the South,
the pine business of the South, is'embraed in your organization,
10 20i 50, or'100 I

Vr. FULMIOT. I should say about 50 percent. * There are numer-
ous small mills and we cannot very well keep track of all of them;
they move from place to place.

In that proposal ther- was also 'a proposal to tax distributions
from reserve-

iOe CHAIRMAN. Just confine yourself to this bill, Mr. Fulbright.
Mr. FuLuidiirr. The association considered the proposal which has

been eliminated by the House. I shall not discuss it.
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With regard to the general scheme of taxing undistributed -net
income, it waa fully realized that while it would result in reducing
taxes to there, they went on record as not approving the generaI
prin*.iple involved in the bill. I

Now, much of the coniu ent that I make on this bill will not be
matters whic-h have been passed on by theoawociation, but I have been
engaged in the law practice and in handling tax matters for 25 years
or more, and I have listened with great interest to the presentations
that have been made, and I wish to say at the outset that I do not
believe there is any class of taxpayers today in this country that is
demanding a tax education. Personally, I do not think this is the
time for tax reductions. I believe we have necessarily had to undergo
expenditures that make it necessary that we raise more revenue, and
before I conclude I shall make some suggestions along that line, if I

1t ut the more I have studied the estimates that have been presented
to the Wa ya and Means Committee and to this committee, the more
I am convinced they will not raise the revenue it is thought will be
produced.

I wish to make some observations for the benefit of this committee
along those lines.

Now, of course, corporate returns do not show to whom dividends
are paid; likewise, individual income-tax returns do not show the
corporation from which dividends 4re received. . It is a very difficult
matter from the data available to make any complete study of the
.subjet, as the representatives of the Treasury have told you; but
even if they could get complete data, from what corporations they
came and to what individuals they were paid, it would still not throw
much light on the question as to- what individual taxpayers will
receive the dividends which will be forced out of the corporations by
the now legislation. It is not correct to assume that the same persons
who return as income dividends from corporations under the present
tax system will be the recipients of tho additional dividendsh for the
reason that in 4 large percentage of the cases the additional dividends
will go to individuals who do sot hold any substantial amount of
stock in corporations now paying dividends.

Senator ixa. And under the present law will be exempt from the
payment of taxes? .. .

Mr. Fuimuowr. Yes, sir. .
We can compute what revenue will be lost, but we can only specu-

late as to what will be obtained. The Treasury experts esiimate a
loss of $1,132,000,000. This is app oxiinately percent of the esti-
mated corporate income for 1936 and is bas d upon the assumption
that the entire corporate income will be distributed under the new
law. Of course, this is not correct, because, as the Treasury points
out, a substantial part of the income may be retained at a much less
rate of tax than is now paid..ern

The CAIA1R1Aw. Do those figures include the 15-percent taxI
Mr. FUmsommT. They estimate a total of 16 percent; that is, the

15 percent plus the guesswork taxes called excess-profits taxes. ,
However, assuming that all of the corporate net income will be

distributed, we-must also assume that practically all of it will pay
.4 percent, which will leave a net loss of $844,000,000 to be compen-
sated by surtaxes paid by individuals -under the existing schedules.
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In the case of corporations with small income it is admitted by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue that perhaps the majority of such
corporations and a majority of the individual stockholders thereof
will reap the benefit of a lower tax burden than they now sustain.
According to the statistics for 1933, the latest year available to the
public, approxinvately 15 percent of the corporate net income returned
is roceive by corporations having less than $50,000 net income. AB
to these it may be said that there will generally be a substantial
reduction in the combined revenue to be received from such corpo.
rations and their stockholders. In other words, none of the deficit
will be made up from this class, but rather will the deficit of $844,-
000,000 be increased by the opportunities which are available to
closely held corporations to very greatly reduce the total tax burden
of the companies and their owners.

By far the most important group of corporations frn the staid.
point of tax revenue is the class returning a net income of $5,W00,000
or more per year. In 1933 this class returned more thin 30 Vercent
of all corporate net income returned. This percenta.* as well as
that of the corporations having less than $50,000 ineome, is rather
closely in line wii:h the percentages for these class as shown by
statistics for former years. If this enormous los is to be made up,
it is obvious thpt we should expect that a considerable part of it
should come from the class of corporations having taxable net in-
come of $5,000,000 or more per year, particularly since they are by
far the most important class.

An analysis of this class of corporations will disclose that the
Government will not likely make up any part of the deficit from
them and their stockholders. The reason for this is that most of the
very large corporations have already built up reserves to conduct
their business and follow the habitual policy of distributing nearly
all of their net income from year to year. We have made an analysis
of certain available data for the year 1933 and have used this because
it is the latest year for -which the revenue statistics are available. It
will be noticed that in the presentation of the Commissioner before
the" House Ways and Means Committee actual figures were given
only for 1933 and prior yeas. Round estimates were given for
1934 and subsequent years. In 1933, according to the report of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue there were 69 corporations returning
a net income of $6,000,000 or over and the aggregate taxable net
income returned by this class was $903,781,000, which constituted
30.29 per,'ent of the taxable net income returned by all corporations.

(Var analysis shows that instead of obtaining additional revenue
fr~m this class of corporations under the proposed bill there will be
in fact an added deficit.

Senator KiNo. If the 69 corporations whose net income '.xce'-ded
$5,000,000 constituted only 30 perent-

XMr. Futaxioirr. Of the total income.
Senator KiN. And the total is 1,000,000,000 plus-
Mr. FUUIRIO GT. Yes.

Senator KNo. It would seem to me there was an hiatus there some-
where.

Mr. FulunmowT. There are 69 corporations making returns of over
$5,000,000. Their total return was $903,000,000. That constituted
30 percent of the total returned by all classes of corporations. We
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have examined the annual statements of corporations as published
by Poor's Compilations of Corporate Data and took all corporations
with incomes above $5,000,000, and we. selected 73 corporations.
There were more than tiat number, but by combining them where
we knew they would be consolidated we found there were "3. These
corporations represent, perhaps, an approximation of the group on
which the Bureau of Internal 1elvenue based its figures.

Senator Kiss. That would be after their income tax was paid,
their corporate tax,

Mr. Fuisam rr. Naturally, the distribution of the corporation
would be, Senator.

This does not include some $20,000,000 of stock dividends.
Naturally, the income from these 73 corporat ions would be expected

to be in excess of the taxable income figure reported by the J3urgau
of Internal Revenue. The range of net income, as shown in the
annual statements for these corporations, was from approximately
5 to 137 million dollars, and in the aggregate total $1,115,000,00 0.
In the year 1933, against this income, tliese corporations distributed
$929,006,000 in dividends, or a percentage distribution of 83 j
pevent of the total net income of the corporations.

'hree corporations out of this list paid no dividends at all in
f933, although in the, previous years of the depression they had
continued to pay dividends even though their earnings, their earning
statements, reflected deficits.

It is submitted that the figures for 1933 are not abnormal or out
of line with any previous years from wh;ch such a comparison might
be made for the reason that by 1933 many corporations had reduced
their dividend rates from previous higher rates which had applied in
1930, 1931, and 1932.
. Therefore, by taking the corporate distribution in dividend per-

centage of 831. percent and applying the schedules under the pro-
posed Revenue Act of 1936, it can be seen that a taxable rate of
slightly less than 5 percent would come into play. Five percent of
$1,115,000,000 would return to the Government only $55,7A,000 in
taxes. O coukte, under the, new law it can be assumed that the,
distribution of .$92,000,000,would be subject to added taxation in
the, forip of the, 4-percent normal, tax. Therefore, $37,160,000 in
additional revenue would arise from this source, or a grand total
of $92,907 000 of revenue which would come to the Government from
the 1030 Revenue Act, in its effect on corporations of net income
over $5,000,OQO, or approximately 40 percent less rev nme than would
be derived under the present rates.

The .CHAIRMAN. Pardon me Mr. Fulbright. I desire to announce
that tomorrow morning we will start the hearing at 9:30; we have a.
g-et number of witnesses.

1Mr. FuLBuomm. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for taking your time,
but I think this goes to the very heart of what We are doing here. The
question is: Are we going to get the revenue hoped for under this
bill

Now, we have verified these figures in other ways. We took al' cor-
porations from the manual, showing $10,000,000 or more of net incovie
over the period of the last 5 years, and we went back for each-of the
yea rs, In 1933 there were &8 of those corporations and they dis.
tibuted 88.4 percent of their earnings.
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I In 1935 there was a less percentage; there were 51 corporations last
year having reported earnings of more than $10,000,000, with a total
net earnings of $1,160,000,000, and they distributed $905,000,000, or
something over 78 recent.

Now, apply this bill to them and the average rate of tax would be
0"'a percent. You would have a loss of approximately 5 or 6 percent
on all of that class of the large corporations by the application of
the bill. It would amount to many millions of dollars.

In 1934 the distributions of the similar class of corporations was
8?'A percent. Back in 1931 and 1932 the corporations earning more
than $10,000,000 actually distributed more than they made. This was
for the reason that those corporations had built up reserves out of
which they could continue their dividend paying policies.

I took a group of companies which I knew were outstanding com.
panics, selected more or less at random. I took the total income and
total dividends for 5 years. Th" ose companies were the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., American Tobacco, Consolidated Edison,
Corn Products, General Electric, General Motors, Pacific Gas, Public
Service of New Jersey, Procter & Gamble, Reynolds Tobacco, Stand-
ard Brands, Union Pacific. They had a total income for the 5-year
period of $'2,552,000,000 and total dividend distributions of $2,637,-
00,000. There was not one of them that did not distribute more
thai 90 percent of its earnings for the period. I first had Interna-
tional Harvester included in that, but I took it out because I found,
for the 5-year period, the International Harvester Co. had only earned
$15,600,000 and had paid out over $54,000,000 in dividends. The
International Harvester Co. kept its plant going and kept its men in
employment out of what it bad built up prior to that time; but I left
it out of this calculation.

Senator KiNo. You found many companies that paid out.in divi.
dends more than their earnings?

Mr. FUIIGHT. Numerous companies. You will find they all are-
companies with general stock ownership. On the other hand, we
know there are companies that do not do that; they come into the
small class. How are you going to make up this deficit!

It is my opinion that the estimate'made by' the Treasury that
there will be 4 billion dollars corporate net income for the year
1936 which would not be distributed under existing law but- which
would be distributed under the proposed law, is so highly specu.
lative as to be of little or no value. This estimate is arrived at by
estimating the total statutory corporate net income for 1936 will
be $7,200,000,000 or more than double the actual income of corpora-
tions in 1933 which was $2,986,000,000. We may assume that this
estimate is about as good a guess as we can make at this time.
Personally, I am inchned to believe that it is about what is indi.
cated under the latest available business statistics.

The CHAIRMAN. I did not understand the Treasury said that
would be distributed, bt, that is the amount of undistributed in-
come; they did not say it was distributed.
. Mr. FULeaxOUT. I gathered that, and I may be in error; I cannot

keep up with all of their figures, Senator. That is more than double
the amount of income of corporations that had income in 1933. I
am not criticizing that estimate, but from the analysis we have been
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able to make of the reports up to date, there will certainly be a much
larger income this year than last year, unless something we do not
dream of now happens.

However, the assumption is made under existing law nearly $2,-
700,000000 will be paid in net cash dividends, whereas in 1933 the
actual Agures as to net cash dividends were $2 102 000 000. The net
cash dividends are arrived at by eliminating th1 aiviAends received
by corporations. It will be observed that while it is estimated that
the 1936 income will be considerably more than double that of 1933
on the other hand it is estimated that the net cash dividends paid wilf
only be about 28 percent more. In other words, while the net income
wi jump from $2,986,000,000 to $7,200,000,000, the net cash divi-
dends would ony be increased from $2,102,000,000 to $2,700,000,000.
'The statistics o dividend paynents by the large corporations, as
available from various statistial bureaus, indicate a much larger
proportion of income being paid out as dividends than revealed -by
the estimate of the Commissioner.
Now) taking the $7,2W,0W,000, -ve estimate in this clas of small

corporations, the less-than-50,000 class, they have about 15 percent
of the income, or $1,080,000,000. There will be an 8-percent lo6s, a
$84,800,000 loss. Applying the 1933 base to those of $5,000,000 or
over, constituting 70 percent of the income, there will be a loss of
$1 29,000,000, or a total loss of $214,000,000 to add to the $844,000 000,
making $1,058,000,000 to be made up out of the intervening ciass.
We do not think it can be done.

Senator BLcK. You mean all of the corporations under the new
law, as you have computed it, the Government will draw a smaller
amount f tax from them and their stockholders by the new bill
than by the old lawl

Mr. Fu . a0HT. I think that will be conceded, Senator.
Senator BLACK. And their stockholders and they would have to

pa a much smaller amount of tax?
ifr. Fuht~ieT.- Much' smaller.

Comparative statement ot fncome-tca burden user presaef and proposed

rerene acf, in case of corporvtlopw clths emall i co~me

(By R. C. Fulbright)

oFr a convenient comparison showing the effect of the proposals in H. R.
12395 six Ulustrations are given, in each of which it is assumed that the
corporation has %n adjusted net income of $20,000 and has three stockholders,
I. e., Smith, owting WO percent of the stock; Jones, owning 30 percent; and
Brown, owning 20 percent. It is also assumed that the personal exemptions
and deductions to which each stockholder should be entitled are exactly offset
by salaries and other Income.

In the first three illustrations (A, B, and C companies) the stockholders have
no other taxable income than the dividends received from the corporations;
whereas In the other three Illustrations (X. V, and Z companies', the st0ck-
holders have outsld taxable Income.

The A and X companies are situated so that they can afford to distribute
all of their earnlngf,. The B and Y companies cannot afford to distribute more
than half of their earnings, while the 0 and Z companies can afford to distribute
70 percent of thelt earnings. The statements show the change in the tax bur-
den under the proposed law and the discrimination which will arise against the
less fortunate rorporation,,
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I want to illustrate that by a table and data that has been passed
up to the mexmbors of the Committee. The first page is explanatory.
We have taken A, B, C companies and X, Y, Z companies, and have
2sumed each has an income of $20000, an adjusted net income, we
will say, of $20,000. I wish to call your attention to the different
assumptions. The first is that 100 percent of the i-come will be
distributed; the second assumption is that 60 percent will be dis-
tributed; and the third is that 70 percent will be distributed.

Now, under the p resent law the A company, distributed 100 per-,
cent of its dividends, and we assume here that the three stockholders
there, as the explanation shows, would have enough exemptions and
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deductions to take care of their outside income their salaries, and
so' forth. Under the present law that corporation would be taxed

2,840; only two of the individualswould pay any tax because they
would not get into the surtax brapkets--that is, the third individual
would not pay any tax. Under the proposed law the corporation
would pay no tax and the individuals would pay only $1,180.

You can see what the reduction is.
Now, then the B company, we will say, has to improve its plant.

Some of the lumber companies have said they. need money to fix up
the plant in order to roanufacture, a better quality of lumber than
they are now able to produce, or it may be indebted in such a way
it cannot follow* the amortization plan that I would like to refer
to if I had time. They have to retain 50 pent. You will notice
that corporation- and its stockholders are going to pay $3,940, or
more than three times as much as th6 fortunate corporation -that
did not have to hold its money to build up its plant or do anything
like that.

The third example illustrates that where a 80 percent reserve is
made and 70 percent of the income is distributed, there is actually
,some saving, as has been attested by the representatives of the Treas-
ury Department. But in that case I wish to call your attention, to the
fact that those corporations will be taxed very much more than the
partnerships in business doing the same amount of business and hav-
iDng the same net income....

There has been a lot of talk here about partnerships, and I want
to tell you about the partnerships. Business of a business of any
size is not conducted by partnerships. We have the statistics on
that. The Commissioner sent telegrams to all of the collectors in
order that he might have here for this hearing the number of part-
nership returns made last yeer. There were 205,432 of them; there
were only 80 thet had incomes of $500,000 or more. They vsed an
illustration of a partnership of $500,000 income. Those partnerships
were most likely professional partnerships; some of them may have
been lawyers; It has been a great time for the lawyers, you knoW.
Now, that is not all. Only 833 of the 205,000 had incomes of $100,000
or more, four-tenths of Ifpercent of them. But when you take the
little businesses, I tell'you that this bill makes it a lot harder on the
corporation than the partnership, and this exhibit proves it.

Senator BACK. I thought you said it reduces the little business'
taxes.

Mr. Fuzowon. It does, provided they can distribute the money.
Look at page 2. In the case of the company that has to hold half of
it, it shows an increase in taxes of 50 percent, and will tax it three
times is much as if it were a partnershipand threetimes as muh, as
the more. fortunate corporation which' does not have to hold! its
money. .

Now, on the third~page4 we have assumed that each of the stock.
holders had outside taxable income of $10,000, $4,000, and $4,000 ire-
speetively. Those are pretty good sizabletamounts in my country,
although they may 1?e pretty small up'here.i They rept*ent our best
people, duribusiness people down there, Whbre the , distribute: 100
percent of the income, the total taxes und&r the .present law wouldbe

3,820aiahd under theiproliosed lawithey would reduced to $Um80,
That tiy ,be nice',but those J*ple are.not denianding-thAt taxes bd

IEVENVS AOTg.,1936
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reduced now. All of this great mass of business concerns over'the
county, the meat'and bread line have any of thein been sending you
letters saying they want tax reduction at this time? Now, this Y
company, wefind the combined tax will be $5,710, or 64 percent more
than the tax of the one more fortunately sitiatad. ,

Senator BARKLUT. You say-they have independent income?
Mr. Futiznr. It is shown in the column under- outside taxable

inome, the $10,000 $86,000, and $4,000. .- ; - -
It also assumes that the ordinary exemption for the family and the

ordinary deductidnrs *ilU bq bffset by, the salary the man r~coives.
Now, the Treasury says it is so easy to get around that by having

them declare a dividend and then bring the money back- in as added
capital and points to the great privilege they have and the ease and
informality with which small corporations may do this., I'wonder
how much experience those representatives ever had in the actual
representation of corporations Under the laws of'some; of our States.
In my State of Texas, for example, before you can get authority to
inCrease your capital stock it has to be subscribed, 50 percent paid
in with money, or the equivalent of money, and checked by the sec-
retary of state before he 'ill 'grant authority to do it. If ]yoft are
going to issue stock'rights, you would get into something that is'not
recognized under our law, and preferred stock is not recognized.
You have to make a contract with all of the stockholders and they
will have to hire a lawyer. You are going to impose a lot of burdens
on the small corporations. First, to hire it lawyer, who wili have to
see how he is going to work out his capital structure every time a
dividend is declared, and then hire income-tax experts to see what
bracket he is going to get in.

As I stated at the outset, there are a lot of our :members who are
going to get reduced taxes. 'I sent out a questionnaire and have; 4ot
ten i few returns from it. I have noted a couple from the State of
the chairman. One of them estimated that rext yehr the-y are going
to make $60,000. , I I I 1 4 1 . I.

The C1ATUMA. Was that- a corporation I
Mr. FULBRWHT. Yes. They said they had a close corporation, and

they could pay that out and theripay it ack But thee are a lot

of Them that cannot do that 'Another one in in adjoining'couhty
gave anestlmateiof their debt; they -waited!to improve, the plant
and wold only have a smill'income. i,, hley do not ,*Ant tile prooe
tax. That one was indebted; the other one did not need any money
They were going along fine.

'Ihe" CfnTRRA ,'. How is it goingto be a burden, if the,-ai gii-en
special treatment' ... ' ,. ', " he,"ai
7 Mr. F Buotnm r; Ttig ake only given special treiterit-if they get
all 6f the 'stbckholders ty A (ree theywill distribute It arid 'pay it
back.,, That will work ill rifht in 1o s of cases, but sippo 6 stocks
holder dies and a Wnardiati i4 apIciulted to represent ninor thildt1n;
the court is hot ' ln to Jt him invert that knoney In a cotpbration
under the laws of'myrStato or youfs either. There are many cases
where it, eainot bedondn T -is fine ththeory but it will work'd61t by
causin trouble iri Vractleo. -Therr'ard hnanv'cs w luhre jthue ca
have a tivmendotA &duclion it taxe'; but,6n the other hand,) I do
nbt, believe thgy are exj)ecting f redu,Aion in tax6;s -., .... ' I i.,,
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Now, there is another provision that was in the recommendation
from the 'reasury but which was changed on the floor of the House.
T hey gave the corporation a VA-month period after the close of the
year to determine how much of the income it would distribute. In
the House they crossed that out.

The CXAMMAN., Do you not think that was a proper action?
Mr. FULMoRT. It they are going to get the money next year;

but the trouble is that there are many companies that have not the
remotest idea whet their net income is until they take inventory at
the end of the year, and then they are able to tell what they are going
to do.

Senator KMNo. According to the decline in their inventory or the
solvency of their debtors.

Mr. IULBRIOT. The gentleman who talked about hides showed
that where the price varied 2 or a cents he would be in a bad fix.

Senator CoNNALLY. In order to offset a decline in the value of
inventories that occurs after the first of the year in deterntining his
ability to pay taxes, the decline should be coincidental, with the
income?

Air. FuBmoHT. They would take the inventory at the beginning
of the year and at the end of the year, and until the latter one is
taken they have no way to tell what it is.

Senator B3ARKLEY. Do you not believe that any concern that is
i u pretty well knows what it has made in December of a year?

Mr. FULBaIGHT. In manufacturing lines, yes, sir; but in cotton,
with which I am forailiar, a cotton merchant does not know where
he is until he gets his inventory.

Senator rARKLT. We will take the year 1936. Now, he will take
that inventory aftor the 1st of January. He has up to the middle
of Maich to make out his income-tax report. Will he not have all
of that inventory information before he is required to make out his
incom6-tax report so as to offset his earnings?

Mr.'FULBRIOIIT. That is perfectly correct, but under the law now
they would have to determine what their distribution would be
before the close of the taxable year.

Senator BARKEuT. Not necessarily.
i. Fuwuaim. They would if they are going to get the benefit of

the sazhedule in the bill. They cannot get the benefit of it otherwise.
I want to say this in conlusion-pardon me, Senator, did you

have another questions
&Snator BAiKLzY. No.
M,'. F'uiamom-. I want to make this suggestion, gentlemen:i We had a *tax bill passed in 1918 that produced more revenue than

any special tax bill that was ever passed, We built up a bod of
regulAtions under it and a bodyof court decisions, and it was ait!
that .as the exces-profita tax. If a corporation made excess profitsupon its capital, it paid a substantial additional tax. I do not think
you will find a lot of business people hollering for it, but it will pro+
duce revenue. If we are going to have this doubling up of income,
kRW,. Q.OQO,O00 from these corporations, which the Treasury estimates,
and I have no reason to believe the Treasury is not correct, I believe
thitt w-) could by reenacting a tax on which we have the regulations,
cou't decisions, and administrative methods all worked out, we could
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get a very large amount of tax next year. I suggest that is an im-
portant thing for the actuaries to get busy on, rather than to launch
into such a speculative thing. The Treasur says, "'We are going to
lose $1,132,000,000"; now, where are we going to make it up They
point out the different ways in which they can keep from paying
income taxes, and believe me, they will be doing it. The lawyers and
tax experts will show them how they can do it, and to the extent they
can do it you are going to lack making up the $1 132,000,000, and
unless you can get a more accurate statement than those which have
been referred to, I do not think it is a good idea to embark on certain
ex eriments.

Senator BLACK. Under this proposed legislation we are not likely
to raise as much taxes as under existing law; is that your conten-
tionI

Mr. FuuuiuouT. I think we will raise as much, but I do not think
we will get any substantial increase.

Senator BLAcx. How much do you think it would beI
Mr. FuLBRionT. I have not been able to complete my estimates, but

those who pay 15 percent of the income, there will be a very large
loss, and for those who pay 30 percent, there will also be a large loss,
and in the intervening class there will 1e a gain. How much it will
be I have not been able to determine, as I have not completed my
computations.

Senator BLAcK. Have you examined what has been submitted by
the experts?

Mr. BARWLEY. I have seen everything they have offered, both in
the House and here. I can say I do not see where they are going
to get any $600,000,000 in addition to the loss of the $1 132 ,00,0.
They are going to lose $200,000,000 out of the A. T. & T.; they will
go scot free; they will not pay any tax, and the General Motors will
not pay any tax.

Senator B LAcK. How about the people who draw the dividends?
Mr. FLBRIOHT. Some members of my family have A. T. & T.

stock, that is, my wife's kinfolks. Some of them have a very small
income. It is not going to make a dime's difference to the Govern-
ment as far as they are concerned.

Senator BLAcL How about those in the higher brackets; will it
not iaise them into a still higher bracket?

Mr. Fmzrxoirrr. The A. T. & T. will pay just what they have
been-

Senator BLACK. I am talking about the stockholders of the A. T.
& T. -who draw dividends and who may be in one income-tax bracket,
and if they draw more, it puts them in another.

Mr. FuumaourT. May I illustrate-
Senator BLACK. Does it, or not?
Mr. FummroI. No sir.
Senator BLACK. It Aoes not affect them at allf
Mr. Ftiuotrr. Not unless they have income from another

corp oration.
Senator BLAcK. Suppose they have income from various corpora-

tions.
Mr. FuL&IOHT. May I answer the question in my own way,

Senator?
Senator BLAcK. Yes.

6854-30-O-
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Mr. FuBRiorrr. Here is a man who has $100,000 income to start
with. He gets $20,000 dividends from the A. T. & T. By virtue
of ths law being passed you force some other corporation to pay
dividends it did not pay before, and he gets more from them. That
is where the added revenue comes; it 13 not because of the A. T. & T.
All he pays is 4 percent normal on that, and the A. T. & T. gets
out of 16 percent, a net saving of 12 percent. But by forcing an-
other corporation to make distribution you get some money out of
that, and that is where we can make it up, but I do not see how we
will make it up.

Senator BLAcK. Are you an accountant?
AMr. FuLBImonT. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. Who assisted you in this?
Air. FuLumUoT. People in my office.
Senator BLACK. I am asking because your evidence is interesting.
Mr. FULm0HT. It has been worked up in my ofce; the junior

associate in my office is responsible for most of the figures.
Senator BLAcr. Are you a lawyer?
Mr. FUnRioGirr. We are, and some of us have had to learn some-

thing about accounting and statistics.
Senator CONNALLY. I know Mr. Fuibright is a very able and

capable lawy-er.
senator YAtRL.. There is a difference of 64 percent in two corpo-

rations with th~e same income.
Mr. FuL RIohr. It would be a great deal more than that; that is,

the combined tax the corporation and the stockholders. If one
corporation was in a position to distribute all of its income and its
stockholders did not have any other source of income, and the other
cor oration could only distribute half of it, in that case the one which
couVd not, distribute but half of it would pay more than three times
what the other paid.

Senator BARKEy. That would be a very great disadvantage.
Mr. FuLmaamrr. It is a great discrimination. This law will dis-

criminate against small corporations in favor of small partnerships,
because a partnership does not have to worry about whether or not
they will withhold part of it or improve its plant; but if the corpo-
ration withholds some to improve the plant, it is going to pay three
times as much as the partnership in the illustration I-give.

The point I am trying to make is in case of small taxpayers it
creates a tremendous inequality, and we have explained this to the
lumber men and it does not appeal to them as being a good policy.
I might say in my section we have many small oil- evelopment
companies that have to keep their money in the company in order
to keep going in competition with the great Standard companies,the Texas Co., and companies like that, and I can se it would be a
tremendous discrimination against companies of that sort.

Senator BLACK. Assume a corporation owes no money and has
a big surplus, and here is another corporation that owes money and
has no surplus.

Mr. FuLRIOHr. One, instead of paying 16 percent of its income
to the Government, will not pay anything; the other, instead of
paying 16 percent of its income, may have to pay anywhere from
17 up to 421, percent.
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Senator BLACK. Is it your view this bill works to the disadvanta-o
of all of the corporations in this country which do noc have b ig
surpluses?

Mr. FUItL- 1xOT. I think ultimately that would be the effect, Sena-
tor. It does not necessarily do it to start with, because you have to
take into consideration the position of the stockholders and whether
the stock is closely held and whether the stockholders would take
advantage of the loopholes.

Senator BL cx. One has a surplus and the other has to pay
earnin.

rMr. f-TLMoirr. But if one has only three stockholders and they
can declare the dividends and put them back into the corporation as
paid-in surplus, they would be on an equality, but if they have one
stockholder who keeps it, or a guardian is appointed, as I have
pointed out, they would have to have lawyers and it would not be
as Simple as you are led to believe.

Senator KINo. Have you some tables on the copartnership showing
the number and how it affects them I

Mr. Fuuluoirr. I do not have anything on that, except there were
some figures put into the record before the House Ways and Means
Committee at pa ge 428.

Senator KINo. "Would you call two or three farmers who work
to ether a copartnership.

Mr. FuviiaouT. Ye sir.
Senator KiNo. Has the Department so classified them!
Mr. FuLnBioirr. It follows the common-law concept. If it is a

joint-stock association it may be a partnership under State law, but
subject to taxation as a corporation. Many of our lumber companies
are copartnerships.

Senator KNo.. I wondered whether they classified in the copart-
nership column a couple of sheepmen who work together.

Mr. Futnuuonr. If the engaged in that business from year to
year they are a copartnership; if they expect to dispose of the sheep
the next year, it would be a joint venture.

Senator KINo. A couple of men who buy a grocery store and have
$%,000 of stock, what is that!

Mr. FuunuIoirr. A copartnership.
Senator KoNG. Have yau any figures showing the aggregate earn-

ings of partnerships measured by the gross earnings of all corpora-
tions?

Mr. FuLauonr. We do not have the comparative figures. The
figures I referred to are for 1935, and we did not have available the
other statistics. Those copartnerhips include engineering firms, law
firms, and service firms.

Senator KING. Not industrialists or manufacturers?
Mr. FULMaioirr. No, sir.
Mr. CHrars-N. We can give you the estimated corporate income

for 1935, and since the tax yield is running so close to the estimate,
it would indicate the estimate on income is exact enough for your.
purposes, and it would give you a basis for comparison.

Senator KINo. I had in mind the gross earnings of partnerships
and of all corporations.
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Mr. FuuuuI0sT. I doubt if there are a score of partnerships en.
gaged in business in this country where they will run over $100,000
a year. here are many law firms, ind things of that character
where they will run in excess of that. I was rather astonished to
note that only four-tenths of 1 percent of 200,000 partnerships ran
into that.

The CNAIRMAN. Was that reference you gave as to the earnings
in the hearings on this bill in the House?

Mr. FULBRIOIIT. On this bill; it was in the report.
Senator BLACK. Suppose a stockholder in a corporation makes

sufficient. income so that he is in the 65 percent brackets for the year
and the company declares a dividend, adding $10,000 to his income;
what percentage of that $10,000 would go to the Government for
taxes?

Mr. FuLBiUoirr. It would be in excess of 65 percent.
Senator BL,CK. In excess of 65 percent?
Mr. FULIiT. Yes, sir.
Senator BL-ACK. If he was in the 45-percent brackets, it would be

in excess of 45?
Mr. FuLBPaonrr. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. And if he was a stockholder down in the 4-percent

brackets, it would be somewhere in excess of 4 percent?
Mr. FULBRiOJIT. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Now, if he is paying under. the present corpora-

tion tax and that profit stays in the corporation the corporation
would pay 15 or 16_percent on profit, would it noti

Mr. YtJLMUU11T. Y es, sir.
Senator BLACK. Whether he would have to pay 4 percent or 65

percent or 72 percent; that is correct, is it not?
Mr. FULBRI1rr. That is correct.
Senator BLACK. So that in the actual operation of the payment of

tax on that profit it' fluctuates from nothing up to 72 percent, so far
as those dividends are concerned, as paid out to the taxpayer, divi-
dends from the corporate profits?

Mr. FuLBw or. Oh, yes.
Senator BLACK. Now, the individual earnings, the partnership

earnings, do not fluctuate in that way I
Mr. F mmoT. No, sir. Whether they distribute it or not, they

must return their proportion of the income of the enterprise.
Senator BLACK. So that in reality one of the issues here is whether

or not the disadvantages you have described, so far as the corpora-
tion is concerned, outweigh an effort to prevent such a wide fluctua-
tion in the amount of taxes paid on the profits whichgo from the
corporation, as compared with the profits that the individual gets
from other concerns?

Mr. FuLumoHTr. I do not deny there are inequalities, but that is
very rare, because business is generally run by corporations, and only
small enter rises are run as partnerships.

Senator BLAOK. Take yourself, as a lawyer.
Mr. FULBsMHT. I would get stuck with it.
Senator BLACK. You have to pay on the amount of the brackets

in which you happen to have your earnings?
Mr. FuLBEJomJ. That is correct.
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Senator BLACK. But if someone else invests in a corporation, even
though he may have a large income of several million dollars, which
would place him in the higher brackets, on the profit made on the
corporate stock he would be below the rate you would pay on your
income even though you are in the low bracketI

Mr. iFuLBRIORIT. But when he dies the Government will get theirs.
Senator BLACK. The Government may and it may not, If that

stays there for 5 or 6 years and they declare a dividend, or suppose
he sells it.

Mr. FumnLROHT. Then he pays profit on the increase in value.
Senator BLACK. A tax on the profit
Mr. FULBRIIHT. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. What percentage of profit?
Mr. FunBnoiir. If it comes in the capital net losses or gains, it

would be in the schedule which runs from 1 year to 10 years, and
scales from 30 to 90 percent.

Senator BLACK. And he formerly paid 12 percent?
Mr. FuLRiom.. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. We changed that by the most recent law.
Mr. FuLrmionr.. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You have read where one man who everbody

knew was very wealthy has paid no income tax at all, even tKough
the corporations through which he did business, many of them, made
profits, Mr. Miorgan; if dividends had been declared on the stocks
he had in various corporations, he would have had to pay an income
tax, would he not?

Mr. FULBRIoHT. Yes sir.
Senator BLACK. And the probability is if the dividends had been

declared these corporations would have had to pay far above what
the normal man would have to pay?

Mr. FULBRIORT. Yes.
Senator BLACK. And to that extent it is an unfair operation of the

present law I
Mr. FULBRIOHT. I know there are inequalities and I do not know

any formula that will get us away from all of them, but if you had
the excess profits tax Mr. Miorgan would pay a lot more.

Senator TBLrcK. You know that every effort we make to enact any
kind of tax law that reaches those gentlemen is difficult; there are
numerous holes and they always find them.

Mr. Fuuiowr. I said before this committee when the 1934 act
was up for discussion that a proper administration of a law like
section 351-

Senator BLACK. What is thatI
Mr. FuumuoHT. That is where they allow the gains to accumu-

late in a corporation beyond the needs of the business enterprise.
Senator BLAcz. That is 102, is it not ?
Mr. Fznzourr. One hundred and two is the personal holding

company, but 851 permits gains to accumulate where there is a
presumption they are needed for investment in the company such
as that.

Senator BLAox. It certainly is our duty to 'make an effort-we
know we cannot have a perfect tax law, but we should see that no
particular group is permitted to take edvantage of any kind of
device to pay smaller amounts of tax on their profits than others.
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Mr. Fusamroir. But here you do just the opposite.
Senator BLACK. I understand that is your construction.
Mr. FuLwusar. There is no question about the correctness of that

construction.
'You asked a question about the increase in the number of copart-

nerships. When the Commissioner was on the stand he stated that
in 1926 there were 295,000 partnerships and in 1935, 205,000; but
if he had gone back to 1925 he would have shown there were only
209,414 partnerships making returns in 1925, or approximately the
same as 1935. In 1918 there were only 150,000; in 1917, 75,000.

Senator BLACK. How many corporations in 19181
Mr. FuLniuosrr. About half as many as now.
Senator BLACK. As a matter of fact it is true the corporation has

been used as a device to keep froni paying as much tax as they would
have to pay doing business as a partnership or individual?

Mr. Fuusxoirr. That is the reason we enacted the sections I re-
ferred to-I may have to correct myself. I thought section 351-

Senator BLAcK. That is immaterial.
Senator KING. Is it rot a fact that individuals who have no pur-

pose to evade tax find that because of the change in partners and
other difficulties, it is advantageous to form corporations, because
in this country you can conduct your business more effectively and
economically and with less uncertainty through a corporation I

Mr. FuLBmorrr. Senator, if that were not so there would not be
any corporations, because they are the most vulnerable creatures to
taxation by States, requiring reports, inspections, and things of that
character. It is necessary where you have a large number of indi-
viduals interested in an enterprise to incorporate. When you have
six or eight partners, as in my firm, we have some pretty big argu.
ments, but when you get that in a business enterprise it breaks down
of its own weight.

Senator BLAcx. You can think of no reason why profits made
through an investment in a corporation should not le taxed just as
greatly as profits made by investment in real estate or professional
business or anything else?

Mr. F'Vrumonr. Oh, yes; there is.
Senator BL.ACK. What is it?
Mr. FULnRIOHT. It depends on the character of the business the

corporation is engaged in. If they are engaged in the same charac-
ter of enterprise, then you are correct.

Senator BLACK. There is no argument you can think of so far as
the corporate device is concerned-there is no reason you can think
of why profits received from a corporation as such should not bear
just as much of the burden of taxation as those received from any
other business?

Mr. FuL. soT. For example, this matter of surplus which was
discussed this morning; there is a lot of difference between additional
capital subscribed and piling up surplus. You cannot declare divi-
dends and impair capital, but you can cut down the surplus.

Senator Bi.AcK. Is there any reason, so far as our economic system
or governmental system is concerned, why profit made in investment
in a corporation should be subjected to either a smaller or greater
amount of tax burden than profits made by an individual or partner-
ship ?
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Mr. FuLmiioT. I would have to take into consideration all of the
factors.

Senator BLAciK. I am talking only about the corporation as such.
Is there anything sacred about a corporation?

Mr. FULDm nT. No.
Senator BLACK. Is there any reason why a person making a profit

out of a corporation, as such, should be subjected to a greater or
smaller tax than on profits made in some other way than by a cor-
poration V

Mr. FULBRIOJIT. I cannot answer that solely from the standpoint
of Federal taxation.

Senator BLACK. Any standpoint.
Mr. Fuv zloiT. If they are in the same enterprise the burdens

should be the same so far as Federal tax is concerned, but in the
State of Texas a partnership does not have to pay anything. You
have to take all o those disabilities into consideration.

Senator BLACK. I mean a corporation, as such, and because of
the fact it is a corpration.

Senator KiNo. The following witnesses will be here at 9:80 to-
morrow morning:

R. N. Denham S. A. Sweet, Arthur T. Davenport., James I. Don-
nelly, Smith F. Ferguson T. J. Priestley, Jr., Fred R. Fairchild,
J. W. Oliver, and John W. O'Leary.

The committee will stand adjourned until 9:30 tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 5:05 p. m., the committee adjourned until Satur-

day, May 2, 1936, at 9:80 a. m.)
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SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1938

UNrED STATES SENATE,
CoImirnFE ox FINANCE

lVathington, b. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment at 9: 80 a. in., Senate

Finance Committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Pat Har-
rison presiding.

Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,
Connally Bailey, Lonergan, Black, Gerry, Couzens, Keyes, La
Follette, Metcalf, and Capper.

The 61 Urn^N. The committee will be in order. Mr. Denham of
New York City. Is Mr. Denham here? Mr. Reginald L . Sweet.
Is Mr. Sweet here?

STATEMENT OF REOINALD L. SWEET, NEW YORK CITY,
TREASURER, SWEET-ORR & CO., INC.

The CHAIRMAN. You are Air. Reginald L. Sweet and you represent
the Sweet-Orr & Co., Inc.1

Mr. Swrr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What business are you engaged in?
Mr. SwELr. Manufacturers of overalls and work clothes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. Swwr. This is a report, gentlemen, written by Stanley A.

Sweet, president of Sweet-Orr & Co., with offices at 15 Union Square,
New York, to be read by myself, his brother. I am treasurer ro
that corporation. The company manufactures and sells overalls
and work clothing. We have factories at Newburgh, Wappingers
Falls, Port Jervis, N. Y.; and Philadelphia, Pottstown, Paradise,
Mohnton, Pa.; and Joilet, Ill.

Congress is now considering a revenue act containing several new
features which, in my judgment, should receive the most earnest and
serious c-)nsideration of your committee. I am not a lawyer nor a
tax expert, nor am I qualified to pass upon legislative matters. I
am a businessman and represent a concen-Sweet-Orr & Co., Inc.-
which has been in existence for 65 years. For more than one-half of
that time I have been actively associated with it. This company
of ours operates plants in different sections of the country, manu-
facturing overalls and work clothing, and has consistently employed
union labor. Long before the establishment of N. R. A. we adopted
a policy of dealing with our employees so that we have never had
a strike nor any serious labor disputes during the long period of our
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existence. We are regarded as pioneers in our attitude of fair,
progressive standards lor labor. I am sure that union officials, as
welfas the employees of our plants, will be glad to testify to these
facts.

All of these years have not been easy ones. There have been good,
but there have also been extremely bad ones. During the bad years
we have not closed up our plants and discharged our employees, thus
adding to the general distress, but have renewed our efforts and taken
on new courage because of the need ior protecting our workers and
holding the organization together. As I will later illustrate, the
cost of doing this has been substantial, but we have considered it
worth while.

We do not consider ourselves very different from the average self-
respecting business concern and we recognize that others also prosper
or suffer during the different business cycles which have passed and
undoubtedly will continue to pa', regardless of what human beings
may do. I come here in the interest of my com pany and in the
interest of the employees, whom I represent. I should like to present
my views as to why the proposed tax on undistributed earnings of
corporations is dangerous and possibly fatal to the average concern.
It is my understanding that the proposed revenue bill provides a
graduate,! tax, depending upon the amount of earnings distributed
to shareholders, and that such graduation will result in a much
lower tax as the rate of dividends increase. Thus the company which
can afford to pay the largest amount of dividends will pay the least
amount of taxes.

The dividend policy of our company has been a consistent one.
Our directors believe that they have always distributed annually the
maximum amount to its Ehareholders that the company could afford.
Our record will prove the soundness of this policy. I do not need to
hold a brief for our board. If we had distributed all our earnings
annually to shareholders, our business would have passed out of
existence long ago. Had we failed to provide adequate reserves in
the prosperous periods for the losing years which we know will
always occur, we could not &ive our employees steady work and
reasonable wages in the days when they need it most.

Possibly a brief review of our figures for the past 20 years will be
helpful in illustrating my point. During these 20 years the profits
of our company for 16 profitable years amounted to $"2,905,000. Out
of these earnings the company paid $2,233,000 of dividends.

Senator KaNG. What year was that I
Mr. SwrET. This is a period of 20 years, 16 of which were profitable

and 4 of which were unprofitable. In the 16 profitable years the
profits amounted to $2,905,000, and out of these earnings the com-
pany paid $2,233,000 dividends, leaving a balance of $672,000. Dkir-
ing this same 20-year period the company operated at a loss in 4
years to the extent of $1,277,000, so that shareholders were required
to contribute substantial sums from their capital to cover this deficit
of over half a million dollars, which resulted from the depressions
through which we have passed. That contribution of the stockhold-
ers, I might say consisted in a reorganization and reduction 6f the
capital stock and the forgiving of a rather large amount of dividends
which it accumulated. These figures may be presented to you in an-
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other manner. Our earnings during the profitable years of this pe-
riod amounted to $2,905,00, our net distribution to shareholders out
of these earnings amounted to $1,628,000 or 56 percent approximately.
The balance or 44 percent of our earnings was used to cover losses
in the same period and was spent to protect the business during the
depression years and to give labor steady employment and a living
wage during the dark days. The average annual dividend return to
our shareholders on this basis for the 20-year period is 34 percent
on the par value of our outstanding capital stock at the beginning of
the period. Our net tangible assets at October 31, 1929, stood at
$1,752,000 as shown by our books. Six years later, at the end of our
fiscal year on October 31, 1935 it amounted to $1,126,000, a reduction
of $626,000. If we do not restore some of this decrease we shall not
be able to lEve through the next. adverse business period.

We are now engaged in the difficult task of attempting to restore
the reserves which we need to cover our losses and to give us the
needed financial strength to enable our company to pass safely
through the next depression, which will come again as surely as day
follows night. We feel it our duty, not only to ourselves but to our
employees, to do this and we would be derelict in this duty if we
failed to do so. I should like to remind you that we have been in
business 65 years.

In these reconstruction years only a small proportion of our earn-
ings is available in cash, which is the only medium we can use to
pay dividends or taxes. Most of it is invested in higher inventories,
additions to plants, and so on. If a revenue bill is enacted which
would force us to distribute our earnings in order to avoid excessive
taxation it would thus be necessary to borrow larger amounts from
baiks, if the banks were willing to let us have the money for that
purpose, which I doubt very much. Following the years 1921 and
1929 we were required to recognize this, for we received loans frohl
banks only on condition that no dividends would be paid until work-
ing capital had been replenished to a substantial extent.

Should our company be required to accumulate its profits in the
form of cash so that all profits can be distributed by 'Way of divi-
dends, obviously we could not afford to buy new machinery and
equipment, build new plants and employ more labor, and create more
values as our part of the national economy. Nor could we have in
hand sufficient cash to pay the tax under the proposed revenue bill
if no dividends were paid, for the reason that the percentage of cash
available after a year is frequently considerably less than the tax
which is now being proposed for a concern of our size.

It is quite conceivable that if this legislation is passed, corpora-
tions will be forced in self-protection to pay out all earnings in
prosperous times in the hope that they could attract new capital
when adverse times recur and when new money is needed to
keep the business from bankruptcy or complete extinction. No sane
boaid of directors would ever take such ris for the reason that the
new capital cannot readily be obtained in difficult years, and then
possibly only at prohibitive cost and with prohibitive restrictions.
Then, too, there is the legal responsibility upon directors to declare
dividends only to the extent which is prudent after giving due con-
sideration to all factors.
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Quite. frequently we run into a year when heavy losses are suf-
fered, such as 1921, when our loss was $534,000, and in the period
from 1930 to 1932, when our losses totaled $743,000.

Senator KINo. Your losses in those 2 years exceeded your earnings
in 20 years?

Mr. SWTExr. In how many years, sir?
Senator KINo. They exceeded your earnings for how many years I

There was over a million-dollar loss there in those 2 years?
Mr. Swxrn. Yes.
Senator KINo. And your net earnings for the 20 years were, as I

remember, something like a million and six or seven hundred thou-
sand dollars.

Mr. Swv'r. Yes. When profitable periods again recur it is not
posible immediately to resume dividend payments. We must first
cure the deficit and restore working capital to adequate levels.
Under the proposed revenue bill, as I understand it, no adequate
allowance is made for a corporation which is undergoing the task
of recouping its losses and regaining a strong financial position to
ensure a continuation of the employment of labor and capital. In
fact, it is easy to calculate that following a year of heavy losses,
a business might become financially embarrassed by the mere fact
that it is earning a profit which it cannot pay out in dividends. For
example, in the year 1921 we lost $534,000; in the succeeding year
we started to earn a profit but could pay nothing in dividends.
Under the proposed revenue act, a heavy tax is imposed upon such
undistributed earnings which are used to restore lost capital, and
this tax becomes a current liability which must be paid in cash. If
we are to replace inventories and receivables which have been lost
and if we are to improve our plants so as to be able to continue
the employment of labor, and earn something on our capital, we
have not the cash on hand to pay the tax. Ve would be forced to
borrow it and I doubt very much if it were possible for the average
business concern with a history such as ours to secure the bank
credit necessary to pay the tax after a series of losing years.

On the whole, it strikes me that the proposed new revenue bill
places an unusually hard burden upon smaller concerns and those
which are not equipped with a surplus of working funds. I dare say
that this description will apply to the majority of business concerns
in this country. The larger companies and those already supplied
with comfortable working capital will then have a decided advantage
from a tax standpoint and naturally would use this advantage in
competition with smaller and struggling companies. It appears
to me that this must have been overlooked by those who drafted
the proposed measure.

In our business we are constantly experimenting with new ideas,
new processes, new markets, and new products.

Again I dare say that this condition undoubtedly exists in prac-
tically all other businesses. In fact, the new ideas of today often
become the backbone of our business tomorrow. When we fail in
our development work our days are numbered. This development
work requires the investment of cash and the tMking of risks. Ob-
viously when cash is invested in that fashion it is not available for
any other purpose, such as dividends. If the proposed new revenue
bill is enacted, we would have to materially curtail our develop-
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inent work because we would have to pay a penalty in order to have
sufficient resources to make experiments, whichif successful, mean
the employment of more labor and the creation of values which add
to the national economy. We would be required to run our business
so that all profits were available either for dividends or for the
payment of taxes. Thus, the progress of our industry and our com-
pany would suffer to the detriment of our workers and unquestion-
ably to the loss of the Nation because businesses such as ours are
the basis of the revenue producers that support the Nation.

During the past 3 years changing trends forced us to develop new
departments of business which have now become quite important to
us. These new departments required a very large additional invest-
mient upon wh ich we have not vet been able to pay dividends, but
which we confidently expect wilf produce a reasonable return before
long. Largely by reason of making these new investments we were
able to keep our employees working on virtually a full-time basis
since the time they began. That means through the worst period of
the depression.

I am quite sure that this could not have occurred if we had not
gone into such new ventures. The risk was considerable and the
investment heavy. We were willing to undertake both of these,
but the point I wish to emphasize is that if the proposed new revenue
bill had been in existence at the time we contemplated adding these
new departments, we should not have been able to proceed.

If we are competing against a concern which has a stronger work-
ing capital than ours, so that it can dispose of all its income by way
of dividends, while we cannot do so, we are unfairly placed in a
most disadvantageous competitive position. Is it the desire of the
Congress to add to the burdens of the smaller companies and pos-
sibly to shift a heavier burden of taxation upon them as compared
with the larger and stronger ones? I doubt this very much, yet this
is the only conclusion I can reach after reading the proposed new
revenue bill.

Again let me say that I am not a tax expert, nor do I feel qualified
to advise this committee as to the type of legislation which might be
adopted in place of the proposed measure. I am quite aware of the
fact that the Government must have rf-Nenue to carry on its activities
and that a very substantial part of such revenue must come from
business. I am further confident that business can and will pay its
proper share toward the support of Government, provided that such
portion is fairly determined and properly distributed. As far as my
company is concerned, we are ready to pay our part, but I wish to
protest with all the power at my command against the scheme for
doing so as outlined in the proposed new revenue measure.

In my judgment it is important that business should know at all
times thie amount of tax burden which it is required to pay in order
to figure costs and prices. This is not possible under the new meas-
ure. Would it not be more advisable to adopt a tax procedure
which would assess a fixed rate on the real earnings of a bisiiesst
To my mind, real earnings are not necessarily those shown for one
fiscal *period but rather what a business. can be said to earn on an
average yearly basis. If we lose $100,000 in I year and earn $100,000
in the second year, we are no better off at the end of the second
year than we were at the beginning of the first. If we are required
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to pay a tax on the earnings of the second year while securing no
deduction for the loss of the losing year, we are in fact worse ott
at the end of the 2-year period than we were at the beginning. On
an income-tax basis, we actually suffer under such circumstances.

It is unreasonable to suppse that a tax plan could be worked out
whereby a tax could be assessed on the earnings of a company over
an average period of not less than 3 years, such as is working so
successfullyy in Englandf Under such a plan, the losses of 1 year
are deducted from the profits of the others and a truer picture of
the earning power of an enterprise is presented. If such average
earnings were determined from year to year, a tax could be assessed
with more assurance that the particular business would be able to
pay it without danger and without placing it in an unfair position

ith its competitors. I am confident that such a procedure would
stabilize employment and it would undoubtedly increase it. We
would then have a true income tax indeed, and a businessman could
arrange his affairs so that the tax could be determined and paid
with more assurance and without the penalties and dangers present
in the existing law or those which are threatened in the proposed
hew revenue measure. I submit these thoughts to the committee
for their consideration in the hope that they may help toward the
solution of a most serious, far-reaching, and perplexing problem.

This report was signed by Stanley A. Sweet, president, Sweet-
Orr & Co.

The C AIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sweet. Mr. Denham:
has he come in yet? (No response.)

Mr. Davenport?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR T. DAVENPORT, NEW YORK CITY,
CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF COTTON GARMENT MANUFACTURERS

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Davenport.
Mr. DAvNrmoa'r. My name is Arthur T. D.%venport. I live at 303

Allen Avenue, Allenhiirst, N. J. I am general manager for Sweet-
Orr & Co., Inc., 15 Union Square, New York City, whose home office
is at Wappinge-s Falls, N. Y. and who operate factories in New
York State at Wappingers Falls Newburgh and Port Jervis, and
in Pennsylvania at Philadelphia. Pottstown, Paradise, and Mohnton,
and at Joliet. I11.

I am chairman of the tax committee International Association
of Garment Manufacturers, 40 Worth Street, New York City. I
am chairman of the tax committee Union-Made Garment Manufac-
turers' Association, 120 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.

Through the courtesy of your chairman may I be permitted to
have the secretary of the I. A. G. M., Mr. A. F. Allison, ko place
before you a brochure on processor-tax refunds outlining the vari-
ous points which we will bring up, and we would like to request that
this be written in the record as an introduction to our appearance in
behalf of our members.

The CHAIRMAN. That may go in the record.
Mr. DAITmIoR. Thank you very much.
(The brochure submitted by Mr. Davenport is as follows:)
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PROCESSION T.%x ItEV3NDS- HOPO~s AMENDMENTS TO It. R. 12395, TiTLt IV,
SEtrioN 002 (b) ..ND TrrLx 111, Src-nox 501 (d)

TAX OMMIt1 CW THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOJCIATION Or OARMSSNT UANLWIAOUr115S,
NEW YORK, N. Y., MAY 2, Wttt

The International Association of Garment Manufacturers, a voluntary, non-
Incorporated, national organization, founded In 190I, at Toledo, Ohio, repre-
sents manufacturers of men's ant boys' cotton garments, Including shirts,
collars, nightwear, underwear, pants, overalls, and other work and utility
garments, and women's cotton undergarments and idghtwear; member-em-
ployers In 42 States; 200,000 wage earners engaged in the Industry; the Inter-
national Association of Garment Makers' tax committee, appointed early in
1933, has served continuously since the processing tax was first under con.
sideration. Executive eilices, 40 Worth Street, New York, N. Y.

We submit:
1. That the cotton garment Industry and the Government shoulti not be further

burdeneA at this time with unnecessary and costly methods of securing pro0Cs-
sing-tax adjustments on inventories of January 6, 1933.

2. That all those taxpayers, exclusive of first processors, who pAid floor-stock
tax as of August 1, 1933, or, If retailers, as of September 1, 133, should be
offered the option of accepting a prompt refund on the exact amount of "loor-
stock tax thus paid, in lieu of and in full settlement for any claims that
otherwise would be computed on the basis of their inventories of January 8,
1938, as proposed in H. R. 12395.

. That the above proposal not only offers the one practical method for
quickly clearing up an entangled situation which has already produced no end
of controversy and Ill filing, but It also has the decided advantage of saving
money both for the Government and the taxpayer. AR evidence thereof.
please note:

(a) Approximaiely 1000,000 taxpayers paid floor-stock taxes as of August 1
and September 1, 1933. Presumably an equal number will desire to claim tax
adjustments on January 6, 1938, Inventories. In the case of the cotton floor-
stock tax, which represents over 65 percent of the total payments for all
commodities, the Government collected about $57,000,000, of which about
$30,000,000 was paid by first processors, who are not included, at their own
suggestion, In this proposal, for a simpltfied method for tax refunds.

(b) Retall merchants paid a little over $14,700,(*0 floor-stock tax, of which
$11,WZ000 was on cotton.
(c) Thus, if all first processors are excluded from the optional method of

computing tax refunds due on January 6, 1930, floor stocks, it is probable that
les than $35,000,000 will be required to pay those taxpayers who elect to accept
refund of the amounts they paid the Government as of August 1 or September 1,
1933, in full settlement of their claims based on January 6, 1938, inventories.

(d) Furthermore, In the case of cotton, floor stocks on January 6. 198, were
much larger than on August 1, 1933. In the cotton garment industry, for
example, the biggest selling season of the year begins on or about January 1.
Spring and summer merchandise Is going Into production so that deliveries can
be made to wholesalers and retailers during Februiry, March, April, and May.
as cotton wearing apparel meets its heaviest demand for spring and summer
wear. Since manufacturers, wholesaler, and retailers must all plan and work
ahead of consumer requirements, It should be obvious that by August I and
September 1, heavier wearing apparel for fall and winter must be in work, and
concurrently the production and demand for cotton apparel in the wholesale
markets will have slackened. Thus, tax adjustments on January 6. 1930.
inventories, computed as such, will undoubtedly involve claims far larger than
on the basis of 1933 floor-stock tax refunds

(e) To the taxpayer, however, prompt payment by the Government of an
amount already definitely determined by his own tax payment of 1933 floor-stock
tax, being relieved of the extravagant expense involved in the countless compu-
tations and audits necessary to the determination of his claim, with certainty
as to nothing except the probability of endless delays due to the many complica-
tions and technical problems involved, all these factors combine to make our
proposed option attractive as a comprcmtse proposal despite the fact that It
may represent a discount upward of 50 percent of the amount the Government
might otherwise ultimately pay.
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(1) To the Governwent, regardless of other savings, the quick and easy

method of refund we propose, should clearly represent a potential saving of
millions of dollars of administrative expense. No audits, or hearings, or long
involved calculations are required for the taxpayer who accepts refund of his
1933 floor-stock tax In full settlement of his tax adjustment claim on his
January 6, 1934 Inventory.

(g) Finally, the administrative expense that will be unquestionably Incurred
if title IV, section 002 of H. B. 1239 is not amended to offer the taxpayer the
cear-cut anfi simple procedure we propose, will be all out of proportion to the
amounts involved both to the Government and to the taxpayer.

4. As to title Il[ of H. R. 12395, our brief review of conditions in our in.
dustry Dnd particularly the burden of governmental competition which, In part,
Congress and the United States Supreme Court have both agreed to be unfair
and demoralizing to private industry, should make It fairly obvious that com-
petitive price pressure, starting at the low base set by convict-made cotton
garments, made it impossible to maintain average margins above costs that
would cover and include both processing tax and N. R. A. differentials.

We do believe, for ourselves, and doubtless other affected industries as well,
that subsection (e) (1) of section 001, title III, should be amended In the
following respect, that 10 taxable years instead of 5 should be used where It is
stated that "* * * the term 'average margin' means the average difference
between the selling price and the cost of similar articles sold by the taxpayer
during his 5 (change to 10) taxable years preceding the Initial impositlon of
the Federal excise tax in question * "

6. Summary: Both of our proposed amendments to the tax bill will strongly
serve the public interest.

It is a well-known fact that business losses were heavy during the years
1P30-32 and In respect to many of the smaller manufacturing concerns,
particularly those located in the smaller communities throughout the country,
producing cotton garments for a limited market, earnings were very poor,
even prior to 190.

Thus a long period of capital loss has represented a drain upon employment
resources which has, by no means, been restored.

Since Congress has clearly evidenced its intention to provide some method
for adjustment of January 6, 1938, inventories, it would appear proper to sug-
gest that the alternative proposal that such refunds be made speedily based
on acceptance by the taxpayer of his 1933 floor-stock tax, will relieve financial
pressure at a time when capital loss tends to reduce employment, and will be
far more valuable If received by the taxpayer before the end of the current
fiscal year, than If delayed, even though a larger refund is paid by the Govern-
ment at a much later date.I We hold that it Is the £bjecUve of the Government to restore employment
and business earnings as rapidly as possible. Our proposal for an amendment
to title IV. section 002 (b) If favorably acted upon will certainly assist the
Government In its wider objective.

Also the amendment we propose to title II, namely, that computations for
tax liablity should be based upon 10 taxable years Instead of 5 to determine
the marg.- above cost, also represents equity, and reasonable relief to the
taxpayer wko has during the preceding 5 years been largely operating a sub-
normal and inadequate margin above cost. The 10-year period we propose is
bound to present a better basis for determining an average margin as pro-
posed In title Ill, section 501 and presents no greater difficulties than In the
present provision of the bill.

We sincerely trust that our proposals will receive serious and favorable
consideration.

cOrION FABRICS AND TIi1&AtDn LI.F L41i YEAR BY TitE COT TON-GASUMr INDUSTBRY
CONSUME 1.000,000 ELtS EACH YEAR

To appreciate and understand what the invalidation of the preceding tax,
JAnuary 6. 1936, has weant to the cotton-garment Industry, a brief review of
events and conditions in the Industry from August 1, 1933 to date, Is essentiaL

Foux mn r.%lc-tws or cosr s*csxksrs Toox mx-r ON OR E-oMIX AUUST 1, I933

1. On July 1T, 1933, the Cotton Textile Code, N. R. A. code no. 1, became
t-ftetcive. Shortly thereafter. N. It. A. cost differentials were established.
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Price increases on cotton yarns and textiles avecoged 6.54 cents per pound
These increases were paid by the cottoa-garment manufacturer

2. On T'uly 31, 1%$3, the President, by Executive order, issued at request of ttte
International Assoclation of Garment Manufacturers, placed the cotton-garment
Industry under the hour and wage provisions of the Cotton Textile Code, pend-
Ing the effective date for the Cotton Garment Code. 'This meant Immediate
cost Increases in all goods in process, and In the fabriation of all cottont
materials on hand in the cotton-garment factory on August 1, 133.

3. As of August 1, 1M3, the cotton-garment Industry paid floor-stock tax on
all cotton poundage Inventories of that date.

4. On and after August 1, 193, the price of cotton goods purchased but not
delivered prior to that date was Increased by the amount of floor stock cr
processing tax differential, In addition to N. R. A. differentials. Processing-tax
differentials averaged over 5 cents per pound.

DID THE CONSUME PAY THE PROCESSING TAX 'LrS N. R. A. DIFYERENTALSI

Decidedly not, to far as the cotton-garment industry is concerned.
Consumers buy cotton garments frequently and watch prices closely. Thus

retail merchants strongly resist price increases that would disturb established-
price lires, such as 49 cents, 6* cents, 99 cents, $1.06, and Intermediate and

gher price quotations.
Cotton garments are frequently featured in special sales, because price sav%

logs appeal so strongly to consumer buyers, largely In the lower income groups.
Thus at no time have cost Increases of 1938-1'35 been fully or adequately

reflected in the average prices at which cotton-garment manufacturers sold
their products.

Mr. DA-FVNoPr-. Now, I will take these up in seriatim.

TITnS I AND 2

The attitude and opinions of the members of our associations, as
they can be interpreted under the difficult conditions, are best ex-
pressed in the statement which has just been made to you on behalf
of Mr. Stanley A. Sweet, who is the president of Sweet-Orr &
Co., Inc.

rrTLE S

The committees are in entire sympathy with this portion of the
bill, which provides that the Government should recover 80 percent
of such refunds or abatements as might remain the property of
those who have received them frohn the Government and from their
vendees. The other provisions of this title are likewise satisfactory
with the exception of section 501 (e), third line on page 231, provid-
ing that 5 taxable years preceding the imposition of Federal excise
tax shall constitute the average margin of the taxpayer. On this
point our committee desires to submit that the selection of these
years is unfair, in that 1 year is the first year of the Roosevelt admin-
istration, 3 years of the worst depression the United States has ever
suffered, and the fourth year is the only possible normal year.

Any test in our industry based on this 5 years would reflect an
improper result, as during this period our members were struggling
to keep employees at the machines, offering their merchandise for
sale with a disregard of cost further than to see that the loss was
made as small as possible.

The very nature of the deflationary movement at. this time would
support this not only in our industry but other industries as well.
Our suggestion is that the provisions of thiq section be allowed to
stand with the exception that the "five" on the third line shall be
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changed to "ten", so that the test years shall be for a period from
1923 to 1933 and would cover 3 normal years, 3 boom years, 3 depres-
sion years and the first year of the Roose#elt administration. The
average of these 10 years will, in this industry, correctly reflect an
average spread for test purposes, and we beg to submit the request
that section 501 (0?, third line on page 222, "five taxable years'I be
corr :-ed to read 'ten taxable years , as a step in equity and in
fiirti. .rance of the true object of the. title.

TITLE 4

In the interest of efficient procedure, both for the Government and
our nemixr taxpayers, we submit that justice and economy would
best be served by an amendment to this title affording any-taxpayer,
who is entitled to refund thereunder, the option of taking the amount
paid as of August 1, 1933 (or for retails as of Sept. 1, 1933), in full
settlement of all obligations or rebates of processor tax payments as
alternate to the provisions in H. R. 12395. In checking over this
matter it is the opinion of the committee that if the provisions of
title 4, section 601, are to be carried out, the cost of the necessary
audit of the floor stocks filed as of January 6, 1936, and compared
with a sminilar audit of floor stocks filed August 1, 1933, will call for
an expenditure on the part of the Government of an amount even
greater than the total amount of the tax. This estimate is computed
on the number of floor-stock returns which have been filed as of
August 1, 1933 (for retailers Sept. 1, 1938).

Number of returns: Floor stocks wholesale 174,659. (See p. 17,
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.)

Floor stock retail 849,948. (June 30, 1934.')
Floor stock wholesale, 137,624. (See p. 23, Annual Report of

Conniissioncr of Internal Revenue.)
Floor stock retail, 182,362 (June 30, 1935), a total of 1,294,493

returns, which if the $10 minimum is to be eliminated would prob-
ably reduce the total about one third leaving the remaining two-
thirds for an individual audit by the Department of Internal Rev-
enue. On the other hand, we believe that an option for the rebate
of the floor stock paid as of Au gust 1, 1933 (or for retailers as of
Sept. 1 1933) would be acceptable in the interest of economy and
equity by nearly all of the parties interested and would require no
audit further than to insure the return of the amount as paid on
August 1, 1933 (or for retailers as of Sept. 1, 1933) to the party
who paid the tax, and if that tax at that time was accurately and
honestly reported the rebate will be the same; otherwise, it would
be otherwise. This accurate and automatic audit established with
this economy to the Goverjiment would secure a still further saving
as in the cotton industry (which covers over 60 percent of the totai
amount to be rebated) the inventories in preparation for the spring
season were uniformly much heavier on January 6, 1936, than they
were in the middle of the fall season on August 1, 1933. Still fur-
ther the refund on these inventories on January 6, 1936, on the cot-
ton content under TD4438 averages a approximately 12 percent more
refund than the original 65percent allowance for noncotton content
arbitrarily adjusted on the foor-stock tax paid August 1, 1933. Not-
withstanding the heavy pecuniary loss under this option which our
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members would sustain, their desire for a prompt settlement and
economical handling of the matter by the Government has led them
to indicate to us their preference for this method of settlement. It
is to be assumed, however, any party who can sustain the burden
of proof under the present refund provision of the A. A. A. would
be permitted to do so.

Mr. A. R. Joy, treasurer of Cluett, Peabody & Co., who has been
a member of the committee for the last 3 years, will bring to you an
illustration of the amount of clerical detail attendant upon the com-
pilation of these inventories by our members and as a result, the
amount of audit that the Government representatives must make in
every instance in order that both of their inventories shall check
accurately.

Mr. A. R. Joy and Mr. L. W. Turner will give you any further
information you may desire.

Senator GEoRoE. That option would not benefit anyone who went
into business before such payment of the floor-stock taxl

Mr. DAvENFoRT. No, sir.
Senator GEORGE. Your proposal is as to those who paid $10 or

less f
Mr. DAv.NrroRT. That is right, sir.
Senator Gmowos. Going on the assumption that those who paid

the floor-stock tax originally paid as little as possible, and there-
fore the Government would not be hurt, is that right I

Mr. DAvENrlor. I think you are correct, sir.
Senator LA Fouxrrn MAr. Davenport, the 5 years preceding 1933

would give you 2 good years, would it not, 1928 and 19"29?Mr. DAvENVoT. NO.
Senator LA FoLxurr. Do you not consider 1928 as a good yearI
]Sir. DAVENPORT. This is for 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, and 1933, be-

cause it is August 1, 1933.
Senator LA FoLtzrra. You do not think that 1928 was a good

yearI
Mr. DAVENPORT. 1928 was a good year and 1929 was not; not in

the cotton industry.
Senator LA FoLLL.rr You are the first man that I ever heard of

that did not rgard 1929 as a good year. Nineteen hundred and
thirty would be average, would it not?

Mr. DAvENroRT. No, sir; 1930 was a year of grief, as you heard
from the statement of Mr. Sweet's report,

Senator LA Fomrx. How about 1931 and 19321 Those are the
2 pr ears, are they not?

Ar. DAVENroiRr. Nineteen hundred and thirty-one was bad, and
1932 still was bad, and 1933 started on the upgrade. You
see, Senator, if they come under the 10 years, the law pro-
vides an arrangement with the Bureau of Internal Revenue
to adjust it. Under the laws now written, it is mandatory
that the Bureau of Internal fRevenue should take 5 years, no
more, no less, it almost forbids anything else. That is m interpret.
tion of the law as to the way it reads. I am vei y frail to say the
10-year period is set up to make it advantageous for our members to
take this option. We believe it is the right thing for them to do.
That is the honest thing for them to do. They paid the money in
good faith and the Government revived it in goA faith. It has
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been retained by the Governmient and there is an obligation to return
it at some time. The time has come and the Government offers that
option to these 1,200,000 odd, of whom 849,000 people are in the
cotton-goods industry. Some of them have from 100 to 2,000 em-
ployees. If the Government wanted to do the right thing, it would
rebate that money to our people. As it stands now, as they view
this, they say the Government can collect our $10, but it cannot rebate
it back. That is their attitude of mind. Under this method they
have an option.

Senator L. FOLTIX-rE. You mean the Government has the option
or the taxpayer has the option?

Mr. DAvENvirr. 'he taxpayer has the option. The Government
has provided a method of payment which is to our knowledge,
definitely more expensive than the option. ie audit alone will
require thousands of men. As a matter of fact, one computation
that we have made, if there were 1,000 special employees today on
this it would take 13 years and 4 months to complete it.

Senator BLACK. I would like to ask you one question. I notice
your suggestion about the floor-stock tax. Do you have any idea
how much the floor stocks were at the time the tax was paid as com-
pared with the floor stock on January 6, 19361

Mr. DAVENPOiR. In our own case?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. DAv.,xroar. The poundage of cotton is almost the same. The

rebate is about 10 to 12 percent more. Mr. A. R. Joy, of Cluett,
Peabody & Co., is here, and Mr. Turner, and they are ready to ad-
dress you on that subject.

Senator BLACK. Would that tend to indicate how it compared
with each year?
Mr. DAV TNORT. The fact is that the spring season is the heavy

season for cotton goods, and January 6 is the very beginning.
Senator BLACK. I have heard quite some discussion about that

plan.
Mr. DA PT. These other gentlemen are prepared to talk on

that subject. I knov that roughly it is approximately double in
the cotton-goods industry.

Senator BLACK. What* is double?
Mr. DAvENPORT. The inventories of January 6, 1936. On the av-

erage it would be well over 25 percent more in net cotton pounds.
Senator BLACK. Is it yc. ir idea, or the idea of the association that

you represent, that it would be better to take a smaller amount and
get it without the detail contained in the bill? Is that the ideal

Mr. DAVENPORT. That is the idea. It will cost us what it will
cost the Government. It will cost the Government between 25 aud 30
million dollars.

Senator KINo. How many companies do you represent!
Mr. DAVENroR'. About. 2-25, 1 think. 'These two associations

overlap.
Senator KINo. They are American manufacturers?
Ir. DAEX'PORr. They are American manufactures, union-made

and nonunion also.
Senator KiN. In various States?
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Mr. DAVENrORT. Yes; in 42 Statts.
Senator KINo. And some in the South I
Mr. DAVENPORT. Some in the South; yes. In every State in the

Union.
The CIIATrMAN. Thank you, Mr. Davenport.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. O'LEARY, PRESIDENT, MACHINERY
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. Chairman, my name is John IV. O'Iary. I am chairman of
the board of the Arthur J. OLeary & Sons Co., and I amn appearing
here on behalf of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute.

Since the hearings of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives on the recommendations of its sube-)mmitte,
which are substantially embodied in the proposed legislation (H. R.
12395) now before you) there has been further opportunity to study
the effects which taxation of corporation surpluses in the form pro-
posed would have if imposed upon manufacturers of machinery andcapital goods, and to receive further expressions concerning the
measure from the individual manufacturers within the 50 machinery
industries comprising Machinery and Allied Products Institute.

These conclusions I wish to place before you. They are convinc-
ing that the radical change in corporation taxation suggested will do
great violence to the very stability and progressiveness which has de-
veloped and made American industry great, Immediate effect of
such legislation will be to effectually retard the natural and growing
recovery now in progress, prevent Yrivate reemployment of the un-
employed, and aggravate the prob ems of relief and of providing
additional taxation to meet the growing demands upon the Federal
Treasury. That over a period of years through one or more cycles
of economic depression, it threatens to bring about the substitution
of Federal financing and control for American private enterprise,
as a result of Neakening corporations through financial policies in-
fluenced by this legislation, is a matter far beyond partisan politics
and one deserving enunciation of policy by the American electorate.

Exhaustive testimony has been given before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House and before this committee by businessmen
and industrialists thoroughly conversant in management of corporate
enterprise and the intricacies of our industrial and economic system.
I refer to such testimony for the purpose of expressing full accord,
for so far as I have been able to learn there is no division of opinion
in business and industry, whether representative of units large or
small, as to the undesirability of this proposed departure from
established form of taxation, and as to the dangers and difficulties
inherent in it.

Such dangers and difficulties apply to all of American corporate
enterprise. There are still others which apply exclusively or with
greater severity to certain segments of American industry, because
of essential differences in the requirements, customs and physical
characteristics of those certain industries. I refer to that major
group which we commonly know as the capital-goods industries.
These are the industries which produce the heavy machinery, equip-
ment, and materials of lasting or durable character, as distinguished
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from food, clothing and other consumption goods. That the capital
goods industries (o comprise a major group can best be shown by
te number of our gainful workers wh ich they normally employ.
Estimates from the 1930 census indicate that of ill persons employed
or available for employment in manufacturing and mining idus-
tries, 65 percent were classified as producers of capitalgoods.

Statement of certain fundamental characteristics distinguishing
the physical and financial operations of capital-goods industries
fro!n others will facilitate understanding of why this legislation is
of such concern to the madwicry manufacturers represented by the
Machinery Institute:

First, capital goods are purchased through long-term investment.
The chief purchasers of capital gtods arc corporations and busi-
nesses, rather than individuals, for their own use or consumption.
Economic stability, the existence of business confidence in the
safety of investment and future opportunity for profit, is essential
to activity and full employment in the capital-goods industries.

Second, the purchase o capital goods is subject to severe cyclical
fluctuations. The durable ch aracter of the products permits the
indeterminate postponement of purchase, and this ability to defer
demand is losessed alike by all users of capital goods. In times of
depression it is utilized by many or most, as a simple matter of indi-
vidual business prudence. But the capital-goods industries as a
result are the first to feel the force of curtail w. buying and are the
last to resume activity after depression. Their status most accurately
reflects the difference between good times and 'ad.

Third, the financial considerations 'A the management of com-
panies engaged in capital-goods manufacture differ materially from
those of other industries. (a) Ability.to defer demand constitutes
ability. to place pressure on prices; prices fluctuate, and profits in
poor times are impossible to achieve. (b) Capital goods manufac.
ture is distinguished by need for a high proportion of skilled
laborers. Quite apart from any question of the natural desire of
capital-goods companies to keep their men employed despite low
production, the need for highly skilled workers is such that almost
without exception these employers have been obliged to maintain
plants that are vastly larger than necessary for producing in times
of depression the small volume of capital goods salable. (o) Manu-
facture of capital goods requires large investment in plant and
equipment. Wide fluctuations in volume of business require large
reserves of current assets. Turn-over of capital is much less fre.
quent than in other industries au:d sales in ratio to asset are
markedly smaller.

These characteristics of capital-goods industries are the result of
natural economic laws. We cannot ignore them, but must recog-
nize and provide intelligently for them. To attempt arbitrarily to
govern them by tax factors rather than by good management sense
will serve only to accentuate the dislocation and ieIgularitv We
must realize that in attempting by such legislatioh a6 tins to apply
like standards to all of business and industry, we do ignore com-
pletely these essential differences bearing upon industrial stability
and full 'employment, not only in the capital-,goods industries then-
selves but also in the other industries and service activities dependent
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upon capital.goods sales; the furnishing of raw materials, handling
of finished products operating of transportation facilities to haul
them, performing of other tasks attendant upon manufacture and
servicing, and the new occupations which continually spring forth
as the result of full industrial activity.

Bearing these e-ssential differences in mind, permit me to now
place before you the particulars wherein the capital-goods manu-
facturers are adversely affected by the provisions of this proposed
legislation. They are 10 in number, captioned as follows:

1. Effect of uncertainty and lack of confidence generated by the
bill.

2. Effect of liberalized financial policy in deepening and lengthen-
ing depressions.

3. Effect in fostering industrial inefficiency and obsolescence.
4. Effect in penalizing new corporate enter rise, expansion of

industrial activity and development of new products.
5. Effect in multiplying taxation on depreciation reserves.
6. Effect in imposition of heavy penalties on uncertain profits.
7. Effect in taxing capital gain while limiting capital loss.
8. Effect of "relief provisions", the exemptions from the pro-

posed tax schedules.
9. Effect of proposed tax in actual cases had it been imposed

duringpast years.
10. Effect of proposed tax in future years in impoverishing cap-

ital goods companies.
1. Effect of uncertainty and lack of confidence generated by the

proposed measure. The very consideration of an involved, experi-
mental bill which carries imposition of high rates of tax, which
threatens to penalize future rebuilding of reserves depleted through
depression years, and which involves arbitrary regulation of busi-
nes s and industry in influencing management policy, is discouraging
aud postponing. orders for machinery and equipment. The con-
sideration of this measure is hindering the recovery in progress in
the capital goods industries.

2. Effect of liberalized financial policy in deepening and lengthen-
ing depressions. The bill is apparently based upon 30 percent as
the average of net earnings desirable to be retained in surplus, and
sets up tax rates which would heavily penalize management for
retention of more than 30 percent. It can have only an effect of
increasing the pressure for excess distribution of dividends and
enforcing reliance upor, borrowings or capital issues in time of need.

To attempt to prescribe for all corporations the proportion of net
earnings to be retained in surplus is dangerous, and shows the
fallacy of enacting legislation as vital as this on theory. Many
corporations in the capital goods industry, still solvent and strong,
would have been in receivership during the present depression on
any such limited retention as 30 percent of profits of prior pros-
perous years. In some instances distribution of larger portions of
profits is sound; in others retention of le t than 50 or 60 l)ercent
would be destructive. Wbat would be good practice in one case
would be suicidal in others.

The fallacy of relying upon borrowing when required in the future
to meet operating deficits, contingencies, or enable necessary plant
rebuilding or expansion should be more apparent at this time than
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in many year. New capital issues declined in this depression to
less than 4 percent of the volume of the years 1920 to 1930, and in
1935, after a gain of that year, were still less than 10 percent. Banks
were unable to grant credit to corporations encountering deficits and
debt, were in fact unable to extend accommrxlations in many in-
stances even to those corporations with a sound as-et position but in
need of temporary working capital. Every businessman knows the
folly of any such dependence. We also know the value of surpluses
in this deprvssion; that in the 13 years, 1921 to 1933, including the
profitable twenties, manufacturing" industry, while taking in $0,-
000,000,000, distributed 50 billions, 10 billions of excess distribu-
tions out of surplus, an excess of distributionn of 25 percent of all
income.

If we wish to perpetuate our industrial progress, we shall avail
ourselves of past experience and by the application of sound coi-
mon sense in management perfect our industrial system by reg ulaiiz-
ing its practices. If we should wish to discount'the valley of thrift
and foresighted management and substitute extravagance and ulti-
mate dependence upon Government credit and control in time of
depression, we shou ld embark upon exactly the type of experimental
extreme as is embodied in this proposed legislation.

This tax will directly breed false optimism and stock speculations
in times of profit. Social insecurity will result directly from such
a measure as this through the extreme intensification of the peaks
and valleys which all of us so earnestly desire be eliminated in our
economic sti'ucture. By contributing to irregularity and extremes
in payment and expectation of dividends, tius mea.-ure will also
immeasurably increase speculation in corporation credits and
security-market operations.

3. Effect in fostering industrial inefficiency and obsolescence. In-
dustrial efficiency is dependent upon vigilant and resourceful private
enterprise upon technological advance, in order that by making
goods and services availa ile to all at constantly decreasing prices
the standard of living of all may be enhanced. The proposed bill
will retard the purchase of plant equipment, bringing, gradually
but progressively, industrial inefficiency and obsolescence. As in the
past, the first retrenchment of corporations will be in omitting pur-
chase of machineiy and equipment. Corporations generally having
drawn down their reserves through depression ,perations,deiands
for working capital tinder such conditions hale in many cases trans-
formed reserves for depreciation to mere bookkeeping items without
counterbalancing current assets available for replacement of obso-
lescence. Increasing new investments in capital markets can come
only with industrial efficiency, confidence in financial stability, and
the'opportunity for profitable operations. This measure, however,
will make permanent the inadequacy of reserves, the uncertainty as to
financial stability, and will bring retrogression in industrial ineffi-
ciency, and lessening of the opportunity for creating of wealth and
the heightening of our standards of living. Cyclical fluctuations will
be frequent and severe. In the capital-goods industries are elements
most difficult to overcome in regularizing industrial supply and de-
mand, yet in this bill are proposals which, instead of smoothing out
the valleys, could hardly be more certainIy proficient in accentuating
them.
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4. Effect in penalizing new corporate enterprise, expansion of
industrial activity and development of now products and services.
New enterprises, so vital to industrial progress, involves always a
greater degree of business risk, a lesser degree of financial stability.
New enterprise invariably depends for sustenance and growth upon
the accumulation of reserves, upon ultimate financial stability and
lessened risk by the route of retention of earnings in surplus. Faced
with the alternative of distributing dividends or heavy tax penal-
ties upon surplus retentions, new enterprise will be retarded. Most
esoiecially will the development of small business be retarded and
prevented. Small businessmen anticipating new corporate enter-
prise, small businesses contemplating expansion and development of
new products and services, under the conditions set up by this bill,
will find serious handicap. The trend of sales-of patents to larger
interests, of mergers of small companies with larger corporations
in order to attain financial stability and the use of surpluses, will
be observed. No result could be less American or less desired by
American businessmen and industrialists.

Lack of opportunities to assume reasonable business risks dur-
ing the past few years has created an influx of capital to tax-
exempt securities. Already, as has been shown in tables presented
in connection with consideration of this bill in the hearings before
the House Ways and Means Committee, there is strong financial
inducement to invest capital in 312.p reent tax-exem t securities
rather than in 6-percent non-exempt business risks. Tat induce-
ment on $1,000,000 of capital is as much as $262,377; on $5,000,000
of capital it is $1,705,660. In the interest of revitalizing privateenterprise and achievinj full business and industrial activity and
reemployment of the ide it is imperative that we adopt a course
which will gve assurance of confidence and capital for normal busi-
ness risks. This measure in its effect is penalizing new corporate
enterprise and expansion of industrial activity, moves in a direction
diametrically opposite.

5. Effect in multiplying taxation on depreciation reserves. Let
me at once recognize that the proposed bill itself suggests no change
in the allowable deductions for depreciation. However, the accounts
of many corporations are currently being scanned by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue under Treasury Department Order 4422 in aneffort to increase revenue by reduction of allowances for deprecia-
tion of plant and equipment, Such a policy is fully justified when
and if it can be shown that depreciation is excessive and does actu-

l r y o e r i n c r e te r e v e n u eabt i o n lga i ys t w e a r a n d t e a r a n d m o r e i a -portant., future obsolescence. But in conjunction _with this t ax on
corporation surplus the policy of that treasury department order
presents two comsiderations:

First, it is evident that. corporations which are not content with
a reduction in their provisions against future loss by depreciation

through wear and ob: sole~ence which may be advised or insisted
upon by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, will wish to offset such
reductions in full or in part by increasing their surplus or other
reserve accounts. To offset such reductions by additions to surplus,
corporations would in effect not only be denied exemption from taxa.
lion on the amount of such reductions, but would b4 under the
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necessity of paying upon those offsetting reserves, not a normal Fed-
eral income tax, but the entire corporation surplus tax of several
times the rate.

Second, many times the major projects of plant expansion or
rebuilding to adjust to new technological methods or to overcome
new obsolescence in products or equipment or both, involves invest-
ment beyond the amounts of applicable depreciation reserves. Such
additional investments if made out of surplus will have been taxed,

-not a normal tAx, but the entire corporation surplus tax of several
times the rate, and to the extent that the policy of dereasing depre-
ciation reserves is followed will the condition of multiplication of
taxation be accentuated.
01. Effect in im of heavy es on uncertain profits.

An example of inequity of the tax an culties it presents is
demonstrated the effect of legislation aIres enacted of a typo
which is a appearing in oproposed legs * on. Such legis-
lation Pu rts to limit profit Ifil ca.e of Na contracts, this
limitati is 10 per and he ac uthorizes t Secretary of
the N and th re arv o ithA easu to dete ine factors
which nter inmt costs. Jder ruling date it impossible
for ti seller tdz~d tatm yis p r4ta unlt l Ills report, examined

servative manag iut uir t at ex ted pr t be not

dist uted u it I rt nd h such ret *no con-
ting t t x d buted income, wit lthe possi-
bilit that th profit 1 not I aII/ apper Present rge con-
trac both un er d al d place th manufac-
turer, ~apo.s-i nf roc ;6

7. ect in t capitar whi limit capit loss. The
pro bill tains the 1i n to ,00Odi deduct n of capital
losses i excess of capit.7 gain, Yet t pro ill requires
the inclI of all ca ains .th ome to taxed; Thus
in effect th ig a tax on instead of inc e. If a, tax of
such larger P1)rtions is to be levied against* come on the bosis
of the l)nti distributed, it would im that it would be
unthinkable to app tLat heavy tax t anything but' thb true
net income after deduct l6f-t'T7 &os.se's. This equity how-
ever, the proposed bill does not embrace.

8. Effect of the "relief provisions", tho exemption of certain com-
panies from the full corporation surplus tax. The proposed bill sets
up a confusing multiplicity of exceptions to the heavy penalties
against retention of income in surplus. Necessarily so, because there
are innumerable instances, many lines of business, many circum-
stances in which and under which such exceptions from a tax which
assumes confiscatory proportions in event of retention in surplus of a
substantial portion of income, becomes an absolute necewsity. No
better support for the statement that this bill will retard and dis-
courage corporate activity and full reemployment could be offered
than to refer to these "relief provisions."

The exceptions so made set up a system of corporate inequalities,
under which competition Yiecessarily becomes unfairly competitive.
Debt-riddefi' corporations, it is proposed, Will not pay a tax of 42y
percent of "adjusted net income while making no dividend distri-
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button; instead they will pay but 15 percent on the portion repre-
sented by excess debt. Companies in receivership are subject to
lower rate. By all of such exceptions a premium is placed upon past
deficiencies of those corporations. Such deficiencies may take any
number of forms. Excess distribution of dividends may have been
made without provision for replenishment of plant and equipment
by which profits might have been retained and debts repaid. That
a tax preference is given in such a case is another factor which
would tend to discourage rather than encourage industrial efficiency.
Equalization of opportunity and advantage, rather than creation of
artificial and arbitrary discriminations, should be our endeavor.

Banks, trust companies, and insurance companies have been spe-
cifically exempt from the full corporation surplus tax-for the
obvious reason that the nature of their business is such as to a-quire
heavy reserves and to demand and necessitate heavy relief. We sub-
mit that manufacturers of capital goods are in exactly this position.
Capital-goods manufacture requires heavy capital investment, the
characteristics of the industries are such as to necessitate large re-
serves of current assets, as well as heavy fixed inve-tments. The
large investment in plant equipment and inventory as related to cash
position differs materially from the requirements in many other
mdustries. Turn-over of inventory is conspicuously less frequent.

These distinguishing characteristics are be~st demonstrated by ref-
erence to some figures drawn from comprehensive coin parisons of
operating and financial ratios assembled by a recognized authority.
The following comparisons are between financial and operating ratios
in management capital-goods industries, consisting of machinery,
iron and steel, railway equipment,, electrical manufacturing, and
so forth, and consumer goods industries, including such items as
food, clothing, tobacco, gasoline, and so forth.

Inventory turn-over, expressed in dollar of sales per dollar of in-
ventory. Machinery manufacturing industries, for each dollar of
inventory, show $2.16 of sales, or a turn-over ratio of 2.10.

The average for capital-goods industries appears as $352, higher
largely by reason of the substantially higher ratio for the iron and
steel industry ($5.02).

The ratio figure of 2.16 for machinery contrasts strikingly with
the ratio for consumers-goods companies of 4.45, more than'double
the rate of machinery-industry turnover.

Capital turnover expressed in dollar of sales to dollar of total
assets. Machinery sales appear as 57 cents per dollar of total assets.
The average, with other durable goods industries, is higher, 72 cents,
including in this case automobiles at 96 cents and electrical manu-
facturing at 85 cents.

The machinery industry figure of 57 cents contrasts with the
figures for consumers goods industries of $1.04, a difference, ex.
Rressed in percentage, of 8.3 pcrcen,, above the machinery industry
figure.

Fixed-property investment turnover expressed in dollar of sales
per dollar of fixed property investment, Consumers goods indus-
tries show sales of $3.83 per $1 of fixed property investment a figure
65 percent above the ratio for the machinery industry of 12,32 per
$1. The average with other durage goods industries, is approxi.
mately the same, J2.37.
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Sources from which capital is drawn:
(a) Currert liabilities. In the case of consumers goods industries

19 percent, more than double the figure for capital gods industries
of 8 percent.

(b) Reserves. In the consumers goods industries 3 percent, or
66 percent below the figure for the capital goods industries of 5 per-
cent.

(o) Net worth. In the consumers goods industries 6 percent, or
16% percent below the figure for capital goods industries of 7 per-
cent.

The CHAIRMAN. Are we to understand, Mr. O'Leary, from your
apparent criticism of those provisions in'the law with reference to
debt-ridden corporations an( those that have made contracts as to
debts, that provision should be eliminated?

31r. O'LMRY. It must be eliminated if you have equality in tax.
I think it should not be eliminated because a similar consideration
should be given to competitive enterprise.

9. Effect of proposed tax in actual cast-s had it been imposed in
past 5 years. Extended study has been made of the income, cash, and
reserve accounts of a numiihr of machinerv manufacturers in order
to determine as far as ios.,ible the eltct of the priopose(d tax had it
been in effect during a preceding period of 10 years, the 5 prede-
piession years 1925 to 1930, and the 5 deprt-sion years 190 to 1935.
These contrasting periods afford excellent illustration of the effect of
the proposed tax upon the solvency of companies in capital-goods
industries. This study, which as yoou will o -serve from the nature
of this form used in compiling and computing the figures, has in
volhc(1 extended detail, brings out (a) the amc,-unt of the tax in those
years upon the actual income and upon the basis of the distributions
actually made, (b) the effect year by year of the surpt ws tax in de-
pleting cash and current assets, andrc) the amount of the tax in
those same years had the dividend-disbursernent policy of the com.
panv been sufliciently liberalized to reduce the amount of surplus tax
paid to 15 percent i, annum, prt.-cnt normal Federal income tax
plus, reflecting the change thereby made in the surplus of the com-
pany from. year to year anti the efect upon the solvency of the com.
pany during the following lean years.

Certain of such examp es were presented in the statement of Ma-
chinery and Allied Products Institute before the Ways and Means
ComniiPtee of the House. Several others are also attached to this
statement. They are elf-explanatory, showingl clearly what the
irnpositin of tle proposed tax threatens in bringing capital-goods
companies to the point of insolvency or enforced borrowing to meet
the tax in cash and in making pernianent unemployment either
because of inability to conduct operations in some cases, or because
of the retardent to resumption of normal activity and return of new
private enterprise. The examples submitted then and now may
fairly be considered as representative of the rank and file of the
machinery industry.

Senate KiNo. In the indsiisries, that you reirevsent, iron, steel,
copper, and lead are important factors, are they notl
Mr. O*LrARY. They are; yes, sir.
Senator Kixo. You have had a fluctuation in the price of copper

from 14 cents to 18 cents, and in the lead from 3 cents to 5 cents and
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6 cents, and other minerals with varying prices. Those are con-
tributing factors to the uncertainty of setting up reserves, of ineasur-
ingyour losses or profits in the future, isn't that true?

Mr. O'LURY. That is correct. We inust have an ample surplus to
take care of it.

Mr. Chairman, I am not going to try to read these different re-
suits that we have illustrated in our exhibit, but I would like to
have them go in the record.

The CHAIRMtAN. You may put them in the record.
Mr. O'Iy-,RY. I dlo want %ou to recognize that these are all actual

corporation., taker fioni their actual figures, and then after having
gone through the 10-year period showing what their present surplus
is and working capital, we have tried to carry out what it would
have been under this tax, bearing in mind that at the pres-;ent time,
during these years of nonprofit, we would have had no tax, but in
spite of that you will find example after example in which the en-
tire working Zapital of the corporation would have been exhausted
and it wouh have had to quit business any time between 1930 and
1935, and none of them would have had'any working capital at
that time.

Our problem then becomes one of, "What are we going to pay
the taxes with? We have nothing in our surplus accounts after this
disposition of earnings, but bricks, mortar, machinery, good will,
patents, and whatnot, and of course we cannot pay taxes with that
sort of thing. If we use our cash for the tax, which we would
have to do, we have nothing left for other operations. The ex-
amples cover corporations of small size and large size. and there
are a number of them, and the form uid will sl-o a attached, so that
your own people can study how it was done and why.

The CITAIB&AN. It maj be included in the record.
(The exhibit and form sheets submitted by Mr. O'Leary are as

follows:)
EIXHTBrr A

Tte following figures concern a company which commenced operations In
carly 1030. During the 6-year period ending with 1M35 all Income except
$21,000, which was paid In disidends and Federal Income tax of $03,000, was
used to build up a reserve of $307,000 against future contingencies and for
business expansion.

Had the proposed tax been in effect during these years and the &ame nominal
dividends dlsbursed, the additional lax outlay required, over and above the
tax actually paid, would have amounted to $113,500, or about one-third of the
accumulated reserve.

In order to reduce the rate of tax under the proposed schedule to 15 percent,
an additional divIdend distribution of $221,000 would have been recet.sary,
which, together with the tax payable In that event of $00,0(0, would have con-
sumed $287,000 of the $307,000 reserve, largely exhausting working capital and
preventing further growth of the company.

JLUmtB1T 9

During the first 3 )*ears of the depression period, 1931 to 1935, inclusive, this
surplus $1,W06,000, represented largely in current aaets.

During the next 5 years an operating deficit of $497,000 resulted, which was
met out of surplus. Current assets at the end of 1031 were less than one-third
the amount at the end of 192.

The Increment to surplus of $l,',05000 would have been reduced by $399,238
had the proposed tax been in effect and the same dividenda paid.

182
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lied the company In the predepression period distributed 5-5 percent of its
adjusted net income in dividends, Int order to reduce taxes to 15 percent, tile
ad-litional drain would have amounted to M08,100. Available cash and market-
abl Fecurltiles would have been Insuflicent by $211,100 to pay such dividends
and tax.

FAHBIT 0

During the first 3 years of the deprt-sion period. 1931 to 1035, inclusive, this
company piratedd at a combined net loss of $150,000, during which time no
dividends were paid or taxes payable.

For the years 19G4 and 135 net earnings amounted to $32,000. No dividend
distribution was tade, but Federal taxes In the amount of $11,400 were paid,
snaking ttie net toss for the 5 years $79,400.

Had the proposed tax on corporation surplus been In effect during these 2
)kars and no dividend distribution made, Federal taxes would have amounted
to 31 ,3450, or an increase of $23,45, or 26 percent, increasing the loss for
the period to $102,50.

Under a policy of Increasing dividend distrIbution to stockholders to a point
which would reduce the Federal tax to a gross of 15 percent of net Income,
the ce mrpnny wi!l hsve h1 to dIfbirime In divldnla NS percent of net earn-
lgs, or $45,100, and pay Foleral tax of $12,30, a total of $57,400, or an
increase of $46,001) above the amount actually paid In d!Idends and taxes.
The cash reserve would have b ea Insuificlent to meet the additional demand,
and In the face of operating deficits bank borrowing would unquestionably
have been impossible.

xxiIST D

During tie 5 years of d-pression, 1030 to 1934, inclusive, this company oper-
ated at an aggregate Ioss of $434,81S which entirely consumed the surplus built
up in the years previous to the depression period and caus-ed a redt'ction in
working capital of M percent.

During the predepre.sion years 1925 to 1029 the company disbursed in dlvi-
dends the sum of $256,247 and paid Federal income taxes of *$8,724.

Under the proposed tax, with the same dividend disbursement, the amount
of Federal tax payable would be $179,W2 or an increase of $1,45,268.
if, In order to reduce the tax rate of 15 percent under the proposed tax,

dividend disbursements of 55 percent were made, dividend payments of $30,5,54
and tax payment of $108,00 would be required or an Increase of $105,550 over
the amount already paid in dividends and taxes.

The additional dran on this company's resources would have wiped out cash
of $73,000 entirely and forced the company to realize $02,000 and additional
funds for working capital, by borrowings In the face of operating deficits from
10,0 to 193 and but a small profit In 1034.

EXtIBIT 3

Total surplus of this company at the end of I929, accumulated over i period
of many years, amounted to $6,717,320 which enabled it to finance operations
during the following 5 years of depreqion while sustaining an aggregate oper-
ating loss of $2,705,9T4.

Analysis of this company's figures for the 5-year period prior to 1930 dis-
closes the fact that had the proposed tax been in operation an! had the same
rate of dividend disbursement been maintained, the additional charge against
the accumulated surpluq re.qerve would have amounted to $1,008,190; if divi-
dends of 85 percent had been paid in order to reduce the tax to 15 percent
the additional cash outlay required would have been $1,694,185. Under these
conditions It would have been Impossible for the company to have accumulated
a surplus sufficient to carry through the depression period.

With the reserve account now reduced to lesa than 60 percent of Its pre-
depres"lon amount, should the proposed tax become effective and discourage
the rebtiliding of surplus account the position of this company In any Aiture
years of unprofitable operations mould involve serious capital Impairment.

EXHIBIT

One company, during the predepres.ion period, the 5 years from 1025 to 1920,
inclusive, had net earnings of $9,502,30 in dividends and $1,034,086 In Federal
Income taxe.% a total of $4,026,416, or 51 percent of net earnings.
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Had the proposed tax on corporate surplus been in effect for this pet lod and
had the same dividend distribution been maintained, Federal taxes would have
amounted to $2,143,923, or an increase of $1,100,837.

Analysis of the cash and marketable securities account for the years 1926
and 1927 shows that they would have been insufficient and a cash deficit of
$009,238 would have been created In 1926, increasing to $838,402 In the follow-
ing year. To meet this deficit It Is obvious that the company would have had
to realize cash from ether assets or would Lave been forced to take recourse
to borrowing in order to meet the demands for cash distribution. The com-
pany's receivables for the year 19"26 in the amount of $1,630,016 and for 1927
of $1,178,000, if convertible into cash, would have been partially offset by
accounts payable of $89,918 in 1926 and $1,053,788 in 1927, and the company
therefore would be forced to a large extent to rely for cash upon its remaining
current asset of inventory of $1,638,f54 for 1926 and $1,737,720 in the follow-
Ing year. It is perfectly apparent therefore that its position with reference to
current operations and ability to take advantage of opportunities for reductions
in material cost, or in operating cost through replachig obsolete lpiat equip-
meat, would at best have been seriously impaired.

Carrying the analysis of this company for this predepression period further,
It is unquestionable that In these years when the cmpany was making a ret
profit, If It had been faced with a choice of a conservative dividend policy
which would allow reserves for future loss period, plant expansion or other
contingencies, but under the necessity of Impoverishlng such reserves and the
interests of its stockholders by the payment of a prohibitive surplus of con-
fi-scatory proportions or on the other hand, of increasing its distributions to
its stockholders to a point which would reduce Its Federal tax to a gross of
15 percent of net income, It would probably have chosen the latter alternative.
This would have required distribution in dividends of 55 percent of net income,
a dividend disbursement (after Federal taxes of $1,159,169) of $5,r81,638 would
have been necessary, and this would have requiredd a cash outlay of $2aO1,487
over and above the amount actually liaihl. Where, therefore, the surplus tax
if the conservative dividend policy had been maintained, would have required
an additional cash outlay of $1,100,837, If a more liberal dividend policy had
been followed the drain con .urrent assets of the coniparny would have been In-
creased to $2,004,4S7.

Extending the analy,,is of this company to the 5 year depression period, 1930
to 1934, inclusive, we find that the company distributed $4,0"23,062 in dividends
and Federal Income taxes. Iut in doing so the company suffered a deficit of
$716,S97. Its reserves were reduced by 35 percent and Its working capital, the
excess of current asts over current liabilities, suffered an impairment of 51
percent from the 1929 balance. The company's position had been materially
weakened by the maintenance of operations during the depression period. But
had the company entered the depression period in the weakened condition
which would have been brought about by the application of the proposed cor-
poration surplus tax in the preceding period, either with or without the added
effect of encouragement of a more liberal dividend policy, it is self-evident that
operations of the company woulM have proceeded with great dIfflulty If not
nL'cssarily suspended iII entirety and that further unemployment wouli have
resulted.

K3IIIBIT 0

Another company, one which despite drastic reduction of its volume of
business, continued to employ through the 5 depression year, an average of 63
percent of the number of employees of the proceeding 5 prosperus years,
started that prosperous period with surplus of $938,570 fully represented by
current assets. During the period it added to surplus $1,222,900, more than
one-half of which It held In current assets.

During the 5 depressiou ears, operations reduced surplus $1,449,198. Sup-
pose this cc-many had not set aside those additional r -erves of $1,222,000?

As it was expressed to me, "The years of depression, as will te noted, cut
deeply Into our surplus, and, had we not been fortunate enough to have had a
substantial surplus when the business depression came, we could not have with-
stood the loss and undoubtedly would have been forced out of business along
In 1932, as funds could no't have been obtained from the banks. This would
have resulted in a great Ioss to our stockholders, beside throwln-i many men
out of employment."
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exHIBIT it

Another example-another company, during the 5 predepresslon years, bad
net earnings of $3,421,430. Its distributions were $1,100,000 In dividends and
$424,703 in Federal Income taxes, to total $1,584,703, or 44 percent of net
ea rnings.
Had the proposed tax on corporate surplus been in effect for this period

and had the same dividend distribution been maintained, Federal taxes would
have amounted to $881,845, or an Increase of $457,752, nn increase of 10S percent.

Analysis of the cash and marketable securities accounts shows that an
added tax distribution of $457,752 would have reduced the available cash re-
s(ources of the company by 43 percent.

Cart-ying the analysis of this corapany for this predepresslon period further,
it Is questionable that in these years when the company was making a net profit,
if it had been faced with a choice of a cons-ervative dividend policy which would
allow for reserves for future loss period, plant expansion or other contingencies,
but under the nkosslty of Improwvrishing such reserves ar.d the intere-4s of its
stockholders by the payment of a prohibitive surplus tax of confiscatory pro-
portions, or, on the other hand, of increasing its distribution to its stockholders
to a point which would reduce its distribution for Federal tax to a gross of 15
percent of net income, that it would probably have chosen the latter alterna-
tive. This would have required distribution in dividends of 55 percent of net
Income, a dividend disbursement (after Federal taxes of $512,014) of $1,817,387
would have besn necessary, and this would have required tn outlay of $805,-
298 over and above the amount actually paid. Where, therefore, the surplus
tax if the conservative dividend policy had been maintained, would have re-
quired an additional outlay of $457,152; if a more liberal diiIdend policy had
been followed, the drain on current assets of the company would have been
increased to $05,298.

Extending the analysis of this company to the 5-year depression period, 1930
to 1934, inclusive, we find that the comnany distributed $739,676 In dividends
and 33,450 in Federal Income taxes. Eut in doing so the company suffered
a deficit of $1,723,118. The company's pollution had been materially weakened
by the maintenance of operations during the depression period. Bit hail the
company entered that depression period In the weakened condition which
would have been brought about by the application of the proposed corporation
surplus tax in the preceding period, either with or without the added effect of
encouragement of a more liberal dividend poliiey, It is self-evident that opera-
tions of the company would have proceeded with great difficulty if not neces-
sarily suspended in entirety and that further unemployment would have
resulted.

EXHIBIT I

Here Is another example. During the predepression period, the 5 years from
1925 to 1929, inclusive, this company, a smaller company, had net earnings of
$179,153. Its distributions were $8,000 in dividends and $24,069 in Federal
taxes, a total of $32,089, or 18 percent of earnings.

Had the proposed tax on corporation surplus been In effect for this period,
and had the same dividend distribution been maintained, Federal taxes would
bave amounted to $72,143, or an increase of $58,054.

Analysis of the cash ond marketable securities accounts shows that they
would have been insufficient and a cash deficit of $35,23. would have resulted.
To meet this deficit It is obvious that the company would have had to realize
cash from other assets or would have been forced to take recourse to borrowing
in order to meet the demands for cash distribution.

Carrying the analysis of this company for this predepression period still fur-
ther, it Is unquestionable that in these years when the company was making a
net profit, if it had been faced with a choice of a conservative dividend policy
which would allow reserves for future loss period, plant expansion or other
contingencies, but under the ne-essity of Impoverishing such serves and the
interests of its stockholders by the payment of a prohibitive surplus tax of
confiscatory proportions, or on the other hand of increasing its distributions
to its stockholders to a point which would reduce Its distribution for F.deral
tax to a gross of 15 percent of net Income, that It would probably have chosen
the latter alternative. This would have required distribution in dividends of
55 percent of net income, a dividend disbursement (after Federal taxes of
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$20,874) of M8,534 would have been necessary, and this would have required
an outlay of $M,519 over and above the amoLnt actually paid. Where, thre-
fore, the surplus tax if the conservative divid-nd policy had been maintatred
would have required an additional outlay of $53,054, if a more liberal dividend
policy had been followed the drain on current assets of the company; would
have been Increased to $93,519. The cash shortage would have been increased
to $80,503.

Extending the analysis of this company to the 6-year depression period, 1930
to 1034, inclusive, we find that the company operated at a loss In each of the
first 4 years and that negligible profit was earned In the fifth year. The con-
pany's built-up surplus had been materially weakened by the maintenance of
operations during the depression period. But haI the company entered that
depression period In the weakened condition which would have been brought
about by the application of the proposed corporation surplus tax in the pre-
ceding period, either with or without the added effect of encouragement of a
more liberal dividend policy, it is self-evident that operations of the company
would have proceeded with great difficulty if not necessarily suspended in
entirety and that further unemployment would have resulted.

L'HIBIT J

Take the significant case of stilt another omliany. Profits for the prede.
presson 5-year period were $13,000,000. Sales during the next 5 depression
years shrank to less than 30 percent of the previous 5-year average. Loss
approximated $18,000,000. That $18,000,000 had to ome out of surplus, and
that a subslatlai surplus bad been accumulated meant Eustained esuplolment
to a large number of workers in the capital-g,_ods Industry during the depression
period.

KXHIBI? K

Another examsnl : This company during the predepresslon period, the 5 years
from 1925 to 129, inclusive, hd net earnings of $155,000. It distributed $23,00)
In Federal Income taxes, nothing in dividends. Had the proposed tax on
corporate surplus been In effect for this period, atd had the sane dildesd
policy been maintained, Federal taxes would have amounted to $W5,875, or an
increase of 1S6 percent, an added disbursement of $42,875.

Analysis of the cash and marketable securities accounts shows that they
would have been Insufficlent and a cash deficit of $9,875 wonl.1 have resulted.
To meet this deficit it is obvious the company would have had to realize
cash from other assets or would have been forced to take recourse to borrowing
in order to meet the demands for cash distribution. The company's receiv-
ables amounted to $336,000; if convertible Into cash would have been entirely
offset by accounts payable of $343,000 and the company therefore would be
forced In large extert to rely upon its remaining current asset of Inventory.
It is perfectly apparent therefore that Its position with reference to current
operations, ability to take advantage of opportunities for reductions In material
cost, or In operating cost through replacing obsolete plant equipment, would
at best have been seriously impaired.

Carrying the analysis of this company for this predepression period fur' 'r,
it is unquestIonable that in these years when the company was making h jet
profit, If It had been faced with a choice of a conservative dividend policy
which would allow reserves for future loss period, lilant expansion, or other
contingencIes, but under the necessity of impoverishing such reserves and the
Interests of its stockholders by the payment of a prohibitive surplus tax of
confiscatory proportions, or on the other hand, of Increasing its distribution to
Its tockholders to a point which would reduce Federal tax to a gros of 15-
percent net Income, it would probably have chosen the latter alternative. This
would have required distributioi in dividends of 55 percent of net Income, a
dividend disbursement (after Federal taxes of $23,20) of $85,250 would have
been necessary, and this would have required an outlay of $85,500 over and
above the amount actually paid. Where, therefore, the surplus tax, if the con-
servative dividend policy had been maintained, would have required an addi-
tional outlay of $42,875, It a more liberal divtder.d policy had been followed
the drain on cur:cat assets of the company would have been Increased to
wz5w500.

Under these condtlons cash reserves of $33,000 would have been wited out
and a $52,O0 cash deficit created.
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HistorkQ ean s an Pa srlaus data:
(1) Net income before Federal In-

oome a aad dividends ..... S.... S.... S....
(2) rAuct dividends paId (ex-

dtusive dirldends paid with
capital stock) ................... .

(3) Net Income before Federal in.
come t a .......................

(4) Deduct Federal Inome tax........

(5) N et nuowm .................... ...

(6) Reservo sO'-nts at end of

0 aM~ussd u dh-ided
profits ......................

(b) Contley re6re v e ........
(c) Ot werurplus reserves. If

(d) any .................... ..... .. ..

(d) ................ ..... .......

(e) Tot ..................... ....

(7) Total diprcitlon t Iken a
deduction In Faderal taS I",
tur .......................

Com taot of proposed Lai:
(9) Percentage U net Inoome p4id

La divi de, pernt .......
(9) Rate oft Preant ...........
(10) Net income W~fore Feeral

ln=,min tai (item 3 above)..
(1) Deduj t e.,o 11 tsauo ad-

Justel net I.,c.n" ........

(12)VUndistributed net In ,oov...

E ffect of the rcpcosed taW on surpt:
(12) Reerve accounts at enhi of

perlod (item = e) above).
(14) Deduct nt I @ (item 5

above) ....................
(....m.ide .............

(I)Add unditributed net In-
co-me ( em 12 above) ......

(17) Adjusted reservesacountlat
end of period ...............

HULtcrcs flnaldal date (at end of
period):

(A) Cwh ........................
(B) Matketable securities ........
(C) Accounts and nols recent.

able .......................
(DI Inventories ..................

(E) Tte enissets..........
(F) Deduct total current Isbili-

t1te ........................

(0) Net current s.sets workingg
capital) ..................

Effect ci the tFopceed tax on nub

(H) Cat2i Item A) ........
(1) Msrketabec rities (iterm

B) .........................

(1) Total (item 11 plus Item D

(K) Assumed dividends (assume
pay= ent of annral divi-
dens of 1 percent of net
rccme, pS]Id to reduce tax

ratetol 5 perceDnt).

6545-.-3,3-- 13

iepreavlon piod. yWt erded-

L1~4~Li.L~

. . .. . .. .... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .:

S. . ..... ...
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1 
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L I',
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Pred,,:,r o& , )eW De:,e. skon peri, year ended-

IM2 1916 1927 192 1929 year 1930 1931 1922 1933 1934 year

Effec of tb. Peo tx c~sh
pos! uon-Coet in=ue.

(L) PFrp1 t"t (15 permit ofitem 1) ....................$. .. .. . .

(M Totil(iemK lu IemL).. ..-.... ..... .-..C .
(N) Actualdivilerds pald ....... ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

(0) CtJ t-om O tu ................ .... . .

(Q) AddLWWca cash required!
(item Mestem.) ........

(R0) Casb toloce (item I ets
Item Q) ..........................

Mr. O'Lr.ARY. I think it would b3 very much worth while for you
to go over that. I think it will demonstrate the very disastrous effect
this sort of a tax bill would have upon our type of industry.

Senator KIxo. Before leaving t hat question may I make an in-
quiry I What would you do with some of these corporations that
are sick? W would you nurse them along a little by giving them t.,e
discriminations that are here provided( low would yoV deal with
thoseI

Mr. O'LE.urs. Frankly, Senator, I think there is not very nuch to
that. It is a great deal like giving a man that is about to be elec-
trocuted.a good breakfast before he goes into the chair. It is not a
very serious matter. I brought it up to show the competitive dis-
advantage which it creates.

Senator Ki o: Undoubtedly that is true.
Mr. O'LEARr. It may be that that is the only way you can manage

it, but it is not a vital matter; it is not as vital as the other things.
Senator KINo. It seems to me, without expressing a definite opin-

ion, that in this period of depression, with these casualties unless
there is some little ftvoritism shown them, that perhaps it will merit
and warrant a departure from strict equity and equality in taxation.

Mr. O'LEARY. I think you may have to follow that method, and
we would not feel very badly about it, because we are always for
somebody getting something if they can.

10. The effect of proposed tax in future years in impoverishing
capital-goods companies: If by reason of a tax such as proposed In
this bill, capital-goods companies emerging from a depression of
unprecedented severity are to be prohibited from or heavily penal-
ized for rebuilding their reserves so dangerously depleted during
past. years, the effect so far as their reserves are concerned can be
likened to a continuance of depression conditions, with the posi-
bility of utter insolvency should another cycle of depressed business
be encountered during the effective period of this tax.
* I emphasize to you again the important distinctions between the
operating needs of capital-goods companies and those in many other
industries. Exactly what these differences mean in relation to com-
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parative profits is shown in the following figures comparing the per.
centage of loss to sales of companies manufacturing consumption
goods. The figures are the result of classifications from the Dun &
Bradstreet 1033 manufacturing survey.

tThe matter referred to follows:)

Pcpt.

to Det

Capital fods ..................................................... I -& .......
¢oasumers'gods ...................................................... +o 73

Here is substantial difference---strong evidence of the need in
times of industrial activity for building of surplus and perfecting
of utmost financial stability by capital-goods companies. Further
tangible evidence of the severity of depression upon capital-goods
collipanies can be observed in the tabulation of "net earnings" of
iniustrial-machinery manufacturers, issued by the Treasury Depart-
ment. The consistent and substantial deficits shown in hfei of net
earnings, explain adequately why a survey cf durable-goods manu-
facturers at the end of 1933 showed an average shrinkage of sur-
pilus of all companies reporting to 55.3 percent of 1929 reserves.

Companies which have sustained heavy losses and have been
forced to deplete current assets (working capital) to maintain oper-
ations and employment must rebuild working capital and reserves
if they are to be Prepared to maintain themselves in business, retain
their credit standing, rebuild their plants for competitive efficiency,
and contribute to the reemployment in all occupations which, after
all is our primary objective of recovery.

Senator N,'o. What is the date of that publication of the Treas-
ury Department to which you have just referred, their survey of
capitalgoods?

afr. O'LEARY. I do not have the date right here. The date is
given, "Issued by the Treasury", and it is at the end of 1933, so I
presume it is the last tabulation of that type.

Senator KN.-o. I wish you would get me a copy of that, Mr.
Ifelvering.

Mr. h1hiivNwo. Very well.
Mr. O'LYARY. All the experience, skill, and resourcefulness of able

management will be called into play to achieve that objective on a
firm and stable basis. At a time such as this wt can ill afford to
experiment with further barriers and retardants which place a pen-
altv upon thrift and sound management, build upon shifting sands,
anAI leave our major problems for future advertence.

We urge upon your committee the most serious consideration of
any such change, confident that exploration of the effects of the pro-
posed taxation will result in failure of this radical proposal.

Senator Ki.o. I do not think I misunderstood you. You do feel
that banks and insurance companies, and a few 6f those organiza-
tions, because they are re qured to maintain reserves, might be die-
tinguished from the usual corporation?

189



Mr. O'LARY. I think they should be, Senator.
Senator CouzENs. Mr. O'Leary, have you given any consideration

to the graduated taxi
Mr. O'LYvARY. As taxpayers we would like very much to see ex-

penses cut. We know you have to tax us more and more in the fu-
ture. The only suggestion which I think of in connection with that,
if we are to carry out the general theory or principle of taxing
undistributed earnings it would be to base the graduated tax on a
rising percentage of undistributed earnings in relation to invested
capital.

Senator CouzF..Ns. Well, that goes back practically to the old
theory of the excess-profits tax.

Mr. O'LARY. Almost; except in this you involve the undistributed
net earnings; that is, you put that factor in. I think that that
would be a sound method of taxation tnd would be more equitable
than any scheme which would destroy surplus, because what I am
trying to show to you this morning is that you cannot take all in-
dustry and put it on the same basis in the treatment of its undis-
tributed earnings. The chewing-gum manufacturer can distribute
90 percent of its earnings without any trouble because it has a cur-
rent cash o operation, but our industries cannot do that. We must
accumulate arge reserves and hold them for several years in order
to meet these cyclical changes which comes to us.

Senator COUZENS. What have you to say, Mr. O'Leary, with re-
spect to the unfairness of the existing system for the small stock-
holders, of which there are millions of them? In other words, a
small stockholder having to pay a high corprate taxi The corpo-
ration, on its earnings, pays a wholly unfair rate of taxation as
compared with other people having a small income; is that not true?

Mr. O'LEARY. I do not think I follow you on that, At least, it
does not sound right to me.

Senator Couzes. In other words, if a inaii has $10,000 invested
in a corporation and he pays the tax of a corporation of 15, 20,
or 2-2 percent, whatever it is he pays a more unfair return'on his
so-called earnings or dividends than a man who had $10,000 invested
in real estate, for example, in other than corporate form and received
the same amount of earnings. Is that not an element that ought
to be remedied ?

Mr. O'Lr.-ny. If I catch your question, Senator, you mean that
through the patient of tax'by the corporation and then again by
the individual f n his own atfairs, that he is really taxed more than
the man who is not in the corporation?

Senator Couzs.-s. That is true, is it not?
Mr. O'LrRy. That is always true.
Senator Couzy-s. Is not that an unfair methd of taxation?
Mr. O'LEARY. Well, I presume you could call it that; but I always

have felt that, after all, a man is a free agent as to what he will
invest in. It is a great deal like whether we shall have a partnership
or a corporation. After all, we can incorporate if we want to. There
is no injustice in that, as far as I can see. If a man wants to get
rid of the difficulties of a partnership tax all he has got to do is to
incorporate. Now, we do not have to pass laws to do that, and we
do not have to create different taxation to do that.
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Senator CouzzNs. I am afraid I probably did not make myself
clear. It is not a question of incorporation. At times a man may
have a $600 income from a piece of real estate; he may own it in fee
simple, and he would pay a tax on $"300, if he was in that tax bracket,
and yet if he had the same amount of investment and got $000 out
of the corporation he would pay 15 percent before he got it, and
then he would fall in whatever tax bracket he came in thereafter.
,So a snall man who happens in the corporate form pays a greatly
excess tax over and above the other who earns the same amount of
money.

Mr. O'Lruty. That is correct.
Senator CouzzNs. Do you think that is a fair method I
Mr. O'Lz.%y. No; I do not think it is.
Senator CouzmNs. Do you think we ought to try in some way to

reach a situation of that sort?
Mr. O'L.ARY. I do not think it is as serious as it is theoretically

unsound. I do not believe it is really a very serious matter. That
is my feeling about it.

Senator CUvzEzNs. It is quite apparent that you are not a small
stockholder.

Mr. O'Lu.%ay. Yes; I am. As a matter of fact, one of these ex-
amples is my own corporation.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Leary. Mr. Smith
F. Ferguson.

STATEMENT OF SMITH F. FERGUSON, NEW YORK CITY, VICE
PREsiDENT, GENERAL TIME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee: Last August 1
had the privilege of appearing before you in support of an amend-
ment to section 351 of the Revenue.Act of 1934. You, at that time,
recommended such an amendment and the Senate adopted it. When
the 1935 'revenue bill went to conference, your recommendation con-
tained in the Senate amendment was stricken out. The proposed
House tax bill which is now before you, entirely eliminates section
851 of the Revenue Act of 1934.

Permit me to now state that the entire elimination of section 351
in the pending 1936 Revenue Act has to a very large degree cured
the objection I voiced last year of an unfair burden that section
placed on the company I represent and those similarly situated.

The CHAIRMAN. You are satisfied then?
Mr. FERousoN. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. My only reason

for now appearing before you is to urge that if during y our delibera-
tions you should find it necessary (but I hope3 you will not so find)
to restore section 351 to the tax bill you are now considering that
you in that case, again give consideration to a similar amendinient
to section 351 as was adopted by the Senate last year.

In order to save your time t will not now repeat. the arguments
I previously made. In order, however, that our ideas and argument
may be again recorded, I would respectfully ask that the following
brief be spread upon the record of this hearing.
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Bftwr vi -SV or or A I"ROPOStSz AMIE.M-NDT %v TiTtz IA, ,I to. 51, OF tiiC
(tLv5r.Nl'k Act or ltWI-SU1TAx ox P5E1I5ONAL iOLDINO COMPANIES

'frie purpose of the Congress In enacting 'ction 351 of the Itevenue Act
of 1934 was doubth*s to prevent the evasion of surtaxe- by the accumulatlon
of earnings in the treasury of the corloration detineci In the act. No ol-por-
tuuity Is afforded a corporation to show that it has used and disbursed Its
earnings for a lprolk.r ud legitimate business purpose. If the conditions as to
ownership of the majority stock and source of income exist, the tax Is auto-
inaticaily ass4essd.

8ectlon q31 is working a grave hardship to those corporations which fall
within the delihtion of personal holding companies but which are in fact
orgailiz-d and operating fur silly buiuess liurIses and usinDg taningi
to d,'c'eiup Ulnd expand leglitiace btsiness. A holding colanny, so-called,
icay be supervising and dtrecting the operations of manufacturlng units which
it control ( and u-lng antd expanding its earnings to develop and expand the
11u1ineC.- of suCh manufacturing subsidiaries, anti yet it is taxed on such
varntgs by vectlou 3 M, on the thery that the earnings are being accumulated
in its treasury to evade surtaxes on stockholders.

The section subjects a corporation organized in accordance with law and
for sound business - reasons to a high penalty tax, in ndditint to the nortunt
corporation Income tax. li cases where there is absolutely no basik lit ub-
stan e or in fact for ImIlxsiug a penalty tax.

Consider the fa(ts as to the General Time Instruments Corporation of
whIhh I ant ltoe president, and which is one of many corIxoratlins similarly
situated and affected by section 351. That company was organized on No.
vember '20, 1930, to bring under common ownership the Western Clock Co.,
of LaSalie, II., and the SOth Thomas Clock Co., of Thomaston, ('om. The
Iurle was to create a conllpny which would cover a wider field of time-
telling instrumenits. Tfihe Western ('lock Co. mainufaictured alarm clocks and
winJeweled watches, and the Reth Thomas Clock Co. manufactured high-grade
mantel clocks and tower clocks. It was believed that wtany economics would
result from uniting these two companies and cornbhning the management
capacity of both and coordlnating many of their activities. A cotamittee was
appointed of six gentlenlen connected with the management of the coiTjnies
to work out the best plan for their unification. It was finally decided to form
a corporation and exelange Its stock for the outstanding shares of the two
constituent comanleies. No stock at that time was offered or sold to the pulled.

The General Time Istruments Corporation now owns all of tile capital stock
of tile Western Clock Co. and owns all of the capital stock of the Seth Thomas
Clock Co. There are approximately 1"8 separate stockholders of the General
Time Instrumeuts Corporation. A large number of these stockholders scattered
throughout the world, with no financial or burlnes connc-tlons, are by
statute, because of family relationship, reduced to five Individuals. The cor-
poratton owns no stock, bonds or other securities of any other corporation,
other than the constituent companies. Its Income is mostly derived frt'm inter-
est and divIdend-A received from the constituent cOxaptnies. Its only other
income consists of payments nmide to it by the cofslluett eomlidailes to over
the expekes of the r search labontory and for managerial and other serlki,*
rendered by the parent corloration. During 195, Income fr-.o, this lAtter
source amounted to less than 12 Itercent of the total inco A. fro n all 1vurkvs.

The General Time Instruments Corporation was organized without any
regard whatever to the matter of avoiding taxation. lts organization was
dictated by sound busine s reasons. It is an Important busncfss enterprise in
an industry that Is essential to the existence of every other lndutry n, to our
economic stability" and national security. In car)irmg on it. buline-... it has
teconie recesary for the General Time Instruments Corporation to u-e divl-
dends derived from the stock of the We.Mern Clock Co. to finance tle 9eh
Thomas Clock Co. because, while the market for alarnm clocks ard low-grade
clocks manufactored by the Seth ThonaA Clock Co. hss been roxintiy prac-
tically nonexistent. It is of direct benefit to the stockholders of the General
Time Instruments Corporation that its funds be used to assist the Seth
Thomas Clock Co. and Its employees during this depression. The Generrl
Time Instruments Corporation has also found It necesgary to use earningi de-
rived from dividends on stock of the Western Clock Co. for plant rixontruc-
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tion and for rcquIpingrit at the Seth Thomas Clock Co. Yet this corporal.
tii which uss n1d proposesI to use and dilthurse its earnings for sound NIs.
zhes.t reasons is subject to a high penalty tax.

li view of these facts and coid.iitIonis, we are proposing an amendment to
sectloi 85l, which will In a large measure, remove the grave hardship It is
now working on Riutil business corporations, and at the same time, will leave
alt the teeth i tihe stAvtin, so far as it applies to holding cornpaInls organ.
Ized to evade taxes.

We resietdfully suggest the following ante, olnuent but, as started il.ve, only
in case see.ion 3,51 is restored to the bill now pending:

".S.eciion 351 (b) (1) of the Revenue Act of 1934, Is aiendhIl by ailtng rat
the end thereof, the following:

"If in the ease of an aifllhated group of corporations, as hereinafler defined
In thl larugraph, the moiu of tle portlon.4 of the grci.4 Incoms of all mentlirs
of the group derived from royalties. dlivlenis, !ntrest, tinnities, and (except
it the vwup of regular dealers Int stocks or securities) gains front the sale of

Nt ck or securitles. Is les, than SO ier vejatuIn of the .um (of the groNs ictoiccA of
ill members of the group. then the ,limlon parent corporation of such atIlli-
tod group shall not be corisIlhred n personal holding company. As used In

this parngraph, ain 1auilluatao1 group of corporations' nieuuta one or wore cor.
lorains coainveted through stock own-rship with a common parent cOr-
poration: If the coinnion parent corporation owns directly, on January 1, 1930,
nd (lnriIg the entire tIxidti year at least rt per centuni (of the stock -f suct

other curporatlons. If sulh coannmon parent corporation acquires directly
After Jnnuary 1, V1a38, at Ietst 95 Itr c.ntuni of the stock of each of onte or moro
addlit onal corporations nnil (1) such stok in each of such additional o)r-
porallos wias ownedI by such comniion parent corporation during the entire
taxable year and (2) It Is established to the satisfaction of the Commisloner
that the aeqnlsitou of such stock i cachi such adllttoal cori)ratlins was
niot li puruance of a plan having as one of Its principal purloses the pre-
verilon i of Me inuposltIon of the surtax tapon the shareholders of Stuch conmnon
parent corporation or the shareholders of any other corporation, then such
additional corporations shall be demet to be members of the afilillated group
of corporatlmu connected with the common parent corpontion for the purpose
of this section. The term 'stock', as used In the last two sentences, dles not
Include nonvoting stock which is limited and preferred as to dividends."

if this anmendinent Is adopted, then corporations organized as holding coam-
paaics, which supervise, direct, and finance rnanufaeturing coniparles which
they control, can use divi'iends derived from a prosperous subsidiary to aid or
expand the business of a weaker unit, without subjecting such earning to this
very high penalty tax as called for in kectlon 351.

Permit us to point out that we feel quite confident that the above-suggested
amendment fully protects the Government; that is, It would not defeat the
real purpose of the law and provide a loophole for people who wish to form
personal holding companies In order to evade surtaxes.

May we further point out that the "on January 1, IfW30" date given In
the above-suggested amendment will fully protect the Government as we
are very confident that rio companies were formed for the purpose of attempt-
Ing to evade the object and Intent of the personal holding-company definition
between the time the 1934 Revenue Act became effective and January 1, 1938.

It will also be noted that the suggested amiednent provides that If any-
body should form or acquire a corporation after January 1, 1I3M, with the
object of attempting to evade the surtax on shareholders, the Commissioner
has Jurisdiction to determine whether or not It was formed for evasion par-

Section 851, as now worded and In force, Is not just or fair. It so works
as to drastically Inflict grievous dicriuInation and Injury to honest business-
maen by subjeting them to a high penalty tax on earnings used and expended
for legitimate pInrpxw. Tils dlisrililnatlon and hardship will, in it larger
measure, be corrected by the amendment we have propos-ed, or, preferably, it
should te entirely eliminalted from the law, as the present propo.,d Honse
bill provide&

The CM;r~roA.R Thank you, Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Priestley.
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STATEMENT OF T. J. PRIESTLEY, Jl., PRESIDENT, THE PRIESTLEY
PRINTERS, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

Mr. Chairman, I want to givq good reasons for condemning the
proposed new tax law, but more particularly do I want. to explain
that by honest, fair, and equitable taxation you may obtain all tho
funds needed by the Treasury )epartment and at the same time cor-
rect our economic ills, encourage initiative and facilitate the pur.
suit of Ila ess. Fair taxation is in keeping with Democratic
pri neipls, republican ideals, and the aims o social security. This
accomplished the citizens of all parties from the North, 8uth, East,
and West may join in harmony with the Liberty League iii singing
"My County is of Thee, Sweet Land of Liberty."

I fear that if a correct answer to our tax problem-which I think
holds the key to all of our economic ills--ia not soon found, the
nightmare of further increased taxation will be dwarfed by the con-
Sequences which may follow.

As I understand it our personal.income.tax plan is nearly right,
excepting for the nontaxable securities clause. The reason that it
is nearly right is because dollars are taxed in proportion to dollars
received, which is a correct measure. Wd do not question how a
man spends it. He may have two or three houses, yachts, fast horses,
and so forth. You just say to him, "If your income is $l0O0000 you
pay one.third of this amount to the Government; if it is $1,000 000
you pay two-thirds; if you make $20,000,000 you pay three-fourths."
Now, when we come to taxing business we use a false measure en-
tirely. Business should be taxed in proportion to the bmsincss done.

So, Mr. Chairman, when enacting a new tax law, I beg of you to
give your greatest consideration to the tax as an instrument to cause
the rehabilitation of small industries, to the end that legitimate re-
employment may be spread to the masses, which will advance general
prosperity and promote social security. This can be accomplished-
only by taxation-- fair taxation.

The privilege to tax is the privilege to destroy.
The duty to tax fairly and equitably is the duty to preserve.
Many corporations are adding to their surplus the profits which

the President believes should be distributed to their stockholders.
While these corporations are paying to the Government a tax of at
least 13, percent on their net earnings, they are saving to their
large stockholders, by retaining these profits, between 50 and 10
percent of the amount that would have been paid to them.

These same corporations are uAing every legal subterfuge to evade
taxation and this is done with the connivance of our Government,
which abets and condones the taking of every advantage by the
corporations which may be legally straight'but not altogether
righteous.

This prudence is commended by the Government, and if the
managers of those corporations failed to serve the bet interests of
their stockholders, their stockholders would dispose tbm.

As a class, you will find that most all businessmen r-efer to pay
an honest and fair tax, even though it cost them more, than to pay
a tax that is so crooked that Government agents have to bend six
ways trying to enforce it.
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rake as an illustration the Government's suit against the former
Secretary of the 'Treasury, whose integrity is unque.stioned, but who
had an opportunity to know of and use every successful precedent
to evade a vast portion of his taxation, which a les wealthy citizen
in like position (not having such information) would be compelledto pay.

'Th CHAIrrsAN. Whom are you talking about-Mr. Ogden Mills?
Mr. I' r siis:v. No; (lie former Secretary of the Treasury, Mr.

Mellon.
Senator ~c zt:-Nr. I disagree with you there on your conclusions.
Mr. l'nlrgiLr. lie has had several rebates, however, so it may

show that 1 am right about the crookedness of the tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Priestley.
Mr. Pni ,srj.sy. The wrong should not be laid to either Govern-

meat tax enforcement or to the corporations. The fault is that
the press eit plan of taxing the niet profits of business is wrong, un-
fair, and incompetent, and a forcing tax on undivided surplus is in
tie same category, but it has in addition for its background malicious
regimentation, so that the profits honestly made by a corporation
may not be spent or divided in the best manner by the directors, but
must be subject to Government dictation. This plan of taxation
will not put more men to work, and it will not advance prosperity
nor promote personal economic security, and therefore should be
discarded in favor of an honest, fair, and equitable tax plan that
will (10 this.

Fou instance, if a large corporation overproduced to the extent
of millions and fails to make a ,profit, the Government receives no
taxes; industry in the same line is heavily taxed and depressed; and
the workers are thrown out and general chaos has been and is the
re.gult.

Then again, if a large corporation overproduced to the extent of
millions and fails to make but a very small profit, the Government
receives no appreciable taxes; industry in the same line is still
heavily taxed and general chaos is the result.

A progressivo gross business tax, taking but a small percentage of
the advantage that accnes to each corporation in proportion to its
volume of production or sales would give the Federal Government
ample revenue, eliminate the taxing of the poor man's dollar and
place the unemployed back into legitimate jobs; thus increasing both
production and consumption by tlie many instead of just a few.

You may remember that I appeared before this committee on July
81 last, advocating a progressive businem tax which was in harmony
in every essential with the tax proposed by our President in his mes-
sage to Congress on June 19. President Roosevelt then promnulgated
a plan of progressive taxation from approximately I to 17 per-
cv'-n of the net earnings of corporations.

During the 10 minutes which was granted to me just before this
committee adjourned I tried to explain the soundness of this
proposition, while condemning the damnable mechanics of the
proposal.

I argued then, as I do now, that some such fair and honest plan
of business taxation to help reduce monopolistic machine advantages
should be enacted promptly in order to place back into legitimate
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obs the growing numbers of the unemployed and therefore reduce
axation.

President Roosevelt's plan of progressive taxation on net earnings,
the N. R. A. and the A. A. A. iad a4 their objective the most
logical, the most humane and the soundest Ani rican policy which
has ever been presented to the people of the ITnitel States since
Thomas Jeffers-on wrote the Coiistitutioiu, and (his objective is the
part of the promim which our Pre.ident iia'lo in his platformi of
1032, which thie twople voted for, and Are now demlah4 ing "1Equtal
righ ts to all, speial privileges to nwoe."

Buitt he ieclianict of opeLration were so inhutman, illogitcal and
un-American that these pen-achieve.s failed utterly to accomplish
their purpose.

Let me take one concrete case as an example: The Government offi-
cials know how many bushels of wheat are demanded for consuIp-
tion and exportation in a given time; they know, too, tlnt if all
the large wheat growing farmers and cor ;orations would lroduco
their maximum number of bushels, they alone would produce more
than enough to supply the need, without taking one bushel from the
six million smaller farmers. Therefore, the idea was to reduce the
production of the large wheat growers and increase the production
of the smaller farmers to the point. where production would be in
harmony with the demand. This, then, would allow the smaller
farmers to exist and sell their wheat at a fair price, while the larger
corporations would receive a fair profit, per buhel, for growing less
wheat.

If the attainment of this objective were followed through to
all industry, each citizen could be happy with his share of our
national abundance and individual socia security would rest on each
citizen's thrift ine,.

And this siund American objective may be attained without run.
ninF counter to our esteemed Constitution.

Now, what happened was this: The Government paid tribute to
the large corporations for not hurting the smallers farmers, while
the large corporations benefited most.

'The Government used as a measure for bushels, acreage of non.
production, so that some of these large wheat growers produced
more bushels of wheat per acre on trie remaining acreage, thus
receiving checks for false reduction.

To pay this tribute, the poorer man was taxed more burden.
somely.

As a further nonstrosity, the Government imported more wheat
than could have been grow n on the acreage put out of production.

The fault of these inconsitencies rests with our public officials
who fail to enact an honest tax plan for business.

To reusa a quotation used by our President: "On your heads; in
your hands; the sin or having lies."

We have the illogical spwctacle of paying $961,004 to a Puerto
Rican 2orp0ration; $862,0 to a llawaiian producer; $92,237 to a
California bet-sugar producer; $65,505 to a Colorado bet-sugar
grower for not producing too much sugar.

The progressive busimss tax proposes a ta on production or
nies, so that individual overproduction will be taxed fairly for
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monopolizing any field of endeavor, rather than receiving a bonus
for alleviating so much misery.

The total production in each line of business would be divided
by the number of enterprisers, in order to ascertain the "fair amount"
in each line. For each "fair amount" over the fir-t fair amount, a
-percent tax would be added progressively.

A chek for $150,000 to a hog-raising corporation for not raising
too 1many hogs. This was in California, whose State motto is
"Eureka' (I have found it)

A check for $115,750 to an Arkansas cotton grower-State motto:
"The People Rule."

'While the Government paid thousands of checks for not produc-
ing, the absurdity of the thing may be comprehended when you
realize that acreage was used as the measure of production, so that
thee large corporations were paid for reducing their acreage, while
at the same time they increased their production on their remaining
acres. A net-profit tax is no less inconsistent.

The plan of the progressive business tax advocates a progressive
tax in proportion to a fair amount of business done in each line of
business, and it is interesting for you to note (from the U. S. Census
Report of Manufacturing for 1929) that man-production advantage
increases very materially to the corporations in proportion to their
increased1 total production or sales, and this predominant advantage
should not be used against the national security.

By these statistics man-production increases like this: Corpora-
tions producing from 5,000 to 20,000 nian-production, 3,08.3; from
20,000 to 50,000, 4,739 50,000 to 100,000, 5,544; 100,000 to 250,000,
5,765; 250,000 to 50000, 6,102; 500,000 to 1,000,000, 6,501; 1,000,000
to 2,500,000, 7,0S9; 2,500,000 to 5,000,000, 7,801; 5,000,000 ard over,
11789.

This shows that man-production in the lowest-volume bracket of
production was M,083; in the middle bracket, $6,102; while in the
higher bracket with superefficient mass-producing machinery, man.
production was $11,789. This shows that the larger corporations
could have paid each of their 2,4-42,320 employees $76.70 per week
in addition to the amount they then paid without making their com-
petition more keen than the 'corporations doing between $2,500,000
and $5,000,000 annually.

The 210,959 establishments produced $70,434,863,443; this would
average approximately one-third million for each establishment. On
this basis if one-third million were to be considered a "fair amount"
the 15,449 companies doing between $;33,000 and $500,000 would
each pay to the Government in taxes $198. While their man-produc-
tion advantage over their nearest comnpeitor would amount to
$19,456 and the Government would receive $3,058,9012.

The 10,395 companies doing between $500,000 ant] $1,000,000 would
each pay to the Government in taxes $1,035, while their man-pro-
duction advantage over their nearest competitor would amount to
$47,436, and the Giovernment would receive $11,013,825.

The 7,430 companies doing between $1,000,000 and $2,500,000
would each pay to the Government $27,950, while their man-pro.
duction advantage over their nearest competitor would amount to
$120,360, and the Government would receive $201,713,090.
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'rho 2,470, mAnwifacluivrs doing between $2,00,O00 and ,000,000
would each pay to the (loverimient $16'2,701, while their man- ro-
dd l.eion advantage over their nearest competitor would anotin to
$310,2, and the (lovernnient, word receive I13,815,O95,

The 1,Wl corlporations doing over $5,000,000, itveratIg I .0 $,30,.
O8, woul' each pay to the (loverumetl $3,572,05 o 1, 0il their ItnAn-
proibleing ad( nl.tago over their nearest coZn1)Jtitor would Amount
to $I,22$,208, and the governmentt woulhi receive fromn themn
$7,G'Pi MN,5,12 Many of the.e corporations t v operating in viola-
(loll of our anlititrut law.4.

'The ilea of the progressive tax is that the Stnte shall receive back
one-half of that wliielh emanntes from the State, so it would ninoint
to tho (ioverment receiving nbout $1,000,W00,000 and the State
meeiving auflivient for its needs.

Senator BNt''. ]efore y)-o leave may I ask for the source of
the igullm%'. Mr. 'ltiestleyl

Mr. ImirTi. They are front the O29 United States census of
III A tli| 'ell ' fact

The Vm.sIR.NIN. 'rhak you, Mr. 1Priestley. M'r. Fairchild,

STATEMENT OF FRED ROGERS FAIRCHILD, PROFESSOR OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY, YALE UNIVERSITY, REPRESENTING
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF CONNECTICUT, INO.

M1r. FAIRc ILD. ',r. Chairman and members of the coninltte: I
have been asked by the Manufacturers Association of Contecticut to
appear before you and to present their viewpoint with respect to
the revenue bill which you are considering. II asking me thins to
rere-ent them, the atsoiation has given me no instntctions but has
left mie free to express my owlt comivictior . 'his permits me to
lace before -ou my criticism of tlie pending bill, not merely from

the viewpoint of the special interests of an association of New
Fngland nRm nufAct te-s, but from the broad viewpoint, of the public
inters-A.

,Senator CoN M,. May I ask you right there: I)o you mean that
tie manufaturing concerns turned it over to you wnd told you to
do what you wanted to do about it, that they have no views of their

Mr. F.%iRc-iD. It does not mean they have no views of their own.
Senator CoN.ALLY. Whoever they are, they chose you to express

their views for them t
Mr. FAIRCILuD. I will faithfully present what is their interest.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand you are a professor in Yale Uni-

verit I
Mr: FAIRC ILD. Profe.or of political economy in Yale Univer-

sity, New laven, Conn.
&-enator CONNALXL. lave you ever been a member of the brain

trust I
Mir. FAmCHILD, I have never been so honored.
The CHAIRMANs'. You mean the brain trust of the Democratic Party

or the Republican Partyt
Mr. FAIRCHILD. I ant innocent of participation in any brain

tru.t, Senator. It is this aspect of the case which has my in-
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test as a student of economics and taxation. It is because of the
belief that in this case the interests of the manufacturers of Coil-
necticut are generally coincident with the welfall of the whole people
of the United tate'that this association feels safe in 1lus entrusting
their i'epre.sentation to ine and that I a9n willhig to represent them.
I could do so on no other terms.

In a (treat Nation like ours there are inevitably many men of
man, minds. I an fully aware that in the minds of tho-e who are
interested in the plnd jg revenue bill there are various viewpoints
and various motives. )oubtless there are those who believe that an
attack up)on industrT is in the public interest. To such, demuistra-
tion that this bill might seriously affect the well-being of thousands
of Aniericall 111(11:4i-nr enterprises would not present an argument
against it. In opposition to this viewpoint may I state my own
conviction that ti1e welfare of the American people is not served
by a division into contending groups and a conflict in which what-
ever injures one group is regarded as a gain to the olher'. Ol the
contrary I am convinced that tie welfare of the whole pIole is
i.,separitblv bound ti ) in) a healthy condition of industry. Parlicu-
larly at tlis time, when the American poople--still in the gri) of
tho everest arid longest depressioui of history-are looking for the
recovery of healthy economic activity and prosperity, it is ess' ltiiln
that governmnentaf action be so far as possib'lio ctlculateI to en-
courage, rather than to discourage, busine s. eiterpri.,e. For it is
a well.ttested fact that, in a world such as oure, those forces which
promote economic recovery have their origin in the minds of the
entrepreneurs. When the fultire offers prospect of profitable enter-

mri , then those who are responsible for business policy make the
decisions which spm III) industry, swell the demand for capital
gools, and increase employment,'wages, incomes, and con.suming
power. It is thus that recovery cones. On the other hand whatever
tends to reduce the chance of profitable business discourages indus-
trial expansion and prolongs depression.

Another theory, rather widely held in America today, is that we
have had to much saving and too little spending, that in conse-
quence productive capacity has outgrown consuming power and so
caused industrial depression, and that the way to recovery involves
discouragement of saving and encouragement of spending. Those
who hold this theory may look with favor up-rn the pending bill as
tending to force a larger distribution of the earnings of industry into
the hands of stock holder, who, it may be presumed, will be inclined
to spend 3ome at least of the resulting dividends, representing funds
which would otherwise be saved and reinvested by the corporations.
That this would be the consequence of this bill is, I think, true.
That economic recovery would thereby be promoted is, on the other
hand, precisely contrary to the truth. I would not choose to weary
you, even did'my time permit, with the theoretical analysis of thi?'
matter. May I simply state as my firm belief that the rather popu-
lar theory which h ave summarized is based on false economic
premises. Economic depression is not brought about by too much
saving. Economic recovery will be retarded, not hastened, by any
measures at this time which tend to check saving and investment,
especially in the products of the so-called heavy industries.

10O
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In thus paying my respects to certain theories which I regard as
fallacious and pernicious I have sought, so to speak, "to clear the
decks for action" upon wiat I believe is the real issue in connection
with this bill.. I shall from now on assume that I am addressing
those who sinceiely desire both the recovery of economic prosperity
upon the foundation of a healthy and prosperous industry and the
promotion of a sound and equitable tax system for the National Gov-
ernment. I should like to say a few words on these two matters,
taking them in the reverse order.

First of all may I state most emphatically my conviction that the
existing policy 6f deficit financing is unsound and fraught with
great danger to the future stability and well-being of the Nation.
It might appear that I should therefore welcome any measure which
proposes to increase the tax revenue and so presumably, to reduce
the deficit. Actually my position is quite the contrary. The time
to increase taxes is when consideration is being iven to the bal-
ancing of the budget. The burden of taxation in the United States
is already very heavy; it is already presenting an obstacle to eco-
nomic recovery. The present bill, while it presumes to add some
hundreds of millions to the Government's revenue, indicates no in-
tention of balancing the budget. Its enactment, even assuming that
the estimates of its yield should prove correct, would leave the
enormous deficit still enormous. The people would have the in-
creased load of taxation, and they would still have the deficit, both
imposing heavy drags on economic recovery.

I believe that the Congress should take no action in the way of
new or increased taxes except in connection with a real balancing of
the whole Federal budget. Such balancing will require attention
to expenditures as well as revenues. I am certain that the present
level of governmental expenditures could be greatly reduced with-
out serious loss to the efficient functioning of government. At the
same time it is quite probable that additional taxes may be found
necessary. Of cour,e taxes are never welcome to those who have
them to pay. But increased taxes which are required to balance
the Budget would present a very different face to industry from
those which leave the deficit still with us. Accompanied by vigorous
reduction of expenditures, and as the price of a balanced Budget,
necessary increases in the tax load, will, I am confident, be accepted
philosophically, if not cheerfully. For I can think of no action by
the Congress Wvhich would give more encouragement to industry ana
more effectively stimulate economic recovery than the prompt bal-
ancing of the Budget along lines such as I have suggested.

This matter has an even more direct connection with the pending
bill. The existing Federal income tax is an exceeding complicatea
thing. It involves intimate relations with the multitudinous con-
ditions of business. It involves complex relations between corpora-
tions and partnerships and individuals.

Senator CO.NAmLLY. Right there, if we balance the Budget we have
to levy a good deal more tax than we levy in this bill, isn't that true
Mr: FAIRCHILD. I hardly think so, Senator.
Senator Co..NALLY. If you can show u3 how to do that, if you can

show us how to balance ilhe Budget and still keep down the taxes,
ve would be glad to have you do so.
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Mr. FAIRCIiLD. I did not say that. I think the Budget can be
balanced by a combination of a reduction of expenditures and a mod-
erate increase in taxation, and it is in that connection that I would
hope that such an increased taxation might be undertaken.

Senator KINo. You do not welcome a deficit of approximately 6
billions of dollars, do you?

Mr. FAIRCHILD. I do not welcome any deficit, Senator.
Senator KNo. Neither do I.
Senator BAILEY. If the volume of national income should in-

crease from 55 billion dollars to 70 billion dollars you could balance
the Budget on the present taxes, could you notI

Mr. 1'4ARCIIII. I could not answer that definitely, although I am
very certain that the present revenue system would, in a condition
of increased prosperity, bring in very much greater revenue, which
seems to me again to be a reason against making changes involving
new and untried tax laws at this particular time.

Senator BAILEY. Income has increased since 1932 from 30 billions
to 55 billions. Those are the figures of the Department of Com-
inerce. If it was increased 15 billions more you would have 70 bil-
lion dollars. Are you prepared to testify as to what the revenue
would be on 70 billion dollars' income at the present taxes?

Mr. FAIRCHIL. I would be quite unable to give you any precise
figure, of course, on that hypothetical question.

Senator BAILEY. Well, it would produce as much revenue as would
be produced under this bill, additional revenue, so there would be
no necessity to levy additional taxes.

Mr. FAiRcHILD.I can answer that latter part of the question in
the affirmative. I do not believe that additional taxation eventually
should be necesary.

Senator BAILEY. If people are going to have a 70-billion-dollar
income in the next year there would be no necessity for the present
taxation to raise, as I understand, 0 billion dollars.

Mr. FAIRCHILD. I have made no research which would permit me
to answer'that in such a precise figure, but I think I can agree
with the general principle of your statement.

Senator BAILEY. I hope the experts from the Government will give
us some information on that.

Mr. FAIRCHILD. They are certainly far more competent than I am
to answer a question of that sort.

Senator Kixo. It would depend, Senator, may I be permitted to
interpolate, upon the bracket in which that additional income may
fall. It may be that a large part of that 70 billion dollars would
consist of increased wages and increased earnings among those
who would pay but little Iif any taxes.

Senator LYLP.Y. That is true, but I think if we had a 70-billion-
dollar income we can assume that that would be properly distributed.
I would like to have the experts from the Treasury Department
tell us about that.

Senator Kixo. I join in that request too.
Senator BAILEY. That is the most constructive way out. If we

can build the business tip to a national income of 70 billion dollars I
know we would receive enough revenue so we would not have to in-
clrease the taxes. I would like to get the Treasury Department to
look into that and give us some information on that.
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The CiuiiAsm. All right, proceed, Mr. Fairchild.
Mr. FARcCJHLD. During the history of the law its complexities

have steadily increased. And with the constant mounting of the
tax rates the considerations. involved in these complexities have
grown steady more serious. At the same time progress has been
made in meeting these problems through the gradual building up of
an elaborate mass of administrative rulings and legal decisions. In
this manner the people have become adjusted to the tax system.

The present bill proposes to sweep away the essential features of
this tax system, so far as it relates to corporations, and to substitute
a new system based on different principle.. Whatever may be the
defects of the present system, it has at least the advantage of ex-
perience. Both the taxpayers and the administration have become
familiar with it and adjusted to it. An essentially new system would
require once more the painful and laborious process of adjustment,
Of building up administrative rulings, of judicial settlement of dis-
puted interpretations, of learning by experience. This would not
only place a new burden of uncertainty and expense upon industry,
retarding the progress toward recovery. It would also throw an
element of uncertainty into the Government's finances. In spite
of the best efforts to calculate the probable yield of the proposed
tax measure, this is still a matter of prediction, and no one can be
sure that the new tax will produce the hoped-for yield. This is a
poor time to introduce new hazards into the Government's revenue
system.

The CHAIRM_,AN. May I ask you, Mr. Fairchild, if we did not adopt
the corporation tax and we had the surtax only, would you think
the method propose-I here wolld be a very fair, equitable method I

Mr. FAIRCHILD. I t'ink I am going to comment on that very point
a little later. If I do not touch on that I hope you will ask it again.

Furthermore, I would point out that, even though the modified
tax system of the present bill should become law, there would be
no assurance that anything had been definitely settled. The deficit
would still remain. Inevitably, sooner or later, the problem of
balancing the Budget will have to be faced. At that time there
will doubtless be tax legislation. The method of taxing corporations,
the relations between corporation taxes and individual taxes, may
again be revised. Business may again have to undertake the painful
process of readjustment. To my mind this presents a powerful
argument against overhauling the income tax at the present time,
whatever the merits of the proposed changes may be, and another
powerful argument in favor of postponing all fundamental tax
legislation until it can be undertaken as part of a thorough revision
of Government finances and a real balancing of the Budget.

I come now more specifically to the merits of the pending bill. I
am frank to say that in my opinion our existing income-tax laws
are far from perfect, especially in the relations which they set up
between the corporations and their stockholders. Corporations are
generally taxed on (substantially) all their net income. In con-
sideration of this, the stockholders are not taxed upon their divi-
dend income so far as the normal tax is concerned. Their divi-
(lends are subject to the surtax. Now, in view of the fact that the
corporation tax is at rates from 12 to 15 percent, while the indi-
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vidlual normal tax is at 4 percent, this concession represents a very

inadequate adjustment on account of the "Ftoppage at the source'
which the corporation income tax may be considered to represent.
A more exact adhustnent. would be accomplished by making divi-
dendIs subject to hoth normal tax and surtax and then allowing a
credit against the stockholder's tax aqual to his proportional share
of the ircome tax paid by the corporation.

This would do justice to the larger shareholders.
Senator CONNALLY. Right there let me ask you a question about

that. Is it not true, at least on theory, that a corporation may re-
tain, oc it may pay out all or any part of its current income and
that the rate of tax in the hands of the ultimate stockholder will
be just exactly the same?

Now, you can make a point there that the corporation could not
retain what it needed without being penalized. If that is true, thee
the only consideration that the corporation would have would be:
"h1ow much money do we need out of current revenues as a re.*rvo
or surplus?" It is just that consideration alone, because it will not
make a bit of difference to us as to the tax, whether wt "istributed
it all or whether we distributed none of it, or whether we dis-
tributed part of it, and then we are putting it down to the real
economic factor alone of how much of the current revenues ought
this corporation to retain for its own working capital, without
pressure from big stockholders to keep it in the treasury and
without pressure from little stockholders to pay it out, do you
realize that?

Mr. FAIRcmiII. Does that not overlook the fact that under the
present bill the directors of a corporation, in deciding how muchi to
retain of a given amount of earnings to add to surplus, would have
to face a very heavy tax and that might influence their vote as to the
amount of their earnings to be distributed to stockholders?

Senator CONNALLY. Well, the stockholders would pay it, when
they get it. In the aggregate they will pay the "me tax, whether
it is all distributed or whether none of it is distributed.

.Mr. FAIncml.D. I do not believe that that is the way it will work
out.

Senator CONNALLY. That is what we are trying to do. If you
show us what is wrong with it, we will try to fix it.

Mr. FAIRmCmLD. I cannot show you how to fix it, because I do not
think it can be done.

Senator BLACK. May I ask you a question? I understand you
favor the principle of equalizing the payment of the tax on the
income derived either from corporate activity by the individual or
from other sources?

Mr. FAIRCHIMd. Yes.
Senator BLACK. And your objection to this bill, as I understood

it, is that, the mechanics adopted to bring about that end results in
some kind of coercion on the stockholders that requires them to make
a decision in reference to that which they should not have lo make
in order to accomplish your purpose.

Mr. FAIRc1lW. _Yes; and I go a little further than your question
implies, because my objection is fundamentally to the punitive and
discriminatory tax on undistributed earnings. I do not regard that



at all as a necessary part of the mechanics to accomplish this
pur~pose.

Senator BLACK. May I ask you one other question t I understood
you to say you approve the President's objective of taxing undis-
tributed earnings t

Mr. FAIRCILD. Well, I approve the principle of taxing corpora-
tions only on the undistributed part of the earnings and leaving the
rest to be passed to the stockholders. I might avoid any misunder-
standing by saying that that implies there shall be no discriminatory
or punitive tax upon the undistributed earnings, no tax to force a
greater distribution than would follow from the wise discretion of
the directors themselves.

Senator BLACK. If the law simply provided that the individual
stockholder should be assessed each year on his earnings, whether it
was distributed or not, that would not be coercive so far as the
corporation is concerned, would it?
. Mr. FAIRCHILD. In other words, treat the stockholder the same as

we now treat partners of a partnership?
Senator BL~cz .Yes.
Mr. FAIRCHILD. I think that is a very interesting proposition from

a theoretical point of view. Of course, as you recognize, there would
be serious practical obstacles.

Senator BLACK. I understood your thought was that the earnings
that the individual would derive from corporate activities shou d
bear the same rate of tax as the tax on earnings which lie derived
from any other source.

Mr. FAIRCHILD. Precisely, sir.
Senator BLACK. So that if the law did simply provide an indi-

vidual should, year by year, include in his individual tax return the
earnings from all sources, including the increased earnings that he
had by reason of the corporate fund, then that would meet the ob-
jection you have as to the coercive feature of the bill?

Mr. FAIaCHILD I think it would, and it would be sound if it could
be practically carried out. It might, perhaps, imply some revamping
of the definition of "corporate net earnings", because you can see
that at certain difficulty might come about if stockholders were re-
quired to. pay a tax on earnings which had appeared only in the
orm of an increased inventory or increased accounts receivable. I

am not prepared offhand to say that some detailed modifications
would not be required. But so far as the broad principle goes, I
think that would be sound.

The CAIRMAN. Is there anything in this bill, Mr. Fairchild, that
would prevent a corporation from paying out all its earnings to its
stockholders and then tax rights for additional stock?

Mr. FAImCHLD. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You think that is all right in theory?
Mr. FAIRCHIIID. I have discussed that with people in practical

affairs who understand those matters better than I do myself and
I know there are some serious difficulties there. In other words,
that does not entirely meet the situation. In the first place, there
are expenses and complications involved in every issue of new cap-
ital by a corporation which would be required.

The CHIAMMAN., That would remove the inequities of the imposi-
lion of taxes on the corporation, as you say, and the individual.
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Mr. FAIROHM. It also might compel a corporation to build up a
larger capital than it wished. The principal objection to that, I
think, Senator, is that it would fail to provide this cushion for meet-
ing succeeding periods of depression, which the surplus of a corpora-
tion now provides. You see, if the corporation got this back in new
capital it would have increased its capital stock, and it is a very
serious thing to impair your capital stock in order to keep up
wages or to keep up , steady rate of dividend payment- whereas
you can do that out of the surplus. That is what the surplus is for.
So that that proposition which would, in part, correct the difficulty
I think would not entirely correct it.

Furthermore, of course there is always difficulty of persuading
all of your stockholders to come back with their dividends in rein-
vestment in the company. So far as it goes, I thipk that point, in
part, meets the objection, but only in part.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, you may proceed.
Mr. FAIRCHILD. It would not correct the injustice which is now

done to thle stockholder of modest means whose income cones all or
chiefly from dividends. Consider a man, married and with two de-
pendents, whose entire fortune is invested in the stock of a certain
corporation and who has no other source of income. Suppose his
share of the corporation's earnings, before the Federal income tax
is paid, is $1,000. If this corporation is taxable at the 15-percent
rate, this man's dividends are reduced by $600 from what they would
have been had there been no income tax on the corporation. Con-
sider now another man with a net income of $4,000 from sources
other than corporation dividends. This taxpayer takes a.tvantage
of the personal exemption (f $2,500, credit for dependents of $800,
and earned income credit of at least $300. The balance of his net
income, $400, is taxable at 4 percent, and his tax is $16. The other
taxpayer bore a burden of $600, paid by the corporation. ihe effect
of our present system is to deny to the poorer stockholders who have
little or no other income either the whole or a part of the personal
exenmption, the credit for dependents, and the earned income credit,
to which the spirit of the law at least entitles them.

The simple means of correcting the present injustice, to both the
large and the small shareholders, would be to cease taxing the cor-
porations on that part of their net income which is distributed in
dividends to stockholders. Tax the corporations only on the un-
distributed part of their earnings. As to th stockholders, treat
dividend income exactly like other income, and x each stockholder
at whatever rate his total income indicate.. Thepurpose should be
to make the income tax a personal tax so far as possible. taxing cor-
porations only on their undistributed earnings in okler that no part
of corporate earnings should entirely escape taxati6i. I have long
been on record in favor of such a modification of our inconie-tax
structure.

I have gone into this matter somewhat in detail because two of
the announced purposes of the present bill are to remove serious in-
equities and inequalities between corporate, partnership, and indi-
vidual forms of business organization, and to remove the inequity as
between large and small shareholders resulting from the present flat



corporate rates and because the pending tax proposal, particularly
in its original iorm as offered by ihe President, seemed to be moving
in the direction of a more personal income-tax structure.

Few persons would, I think, fail to find themselves in sympathy
with the two purposes of this bill which I have quoted. On the
other hand, disappointm'mt must come with realization that the bill
does not appear well adapted to accomplish this purpose. The origi-
nal plan of the President proposed to tax corporations only on their
undistributed earnings. This feature is, I-think, commendable.
The present bill, while taxing all corporate net earnings, makes a
distinction between the part which is distributed and that which is re-
tained by the corporation. Both plans, however, appear to destroy
whatever virtue they might thus claim by introducing the notion of a
punitive tax on the undistributed part of corporate net income.
Under these circumstances the degree to which injustice as between
large and small shareholders is removed becomes problematical at
best.

To take one extreme supposition. Assume that a corporation
Should distribute its entire earnings foi a given year. It would then
pay no tax, its shareholders would be taxed in accordance with their
respetive total incomes, and equity would apparently be accom.
plished. But if this complete distribution were the result of a tax
which penalized the holding of undistributed earnings and compelled
distribution contrary to the best judgment otherwise of the director.
of the corporation, then the greater equity as between large and
small shareholders might have been accomplished at the cost of in-
jury to the interest of all shareholders.

To take another example. If a corporation in the second group
named in the bill should hold 30 percent of its earnings undistributed,
it would, under the rates of schedule II pay a tax of 15 percent on
its entire net income, being the top rate of the present tax. The small
shareholder would not be in any way relieved from the inequity he
now suffers, whire all shareholders would suffer an additional degree
of double taxation on account of the normal tax on their dividends.
They might in addition be the losers so far as the heavy tax dis-
ermination against undistributed income had compelled a distribu-
tion of their corporation's earnings greater than would otherwise
have been wise policy.

For any case between these two examples; i. e., when the undis-
tributed earnings are less than 30 percent, there is the possibility
of a partial correction of the present inequmty to small stockholders,
possibly offset by injury to the corporation through an unwise dis-
tribution of earnings. On the other hand, in all cases where more
than 80 percent of earnings are withheld from distribution the small
shareholders are in nowise relieved from the injustice they wffer
under the present law.

In brief, whatever the tendency of the proposed plan to do justice
to the small shareholder, it is inapplicable or of small cox.seluence
except when earnings are entirely or most entirely distriuted, and
it is argely nullified by the consequences upon the corporation of an
ill advised distribution of earnings. As to the larger shareholder,
there are two effects: (1) The subjection of dividend income to the
normal tax, increasing the tax burden by so much, and (2) the rais-
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ing of certain stockholders to higher income-tax brackets through
tho increase in individual incomes resulting from a forced increasein dividends. As regards the removal of geuities between small

and largo shareholders, all that is here accomplished is the somewhat
heavier taxation of the larger shareholders. But it is to be noted
that this result, so far as it relates peculiarly to the large share-
holders, is accomplished only to the extent that the tax forces a
greater distribution of corporate earnings than would otherwise have
been considered sound policy by the directors. And so far as this
affects adversely the present stability and the future prospects of
the corporation, the injury is done to small shareholders as well as
to large.

I am unable to avoid at, largely on account of the
discriminatory tre of undistri arniii , the contribu-.
tion of this ta.r removing fuaities as between
different for of business organization and a tween small and
large share ers is very sis 1'an4 that whatevet might accom-
plish alo this line i. - ntire ovel dowed by " unfortunate
consu es which f l he discriia ry tax upon
undistC uted e .*

Wit ut doubt it is th treat of undis ibuted in.
come ich is t re t bil I r as it re tes to the
incor tax. The intnti s cc-dent t Eorcby means. f a grad.
uate scale of rates, ti stribution rpor earnin to a de.
green ubstanti gre t .I ta o take pce or to
imp odras t. n a on such greater d ribution
cann be mad Thi eans t i ud ment of dir ors as to
what i positiono of e is ost 9 to the wel re of the
corpo tion-an it both I e and s all-is no
longer o be left to opera The nfort te eff of such a
policy nu the pros.
pects of ture prof ta usin upo confide with which
those wh direct the . mneic busin all view the
future, Rnd upon the rat a ch the Ame an people shall
escape fromh omi depression would a ell nigh obvious.

Upon this p f the matter' think aenot dwell. This
subject hat already I resent reat detail by represen-
tatives of American bs r-s w o have testified before
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives and
Whose testimony is doubtless at your disposal. Similar testimony
has already been presented you and doubtless will be presented as
these hearings proceed. You are thus hearing, on this point, froth
men who are far better qualified than I to demonstrate by practical
evidence from American business the general truth as to the dan.
gerous consequences of a tax policy which would tend to force dis-
tribution of corporate earnings and interfere with the building up of
Business enterprises atid the strengthening of industry to meet the

hazards of the future through 'plowing back" into the business
a liberal portion of current earnings.

Tb-e remains one corollary of this aspect of the problem upon
which I should like to comment briefly. I think that the more this
tak propo-al is subjected to searching analysis the more apparent
becomes a tendency which I do not believe could have been foresee
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or intended by its framers. There seems no escape from the conclu-
sion that this program is bound to affect unequally different classes
of corporations and that in general its consequences will be less
serious and less harmful in the case of the large and prosperous cor-
porations, whereas its effects will be most felt-ruinously in some
cases-by the small, the young, the struggling corporations.

An old, well-established corporation, which has grown to great
size and has established a comfortable surplus out of the earnings
of past ears, may face without great concern the tax changes which
this bilf contempiates. It may be under no compulsion in the near
future to hold earnings to offset past losses. Its present surplus may
be adequate to provide the necessary cushion for possibly less pros-
perous times in the future. It may therefore be in position to dis-
tribute all or nearly all of its current earnings in dividends. It may
even find its tax load materially reduced as compared with that
which it bears under the existing taxes which affect corporate
in comes.

The CHTAIRMAN. Mr. Fairchild, in that connection there is noth.
ing in this bill that would prevent the issuance of these dividends.
If the dividends were issued the tax would be in the hands of the
shareholder or stockholder.

Mr. FAIRCHILD. I did not quite understand your question.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if they issue stock and carry with it the

idea that the stockholder would bear the tax instead of keeping it
in the corporation-

Mr. FAIRCHILD (interrupting). You mean issue a stock dividend?
The CHAIRMAN. I mean the corporate fund.
Mr. FAIRCMLD. That does not build up a surplus, though, that in-

creases the capital organization.
The CHAIRMAN. That is why we are trying to build up. a cushion.

Whether it is a large enough cushion to sit on or not I do not know.
Mr. FAIRCuILD. Ye. On the other hand there are those corpora-

tions which are fighting for "their place in the sun." There are
young corporations, which should grow by putting back into the
business perhaps the greater part of their earnings during their
first years. There are newly established enterprises which must of
necessity accept losses in their early stages which in the normal
course of events will be offset by the profits of later years. There
are corporations, both young and old, whose business is of so seasonal
a character that the natural course of events brings an alternation of
good years and bad years, losses and profits. There are young cor-
porations which, though prosperous, have not yet built up sufficient
surpluses to enable them to look forward with confidence in their
ability to withstand future periods of unprofitable business; they
are as yet in no position to maintain a steady policy either.of employ-
ment or of dividend payments in a future depresson.

In all these cases sound business policy dictates ":!wing back"
into the business a substantial part of current earning . lfi some
instance distribution of earnings in dividends may be riilxs-ible or
even illegal. The proposed tax plan would eithei- force a distribu-
tion which might e destructive of strength and future prosperity
or would impose upon undistributed earnings a heavy tax which
might be ruinous.
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Upon this subject also you have doubtless heard or will hear testi-
mony from those who are able to give demonstration from the prac-
tical facts of business experience. I would only add that such con-
sequences as these upon the least able of the country's corporate
enterprises would mean, not merely the perpetration of fresh in-
justices when the removal of injustice was the avowed purpose, not
merely particular hardship against which the enterprises affected
have the right to expect protection from the Congress but-what is
of even greater moment from the viewpoint of the public welfare--
would threaten to place a heavy obstacle in the path of industrial
recovery.

May I conclude by expi'essing the opinion that this Congress would
act wisely in postponing tax legislation until such time as it can
form part of a program for balancing the budget and that, if tax
legislation must in the opinion of the Congress be enacted at this
time, the measures adopted be free from any force which would com-
pel a distribution of corporate earnings in excess of that which is
dictated by sound business policy.

I thank you for your patience.
Senator LONEP.OA. Air. Chairman, I would like to ask him a ques-

tion with relation to the question asked by Senator Connally.
Is it not a fact that Mr. Hubbard, the president of the Connecticut

Manufacturers Association, is in Europe and that is the reason he is
not here to present the case of the manufacturers?

Mr. FAIRcHILD. I think it is a fact that he is in Europe.
Senator LONEROAN. Well, the secretary wrote me a letter to that

effect. Is it not a further fact that the manufacturers of the State
of Connecticut have been able to carry on during the depression due
to the fact that they had the ability to build up reserves?

Mr. FATRcIII.D. I think that is undoubtedly true.
Senator Lo.EROA-.. And is it not a further fact that industrial

employment in the State of Connecticut has increased more pro rata,
than in any industrial State in the Union in the last year?

Mr. FAlichILDa). I could not answer that.
Senator IoNFJI.AN. That is what the governmental agencies tell

mne.
Mr. FAIRCHILD. No doubt it is true.
Senator LONEROAN. Now, do you believe that we should adopt

this suggested plan or that we should increase the rates that now
exist, that apply to individuals, partnerships, and corporations'|

Mr. FaIRcmLD. Well, I believe, Senator, as I have already said,
that now is not the time to seek an increased revenue tax at all, but
if I were asked to make a choice between those two methods, I
believe I can honestly say that industry would suffer less from an
increase in rates of existing taxes than from the introduction of
this new type of taxation.

Senator LONR ROAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. FAIRCHILD. I believe, from my own viewpoint, that that would

be the sounder policy.
Senator BLAck. Doctor, I asked you two or three questions a while

ago, and I want to supplement them. I now understand it is your
belief that the present system of taxing corporate profits does workquities as between the large stockholders and the small stock-
holders?
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Mr. FAIRcJI.LD. Yes. Those small stockholders who do not have
other income a against which they can take the exemptions and the
credits which the law grants.

Senator BIAcK. And as a matter of fact, the only small group of
stockholders that would receive what you call equity andjustice
under the present system would be that particularly small group of
the whole that it just happens if they had to pay the tax individually
they would pay exactly the same rate as individuals as the tax that
happened to be imposed upon the corporation, whether it is 15 or 16
percent?

Mr. FAIRCHuLD, Those are small stockholders?
Senator BLACK. Small or large.
Mr. FAIRCHiLD. The stockholders who derived their dividends

from a corporation which was able to distribute the great bulk of its
income would receive some benefit from this bill, because the corpo-
ration would pay a lighter tax than now, and the stockholders them-
selves would at leasthe no worse off than they are now.

Senator BL_,cK. Then that being true, you ought to believe, do you
not, that every citizen who is taxed should be taxed on exactly the
same basis as to all earnings that every other citizen is?

Mr. FAIRCHILD. Under tho income tax?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. FAIRCHILD. Yes. So far as this is possible, I think that is the

ideal.
Senator BLACK. And you also believe that there is no way that

that can be done in connection with corporation taxes and individual
taxes except in some way to have a plan with the objective which
you said you agreed to, which would provide that the profit each
year should be included in the income-tax return of the individual
instead of attempting to put a flat rate on a corporation?

Mr. FArRMom. That would do it. I think it would also be done
substantially-and this was my own suggestion some years ago-
if the corporation were taxed only on the undistributed part of its
income at a reasonably flat rate. That is not quite so perfect an
adjustment, but I think it has the advantage of being more practical.

Senator BLA K. It does get down to the proposition, so far as
your position is concerned, if I understand it-and I do not want
to be incorrect about it-that the present system does have inequities
and injustices because the small stockholder is frequently taxed more
by the assessed rate and the large stockholder is frequently taxed
less by the assessed rate than they would be if it came into their hands
individually ?

Mr. FAIRCHILD. My comparison is not so much between large and
small stockholders.

Senator BLAcx. I mean the ones in the higher bracket. The stock-
holders that happen to be in the very low bracket are compelled to
pay a higher tax by reason of the excess-profits tax?

Mr. FAIrcILD. No; I do not think you quite get my point, Sen-
ator. I do not think the present flat rate necessarily means a low
tax on the shareholders in the high brackets. What it does mean
is a higher tax on those in the low rackets.

Senator CouzENs. What the Senator says i.3 correct with respect
to those in the high brackets if the earnings are retained.
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Mr. FAIRCHIW. Yes; if the earnings are retained according to
the judgment of the directors of the company, then the shareholders
in the large brackets pay a lower tax than they would if the earn-
ings were distributed. That is self-evident. rhad not thought of
that as being a criticism of the present plan.

Senator BACK. What I was getting at is it is agreed by all
students of taxation such as you are, that there should be some
effort made of some kind-you do not think it should be made now
by this bill-there should be some effort made to bring about an
equal taxation of income, but your objection is that the system
adopted not only has an incentive to make for a distribution which
might not otherwise exist but it is your belief that it absolutelywould compel the board o? directors to make the distribution when,
in their judgment, it might not be wise to do so.

Mr. FAMIcww. Yes, sir. I believe the present bill accomplishes
very little in the way of increased equity between large and small
corporations, as it would work out, Lnd that the slight gain, if.
there is any gain at all, is entirely offset by the very unfortunate
consequences of having that compulsion.

Senator BLAcK. That is, you consider that the benefits that would
be gained would be offset by what you consider to be the disad.
vantages.

Mr. FAIRCIMAD. Yes; and the fact that in most cases there would
not be any advantage at all. In every case where the corporation
held back an undistributed 30 percent or more of its earnings I can-
not find any advantage whatever to the small shareholder.

Senator kiNo. Doctor, would you care to express an opinion-I
shall not ask you to do so unless you care to do so--as to the effect
of this measure in its present form upon holding companies, holding
corn panics that are legitimate and are forced, because of the nature
of their business and the laws of the various States, or of the coun-
tries in which they are operating, to have holding companies I

Mr. FAIRCHJiI. That is an aspect of this bill, Senator, that I am
sorry I have not studied with very great care, but from a brief
examination of that part of the bill it would appear evident that
the holding companies are likely to be subjected. to additional and
heavier burdens; and insofar as holding companies are an essential
mechanism of industrial organization, I think that is something
that the Congress ought not to undertake.

Senator KIxo. Some companies, mining companies, by reason of
the laws of the various States and by reason of the diverse opera-
tions in which they are engaged, to achieve the same objective feel
it necessary to organize holding companies. For instance, one will
be formed to construct the smelter; another will be formed for the
purpose of conducting the mining operations per se; another will be
formed for transportation purposes per so; and yet the sme stock-
holders control all of them through this holding company. I was
ust wondering whether you had given any thought to that or not.

I should be very glad, if you find time, to have you communicate
with the secretary your views with respect to the effect of this bill
upon holding companies.

Mr. FAIRCRIi. I can say, offhand that, of course, the holding
companies, in certain instances, have been used to further unsound
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financial organization and financing; we all know that; but on the
other hand I regard the holding company as an entirely proper,
useful, and meritorious device in the conduct of corporate business,
and any tax device which in any blanket way seeks to penalize the
holding company I should regard as ill-advised. It seems to me in
that case it, should be our problem to seek out the specific evils of
the holding-company organization and attacks those evils directly.

Thank you very much.
SenatorL LONFROAN. Mr. Fairchild, is it not a fact that the reduc-

tion of the reserve in any corporation materially affects the stock
values and the cre(lit of that corporation?

Mr. FAIRCIMLD. I am very sure it does.The CHAIRMA-. Thank you, Mr. Fairchil. Mr. Oliver.

STATEMENT OF J. W. OLIVER, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oliver, you represent the American Manage-
nient A.%ociation?

Mr. OLIvr. Yes sir, I approach this problem as a taxpayer and
a citizen interested in the Nation's welfare. As a student of taxa-
tion, I am identified as follows:

1. Chairman of the tax committee, American Management
Association.

2. Member of the national tax association and regularly ap-
pointed delegate to the annual national tax conferences.

3. Member of the tax committee, New York Mercbants'
Association.

4. Secretary, the Linen Thread Co., Inc., 0 East Forty-second
Street-, New York.

I present only my personal views, as none of the organizations
with which I am identified have held meetings to discuss 1. R.
12395, nor have they authorized me to speak for them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I come before you to urge consideration of the following
suggestions:

(1) In order to accomplish the removal of "the inequity between
large and small shareholders resulting from the present flat cor-
poration rates", the new revenue measure should provide:

(a) Credit to stockholders in computing their own personal Fed-
eral-income-tax liability to the extent that a Federal tax has been
paid on dividends distributed to shareholders.

(b) Net loss carryover as deduction from either one or both of
the 2 succeeding years' taxable earnings.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you arrived at any estimate as to. what that
would cost in lost revenue?

Mr. OLvIR. I have not, sir. I was under the impression that that
question might come up, and my answer would be that you would
have to increase the individual rate--the rate on individuals--to
make up for that. I realized there would be a loss.

Senator KINo. May I inquire as to your business? You say,
"American Management Association." What does that mean?
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Mr. OLVFit. The American Management, Association is about what
that title implies. It is made up of large corporations interested in
all forms of management. It happens to be entirely different from

a trade association that might have a particular point of view. It
represents all classes of manufacturers, all classes of business or-
ganizations.

Senator Ktxo. Small and large?
Mr. OLIvR. Small and large.
(2) In order to insure a more equitable determination of "unjust

enrichment", I would have the rule for determination of whether or
not the burden of unpaid taxes was shifted, apply only in cases
where the net profit on the article exceeded 5 percent of the gross
sales price. For the determination of net profit on a sale, allow
such deductions for manufacturing, administrative, and selling costs
as are permitted in the general computation of net income of manu-
facturing and selling merchandise under the regular provisions of
income-tax laws-rules and regulations as to the allocation of these
expenses to the particular sale to be prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue.

I might say at this point, gentlemen, that, I mention 5 percent
here only as a matter of convenience. I do not mean to say that
percent establishes what is fair earnings andi that earnings in excess
of that would be unfair. I am doing that. purely from an admin-
istrative standpoint. I think it would be very h lpful both to the
taxpayers and to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

To the extent that. net profit computed in this manner on the sale
of articles hitherto subject to excise taxes (or exactions denominated
as taxes) exceeded 5 percent of the gross sales, the rule laid down
in title 3, for determining whether or not the burden was shifted,
should apply. However, this rule should be modified so as to brin
about a comparison of the current margin of profit with that of
4 pre-Agricultural Adjustment years; 2 of these years should be
1928 and 1929 and the other 2, 1931 and 1932. T'he purpose of
specifying these 4 particular years is to insure that the taxpayer
will be using an average that is not unduly weighted by depression
experience.

(3) In order to do equity, title 4 should reenact the refunding
provision of section 21 (d) of the amended Agricultural Adjustment
Act in a modified form that would insire original processors receiv-
ing the same treatment contemplated for secondar holders of
merchandise.

(4) In order to insure uniform and fair treatment in respect of
floor-stock-tax refunds, this act should specifically provide for the
refunding of precise amounts equal to the floor-stock tax collected
upon each basic agricultural commodity, or items subjected to the
tax, at the inception of each of the different proceeding or compensa-
tory taxes under the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

COMMENT ON THE Foaooixo BN uRIEF SUGOrMoSS

With respect to item (1) which deals with corporation taxes levied
on profits before they reach shareholders, it is respectfully submitted
that there is considerable merit to the general contention that the
tax ass(-sed against the corporation controvels the principle of abil-
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ity to pay which is recognized in establishing graduated rates of taxa.
tion on the individual. To the extent that a corporation pays, under
the present law, or more heavily, possibly, under future laws, a tax
on its earnings, the Federal Government is in fact levying such a flat
rate of taxation against the shareholder, be he a poor man or a rich
man. If it were possible to force a distribution of income equal to
current earnings each year without having to adopt unworkable ad.
ministrative provisions and without having to take special recogni-
tion of the different classes of taxpayers as somewhat provided for
under the proposed revenue measure, then the graduated tax rate,
based on ability to pay, would properly apply without any adjust-
inent in case of the individual.

By allowing a shareholder credit for the pro rata amount of the
Federal tax applicable to his dividends received, it makes no mate-
rial difference what rate of tax has been assessed against the corpiora-
tion because such tax becomes a payment on account of the s are-
holder's personal tax liability. This would eliminate, I believe, the
inequity that results from classifying corporations under different
divisions so as to have them fall into different rate classifications,
whether these different rates are applied for the purpose of forcing
distribution or whether they are applied because the corporation
finds itself in the peculiar position of being unable to distribute its
earnngs.

Whenever a corporation, having previously paid out all of its
available surplus in dividends, suffers a substantial loss, it will have
a deficit. Thus, in the following year, its earnings (a portion, if
not all) are required to restore the deficit and cannot be paid out in
dividends. Hence, it is necessary to allow that corporation to ab-
sorb prior years' losses in determining corporate taxable income for
the current year, or else the tax load fails to fall ratably on the
"beneficial owners of the business profits."

Regarding item (2)--determination of "unjust enrichnient"-the
proposal outlined in title 3 would assess an 80-percent tax on the net
income resulting from the sale of certain articles. Under the deft-
nition of "unjust enrichment", a taxpayer may find himself branded
as "unjustly enriched" should he mlake $1 net profit on a $1,000 sale,
if it so hapepned that the average margin during the pre-Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act period was less than that obtaining in the
case of the $1,000 current sale. Obviously a profit of 5 percent or
less on the sale of an article cannot be properly called "unjust en-
richment." I would have no quarrel, however, with a revenue meas-
ure that attempted to lay down different rates of earnings by classi-
fications of commodities'limiting the profits that are to be suibjected
to the test of "unjust enrichment,"

By so limiting the rate of net profit that could be earned without
application of the 80-percent tax, the administrative procedure,
both with respect to the Government and the taxpayer, would be
simplified. The administrative and overhead savings from such
simplification would overshadow the loss in taxes on these small
earnngs. Then to the extent that a taxpayer does earn more than
the limit that is free of the 80-percent tax, the rule as to what ex-
tent he shifted the burden could be applied. Such a rule, however,
should embrace a 4-year period as an average for normal profits
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)rior to the Agricultural Ad'ustment Act, one-half of which would
be predepression and the other half subsequent to the depression.
The particular rule laid down in title 3 is manifestly unjust, because
it is so heavily weighted with depression experience.

Regarding item (3)-refunds under the Agricultural Adjustment
Act resulting from exportation, sales to charitable institutions and
the conversion of cotton into large bags, and so forth--section 601
(a) specifically reenacts certain provisions of the amended Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act.. According to the report of the Vays
and Means Committee accompanying H. R. 12395--
the enactment of this section will serve to remove doubts as to the legal
authority of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, which have existed since the devlion of the United
States Supreme Court holding the Agricultural Adjustment Act invalid, to
continue the making of refunds under the provisions of sections * 0 *

referred to. However, section 601 (b) excludes from the benefits of
section (01 (a) the processor or other person who paid the tax. The
explanation given in the report of the Ways and Means Committee
for excludingthe actual taxpayer is * * *
for Mhe reason that the claims of such persons are within the benefits of section
21 (0) of the Agricnitural Adjustment Act, as amended.

Obviously the Bureau of Internal Revenue has been powerless to
make iefunds on legitimate claims filed under the provisions of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act because of the failure of the court to
rule on such sections of the Agricultural Adjustment Act as had
to do with making refunds. Rlut just why the Ways and Means
Committee report would recommend the granting of specific author-
ity to make refunds in case of nontaxpayers and specifically preclude
tie original taxpayer is not explained, other than to say the original
taxpaver has his remedy under section 21 (d).

l rthermore, if it is the intention of Congress to reenact certain
provisions that have to do with making refunds, why not reenact
section 21 (d) insofar as it lays down the rules for making refunds
in the case of the original processor so that the Bureau of Internal
Revenue will have a clean-cut procedure to follow with respect to all
claims for refund now outstanding or later to be filed? It is respect-
fully submitted that the passage of H. R. 12"95 without adequate
protection for the original taxpayer would subject Congress to the
criticism that it had deliberately tried to embarrass the original
taxpayer because so many of the large processors obtained injunc-
tiois that led to the dificulty we are now experiencing. If we
honestly review this matter in retrospect, we must conclude that our
present difficulty arises as a result of Congress having enacted in
the first place an invalid law and not the result of taxpayers pro.
testing this illegal exaction. I therefore recommend the exclusion
of section 601 (b) in order that all claims for refund may be handled
without discrimination with the hope that Congrem may escape the
stigma that would result from the passage of such apparently dis-
criminatory legislation.

In the report of the Ways and Means Committee explaining why
the determination of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue was
final and not subject to judicial review and further, that interest on
claims is disallowed, on the grounds that there is doubt as to the
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legal status of these claims, I respectfully submit that Congress
should not pass provisions of doubtful validity in a revenue bill.
If there is doubt about the validity of a statute that would allow
claims for refund without proof that the tax was paid, it would in
my opinion, be far better for Congress to enact only such provisions
as would enable the recovery of taxes actually paid.

With regard to item (4) it is respectfully submitted that Congress
should provide a uniform enactment in making refunds of floor-
stock taxes to the end that all taxpayers are treated alike. Section

02 provides for refunds of floor-stock taxes figured at conversion
factors regardless of whether or not the tax had actually been paid,
to all holders of merchandise as of January 6, but section 00)2 (a)
specifically excludes from the benefit of this provision the original
taxpayers.

Again quoting from the report of the Ways and Mvans Cous-
inmittee-
the original taxpayers are excluded * * * for the reason that thleir rlght&
to refund are governed by section 21 (d) of the Agricultural Aditistineat Act
as amended.
However, nothing is contained in this report indicating a desire to
have section 21 (d) reenacted and to remove any( doubts that might
l)revail as to the right of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to make
refunds under that section of the invalidated triple A.

The committee was motivated by the desire to reimburse secon(lary
holders of merchandise for the equivalent of the tax, which is in a
measure complementary to the original floor-stock tax assesscel
against him, so that the merchandise owned by these secondary
holders can move in commerce, untaxed, without hnancial loss to the
owners. It is my opinion that were Congress to adopt this l)ro-
cedure, it would tread on dangerous ground for the very reason that
it would be authorizing the Bureau of Internal Revenue in niany
instances to make "refunds" which were not refunds at all, because
the tax has never been collected.

It is my belief that substantial equity would be obtained and Con-
gress would not be exceeding its powers if instead of providing for
refunds of doubtful character Congress would specifically refund
il of the original floor-stock taxes collected. In this way refunds
in fact would be made as only the tax actually collected from a tax-
payer would be dealt with-processors and other holders of mer-
chandise subjected to a floor-stock tax at the inception of the act
all became taxpayers.

Finally, the congressional act authorizing refund of floor stock taxes
originally. collected would be comparatively simple fronm an admin-
istrative standpoint. In my opinion Congress would be authorizing
a smaller appropriation ifit should give back the precise amounts
originally collected as floor-stock taxes, because there were many
small merchants and dealers who, either as a result of ignorance or
intended evasion, did not file floor-stock-tax returns in the first in-
stance. Furthermore, an extensive amount of work has been done
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in proving the correctness of
these returns. Thus the Bureau would be relieved of the tremendous
expense of auditing and finally approving the refunds which would
obtain were Congress to specifically authorize payments based on
stocks on hand as of January 6.
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Finally, section 02 (i) of the proposal revenue bill denies the
allowance of interest oln these clainis and also denies the right of
judicial review on the theory that such payment is not required by
law but is only justified as a matter of equity. it is recommended
that Congress enact only such refunding provisions as are justified
by law and which will be "justified as a matter of equity and soundpoliv.",

In conclusion let me emphasize the necessity of Congress taking
recognition of the prime inl)ortance of simplicity, the avoidance o
doubtful provisions in the new revenue measure from a legal stand-
pyoint, and the necessity for reenacting section 21 (d) with a definite
explanation of how section 21 (d) is to operate insofar as it involves
the proof as to whether or not the burden of processing or compensa-
tory taxes was shifed.

I would suggest that section 21 (d) be reenacted, but so modified
as to specilicailfy state that the rules laid down under title 3 (unjust
enrichment) for determining whether or not the burden was shifted
should precisely apply in the case of processors who seek refund
of an illegally collected exaction ott the grounds that they were
injured thereby. Undoubtedly, there are some processors who in
fact absorbed either all or a portion of the processing taxes while
in effect and to the extent that they can prove this under speciflo
rules laid down by the law, they are as equally entitled to the refund
as any other persons intended to be the beneficiaries of such pro-
visions as have been proposed for enactment in this bill.

Senator Ki.-o. But if they passed on the tax then, under your
view, they would not be entitled to iti That would follow, would
it not?
Mr. OLIl R. That is what I suggested, Mr. Senator. for the very

reason that section 21 (d) does attempt to set out the procedure
whereby you can obtain a refund of the tax which can be sitown not
to havebeen shifted.

If section 21 (d) is to be retained it should be reenacted in a form
that would avoid uncertainty.

Senator Kiso. You. do not believe that section as it now stands is
sufficiently clearly

Mr. OlvtE. I do not think you could find any court or any econo-
imist that would ever agree as to what constituted pa,sing it on, but
I do believe the Congress could lay down a rule that would become
a valid law.

AI DUSNTS PXOPOSM BY 0. W. OUTRr To II. It 1239
SUGOESTED NEW SwrEON TO COXS- ('W)IT T) 81HAREIIOLO1M FOR TAX PAID BY

OPRPOBATION

Sr'. 34. Whenever a dividend Is paid out of accumulated net taxable income
on which the corporation has previnuiy paid a tax In accordauce with the
provisions of title I of this Act, the recipient of such dividend shall be allowed
as a credit against his tax, for the taxable year In which the dividend Is
received, his pro-ratn sbaro of the tax so previously paid by the declaring
corporation.

For the purpose of thls secllon dividends shall be deemed to have been paid
out of the most recently accumulated net income so taxed. No credit to the
stockholder under this provision, however, shall be allowed with respect to
dividends pald out of the current year's earnings to the extent that such divi-
dends are utllird by the payor corporation as a dildontl credit under section
27 for the current tfpxable year.
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SuVGESTM) NEW sWoroi TO VOM NET 1sSES

d 122. Nzr Losas (a) De'$ition of "net los.".-As used in this section the
term "net loss" means the excess of the deductions allowed by this title over
the gross income, with the following exceptions and limitations:

(1) Nonbuwsnes deductono.-Deductions otherwise allowed by law not at-
tributable to the operation of a trade or business regularly carried on by the
taxpayer shall be allowed only (o the extent of the amount of the gross income
not derived from such trade or business;

(2) Capat loose*.-In the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, de-
ductions for capital losses otherwise allowed by law shall be allowed only to
the extent of the capital gains;

(3) Depletio.--The deduction for depletion shall not exceed the amount
which would be allowable if computed without reference to discovery value, or
to percentage depletion under section 114 (b) (3) ;

(4) Interest.-There shall be included In computing gross income the amount
of interest received free from tax under this title, decreased by the amount
of Interest paid or accrued which is not allowed as a deduction by section
23 (b);

(5) Net lost not to produce net loss.-In computing the net loss for any tax-
able year a net loss for a prior year shall not be allowed as a deduction.

(b) Net los as a deduotion.-If, for any taxable year, it appears upon the
production of evidence satisfactory to the Comm!ssioner that any taxpayer has
sustained a net loss, the amount thereof shall be allowed as a deduction in
computing the net income of the taxpayer for the succeeding taxable year (here.
inafter in this section called "second year"), and if such net loss is in excess of
such net Income (computed without such deduction), the amount of such excess
shall be allowed as a deduction in computing the net income for the next suc-
ceeding taxable year (hereinafter in this section called "third year"); the
deduction in all cases to be made under regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary.

(c) Capital net gain or loss in seoon4 Vears.-(1) Capital net loss.-If in the
second year the taxpayer (other than a corporation) sustains a capital net loss,
the deduction allowed by subsection (b) of this section shall first be applied as a
deduction in computing the ordinary net income for such year. If the deduction
is in excess of the ordinary net income (computed without such deduction)
then the amount of such excess shall be allowed as a deduction in computing
net income for the third year.

(2) Capial net gain.-If in the second year the taxpayer (other than a cor-
poration) has a capital net gain, the deductions allowed by subsection (b) of
this section shall first bc applied as a deduction in computing the ordinary net
income for such year. If the deduction is in excess of the ordinary net income
(computed without such deduction) the amount of such excess shall next be
applied against the capital net gain for such year, and if in excess of the
capital net gain the amount of that excess shall be allowed as a deduction in
computing net income for the third year.

(d) Capital -net gain or loss in third Vear.-If any portion of a net loss is
allowed as a deduction In computing net Income for the third year, under the
provisions of either subsection (b) or (c) of this section and the taxpayer
(other than a corporation) has in such year a capital net gain or a capital net
loss, then the method of allowing such deduction In suc-, third year shall be
the same as provided in subsection (c).

(e) Net losses applicable under this section shall be only those accruecl In"
any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1035.

AMELNDMXENT TO BEcMION 501

Page 234.-Line 3: Strike out the word "such" and substitute therefor the
word "the" and after the word "Tax" (end of line 3) insert the following:
"imposed and described in subsection (a) (1) hereof."

Page 237.-Ltne 9: Strike out the following language after the word "the"
"five taxable years preceding the initial Imposition of the Federal excise tAx
in question." Substitute therefor the following: "four-year period consisting
of the taxable years I M8, 120, 1031, 132."

Page 238.--Line 10: At end of sentence add the following: ": however, no
tax shall apply with respect to any sale on which the net Income Is les than
5 percent of the gross sale."
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auGORaSx ANDMUEZT TO 6wnreX 601

Page 240.-Strike out subsection (b) lines 23 to 25 Inclusive. Insert as part
of subsection 1a) ou line 22 after the date of January 6 1934, the following:
"providing that the claims of original processors (or taxpayers) shall be
allowed only with respect to the products of commodities upon the processing
of which the tax was paid prior to January 8, 1938."

SUOGESTE AMrS-DMKNT TO sErToN 02

Page 242,-Line 6: Strike out the following words: "except that no such
payment shall be made to the processor or other person wh' paid or was liable
for the tax."

Subcitltut( for portion deleted: "Prorf&Jd, That the claim of a processor shall
be allowed tmly with respect to the products of commodities upon the proc-
essing of whl.'h the 1.ax was paid prior to January 0, 1938."

Bvomsr TMzw W1Sro 603

Sw. 03. The provisions of Section 21 (d) (1) of the Agricultural Adjust-
mnent Act, as amended (and the conversion factors and regulations prescribed
under su(h act for the purpose of such section), are hereby reenacted: Pro-
vf", That nothing herein contained ahall affect the provisions of Sections 001
and 002 hereof: Provided furl her, That the precise rules for determining the
extent to wivch the burden was borne by the taxpayer as set forth In Title 8
shall be the basis for claims for refund under this section.

The C11AIRMAw. The committee will stand adjourned until 9: 80
o'clock Monday morning. The witnesses who expect to testify will
appear then.

(Whereupon, at the hour of 12:15 p. ra., the committee adjourned
to 9: 30 a. in., Monday, May 4, 1936.)

OMI&"-8-l5
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MONDAY, MAY 4, 193e

UMTED STATES SENATE,Commirmz oxr FiZ;XC'F,
l Waihnglon, A. 0.

The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30 a. m., Senate
Finance Committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Pat Har-
rison presiding.

Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,
Barkley Connally, Byrd Lonergan, Black, Gerry, Guffey, Couzena,
Keyes, LaFollette, Metcalf, and -Capper.

Senator Gsor The committee will be in order. Mr. C. L.
LaRue representing the Illinois Manufacturers Association. Is
Mr. LaRue present

Mr. CiAtvsax. I believe he is listed as the next witness.
Senator GroRor. Is Mr. Clausen here, representing the United

States Chamber of Commerce l

STATEMENT 07 FRED H. CLAUSEN, HORICON, WIS,, REPRESENTING
TE UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. CLAuSEm. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am Fred H.
Clausen, president of the Van Brunt Manufacturing Co., Horicon,
Wis. As chairman of the committee on Federal finance of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, I appear in behalf of
that organization.

I understand that we are limited in our discussion to such pro-
posals in the President's message of March 3 as are reflected in the
pending bill. There is not included among these proposals any fiscal
program which by combining a reduction of expenditures with an
equitable tax measure is designed definitely to balance the Budget.
We will, however, endeavor to keep our discussio', within the limits
imposed.

A definite limitation of time for our presentation has also been
indicated and this as made it necessary for my colleagues and myself
to study carefully means of limiting our discussion to a brief survey
of some of the more important aspects of this new taxing plan which
is designed primarily to obtain [argo increases in revenues, directly
or indirectly, from corporate earnings.

Our discussion divides itself readily into three g',neral headings:
1. Budget and business aspects.
2. Banking, investment and credit features.
3. Inequalities and technical difficulties involved in the bill.
I shall deal with Budget aspects of the pending bill and with

certain general business effects, but must ask the assistance of my
20'
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associates upon the chamber committee in developing certain other
phases--Mr. Alvord's help in connection with inequalitiea and techni.
cal difficulties, Mr. Osgood's assistance in connection with banking,
investment and credit features, and Mr. Fernald's aid in accounting
phases, particularly those connected with amputations of the pro-
posed taxes.

]BUDGET AND 13USINESS ASPECTS

Businessmen generally recognize the necessity for an early return
to a balanced Budget. It is not possible to accept this bill as a
means to that end.

1. The added revenue to be derived is highly uncertain and insuffi-
cient, It is less than the budgeted increase in ordinary expendi-
tures for the next fiscal year.

2. It replaces a method of corporate taxation which is understood
and which on the basis of a gradual improvement in business will
continually produce substantially larger revenues.

3. Wo believe that any plan to balance the Federal Budget is un.
workable that does not provide for a collateral reduction in govern.
mental expenditures. An increase of ordinary expendiures of over
$3,000,000,000 from 1934 to 199Y is too fast a pace to keep up with.

4. '1his is the fourth tax increase and the fifth tax measure ap-
plied to business since 1932. After each added impact we still find
the Government with a deficit. This fiscal year we will experience
the largest revenues, the largest expenditures, and the largest deficit
in the peacetime history. of the country. bangers of private busi-
ness would not think of meeting such a situation by limiting their
efforts to increased assessments on their stockholders. That is why
we are out of step with this bill.

5. Organized business has not always opposed increased taxes.
In 1932, in a referendum the chamber membership endorsed increases
in normal and surtaxes, increases in corporation taxes, a reduction in
personal credits and levying of excices at low rates on a broad range
of articles not of the first necessity, all so combined with a reduction
of expenditures as to obtain a balanced Budget.

All the increase in taxes recommended in that program were ap-
plied but none of the reductions. The Budget was not balanced, and

ere we are today worse off than before. Is it too much to ask that
the preset condition receive realistic treatment, with greater con.
sideration given to sound policies and economic effects and less to
political expediency?

Businessmen cannot support a bill which has for its thesis the
assumption that taxes on incomes of commercial and industrial cor-
porations are. being generally evaded or avoided. It is clear that
actual a\'oidance o f taxes by corporations and their stockholders is
limited to a very few instances.

6. This plan would raise the peaks of Federal revenue in years of
prosperity and deepen the valleys in years of depression.

Under our present system all corporations in the United States
for the 4 years 1930-33, as a group, sustained a loss of 9.1 billions of
dollars. . Nevertheless, during the same years they paid dividends
out of accumulated surplus of 14.5 billion, on which stockholders
paid individual surtaxes.
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In spite of this support Federal inc~me-tax receipts dropped from

14 billion ha 1030 t6 74d million in 1988. With the accumulation
of adequate reserves prohibited except at penalty rates in the manner
this propodl contemplated, we can readily foresee what an cinbar-
rassing situation the Government would face in future depression
years.

7. I am convinced that the public does not have any adequate con-
ception of the volume of taxes now being levied and their effects
on business activity and employment.

Senator KINo. Would it interrupt you if I should make aninquiry l
Ur. CLAUbsK. Not at all.
Senator KiNo. I would like to inquire whether these figures are

accurate: In the 11-year period from 1921 to 1933--you gave the
lst 4 year&---out of lotal dividend of $50,700,000,000 their total net
income for the saije period was only $41,000,000,000. It other
words, they paid out In dividends greatly in excess of their net
incon.

Mr. C tAxsz;. Yes, sir; those are accurate figures from Government
statistics. Frankly, at times I wonder if the Congress, which is now
considering additional taxation, appreciatos the extent of the burden
of present taxes.

All taxes are absorbing 20 percent of the national income. If
taxes kept pace with expenditures, the exactions of government would
be over 80 percent. This is true in spite of the estimated increase in
national income from 89.5 billion dollars in 1932 to 58 billion in1985.

Since corporate earnings, distributed or undistributed, will have to
bear the brunt of the proposed increased taxes, the burdens already
placed on such earnings miust not be ignored. A survey was made
of 23 large and medium-sized corporations, representative of various
lines of business and selected at random. As a group these corpora-
tions showed inconm of $G48,000,000 in 1935. They paid $350,000 000
in taxes exclusive of processing taxes and Federal and State gasoline
taxes. Tho taxes paid by these corporations were equivalent to 54
percent of the earnings available to their stockholders. Discussions
of Federal taxes usually fail to take into account State and local tax
obligations.

Federal corporate income taxes can no longer be increased without
attention to similar taxes imposed by the States. In 1935, 89 States
imposed corporate income taxes, the rates averaging about 5 percent.
When taken in conju action with the present Federal rates, a total
income tax of about 20 percent, not to mention other taxes, is now
impos upon corporations doing business in 29 States.

Now come the social-security taxes with their ultimate rates total.
ing 6 percent of pay rolls. fy only emphasis here is that high
taxes on the productive forces of a country, whether of agriculture
industry, or commerce, never provided social security or promoteZ4
the reemployment of workers in private enterprise.

S xtrwS ON MA'AO5EiRST AND OPEVATOX Or OO1MORATLONS

My approach is based on experience as a servant of a business cor.
portion trying to carry out his obligations to the employees, the

R9VV,1jVV AQTj 4934
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public, and his stockholders. Most men in my position do not profess
technical knowledge of tax laws, but they are painfully conscious of
the impact of taxes. I

'After-reading the testimony of the Treamury advisert before this
committee, I realize that they speak a different language. I also
realize that they have a definite a.signment and that is "to get the
money." To do this tlhey miust needs develop a formula and-try to
make it stand up.

Certain definite objections were advanced by businessmen before
the Ways and Means Committee to the principles contained in this
bill. The attempt has now been made by Government representa-
tives to answer them. I want to refer to some of these objections
and indicate the point of view of a business manager trying to
measure the impact on his enterprise.

1. In the first place, industrial management tclay, in the larger
enterprises is ordinarily not being personally conducted by stock-
holders having the largest ownerships. If such stockholders are in
active control, it is usually because they have the ability to do the job.

The primary job of management is to so operate the business as to
assure its permanency over the years, and promote its gradual
growth. The basic elements of such a program require Intelligent
and fair treatment of workers, customers, and the general public,
and do not include evasion of taxes or any other Government require-
ment as a factor in the control of business conduct.

2. Each year's business is not a separate operation complete in
itself. The argument of the Treasury adviser is based on the theory
that it is a workable policy for a corporation to distribute each year,
substantially 100 percent of its adjusted ntet income. Such a theory
assumes a condition which does not exist; that is, a continuity of
volume and distribution from one year to another with no variation
in capital requirements.

8. The theory is advanced that the expansion and growth of
corporation enterprises should be from without and not from within.
I quote:

Corporations that de.re additional capital for expansion or other purposes
tan obtain such capital by the sale of additional shares to their own stock-
holders or to Investors generally.

What does such a statement involve?
() Annual change of capital structure.
2 Machinery of stockholders meetings and charter changes.
3 Complications of fractional shares.
4 Assumption of ability and willingness of stockholders to sub-

scribe, or of the corporations abiilty to find a par market.
(5 Every increase in shares reduces the equity of the stockholder

Unable to increase his holdings in proportion.(6) A substantial financing cost can upset market values. Such
a theory is contrary to the genesis and growth of American business
enterprise, and should not be recognized by congressional action.
The principal is the sam6 whether' we start from the 30-percent base,
which has been assumed with doubtful warrant as the normal amount
of earnings retained, or from any other base.

4. Another assumption is miAde that we oppose this bill because it
would discriminate against the snall corporation as compared With
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the large. That is not our full contention, It should be recognized
that prosperity of corporations is not measured by size. In fact, in
recent years, size has often been a liability and not an asset.

Our statement made and here repeated is that this proposal dis.
crimipates against the financially weak corporation in favor of the
strong one, regardless of size. But since, according to the estimates
of the Treasury representative, 83 percent of the corporations in 1936
will have incomes of $10 000 or less, obviously the great number of
corporations with weak financial structures nust also be small ones.

The Secretary of the Treasury referred to the recognition of tax.
ation according to "ability to pay." This bill violates that principle
instead of supporting it, It permits "ability not to pay taxes" to
operate in favor of the strongly financed corporation. Asr another
has stated, the measure would seek to make nonpayment of dividends
a taxable offense.

5. In reference to our representation that surpluses usually are
represented by assets other than cash, such as inventories and perma-
nent improvements, Mr. Haas calls attention to the fact that sur-
pluses as such are carried on the liability side of the ledger. The
same might have been said of capitol. Permit me to remark in
passing that management invariably finds that a balance sheet with.
out a surplus Ps a liability is a well-nigh insurmountable obstacle
when it has to go to a bank seeking credit.

It is true that liquid position (relation of quick assets to current
liabilities) does influence dividend policy. It is also true that divi-
dends must be curtailed when earnings are reduced unless there are
surpluses from prior years on which to draw.

The surplus position of American corporations was reduced to tho
extent of over $17,000,000,000 during the 3 years 1931-43. In addi-
tion, there are accumulated preferred dividends (of large amounts)
due to stockholders today.

It is also the rule and not the exception that management con-
siders the establishment of'a liberal dividend policy as one measure
of success. A statement of the total of corporate earnings not dis-
tributed is no proper basis for the charge that they were retained
because of the desire of the great majority of corporations to permit
their shareholders to avoid taxes.

6. The disposition of earnings and the maintenance of a favorable
balance sheet is a realistic thing to each individual management.
The application of a government rule based on a 30-percent iverago
or any other amount may be harsh or lenient to varying degrees. A
business cannot operate as an average corporation.

I can well understand that many corporations, long established,
with abundant reserve capital and quick turn-over, might be tem-
porarily satisfied with this new tax proposal. On the other hand,
companies in industries, such as mine, with slow turn-over, large
notes, and accounts receivable, and som, companies with limited
capital, will find it necessary to submit at once to excessive rates of
taxation because of absoluteinability to disburse a large pail of their
earnings.

7. During the chamber's annual meeting this past week, I was
approached by businessmen asking what exemptions have been made
for that part of earnings allocated to the pur:h ase of new machinery
or for construction. My answer, of course, was "there is none."
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I The reply has been invariably: How- does the administration ax-
pect cooperation in its reemployment efforts if the durable-goods
industries have to take the impact of this kind of tax legislation?
I promised to submit that question, and there it is.

8. ..Permit me to point to another apparent inconsistency in the
Government program. Th.e Social Security Act was supported b
the argument, and it was the strongest one that could be advanced,
that corporations set up reserves for depression years to meet busi.
ness requirements, and by the same token reserves for unemployment
should be established. The recognition of thrift, orderly savings, a
reserve cushion for contingencies--a factor of safety--must be al-
lowed if the permanency of our business institutions is to be main-
tained. The application of penalty ,atea of taxes against the estab-
lishment of adequate surpluses, es.ential and suited to the needs of a
particular business according to its peculiar situation, is the negation
of security.

9. The plan would tend to provide substitution of public control
for private management in important fiscal operations of business.
It would promote improvident and unstable dividend policies in
many companies. In others it would engender such uncertainties
concerning the sound course to pursue as to subject the management
to grave difficulties with shareholders and creditors. It presents
the danger that corporate management would be subject to serious
criticism and even lawsuits if liberal dividend policies, followed to
escape taxes, gave rise to charges of dissipation of assets.

10. The plan would make the corporation the target of Govern-
ment exaction instead of reco sizing that it is the means through
which private employment an economic stability can be restored.

In conclusion, we are here not to defend tax evasion or avoidance,
but to protect the solvency and development of American business
enterprise.

This closes the discussion on the first of our three principal topics.
Another topic is the inequalities and technical difficulties involved
in the pending bill. Air. Alvord, who will cover this subject, is
delayed; but Mr. Osgood, who is ready, will be our next witness.

I "would like to make this statement with reference to another of
our principal topics, and that is banking, investment, and credit
features of the pending bill. I am not a banker and this subject will
be discussed by s map who has had a lifetime experience in this
field, Mir. Roy C. Osgood, of Chicago.

Senator Kixo. Mr. Osgood.

STATEMENT OF ROY C. OSGOOD, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING
THE UNITED STATE8 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. Osooov. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, my name is Roy C. Os.
good. I am the vice president, heading the trust department, of the
First National Bank of Chicago. I appear as a ro.mber of the
committee on Federal finance o! the Chamber of Comineroe of the
United States. As indicated, I shall dicus the banking, i'vest-
ment, and credit aspects of the pending bill.

The more important consequences upon the financing of American
trade and industry that. might b expected to follow from the enact-
ment of a tax measure in the form as passed by the House of Rep.
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resentatives on April 29, and now pending before your committee,
may be briefly summarizeod. Passage of such a measure would:
. 1. Make more difficult the acquiring of capital to finance the estab-
lishment of new business enterprises, whether of small or large size.

2. Increase the difficulties of the corporation which his impaired
capital or credit and seeks to improve its financial position.
I S. Adversely affect the interests of bondholders and other long-
term creditors of corporations besides making this type of credit
more difficult to obtain.

4. Restrict the amount of merchandise and other short-term credit
extensions between business firms themselves and between business
firms and their customers.

5. Seriously affect the ability of a great many corporations to
repay esis tifg bank loans and handicap them in obtaining bankcredit in the -uture.

6. Weaken the investment position of preferred stockholders and
impair the usefulness of prefeired stock as an important instrument
of corporate finance.

7. Tend, from the long-time point of view, to jeopardize the in.
vestment position of common stockholders and definitely lead to
greater instability in dividend payments.

8. Tend to increase the number of bankruptcies.,
9. Tends to diminish, if not dry up, one of the most important

sources of capital for investment in business enterprises, namely,
corporate savings.

10. Grossly discriminate as between the capital needs of. corpora-
tions in various types of business, and likewise discriminate as
between the financially entrenched and the financially unentrenched
corporation by failure to recognize the true nature of surpluses and
earnings from which dividend payments are made.

11. Further divert capital into tax-exempt securities.
I propose to discuss briefly the basis of the statements made above

and to illustrate'certain of them by pointing out the likely effects of
the proposed legislation in actual situations.

NEW .NMTRPIU5FS

What relief is there for a newly established corporation which
finds it essential to conserve all or most of its earnings and build
up its working capital in order not only to survive but also to tieet
the competition of well-established corporations, with adequate sur-
pluses, which can pay out the bulk of their earnings in dividends?

It is true that section 14 of the pending bill attempts to offer a
means for a new concern to recoup its early losses without paying
the high penalty tax upon retained earnings imposed under section
18. Once any accumulated deficit has been made up, however, nor-
mal growth through the plowing in of surplus earnings would bo
precluded except as to such portion as would be left after the imposi.
tion of the high rates proposed upon undistributed statutory net
income.

The founders of a business generally anticipate that it will have
to go through a lean period and make provision accordingly, but
the critical stage in its existence may continue even after- thue con-
cern begins to show net earnings, it is usually necessary for the
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corporation to go through a period of "sasoning" before it may
obtain additional capital from existing shareholders, but certainly
outside capital with which to expand, or even to negotiate bank loans
upon favorable terms. The payment of dividends by a corporation
at thi stage of its development usually would be unwarranted, even
if funds were available for the purpose A 421 -percent levy upon
such a concern would b6 indefensible and would inevitably serve to
deter the investment of capital in new enterprises. Perhaps this point
may be illustrated by an actual case.

This company, a manufacturing concern, was organized in the
latter part of 1934. One major company manufactures between 90
and 95 percent of the total output in this field. The new enterprise,
however, is making real progress but it requires a substantial amount
of capital and must conserve all of its earnings if it is to attain a
position where it can compete upon more favorable terms with its
only principal competitor, It has been able to obtain bank loans
only by pledging its accounts receivable. If bank loans are to be
had upon more favorable terms, it mtst build up its working capital
position.

The payment of dividends at this time or within the next few
years, would so cripple the working-capital position as to make con-
tinued operation impractical. Section 10 of the pending bill relating
to debt relief, does rot apply. Net profits are running at approxi-
mately $100,000 a year. Ithas an accumulated deficit of $20,000.
Under the so-called relief afforded by section 14, the corporation
would have to pay a tax of 15 percent upon a portion of its net
income equivalent to the deficit of $2000, or $3,000. It would
have to pay, in addition, a tax of 42% percent upon $77,000 of the
remaining $80,000 of net income, or $82,725, a total tax of $35,725.

Senator Kixo. I suppose it would have to pay the income tax of
the State, that would be plus State taxesI

Mr. OsooonD Yes; and of course all other general taxes applicable
to its business.

Assuming that earnings continue at the present rate, will it be
required in the second year of this tax to pay $42,0 for the privilege
of retaining $57,6001 Under such circumstances, it would be com-
pelled to pay a drastic penalty in its competitive struggle with a
well-established business, which has practically a monopoly in the
field and would be able to pay out most of its ;arnings in dividends
and thereby avoid paying even its present amount of taxes.

The high tax on this new company would materially lengthen
the timo before it could become a good bank credit risk, and before it
could be'established firmly enough to withstand any substantial
decline in its operations because o-f adverse business conditions. It
likewise would postpone the time when the owners might begin to
receive returns ikpon their investment.

rYWABLISHYD CORPORATION

What real relief is there under the proposed tax measure for an
established corporation which has inadequate working capital and
whose accumulated earnings and profits of past years are invested
almost entirely in real estate and plantI Is such a corporation to be
penalized if it retains sufficient net earnings to build up its working
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capital! To modernize its plaht or equipmentl To employ addi.
tional labor? It would seem so...

The effects of the proposed legislation upon such a company may
be succinctly illustrated by the following example which portrays
an actual situation:

This company has been in the printing trade for approximately
half a-century. It is well known in its field. Substantial losses
were experienced beginning in 1931. Its working capital declined
to a point where current liabilities exceeded current assets. To se-
cure its indebtedness, it assigned accounts receivable to its creditors
and also gave them a mortgage on the property. As business im-
proved, it used its profits to retire indebtedness. The mortgage
debt has just been paid.

The company's current assets are now slightly in excess of its cur-
rent liabilities. The business is at a point where much of the profits
should be used to rehabilitate the plant by purchasing and installing
new heavy machinery mhich is greatly needed. The remainder of
the profit should be used to build up working capital. Net earnings
in the current year are expect*-d to be approximately $100,000. The
company is not in a position to pay dividends. Its tax, therefore,
under the proposed plan would be $42,500.

Because of the heavy tax the company probably would find it neces-
sary to use the portion of the net p rofit remaining alter the payment
of tax to add to working capital and would find it imperative to
forego the purchase of the new machinery necessary to rehabilitate
its plant and add to the number of employees that i-ould be needed
to handle increased operations.

Assuming that the corporation should go ahead and spend $10,000
for new machinery, it would have to pay a penalty for the privilege
of accumulating that. $10,000 of $7,931. The cost of the machinery
in effect would be increased by nearly 75 percent.

RONDED INDEBTEDNESS

The attractiveness of a corporation's bonds to investors depends
to a large extent upon the ability of the corporation to set aside
earnings with which to retire such obligations. The placing of F
premium upon overly generous distribution of earnings to stockhold.
ers, as proposed, will tend inevitably to reduce the margin of cor-
porate savings available for the protection of bondholders and the
redemption of fixed obligations. The imposition of high taxes,
moreover, upon corporations which cannot, for one reason or
another, pay out their earnings in dividends will impair the solvency
of many concerns which have outstanding bonds. Th is assertion may
be made notwithstanding the so-called debt relief provision (see.
16) of the bill. The relief afforded is inadequate and unrealistic in
a wide variety of cases as is illustrated by the following example:

Five years ago this corporation constructed an office building on
property owned by it. It then issued for the purpose $2,000.000 of
20-year bonds, with annual sinking-fund requirements of $100,000
per year. The Treasury Department fixed a 40-year life for the
building and an allowance of $50,000 .. year depreciation. The cor.
portion now has approximately $60,000 a year net income which,
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added to the $50,000 depreciation allowance, will just about meet
its sinking-fund requirements and the present Federal income taxes.

The corporation has a previously accumulated surplus of $1,000,-
000 about one-half of which is represented by the amount of prior
sinking-fund payments set aside for the retirement of the bonds.
Because of this situation, section 16 relating to debts affords only
partial relief. Under the proposed tax plar it could not retain
$50,000 out of net earnings for payment into the linking fund. Taxes
would absorb $15,645 out of the net income of $0,000, leaving only
$44,855. If it held back the tax out of the $0,0002 it would be
required to default on its sinking-fund payment and might be forced
into receivership.

This competition is based upon an amortization of the debt excess
of $500,000 (over the amount of surplus) spread at $33,333 annually
over the remaining 15-year life of the bond issue. If under the
provisions of section 16, the apparent option given the taxpayer to
get a technical amortization credit for tax purposes of $100,000
annually for a 5-year period were availed of, it probably would mean
a tax of 22 percent upon the entire $60,000 of net income. In either
event, however, the corporation would be obliged to defAult on its
sinking-fund payment.

It is also assumed that the sinking-fund contract creates a debt
within the meaning of section 16, because the "trust deed" securing
the 20-year bonds contains the sinking-fund debt contract. On the
other hand, the next annual sinking-fund debt of $100,000 at any
given computation date runs less than 3 years and perhaps may be
construed to be a short-term debt not within the purview ol the relief
section. If the sinking-fund requirements cannot be construed as
a debt within the relief provisions of section 16, then the tax would
be computed at 42Y percent and would be $26,500, thus enlarging
the default.

If the corporation were already in receivership, then only a 15.
percent tax (as proposed in section 105), or $9,000, would be due.
In such a case receivership would seem advantageous both for the
creditors and the stockholders.

If the corporation had a prior deficit exceeding the current net
income then only a 15-percent tax (as proposed in sec. 14) would
be due.

Why should the corporation be discriminated against as compared
with a corporation in 'receivership or a corporation which has a
deficit

PRE FRRED STOCKIJ01 JERS

If the proposed legislation were passed, many preferred-stock
holders would see a material weakening in the protection that should
be afforded their investmentt by adequate common capital and surplus
and by a safe ma.-in of earnings. They would find that corpora-
tions would not be Lble to set aside, except by paying excessive taxes,
sufficient surplus earnings to act as a cushion for dividend payments
in years of low earnings or losses. They would find that corpora.
tion, in many instances, would have difficulty in setting aside the
funds with which to retire preferred stock out of earnings. In short,
preferred shareholders in many corporations might find themselves
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involuntarily placed in the role of prinary.risk takers as the equity
of the common-stock holders became Impaired either through heavy
taxes or excessive dividend distributions.

Section 15 is intended to afford relief through earnings retention
under contracts not to pay dividends. Generally, such contracts fall
into two classifications: (1) Those found in trust deeds securing bond
issues, where the contract is to maintain working capital at a required
ratio, and restrict the payment of dividends of any kind that will
impair the agreed ratio; and (2) 'those where the prohibition is coi
gained in the preferred-stock contract, and relates to the payment of
divid&.nds on junior stock while sinking-fund or dividend require-
ments of the senior stock are in arrears.

Such intended relief as might be afforded by reason of section 15
of the proposed bill relating to contracts not to pay dividends is
negligile. Even where the provisions of section 15 are called into
play, atax of221 percent on a portion of the income, and perhaps a
higher tax on the remainder as contrasted with the present corporate
tax of approximately 15 percent would be levied. Are the relief
provisions of section 15 applicable to sinking-fund requirements in
the case of preferred-stock contracts? Are such contracts debt con-
tracts within the scope of section 16? Consider a few examples of
the problem:

1. It is provided that a milling concern on the Pacific coast must
set aside 2S percent of its net profits after preferred dividends as a
sinking fund for its preferred stock issues.

2. A dairy concern in the mid-west has preferred stock sinking
fund requirements of 3 percent of the largest amount of preferred
stock ouLstanding in any year.

3. A restaurant concern has preferred stock sinking fund require-
ments amounting to 10 percent of netprofits until the sinking fund
equals the amount of outstanding preferred.

4. An electrical manufacturing company has preferred stock sink-
ing fund requirvments of 15 percent of net profits after taxes and
preferred divdends until the sinking fund equals 115 percent of the
outstanding preferred.

These are comparatively simple illustrations. Consider however,
a corporate structure having: first, a mortgage debt with both sink-
ing fund requirements and prohibitions against payment of dividends
on stock that will impair the quick asset ratio; and second a preferred
stock issue with both sinking-fund requirements and dividend pro-
hibitions relating to junior stock. Do either of or both sections 15
and 16 give relief in such cases?

DEBIS TO BANKS

What real relief would a corporation have under section 16 if, as a
result of the depression, it should find itself owing substantial
amounts to commercial banks which amounts it is not in a position to
liquidate. The indebtedness was not incurred to acquire capital
assets. At the time the loans were made, maturity dates probably
were 90 days and certainly not over 1 year. Actually these loans
have changed from ordinary commercial short-term indebtedness and
are dependent for their liquidation upon the ability of the company
to earn money and to retain its earnings for the payment of mer-
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chandise and short-term seasonal debts as well as the loans first
describeA.

Under the present situation, it may be necessary for the banks to
renew the indebtedness periodically and look for its gradual liquids-
tion over a period of several years. If the high rates proposed upon
undistributed earnings should be placed in effect the time within
which the loans may be liquidated will be materially lengthened.
The question immediately arises whether or not the debtor will pre-
fer receivership. Consider an illustration:

The company is an old southern business house. The unfortunate
condition in which its customers, who were cotton producers, found
themselves in 1930 resulted in their inability to pay for goods bought
from the company. Heavy losses were experienced for several years
and the company faced bankruptcy. A substantial sum was owed to
several banks. The banks decided, because of their confidence in
the management, they would not permiit the company to face bank-
ruptcy, but each bank would lend it new money, permit it to serve
its territory, and liquidate its old bank debts gradually, as business
might improve. About $150,000 was due the banks on the old debt.
Operations turned profitable. The bank debt was paid down to
$118,000. Each year the company gets new loans from the banks
which it repays by the end of the year and, out of remaining earn-
ings, retires a part 6f its old bank debt.

Gradually the company is working back. A recent annual report
showed $17,000 in earnings before taxes and a further reduction of
the bank debt to about $MOO,000. At the rate it is now earning,, the
old debt can be retired in less than 7 years. Under the proposed law
it would have to pay in taxes approximately $7,000 of its annual
earnings of $17,000 and its past-cue bank debt would require over
10 years fpr liquidation. The company cannot pay dividends in the
face of the Iong-overdue bank loan; it can only liquidate debt. The
sum of all its debts computed under subsection (a) of section 16 is
not in excess of the accumulated earnings and profits of the corpora.
tion and therefore, no "relief" Is afforded. Its assets, however, are
such that they could not possibly be liquidated readily, For the
"privilege" of doing what sound business finance and good judg.
meant dictate, and a past-due bank debt necessitates, the stockholders
will have to wait over 8 years longer for dividends than they would
under the present law. The bank also has to wait 8 years longer
r~oger its debt paid.

Bank finds a company temporarily in distre*,. It arranges to
extend the company's bank debt over a period of 2 years in order
to give it a chance to survive. Is the corn pany to be denied such
rele f as may be afforded under section 16 because the maturity of
the debt is less than 8 years and obviously Nvas not incurred hi the
acquisition of capital assets, but merely represents an extension of
existing bank debt which originally was incurred in connection with
the buying and selling operations of the business Con'iider this

A company is engaged in the canning of food and uses the p rod-
ucts from thousands of acres of land owned by farmers in its State.
Income fluctuates greatly and is influenced by the weather, plant
pests, and all factors affecting farm income. The seasonal nature of
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the business necessitates substantial bank borrowing during the
period of the canning pack.

(The company proceeded successfully until 1932, when its net
income dropped sharply. Its working capital then stood at $243,000.
For several years difficulties due to the depression resulted in net
losses. At t le close of 1934 its net loss was $29,000 for the year,
and its working capital had dropped below f82,000. It had $168,000
of bonded debt, of which $15,000 of principal and about $5,000 of
interest were due. It needed loans of $190,000 to meet these interest
and principal payments and conduct its canning operations for the
coming season. The loan was a border-line credit case, but the banks
and one of its creditors decided to cooperate.

Weather conditions in 1935 were such that the, company experi-
enced an unusually large and successful pack. It showed a net profit
of $82,000 from its operations. It urgently needs every dollar of
this profit to add to ts working capital. No dividends should be
paid if the company is to build up its financial position to protect
the bondholders and to enable it to obtain credit at the banks, which
it needs during its busy season. The sum of all its debts computed
under subsection 1a) of section 16 is not in excess of the accumulated
earnings and profits of the corporation. However, its accumulated
earnings are represented largely by a canning plant.

Under the present tax law it has set aside 8,500 for Federal taxes.
Under the proposed tax law, if it attempted to conserve its income
and strengthen its position as it should, it would be compelled to pay
a tax of 422 percent, or $26,350, leaving only $35,650 to add to its
working capital. This would leave the business still a borderline
credit risk, considering also its bonds outstanding.

Due to the fluctuations in income it is imperative that the earnings
of the good years be conserved until the company is built back to a
sound position. This year if its farmer customers experience a
drought, excessive rains, or plant pests, the company may show
a loss in its operations. In all fairness the banker can hardly be
expected to loan repeatedly to a company whose credit position is
serisly endangered if the earnings of good years cannot be con-
served Until the company is built back into a sound position. The
fact that none of the relief provisions would be applicable to any
new bank loans after March 3 of this year, would be a further
deterrent. The retention of these earnings is necessary also if the
bondholders of this company are to be protected from possible de-
fault. To permit the company to use its income to improve its work-
ing capital position and to retire its Iwnds would greatly improve
its financial standing and would tend to insure farmers owning
thousands of acres of farm land of a market for their products.
Why should this situation be denied remedy because of a debt condi-
tion not covered by section 16?

Another ease is as follows:
A business borrowed $100,000 from a bank for its seasonal opera-

tions and then made about $100,000 in profits for the year before
taxes of $16,000 under the present law. Due to rising inventory
costs and the need to employ additional workers, the corporation
found itself with insufficient cash at the end of the year to repay it
bank loan and also to distribute its earnings to escape the high rates
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of taxes that are proposed to be levied. If the corporation retains
its earnings for the purpose of liquidating its indebtedness it would
have not $84,000, but $57 000 for the purpose of debt liquidation.
The net results is that the business is deprived of $26,500 at the year
end for debt reduction as a result of the new tax proposal.

OTMER FINANCING

There are several other financing questions that should be con-
sidered and that may need exceptional treatment if such a law is to
be Lnacted-

1. Plant ectenion flnancing.-In the railroad public utility and
industrial field many companies have arranged- For future plant ex-
pansion through the means of borrowing under provisions of out-
standing mortgages. Such mortgages customarily provide that
future bonds may be issued to a definite percentage of the value of
fixed property acquired or constructed, provided the net earnings of
the corporation applicable to the payment of bond interest amount to
2 21, or 3 times annual interest on the outstanding bonds and those
about to be issued. Those in charge of this bil[ should cause an
examination to be made of a sufficient number of such cases to see
the effect of this law as it is now drafted upon such financing pro-
grams. The proposed law may have a seriously adverse effect upon
such plant extension programs through increasing the 'tax costs by
causing distribution of earnings to' a point where future bonds can-
not be issued under these outstanding mortgages. If the increased
taxes cause earnings applicable to bond interest to be reduced below
the applicable ratios such new bonds cannot be issued.

2. Prices of oul8tanding bonds.-The same character of investiga-
tion should be made as to the effect of the proposed law on thi, bond
holdings of savings banks, insurance companies, and trust funds and
other investors. Generally speaking, a corporation must earn enough
to cover its bond interest at least two times in order to have its bonds
sell at par in an ordinary market. This coverage is lnown as the
margin of safety, and is recognized by all careful investors. Many
bonds that during the depression period have not been earning full
bond interest are now earning it between one and two times, so that
the recovery of the price of such bonds on the market has approached
or reached par. if companies that are in such earning situations
find that added taxes under the proposed law will so decrease net
earnings applicable to bond interest that this ratio of safety margin
will be reduced, the price of the bonds of such companies are bound
to decline.

3. 7onracta after March 3, 1936.--Serious consideration be given
to Contracts for financing that have been create" since March 3,
19386, and are now outstanding. No relief is giv(.n them under the
law now drafted but the samehardship exists tht caused the draft-
ing of sections 15 and 16.

SimilAr consideration should be given to debt retirement contracts
that will have to be created under reorganization plans 'already in
process. Some of these plans will have to be materially altered to
the detriment of the creditors and stockholde's alike unless future
contacts can be given remedies under provisions similar in general
character to sections 15 and 16. Some of these plans are in the
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courts for final approval, some will have to be resubmitted to the
creditoft and stockholders, and 9ome will be placed In an almost
hopeless position unless remedies can be found and made applicable,
without taking into consideration similar situations that may arise
in the future.

NATURE OF SURPLUS XARNINOS AND PR0Frrs

A representative of the Treasury has testified that "the item of
surplus occurs or the liability side of a corporation's balance sheet
and does not necessarily represent cash or marketable securities or
inventories or any other type of liquid asset."

Such a statement is reassuring, because an important considera-
tion which seems to underlie the pending tax proposal is that sur-
pluses--and earning,-ar6 always readily available for distribution
in the form of dividends or taxes. Let us c'anmmne for a moment
the real meaning of the terms "surplus", "earnings", and "profits."

Surplus as has been stated is not a synonym for cash. A corpora-
tion's surplus account, generally spea ing, represents the excess, if
any, of the assets over general liabilities and capital stock liabili-
ties. Frequently the bulk is in lands, buildings, equipment, mate-
reials--raw andin process-finished products, customers' accounts
in process of collection, prepaid insurance, and a hundred other
item necesary to thetconduct of the business. The cah in bank,
Usually a small percent of the corporate assets, is needed for opera-
tions, payrolls, supplies, payment of bills, etc. A corporation 'with
a large surplus may have insufficient cash and other current as-sets.

The Treasury represent ative has testified also that in no case, in
his opinion, "can it be stated that a corporation with an accumu-
lated book surplus is in a better competitive position than another
corporation with equal assets and similar liabilities and equally
good management that has no book surplus." HIe has stated like.
wise that in many cases corporate surplus may result from under-
valuation of capital stock or a giving of large and sometimes fic-
titious value to intangible assets. He might have pointed out also
that some corporations are still carrying the accumulated operating
deficits of the past few years while others have eliminated them from
their books by the simple expedient of reducing the par or stated
value of their capital stock, knd setting Up a surplus.

This matter of corporate surplus raises a question that goes to
the very heart of the pending bill. If surpluses are unimportant
why, for example, did"'the House of Representatives restrict the
so-called debt relief provision (section 16) to corporations with
indebtedness in excess of their accumulated earnings and profits
or, in other words, in excess of earned surplus

One asks, moreover why several of the most important industrial
States (including Illinois, Ohio, New York Pennsylvania, and
North Carolina) have enacted drastic laws prohibiting the payment
(,f dividends by corprittions except from theit earned-surplus ac-
countst Why have heavy liabilities been placed upon directors of
corporations who fail to heed these statutes? 'The answer is that
surpluses are nieded to protect the interests'of creditors of a corpora.
tion and the stockholders for whose welfare some 6f thW proponents
of this measure seem to have great concern.
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A few of the mcre important reasons why corporations have need
of surplus may be briefly stated: The existence of a surplus has a
direct effect upon the credit position of a corporation with its trade
customers, banks, and others. It is an important factor in the deci-
sions of investors as to whether they will purchase the bonds, stocks,
or other securities of a corporation. It furnishes a cushion to meet
eu hi contingencies as inventory losses, and to meet obsolescence oc-
curring as a result of mechanical improvements.

CORPORATE, EARNINGS AND PROFITS

Underlying any consideration of corporate surplus or profits is
the assumption that the integrity of the stockholder's investment
has been maintained. Earnings, like surplus, are in no sense piled-
up cash. They must be reemployed in raw materials, the wage and
salary cost of product, accounts receivable, maintenance of plant
and equipment, and numerous other items if the corporation is to
continue to operate. A corporation may have large earnings found
in such assets and yet be under the necessity of reducing them to
cash before they are available for dividend distribution. It is a
common occurrence to see a growing and profitable business in need
,f all the cash assets it can command to meet the rising costs that
atti.nd increased commerce. In periods of busine-s upturn or of
rapidly rising prices-especialy periods of price inflation-increased
wage and inventory costs may make such heavy drafts upon the
cash position of a business as to require the retention by it of all
or most of its earnings.

TAX-EXEMPr SECUTIRIi'

The levy of the proposed high rates not only upon corporations
that by the nature of their business must retain a substantial por-
tion of their net earnings, but also upon stockholders, would paco
an additional premium upon tax-free investments, both by indi-
viduals and by corporations.

A representative of the Treasury has taken issue with the above
statement from several points of view. Aft.r careful consider.
tion of his objections, we are forced to the conclusion that they do
not meet the future investment policies of individuals and corpora-
tions, and that it would divert into the tax-exempt fields capital that
is needed for the development of business and industrial units of
large size especially those affected by alternating periods of pros-
perity an depression.

The point was made by the Treasury representative that the in-
come from tax-exempt securities constitutes only a small portion
of the total income of corporations. This fact in no way diminisles
the investment desirability of tax-exempt securities. Nor is the
problem, as was contended, one of converting existing investments
into tax-free obligations, but of finding profitable and relatively
safe employment for savings out of future income.

The point'also was made that the yield upon tax-exempt securi-
tis is, in many cases, very low. To this should be replied that the
same thing is now true of other types of investment securities, in-
cluding many of speculative character. As regards net yields, how-
ever, tax-exempt issues offer advantages to many investors.

8545--38----16
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As the Treasury representative pointed out, a substantial propor-
tion of tax-exempt securities is purchased by individuals with large
incomes. As he also stated, iiew tax-exeml)t issues of good qualily
are currently being offered at 4 percent or less. One explanation of
this, of course is the considerable demand already existing for tax.
exempt securities among investors in the higher income groups.
Another explanation is the artificial scarcity of other types of new
investment offerings. That low coupon rates are not barrier to the
purchase of tax-exempt securities by wealthy individuals can be
readily demonstrated. An individual with $106,000 income subject to
tax, who is debating whether to invest funds in tax-exempt or other
types of securities, finds that he will be as well off, from the stand-
point of net yield by buying a tax-free municipal bond with a yield
of 3.04 percent as he would be if he bought a taxable security yielding
8 percent. Under present investment conditions, where high-grade
railroad, utility, and corporation bonds cannot be purchawd to yield
better than 4 percent, an investor with $50,000 of net income, buying
a bond to yield 4 percent, gets a yield, under present income taxes, of
2.6 percent. This is about the yield of the highest grade, long-term
municipal bonds in the present market.

Passage of the pending measure would be likely to induce new
purchases of tax-exempt securities by corporations. With a high tax
upon undistributed earnings, such tax-exempt income as a corpo.
ration might receive, would take on new importance for the reason
that it could be fully retained, tax free. Assuming that a corpo-
ration were under the necessity of retaining all of its earnings in
liquid form and therefore would be taxed at the rate of 421/2 percent
upon such earnings a 2.3 percent tax-exempt would be as attractive
from the standpoint of net vield as a 4-percent taxable bond, or a
2.8-percent tax-exempt security, as against employment of the funds
in active business risks at 5 percent. In view also of the fact that
banks may no longer pay interest upon demand deposits, and that
there would be a need, under the pending measure, for corporations
to keep themselves in a more liquid position than formerly, a sub-
stantial demand for tax-exempt investments might be expected from
corporations in the employment of their reserve funds.

In support of his contentions the Treasury representative declared
that the net amount of tax-exempt State and municipal securities
outstanding declined slightly between June 30, 1931, and June 30,
1935, and predicted that the volume of such securities would not
increase greatly in the future. It should be pointed out that the
early part of the period referred to was one of tremendous decline
in the issuance of municipals, and that a substantial upturn was
under way during the latter portion. This is clearly shown by
reliable statistics indicating large increases during 1934, 1935, and
the first 3 months of 1036.

As evidence of the potential amounts of tax-exempt financing that
may be expected to be forthcoming, the P. W. A. had pending
before it on March 31, 1936, applications for non-Federal projects
estimated to cost over two and a quarter billion dollars. Part of
this sum, of course is proposed to be obtained from th Federal
Government in the form of grants. How many projects iot on this
list are in contemplation cannot be estimated, but the number is
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large. The fact, however, that States and municipalities have indi-
cated their desire to undertake construction projects costing more
than two and a quarter billion dollars in the near future-most of
which will be financed by bond issues, whether there are sold to
P. W. A. or to private investors--indicates the probability of substan.
Ckl issuance of municipals in the near future.

iiEPLEXISHING CAPITAL TIIROIIOI[ THE SALE OF RIOTS

It is confidently stated that the penalty on the retention of earn-
ings imposed by this measure will discourage the saving of sufficient
earnings in lai:ge as well as small corporations for expansion and
other proper purposes. One of the Treasury witnesses has said that
free access to the organized capital markets'offers "abundant oppor-
tunities to all profitable corporations" of medium and large size for
such additional capital funds as they may require. It is interesting
to note that out of more than 400,000 corporations making income
tax returns, less than 4,000, or 1 percent, have their stocks traded on
the security exchanges of the country. This indicates the extent to
which corporations avail themselves of the organized capital markets
of the country. It would be pertinent to ask what sources of funds
are open to unprofitable corporations or those which barely break
even or make only small profits.

The witness further stated that any medium-sized or large cor-
poration whose stock is traded on the securities market may obtain
through the issuance of stock rights, the reinvestment in its business
of capital equal to all or any desired portion of its current earnings
that have been distributed in dividends. An extended discussion
might be had as to the impracticability of any such widespread
replenishment of capital, but it is generally sufficient to say that as
a substitute for corporate saving such a general plan is utterly i.
practicable. Briefly, it may bb said that there has been left out of
the calculation the general tendency on the part of average stock-
holders to spend and not reinvest dividends; the reduction of the
dividends in the hands of the stockholders by the normal and sur-
taxes paid upon them, leaving, in many cass, an unsubstantial por-
tion for reinvestment; the general lack of power to make such rein-
vestment by trustees and other fiduciaries; the difficulty of exercise
and sale of rights in downward or narrow 'markets; and the ma-
chiery involved and the expems to the corporation. Generally
speaking, it ray be said that where refinancing through the sale of
rights has proved attractive on the market, it has been because of the
fine credit, kepmation of the corporation whose stock is involved, a
reputation obtained through retention of sufficient earnings to act as
a cushion for stable divi -ends and other corporate needs. In other
words, a condition which it seems to be the avowe(1 purpose of this
measure to discourage.
ISenator'CoxxAuy. Mr. Osgood, I will ask you a question. Have

you made an recommendations as to how additional taxes ought
to be securil

Mr. OsoooD. No, sir.
Senator CoN;AxALT. You are just against the bill!
Mr. OsGooD. i am against the bill as it stands; yes, sir.
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Senator CoNNALLY. You haven't any suggestions as to how we will
get the added revenue?

M . Osoow. No; it was our understanding that under the rules of'
these hearings we were limited in the scope of our testimony, Senator,
to the provisions of the pending bill.

Senator KiNo. Mr. 11. 13. Jernald.

STATEMENT OF H. B. FERNALD, MONTOLAIR, N. I., REPRESENTING
THE UNITED STATES 0XAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. FIMNAW. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Ifenry
B. Feniald of Montclair, N. J. I am senior partner of Loomis,
Suffern & Ferlnald, certified public accountants, of New York City.
I appear as a member of the committed on Federal finance of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

As has ben indicated, I shall speak of some of the accounting
and technical aspects of the proposed tax upon corporate income.
My discussion will be limited to the tax applicable to the ordinary
corporation which does not come under the provisions relating to
baiks insurance companies, and the other corporations which are
excluded from the general proposal.

By an exceptionally ingenious scheme of nomenclature and alter-
native schedules of rates, the mathe'. tics of this proposaI are writ-
ten in this bill to state the tax at relatively low rates applicable to
the entire net income instead of stating it at the higher rates appli-
cable to income which is not distributed. However, I need not tell
you that it is an appalling thing to place these schedules before the
ordinary taxpayer, with the requirement that he must, at his peril,
make his computations under this law, swear to the correctness of
his returns, and accept the consequences for any errors he may make.

Th6 situation is bad enough under present law, where the tax-
payer computes his net income as best ho can and then sometime
within the next 2 or 3 or more years, receives notice from the Com-
missioner stating any errors as the Commissioner sees them and
imposing an additional tax. But this tax is no more than the tax-
payer would have had to pay if he had correctly determined and
computed his net income in the first instance. Likewise, if the tax-
payer appeals to the Board of Tax Appeals or to the courts, the
final decision is simply the same amount of tax which he would
have been required to pay if his own first computation had been in
accord with the final determination.

Under the proposed law the result is different, It the taxpayer
correctly computes his net income and pays dividends to that full
amount, no tax is imposed. If, however, the taxpayer has done the
best he could, but at some future date the Commissioner or possibly
the courts, make a final determination of an additional amount of
net income the tax may be very heavy. Perhaps the taxpayer has
made every conscientious endeavor he could to determine correctly
the amount of net income. Perhaps he may have tried scrupulously
to follow the regulations then in effect. Nevertheless, if the Com-
missioner, because of some change in his own regulations, some new
decision of the courts some one of the thousands of Bureau rules
and decisions which have never been made public, determines an
additional amount of income, that additional amount may be taxed
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as undistributed net income, and under this bill it will be too late
for the taxpayer then to remedy the situation by making a distribu.
tion. Certainly this is gross injustice. Two possible remedies
appear. First, and most effective, do not enact this kind of a law.
'Vcond, If enacted, at least provide that in case of determination of
a deficiency by the Commissioner, where no fraud or misrepresenta-
tion is involved, the taxpayer shall have a reasonable time, poMibly
.8 months after such determination becomes final within which to
make without penalty the distribution to stockholders which would
give rise to a corresponding dividend credit, This latter, if done,
would place the matter as nearly as may be on the same basis as the
present law, where an additional determination by tho Commission
carries with it only the same tax that the taxpayer would have had
toIpay if lie in the first case had made such a determination.

Nawnplea of ine1tkiie, -- t, is stated that the tax prolsed will
inore equitably impose the tax liabilities on corporate income. Let
us examine that contention.

To sinmplify our discu.%ion, let us smume that we are dealinF
with cor oraticns where the sincial interest credit of section 20 is
not involved and the adjusted net income is the same as the net
Income.

To avoid possible complications of sections 14, 15, and 16, let us
consider what this tax will mean to a corporation which is formed
and starts in business in 1930.

1a) Under schedule I of section 13:
f its net income were $10,000 and it had $1,000 of undistributed

net income (whether because this $1,000 had never been realized in
cash but was simply represented in accounts receivable, accruals,
etc., or whether, if received the cash had beeh used for the needs of
the business) its tax would ie $100, or 10 percent of the undistributed
net income.

If its undistributed net income were $2,000, its tax would be $250
more, or 25 percent on the additional $1,000 undistributed net income.

For a third $1,000 undistributed net income the additional tax
would be $400 or 40 percent on that amount. If undistributed net
income were more than $3,000 then the additional tax would be
;55 percent of any additional amount of undistributed net income.
. I cannot believe that those from the Treasury Department who
have urged the favorable treatment small corporations would re-
ceive under this bill have appreciated that these small corporations
may be charged with 56 cents tax for $1 of undistributed net income.
Nor can I believe that when they have spoken of how ea'!v a small
corporation might issue obligations, stock rights, etc., tht. have con-
sidered all the legal and technical questions which wouid have to
be met by a corporation to do this legally and etfectively.

Suppose such a corporation with $10000 of net income could not
distribute $4,000, its tax would be $1,80, leaving a balance of $4,700
it could pay as a cash dividend. If it tried to make full distribution
by distributing $6,000 in cash and $4,000 of its notes or dividend
warrants, it would have to guess what might be the market value of
such notes. If it figures that they should sell at 765, for example, it
would have to recognize that its dividend credit -'ould be $1,000 less
than its net income, and it would still have a tax to pay, and the
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amount of this tax would be an impairment of. its capital. (assuming
that this $10,000 of ait, income was the same as the anioun' of earr,.
ing. and profits which under the State law it might distribute to its
stockholders). a

It would be possible to work out a differential formula of the
amount of obligations of a market value of 715, which it could issue
and still leave it with a sumicient surplus to pay the resulting tax.
It would be quite an interesting mathematical problem, but I -doubt
if it would appeal to the business man trying to find out where he
would stand.

Of course, such a theoretical computation would be rather useless,
because the taxpayer wouhl not know whether or not the 75 figure
would be the finally determined market value for such obligations,
unless there should be some collusive agreement to establish a market
price at iis figure, but any such collusive agreement might be dis.
regarded by the Commissioner, and possibly might be subject to
penalties for fraud and other criminal liabilities.

Suppose a stockholder who receives $1,000 of such dividend war-
rants can sell at 75, but those who receive $10 or $20 of such warrants
can only R iiie a price of 40 or 50 for them, what will be determined
as a faIr market vehtmo of such obligations which will be the basis
for the corporation's dividend credit I

We might similar, wander through the complications of trying
to borrow the funds ;ith which to pay a cash dividend with rights
to the stockholders to reinvest it in purchase of stock. Suppose part
of the stockholders refuse to make such reinve*tment, where would
the fund come from to pay off the money borrowed for such a dirt.
dendI Would the directors be liable for improvident payment of
dividends I Could we expect the larger stockholders to supply the
money for the benefit of other stockholders who would not go along
with the plant

If the corporation used some of the next year's income to pay off
the tax, then further complications would come in trying to work out
the next year's status.

It all seems too fantastic to be given serious consideration. Per-
haps the simplest, easiest, and cheapest thing that a corporation
could do would be to pay its $1,30 tax, because of the $4,000 income
it was not in a position to distribute.

On the other hand, a similar corporation, but amply financed,
could distribute its entire net income and have no tax to pay. Is it
weuitable that the stronger corporation should have no tax to pay,

ereas the poorer corporation had to pay a tax of $1,8001 ;
(b) Under schedule 11 of section 1.-If a newly -established cor-

poration had $100,000 net income, and it had $10,000 of undistributed
net income, its tax would be $4,000, or 40 percent of the undistributed
net income.

If its undistributed net income were $20,000, its tax would be
$5,000 more, or 50 percent of the additional $10,000 undistributed
not income.

On a third $10,000 of undistributed net income the additional tax
would be $6,000, or 60 percent of that amount. If the undistributed
net income were more than $30,000, there would be $1 of additional
tax to be paid for each $1 of additional undistributed net income.
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. Suppose then, this corporationhad 80,000 of its net income which
had not been received in cash and could not be distributed its tax
then would b6 $15,000 (0 percent of the undistributed net income)
and it could pay a dividend of $55,000.

We might try to follow this corporation through and show the
difficulties it would have in trying to work out some plan of divi-
dend-scrip, notes,'cash dividend and stockrights, etc., which would
make it unnecessary to pay this heavy tax for its misfortune in being
unable to distribute its full earnings. Perhaps, relatively, these.
difficulties might be less than for a smaller corporation, because this
corporation might be able to pay the necessary attorney's and ac-
countants' fees and still save something as compared with a $15,000
tax; whereas the smaller corporation might find it cheaper to pay
its tax.

Such a corporation, nevertheless, having to pay a $15,000 tax, or
having to go to a lot of difficulty and expense to avoid doing so, is
not very equitably treated compared with a better financed cor-
)oration in a position to distribute its entire income and therefore
iave no tax.

Let us carry this example further. Assume this corporation is
considering the purchase of additional machinery at a cost. of
$10,000, which would enable it to increase its business and give addi-
tional employment and make it a purchaser of additional materials
from others. It must realize, however, that if it takes this $10,000
for purchase of machinery, thus increasing its undistributed net
income to $40,000, it will have to pay a tax of $2,000; that is, an
additional $10,000 of tax for the additional $10,000 undistributed net
income. In other words, it finds the purchase of thiv $10,000 of
machinery would cost it $20,000. There is no probability of suffi.
dent profits to justify such a transaction.

If this were a corporation which had a prior surplus, it might
minimize the tax in some such manner as the foll6wing:

Assume in 1936 it has $100,000 net income, but only $70,000 of
realized cash income available. Instead of reserving from such
cash $15000 for payment of tax and distributing only $55,000, it
might take a chance and distribute in 1936 the entire $70,000. Then
its tax for 1906, tinder schedule IIA, would be only $9,375. Suppose
it also purchased the $10,000 of machinery on credit and planned to
pay for it also out of its 1937 income. Then, if in 1937, it again
ad $100,000 net income, with no increase of uncollected accounts

accruals, etc., so that the entire $100,000 was collected in cash and
there was no further expenditure for capital items or nondeductible
accounts, it could perhaps distribute all of that $100,000, except the
$9,875 it had used to pay its 1936 tax and the $10,000 it had used
to pay for machinery. In 1937 it could pay approximately $80,000
in dividends and would have $6,000 tax for 1937 (to be paid in 1938),
because of the amounts it had used in 1937 to pay its tax of the prior
year and because of the machinery purchased. Lt that point its total
of these taxes would be $15 375.

Suppose in 1938 it again has $100,000 net income, all of which it
is able to distribute, except the $6000 it has taken to pay its 1937
tax. If it distributes the entire balance of $94,000, its tax for 1938
will be some $1,700 to be paid in 1939. To this point its taxes would
have aggregated $17,000.

241
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Senator CONNALLY. You deducted that though, in the former
year, did you nott

Mr. FvaNAw. No; not for the payment of the $8,000.
Senator CoNNALty. You aeountd for it?
Mr. FrIsNAw. Ye.; but we haven't had the cash. When we take ,,

the cash.out of our next year's realizations of income, we are not /
able to distribute that amount and therefore we must pay the tax//
on the amount we fail to distribute, because we took that money ,o
pay the tax of the prior year.

Senator CONNA tY. I know, but you carried over $8,000 etsA
out of 1937 into 1938, so you are not out that $8,000 twice?

Mr. FERNAWM I have only deducted it once from our cash here.
Senator CONNALLY. All right.
Mr. FERNAW. Without attempting to compute the whole follow-

ing chain directly or by differentials, let us assume that, before it
got through paying each year the tax on the preceding year's tax,
we have an aggregate of something less than $18,000. Of course,
4his is substantially less than the $25,00 it would have had to
pay if it had, out of its 1936 available cash, reserved the amount
required to pay its tax for that year and to pay for its machinery
purchased.

I realize no business runs thus smoothly and evenly. There prob.
ably would not have been an even $100,000 of net income for each
year, and the business would not have run along with steady balance
of accounts receivable and inventories and with no need for further
machinery purchases. Variations of income from year to year might
make the aggregate tax more or less.

The point I want to make is that the involvements of the tax com-
putation in such a simple case as this are so great that it is hard tosay where they might lead. No business man in the ordinary con-
duct of his affairs could try to follow them all out, but when he
realizes, as he will shortly realize, that if he buys additional ma-
chinery or tries in any way to expand his business he is going to be
subjected himself to a liability which may run as high as $1 tax for
each $1 he retains for use in the business, he will feel that he cannot
afford to go ahead with new plans, except as and to the extent that
he may see a ready market at a fair price for his capital stock. He
could not exercise ordinary business Judgment in planning his busi-
nes operations.

To borrow money from the bank, to issue bonds or debentures, is
only deferring the evil day. If he uses his earnings to pay off these
obligations he is surcharging himself with a heavy tax which a more
fortunate competitor will not have to pay.

Take another case of a manufacturing corporation which estimates
it will have $100,000 of income for this year. It is willing to take
that and apply it to increased pay roll and increased purchase of
materials and supplies, to build up its inventory of goods on hand.
However, it will seo that if it does this and so has $50,000 of undis-
tributed net income, it .will have to pay a tax of $35,000. This is
equivalent to a 70-percent penalty tax against increased employment
and increased purchases of materials, and so forth, with no prob-
ability of a profit sufficient to warrant such a surcharge.

Does the Congress mean to put any such penalty tax against in.
creased employment I It looks as if the Government were saying on
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tJhe one hand, "Pleawe use your earnings to incream employment"
and then proposing to say. by this tax-bill, "We will penalize you
heavily if you do." 'rhis simply does not make Ferjse.

There is not a man on this committee that would talk that way as
an Individual and I do not believe you want to talk that way aS a
committee. All I can believe is that the complications and involve-
ments of these schedules are so great that they have concealed the
real nature of this tax and the disastrous effect it will have or. busi-
ness and on employment.

Then there is schedule III as an alternative schedule for adjusted
net income of more than $10,000 and less than $40W00. I think I
know how it is intended a tax should be figured under this schedule.
All I will say of it is that I wish before this bill comes to a vote
every member of' this committee and every Member of the Senate
would sit down personally and himself figure out a few tax problems
under this schedule.

The diftculdy of deterrining "net ineome.'"-I have been present-
ing examples in which we start with known figures. The taxpayer
starts with the unknown, that is, with "net income."

Nothing better illustrates the uncertainty and diffictilty of net.
income determinations than the information presented by Mr. Oli-
phant for the 2 years and 9 months ending March 81, 193, which
appears on pages 612 to 014 of the printed record of the hearings
on this bill before the Committee on Ways and Means:

There were 450,000 revenue agents' reports which proposed aggre-
gate additional taxes of over $752,000 000. The aggregate collected
was some $479,000,000; 95,000 refund claims were fled; 72,000 claims
were allowed for over $45,00000; 11,000 cases are now pending in
the courts; 41,000 deficiency letters were issued asserting $4o0,000,000
tax.

Amounts determined without necessity for issuance of final notices
of deficiencies were $246,000,000, as against $357,000,000 proposed by
revenue agents. Here the especially trained experienced revenue
agents recommended 45 percent more in amount of deficiencies than
the Bureau finally agree was due.

Ove' 47,000 cases were considered by the General Counsel's office
and closed during the period. There is no statement of the number
of cases considered, but not yet closed.

Yet under this bill if the taxpayer is able before the.end of the
year to wade through all of the doubts and complications involved
in the determination of his income, determine the amount correctly,
and make distribution thereof to stockholders, the corporation will
pay no tax. If it fails to do this more accurately than the Depart-
meat is able to do within 8 years after the end of the year, it may
have to pay a heavy penalty tax.

TAe divdend orcdit.-Under section 21, as introduced in the House,
the corporation had 2'/p months after the end of the year within
which to determine net income and make distribution thereof. This
was bad enough. As passed by the House, only the dividends paid
during thc. taxable year are to be taken into account. The thought
seems to be that a corporation may estimate its last month's earnings
with suficienk accuracy so this will be no particular hardship. The
corporation with a large previously accumulated surplus and ample
cash funds might perhaps make its distribution on the basis of such



an estimate. A corporation without a prior surplus, or one without
abundance of available cagh, might not Fafely do so. Here again
the well.financtd corporation may have a substantial uadvanteao
over the poorer corporation...

Eyiv if a succe ful estimate of earnings inilght be made, that does
not give tho cash necessary to pay the divided v.
Subsection (I) as to intercorporato dividends Is an exceedingly

involved and uncertain provision, probably of very limited applica.
tion. It is a special provision applicable if 80 percent or olre of
the gross income of a corporation is derived front dividends and if
50 percent or inore of any class of stock of that corporation is
owned by another corporation.

No one know" what "gross incoine" is. Tie law itself long eince
gave up any attempt at definition. It states in section 22 that gross
In cons i eludes certain specified items and "gains or profits and in.
come derived from any source whatever." The Commissioner has
never considered it important and the tax returns do not attempt to
show a figure for total gross income. I understand it is virtually
unadjudicated, because it has not bwn of material importance to do.
ternilne which item were deductible lit computing gross income as
distinguished from the amounts to boa dlducted from gross income.
Yet, as you know, in this section the total amount of gross income
is going to be exceedingly important, How many years will it be
befo1e the meaning of gross . income" n may be reasonably adjudi-
cated so that a taxpayer might make this computation with some
re"onable assurance that it would be correctly

Since this subsection is stated by the committee's report to be
intended to prevent a delay in dividend distributions, in view of the
2% months which the bill as presented to the louse had allowed
for dividend distributions, it ems to be rather surplusage now that
the 2 months' extra period has been eliminated,

7'ATh rI4 f proviiow -There are four special relief provisions,
sections 14, 15, 16, and 105.

Section 105 provides for a flat 15-percent, tax on the net income of
a corporation in receivership or in -bankruptcy. Of course, such a
corporation could not fairly be subjected to a heavy penalty for
failure to distribute its earnings as dividends. The only misfortune
about this is that it puts such a premium on receiverships.

If a corporation stands on its own feet without any such condi-
tions as would bring it under one of the other relief provisions, but
needs to borrow cash to meet current requirements to reopen plants,
to increase its pay rolls and business, or for other purposes, it might
consider borrowing perhaps $100,000 from a bank , expecting to pay
it back out of earnings. It finds, however, that if it had $100,000
earnings in the first year, it could pay $57^50 on the debt and
$42,500 in tax. Ira the second year, if it had earnings amounting to
$74,000, it could pay the balance of $49,500 on the debt and $31,450
in tax. Thus it would take $174,000 earnings to enable it to pay off
$100,000 borrowed from the bank. It finds, however, that if it were
in receivership it could pay off such a loan of $100,000 with earnings
of only $117,150, i. e.,'with earnings of $100,000 the first year, it
could pay $85,000 on the debt and $15,000 tax, and in the second
year it could pay the balane of $15,000 on the debt, with only $2,250
tax. In this case there would be a premium of some $52,000 for
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going into rveivership. Innumerable illustrations of this kind
could be given.

SectIon 14 provides for a 15-percent tax. This section is entitled
"Accumulated eeirnings and profits les than adjusted net income."
The ouse committee report refers to this section as relating to"corporations with a deficit." The bill, however, does not use the
word "deficit" but refers to "accumulated earnings and profits of
tho corporation." 'This term is not defined by statute, and there is
great liberality In accountants' treatment.of it,

Section 115 of the present law refers to earnings and profits accu.
mulat! since February 28, 1918, and th(oe accrued prior to Marci
J, 1018. The regulations have never attempted really to define the
term. Article 115-1 of regulations 80 states that "among the items
entered into the computation" are certain ones there stated. No such
importanve has been attached to the expression in the present law
as Woudd be attalied to this provision, which may makn the differ-
enco between a 1-percent tax and a possible 421/ .percent corpora.
tion tax.

Presumably it will be necessary for the taxpayer who wishes to
establish his right to the relief under this section to go back year
by year to the first year of the corporation and make an entirely now
hot of computations different from those he has ever made before,
and to do this on sorie basis that no one is willing to attempt to
dfline.

It seemed clear this expresion does not mean statutory net income.
Presumably it would riot mean the earnings c-r profits or the deficit
shown by ie books nor the surplus or deficit that might properly be
shown on a statement for the Securities and Exchange Commission.
1Presurmabl, it would not inean the surplus earnings or profits avail.
able for distribution as dividends under the appropriate corporate
law of tits State which governed the dividend declarations of any
particular corporation.i

Apparently the section is intended to permit this relief to a corpo-
ration without requiring it actually to go into receivership and so be
assured of the 15.percent route rather than to try to stand on its own
feet and risk a possible 42 -percent tax.

In any event., there weem many eases where a corporation would not
be safe, under State laws, in trying to pay, out as dividends during
the year entire abiount of its statutory net income, yet would not fall
within the provisions of this section. For such a corporation it
may be a choice between a possible 42.1-pereent tax or the 15-percent
rate under a receivership 1 unless it is in the more fortunate class with
stockholders who have the resources to pay in additional funds or is
in a position where it can raise funds by sale of capital stock with.
out too great.sacriflce.

Always it must be remembered that if the corporation proposes to
sell any securities It mutst consider and comply with the requirements
of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and may have consider.
able delay before it can have its application prepared and sanctioned
by the Commission.

l ere, again, it is not going to be a simple thing for the ordinary
sniall corporation to make such compHicated computations as are
required under section 14 (a) (2).
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Setion 15 lives the'relief of the 22%-percent tax*incase of a par-
ticular type o contract executed prior to March 3, 1936. Apparently
this is a very limited application. Contracts entered into after Marc
3, 1936, with no less reason and justification, and contracts which
no lees effectively prevent payment, of dividends, Will not receive the
benefit of this provision. • f

Section 10 relates to indebtedness existing on March 3, 1936 and
evidenced by certain particular instruments of. particular maturities
and to some extent limited to indebtedness incurred for particular
purposes. If a corporation can establish that its debt complies with
all these requirements and if the sum 'of all suche debts exceed the
amount on a specified date of its accumulated earnings and profits
(that uncertain and undefined term)t !hen, under particular condi-
tions, the Corporation may get the relief of paying a 22-%-percent
tax.

The whole section seems very unfairly discriminatory. Corpora-
tions whose debts do not comply with every one of these complicated
and diflicult provisions will not get this relief. The corporation
which bought machinery for cash but borrowed for operating ex-
penses, is denied the relief which another corporation may have
which used cash for operating expenses and borrowed for the pur-
chase of equipment. The debt incurred March 2 may have a relief
that one incurred March 4 may Pot bring. A particular type of in-
strument evidencing the debt m., , 3ring relief, but a Q!ightly differ-
ent instrument may not bring it. It i hard to see why all forms
of indebtedness which effectively prevent the use of earnings for pay;-
ment of indebtedness should not receive equal relief.

Here, again, the very complications and doubts regarding what
may or may not fall within sections 16 and 16 may form a distinct
incentive, if not a need, to seek relief in receivership.

In fact, in many cases the corporation will have no option. Many
corporations owning office buildings, apartments, hotels, and so
forth, with heavy bonded debt, would be forced into receivership,
if required to pay a 42.1-percent tax.

Is this a desirable kind of a taxt Let us grant that much of the
difficulty, complexity, and confusion in the bill is due to the hurried
drafting of it; grant that some of its discriminations and unfairness
might be cured if adequate time were taken to consider the matter"
and revise the bill. But even after we grant all this, the essential
trouble seems to be with the very nature of the proposal,

Secretary Houston's recommendation of 1920. Commissioner
Helvering has cited to you the Annual Report of Secetary of the
Treasury Houston, for the year 1920, as recommending the principle
of this bill. I wonder if the Comnipcioner had the full recommen.
dations of this report before him when he wrote thbt. I want to
cite to you some extracts front that report and from the letter of the
Secretary to the chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means
which appears in that report. I will only cite brief extracts but
urge that you read that entire section of his report to ste how far
the proposal of this bill departs from Secretary Houston's, rebom
mendations. I quote from that report [reading]:

'The business interests of'the country have a right to know in advance the
rate of taxation they will be called upon to pay (p. 25). .

An imperfect and uncertain tax affects the future even more adversely than
the present * * 0 (p. 30).

246
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,Complexlty In tax laws violates the most fundamental canon of taxation,

that the liability shall be c rtain and defnite, It Is not merely a source of
Irritation. labor, and expense to the taxpayer; but when conjoined, as it is in
the present law with the heavy rates of taxation which exigency has forced
upon us, it becomes a major menace, threatening enterprise with heavy but
Indefinable future obligations, generating a cloud of old claims and potential
back taxes which fill the taxpayer with dread, creating, to be sure, an attrac-
tive source of additional revenue, but clogging the administrative machinery
and threatening, indeed, Its possible breakdown (p6 80).

The heavy surtaxes cause real hardships when Income earned over a period
of years is realized or received In 1 year and taxed as a lump sum in that year
(p. 31).

While it Is vitally Important that saving and reinvestment as little as pos
sible. Our present surtaxes offend greatly in this respect We attempt to
levy surtaxes, rising to 65 percent upon ordinary income, while there are
thousands of millions of tax-free securities In the market, the income from
which is practically exempt from all taxation. The result Is to make invest-
xnent by weather taxpayers in the expansion of Industry or foreign trade un-
attractive and unprofitable. It is obvious this situation should be remedied.

The remedy which most commends Itself to my Judgment at the present time
Is to reduce (e. g., by one-fourth) surtaxes attributable to that part of the
net income which Is saved and reinvested in business or property yielding
taxable Income and at the same time to limit the total amount of such reduced
surtaxes to the same percentage (e. g., 20 percent) of the reinvested income
as the rate Imposed upon the undistributed profits of corporations. The maxi-
mum tax upon such saved income would thus be approximately the same,
whether reinvested by the individual, the partnership, or the corporation, and
whether reinvested personally by the stockholders of the corporation or by such
corporation for Its st6ckholders. It at any later date the profits of 4 corpora-
tion which had paid the undistributed profits tax came to be distributed, a
credit equal to the tax already'paid by the corporation could, If it were thought
'wise, be easily granted to thestockholder ,

We cannot Iopf continue to collect surtaxes rising to 65 percent upon Income
from ordinary biiness and investment, while exempt Interest at a remunera-
tive rate can easily be secured from tax-free bonds. We must take something
less than 85 percent orin the end take nothing * 0 * (p. 84).

Since the adoption of the heavy war surtaxes In the Revenue Act of 1917,
the Treasury has repeatedly called attention to the fact that those snrtaxes
are excessive; that they have passed the point of maximum productivity aud
are rapidly driving the wealthier taxpayers to transfer their investments into
the thousands of millions of tax-free securities which compete so disastrously
with the industrial and railroad securities upon the redy purChase of which
the development of Industry and the expansion of foreign trade Intimately
&pend (Ix M).'

It seems Idle to speculate in the abstract as to whether or not a progressive
income-tax schedule rising to rates in excess of 70 percent Is, justifiable. We
are confronted with a condition, not a theory. The fact Is that such rates
cannot be successfully collected. Tax returns and statistics are demonstrating
what It should require no Istatistical evidence to prove * 0 *. Whatever
one may believe, therefore, about the abstract propriety of projecting Income-
lox rates to a point above 70 percent. when the taxpayers affected are subject
also to State and local taxation, the fact remains that to retain such rates
I" thetaxi'law Is to cling to' a shadow while relinquishing the substance. The
effective way to tax the rich is to adopt rates that do not force Investment in
tax-exempt securities (p. 86). 1

Thq simplest reisedy-for this situation would be a general reduction of the
higher surtaxes, accompanied by Increases in the low surtax rates * *
But if for the Immediate future It is found impracticable to reduce the higher
kurtakes * * 0 an effective remedy knight be found in limiting the surtax
rates possibly to about 20 percent on that part of the taxpayers Income which
U saved and reinvested in property or butloes yielding taxable income (here.
inafter referred toas "saved' income), leaving higher rate, perhaps the present
ttteg, upon income which is spent or wasted or invested In tax-free securities
(p. 37).

One p 1$ Il su stitute for the exce -prolits tax would be a tax on the undis-
t~ribp~ed profltsl of orptflo~s , rlyas pQWblq eqyAt to the surtax imposed
tbpon the bayed. Income of thL iIfdivid Ll! individuals dobig business in



partnership pay 20 percent on undistributhd profits, individuals doing business
through the medium of the corporation should pay 20 percent -This plan
could be applied in many-differeht ways: (1) The distributed profits of tbh
Corporation coldd be substituted for the so-called excesprofits credit of the
excess-profits tax and the remaining or taxable profits be taxed at 20 percent;
or (2) a 20 percent tax on undlatributed profits could be applied as 4 corporal
lon surtax under title II of the revenue act; or (3) corporations could in
form be subjected to the same progressive surtaxes as individuals, a proposal
which would prove very advantageous to all corporations with small incomes,
with a proviso that the total surtax should never exceed an amount equal to
20 percent of the undistributed profits (pp. 80-40).

Furthermore, the most troublesome problem of income taxation is the same
in ease of both corporations and unincorporated taxpayers, L e., the repressive
effects of heavy rates when applied to income which is saved and reinvested.
That and many other problems of person and corporation income taxation will
best be decided when linked together. We are now taxing reinvested income
of individuals at rates which may exceed 70 percent. The error of this treat-
ment appears plainly when we attempt to apply such rates in the case of
co ra tons. It would be unthinkable to tax the saved income of corporatlonrs
at 70 percent (p. 40).

The Secretary also suggests the possibility of adopting-
a compensatory corporation tax, or corporationn surtax at a fiat rate", such
as he states and had recently been adopted in the United Kingdom. he
Secretary quotes from a discussion of this tax by the Ohancellor of the Ex-
chequer April 19, 1920, in which such tax is described as a "corporation tax
levied at the rate Of 1 shilling to the pound" (. e.,,5 percent) to "run con-
currently, with excess-profits duty", and, to prevent the new tax constituting
too severe a burden on the ordinary shareholder.of existing concerns with large
issues of debenture and preference shares "in no case shall the duty exceed
2 shillings to the pound" (I. e., 10 percent) on the profits which remain after
the payment of sich Interest and dividends on existing issues of debentures
and preference shares (pp. 41-42).

"The Secretary concludes this section of his report, as follows:
Two huh'dr6d million dollars Is probably a maximum allowance for the loss

of revenue that would result In 1922 if the excess-profits tax were replacd (as
of Jan. 1, 19-9) by an undistributed profits tax of 20 percent. New taxes cap-
able of yielding approximately this amount should be selected from the add -
tional taxes suggested belo* or from other sources in case the undistributed
profits tax is adopted (p. 43).

Does the present bill, in any material respect, conform to thb •
standards whict Seretary Housoton recomniends? It iS complex,
ithp.rfect, and hnd rtain. No pne caA knolv in advance the rate of
tax he will berequiod'to pay; it is a griduated'and not a flat tax;
it passes far beyond the 20-percent rat4 the Secretary recommended;
it penalimee saving and reinvestment; it is an attempt to remedy the
da1rho 'nd loss of revenues due to excessive surtaxes oin individual
by imposing equivalent rates on corporations directly contrary to
the entire spirit and, specific recommendations of the Secretary's
report. If you will read that report and guide your action oiithtg
bill by what the Secretary there recoinien h. We can ask no more.

blmployineMn of oorpora o etpueps.-Mr. Has, the Director of
Research and Statistics of the Treasury Department, has presented
certain flures from the Statistics of Income for the 3 years 1981
1982 aid 1933 apparently to support a eonteAtion that corporate
tsr~se "were not used to ariy great extent, i the .aggregate, to

maintain employment during the depression." Since he points out
that the aggregate figures "are subject to the limitations of all aggre-
gate sAnd&,ompoite datO aod "are 'lot nectsmrily i'epresentativo' of
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the experience or practices of, any particular corporation", I need
not enlarge pon that point. I do not w'it toweary you with many
figures, but do want to cite a few figures to give a somewhat better
perspective than I think you might get from those Mr. aiaas pre-
Selted. For example .

The deductions of 15 billion dollars for depreciation, depletion and
bad debts during the" 3 years 1931 1932, )33, do not seem so large
when compared with over 263 billions of other deductions for cost
of goods sold, and all the other deductible costs and charges of the
business. Actually the total deductions for depreciation and deple-
tion of 12 billions are only 42 percent of the total statutory
deductions.

As to the nonfinancial corporations that reported no net Income for
this 3-year period, reference is' made to aggregate losses of 12.1
billion dollars and 9.5 billion dollars of it are ascribed to so-called
"valuation deductions", i. e 3 billion- dollarp losses for bad debts
and sale of capital assets, and 6.5 billion dollars for depreciation and
depletion. I do not think the 3 billions of losses for bad debts
involved can possibly be so lightly brushed aside. Certainly a sur-
plus was needed to take care of these for they never could made
good out of deficits. Nor do I think we can lightly brush aside 6.5
millions for depreciation and depletion. If cost of plant and equip-

ment cannot be made good out of profits, it is not going to be made
good at all. But let us look at what the statistics show for this
period for these "nonfinancial" corporations with no net income.
Total statutory deductions .-------. . $--- O, 000 00
Depreclation and depletion -------------------------- 6., 00000, 000
Deuctloas other than depreciatlon and depletion----------131,000,000.000
Losses for bad debts and sale of capital assets -------------- 3,000,000.000
Balance, representing cost of goods sold, operating expenses,

taxes, Interest, and other deductions ----------- - M128 000, 000000

'It was after this exendlture which includes over 3 billion for taxes,
that they shoifed the compiled net deficit of 12 'billion dollars.
True, some of these corporations paid an aggregate of $2,970,000,000
in cash dividends, not taken into account above. Grant that some
of them might have survived even if they had not had accumulated
surpluses, but anyone who knows actual conditions need not be
told that many of them could not have continued their part in
this agg egate of $130,000,000,000 of expenditures if they bad not
had tler previously accumulated surpluses.

No a.emblage of aggregate statistics disputes the fact which
we know that corporate surpluses have enabled corporation after
corporation to come through the depression. Without the billing
up of corporate surpluses we cannot hope for business to develop
and prosper., Unless business does dev elop and prosper we cannot
vov0 our unemployment problems and the Government cannot hope

for its substantial revenues.
C'ondus.ic7.The proposed tax Is not sound in principle; will

prove unjust,,discrirninatory and difficult in practice, and will
be impracticable of 'reasonable administration. ft puts a pre-
mium 'on bankruptcy and receiverships. 'It will bear lightly on
t'ho 'Wll-established, strongly finahiced corporation and bepr heay-
ily ch a lesa fortunate, competitor. It vill l it practically
impoipible for niew busi ess (o, b start ed., It will. not help busi-
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noes; It will not hell) reemployment; it will not add to the wealth
And prosperity of the country; it will not give the Government a
substantial and continuing source of revenue.

Senator BrAox. I want to ask one question. With reference to
the receivership clause, if the bill should be paAeld, I mean if the
general idea should be passed that you oppose, do you think it is
mnwise to Include the provision with reference to rocelveiihipt

Mr. FxU ALD, I think you must include such a provision. I think
it would be unthinkable to tax the life out of a corporation In
rtceiershlp.

Senator 1.ACK. You would favor, if the bill is passed, in spite
of the objections that you make to it, the inclusion of that clause?

Mr. FrtaimAi). Oh 'yes. I think it must be in.
Senator BLACK. What about the debt-ridden corporation provi.

slom, do you think they should be Included if the bill is passed?
Mr. F-sZxsw I think if the bill is pained, you will have to givo

more liberal relief than you have hero so as not to put such a
premiuln on going into receivership.

Senator BrAcK. In other words, you think that sections 18 and 10,
which are Intended to givo relief _o so-called debt-riIden corpora.
tionis, that the differ rence between that amount of tax and the amount
of tax that would have to be paid if the corporation was thrown
Into the hands of receivers, would automatically be that continuing
incentive to go into the hands of receivers?

Mr. FrINALD. The amount of tax might possibly be but I Mn not
so much disturbed about the differential in the tax, although in some
cases 7 percent might be a consideration-as I am about the i.
Possibility of knowing whether under this very complicated system
which Mr. Osgood has been referring to, the corporation might not
be able to get relief. In other words, I am more disturbed about the
corporation finding itself unable to get relief by those two sections
than I am about the differences of the 7i percent in the amount of
the tax, althotigh I will grant that in some cases, 7% percent will
be considered a material amount. The differential, of course, might
be much more than 7 / percent. In some cases it might run as high
as 27% percent on part of the corporation's income.

Senator BL-CK. In other words, you think that sections 15 and 16
as they are now written would have an element of uncertainty which
would- be an incentive to the corporation to go into the'hands of a
receiver in order to escape that provision, and come under the
receivership clause?

Mr. FERNAW. Yes, sir.
Senator Co XaY. You spoke about the inducement of going into

receivership. Do you think that corporations would want to entail
the expense of receivership, the receivership fees and all of that and
all to avoid a part of this tax; that that would be the controlling
consideration? WQuld they not lose more in the loss of prestige
through going into receivership, and the charges of the receivership,
than they cold possibly pay b, the payment of the tax?

Mr. FnsAL. ndoubtedly in some cases they would, but in other
cases I think they would have no option but to do it, because I 'think
the creditors would force them. There are some cases in which
people do not feel that it is such a terrible disgrace to o Into bank-
ruptcy-or rather into a receivership. Particularly 1 think Irou
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would have a most alarming situation if you have the general excuse
of "We are forced by the Government into this receivership through
no fault of our own."

Senator CONNALLY. Most receiverships eat up the corporate assets
in large measure, and I do not think that would be a controlling
excuse to go into receivership, to avoid a tax, if they could pay and
still sta , out of receivership.

Air. k IRNAW. I grant it id going to be a question.
The CuAaMuAr. Thank you. T e next witness is Mr. E. C. Alvord.
Before Mr. Alvord starts, may I say to the committee members

that we are going to meet this afternoon at 2 o'clock and take those
that we failed to get this morning. The meeting this afternoon will
be held in the District of Columbia committee room in the Capitol.

I may say before we start, that I amn in receipt of a letter sent in
from the Institute of American Meat Packers of 89 East Van Buren
Street, Chicago, signed by its president, which will be placed in the
record, calling on overylbody interested in this question'to come to
Washington and ask to be heard, et cetera, before this committee.

I may say to these gentlemen that we are going to give them an
opportunity to be heard, but not everybody to repeat on these propo.
sitions.

Senator CONNALLY. That letter was sent out some time ago, was
it not I

The CHAIRMAN. That letter was sent out on April 21. It might
be well to read it just to show the propaganda that is on for the
(elay of this legislation.

(Te letter is as follows:)

INSTITUTE or AvUiqOAN ML T PACEif,
Thlego, April 8, 1936.

OawALo A Hue Co IsO.,
/fteburgh, P.

Gvunztuv: Do you want your funds which the Supreme Ourt said should
not be collected from you as processing taxes wrested away, In considerable
part, under tAt guise of a tax on "uujust enrichment"I

Do you want processing taxes, which turned consumers away from the prod-
nets of the American swine grower and the American pork packer to fish and
other foods, levied on all classes of Uvestock processing-hogs, cattle and
calvs sheep sd lambs?

o you wait a bavy tax--. tax 9p t.ndistribute4 earlgs-saddled on your
business every tlni4 ring prices tihrease the value of your inventories, and,
while automatically putting morb of. you" workli4 capital Id~ twoduct, show a
profit in your financial statement that is none-pendable, but that neverthe-
less will be taxed?

It not-if you agree that the tax proposals which 'ave been made are more
lmportant to your 1busiaess and stockholders than anything else now before
you-it Is rec6m6ided that you protect that business by taking the following
step lmmedlate'4: . .-

1. Bay a railroad ticket to Washington. (Plan to be there by Monday, if
possible, and y there as long as advisable,) Before you go-

2. Write te e chairman of the Senate Ck,rwnlttee on Finance, Senator Pat
Harrison, Senate Offlce Building, WgshInglin, D. C., that you are going to
Washington and will appreciate an opportunity to be heard.

&. Write or telegraph one of the Senators from your State requesting him to
sce the chairman of tle Senate Committee qa financee and arrange for time for
you. When you get to Washingtoi- '

4- Call on the Senators and 1l0spreentatfves from your Rtkte and explain to
them clearly, thoroughly, and honestly how the tax proposals would aSSet ymr
builz4s.s. They are entitled to. thI information. It Is Important to you that
they have it.

68645----ITl
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Item 4 to the most important rte nimendatton of all. The packer who wants
to proteOt his own business from unjust and daaging taxation should not wait
to ascertain whether an opportunity for R hearing by the Senate Coninittee on
Finance will be granted to him. What Is even m~ore Important Ii a thorough
"bearing" by the Senators rnd ItepreofiatIves from hid own State concerninX
the effect of the proposed taxation on his business. Ah opportunity to put the
facts before them justifies the trip.

It you regard the subjts of taxes on so-called "unjust enrichment", process-
Ing taxes % and taxes on undlatributed earning-including Increases In inven-
tory Invetment-s Important to your busIness, then It IA recommended that
you take your part Individually along with the dosen of others In thiq industry
who are going to Wliington to see that the Senators and Repre3imtative4 from
their BtAtes understand clearly and accv'-itely the damage which the proposed
taxes might do to numerous busines-es.

This task of explSnntlon Is not 6ne that atnybody else can do for you, Tho
facts of your business are different from the facts of anybody else'a business.
The Senators and ltepresentatives from your 8tate are entitled to know at
first hand (a letter, telegram, or telephone call Is not adequate) how the
proposal would affect your business.

W Ith all deference and with no intent of presumption, we submit that there
it no way In which any packer can apply his nifort in the next week or two
nmre effectively in behalf of his business toan by taking the steps recommended
above.

Will you take your partly
Please get in touch with me whmn you Arrive at the Mayflower Hotel., I

shall be glad to be of service to you In any consistent way. To get to you
any Information we have or may receive that will be useful to you while you
are In Washlngton, we shall need to know how to reach you. It wiii be appre-
ciated If you will fill in the enclosed blank if you have not already filled In
one like It.Sincerely 'onrs,

INsTiTU or AwswosA 1s-AT PAClxtS,
WX. WlE[ riri:n WaO, p's4fdClt.

P. 8.&-In explaining the effect the tax proposals would have on your busi-
mesa, you probably will find It"Tery Useful Indeed to have financial figures con.
corning your tompeuy 't hand for reference or citation.

The CHAIRMAN. So I may say to some of these gentlemen who
have come here from the far corners of'the country that you may
not have an opportunity to be heard, but those who represent your
views will, as far as the committee can within reason hear that side
of the proposition.'

STATEMENT OF RLLSWORTH C. ALVORD, WASHINGTON, . 0.,
MEMBER OF THE T= OOXI ON FEDERAL FINANCE OP THE
UNITED STATES (HAXBER 01 CXOMMER

Mr. ALVORD. My name is Ellsworth C. Alvord. I am engagedin
the general practice of law in the District of Columbia. I a '
before you as a member of the committee on Federal finance o/ the
United States Chamber of Commerce. I ,

Our committee has given exceptional consideration to the message
of the President of the Unite4 States on March 8, 1930, proposing
the revenue policies embodied in the bill now pending before you-
to the report of the Subcommittee of the Committee on Ways ad
Means, upon which hearings were held by the Committee on Ways
and Means; and 'to the bill H. R. 12395, riow pending bxifore you,
which incorporates many of the policies prnosed by the tidminis-
(ration

Before I begin my statement I do want to express the highest
appreciation of the work of the experts and draftsmen upon whom
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the burden of preparing this bill is primarily placed. They have
(lone an extraordl nary-job in the time avallable. The difficulties
which I shall point o t are difficulties primarily inherent in the
policies dictated to then to put into the bill.

Senator Couzzws. Let us assume that you understand the routine
hero very well. Are you going to offer amendments, assuming the
pro osal suggested is going through I

ir. A,voR. Senator I shall be glad, within whatever time Is
given to me, to assist in preparing amendments. I might answer
you more directly, however, by telling you that if the job of incoipo-
rating the policies which are presumably incorporated in the fill
devolvd upon me-that if you gentlemen decided the policies and
we attempted to draft them without questioning the soundness of
such policies at all-I am confident that it would take me 2 years
before I could propose a bill which would carry out those pol icies
with reasonable certainty and in reasonable form.

Senator DARrrAT. You would be slower than you used to be when
you were up here.

Mr. AywVuR. I think I would be working faster to have it within
the 2 years' time. And I am very serious in that. I think you will
appreciate the reason for and the basis of my statement as I go on.

Considering the entire proposal, beginning with the message of
the Presidenf down through the report of the subcommittee of the
Committee on Ways and Means, the bill itself as reported by the
committee, the comnmittee's report and the bill as passed by the
House, it is the recommendation of our committee first that this
bill be scrapped.

Senator CoNNALLY. Would you mind putting in the record all
the name of your committee? You say "our committee", and you
do not give the names of the committee.

Mr. ALVORD. I will be glad to. The members of the Committee
on Federal Finances of the United States Chamber of Comnerce
are as follows:

Fred 11. Clausen, chairman; president, Van Brunt Manufacturing Co.,
Iloricon, Wia.

Ellsworth . Alvord, Alvord & Alvord. 11up ey Bpildlog, Washington, D. C.
Raymond H. Berry, Berry & Stevens. Penobscot Ilu|ldlng, Detrolt, 1itch.
W. DhIo Clark, president, Omaha National Bank, Omaha, Nebr.
Lammot du Pont, president, L. i.du loqt de Nemoiir, & Co., Wilmipgton,

Del.
Fred R. Fairchild, professor of political economy, Yale University, Nevw

Haven, Conn.
11. B. Fernald, Leomls, Suffern & Fernald, 9D Bfta Street, New York, N. Y.
EdWln 0, Merrill, chairman ol the board, Bank of New York & Trust Co.,

New York, N. Y. I , I I
Roy C. Osgood, vice president, First National Bank, Chicago, IlL
fl. R. Wherrett, president, Pittsbumrgh Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The CHAIRMAN. YOUi ate representing now the United States
Chamber of Commercet?

Mr. ALvoko .Yes, sir.
Senator BARtLer. They recommend that the bill be scrapped.

Assuming that we have to raise some $WO0,000,000, do they offer a
Substitute plan I



Mr. ALIVRD. Senator, I will be very glad to discuss that with you
as I go along.

Senator BARKLZr. The trouble is that tip to date nobody has suo-
gested where we can get this money, and it would be helpful if
some of those who want to tear down this system or this policy
would erect one in place of it.

Mr. ALvotD. Senator, I will make this offer to you. If you will
tell me how much money you need, I will be glnd to submit alternate
proposal to you gentlemen, any one of which I think would be bet-
ter than those incorporated in the bill, and will produce your
revenue.

Senator ARAUKLrm. The President in his message stated how much
was needed, but this bill is far short of what lie said was needed,
but this bill attempts to raise -about eight hundred million dollars, so
that you might use that as a figure.

Mr. ALvom. I am going to discuss precisely that question as I
go along.

We recommend, first, that this bill be scrapped in its entirety-
second, that no revenue legislation be undertaken until a sound fiscal
program embodying control over expenditures as well as raising
revenues has been prepared, one which can be followed.

As I understand the purposes of the bill-I shall not attempt at
the present time to explain its various provislons-but as I under-
stand the purposes of the bill, they are, first to balance the 1937
ordinary Budget. I am coming to your point right now Senator
Barkley. The first purpose is to raise sufficient additional revenue
so that the so-called general or ordinary expenditures of our Govern-

.nent will not exceed our revenues actually received, during the
fiscal year 1937-the year ending June 80, 1937; second, to pre,
vent tax avoidance; third, to remove inequalities; and fourth, to
simplify our tax structure.

Senator BDAKLx-r. Lot me ask you. You are advocating the bal-
ancing of the Budget, the ordinary expenditures, for the fiscal year
19371

Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir.
Senator BAuxLar. Do you include in the ordinary expenditures

the additional amount required for the bonus I
Mr. ALVORD. Let me put It this way: I am referring to the 1937

Budget as submitted by the President on the 6th of January, coupled
with the special message of the President of March 8, following.

The ordinary Budget was transmitted to Congress, as you know,
before the Supreme Court decision in the A, A. A. cae and before
the enactment of the bonus. The March 3,1936, message is designed
to balance the 1937 Budget, additional revenues being necessary
by reason of these two occurrences:' First, the decision of the Su-
preme Court throwing out the processing taxes and the A. A, A.
Act; and second, the enactment of the bonus.

Senator BARKzLEy. Do you regard those two additional items as
part of the Budget?

Mr. ALvoiJw. The President in his 1937 Budget includes somewhat
in excess of $W0,000,000 for farm relief.

Senator BAxKLzy. That is in his supplementary message
Mr. ALvOR. That is in the original Budget.
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Senator BAKxLY. Of course, that was supposed to be offset by
taxes then in force.

Mr. ALVORD. That is true, but taxes, also, are embraced in his
estimated revenues of some a billion six.

Senator lIAIaLx, v. Well, I do not want to take the time to puroiue
that further. However, you used the words "ordinary budgetp, and
I think it is well to understand that we are here not because of
the ordinary Budget, but because of the extraordinary Budget, the
things that are neceary but that are not a part of the ordinary
running expenses of the Government, and I want to know if you
include these unforeseen items that have been the basis of this
measure in your term "ordinary Budget".

Mr. ALvORD. Farm relief clearly is one of the running expenses of
the Government. However I have no term "ordinary Budget." To
ilce tere can bbut one Aludget, showing all reciptsand all ex-
p~enditures. That, in effect, is what is claimed for the present
Budget, but the classifications in the present Budget, coupled with
the President's message of March 8 require a segregation of certain
expenditures into what are termed "regular" or aor inary" expendi-
tures, and second, into what are termed "emergency" or "relief"
ex penditures.

I have attempted to analyze for myself, at least, the policies upon
which this bill is based.

I understand them to be about as follows: First, we should tax
business profits at precisely the same rates, whether earned by cor-
potations, partnerships, or individuals.

Second, the effective way of doing that is by taxing all those
profits to the individuals and forcing the individuals to pay the
tax upon them, with no tax upon the corporation. The individual"
pays whether or not those profit are distributed to him. And then
we come to the third proposition--and this is where the difficulty
comes since everyone agrees substantially with the first two proposi-
tions. The difficulty results from the fact that our constitution says
hat we cannot tax individuals upon the undistributed profits of

their corporations. Consequently, the third proposition is that we
will enact purely arbitrary provisions designed to bring about the
same results regards of consequences.

It is the position of our conmittee-
Senator CONNALLY (interposing). Let me interrupt you right

there. Do you agree that the really fair way to tax business income
is to tax it in the hands of the ultimate taxpayer or stockholder or
partnershipI

Mr. ALVoRD. Theoretically, Senator, that is very sound. Our difl"
culty comes however, in administration.

Senator Co&NNALLY. I want your position on the record on that.
Mr. ALVORD. In theory, I agree.
Senator CONNAiLY. That is the theory of this bill.
Mr. ALvoRD. That is not the theory of the bill, as I will show you

as I go along.
Senator CONNALLY. Forget the bill. Do you agree that the theory

is sound that contemplates the payment by the ultimate receiver of
the profits, who is the stockholder or business partner, that the tax
ought to come out of him ultimately in the same ratio that his other
income pays a tax ?

255.
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Mt. ALVORD. Certainly but bear in mind that what it does is to
abandon over a billion dollars that you get forn the corporations,
foiing you to collect it instead from some tens of thousands ofin-
dividuals. Theoretically it is sound; practically it is not.

Senator BLAcK. I tinderstood also that you said you agreed with
the first objective of the policy you mentioned

Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir.
Senator BLAox. Would you repeat now that first policy which you

say you agrde *ithl The first one, as I understood it, was that all
business profits, whether those profits are made through a corporation
or by individual activities or partnership activities, or joint-stock
activities should be taxed on the sime basis by the Government, if
that can be done?

Mr.' ALVOR1. In theory that is perfectly sound.
Senator BLAoK. In theory that is just and right?
Mr. ALv6&o. Yes, sir.
Senator BLAcK. And in theory, which we understand to be the

fundamental principles of justice, any system which does not do that
is discriminatory against certain citizens?

Mr. ALv0an. I admit that.
Senator BLACK. You admit it?
Air. ALvoRD. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. I thought that was what you said.
Mr. ALIvo.R. Yes, indeed. Our present law is admittedly arbitrary.
Senator BLAcK. And discriminatory?
Mr. ALVORD. And discriminatory.
Senator BLACK. And unfair to the citizens?
3fr. ALvoaD. And unfair to the citizens; yes, sir. But my difficulty

is that the bill that is before you is far nore arbitrary, far more
discriminatory, knd far more'unfair.

Senator BLACK. That gets down to the simple issue-
Mir. A.vow (interrnpting). It gets down to lracticsl application.
Senator BLox (continuing). To the simple issue that you admit

that the law as it is is unfair and unjust and discriminatory against
citizens, and you are opposing this bill, and you propose now to
show that, in your judgent, this one is even more unfair?

Mr. ALVoRD. That is right; that is it exactly.
Senator CONNALLY. And it would take you 2 years to get one that

would not be uifair? ..
Mr. ALvoRD. We have tried'for years to get some of the discrimi-

nations out of the present law and could not do it. Then we had
something to work on. This is revolutionary. You are scrapping
everything y6u have now and starting all over again.

I want to point out to you, first, that the 1937Budget will not be
balanced by this bill even if you include all the additional revenue
from the additional sources which the administration has recom-
m ended . " I. .
: Senator Couzns. Let us talk about the bill and not about the

Budget.
Mr. ALvow.' All right, sir; but I want to point this out to-you,

Senator, because it is important in connection with the consideration
of the bill. Under the statement of the Secretary of the Treasury,
only $310,000,000 can be expected from the corporation tax for the
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fiscal year 1987; only,$310,000,000 out of the $620 000,000 estimated
to be neceary by the President in his message of karch 3, 936. It
is just my honest onion that if all you want to raise from corpora-
tions Is $310,000,W for the fiscal year 1937, you can do it much more
readily and at much less risk by retaining the present law.

Senator B13rmnwT. That would only apply for 1 year?
Mr. ALvoRD. That is true.
Senator BAURLaY. The reason for that is that the fiscal year is

only one-half of the calendar year for which this tax is applicable.
Mr. ALvoRD. I also appreciate that it takes a very arbitrary pro-

vision adopted on the floor of the House to getyou any revenue for
1937. • But my. better. answer is precisely the words of the Secretary
of the Treasury, who tells us that we cannot now consider estimates
for 1038. Consequently, you are confined to a consideration of esti-
mates for 1937. 1

One of the basic objections of the bill is to prevent tax avoidance.
Undoubtedly there is tax avoidance under the present law. No one
would claim otherwise. So far as we know, however, the statute is
fairly adequate to prevent tax avoidance.. The problem, the primary
one, is of administration, and your present ad ministration is very
effective. But that is not the type of tax avoidance to which the
officials of the administration refer in this bill.

They find tax avoidance in this single factor: Taxes are avoided
if a corporation fails to distribute to stockholders money which the
corporation needs in its business. To which I counter, the real issue
now confronting you is not this kind of tax avoidance at all. The
real issue is: How much more money do you want to get out of
business profits? You are now getting about $000,000,000. This
bill says, "Get $620,000,000 more." You are increasing the burden
on business profits by two-thirds, excluding the amount of tax paid
by individuals on dividends, which I think ought not to be taken into
consideration. You are increasing your burden by two.thirds, and
you are increasing

Senator BARKLEY (interposing). By one-third, is it nott
Mr. ALvOUD. $9,000,000; and you ask for $W00,000,000 more.
Senator BARKLEY Yes that is right; two-thirds.
Air. ALVORD. One of the further purposes of the bill is that it

should remove inequalities. Now, let me get dowp to practical
discussion of these so-called inequalities.

The first inequality to be removed under the bill, stated in the
majority report of the Committee on Ways and Means, is that in-
e.quality under the present law resulting from the imposition of
different rates upon corporations and individuals. The statement
in the report is based upon the fact that under the present law, cor-
porations are taxed at a fiat rate, graduated in the lower brackets by
income partnerships are not taxed at all; individuals are taxed upon
their 'distributive shares of partnerships, and upon the dividends
which they get from the corporation.

This bil is designed to remove that inequality, and the only illus-
tration which I have seen used is the illustration of the different tax
liabilities if I carry on business as a corporation, as a partnership,
or as an individual.
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And now, Senator Black my first answer to you is this: Although
that inequality theoretically exists, I am not worried a great deal
about it, when all that the partnership or the individual has to do
is to incorporate. If the individual incorporates, then he is taxed
at precisely the same rate that other corporations are and at pre.
cisely the same rates that his competitors are. Secondly, I do not
know of any existing partnerships, or any individuals, carrying on
business of any substantial §ize in direct competition with industrial
corporations. The inequality is theoretical, but it is not a practical
one.

Senator CONNALLY. Your remedy to remove the inequality is to
make everybody incorporate. Why would it not be just as fair to
snake everybody pay as they would pay as individuals instead of
making them incorporate _

Mr. ALvoRD. If we could do that, I would say go ahead and do it.
Senator CONz;ALLY. That is what we are trying to do.
Mr. ALVORD. That is not what you are doing, Senator. I think

you will realize that as we go along.
Senator CONNAL Y. You help us perfect this plan so as to accom-

plish what we are trying to do. That would be much better than
scrapping it. You admit the theory is sound, but you want to scrap
it. You help us patch it up and put in a new spark plug or two to
get it going.

Mr.A LVORD. My services are at your disposal Senator, but I must
tell you that it will take 2 years to do it, and i think you will find
out why as I go ahead.

Senator BtAcK. Take a lawyer who works and gets an income,
there is no reason why he should pay a greater percentage on that
for which he works, is there, than an individual who buys some stock
in a corporation should pay on those profits?

Mr. AxtvoRw. No.
Senator BiAcK. You would not advocate lawyers incorporating,

would you I
Mr. ALVORD. Of course that cannot be done. But lawyers are not

in competition with corporations, and they are all on the same
footing, so there is no practical inequality.

Senator BuACK. You would not recommend that even if you could ?
Mr. ALVORIx No. It would be unnecessary.
Senator Bcy. You would not recommend it for doctors I
Mr. ALVOMi. No, sir. The same applies to doctors.
Senator BLAciK. As a matter of fact, it has been an idea in this

country, and I think you probably would agree with it, that the
man who obtains an increased income by work should not be com.
polled to pay any more than the amount that a man pays who
increases that income by investment in a corporation ?

Mr. ALvoiym. This has been the solution for it-the solution which
Great Britain adopted, and the solution which we adopted, in
force for a great many years--give your professional men a credit
for earned income. That cuts the rate down to somewhere near a
reasonable rate. The prent law is entirely inadequate, and I agree
with you that there is a theoretical discrimination. I would be very
glad to see a decreased tax on lawyers and doctors and other profes-
sional men.
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Senator BLACK. You do not recommend that they be incorporated,
do you?

Mr. ALVORD. No, sirj not at all.
Senator CONNALLY. They are usually too busy incorporating some-

-one else.
Mrs"ALVORD. Now, with respect to this first inequality, this dis-

parity of tax between the business income of corporations partner-
ships, ad individuals, I im convinced it is purely a theoretical
inequality. There is not enough in it to justify scrapping the preseait
law and passing this bill.

The second inequity which this bill is designed to cure is the
existing inequity, which I admit exists under our present law re-
suiting from a flat-rate tax upon the corporation regardless of the
ize of the income of its stockholders. Certainly you are collecting

a 15-percent tax today in effect from individuals who otherwise
would not be in that category. That is the second inequity of the
present law which this bill proposes to remove.

Senator CoUZENS. Is there any practical way of doing that, out-
side of the other impediments of the bill ?

Mr. ALVORD. Certainly this bill does not do it.
Senator CovzENs. I asked the question whether there was any

practical way of doing it, leaving aside for the moment all the
other impediments of the bill.

Mr. AvoRt. Your individual credits are designed to take care .
that in part. Your exemption from normal tax is designed to take
care of it in part. By the time we get through making the oompu-
tat ions you will find the disparity it not so great.

Senator CouzFNs. I think it is very great.
Mr. ALvoRD. Some discrimination is there, I admit. I do not

know how to remedy it overnight.
Senator WArr. Could it not be worked out by some division of

profits?
Mr. ALvoiw. That has to do with the rate a corporation pays. I

think Senator Couzen's questions had to do with the rates imposed
on the individual.

I cannot se how you are going to remove that inequity by merely
varying the rate of tax which you impose upon a corporation, even
to the extent of increasing it to 42% percent, and then by also tax-
ing the individual stockholders upon the dividends that they get
from the corporation. Anyone agrees that this adds immeasurably
to the disparities and ineq ties of the resent law.

Senator CouzeNs. I think we would have no difficulty in agreeing
upon that, but under this bill it is assumed that an effort is to be
made to distribute earnings. If that be the case, then there would
be equity between the stocholders.Mr. ALvoRm. If all the earnings were distributed, yes sir; and that
brings me up to my next subject.

Senator (Zosos. Suppose all earnings were taxed with an adjust-
ment made back to the individual stockholder in the lower bracketat

Mr. ALvoRn. It does not remedy the defect that Senator Couzens
sees because under the British system every stockholder pays 22%
percent.
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. Senator OGozo. But an adjustment is made back to the stock.
holder who is in the lower bracket than 2/2 percent.

Mir. ALVORD. 1e gets a slightly reduced rate.
Senator GEomr. I thought he got a refund.
Mr. ALVORV. I do not believe so.
Senator Couza xa That was the testimony here the other day, that

where a person paid no tax in the dividends he received from a
corporation, he goes to the Treasury and gets a refund if the corpo-
ration had-to pay the tax.

Mr. ALVORD. I am talking about the first ,withholding by the cor-
poration. When the corporation pays' dividends and they are taxed,
that is their contributing. It is quite true that when the individual
subsequently makes up his tax return for that year if his tax liabili-
ties are less than 221 percent, then he gets the difference back
through a very efficient system of refunds.

Senator Couzics. Is that a practical scheme?
ir. ALVND. Very much more practical than this.

Senator (hiutv. Do they work that on the Same theory as collect-
ing from the source?

Mir. ALVORD. Yes sir.,
Senator GnanT. And they do that with the corporation the same as

they do with the individual
Mr. ALVORD. That is the basis of the British system. Mr. Parker

is here and he can tell you what percentage is collected at the source;
he studied it very carefully. Mr. Parker says that about 75 percent
of the British tax is collected at the source.

Senator CONNALLY. How about the tax paid at a higher rate than2'21/, percent I ,

r. ALVORD. le pays a surtax.
Senator CONNALLY. He has to report that?
Air. ALvOmD. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. When?
Mr. A~vot. For the fiscal year for'which he receives a dividend.

If it is not paid out, then the corporation pays 22 h - percent on it, and
the corporation can keep it just as long as it wantsto.

I might point out to you that a plan almost identical with the
plan of this bill was under consideration by the British for a period
of 3 years, and a commission called the Colwyn commission, named
after its chairman rendered a very extensive report in' which it
rejected this system absolutely.

Senator Oainy. Would it not be very much easier for the British
to make refunds than it would for us on account of the size of the
country and the question of the States? .

MAr. ArvoR. Senator, the only thing you would have to do, if
you weregoing to adopt such a. refund system would be to place
great confidence in your administrative officials. You wouldhave
to give them that confidence, and they are entitled to it. Your
refund machinery is also very slow. Yotu have to have an effective
machine which will turn out t4 refunds as rapidly as they come in.
Ifyou do that, I think the British system would work.

Now, let us come back to what seems to be the basic theory upon
which this bill is supposed to work. Senator Couzens says it is de-
signed to compel corporations to distribute all their earnings and
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profits, so that those earnings and profits may then be taxed in the
ands of the individuals,
Let us take a look at corporations generally. I group them into

four classes from the point of view of dividend-paying ability-
and here again we begin to see the difficulties confronting us.

First, we have the class of corporations restricted by law in pay-
ment of dividends. Some of those corporations are taken care of
under the bill; many of them are not. For example, banks, fiduci-
aries, trust companies, insurance companies, are restricted by law
in payment of their earnings in profits. They are taxed at special
rates under the bill.

Senator CoxiwAmy. They are taxed at a flat rate.
Mr. ALvoRD. That istrue, though I might point out that, in the

case of insurance companies, their additions to reserve are not in-
cluded in taxable income. ... . . . . ... . ...

A second group of corporations, taxed at a 15-percent rate, are
those which, under the laws applicable to the declaration of divi-
dends, cannot pay dividends. The law relating to the payment
of dividends is about as complicated as any subject ir the field of
corporation law. Volumes are written about it; I won't attempt
to cover i , Briefly, however, I will outline two general prohibi-
tions. You have got to go to the laws of each of the States plus
the common law, to find out just what the law is, but there are two
general principles: . : I I

First, a €trporation cannot declare dividends if the payment of
those dividends would impair its capital. There are a large num-
ber of corporations that do not come under this rule at all, but it is
a general rule applicable to business corporations.

Second, a corporation regardless of earnings and profits, and re-
gardless of capital cannot declare a dividend if the payment of
that dividend would render it insolvent. There are corporations
that have a balance sheet showing accumulated earnings and profits
of $10,000 000, but the payment of a penny might render them- in-
solvent. They may already be insolvent. Their assets are tied up
in plant and equipment.

The effort is made in the bill under section 14-in my humble
op1 inion it is a very poor effort-to take care of the first rule, namely,
tat a corporation cannot declare dividends if it would impair its
capital. Section 14 is not coextensive with that rule by any means.
I will try to show you when we come to a discussion of it that no
effort is made to take care of the second rule. You are going to
force corporations to declare dividends, even if it makes them
insolvent, or pay a 42%-percent tax.

My second class is those corporations piohibited by contract
from declaring out all of their earnings as profits. Section 15 is
designed to take care of these corporations, but again a very feeble
effort has been made, limited only to past transactions and cover-
ing only an insignificant number of contracts. Ordinary contracts
involved in bonds and debt agreements usually embody two pro-
visions, neither of which is contemplated by this bill. The first
provision is that the-corporation must build up a sinking fund.
Sometimes the contract requires the corporation to add a percentage
of its earnings and profits each year to the sinking fund. More
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frequently it requires the addition of a percentage of the debt to the
sinking fund whether or not there are earnings and profits, but if
there are earnings and profits, certainly tho sinking-fUnd require.
ment must be met out of then. There is not a provision in the
bill to take cam of this situation.

A second very ordinary provision in bonds and debt contracts is
that the debtor'corp oration must maintain a specified ratio of quick
assets to quick liabilities, or a specified working capital. There is
not a single provision in the bill to take care of this type of contract,
although it is one of great importance, much more usual than the
insigifficant type of contract covered by the bill.

Third, we have the corporation prohibited, not by statute or by
contract, but prohibited by sound common sense, by its business
policy, front distributing dividends-the corporation which has a
standing debt., with no contract provision for its retirement, and yet
has to make additions, betterments, improvements, replacements, and
that tyr of expenditure. There is not a provision in the bill to take
care ofthese corporations, and yet they are in the same situation
practically as corporations in the first two classes.

Fourth, we have the corporation which froin the point of view
of its current earnings and profits mday distribute without limita.-
tion. Do you not see the tremendous advantage you are giving that
corporation, a corporation of sufficient financial strength to declare
out all of its earnings and profits of the year, which pays no tax
at all I

Senator CONNALLY, The present law makes no discrimination as
between all these classes?

Mr. ALvoRD. It does not, because tax liabilities are not governed
by the percentage of undistributed earnings.

Senator COrNALLy. They are all taxed under the present law at
the same rate, upon their net income?

Mr. ALvo m Yes, sir.
Senator CoNALLY. You do not give any advantages to the cor-

poration that has to pay the sinking fund I
Mr. ALVORD. No; but the present aw does not impose a penalty of

42% percent. It may not give such a corporation an advantage, but
it does not subject it to the positive disadvantage of a higher tax by
reason of its weak financial position, as does this bill.

Senator CoNaLY. But the present law provides that whether
they distribute earnings or whether they do not, the tax will be the
same to the ultimate payer of the tax, and the corporation can then
determine the necessity of declaring dividends without pressure from
the big stockholders to hold them, and from the little stockholders
to pay them out?

Mr. ALvom. That is true.
Senator Couzrxs. Have you in your mind or in your figures any-

thing anywhere to indicate the number of corporations which have
built up surpluses for the purpose indicated by Senator Connally,
that is, of not distributing for the purpose of avoiding high surtaxesI

Mr. ALvoRD. If that was the Senator's question, I missed it.
Senator CouzF.N. It was not exactly his question but it wasim] ied." •

r. AvoRD. Senator, if I recall correctly in reading the hearings
rather hurriedly, that precise question vas asked in the louse. It
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was asked of the Treasury officials who were requested to give some
estimate as to the number of corporations which are accumulating
surpluses purely for tax purposes. I have not sen the answer, My
own opinion of it is this-

Senator CoUz.Ns (interposing). That is what I am trying to get.
Mr. ALVORD. That the number of corporations now accumulating

excessive earnings and profits not needed in the business are very
limited.

Senator CouzENa How limited?
Mr. ALVORD. Perhaps I can answer it this way: We have two pro-

visions of the present law, section 102 and section 351, designed to
force the distribution of money not needed in the business. My
guess is that the Commissioner may send out maybe 5,00 deficiency
letters a year under these sections.

Senator COUZENS. Is that about correct, Mr. Commissioner?
Mr. zLEvLRiNo. I think that would cover it, perhaps.
Senator CouzoNs. That would indicate by that statement that

there were probably 5,000 corporations out of 250,000 or more that
do hold money up that is not needed ?

Mr. ALvo D. Not at all. That merely indicates that there are
about 5,000 which somebody thinks are holding up distributions.

Senator CouzEzs. But their thinking so is based upon their in-
come-tax returns.

Mr. ALYoRD. It is the investigation of the revenue agent. He sus-
pects that they are expressly withholding the money, but the num-
b r of cases finally closed asserting a section 102 penalty, for example,
is in the hundreds rather than the thousands.

Senator CouzENs. The very statement itself indicates the in-
efficacy of the section, and that is what in part this bill was drafted
to remedy.

Mr. Axyvoan. I just want to add one statement, Senator. One
reason that there are not more deficiency letters-I am not at all
suggesting that the Commissioner is not doing a good job--one rea-
son that there are not more is that those sections have red1 efficacy in
that they do actually compel distribution of tremendous am('unte,
and of course those cases never show up in the statistics.

Senator CoUzMNs You mean the influence of the section compels
it?

Mr. ALvoRD. The influence of the section compels it; yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Senator Couzens, could we not get some informal.

tion from the Commissioner where penalties have been imposed
Mr. KENT. I supplied the clerk of the committee a few days ago

with a memorandum which we prepared for the House Ways and
Means Committee showing the present number of cases pending
and the history in recent years of the Bureau's operations under
those sections.

Senator W~sjs You imposed penalties under those sections?
Mr. Kzwr. Yes, sir.
Senator WiLS15. How many ayear on the average?
Mr. KENT. I would have to refresh my recollection on that.
Senator CouzEms. I think that is in the office herm.
Mr. ALvoRn. I would be very much interested in seeing that mem.

orandum; I did not know it had been prepared.
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The effect of those two sections I repeat, comes in that they ac-
tually do compel substantial distributions, and it is only those tax-
payelu who think they can get by with it or do not know the law
against whom the Commissioner actually proceds.

Senator CoNNATLjY. The reverse of that is if there wore not some
urge to make it, a great many 'more would do it.

Mr. A vo. You are applying a policy for about 5,000 corpora-
tions in this country to very single corporation in the country.

Senator CONNALLY. No. Youjust t.ted that a great many more
paid without being assessed because of thu ifluenco of the section,
s" you cannot limit It to the 5,000

Mr. ALvoRD. I am talking about the bill.
Senator CONNALLY. It would be several times that number.
Mr. ALVORD. In any event you have adopted that policy as a policy

to be applied to all corporations.
Senator Guny. Have you not got a provision in this bill where

if a corporation is not earning more than $10,000, it pays a lower
tax!

Mr. AyvoRD. Ye sir.
Senator GI2RY. 1 if there were a corporation that had very

valuable assets but very small earning power, it could pay a very
much lower tax ad11 the very big corporation could be used for that
purpose of not distributing even with a small number of stockholders.

Air. ALVORD. That is very true, Senator. I think that point was
brought out before you came in.

Senator GEirr. I wondered how many corporations like that there
are. For example, I think the attention was called the other day to
a mining corporation, but it seems to me that as this thing went, that
that was a possible loophole right there, and a very big one, for anin(quality.Alt. AL-voRD. I have never seen any statistics, and I do not suppose

any exist. Generally speaking, we think that the strong corporation
is one, which has two things, first, large assets, and, second, large
income. But I quite agree with you, and that is where Irdiffer with
the "ability to pay" doctrine which the Secretary of the Treasury
asserted the other day. He picks solely on annual income as a
measure of ability to pay. Even if we should adopt that principle
in the imposition of taxes-which I would do only with qualifica-
tions-the Commissioner picks solely on annual net Income as a
measure of ability to pay. le forgets entirely the importance of
assets and property. Your point, Senator, is perfectly well taken.
The bill says to a corporation possessing substantial assets, "II your
income is sn)i, your tax will be small."

Senator B. ALEY. The income-tax theory is based upon ability to
pay according to the income and not according to the value of assets,
out of which you take the tax. I

Senator GOnuy. There is another point right here on that, because
this is a question of withholding, and they could pay very much less
and go into the question of where it was held by ver1 few people,
and collect their assets in that way. I have not studied it enough,
but it seems to me, under the testimony, that there was a osslbiltv
that it might be a loophole, and that is why I was seeking'light. [
think that ought to be looked into by the experts.
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Mr. ALVORD. Certainly this inequity of the present law does not
appear so great if you also include assets along with annual income
in determining what our rate of tax should be.

Senator BLACK. May I ask you a question right there to get it
clear with reference to that inequity You made a statement a few
Ininutes ago in answer to my question, and I understood you in one
instance that it was theoretical largely, the inequity that exists.
Now, I have here, and I want to ask you if I am correct-and I.may
be wrong in my assumption: Let us assume in the year 1930 there
were two stockholders of a corporation, owning $1,000 of stock each.
One of them is a very small income-tax payer, and he comes within
the 4-percent bracket, His tax on that $1,000, if it went to him
directly, would be $40, would it not f

Air. ALVOXvi. Yes sir.
Senator BLACK. And if it is paid through the corporation, it would

be what
Mr. AL.oRD. Roughly 161'/ percent, not including all of your cor-

poration, income, excess.prolits tax, and various franchise and other
State taxes. H1o would get half of the balance after the payment of
about 10112 percent by the corporation. You can say roughly that
ho has paid 161/ percent, if you want to look through the corporate
structure.

Senator BLACK. lie hs paid four times as much-
Mr. ALvORD (interrupting). Before it comes to him.
Senator BrACK. As he would have had to pay if it had been a tax

on dividend I
Mr. Auvono. Exactly.
Senator BLACK. In other words, he has ;.aid about $16 instead of

about $41
Mr. ALVOIRD. That is right. May I make my point clear right

there? This bill does not remedy that situation in the slightest
degree.

Senator BLACK. I want to get the picture of what the law is now.
Let me give you another. Let us take another man who is getting
that same $1,000 dividend. le has stock in the corporation and he
is in the 72-percent bracket. How much tax would lie have to pay
on that $1,000 dividend if it came to him individuallyI

Mr. ALvoem. 72 plreent.
Senator BLACK. What would that bet
Mr. ALvoan. Somewhere around $720.
Senator BLACK. If it does not come to him individually but it is

paid out through the corporation paying the 16V percent, how
much would heave to pay?

Mr. ALVORD. The corporation has already paid 16% percent, and
he also pays about $720.

Senator BLACK. Not that year.
Mr. ALVORD. The next year.
Senator BLACK. How do you know he would pay it the next year?
Mr. ALVORD. He would unless he happens not to be in the same

surtax bracket.
Senator BLAcK. Suppose it is held in there for 15 years--
Mr. ALVORD (interrupting). That is different.
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Senator BtAoc. And in the meantime, the situation has entirely
changed.

Mr. AtvoRnn That is probably true, but your question was, if dis-
tributed to him.

Senator BLACK. I RM talking about It being distributed in the
same year that the corporation gets the 4 percent. In other words,
how much Income tax does he sAve!

Mr. Aivoiw. Can I state the problem which I think is in your
mind--that is where the corporation does not distribute that year
but retains it!

Senator Bzvox. That is right.,
Mr. ALVOar. The corporation will pay the 1% t percent, and the

individual himself will not pay a angle penny upon the amount
withheld by the corporation, nor will the other stockholders. They
will all be paying 13% percent.

Senator ILACK. In other words, he will save as I figure it, about
$560 on that $1 000

Mr. ALvom) ' ou cannot call it a saving, because the corporation
tax would be paid in any event.

Senator DiAoxc. The 16%/ percent?
Mr. AL.vom Yes
Senator BLACK. If you take the 16 percent off, this man who is in

the 72-percent bracket has failed to pay into the Treasury $560?
Mr. ALVOmR. That is right.
Senator BLACK. The man who was in the 4-percent bracket instead

of saving $560, has lost about $12, hasn't he?
Mr. ALVORD. That is right.
Senator BLACK. So that that is not really a theory, but as between

those two, that is far more than a theory, and is the injustice which
you mentioned a few minutes ago!

Mr. Aixosv. Yes, sir; this injustice or discrimination exists, but
the bill does not cure it.

-Senator BL4cK. We will come to that after a little while,.but if
the bill did cure it, it would serve a very wholesome economic pur-
pose and would be in the Int tests of decency and judgment, would
it not?

Mr. ALvORD. If we could go back to my second principle which I
stated in the very beginning yes.

Senator BLACK. If the bI as passed eventually does cure that
inequity and fix it to where each of them has to pay according to his
ability on the rates, it would accomplish a very wholesome purpose
for the whole Nation. ,

Mr. ALVORD. I will answer that; ye I sympathize with that.
Your statement is a little too broad, though.

.Senator BLACK. It is completely unjust for the little stockholder
who gets a $1,000 dividend to have to pay more than he would have
to pay if it was paid out to him, than to have the big stockholder
who gets the $1,(O dividend have to pay about, 10,000 percent less
than he would.

Mr. ALVORD. I do not feel quite as strongly as you do about it.
While theoretically it is unjust, I do not feel quitb as strongly as
you do about it for two reasons.

Senator BLACK. It is more than a theory to the two individuals, is
it not!
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Mr. ALvoRD. I do not feel quite as strongly About it. I think it
is still pretty much a theory.

Senator I LACK. You think it is still a theory?
Mr. ALVORD. I think it is very sound to collect through a cor-

poration 101/ percent of the income going to individuals who other-
wise would have no tax at all. Whether the rate should be 10 per-
cent, I don't know. I can refer you to testimony, however, in previous
years where it was testified that 12 percent is as high as you should
go. The moment you get beyond common sense, the discrimina-

Senator BLACK (interposing). The 72 percent has become the
policy of the Government for the man who comes within that
bracket?

Mr. ALVoRD. It is in the present law, but I hope it is not the
establishedpolicy.

Senator BLACK. It is the law now.
Mr. ALvoRD. Seventy-five percent now.
Senator BLACK. You, of course, oppose it- you are, of course,

oprAsel to that high tax on high income tax bracketsl
Sfr. ALVORM. Yes.
Senator BLAcK. But if we were to cut it down to 60 percent, the

same thing would still be true?
Mr. ALVOnD. That is right.
Senator BLACK. It is far more than a theory to the hundreds of

thousands of small taxpayers who are required to pay a great deal
more tax on their profits by reason of the fact that it is earned
through a corporation than they would if it came to them individ-
ual" . It is more than a theory, but is an absolute injustice, is itnotr

Hr. ALVORD. Yes, sir, that discrimination exists, but this bill does
not touch it.

Senator BLACK. That is what we are trying to do. But it is cer-
tainly also true, is it not that it is completely and wholly unjust for
this $1,000 dividend to be paid through a corporate device in such
manner that one man wh6 has little stock and gets a $1,000 dividend
has to pay four times as much as he would have to pay on other
individual earnings, while a man who happens to be in the higher
income-tax brackets pays perhaps 1,000 or 10,000 percent less?

Mr. ALVORD. Senator, your solution in this bill does not eliminate
this inequity at all; it merely increases the inequity. It increases it
by keeping the rate up as hgh as 42 percent.. The big stock-
holders may save less but the small stockholder stands to lose even
more, unless full and free distribution can be made, which is not
often the case.

Senator BLAcK. Before we get to the remedy, that is the injustice
and the inequity to which you referred in the beginning in stating
that it is wrong and Ongbt to be corrected?

Mr. ALvono. That is true.
Senator BLACK. And that is a clear illustration of it, is it nott
Mr. ALVORD. That is true, but I do not feel quite as strongly as

you do about it,
Senator BLACK. You mean as to the result?
Mr. ALVORD. That is right.
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Senator IILACK. Whether you believe or feel the same as to the
result, the result is their and it is wholly unjust under the American
s)steni or any other system?

Mr. ALvoub. It was that. situation, Senator, which ill the old days
forced us to attempt to keep the normal tax rate and tile corporation
rate somewhere near the same.

Senator l1LACx. ho same thing would also apply with reference
to the individual, that we absolutely abandoned the sort of income
tax when it is paid through the corporation, insofar as corporation
profits are concerned,,but we keep it in existence as to the tax of
individuals and partnerships.

Mr..ALvomn. Well, again, that does not worry me so very much
practically.

Senator BhLACX. Whether it worries you or not, it is true, is it notI
Air. Ai.voiu. Yes sir; it is true.
Senator BiAcK. In other words, we have got an. income tax where

popl should pay according to their ability and according to their
weattlth id their income; we have that graduated tax on individuals
who make their money outside of corporations, but if the profit
cones through the corporations, if it is paid through the corpora.
tion, that graduated tax does not apply, does it?

Mr. Avoad. That is true. You remember, we abandoned the
graduated tax on incomes in 1021.

Senator BLACK. I understand that, but even with the graduatedtaxes as we had it on incomes, that same inequity and inustice still
applied, did it not, so long as the individuals "who had the small
amount of stock had to pay out of all proportion of what he had to
pay on his profits from any other sources, but the man who was in the
hih brackets had to pay altogether less?

Mr. ALVORD. That is true; but it is not nearly as bad in practice
as it Sounds.

Senator BiLAc. Whether or not it is bad in practice, it runs
right through the system?

11r. ALVoRD. That is true.
Senator Gtoaox. We will suspend now until 2 o'clock. The wit-

nesses will please report in the District of Columbia Committee
room at 2 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, a recess was taken until 2 o'clock of the
same day, at the District of Columbia Committee room, Calitol
Building.)

ATERNOON SESSION

The committee reconvened at 2 p. m., at the expiration of the
recess, in the District Committee room, Capitol Building.

'nlO CHAISRtA. The committee will be in order.

STATEMENT OF ELIZWORTH C. ALVORD--Re3umed

The CHAIR AX. Mr. Alvord, did they finish with you this
morning?Mr. Aisomin. No, sir; they (lid not.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. Avvom. I think maybe I should review for the benefit of the

committee the four classes of corporations which I enumerated this
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morning in order that the committee can have those four classes in
mind as I go through the provisions of the bill:

First, we have the corporation which is restricted by law in pay.
ment of dividends; second, we have the corporation which is pro.
hibited by contract from paying divideids; third, we have the cor-
poration which is prohibited by sound busineAs policy from paying
dividends; and, fourth, we have the corporation which, so far as its
earnings and profits for the particular year are concerned, may
distribute without limitation.

I might also point out as to these types of corporations that the
nature of their income and the nature of their tax liabilities are
about as varied as the number of corporations; and all the Innunier-
able situations must be borne in niind if you are going to impose a
reasonable, fair, and equitable tax burden.

For example, you have a corporation which is in a long-term
production business, with peaks.and valleys of income, waiting a
iong time to realize income.

enator Couziwg. What about the installment houses?
Mr. ALvonD. I was going to make the comparison with the mail-

order house, or the chain store, which has a very rapid turn-over
and a substantial income each year. You -lso have the person who
sells on the installment plan under the very technical terms of the
existing law, who reports a fraction of his income in the year and
spreads the other income over future years.

Now, with those situations in mind, let me point out, purely from
the point of view of equity, what the pending bill does. it first
imposes a flat-rate tax of 15 percent upon banks, trust companies, and
insurance companies, regardless of the size of their income and even
though, as I stated this morning, in no case does the net income of
insurance companies include additions to the reserve required by
law. rhey are all taxed 15 percent.

Certain corporation. for example corporations in receivership or
bankruptcy, and certain corporations which have a peculiar typ_
of debt or have a peculiar relationship between their accumulated
earnings and profits and their net income for the year, will be taxed
on a portion of their income at least 22.5 percent All the other
corporations are going to be taxed at rates varying from, zero to
42.5 percent, depending entirely upon the ratio of their dividend
declarations to their adjusted net income.

Now, "adjusted net income" is a very carefully and arbitrarily
defined term, but a corporation which cannot distribute all its net
income before the end of the year will be penalized as high as 42.5
percent by reason of that

Now, adjusted net income has absolutely nothing to do with divi-
dend-paying ability. Dividends are paid from earnings and profits.
"Earnings and profits" is an accounting concept based upon accepted
accounting principles which vary considerably, and upon the particu-
lar practices of the business. But generally, under State law,
dividends are payable only out of earnings and profits.

Now, there is a great deal of difference between earnings and profit
for dividend-paying purposes and nt* income under the law. They
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are never the same. 1e t me givo you Just one illustration. I cite
many of them in the memorandum which I will file with the reporter.

Under the present law a corporation which, has a peculiar type of
a security los has earnings and profit diminished by the amount
of that los. No accountant in the world would disregard that loss
in computing earnings and profits to determine the funds available
for the payment of dividends, but the net income of that corporation
completely disregards that loss. So that, for purposes of easy illus-
tration, we have a corporation with a net income of $100,000 ex.
cluding the security loss of $100,000# with earnings and profit at
zero and with nothing out of which it can pay dividends, and you
tax it $12,600.

Senator Couzr.ts. What kind of a house would that be that would
have a security loss?

Mr. ALvroRD.. Almost any corporation which has investments.
Senator CouzaNs. Yes; but not these other kind of corporations

which aro producers, manufacturers, aid so on?
Mr. ALVOM Oh, yes, Senator. For example, it is very frequent

for a corporation which is building up a cash position for the future
to pay a debt, for example, to invest cash and to carry it forward
until the maturity of the debt,

Senator Co'ew~usr. You say which had no net income?
Mr. ALvoR. Your statutory net income is $100,000.
Senator CoNNALLY. How about an individual? What would hap-

pe to him
Mr. ALvom le is in the same boat,
Senator CoNsrLLi. That is it exactly.
Mr. ALvoan. That is not the answer, Senator. The individual is

not penalized $42,50 for it.
Senator CONNALLY. I do not know what the answer is. I asked

you if the individual would be treated in the same way and you
said he would be.

Mr. ALvoam He is going to be taxed on $100,000; yes. That is
rather obvious,

Senator WAJx4H. He is treated the same way for computation
purposes but not for tax purposes?

Mr. ALvomD That is right. In other words, you are going to pe.
nalize your corporation $42600 by reason of that loss.

Senator CONN;ALL. Let me get that straight. Suppose that same
thing happened to an individual. He would be taxed just like a
corporation, would he not?
. Air. Arxvozn. He does not have a penalty. He is taxed at ordi.
nary rates.

Senator CoNw.Tiar. It might be more and it might be less, de-
pending upon his income-tax bracket. Why is that an arumentl
f you are going to leave an individual in that fix why is it a dis-

crimination to treat the corporation in exactly the same way?
Mr. ALYvoa Under the existing law you do treat the corporation

in exactly the same way. You impose a tax on the $100,00.
senator CoNr r. In the case of the individual you may tax

him 60 percent
Mr. ALvom Depending on his other income; yes, sir.
Senator CONNAL. Certainly.
Mr. AwoR. But you are imposing a penalty upon that coipora-

tion of $42AZ00 by reason of the fact that it had a security loss.
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Senator COXNALLY. No, because it made $100,000. It was not
anybody's fault that it had a security loss with bad management ofthe corporation. If you had an individual loss he wouldpay just
the same as the corporation, Do you think it is fair for the indi.
vidual to be taxed and the corporation to be exem pted?

Mr. ALvoRD. You have the actuality to deal with.
Senator CONNAiLY. That may be; but all that we have got before

its is this particular bill,
Mr.. Avoit. That is in the bill.
Senator CONNAtLY. Would you leave the individual in the same

fix that he is in now I
Mr. AL MoD. No, he would not be in the same fix. You are not

penalizing the individual. That is my point. You are penal-
izing the corporation $42,500 by reason of expenses not under its
control. You are taxing a lose 42.5 percent.

Senator CONNALLY. SupposO it had not made a loss but made
$100,000, then what?

Mr. AvoRD. Then its penalty would not be so big. You tax 42.5
percent on income of whatever nature, if retained.

Senator CONNALLY. I do not think you are quite frank with the
committee.

Mr. ALvoR. I am trying to be. I am sorry.
Senator CoNNALLY. f there had not been a loss, if no dollar of

income had been lost, it could still pay out the $100,000 and pay no
taxes, but because it did, in spite of the loss, still have an income
of $100 000, it is taxed 42.5 percent.

Mr. kLveo). It is not in spite of the loss; actually, there were no
profits.

Senator CONNALLY. The Ioss has nothing to do with the taxea.
Mr. ALvoIID. Yes, Senator; because the corporation, at the end of

the year, has zero earnings and profits.
Senator CONNALLY. All right.
Mr. ALvoRD. And yet you force it to pay $42,500.
Senator CONNALLY. Whether it had the loss or whether it did

not have it did not have anything to do with its making $100,000?
Mr. ALVORD. That might be true for computing net income, but

certainly its ability to pay dividends is decreased by $100,000.
Senator CONNALLY. Tlat may be, but it is not a fair statement to

say that this bill taxes the company because it had a loss.
Mr, ALvow. Maybe I should state it with a sugar coating on it,

but nevertheless the fact is you are taxing the loss 42.5 percent.
That is just one of the many illustrations which I shall give in the
statement showing the difference between earnings and profits and
net income. Again, I remind you it is earnbigs and profits that
govern dividend-paying ability and not net income.

Now, let me take up the next proposition. The bill requires the
corporation to determine its earnings and profits, and then its net
income, and then declare and pay dividends before the end of its
taxable year. There isn't a corporation in the country that knows
what its earnings and profits are before the end of the year. It
takes months after the end of the year to make out its income-tax
return and compute its earnings and its net income. That is only
the beginning. After computing its own net income, it then goes on
for several years with contests before the Bureau of Internsl Rev-
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enue, and perhaps with litigation before its income is finally deter-
mined.

The CHAIRM N. Does not the carry-over provision cover that? If
yt.i pay too much then you carry over.

Mr. Ar~voiw. No. Take the corporation which makes every effort
in the world to comply with the principles and the policy of this
bill-it cannot be done, it just simply cannot be done. It will pay
out too much, or it will not pay out enough. Your determinations
must be made before the end of the taxable year, and your dividends
must be paid. Now, that is just utterly impossible. rhat provision
went in as an amendment on the floor of the House.

The CHAIRMAN. It went in to save some revenue?
Mr. ALVORD. It went in togive you revenue in 1937.
Senator CONNALLY. Under the present system what is the usual

policy for paying dividends by the corporation I As a rule it is the
/st of January, isit not?

Mr. ALvORD. Your ordinary corporation of financial standing
usually pays dividends quarterly. When its quarter begins depends
entirely on the fiscal year of that corporation.

Senator CoNNAmLY. Is it not true that banks and financial com-
panies are only taxed 15 percent and do not they usually pay the
dividends on the 31st of December? How do they arrive at it and
pay it out promptly on the 31st of December?

fr. ALvoRD. Suppose you were sitting on the board of directors
of the corporation; we have a report made by the comptroller;
he gives us his computation of earnings and profits, not of net
income, and normally your dividends will b less than your accrued
earnings and profits for the year, and you can declare your dividend.
But when you attempt to specify accuracy to a penny, not only
so that your dividends will compare with earnings and profits but
also with adjusted net income, then you are just asking an absoluteimpossibilitySenator BL-cir. Where is that amendment, please, sir? Do you

recall the page?
Mr. ALvoRm. Section 13. You start back to section 13 to get your

definition of net income.
Senator Br.cK. 27(a) I
Mr. ALVORD. 27(&) says the only credit you get will be for div-

idends paid during the taxable year.
I will pass by this double and multiple taxation with juq a short

statement in my memorandum. I merely invite your attention to
the fact that you have double and multiple taxation in its worst
possible form in this bill.

Then I come to what I call complexities. I would like to point
out just a few of them to you and then I will finish. It takes a
man of the genius of Mr. Parker, or the ability of an expert account-
ant to make the computations under the bill. I do not profess to be
ab!e to nake them exactly. I will just pwss over them.

lhe CHAIRMAN. You could make them, could you notI
Air. ALVORD. I do not know whether I could or not. I will tell you

,hat we did. We tried to compute the tax liability of a corporation
with a net income of $.39,000 and a $10,000 debt, and it took an expert
accountant eight pages within which to make the computation.
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The CHAIRMAN. I want to say to your client that I think you could
make it out in len time than that.

Mr. ALVORD. Thank you, sir.
Let me mention to you one subject which so far as I know, has

not been discu..ssc with you at all. You will recall business trusts,
joint-stock companies, and so on, are taxed as corporations. The
moment I saw no change in that. provision I anticipated the entire
State of Massachusetts to come in here on the very broad and com-
petent shoulders of Senator Walsh. This is the situation: bear in
mind we are taxing a business trust, a basscachusetts trust.

Senator CONNALY. You will have to stir them up when they
print this today and they will be down here.

Senator W,. is. There are some of them probably still here.
Mr. ALVORr,. My guess is they just haven't seen the bill yet. Now,

you are going to tax a business trust, for example, based on its
distribution or its failure to distribute.

What is the situation of the Massachusetts trust? It falls entirely
outside of the four classes of corporations specified by you. The
legal power of a business trust to declare and pay dividends is gov-
erned by the provisions of the trust instrument under which it is
created. Some of them can declare out all of their earnings and
profits, some of them cannot declare out a penny of their earnings
and profits, and what is more there is no power in any way to change
the provisions of the trust instrument.

Senator WAlsi. Which businesses are now using the so-called
Masachusetts trust?

Mr. AtXOR". It is very common in Massachusetts; it is very com-
mon In Illinois, and very common in California.

Senator WAMsr. I suggest you amend the Federal Trade Act to
place the Massachusetts trust under the control of the Federal Trade

oinmission. They were escaping on the theory they were not a
corporate ion.

Mr. ALvOrn. In other words. Senator, you are goinv to have your
Massachusetts trust stuck with a penalty of 42.5 percent when the
trust instrument forbids the paying out of all or a portion of their
earnings and profits of the year, and no one has the powcr to
prevent it.

Senator WVAi5. Some of the trusts include that provision.
Mr. ALVORD. Oh, frequently. Your trust instrument normally

specifies exactly what can be pail out. My point is, that the trust
indenture restricts the amount that may be paid out in dividends.
There is typically no power to change it, and no power to avoid
the tax.

The Cn1AIRMAN. Have you any constructive suggestions along that
line as to how to fix the bill in that particular?

3ir. ALVORD. My answer to that is "no."
The CHAIRA.MA. Your answer is to put off the bill for 2 years. As

you stated this morning, it would take 2 years to get it out?
Mr. ALVORD. It would take 2 years to get it out.
'110 ('nAsIuAN. If you have got some constructive suggestions

with reference to the ,M1assachusetts trust, that is what we want.
Mr. ALvono. I haven't had the time to give to it. I doubt if I

could find the solution. Here is my statement. This is merely one
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illustration of. an arbitrary provision necessary to enfoire another
arbitrary provision.

The ChsAIxiax. Does that come in under section ,161
Mr. ALvoam No. I will come to that in a second.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think it is good,, but you have no con-

structive amendments ,i- , - g , I. .... ..
:-Mr. ALvoat- .A simple provision, Senator, would be to tax your

busizaese trusts, association, joint-stock companies, at a flat rate, as
you do the banks and insurance companies. That is the only off-
hand solution I could give you : . . .. t ' .

Senator CoxxAumr. You spoke about the terms of these trusts and
contractual relations. Of course, nobody can contract gains the
payment of a tax., ,

Mr. Awo. That is true, and they are taxed under the present
law.

Senator CoqNAijJY.. So it is not sound public policy for the Gov-
ernment to ignore, I mean to fail to ignore the fact that they do
make all sorts of contracts, and if we excepted all those things we
would never collect any taxes, we would never be able to enforce any
law, because the corporations and individuals would contract against
doing the very things that they should do.

Mir. ALVORD. No. You tax them under the present law now. All
of these contracts restricting the payment of various dividends hive
no effect at all upon Federal taxes.

Senator Coxsu, w. Certainly not. You art6 urging that, though
as areason why the tax bill should not be in the present form, be-
cause they have obligations under contract.

Mr. ALvoD. Certainly. They should not be taxed the, same as
corporation when their ability to pay dividends is more restricted.

SebatorCoxwnry. We carnot pay attention to tha because if
we did we would never get anywhere. I.

Mr. Axvopm. Senator, you do not have to impose a penalty on
them; you can tax them at a reasonable rate.

, Senator CONNALLY, We tax them like we do anybody else that is
not a corporation.

Mr., Asvvon Yes , but no penalty.
'ho ChARa N. iMr. Alvord, if you make an exception, where a

State passes a law, such as you have stated in Massachusetts, would
that b6 an invitation then for other States to do the same thingI

Mr. ALvoxm They are not created under the statutes of bla-,sAchu-
setta, they are created under general equity principles. - -
' The CixAsumA. I thought you stated they had a statute, in that
State governing that.
. Mr. AvoED. No; they have no statute on that at all It is called
a common-law trust.

Senator Wswau. That is it exactly.4 It has no statutory standing
at all. It was originally started as an investment trust, but it has
gone out of that field. In every State in the Union they are known
as Massachusetts trusts.

Mr. ALVORD. That is right.
Senator WALH. While the Federal Trade Commission bas jurig-

diction over corporations and partnerships and individuols, there
is some doubt whether they do have control over the so-called Mans-
schusetts trusts, because they are not corporations or partnerships.
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• The CHA1MAN , That is what we discussed on the floor of theSenate.
Senator WALSR He is referring to that same type of instrument

to carry on business -. I .. . . , . I
The CnAmam. All right, Mr. Alvord. .: .

* Mr. Arvoo. In the case of your Massachusetts trust there is com-
plete lack of power toprevent the imposition of the penalty.' In the
ease of the Joint-stock company it takes 100 percent vote of the
holders of its stock before it can amend the charter, and the charter
is the thing that determines its dividend-paying ability.

Now let me get down to the computation of earnings and profits.
We start out under (a) and we have a definition for -ad-
justed net in . en ith adjusted net income,.whlkh
is merey nary net income d u tax-exempt interest on Goy-
erne ligat ions, we then start to ute undistributed net in-
c m ndistribn tedt 14 coe under th I mean s your adjutdm
no come. Do not a, use m.t f getting hnical here, because
t t, is the wajefjs in e bill. It meany ie adpsted net income

inus two n mn th Ivi ~ then minus the

Then Ia* lust l1one sipl problem at it means. Let
me point it out to othat s hoely with e computation 'of
earnings and p sunder the i I

Gentl :, y a 'five P ea a ittinet an different compu--
tations -6zf V iaa l under this bib, a here they are:
Your v id e dit i (ecion 27 (a) in rporates section
a distrvmid a e  id id out7 earnin and profits acu-
mulated Feb 191 so it unde the bill you must,
4jrst comp e all you ula a profits from Feb-

ry 28, 1918, do end a r.
Soll Pardon e., u say th is intheold lawI

AM. e t~fl in the old law. ut you have to do that
How only one purpose, Senator., ;taxpayers do not have
to do

Senator Whatever is, it is being done now I
Mr. ALvo Wre teve. The on iue, under

present law, is wh her or not that distribution wil be taxable to-
the individual stockholder when distributed. Now those problems
are pret well ironed out You have got your question of the
pre-Ml h 1, 1913, appreciation in value. You have got your ques-
tion of depletion and depreciation. All of those questions havekept
the Bureau of Internal Revenue busy for 20 years, but most of those
things arepretty well -ironed out. Most corporations are not con-
cerned over it.

Senator Couzzis. They particularly apply to questions of liquida-
tion do they not I

Mr. AL-ORD. Yes; if your distribution is tiot out of earnings and
profits then that distribution reduces the basis Is the first computation
of the stock which, for the purpose of computing gains and losses,
when you cell the stock or when you liquidate the corporation.

The second computation arises under section 14 (a). Section 14 (a).
I have been told Is designed to protect the corporation' prohibited
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by statute from declaring dividends, but it does not do that at all,
it only bites off a very small part of the problem. Section 14 (a)
does this: It says that if accumulated earnings and profits from the
beginning of the corporation down to the beginning of the taxable
year, plus earnings and profits during the taxable year, to which
you add back distributions out of earnings and profits during io
taxable year-if that is less than your adjusted net income for the
year so that you have a deficit, then you will be subject to a 15-percent
rate on the amount of the deficit and the normal rate of the balance.

Now, let me show you what that requires. It requires a computa-
tion of earnings and profits from the date of organization of the cor-
poration down to the beginning of the taxable year in the case of
corporations existing prior to March 1, 1913.

Senator WALst. Do you think you will be required to go behind
that time?

Mr. ALrORD. Oh, yes; that is what it says, absolutely. I do not
think there is any doubt about that.

The CHAIRMAx. The House intended to fix it February 28, 1913
Mr. ALvonD. It certainly did not.
Senator BLACK. Is that in section 14?
Mr. ALvoaw. That is section 14 (a); yes sir. The House certainly

(lid not so limit it. If you do so fix it then it means you abandon
completely your test of dividend-jpaying ability, to the extent that
that is a test. So that is your second conIputatioJn of earnings and
profits.

Your third computation of earnings and profits is the earnings
and profits within the taxable year involved, 1936 for example.

Your next computation of earnings and profits is a computation
again of earnings and profits limited to the taxable year in deter-
mining whether or not dividends have been paid out of it.

Now I will sum this up by telling you that I am quite certain that
there are no fixed, uniform rules governing the computation of
earnings and lirofits. You cannot get an accountant to agree, you
cannot get a businessman to agree, you cannot get an economist to
agree on that. Earnings and profits are probably the most flexible
thing in the whole accounting system. We say that they are com-
puted according to sound accounting principles and the usual prac-
tices of the palicular business.

Senator BLACK. How is it done now ?
Mr. ALvoRD. It is not particularly important. Senator, now.
Senator BxLCK. It is not particularly important to know about

your profits when you come to make up your income-tax return!
Mr. ALvORiD. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. All that I have seen showed the profits.
Mr. ALVORD. You cannot find an income-tax return which requires

you to state earnings and profits.
Senator WALSiH. That is net income, is it not I
Mr. ALvoRD. It is not net income. Just before you came in, Sena-

tor, I stated there were innumerable differences. 'Many of them are
here in the written statement that I have, showing you the differ-
ences, regular, sound, every-day existing differences between earn-
ings ard profits and net income.

Senator BLACK. You mean as between gross earnings and net
earnings?
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Mr. Am . The so-called phrase of "earnings and profits" is very
different from gross income and very different from gross earnings.

Senator CONNALLY. Some profits might be made from some other
source thah current income?

Mr. ALvoat. That is true.
Senator CONNALLY. Increasing the value of assets and things of

that kind I
Mr. ALVORD. That is true.
Senator CONNALLY. That is a factor that makes them variable, is

it not ?
Mr. ALVORD. No; it is a fact that there are no uniform rules.
Senator CONNALLY. When you say "income and profits" that

means something more than income, does it not? You would not
use the word "profits" if it was confined to income?

Mr. ALVORD. As a lawyer I would say they mean the same thing.
As an accountant perhaps they are different.

Senator BARKLEY. In making out an income-tax schedule under
the present law the net income, which is the only thing required to
be stated in the return itself, requires a process of calculation by
which that is arrived at?

Mr. ALVORD. As to earnings and profits, no, sir; there is no place
on the tax return, as far as I know, for that.

Senator BARKLSY. Whether it is in the tax return or not, some-
body has got to calculate it.

Mr. ALvoiD. True. The accountants do it. The books of your
corration will show it. Your accounting report will show it at the
end of the year.

Senator h3ARKLEY. If the Treasury wants to check up on it there
has got to be a record somewhere by which they arrive at this net
sum that they include in their income-tax reports.

Mr. ALVORD. What they do, Senator, is to require you to file a
very complicated schedule in which you attempt to reconcile the net
income shown on your tax return with your books. It causes a great
deal of difficulty.

Senator BARKLEY. They do that with respect to individuals too.
If there is any question about the tax that you pay as an individual
you have got to have something to show that the computation is
correct.

Mr. ALVOno. Let me give you a little illustration which I think you
will be interested in, Senator. Take a corporation which has securi.
ties which cost $1,000,000. The market goes down and they are
worth $100,000. The board of directors, believing it is following a
sound financial policy, meets and says, "Hereafter the books of the
corporation shall show those securities to be worth $100,000 rather
than $1,000.000.' They had been carried theretofore at cost. I will
gamble with you that the Bureau of Internal Revenue will never
deduct that $00,000 in computing earnings and profits unless it is
to its advantage.

Senator CONNALLY. Why should it do that when you will not
allow an individual to do that? He can only deduct $2,000 as a
loss.

Mr. ALVORD. Very well, Senator. Your tax is based on net income,
but it is going to be governed by a dividend-paying ability, which
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in turn is governed by earnings and profits. I just showed you how
impossible it is to compute earnings and profits, and you requirefive
different computations under the bill. I . I

Senator BJLcx. If you could not compute earnings and profits,
could you compute net income?

Mr. ALvos. Oh, yes. Your statute tells you what to put in the
net income.

Senator BLACK. The statute tells you what to put in the net in-
come, but you get that by starting out from your gross income and
your gross expenses, and you finally arrive at your net income. It
seems to me like those figures would come in whether they have boen
uniformly put on the income-tax returns or not.

Mr. ALVORD. I do not know that I can explain it further than this:
Your income-tax return starts out, after you get through giving
your name, in the case of the corporation: "Proceeds from the sale
of goods i gross receipts from the sale of goods", and then it allows
you certain specified deductions from that, such as cost of goods sold,
which you compute by the inventory method, such as labor and so
forth. Never do you approach the earnings and profits of the
corporation. You start with specified items to be included in
gross income, and then from that you deduct certain specified items.

Senator BrAcx. The expenses?
Mr. ALvoin. You normally call them expenses. Now, suppose

down in your State a very wise corporation set aside $100,000 to pro-
tect themselves against floods, a noninsurable risk, out of earnings
and profits this year, or $10,0 a year for 10 years. It is non-
deductible, and you pay a tax on it anyhow, but you pay at a fairly
reasonable rate. Under the-bill you make it pay 42.5 percent.

Senator BAs xLEY. Take the ease of your $1,000,000 worth of
securities that you have been carrying on the books at par, and then
the board of directors decided, all of a sudden, to write off all of
it but $100,000, of course they still retain the stock in their portfolio.

Mr. ALVORD. That is right,
Senator BARKLEY. Suppose they sell it; what happens I
Mr. ALvosw. If they sell it, they then get $00,000 loss-which

- again is not allowable in computing net income. I am talking about
earnings and profits.
Senator BARKLEY. That is a real loss instead of a speculative loss.
Mr.-ALVoRD. That is a real loss, Senator, and you still do not allow

it. Here is the difference Senator-and that is why I spent some
time on this thing-the difference is whether your corporation is
taxed at 15 percent or 42.5 percent.. Now, to me it is almost unbe-
lievable that Congress would impose either a 15-percent rate or a
42.5-percent rate, based on computations which, in effect, no one can
make and which, at least. will be variant for all your taxpayers.
Certainly they will give you a figure on earnings and profits, but
the earnings and profits will seldom be computed on th-i same basis,
and the tax levies on one or the other will vary tremendously.

Senator CONNwLy. Will not the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue under this bill make regulations to make it uniform I

Mr. ALVOJI. I am glad you asked that question, and I am glad I
do not have to write the regulations.
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Senator CorANh Y. I observe that it is much easier to tear up a
bill than it is to write it.

Mr. ALVORD. Nobody knows it better than I do. I can stand here
and tear it. down easily.

Senator CONNALLY. And it will take you 2 years to put It together.
Mr. ALVORD. Yes; it will take 2 years to put it together. Destruc-

tive criticism is simple, that is why I hesitate to do it.
Senator CONNALLY. If you were Commissioner of Internal Rev.

enue, and this bill were passed, would not you issue some regulations
that would be general in their application, and do away with what
you are saying there in the case of the varying conditions in two
different corporations?

Mr. ALVORD. Certainly, I would have to do something.
Senator CONNALLY. Would you do that?
Mr. ALVOIw. I would do the best job I could.
Senator CONNA LY. You would try to?
Mr. Axvoiw. Yes; I would try to.
Senator CONNALLY, If he sees that the interest of the Government

would be hurt, he would do the fair thing.
Mr. ALVORD. No doubt about that. lie will do the very best job

he can. The question is: How good a job can he do? le would do
the best job he can possibly do in the time available. What does the
Commissioner have to do under this bill I He has to get the regula-
tions out to the taxpayers. Certainly lie ought to get them out not
later than the first of September. The bill becomes law in June.
He has June, July, and August. It is going to be a pretty 'hot
summer in the Bureau of Internal Revenue. I do not think he can
do it,

Senator CONNALLY. That is their trouble.
Mr. ALvoRD. No; I do not think you ought to inflict the impossible

on them.
The CHAIRMAN'. You cited a case of some concern in fixing its

deductible net income, and so on, where it carried flood-control
insurance to the amount of $100,000.

Mr. ALvoRD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In all your experience do-you know of any con-

cern that carried flood control as an item of that kind?
Mr. ALvoRD. In "reserves?
The CILAIMAN. Yes.
Mr. ALVo0D. Certainly they carry contingency reserves. All of

the very large corporations carry contingency reserves.
The CHAIRMAf. Flood-cohtrol reserves?
Mr. ALVORD. I mean damage by flood. Certainly they carry con.

tingency reserves. You will see it in the balance sheets of almost
every corporation in the country.

The CHAm A . I thought that was just a little far-fetched.
Mr. ALvoRD. The items that go into the general reserve for

contingencies ar6 submitted.
The CHAIRUAN. If it has its own insurance, do you think that

ought to be deductible?
Mr. ALvoRD. Deductible for what purpow, Mr. Chairman? In

computing net income?
The CHAIRMAN. In computing its adjusted net income.
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Mr. ALvoRan I do not think that the Bureau would allow a rea-
sonable reserve for self-insurance.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought you would take that position.
Mr. ALvom I am talking now about computations of earnings

and profits. Let me give you another illustration. In computing
earnings and profits under 115 (a), as I read it, it provides that if
a corporation makes a liquidation in kind, or if a corporation pays
scrip to pay $100,000 dividends or gives a note, that note has a
market value on the day that it is given. That is a very broad
assumption, but we will assume that it had a market value oni the
day that it is given of 95. Under section 115 and under section 27
(a) the corporation gets a dividend credit of oldy $95. What does
it get? How much of a deduction is there in comuting earnings
and profits under section 115 (a) and how much of a deduction is
there in computing earnings and profits under 14 (a) ? There is
just no answer to it.

Well now I will end this by telling you that these are just facts
that I have been talking about so far. I give you six very specific
questions in this memorandum, each of which you will find gov-
erned by decisions and usually the court decisions are conflicting.
They relate to the computation of earnings and profits. If you were
to ask ine about any one of these six questions, I could not give you
the answer, and I could not give you the answer by the end of this
year. I can tell you what the various courts have decided, but
that is all.

Well now, I think I have probably taken as much time as I should
on section 14.

Senator WALSH. I would like to ask you a question. The purpose
of this bill is to encourage the distribution o! net earnings by cor-
porations by requiring them to pay dividends to their stockholders.
I is argued that that is a restriction amounting to a penalty upon a
corporation that desires to accumulate a reserve, and that corpora-
tions ought not be subjected by law to penalties because of that
worthy objective. Now, I will inquire from you if section 113 does
not remove that objection.

Mr. ALVORD. Section 113?
Senator WALsH. Yes..
Mr. ALVORD. You mean section 14, do you not?
Senator WALSH. Section 115.
Mr. ALVORD. No; there is nothing in section 115, as far as I know,

which even touches the problem.
Senator WALSH. That provides for distribution of rights instead

of cash?
Mr. ALVORD. Yes.
Senator WALsH. Why does not that leave the corporation plenty

of opportunity for all the reserves it needs? It Fems to me, as far
as I have been able to understand the question that is vital, that is
the heart of this bill. Let me hear your views about that..

Mr. ALVORD. It will take me quite a while to discuss it, but let
me give you a typical example. Suppose you and I are the stock-
holders of a corporation. You happen to be a public official and,
therefore, not very wealthy, and let's assume that I happen to have
money.
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Suppose we want to issue rights. Let us assume we both own 50
percent of stock now. Suppose we wish to issue some stock rights
requiring each of us to pay $50,000 back into the corporation. Iave
you got the $50,000 to make the contribution? The answer is "no."

Senator WALSH. But the rights are worth $50,000.
Mr. ALVORD. Oh, but they are not, Senator, if your stock is selling

below par, because under ordinary corporation law a corporation
cannot issue its own stock for less than par. I am making rather
broad statements for the purpose of illustration. Now, suppose the
stock in the market is selling for 75, are you going to get very elated
about your opportunity to pay 100 for it? You can go out in the
market and buy all you want for 76. Your stockholders are not
going to pay 100.

Senator WAIjS. Then you do not think section 115 is of special
valueI

Mr. ALVORD. No, sir.
Senator WALSh. Representations from industrial concerns and

financial concerns indicate to the contrary. They say they would be
unalterably opposed to this bill if it was not for that section.

Mr. ALvoan. This morning Mr. O.good and Mr. Fernald both dis-
cussed the possibilities under section 115 and the issuance of scrip,
but not at length.

Senator VALiH. I did not hear that, I am sorry.
Mr. ALVORD. I would be glad to give you more testimony on it.
Senator VALsn. I will read the record.
Mr. ALVORD. My answer is that section 115 only covers 50 percent

of the cases.
Senator BARKLEY. Your illustration of the ownership of all the

stock between you and Senator Walsh is hardly typical.
Mr. ALVORD. Senator Black will tell you that is a favorite device

of the majority in control to get rid of the minority. That is a
favorite device, is it not, Senatorl

Senator .BLACK. Well, that along with others is successful in most
instances.

Mr. ALVORD. That is only one. What you do is to force the indi-
vidual to give up his share of the equity in the corporation every
time he hasn't got the money to pay back'into the corporation to buy
more stock.

Senator BARKLEY. IMy observation has been that most of these
rights are issued carrying with them some particular special privilege.
I see that a great number of them are to the stockholders. If the
stock is registered on an exchange they register the rights and the
rights are bought in by'the public just like the stock is bought in
by the public, because presumably by paying 11/2 or 2 /:,. whatever
the rights may sell for, they obtain some advantage in the purchao
of the stock which inures originally to the stockholders.

Mr. ALvoRD. Let me answer your question directly. My difficulty
with the whole bill is that it is based entirely too much on theory and
not on practice. There are, if I recall the figures, only about 4 000
corporations in this country registered on the stock exchange. Mhiat
are you going to do with the other 450,000? They are the fellows I
am talking atut. The 4,000, if anybody can, can take care of them-
selves, but you have got 450,000 more for which there is no 'readily
available market value not only for securities but for rights.
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Senator BIsRsAv. What proportion of these 450,000 that, are not
registered issue rights

Mr. ALvo&n, You are going to force them to under this bill.
Senator BADKLzy. That is not an answer to my question.
Mr. ALvoso. They do not do it.
Senator BARKLEY. That is what I thought.
Mr. ALvoRD. They do not do it under the present law, Senator,

because they do not have to. If you enact this bill, instances are
so numerous I am afraid I might confound you. Take the ordinary
case of an industrial corporation which has an inventory-most of
them do--and let us say that after the end of the year its inventory
depreciates in value; but its income is computed on an inventory of
a high value. Take your hides tip in Massachusetts, Senator. They
gave us trouble for years. Within 3 days the price of hides fell
down about 10 percent, if I recall, of their prior value.

Senator WArsir. And sometimes more than that.
Mr. ArvoRn. Now, how are they going to pay a dividend? They

are going to have to give something for it, adif they give a piece
of paper the piece of paper will not be worth anything, or it will
be of suck small value that the dividend credits the corporation gets
might as well go out of the window.

t will close by telling you that section 15 with respect to contracts
not to pay dividends will not cover 1 percent of your cases. Bear
in mind that contracts not to pay dividends are seldom in those
specific terms. Your provisions, as developed this morning are of
two types, but are of all the various kinds that the imagination of a
lawyer can devise.

Senator BAaKmy. What do you suggest as a substitute so it will
cover all the cases?

Mr. Avow. If you want to cover all the cases, I would take some
such classification as I have given you. First of all, the corporation
is forced by statute not to pay dividends. Tax at a flat rate. If a
corporation is prohibited by contract, you do not care what contract
it is. It does not make any difference whether it has any specified
wording in it or not, If it is prohibited by contract from declaring
dividends tax it at a special rate to the extent it is so prohibited.

Then when you come to corporations prohibited by business policy,
I do not know of any other solution, if you are goin to keep them
on a reasonable relative basis, but to tax them at a fiat rate. That
means scrap the bill and tax under !he existing law.

Senator WALSi. That means this bill goes out of the window.
Senator CONNALLY. On the whole, Mr. Alvord, you favor the flat

corporation tax rather than any plan of this kindI
Mr. ALVORD. Certainly, without any question and I think as cer-

tainly I would favor the British method over this. In my opinion,
this is the worst conceivable attempt, the worst conceivable method
for the taxation of corporate profits.

Senator CONNALLY. Although you agree to the soundness of the
theory!

Mr. ALVoRD. The theory; yes, sir. What I have been trying to
give is absolutely nothing but a practical application of that
theory, I have only skimmed the surface. I have covered the
subject more fully in my memorandum.
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The CIAIRI!AN. That may be included in the record.
Mr. ALYVOID. Thank you.
(The memorandum is as follows:)

Our committee recommends that:
(I) The pending bill be scrapped.
(2) New taxes ishobld not We iupoed until after a sound fiscal program

for both expenditures and revenues has been prepared.
I shall discuss the application and effect of the specific provisions of the

bill, relating to the proposed new corporation tax.

if. ,UW'OSES AN(D 5OUCIrs OF THE PRoPOSED COftOILATIO TAX

Briefly summarized, the earnings and profits of a corporation are taxed under
our present tax laws as follows:

(1) A flat-rate tax upon the net Income of the corporation, graduated from
12%, percent upon net Incomes not In excess of $t0,000; (2) the imposition of a
surtax upon dividends distributed to individuals, graduated from 4 percent
upon surtax net Incomes in excess of $1,00 up to 75 percent upon surtax net
Incomes in excess of $5,000,000; and (3) the imposition of penalties to compel
corporations, of the classes described and under the conditions specified in the
statute, to distribute their earnings and profits. Associations, joint-stock com-
panies, business trusts, and the like are taxed as corporations. The incomes
of Individuals and of partnerships are subject to a normal tax of 4 percent and
to the surtaxes at the above rates. The present corporation Income tax Is
estimated, In the Budget, to fieldd for the fiscal year 1937 in current revenues
$826,00,000.

The bill as passed by the Houve of Representatives proposes to substitute
an entirely new method of taxing corporate Incomes. Its more Important pro-
visions may be outlined as follows: (1) A tax Is imposed upon the "adjusted
net Income" of the corporation, at graduated rates hich are based upon the
ratlo of Its undistributed net income to its adjusted net inc ome; (2) dividends
received by a corporation are included in its taxable Income; (3) Individuals
are subjcctcd to an additional tax of 4 rcrco-nt upon all their dividends, both
common and preferred, which also rernain subject to the surtax of the percent
law; (4) banks, trust companies, insurance companies, and corporaUons in
receivership or bankruptcy are taxed at the fiat rate of 15 percent; (5) foreign
corporations are taxed at the fiat rate of 22%, percent; and (6) under certain
circumstances, and In the case of certain types of income, a flat rate Is Im-
posed, for example, a rate of 15 percent upon the amount necessary to re-
store a deficit In earnings and profits; a rate of 22% percent upon the amount
which, by reason of specific contract provision, cannot be paid In dividends;
and a rate of 2"21 percent upon certain amounts to retire certain types of
indebtedness existing prior to March 3, 1938.

After reviewing the message of the President, the report of the subcommittee
of the Committee on Ways and Mevns, the testimony of the officials of the ad.
ministration, and the report of the majority members of the Committee on
Ways and Means, and after an attempted analysis of the provisions of the
bill which has just passed the Houses of Representatives, I have summarized
the purposes of the bill and the policies upon which it Is based.

The stated purposes are-
(1) To "balance" the 1937 budget except for "the item for relet'-that Is,

to raise additional revenues for the fiscal year 1937 adequate to meet the so-
called regular or ordinary expenditures for the year ending June 30, 1907;

(2) To prevent tax avoidance;
(3) To remove Inequalities; and
(4) To simplify our tax structure.

The policies upon which the pending bill Is based, as I understand them,
may be fairly outlined, as follows :

(1) All business profits should be subjected to the same tax, whether
earned by a corporation, partnership, or individual.

(2) To accomplish this aim, the individual stockholders should pay the tax
upon their corporation whether or not its profits are distributed.

(3) Inasmuch as our Constitution prohibits the taxation of Individuals upon
the undistributed profits of a corporation, we should adopt an arbitrary sub-
stitute for our present system, regardless of consequences.

6,515-3,---- 19
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M. aVUMMAsY or ova PO~rIoT

In direct contrast to the above-stated purposes and polickis of the pending
bill, It Is our position that-

(1) The 1037 Budget, excluding the item for relief, will not and cannot be
balanced, even assuming that ill the additional taxes recommended by the
administration are Imltsed.

(2) The staggering statements of tax avoidance under our present system
are unfounded.

(8) The Inequallties, which the proposal is designed to remove, do not exist
in fact; and Inequalities and dcimrlinations will result far grater and wuore
serious than those alleged to exist.

(4) Our income-tax structure .111 be overburdened by the complexities, am.
biguitles, and Inadequacies superimposed upon it by the pending bill.

(5) The same income is subjected, unnecesarily, to double and even
multiple taxation.

(6) The proposal is utterly impractical, unworkable, nn1 unsound.

Iv. TUx 1s3T 3voDtrr

On March 8, 1I3M, the President stated:
"On January 3, 1036, in my annual Budget message to the Congress, I

pointed out that without the Item of relief the Budget was in balance;" and
then stated that 020,000,000 must be raised by some form of permanent tax-
ation by r-ason of estimated losses in revenue as It result of the decision
of the Supreme Court of the United States In the so-4alled, Agr"Icltural Ad.
Justloeil Admifuturation maes, and the enactment of the Adjusted ComIpen-
sation Payment Act, both of which occurred after his annual Budget message.
The majority report of the Committee on Ways and Means states specifleilly
that the bill is based upon the President's request.

A discussion of detailed figures Is now not necessary to support my previous
statements that the new corporation tax will not and cannot Increase revenues
for 1937 by the required $020,000,000. The Secretary of the Treasury, before
the l'nance Committee, on Thursday of last week, confirmed my opinion, lie
stated: "The net additional revenue to be expected from the application of
the corporate Income tax is estimated to be $310,000.000 in the fiscal year 1937."

If the administration is satisfied with $310,000,000 of additional revenue
from corporations for 137, it Is my opinion that the realization of this
amount will be more certain and the risks considerably less hazardous, if the
present method of taxing corporation incomes is retained.

V. ASa 'II) TAX AVOIDANCE

Unquestionably there Is some tax at'oldance under present law. It seems
to be generally admitted, however, that our existing statutes are adequate.
The problem is primarily one of administration.

The pending bill, however, Is not designed to prevent tax avoidance of this
character. The majority report of the Committee on Ways and Means and
the Secretary of the Treasury hose their statements of tax avoidance solely
upon the amount of taxes which would have been pald if all corporate ih!come
had been distributed to stockholders. It would seem to me that we .hould
also be told that the full corporation tax upon the income referred to has
been paid; that corporations paid in 10M5 practically $5W0,000,000 in income,
capital stock, and excess profits taxes; that the Treasury estimates over
$700,000,000 for this year, and practically $1,000,000,000 for 137; that cor-
porations paid In Income taxes from 192.5 through 196 (a period correspond-
Ing as closely as available statistls permit, with the period used by the
Treasury statistician In his testimony before the Committee on Ways and
Means) the sum of 10% billions of dollars; and that we should be advised
of the amount of the undistributed corporate Income which safely, soundly,
and legally could have been distributed.

The pre, ent law Is adequate to compel the distribution of substantially all
the profits not needed In the business of the corporation. Sections 102 nnd 351
of the present law are quite effective. It seems to me that the pending bill
cannot be supported by such assertions of tax avoidance. The real Issue Is
whether earnings and profits needed iu the business of the corporation should
be taxed at the rates and In the manner now imposed.
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T. AIL=ED MNQUAUIFS IN 11 TIEtN P34~T AW

I readily admit that arbitrary provisions of the preset revenue law
result in [numerous inequallties, Inequitles, anti dlcrinination. The adv0ctes
of the Iending prupvsal. however, claim that It will remote wily two of them.
All the rest of them, Including the truly serious and unnecessary provisions.
remain.

The Inequality, which Is alleged to exist in our present system and which
the prol ula Is primarily designed to remedy, is the Intittlon of LuslnsS profits
of corporations, partnership, and Indiwiduals at different rates. Comparable
lax liabillles upon the business Incomes of corporations and ijartnershlis are
cited. Dut the answer Is a practlil one. Indihluals andi ol tnershlits
seldom, if ever, carry on business of any substantial slr In coimptitlon with
corporations. Furthermore, this theoretical Inequtlity (an readily be cured
by the formation of a corporation. Any' buslie-sman, feeling the effect of a
discriminatory tax burden, in favor of an ilor orated business and against
himself at an Individunl or a member of a partnersblp, can transfer his tlusi.
ness to a corporatlon and carry It on undr tax liabilities idrntlc&I with those
of his competitor. certainlyy no one can become unduly alarmed about the
possible existence of an Inequity which can be cured by the tabi)er himself,
at slight expIKnse and no inconvenience.

A secondary Inequity to be removed by the pr,"rent tli is that between large
sail small shareholders resulting from the j-resent flat curporallon rato. I
cannot believe that this is urged seriously. The advocates of the new principle
acknowledge that earnings must and will be retained by the corporation. large
and small shareholders alike will bear the tax and penalties to be ImposA
upon rirloatllons by the pending proposal. I find It diflcult to appreciate bow
an Inequity existing by reason of n 15-percent rate wvill be removed mprely
by chtngirg the rate and perhaps, by Increasing it to 42!f percent. If small
shareholders are bearing too great a relative burden und'r the iore ent law,
the remedy must lie In another direction.

%11. JXEQVAtITts INHtERENT IN THC rL.DISO% BILL

At the time of our arijcarances before the Committee on Ways and ieanns,
a bill embodying the proposals was not available. Our testimony was n(x*-
sarily based upon the subcon'mnlttee's report. Nevertheless , It was a relatively
simple task to point out innumerable inequalities and diacriminations, all of
alI(b must necessarly result.

Before entering upon a discussion of them, however, It may be helpful If I
group corporations into one or more of four classes from the point of view of
their abiliy to pay all their earnings and profits In dividends:

(1) Corporations restricted by law in the payment of dividends--such as
banks, insurance companies, and fiduciaries which are compelled by statute to
set aside In a reserve a portion of their earnings and profits; and corporations
prohibited from declaring dividends, which, for example, would Impair capital;

(2) Corporations prohibited by contract from paying dividends, for example,
by a clause In a mortgage Indenture requiring the rx-tentlon of annual earnings
and profits to retire the indebtedness, or to maintain working capital ratios;

(3) Corporations prohibited by sound business. policy from paying dividends-
such as a corporation having an outstanding indebtedness, a portion of which,
as a matter of sound financial policy, must be retired annually out of earnings
and profits; and a corporation which must finance, out of Its earnings and
profits necessary additions or replacements, or prepare for future losses ; and

(4) Corporations which can pay out in dividends all their earnings and
profits of the particular year.

We must also not overlook the fact that some corporations, both small and
large, have already accumulated an adequate surplus to carry them over future
business exigencies, while others have lIttle or no surplus. 8ome corporations
are well financed and have excellent credit standing, while other corporations,
regardless of size, or current income, have a weak financial structure and poor
credit. Corporations earning reasonably large incomes are able to employ cor-
petent counsel and consultants, while smaller corporations u-sually.follow leIs
reliable advice. Sore businesses provide reasonably steady Income, while
violent fluctuations are common in other fields.
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Let we now examine the applicAtion of thp pending bill,
(1) The bill discriminates in favor of certain buslnses.s and against others.

For example, bankA, trust companies, and Insurance companies will be taxed
at the flat rate of 15 perwnt, while Income fra other business enterprises may
be taxed as high as 42% ,percent.

(*.') Corporations iit r, ivership or in bankruptcy are taxed at the flat
rate of 15 perct-ut, whereas corporations In Welive coinpetitlon with then will
be taxed at higher or lower rates contingent upon their dividend-paling ability.

(3) The American Income of foreign i corl rutions Is subJV('ted to a 221/j.
percent tar, aitd they will be more favorably sltuated than a dmeslle cor-
poration idhlch Is engaged in the same business and which is t.jnipltd to
ac-cuulate, for exanie, 40 Ier%.ent of its adjusted 1net icome; aid way be
les favorably treated if the dore-Ic corporationl is able to declare 1nI aky a
substantial ,ercntage of Its adjusted net Income fi dividends.

(4) A corporation having a deficit %Mill pay a tax of 1 percent of Its net
income, Nwhile its com oetitor may again entirely escape taxation, or pay a sub-
stantiall, P-maller or larger tax.

(5) A erporatton which Is utider a contract obligation not to distribute a
portion of Its net iouano Is compelled to pay a tax of 

22 w crctut upXon that
prtiot, while other corporations will have their tax liability governed by
cther factor,-.

(6) A corporation having a certain type of debt, evidenced in a certain man.
rner, having certain maturities, or incurred for certain purposes, will pay a tax
of (41/ percent upoti a portion of its income; whereas other corporations having
otlter debts, or no debts at all, will be subjected to tie graduated rates.

7) A c-orporailon having a debt contracted prior to March 3, 1030, may have
a I ,rmlon of its Income taxed at 22'/ percent; hut a corporation forced to
incMt an Indebtedness after March 8, ltR03, will pay as much as 421/ percent If
it 1i red to devote Its earnings and proftls to its retirement.

(S The corporation which possess an adequate surplus will be In a position
to est , nil taxation by distributing all its net Income; whereas its competitor,
less fi,.. -rably situated and financed, will be compelled to pay substantial taxes.

(9) % eorlpratlon compelled by sound business policy to retire indebtedness
out of Pi earnings and profits for the year will be peniallzted severely as com-
pared wih a vorpnration which has no debt or Is sufficiently strong financial',
to make -' .er provisions for debt retirement.

(It)) A ,orporation selling on a cash basis--such as chain stores and mail.
order hot, .-s-may be inuch more favorably situated than the corporation
compelled -, sell on credit.

(11) "AL Intermediate subsidiary" of an affiliated group will be forced to
pay a tax of 421,1 percent under certain circumstances, even though, by reason
of legal oblg lions or of sound business policy, those eircumstane" cannot be
changed.

(12) The t - liability of "intermediate subsidiaries" will vary from zero to
42y l)erc(nt u. a result of changes in types of Income or In stock ownership.

(13) An afuli ited group of corporations may be more favorably treated than
separately ownet, corporations; and one affiliated group of corporations may pay
Ie" tax than aL other group.

(14) Corporatins whose stockholders are able to purchase additional stock
will di'-tribute all their earnings and pay no taxes; but corporations with
stockholders less fortunately situated vill be forced to shoulder substantial tax
burdens.

(15) Tax liabilities will be greater in the case of corporations requiring
funds for replacements, additions, betterments, and expansion, and forced to
finance the expenditure In whole or in part out of earnings and profits.

(10) The greater the hazards of the business enterprise the greater will be its
tax liabilities, for it will be compelled by sound business policy to accumulate
earnings to meet future losses.

(17) Corporations requiring but a relatively small Itvestment will be in a
position to distribute substantially all their Income; whe-eas corporations with
large investmc-nts ifi plant and equipment must provide fcr replacement.

(18) Corlpratilons engaged in long-term operations:, with fluctuations In
annual volume and income, will pay greater taxes than corporations earning
a reasonably steady annual Income.

(19) The proposal will retard the growth of competition and will tend to aid,
if not (reate, monopoly.
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12D) Bather than lighten the load upon the small shareholder, he will be
forced to withstand the higher tax If the directors of his corporatlou withholdd
anything over 80 percent of the corporation's earnings ills lax will not be
levied according to his Income class, but according to the dividend-paying
ability of his corporation and the dividend policy of the directors.

(21) The unwary and the poorly advised will suffer terrific penalties, and
the well-advis' d may csmalie free, or with lighter burden.

There Is no equality %%hen income is subjected to the graduated taxes
propot~l by the pending bill.

Vill. DOLB~I AND MULTIPL TAXATION

Congress In the past has titade ewry effort to avold double or multiple
taxaton of the siime ime. The folltoIlug merely enuieiates n fvw of the
in.ta:ws In wlich the snise hicone Is bubjerted to double und multiple
taxation :

(1) All Purilus accumulateil prior to January 1, 19M, out of earnings on
which the corporation has already pil i a tix, will tbe- bubject to a )e)nd tax
when distrIbutid to the Indhlidual stock iulders.

(2) All corporate earnings made after January 1, 1930, upon wbk'h the
penalty tax at the proposal rates has ben paid, will again be taxed when
distributed to the tcKlkholdvr.

(3) Earnings which have bee.n taxed to the corporation under the Fo-ull(d
"relief" provl. lons will again b, taxel +I hen dlitributed.

(4) Auerivan cIlli.ns A ho own sbtk of foreign corporations will be sub-
jeit(l to multiple taxation upon the earnings of the corporations.

(5) The earnings of banks, trust companies, tnd Insurane evinvaites %Illl
be taxed at the fiat rates Iropoesed, and again subjected to tax If, as mid when
distributed to shareholders.

In addition, thei inclu+-ion of all dividends In the taxable inc.,me of corpora-
tions may result both in multiple taxation and ii an increase of tax upon
them froin a rate of 15 I-erut-nt to a rate of 425 percnt.

IX. 'ti kiI N i, U. 5KAiji.k AN il iAC5Ci,.

In my te.tirony before the Comnitlee on Ways and Meats I discussed at
length the unworkability and imnractenbillity of the plan. I have s4.",n no
amiswer as yet to the statements I made.

(1) The relation between earnhugs and profits and statutory net income.
The net Income upon which the liroposed tax is to be Imposed is admittedly

an arbitrary tgure. It Is computed under the provisions of the nlplicable
revenue laws, the regulations and rulings of the Treasury thereunder, and the
Innumerable decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals and the courts. On the
other hand, the earnings and profits of a corporation are computed In accord.
anco with accepted business practices and sound accounting principles.

Dividends are payable out of earnings and profits, not out of ;-tatutory net
Income. fBeldom, If ever, will the two correspond. Usually taxable net Income,
particularly when corporate dividends are included, will be in excess of
the earnings and profits. And yet the bill bases its penalties upon the ability
to distribute net income to stockholders.

The following are a few Illustrations of the differences:
(1) A corporation may have an actual deficit for the year by reason of a los

upn the sale of capital assets, which is, of course, Immediately rtlocted by a
decrease in its earnings and profits. The locs (except to the extent of $2,000),
however, Is not an allowable deduction In computing net lncomie.

(2) A so-called reorganization will seldom be considered by acountants as
giving rise to earnings and profits. On the other hand, any gains may be
Included in taxable net Income, even though computed solely on paper.

(3) The dissolution of a subsidiary will not be considered as creating
earnings or profits out of which dividends ray be paid. Under the present
revenue act, however, a gain on the liquidation of a subsidiary may be
Included in net income.

(4) A corporrtlon may establish certain reserves for contingencles, such
as a reserve' against decrease In value of securities or inventories, which will
decrease Its earnings and p.'ofits for the year. A reserve of this nature is
not an allowable deduction In the computation of net Income.
(5) 'Many other reserves are frequently established by a corporation and

deducted in the computation of its earnings and profits. Reserves for em
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ployees' liabilities, for repairs and renewals, for fire Insurance, for pension
liabilities and other employee benefits, etc., are typical. Deserves of this
nature are not allowable deductions in the computation of one's Income.

(0) A consistent depreciation policy Is usually followed by a corporation
In the computation of Its earnings and profits. The irmount of depreciation
thus reflected on a corporation's books, however, is frequently not the amount
allowed In the computation of net income.

(7) In many instances expenditures classified by a corporation as repairs
and charged as such on the books are classified by the Bureau as replacements
and renewals, and are not allowed as deductions In computing net income.

(8) Contributions to a pension plan to cover prior service benefits will de-
crease the amount available for the payment of dividends. Only a portion of
these contributions, however, are allowed as deductions In computing taxable
net Income.

(9) In the case of a consolidated group of corporations, normally dividends
will be pald only out of consolidated earnings and benefits. Since the aboli-
tion of consolidated returns, however, taxable net Income Is computed for
each separate corporation. Thus, If one or more subsidiaries sustained a loss
during the year, the consolidated earnings and benefits would reflect the sub-
sidiaries' losses, whereas each separate corporation would be taxable upon
Its separate net Income, and no allowance would be made for the losses of
the subsidiaries.

(10) Taxes assessed against local benefits, or for municipal improvements,
of a kind tending to Increase the value of the property assessed, are not
allowable deductions; but would decrease earnings and profits for the year.

(11) If a corporation mortgaged property for more than Its cost, and If the
property should then be sold under foreclosure, the corporation would prob-
ably be required to include the difference in Its taxable net Income, even
though the entire proceeds of sale were paid over to the mortgagee. This
amount Is not earnings and profits. A somewhat simlar situation exists in
the case of the forfeiture of long-term leaseholds.

(12) Shifts of Inonme by the Bureau of Internal Revenue from one year to
another are frequent. Consider, for example, a corporation which had com-
puted it.s income for the year 1930 ns being f100,000 and has distributed this
entire amount. It may have had certain transactions which it believed had
given rise to profits in 1937 and It so included them in 1937 Income, which
was also fully distributed. On the books of the corporation they were consid-
ered as 1937 earning& But in 1939 or 1940 the Commissioner decides to include
the profits In 1930 Income. The corporation would then be subject to a penalty
tax for failure td distribute Its entire 1936 income, even though It made full
distribution of such profits In 1037. Moreover, If the corporation paid such a
tax in 1940, this amount could not be taken Into account in computing the 140
earnings, which the corporation would be required to distribute; and serious
Impairment of the corporation's credit, as a result of the imposition of unantlci-
pated taxes, might easily result and the value of Its outstanding securities mlght
be seriously affected.

(2) Net Income cannot be computed until after the end of the taxable year.
Unbearable tax burdens are impoed by the bill upon undistributed net

Income: and net income will be considered undistributed unless it is paid out
as a taxable dividend during the taxable year.

In many instances the tax returns will not be prepared or filed for several
months after the clo:e of the taxable year. And after they are filed, the Treas-

ury and the taxpayer may contest for years Its taxable net Income. The reve-
nue agent makes an examination. lie proposes adjustments. Conferences are
held. Disputed items tre forwarded to Washington. Further conferences are
held. Thousands of cases are referred to the General Counsel's office. Several
thousand deficiency letters are mailed each year, and thousands of petitions are
filed with the Board of Tax Appeals. The current decisions of the Board of
Tax Appeals and of the courts Involve taxable net income extending back to
1918. Final decisions with respect to the taxable years 1928 and 1929 probably
preponderate In the court and Board decisions of today. The Issues Involved
are innumerable. There seems to be no end to new problems, new issues, and
litigation. The Treasury Issues regulations and then amends them; makes a
decision fnd reverses it. The Board and the courts override regulations.
The Commissloner of Internal Revenue loses a substantial percentage of cases
in litigation. If the Commissioner cannot compute taxable net Income of a
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corporation after years of consideration, how can the corporation Itself be
expected to compute its net income with accuracy, even If a reasonable time
were afforded? And the penalties for error are terrific and unavoidable.

(3) Dividend policies: Under the bill, the board of directors, before the end
of the year, must determine the extent to which they may legally declare divi-
dends, and whether the dividends will be taxable. They obtain advice and
decide these questions. They next consider sound business policy. Doubtless,
they will take into account the following factors, as well as others:

(a) The amount of available cash;
(b) The outstanding indebtedness which should be retired, In whole or in

part;
(c) Maintenance of the proper ratio of current assets to current liabilities;
(d) Business prospects for the immediate future and probable hazards;
(e) Reasonable reserves to meet probable contingencies;
(f) Necessity for repairs, replacements, betteimenta, additions and expan-

sionss, and the available methods for financing them.
(p) Additions to reserves for uninsurable risks, such as losses by floods,

explosions, and the like;
(A) Appropriate reserves for preferred dividends; and
(4) If this bill becomes a law, then the effect of their decision upon the tax

liability of the corporation.
All this must be done before the end of the year. And in addition, the checks

must be drawn and mailed.

X. COM PLXIII

Perhaps I am in a position to discuss the complexities of our present tax
laws-certainly, at least as much us anyone else. I regret the utter impos-
slbility of the present situation. The statute Is unreadable, beyond com-
prehension, and ambiguous. The maze of regulations, rulings, and decisions is
appalling. There Is no certainty. Tax liabilities are not known and cannot
be computed. There Is no finality within a reasonable period of time. Itegula-
tions are amended, and rulings are reversed, frequently with retroactive
application. Litigation is prolonged. The expense to the taxpayer and the
Government adds a heavy load to the tax burden. I predict that our present
Income-tax system will some day fall of its own weight. I am forced to accept
m> share of the responsibility.

But I shudder to contemplate the consequences of a virtually complete up-
routing, in a few weeks' time, and the Eubstitution of new statutory provisions,
in an unknown and unexplored field, plied upon the present complexities of
computing taxable net income, and with the Government and the taxpayer
sharing dollar for dollar in the error.

Many of the Innumerable problems involved in the present bill become
apparent by an analysis of its provisions, which I shall undertake orally.
Other problems cannot be anticipated. It is iny opinion that much more time
than is now available will be required to formulate and draft adequate
answers.

Permit me now to propound a few of the obvious problems arising under
the sp-Eifie provisions of the pending bill. Some of them are easy of solution,
when the precise problem is appreciated. Others are Incaplble of solution,
except by further resort to arbitrary answers. Unfortunately it will be neces-
sary to keep in nind most of my prior analysis, In order to understand t-3
questions I ask.

(1) Computation of tat on corporaifons.-Mr. Fernald has discussed the
impossibility of computing tax liabilities under the proposed schedules. I
merely add that as I read the provisions of the bill I asked, Can anyone
understand them?

With a feeling, first of relief and then of anxiety, I pass the computation
problems on to those versed In higher mathematics.

(2) Applcaotion to business trusft.-As I' have stated, business trusts, asso-
clations, and Joint stock companies are to be taxed as corporations, under
section 701. Accordingly, the rate Imposed is to be governed by the ratio of
their dividends, paid during the taxable year, to their "adjusted net income"
for the year.

I call your attention to a few of many well-known facts:
(a) Distributions by a business trust are governed by the trust Instrument

itself.
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(b) Distributions by n joint-stock company are governed by the terms of its
"charter."

(o) The right to amend the trust Instrument of a business trust is typically
not reserved, for such a reservation destroys the protection that goes with the
trust form of doing business.

(d) The right to amend the charter of a joint-stock company requires the
unanimous consent of its nrembers.

It is a fallacy to assume that the continued classification of these types of
taxpayers with corporations, which was for the purpose of effecting equality of
taxation under existing law, will have the same effect under a brand new system
of corporate taxation. What, for instance, will be the predicament of the
buslnes trust whoe trust instrument cannot be amended? What assurance
will there be that unanimous consent of the members of a joint-stock company
can be obtained to effect charter amendments which may be necessary to avold
an abnormal tax rate? Is It reasonable to assume that busIness trusts and
joint-stock companies have all been set up without reservations in their trust
Instruments and charters which may prevent the free distribution of earnings
where, for ins-tance, a program of development hits not been completed, or debts
ex.st to be satisfied?

I most emphatically urge that this entire question of the effect of the new bill
on the old classification of business trusts, joint-stock companies, and other
associations with corporations, should be given full consideration before the
provisions of the bill are enacted into law.

(3) Computalios of earnIngs and proflt.-The following computations of
earnings and profits are required:

(a) Earnings and profits accumulated after February 28, 1913, in order to
determine the "dividnd credit", under section 13 (a) (2) (A), which in turn
incorporates the provisions of section 27, with this latter section Incorporating
section 115 (a).

(b) The accumulated earnings and profits during the entire history of the
corporation, in order to determine for the purpo.es of suctinn 14 (a) whether
the 15-percent rate applies, and, in the case of a corporation existing prior to
March 1, 1913, I merely point out in passing, that its earnings and profits
accumulated prior to that date have never been and possibly cannot be deter-
mined.

(o) A computation of earnings and profits, apparently without regard to
section 115 (a), in order to add to "accumulated earnings and profits" the
amount of any "distribution during the taxable year of earnings and profits",
for the purposes of section 14 (a).

(d) A computation of earnings and profits for the taxable year, Is one of
the preliminary steps In determining "the adjusted-net income" for the taxable
year.

(e) A computation of earnings and profits as specially defined in such con-
tracts as may fall under setiou 15.

(f) A computation of accumulated earnings and profits "as of the day before
the first day of its taxable year beginning after December 31, 1935", under
section 16 (b) for the purpose of determining the possible application of
section 10.

I am quite Incapable of pointing out all the problems involved in the compu-
tation of either "earnings and profits" or "accumulated earnings and profits."
It seems to be generally admitted that there are no definite, reasonable uniform
rules governing accountants and economists. But I am glad to point out a
few illustrations of the complex legal problems involved, which are certainly
entitled to consideration.

(1) Is a corporation's paid-in surplus available or capable of "absorbing"
susequently Incurred operating losses, or must they be made up out of earnings
and profits?

(2) In computing the amount of accumulated earnings and profits available
as of a particular dividend rate during a taxable year, should the results of
the entire year be prorated back to such dividend date, or should the actual
results of operation up to such date control?

(3) To what extent does a change in the identity of stockholders affect the
rule of the Swiowre case (00 F. (Wi) 931), that surplus of a corporation ac-
quired in a tax-free reorganizatiou remain surplus in the hands of the acquiring
corporation?

(4) Are dividends paid (in one clas of stock on another claes of stock of the
same corporation distributions cf earnings and profits?
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(5) Does a distribution in kind reduce acumulated earnings by the fair

market value of the property distributed or by Its cost or other basis to the
corporation?

(6) To what extent will State law reqm>retnents and accounting principles
govern in the computations of accumulated earnings for Federal tax purposes?

(4) TAe *o-oalled relief provlsnfow.-Sctlons 14, 15, and 16 of the hill are,
I presume, Intended to eliminate all the hardships which might befall the
corporate taxpayer by reason of inability to distribute a sisilelent amount of
Its earnings to avoid an abnormal tax rate, These provisions have been adis-
cussed in detail by other speakers. I offer merely a sufficient analysis to dis-
close their utter Inadequacy.

Section 14, I am told, is intended to cover those cases in which the cor-
poration is prohibited from distributing its current earnings by reason of pro-
hibitions imposed by State law. If such be its purpose, then certainly It falls
therein.

The existence or nonexistence of accumulated earnings and profitL Is only
one of the tests under State law for determining the corporation's right to
make a distribution to its stockholders. For example, it is a typical provision
of State law that a corporation cannot declare a dividend during insolvency
resulting from the inability of a corporation to meet its current liabilities.
The corporation may have ample accumulated earnings invested In fixed assets
and still be prohibited from making a distribution. Such a corporation will
not be In a position to enjoy the "benefits" of section 14 and will be presented
with the choice of incurring penalties under State law or penalties under the
Federal tax statute.

In the second place, does section 14 contemplate a tax concept or a State
law concept of "accumulated earnings and profits." If the first, then the cor-
poration may be presented with the same choice as that facing the Insolvent
corporation. For example, under the Federal tax law, the surplus of a cor-
poration acquired In a tax-free reorganization remains surplus in the hands of
the acquiring corporation, at least where there is a substantial Identity of
stockholders. Under the corporate law of some States, the same is true. Under
the corporate law of others, It Is not. In the latter cases, a corporation may
be compelled to pay tax at normal rates by reason of State prohibitions On
the other hand, if the laws of the various States are to control for the par-
pos(s of section 14, then discriminations will result.

If section 14 Is for the purpose of protecting corporations faced with State
statutory prohibitions against distributions, why should its purpose not be set
forth directly. I would suppose that it would be a simple matter to provide
a special classification for corporations which find themselves in such a pre-
dicament. Tax rates should not be increased by reason of legal incapacity to
distribute earnings.

Section 15 deals with corporate taxpayers who have executed written con-
tracts prior to March 3. 1936, which expre.sly prohibit them from paying
dividends. To the extent of such a prohibition, the corporation is accorded
the "relief" of an increase, in the existing rate, to a rate of 221/1 percent. I Pee
little justification for such a tax rate resulting from conlractural incapacity
where a lower rate Is proposed in the case of legal incapacity. Furthermore,
efforts on the part of the drafters of this provision to restrict its application.
or perhaps fear on their part of so-called loopholes, result In a reduction in the
availability of the section to an absurd degree.

In the first place, where the contract has been executed prior to March 8,
19W, the section provides that it must have been executed by the corporation.
Does the section apply to cases where the obligation Is carried over from a
predece r corporation? The contract must expressly deal with the payment
of dividends and the requirements of the section are not met if the obligation
not to distribute arlses by necessary Implication. The section Is Inapplicable If
the contract permits payment of dividends in any form, although stock diui-
dends will not entitle the corporation to a dividend credit under the bill.

In the second place, I see no reason why bona-fide contrac-ts of this sort
entered Into by the corporation subsequent to March 3. 1938, which are fre-
quently necessary In order to permit the corporation to obtain necessary funds
for its business activities, should not entitle the corporation to the benefits of
the section. This hill proposes to deprive the corporation of use of Its own
earnings for development purposes, for instance, except under penalty of an
abnormal tax rate, Tha answer to objeilons on this score has been that the
corporation can always obtain funds from other sources If they are neded.
I am convinced that the answer Is based solely on collegiate theory. But if
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this IS a solution, then (*ttotidly a corpinratin itloulil not lie uniluly linniperedi
In rAIs Ingi wrhat flmnlo it Iiny- tilei.

iecti III it rt1uiiJect tl tho knlii ttilli Itnt. Agitit, ntbitnay. itnceitnrible,
And InIP1711acItel rniiinsf h1111 ix-ell I ltttl to itet (lie nlipicnttun (it the
wecti,i with tilt tg wteiiutin ill hiftshills. Di lbitli of t he iulit

ate till that ato to retvxdre viiiueider~lltiii tic-hs of thie fture Inult tliid
Ifli aourrl' ottier than valiigs Iill an tIln!'rnil IRK rate% 14 to II nVolde..
IMP uiil-orflhtolis owvn eatitiPMg cannot hie irailoIt of, Nit so ii liNutlito
retrictio ti is0 V ,iAly I Illy POitiol hli irotcw-t the liorernient, tll tin
colecion(I4 of to §een , frolnt a (erefltln mi VfIlltttt or noicsmy-tii.
I ions inictet for tnvAx'oiliiiv jin p0515. As to tht" deitA elf flt, li it. outl
thow, mecAtig thp ftpetie meiultrsntentsi (fsit loii tO ore lt Ile reotit2Nf
Vie.% niost tii e tond a maturi ty at iel timet of issue (fitat lent( 11 yefiirs o r
mustt halie I"en Inmiiee either pior to Mrt-O 4, 11tt41, or In commiein ii lii the
aejuisition of eiipltAl asstets. '1 e Oitilfl catioin It rt ariltitry 111111 ntliltrary
CIA"'Itiitilont Atwa~ a re~tutlit mIn 11Crinilit ioi. XAcorivirant ts ould iot tie
irihtbttoit fromi m ihIngj Iis rairitigli to reduce or Pititfy out of oi-timigs

tiny bohns-fidie debt, iherever eniter,4 Into, nd fot wiatever legiliniate ihtio e.
t ahirit Iithat a ei;14.tot of oti lilim 14. Its. nnd tO1, to Ilrmoluce fepille P1111

equliable claasfliationi, umlaut totuit In a lost of rernue under thet litoreil
bitt. itut cettaimily thi Iits reatsik Nh ikich ai tviiol should not tie inude.
Tile V'"ocri ltloierntir-t has never tieforis i-eiksl solely uplon arbitrnry cintisi.
ft.Acnt~ anid (1irl riftoslriou r ti11Km the depirh atttn (if viliriiorttiiim sf their
fight ho 11rI01*14iY 17mp1I10Y their earnings, AsR 1e1ans~ oIf r 11ing1 ri-renuW. I cnn-
not leee that Puth tn eans ble tiniv lecmenk vm esAnry. I deplorep thet tetort
to t11eM.

(tI) Cirvlit fris' elfridifql 11MV-Tinie does not pserit ine to nitenipt to add
to what has alredy tieen Pistil (it wetiiiu 2T. 1 jo-itx It with tire lireiic tioui
that yarst oif li1tition are nhenIi to determine itst eff ect nd npiivatton.

(0) (eslixomws(osa In municrhIfp or binkiwplew. The ime when A cor-
pot-ation Is "to bankruptcy" rosy tie controlled ty section I of the 111ilnkriptcy
Act, sukasection (1) of which lirovides "DRte Of tisukirtiptry" or "ttme oif hinnk.
ruptey" or "'Ankruttcsy" VVit refloreme1 to ie 111,91 mean tilt dalte Wheni
the Peisstion walt Wed. Allpirentiy hIt apies1 110th tit voluntary ndv Inioltin-
tary iseiltiont, for ittubsection (1) rettilt "A person sAnWiost whor a ptiltion
hophe tle IM shal Include "A ixerson who tinst tiled a votimntnry ettn.

The 1cme wheln R ciorpvritaion is4 (tit of tinnkruli'ty, holivever, rai'es many
protilvims not covered by sectionl 1M(i f thle tnn hitt.

(a) Suptu"s a corporalioni aimpiles for and itiittnit a discharge In liankruptcy.
1inder thle bankruptcy tAttute, the court imy revokil thI4 di'chrg" fit any
time within I y-ear frn the uliat thereof, upon eertin proof. Suppose there
to atuch a revocation. What Is tile tXAsnti slttus of the corporation for the
interv-ening year?

(b) Suppisw the icourt dentrli an application for disc-harize, and tbhe cor-
potlen appeals, Obtaining a reversal On Appeal. AW It "it iti ruptcy"
during the erxiod of appeal?

(c) Suppu~oaa the corporation does not ti-ike aplication for a dts4chnrge
within the ttilbtory periodt of 12 mo(-nths fromt the (late of adjudiceation. (Inn
It remain "Ii bankruptcy" itideinlteiy, or prolong the period for tax iturposes,
In this AwAy?

(d) Supixio (tie corporation has 1*letted for n reOrgAnItAitoin under sec-
tion fliB of the liankruptcy Act, after bankruptcy proceedingt ist- ~e Kn
Institutedl. Is It "in bAnkruptcy" thercafler? WhAt. Is Its status uithe the
peition is being heard or while the reorgariusation ist being effected? Section
105 makes no reerence at all to n corporation In rx-orghufzttinn under set(ion
71Kl whereas It iW obvious that A corporation In such a sitmatirn 1% entitled
to relief front the tax provisions.

(e) S4vtton 105i also makes no aliowauce for the fact tt a. corporation
may be In bAnkituptcy or rec*ivership for a part only of the taxable year.
It a corporation has been In blinkruptcy tor It months of the taxAbile year,
It Ii patently unfair to txillect the fitli tnx It It has been (licha-gM just
before the time of making return.

I suggest that your legal advisers propound slimilar questions as to corpora.-
tIons -in receivership."

I could continue indefinitely. [But your legal Advisors nn experts are
better qualified than L They know the problems. Give them time to analyse
them- and present them to you for serious consideration and solution.
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It 1I4 the ottinten of our voinintttce thlit the itrlojitlott of thie troliogd liiti-
(1 Will hn e ft rAllbtinuitieni rnte effect lulmin til vC41ol It Castill biiatoca

lIiltU0ttOO of thl) C0111tur, rVIItarding WVVCtlne' 11114 rvttmpto3 'tiuit
(2) Will Iterlt'uo1 l' nilr the lotidi otrenth tif corivrnttora will hrete-

clate the %-Alii of t heir xtdt, nlotr, will other eddIticie of tiiwti ia' tiri
l'reftu rod Mock,

('1Vill i n' 11CMR IUMCF MIth 11111X~kl 1dtnurtlittittoty IniAV,
(4 Wil 1clte nomtO1xtltC m wtisnill ti li' htl ittel III the cotlilt ni 1,11o of tatr

(Ml '11tl aimbed cor tiornilons to Fevten punflhtles lviy iton oir clcitain
teyouad their tonol.

(0i W1 Il I411 oi n 1,ltiitntp atil iilt iple tiit atlon of thw an toe iciro.
(TI* unwi othh in flhi tnjirut. li.

R) IF, thttotitll %0len tr-Atell by nccuiateil ttritwllux of Iflstlion.
Orr. (if nly C1Iulcisgutin on tll' chartiler riumfits hIt ptelain-i n viinlil

Pirrteritrt 1upon Itniltlelna of Pltti Imirs Iipoti thi' rIlthta of vol hml on thirve-
icto tit) l lni Midendo, Icltihtog ronfltA %%it t t ie t liory of thle hfonse

cAtr r. Mr. Ilerr.V, Willt tA piefteit, hadt ex wutted to nlyanr for ft(n' Detroit
Ihcunid of Commcrcoe, torit Is 11ving cAlle1 bitk lo Det roit by3 Ant Pitigrs vnAei.
We. nAN the prirl gn of liriin g is *tatemrenllti na Art of bli tu~ilmoiy

STATEMENT OF RtAYMOND It. BERRY, DLTROITo MICH., RtPE
SENTIlIG THlE DETROIT BOARD OF COMMERCE

Ur. Jhnttnv. 1W. ('halimnii still gelitleitien, iny iintie iq Ilayitioid
It. Ilerry, attorneys, o( lh'ttoit, 'Well. I njppeutr- herp onl behalf of
the 1)etroit Boardf of Commnerce. I amta it inher of 11, boph it ull
Chairman of its taX coinrittee. I eti intQ4 an iiwiibtr (of tim coot1-

nittete oil Fedleini flioance, of I he (hnmIwII)r of ('nhlittlrt-ce of (lie
I ulited 811nte.

In view of tho testimionv of myi Assqocikte oil tile flnattc8 corn.
itft of the United State.; Chat Akr of Commterce I Ivill give no

consderaionto i id2t reqttirenlenta4 not to tlie itdtn111itrat ive. ll).
hemsl- involvedI in tile llI before y ou.,

'The crniderationq I wiph to AdVAttee A telotted ill (110 M11n1 to
N hase-s of the present taxt proposal Wihllt IF hiWsened to ie, con-
liot. wvith (lhe requirements of time "PVerAl Atates in coniformnance with

whioh. corporations have to operate.

ItFAThICTIONS OF IitivtnrND i'AYrMSI(T

Coaqh dividepld.-TIhe presntt bill is aimed at a system of taxa-
tion which ill obtain revenue pritteipAily from inidividuRAl through
the operation of the individual Income* tax. In order to protect
the baso of that tax the corporate scheduled are so (iafted as to
require corporations to declare ont as dividleni mos:t of their annual
net income, or, at Rny rate, to give thtem (the strotgd possible
incentive for doing 8o. A parently, therefore, the bill aminme. that
corporations are a~ )etodelare a; dhividentds ittont, if not the full
Finioutt of each year's annual net incokne; if they cannot do so or
decide, not to do so, very high penalty taxes apply.

It "eems to me that this assumption ignores the existence of a.
great nm of statutory rule* and judicial decisions which have
Cen built, up in tho States that charter our corporations and which
restrict the power of directors to declare dividends. In general,
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the objective of the States has been to safeguard as far as possible
the creditors and shareholders of corporations against undue divi-
dend declarations, which objective, of course, is in conflict with the
basic purposes of the present bill.

In general, the State enactments dealing with dividend declara-
tions seek to prevent the impairment of the capital of corporations.
The laws range from relatively severe restrictions to relatively lib-
eral provisions. These restrictions seem to resolve themselves into
two general classifications:

(I) Iii one group of States-including Pennsylvania, New York,
and Ohio-dividends may not be paid if by their payment the
amount of the corporate assets will be depleted below the total of
its liabilities including the stated value of its capital stock. In
other words, dividends may be paid only out of surplus.

(2) Iii another group of States-including California and Dela.
ware-the corporation is permitted to pay dividends out of net
earnings so long as such payment does not reduce the net assets
of the corporation below the stated value of its preferred stock.
This might permit the payment of dividends by a corporation which
had earnings for the year in question despite an accumulated deficit
for prior years.

In at least one State--Iowa-apparently dividends may be paid
despite the impairment of capital, provided that impairment is not
sufficiently great to affect outside creditors of the corporation.

In practically all of the States the surplus out of which divi-
dends may be declared must be earned surplus and may not repre-
sent mere unrealized appreciation of assets.

LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS

Responsibility for adherence to these statutory restrictions upon
dividend payments is placed squarely upon corporate directors. I
understand it to be a general principle of law that directors are
bound to use due care in the management of the corporate atlairs and
that in ease of willful or negligent payment of dividends they are
jointly and severally liable to the corporation at any time within 8
years for the amount of such dividend or other corporate distribu-
tions with interest at 6 percent per annum. This, at least, is the
general law in Mfichigan.

The proposed tax plan, however, places an incentive upon directors
to declare dividends representing a major portion of their estimate
of the corporate earnings, so as to reduce the amount of taxes that
would have to be paid by the corporation. In other words, it is an
invitation to the management to declare dividends as there is a
natural incentive to minimize taxes. There is a serious danger that
the directors may hew too closely to the line in declaring dividends.
Instance may occur where dividends declared with full intention to
observe the law will operate to impair the capital of the corporation.

This danger is increased because statutory net income for tax pur-
poses and net earnings as determined under sound rules of accounting
may differ greatly. Consequently a dividend declaration equal to
100 percent of statutory net income will necessarily impair capital,
in every case where actual net earnings are smaller-unless, of course,
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the corporation has an accumulated surplus from prior years. It
will similarly impair capital in the event that the directors have been
sanguine in their estimate of current year earnings.

If the present bill is enacted into law, directors of many corpora-
tions will inevitably find themselves in a difficult position, impelled
to increase dividend distributions for the purpose of minimizing
Federal taxes and, at the sanme time, incurring the danger of personal
liability under State enactments for the declaration of excessive
dividends.

CONTRArs

In addition to restrictions upon dividend payment created by
State statutes, particular corporations may be subject to a variety
of restrictions arising from contractual obligations enforceable under
State law. It is true th3 present bill--section 1&--ontains one
"relief" provision which provides that "if under a written contract
executed by the corporation prior to March 3, 1936, there is no
form in which dividends equal to the adjusted net income for the
taxable year may be paid" then a tax of 22V percent shall be levied
in place of the tax provided by section 13, upon such part of the
earnings as are controlled by the contract. Waiving the question
of whether a tax rate of 22 percent can be called "relief", even so
the relief provided by this section is at best partial. I understand
that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has imposed a condi-
tion precedent to the granting of many of its loans to corporations
limiting or prohibiting the payments of dividends until loan require-
ments are met. Doubtless contracts in this form meet the require-
ments of the relief provision just referred to.

A much more common form of contract, however, is that between a
corporation and its bondholders preferred stockholders or particu-
lar creditors not specifically prohibiting dividend payments but re-
quiring the building up of sinking funds, the maintenance of a
specified percentage of current t assets to current liabilities, and so on.
It is at least doubtful whether these contractual obligations come
within the scope of "contracts not to pay dividends", but they may
nevertheless effectively prevent corporations from paying dividends.

Moreover, if there is any reason for granting relief to a corpora-
tion whose contractual obligations entered into before March 3, 1936,
prevent it from paying dividends, upon what fair basis can relief be
denied to other corporations subject to identical contractual restric-
tions coming into existence after March 8, 1930? The contract will
be equally binding although entered into after that date, and more-
over, corporations do not commonly place such restrictions upon
their financial freedom unless compelled to do so. There is no rea-
son to assume that after the enactment of this bill a corporation will
be able to avoid becoming subject to the same sort of contractual
restrictions as heretofore. Its prospective creditors and bondholders
will doubtless continue to demand the same safeguards deemed nec-
essary in the past, the more so in view of the tendency of this tax
bill to penalize the accumulations of surpluses which would protect
such creditors. I suggest that such contractual restrictions upon
dividend payment may become more common in the future, if this
bill is enacted, than they have been In the past. I doubt, for exam-
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pie, that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation will lessen its pro-
tective requirements in respect to retention of income by borrowers
as a means of assuring orderly and speedy liquidation of its loans.

How will dividends be paid where corporate earnings are accrued I
The obstacles to dividend declarations already considered arise

out of State law and contracts enforceable under State laws. In
addition, existing Federal tax law itself contains provisions which
may in practicaT effect bar dividend distributions. For example,
from my study of the bill, I fail to find relief for the corporation
that reports earnings on an accrual basis. There are a great many
corporations engaged in one kind of business or another that of
necessity muet accrue their earnings. An illustration is offered:

Assume a corporation engaged in subdividing real estate which it
proposes to sell on an installment basis. The corporation purchases
acreage, agreeing to pay for that acreage as the lots are sold. Under
the provisions of the existing act, if the first year's payments do not
exceed 40 percent of the sale price, it may spread the profits resulting
from sales throughout the years in which those profits are subse-
quently received, and be taxed only upon profits realized. [owever,
if the taxpayer sells a lot and during the first year receives payments
in excess of 40 percent, it then must accrue all the profit and pay a
tax thereon for the year during which the lot was sold. Bear in
mindq, the corporation has agreed to pay to the party from whom it
acquired the acreage a considerable art of the money it receives
from sales. It wi1l therefore have little cash for distribution to
stockholders, although possessed of large taxable income in the form
of accrued but unrealized profits.

A simple mathematical illustration will reflect the foregoing. The
corporation purchases acreage from A for $50,000. This acreage is
divided into 100 lots which cost $500 each. The purchase price is
to be paid to A as the lots are sold. The first year the corporation
sells 40 lots for $1,500 each, or a total sale price of $60,000. Let us
assume, however, that the corporation receives on these sales only
$700 a lot as down payment, or a total of $28,000. Let us suppose
further that it must liquidate its original debt for the acreage to A
to the extent of $500 for each lot sold, or $20,000. The corporation's
profit for tax purposes will be $40,000, or $1,000 on each of the 40
lots sold. But its available cash will amount to $8,000 only. If the
corporation pays the $8,000 in dividends, its tax, under schedule

2--A, would be 32Y2 percent of $40,000, or $13,000. But the corpo-
ration will have no cash in its treasury to pay any tax. If, on the
other hand it does not distribute the $8000 in ividends its tax,
under schecIul 2-A, will -- 4W2 percent oi $40,000 or $17,060 which
payment it wvill have to make out of the $8,000. This is the absurd
result of the application of the schedules to a corporation compelled
to report its earnings on an accrual basis.

I have another case in mind of a corporation which deals in se-
curities which has regularly inventoried its securities at market
value with the permission of the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue. Having adopted this accounting method, it is not permitted
to make a change except with the Commissioner's approval. Sup-
poser now, such a corporation finds at the end of the year that it
has a net income of $100,000, three-fourths of which represents
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unrealized appreciation of the securities in its inventory over their
original cost. Such a dealer would have available for distribution
in cash dividends not more than I.5,000 or 25 percent of its taxable
income. If it distributed all its cash, the tax would be $30,000 with
nothing to pay it from. If it distributed nothing, the tax would
be $42,6W00 with $2,5,000 to pay it from thus, the corporation would
be forced to liquidate its stock.in-trade for the purpose either of
declaring additional dividends or meeting its tax liability. If it
did make a dividend distribution of securities in kind, this pro-
cedure would deplete its stock in trade.

These are only two of the many examples that might be cited
of situations where, because of the application of the accrual method
of reporting income, or because the earning of income will involve
obligations for current dsbt repayment, or for other reasons, cor.
porations will find themselves with substantial incomes subject to
tax but no cash or little or no possibility of securing cash, except
by liquidation, from which to declare dividends or to pay the tax
provided by this act.

SCmP

The possibility of a declaration of dividends in the form of scrip,
bonds, or other corporate obligations has been suggested as a means
of meeting the criticism that the effect of the bil will be to prevent
corporations from retaining in their businesses necessary amounts
of earnings. It has been suggested that small corporations might
bring together a group of their stockholders and arrange for the
stockholders to reinvest cash dividends distributed to them in the
purchase of new securities, thus permitting the corporation to aug-
ment its capital and at the same time take advantage of the divi-
dend credit. Large corporations it is suggested, might resort to
scrip dividends or accomplish much the same purpose by the issuance
of rights to subscribe to new securities.

The term "dividend", When used in the bill, means "any distribu-
tion made by a corporation to its stockholders, whether in money
or in other property, out of its earnings or profits accumulated after
February 28, 1913." (Sec. 115 (a)).

Section 27 (e) provides:
If a dividend Is id In obllgaifons of the corporation, the amount of the

dividend credit with respect thereto shall be the face value of the obligations,
or their fair market value at the time of yuwmeat, whichever is the
lower * * *.

Toe first-quoted section is the same as appeared in the. existing
act, The second section just quoted above is a new provision not
appearing in prior acts which apparently contemplated a new
method of distributing corporate earnings by the use of dividend
scrip or some other newly-coined method of distributing earnings
in order to secure the benefit of a maximum dividend credit.

There are more difficulties in these procedures than have appar-
ently been realized. In the first place, many corporate manage-
ments will find it easier to pay out dividends to stockholders than
to secure the agreement of the latter to the reinvestment of those
dividends in the corporation. Moreover, even if the stockholders
should prove to be generally willing to immediately reinvest their
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dividends for the purpose of providing their corporations with
necessary capital it should not be overlooked that those dividends,
under the new bill, are subject to both normal and surtax rates and
their reeiplents will by no means be Able to reinvest the full amount
received by them. Out of that amount must come the individual
income taxes due from the stockholders with respect to the divi-
dend payments which, in the case of some stockholders, may easily
amount to half of the dividends.

O)n the other hand, if the corporation attempts to pay a dividend
in some form of its own obligations, such as bonds or scrip, it will
face numerous difficulties. Suppose the corporation estimates, along
in December, that it will have a net income of $100,000 and, because
of its need for capital, determines to issue scrip dividends-substan-
tially its own I. O. UOLs-for that amount. The scrip is received by
the stockholders, let -us say, sometime in January after the books of
the corporation have closed for the Near in question. Up to this
point. of course, the stockholders have receivedd no actual cash. Seone
of them will attempt to dispose of their scrip. In the case of a largo
corporation an active market might develop with a readily deter-
minable fair market value, once the scrip was actually in the hands
of its recipients. On the other hand, in the case of a small corpora-
tion a half dozen stockholders might sell scrip at widely varying
prices. Now, it is to be noted that tle dividend credit of the cor-
poration, as above recited, is not the $100,000 of par value of scrip
issued, but. the fair market value of the scrip At the time of payment
to the stockhiolders With a half dozen isolated sale at di fferent
prices, what is the market value? How is the corporation to deter-
mine, when the isue is planned, what that fair market value will be
when the scrip is act.ua ly paid out? In our assumed case, it ma
well happen that the corporation will find that its dividend credit
is only fifty or sixty thousnd dollars instead of one hundred thou.
sand, leaviiig it With 40 percent or 50 percent of undistributed income
upbn which to pay the taxes provided by this bill.
. But, even if this is the case, the corporation, by its action, has
inclirred $100,000 of liabilities. These liabilities will have to be met
some time, and it is to be noted that when they are met, the corpora-
tion will have to pay them out of earnings, for which, of course, it
will receive no dividend credit, and will find merely that meeting its
obligations will again result in a higher percent of undistributed
income and a heavy tax under this bill.

STOCK IdOHT8

The financing of additional capital requirements through. the
issuance of rights to subscribe to new stock has also been suggested
as offering an avenue of relief to corporations deprived of their
traditional practice of plowing a portion of their earnings back
into the businm,-. Examination of this idea leads to the following
conclusion: Large and well-established corporations with accumu.
lated surpluses and stock selling at high market value may be able,
to finance themselves through the issuance of rights. They would
likewise probably be able to finance themselves through the direct
sale of their securities or in a variety of other ways. Small concerns
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without a well-established financial position whose stock is possibly
selling at depe&sed lriI-s--,liceils, that is, which will be most
seriously affected by heavy tax on reinvested earnintgs-will probably
find( the Issuance of rights impossible.

In (lie filrst phlce, a majority of the States prohibit the sale of
par.vaite stock at, a prico les than par. '.iie Michigan statutes, for
example, l.rovido as follows: "Shares with par value must be issued
for a consideration not less than the par value thereof." The statu.
story pro isiolis of imos t otlir States are similar. But it is quite
clear that to offer stockholders the privilege of sub.4cribing at par,
for stotk which is selling on the market at substantially less than
par, is not to hold out to them an opportunity which will be anx-
iously grasped, li effect, therefore, th1e laws of a majority of States
would prevent a majority of our smaller corporations from financing,
by means of stock rights'at all. Even if these legal restrictions could
be waived, it. would still remain true that it is the existence of a
substantial surplus and a buoyant value of existing stock which
creates (lie attraction for new ;tock subscription under any plan of
stock.right issuance.

U1O1ITS-DLXF.-SKY LAWS

Moreover the satutes of most States contain a provision designed
to regulate the i.,stance of corporate securities. These laws are
commonly referred to as the blue-sky laws. Under such laws before
a corporation may issie additional Pecurities it must first obtain the
approval and authorization of the securities commission of the State.
Any plan to issue corporate securities in lieu of cash dividends, or
to obtain new capital in lieu of reinvesting earnings, must be carried
out in conformity with the State requirements.

FTrD-iAL RIMIOT1ONS

Furthermore the Securities Act of 1038 is designed to regulate the
public sale of securities in interstate commerce. In general the act
provides that securities offered for sale through interstate commerce
channels must be registered with the Commission. There will be
many instances where the plans of corporations for minimizing their
tax I iabilitv under this bill through the issuance of rights, scrip
dividends, ilebentures, or other forms of corporate obligations will
come into conflict with the provisions of the Securities Act and regu-
lations of (lie Securities Commission. Thus it may very well be
found, that one form of relief contemplated under thing bill may be
taken away from corporations by another Federal statute.

I wish to reiterate that my remarks are intended solely to bring to
your attention certain legal restrictions surrounding the declaration
and payment of dividends, together with certain practical effects
arising "out of said payments. There are many other provisions of
the bill that in my opinion are objectionable and upon which I
would like to comment, but my time is too limited.

In concirsion, I urge that if a bill of this general type is enacted
into law at least the effective date be deferred to January 1, 1937,
in order that corporations may make such readjustments in their
financial and accounting affairs as are necesary to synchronize them

8854 5-3------2Q
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with the act. In connection with this suggestion please bear in mind
thais 4 months of the present year have already elapsed. Un-
doubtedly many transactions have been consummated in reliance
upon the existing revenue act and it seems only equitable that the
Government should carry through this year under the present act
and defer the application of a new and untried form of revenue
legislation which contains so many impractical provisions.

[he CHAIRMAN. Mr. Garrison.

STATEMENT OF FLINT GARRISON, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE-
SENTING THE WHOLESALE DRY GOODS INSTITUTE

The CHI!AIrAN. Mr. Garrison, you represent the Wholesale Dry
Goods Institute ?

Mfr. OARRISON'. Yes air.
Senator BARKLEr. Sfr. Garrison, I notice that the program for

tomorrow shows that we will have a representative of the- ',ationaI
Retail Dry Goods Association who will appear before the committee.
What is the relationship between the twol

Mr. GARRIs . They are two entirely different lines, Senator.
Their interests may overlap; they may have something in common.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: My name is Flint Garrison. I am
the managing director of the Wholesale Dry Goods Institute, 40
Worth Street- New York. I appear in behalf of dry-goods whole.
salers to ask for a simplification in the proLosed legislation pro.
viding for refunds of processing taxes ou floor stocks of goods
processed from agricultural products. We have been assured by
administration officials that it is the wish of the administration to
equitably make such refunds. The bill to provide revenue and
equalize taxation, now before you for consideration, contains a pro-
vision for such refunds. It is the prevailing belief in the wholesale
dry goods trade;, as well as in the industries with which we come in
contact, that, under the procedure set up in that legislation, it may
be years before wholesalers of floor stocks secure a final adjudica-
tion and payment of their claims, whereas circumstances now pre.
vailing call for prompt action, if the textile industries and trades
are to be relieved from harassments, exasperations, and financial
hazards perhaps unprecedented in their history.

The circumstances which prompt this statement are these:
FArly in t0e summer of 1935, it became apparent that original

processors of cotton were generally withholding the payment of
processing taxes. Cotton goods on which no proceeding taxes had
been paid began moving into commerce, exposing the holders of such
good to serious loss in case the tax were terminated or invalidated
inasmuch as the Agricultural Adjustment Act,.as amended, provided
for refunds only oh goods on which the processing tax had been paid.
The realization of this hazard caused a widespread suspension of
buying in the cotton-goods field until an operating basis could be
established. This basis was established with first processors by a
processing-tax clause attached to all sales contracts, under which'the
processor agreed to rebate to the purchaser tho amount of the process-
ing tax represented in the goods covered by the contract, in case the
processor were relieved from the payment of the tax by the invalid.
tion of the act.
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This clause limited refunds to those goods invoiced within a sped.
fled period, usually 90 days, preceding such invalidstion.

This clause established a clear basis of operation between buyers
and first processors. As cotton goods moved on to secondary, terti-
ary, and subsequent processors, their selling clauses bceanI.O necessar.
ily loss speciflo and usually limited their guaranty to an equitable
distribution to buyers of refunds received by the seller from pre-
ceding processors ?es the amount which the beller retained to cover
his own inventories.

Immediately following the invalidation of the Agricultural Ad-
justinent Act, a general movement was undertaken to effect settle-
ments under these various purchase clauses. As a general thing, in
transactions with primary pisocessors, settlement has been promptly
and fairly effected. With &econdary and subsequent processors, how-
ever, contract settlement has not been effected in a single instance
which has been brought to our attention, although literally hundreds
of thousands of transactions are involved and negotiations have been
in progress for 3 months. These unsettled contracts are now the
subject of bitter dispute and, in a high percentage of cases, will
probably lead to litigation.

Meanwhile, the general level of the primary market for cotton
goods has dechin(,, to a degree which represents the full amount
of the procesing tax and, under the highly competitive conditior-
which prevail in the cotton-goods trade, wholesalers have necessarily
followed the primary market in their own quotations. In addition to
this, wholesalvera have, in many instances, rebated to their customers
the Amiount of the proccsng tax represented in certain items in-
voiced prior to January 6, 1936.

The procesing tax on cotton roughly al))roximates 10 percent of
the wholesale price of most items of sale cotton goods. This is,
in msn instances, more than the gross profits of wholesalers on this
class of merchandise. Goods processed wholly or in chief value from
cotton will constitute anywhere from 25 percent to 100 percent of the
inventories of dry-goods wholesalers. These inventories all do-
clined fully 10 percent in value as a result of the invalidation of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act.

It is obvious that, unless adequate recovery is reeived by whole-
salers, they will be subjected to exceedingly heavy losses. In an
effort to protect themselves against loss, wholesalers have taken threeSte L :First, they have filed claims on their manufacturers for refi-.ds

of procki;sing taxes provided under their purchase clauses.
Second, they have filed claims against the Federal governmentt

for a rebate on floor stocks held on January 6, 1936, under the pro-
visions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended.

Third they have filed claims against the Federal Government for
a refu d of the floor-stock tax paid in 1933 on the ground that it
was a tax illegally collected.

For the recovery of floor-stock taxes paid to ihe Feder.4l Govern-
ment in 1938 suit has already been filed in some in.tarcec, and it
seems probable that extensive and extended litigation and much
rancor will develop frop this cause alone unless prompt adjus~mpiat
is effected of the invquities of the present conditions.
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Title IV of the pending revenue act, "Refunds under Agricul-
tural Act and Floor-Stock Adjustment", is designed to adjust these
inequities. The conditions imposed by this section 83 a prerequisite
to such adjustment seem to us to preclude the possibility of a prompt
settlement of such refund claims. p

Title IV, section 602, of the act provides for a payment to a person
who, on the first moment of January 6, 1936, held for sale or other
disposition articles processed wholly or in chief value from a com-
nodity subject to a processing tax, of an amount equivalent to the
amount of the processing tax on such commodity, but not in excess
of (1) the amount of the burden of the processing tax which had
boon shifted to the claimant in the price he paid for the article,
to the extent the claimant has not received and will not receive re-
imbursements for such burden from the vendor; and not in excess
of (2) the amount by which the claimant reduced the sale price
of the article on account of the invalidation of the taxes under the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended.

This section further provides that-
No payment shall be made under this section unless the claimant

establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner the facts on which such
claim is based.

And further provides that-
The findings of fact and the decisions of the Cowr-xssioner * * shall not

be subject to review by any other administrative or accounting officer, em-
ployees, or agent of the United States--

And further provides thate-
The determination of the Commissioner shall be final * and no court

shall have Jurisdiction to review such determination.

The wholesale dry-goods trade views with the gravest apprehen-
sion the prospect of attempting to secure its floor-stock refunds
under these provisions of law. For one thing, it is humanly im-
possible for a claimant to determine at this time what amount of
money he will receive as reimbursement from his vendors. It will
most certainly be many months and may be several years before this
fact could be determined. Under the proposed law the claimant
must await the determination of this fact before his claim can be
allowed.

For another thing, it will be mathematically impossible to demen-
strate with precision what part of any reductions in prices made by
a claimant since January 6 have been due to the invalidation of the
taxes under the Agricultural Adjustment Act and what part may
have been due to other market influences. The effort to even ap-
proximate the determination of this point will require the auditing
of thousands of transactions in every establishment, in the aggre-
gate representing an audit of billions of transactions, before
these facts can be established in all instances. This will obviously
occasion great delay in the settlement of claims besides imposing
a heavy burden of expense upon claimants and Government alike.

Under the proposed law, all findings and decisions of the Com-
missioner are made final, not subject to review of any other Gov-
ermnent agency. This arbitrary authority granted to the
Commissioner in the law will of necessity be delegated to subordi-
nates, for it will be mathematically impossible for the Commis-
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sioner to pass on the merits of more than half a million claims which
may be filed under this provisions. This will leave each claimant
literally dependent upon the arbitrary decision of a subordinate de-
partmental employee. Under N. R. A., the wholesale-dry-goods
trade suffered an experience with arbitrary authority delegated to
subordinates. Anyp rospect of a repetition of that experience can
be viewed only with dismay. Based on that exprience, the members
of the wholesale-dry-goods trade believe it to be not unreasonable
to respectfully request that, in all cases where their rights are to be
established, provision be made to establish those rights by statutory
law rather than by arbitrary, personal decree.

In view of the circumstances now prevailing in the textile trades

and industries and of the provisions contained in the proposed law,
providing for the refunds of floor stocks, the opinion has been
soberly expressed by many thinking people in the textile industries
and dry-goods trades that such claims would not all be settled during
the lifetime of the present generation and that such adjudication
will be subject to much rancor, as well as extended litigation, based
on constitutional grounds.

The suggestion has been made that these difficulties would be
obviated in more than 95 percent of all. claims if the law, as now
proposed, were amended by a provision allowing a claimant the
option of accepting in settlement of all his claims against the Federal
Government, on account of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, of an
amount equivalent to the floor-stock tax paid by him in 1933. This
proposal has been widely discussed in various branches of the cotton-
goods trade and has been widely commended. The brief investiga-
tion of the facts which we have been able to make within the past
few days in our own field leads us to the conclusion that such a set-
tlement would be advantageous to the Government as well as to
claimants for floor-stock refunds.

These are our primary reasons for this conclusion:
First. Most claims for refunds on floor stocks held on January

6, 1936, will exceed the floor-stock tax paid in 1933 by such claimants.
This is occasioned by the fact that cotton-goods stocks generally were
heavier on January 6, 1936, than they were on August 1, 1933, and
by the further fact that the conversion factors employed for comput.
ing the processing tax refunds applicable to various classes of mer-
chandise are higher than the conversion factor employed in 1933
for computing the floor-stock tax.

It is further occasioned by the fact that. in filing his floor-stock
tax return in 1933, the taxpayer gave himself the benefit of every
doubt and will follow the same course in making his claim for refund
in 1936. The figures which we have been able to collect within the
past few days show that the amount of processing-tax refund due
wholesalers will, in approximately 75 percent of all cases, exceed the
amount of the floor-stock tax paid in 1933 by anywhere from 25 per-
cent to 200 percent of the amount paid in 1933.

Second. Most claimants--it is believed more than 95 percent and
possibly 99 percent of all claimants--will probably accept the settle-
ment of their claims on the suggested basis, eveh though it iepre-
sents a smaller amount than their estimated claim, their acoeptanoe
beig influenced by their desire to secure a prompt settlement of a
smaller amount rather than a long-drawn-out adjudication of a
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larger amount which may be due them. This will effect not alone a
saving in the amount of refund actually made to claimants, but will
also save the Government an enormous expense in auditing more
than a half million claims involving an incalculable number of trans-
dctions.

Third. The proposed basis of settlement would undoubtedly fore-
stall litigation against the Federal Government, which litigation
maZ assume grave proportions.

Lbourth. While inequities would arise under the proposed basis of
settlement, such inequities would be fewer than would arise under
the proposed law.

Fifth. The prompt' settlement of claims under the prolosd op-
tion would be of enormous benefit to general business sentiment.
In place Qf the irritations and'resentments wh.ch now prevail gen-
erally all throughout the textile trades and industries because of the
unprecedented disturbances, harassments, and hazards to which they
have been subjected, there would immediately be established a feel.
ing of satisfaction and relief. The settlement of claims under the
procedure now specified in the proposed law may require years of'
adjudication, and possibly ending in widespread litigation.

Sixth. In all cases where claims against the Government require
negotiation, the small claimant is hopelessly handicapped. He is
financially unable to employ the experts which the larger claimant
can employ to follow through with his claim, argue its merits, see
that it is not held up and lost sight of in routine departmental pro--
cedure.- Because of this disadvantage to the small claimant and
overwhelming advantage to the large claimant, the law, as drawn in
section W02 would result in the prompt settlement of the- claims of
large establishments and the indefinite postponement of the vast
majority of claims of the smaller business concerns, The amend-'
ment we suggest would put big and little claimants on an equal-
footing.
*Seventh. It'will relieve the Members of Congress from political

pressure to which they should not be exposed. You gentlemen may
rest assured that, should overzealous departmental employees, in
their desire to protect the Government's interests under the arbitrary
powers ranted to the Commissioner in the proposed act and neces-
sarilydelegated to them for practical administration1 disallow claims
to which claimants felt they were legitimately entitledi or unduly,
delay the adjudication of their claims, your intervention would im-
mediately be sought. You may look forward not merely to hun.
dreds, but literally to thousands of requests for the exerci-e of your
influence unless the 'plan for its adjustment of these claims is
simplified. I
• or the reasons here briefly enumerated, the wholesale dry-goods

trade sincerely requests that you embody in the contemplated revenue,
act a provision giving any claimant entitled to a refund of processing
taxes on floor stocks held on January 6$ 1936, the option of accepting
in prompt settlement in full of all his laims against the Oovert-
ment arising from the Agricultural Adjustment Act of an amount.
equivalent to the floor-stock tax paid by such claimant in 1933.

The CHAMrMAN. Mr. Garrison, may I ask you whether' this
Wholesale Dry Goods Institute is made up of .wholesale people'
throughout the country I '
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Mr. OGAmsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. Are those the views of the executive committee of

this institute?
Mr. GARRwsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAWI9A. What do you estimate that would amount to inrefunds, according to that suggestion?
Mr. GAR82soN, I have the figure.
The CHAIRMAN. Just in round numbers.
Mr. GARRmO . Twenty-seven houses have sent me their figures out

of the total of two hundre ~I61i a ho are members o the
institute, and they ha';tal membership houses in the,
United State Th houses are of course mu arger than the
average, and the id $847,3 in floor-stock tax in 3. Now, not,
all of those ho have complete - res of what ir refunds-
would amoun o for adju enS their ventories of nuary 6t
but the com rison of 2 s w-0 I hav ado both com tations
isthis: Th ouses pai $472, 1933 1 have a regate
claims of 63,000 h 93 th e elai bng $91, more
than. the r-stock ' A 3. aMo t so are Souses
whose cla in 1930 wou dan t a yme made in 1933.

,The C RMAN. Mr. Ken t ,kh test hat he whol floor

tax at t a. tie prton sba'Al$98,000r SoN.' that cotto ..
The C MMAN. at is thin w i

at the tim. the proe i tax an they c etd a stani.
tiahly about $98,000

&enato RO hat did n feae th tax thr gh the-
first Procss

The axun . That inc ittno Mr. -Ke
M r. KHNT. Ye I may say there isA &brteak-down ose figures

in the course of p ration into miscellaneous ta unit i.n tbei
Bureaut. I hope in a r two we will have reshoWing' julst
how the floor-stock tax w y oair4
and so forth.oor, by retalerSenator GOoo&, But the $98,000,000 did include the floor-stock
tax paid-on the first process?,

Mr. KHz,. Yes.
The CHM1IMAN. Mr. Garrison, you asked for an option; that Is,

your executive committee did. If you did not get an option, which
would you prefer Would you prefer the option or the present
planI

Mr. GARRisoN. You mean prefer it'to nothing"
The CJIAnIMAN. The present plan or the option.

,Mr. G siisolr. We prefer the present plan with it6 suggested op-:
tion. If we cannot, get the suggested option then we must accept
the present plan, We must have something. it is inconceivable that
we will not get anything.

$enator G to, Your suggested solution could not apply to busi-"
rls" coming into existence, since you would have to have an excep.,
tion there.

M r. G(ARIsox. Don't you see we wish to follow the procedure indl,
cated in tb t ,law, but this was suggested a t a method of simplifying.
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the settlement of the claims in the vast majority of cases and would
cover houses who were in existence in 1936.

Senator CONNALLY. Your plan, in short., is to offset the claims for
refunds by the fact that they paid a lot of floor.stock taxes in 19381

Mr. GARRISON. The plan would be simply this: To permit the
claimant to accept as payment in full of his claim the amount of the
floor-stock tax he paid in 1933. He is due a refund now, but to
arrive at the amount of that refund will occasion an enormous
amount of auditing, and we have all wondered how that is to be
accomplished. We do not know, particularly when you have two
provisions in there, one that will require a demonstration of the
amount of refund the claimant is to receive from his vendors, which
no one now knows, and the other is to demonstrate what part of his
reduction inprices was due to the invalidation of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act We do not see how those two things can be dem-
onstr .  d at this time.

Sen,.or BLacK. What other organizations, if any, that are inter-
ested in this subject have adopted this same idea--do you knowI

Mr. GARRISON. Well, there was a discussion in New York last week
by several of the groups which are what we call secondary processors,
if it is clear to you gentlemen just what it means, and it was the
feeling of all the people in that group that that would be the hap-
piest solution of a difficult problem. That included converters, who
are secondary processors of cotton goods, and cotton-garment manu-
facturers; in fact, two or three divisions, dress manufacturers, shirt
manufacturers, and others, and that was the feeling of all who were
there, that although the amount of the tax paid in 1933 was, on the
average, considerably more than the amount of the claims which
will be filed in 1936, they would be perfectly willing to accept a set-
tlement on that basis in order to effect a settlement promptly.

Senator BLAcK. Did any of that group file injunctions and get
part of the money back that was held Mi court I

Mr. GARRISON. No; because those people were not originally
processors.

Senator BLACK. That was only the original processors
Mr. GARRIsoN. That was only the original processors.
The CHAIRMAN. We are gladto get your views, Mr. Garrison.
Mr. T. G. Strange, of Columbus, Ga. I
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. T. G. Strange, of Columbus, Ga., present?

The CrAIRMAN. Mr. John J. Watson, New York City.
Mr. INASON.. Yes; Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF JOHN 3. WATSO , NEW YORK CITY, PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CORPORATION

Mr. WATsMN. I will only take a very few moments of your time.
I want to address myself particularly to the effect of the tax on a
corporation such as tie corporation tbat.1 happen to be president of,
the International Agricultural Corporation, which is a manufacturer
of plant foods, fertilizers, phosphate, rock mining, and many other
articles, where we deal directly with the farmer or with the dealers.
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We have factories ,-attered in 13 States, 29 factories, all small
units, and the picture that is presented in our operations is so closely
associated with the prosperity of the farme- that I want to call. your
particular attention to the effect of a tax like this on undistributed
earnings.

Senator BARKLEY. Your twenty-odd factories are separately in-
corporated in each State?

Mr. WATSON. Senator, some of them are small corporations that
we acquired when the company was formed and are run under the
original name by the local people for the sake of holding the trade
mark of that particular brand of fertilizer which they made.

Right in that respect comes the importance of the making of a
consolidated return, because those corporations are simply an in-
corporated department of our business. We would be put to some
considerable expense if we should be forced to take over the fee of
those companies and liquidate them. We would lose the valuable
trade mark which we have paid for, and there is no reason why, in
general, that that should be forced upon us.

Senator BARKLEY. You maintain a separate cor prate entity and
the name, but the stock is owned by your company

Mr. WATSO.N,. The stock is all owned by International Agricultural
Corporation.

Senator BARKLEY. Where is it incorporated?
Mr. WATSo.. It is incorporated under the laws of New York. We

have 1 factory in New York, and we have 2.8 factories scattered
throughout liother States of the Union.

Senator CONNALLY. Does this holding company own all of the
stock of these subordinate companies?

Mr. WATSON. It owns all the stock. We do have some few cor-
porations in addition where we own a 50-percent interest and where
the local people own a 50-percent interest.

Senator CONNALLY. Do you import a lot of your material for
making fertilizer?

Mr. WATsoNx. We import. some sulphate of ammonia, and we im-
port some potash from Germany and France.

Senator CONNALLY. Nitrates
Mr. WATSON. Sulphate and ammonia. Nitrate and soda from

Chile; yes; but with the production now in this country of nitrate
and of sulpb;, .. , it is ample to take care of our requirements, and in
potash it is hn.ple to take care of our requirements with the excep-
tion of the sulphate and the nitrate which is not produced now in
New Mexico or out in Searles Lake, Calif., where we have our pro-
duction.

The CHAIRMAN. We have made great progress in the production
of those raw materials?

Mr. WATSON. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Your main point is about the, con olilated

return. Is that what you are concerned about?
Mr. WATSON. I want to speak on two subjects. First is the con.

solidated return.
One thing I think that you gentlemen in considering this bill

should give very careful consideration to is differeutiatilfg between
the company which has incorporated departments for the reason
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that we have ours, and where they could just as well be run under
the name of the parent company except that they would lose the
old established trade mark accepted by the farmers in that com-
munity, if we did liquidate- as against the corporation which is
just a holding corporation doing an investment business or some-
thing of that character.

Senator BLAoK. Could you not continue the trade mark if you
consolidated?

Mr. WATSOn. I imagine we could continue the trade mark, Sena-
tor, by calling it the-well, we will say the Cherokee Brand of the
International Agricultural Corporation or something of that sort.
But there is a local pride on the part of these people who are part-
ners or are associates in these localities where we have acquired
their properties, and there is a decided goodwill that we would lose.

Senator CONNALLY. You can file a consolidated return now by
paying a little higher tax, can you notI

fr. WA Tso . Well, to be perfectly frank with you, I feel that
just as the president of a manufacturing corporation after hearing
the details of this discussion on the intricacies of this bill-that I
am hardly qualified to discuss the general tax bill except just as it
affects us. I do not think we can file a consolidated return.

Senator CONNALLY. Railroads, I believe, are the only ones.
Mr. WA.N. Another particular thing which I want to call at-

tentioi to as affecting our company is this: For the last 5 years and
8 months our profits have been very small. In the year 1931 we had
earnings of $60,000. The capital of our company is 10 millions pre.
ferred; 430,000 shares of nonpar-value capital stock; five million
nine hundred thousand-odd dollars in bonds outstanding; and at a
tertain period the peak period of the year, we have a bank debt, a
small bank debt of somewhere around $2,000,000; $60,000 was our
earnings for 1931. You must bear in mind when I give you these
earnings that. we are in a seasonal business, dependent and gov-
erned very largely by the success of the farmer, and we have to
buy our materials because of their expert chemical analysis; they
have to be manufactured to give the farmer the satisfaction, some
considerable time in advance. In many cases we buy our materials
a year befoie we sell them, and in many cases we do not get paid
for them for a year after we have sold them; in fact the regular
terms in the fertilizer business used to be to sell in te spring of
the year payable when the crop was harvested. Because of the
disastrous effects on fertilizer earnings of the companies they were
forced to go closer to a cash basis--because of that.

The next year, 1932, we had a loss of $847 000; in 1933 we had a
loss of $1,060,000; the following year we had a profit-that was in
1934-

Senator CONNALLY (interposing). Those losses were principally
write-offI

Mr. WATSON. NO, sir; these were actual operating losses. In these
figures there are no write-offs.

In,1935 we had a profit of $269000, but in that year we had a
write-off of $400,000 in that particular year.

Senator CONALLY. What was that write-off for?
Mr. WATSON. It was a write-off for-
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Senator CONNALLY (interrupting). Stock? inventory?
Mr. WAmoX. No; of accounts; uncollectible accounts. The situa-

tion in Aroostook County, Maine-potatoes got to a very low price,
and we had a very heavy amount of money outstanding in that
territory; and in bloridft there was a large amount of money that
could not be collected from the farmers.

Senator BLACK. What year was that?
Mr. WATSON. In 1935.
Senator BLACK. That is when potatoes went down?
Mr. WArSON. Potatoes sold as low as 35 or 40 cents a barrel up

there, you may remember.
Senator BLACK. What was your 1934 figure? You did not give it?
Mr. WATsOx. A profit of $400,000 in 1934. Eight months this

year up to March 31-and here I can give you Just an estimate of
Tay controller-we have a loss of $275,000.

"'ho point I want to make is this-that in a business that is actu-
ally highly seasonable such as our business is, we feel that we should
have some relief in practically restoring the losses that we make in
a year before we have to pay thes heavy taxes of 40 percent. You
will see by the figures which I have given you that there is a $1,847,-
000 net loss up to 1933. The next year we make $400,000.

Is it fair that we should have to pay a heavy tax on that $400,000?
Should we not be permitted to make some earnings to restore to our
treasury the working capital that we have lost in those years?

Then again, the following year, $269,000 loss. Again, is it not
fair that we should restore andrecoup our capital up to that amount
that we have lost before we have to pay such a very heavy tax I

That is the point, that I make, that we be permitted in giving con-
sideration to this bill that you gentlemen give consideration to the
fact that we should be able to replenish our working capital or re-
store that after years of disaster.

Senator BAIKLEY. In those years where you had a net loss, you
paid no corporation tax?

Mr. WATSON. No; we paid no corporation tax, but we lost largely
of our capital.
a Senator BARKLEY. YOU would have to average a tax rate over
a period of years, ay, take a 5-year period, and determine whether
you made profits over that period before the Government would
ever know whether to collect any tax from you. Of course, all in-
come taxes are based upon the income for the year, that is, the tax-
able year's business. That is true not only of corporations but of
individuals. I may lose $10,000 this year and next year I may make
A10,000. I cannot offset next year my loss this year in oider to
cut down my tax as an individual.

Mr. WmVrsox. No; but 'we used to.
Senator BARKLEY. We stopped up that loophole.
Mr. WATSON. I think it is only fair that the corporation should

be permitted to do that. We have over 3,000 stockholders. I am
-a trustee representing about 3,000 people small owners of this com-
pany. We have also at stake the pie that we have employed
We have about 4,000 people emplo'e on. our pay rolls, and that does
.not count the people employed in transportation in moving over a
million tons of goods a year by railroad, by truck, by various methods,
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beeait'e we are dealing with A ?roduct that is a verv low-lpriced
i-oduct. We niv dealing with li tosphnteq that sell fortwo or thI-ve
~lAl. a ton it tihe tintes, and oftentimtes there is two or three ti10s

that it fveight in the cost of the product wheit delivered oil tile farmim.
We are s"et ng, of centn-e, rIyN qtht, r low-liticed interin.
Senator Il.ki'li. Yo say yott have 3,000 stotkhloldtrsl
Mr. W.o,-. Yes.
Seltlator Dolh.t, l)o you have any very large stockhthlers, or are

they all Fmill 
l

N1t1. WVtsox. We have ole large Stockholder, I ali Aery sorry to
,A Senator.
selator lhr'. W What lter"entge oif the stoel dleg he hold I
Ml'. W.vTSoN. 'lint Stockholder I c~M tll Vi nlsit. leo Iwns

a4hot one-niiit h of the ,.apittl stock of te colilipltV.
Senator lhtiRl.y. 1 't1 t-vinig to gret at your i-iewpoitt. lhider

vour thr'orv if the Compav lolst itn nltI" one yt'ir, iii 1131 more money
thtti tihey inste in I;11. 11133. 11134, nit 10Th, then whttat volt wat Ilt0
bill to %i'1 ik to permit you to oftt voir 1o .s in 1031 "ngniwt your
lwlotlts for the sibq tient 4 years so that yoltl vould not pay aniy taxes
itles the cohinited lprofits for the 4 yeani was n l thtnit yoir

Mr. IV~-rst. I think that is onlv fair, otherwise where d we ar-
rive at!1 We imaV find ott--'lves in a plqitjlut where we would lose
our capital aml -e would face lunkrtplev. alt(l I nsume that it is
nht the desire of the (fovermnlent to force ;iv corporations into that
position. You will Ieadily see that it woil No imposible under
tho'e condition to get new capital.

..ettato' lI stoE.WI. W to are tle owIners of your hotd109
Mr. TW.vc. They atr owned general, S nator.
'1a0i- IXFIIAW.. And they are sold tIn the open market l

Mr. \V hx. T'ev are -I hi the open market. All of ol, seciri-
ties amv listed on tle' New York Stock Exchange.

8enaor l4INMEI.AN. Your bonded indebtedness and your stock rep-
reMent aholt $16,000,000 in investment

Mr. NVAISo0, he bond issue of $13,000,00-that is what it was.
The bnd issue now is $5,900,000. I can give it to you exactly if you
would like to have it.

Senator IAnRMA. Wotihi that not be the same as reenacting the
law that was in existence sometime ago--I (to not wish to mention
this-but, there was a lot of publicity, - pleasant lmblicity, due to
tle fact that in the investigation held Iythe Banking and urrentey
Committee of the stock market a tw ,years ago, it turned out tlat
the firm of Morgan & Co. were able to escape taxes altogether be-
caule they could project a los over into another year, and inamnuch
as they cfianged their firm not on the 81st of December but on the let
of January when they took in a new partner, which gave them an
additional'year, would that not reenact that very situation except in
a woe form I

Mr. WAT91oN. I do not think so in corporation finance. It may be
of intent to you to know that in 1923 I was called into the manage-
ment of this company to effect a reclaa ification of its securitks
where we had to write ofT $",000,000 los*s, $9,000/)0 because of bad
credits extended. We had $9,000,000 of securities, notes due from
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the farriers that we had to write off As wnrthl(sqs and nothing haq
been collected froml thom.

Senito11l' JBtA,r'".Was thAt due to the defltion following the
M'. \VAS oW. You see, in 1021 After the World War, there came

swh a spiral decline in all chemical materials and raw materials
that that caught up wit!l us And hit u9 in the bIck of tile head about
1923, rnd wo were forced to recivership or to relnssify, and our
scnritV owners and stockholelor felt that it was cheaper to have
it go th'ough a reclniSsifcation under the New York State laws thaln
to0 P through bllnkrlllptv v whewe we havO to pay Very heavy fe(eq.

1,,naor I.oN rrn. ('1'n u tell u what you'r gr'Oq and'net lvui-
De, s is, in a normal vear?

,fr. Ill.x. in a nolal veal' it is about $12,000,00.
enator 1A)NTito 1N. Gross or netft.l W\V,'Ao,''. Oro.0s,Srl0l'TVNsoN,'. \o\. h, iS vour net on that I

M. \WAzvosN. Our 1net 1)rofitso'o thatt
Sen ator lo.sri.x. on tile $12,00,000.
Mr.\Vrlo.,. What do Vou call "net profits"? After interest oil

bonds, and all charges, depieciationI
S(,nat,r 1,o1rnrY(. Yes.
Mr. W.vrsox. I have given you he figures. It Is these figures I

have '.iven y Ou, which are after interest charges, interest ol bor-
rowed inonoe rind depreciation eliarges.

Sentor Andl you call that a nonmal vearl
Mir. Wmrsox. I call thni abnormal years, kinfortunatel,. We

sureIv would not lile to face years of that sort.
Senatol' l.ON InoAN. Let Us go back 8 or 10 year's.
Mr. W.,mox. I will be glad to do that. In the yenr 1024, this wns

the Ne-ir after our recla silCeation of our corporation, where we
charged off $9,000,00, we extended our bonds, and tilo creditors
bank Rcrditor-s, $13,0000O0 took preferred stock on the basis of !d
cents on tie dollar for their debts, sO we got rid of our bank debt,
or laVely got rid of it. We converted our preferred stock which
had been" paid for 100 cents on the dollaV back In 1000, and they
wT1 given l',2 shares of common stock which now is worth about
$5 a share, the market value would be $7.50 for what they had paid
in 1009 $100 for, and the common stock received one-slxth of a
shar for each share of stock. Some of that was given in various
contracts and given with properties that were acquired, such as I
mentioned where we had local plants.

Senator LoXVr.o . What would you estimate the physical value
of "o'ir property

Ar. WTSOIS.'I think about $15,000,000 or $18,000,000, figutlng

the ph6sphate rok deposits which we have, and tie plants. Of
course, that. is the large value, the phosphate in the ground.

Senator nARKTAny. To what extent would the application of your
suggestion encourage inefficiency in the management of a plant
Would not the tax saved by paper losses or actual lo.se8 over a
period of 3 or 4 years be sufficient to cause a management to be more
or less earless on tl'e ground that they would not have to pay any
tax anyhow even though they made a profit some year If the losses
were slffciienot to Absor the
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Mr. WATSON. I would not think so, Senator. I know in my own
case, I can only answer for myself, that would be about the last
thing I would do in managing a corporation.

Senator CONNALLY. You say among the most valuable assets you
have are these rock depositsI

Mr. WATSON. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. What rate of depletion do you get on that?
Mr. WATSON. We get 20 cents a ton for the rock on the ground.
Senator CONNALLY. You take that off each year I
Mr. WATSON. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Twenty cents a ton I
Mvr. WATSON. Yes. In the Tennessee lields-in some cases we pay

a royalty to the farmers where we mine on their property. o
Senator CONNALLY. You are not restricted on e etion o

in& your capital investment on the rockI You might have already
paid yourself the depletion and you can keep on under the present
law doing that?

Mr. WATSON. We would have to go, Senator, 30 or 40 years on
that basis with the biggest years we have ever seen to take care of
ourselves.

Senator CONNALLY. I am not talking of your losses outside; I am
speaking of rock on the ground.

Mr. WATSON. $13,000,000 was paid by the company for the rock
properties. This company when it Wvas formed paid $13,000,000
for it.

Senator CONNALLY. On your income tax you take depletion on
each ton of material that you have sold?

Mr. WATSON. Each ton as it is sold.
Senator CONNALLY. Twenty cents a toni
Mr. WATSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. IS there anything else? Have you covered it?
Mr. WATsoN. The Senator asked me for the figures to go back 10

years.
Senator LONEBOAN. I just wanted any one year out of the 10.
Mr. WATSON. Perhaps just to clear this up, because the year I gave

would not be fair, Senator Harrison. The profits in 1925 were
$1,025,000; in 1920, $1,400,000; losses in 1927 were $352,000; profits
in 1928 were $1,400 000; profits in 1929 were $1,100,000; and the
profits in 1930 were $1,500,000.

I have given you the other profits.
But to answer y'ur question, it is perfectly reasonable to expect

that we would only go through 1 or 2 years of a loss to recoup the
capital, but we have this bonded indebtedness of $5,900,000 coming
due in 6 years, in 1942, and, mind you, we have not paid a dividend
to any of our stockholders since 1931. Not a shareholder in our
company, has received a dividend, and then they did not receive the
full dividend. They have received $2,800,000 in dividends in 12
years, and by the terms of the reorganization, they were entitled to
a 7-percent cumulative stock. The stock was taken in lieu of bank
debts, so it was all money that was all paid in, and there is 60 percent
per share accumulated on it now.

So I am just pleading for some relief on that sort of an accumu-
lation of losses so that we can restore our company's capital.
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Senator CONNALLY. Under this bill you would only be taxed 22.5
percent if you qualify under the tax.

Mr. WATSON. Yes; 22.5 percent, but we would favor a flat tax.
Senator CONNALLY. That is flat. You mean flatter?
Mr. WATSON. Yes.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much. The next witness is

Harry H. Gerrity.

STATEMENT OF HARRY ;. GERRITY, WASHINGTON, D. C., REP.
RESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDING OWNERS
AND MANAGERS, AND THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.

fr. GERRrrY. Senator, I have a dual statement. My first state-
ment is on behalf of the Union Pacific Railroad. It will only take
me a few minutes to read.

The CHAIRMAN. Ilow much time, Mr. Gerrity?
Mr. GERmrrr. Fifteen minutes.
The CHAIRmIAx. For both?
Mr. GERarry. Yes, sir.
The CIHArMAN. Why do you not just put it in the record and

state briefly what your proposition is, and we can ask you questions
about it. I understood that you want to talk on the rental propo-
sition in section 102.

Mr. GF]RRIT. My statement on behalf of the National Associa-
tion of Building Owners and Managers is in regard to the definition
of personal hoIding companies in section 102 which includes the
word "rent&Y

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDING
OWNERs AND MANAGERS

I am appearing to suggest a change in the provisions of section
102 of the tax bilf, H. R. 12395, as passed by the House on April 29.
I represent the National Association of Building Owners and Man-
agers, which is composed of 40 local associations in larger cities of
the country, and associate members in some 90 of the smaller cities,
having a membership of approximately 1,714 and representing more
than 2,125 office buildings as of January 1, 1936, and, in addition,
substantial holdings in apartment, loft, and other commercial prop-
erties.

We appeared here in 1928, and again in 1934, for the same pur-
pose, namely, to oppose the definition of "personal holding com-
pany" as contained in section 102 (b) (1) of the bill. This section
covers "Surtax on Corporations Improperly Accumulating Surplus."
It. is expressly made applicable only to six classes of corporation:
(1) Banks, (2) insurance companies, (3) foreign corporations,
(4) corporations organized under the China Trade Act of 192"2
(5) corporations deriving income from sources within , ossessions of
the United States, and, finally, (6) personal holdii companies.
Banks are defined in section 104, but a personal holding company is
defined in subsection (b) (1) of section 102 of the bill to mean-
any corporation it (A) at least 80 percetnum of Its gross income for the tax-
able year Is derived from royalties. dividends, Interest, rents, annuities, and
(except In the case of regular dealers In stock or securities) gains from the
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sale of stock or securities, and (D) at any timo during the last half ol
the taxable year more than 50 percentum in valuo of Its outstanding stc-
is owned, directly or Indirectly, by or for not more thsn five Individuals

It is provided in the bill that stock owned directly or indirectly
by a corporation, partnership, estate, or trust shall be considered
as being owned proportionately by the shareholders, partners, or
beneficiaries, and an individual shall be considered as owning the
stock owned by his family in such a manner as to produce the small-
est possible number of individuals owning m'ro than 50 percentum
in value of the outstanding stock.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the law has been changed inthat respect?1tr. GhERTY. Yes, sir; I think it hns.

The CHAIRMtAN. Under the present law, it applies to all corpor.i-
tions whether they are in the real-estate business or what not, section
102, and in this it restricts it; is that right?

Mr. GuraTry. Yes; but section 351 of the present law defines "per-
sonal holding companies" and does not include the word "rents' in
that class of income.

The CHIARMAN. That has been eliminated, you understand?
Mr. GFxiRITY. Yes, I understand; but still under this section, an

office building corporation deriving 100 percent of its income from
rents, which is more than 80 percent, would be ipso facto, a personal
holding company, because under paragraph (d) of section 102 it says
that there is a presumption that any corporation-if I may proceed
with my statement, I do cover the point a little further down.

I think the law is being changed, and would suggest that the word
"rents" be eliminated as it will affect a great many of these building
corporations which are not holding companies gut operating com-
panies.

The surtax imposed under section 102 is 25 percent of the amount
of the "retained net income" up to $100,000, and 35 percent of the
retained net income in excess of $100,000. The "retained net income"
is defined to mean the net income, less the dividend credit. hlence,
all six classes of corporations mentioned in section 102 (a) of the
bill are entitled to the dividend credit provided in section 27, but
only one class-personal holding companies-is subject to a higher
rate of what might be called the normal tax on corporations, as im-
posed under section 13. By section 104 (b) a bank or trust com-
pany will pay, in lieu of the tax imposed by section 13, a flat so-called
normal tax o 15 percent, and a like rate of tax is applied to insurance
companies in section 201 (b), to foreign corporations in section 231,
to corporations deriving income from United States possessions in
section 251 (c), and to China trade corporations in section 201.
We earnestly request that real-estate corporations be accorded the
flat 15 percent tax rate, just the same as banks and insurance corpo-
rations, and the other three classes of corporations mentioned ii)
section 102 (a).

However, the unfairness of section 102, as a pp lying to small cor.
porations owning and operating commercial buildings, is further
evidenced in subsection (d) of section 102, which provides that "the
fact that any corporation is a mere holding or investment com-
pany, * 5 shall be prima-facie evidence of a purpose to
avoid surtax." This would bring all small corporations owmng and
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operat'lg office and apartment buildings, hAving five or less otock.
holders (as defined and limited in the ill), and whose gross 1nvoro#
wns derived from rents, within the surtax rate of 25 percent, over and
above the ordinary corporation tax rate which the bill provides for
in iwAion ,13. . For example, if an .offic building had gross income
from rents of 80 percent or more, and the otock was owned by a single
stockholder the not inconre not distributed In dividends wouldbe
subject to the tax imposed by section 18 plus a surtax of 25 percent
on the first $100,000 undistributed, #nA ,35 percent on, any excess
thereof that might be retained by the cor ration in each taxable
year. The total tax on the retained or adjusted net income might
easily amount to 67.5 percent under schedule 11 of section 13, in the
cae of * corporation with an income in excess of $10,000. .
:Of course, section 102 applies the surtax to corporations, such &a

personal holding companies, provided, however that such corpora -

tion is formed or availed of for the purpose oi preventing the im-
position of the surtax upon its shareholders "or the shareholders of
any other corporation" through the medium of permitting gains and
profits to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed. But
as I have already said, a small real-estate corporation owning Mnd
operating commercial properties, with five or les stockholders, would
be presumed, under the bill as it p e the Hou, to be availed of
for the purpose to avoid surtax and rould be subject to the. drastic
penalty provisions of section 109, and this would be decidedly harsh
and unjust-in practically every instance, because the corporate form
of ownership is used for convenionee only and is not adopted or
availed of for tle purpose of tax avoidance, which is basically the
aim of section 102 to prevent.

The CItAmAzt. Section 102 would apply. It does not mention
rents in there, but it applies to all corporations that are trying to
evade their taxes.

Mr.:Gzwaxrr.,Corporations which have improperly accumulated
surplus beyond the needs of the business..

The CuADMAw, That is right .
Mr. Gzkmwn . But that is not in the section as-drafted in the bill

The words "beyond the reasonable needs of the business" is not in

The CHAxu AN. You are' at variance with al of our experts who
say that it is.

-fr.G~sasrrrI, have quoted from section 102 (d), which says:
Te fat that any oeoiratfo" ts a mler Sildidg or Inieatmtnt company

shall be prima face evidence-

The Cu flmum . (intrposing). i would suggest to you that you
talk 'to the comnuittee's'e iert on the proposition, file your brief for
the record, 1nd if there is any question about it we will take it into
consideration. Th is y , ho .
Mr. Gtaarry. statute iqvery short.
Senator CoizN5, There is no use reading it,
Mr, ,GairW, I woud )ike to pCnt out the fact that real estate

carrie o pr 90 p~rct of the bu .r!etof local taxation.
The 4, N6,, I .there is thingg In this proposition, it wil be

looked irqto thorpughly.
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"Mr. GPMrr. -It is a. well known factthit real estate is still heavily
burdened with taxation, although inii rent years ot4er sources for
revenue have been rsortot6 by munitlial governnents.- ,Acor l-
Ing to the Stitistial 'Abstrtet of the *United States fmr 1935, pro-
paied by the DNpartment 'of Commerce, *the total adesed valuation
of real property subject to the 'general. property t*x was $124i00,-
000,000 m 1932, and the Statesi counties, and minor civil 'divisions
levied in teal-estate taxes in that year $5,026,163,000, whi&h ainouht-
ed to $40.87 per capital Of thd total receipts,of local tAx bodies,
including school districts, townships, and othet civil divisions, $4,-
361,307,000 -%as derived from real-estate taxes, or 92.48 percent of tho
total receipts. The counties received in real-estate taxes $87,142 -
000, or 85.92 percent of the total receipts, and the cities, towns,'vii.
lages, and boroughs received $2,007,495,000 in real-estate', taxes, 'or
913.9 percent of' the total received from .$neral- property taxes.
These Atatistics bear out the asSertion wicl is frequently made, that
about 80 percent of the cost of running our local government cOmes
from real-estate taxes. In Pittsburghi, I am told, real estate pays
90 :percento0f all thetaxes' and doubtless this is:trtein man' dthbr
large cities.' Everyone will admit that real estate is' still beaing the
greatest part of the load of local taxation. 'For, 15' years our asst).
tiation has been getting out office building experence 'exchange
repoi-ts ard the latest report for the'year 1934, covers 819 buildings
in 3 cities throughout the UJnited States. It is shown thlat.the'rela.
tive 'cost of taxes to in ome has increased from 14 percent in 1930 to
19.6 percent in 1934.. 'In - a great, number of 'citieS property taxes
actually decreased in 1934, but .while this is true, the ratloof local
property taxes to income has materially increased.' In relation' to
rentable Area in" office buildings real-este taxes-in 1934 i'veraged
28.4 cents per square foot, andT 17 Centa'of the mental dollar ft6m
these 319 ofice buildings is allocable to property taxes of course, as
many as 319 vffiee buildings may have had taxable iome, but there
are still many hundreds of office buildings whiebl because of the
vacancies and lack of tenants, have operated without any netinomo
in 'recent, year* and, will continue to do so for some years to come.Federal income taxes are of no concern to many corportions operat-
ing office buildings, and I was told recently about a building which
was put through a-reorganization, that in 14 years the corporation
paid only $1,00 in Federal taxes, while in the same period 'of time
over $400,000 wa ptid inlocal taxes.' This $40000,of loeal txes
really meant the difference-between ownership and receivership ofthe property .Our latest vacancy survey, as of January 1, 1936, co vering 2, 26

buihlng in 62 of the larger cities shows a vftcancy of 24.11 percnt,
or 46,595409. square feet out f a total rerntable 'aie.Aof' 193,251,490
square feet. O course, many office buildings throdghoit tlib country,
except in Washington, have a large amount of vacancy, aunii some
are still in receivership or required by c6ntact tO apply thu grater
part of their net income to'the amortizati0ibf mortgage indebted-
ness from year to year. 'In the case'of bondholdrs' rt~rghhizatlons
tliep are requirements tlat,:cit diididef'ta b diclargd 1iril, tlie
bonds h.iv6 bee pArtly ' rWed, and ihdodtdahl therib *I t7htin.
dreds of cases where it will be absolutely imnpos&bl"for e 'h directors
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of the corporation to declare any of the net income in dividends to
stockholder. In this cinectioa, thebill provides a flat rate of 15
percent (1) on that part of the adjusted net income which is-needed
to make up, prior year deficits, and (2) a flat rate of 22% percent on
that part of the adjusted net income which cannot be distributed due
to a prohibitory written contract executed by the corporation prior
to March 8, 1986, and, (8) a flat-rate of 22% percent on that part, of
the adjusted net income required to amortize certain types of indebt-
edness such as mortgage. (See ecs. 14, 15, and 16.)
The complexity of tese C varying rates as applied to corporations

owning leasing, or operating commercial properties might be illus-
trated b considering the four large office buildings: at any street
intersection in a typical American metropolis. The corporation own,
ingthe office building onithe nbrthvest corner would be sUbject tOea
fiat rate of 15 percent, if it was in receivership, under section 105.
The corporation owning the building on the northeast corner would
be subject, to a, flat rate of 22'A percent if it had gone through reor-
fanization and was required by'cont act, between itself "id the bond-.
holders to apply! the net inonme. to thepartial retirement of the
bonded indebtdness, ,whilst the corporation owning the building on
the southwest corner might hand more than fiVe stockholders and be
rjubject to the" downward, graduated tax rate beginning at 42, per-
cent on, the undistributpd net income under.schedule II .of section
1,. and the corporation owning, the office building on the. southeast
crner,, having Iess than five. stockholders, would be subject to the
lxrsonal hold ing-company provisions of the bill and might have to
pay a nornial tax at, the downward graduated rate on undistributed
nt x, nce, plus a surtax under section 102 of .25 percent on the ,first

1100,000 ofretained net income and 85-percent tax on the remainder.
M. four corporations are engaged in the "sme kind of business, oper-
ating oumervial properties and, leasing space therein. Although
they might be differently situated in respect to mortgage indebted-
ness an dhavo different financial structures, there would seem to be no
valid disintininfor varying'tax classificationsbased upon the rvla-
tionship of the number of persons owning the stock in the corporation.,

Icbe provisions of section 102 of the bill would work afn injustice
tQ real-estate corporations which are engaged in the active business
of operating and managing officeand apartment-house buildings'
A givat majority of all large commercial buildings are owned by
corporations,, and ..they, would come under the definition of "per,
9onal holding company" as contained in section 102, because all of
the income received is in the form of rents, and the stock in a great
many is held by five persons or less. These are operating companies
jigaged it) a Tegtimnate business, and they are not holding com-
panies in the ordi ay sense, and should n6tibe so designated. We,
feel that they should not b perlized by the additional surtaxes
which are threatened under'section 102, or.fo'ced to change their
present piethod of conduCting kusines in order to escape them,

Office-building corporations are no different from other business
clrperations whose stock is closely held, and whose income is derive4
from mnihufaturing -Or traditg, 'for example. The risks inherent
in (le ownership 511(d operatiOh of commercial real estate are, just
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as great as in other lines of. industry. When it, is realized that
corporations owning buildings must,- m many- instances, use all of
their available earnngs toward the amortization of mortgages, ox
toward providing sinking' funds to, meet mortgage maturities, and
for reconditioning, replacements, and other unusual but essential
puo , it is clear that the inflexible provisions of section 102 of
the bill are singularly harsh in their application'to such corporations

The prudent offici-building corporation, must retain parttof its
annual net income, if any, for replacements, betterments, or new
installations, and these expenditures are nondeductible -under the
existing: income-tax law., Because. buildings are long-lived assets
the annual depreciation rate is low, so that the depreciation reserve
is not sufficient in amount or otherwise available for contingencies.
The relief provided by section- 16 of the bill, granting a flat rate
of 22 _percent on the adjusted net income in excess of the amount
required to. amortize outstanding. indebtedness, is clearly, insuffi.
cient, and likewise discriminatory, in that a corporation with % large
mortgage debtgreatly in :excess of-it adjusted not income, to
amortize over 5 or 10 years, would be favored to the detriment of a
corpordtlon which had a small mortgage indebtedness less than its
adjusted net income for the taxable year, both competing in the
same linb of business. More capital is required to be invested in
office buildings in proportion to the gross return than in any other
business or industry. The ratio is about 10 to 1-that is, for every
$10 invested there is a gross return of but $1 in income, and the net
return is much less than this as measured by the capital invested.
Corporations of this class are not, and never have been, regarded as
holding corporations in any sense. If they are at any time availed
of to prevent the imposition of surtaxes upon their stockholders,
they can. readily be reached under section 102 of the existing law'
which can be continued in the present bill by the 'eliminatioxnioi
personal holding companies from section 102 and reenacting section'
351 of the Revenue Act of 1934 which apecificall applies to personal,
holding companies Without including the term rentg' in the defini-
tion of the classes of income to be taxed thereunder.-,

When this committee considered thb matter 2 years ago there
was a storm of protest from ,real-estate interests all over the coun.
try. The data presented at that time is covered on pages 159 to
1 of te Senate hearings on H.-. 785. In preparing its report
(S. Rept. No.: 558) on the House-bill, 2 years ago, this committee
included therein the following statement:

The House bill Includes In the income Within the 80-percent clau~e income
frota rents. A great part of reat-6state business Is done by mall family cor-
porations, .These partake more of the nature of operating companies than
mere holding cmmpanies. .Your committee is of the orpnion, that, it is unwise
to Include such iompanles within the category of personal-holding compenies.l
Therefore, tMe W id "rentS" is Omitted from the deflqiton.

We believe that tjiat is a fair end, accurate statement and applies
equally today as it .id 2 years ago. -These commercial building cor-
porations are in reality operating companies rather than mere-hold.
Ing companies. We hop that the committees will reach the same
concluion at this time, n rcin ct Of the proVwSions of section 102 of
the Muse bill and we urge that it is unwise, as well as unnecesry
to include real-estate corporations within the category of so-called
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personal holding companies. A simple correction of the matter
would be by eliminating the word "rents" in the definition of per-
sonalholding companies in section 102 (b) (1) of the bill. We have.
tio objection to the provisions of the law as they exist today but it
is felt quite generally throughout the country that if special treat#
ment is given to banks and insurance companies by a flat 15-percent
tax rate, as now provided in-the bill, similar treatment should be
given to corporations owning, leasing, and operating real estate.

We cre quite willing to carry our fair share of the burden of Fed.
eral income taxes, whenever there is net income upon which the tax
can be levied, but considering the tremendous load which real estate
carries in the form of local taxes, it is not unreasonable to suggest
that in drafting a new tax bill at this time some special provitnons
should be made for a flat 15.percent rate on all real-estate coriora.
tions, which are just as much entitled to favorable treatment of this
kind as are banks and insurance companies. . In the larger cites of
the country real-estate bonds are widely held by persons of small
means, and the reservation of their existing investment, in these
large commercial buildings through reasonable taxation rates is as
of much public concern as the protection of. the stockholders or
depositors of banks and the policyholders of insurance companies
W e feel that there should be no discrimination in rates as, between
real-ostate corporations and banks and insurance companies.

The provisions of section 102 of the bill tend to weaken the exist-
ing law as contained in sections 102 and 361 of the Revenue Act of
1934. It is better to retain section 351 as it exists than to combine
personal holding companies within the scope of section .102 which
is thereby litnited as a practical matter, merely, to persoral holding
companies which are availed of for the purpose of preventing the im-
position of surtax upon their shareholders by the accumulation of
surplus beyond the reasonable needs of the business. The enforce-
ment of the provisions of the existing law is endangered by the
amendments made in the pending bill.

In regard to the other statement I have, it is in connection with
section 143 of the bill.

STATEMENT ON BEHALr O THE UNION PACIFIC RAIALOAD CO.

In the President's message of March 3, 19386, he stated that the
recommendations which he was making "would effet reat simoli-
fication in tax procedure in corporate accounting, ard ini the under-
standing of the whole subject by the citizens of the Nation." If you
will give me 5 minutes, I would like to present the gist of this state-
ment.

The CHAIJMAN. We will give you time, but if we are in agreement
on a proposition there is no use taking up the time of the committee.

Mr. Gsmmrra. This is On an entirely different matter. This is
entirely different. .The personal-holding compayly definition was
adjusted in 1984,. to the satisfaction of the real-estt e people, and all
that we ask is that the present law be continued.

in regard to ths,other matter, as I said, I represent the Union
Paifc Ralroad. h *

I appear to suretth, eimination from sectioqi 143 of the bill bf
me provisions reMlting 1o withholding 6f'f t ,t! their sore on so"
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called tax-free covenant bonds. The elimination of these provisions
would simplify the administration and public understanding of the
law, in accordance with the thought expressed by the Preident in his
message, and there is great ned for some measure' of simplification
in our. present tax structure. If my, suggestion is adopted, there
would be no loss of revenue to the Government; in fact the expense
in administering the provision, both by corporations and the Govern.
ment, would be a clear saving, and an increase in revenue wotld
result as a consequence.

The 1934 bill, considered 2 years ago, did make an amendment to
section 143 by providing that it should apply to bonds, niort~ages,
or deeds of trust, or other similar obligations of a corporation, issud
be/vo Janruy 1, 1934. In other words, the withholding of tax at
the source on tax-free covenant bonds does ont apply to bonds isued
sinte January 1, 1934. In view of the 1934 amendnient, the retenition.
of these withholding provisions is unjustified, as the amendment
makes the provisions practically useless at the present time as to new
bonds,and an entire abandonment of the tax-free coveriant provi.
sions in the law is justified and advisable in furthetaince of simplicity,
if for no other reason.

,Under the general scope.of thd bill not only. surtaxes, but also
normal taxes will be paid upon dividends reoei ed by stockholders.
There is no valid reason why bondholders should not pay the entire
tax on the interest received by them, rather than to impose 2 percent
of the tax on sclh interest ipon the obliger Corporation, and the
balance-of the normal and,surtaxes on such interest upon the indi,
viddal bondholder subject to income, taxes.... ... , I
, The subject which I am discussing was first brought to the public
attention in the report of the subcommittee of the House Ways and
Means Committee, on.December 4, 1938, in considering methods of
preventing the avoidance and evasion of the internal-revenue laws
together' with.suggestions, for the simplification and improvement
thereof. In its report the subcomnlittee ststed:

121) WIi{OLDISG TAx-]rlx COVI]IANTr ,10D

Section 143 (a) provides for the withholding by a corporation or other
obligor of an amount equal to 2 percet of the auiount of Interest paid on
bonds or other obligations %hich contain a provision by which the obligor agrees
t9 pay ar" portion of the tax Impo"e ufon the obilAge. Tbo tax is not required
to be Withheld at the source where the obligee flh,,s with the obligor a statement
that be Is not taxable uindeO the Incote tax on aOcount Of hhi'Infop,'being lef
than the amount of his personal eeomptich. -The bondholder is entitled to a
credit against his tax where there has beeh withheld a tsx at the source on
his account. • , , ... . . , • 1 1 1 ..... ,

Your subcommlttc.i recominend.s that thL system f withholding a tafx 1o
tax-free covenant bonds te entirely discontinued. The system oriinated it1
the 1013 act, where general withholding was eriployed to collect 'a larg4 Noriton
of the tax. 'he withholding policy has now been abandoned 'and, the with-
holding on tax-free covenant bonds is an exception to :tbq general rule. It Is
an administlraie nuisance and tequircathe p awyw,,tt of many sniall refunds.
$tuipliflcatl6n and reduction in adaiinlslraitie expens cR .be scunred by tbe
Plimination of this s'ction. No lcs In re'retid 0'1'rnshtt froij the change.

During the consideration of the 193i bill; the'olicing discuss
was had by inemibers~of 'the Ways'and Mans Cominitteo with Dr.
A|agill, representing the Treasury Depart nwnt. Thi
pages, 144 to 146 ofthe fQUsehearigsasiolows.
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The itAIR,. NoW let us take up the next subject.41r. AoxLL (readlfdg) 
' ,  + 

+ +

11(21) Wifhfrpldhip tax-tre6' covonapit bond4.--1'be Department iubmlts tl~at
tbe present provision of thq statute. relating to,%ithholding of tax at tbe sout"9
in the case of I&;*f ee oven4 t boa~d*, as contained Ip setiqu 143 (a). (1?, (2,
41Ac (3) -h~ - I be celmn~ ted.' Many bonds, noW qiutstAndIn$. contain this
provision., The' elimition o5 this section of the statute would result, In MUcli
confusion, and would remove a useful check upon the accuraL-y of returns."

What the subcommittee proposes in substance is this:.That the present
practice of permitting a taxpayer to have a credit on his return for an amount
of tax pid at the source by the corporation on tax-free covenant bonds should
be stopped. Although we do not ay so in the reports. I believe that the
Department Would agree with you that It tould be desirable to end this prac-
tie. with respect to bonds Issued in the future, which could be done by
appropriate .eglslltIon. Our only question lles in this respect: That bonds
now outstanding do contain this pr9virsibn for the c6rporatlon laying the tx
at the source, and It you do'not have this crediting provision the corporation
will necessarily have to make a multito'le of arrangements with its various
bondholders In'order to pay them directly the snall amounts of taxes whicli
a re In v olve fl . . . I , t - +" , th

It Is quite true. aq I dare say the subcommittee had in mind, that the
Oovernmeut i4 acting In ihis'respect as' an Int.rinedlilry o behalf of the two
parties, and is putting Itself to some Inconvealence and some expense in that
connection, and I think that might well be eliminated as to the future.

Mr. Ooopza. I think that Is substantially the view the subcommittee had of it.
We wre Inclined to think that as the situation now stands It Is rather an
administrative nuisance, and considerable personnel is necessary to administer
this, when it might Just as effeetiv.ly be do"e tome other way, certainly for,
the future.

.Mr. MAGILL. I think that is eotirtly tt-ue .foir the future. I was told by th~
section In the Bureau that they rftgirded this a giving them a checks upon thg
accuracy 'of returns of interest on taxpayers' returns. I do not myself se
where It tan be of much advantage to themin that connection.

Mr. Coora. And we also had the impression that It involved a great number
of small tax refunds. -

Mr. 3fAou.z, It does.

Mr. VrssoNr. What is.yoe personal view In: regard to the recommenditloo
of the etubcormmittee?

Mr. MaonL I would be Inclined to put In the statute something whIdi woul'4
eliminate this provision as to the future, but let it go as regards the past. 'I
think the practice.will soon end If you take a step of that kind. '

Mr. IHz...Do you consider, s<e oolgation, Implicd or, direct, on the part of,
the Government to carry out this provistok so far as It exLsts?

r. Mo 1u No; I do not think there Is. I do not think there Is any legal
dicult, o" .4 IsttUtlonal difficult. 'What' It would mean is simply this:
i own a1$1,(30O bond with a &-percent coupon. Te' corporationt has agreed to
pay 2-.r--,nt tax pt the s M ce ',T t means that the corporation has In effect
obga*td itelf to pay'$J.20 eah ytron my account. If this withholding and
tax- frye' -6'oi-nt p-ov071 o tket 6ut, the corporation, I'0 order to live
to:its AbligAtlob, opght'to' airtige to, poy me $1.13 directlY that is 'what' 6
amotuts to Instead of'doing It In this ro6tidsbout iay;,

Mr. ViNsoN'. AqI understand 4-ou, you think that It Is feasible and practice
cd ,the proper rihng, to do .to ispen"e wihj hts vision so far 's future
bond ,s"ua 'c<&cerncdl ... ith.h.... vs.. .s a s f-++Uv

. 
Ui1%00U-.,y0* fftr, " '..

Mr. VIso:. Of course, at the present time some of the money withheld doe
not prei tfr source to which it was olre ed, does it? .

'Xi, MAOi,. Of course, the fact is, it's not' a reel wlthhofdiog, Take the
case that 1 Just spoke of, the corporatiolb pays me the $l0'whlch the coupon
call for, and then paya in addItion $1.20 to the Governnient, . Now,, the corpo-
ration nauy pay mote than It. should, owing t6 the fatt that 1 am really exempt
frqwl thettix. ' less

Mr. msox. You d9 dnt'pait unless you are subject to th e tax, do'yo;1
Mt. MiousH.' Well, that all depn bn what check-tip Iiihade with respect'to

the inforlition returns. ' ' ' " " ' , , - , I , , - 11
I Mr. VuXsox., It other wOrds, ,tueskw e taxpayer files An exemption certl4,;

cate, the corporation does pay?
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Mr, MAoiu Yes; that It true. h diffieutty will mope In this: thoughh
e person who I? colleqtins the interest t1 not, In fact, saibJect to. t!W InCome

ta, he'rnsy not know at the time he collect the'IntejeAt fr¢ the bond thatthat is golin to be true, and hence he may not file th6 note If writing,
apleAitng that the company should not pa, the 2-percent tar, although actu'ally

It will prove to t* true tOat It Is not due. 'That leads tO this raatter of refunds
hloh the subcommittee, has spoken of.
it-should be lioted that Dr. Magill stated that he was in favor of

putting in the law something which would eliminate this provision
As to the future, and that hi did not consider theie was any obliga-
tion on the part of the Government to carry out this provision so
far as it then existed. There is further testimony on this same sub.
ject in the House hearings on pages 299-02, in December 1938,' And
before the Senate Finance Committee as shown on pages 138-143 of
the Senate hearings on H. R 7836, in March 1934. , Under the law as
it exists today the rates of withholding required by section
143 (a) (1) on obligations of corporations containing a tax-free
covenant and issued before January 1, 1934, are as follows:

Omen..W r m1&et of Ch.Usited SItM (ndmdwa Or fldodsqrer a wst~rsbip
nd~k~a spe [ . .; . ...... ....

W o...md.os a In putof &modea . ........ 6 ...........cor1.= !pose l p t tl on . . ..... * e~~ . ...... ;,.......... d .............. .I 1 s 4

........................... ......... . ...... .,

3 Two ptaomt a vi by debtor rpontion, Waco dadaed km owner latef .

I submit herewith a copy of T. D. 4460 and T. D. 4478 which
discloses the present' oeration and administration of ectlon 143
(a) (1) of the existing aw and ask thst it be printd as a appendix
to my remarks. .

Senator Coxou.'.ALet me ask you a. question. this tax on
tax.free covenant bonds are bonds in which the issuing corpiration
includes a clause that they are free of tax I .' ' ; . " ,
. Mr. Gmur . Yes; Seiator, Some aleciically state that the

obligor would assume to pay a certain, pereentage of. the Federal
income tax, but most of them issued prior to 1918 and which come
under this gection ire bonds which did nt 'make a statement like
that It said that the 6bligor agrees to pay the jntrjai.t without
deduction for any tax, before there was any Federa income tax
law at all; consequently the, point we 'make is unless Con
iiposed the tax on -the obligor corporation, they will be fulwfima
the obligation of the bond by paying the interest in-full without
any deduction of the tax. '. " ". "

nator CoNNA&LLY.,Exactly; but the obligor assumed that, liabil-
ity when it issued those bonds and why should it not carry it outt

Mr. GiuniTr. Not as to the ionds of railroad corporations issued
prior to 1918. I think the brief I have here will probably con-
vince you on that point, This is an anomaly ip the Federal income-
tax law. It is the only withholding at to SoU'rc proyisidn that
has been retained, and as I say it is not effective tO' bonds isued
after January 1, 1984, and it requires the filing of about 6 million
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of thewe small information slips throughout the year and requires
a lot of small refunds by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Senator BI3Mx. Do you mesh refunds to te 'Individualt'
Mr, Gaair . Sometimes to the individual and sometimes to the

corporation. In other words, the individual mighl; file a slip saying
that he is liable for the tax when as a matter of fact the chances
ari that he is not liable for any tax. The corporation will have to
pay the tax, and then they will be entitled to this refund of 2 per-
cent which they pay on behalf of the individual.

Senator COISNALLY. They would not be doing anything except
that which they covenanted in the bond to dot

Mr. (ianrry. I should like to quote from the Senate Finance
Committee report.

Senator CONINALLY. I do not care who it is from. The aametheory applies.The UpAllsx^. Won't you put this into the record? We will

take that into consideration.
Mr. (3smiTr. When the tax bill passed the Senate 2 years ago,

the Senate adopted an amendment striking out the withholding
provisions regarding tax-free covenant bonds, but the Senate amend-
rnent was tow adopted iii conference. U recommend that when te
pending bill is rePorted to the Senate, section 148 be amended so as
to conform, with the 1934 bill as passed :by the Senate 2 years ago.
A letter from the Treasury Department was placed in the test.
mnony before this committee 2 years ago, in whIch it was stated that
there are approximately 6,000,000 form's 1000 and 1000-A, filed each
year for individuals residing in practically every locality in the
country; that these fortms, are executed by approximately 2,000,000
bondholders, resulting in numerous types of handwritingof vary-
ing degr of legibility; that of these 9,000,000 bondholders a cr.
tam proportion change their address often from one collection
district to another, and that the results are obvious: First, in thecase of illegible certificates, precision in sorting is impossible, and in
the second case where the address is changed, transmission of the
certificates to the collection district where the return of the indiV4-
dual is filed cannot always be effected. The Treasury Departmet
stated that the result of these two conditions makes a partially in-
complete file of ownership certificates for rmany' taxpayers, and
when, it is realized that the income tax returns of nearly all indii
viduals are finally audited and closed in the collection district where
they are filed, the burden of administering this withholding section
of the law Ns moi thari Warranted or justified.

In my opinion, ihe change inide by the committee 2 years ago wa
not sufficient, In, reporting the 1934 -bill the Finance CommittOO
report stated (p. 40) .

SM 143. WIMH 3OIZI!E OFP TAIK AT SO)iRCM

Tbo present law provides for withholding by a corporation or other obligor
of ah amount equal to 2 percvnt of the amcouht of interst paid on bonds or
other obligations which contain a tax-free corei-n. The ta withheld Is paid
ovyr to the Government, and the o kwe op furaLAbing proof is credited ilith
the amount of tox withheld. ,the House bill continued the rMqulternent of
withh'lding as to bonds Isfid after January 1, IM4. Other rI1nor chaag s
w&4 izde i6 this section to efftecat the policy ad.*oed is the Hous. bil !4
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I rom the Nvernieht Tiewpolnt there seems no rhor Teftson for withholding
in the cana6f bond Interest than In thb cases of salarle , .ivldentl, anti other
items. t chtnge uade Iq the House bill to In the lnteret, of simtlty ad

, approve. On the otoer hid,, Wthboling provIslotb, Shuld be retalN
ah to bonds"dovt outstanding,"tAs'the flot6 bill profldes

, In 6rde e that the
corporate obligors may not reap A profit at theexlenso of their bodholrs.
However, your committee re'omimends the tiate of dllitinuanOO of such proyl.
Wden should b Set forward to July 1, It04, so as to avoid ay contusion In the
wuarketling of present Issues.

The above statewient that, tho:corporate, obligors, inilit reap, A
profit at the expense of their bondholders is entirely wifair and not
justifle(t by the facts. Insofar as thro are outstan(ling bonds in
which the corporate obligors have agreed to pay any portion or all
of the bondholders' income taxes the holders of such bonds will con.
tinue to receive all that their contract calls forT notwithstanding the
abolition of withholding tax at the source. '1he principal class of
bonds which are unfairly dealt with under section 143 were issued
prior to 1918, and most of them many years prior thereto, and they
contained no covenant to pay the bondholders' income taxes what-
ever, but merely. agreed topay the interest in full without deduction,

In order that the committee and its experts may have full infor-
mation, I attach also as an appendix to my remarks two memo-
randums on the subject which Ithink will behelpful.
. It is believed that, the amendment made by the 1034 law, limiting
the withholding provision solely to bonds issued prior to 10P4, has
created greater confusion in the administration ofthese provisions,
and that the sensible and fair thing to do, is to elininme entirely
the portion of section 143 which applies to tax-free covenant bonds.
The ianendment did ;not help to sunplify, but rather to complicate
the situation. The nuisance feature of withholding tax in' the case
of bond interest has existed sines 1017. Corporations are burdened
with the enormous amount of red tape* in making monthly and
annual returns-the banks and other financial ins'tutions' are con,
tinually hnioyed with millions of small slips (.form 1000) and the
administrative expense of the TreasUry, corporations, banks, and
others, would be reduced if this onerotfs method of collecting tax on
bond interest is abandoned in the 1936 revenue act., The' total
amount of taxes collected in this fashion is about$10,000,000 each
year.. The number of annual withholding returns (by corporations)
average about 12,000. The number of exemption (or ownership) cer-
tificates required to be printed and supplied by the Treasury is now
about 8,00000 a year.-, J I . I

The tax is that of the individual bondholder. He reportatho in.
temst received as income, and then takes a credit for the tax paid
by the corporation. The payment of the tax is a gain.to him-but
he is not taxed on it, The collection of the tax from the corpora-
tion is, in reality, additional interest on the bond. Of course, some
corporations agreed to pay the income thx-but most of them did
not. This is especially true of bonds issued prior to 1918. They
only agreed to pay the interest without deduction for tax. This
they would continue to do if Congress should eliminate section 148.
This section actually imposes on thqcorpotation tho tax which the
individual is supplied to pay, in nct instance&" Ut is merely inci-dental that corporations will save some tax by the suggested change,
The Treasury revenues will not 'Su er-rath er, an administrative
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nuisance (which adds to the Government,expense) will be abolished;
and millions of taxpayers will be less annoyed by their Federal tax
problem, ' The'shifting of so small aii amount 'of tax to individual
bondholders would be bo widely distributed as to make the additional
tax liability of little consequence-and most of suchbonds are held
by persons of sole wealth who have "ability to pay" and who would
n1ot feel anyburden from the proposed change of method in collec-
tion. There would be less duplication of work and effort- needless
bookkeepilig would be avoided, and a great deal of wasted labor and
expense would be saved to individuals and corporate taxpayers, and
the Treasury as well. All such costs are an economic waste.

APPENDIX A

(T. D. 4460)
WITmiIOLPi.O Or IxcCOm TAX U.r.m Tme nmLr'wvz Aoi or 134-Owstmrp

CUTrncMsv.i 11SIRFO IN 00 WITo WIt IH 1,;r oN Bocso or Coup(-
RATIONS

TsxAsuRy DZ'Ai xnaas,
OrttiC or Couutssto.%n or I RmNAL RmtuNx

Washington, D. 0.
Collectors of Infcrnal Retvetue and Others ow d:

The Itevenue Act of 1034 was approved by the President at 11:40 a. m.,
May 10, 1034. Subsctlon4 (a) (1) an4(b) of section 143 of the act provide:

"W Ta -rce os'caans, bon,.-(1) Requirement of withholding: In any
cae where bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other similar obligations
e a corporation, issued bK-forg January 1, 1934, contain a contract or provision
by which the obligor agrees to pay any portion of the tax Imposed by thin
title upon the obligee, or to relwburse the obligee for any portion of the tax,
qr to pay the Interest without deduction for any tax which the obligor may be
required or permitted to pay thereon, or to return therefrom under any law
of the United States, the obligor shall deduct ap4 withhold a tax equal td
2 per c,'ntum of the Interest upop such bonds, mortgages, dQc s of trust, or
other obligations, whether suh Interest is payable annually or at shorter or
longer periods, If payable tQ an Individual, a partne snip, or a foreign corpo.
ratloi not engaged in trade or brusines within thq United States and not
having an (flIce or pl..ce of business therein; JProMdc4, That if the liability
assumed by the obliger does not exceed 2 pe centumot the Interest, then the
deduction Bnul withholding shall be at the following rotes: (A) 4 per centuni
In the case of a nonrestident alien Individual, or of any partnership not engaged
in trade or business within The United States and not having* nay office or place
of business therein and composed In whole or In part of nonresident aliens,
(B) 13sh per centain In the case of such a foreign corporation, and (0) 2 pet

uent a In the case of other Individuals and partneivhbps; PrWidcd further,
That if the owners of such obligations are not known to the withholding agent
the Commissioner may authorize, such deduction and withholding to be at tht
rate of 2 per century, or, if the liability assumed by the obliger does- not
exceed 2 per centum of the interest, then at the rate of 4 per centum.

"(b) XOa'csldcuI alfrct.--AIl personis, In whatever capacity acting, Incldling
lesees or morigagors of real or personal property, fiduciaries, employers, and
all officers and employees of the United States, having the control, receipt,
custody, disposal, or payment of intere',t (except interest on deposits with per-
sons carrying on the banking business tild to persons not engaged In business
1. the United States and not having an oiioce or place of busle," therein), rent,
salaries, wages, prerninuns, annuities, cowpenmtions, remunerations, emola-
ment or other fixed or determinable annual or periodical gains, profits, and
Income, of any nonresident alien Individual, or of any partnership not engaged
In trade or buslne-s within the United States ard not having any ofee or
place of business therein and composed in whole or in part of nonresident
aliens (other than Income received as dividends of the clam allowed as a credit
by setion 25 (a)) shell (except In the casts provided for In subsection (a) of
this section and except as otherwise prodded in regulations precrlbe4 by The
Oommilroner under action 214) deduct and withhold from such annual or
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periodical gains, profits, and Income, a tax equal, to 4 per centum thereof:
ProtvWi, That the Commissioner may authorize such tax to be deducted and
withheld from the Interest upon any securities the owners of which are not
kno*n to the withholding agent."

Section 144 of the act, relating to withholding tax on Income paid to foreign
corporations, provides:
In case of foreign corporstiqns subject to taxation under this title not en.

ge In trade or business with the United States and not having any office
or pace of business therein, there shall he deducted and withthheld at the
source In thb same manner and upon the tame items of Income as is provided
iu uectioh 143 a tax equal to 19% per ccature, and such tax shall be returned
and paid In, the same manner and subject to the aan~o conditions as provided
in that section: ,Provide4, That in the case of Interest described in subwetion
(a) of that section (relating to tax-free covenant bonds) the deduction and
withholding shall be at the rate specified In such subsection."

Subsection (b) of section 147 of the act, relating to returns of Information
at the source, provides: , $ . .

"(b) Relvin, regardleea of aoNmml o gxytmt.-Such returns may be re
quired, regardless of amounts, (I) in the case of payments of interest upon
bonds. mortgages, deefs of trust, or other slmilar obligations of corporations,
and (2) in the case of collections of Items (not payable In the United States)

* of interet upon th,bonds of foreign countries and Interest upon. the bonds
of and divldeds from foreign corporations by persons undertaking as a matter
of business or for profit the collection of foreign payments of such interest
or dividends by means of coupons, checks, or bills of exchange."

The withholding prorvlions of section 143 (a) (1) are applicable only to
bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other similar obigations of a corpwa-
lon which wer issued before Janury 1, 194 and which contain a tax-free
covenant. F'or the purpose of section 143 '(a) i1), bonds, mortg.gee, or deeds
ot trust, or other similar ollgstons of a corraton are Isued when delivered.
Where a broker or other person acts as selling agent of the obligor the obliga.
ton is issued when delivered by the agent to the purchaser. Where a broker
or other per purchases the.obligation outriht for. the purpose of holding
or reselling it the obligation Is isued When delivered to such broker or other

For the purpose of this treasury decision, a domestic corporation or partner-
ship is one organized or created in the United States, Including only the States,
the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and the District of Columbal, or under
tbe law of the United States or of any State or Territory, and a foreign cor-
poration or partnership Is one which Is not domestic. A foreign, corporation

gaged In trade or business within the U.nited States or having an of.le or
place of bines therein is referred to inthis Treasury ~ecsion as a resident

retgn corporate ; and a foreign co~rporntou not engaged In trade or business
within the United Itates and pot having any ofce or pace of btunmss therein,
as a nonreident foreign corporation. A partnership engaged in trade or
buslpt~s within the United States or having bn office or phinneo of business
therein Is referred to in this Treasury decision as a resident partnership; and
; partnership not engaged in trade or business within the United States and
not having Any office .or place of business therein, as a nonrea ea partnership.
: The rates of withholding required by section 148 (a) (1) on obligations
of corporations containing a tax-free' covenant and Is'ued before January 1,

* 1034, are as follows:

Cit1enI or ress&Wt o4 the Una.oi3 States (laidvidanl or .'uclu7) or a p tw.,p
'other th" a nooresmeat prtershp composed in wole or to part of nonresme i Percst4 Pereel

alktns ..................... .I. a.
Ia wboleoma part ofore.,nt alew ...................................... 2 t4

lochrsident kelgn corpotstlioo ................................. I ......... 2 1 14
Uak ,own ......................................................................... s !

8j ,erteatswuned b 3 dekht ioetko; bgas dedected hiot* o w er's iat~tat,
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The withholding provisions of seCtion 143 (b) and section 144 are applicable
to bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other similar obligations of corpora-
tions Issued before January 1, 1034, which do not contain a tax-free covenant
and to such 'obligations of corporations issuedl on or after January 1, 1144
whether or not they contain a tax-free covenant, as well as to the other Items
of income specified In section 143 (b). The rates of tax, required by those
sections to be deducted and wlthbeld are 4 percent if the owner is a non-
resident alisa individual or fiduciary, or a noresident partnership composed
In whole or In part of nonresident aliens, or if the owner is unknown, and
13% percent if the owner is A nonresident foreign corporation,

T Ite portion of the tax witbheld from interest on baods, mortgages, or deeds
of trust, or other similar obligations of corporations paid on or after January
1, 1034, And before 11: 40 a. in., May 10, 1934, under te Revenue Act of 193%
which Is in excess of the tax required to be withheld under the Revenue Act
of 1934, shall be retained by the withholding agent and reported on the annual
withholding return, form 1018, for 1934. which shall be filed on or before March
15, 1035, and the tax shall be paid over to the appropriate collector of internal
revenue on or before June 15, 19 except In those eases where by reason of
the approval of exemption certificates, form 100% filed by the owners, the
corporation is authorized to release the tax to the owns.

The portion of the taX withheld on other classes of fncome paid on or after
January 1, 1934, and before 11: 40 a. m., May 10, 1934, under the Revenue Act
of-1982, which is in excess of the tax requited to be Withheld under the Revenue
Act of 1934, shall be retained by the withholding agent and reported on the
sbniual withholding return, form 1042, which shall be flekd on or before March
15, 193, and the tax shall be paid to the collector' of internal revenue on or
before June 15, '1935, ocept in those cases where an alien employee fles with
his employer a properly executed claim on form 1115.. Upon receipt of forrA
1115, for 1OK8, by an employer, or it such a form has already been received, the
employer may release and pay over to the employee or his proper representative
the excess tax withheld from compensation for labor or services performed
In the United States.

In those case where the payee from whom tax has been Withheld to not
eligible to file an exemption certificate on form 1002, or a claim on form 1115,
refund of any excess tax withheld shall be made only by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. Such payee may file a claim for refund on form 848 accomp ,nied by
an Individual lnoometax return on form 1040B.

In accordance wilth the provisions of section 147 (b), cilisens and resident
individuals and fiduciarle, owning bonds, mortgages, ot deeds of trust, or
other similar obligations Issed by a domestle corporation, a resident foreign
corporation, or a nonresident foreign corporation having a fiscal agent or a
paying agent in the United States, when presenting interest coupons for pay.
meant shall file ownership certificates where (a) ite obligations c1a not dontaia
a tax-free covenant or contain a tax-free covenant but Were issued on or after
January 1, 1934, -and the smoubt of the coupons is $20 or more for each Issue
td such obligations; (b) the obligations contain a tax-free covenant and were
Issued before January 1, 1934, and the amount of the coupon'ls $20 or more
for each issue and the net Income does not exceed t~e persoupi exemption and
credit for dependefits allowed by section 25 (b) ; aud (e) their obligations con-
tain a tax-free covenant and were issued before ratuary 1, 1904, and the net
Income of the owner exceeds the personal exemption and credit for dependents
allowed by section 25 (b), regardless of the amount of the cupons. A resident
partnership, or a nonresident partnership all of the membere of which are
citirzns or residents, owning such obligatious when presenting interest coupons
fOt" payment sbhall il1 ownership, certifleates where (a) the obligations do net
contain a tax-free covenant or were Issued on or after January 1, 1934, and
the amount of the coupons is $20 or more for each Issue; and (b) the obligation
contain a tax-free covenant and were Issued before January 1, 1W3, regardless
of 'th6 amount of the coupons.

,In all cases where the ow-ner of bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other
similar obligtions of a cotporatloa is a nonresident Allen (individual or fidu-
ciary), nonresident partnership composed In whole or In part of nonresident
aliens, nonresident, foreign corporation, or where thr. owner Is unknown, an
ownership Cettifcite for each issue of such obligations shall be filed when
interest coupons for any amount ae presented for payment. The ownership
certificate shall show the name and addresslo tb debtor 'cohpofatIM . the
name an) 1 addresa,9f the owner of the obligations, a description of the obli.
gations,' the ainbiht of Interest and its due date, the rate at which tax Is to be
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rlthbeid, and the 'date upon *hich the interest , upono3 were presented for
payment., Te ownership certilfate Is required whether or not the oblige.
tion contains a tax-free eoeaant. HoweVer, ownership certificates need not
oe filed by a nonresident n plena partnership composed In whole of nonret-
dent alfs, or a nonresident foreign corporation in connection with Interftt
payments on much bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other similar obliga-
tions of a domestic or resident foreign corporation qualifying under section 119
(a) (1) (B) of the Revenue Act of 1034, or of a nonresident foreign corpo-
ration.- Ownership certificate need not be filed in the case of interest pay-
ments on obligations of w State, Territory, or any political subdivision thereof,
or the District of Columbia; or obligations of a corporation organised under
aft of Oonr if such corporation Is an instrumentality of the United States;
6r the obligations of the United States or Its possessions. (See sec. 22 (b) (4)
of the act.) Ownerehlp certificateg are not required to be filed In connection
with interest payments on bonds, mortgages, or deWd of trust, or other sat.
lar obligations Issued by an individual or a partnership, Also, ownership
crtrifietee are not required where the owner is a domestic corporation, a
resident foreIgn corporation, or a foreign government.

When Interest coupons detached from corporate bonds are received unac-
companied by ownership certificates, unless the owner of the bonds ii known
to the first bank to which the coupons are presented for payment, and the
bank is satisfied that the Owner it a person who is not required to file an
ownership certificate, the bank shall require of the payee a statement' hoW-
ing the name.and address of the person from whom the coupons werd received
by the payee, and alleging that the owner of the bonds is unknown to the
payee. Such statement shall be forwarded to the Commissioner with the
monthly return on form I12 revised July 1964. The bank shsll also require
the payee to prepare a "ertifleate on form 1001, revised -July 1964, crossing
o'ut "owner" and inserting "payee" and entering the amount of the interest
on line , asd shqll staknp or write across the face of the certificate "Statement
furnished", adding the name of the bank.

Ownership certifleates are required In connection with Interest payments on
registered bonds as in the case of coupon bonds of corporations, except that
If ownership certificates are not furnished by the owner of such bonds, owner-
ship certificates must be prepared by the withholding agent.
Foe the purpose of this Treaury decision, form 1000, revised July 1064, shall

be used in preparing ow-ership certificates of citizens or residents of the
United States (individual or fiduciary), reeldent partnerships, and nonresident
rartnerships all of the members of which are eltizent or residents. If the ob-
ligations are Isgued by a nonresident foreign corporation having a fiscal or
paying agent in the United States, form 1000, revised July 1934, should be
modified to show the nanie and address bf the fiscal agent or the paying agent
in addition to the name and address of the debtor corporation. Form 1001,
revised July 1934, shall be tIsed in preparing ownership certificates (a) of n.a-
resident aliens (individual or fiduciary), (b) of nonresident partnerships com-
posed In whole or In part of nonresident aliens, (e) of nonresident foreign
corporations, and (d) where the owner 16 unkmown.

Fqrm 192,2 revised July 1934, shall be' used by withholding agents
in making returns of income tax paid at the source for the month of
July. 1934 and succeeding months.

In order that the'date of i-sue of bonds, mtlgages, or deeds of
trust, or similar' other obligAtions of corporations, contamninga tax-
free covenant may be readily determined by the owner, for t pur-
pose of preparing the ownership certificates required by this Treas-
ury decision,'the issuing or debtor corporation shall indicate,.§y a'n
appropriate notation, the date of issue or use the phrase, "Tssued
on or after January 1, 1934", on each such obligation issued here-
after, or in a statement accompanying the delivery of such obliga-
tion.

• Aellng Ootntis~wwr.
Approved August 4, 19A4.

'L.W. lIJRJr.,
.Acing Ae ,etary.
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.T. D. "78)
YIT HIOWiIN ' o iMomE TAx Ujnia Tit iIr.Nvig Acr or 34-Owsae-

I.P CmTrIo"rA RVaIa 0w.bNNIwrtoI WInH IXNIX"ST ox 14ltM of

T. V. 4169 A)4KZ'

TRrASUINT ttwA"yUNIN7
OFI-rca or CosiMisSioN or INTYJtNAL RLV'IMUU

S "1 Washington, D. 0.
Collectorn of lntcra4 Revenue and OtAers Oorerc4:,

Treasury Declion 440) (Internal Revenue Bulletin..vol. XIlI-M3, p. 8),
approved August 4, 1934, is hereby amended by el!.-i.g the -%rsgrspi
reading:
"In accordance with the provisions of section 1V (b) -citizens and resident

individuals tand fduciaries, owning bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other
similar obligations Issued by a domeatic corporation, a resident foreign cor-
poration, or a nonresident foreign corporation having a fiscal agent or a pay-
Ing agent in the United State, when presenting Interest coupons for payment
shall file ownership certificates where (a) the obligations do not contain a tax-
free covenant or contain a tax-free covenant but were issued on or after Janu-
ary 1, 1934, and the amount of the coupons Is $20 or nmre for each issue
of such obligations; (b) the obligations contain a tax-free covenant and were
Issued before January 1, 10G4, and the amount of the coupons in t20 or more
for each Issue and the net income does not exceed the personal exemption and
credit for dependents allowed by section 25 (b); and (e) the obligations
contain a tax-free covenant and were Jwued before January 1, 10K,' and the
net Income of the owner exceeds the personal exemption and credit for d>
pendents allowed by section 25 (b), regardless of the amount of the coupors. A
resident partnership, or a nonresident partnership all of the members of which
are clUms or residents, owning such obligations when presenting interest
coupons for payment shall file ownership ceaudeatee where (a) the obliga-
tions do not contain a tax-free covenant or were issued on or after January
1, 1934, and the amount o1 the coupons is $20 or more for each irte; and (b)
the obligations contain a .ax-free covenant and were issued before January 1,
1934, regardless of the ariount of the coupons."

+And substituting thereor a paragraph reading as follow:
"in accordat .e with -he irovi.4lons of section 147 (b), citizens, resident

IndlvlduslA, and fiduciaries, resident partnerships and nonrelident partner-
ships all of the members of which are citizens or residents,. owning bonds,
mortgage, or deeds of trust, or other simllar obligations issued by a domestic
corporation, a res,4,.nt foreign corporp.',, or a nonro.ident foreign corpora-
tion having a fiscal. agent or a paying agent In the United States, when pre-
senting Interest ,oupons for !,yment prior to January 1, 1135, shall file
ownership certiflcais whera the obligations contain a tax-free covenant and
were Issued before Jaa ;ry 1, 1934, regardless of the amount of the coupon
The'amount of interest recelted on such bonds shall be entered on line 8 of
form 1000, raised July 1934 (or line 2 of form 1000, revised June 1932),
except in the ease of a citizen or resident the interest shall be entered on
line 2 of form 1000, revised July 1934 (or line 1 of form 1000, revi"I June
1932), If the net Income of such citizen or resident does not exceed the per.
sonal exemption and credit for dependents allowed by section 25 (b). On
and after January 1, 193, citizens and resident individ als and fill tiarles,
owning bonds, mortgageA, or deeds of trust,' or other similar obligatlous Issued
by a don*stic corporation, a resident foreign 'corporation, Or a nonresident
foreign corporation having a f.wal agent or a paying agent In the United states,
when presenting interest coupons for payment shall file ownership ertitcatos
where .(a) the obligations do not contain a tal-free covenant or contain a
tax-f rte cvenant but were Issued on or after January 1, 1934, and the amount
of the cmpoes is $20 or mor fortach Issue Of such obligations; (b) the
obligations contain a tax-free cOrmant and were Issued before January 1,
1934, and the amount of coupon& Is $20 or more for eaech imue and the net
Income does not exceed the personal exemption and credit for dependents
allowed by section 25 (b) ; and (o) the oblgRtions contain a tax-free coenaft
and werii Issued before January 1, 1034, and the net Income of the 6wer
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exceeds the personal exemption ' 
and credit for dependents allowed by section

25 (b), regardless of the amount of the coupons. On and after January 1,
1905, a resident partnership, or a'nnreeldent partnership all of the members
of which are citizens or residents, owning such obligations when presenting
interest coupons for payment shall file ownership eettlfilAtes where (a) the
Obligations do not contain a tax-frte covenant or were-issued on or after
January 1, 1934, and the amount of the coupons is $20 or more lor each
Issue; and (b) the obligations contain a tax-free covenant and were issued
before January 1 1 34, regardless of the amount of the coupons."

Treasury lke esson 44i0 is further amended by eliminating the paragraph
reading:
"For the purpose of thit Treasury dec sion form OO, revised July 1094, shall

be used in preparing ownership certificates of citizens or residents of the
United States (individual or fiduciary), rbsidentpartnerships, and nonresident
partnerships all of the members of which are citizens or resident& . If the obli-
gations are issued by a nonresident foreign corporation having a fiscal or pa ng

* agent in the United States, form 10000 revised July 19, should be modified to
*how the name and address of the fiscal agent or the paying agent In addition
to the name and address of the debtor corporation. Form 1001, revised July
194, shall be used In preparing ownership certificates (a) of nonresident aliens
(individual'or fiduciary), (6). of nonresident partnerships composed in whole
or- in part of nonresident allens, (0) of nonresident foreign cororatlons,'and
(d) were the owher Is unksowdl." .. - ; -I - .,I . ..

And substituting therefoi a paragraph teadilng as follows:
"For the purpose cf this Treasury decision, form 1000, revised July 1904,

shall be used in preparing ownership certificates of citizens or residents of
th United States (Individual or fiduciary), resident partnerships, and non-
renident partnerships all of the members Of which are citizens or residents,
eXcept that'prior to Jabuary 1, 195, either form 1000, revised June 192, or
form 1000, revised July 1934, may be used. If the obligations are Issued by
& nofiresident fdreign corporation having a fiscal or paying agent In the United
States, form 1000 should be modified to show the name and address of the fiscal
agent or the paying agent In addition to the name and address of the debtor
corporation. Form 1001, revised July 1934, shall be used In preparing owner-
hipddcertifcates (G) of nonresident aliens (individual or fiduciary) (b) of non.

r t partnerships composed in hole or In part of nonresident aliens, (o)
6f nonresident foreign corporations, and (d) where the owner Is unknown.

Our TP. ELvx=No,
Comansfoxar of Jsa**r Revenue.

Approved September 29. 1934.
T. J. OCioma,

Acing Secreary of the trvaury.

APPENDIX C

MOLAN3PuM Suvr'rzMzwNoN OBAaL Pa zNTAn0X- Mas TO FILANsOm COMMITTUZ
or UNr STA S HA 8W gn o Br BRUAX or RAILWAY TuWssuaxy ')Ole'
&ssocaT, oy i(Rxwerrra OVER,90 Pzncus OW Txt ]R*UAeAe MAiZao M

VgsyiXAM STAius) ov, Wiunsmwxe or TAx AT. So6u" ox Bo CAu= TAx-
w COVENANT BONDS,. SwOnO 148, H. .. .835

The sueectlon (a) of section 143, page 100, of H.IL . 78 be eliminated.
Such proposal, if adopted, will require also elminntion in lines 1, 2, and - of
page 112 of the following .word: "Except In the fuses provided for In nbsection
(a) of this sectin", and farther eliminatiou commencing in line 24 of page

118 of the following words; Trovlded that in tho case of interest described
Inr subs section (a) of that secton(relating to tax-free covenant bonds) the
deduction and withholding shall be at the rate specified in such subsection.'I The foregoing proposal will pot reduce Government revenue lawfally col.
lcctqdt but on the contrary should substantially increase such Imevebue. The
proposal no wpy affects collection or withholding at the source from non-
resiint aliens, but deals only with citizen or resident individuals and part..nprehpa . - ... . • :
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The 1913 Revenue Act required withholding of payment irtl the source on
hiany classes of income, Including interest on the so-called tax-free 'covenant
bonds. The purpose was, ot course, to insure collection of taxed from those
persons from whose Incomes the withholding, took place. The withholding
provisions result In so many different forms, such a mass of regulations, and
such general confusion that Congress, in the Revenue Act of 1917, wiped out
(insofar as citizens'and residents of the United Btate4 were concerned) all of
the withholding ,xcept as to Interest on the so-called, tax-free covenant bonds
owned by Individuals, partnerships, and fiduciaries. The withholding was
discontinued even as to domestic corporations.

The 1917 act pakScd the House retaining withholding features, but the Senate
In that year undertook to abolish all of them. In conference committee com-
promise was reached by retaining the one item here under discussion, and
that particular remnant of what had proved to be a general nuisance has been
continued in effect In the subsequent revenue acts. In principle there was no
good reason why one class of bopd i4terest should be separately .dealt with,
and the action taken with respect therto was purely anomalous and arbi-
trary, particularly so when we bear In mind that the purpose of the wIthhold.
Ing per vialons In the first Instance was to insure collection of taxes and not tO
shift to the corporations Issuing the bonds the burden of paying the bond-
hogrel' taxes.

1984 Ar- "

it, ., .735 as passed by the House retains the nuisance remnant above nmen-
tioned. The subcommittee of the Ways and Means Oommittee reported In
favor of the proposal we are now urging In language as follows:

"(21) WITHHOLDING TAX-&EM O Y AEUNT DONDS

electionn 143 (a) provides for the withholding by a corporation or other
oblig-ur of an amount equal to 2 percent of the amount of Interest paid on
bonds Or other obligations which contain a provision by which the obligoi-
agrees to pay any portion of the tax Imposed upon the obligee. The tat
Is not required to b withheld at the source where the obuigee files with the
Income tax on account of his Income being less than the amount of his personal

* exemption. The bondholder Is entitled to a credit against his tax where there
has been withheld a tax at the source on his account.

"Your subcommittee recommends that this system of withholding a tax On
tar-free covenant bonds be entirely discontlAued. The system originated in
thb 1918 act, where general withholding was employed to collect a large portion
of the tar. T'he withholding policy has now been abandoned and the with-
holding on tax-free covenant bonds is an exception to the general rule. It
Is an administrative nuisan ceand requires the payment of many small refund&
Simplification and reduction in administrative expense can be secured by the
elimiat1On6 f this aectld6. l-o oss In revenue Will result'from the change."
'- In vie*wOr the foregoing report of the subcommittee ho attempt ss made
by us to present the subject to the full Ways asnd fcans Oommittee, .andso far as we are Adjlsed, no serots effort aa madebY anyone to put
complete statement of facts Wforethat coirpittee.
-The Veasury Department, In c~mmentng upon the recommepdation of the
House subcoumtitteO, stated (p. 16 of the printed statement of Acting Secretary
of Trassiry) a follows:
" 1(21) Withholding tax-free 'covenant bond.-Tlh Department submits that

the present provision of the statute relating to withholding of tix et the
'ffourft In tho eise of tait-free covenant bondsas contained in settlon 143 (a)
(P),' (2), and (8)', should not be eilwinated. Many bonds,' now outstanding

iontaln this provIsiom- "The elimipation of this oetion of the statute w-,ull
result In ihueh confusIon, and wbsld remote h useful chee upn' the accdiheyof,ithe f'¢tnrns. : ' ' ". . " r : " '

We will heinaftq m ctntnvut fr6ter ru the Depa-rtment's' above-qd~tOd
statement.

6M545-------22
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A -45D3z.r or iRxsr.r %w gy u.,a. T6SS car.Ams NEW coNFuSIOx

The Ways and Means Committee did not folio., the tecommendation of the
subcowmittee. It retained the' provisloa of the present law except tloat It
comprognIv1do the extent of having the witholding or.paymnt at the ource
apply only to bonds Issued prior to January 1, 1934. The Insertion thus made
plies confusion upon confusion. No railroad company to our knowledge and
few, If any,' other corporations, have since 1913 brought out new bond issuc
containing the so-called tax-free coTenajit to which the prent .law aPplies,
and It Is not to be expected that there willibe such issues In the future.
The date of Januari 1, 10G4, Inserted In the pending bill Is therefore of, p0
value. It Is highly objectionable and iilll lead to widespread confusion in
respect to the bonds hereafter to be issued under so-ealled open-end mort.
gags. Many railroad companies have several outstanding mortgages In
connection with which bonds containing the so-called tax-free covenant were
issued prior to 1913. Those mortgages provide for the issuance from time
to time during the life of the mortgage of additional bonds. Suchk subsequent
Issues take place fairly frequently under railroAd mortgage., but the bonls,
under the mortgage provisions, are all of the same tenor and bear the same
date as those of the original Issue. It will be impossible in the future (should
the bili as now drawn be enacted) for a bond owner, a banker, or broker,
except after considerable investigation, 1o know whether tax should be. paid
on the' interest there' by the owner- of the bond or whether It should be
paid by the corporation, because there is nothing on the bond to Inform" him
as to whether it was actually Issued prior or subsequent to January 1, 1034
Even now the great majority of bondholders cannot correctly fiii out the
required ownership certificate (hereinafter discussed in detail), and the eha'nge
in the law as now proposed, will complete their bewilderment.

PRAT OraaxMON OF PAYS. ET-AT-SOURCE Rovisros or PRESENT LAW

In practice, the provision 4f the present law which we' sek to have stricken
fro th 1094 act has aqepmplished nothing of benefit. It hasbeen a general
nuisance and heavy expense to' the banks, to the corporation., and to the
Government. I the full facts had ever been brought before the congressional
committees, 'the withholding pr6v4slou would have long since disappeared.
The existing nuisance Is shown in part by .the following quotation from. a
letter written October 31, 19,27, by the Treasury Departent to Southern
pacific Oo.'tn answer to a request by that company that refund Le made to
It of payments unlawfully exacted. The department, although conceding the
errors, offered as a reason for failure to refund, statement In part as follows:"In the correspondence referred to you have consistently contetWe-that
the bureau should 'prepare voluntary certificates of overas.sessnen- in the
ordinary' course of examination of ownership certificates with, r activee
personal returns when It Is found that deb:.,r corporations having pald tax,
4s evidenced by the form of ownership certificate used, In behalf of an Imd-
vtdual for whom the total amount paid was not required to offset his tax,
or when such individual was subject to no tax without the benefit 'of any
credit. This you claim Is mandatory upon the otlice in view of the' provisions
of section 284 of the act.I"in this co6nectlon your attention Is Invited to some of the administrative
problems confronting the offce in pursuing the policy requested by .*you.
T 4ere are approximately 6,000,000 certificate, forms 1000 and 1000-A, 0lled
each calendar Year for individuals residing In practically every locality of
the country. These f6rms are fixecuted by approximately 2,0Q000 t ond-
holders, resulting In numerous types of handwriting of varying degree&. of
legibility. . Of these 2,000,000 bondhOlders a certain poportion change, their
addresses often 'from one collection district to another. 'Ae result, are
obvious; first In the case of tilegible certifcates, precision In sorting is impo-
Ible and in the second case, where address Is changed, transmlss'on ,of le
certificates to the collection disttlct where the.returi of the indivldmal 14,fl1M
cannot always be effected. Th result of these two conditions mako a par-
tially incomplete file of ownership certificates for many taxpayers, Were
a Voluntary refund attempted in such'ases some of the debtor 'corporatIons
involved would not recelve the benefit of the proportion to which they were
entitled."
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Peraps the best way to acquaint your committee with what actually
occurs annually in connection with the .0,000.O0 ownership certificates men-
tioned in the above quoted letter, ts to follow cme of the certLbcates on Its
Journey from the bondholder until it has pasfied through the Blureauj of
Internal Revenue. Th form is no. 1000, and a sample thereof follows:,

OwncrsMp cerlifjte

To be used by a citizen or resident Individual, fiduciary, or partnership In
connection with interest on bonds of a domestic or resident corporation con-
taining .a tax-free covenant.

Debtor oorporlrtion
Naio --------------------------------------------------- .----------
Address ---------------------------------- - ----------
Name of bond ----------------------------------------
Date interest was due on above bond---------.-Date paid--------

I certify that to the best of my knowledge and blfef the Information entered
ereon is correct.
(Signature of owner, trustee, or agent.)
(Address of trustee or ageht.)
(A fiduciary must disclose the namg of the e"tqte or'trunt for which he acts.)

Owaer or bead (prl f tS te)
Name .......... ...........--- - - - -- - - - .......-- ...- ..................
.8 treat - -.. . . . . . . .-- - - - - - ------ .--------------...........................

1 - Sate ----------------------

1. Individual or fiduciary whose net income does rct ex- notaxpaidbycor-
ceed the personal exemption dnd other credits. Ovation

2 Individual or fiduciary whose net income eiceeds the 2-percent tax Daid
personal exemption and othdr credits, or a partnership. by corporation

(N6rt]. If you discover t the close of the year that the interest wagnot
entered on the proper line, you should prepare on or before February 1 of the
following year an amended certifleate on this form 'and forward it to th cor-
poration which Issued the bonds.

With few exceptions. the 2,000.000 bondholders mfntloned in the Depart.
meant's letter do not have a supply of the ownership certificate forms. They
cut their coupons and take them to the recelvng tellr of a bank to deposit
for collection. The bank has the supply of forms. 'Te bondholder or his
messenger is informed of and is presented with form 1000, which Is required
to be filled out and signed by all owners of so-called tox.free c~venant bond,
provided such owners have a net income above the enxmptIo allowed by law.
The ownership certIficate is not required In connectioti with bondswhtch do
not have the covenant. _ In the caow of Houthern Picid.' Co., for Instane Its

t*071,W00,000 of outstanding bonds are about equally divided between the two

Some of the causes for error follow.,
First. The bond owner does not know whether'his coupons wre clipped from

bonds, contaning the eoveoaht. There is notblng on the- cotst,' to now it.
"1e could find out by returlng to where hs ,od Is kept and search through
the find print on the face of the bond, but, 9 f e6urO, he loes not ;d to that
'trouble, but merely eigns' his name 60 the line pointed otit by the bank clear.I secondd. The bondholder, as often as not, dots not kiow at the time the
certJficate 1:i file" gut.whether or not he will have a taxble income at the
,erdot the .yeai,'so he tak thb safe c,)uise and 3tatesthat he will, thereby
throwing the tax on the corporation in thousands of Instami" where no tax
should under the law accrue against anyone.

Third. Most forms ore, except for the owner's signature, ,lled out by the
bank clerks who "ry ak tb e thar status Of the owner,' and If the question
-were asked., he could not say until the end of the tax year. The bank clerk
'habit a1I fills out the for& so a's to require the corporation tO pay, there;

:twdng tie iafe course foe 'the customer of the bank.
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Fourth. The bank elek, not knowing whether the coupons, presented are
'rom bonds subject to the law, mutt, It to be diligent in corrctly falling out
the form,,retr toPboir's Manual or Moody's Mannal or other books 6f the
bank's finanelal library. That he des not always botbr to Investipate at all,
and that In doing so he often takes mlataket, is evident from the fact that a
single corporation, Southern Pacific 0o., whose outstanding bonds are as above
stated about evenly dividec between the two las", receives several thousand
ownership certificates each year (sometimes clote to 8000 In a single month)
Accompanying Coupons from bonds not having the tax-fron clause, and there.
fore not reqairing any ownership certificate nor any withholding nor gminp.
tion of tax at the source Such certificates must, of course, be Sorted out by
the corporation end destroy -a process consuming time and money.

Fifth. In some Instances, whore corporations have merged subsequent to
the Issuance of the bonds, a certificate cannot easily be correctly supplied b6-
cause the corporation that Issued the bond Is not the one that will pay the
Interest or withhold the tar.

.ixth. The oWnersbp certIficate, while appearing to he sOzmplo at first glance,
Is tx~remely dlftcult to understand, particularly the tabulation In the lower
right-hand Corner. Even when the bondholder or the batik clerk knows that
the Interest has accrued on a bond aubject to the withholding', and further
knows that the owner will have a taxable Income for the year, he frequently
fails to enter the correct amount in the right space on the form.

Seventh. Finally, the lilegibillty of the completed certificate is' Such, Os
pointed out In the Departqeet'a above-quoted letter, that they fall short of
constituting a basis for accurate record.

The certificats (when completed with much Inaccuracy and at substantial
trouble to the banks) and the accompanying coupons are transmitted to the
treasury departmeuts of the respective corporations, Twre they are exgmlood
and sorted according to respective Issues, etc. 'IThe many which relate to bonds
as to vrbic no tax Is payable at the source are kept for a limited period and
destroyed. lise others aggregating, according to the Treaary Department,
some 8,00 0-I year ar, after classification, required to be listed on form
1012 which calls for much detail Including the name of the bond, the aime
of the bond ownet, his Address, the nature of the Interest paid, the amount of
tax withheld, etc. The volutne 9f typewriting and clerical work required In
the preparation of form 1012 Is tremendous. The many resulting sheets of
closely typewritten matter are bound together, and under the regulations must
be forwarded each month along with the ownership certificates to the sortlng
section of the Bureau of Internai Revenue at Washington. For the year 1938
Southern Pacific Co. prepared and filed forms 1012 listing approximately M,000
se, rate ownership certificates setting forth the abdve-decribed detail as to
each one of them. The total made up four largo volumes of legals41 paper
having an aggregate depth of about 1 foot.

When we attempt to visualize the total bulk of this material that Is trcked
Into the Bureau each Year and allowed to accumulate there, we are impressed
that the mere matter of storage must In Itself present a problem.

On reaching the sortng section the 8,000,000 ownership certiLcates are no
doubt checked aain against the information shown on form 1012 and the fol-
lowing year when the income-tax returns are filed, they are again checked
against such returns. Asuaming that 1 clQrk can take from the fies and care-
fully ebeck 20 income-tax returns per day against a like or greater number of
ownership cificates stormm 1000 ) and against the books submitted by t he
corporations (term 1012) It would require 1.000 clerks working steadily gurig
the entire 80D w0kings days of the year to cover the task. Accurate Iuforma-
tion on this pha*@ of the subject can, of ourse, readily be obtained from the

BIn Addtion to the foregone , corporations are required to prepareand file

annually with the collectors of Internal revenue form 1013 onqwing bty months
the tax to be paid at the source by the oorporation.

I' SZCOMM.NDAT111OR 01 "V !uNLhvk? Iu~~x

Heivinabove we have quoW~ thfi cornntofte Prtme~sgauzqs tho
recommendation by the flomae suhom ueii that ths apee provioook be
eliminated from the act. Two reasons arte offered: M s be
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Flrst, W'ho "elimination would result in much conusion." lu what respect?
Beyond the probable neCosary readJutwment et personnel in the sorting section
and the transfer thereof to some useful work,,we are unable to perceive any
resulting confusion; but, to the contrary, the ellmiuaton of a mouimentil
amount of confusion, annoyance aud expense now placed upon the bondholders
the baDks, the railroads, and the other corporations with similar outstanding
bonds, and upoU the Oovernment itself. We are suggesting no change with
rtspect to wllihholdin and payment at the sourve on the income of aliens,
which Involves bomewhst similar forms, record, and procedure to that above
described, and In connection with which there will continue to be much work
for the personnel of the sorting section of the Bureau, and If more work for the
sortlg se.tion is required out of consideraUon for the personnel, we suggest
that the Department take over, under appropriate regulations, the innumerable
small refund claims filed by aliens, and which are now handled through the
corporations.

Second. The Dep crtmcnt says elimination of the nuisance provision "would
remove n useful chock upon the accuracy of returns." In view of the Depart.
meant's own statenients in the letter above quoted, and in view (.f the Inaccurs.
ties in connection with the ownership certificates we think this particular saug.
geation calls for no further discussion. That there Is any substani al value
frow s checking standpoint we doubt. Out If there is, then why not adopt the
same method employed with respect to the Intereat accruing and paId on so-
called non tax free bonds, ot which there ara probably more in the hands of
the public than there are of the so-called lax-free bonds, to which the nuisance
provision applies. On the non-tax-free bonds the bAnks are required by, Depart.
ment regulations to report the Intereat collections to the Brea. In snch
reports the Interest payment on both classes of bonds can he Included for each
customer or depositor of the bank with less annoyance than under the present
practtceo because no ownership certificate )s required and no segreiton of the
two classes of boud Intetest would be involved. In any event, the Bureau now
duls with Incoen from bonds icobably greater In both number and amount than
the claps of bonds affected by our proal, and whatever method Is toUowed
with respect thereto may be applied to aU bods, thereby doing away with an
expense and annoyance of large proportIon. Sure, thli one renmant of pay-
ment at the source for citizen and reident individuals and partnerships can
be of novalae commensurate with the ecopominc waste it creates.

5U3aTAJITSAL UNLAWFUL EXA('flON8 UNDEI. WIFAMT PROVISQON AND 1.?TOSI TO
'ALVAeN THEM

We have pointed out above th.t both bondholders and banks acting for
them In filling out ownership certificates shift onto the corporations a large
tax bu en that the law never contemplated should be borne by anyone. The
etent of these unlawful exactiois is shown by many cheek-ups (arried on f M
ire to tile by. thc corporations theluselve,. A corporatlun has to way to

protect Itself in the amount of tax It.pays directly from the source to the
Government. - It must Ale returns and pay the tax on, the basis of the erro-
neous ownership certilicatem. It cannot check agatn income-tax return be-
v aus thMe arc confidential. The only possible avenue open Is a circularilatioa
of the bondholders who signed the ownership certificates. Obviously. auch pro.
eedure L expensiVe and 1o never complete In result because a large proportion
of. those receiving requests for amended certificates, even though they have
ftwd that tbey bad no- taxable Income for the year, are suifctently iite"ested
to fmlsh & corrected certificate and thereby asist the corporation in obtaining
refund.

IoAs the note at the end of the orthficate states, the bondholder inay at the
close of the year file an amended certificate exempting the corporaton from
liability if he finds that he has Do taxable income for the yer. The number
of amended certificates voluntarily filed Is end always has been negligible.

Knom-ing that they were being, tubjected to tax liability at the source on
bond Interest In many cases in which .the bondholders themselves had no tax
liability, some railroad companies have undertaken annual canvasses of bond.
holders as shown by ownerelp certllleates presented with couponm.
.,For Instance, the Union Paclit.Railroad (o. io its 191 canvass sent a coin

monication to each of 3A530 Indlvdual bondholders 1p the United States wha"
personal, addresses were disclused by the ownership cerlflcate. Of these
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2,810 re9p*mnl|cd And of that number 568 signed the form to the effect that they
hAd no tax liability for 1981 ann the Ialanee re'iuested payment of the tax
at the source by the orporation. As tho result of the &.8 exemption certify.
cates the UDion Pacift System c6rporations were relieved of 14 percent of tho
tax paid for the 8,W bondholders addressed. This dtinoiiltrated that to this
extent at least the corporation's liability as shown by the original ownership
certilentes wAs oxe($sive.

Sno of the diftiullies Inherent in reaking toich a eanva s Is the fact that
uruany bondholders keep their teenrities In so-called custody accounts with banks.
In siich OR" thO tAnkq nuke out the ownership certificates and ini them as
agents for the btndholder4. Their Invarib'e praetie Is to so fill out the
certlflcatcs as to,roquir6 the percent tax payment at the sour(e, without
nnV attempt to ascertain from the bondhoiuldre their actual income-tax status.
Personsl solicitation of such bahk castodlans In the Union Paetfle canvass for
1031 was addressed to 1,132 custodians, of which le." than half responded at
all, and of those who did repond-the msJority merely used a rubler stamp
requiring the tax to be pad at the source, and only 10 rellevd the corporation
of the payment of the tax.- -Ily letter dated January 1, 1084, the Union Pacfle has been advised by the
Bureau that Its unverifted statements from bondlholders for 1031 will be ac.
opted as the basis for refunds to the corporations, but that for the future
claims of this character must be supported by sworn statements of the bond.
h6lderp and conform. to certain specified rt-qulreinents. This new regultion
Involving a notary fee and otherwise adding difficultiets of course, makes
wholly Impracticable the continuance of tMe canvRme 'which the Union Pacific
and some others have conducted in past years. 'It also leaves the company
with Its accumulated evidence from bondholders resulting from its canvesm for
1932 entirely unuable and nullifies the labor and expense of that canva&a.

81milat canvasses have been made from time to time by a few other railroad
companies with similar results, all clearly Indicating that 14 percent or more
of taxes paid from the source are unlawful ,xac ions and that an Inescapable
and continuing fraud Is worked upon the crporations to that extent. As saug.
tested above and as shown by the quoted letter from the luremu to the South-
ern Pacific Oo., the Bureau will not voluntarily refund the overcollectios whkh
it disovers and by new and recent ruling makes It Impossible for the corpora-
tions to apply for and obtain just refunds on Informatlon obtained by their own
Inveatgatlons.

Tit TAX-* .l C*VTANr--OVMMON ?UPM"ION AS TO (ORPA"tON'a OBL0.ArON

"tere exists a somewhat common but entirely erroneous Impression that
elimination of the tax-at-the-source provision would enable corporalous to
avoid a contractual obligation First, if there be any bonds In which the
issuing corporation has agreed absolutely to pay u portion or all of the Income
tax on the bondholder's Interest income the corporation will stilt have to
account to the bondholder therefore, notwithstanding the adoption of our pro.
posal. Second, the covenant we are dealing. with and the one commonly
found in so-sailed tax-free bonds creates no Nuch obligatloh. Typical wording
of sch covenant, taken from a Southern Pacific bond, Is as follows: I .,
I"Ihe railroad company further agrees (insofar as, It lawfully may do so)
that both the principal and Interest of this bond shall be paid without deduc-.
tion for- any tax or taxes which the railroad company way be xequired.to, pay
thereon or to retain therefrom under any present or future law of* the, United
States of America or of any State, county, or municipality therein."

This covenant was put in many railroad and other ,bonds Issued prior, to
1913. Its clear intent w" to insure payment to the bondholder of the full
4 perxnt or other rate of interest called for by the bond, There was not
even an Intimation that the corporation would protect the bondholder against
an income-tax levy by the Government on the Interest so paid. Once the full
Interest was paid Into the hands of the bondholder It rested upon him to
respond to the Government for whatever rate of tax might be levied thereon
and why not? It Is his income-not the corporation's inCome. Why should
the corporation pay a tax on the bondholder's iD(ome any more than on the
salaries paid tots ofliceis and employees or on theniany rents It pays or
on the income of manufacturers or others to' whom It pJays money? It Is
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oeentially the hondholder's income and why, should he have bin tax thereon
shifted to someone else? What the corporation agreed to do was to pay the
tll lntertat to the bondholder in whoee hands It would be subRect to tax
to be iaul by him and only In the event that the corporatn, anter having
p6ld the full Inte est, should be required by law to make a payment thereon
directly to the Oovernent it would pay that also. in tie asbtence (if action
by Congress the cov narit was Ineffective. It took a law to.make It opera.
tive-to hilft the tax from the a(tual rtciplent of the Income to time shoulders
of the flebtor corporation. If the 1913 amni subsequent amt% had not coutalned
the withholding provision tnid the provision allowing tho bondholder credit
for what the corporatIon JAid, the burden would not hAve Phlfft-d from the
one who receives tWe income and who ought to pay the tav,'* We should not overlook tie original purpow of the withholding proylAlon.
It was Intended to avoid tax evasion and applied to many fornms of income,
It was not IntendcA to make operative bond covenantis which otherwle would
have bad no effect. When it was reu'peled In 1917 fas to all other fOrmns of
income it Rlouhl in principle have been willed out entirely, ak Its original

ui'|xse as to all foilus of lucvou was abandoned). ie net result of What
has happened Is that the corpoiAtion is required to pay (not b cause of 4
covenant in the bond but rather because of the Intervention of law) Its own
Inco e taxes at present high rAtes, but in addition must fay on the Income
of others to whom It has pa1d Its full Interest obligation. To further Intensify
the irequlty of the' situation the corporation Ii not allowed a deduction for
tle taxes thus paid on another's Income, hut must under present law and
regvultlous pay those taxes and in addition a tax amounting to I;% percent
thereof. In 1911 when this nuisance remnant was retained against right
principle and as A* rmont 6f illogical comlimoie the corporation income tax
rate did not exceed 2 percs-ut as against lhe presnt 13% percent or 14% per-
(cent. If there ever had been any sound reason for shifting the tax of the
individual to the corporation at a time when the cv.- oration tax rate was com.
paratlvely low, such reason no longer exists Ixvaie of the present very high
rate on corporation Income.

We repeat that tite tax.free covenants are a promise not to deduct from the
boadholder's interest any tax which the Govemnmeat may require to be paid
at tle source. There is no more reason for the Government retaining thIs
requirement for payment at the source as to 2 percent titan for making the
payisent at the source requirement apply to the entire tax liability of the
bondholders on such Interest. Under the 1932 act the normal tax rate runs
up to 8 percent and the surtax rates up to 65 percent. Of course it Is Im.
practical to apply such a payment at the sour-e provision to the full extent
of the tax liability of the bondholder under a graduated tax scale, 3ut with
the individual tax rates what tey now are it is nothing short of absurd for
the Government to insist upon a cumbersome machinery to the end that the
cmriorations shallpay a 2-perent tax for the bondholder. It Is pot .:sough
to excite any gratitude on the part of the bondholders,

In fact, this tax feature operates to protect a very limited class of the more
wealthy investors. In the ease of the Union I'acl" railroad system an analysis
of J131 boudholdings and Interest payments sbows the following:
• About 64 percent of the interest on tax-free covenant bond isuec of the

system was paid to domestic corporations ad exempt organizations, as to
which Interest the 2-percent tax at the source does not apply. The remaining
88 percent of the interest was paid to approximately 19,500 individuals, fidud,
aries, and paxtnershi, The benefit to these bondholders Is shown by the
follow ing table: I A I It

Tax laid at the source: .. . ...
None--_. ............----------------------------------------------

es than $2 each -------------------------------------- 5,45
$2 to 3.9Qe h - . . . . . . . . ..-------------------------------------- 1,881
$4 to 05.0 each -----------.------------------------------------ 2,351
$to 41 each ---------------------------------------------- 1,58
$t0 tQ $1900 each ---------------------------------------------- 873
$2G or more -------------------------------------------------- 5

totall tax paid, 0 -39. . . . ..------------------------------19, 538
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Similar analyst for Southern Pact/a System of 1903 bondboldlngs and inter.
est payments shows the following:

About 80 percet of the interest on tax-free covenant bond Issues was paid to
domestic corporations rnd exempt organixatlona as to which interest the 2-
percent tax at the sources does not apply. 'Ihe remaingl 20 percent of the
interest was paid to approxlmately $7,153 eiitwis individualss, fiduclarles, and
partnerabips) and noaresIdent alien Individuals, partnerships, and corporations.
Tbn benefit to these bondholders is shown by the following table:

.¥,mber 51
Tax paid at the source: ba,le4rs

None ----------------------------...----------------------.-- III 80
$2 or 1e ------------------------------------------------------ 10, 80
Over $2 to $0 each .------------------------------------- ---- 8,450
4W0 or more each ---------------------------------------------- 54T

Total tax paid, $ 3la2 ..----------------------------- -871 1
A tax of $20 at the source weans $1,000 of Interest collected and at an interest

rate of 4 percent this means a holding of $25,00 of bonds. Any Individual
holder of any such aggregate of either Union Pacifle or Southern Pacific bonds
is bound to have, for reasons of diversification of investment, pim lir amounts
of bonds In maey 9 ther corporations. Therefore, the limited class of Individual
bondholders (568 out of 19,500) In the case of the Union Pacific annd (,47 out
of 87,153 in the case of the 96uthern Pacific) for whose benefit the railroad
company paid a tax at the source of as much as $20 are persons of such great
wealth that they hardly require and probably do 'not appreciate the assistance
of the Government in protecting them from such a comparatively small amount
of tax payment.

OOYMUMNT M2? 0R4Z To I&PLATDM BY LW WIL, N 0T SE MIBuom U

Adoption of our proposal will not decrease the revenues to Which the Gov.
ernment Is entitled under the law.- That fact le so reported by the subcom-
mittee of the liouse. The Treasury Department makes uo claim to thecontrtary.
The mnme amount of lawful taxes on the same income will be paid in the future
by the bondholders instead ot by the corporation and without hardship to any
of them as hereinbefore pointed out. The Government will lose only the un.
lawful exaction it now receives an a result of the complex procedure and the
general abunes'in the making and 'handling.of ownership of certificates, but
even that loss will be largely offset arM the lawful revenues substantially In,
creased by the saving of hundreds of thousands of dollars heretofore wasted
by the corporations and by the Government itself in administrative expense.
For every dollar saved by the corporations their net taxable incomes will be
eorrespondIngly Increased,- and from each,$100 of such increased et'taxable

* Income the Government will receive 13W' or 14% percent, or at least $18.75. -

Pwoeo AL WiLL stMPLirY TA-=Om1 froms,

A minor advantage In the proposal and one much tobe desired by all tax-
payers is simplfieation of tax-return blanks (forms 1040 and 1040-A) by the
elimination of two items from each form.,; Such elimination will result in less
oomputatlonas and In no'longer requiring-the taxpayer to'sgregate and state
separately the two ¢lassee of bond Interest. The abatement of these nuisances,
together with abolishment of the ownership certificate should fairly, well com-
pesate the bondholder for accepting the trivial increased burden Involved in
the quite Just requirement that he pay his own income taxes on his own
Income.

RIttpctfully submitted. -
Bets 0. Dzr,

, Ocncroi Cou l, Sovlhens lA t
+

C Co.,
Appearimp for Rails Trefiavty OAiri' A stodolfs.
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APPIINDYX V

UNION PAVIrtO SYSTRn,
October f9, 197.non, WriLLux n. azzw=,

Ohafrmnat, Jofnl Congressfonal Comnmille
on Infernal Rerenuc Tatalion,

Ifowe Of/ec Building, WVashinglon, D. 0.
lDtx MB-: I transmit herewith original ad nine copies of a memorandum

submitting for consideration of the joint couiiittee a proposal to repeal the
taxation at the source on tax-frec-covenant omid Interest.
This proposal Is not of interest peculiarly to the Union Paiciflc Railroad Co.

or to the railroads generally. It is of iutereit to all corporations having out.
standing bonds subject to the so-called tax.free covenant.

We regret very much that this submission is made so late In the deliberations
of the Joint committees. Tix submission was not made earlier by my asso.
¢clate and myself as offers of the Union P'acifie Raliroad Co. because of our
hope that the repeal of these provisions would be advocated by some organic.
tlOn representing corporations generally. As this hope has not beet. realtled,we have concluded to make the submission In the nawe of the Union Pacific

Railroad Co. atone.
We earnestly request the joint committee's consideration of our memorandum.

Very truly 37ours,

Nsw Yoa Cnr, Oo80ber tp, 1 *.

To the JOINT CON0BUSIONAL C03mrITrn ON INtU.AL RvCUNUV TAXATION:

WITHIOLINO AT Tilt SOMCK AN TO BOND !X2TT*=

We respectfully urge the committee's consideration of the dealrability and
expediency of amending the Itevenue Act of 1928 to abolish (1) "withholding
at the source" as to "tax-free covenant" bond Interest paid to citizen and rest-
dent individuals and partnerships, and also (2) withholding at the sour&"as to bond Intereat paid to nonresident allen individuals, partnerships, and cor-
poraun1s, whether subject to "tax-free covenant" or not.

It is asserted with confidence that, aside frow the proposal to reduce the
rate of corporation income tax, no more meritoriousor important amendments
have been proposed to the committee. The two propositions are Independent
of each other and subject to entirely different considerAtions. We do no
mote in the case of proposition numbered (2) than submit the question for
oopsidetation. The necessity or expediency of Collecting 'at the source the taxrpon ntoret paid to alien holders must be determined by the views of the
•asu ry a.d of bankers familiar with the marketig of bond issuft But
as to,the adoption of proposition numbered (1) there Leihardly room for
Olfference of opinion. Tested b? every pertinent consderatlon, the tazaton at
the source of 'tax-.reee.veuant' bond Interest paid to citzena and residents Is
[ndefenslble and should be abolished.

Di scusoN'

()To,.r-fee-coven~onl (Aterdst 9444 eftlsea oP4 residealLs-Thlg ibJMc
matter Is covered by section 221 (b) of the present statute. It Is a require*
went thatcorporations ' deduct and .withhold" a 2-percent tax from all ntereiq4 bonds containing a "tax-free covenant', when paid to an individual eitfien
or resident of the United States or to a nonresident alien individual or to a
partnership. It Is the sole remaining provision for withholding from income
of ctien and resident Individuals. While the expression used In the law Is
"deduct Lnd withhold", It Is well understood that the tax is imposed On the
corporation, for the requIrem.nt is limited to Interest on bonds Ia which the
corporation has covenanted not to deduct any tq.* and it was the intent of the
fW that the corlor*Uona should bear this 2-percent tax, This brthcb of out
rqcasmoodation i lliute to the .elimInatlon of so much of the reQuiresoent
a& applies in tlh4 c4 ot, ciUz and repldent individuals szd domestic
partnerships.,
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(a) The provision is anomalous, arbitrary, and Inconsistent with the general
policy of the income tax law.

The income-tax laws of 1913 and 1916 contained r uirvietts for with.
holding at the source not only frow bond Interest but from other forms of
fixed and determnable income when paild to Individuals. Withholling at
the source was the general policy of those laws. The requirements were
originally police measures designed to prevent large-scale evasion of income
taxes. Withholding was not required frown income paid to dotnestie corpora-
tions whose taxes could be otberwiSe policed. The policy was abandoned in
the 1017 revision. fBy that revision the requirement of a general withholding
from all income was repealed. Withholding was continued as to aill Income
paid nonresident aliens. But as to income paid citizen nnd resident Individ-
uals and partnerships no withholding was required except in the case of bond
Interest autJeet to a tax-free covenant. And the law has continued in this
form through all the sub"quent revlsions. The normal tax was increased
to 4 percent by the 1917 act but the tax at the source on tax-free covenant
bond interest was made 2 percent. It was felt that to leave the corporations
liable under their tax-free covenant bonds for the Increased ritto of normal
tax 'would be unduly bunlensome and unfalt. But on the other hand, it was
argued'that the corporations had generally issued bonds with covenants to
pay the Interest without deduction for taxes and that they ought to stand
some of the burden of the bondholders under these covenants? The taxes on
individuals Oere being InCreased to the supposed limit of capacity to pay.
The selection of the 2-percent rate for tax-free covenant bond interest was
purely arbitrary. As far as we know the principle which dictated this dts-
position of the matter has not been given serious consideration in the subw-
quent revisions of the law.

NQthlng could be nore anomalous or arbitrary than a tax provision in-
vented to apply only to one single class of bond Interest, a clasm determined
by the presence in the bonds of a particular covenant. Its origin represented
an intervention On the part of Congress in a certain class of private con.
tracts. The policy of the former laws to collect taxes at the source of Income
wberevei practicable was being abandoned. "With that abandonment, If con.
siateatly carried out the covenants in corporate bonds,, to py without de.
duction of tax, would no longer, leaveupon the corporation the burden of
the tax on the Interest. But Congress provided that taxation at the source
should be retained to the extent of one-half the normal rate in the'case of
bond interest subject to such a covenant. The individual normal rates under
the 1IM3 a(t are 1% 'percent on the first $4,000 of taxable income,
$'percent upon 'te'next $4,000, and 5 percent upon the renainder, but the
tax-free covenant bond interest still bears 2 percent. With all deference
this tax provision iwas based upon a consideratIon which deserved no tecogul,
tion 'to a tax law. It was nothing lesS than a penalty., It had defensible

0spet in the f91i et in that the. taxation of Indlviduals wa being raied
to the limit, and At wag peraps fair that some of tbis burden should be
shifted t& tho corporations, -We submit, however, that the provision has served
its ptarpose and that the reason for this proviloin bas been satisfied. It hat
new, been 'in force In its penalty form for 10 year&, The, corporations as the'
result of the Intervening revisions of the law are bearing a share of the Income
taxes disproportionate to the share borne by individuals.' Wrbus the situation
existing when this provision was first enacted has been reversed.

What the tax-free covenants undertake is that the corporation will pay the
Lterest In full without deduction of any, tax required t9 be paid at the source.
D Uring the period In which payment at the source was the policy -of the law
ab to fn&ome genvrpily, there was no 'qcation that these covenants §hould
operate. The situation was prec Isely such-"a situation as they contemplated.:
But when that policy was abandoned as te'rents salaries, and other' classes of
income, the tax-free covenants should hhvte' ceaed to have any appliWation.'

lEven frpshthd M sindpoint of formz setion 221 (b) Is a curiosity In loglslatloi.

I huh th sol 't Ioa of the Orovislon was to impose thie 2-percent tax on'
4 th iOporatlons. the sectos Id x~s words commands the corporation to

ddtket and withhold" the tax In oa~e It has covenanted with' the bondholder to
pay the Interest without lix deduction, te only" cse' In which the, ecti
applies at all. It might well be construed as 1nteded'to' nullify the covenant
since It conimands' the corp6ratioik'tbdeduvt and 'withhold n~twithstading It
has covenanted not to'deduct. In other words, the natural meaning of the
language of the section is the direct opposite of its real Intent.
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Shice 1918 corporations have omitted In new bond Issues any covenant which

might render them liable for the Wederal inome taxes on the interest. Only
those corporations are now affected by the tax provision in quL-tion which
had outstanding in 1913 long-term boed isuvs which have not )et matured.
With the maturity of the cld isu.' the amount of tax-free covennut bond
tntereat ts lessenIng year by year. These facts emphasize the arbitrary and
discriminatory character of this tax in Its present application.

(b) Tho repeal of this tax would bo a step toward equalizat on of taxes
as between corporations and Individuali. It would gh'e the corporations sub-
stantial relief without Increasing materially the tax of each ndividual bond.
holder.

The tendency so far in tax revision has been to reduce the tax ('n indlidtals,
both by decreasing the rates and by increasing the exemptlon. On the other
hand, the corporation income taxes have been increatol. I the re-ent dis.
cusslon of tax revision much atttm has been laid upon this inequality of treat-
went. In theory no lous of Gosernncot revenue would be Involved in this
amendment, since the theory. of section 221 (b) and (d) Is that the corporation
pays 2 percent on such bond interest bix liability of the bondholder and tMU
bondholder takes credit therefor In his return. Ile proposed amenduient would
merely shift the liability to the bondholder.

The aggregate money relief to the corporationt would he substantial.
It is demonstrated that the total taxes so shifted from the ctrisrations to

the bondholders would be so widely distributed that the tax increase of the
individuals, severally, would be negligible

According to newspaper report, an analyst of income-tax returns for 1926
has been recently made by time Treasury for the Ways and Means committeee
which discloses some 30,000 Individuals returning net Income of more than
$WO,000. According to this analysis, the average net Income of thla group of
30,000 taxpayers was $122,000, of which total bond interest averaged $3,000.
Assuming that all such bond Interest was subject to tax-free covenant, the 2-
percent tax shifted from ito corporations to the bondholders having $8,000 of
bond Interest would amount to $100. The normal and svrtaxes on a net income
of $122,000 would be around $20,000, without allowing for exemption of dividend
income from normal tax. A question of a tax Increase of $100 to an Individual
already subject to a tax liability of $20,000 may fairly be regarded as
Immaterial.

An anabslis made In the case of the outstanding bonds of the Union Pacific
Railroad Co., all of which are subject to the "tax-free" covenant, diacloacs that
about 0 percent of the bond interest Is paid to domestic corpqratlons which, of
course, are not interested in this obligation since the present law Imposes the
obligation on the source only when the Interest is paid to Individuals and
partnerships. The remaining 40 percent of the interest Is paid to some 24.000
indi-lduals and partnershlps. One-half of those bondholders collect less then
$100 in Interest a year and consequently are relieved of less than $2 In tx.
Les s than 000 bondholde-rs, other than corporations, are relieved by this cove-
nant of tax to the extent of $20 or more. IN) be affected to the extent of $20 by
this 2-percent tax obligation, the interest must be $1,000, Indicating a holding
of about $25,000 of bonds. An individual who owns so large an amount of
bonds of the Union Paeilc is, in most cases, the holder of similar blocks of
bonds In a number of other compiriles and Is Indicated as a person of such
wealth that the amount of lax at the source lav.'lved. would constitute an
inslgtulicant portion of his entire tNx. This concluton is consistent with the
result show above on the basis of the Treasury analysis of larger taxpayers.
On the other hand, It need tnot be assuwd thAt the large body of bondholders
who collect less than $100 a year In interest have sLmilar holdings In many
other c9mpantes; the inference is rather that such a small holder is not an
owner of bonds of more than two or three, if any, other companies. The bond-
holders between the two classes mentioned (L e, those collecting less than $100
of Interest and those collecting $1,000 or tore) will many of them gall In the
class of holders of such small amounts that the relief from the tax-free cove-
nant Is too small In amount to be a matter of consequence, and -any others wil
fal in the class of such great, wesltbt.at the amount of tax relief is rela-
tively too small, when compared with their whole tax liability, to be of me,
ment. Midway In the liat there may be a class of bondholders of comparatively
small means to whom the amount of tax relief Is of cous1.quence, but this lU
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must be exceedingly malli. Therefore, the conclusion seems justified that very
few, it any, bondholders would attach any importance to the continuance of the
cbligation to pay 2-percent tax at the soure.

(o)The repeal would relieve corpoattioi, o a tax which they now bear
In casea where the bondholder is exempt,

The theory of the present withholding provision Is very definitely that the
debtor corporation Is to pay the tax on behalf of the bondholder. The debtor
corporation is supposed to be Informed of the taxable status of itq bodholders
by the bondholders themselves, either by menns Of the ownership-certificates
required to be filed with the debtor corporation at the time af the payment
of interest or by written notice before February I of the following calendar
year, so that it need not iay a tax uns % the bondholder has taxable income
in.excess of the exemption. to which tio is entitled. This Is the theory of
the law And the regulations. But the theory does not work out in practice.
Different forms of certificate are prescribed by the regulations to accompany
coupons when deposited or transmitted for collection. ly one orin (form
1001) the bondholder way apply the personnel exemption to which he Is en-
titled against that bond Interest; this will believe the corporation of any tax.
Another form (form 1000) waives any calim to apply the personal exemption
against the interest, ard when this form is filed the corporation becomes liable
for the tar, It Is practically Impossible to give the average bondholder any
clear understanding of the system of ownership-cOrtifcat0s prescribed by the
regulations but in the course of time bondholders generally have learned that
the safe certificate for them to file is form 1000 which waives any claim of
exemption. Even those bondholders who understand the o vnership-certiftcates,
realize that there is D, advantage to them In-giving the corporation the bene.
fit of any part of the'r personal exemption. The banks throughout the coun-
try, we are satisfied, encourage the practice of using form 1000, without inquiry
as to the taxable status of the bondholder.

A recent Instance was teported to us by a bondholder who on depositing
coupons with her bank was unable to secure a copy of form 1001, as the bank
prvided itself only with a supply of form 1000. There are, of course, many
bondholders of moderate means whose personal exemptions exceed their entire
Income and for whom therefore the corporations should not'pay any tax at the
source. , Xevertheles, a very large number of such bondL'lders entitled to
exemption, file ownership-certificate form 1000 with the debtor corporations
and thereby render the corporations liable for the tax. In t4her word, there
Is no practical way for the cotratohs to get the benefit 6f the personal
exemptions to which the bondholders are cx titled, unless the bondholders dis-
close their exemptions in their ownership-certificates and this closure bond-
holders now very generally ouit to make. Thus as a practical result to a con-
siderable extent corporations are paying taxes Under the wlthhollng provision
which are not due to the Government and whlch are not contemplated by law,

(9) The repeal would relieve the corporations of a great expense which they
now incu" In complying with the withholding provision of the law.

Monthly returns of Interest payments At required consisting of the names
and addresses of the persons to whom Interest is paid, the amounts of the
payments and the tax on each payment. This requires the listhig of tte
names asd addressee taken from the ownershlp-certiftteiL The labor involved
is enormous. When it is considered that In case of the Union Pacific Railroad
Oo. there are some 24,000 bondholders, 'exclusive of corporations, and that
interest payments a mada twice a year,, the extent of the tUsk of lifting
the names and addresses may be readily appreciated.

further, the neessary handling of the vast number of ownershlportLicates
filed with the coupons, and their periodical transmission to the sorting skvtWo
of the Internal Revenue involve a very 'considerable labor And expense.

(e) The repeal would be of great advantage to the Bureau of Intent"l
Revenue i simplifyig the. adminlstratlon of he law and raving expense.

The adWiLstration of this branch of the Isv Is unduly burdensome froinm the
standpoint of the Buredu of Internal Revenue. The volume of monthly returns
and of ow neihip certificstes poured into the Bureau by all the coeporatlos ut
the country tk en6rmoeis The storage of this rntterial Alone prfests a gravO
prolez nsod a _eMsldrable expense. The certificates must be'sorted and the
retu~ri 'tudled. We will zt attempt to elaborate upon this feature of the
matter, nto the Bureau c n, If deleted, furnish reliable estimat#9 of the/sest
of administering this branch of the law.
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The requlrewnat of ownership certifltates In connection with the coIlctlon of

Coupons results in a cowiUlcated procedure which Is annoying to the mas of
bondhoides and to bank. handling coupos, as well as lsrdenowor to the "or.
porations and to the Bureau. When the law wa revised, eliulnating the re.
quIrement for withholding from bond Interest not containing a tax.free cove-
nant, the regulations were changed to eliminate the ne.rmIty for citiv.es and
residents to file ownership certificales whbt collcUug their bond Interes on
that ciae of bonds. SuAtanthlly all bond Interest In collected by indlvlduala
through their banks of deposit aud the Counnlsfoner by ro(gulatloa constituted
the banks of deplyft the source for reporting information cotncernlag the ainotit
of Interest collected by their customers on non-tax-free bond, Thus at the
present time there are two sources of InformUon in romect of the amount of
bond interest collected by a bondholder, The debtor comporaton Is under the
regulations the source for tax-free covenant Interest and (be bondholer's bank
Is the source for all other bond interest. The amerndinent of the law now
recommended would enli,:, the Oommlslomrr to completely abolish the owner-
shlp-erUlcate procedure as to citizens and residents and In its place to cousti-
tutoe the banks of deposit as the one source of such information as he thought
desirable for all bond Interest. It would seem that the bank Is a inuch bettc
source of Information than the debtor corportion. The bank, at the end of the
year, can give InformaUon as to the total amount of Interest collected by a
customer on all his owned bonds6 whereas as long as the debtor corptrations are
the sourtM the Oommisoner imust collate the informatloa returns of all cor-
porations to ascertain the aggregate bond-interest income of anyiadlvidus.L

(f) The cost to the Government and the corporaUons of administering (lis
withholding tax Is an economic waste. It i not incurred for the purpose of
securing more revenue but solely to the end that a part of the bondbolder's tax
hall be borne by the corporation.

The coot to the debtor corporations of compelling withholding re4uros, etc., to
the collecting banks of handling the ownership certificates and ezxnalnlng them,
and to the Bureau of filing, aorting, and checkIng, etc, the ownership certiflcateA
and the withholding returns, amounts toea very considerable sum of money.
This sum must not be compared with the total amount of tax collected but
rather with the difference between the amount the Government now colects anti
the amount It would colleot If there were po withholding prolslon.' The Gov.
erbinent would lose the revytiue Included in this tax now collected from the
corporations In cases where tbe boudholder was not liable for aliy tax and
possbly some taxes paid in duplication by the bondholder. But the revenue
so lost Is revenue which the law does not Intend to, collect. 8ubstautlslly the
bondholders would pay the tax which Is now collected at the sourmt Tberefore,
the whole cost of adlinlstering this withholding provision and the annoyane
caused to the ublic are attributable solely to the desire of Congress In 1917 to
make the corporations pay, somethJnu because of their tax-free covenants, how-
ever inconsistent such a result might be with the general policy and Atructure
of th e tax law . "" ' ' -- " . I "

(p) While the tax liability would be' shlfted to the boadholderi, evto they
would derive some advantage from the repeal.
iMuny Individuals would pay po more tax Ip result of the. repeal of the,

withholls* 7vslna then they jAy'now. It it Ievthit 0 1onsider0
number 6f bondholders snhe they collect their Interest in full,'without aftual
deduction for the' tax,. do' not understand, of else pay no' attedtion t, the
p qlpuS of the law p"rtttlg them t9 take cedit for the amount of the
tax to be paid at the ource !I eipung their own Income-tx liabiliiy. The.
fore, to some extent the taZ I &d by tt6th th corratlbh nd 'tbC bondholer.

Bdt btvb those bondhoder " taxswould.be' actualy lnreasi-d In the
small amount which would 14ult from the repon, would benefit through the
rellefifrom the annoyance of .the ownerahpmeeticte srytew.. 5"q the wassf
bogdhol4dr who collect ea thah 1100 a Sear t interest it Is dobtfulif the
$,Qr less, In tax sa'ed thetn b thils'provision of the law Would be deer, d
*,#1b the atteidant6bther of making out and flingowriershlo certificate
twlce a ycer in collecting tblr coupons. ' ,' '

(2) A114'hed i4Move$ p5"M.oarssi4ec* a es..-Section"221 b) imposes a tax
o; 2 DeMt at the source on bond nteret subJect t9 # tax-free c9venant when
paid fo onreshdent'auen tnldtsdua or partn&htme I ss'iWell as'whibefia'pald to
dtlens and residents. Under section 221 (a) withholding at the'i o~r*e (whicb'
A an actual withholding) is required of the whole normal tax of 5 percent In
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tbe ease of Incme'generally'when Wld to nonresident alien Individuals, except
tax-free covenant bond Interest! By ection,237 withholding at the soureetot
the 13% percent tax (which again is actual withholding) Is required In the case
ofiinconlQ generally When paid to alien' torp.ratlons, Stept tat-free covenant
bond interest.

This branch of 6ur reeomw.i,.-atton Is ihat the abolition of withholding be
extended to all bond interest, Whether tax free'or not, and even when paid to
nonresident alien individuals, partnerships and corporations. Tbta would mean
(1) the repeal of section 221 (b) so far as it applies the 2 percent tax to "tax-
tree" covenant bond interest paid nonresident alien Individuals and alien part-
nershlps; (2) the amendment Of section'221 (a) so that it would-not require
withholding of 5 percent tAx from nontax-free bond Interest paid such alien
individuals and partnerships; and (8) the amendment of section 287 so that it
would not require withholding of 18% percent from the nontax-free bond interest
paid alieu corporations.

The debtor corporations have no Interest !n the amendment of section 221 (A)
and section 237. These provisions Involve actual Withholding, so the tax Li not
borne by the source. And so feW Interest payments fall within these provisions
that the labor and expense of administering them are inconsiderable.
Tie reasons in favor of the repeal of the tax under seMton 221 (b) so far as

It applies to payments made eliens are the sah)e as those Advancd for the repeal
of the tax on payments made to ctlizens and residents.,-
. The teasous for the amendment of Section 221 (a) and section 287 are simpli-
fication of the law and the removal of a tax which dis-eourages foreign Invest-
ment In bonds of United States corporations

We believe that in association of bnkers bas urged the wisdom of exempting
the Interest on foreign-owned bonds on the ground of public policy and we
will not elaborate the general point.

go far as concerns the repeal of section 221 (b) as affecting Interest paid
alien holders, .it Is sufficient to say that probably only a very small amount
of the 2-percent ta paid by the -orporatl0iis for alien holders represents tax
due under the law. A nonresident alien of course collects his Interest In full
without actoal deduction. Assuming that his totel Income; from sources within
the Unlted States Is less than $1,00, there is no income tax due the United
States, if the bondholder claims this personal exemption. As a practical matter
he is not interested In claiming the exemption because It means nothing to him
In dollars and cents, and It is, tbetefore, practl'illy Impossible for the debtor
corporation to Induce him to execute an exemption certificate in order to save
the corporation from paying the tax.

Respectfully, submitted. UzMzo PActITO RJ WAoD Co.,
By F. W. CiAux, Vice Pref4cat,

X 0. Su t, T nrrr, '  "
Htwary W. CLAN*, ?eneraz Oohiel.

The' CHARMAN: Is Senator Hardwick in the troom?
Will you e6ine fc!'wartd Ahd make ±our statement?'

STATEMP$t OF HON. THOMAS 'W. HARDWICK, WASi '6(T , .Q

Mr. HAmwWICI. I represent four of the largest manufacturers of
cosmetics, the Pond Extract Co., Andrew Jergons Co, John H.W6od-
bury, Ine., and Northam.WarrenCor,-ation-

V am pretty familiar with the limitations under which yo4 gen-
tlemen labor, and I won't worry you with reading papers., I am
geinr to i- to present my propostion just as fairly and briefly as
possIle have been where you a're Tjan, a tire'and T know how
to sympathize with you. It happened to be my luck to participate
in the enactment of the first three or four income-tax laws that this
country ever passed. First, as'a Member of th'e Hose of Rlepvte-
sentatives fr the very first 0no, and for the next thre a4 a Metnlnbe
Of the'Senate. -
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Not immediately but early in the development of the Federal

income-tax system,, the necessity was impressed upon. Congress, * in
order td be fair to the taxpayer as well as to the Governlhent in
disputes about deficiencies where the Government would claim that
the taxpayer had not returned enough or had not paid something
which he should have, that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
should be given the power to assert and collect deficiencies, but, as I
say, very &erly in the development of the system it became evident
that somebody must-have the right to pass on the controversies that
arose between the taxpayer and the Government on that question.I Senator KrNo. You want the intercession of the'IBard of TaxAppeals in- ,- .. ..I I ' . ; .., 1:
Mr. RaDWICK (interposing). I want to include a class of people

who have not that right that should have' it. Beginning in 1924
the -Congress adopted that, attitude that, it was not 'faii under
Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence that it permit the same authority to
prosecute the case, to sit as judge and jury in determining it,' and
finally as executioner, in executing the decree, to that, they set up
the Board 6f Tax Appeals, an independent agency appointed directly
by the President to pass on thesc contentions, and they gradually
put every single important group of taxpayers except ono--aiid I
will come to that--ithin this legislation, giving to every 'such tai-
payer the right of appeal to that board under the provisions of the
law, and finally, of course, to the cotlrtW from- the board.

The-:same provision was not included when the manufacturers'
excise tax in 1932 was enacted to the people who were required to
pay that 'tax. Why I do not know. , We had some representations
from the Bureau oi InterrAd Revenue coming from the, Secretary
of the Treasury, initialed by the Secretary but of course not his
_work-and there are tree reasons that have been given as near as
I can figure them out. I will put all of these things in the record
so that you can have them to see what these contentions, are..

First they say that thes6 excise taxes are collected by the'month
and not by the year as in other cases, and thatmakes a difference,
and-yet we pointed out'in answer to that, that they, have never
claimed a deficiency. We suggest that if it is important that that
provision be put in the law that the Bureau be not allowed to levy
deficiencies on theae people except by, the year.' I do not' think It
make any difference, because the Bureaudoes not d0it in anyotht
way. except by the year now. Second, they said, now, if 'e did that,
we wouldbe'overbrdening the.Boaxd of Ts'axAppeals& I do 'not
'think that is in accordance with the exact facts, 'There are manyr of
these case there where deficiencies are asserted; but there kre not
manythat. go tb _the point of aIppeai, because it, is expensive, it "ckts
money to make these tax appeals.' I : ,

The deficiencies claimed now have amounted to so ratch that they
are Just as much entitled to consideration as anybody se]s in this
country. For instance, two of my cllnts have'deficiencies 6f more
than half:a million dollars claimed against them now,.andl they are
among'tlievery best people'in this country, like' Pond's Extract
people and all these other people who are good folks. '
r, Senitoi0Kio.'-MayI ask yo ii question.
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Mr.. ilaowtox. Certainly.
Senator H(No.: )O you not see a line of differentiation between

taxes that might be called temporary, taxes anti permanent taxes -.,.Mr. JLAanwzcK, The trouble with that is that these are permanemt,
They are eterding them for $ years more, but every: time the tWm
runs ou they extend it,. It does not seem at ll. probable that these
taxes will be soon remitted, Now what areyou going to do? We
have people hero with more than a half a million dollars claimed.--

Senator Cowrwmy (interposing). May I askyou a questions.
M1r. Haowwx& Certainly. -,-,* , , p ,t.x, o howl
Senatia CO*NAtL'r, Were thee tares paid by stamp taxes$ or howI
Mr. Hmwici. No; they return it once a month and pay right

into the Internal Revenue Bureau.
Senator CoNSArLY. On their gross sates, U,
Mr. HiaDwxoK. On what they call the fair selling price., I do

not know whether you gentlemen .remember the controversy that
developed on that, but in levying this tax on the manufacturers, it
was provided in section 603 and section 619, that.they should pay on
a fair selling price and Congress went on to provide that for the
pu of this tide, in determining the price for which the article
is sold, there shall bo included in any charge, coverings or containers
of any nature and any charge incident to p acing.the article in condi.
tion taxed ready for shipment, but there shall be excluded the
amount of the tax nmpo ed by this title whether stated as a separate
charge, transportation, delivery, insurance, installation, or any other
charge not required, by the foregoing sentence to be included which
shal be exclded front the price only if the amount thereof is estab-
lished to the satisfaction of the Comwissioner In accordante with the
regulations., ,

e CIAIMRM19r. That is in a 'different category ironi gasoline and
otheritem sI

Mr. HAmwoxK. Yes.,
,The C1A1MAxi, That will go out with 193T.
Mr. HaWnwiw x. Yes, unless these taxes are, again renewed; this

one was extended :for 2 years. These deficiencies amount to such
large sums insoine cases that it does not seem fair not-to. hmve thbe
samte right. as the other taxpayers. Many conc4ns xight be abli
Iitey' ruined, and it is not tight to take six or seven hundred thou,
sai dollars out of a taxpayer's; pocket,when there, is sn honest
dIiference of opinion snd an honest controversy growing outI of them
provjsios L have read, before you give someimpartial tribtmal the
right to pass upon their. .. . t T -, i

,he CHAUMMAN. What do you sugget-
Mr. .jmyWx. I would give th right of ppeal to the Board,

where the deficiency is in excess of Vo,&0,. o pea to th ,
The (, UAJMi. A wrong, pisut as gre~t A wrong from t moralsta.ndppin if it itioves $25,000 or.$,60 1000. * .

fr. I fiwicg. Exactly.-,, There are, instances where probably,
great harm. would be wrought to some of these. smaller poole by
putting a4 limit&tionx like that on -it, That is the reason did not
orignally suggo it,. I.

far as.my clients ar T,*oncernl, ,we could ,pt a liimitationlof
$100,000 on the amount and it would not make any difference. Some
amounts are so trivial you might not want to give the right of
appeal. You do not do that in other cases, however.



In thli bill you hlard tie~to oM In Wvhich .''ou proylde in
elabloratte te by Which'thWA e diratiloth hat' pay this tix thit
yolkhi~ Uv,)rqoil th 6'it'; hallo Aaei o itof ipp, Why
should thI6 be any diseriixitAtioii against th6 payiner't of th6 ihiiu
facturers' excise tax iii this respetI Why not also sty eictlY that
the sanrie right of aopel thalyocu aleady allovi overtfoh of the
others, be granted to themf It would not make in difference.

Senator KiNG. You hav your right of apeilu b othaet
pag th tax in atdrance? al argtt su p I Ityuhat

etW rvp .Yuhv rgtt u for's refunid.
Mjr. HARIDWICK. 13 t we must pay out our inoney, six or seven hun.

dred thousand dollars, and we do notget a determination by an in.,
partial autlicrity. ,,#.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you want the law retroactive?
Mr. IlAtmiDcit. No.
Senator CONNALLY. If you do not make it retroactive, how -dow

it help the people who alredy have amaessments against, theniI'
Mr. HAmtwwCjK. I'Vell, they hate not. been whore they are pendw~

in the'Bureau. 'They are ci iming tiuni, and if they do make-that
ruling, we would like the'right to appeal before we pay out a mil.
lion dollars.

Senfatpr 3t.ciK. Wh t is the nature of (lie disputat
Mr. EJADWZOK. 'Well, tak6. Pond's Fxtria'ct Co. to illustrate, and

th~t will make the whole thing p lain. Pondi's ikxtract Co; is one
of thq ldrqeet coiioerns'of the kind in America. For many years- A
hka! An, arkrangerent, with another corporaion-I have' forgotten
tn o> namb of th it other corporation-by which that other corpora..

)i#at s t ~l, agent, in other words, the manufacturing con-
ceth hl~cl )A P'n sslst hso r 'concerril which is the disn
trihut rgc~et.Jod xttact 0 6. ge.acranpie*rmtem4',41e nator 13t~AcK it a subsid*'Iary? setinpicfoit

MIr. HAYDWICKJC IWill comeI to tht, In ust, a rioment. Tl~ey get
a certai i pfde_ ' P6selling. concern thathire al tal kk aand
does -the g abifd stoinds thle' aistrbution ocus
ge'tka'Ibigli ptk ricp . the whOlesa.Jer ndiretiltr ORij is paid to

thnaiufstuip~ ~ 1 *0011 poul aCt thq mnonufsti.'
Touring 6I~41 Ar Vt lde~ttco ly ciivn bu t "i e, initf rocking

nlito~~ S uc tt~~i i hol th, a cour t o eit

and a bill ti t uity oinld vaajnt iy~e ft I escrorionq deuA
with on r 4j. er 1 j. 0

to OPIR b becu4 there iisep wocOnumIP
owne h~ip of Itock, thq llhk1"i t jijJ ~ y

iq not'true;'ihift the~v bev'e thei owpi0t,jle ppp' of thgm,
Mmd th a~4oldfrmni the selimg cotcezn, who pi~ve no interest

liust su' cht i'~rA164 a t hat. Th~ e'60qs'9 to 1irimg sakieriin, of
ettin' "i t 6adve islng;nd Mi li- titl mazattex be~we, them

alid tho Oo 'rnmnt We get' froin trhim whati ourmanufacture-r's,
eellnprice is Wu 9ur artice ii.h 1.nsinpss of manufaturiAg~ as, yM i h'e-th~je'th b ~lrsar~ in this lulpjo
viding elaborate system, sections270 1, 2Yd 'elaborate

as &___9---3



b 4o r. appeal -tq te"a of Tq* Appla,by pQoj o in this-
b 1, By A vr w 9l .X rrnedily add or

yo~caniii~uo h~nto~ t is bill, you.4 moa l uceg ths prtic
css o'!. yt 'in the vight to. tOi appe443 o, tb. 3ord

;'~ w a~zot goin tr~d ' paxe a, nd sm ntbtI'ol
biggest i Iis. ornt

JicIis hertby , nferred o, the United States Boani ek.Tax, Appeals
In respect to manor facttires else taxes Imposed by tit)*. IV of ,the 1Hevenuq,
Act of Junw* 1%a amend~ed, Ini the sme ruaener M udc otesm
procedure, irwE-llb 164 Himh of Appeal, and the waei~ntatiows wjth respct
to aseemest and cellectioti as in proy"d~ in the 11evenue' Act of 19-4
with mepeet to Income tau'is. , - ' 1."1 t It

Jurisdiction Is hereby conferred on the United States flo~rd of. Tax Appeals
In repect to de5cecls 4mountlig to $V,0OOO9. or-jpore per fiium uponl
manufacturers' ekelso tAkoh Wn~os by title IV of the Ke~epuo Act of Juno.
8, 1932, at Amended, In the sawe manner and subJ~t to tha'sampe procedure,
Including tho right. of appoal, and the same lmitationh with rtrp~t to amsess-
inent and cQllect~oa as Is provided in the Re cno Act of 1IOU with res"ec to,
income taxes; p o,1de4 de~cleqjc with respect t9 inzc1 lnanufaI6w1ers exelse
taxes shalt ntt ecainleW 'an , awerted1 by the 'Oolumlsaloner of ntenat
R*wenflc except io ese s or Jeoptdy,' for' a p eeled "of iesfthaa bne year,
Instead of by the ineth.,

Then if you want to do it, if you are,afra~d oft the urment Ithett
it won't do, glie th. little feIow &-rih Kto appeaI in oleiasm~ as
well as tholafiro ~ne. Ior~ofaily, if * ere a umbero!-6r the om-
inittee I wouli no t hi~y llnftaftiori a to, the attount.' r'do not
think the little fellow'scan statid tbe 'ekpense of, appealin#.* But r
do rnot like the P'roposift6n of giviing the big'man a right that Yoi~
deny to the little nian... . .......

entor'C xNAnir.,ThAt 1-'edr busis 49 thAtvitalf, TA donot
minqIvig'YW th, tghtto go to t'Boktd of' r", Aj PealsuL

I thin1'thi oinkmnitsiotier'should -be &llowed ,~ do, ionth by
month.

Mr. TARiDWIcx. That is imnmatral to us h B~ureau a~Me4
that iot o ti to, It$ ineencu jt

Sent~r C6 r Es.Y.'Because oi1herwlse yo iptIght have, to' wai
until the end Qf th qyear,'whlqh might ifipair or, jrerpe th6 CIqll
lectiOn of the tit and the ao~ounting and all~t'hat sorit ofbusinces

Mr. liRwicz. I would be perfeethf wilig As' 0,troftc
understanding is that th6 have iaever Tit~e Xp D cases
6ffly-by-hih peOle or 'V4 wh wa 16oke~ ii,

period of les ain iair.t otlt
Senator CoNMir&,Y& n tbpr,
The CHUiIAN. Put that in the record, 8fiah r j

*ill give *,onidertiityors'eio.
Ms. taww-jc. 'heris only qhe' thjrlih ti intito'ad, 16er

iaqi member -of the committee that, does iot' uxtistnd-
The CHAndwri. I think Yu have ma~de ver$ plin 'what ybii waiiL
Senator CoxxNALLY'. Colonel (larwood'is here fm Uu,,ad
vr iold p refer if the comrnitUte would let himi a pp ear iq ~ morni-

ing. TYI-h as just goten hera 4nd be hF a lqgt of'hese h9jr ing, to
tea&. Will it beagrecae t6have,hin 'corr

The CffsRirtma. Yes; -if 'thai will Oujtli &ne~em Oe.
bhe1',e* ew~hqa fiota ~r ))Igg.
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"ATE)T 01 , 0A .W.; WG W ORK o , 0 OPRPSEN

Mr PDuos. Mr,) zhaJrman, my name is Isaac W. Diggee an

aWet4on ,ofNew XorkiCity. k represent Transradio Prcs Seu-vioe,
nc.,and spp"r torequest, a s=lght amemenent to section 701 (b)

of the Reveque Act of 1982,. That section 'presently exempts,from
taxation telephone and telegraph facilities utilized in'the collection
of newv for, the. public press or, in the diaseiination of news through
the public' press. The proposed amendment would-likewise exempt
news collected. for, mdo brottdeast, or the dissemination of news
through radio bradcast..,OTransiadio Ires Service, incorporapd in 1034. is enzazed in the
business pf coecting news.iptlineiuted, States and foreign coun-
tries, through its own press bureaus, correspondents, aid affiliations
with other pre"ssoc ations, Tbqnews so gathered is disseminated
principal y to radio bilo'dcasting stations, ,and to a much lesser
degree t,_ daily- newpaprs,,, Tn pr~cticq the news is principally
sent over' leased telephone wires to radio broadcast stations and to
newspapers. Transradio Press Service is in competition with the
other unbjor p s i vice ibf t6 Unittd'Stitesm It (liters from
thosserVts only in 'that the largest number. of its subscribers are
radio broadcast. ststions other press ssociatjons serve newspapers
'principlly although the 'prin~iial cOmnpet)tors of Transradio al
serve a large numberof Xi4io stations.

The latter a're eienipt hddr the wresntl a 4- Transradio is not.
This mWattir Was lrnetigad list 1 i mmer by th chief of staff of
the Joint Committeo on Internal Revenue axation, who reported
to the chlirmai 6f this committee inpart, a$ follow$:,

flade news agencies of the t f ,Trnsradlo Press Serice, Inc., I
am Infcrrne4,+are enteiprises 4evelopiri, news field sine the passage of the
Revenue Act of 106. '1%1 re svmv to b considerable sierit In the potentlon
that 4 thy' perform a servlee in the u1bllc Interest leually meritorions witb
the a;eaies eolleotng mewo for, the press and that the present law Is somewbat
drsezlmatory against them.

The OCAawxn . Was this broUght to the~attention of the Ways
and .Meank Committeet .. !+ , , ! i:, 4

Mr. Df"t It was not, sir."
The amount 0f the tax-isinfntesimal' from the Viewpoint of the

0overnmentj amounting xn the ease of Transradio to less than $10,000
per year, and Transradio iq the largest of. the companies In its field.
That suni , however, represent. a iwous.burdeba Upon a company
which pays out for transmission facilities more than 0 .'percent of
its r income, ,It..also Vdpresente an inevitable discrimination
against a coinplmy which has erfornied a meritorious se-vice in
getting quickV and accurately to the+ public timely news cf world
ape nings
The specific recommendation which I have to make is that the

words "or for iradio broadcasting stauons" be Inseied ,after the
word.i "collection of, news for, the public press" and that the words
"or, by radio' be inserted after the w6rds 'Othe dissemination of new.
through the public prese." , the

Senator vA'otji i&nn. yo One estion. Is there hny other
cla= s ofbusine Wtlt t isn for profit tha Is exeampt6d fromthe pAy
mert of this taix . . . (

840
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of Congress, I think,'tic m 1w I 't gnto i mtri taXUon news dis.
patches.

Senat&v Di,'cit, Yu have l6oked at tho bil1, ad'thetq iW heo"Oher
exemption fhom paymeht6f that tax by any 'otherbiineea thit
opor-tes for profit excePt, the ohe you have rjenti6neit It • '

Mr. Dioom. This is an ekcise to', &nhto, s' wch doe ot have
,anything t6 do with the itc6ine.tiat ptclsions bf the act., " '
",&nitor BLAC But*it is i tax that thecitimen hits to pay I

,Mr.'DooM.,YeM; that's otreet. • .
Senator Coxv.ALY. 'Let me ask you about yodpri ser,. 'What do

you dot You wire this oqt to other radio broadcasts and then they
announce the news over the radio' . ....

Mr. Droozs. That io correct. We operate just as any other pti.
a m o i a t i o n . , .. .. I ' , . I

Senator CON LAY. You beat the iewspspers to it as a rule t
Mr. Diom. On some oecasions. ' "I . :
The CHAIRMAt. Thank you very much. Their next witness is Mr.

Lazo.

O8TA4TEM OF RECTOR LAZO, WASHINGTON, A. ., REPAESAT-
ISO COOPERATIVE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA

Mr. Lzo. I will efi my stemenient and tell you briefly ih thing
that is bothering us. We represent maoy smll business, on4 by
small business I meai_ concerns that do $3,0 D.'ea'Qr oles who are
gr.uped together In coop'4ratives ivi order t 1Ye able to compete
with the large coPoratios.,

'Senator K'io. You mean that is your gross sal"I
Mr. LAzo. The gros bitsiness of these indiiduals and we havo

about 21,000 of these individuals that are grouped together. in 98
cooperatives.. They .re necesarily forced by he colerative laws 01
the States and of tb a Union to restrict the sale of thetr stock to thoer
individual members. They cannot go' to the public to ae!t stock.
Therefore, they are operating in a manner that their operating
capital neoesariiy comes from Individual mwnben, and 4hby must
depend upon the earnings of these cooperatives that are leftbyl thb
members with the cooperative Itself for operating tapitali.
,I am not sufficiently wvell veiwed to know whfttr th " would be

22' percent or 42 perent,'but from the stamibrts mad6'by the'ex;-
perts otit, they are enough to scate, any copertiv6, 'and the farm
cooterativrs yru know,1 are', how exeamp, 6d eetof 101 -of the

RO~n18., flW4. '

Mr. CONNALLY. Are these concern lkdl 0o0pcMtionst
Mr., LA. Yes, sir; they are all oofpbratioiA 'inerporated to-

operatives, and operating iow in about, 87, States of the Union with
21,000 retail members.

Senator Gzoao., Dealing'in what '
Mr. 'Azo. Dealing in food aild'grocery produts." They must

depend ipon'the earnings -f 'the members whith tr '_left in here,
for their operating*, capital.' Any stridrs la* upon that woul.be
necessarily a result in hampering of their-abli t >iof all' ind&
pehdent business to. md.the -6mpetitionof thb lirge'rfpo iion
againstawhort they are. oighnized ona opeat4i bii "', -,

The CHAIiAWN. You have your brief there. , i .. ,
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Mr. L~ .Yqu, sir ~i js 8iled,... . .,. .
The uI41#tV4 Utukyots ver much.
(TJh~e bief referred to i5 as follows:)

fheI behal of ?S,9I0 rncl mehantS, banded together In 96 cooperative wboleou Jin 8I' tae .9oer ou a. e tfa) p~ea'tfht you give sedlout

to li ed oiprale "U tswhkh inay easily.bef thoipl bf iudny imAdli corporattone and quite Probably prore a down-fail ta to htlndredu of eooperatlt, .. .,

4additIon to to small corporations In'gen-
eral, we as cooperatve are ftied with the addiltkpal threat to ttj ozly means
that true cooperatives have of bulldin up, namely, uzldlstributed savings from
cperatlor. Of course, technIcally s Ilablng, they tre hot surplusesw', since
cooperatives do not make profits but merely effect savings, But thus far only
farm, fruit grower, and similar organizations are exempt under the existing
revenue laws (in the Revesme Act of, 1064, sec. 10I, per. 22). A I)r
House bill (I1. R. 11775), Introduced by representative Scolt, would extend
this same exemption to all bona.fide cooperatIme. But, In the meantime,'we
who art by charter and by law rstricted In the sale of stock for operation
capital to our own limited membership therefore, must depend upon the un-
selnshnes of these same members In foregoing imredlate and full partlcile-
tion In all savings and earnings from operations, in order to provide for ade-
quate working capital ano for growth.

The cooperatives have provided small Independent business In this country
the only means of esape from economic extinction brought about by the vst
changes which have followed wmaq production, mass concentration of popula-
tion, and, Indirect cons" rutse wa distrlbutlon. Thl economic forces which
;,ave altered methods of trand6rtstion,- the passing of the corner blacksmith
shop, and the extinctioni of the little red schoolhouse have also ordained that
unless Independent' busimss can reet the ,hallenge of change, It, too, must
pass out, not only (although ths is Important) because of the abnses that
mass production and pass distribution have brought about but also, and pri-
mArly, becau s of the economic changes and vastly Increased needs of dlstrlbu-
tion at low cost. In this the consume; Js the deciding factor-what the con-
sumer can pay.

Independent business ha grouped itself together In various organizations.
We are conyineed that, the operatives of our tUpe afford Independent retaU
business'thefr soiutlon. nut in order to be able to protect small Independent
business under'the cooperative system, we, who are restricted In the sale of.
stock, and therefore in the source of capital for operations, must have the
right to retain certain amounts of the stvLngA effected as undivided. altbouh
it may be allo(ated, overcharge. The Inolvidual uiembers who receive thq earn-,
lngs In patronage dIvldends, of course, pay taxes on them now; the cooperttve
Itself does not make a profit, brcaute It Is not permitted to make a profit. It
Is stricltly a n'onprofit organisatlon. Surpluses are not undivided profits; they
are saving effected, qyhleh the members leave in there as a Uiablity or charge
on the hodse.in orde that ,qll Independent business way, through collective
action, meet the challenge of the lgp corporation.

TU nqw andl highly dtsturbnig, discouraging threat to careful management
and building up of these cooperative through thi type of taxation will not
only, Work a tremeados bmrdsdhlp upon these small corporstlons but a double
and Wulair Alrds4ilp up n oqopratives of aU types who cannot turn, to the.
public fo addition il capital, whose assets are quite often limited, and who
have great di]lculty borrowing at the bank, and who must satisfy also statutory
requirements, such as In the State of Iowa, were by law It Is required that
cooperatites set aside a portion of their savings every year until these with-
drawals reach 80 percent of the total "aplital paid in stock )u all unpaid
patronage dividends., plus all certificates of Indebtedness payable upon liquida-
tion; that is a requirement of the law In Iowa, There are other State laws
with similar requirement& . ,

May L therefore, respectfully suggest that -a a measure-of protection of
small businem sond the ever downtroddea consumer, with ill realization of the
need foe revenue for carrying on the Government of the United grates. that
your committee consider H. R. 11T76, amending section 101, paragraph IL of
the revenue act, for otherwise you will be Imposing upon eoperatitve it double
penalty; and that means a double penalty uponwsoall independtat business
which cannot swire a kel anr onthe cowswaee w Is. footng tbhe.eatlr*
bill anyway.

Respectfully submitted. ltvcron Lao.

351.:



Sentor KiNG," Mr. Chairman, we r e  h. v~ a..ab~l i'i.foj'.-
tion from both the Treasury'.D t004troebti16M vioi Wrtite who
have appeared. For the p Wf e getting all thd Ififo ifttift that
w can to draft anew blllI shouid-hil to iertlit rthb m 4n
ofltotIal, th~at the Xew Ykoi T7Je0slja4 In, thii'*244hi'g'e '

apIproval to it in all rqpiicts as t the tormsofa bill tnink the
suggestions therein contained are Bo valuable aid informative that
it hou d go into their reeord.' "

The Cui"Axm . V~ ttll~ It b10 n1$ 4 0di thq rivord.
(The matter referm to is as toows:)

-A Oaaowmes TAt BnL

The pronte'ttive deficit for the clirrent *al yea'er, a lug t e tatire Teter-
ars bonus to the year. re4ches the enormous, sum of s 000,00o. 'Ibe estl.
nated deficit foe the next fiscal year Ip $W000,000, At would not be difficult
to'show that not all the expenditures that 4~lp toprqdnce these ,ileficits Are
.eeeaary. Very. substantial redwttyns, In taet, are. Vastly poMjbe Bvt It

would be tnreal.stic to suppose that Conr.ea -any, .Congres-coultd wip, out
thes deficits by slashing expenditurq.s enough to do that in 64e tell bow and
in an election year. The gap must b partly closw4 by an inrease in taxeE.

Thq President has suggested that taxes be raised at least to the extent
necessary to'repair the damage done by events iubequent to thooffictal Budget
estimates he presented In January, This required 40w revenues running not
far from a billion dollars. The President had not oily the qourago to recom-
mend that taxes bb imposed to raipe these revenues, but tho still greater courage
to relommend the particular taxes by which this might be done,. In doing this,
especially in an election year, he answered the charges of msn y of his critics
that he Is concerned only with extravagant spen n g and gives no thought to
paying the biIL

His main proposal, however, for a corporation tax solely on undistributed
profits happens to be one that Is likely to d6 great 'economic Injury to the
country. This is nOt because the tax burdeni it Imposes would in itself be
excessive. It Is because the tax Is of such a nature'that it would act either
to bribe or coerce corporations Into following a policy that would injure theirt
credit, Increase the number of bankruptcies; aggravate the violence of the up-
adl-down swings of business (and of 'ATasury income) and, Worst of all, tend
to stunt the Industrial growth of the country and the opportunities it offers for
employment. One of the most ironic aspects of the wholb matter is that,
proposing a revolution In ouir-form-of corporate taxation, the Treasury reck-
lesly'gir#6 up assured reTvenus of about $1.47M,000,000 for the meely sp. j-
ltve chance that It'6an get'8;O0,00,O00Wduktiop1 out of the ne* tax.

The chief argument for the pew tax propba is that Itwil( bring' "qqAlty
of tiaton" at betwbfh iulvlduals. vea if t could'be .*;oWn that it wbld
do this, the argument would he far frogh coiwfuiif.r- It-ore- ar6 nioe' mport ht
economic objectives thdn an academld "equthly of taxation" among inii tduAls.
One of them is to increase the production'Of goods and s'tisfataftid orP Qr
people, another t0 Inerkse' the bpportunltles-for empldylment. ,I w preMent
or ret$-d1 the aehleveuent of either Of the lat tWr &bJectiyre Id mpatfent
efforts to "re the first, e hall have mnde ' sorry exch6 ": .. ..IIi : "

:  
.. .' " " : . .

But would the new tax necessary bring a, more just taxation of personal
Incomes? In certain circumstances It could easily bring the opposite. The
mazlmum tax imposed on a corporation's net hiooue under the-new meat're
is 421 percent when the corporation false ,to pay any dividend at alL This
is approximately the tax rate paid oh personal Incomes of tbout $T5,000.
Suppose the controlling stockholders an, dlrectori of a given o rporation
Mve incomes greatly in 'excess of: $ -5.000?' If their dividend policy were
primarily dependedl -o* their prospective In o. etax,(at thd now bill in

iple astirees),-the, might still ;p$y nO' di~vide s ' because they, wold
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*avei mobe7bY .TIf tonly 42. ,p c of nsfd' .o Jiosibiy 5,00, r'
Omekd, tt t rothe small tto lln that eorporitioq--men '04
womehi *) O ht'9r4!nAJy.)Oto he t "r m4i tbh t Porn l income
would hae1=6 ~ mmon ~ r m 'et htpto t heCn~inY; an l s oeco tax of'* bet cf

'earned by thebp ti oMl Here 'the nW X *obd ca lly h,1 ths a
'stockholder tna'usoesul, 'effrt to 40,e~ik"Ol.

The crticisms that hAv6 been Made of the present tax bill have for the
most part protested ago nat Its nature; nlt against the added tax burden
that it would impose. This me*pq tht business In _e_ main aceepts the
mecemlty foe new tax legislation Ad eOpet to OLkY its faith Mh re The Renato

is In a position to take advantage of tbattdqod by'ivrthjg a proper tat bill,
Many Senators have sbown'by their qu~stlohi and commits that they are
In grave doubt regarding the wisdom ,of the preset measure ad wouldvelconwosubstltute 6ugultOs,' ,. . ' • .
. Such suggestiono most bp tnad 'wlib a full recognition o "political realities.
The mostdesirable tat measure *6al4 be'pe to spread the personal Income
ta.k. -At present only ab9nt 4 or 5toter* in every 100, pay iqch A taz Not
until the base'of the income tax I broAdend can really adequate revenues
be raised. Not until we do this will we bring home to thd masses of the
voters what Fderal spending mealt. But It wo"ld to naive to. expect this
to be done In an ejection par. ai '•

Fortunately, the added amount 'thait l"' posed to ralse' throauh sl t
mew tax on undistributed Corporation Oroffit'chb he obtained by'taxes that
woul4 Wo*j.OOMplrtlvely little harm. 'In imposing these taxes certain
features of the measure passed by the House might profitably beretained.
For example, the Senate would do well to fil ,v the House in dropping the
capital stock and excess profits taxes. These levies have not been very
productive and they depend more upon the success of the guess of corpora-
tion dfredoMi than upon ablUty to pay. But the 15-percent tax on corpo-
ration net incomes should be kept. This Is the backbone of our corporation
tax system. Secretary Morgenthau has estimated that the yield on It from
1936 earnings would be $964,000,000-hardly a sum to be thrown away. It
-would simplify matters, as well as beer more equitably on individual stock-
holders, if a flat tax of 15 percent were imposed instead of the present
graduated from 12% to 15 percent. If there is to be any graduation, It should
becofin ed to corporation Incomes of $0,000 or less. It Is not until the Income
of an Individual rises above $20,000 that it is taxed as high as 15 percent.
Corporation incomes of less than $20,000 might, therefore, reasonably be
taxed at no higher rates than individual incomes cf the corresponding

-amounts.
V

In addition to this, the Senate might also, following the House, Impose the
normal tax of 4 percent on dividends paid to individuals. The Treasury has
estimated that this alone would yield about $300,000,000. This Is already
nearly half of the added amount needed.

A tax of 4 percent might then be imposed on undistributAod corporation profits
without exceptions. Bach a tax should ise substantial revenue at the same
time as it would be likely to have very little effect on dividend policy, for it
-would penalize even the relatively low-incomed stockholdes no more to retain
these profits than to pay them out. If the Treasury is correct In Its estimate
that '$4,500,000,000 of corporation Income In the calendar year 1M8 will be
withheld from stockholders", then It Is not difficult to figure the yield of this
tax. It would be $190,000,000. This already gives us 480,000,000 of the needed
additional amount. Congress, therefore, would be under Do pressure to impose
,drastle and injurious taxes to raise the remainder.

In the boom period from 102 to 19, Inclusive, during every year of which
the corporations were earning more than tey paid out in dividends, the average
ratio of dividends to earnings was about 7? percent. Whatever may be true

'of personal holding companies and Isolated Instanc s, it seems foolish to assue
that the divided ,policies of corporations as a whole were then muteriaily
influenced by income-tax considerations. Though every corporation is In it spe-
cial position, we may for tax purposes conakier this average figur as a rough
Index of "normal" dividend policy.
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-he Senate should allow, therefore, the retention of at least a0 and preferably
5 pereut of eernln with bo 0,01t than a 4-percent tui on the amount

retailed. This would contrast with M pov~oed tax of45 to48 porcept of such
a retetlon tA the present bill..le tt mgit tb c utiqu0l apply a grtd.ulted tax tQ reteptlops Above that (r~ainly C t bould l~ow , rj xcept on
that the 'Houe Weasxr, already allows, bht .t Jkho1ld nqt rop t e, -One
vitally Important 4 pUoi$QDb, .huOtt)oher5, 400uld.e d. OupuWsa tax
should be hnposed on eaftlfa explicitly fetalni4 for the purchase of nuw
machinery, the building of added plants, or the creation of tangible facilities
for enlarging the productivity of a company or tbe employment that It will
provide. A surplus tax designed ostenatbly 4wirely to stop "tax avoidance"
should not Imperil genuine in str ! exp nslon,

When these exceptions have been made, surtaxes might be imposed on other
oralngs uds "but , - if the corporation's incwe Is divided for tax purposes
into rh ,q the rot Oftb qtaUed as surplus bees only. the 4-percent tax,
the four sa' I zt~is Might be subjected to surtaxes of certainly not merethan . 10,15 . 19ndQ pe et

Oertainly such a plan would raise as much Irncome as the present proposed
bUL It lit, not 0e LAi ideal u ensure; the burden It Placed upon corporations
migbt still be ezcOvpi; but It wound satlsfy those who insist upon the principle
Of an uudistribute.d prq~ts tax, Vd it would iive opportunity for studying the
effect# Ot th.t tax without working too si dden ano dangerous a revolution in
our tax structure.

The CHAIRMAx. Tomorrow morning we meet at 0:80 at the
Fintance Committee room. Mr. Oarwood will be the first. witness.

Wo will now recess until tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 4: 80 p. m., the committee recessed until tomorrow,

May 5, 1930, at 9: 80 a. m.)
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U ITS D STATES 81 ATIe
CommiTwsm ox FANcz,

Wadhi,,g , D, :0.
The committee n t pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30.a. m., in

the committee room-, Am ate Office Buding Senator Pxt Harian
presiding. ' Senator a 'Harr• o

'Present: Senators Harrison chairman) , King, George,: Walsh,
Barkley, Connally, Bailey, lyrd, Oerry, Couzenb, LAFollette, Hast-
ingj and Capper,

he CAMAuNA Is Mr. T. 0. Strange present?

responsee)he CHAIRMAN. Mir. Harold, R. Young?
Mr. YouNo. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD R. YOUNG, WASHINGTON, D. 0., REPRE-
SENTING THS NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION

Mr. YOUNG, Senator, I should like to ask before I begim my state-
ment, if you are disposed to hear 6n. proposition tbat is not involved
ia the bill as it passed the House?

The CHaUUAN. I think you should confine yourWl to the bill.
Mr. YoVNa. I will be glad to conform to that suggestion. I

should have liked, however, to have presented one matter that is not
in the bill.

The CHASIuIAN. You might have inigenuity enough to shift it in.
Mr. YOUNo. The National Retal Dry Goods Assoeistion, for

which I am appearing, has just completed it# twenty-Afth year of
service to retailers and the. oonsumiag public, and has m its memter-
ship more than15,600 retail dry goods and department storg located
in every State in the Union, the total membership of which oese on
manual volume of approximately $4,000,000,000.

In addition to the Nationl Retail Dry Good* Association, I have
been requested to state for the record that the following national
retail organizations are in hearty accord with the proposals we ae
about to make.

National Retail Furniture Association.
National Association of Retail Grocers of the United States.
Nationkd Asociation of Retail Clothierv 4d Furnishers.
11ese associations are a part of the Realerm' National Copncil, an

organization com*oed, of, 2 national rtiI apm iopa with a corn-
bined membership of 200,000 stores, employing 1,5W0QO people, sd
doing a total annual volume of $10,00,000,090. - - I, . I
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I am going to confine my presentation here to the proposed title IV
of the Revenue Act of, 1936 because the attitude of our association
toward the proposed legislation generally was fully stated by me in
my appearance before the Ways and Means Committee of the House
on the second day of Apri 1936 and I have nothing to add to that
statement; and furth p P pWard of 1849, retailers, large
and small, who paid more than $14 700,000 into the Treasury of the
United States in July, August, and September 1933 in floor stocks.
taxes have a speiVal interest In title I .ol -Ae proposed act. This huge
number of re alers is anxiously awaiting the action of Congress with
respect to the Y)-thod by ,whish thli tax is to be returned to them as
co templated'by -ection 10 of, the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

,Thbamendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1935 pro-
viideo that the tax content of the taxable commodities in the inventory
of dealers at the termination of the tax wil -be refunded to, dealer.
The subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee has recom-
mended that this refund be made contingent upon the showing by
.theclaimatit that (1) claimant's demand for refund does not exceed the
amount of the burden of the tax which'was shifted to tl~e claimant by
the seller, nor (2) does it exceed the.amount whichthe laiinant has
received from the seJler or that the claimant will .receive from the
seller, and what is more important, .(3) that the amount claimed does
not exceed the amount by which the claimant reduced the Wale price of
the article on account of the invalidation of the tax under the Agricul.
tural Adjustment Act as Amended., Paragraph (e) ;of section 0
speiflolly.elminates eldin of an amount less than-$10., i , :

Let us analyze thq possibility and probability of the dealer being
-able to qualify under this restriction, , The members ofthe Supteme
Court, of the United states,. in the Rieke Rice M,1 cut retogized
that the statutory condition precedent to recovery of the taxi to wit,
proof that thb taxes had not been passed on to the buyers was a
condition impossible, of performaUc. .The members: of, your com-
mittee, p6bably likewisew ;II realize that the Supreme Court was
quite correct and that unless the tax happened to be billed separately
from the merchandise, and this was seldom the' case, there would be
absolutely no way in which the' buyer 'of: merchandisecould show
'that the tax had been passed on to him by a.processor, or whether or
'.not he was pasilno the ta. on to the ultimateconaumer because of
the tremen dobs variation in prices fr m time to time of. the Qow-
Imodities affected 'arid the variations in the drigina margin of groes
profit or markon. A simple example Is that- of merchandise manu-
factured of eoptofi tho cost of *hlich' Was carefully figured, 'including
Sthe, tai After wbch the selling price Was determined ,upon, at $2 per
dozen. - Changes i, th' compeitive situation and market conditions,
when the merchandise was offered for sale, made it nec ssary to reduce
the price of that merchandise to $1.76 pr dozen. s Is the tax passed
on under these AM 4tstances, when the producer, whllfy, failed to
receive the pice to which ' he 'ori 'nallyflt h0was epititled, and to
'which In the normal cobrm of usikhe he probably was entitled? I
hould dy'. herm_, that it would be -very difvtlct t if notimpOsible, to

blsh 'it'ti ftax was' orwas net p&-ed on.+, 'Variations, of, this
exampleare toonu ei t , tocte, . . , ..... .
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ltRfeixsmay posbl jr*Wbve ioq~e ndfr6ni'procesars, but

up, tthepregent time processors have stated.that there will be a
limitation on apy refund and that'uh fund, if any, will be solely
ohl Merchandise purchased within a period of 90 days pior tothb
dpclmion of the SiUurem6 Court,. Therb is no, way for the avergere-
retailer.td determine iwhetheror-not the merchandise which he had
on hand-n January 6,, 1036i wa the merchandise upon which he may
receive a refuhd fr&6 the prceisor or manufacture , and certainly no
retailers clairvoyant enough :todeterm&e whether or not he will
receive any reimbursement from a vendor in the future.

Since aindest the bill before you any elaim must be filed. prior to
-January I, 1087, and there will be a great deal of dispute as to the re-
Imbursiment which a taxpayers 3s titled to from big vendor, it will
be difisult enough for the -arge taxpayer with his account and
legal forh* to determine'this,quetion,* but'absolutely impossible for
the small retaller-who Will naturally be gien very little consideration
by the processor paticularly since suh small retailers buy largely
through wholesalers, and they would have to await the completion of
any proceedings by which the wholesaler i"4bt obtain a refund from
the processor, and then await any distribution of this refund by the
wholeZler to the retailers.,

-The second requirement that the amount of refund shall be liuinted
to the amount by which' the clinmmt reduced, the sale price of the
article on account of the invalidation of the taxes is decidedly unfair
and would probably result in no reimbursement at all to the majorit
of retailers, for the following reasons: The merchandise, the taxable
content of which was subject to the prooesing tax consists largely. of
a tremendous nurbr of small low-priced items such as handkerchiefs,
towels, sheets, and pillow, edse, shirt., blouse house dresses, aprons
cotton underwear, and so forth. When the floor-stock tax.w paid
the retailer, he of course would have been absolutely justified ifhe
had increased the seeing price of his merchandise accoidingly, but as
a practical matter he found it impossible to do so, In the first place
as far as each individual item was concerned the amount of: tax was
to a great extent a fraction of a cent, and the retailer had to continue
to seJl a 5-cent handkerchief for 6 cents, a 10-cent handkerchief for
10 centsi and a dollar shirt for-a dollar. .He could not logical add
a fraction of a cent, to a handkerchief/ nor could he logicay change
the price line of, his shirts from $1 to 61.02, because it was not worth
while to, reestablish price lines, particularly such illogical ones as
would have been, necessary in order to recover the tax, nor would it
have, been .worth while or practical for the retailer. to remark his
entire stock ofmerchandise,:as in modern. retailing each individual
item is carfully price.ma*eft usually with a gum label; pin or string
price ticket, and the oow of hadlin and remarking the tremendous
number of items in the average at-ok would have been prohibitive.

I can utihesitatingly &%y that practically no increase in prices were
made it A 033 because of the payment of, tbe floor tax, for the reason
heretofore stated an4 for tha further, reason that competitive condi-tiors *ould not'poi-m tit r;. j! i: 1, . '1" ? , ' , .o . '_ ,.
" By the same tok~u thea; rotailemr found it just as impossible and
just as impractical toireduce prices subsequent to the invalidation of
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the Agricultural Adjustment Act. There 4re too wany factor: in-
volved in the buying aind selling of merchandi, to permit of any
calculation as to what elements of cost$ are passed on to i consumer.
If a cotton-goods department of a st~re, for example, found at the
end of the year that it had lost moiiey, even though'there was a desire
and a determination to pass the tax on tO the consumer, it was quite
obvious that the tax aotually was not passed on to consumer anwas
paid by the'retailer. The Supreme Court right tly hold that proof of
the nature required for the refund cf these taxes is a condition pre-
cedent impossible of psi-formance.

Paragraph (e) of section 602 provides that no claim shell be allowed
on an amount los than $10. . To the large t"xpayer $10 is insignifi-
cant, to oountled thousands of small taxpayers the.sum of $8 or $9
is a considerable amount,, Ot viously the small taxpayer. will make
every effort to calculate his inventory and the taxable content thereof
at sufficient amount so that his claim may be Uapwards of $10, and
since at best the taxable coritent is a mitttr of inexact calculation or
guess it will then remain for the Commisioner of Internal Revenue,
under section (e) of title IV, to doterminb whether or not the amount
is correctly arrived at, and whether or not he will make the refund.
Since the recommendation-probably from the Commissioner 'him-
self-"that a minimum of $10 be established" was based on the fact
that the cost of administering the claims of lesser amounts is (1ispro-
portionate to the effort involved, he most either without question
or investigate at considerable cost. At best this is rather a poor

reason to give to a small retailer to whom any number of dollars, under
$10, is by io means a small amount, and from the number of retailers
who paid this tax-over 849,000--compared with the amount paid of
$14,700,000, it is quite apparent that there must have been a vast
number of retailers who did pay less than $10 and whose floor stock on
January 6, 1936, would total less than $10.

We are likewise going to assume that the Congress of the United
States has no desire nor intention to Offer to make ak equitable
adjustment with taxpayers and at the same time make it impossible
for the taxpayer to enjoy such adjustment. We are likewise going
to assume that the Congress of the United States having enacted a
law by which it compelled retailers to make & certain tax payment to
the Government, and thereafter in 1936 having enacted an amend-
ment to that law by which a refund was tb be made to retailers under
certain conditions that the Congress has no desire to deprive these
retailers of an opportunity to actual recovery of this taxi and: with
this firnnconviction in mind we have the following suggestion to
make: That section 602 be amended to provide or a refund to
retailers of the exact amount of the floor tax paid by such retailer
under the floor tax levied in. July and August 1933 without limita-
tion as to minimum amount.

This is wholly equitable, simple of administration and would of
course, be highly satisfactory to the many. thousands of retailers
who under the provisions of section 602, as presently constituted,
would receive no refund at all. It is exact .6d the cost of deter-
mining the amount and of completing the kimbursement, as fit as
the Government is concerned, would bo an absolute minimum cost.
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Further, the tendency undoubtedly in 1933, as is the tendency of all
taxpayers, was to pay as little as possible,' The tendency under the
presentproposed provision-section 602-would be to obtain as largo
a refund as is possible, so that. it would be necessary for the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue to check and calculate million of
invehttofb& since miny claimant would have inventories of'severaltyP'es'f nierchrndi . "

b" CAlnt i. What do you ettlmate the cost of thiat?
Mr. YouNo. Do you mean the cost to the Bureau of Inteinal

Revenue?The CHAEMMAN. If the amendment is carried out according to your
suggesti6n.''

Mr. YouNG. The'amount, Senator Harison, that was paid by
retailers in the floQr stock taxeg in 1933, accordmg to the records of
the Buteau of Intehimid evenue was $14,726,826.55.

Seat' OrdGznor. How many retailers were there?
Mr. YouNe. Eight'huhdred and forty-nine thousand, according

to the records of the Bureau.
Senator Gzoy'iOn Many of them carried different types of Air-

chandise?
Mr. YbuiOb I'should say all of them did.
Should' but recommendation, made herein,' be adopted, and we

earnestly request its careful consideration, it will be necessary that
the rephyment f the tax 'paid in '1933 be actual and not merely
figurative, and for that reason it would be necessary to amend title
III of the proposed act so that it shall not ap pl, to any refund of
tax made under titlJ6 IV, but that such refund shall be considered as
income either for the year 1933 in which the tax was paid, or for the
yearin whicli the'reimburisment 6f the fa is receive. '

To summarize e would say that th Governmient has everything
to gain and nothing to lose by the amendment herein proposed. The
taxpayer would &vo the satisfaction of knowing that the tax which
wi as taken from him, illegally,, '&ording to the decision of the Supreme
Court, has been returned to him in full, and instead of counted
thousands of d|Wsatisfiedltaxpayers there will be an equal number ofgrtefil ones.' .. . ... "l

Mr. Chatiman,' ht 'he' coventlon of the National Retail Dry
Goals A ociatioi in January '1936 'thefollowring t-w6 tesolutions-
and they - ire sloto-'l eit adopted, and I Ohliid respectfully ask the
consideration 'of them if any othz siabjects ai 'given Onsideration
by your committee.

WhereM wUos 141 (d) o( the Fedea Revenue Act of 1934 provide. tMit
the 8ecrexry of the Treuriy shall subrmlt annually to the Congrfs a report
contaning the names, addre amounts of .ompinsatton, and the names of
paying oorpofttlona o; all liditiAual eompensatlon in excess of $I8,000per, year;
and that thie information way, be made public at the discriUon of the Congresm
andI I

Wheras this publicity of jndvidual compensation violates the petsonal and
private rights of elUiens and i9t maakk them the prey of 66untles unscrupulous
and nefarlott schemes;' e It f3 , I

R#4eoha, That the' Natonsl Retail Dry Goods Assocititon In convention
assembled vigorously proteo this 4nwfrranted publIcity of income-lax returns,
and urge te ren'r to rjommend to'[e Congrem- t at section' 148,.(d) of the
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V~oerui Peven" Ac4 of 1934 be a&.end~d to tbq eoi th4 such pjabUclty. be
prqilbited.

I thank you,
,.TheCHAIRMAN. Mr. BeaJamin 0 h .M"rsh?
(No teponse.)
The CIAiuAS. ,Mr. 0, ;T. Murchison. 1 notice that there re

three representatives of the Cotton Textile Institute here- Mr
Murchison', M. Dorr, and Mr., RussAl Are tbos three gentemen
in theroom?

Mr. MURCsON. Yes, sir.
.-The CItouAN. We.are trying to avoid as gnuch repetition a4 ,we

can.' Ma* I suggest to you three gentlemen representing. the Cot-
ton Textile Institute, do you want to have one speaker, or do you
Want to have three?

Mr. MuRicmisom. There are- three of us, Mr. Chairman, but wo
have arranged our statements in such a way as- to avoid duplication.
Each one has a special phase of the subject to discuss.

The CHAMMAN. How long would it take each ot you?
* Mr. MURCHsON. I think the average statement would not be more

than 20 minutes.
The CnAIRMAN. Try to get through in less time if you can.

* Mr. MUncHMsoN. Our entire group would not take more than an
hour, Senator.

'The CHAIRMAN' There are just three of you, are there? There are
no more that represent the Cotton Textile Institute?
, Mr. MuRcHIso0N. No; just three of us. Mr. Dorr follows me. I
will come first, And Mr. Dorr, and then Mr. Scott Russell,

STATEMENT OF 0. T. MURO RBON, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT.
ING THE COTTON THXT1LB INSTITUTE

Mr. MUecelso0N. My statement is iid~essed exclusively to title Itt
of the pending revenue bill having to do with thep 'opoeod windfall
tax.

Upon the invalidation of the' c g taxes by the Siupreme
CoUrt decision'of January 6, there ui'nediately arose a flood of rumots
and conjectures pertaining to the exte,.t of the profits which would
accrue to certain mdiistries as a rett of Uat deiion. ' The pr s gave
widaLcirculatioA to.th"o petapula statements and the gnerol.pub4c
was led to believe :tht the ale prfits were fatOaso in thir I- pro
portions. Those industries Which had been subject to processing
taxes were by implication placed in the position of having received
what was twtamount to Stolen goods And having fattened at the
expense of the general public,.' From one highly coneplouus source
the return bfilnpaid tax- money to the industries in question was
described s the g",atest legalized steal in Americati.history. 4 •

Titl6 III of the present revenue bill unintentionally of course,
Fives continuing vitality to this concept 6y providng for a tax which
is referred to as a tax on unjust enrichment.0in the d.eusaion of that
portioti-of the tax bill which falls under' this heading, .I shall confine
myself entirely to iti.inciden''up n Ithe cotton textile industry or,
more specifically, that portion of the industry 'csIstinj of ptoc brs
and shall not ptesume to discuss its applicabiW to other industries
which may come within the scope of the provisions,
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rhe processing tax 9n cotton, became effectye on A ugt 1, .933,
and was assessed upon first processor at the rateof 4. cents per
pound on the theory that the burden bf the tax would be passed oto the 1urqhaers o proposed go-d Y andV' them in titrx up_'n'thd.
consuming public. An elaborate sca16'of so-called 0onv0rsion factori
was set up igid approved by the "Troasur ,epqtmefit as practical
neans of de ri iung the alloa tiof the t tA the varq s
fcations of finh62d goods which were sod o.the pgbli, presumably
these conversion factors were adopted by the trsde ' a hole and it
became customary to specify in contracts of sale that t, p
eluded the tax, although this was not universally doe.

In the sp g f ON, the , f theindutry had become

convinced, from nearly 2 yp~rsx'of experience, theit the irqessinghtax.
constituted an element of cost too heavy to be pasA on the pu bl
if normal' consumption volume was, to be re4toredizd Ma.Intaned.
Coneing'Oibers and materials, such as rayon, silk, wool, ju:t paper,
and leather, not bOng pubjet 6 procesing tx" or any form of
excise tax equivalent to that being paid 'on otton, were giving -
ere~spigeiqqnoe themarkeet of the adva takewhich they held.
Moreover, there was a steadily growing conviction that the processmng
tax was unconstitutional. For thq", two eTasons the'great-bulk of
cotton processors, thiriugh the use of court injunctions or other ,
terminated their tax payments to ttie clover t On 'balopeningt
o April 193§,and in all subsequent months to January dof the cur-
rent year.
On July 16, 1935, the decision in the Hooc case, rendered by the

Massachuseft Court of Appels, so definitely confirmed the opinion
of the indust,j as to the constitutionality of the processing tax as to
become; the dominant factor jn the cloth markets., -In general the
processing tax represented from 15 to 2. percent of coth values in
the prinarymarket. Since second and third processors and wholesale
distributors noim ally carry inventories equivalent, to from one-quarter
to one-third of the total annual volume of business, and since these
goods arq normally purchased on long-time forward contracts, the
prospertgat solargoapercentagO 0f their value would be instantAne-

oqsly wiped out by thO Ivalidatioh of the tax Vecame a danger of the
fit magnitude. yers of -coottoh . immediately shifted to
h ad-to-mouth bass. (Gsrxnttatistkftireis, h?usehold furnishers1
Industrial consumers, retoilere, all t~irnedp pfAc towrd a policy of
4utting inventories to an absolute minimurW, tius definitely destroying
tke initiative in the promotion c6t'onsumptioii'and i'tensifyipg the
Advantage held by competiig fibers and materials.'

This crisisn' the industry was overconme'in August by joint arrange-
mnent' between sellers and buyes in, the form of a system of quafed
sales contract which, in generalP, allowed for'.th6 , dontIiuarice of the
tax as a' potion of the invoiced pride, but which al * provided for the
refund of the tAx portion of the sales price to the customer on all ship-
ments within Ortair specified periods prior 'to the' expected Supreme
Court decision In ase the decion Inv.lidaWted the tax.

In the instance of converters and other ecgnda'ry processors who
absorbed approximately one-,half of the ifidutr'e production, the

clause provldng for refunds was H pplicable to ill invoices made dur
lug the 120 da s prior to' the decision. In the instance of knitters,



g en torsc , ahnd otlhO 'sebondary manufacturers, wholesalers,
-orlerh s eid eertn large c ai, who absorb abdut'o6-

Irx o4the i#44 t1h,' clause ran for 90 days., In
itbstih of a 00M consumers, the claui iano 3o .
' 'aiditioh, thore were Certain prvat eimenta of shiilr nature

entered into tbfore tuecla e *ere d a[te and &ivrerrlvg Oi-duction
.aklte4tng the ctlu~ee, The chief factor determine ing the duration

cf tl e various peods wa tte average inventory ofeach group or
in-other words, the customaty rate of turnover. Thesb qualified
contriats t6 which I refer provided that'if and when the pfocessingaxshould be invalidated, the iales price contained in the contract dn
undelivered poti6ni shbuld be immtiately red ued bythe amduht of
the tx a esured by,' he Treasury conversion factor's'.

: AAo" 0f these' inM n anticipatory of the Supreme Court
decisionti clot h prices in eptng saleA contracts were automatically
reduced by the equivalr4t of the' ta on JAnuAry a and prices on rew
contracts aier Januaty 6 were also reduWed by the same differential.
Thus, all existing invontories'of finished goods and gods in process,
whether In the hands qf first or subequent pr6cesgors, diminished by
the amount of the accrued tax. Simultaneously with this writing
down of ito inventory the industry became automatically liable to
the purchasers of its gods under the refund clauses to an amount
roughly approximately $35,000,000. This introductory explanation
provides the background which ' giVes vivid meaning to a brief sta-
tistical summary.

'From August 1, 1933, to January 4 1930, American consumption
of cotton amounted to 18,548,000 bates, averaging 476 pounds per
bale. At $2Q pe bale the aggregate processing taxes paid and ac-
crued amounted to $272,000,000. Of this amount the Internal
Revenue Bureau recorded as actually paid $182,913,000. An addi-
tional portion, amounting to about 1 percent, or $2 720,000, may be
regarded as lucollectible due to insolvencies in the industry and should
therefore be bompletely eliminated from ovur picture. These two
items, the amount actuallyy paid ana 'the amount uncollected, when
deducted from the groi'amotnt due leave $86 367,000 as the approxi-
mate amount till potentially payable s of'January 5, 1936. Butthis $86,000,000 plus is Subjet fo a conderable offset in the form
of Goverit refunds, drawbacks, 1"nd allowance on account of

eproo oods sOl for chantable and Government purposes,
TI Iembt s be estimate of this amnouit is slightly in excess of
$6,000,000, allowance for which leaves only about $80,000,000 net
due the 9yvernment on January 5. From 'this amount must now
bt deduid6W the customer refunds, the history and explanation of
which Iiave lrea y i v n and o those refunds made under'
mIenntatehting te clauses ado pWt by the' industry as a whole.
These two allowances amount toughly t $37 N000,000, and reduce the
maM01i4m potential windfall to approxiniatiy $43,000,000. But we
are not yet through wIth our computation of deduction.'

As already explained, "the effect of the Supreme Court decision was
to reduce the value of goods in process and on hand by an amount
equol to the accrued tax. This amount was reliably estimated to be
about $20,000,000 and now, the potential windfall is re4uc d to hot
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more than $23,000,000. From this amount there are properly
deductible in accordance With principles ready set forth in the
revenue bill, two additional items:

First; the amount bf the ifleoje tax j*Id byprocessors on collee-,
tion of tax moneys from their epstomers in 198;'seend the current
costs and other legl fees incident to the witholditig or impound-
ing of probasing tax payment to the Government pending the
Supreme Court decision. The aggregate of these two items is
variously estimated from 3 to 4 million dollars and in consequence we
now flndthe potential windfall to be something loss than $20,000,000
for the indust y as a whole.

To present this picture in a somewhat different manner, and in a
way which anives at the same result in a nonstatisteml fashion, we
may regard the total of tax payments withheld from the Government
as having accrued over the 9 months' period from Aptil 1935 to
January 4, 1936. 1 ..

Senator KINo. I assume you did not make any computations with
respect to any other commodities except cotton?

Mr. MURCHISON. Only cotton.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any idea of what percentage cotton bears

to all of the industries upon which the processing tax was paid? "
'Mr. MuncinsoN., My offhand guess would be, approximately one-

third. There may be a wide margin of error in that. Senator. ,.
The CHAIRMAN. Under that, there would be $60,000,000 due from

the windfall?
Mr. M URCHION. No; I was thinking of the pross payments which

the industry has made. I would not with to imply that the deduc-
tions which are proper in our computation would also be applicable
to other industries.

Senator KiNo. If you follow those fi'ures and that statistical
data, you will bring the Government in debt to your industry.
Proceed excuse me. I I

Mr. ?btuicniso-N. These points which I am making are all matters of
record and of history and are uniqae in their origin and explanation.

The CKAIRMAx. So that we may keep straight in our minds a little
bit, you estimate now 20 million under the cotton proposition?

Yr. MURCHISON. Something slightly less than 260 iulllom
The CHAIRMAN. My I 'ask m'that connection, what is the estimate,

M r. M urphy? .. . . . .. - .. . . . .
Mr. MURPHY- I could not give the estimate of the oommoditles,

I would like to point out that Mr. Murehison is talking about the
amount which might be recovered from th6 cotton processor. . One of
the deductions is the reimbursement which they have made to their
consumers, which reimbursement might be of course taxable to thoid
consumers under this bill.

Mr. MURcntsGN. That Is correct, Mr. Senator.
Senator KINo. You-Would have some difficulty, would you not, i

pursuing the tax to varius consumers throughout the United States?
Mr. Mu rni. Undoubtedly; yes, sir.
Senator KING. It would be a fantastic scheme to attempt it, would

it not?
Mr. MURPHY. I would not want to say fantastic.
Senator KINo. It would be an unreal one, then.

68345-3---24



-, Mr.. Mu~cn . 1s.; T prent th s .rte in aw.arewhat different
MAmnxer, and in a way. which a .m .at .n. a-m result in nonatistical,
fashion, we may regard the total of tax payments withheld froiu the
Government as haing acrued ovr, th 9-onth period fiQDm Avril
1935 to, January. 4, I93(, .The final 2 m ont of this 0-pnth enod
were eqlrod 49 pro ue the inveptoleqp or stock of goods hau4
ttheendof ther'od. In otherwords, tie total stickson hind and

uninvoiced are equivalent to 2-month output and on this 2-month
ou, tut no taxes were co loted or could be collected from customers
-WJucb automaticaly offsets the failure to pay to, the, Goverrnent
taxes on these same goods. Hence our p;¢,ure is narrowed to 7r 4 4f t ~ s o p e r a t i o n s ... . . . . ... .. .
The refund clauese applied to a volume of output equivalent rougl y

to 05 575 opraions, thi fige bei , we ited avqiae of the
perods witi te p o thi refuud claises. us from our original
9 months we knock off an additional 3% months, reducing the magi
mum period from which unjuqt enrichment might be derived to less
tan 4 mons. But .those items of expense presenting export
and charitable goods refunds, legal expenses, and refund obligationsof an individual character, aggregate an amount of tax equal t still
another month's accruals, thus reducing still further the maximvm
period of enrichment to less than 3 months, or more exactly ab ut
10 weeks.

This analysis brings vividly to the front a very sitking contrast
which is, that the industry, over a. period of 20 months, paid to the
Government nearly $183,000,000, and yet is being charge ivif unjust
enrichment for withholding taxes payable on not more than 10 Weeks'
activities and reprpsenting less than $20,000 000 for the entire industrY
whose capital in-vestment is IY billions and which gives employment
to approm4ately 450,000 people,

Although, we cannot state precsly the correct amount of that
residue called the windfall, after the various allowances are made as
above indicated,.neyerthelss, we can estimate it with sufficient exact-
nese for the pbupsee of the present discussion. The exact amount
probably liet tws n $1,000 and,20000,00. But this residue
is a windfall oQlv in a tecnial sewni. - It s a fgure derived from ac-
counting oporptiQns which are n1.ned within a narrow range of legalrequires. If we are c9nce ed 'with the eqnti i the present
problem, we sal wish to Ove attention to the tr*ue incidence of te
pressing tax and &scertJap whethein reality the industry profited

m .the nnner of its p.Uint. Wheter there is in existence any
rea, windfal fom tC. a andpot,!of equi.tt.epdas on whether. the
industry atually shin, ftu4amount of .te.tax m whole or.J part
upon its c6mer., .I. ...

Senator KINo. Pardon me. When you speak of the industry, y.Q
mean all of those industries including the tire manufacturers who
purchased and consumed 'cotton in the manufacture of commoditis,
or 18it liite onlyto hove'who manuf.ctur*dgarmentt?

Mr. M eacinoN. No; 1 am limiting t to the cotton mills, those
whoacta~ prcesedthe cotton; ano eorehat would i'4plude

the mills makkn tire fabrics.
It is theoretically po§ible, therefore, that he D o n , of

$19,000,000 more or less as a t&hical windfall wold ¢oi'e with t e
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sterner fact that the industry's losses from this self-same tax may
amount t9 an offsetting figure water in iunmunt than the $19,000,000,.
The fact that the contracts.of sale in general 'use specified a tai-
included prices no evidence of a real shift. The common practice of
declaring that the price included the tax was due to the egP] issues
involved. Only by that means could purchasers know thee extent'
oftheir own poible obligations to the Government in the case of
export operations or sales to charitable institution or how the ter.
muination of the tax might affect their floor stocks., In actuality sellers
accepted whatever' price they were able to. wring from 'an unwilling
market and-in the invoicing of the shipment arbitratily'allocated to
the price the particular cost element which presumably, represented
the tax according to the appropriate conversion factor.
. -Owing to the highly competitive situation existing in the cotton-
textile industry and the general cost 'iariations from il' to mill and
from State to State, and also t9 the complete absence of reliable cost-
accounting systems fom a large number of mills, it was manifestly
impoible for the processing tax to be reflected equally for each miii,
in the cloth markets. According to economic theory the addition
of a uniform cost to production would tend to bring about a uniform
addition to price Without destroying the differentials "previously
existing among the producing units. But it is important to note
that a uniform addition to price is not necessarily an addition which
is equivalent to the increase in cost.

According to further ecofiomic reasoning, the imposition of a pro-
cessing tax would tend to drive dOwn the cost of the material proctssed.
by an amout equal to the tax thus leaving the processor in the same
cost position which he oriina occupied. This principle, however,
was not permitted to operate in the case of cotton, irn view, of the
pegging of the price through Goveinment credit operations. Unable
to compensate for the p 3rcessing tax through the purchase of raw
material at a- correspondingly lower price, the only hope of shit
the tax lay in a corresponding increase in the price oto finished
articles.

In his attempt to follow this recourse, the processor was greatly
handicapped by. the concurrent inauguration of the National Recovery
Act which, by increase in wages and shortening of hours, seryod to.
increase labor costs by approximately 80 percent,, Thus, within! the
period of & single tionth, cotton proosors were called upon to adjust
fiised-goods prices to mee crease costs frorii two directions-the,
A. A. A. and the N. R. A. ObviQusly, production economies on a
sufficient scale to offset appreciably, an increase qf,80 pereontn In bor
costs and an increase of one-third in material costs were impossible,
For a short period the devastating ,ffects of this tremendouss expan-
sion in the cost of manufacture were cloaked by the speculative buying
induced by the anticipation of stiM higher prices. After a, few montl
a swollen inventory situation abruptly halted -both pNoduction
activities and the price advance, and the subsequent behavior of the
cloth markets reflected nothing more than a blind struqg of seller
and buyers to adjust themselves to a situation which in tlie agregateo
was novel and confusing, with results that were trgfo to the industry
The market for althm' id not have the sustaining influence onjoye4
by the market for raw cotton.
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Theprices that were obtained were those which had to be accepted
in accordance with the law of supply and demand, and in the textile
industry, this law did not prove useful in enabling the mills to shift
the burden of the tlx to their customers. That deplorable condition
is one *hich" cannot bedismissed lightly by saying that there was
lacking the will to shift the tax. It is more correct to say thrit the
lacking element was the means to-exercise the will. Had it beenssib6 to iustath prime at la level covering the eo~ts in full of

R. A. and A. A. A., the ultimate results might still have been
disastrotis in that the higher prices would hsve forced a reduced con-
gumption -and -so aggravated still further the problems of the cotton
farmer and the millworker. As it was, the volume of business which
the industry did obtain during that portion, of the processing-tax
period 'whi-h followed the first few months of spiktion was pur-
chased very dearly. The period was one of loss for a great majority
of th mills. The tangible evidence was not only consisting in the
aetal profit and loss figures of the industry as reported by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue nnd more lately by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, but is also apparent in the narrowing differential between selling
prices and production costs,

If we take the figures prepared by Mr. Alston H. Garsido, economist
of the New, York Cotton -Exchange, who for many years has been
regarded as'one of the most authoritative statisticians in the field of
textiles, we find that from January to July 1933 the period immedi-
ately preceding the processing tax, the average magin between actual
production costs and selling prices of 4 yarns and 10 cloths was 9.72
cents per pound. From August to December 1933, the analagous
figure was49.1 cents per pound; in 1934 it dropped to 7.26 cents; in
1935 to 6.78 cents. In these computations the most representative
products are used and the cost of' production includes the cost of the
raw material, labor costs, and the processing tax. The evidence is
unmistakable# whether, we depend uon Government sources or
private sources, that the industry was failing to pass to thq consumer
the production costs of its goods in which was included the procesming
tax.ISenator.Kimo. I suppose that that cost represented the average
cotton consumed by the textile, trade?

Mr. MURCHISON. Cotton during that period averaged,aiound 12
cents a pound. 1 If you add to that the labor cost item and the proc
easing tax item and then deduct that total from the selling price,
then you get what we call, this margin we arb speaking of, and out
of that margin, of course, had to come overhead and selling expenses
and other taxes.

I m. quite well aware that in the discussion of this point there are,
those who are disposed to evade the real issue by saying that the
industry failed to pass on its labor cost or its overhead cost and that
no reason exists, therefore, why the processing tax should be singled
out as the one element of cost which could not be passed on. From a
careful study of the records of the industry for the post 10 years and
from a knowledge of its organization and business practicest which is
far more than. cAsual, my belief is that this attempted distinction
between the various items of cost is inere quibbling. The question
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*hether the processibg tax was shifted is too serious to be dealt with
by resorting to sheer casuistry. , , .... .

In the decade since 1925, the industry has had only four profitable
eats. Of thte four, only one-1927-was one of substantiAl profit.
In that year. the industry. a# a whole miade in round numbers
$75,800,000. In 1028 the profit was ooly 10)9 millions; in 1920, $0
millios; in 1033, the fourth'profi table year, the figure was $31,800,000,
largely the result of the great activity and rising prices innnediatey
preceding and follow'ing the inauguration of N. R. A. and A. A. A.
In 1927 the relatively highprofits coincided with the priod of rapidly
rising prices of raw cotton; the price of raw cotton in that year rising
from 1 cents a pound to 24 cents a pound in December. At that
time; therefore, as in 1933, the profits were largely accidental and
tansient in character. For the period as a whole, losses far exceeded
the profits.! , . .. ..

For the decade the industry shows a net loss in excess of. $100,-
000,000. In other words, It has given to. the public that rpuch more
than it has received in return. In terms.of its benevo1nce,;inpro-
viding the American people with essential goodst pric3 below the
actual cost of production, it takes rank as the lead' charitable
institution:of all times. It will no doubt he brought to the attention
of this committee that the industry in 1030 sufered a loss of $90#-
000,000 which was a loss accruing either before the N. R ' A or the
A. A. A. were ever heard of. That year was one of intense liquida-
tion and confusion as was the case in most industries. The heavy
losses continued through 1931 and,1032; there were also heavy losses
in 1026.

The only safe conclusion which can be drawn from this record is
merely this-the cotton textile industry is an industry which cannot
be relied upon to incorporate in its price structure any nrbitrarily
selected item of cost. When it does succeed in doing so; it is not by
design but by a fortuitous combination of circumstances. It is not
therefore, inherently an. agency which can serve the, function of
acting as an intermediary for the collection of any established schedule
of taxes.

The program, therefore, adopted by the Government for the relief
of agriculture, however laudable in purpose-wA impossible of reali-
zation insofar as it attempted through the use of the textile industry,
to pass on to the general public the burden of relief for thb cotton
farmer. ,I - I -. 1

In the aftermath of that experience it is regretable that to the
many ,ills which the industry suffers should be added the addltioDl
one of unjust enrichment at the expense of the consumers whom it
has served far better than its own stockholders. The industry does
not oppose this contemplated windfall tax in the sonte that it has ill-
gotten gains which it dislikes to surrender, but on'y in the sense that
the yardstick of equity fails to reveal aniy measurable windfall.

That completes my statement.
Senator KINo. 'May I askyou one question? Was there any diA-

tineti6n in lostee 9o far as you could Institute a comparison that *e'uld
have any justice, between the cotton mills of the New England States
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and the cotton mls of the South oi the cotton Industry ef the South
aiqd the cotton industry of the Rorth; in other-words, did they both
iuffeir alike?

Mr. Mvncnrsov. Both have buffered., There may be some-slight
diference In degree, but the exatt figures have not been made because
the Federal Trae Comraision and the Buitau of Internal Revenue
do' hot classify according to, regonsi Ti.ey classifyy according to
tyle ofmanufacture.
senatorr WALsH. It is the one subject on whioh the northern mills
and the southern mills agree. On, all others, they differ.,

Senator KiNo. Do you think there has been an overproduction in
the industry?

Mr. Muucnsow.: That is true,, Mr. Senator; and of course that is
oiie of the reasons for' this present problem, and that is one of the
reasns why the industry could not pass on the processing tax, because
the production capacity was so great as to tend to create always a
surp 1tS of o9mmotlites which deprived the industry of its power to
-control the price situation.

Senator Klwo. Has there been any diminution in exports of cotton
goods during thepst 6 or 7 or 8 years?

.r. Murtcntsoi Oh, yes; a tremendous diminution. I would say
we have lost over two-tii-ds of that business; more nearly three-
qu4Lrters.

'Senator WALeH. And an increase of imports from Japan.
Mr. MuRcmsoS. Concurrently, yes. The imports from Japan

were negligTble 2 years ago, and now they are conr-ng in at the rate
of around 80,000,000 yards a year, and pretty well concentrated on
bleached goods, and in certain types of rnanufaoture they now consist
of about 40 percent of the totaldomestic production.

Senator KINo. What is the yardage of all of the mills of the
United States?

Mr. MuR u sow, I think around 7,000,000,000 yards.
Senator KING. A great many billions is it not? I have just read a

book on theimports from Japan,'and I was astonished that they
were so small in view of the complaints which I had heard.

Mr. Muhcimso,. The rate of increase is very very rapid.,
- SenatorK6io. This book has orily been published within the past
few months. Hcve you finished your statement?

Mr. Munoms0W. I have finish6d my statement, Mr Senator; and I
would like now to introduce to the committee, if I may, Mr. Dorr.

STATEMENT O 0. H. DOR, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING THE
COTTON TEXTILE 1R8TITUTE

Senator KiG (preddiag). I will ask you to present your case as
expeditiously asyou can, without however sacrificing the presentation
of what you desire to present.

Mr. DosR. I wish to address my remarks to certain features of the
bill as framed as It has conie to you (roA:the House.. -The first point I wish to add is this, or the fint question that ads'o
with regardl to this windfall tax io whethv, tbo provsious do not go the
length of laying a so-called income tax on e deficit. I think tbey do.

It seems to us tlat the first step that should be taken in determining
whether or not any such tax should be laid with respect to income
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ft6m a taxable Year it to $id obtiwhether there was tiy Mcfme during
that taxable yeaf, and if there webre'no Idcdme from the taxable,'yet,
then this tax should not be applied.
Bdt theact as drawn br the bill as It comes'to you, does not, on-

tain that limitation. What It doeo is to segregate certain tianisat-
tions on particular goods ,whieh were _sc ttered throughout the
taxable year, t± to figure'out whether ther was a net income on
those, and wholly disregarding the transaction 'for the year as 4
whole, attempts to la the tax with regard to those patticular trwni.
'actions with the'result that say, there has been no income' Wla#ever
but a deficit on the years' operstion§ nevertheless that deficit ,,,y
be increased, and it will undoubtedly in the case of a number of
cotton mills', if the provisions of thib bill stand 'as they Ae that
deficit will be inereas d by th6 prdpoted tax. " :q"

Senator KiNO. -Do you fssentto the conqlus1ion reached by the
previous witness,' that'taking in'to count'the losses and Ithb 'due.
iions, and so on, In any 'eveht the amount of the 'windfall could 'not
exceed between 18 and 20 million dollars? .

Mr. Do.e; Yes, absolutely. ' If $ou take into consideration whether
there has in fact been a shifting and whether there has been any
unjust enrichment, I think you gentlemen will find' tho ltiate
result will show that thede Is not any unjust enrichment whatever.

Th6 effect of the provision then'as drawn would be not to take any
tax on a part of the mill's profits of the year, but would be to impose
a tar but of many which would actually increase the existing deficit, or
turn a Pr6fit into a deficit. '

And it seems to us for that reason the provisions of the bill should
be changed to provide that unless there is some net income for a
taxable year, there should be no windfall tax imposed, and that that
tax should in no event exceed the net profits for the taxable year.
Further, it seems to us difficult to see that there can propeiy be any
unjust enrichment if a mill is hot making an income whichIs 8iore than
ordinarY return on the capital which it is putting to thq service of
the public it-serves.

Senator BA'TXtEY. Looking at the windfall tax purely as s windfall
tax and disconnected With the ordinary 'operating expenses and
profits or losses of the concern'f6r the yeaf', do Jou think it is fair to
tax those that do make a profit outside of windfall' on their profit
and the windfall; and" thbe who do not Make a proit outside of-the

indfall, to ta.t them on nothing? Is that really quite a fair Way to
put it?

Mi. 1)oRk.'I 'cshnot ,ae 'that there is ',y justice in saying an
income tax on a person who has earned a'deficit during the taxable
year. It seems to me that that is contrary to the principle of the
income-tax provision of the Constitution.

Senator Bkg UTL. I agree with you as to ordinary income, but this
is extraordinary income and treated 'at such.

Mr. Doan. All it'does is to ointo-it becomes part ,f .e income
of the mill for the taxable year. If he has not got any income and has
earned a defiit, I cannot see that there is any unjust enrichment out
of hig operations frohi, tho publio in that year. He has used his
capital i' th6 eiic9 of the pkiblic'. They have got ten tue benefit of it.



I :saator BARKT4T. If it is a;x upjiust e4richment, -it is unjvat

. oouse lie is coUloting O son iog whch he hs pot gote'out of pocket
tn.

Mr. DOUIR. Ts it unjuNt? - hTe 4ep4t witl 1i customers vn)qstly
he hlas u(rished his goodp tthern~ta pet ce whichyieldp hi, no

return whatever on h capt al4.nited for tit yer,
SOiOAtr ]ARKL Y. But, n which is ,alwljat' a 4x which he has

.pa"ed on to the public, ,andwhich he proposes now to collect back.

.om the Government. .
' Mr. )oaai. Which he proposes to collect bakfrom the Govern-

i stor BAnsLEY, I mean the winafoU, whether it comes from the
'0overa.ient or whether. t, c it es from any other source, it 4 an
iinexpeted income that he di4 not take into calculation when he
fixe4 the price of his gods, and in such cases where he passed the
tax o.- t^ the public, do yw think that the taxpayer ought not to be

1q to pay an extraordinary taxon that if it is what it proposes
to be, an unjust enrichment? There may be some dispute as to
whether it is an 4njust enrichment, depending on the viewpoint and
A41e interest of those who diacuss it.

Mr. Doxt. .I would say this, Senator, tha. jt cannot see that
a mill which during p taxable year has sold i goWs at a Ios on the
whole transaction, in other words furnished its goods to its cus-
tomers on terms which has giventIem the benefit of 'the, isof his
nimil and has actually devoted tq them part of his working capital as
the net result for the year, I cannot see as a result of that year's
transaction that he has been unjustly enriched in any sense of the
-. ord.

Senator BA KL ZY. The loss is not greater because of the tax; it

,may have been lew. In some cases there may have been more
'passe on than is collected.

Mr. Dona. It does not seem to me that it is sound under the
principles of the income-tax amendment or under the principles of
justice to lay an income tax on a loss out of the business of the year.

Senator KiNo. We tax the consumption of gasoline regardless of
whether the corporation that uses the line in its manufacturing
plant makes a profit or not. Woud there be any analogy bet een

,-that osw and this?,
-Mr. )oa, I do' not tbinlk so. In the first plaoe, that is not an

iome tax. You am daini here now with the provision of a con.
stitutional amendment whic gave the power to tax income. The
-qther power is the power to lay an excise tax and which is laid irres-
pective of whether or not-wel1 that you have the power to lay.

Senator KiNG. You differentiate between an income tax and an
excise tax?

Mvlr,DoaR. Yes. -You are under no limitation there.
Senator KiNG. The reason I ask whether there was any analogy

between ex-ciso and income-
* Mr. DoRR Yes of course there is a distimotion.

Senator Kwto. Prooee4.
Mr. Donsn. The bill as it comes to you from the House, seems to

recogi'ze the doubful ' titutionality of -that because it provides
that If the provisiond for saying the tax where tiere is no income for
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the: taxable yea- is oooititutiouali then the. teAs .Hall ,be laid. the
other way. tdoee not seem to me that it Is sound to proceed with a
tax- of tbMt doubtful constitutionality., fo : r. , ,

senator Baaxjx, Congress has theapower to olasify, incomes for
th. porpeees of txation. Suppose that a, Qencern Riseaed in the
dry goods business a a orporation; and it is also 04ged in the coal
business or in the oil busiess, dd you doubt the power of: Congress to
levy a tax on the net profits of that part of ite business which is in the
dry-goods business, although there may be a loss in the coal business or
the oil business? , , . .- .. I -

Mr. )os. Of course there is the power of claesification. Whether
you can classify between a sle today or we will say have a half a
man's sale of, goods on which he has paid a tax, and hal.e that same
deliveUy he has not paid a taxi which is oontatly the situatibn,
whether you can tear apart a single business transaction and classify
a thousand, yards of the sani transaction on the one hand and a
thousand yards on the other, ILwould question whether that is a
reasonable classification.,

Senator BxizYvI am noturging that viewpoint.
Mr. DoRR. No.
Senator BARKXLY. I am not saying that'you couli split up a sale

of dry goods into a thousand yarda a 1d i7you make a profit on that
thousand yardsyou should taX it as A' individual transaction. What
I had in mind is a corporation that is engaged in different kinds of
business that are not related at all-

Mr. Dosa (interrupting). I would agree with you there; that is
another. story.

Senator BARKLEY. It is not related to the coal business, the, oil
business, or the automobile business. Congress could undoubtedly
classify those profits if there was loss in one and a profit in the other.

Mr. DORn. On most of these deliveries on, which, this question
will arise you have a single sale. Part of thos goods were goods on
which a tax waa in fact paid, and a part on which the tax was not paid,
and 'you have -to tear aprt that invoice and try to classify them, as
entirety different; businesses, andit does not seemnto me that that it
real or would seem to a court real.. , , .. , , . ,

The next question which I have, which has to be met here is what
transactions are you going to take into consideration in making your
computation?f What the bill as it comes to you does is to take all of
the transactions on which no tax was pad, figure out the .salesprice
of all of those artiClZJ and then figure out and attempt to allocate
the particular costs of those particulat articles deduct thecoast from
the sales price, and get a net inome; then take.those same article.,,
and take' the margin between the raw material which went into those
articles and the selling price, and compare that margin with similar
articles selected from a representative 5-year period, then compare
those margins and if the margin in the latter period is larger, then to
assume that the tax has been shifted and apply that shift to any net
income which has come on those particular articles. , I I
. The idea being that if goods have been sold on which no, tx, has

been paid and tfete has been a shift arrived at bythis rather com-'
plicate process, then there hAs been unjust enrlcment on the goqds
so sold, and that that ought to be recovered, or 80 percent of it ought
to be recovered to the Government.

371:
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rn Let~ usi seOwhthee you shoidd even oli that teozyv take .11- of the
too.s on which no t&x has been pd., Ve are imniediately coufronted
by this situation. As to the goodswhich the cotton textile industry
wis delivering for months prior to Jaiuary 0,6 193, it was delivering
thimn under the qualifying oon r "- which Dr.Murohison has spoken'
ofunder which it it got arefiid of taxes,. it would refund that'amount.
to its customer., If it had, not pid.a tax, -it- would pay over that"
Aniount t6 its customer. ,. *-

Consequently as to that great areaof goodon which millions of
dollars have now been refunded or credited to the customers, there
could in fact be no shift because the, tax ha-the contract provided
and the contract, has been carried out, to the effect that the amount.
of that tax if it had not been paid would be paid over to the customer,
and yet, this' bill. raquires the'taxpayer to include those articles on.
which there cannot have been any shift, in his return, go through the
laborious and expemive task of segregating them out,-findingout
what thh sales prine was, allocating te costs; labor and all other
costs to those sales to determine whether there has-been any net
income on them; then go through the laborious process of comparing
the margin between the raw material price and sales priceo6n those
goods, picking out similar goods 6 years back over a 6-ybar period,
in ilar amounts, Calculating the margin on that, and then corn-
p aring the margi-and to what purpose

You know at the start that there has not been any shift. If the
presumption provided by this act is an accurate presumption, all
thas process would do would be to show that fact. If i, inatuurate,
as we believe it to be, it might and it in many cases would indicate:
that there ha been a shift; but as A matter of fact,- there could have
been no shift, because the amount of the tax would have been repaid:
to the customer. ,

It seems to ui clearly that taking the theory of the bill, that it is
idle and nishievous and burdensome to the Government and, to'a
mill alike to inclide In the base for computation of this windfall tax,
goods on which there e6uld have been no possibility of windfalll.
because they were delivered under contracts under which the amount
of the tax has been refunded to the customer.

,,I do not know whether I make myself Clear on that. Jt is a little
complicated;,but it sees to me that the inclusion or the failure to
exclude those sales from computation is not to be jUstified from any,
standpoint..toth nt question ..o.abou , o whic

Coining now to the next question-how about these goods which
Dr. Murchison has described, which were in, the hands of the Mills at-
the time the tax was terminatediby the decision of. the Supreme
Coort?. What ought to be don. abodt those? Those goods are of
two classes.

First, goods on which a tax has actually been paid, and there were
substanhal amounts of those goods still in inventory in a number of
mills on January- 6, 1936. What are we going to do'about those?
The taxhas been paid on those.

I think the answer as to what we ought to do about them is to be
found in what Congress proposed to do about them in tho Agricultural
Adjustment Act.,-! What did Congrees then propose to do about them
when the tax was terminated?

$72'
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!It*pr*oPs; toraae 1 ;rend oft theo amount of~the tax." IAnd.
*_hy? i,,Beduse.Con m eeoknind, perfectly well.: the obvious fact
tbit jut as s6on 60i%6 tAk wi termiriated, It ceased to be an 6Jecmnt
toinfsnce pic. -" .Thue w boundto'be a drop in inventory value
of bound to be an effect On he arket downw a downward effect
and-when t that odiitred; vwhen that tax had~gona o t,-thenif- a tax
had ibeen paid O irii goods in inventory .it ought to be promptly'
refunded by the Government. - , .I -*i,-- I .% ,.-,.i
, And, that wa s what Oongress-provided in the Agrioultural Adjust-

ment Act in the event that the tax was terminated either -byk the
dxpiration of the act or by the pronitulgation of. the EcretAryi /

ONow, it geem to us that that action of Congress was sound and it
seems to us there is absolutely no reason for not applying the same rul6
her where the tax haA been terminated by the, Supreme Court.. The
business effect stations, the two methods of termination
Am pro same. 7; ,,

Sxo.,You ' are deAIA ow. only, with those 7atocks on
h when the decision "was amoun . *

ir. DoRR. Yes, pI .
tori$ ey y ideas heamont?.

Mr. Do i cant give ou an esti to of. that, Sen tor. I.
;would tut I n Ik, any state 'e re ava"iabl, W

know atin t case f min partiese in those mills which:had~~ ~ wji'ite odnd p ticularly where ther
are seasonal g ,Vek t t t were bstantial stocks still
onrhand onW a tax ha a ually paid

r K i u t" U of the arlous .mills- would

SDo They at; yes, indeed. a inventories were
take att 4a t matter which i daily ascertainable.:

It ft, h 4 at resent e does provide some
such edy t .e;at sc n 2n1- as a amended -in last
Au u t pro v es re - b the' ,y does not seemyet,
to ve ]h U It onths this happened, ;an so

Mar as I am sed,- has bee opted or put into effect
'providing f31 refunds, and it. to me, that this bill

deal carly 'ith that matter should deal with it On the
same $anciple and in the same l!I~age that it was dealt with in.
the orliti!iat which Congri ssed for a Similar' situation.

So much 6'tW ve on hand where the tax has actually
been paid.- Now, how about the goods we have on hand, and, of course,
there is an enormoui amount in the cotton-textile industry bocausb
cotton goes through slowly as you know, through our plants-and
we have quite a lot of stocks always on hand, A a matter of fact, '
cotton on which the tax-was theoretically levied prior to January 6 or
on January 5, wb will rsay would not actually result ii manufactured
goods in many cases until February or in some cases even later would
become manufactured goods. How about those goods?- !' ' .

,There again, I think we ought to turn to the way Congress dealt
with- a similar situation when the AgriCultural Adjustment Act was.
passed. It recognizes that because-of.the lag betweenthe opening
and the time, when the taxwould actually become payable, that mill

an,
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would have oil'hand when the'tak expired by the proclabnation of the
Seetry or byk th6 expiration, of the act, that the 'Mills would have
on hand not merely goods on which they had paid a ttx, but also
goods on -which a tax had technically beoom due because of the
earfier opening of the cotton bale, but on which no tax had been paid.

What did Congress say with regard to that? . Did it say that those
taxes would have to be paid afterwards? Not a bit. It was recognized
by it that inevitably there would be the same effect on those iaveator-
ies aslb the other, that once your tax was gone it would have no effect
on the market price, that the market' price would then be governed
by the new costs of goods currently manufactured and by supply and
demand, and consequently Congress in the Agricultural Adjustment
Abt provided that those unpaid taxes should be abated. -

IIt seems to us that that principle was sound and should be applied
to this same situation. Here we have our inventories. ; Here we have'
the wiping out of that element of cost with the inevitablo result and
effect on the market, and Congress recognized that by providing that
any taxes which at that time had been levied and unpaid, should be
abated. 7 ,

Senator Kimo. Mr. Commissioner, I understood that some phases
of this queesion being discussed by the witness were under considera-
tion by the House Comrnlttee of Way and Means when this bill was
before them, but that sufficient data were not available and investiga.'
tion had not been sufficiently made, and it was anticipated that the
Treasury Department would submit another bill?

Mr. IzLVYERINO. That is true.
Senator KINo. I do not want to be inquisitive, but may not that

bill be submitted to the Ways and Means Committee and may we
not have the advantage of it in the consideration of this bill before
we have concluded our investigations?
-Mr. HimvsRa, We hope to have that worked'out fully within a

day or two,- Senator, for their consideration and perhaps get it to you
in time to incorporate it in the bill; It is a simplification of 21- (d).
- Mr. DoRi. I was asked the, question a minute or two ago as to
what amount of goods stock on hand on January 6, was tax-paid. I
ami handed the experience of one particular mill, the Texas Textile
MII,, in which 20 percent of the stock on hand on January 6 had
actually had taxes paid. . I I

I am not suggesting these things, gentlemen, because they seem to
me to be things which cannot be remedied or won't be remedied. It
seems to me that they are things which are boubd to be remedied in'
the actual development of bill. No bill when first framed can pos-
sibly take account of all contingencies. It is a matter of hammering
it out, and-naturally with all of the pressure in the House it was ir.

,osle to work it out in all of these situations and realize them, I
any no doubt before the bill is finally enacted, these matters will be

given weight and consideration. . I
What happened in the,. utton-textile industry illustrates the'

soundness of the rule adopted by Congress in the Agricultural Ad-
justinent Act. , Gentlemen, the Supreme Court had hardly finished
reading its opinion invalidating the: act, when the people who were
active in the cotton industry market in New York were in session,
and on that same afternoon determined, without waiting to see
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whether: there would be any reargumet or.aiything of that.kind,
that they- were obliged under thei contk ots on goods which they
were'delivering that very day, to their customers .to write., off the
amount of the tax on the price of the goods they were delivering,
It happened that promptly, and thkt Was put into effect, Of course,
-they had to. People would not have accepted deliveries. That
element of cost had gone out of the market. , - .,. I
I give you that as illustrating how promptly ust those factors

which Ootigress had in mind when itfirst passed the.Agricultural
Adjustment Act did in fact work in our industry.

Soit seems to us that there should be excluded from consideration
in the computation of the tax all of those goods which were not
invoi ed on January 6. That should be the end of the period. If
there has-been any unjust enrichment, it has been on thegoods
delivered prior to that tune..

Some of the actual complexities of applying the formulas which
the law outlineewill be touched on in a succeeding statement, and I
won't go:into taose, but there is just one thin that I do wantto
point out with regard to the representative period chosen for com.
prison in determining whether or not there is or haa not been a
shift of this tax.. The representative period which has been selected
is the' 5 years preceding the imposition of the processing tax. I
want to call you attention-

Senator Kwo (interposing). You think it should be 10 years, do
you?

Mr. DoRR. I think 10 years may be better from one standpoint,
because it would be more representative, but from another standpoint
it would add greatly to the perfectly fearful mechanical task of work.
ing the thing out , and I think it woWd be better if it could be confined
to, we will say, 2 years that were really representatives or something of
that sort. That wouldlessen the mechanical burden of working it
out, and at the same time it would be fairer but let me point out the
results you get in the cotton textile industry from the period suggested.. If we assume that we will say in Deember on the g delivered in
December.and November,-'and the market. was a little better and
prices were a little better at that time and the average mill at that time
was breaking even, exclusive of any question oftax being included in
the price. On deliveries durbig that period, they were making a refund
of the tax if. they did not. pay it to their custopler. . Awumning that
they were breaking even, we know. that they4*ere not shifting the tax
because they were refunding it, and yet if you apply the presumption
laid down in this act, those als would be presumed to have shifted
at least I would say on the average mill ,2.5 cents a pound of the tax,
and if by any chance they, were making any. net income, all. of that
net irieom up, to the aniwont of ,tha tax would be taxable and they
would have, to; pay it over. if the pirsumption were applied even
though, as I say, they had refunded the amount of the tax to the
customer.

Now, how doeo that come about? That arises from certain pe-
culiaritne of the situation in this.representative period as provided
froIm our standpoint, it is not a representative period. - I I

Of the 5 years, the 3 immediately preceding were the extraordinary
years of the depression; years in which the industry lost $53,00,00
$83,000,000 and $90,000,000 respectively. The 2,years, 1928 and
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.1929, which are also included, were not for the cotton textile industry,
normal years. They made $10,000,000 and $22,000,000 respectively,
whichwas a little leas than--bout 1 percent on their $1,250,000,000capital.,,. , , -. -

-The first normal year was .1927 when they made abouS 4% percent
onitheir invested capital, but that year is excluded from the calcula-
tions; it is not taken as one of the representative years.
: Tkin the 5 years, that means a loss of $170,000,00,4 and that is
an a etul lose to the industry. t That means on about 12,700,000 000
pounds which were sold during those years, that means a loss of 1.4
cents a pound on every pound they sold during that period, and con-
sequently if they were breaking even in December and November and
October 1935, if, the mill was breaking even, then there would be a
shift to that extent shown in applying the presumption created by
the statute.

But that is not the only distortion. As you know, at the present
time the industry is paing a very mucth higher manufacturing cost
due to theN. R. A. The industry has sought, has mrnestly sought
and successfully sought, to maintain the advances in labor standards
which occurred at that time. As Dr. Murchison said, those advances
were very heavy and very extreme,. Consequently when you go back
to the earlier yeas and use the formula of merely deducting the raw
material from the sales price in the two periods, you are ignoring the
factor of a change in labor costs and all other manufacturing costs.
Those changes, as we have figured them out from the Government
figures, amount to at least 1.2 cents a pound. Adding that 1.2 cents
a pound to the loss of 1.4, you get the difference between the margin
in the -representative period and the margin in the period of the
present time of at least 2.5 cents which is there but cannot possibly
be attributed to a shift of the tax burden, and which under the pre-
sumption created by the act, that 2.5 cents change, increase in margin,
would be attributed to a shift in the tax.
. As I seeu, the net result would-be thatif you simply apply the pro-

sumption, even though the whole tax has been refunded to the cus-
tomer, if the mill did make any net income during that period, it
would have to be subject to a win IfU tax.-

It does not seem to us that much, under those circumstances, can
be said in favor of that presumption, certainly not as applied to the
cotton textile industry. Nor does it seem to us a sound answer to say
"Well, the mill can go ahead and after it has made all of these compu-
tations, gone through all of this labor, it can then go in and estab~ah
before the Commission that the presumption was not accurate and
there could not have been any shift because the tax was refunded."

All of that means an interminable amount of ex pnse and labor not
merely to the mill but to the Government, because tiLe auditing of these
ret1,Vns, making them up, is going to be a task which is going to put a
tremendous expense and a tremendous labor on the Government as
well as on the mills.
- There is just one other thing that I, want to ay a word on. It
may seem a minor matter to you, and yet it is an important matter
to a number of mills and is a situation that I third& you will feel you
want to take care of. 1 ...... .....
. Under the act as framed the tax adjustments with customers
which we have been describing can only be taken account of in the
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event that they were either made before March 3 1936, or made
pursuant to a written contract entered into before that date. Now,
while it is true that, by and large, through the industry. there were
written contracts which governed that matter entered into prior
to that date, nevertheless there was a practice, to a considerable
extent, in many mill. to simply tell the customer, "We will do the
right thing by you" and there was confidence by the customer that
the mill would do the right thing by it, if the act was declared invalid.

There was also the pressure of competition among customers who
felt that they ought to be put into the same situation as other cu-.
tomers, with the result that as soon as the act was declared invalid
it was fairly generally recognized that there would be many tax
adjustments made, and should be made, whore there was no ormal
written contract, and there being no date iu mind before which they
would have to be made, and it bemg a matter of considerable work to
determine on just what invoices such adjustments ought to be mado,
that worI. had, by no means, been completed by such mills on March
3. Consequently they were caught in the situation of being under
moral commitments to their purchasers which they felt that they
woudd in any event have to carry out. Having to make those adjust.
meats they clearly negative the possibility of any unjust enrichment
as to the transactions behig left in the air and would be in the situation
where they night have to pay 80 percent tax on the amount of unpaid
taxes i regard to those goods, and yet at the same time pay the whole
amount of it over to the customer. That is the situation which we
are quite sure the Congress will not want to' put those mills in, and
therefore we would suggest that either the date of Mf arch 3 be elimi.
nated, that no time limit be set, or if it is necessary, for administrative
reasons, to set a date that it be advanced, say, to July 1, 1936, when
all of that work could have been completed.

I think that is all I have.
Senator BAILEY. Mfr. Doir, I wish to get some information about

the t, tile industry. Can you tell me how many textile mills are in
debt?

Mr. DoRR. There have been a very considerable number of re.
ceiverships and bankruptcies. There are a number of mills that were
in such a situation that the tax which had been levied; I think Dr.
Mrachison estimated the amount to be several million, which never
caibe paid,

Senator BAILET. Could we get the statistics in tabular form of the
number of debts and the amounts of the debts? The taxation under
tybis bill is related directly to debts.

Mr. DnE,. I think we can endeavor to get that for the committee
Senator.

Senator BAIuxy., Could you then give me how many textile mills
have liquid surpluses? . j . ...

Mr. Dona. Thera is a good deal of information of that sort which
was returned to the mills by the Federal Trade Commission in the
investigations which they made into profits and losses recently. Sorn#
of that material the institute has, but not all of it.

Senator BAILEY. Could you give me a statement as to how many
mills have old machinery; that is, machinery that is not up to date?

Mr. Don. ,Well, that is a thing which there is about as much
dispute about in the industry as anything that there is.
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. Senator DAtTY.et; os put it this way: How many mills are in a
bad-tVofi in the matter of competition on accowit of the difference
between their a chimney ond odcalled modein mchinery?. Could
we get that information?, I am amuming that the mills that have
old nvacliay would have to buy new machinery.
I Me. Dosa.: Why, there is.a constant, effort on the part of the mills
to keep themselves ,up to date, and if they. haven't got working
capital, they haven't got credit,,

enator.KJNo. Does not the institute keep up with the trade?
Pardon me Senator Bailey. I do not want to interrupt you.

Senstor 3AILEY. I had one more question.
Senator KiNo. It seems to me if you have an institute it is not

functioning properly unless it assembles the data which the question of
the Senator would seem to require.

Mr. DoAR. Senator, the mills are somewhat reluctant to expose
their sores in public, so to speak.

Senator Kixo. I see. -
Mr. DoRE. They have their banks from which they are trying to

get loans, and they arb not particularly anxious to expose theirdifficulties.
Senator BAILRY. In view of this legislation, whether they are

reluctant or not, the facts must come out.
Mr. Dons. Yes.
Senator BAILY. Now, let me ask you another question. I wonder

if you can get the information for us, not now, but before the hearing
is over, as to how many mills have impaired capital-stock structures?
- Mr. DoER. It may be possible to obtain that, as to a certain groupof mills..

S oenstor BAmLay. NQw, I have just one other question. I have in
mind two mills in North Carolina, one has a deficit of $290,000, not in
the form of bonds, just a running deficit, and its capital is impaired.
Nowiffit should make $100,000 this year, under the law as we have it,
it would py 42 percent of that $100,000 on its profits without paying
more taxes than it is paying; that is, it will pay the 16 percent rate
but the remaining $58,000 would have to be carried to the capital
&ocout- it could not be declared in dividends, because that is against
the law, just as the force and effect of the law is to drive that $58,000
into the tog bracket and that would be into the higher brackets.

Mr. DORR. I think unquestionably if there is not some provision
made for taking care of those situations the operation of the law would
be to drive out the smaller and weaker mills.

Senator BAILEY. Let us see what your answer is to this: The
capital structure of a corporation is based on the credit,. If the capital
structure is impaired and the Governmeht imposes a tax, it prevents
the earnings from going into repairing the credit, and it interferes
not, only with the textile mills but with tOe credit.

Mr. DORR. Yes. . 4
Senator BAILEY. Well, just in the matter of this particular bill it

postpones, at any rate, the payment of their debt.
Mr. DORR. Yes, and it makes it more difficult for a mill in that

situation to get credit.,.
Senator JAILHY. Now, compare that with a competitive mill that

has an unimpaired capital and-has a liquid surplus say of $10;O,000,
and new machinery, it can declare a of its dividends and pay' no
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taXes. Now, what is the floot with redpeot to competition as between
two institutions of that type?

Mr. DoRR. As I suggested, unless the bill takes care of those situa-
tions it is going to be very hard on the smalcr mill and the weaker
. Senator BAILEY. Would not the strong mill eat up the small mill,

if they are in direct competition under those circumstances?_,
Mr. DoRa. It would have a very definite advantage. It would

have that result. That is, it, presents a very serious situation to
undoubtedly a great number of mills in the industry, You see, our
industry is not an industry of large units. Ours ii one of the" few
American industries which has maintained a large number of rela-
tively small independent units.. Our largest agregations do not do
more than 3 percent, I believe, of the totd business.

It would give a vety deficits advantage to the stronger and tend
to get away from what we regard as a rather happy eharacteriste
of our industry.

Senator BAILY. It is not necessary for a stronger mill to pay it out
of its earnings.

Mr. Doie, Yes, it oould do it.
Senator BAILEtY. The weak mill would not even be permitted to

pay it debt.
Mr. DOns. No, it would not be able to take those steps whioh are

necessary to preserve the credit. ."
Senator BJULU., Now, if you and Dr. Murchison can supply it

approxumately not absolutely, , I will be very glad to put those figures
itt0 the record."

Mr. DORa. We will do that.
Senator BARKLZY. To what extent is the cotton textile industry

overexanded?
Mr. Dos,. Overcasacitated?
Seiiator BARKLZY. Yes.
Mr. Dom. That all depends on bow you regard this factor. If

our industry operated on 4 one-shift basis, the way which it historic.
cally did, and the way, for instance, that, it does i England, why
then we would not be overcapacitated at all. If we rki 24 hours a
day, we would be' tremendously overcapacitated. As it is we .un
one shift in a certain number of inlls aad two shifts in a large number
of others in most of the industry, and on that basis we are quite a
little overcapacitated.

Senator BARKIyZY. And the uneconomic condition of the textile
industry, as a whole, is due, inp art, to the uneconomo way in which
it has been managed over a period of years. I mean by that that at

first it was established in certain sections of the country far from the
raw material which It utilized in the production of its goods. NoW,
more recently, factories are beginning to go into the territory where
the cotton is produced, and they save a lot of freight rates, they save
a lot of Jsx' cOsts, and they are supposed to be more economical
operated in the territory where they are close to the raw material,
which leaves those in the former region somewhat in the lurch, and
all those things taken into consideration over a long per id of time
has contributed con-deralby to the present difficulties 6f the cotton
textile industry, is that not true?
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Mr. DoRD. That has undoubtedly been a factor; that is, that shift
in the place of operation, but I think that, to a large extent, has
already been liquidated out.

Senator BARiKLUY. That may be.
Mr. Doan. I think our real difficulty is in the operating period,

through the very unfortunate tendency, we believe, from every stand-
point, to go to, we will say, 24.hour operation. It is not an industry
that ought to work all night. That tends to very greatovercapacity.

Senator BAnK[Ya. That is not the normal way to operate thie
plant in England, is it?

Mr. Dons. You mean to operate all night?
Senator BARKLKY. Yes.
Mr. DoRR. No- nor in any ether country in the world, except per-

haps one or two, have they installed all.night operation.
Senator Kixao. Moreover, there has been a loss of exports in com-

modities, has there not?
Mr. Dons. Yes.
Senator KINo. If we had a reasonable export market, such as has

been attempted by Secretary Ifull and by other statesmen in the same
category then there would be a greater prosperity in the textile
indus ry i

Mr. D OR. I wish we could induce the State Department to help
us on some of our exports.

That is all I have. Thank you.
The C1AIRMAzr. Thank you, Mr. Dorr. Mr. Russell.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT RUSSELL, MACON, GA., REPRESENTING
THE COTTON TEXTILE INSTITUTE

Mr. RussELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
wish to deal solely with certain administrative features of the bill as
drawn in an effort to propose some more simple metbod, both from
the standpoint of the processor and of the Government, of obtaining
apprximately the same results that the bill ieeks to attain.

The present plan provides that the mill must determine its pet in-
come from the sale of articles with respect to which the tax .vaa not
paid. It must then determine the amount of the shift of that tax
b en. It gives a prima-facie presumption by which that shift is to
be determined. To have that presumption you take 'the average
profit margin on similar goods and bear in mind-particularly the classi-
fication of similar goods dining the preceding 5 years. That margin
is determined by taking the difference between the cost of raw ma-
terials and the selling price on thbso goods.
* The same computation is made wit I reference to the tax-free goods.
Certain deductions or refunds are made in regard to the tax-free
goods, and after those deductions are made the ,verage margin for
the 5 years is deducted from the marghi op the tax-free goods.,

It is possible to rebut that presumption by rraious things set out
in he bill. You can show a change, g the cost of the xanufacturo;
you can show a change in the pripe t6 reflect the tax;.you can show
a refund of the amount of the tax, but We start out at least with a
presw tiaon that the margin is the diffrence between the raw
material and the selling price.
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Now, it may be possible for some processors who manufacture one
item or two items, to compute that tax, but the average textile mill
whih makes a thousand different items simply cannot do it.

To substantiate that statement I would like to briefly point out to
the committee the process through which the textile mills have to go.
Beginning in early September of each year, when the new crop comes
in, the textile mills begin to buy. From early September until late
December they purchase practically their year's requirements. The
purchases that are made niter that time are made to meet unexpected
contingencies. Most of those mills undertake to hedge in futures
their long or short position as between their inventories and their
orders. That hedge is insurance,.pure and simple. Theoretically, at
least, they make no profit on their futures and they have no loss on
the inventory if they succeed in their hedges, However, the hedging
is not exact. They do not do it every (lay. They do not succeed ii
hedging so that they have an exact balance between their long ani
short position, but theoretically they undertake to carry It out. If a
mill has 50,000 bales of cotton, more than it has orders for, it under.
takes to hedge that 50,000 bales.

, They buy this cotton, of course, in various grades and various
staple lengths, but grading it is not an exact science. Its moisture
content varies. The normal moisture content of raw cotton is about
0 percent, but it fluctuates from 6 to 11 percent. The waste varies
by reason of variations in the uniformity of the staple. One bale of
cotton of exactly the same grade may produce 5 percent more yarn
than another bale simply because the staple is not uniform and does
not go through the spinning machinery with the minimum amount of
waste, Thus a bale of cotton that has a very low moisture content
and a uniform staple nay produce 10 percent more yarn than another
bale that is bought on exactly the same grade.

All of these bales are not earmarked as to price. The bales in the
various grades are put together and the prices averaged, and they
are carried on the books at so much in dollars and cents. A mill will
take 50 to 100 bales of " cotton, open it, mix it, and blend it, and
start it through the mill.

The first process that it is subjected to is the preparation of the
fibers for spinning. Now, there art three such processes anl each of
them produce a different amount of Waste. Each of them makes a
little better grade as they progressively pixoduco more waste, because
they lay the fibers more evenly and more smoothly, but to keep those
three processes moving it is almost impossible to determine, from day
to dby, from week to week, or from month to month just exactly how
much difference there is in the waste that each of them produces,

That cotton startS through the mill. Some of it is simply spun
into yarn. It may be sold as a single strand. Some of it is twisted
and sold as cabled yarn in from 2 to 80 strands. Some of it go on
until it is mad into finished cloth, and some of it even Into finished
wearing apparel in some mills. The waste that this processing occa-
sions varies from 10'to 35 percent, depending upon the grade of the
cotton, the' length and umformity of the staples the character and
extent of the processing to which it is subjected, its original moisture
content, whether or riot it is *yed, and whether or not it is bleached,
and various other factors.



,Senator Kimo. Cannot the n411 recoup for that loss of 35 percent?
* Mr. RusesLL- It sells this wrste for something, Senator. Some
of the mills have a reclaiming rlent and they wort that waste back
into low-priced gods.

Senator KIxo. Yes,-
Mr. RUSSELL. But my point is they cannot determine how much

wasta is occasioned by any one of those particular operations with any
degree of accura.py, and we are dealing here with an 80 percent tax, so
that a minor vaiiation in accuracy runs into a great deal of money
ver quicldvI

Onator WiNo. And some of the yarn might be utilized in a fobrio
upon which there was a profit, and some of it might be utilized in a
fabric of a lower grade, or a higher grade, upon which there is a loss?

Mr. RUSSELL. E,.'actly. They start the cotton through the mill
from the same mixing and some of it may be taken out as yarn and
sold. That may bring 20 cents a pound. Some of it goes on until it
is processed into a product that brings 30 cents a pound. Some of it
may go still further. But those differences have to be balanced to
meet the market, tif course, and the accurate determination of how
much waste they have, or how much manufacturing cost they have
for each of those steps is an almost impossible proposition.

Senator KING. You could not 'hen, by any uniform formula, de-
termine just what you had passed on to any purchaser, as to the cost
of the processing tax?

Mr. RusszLL. Exactly. After that cotton is manufactured it is
put in a warehouse generally. The heat of the machinery has taken
most of the moisture out of it. If it is shipped immediately, it is
weighed on 100 pounds, it is shipped for 100 pounds. If it stays in
a dry warehouse that moisture decreases and the mill may have to
ship it as 97 pounds or 98 pounds. If it is put in a moist warehouse
it may be 102 pounds when they get it out of there.

Now, section 501 (b) of the act requires that the gross income from
the sale of articles with respect to which a Federal excise tax was
4.posed upon the taxpayer but not paid be computed. Apparently
this means the gross profit on each separate invoice. I understand
that the Treasury has so construed it.

Senator GERRy. What section is that?
Mr. RussLl.. Section 601 (b), Senator. The mill would then

have to take each of the invoices that it had rendered during this
period and its first step would have to be to ascertain the cost of
the raw cotton that was contained in that finished article. Well now
the variation in moisture content and in waste content could vary
that as much as 10 percent. Ten percent variation in an article that
has 12-cent cotton' m it is 1.2 cents and an 80-percent tax on that
is nearly a cent a pound arising solely from inaccuracy of computa-
tion. Now, it may work against the Government just as effectually
as it works In favor, of it. Ido not mean it necessarily penalizes the
processor, but it necessarily is inaccurate.

If the mill has the record of the particular bale it may be possible
to get the price that it paid for i, but it probably has not. ft may
have had a hedge against that cotton, or the market may have gone
up so that it.had a larger spre#i, but it May have had that spread
hedged and it may not have had it hedged. It does not haye a cal-
culation of its hedges against each bale because it has to buy its
hedges in 100-bale lots.
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Now, "gross income" apparently means the difference between the
cost of raw materials and the selling price, and if it does the ne:t
step would 'bb to deduct the cost of the raw cotton from, the selling
price. A4 I 1, ve just said, the market-might have changed so that
the spread would be reflected as very much greater than if the market
had not changed, or very much less, as the case might be, and it
would be necessary then to go back to your hedging operations and
take those hedging operations into consideration to mo whether you
had actually had that profit or had actually suffered that loss.:

You then have to ascertain net income. You have to, in doing
this, compute the cost of manufacture of that particular article.
You have got to allocate to it the fixed charges, including interest,
taxes, overhead, depreciation and selling cost. Every mill that
operates with any eficienoy Las a cost-accounting system. They
have worked out that cost-accounting system on averages over a
long period of years. Over a long period of years it gives them
figures that are sufficiently accurate to enable them to make prices
to their customers and have some idea of where they are coming out.

Senator CONNALLY. Let me ask you right there: In your cost-
accounting system do you not take into acount all the factors that
you are discussing, such as waste, moisture, and all those elements?

Mr. RussELL. In making an average over a 10-year period, yes;
but in dealing ,xith any shorter period, while we still use our averages,
they do not accurately reflect.

Now,. lot me illustrate it this way: One of the mills for whom
I am general counsel underte"-es under this cost-accounting system
to estimate each month the result of its operations. During its
fiscal year ending August 31, 1935, it estimated *that it had lost
$600,000. When it took its inventories and made its income-tax
return it found it had lost $250,000, so that its computation was
$350,000 off, or approximately 60 percent. Now, 80 percent tax
on that $350 000, which would have to be the basis for computation
under this bill, would be approximately $280,000, purely because those
cost-accounting figures did not balance in that year. Over a 10-year
period, as I say, the mill can average the thing up and the are willing
to sell goods on that basis, because it is the beat basis they can get,
but it does not balance out when the matter is completed.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, of course, no accounting system is 100
percent accurate, even in normal tim s. You have to have averages.

Mr. RUSSELL. Undoubtedly that is true.
Senator CONNALLY. Like any statistics, you have to bose it on

averages, do you not?
Mr. RuSSELL. That is undoubtedly true, and I am going to suggest

a plan of using averages that will avoid all of this tremendous amount
of work, if the Seiiator will indulge me until I get to that point.

Senator KiNs. Let ra ask you one question right there, if I may:
Have you any system by which you may determine, in the transitory
condition through which we passed, with the fluctuation in prices
during the past 2 or 8 years, since the processing tax was imposed,
on any particular fabric that you have, manufactured and shipped,
whether or not you passed the tax on on that fabric?

Mr. RusSZLL. We have not.
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Senator KING. It seems to me where you manufacture, as you say,
a thousand grades under different conditions, where the prices fluctuate
from day to day, there is no standard of prices at all in the com-
munity, or in the market, it would be impossible for you to determine
whether you passed on the tax in any particular fabric or not, or any
particular order tht came to your null.
* Mr. RUSSELL. Senator, I did not have much difficult in con.
vining the Federal court that it was utterly im ossible. Te Buretiu
of Internal Revenue has had 4 months since the Hoosao decision to
issue regulations, to at least tell us how to do it under 21 (d), they
had carte blanche and so far they are reopening claims that were
filed prior to the Hfoosao decision, with'the statement that they were
to be considered under 21 (b); but they have not yet evolved a method
of considering them, and I do not think they will ever be able to evolve
a regulation that will, with any degree of accuracy, determine that
fact, in fairness to the Government or to the manufacturer.

Senator CONNALLY. In fixing the price for rcsalo, under your cost-
Lccounting system, do not you take into consideration the processing
tax?

Mr. RUSSELL. We did our best, but we never, during the year
135, were able to get a price for our goods that reflected both the
tax and the profit. It showed, when we got through, that we had
not taken into consideration all of the factors.

Now, we may have taken the tax or we may have taken the N. R. A.
costs, or we may have taken something else, but we did not take
everything.

Senator CONNALLY. If you did not do that then you did not have
any net income.

fr. RUSSELL. Exactly; but this bill does not propose to tax us
on net income- it proposes to tax ps on the net income from these
particular goods, regardless of whether we lost on other goods. The
allocation of the manufacturing costs, of course, varies by the per-
centage of time that the mill is operating. If it is operating full
time, its depreciation and all of those fixed charges are spread over
a great many more pounds of cotton. It is just utterly impossible,
in any given period, to make those averages balance.

Now, let me illustrate the mechanics involved. This same mill
about whom I have been talking made refunds to its customers on
17,000 ir,4 )ices. The only thing they had to do with those invoices
was to L %ire the Treasury sheet with the conversion factors on it
and compute on each invoice how much the tax was, and send the
customer a check for it. It took the accounting department of that
mill more than 30 days, working day and night, to make those com-
putations on 17,000 invoices.

They have 45,000 invoices during a 9 months' period on which they
have to make this much more tremendously complicated computation,
which, when it is finished; would be merely an estimate, and con-
servatively it would take at least five times as long on each invoice;
so that if I month was taken on 17,000 invoices in making refunds it
will take at least a year to make the first step under this bill. For the
5 years they had approximately 3.00,000 invoices. Now, their
records are not in as good shape for those 5 years, naturally. Their
ability to identify the cotton and the materials is not in as good shape;
but they would have to go further, they would have to take the
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45,000 ivoies and clas#,i them into groups,, because they, have got
to get their margin on similar articles in the 8-year period; In other
words, a certain number of yarn has got to be put in this group and
another, number in this other group, and when they get through
they have got 1,000 classifications that they have got to examine.
Their accounting department told me that that second step would
require, at an absolute minimum, 7 years of their time, .working just
as constantly as they possibly could, and when they got through all
they would have would be an estimate. Then a Government auditor
would come down there and he would spend 8 years there, and then
after he got through and it came back to the Treasury we would
probably have a lawsuit about it. So that the net result would be
that most of us would not have to worry about whether the tax was
ever paid o- not,-because very few of us would survive long enough
to see the termination of it,

Senator KNo.,The company might be bankrupt in the mean-
time.

Mr. RUSSELL. Exactly; and it is entirely possible that the Gov-
emnment would spend $20,000,000 trying to get this $2 ),000.000 from
the textile industry and when they got through the courts would
decide that they had just spent $20,000,000.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, will you give us your suggestions?
Mr. RUSSELL. Yes, sir. lay I, Senator, just indulge in one more

statement with reference to this question? The Treasury Depart-
ment has always recognized, and now incorporates in regulation 86,
article 22, the statement that no mill, no business in which the manu-
facture of goods is an income-producing factor, can possibly show
a correct income without the use of inventories. This bill does not
take into consideration the use of inventories when we deal with
separate individual items.

Xow, my suggestion is this-and it is frankly merely an etimate--
it is just as accurate as the method proposed; it may produce more
money, and it may produce less, and nobody on earth can tell whether
it will do one or the other, but it, at least, has the virtue of sim.
plicity. If instead of taking the separate invoices we would simply
say that the net income of the Wxpayer for the year derived from
these goods was the proportion that these tax-free goods bore to the
whole number of goods the proportion of the net income that the
tax-free goods boee to al the goods shipped, we would have our first
step. Now, in doing that they ought to eliminate all processing
taxes paid or unpaid so that all the goods shipped during the year
would stand on a party and you would have a reasonably fair basis.

If a mill shipped 12,000,000 pounds during the year, 5 000
pounds of it was tax free, with processing tax eliminated on the wiolo
thing, we would simply say that the net income derived from those
goos was five-twelfths of the whole.

That wold be the first step, It might cost the mills more money,
and it might cost them less. Whether it would cost them more or
less would depend on whether the profits were relatively higher in the
tax-free periods or the other periods, but you would find one had one
experience and someone else had another. I think you would find,
however, that all of them would adopt it, because of the utter'im-
possibility of the other method, if it were made alternative.
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Then to determine the phift.., Take the average cost per. pound of
ra* materials going into all goods and the averagermanufacturing
cost going into all goods durinK the tax-froeperiod and deduct it from
the seling price for your margin during theThxofree period; do exactly
the same thing for the 5-year period, on an average, and say that that
is the amount of the shift. Now, it has been suggested that that is
arbitrary because it takes into consideration goods that were not
within th6 tax-free period. That may be; but if it is, then make it
optional. If the taxpayer adopts the optional method he certainly
cannot be heard to say that it was more arbitrary than the other
method, and in a few minutes any accounting department In the
country can make that computation. In a single day, a Treasury
agent can check it and, aside from an litigation that may follow,
the matter is closed up and forgotten, it the-mill can pay.

That is the plan. I think it is a plan that this committee ought to
give most careful consideration, because it will avoid 99 percent of all
the administrative difficulties. It may produce just as much money,
it may produce more and it may produce Ices, but until all these
computations are made nobody can tell whether it will produce more
or produce le..

Would like to call your attention also to section 501 (d) and 601
(a) (2) which fixes the coat of raw materials as a presumptive cost.
You start us off with a cost and a presumption that everybody knows
is untrue. Everybody knows that the N. R. A. coats have greatly
increased the cost of manufacture of cotton textiles between the rep-
resentative periods and the period under consideration. The net
result is that we have a presumption, prima face. We tear it down
immediately by showing those coats. We then have no presumption,
and we again are left in hopeless confusion.

Just before I came into the committee room one of the manufac.
turers in Georgia called my attention to three matters that he asked
me to call to the attention of the committee, or four matters.

First, under this bill these computations may go on through the
years 1937 and 1938, and maybe 1939 because goods in inventory
will be shipped on over periods later than that. That amount will
be negligible, and he asked me to bring to the committee's considers.
tion the proposition of limiting it to the year 136, It will cost the
Government possibly some small amount of money but it will save
them the tremendous administrative efforts involveA in it.

Secondly, in section 602 (g) it is provided that where the vendee-
that is, dealing with refunds-that where the vendee has agreed to
pay a price that includes the prooesoing tax that the goods bought
on that order will be considered as a part of his inventory.

Senator KiNo. Part of the vendees inventory?
Mr. RVSStL,. Part of the vendee's inventry. There seons to

be some question as to whether agreedd to pay" gives due considera-
tion to the clause that were put into the contraote under which those
prices were reduced. I have thought it was clear that he did not agree
to pay it if we had a clause which reduced it, but his suggestion is that
the word "paid" would do substantial justice and would obviate that
question. .

Now, in section 601 (b) he calls my attention totho fact that proces-
sors are denied refunds for exports, large cotton bags, and charitable
shipments. A number of first procesors did export and did sell to
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charities ,and did make large outton bags. The scheme of this bill is
that 21 (d) takes care of thb first processor's refund on floor stocks,
which is probably true, though it causes some accounting difficulty;
but it does not take care of it on the other items, because t does not
necessarily prove that the tax was not passed on, and it should be
made clear that the processor who exported is entitled to the refund
on that export just the same as the second man is entitled to it.

Senator Kilo. Have you a suggested amendment?
Mr. RumSwS. I have not prepared one, Senator, because it was

called to my attention just as I came into the room.
Senator BARKLEY. Let m ask you right there: Are you suggesting

substitute language for what you are criticizing?
Mr. RUSSLU. Not on these propositions that I have suggested,

Senator. As I said, they were simply called to my attention just as4
I came in. I have suggested no substitute language but a substitute
plan in my main statement. I would be very glad to submit sub-
stituto language if the Senator desires.

There is one thing in this bill that was not comprehended in my
statement, dealing with administrative matters, that I would like to
call the committee's attention to.

Section 502 makes a processor who earned a not income during the
taxable year pay 65 percent windfall tax, and makes a processor who
has no net income pay 80 percent. If he lost money but still had a
windfall he has to pay 80 percent on it. If he made money and had a
windfall he pays 80 percent on it. but he saves the 15 percent that he
would have bad to pay on his ordinary income. Now, I do not think
that is a condition that anybody ever intended to exist, and I simply
want to call that to the committee's attention.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Russell, the committee thanks you, and if you
gentlemen want to discuss this with Mr. Turnery, the Treasury
expert, you can retire out there and do so.

STATEMINT OP LAUR2NCE A. TANKER, NEW YORK CITY, CHAIR.
MAN, COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, MERCHANTS ASSOCIA-
TION OF NEW YORK

Mr. TANZER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I appear here as
chairman of the committee on taxation and public revenue of the
Merchants Association of New York. The Merchanta Association is a
chamber of commerce with about 4,000 members, representing the
business life of tho city, large and small businesses, professions and
trades, and in fact a cross section of the business life of the city.

Senator BARKLY.Y. You have the New York Board of Trade and
the Merchants Association, and you also have a chamber of commerce?

Mr. TANZmR. The chamber of commerce is the Chamber of Com-
merce of the State of New York. That iq a different organization.

Senator BARKL . I9 there an overlapping of the membership of
all theoe trade organizations?

Mr. TANzWp. They have some members in common, yes; but they
are different organizations, and the Merchants Association, I think,
is the most comprehensive of all. It has, if I am rightly biformed,
the largest memberhip and the most comprehensive membership.

This bill was studied by the committee on taxation and public
revenue of the association, composed of 17 lawyers, atcoutitanta, and
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busnosme, all fomillor with the subject of taxation, and thoy made
their report to tho board of directors of the association consisting of
2$ representatives of all varieties of business in the city, and, after
careful study by the committee on taxation and the board of directors,
the association came to the conclusion that this bill-I have reference
particularly to the proposed tax on the undistributed income of cor-
porations-,was so serious and dangerous in its effect on business and
on the country at large, on the prosperity of the country, that they
have sent Mr. Ballantine and myself liero to lay their views before
this committee.
. Mr.. Ballantine, who is a member of our committee, lis mnade a
lose study of the bill, and I sall ask the committee to penuit. Mr.
Ballantino to present the specific reasons why the association is
oppo.d to the bill; and whea lie has concluded, if there is any time
available, I would like to make a few remarks.
. The CHAIRMAN. YoU better finish your remarks at this time rather
than after Mr. Ballantine nink( his remarks.

Mr. TAN1aIa. All I had in mind, Mr. Chairninn, was that after Mr.
Ballantino had concluded I would present some general observations,
depending upon his presentation. I am particularly anxious that the
conmittee sial hear Mr. Ballantino's presentation of the specific
grounds of our opposition to the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. One of the members of the committee wanted to
be here when Mr. Ballantine testifies. He is not here, so we can take
Mr. Ballantine the first thing after noon, and we will meet a little
bit earlier than usual, we will meet in the afternoon at 1:30.

Mr. TANsR. Ve well Mr. Chaimat.
The CHAIRIUJN. e wil finish up with you, Mr. Marsh, now.

STATEMENT OP BENJAMIN 0. MARSH, WASHINGTON, D. 0.,
REPRESENTING THE PEOPLE'$ LOBBY

Mr. MARSh. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Benjamin
C. MAtsh, I appear as executive secretary of the People's Lobby,
with offices here in Washington.

Senator BAiLEY. Mr. Marsh, for the record, what is the People's
Lobby?

Mr. MNARSL. The People's Lobby is an incorporated, nongovern-
ment organization, with a membership all over the country. I can
give you a list of some of the important members. There are about
3,700 members and subscribers to our Bulletin. It is working on a
specific program of legislation. I do not know whether it is going to
be subject to the attention of thee0. 0. P. U. about which Mr. Bone
spoke yesterday or not. I trust not.

I would like to read a very brief statement outlining our position,
then give some facts and figures to indicate our reasons for it,

We should not allow election year to become a lethal chamber for
economic sense and honest taxation. At last $1,000,000,000 of
Federal consumption taxes should be repealed, and no now ones
added, and the total revenues of the Federal Government from taxa-
lion increased by about $2,000,000,000, raised by taxes which will
Increase consumption and reduce costs of production.

Those taxes must be direct and nonshiltablo to consumers, since
regardless of theory, consumption, not production, must be subsi-
diied to stimulate recovery and raise standards of living.

88 "VE¥ NUS A(qt 1984
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One of the witneoss thIi'mornlng talked about corporations which
wore in reclverhip. Well, 20,000,000 in America of whoim at loast
seven or eight million ould or should be working, are in receiyorship
and constitute the greatest drawback to prosperity, because they are
not allowed to produce. 'l1ey are going to find a way before long
to get ownerthip of the means of production unlem the present owners
are increasing tlieir employment.

I do not know how much you want to have to go Into this record,
but I should like very much to read an article by %r. John T. Flynn
entitled "Men Ot of Work", in Collier's for May 0 in which Mr.
Flynn points out that the Government has got to employ thoso whom
private industry will not employ or take care of, and it is an army
that is a good deal larger than the largest army we had in uniform
during the World IVar. It is going to cost several billions of dollars.

(The article referred to is as follows:)

Ma, Ocr or Wos
(By John T. Flynn)

For politlelaus, at this feveriAh moment, the matt of the hour is none other
than our old friends the man without a job.

There Is suoh a lot of him. Albout 10 million, and most of him of age and
eligible to vote. And when, next November the freedman's ballots flutter drwn
on the hill and dale and farm and town, for b'm who'll wear our klngkls crown,
why this legion of the jobleas will be very handy to have around the pollling
places for somebody.

For the busintman, however, there Is another army, far more nuweroui,
about 40 million strong-better known as the "employed", who are just a handy
to have around the nhoppin g district not juet Ida) In 4 years, but 6 days a week.
And if the businessman wil do a little simple arithmetic he will find out to his
surprise that, back In March I29, when we veto all supposed to be prosperous
and happy, there were just about 45 million at work, and that now there are
40 million at work forprivate business and about 5 million more on Uncle Barn's
relief or works pay rols. Whieh mesas that there are almost as many on some-
body's pay rolls now as there were In the days of plenty. There's a fly or two
In this stein, of course, but I know more than one busnemman who kept the
d svtdend , flowing becauto ie kept this Important fact In mind.

Thee 40 million at 'work for private business are the doughnut. The more
than 10 million who are not privately employed are the hole in the doughnut.
Two years ago the hole was 60 percent larger than It is today. Now there Is
raore doughnut and less hole. But, of course, the hole is still there, with this
difference: That 2 years ago that hole was a depression problem, while now it
Is being recognize as a problem of prisperity.

'People have begin to ask themseh'ed this question, Can it be that rity
can come back and unemployment linger along with us too? Can ft bethat,
even If a boom develops, there are a large number of Jobles people (or whom no
Jobs will come back?

The answer, and it Is important, is, Yes.
One Industry may be prosperous, another in a depremton. In 1929 the auto-

mobile Industry was prbsperous the textile industry was deprosd. One man
hasajob. He is prosperous. Anotherlsoutofwoik. He as little Individual
depremion. The Nation may have a very large collection of prosperities, numer-
ous Industries doing well. But a few may be In trouble, A year from now we
may, perhaps, have 45 million individual prosperitles and 5 mnilin depresmons.
We may actually develop a boom in this country and leave 5 million or more
people out of it entirely.

You, Mr. Reader are a butinessrAn and a citizen. As a butinemman, you
will do business with the doughnut and not the hole. You will trade with the
employed, but not the unemployed. You will flourish with the boom and not the
depressed fraction left out of it. As a businessman you uill keep your eye on
that doughnut.

But as a citizen you have also got to keep your eye on that hole.
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I Th o "uerant unemploMit army eonettpt Just abol the bluest quee-
toein th1 ea 4n. . lut sinmdaly0eough, aU o the can ddats,smoclratio
ot Republin, . tyquiet kb.hut . . bAs it nlsttet g/et, a I other .questlonm Are Important thienly btusiaU they bear
on this one. All the clatter and elamol about the Coatlitutioti and the Supreme
court, about the budet, extravagance, O Wventnent borrowing, and InflIon
ad moiey and goid iabusiLt In our eias prAcpally berse he are 10 tnlilon

tOople out of Wok Ld no o e know Wiat to d about It. san't Aboti ltre
wefound out?

so6s ,BIZ(oA *0 ouont TO A1oW

A tood way o begin Is to know just where we stand ow. The e are enough
sat&tts6 publshed in besepapers ahout this to puitl? E sitln. lira" the factC
really. ,ot hard to Ktms . fow many are really still out of wot ltow manyw put baeklto wor? Iow many can we put back? Illow many Will be Ids

unemloyed whee we have exhwts o enot ? How Dy will remain In
the eanent "Not-eoortand Army or the WublaV tow inany sie on
telleff llow much Is It coming and who isltlylng thebIII?

Well, here Is just about the way things 0-and: The Uniteld 8tatea, when you
look at It, turns out to be a bewilderingly bi place. You just can't e around
It. if yU want to dwcrlbe It yi hays g) to talk i tnillions and billions.
And noboy k nows what a billion I,
8o in order to get a clerer pletut of what h*A happened to these men out of

work, let's take just a wee lltUe slice of It. In 1921 there were supposed to be
over 48 million 1eole able to work. Now insteal of looking at the whole 48
rlon, let's look at Just 100 of them. Itinglne a eomnmnltywith just a hundred
workers In it, bUt which retwsont In earner precisely what the Nation M a
whOle is. Then Imagi nte ulot- them employed In one enterprWse,Well, if we look at them in March 1029 we will see there ar 94 of these workers
on the Inshie of this grcat Mlnt and 0 outside not worhiXt. So even In the pros-
perous period of March 1029 there ere 6 persons out of the 100 who were unern-
6moyed. Ether they were shiftless or werm too old to work, or had been !ired
because they Aere Incompetent or ths work eavs out, or they quit to ind some
other employment. But one thing scems tsr" clear to us now. If we could
gt ck to a stage where 04 of us were wo king and only 6 were Idle, It would
be no remendoua burden on the 91 to make some sort of provision for at leastsome A the 6.

AX1 UNINLOOUE "UousN

But then eaaro the depression and things beg&a to happen to this eomnunilty
By Marth 1930 There were only 91 working In ttea of, rt and three more had
Jined the ranks of the unemployed. The sore now stood 91 to Tin favor of
iakmloymenL

Then In March 1032 the seoro was ? to 23. But by this time something else
W happ ned. Two people In that town had suddenly become of working age.

Thee wer two moq now looking for a job. That really means the acore now
itood at 7? to 2& Instead of just 100 workers, wt have 102. And by 1935
we had 104. The population doesn't rain stationary. The nurjutr of
employa keei-s on inerea sn.

8owmith this understanding wa can follow the history of them eventful yrs
in a simple olumn of very small figure which will mean something to us. .lereft It:

... .. .. ......... I

MI4 .......... 33 11 1S Ii n$ II ........... 9 I4

It"

N ow, if we will look at this tatbe eamfully we winl be able to wee some Interacting
fasts First,, the storm did Rt4 week betvwn Marth 1920 and Ptfrsh 19n

Of tbase 100 wIkere In 1F9, 04 wet* Mt work an~d 6 were idle.
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But by March 1933 only 73 wore at work. lhat is, 22 had been let oxt. So

thidle pomprived the original 8 unemployed, plus the 23 who were fired.
But there were three more- an addition to the working population which was

now, through normau growth, three larger than It wu in 1029. go ist. of 28
idle, thee. were 81 Idle, because now there were 103 workers Instead of I00.

Pickup In employment began in 1933. ContrAt the figurac

1T" M. Va"

The New Deaf--or somethin-has put 10 back to work In these 3 years, 10 out
of 28 unemnploycd. But there ar itill 18 of thoso 28 Idle and 4 newcomer in the
field of industry.

This Is one re"on %hy, In sp1te of putting many back to work, W number of
unemployed falls to decrease correspondlngly,

It wa In March 1903 that the New Deal stopped in. There have been all sorts
of clw.ms for and agaInat it. But In thee small figures we can see what has hap.
pened, as we can see the temperature on a theraomettr.

11re. Is the story of what happened to those original 100 workers:

21!1- U 50b.
'Play"4 PhMs.................................... ....................................

But there amre more than 18 unemployed because there are 4 more added to ths
working pop nation nce 1929. There are now 22 out ot work.

And o the New Deal has put 10 back to work in the last yoan. But 22 tlll
remain on the outside of industry. To get back to wharowwers l2O9wewom
have to put, not 22, but 16 more back to work, leaving us with the original 6
Idle. That's plenty, but It is not unanageable.

Fortunately our little country has more tbhu 100 worker TWs Is Just a
picture of what has happened to a re eatotave hundred. But from thk we
can see what has happened to the Naton " a whole. Just trarsluat this litU
story Into the peosearsy big figures,. which ought to be a litUe eager to grarp now.

Back then in 1929 there were 4479,000 employablee Of these, 45,019,000
were at work and 2,880,000 were noL

By March 1033 of thee worker,, 14,716,000 were at work amd 13,763,000 wer
no

By November 1935 the number of thee. original workers employed wa
&9,98,000. But there wee 8,63000 Idle. This Is what we would hive today If
our worklnapopuation hAd stooA sl. But it Is grown in these evertful 6)j
years. In t tto e,177,000 possible workers have been added to the pop-4-.
ton. That I why ?ho number of un , played ha decreased loe than employ.
ment has Incr .

Gay HAIRs rl ova oPTOLciaxs

To get back to where we -ere In I('M, therefore we have to find Jot* not only
for those who were at work then but also for all o those who havt come into tbo
pat army of workers since-2 177,000 of them.

Ths is the great problem of te day. This widtapread army of over 10 rmilliou
ouWl--"dole souls', &a someone has calli.., them--Are going to put some white

strands into the heads of our politiciarLs, however carefree they are.
But where do 11 these figures about urienployrnwnt ooma from? They aM of

course, "tl.te. But they ame based on fairl reliable dgt In 130 thOt eas
BUrAu Mnade a latO-wde house-to-house eOsus Of unemployment. Tht Is
the very thing everybody has been demanding now. This census may not h bv
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been. conducted ih'sufficiept detail, but it gave us a pretty good and rtelable figure
on the unemployment at that time.,

Bine that time four agencdes have attempted to keep this unemployment
figure up to date. They are the American ederation of Labor the National
Industrial CoDferenoo Board, the National Research League, &d Mr. Robert i.
Nathan, of the United States Department of Commerce.

Now, when you get into the field of statistic-particuarly unemployment
statlstic,-you can do wonderful things with figures, depending on what you wish
to prove. II you want to make unemployment look big you will adopt one method.
If you want to make it seem small you will adopt another. You may be perfectly
honest, but you may be at the mercy of your own bias.

In keeping this census figure up to date, the statistician has to consider many
factor. There is the increase in the population. There is the very question of
what you mean by unemployment.

For instance, there can be little doubt as to how much the population has in-
creaskd since 1930. There is an official figure for that. The increase in populs-
tIon would seem, to make an increase in the number of persons looking for jobs.
However, one statistician uses the increase in the population as a whole; another
use. the increase in that part of the population of working age-wlicb happens
.o give a different figure.

Then, what Is an unemployed person? In 1029 a large number of young
people, as soon sa they got to working age went after jobs. In 19,3 there are
not so many jobs for them. &o they stay in school. If the jobs appeared they
would rush for them. Meantime, are they to be counted ad unemployed? • Then
a lot of young people, when time got hard and the city jobs disappeared, went
back to the farm to dad. There they remained. They do chores and get shelter
ad boird. If jobs appeared freely again in town they would rush back to get

them. But meantime are they unemployed? Theeo and a dozen other questions
have go't to be settled by the statistdan before he makes his estimates. Depend.
I g onhow he settle, these point., his estimate of unemployment will be hgh
16w. And as statisticians are like the rest of us, swayed by their emotions an
their p.iloeophWes, they ae apt to settle these questions Iestoordance'with the
point they want to prove.

It ts for this reasn that these different agencies arrive a t different estimates of
unemployment now. Here 'are the estimates of thewe four agehcles for thq
begnning of December 1935: '. I I . " I "

0 t~~oual Reiwch ...... ....... o........................... 1,0,0
mexioan ¢der t-on of Labor ......... --.............. .......... i,600,000

Robert R. Nathan ........................................... 10, 7;s5, 000
NatoruI Industrial Conference Boa r ....................... 9, 92, 000

These differences ir4 explained almost entirely by the differing abswcrs which
t6 different agencies made to th6 questIons I outlined abovb.
-'I went aretfully pyer the figure of eAch grovp, sp~nt some time asking expler4-

tlohs of how their trarlous statistical points were settled and decided to adopt
the floures of Mr. Nathan a perhaps being less open to criticism than thq others.

He Was loaned 4o the Pieddenta coinmlssion eamed to study unemployment
as a preliminary to, the Soc-rl Security Act. He had an adequate staff. lie is
an able itatbticlan and he "eened to be least tereeted irs arrivntg at any pet

oncluslon. lie wAs objective and seemed to make the most sensible atnd catt-
tiouS allowance for Sll the points which rise In such studyy' His figure it a
little 6ver a million morb than that of the National e.eareh Legie ard's
million les than that of the American Federation of Labor. On the whole, I
think it Is the most reliable.

CAUA26 i T rlE SrASORT "

'in, ThA g 'I 'was" lemt Intettskx were these wlth' e mo from politkila 91
anly pay-extreme radicals or extreme conservatives srm/nltra Ion official
&nxious to prove how much Mr. Rooeevdt hsa aoconpahed, or political enemies
Anxilous to prove how signally he had tailed., But one qucslon pops Ba k In 1932, when tbe'ployment was about the

me, the etroet were reil' with pa"Uaodlero. the cities Were defend with long
q=64 of6a, in bread ies, the presence of the unemployed was 'everywhere
visible' , Otf e'ue, things are n an bad ^ they were In 193, but they ar&

tb tl't they were in 1432. But where are tho br l-e ? Wiwe are tla
pan ubadlere? Whei are the soup ultthea? Where are the pitiful tales of
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stArvation and family dlater? There are no ovidenees of this vast unemployed
army. Where is It camped? I

The answer Is that most of it is camped In the United States Treasury.,
There are 6,000,000 people on relief, in one way or another. Th|4 doe not

mrAn there are that many actually rooelving direct payments. Reli f Is given,
in the caem of families, not to any Individual, but to the family. And there may
be two or three or even more employable persons out of work in the family.
The Relief Administration estimates tlat the average number of employable
workers In each relief family is done and a half. Ho ever it Io computed, it will
be scen that as of December, 1936, there, were 6,000,do0 worker who were
directly or Indirectly the objots of aid front the Government,

T ' leaves 4,70Q,000 whoare not getting relief. What are they doing? That
is a little bit of a mystery. First, there are a lot of people of working age who do
not work--don't have to or don't ant to. Then there is a very grmat number of
young people who are normally employablca 'Aho are now in school because
there is no work. They would probably gro to work In a hurry If there .ere any.
Then them Is a large number of men and women who are n6t worklng'*ho are
living at home with parents or relatives, whose ehelter and subflstence &a sured
and who do not have to resort to relief. When there Is large group who have
gone from the city to the farri back tO the old homestead to remain with dad for
the period of the depression, who would come flocking back to town at the first
sign of good times.

5O soup XMClE?(eS, NO 8BR*AV'ttira

But it is clear from this that the severe prasure of the deprosslon Is mitigated
by the relief rolls and their 8,000,000 victims or beneficiaries. That Is why there
are no soup kitchens, no bread lioe, no evidences of diater and want such as wo
saw In other years. I I - I A , . .. . i -

But it enables us to realize what would happen it the" 000,000 people owere
to be turned loose upon the wald. *. _ - .

Well, what's the bill for all this? 'And whoby the oway, is a'p& i (t.
It's pretty hard to tell Just what the dawagu are. Sone of thes Mecountng

officers of ours have been pulling some fast ones in the way of bookkeepla.
Uncle Sarn has been making funny little marks all over. his ledgers and as for'the
State fiscal reports-mrot of them are about arurrliablo as an Liwome-tal
return."
Unt Sam has been spnding rather freely and a lot of economical bErluesmeil

whose kntci An one columnist put It, were shaking In I 033, are nw shaking their
fists at the Federal Government for throwing the money around. But just how
much of this 'pending has bca for relief and the jobless and how much for other
purposes It Is very difficult to tell.
From July. , 1I933, to December 31 1935, the dear old Uncle has spent on

what be calLUs emergency pur $9,8-33,6M,806. lie wiil spend at least anothet
three billions this year, But'a lot of thi one y has gone to farmer, s subidies,
to railrds for loans, to bonka as loars and for preferred stock and in vAtrous
other ways. Of eoure it could be contended that all these oullays Wiped to
restote confidence Med to restart business, and that made work and provided jobs.
There could be, and of course there are, two sides to that, as you Can tell any night
by listening on the radio. But there aren't two aides to some other figuree-'
figures of what is spent directly on relief and work projects. If we Isolate
these sums from all other Government energy" VedIngjs, to find that since
July 1, 1933, up to October 1, 1935, the United States Government spent

Bu the States and cities and counties have also spent some money for rellefh
How much, there Is simply no way to tell. We can guess from the amounts they
have norrowe-a and from the Income taxes levied. These have been mostly for
retlet. The itate have borrowed on bond Isa$es from January 1, 1M, to
October 1 1935, some $461, 5,918. The local governments have borrowed in
the same lime $ 21,200,116.

Then they have raised funds by means of salea taxes. About $109,000,000 of
the sales taxes collected by the States stnoo June 1933 have gone for relief. '. Henod
it would be a fair estimate to say that all our governments mve spent something
In the neighborhood of 6 billion dollars on dole ard "made work' for the joblem
In the Lut 3 ye . ..

Thlx. Is .wht It hM cost. But wio haA id for It? Who jdetd, 'the
answer Is uprng. No one his r4ld for. It. With the eoepton of tat ti
fraction collected sales taxes,it hL all been flnaried with brrotd finds.
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havo Aad the tIls with I. DQ. kil Boine day, ahialne someone will~ t ll 11s. thAps ou r31O Oi' chlrn.(t bsyw
cannot go is ob lIrd~ln tety rv nlIt we bou Ing -rco oUrte

we t~b'i-It %wuld be a rooit h ll to ro.

THIN tUSK-OV238 INi astltl

t W.ayastlhAvent dealk w"R4 the problem -- eme ue 1e le t beenI" ~ o heAr buala hrrean oil tie IMplYeHs, Ilt ta I4ve
hrk 11 % 6 0 Chtmpk thtli 1 1 4 orr5ye kc WMlrn we Ic 1krounrl

to orteivar 11 t the Krger )%I Irnoi Wnu we 3 l 1~ 1 q (9 1 ot iowta
Annj str Ir T ri~,A y pj~lt aim p~refer to keop Sllen tl +LJItha stibJ~

But II-e to 11th W.~ IMM Wta ootler or iler. n4hence, w I10
th Iootl (, n 1-0 t,' 13thr Is otltln. a 11 a iult rr~I r 91 bis

Cepl~ tmemstI 7; limp oa bmw V, ntn.t io~bU1~~e~e o~~buslno~ ~ r, litorv we do that- I At Is, Vfote we loI*lrore
l4Wach"n W inp tki he~o A"s 011 or I~ Ppifht 11nlicoriep tolls

ibu lota p~le -andg l ital l I t bushInrce..ne--who,
t~aII k-g t reie a NY me k'' i eeocl on thero A 0~ r el ad it t~ae k thes

rell to i4 ame fot e nos patt A oc ot congenital *III 1li11sV1111 hit they call
be dependd on to Minat n the Treasiry aM long 94 tho ( Ole hida ouOf cours 00h11 Isoeo ~s tvMen Is Try ei4y ande miff those belete It
vkh) wokald Ilo to beli.ve I . ir Just to2ln I i riel.

fit e there are Otrt four~ Million Work a %no a not Oil the Well4 roll.
6 ' %%* tU4Q1 being ole pelrotr's. Ilut .to h e sic onilion w ho u

te batloais ofrtllqfor Governmsent " nartq work" feur theme are~ qlot
who wHi "Over Pelodf of relleff thoene amt no er -do-wr- i~ oni thrn. A nd hI em

by now r")b~w is a er brokerin still ty IIIp n[ l
Avtk ~ ~ ~ ~ n hToorn004 t(y4ebtter onl on ruby nUt

gwtnae., Seie Iac , oher abort ) e it pr-ftly elftr tat thevwil ~1 wer gladl amn quit. y *4 1 tj04 ap er (or
I .Tb. bt an klene othit I4 Is at Wh do get oaf

Wtrps havveanoUo I tqat tos ort wilki pow ame lb ~ le vwho ve
been hab"rsin romni~t the Oovenment'a free-lunch cour slat I'm pa edo
bualnee. B~ut the fact Is that of the inillin on relkof years alto ut feW 01

& .A01)relef ~o* a etylare nutriber art pftple who, despite the depress.
iq have hedo t sk ow, Kithr they h ls'e been work In toos lAst four or
6 dieult _%Imr WAn have oo.~ reretly lst job$ or, kAvi nA 10losthebir fobs ea~ t,

theY &N-11 cd vnut In~ ttlte of hell atid highwaor hoping for a better= r. This
"qal,6 to Mo to disbq I ompletely ftt feat thaft these pplwon't Wqrk,

In ~thestx l~e f p"Is e not r4 let ref b Ts. hey reptres almost
bvty*k I tsnation. And they In ado noIllions ot r Ie sPitomen Vrho

b.%t be"a aftuttoniect to mki onsey, IranyooVt ther, for that rnster
eph~ictor of their own blule.Te are n facts over eihty thousand

eiteoms tssnas and ollictas on the Mittf roll@. There are ovet nine
oadbuilding cohtractors

Them s a vtet arso of profesgals po-arob teofi ehemniul nnetllurgat;
ttoosars of drafattifit, over slity-two thou4nd enitineers, ani~ over twenty
thousands teachee's Yeo could start tratlev any kind of enterprlse ouT
WW'gnattow e"dd conjure up and nsn it tonpletely, from manager d ovi, frm
the reief MoLL

Now %As c"i our politlc'al and busbeess leaders do abcut this?
Obviously tb. bed tiredy fot uneenploywent Is employment. 9*anybuiMese-

lwl~ vay that the bme thinx to do I.to W"let buijeness alone" AMd It will go Ahead
sAi atsotb All of this geat s"m tht r"Ally wfint to imork,. 'ow ~in vfll udo beabl toreeply when It Is fully reooverod? And

bow ~an "I llUbe t II th ann of wsruployed?

1IirnaCM0 Viii 1011r.3M ARMT
At r~estthe Wlpd w oet affect-ed by unemployment Is the building In-

Mac l2 th bUllfi)nda Y oyed obout 2I Vnioss p"Ple
NW"It vlay abut 00ADN W~at =11aftemployed on workWa
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done by the various government. or bMng finanel by the Federal Government.
It we have a hlildinj MF0ori, It is fair to asaume thstthme 2A million men wil
bo put bgek to work It l to fat to assume that at leat another million will
find employment In the Industries which contribute to building. It is als reason.
able to Suppose that with the prch s I power of there people revived at lest
otherr 2 million p*_Po o will Ind work in he great conrmers' good. industries.
tle% Is work for 6 milIon ople. As there are now 800,000 employed at building,
this means the rehiring 6f another 8,200,000, But even If thli happen there
will 00l1l be 8,000000 out of wrk.

This 10 A large Army. But it o ght ,ot t3 defeat uS If we Still Just reeognise It
and plan for It. Mut above all we dare not Ignore it. And will anyone asert that
any of our.r l le er --l)eocratio or Republican or Bolallat-has put his
fInger on the mcans of denling with it? Of course, It 1i entiely possible that A
boom might develop of suffiritnt proportions to wipe out s largo part of thS.
But of em r after all mir lessons, we surely are ot going to pIl our hopes upon a
boom, We don't want too much Iom.

Lt'Ge w lh&this oblea army looks like. It r ot easy to d ify It. But it i
X Ulte tq divide It into certain fairly well-defined group.
'- lrat, aiauge number of them - rAp, a million or more-would be made up of

men temporarily oiut of work. I" o large ' oountry here eanot be precIsly
ths sme number of job. and men--perfect balance. Men are pssIng out of thefr

boLa continually for all sort$ of good reason-d isstifactlon with the work, sus-
en.,lon of the work) factorie goitg out of busanew, eeeking better opportunitkIs,

nred for aums, and so on, 'ibey are le (6r a brief period anid then u
taken Into jobs again,

S&ond, a lare Inumber are younS people who are really of scool ao, but who
prefer to work when there Is work.

A lar, number are old menw and women over 68. Bqt do not consider them
beooso In the qnemployment estimates thooe over 85 have not been Included.

'bird, a good many men who lose their job, cannot g#A iew ores beaus of
advanced ale, even though they are under 16.

Fourth, tMere te always a large number 1dl because of dcknqes Injuries,
This oubbee Is perhApe " mue a hal a mllUon.

Itfth, th re Is a I"are number who air shifted people who do not %ant to
work If they can avoid It.

Sixth, there Is a large number who do not hare to work- ithee they have suill-
cleat Income %Ithout work or they get money from Dad.

If we look at It this way, then we n e that If Industry by rehing, oould
reduce the joblow load tW 6,000.000-th. job of dealing wAlh the proe= of
unemployment might not be untanateabli,

At the beginning I pointed out that to our little community of 100 workers In
l9ofttherewee04Atworkand6ldle. The Seme community would now be 104.
If we had In a commit of 104 worker 05 employed and 9 idle, it eertainly
would not be Impossible to handle the problem of d nlad with thos 9. That'e
what It would be if we could reduce utemployment to ,000,00

It must be remembered that some of thoae nine would be professional will-no
sick people people temporea 6ut of a job and looking foanotlueoneand
he~.~~uoubll deF~ndentsat all and also Some would be people who did not
have to *,&Ae.

In this artile I have mot met out to p ~oe a remedy but merely to
state the problem, to get some fairly dependable fAgure and facts. about lt to
make a pteture of it and for the be t Iof thorn who wsh to dlscus It BltI
can indicate the lincs of approach to a Solution of It,

Flrst. I am ouro% - must assume that buslns tan reabsorb all but 8,000 000
If we for ones swurn. tht business cneot do ths in it. procos of recovery, rh6e,_
of couree the problem is more serious aud *1ll crtafily lead us to sea" for
more radica remedies. And second It in alo plin that achieving th by busl-
her Is going to depend on the trvivil of the tonstructlon and heavy-m achanery
Industrive,

We can di-de the unempl)oyed then into two groups. First, those temporal ity
urerpto d-eop going timrough that unplemnt interval between losing oe
job and uiding ante. &oond, those who forth part of the uratusorable emplus
of labot.

:R INSUVAWN AND SXO"t SVOUX$

The firtt we can moat certaly take c&M of through a system of u0eMPloyment
insurrmoe. To t"at policy we tro already eosmit t4. Me of ll faiths and
forward-looking busipeammn all ndorie this orincipl.

eM6-384e
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e But w9 ought not deeive ourlve -tuto believing that woe havo taken care
of the problem uIn the social Ikourity Act already pared. Bo far as utieviplo-

xent insurmne .toeoettd the Federal act merely pots the problem up to tI*
8ttes and the State. have dloe %ery little about it, liowover, this to one thing
we emi do for a fairly sis&blo chunk of thoeo Jo ieoa pea'ple.

The second group constitute those who cannot find work over Ion$ period.
Unemploymett insurance at beet can ay only limijod btnesU. (or a liiltd
tinio--8 10, 12, perhaps L6 wixks or a itle more, Th1 e4 a inan who ha
lost his oh a hrcathing Ppeil to find other one. But tho remainIng notion of
thoe 8000,000 out of work will be thco who either have no untitploymeit
Insurice or who have exh)tt-ud its beneflti
Out rmiedy h-re t4 shortening of hours. The American Federation of laor

aulpporta the compulsory 30-hour welt, Organised Industry Is opposed to this,
But It is riot wholly opposed to aonie adjustmnt of the woik.wrk to new oondi'
tions. How many mould we have unemployedl If we were stll operating on the
10., I1-, an 12-hour-day of 60 cars agot Perhaps the 30-hour week Is too
drstle a cut. Maybe the 8-hour wiek Nvithsonte provision for flexible schedules
would be nizre practicable and attaihble. But there Is no doubt that some
quttln of the hours would tend to inemane the number who would be omployed.
And a larle section of the idl, oould be absorbed Into work that way,

WITHOUTJ SOON4DMOL1K

Then there Is the problem of machinery. This Is retertd to as technological
unemployneuit. Peftonally I have never believed that this problem ham been
rsrmectly stated. TechnoloAcAl uimemployinet iuat be looked upon in two

ct.. to be undi-tood. Coaidev over t.v long range I do not believe that
nIathlnery lnalikt fewer johit. Loxked at in particular eas for blef period&
thfte tars be no doubt that timhinery doe. throw many men out ol-employatent.

The smpl fact Is tht a larger proportion of the population ie employed now
Itn normal ttmet than wM Omployd In normal times 100 years ago, when machine
production was In Its infancy, In other word, there ae actually more jobs now
thae there wore then. If we compare normal time. now with noetial time. In
the seventle*.-0 years ago--v And that a Iarger number Uf the population %
cb ploy"d, Mahinely has not, on the whole and over long period*, riduced the
number of jobs. It ha Increasod them.

But while this Is true, it d6ft inttoduos Utmporary an" diftkult mal~djust.
mentA, ut a gr at crane Into a factory yard with two sren to olrate It and
It will disllaoe1 00 adworkets. Those 100 men are out bf work. They arm
the unhappy vietis of this improvement. We must t put ha end to Improve.
nwnte partieularjy In the back-brltking work taken over by handling maehin.
ery; btcausi of'th{ls But we must try to take eare of the t mpormry dildocation
eauec4 by thM diaplacmont of men. In the lst 2 year o mountrng prices of
raw mAterial sad eage., It Is natural that employers should seek to dcree A
prodtktiumi cots by improvLng the e0leney of machinery. Thls, undoubtedly,
&Acouints for some of the lg In employment. This problem employers and the
Otate have got to deal with.
* But whea all Is eld and done, there will still-be several millor-msybe
3, 0.,000 oter and above thee caxed for by uremployment Insurance, sick bo.
fitt, personal independence plus the ne'er-do-wels who will have to be conaldeed
if we want our system to work. Here Is the great problem whioh is as yet
ubtofthod.

I the (, overtnuet to give them dolks or work?
Work is the answer, in rny humble Judgmeat.
WhAt govenment is to provide it--tho State or the Hation? The funds, as I

" it, will have to come from the NaUon, though perhaps they should be ad.
tnrdateted throngb the States or at least through some of them.

Whbo shotild administer them? Certainly not the political inaehints in the
Sttes or the Naton. Some sort of personnel uneonnected with the political
mhine will have to be provided.

What kind of work? No uWselce work, surel#- no boondoggling, oertsinly., I
ean only tnd:date the answer. We must survey'the field of public needs aid find
ot wha are tboe thti which the NKtiou reeds burt which private business

does not produce because they are not profitable. There, we must find the ktid
of work wh'uh will be provided f r the unecrployed.
SMr. MARH. AU present dirct taxes, including corporation taxes,

should be retained-peonal income tax rates from $3,000 to $50,00
increased, and exemptions reduced by ateAst $200. .
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1'irhaps you will se that it is not-only simplification that I am
suggesting, but I am simply suggesting thet when I ought to be paying
a tist, four or five hundirod dollars n year more income taxes to the
Federal Oovofnnent, your cornmltt40, and most of the Senators,
should be paying at lWst twicn as much as my drs ribt,

In addition, t.io President's proposal for a tax on undistribited
corporate surpluses should be tried. How much it will yield nobody
knows, unless thoy are better exports then Dr. Einstein on the rel-
ativity of taxes. An eznrgenoy tax should be levied on existing
large liquid corporation surp uta baied on the ratio between actual
assets or earnings and surplus, and income front Federal bonds should
be taxed as part of all Income. I do not say income from the instru-
monta of State, and local bonds, bu I say that Income on Federal
bonds can be taxed as apart of that Income. If you will recall, several
years ego we had a lawyer here before this oomnuitteo who made an
argument on the constitutionality, which I think is not questioned,
of our taxing income from Federal bonds, that is, the Federal income
tax on inome from Federal bonds not as a tax on the instruments
of the Government but as a part of all income.

There should be, in addition, an excise tax on valuable land holdinja
based on the value, with an exemption of about $3,000, both to obtain
revenue from benefiiaries of Government expenditures and to stimu.
Iate housing and general construction and Industry.

.The present tax system, Federal, State, and local, is porpofuating
unemlplOyimnt and poverty, for nearly two-thirdi of Federa- revenue
is derived from taxes on inability to pay and inability to resist
payt ent.

I wuld like to read into the record an article entitled "Taxatfoq
Now Vita1 Issue! in which I give a lot of figures which I know you
are not, going t6 have time to permit me to give to you personaly
but it gives th argument for this sort of taxation which we are advo;
eating. I should like to insert that in the record if,there Is no objec-
tion; It is about.lI or 12 hundred words.

The CHAIRAN. Let me Eee that. I
Mr. MAN81!. It may be dangerous. 'It is largely based upon Gov-

ernment reports. I wrote it too. If you will no permit it to go in
the record I will read it out loud if you would rather have ie do so,
Senator. It is just the one article.

The CnAInstAiq . Just the one article?Mr. MxAsu; "Yoe ...
'The C6HAiRMA. I thought you said 12 pages.
Mr. MsAR. No, no. I said it is about 1,100 words.
The nAIRiSAN. You wrote the article yourself, did you?Mr. Kknsp., Ye. , '
The CHAI taAN. Let it go Into the record.
(The article refexred to is as follows:)

TAXATION Now VITAL IsVA

Next to restoration of ecvil libcrtles throughout the nstlon--freodom of Ipeceb.
or aombly, o the press, and o( the rralo--wlthout wleh peacul ttsason to
an hfitolligent economic system to Impoftiblo--t&tUton is the' most vital Imme-
diato econoznlo issuo In th national capital.

Diwasion of whether the national debt can " selfe' bo $70,000000,000 is an
evaslon ol the Inue of why we comptl ebnavu tro pay lnc-sng unearned
Income to a group o( Invcstors, a small proporti3n a( whom hold a major pat of
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the ~iV i~~t' (tlA--lt'etof *At Is txtenlt' that Is, mnosipoflt.
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VWt An Mao l %i i&%t8 nl k~aloo' n, nd hAt8 6 yog of li ttI
3m."WO ~ ~ Akr of6kAMPe M R to b, in n 11di n!

$Ai D . % nvic V1 t~s Of 04ae tOU& (I~e

of % Ad IV to q-11h Incorso undv p1,9*
Ie r"Vot of tho )lurea~ 011 utevhi ava leueu ihows that at the cehd of 1338-

Orat on 50 .......... S%~ 206, 457, 000
lpijokvton b nbortg~a wor e. 4D,881, 82es 000
UA t~i A, ull ni~ a' ejIuP~jte ls 883, OW-

s14% rVa e , 4,Ud 83,.000

Iokcomoln was va1uEa 087, 880, 000
"lIt is the smaitany for the 88M64 e Ver~laln which returnect Warmn

%Xthcsj I rsql h t Sne., 6th~ ol k perrehi of the total riumnter-luki total

Thet ~i~ at'u 1rdtgron had m3 t~hl of $11e cotA~cn Memt*, thtte.
~ h~rIeFtdet debt an Mottp8j~, he~t ytteff t ~o1 t er

ka~takt6 A ~ei b ' all 66t alqnS at fid t033tnountd
t6 2~kW,11lt,9 b' nI ch t1 Ialh hrtd RI4.88t'0M, O ooldetobly bet

1; a6'nd sAiVotus and UhdiviId prolata leow deotMoallon of AU ct3,9atle ore
K ; E@,11)~ 01 ~ h the giants lId 107I8o% or ab4)u tneoIthe

tre are no exakt At igon the l'reer I !~ V=u ochadt-pnPClo~~Ot 0porathtobs iftr 611itt su-tt A nd 1dcdtv' rftcl tqeatlj 0t but As~,t ond hodins ac noh ~ sbutt . sae, *hi e art the basis

to"h U 3.0 0 0
th~s amtim ~ ket rsnat ~po qiookslated

MI6,O~0 ver f e ak th dbati ~~.osht
Itt'ah 0 to0 "stgra ot tort)tong av

'TX 'i ead h* only tax torpotate undlvfdeu pto8t1s ms
veeto:?y tI'edevil,

OVNteft hould VetWn pte~nt corpatiot prtlt 4M thoatod to yield
thle fisml t er about *47? Cft)Q fn4.1 Itutq $1,000,000,00O t On t.t

&Wjdse fint up o r $1, OWt)1 000 cf onsm2ptioni taxes, and raise at
OW~ 0,00 ad-ditional revenue Gy Inaed lneownb Wae#, kutt~xe, anti

estte takms
This wouhi Itiv*' an aditional meenuo ot *2,000 000,000 whIth would partly

<fet the de~iml t 1 41.)0000,oO doggn Iie 11rst A months of this fksal year,
*Iih will MveiAb y be at least 3 2000000M0rot the year.

The 1tvresIdnt's. proposal would loproase net Governmnent Ineorose by only
abou $CW~~e00,00o Internol Rtheree report that In 1934-

1. That 410,431 peroo~re reporting net incoine. over 15,000-
13 "tIt o c 4 ............... ................... $3,070,889,000
Wm *Uo*A dc-uctions o.......... ............... I,05,: 7,0Had tOWott ot. 4, . ,~2 000
P&M tn Fede W W ee(axe e ;'tsutxe.,'OJ; y........73, 9811000

HladoWt atec payiln1I te taxes an averW or S10,721.
Got tvt-Atnhs OU W~l ooine treni ownership of von trol of property.
Thqa *-owhl hare t*a t lead $i,500W00,000 iroe. in Inomna %it and sur-
b"thn %heY did.
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2. The 3,8d,7(4 persons repoiting Inomwes under $5,000-
Had A totAl Iincom of ................................... 8 731, 0,00
W\ere alowed doductloas ll .............................. 1, 248,1 099 000

ttol ret n of ................................. 7,48, 000,000
Paid In P(dctAl inmine taxes ............................. &2. w0, 000

I iAd Ieft iJter i"n) ll pcomo tWers a argeo Of $t,088.
05 nerly rAone-1 lirt of b ir Income from ownership or control of prol it

They houvlhie ld at lee|t $M0,000,000 more In Income taeos than the) did.
1 1934 tho net vWito of C *tos Wl for )roIAto ,as $647,022,000, Vl)on which

the 'ederal ta% 'm $95.228AK,0.
The state tA should )led at l.'Nt 1100,000 000 additional revenue.
Yodtral consuinitlon tahc1 In 1OS y1eldAd t6 follov1ng amounts:

I quor titr$ ............................................... $II1 022, 000
Cightlct, tol el¢en fitwes .................... .............. ISO9 179, 000
Marufadnrerl' ceI.' taxes ............................... i4, 6,, 00

o l ........................................ . 343, "3 ,000
hi~ll1Ancous ta ................... 151,70,000

Tootl ........................................ 1, 709, 14,0
Tihe re tmes zot cuonutners at let hlf as mitch more than the Goernment

reedved.
Con"roas should also enact the Meits tl1 (11. It 6M2) levying a l.pereent

exlre (a tapo the lrivikoe of holding land, Wood on the r.ue, %ith si exumnp-
iL$9,00 t an Indivihdu.l, "This would yield at lest $160,000,000 to

$160,0.. and would gais the Oovernnent aL lrge part of the ptlo0 It pays
for IAn for hou~tng and other public ptirpoees In citleA, and for farmot.

In 135 Income tates, iersonsl and corporate, and Wtste taxe, furnkhed only
about three.tenthe of the Federal government'ss revenue, and Ind ret tax(*
nearly seven-tenths; while In 1920 ineotre and estate tWxes furhi-,ed three-
fifi. And ndlrt-ct laxes only about tw,-firths,

rn 1935 the FeerAl Oovernrent iild about 1,860,000,00 (or vrief, and 111
hpve to spend at temit $2,000,000,000 for relief, subythtion of tluestio, et.,fotpart.

1jur:ng the 8 dcpredon yeajs through 1937 dwscal year, Interest I1d on the
national debt Is aboot 13,N13000,000, and the annual iayment despte reduc-
tion In Interest rates IA lncreasing.

Mr. MUi~. A few of the points I would like to bring out that I
suggestoJ. First, that you should not only tax accumulated profit.,
undistributed profile, but that you should tax the liquid surplus
already existing. Now, we haven't access to any figures excpt
those publishod-by the (lovrnment, but for tie year 1033, according
tothe Bureau o( Internal Rovenue, 594 of the great corporations,
each havig total asets $50 000,000 and over-they were not the
little textile mills that you tiavo been hearing about today which
sm to be in fesr of rec v'erships, and I am not, surprised with that
proce&,inX tAx on cotton --but this little group of corporations had 53
1*cont of all corporation assets.

The tax-eempt bonds and c4sh hold by all corporations at the end
of 1933--that is the liquid surpuses which Is i.orewhat less now-
amounted to $28,800,000,000, of which these big corporations, less
than 600 of then, held $15,242,000,000, or considerably over half
of the ash and tax-exempt bonds.

Now, it is perfectly clear that you could collct at least a billion
dollars by an extra tax upon thow acumulated liquid surplusea, as
well as collecting something, I do not know how much you can
get from the President's very timely suggestion for a tax upon the
undiatributed surplusmc. The faot that thero were such large
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undistributed surpluses made in 1 year is an indication that prices
are altogether too high.

In making this suggestion for taxation of course we do not suggest
4 as a final remedy, but merely as to the matter which is now before
this committee.

Let me show you what is happening. The Federal Government
collected in 1935 consumption taxes, amounting to about $1,707 -
000,000. Such taxes usually cost cbriguniers at least half as much
again as the Government , eceiveo, but conservatively, those con'
sumption taxes, most of which qte paid by frnmilies with incomes under
$1,500, cost them $2,000,000,000. That has spelled about ;2,000,.
000,000 of nonconsumption and of nonemploment, which is quite
a large proportion of the amount that the Federal Government ispaying for relief and for made work which is not allowed to provide
what people need, because it would interfere with profiteers who
seem to be ip control.

In 1934, according to the Commission of Internal Revenue, there
were 410,481 persons reporting net incomes over $5,000.

After they paid all their income taxes and surtaxes they had left
an average of $10,721. Now, this committee could raise at least
$1,500,000,000 more in income taxes and surtaxes than was raised in
1034 by taxing this group of people.

Senator BAILEY. If we tax cumulative surpluses that would be a
direct tax.

Senator CONNALLY. That would be a capital levy, would it not?
Mr. MALSH. It might be a levy upon capital, but now you are

levying upon consumption.
Senator BAILEY. My point is, it is direct under the Constitution

that proceeds should be apportionable to the State pro rata, with
widely different rates.

Mr. MARsI. You have already distributed the proceeds that -you
get from surh a tax. As ChiefJustico Hughes iaid when he was
Governor of New York, the Constitution is what judges say it is.

Senator BAILEY. If we should apportion our taxes which w(, collet
under your plan by proportion to the States that would not be suffi-
cient to relief the indebtedness of the Goernnent with extreme rntos
in some States.

Mr. MAnsh. It would prevent the increase in the indebtednesAof
this Government. The Senate was so:worried over the Government's
running into debt. They should have followed our advice 2 6r 3
years ago and you would not have that to worry over.

Senator BAILEY. We were not responsible for 'that, however, Mr.
Marsh'. If you did do0t have that you would have perhaps something
much worse.

Mr. MARs. Much worse than this bill?
Senator BAILzY. Yes.
Mr. MA Rsf. You are an optimist.' '
The CHAM AN. As I understand ou, you approve certain portions

of this bill. You behove in the dstribution of these sirpluses, do
you not?

Mt. MNAR8.'Yes, in the taxation of them. 'The only wayy~u are
going to get money, thd only way you arb going to know how to raise
it and how much you are going to get,--that is the Federal Govern-
ment--is by direct taxes. If I may make a suggestion, if one or

4OOVWA
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two members of this comtnittee and the lfduso committee' would
meet with the tax experts, Mesars. Parker and Mog*l and others
and the Commissioner of Internal' Revenue,. and draft a, bill based
on the study of the :British.system-and you may remember the
very memorable report made on that subject by Messrs. Parker
Magill, and one other export whose name I have forgotten-you will
realize how FEngland is taxingpersonal incomes. I cannot give you
the figures, buth aving about half Of our income and wealth, England,
raised nearly twice as much from the income tax and inheritance tax
as we did in America a year agoJ That means with the same rate we
should raise approximately four times as much as we do from the
individual income tax and the corporation income tax, plds the estate
tax. " I doubt if we could do that, however; if we repay to the State
as large's proportion of the estate tax as is now done under the law.

Senator BAILEY. You would defend then taxing an income as low
As.S00

Mr. MARSH. Yes; on condition that you repeal all these consump;
tion taxes. I agree with the raising of the income tax last year;
still the great bulk bf the increased income has got to be derived from
income taxes, from taxing those with incomes from $3,000 to $0,000,
$60,000, and $75,000. That is Where the great,bulk of. taybblo
income is.

In addition to that you should adopt the principles--yol should
incorporate in this bill the principles of the Moritz bill pending in
the House for the Federal excise tax, for the privilege of holding land
with an exemption of $3,000 or thereabouts, so you will not, hit the
little home owner, the little farmer; but frankly you would hit some
members of this committee, you would hit the Fresident, you would
hit some of his Cabinet members and their families, and the Vincent
Astors. , I

Senator BAILEY. You would hit eve ody.
Mr. MAnsH. No; because they would have an exemption of $3,000.
Senator BAILEY. Every farmer that owns land would be hit.
Mr. MAR311. You hit the big plantation owners in the South; you

hit the big wheat kings in the North.
Senator CONNALLY. We would hit very home owner in the District

of Columbia that had a house and lot that cost over $3,000.
I Mr. MARSn. This is just for the land alone, where the land alone is
worth $3,000.

Senator CONNALLY. Even with that much you would hit the people
in the District. I ;

Mr. MARSH. You would hit very few of the home owners. I could
mention some of the people you would hif in the District of Columbia.

Senator CONNALLY. You are' disregarding the improvements
altogether? ' , - . I I I

Mr. MARS!. Yes. What we want to do is to encourage production,
and the major part, or about one- half to be accurate, of the revenuethe Federal Government is rating today is curtailing production and
is making it more expensive and putting a burden upon legitimate
production. ' .
.Senator CoNNAYIY. Does not real (state now bear a great load of
local and State taxation, and your bill comes along and puts Federal
taxation on top of it? , I I ,
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'Mr, MAKru. It would not put a tax on "real estate" it would puta
tax upon the value of the land. The farmer are getting about as
good a hand-out as anybody did; that is, the land-owning farmers,
You cAnot permnanertly maintain a Goveroment on the theory of, th
connivance of the bribed property owners; you have got to get down to
honest economics. An officer of the State Farm Bureau Federation of
Indianapolis told me the selling price of farm land in Jndian has-
gone up to $l10 and $125 an cre; the averageprice had gone up about
$25 an acre since the A. A. A, wenat into effect. Mhen Ilived on a
farm in, Iowa I believe a good price for land was $20 to $30, %od it has

.gone up tremendously. , . I
Senator BAILU. You are in favor of taxing every farner who owns

over $8,000 worth of labd?.
Mr. MA98aw. And every: man. in the oitj* Wht& (J"n over $3,000

wr th of land. -.,.. . , - ,.
Senator BAILEY. You are in favor of taxing everybody, particularly

the farmer, that owns land.
Mr. MARsH. Yes.
Senator BAiLzy. Then you am in favor of direct txes on surpluses

heretofore accumulated? I
Mr. MARSK. Not a direct tax. It is an excise tax upon, the privilege

of holding land based upon the value thereof, which has been drafted
by a very careful constitutional lawyer.
SSenator BAILzY. Iet that go. I will not worry about that. Your
tax on surplus is merely a direct tax on profits.

Mr. M nsu. Then every excise tax is a direct tax.
Senator BAILU, Excise tax is a tax on transactions. I want to

get this before you: How much surplus would be Delaware's for
taxation and how much in NewYork? And how little would Nebraska
get out of that? What rate would be imposed upon a State? I
would like for you to figure that out.

Mr. MARsH. It would get, if it were distributed on thMt basis,
exactly what they paid. I - I z
I Senator Buniy. You tax a surplus where it is" Under the decisions
of the Supreme Court you apportion the taA to the StAte where the
surilus is located, and tm rate vatie6 with the amount of property
available in a State.
. Mr. MAuH. If you can guess what the Supreme Court is going to
hold constitutional you have got me beaten. if you can show m6 any
authority in the Constitution for the Suprerpe Court overturning any
legislation the Congress wants to make, you are the first lawyer who
has discovered it. I ho.pe Congress will iot hide behind, the Stprome
Court. I do not thik it is fair to assume they are going to be stupid
or weak. I think they are as much concerned over the conditions in
America as anybody else. There is no question of the Constitutiohi
or of a fear of.the Supreme Court in repealing all the consumption
taxes, which the Demioatio Party was supposed to do. There is no
question of const4tutionality or of interference by the Supreme Court
in inoreawng the income-tax rates strting,with $3 000 or even. $1000
There is no muddy question there at all. This congress can d it'
and to be very frank, I think it rould be very helpful to the Denue-

ueitlcParty itwould face the "ssue. ,..-.,. , - - .-;I. ,
Senator CoNNALLY. Do you favor rducing the corporation, taxes

and raising the income taxes? ,
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Mr. MARSH. No; I would fetain all the preset tAxe&s on coriora-
tions, then make a guss as to what you can get through an additional
tax upon undistributed surplus 

The sneetion'of the President, of course some of you gentle-
nAen 6vero7ere twlemomber, w" first madO by the late Senator.
Jope of New Mexicoand he mide a gryood wgument for precisely
this principle. We a admit it is a question whether we are going to
raise $100,000,000 or $50,000,000 out of it, because, as was suggested
by tbe earlier witness, whenever anybody does not like the tax he
takes it to court to hang it up until they pass to their eternal reward,
6r otherwise. "

In the direct tax, such as the Income tax, exces-profits tax, and the
eState tax, you have none of 0% problems to face.
:Tho CHATiRMAN. ) YIgf WJ a had 18 minutes. Are you

about finished?
Mr.eMA .ea. i wold lke to ask if would prmit Me to

iead into tj"ecorIa bulet of Editorial, re Repor The
De4ciit a he"ublo Debt, b fr hardM. e. It is a short

.J'fe InAIRMAn. w uch it?
N Ir IARr. is a k of thye wdgo o 'hich would

ot i 'rfere U vift bill. not ye long. It is
abo 18 pag .

( bulletin refe i u

OD RIAT, ARC P TTT ANI) T E PUBIQ,

public de of at he enotd o the p t fiscal year,
Jue , Joao wi roiprs by ,e debt during
the Y ss,$5 , ., Includi ads cash 4p1d In conelton
wigb nun-wil I "'o I the if story of o counter i

It for thehe aor ater ceftLre . &e eof
60e ta, Morgentt, p fe the te F'nan ennittee, Ap iu l
0 t ederml Gove o ndtures for te r inAerica, bonus

oubAys, u xceed its receipts by 960,000, .2 e deficit or t e next
lesl yer m he , would, drop h ,to o l be only a little

is r than p se teW by the P rekentin M t mess at the e 9g
n(gPresri oMweMesn.

Five days beore te .ore the Finance Cvernnttee, the6
Ptoeident had spokn f the d or the eset fisal year h atmountInA to

WO 000. 'In his seh befr the CtOMO, Deinoratle Club' at eow

fPe6p o com~plan to we about th6 current oot. of rebuilding Ainerfca, about
the burden on future generttons. I tell thems that where thes deflit of the
Federal Government "hi year is about $9,000 O 000 the uational inome of
the I*pl of the UnItlStates NAien ffor t,eoo.boo6e Ili the year 1932
to $05,00,00,000 In the year 1936, and 1tell tht-it further that the only burde;
we need to fet in the burden our children would have to bear if we failed to tako
these tnesaure* today."-

In eetiintUng the dedet at $3,000,000,000 the President failed to take atoint
of bonus payments or of expebditureW required by law fot retirement of the
public debt.

'as5 zot 1*) f et b, fdges &.1 bofors ths Roca. Wba and Mess C h*Ar7t 9t

lit ies ROwere;tI s5 If SoIISad 1,5
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UE BOMA$ AHD Tilt YXDXAL DEFICIT TR IM93$

Secretary Morgonthau's estii-teA of the defictts for 1936 and 1937 were based
upon the assumption that all outp.,yments In connectidn with the bonus would be
made during the last 2 weeks ol t',& fiscal year and thaot no bonus payments
wi appearifn the Treasury's aouns for the fiscal year 1937. While the greater

bonus outlays will eertsnly he made before Juno 30, It IA Wholly
unlikely that all bonus traseions .Ill he oompteted by that date. The Fecre-tary is believed, therefore, to have ,,vorestlwated this year's deficit by. perhaps as
much as halU a bilLion dollars D!r to have underestimated the next year's deficitby a o rresponding amov t..

The pan 'f Lonu6 payment announced by the administration when the bonus
bill wa a weed over the Pre nt'a veto In Januaty called for the maling of
bonds '. veterans on or about August 16. This would have thrown the blkpf
the tonus expenditure into the fiscal year 1937. In March, however, it was
announced that bonds (and checks for odd amounts which could not bo covered
by bonds in multiples of W) Would b)& msilWl on Jpine 15 to all veterans whose
applications had been received and approved by that date. The Treasury, the
Vetrana' Administration, and the Post Office Department are obviously making
every preparticn to distribute the bonds and checks with all possible sped. The
Post Oflie Department has announced that it will be possible to make cash

ayoen t u "on majority of tto bonds within I week of June 15, the

at $date,2,of pamndt" oAl muto hcst copn hma 8,8

To the extent that bonds and checks are placed in the hands of veterans between
June 16 and June 30, the burden of the bopus will fall In this fiscal year. - By
April 30 app Ications for bonds in exchange for adjusted service certificates had
been received from about 2,000,000 veterans, but applications had not yet been
filed by some 800 000 vek-rafts-or nearly 30 percent of the total number t'o Whom
pa ents are toer; .. ..

retard Gorgenthau estimates the total amount of bonds to be distributed
at $1,83,213 950 and the total amount of checks to accompany them Iat $871786-
050. Assuming that 10 percent of the veterans will not have applied In time to
receive their payments before the end of the present fiscal year, expenditures in
connection r the bonus uptoJune 80 wil approximate the following amounts:
Bonds to veterans (to Juned30 1938) -- $1, 62 J a3,000
Checks to veterans (to June 36,-------- 1 e- t$,85,793,000
Bonds to (ytvernment We Insurance Fund t e lens

against adjusted-eurvice certificate. ................... -607,000,000
Cshto banks to cancel liens against adjusted-service ferti s oh

Cates ------------------------------- ----------------- 0 ,000,000
Administrative expense ---------------------------------- 10, 000, 0 P

Total ------- I----------------------------------- 2308,860,00
To meet part of the cost of the bonus about $260,000,000 Is available Insecurities

In the adjusted-service certificate fund, so that te net cost of prepayment of the
bonus during the current fiscal year will probably be In the neighborhood of
$2 0A880 000a

In the udiet submitted by the President In Januar expenditures for the
current yeartwere elated at $7 845 801 338 and receipts at $4 410,793 ,L8
giving an etimated deficit of $,f3iw7,592. This deficit will , icr-
not only by the amount of bonus payment. during the year, but also by. the
loss of proesmin taxes resulting from the Supreme Court's decision invll.
dating th Agricuturl Adjustment Act Processing taxes were estimated toi
the budet to yield $520,042,000. The actual Income from this source for the
y ear willamount only to about $67,30,000 '--a revenue loss of $481,742 000

ue to the liquidation of the Agricultural Adjuatment Adrnlstration in anuary,
however, and the fact that payments to farmers under the new Boil Conservation
Act will Lot begin until the autumn, there will be a saving of some $800,000,0010
in the fiscal year 1936. Taking thesw items Into account, and assuming that

lI Te payments referm4 to are those totbe wae to ,ctmene who wis to cab theft, boads at otNx. On
lees U"', tbe staltenet Wad, "&tbe Poststet aoe Ll ovw a Nation-wlds raio book-up, delfiec a

the anrs 10 nontbs ai his yUa ,0 'o d 'ih8IGOdroteooepdigeidoflt e.
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10 percent of the payments to veteran will not leave the Treasury until after
June 80 Goverhment expenditures durng the ear will approximate $9 603 900,.
000 and receipts will be about $3,949,050000, leaving an indicated def le forthe year of some 55.000,000.
(, 20 percent of the bonus payment fall to reach the hands of veterans before

June 40, the deficlt will be in the neighborhood of $5 362,000.009. If 25 percent
of the paym ts remain to be made alter June 86, the deficit will be about

RECENT TRV1D9 IN FKDR"AI RBVXNUES AND aXP9NDZTUBZS

During the first 10 months of the fiscal year 1933 Government expenditures
ran slightly below Budget estimates due In part to the stoppage of Agricultural
Adjustment Adminiatration expenditure. and In part to A lag In expenditures for
r-ief. For the full year an increase of 3.7 percent In expenditures over those of
the fiscal year 1935 was estimated In the Budget. Up to April 30 however
expenditures had run only 1.9 percent above those of the eorresponing period
of last year. The present prospect Is that this lag will continue during the two
remaining months of the fiscal year and that total expenditures, exclusive of those
to be made in connection with the bonus, will run somewhat behind those of
last year.

Revenues, on the other hand, have run well ahead of last year. Very striking
increases were shown during the first 10 months of this year In collections of
Income taxes and miscellaneous taxes and In customs receipts. At the same time
the loss of prooes6lng taxes caused the increase In total revenues to fall far behind
the increase estimated In the Budget for the full fiscal year.

Inc'eoee in Federal revenues, estimated and adual

Thst 10 mon"i of d" year Inervie
• esti-
mated I@

Soumy of rvste Bg

(permt) Yer

l80o tu ........................................ $9A 331000 $1 ,$SJ,411,O0 1.5 30.5
tuoa... Was ............................... S.M I R

Allotber..::. ...................... .... I $.83M,000 I6%S901"M 7.6 33.4

To W ........................................3 3oK6s7,000 X.5 6 ,5O0 7.5 1&1

tDecrew.

Except for the loss of processing taxes and the passage of the bonus bill over
the President's veto, It Is evident from the foregoing figures that the Treasury's
accounts at the end of the year would have made a considerably better showing
than was forecast in the Budget.,

REDUCTION O THZ DX ICIT FOX XEXT FISCAL TZAR

Revenues for the fiscal year 1937, beginning July I, next were est:.iated in
the Budget st $6,854,217,650. Of Itis amount, $47 000,000 was to c.i-e from
the proceming taxes which were invalidated by the Aupreme Court on the day
the Budget was submitted. The President recommended in his tax message of
March 3 that this loss be made up by new prooesasing taxes, levied at lower rates
on a wider range of agricultural commodities. but thit recommendation was not
carried out in th new revenue bill esa s by the Hour.

The House bilrs estimated by the Treaury to yield $803,000,000 on a yearly
basis. Of this total $623,000,000 is expected to come from increased Income-tax
payments, Out only one-half of these payments will be received during the fiscal
year 1937. Unless proesing taxes are restored by the Senat, which at present
appers unlikely, Or the yield of the House bill is increaed by other means the
additional revenue brought In will not exced $600 000,000 during the next iscal
year, and there will be a bet loss of $47,000,000 In te Budget's estimate of antici-
pated receipts.
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Expenditurtes for the fiscal year 1037 were estimsted In the Budget At
O,789,600,870, to which there has been added an oAditional estimate of
1 60 000 000 for relief. Included In the Budget's estimate of expenditures *a
8W9,0 W0,00 for the Agricultural Adjustment Admbilettston. Under the soil-
onservatiou ptoam, enacted as a aubstitute for the Aldoultuto Adjustment

Adminintratilo, expenditures are limited to $500,000 000 a yeAr, so that there
will be a not sAngoh this account of 6120,000,000. 1'his saving will be caneel
out, however, by the $120000,00 asked by the President for the fial year 1937
(and the 8 ensuing yoars) to amnortlo the bonus debt. Assuming that 90 percent
of the bonus payments are made to veterans before Juno 80 of this year, and that
the remalning bond and cash payments are completed during the next fiAl year,
he budget charge on this account will be 8192,400,00, plus about $2,000,000

lor adftrajive expense.
The Budgt s e timta eo revenues, as monied by the Items noted above

amounts to about #3,607,000,000 and Its eatirato of expenditurts to abour
$5,607 000 000 and Its estinato of expenditures to abo~t $8 447 000,000, leavlhg
an lndVcttZ grou deficit for the fiscal year 1037 of $2,840,00W,000, heindicatmd
deficit way b increAsed by new appropriations by 8ongres .t It# present "Ion
for nationid defense, low-6oat housng, flood control and other projects, and by a
new appropriation at the next sesion for relief. Relief needs maybe d mninlshed,
on the other hand, by payment of the bonus and by acceleration of the pa of
business rocovery--wblih would servo at the same time to Increase the Uovern-
ruent's tax revenues. The Government's Income from taxatlon may be further
increased during the lat 0 months of the year by additional tax legistlaton,
enacted after the election, to broaden the base of the Individual income tax.
These considerations, however, are highly speculative, and their possible effects
on next year's deficit cannot be determined in advance.

ACCUMULAD DEVICIV OF Til DIR88|O1 n PERIOD

The year ending June 80, next, will be the sixth suoceasivo year in which the
expendittires of the Federal Government have exceecsed its receipts--the longest
period of deficit financing In the peacetime history of the country. After the

Ie of 1893 there were 6 years of deficits, but expenditures during the last 2
Wa years of this period Included outlays Incident to the Spanish-AmericanWar.

Including the estimated deficits for the present and the next fiscal years, the
accumulated deficit since 1930--the last year In which the Treasury reported a
surplus-will amount to $23,072,000,000.

PFdtrai retdpts and upendiures, 1980-3)

(ta millin otdolLn.

Orow
Fisca"I pOW dI.. t or

Oso " ee Tvts! gwpko

IM .............................................. 4. 8 _.994.. ..... . +114
M .............................................. 5,111 4 -%023 ................................................ 1? 1 1

IL ............................................... 14 .C , 1 5 - ,289
M1.........................................5,500 Il1a 4.147 11 !"N - 3t, 14
I r4M ~d.............5950 4.50 M 1,81 9,50 -"5,11

50 8N,5s5 8,447 -,440

'lghzlMss of gewri sxpetod oelt.*s St 3 ad 1277bol 3,085,,0 sa $115,00,00, rssti'reiy,
btbs boous.

1:2 MsW - 19 xglodjtu'ef bs ('ITtMSa COCMtrUoM Crps mad undux tbs WI C*Asvatk
Att will be et Irex er b Irt srzpend.tuns.

Of the totsl deficit for the period 1031-37, approximately $17 000,000,000 or
73.7 percent will be accounted for by emergency expenditures. Prepayment of
the bonus wM account for about ;0 percent. The reualonder will be acunted
for by the failure of Government receipts to cover geral operating expenses
during the earlier years of the'depression.
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SURPLUIMS AND DZYWI0TQ ii tRZ PAST

The history of the Federal Government's fInances 1s one of rapidly fluctuating
revenues and steadily growing expenditures; long periods of large surphies
followed by compratlvely short periods of large deflclts. The Federal Budget
has seldon been balsnoed In the sense that revenues and expenditures came out
approxihnately even at the cnd of the fiscal year.

The W~st period of suatantial deficits In tim4 of peace came during the 4 years
prwcodlinX the 8PAnsh War when f6 defidt of about $125,000,000 wa socumofatfd.
The years 1837-38 and 185861 were also years of large peacetime deficits, Each
of these deficit poriods followed years of large, and often unwieldy, surpluses,
each wm due to a sudden Utlling off In revenue oco4ioned by sharp deci ne, in
eoonoino motivity, combined with gradual Increases I& Government expenditure.
during the prior surplus yoars.

Bugf1LU555 AND DSVICITS OV Till l 5G
IThring the 1880's Tresury accounts showed a series, of exceptionally large

surpluses, due chiefly to sales of public lands. In connection with a boom in land
speculation. After the Revolutionary War tte Federal Government came Into
possession of an enormous domain through the cession of elams to western lands
hy easte rn State. Between 1810 and 1830 the annual proceed. from the sale
of these lans ranged between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000, but beglnnIn In 1830
there was a consldcrable f'nereae until in 1834 the receipts were nearly U5,000 000.
In 1835 they were $14,757,600 and In 1836, $24,877,179. In the later 'year
revenue from this soure exceeded revenue from customs for the flrst and last
time In the history of the country.

In 1835 the entire publlo debt had been paid off through the purchase of govern.
ment securities in the open market at a premium and the problem ot what to do
with the Treasury surpluses thereafter beamo acute.' Thomas Jefferson had
foreseen that a policy of economy, oupled with national prosperity, might lead to
an overflowing Treasury. In his second inaugural address he advocated a conuti-
tutional amendment clearly authorizing the use of government funds for Internal
Improvements, arts, manufactures, and education. It was later proposed that a
part of the recurring surpluses be distributed among the Btates to aid In education
and internal Improvements.

Henry Clay offered a bill In 1835 to distribute 00 percent of the proceeds of land
ales to the States. Other proposals called for reduction. In customs duties to
cut the Government's revenues, but this course was strongly opposed by protec-
tlon4t. • Finally on Jne 23,1830, Congress approved a bill which provided that
all money in tho Treaaury on January 1, 1937, reserving the sum 6f $5,000,000,
should be "deposited" with the States In proportion to their represenatlon in the
House and Senata 4.

"It Is ih name a deposit; In form a loan; in esentlal design a distribution (said
Senator Benton). All this verbiage about a deposit is nothing but the device and
contrivance of those who have been for years endeavoring to diabritute the
revenues, sometimes by the land bill soretlme4 by direct propositions, end some.
time. by proposed amendmonts tothe Constitution."

The amount available for distribution on January 1, 1837, was about$37,000,000. Of thls soz more than $28,000,000 was paid out in three quarterly
Insalimente. In May 1837, however, seulation had ollapsed and he entry
had beew plunWd Into deep depreason. A dosen years of surplus ame to an
end with a large deficit and the fourth Installment was never pa*d to the states.
The $28,101,644 previously distributed I still carried on the books of the Tremry
as unavailable funds.

bl)I[PATION or sUaPLUsx or TWO laws

A series of large surpluses occurred again In the eighties and a large part of
the Civil War dobt was rapidly paId off. By 1887 al bonds redeemable at par
had been retired and during 1888-90, $5,000,000 was expended in premium
on bonds bought In the market In sdvsnee of their matuwitr.

In 1882 Sepritary of the Treapry Fogr,ebUean, k written in hLs annual
report; "What now perplexa the Ierf, ary IAwot wheip m hemaygetrevenuq
and enough for the pressing need of the Government, b -hereby he shall tugs
back Into the flow of business the more than enough for those needs that has beeh

, In 134 tb 80t-taUry o tb Treuraduts that the Oomrwt nnznt tms m oom ts =as
"a tmporxry le Tuin4i a stoc s soed-and salable."
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drawn from the people." He suggested that the surplus might be parceled out
armnr the States or that the terms of the Distribution Act of 183 might be com.
plet by paying to the States the amounts due on the fourth installment.$ •

In 188 Congress abolished taxes on matches, patent medicines, perfumery,
bank cheeks and bank capital and deposits, and cut tobacco taxes n half.
tariff act of the same year made reductions in duties on some oominodhles but
gave increases in duties on others. The lqs in revenue was not as great as had
been anticipated and by 1888 the surplus had again become embarraming.
Efforts of President Cleveland to obtain sharp reductions in the tariff resulted
In failure, but mounting expenditures helped to duipate tho large revenues
yielded by the customs.

'The most notable Increas in expenditures as. for pensions. Before 1880 the
largest expenditure for pensions in any 1 year had been only $35,000,000; after
1880tpnsion expenditures were never ies than $50,000,000. In 1888 the begln.
ning of a steady upward climb was made pensions reaching $106,937,000 in
1890 and $159,358 000 In 1893. In 1882 reetdent Arthur had vetoed a river
and harbor bid auihorting a eXnditure of $18,745,(W,yet expenditures for
rivers and harbor# mounted steadily averaging $9,400,000 during 1881-1890, as
compared with $,5,800,000 during ihe receding deade. Appropriations for
the Army and Navy rose about $15 000,&)0 during this period.

By 1893 increasing expenditures ad almost overtaken revenue, and a sudden
decline of both customs receipts and the yield of internal taxes following the panic
of that year left the Treasury with a deficit of $81,000 000-equ- to 18 percent
oftotal expenditures. This was the first of a series of deficits, which together
with inflationary legislation, involved the country in serious currency Aificultles
and almost forced it off the gold standard b depleting the gold reserve. Expendl.
tures were still further Increased by the banish War and annuAl deficits con-
tinued until 1900.

POST-WAR SURPLUI88 AND TAX R5DUOTIONS, IVA-30

During the period from 1900 to 1016 there were 8 scatterd years of deficits
and 8 years of surplus. Then came the war deficits of 1917-19, which aggre-
gated $23,257,248,305. They were followed by 11 unbroken years of surpluses.

Trm,5ury surplu-i*, 1920

1920. $212,475, 198 1924-.$- 5, 3 , 987 11928- $398,828, 281
1921. 88,723:772 I 1925- 50 505, 239 1929,.-. 184;77,031. ,80 1, 5 " '11
102-.. 3 377,787,816 1930-.... 183,789,218

19 .. 0,570401 11927. - -635, 809,921
Expenditures, which in 1919 had risen above $18,50 000 000, rapidly declined

as the war machine w4s dismantled. By 1923 they ha4 fallen to i3,795,000,000.
The first Budget under the Budget and Accounting Aot of 1921 was submitted for
the fiscal year 1923. The new budget system greatly assted President Coolidge
In his efforts for economy., The budgets submitted by Harding, Coolidge and
Hoover for the years from 1923 to 1930 consistently underestimated revenues
and overestinted expenditures.

Five tax-reduetion bills wer enacted during the period 1920-30., The amounts
of tax reduction effected by these sets, as estimated in report of the Secretary of
the Treasury, are shown in the following table. " The estimates are based upon a
oomparlsob of receipts during the last 12 months under the old act with what
might have been *ollected had the new at b6te effective for that year.,
Revenue Act of 1921 ---------------------------------------. 3, 000 0Revenue Act of 1924 ................. ... 519, 000, 000
Revenue Act of 1928 -------------------------------- ---- 459 00Revenue Act of 192 .....-....-.............................. 422:000, 000Reveue Act or IM2 ......... 4 ....... 4..................... f 222,000,000
Income-tax reduction of 1929 ................................ 100, r0, 000

While reducing Income and estate taxes and abolihing most of the excise taxes
that had bien Imposed during the World War, Oongyes'increased customs duties
by the FordneyMcCumber-tarff of 1922; with the result tatt reeep ti from
owtoms roso from about, U ,200,000 In'that'year to-roore than $80 .000 In

III in M Virg ini Olbsi~ to B uptom ourt let payment of lbs barth Instabesi 4;"
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Increases in income tax exemptions reduced the number of individual income-
tax payers from 518,310 in 1920 to 2,037,645 in 1930. In the latter year tw
Government was dependent upon the Income tax, Including the corporation tit,,
for 68 percent of its total revenues.

In .1895, when the Government depended upon the tariff for approximately
one-half its revenues, R. F. Hoxie, a leading American economist wrote:

"In war the current public income hAs 'roved utterly insufficient, unstable,
and Inflexible; in peace It has shown Itself extremely uncertain, fluctuating with
every crisis and even with tho changes in the policy and condition of foreign
nations; in times of prosperity it has forced upon the country embarrassing
surpluses, leading to extravagant expenditure, spculation, and criat, in adversity
It h left the Treasury empty, necessitating the lavish use of public credit."

Experience after 1930 demonstrated that dependence upon a narrow-based
income tax for over half the Government's revenues had many of the same
effects in periods of crisis as the earlier dependence upon customs.

I BuDoxi PoLicizs or RooszvxLT AnmuNrSTRAnO

President Roosevelt's first important declaration on the state of the Govern-
ment'a finances after taking office on March 4, 1933 was made in a special message
to Congress on March 10. At that time the President believed the Budget
should be brought Into balance as rapidly as possible-chiefly through steep
reductions In Government expenditures.

"For three long years [he said) the Federal Government has been on the road
toward bankruptcy.

"For the fiscal year 1931 the deficit was $462,000,000.
For the fiscal year 1932 It was $2,472,000,000.
"(For the fica year 1933 It will probably exceed $1,200,000,000.
"For the fiscal Year 1934, based on the appropriation bills passed by the last

Congress and the estimated revenues, the deficit will probably exceed $1,000,000,-
000 urdeas Immediate action is taken.

"Thus we shall have piled up an accumulated deficit of $5 000 000,000."'
The unbalanced condition of the Federal Budget, the resIdent said had

contributed to the colapse of the banking system; had accentuated the stagnation
of the Nation's economic lifei had added to the ranks of the unemployed. The
government's house was not In order; national recovery depended upon. Its
being put in order at once. "The members of Congress and I am pledged to
immediate economy."

He asked sweeping powers to reduce the compensation of Government em-
ployees and benefits to veterans. P1 give you assurance," he concluded, "that
if this is done there is reasonable prospect that within a year the income of the

Government will be sufficient to cover the expenditures of the Government."
'IThe powers asked by the President were extended by Congress in the a9t of
March20, 1933, entitled "An aot to maintain the credit of the United States
Government."

Despite the measures taken by the President under the Economy Act, most of
which were later nullified by Congress, the Government's expenditures for the
year ended Jane 80, 1933, were reduced by only about $12,000,000. The Presi-
dent 'appears therdifter to have lost confidence in the theory that economy in
governnient expenditurQ was compatible with recovery. IIIs flrt budget; sub-
mitted or January 4, 1934, forecast expenditures of $10,569,000 000 for the fiscal
year 1934, then hlf completed, and a net deficit for the year of 67,809 000 000.

It was later reported that the Pre si nt had been won over by Y. Msaybard
Keynes, with whom he held monferencqs at the White House, to the British
economist's theory'of reovery through inflationary spending.. -Keynes held
that emergency expenditures of $400,000,060 a month, borrowed from the banks,
would hake themselves felt throughout the eoonomlo sysOm and res-ult In quick
r yovcy, accompanied by keabsorpton of all the unemployed and an early
balancing of the Federt] budget. unemployed adaer

Emergeney expenditures during J~nuary-June 1934,. averaged $475,00,000 a
month. When t be aine evident that the President wished to continue this
program of heavy emergency spending, Lewis W, flouglW submitted his relign-
lion as Director of the Budget. Douglas opposed a continuation of large Federal
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expeaditures for publio works and believed that the dollar should be stabilized
and he budget brought into balance at the earliest possible dato,o

Smrf 07 RMSONSisILsrT ron CUTINO NsLIIza '10 Inu$tSarA

The admintstration'a spending olicies were defnded ,bthe Presdent In a
speech at Boulder Dam, Septemn r 30, 1935, but he mittod in the *arne
speech that Government spending alone would not result In giving work to all
the Jobless,
"It is a simple fat", he sld, "that Government spending is already beinni

to show definite signs of Its effect on consumer spending; that the putting of
people to work by the Government has put other people to work through private
employment, and that in 234 years we have come to the point where private
Industry muxt bear the principal responsibility of keeping the process of greater
employment moving forward dth aecelersae tpeed.--

This was the first expression of what later became the administration policy of
holding Industry responsible for bringing about reductions In the Federal Govern-
ment's recovery and- relief expenditures through reabsorption of the unemployed.
This policy has recently been emphasised by admnistiation spokesmen in various
ways in all their public utterances,

Thus Jews It. Jones, chairman of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation told
the Advertising Club of New York April 21: "While the depression in over, we
still have the unemployed and it will be difficult to bring Government expenditures
within Government income until there Is work enough for all to make a living.
Either industry must provide more work or a better distribution of that which is
available." Postmaster General Farley sid at Charleston, W. Va., April 22:
"Yes, the Government is In business and the Government is going to get out of
business as soon as it possibly can. Which means that It will retire from the field
as soon as business Is able to pay its debts and stand up by itself "

Secretary of Labor Perkins said at Chicago, April 27: "We intend to leave it to
private business to work out its own recovery plans until the first of the year, and
we expect substantial reemployment by then. If, by that time, the program has
not been what we had hoped, we may have to work out a new program." This
was taken as a suggetion of a new N, R. A. Secretary of Commerce Roper told
the United States Chamber of Commerce, April &- "There must be reemploy-
mept or a longer period of increased taxation. If a substantial measure of In-
crease reemployment does not take place, the taxation for relief purpose will
come largely from business earnings."

ASCXNDING RIKTRNUBS: DZSCUNDINO RALSIU UXIF NI1XPZ '4

The PreIdent said in his Budget message at the opening ol the present session
of Congress that the policy followed since March 1933 In th efforts of the ad-
ministration to promote recovery had been predicated on two Independent belles:
First, that the measures taken would Immediately cause a reat Inereas In the
annual expenditures of the Government. second, that as a ,esult of these meas-
ures the receipts of the Government would rise definitely and .qarply during the
following few years, while the need for relief would diminish ani thereby reduce
Federal expenditure. "The Increase in revenues would ultimately meet and
pass the declnng cost of relief."

"The policy adopted In the spring of 1M (the Presdent oontinugd) hs been
confirmed in actual practice by the Treasury figures of 1934, of 193, and by the
estimates for the fiscal years 1938 and 1937; There Is today no eoubt *. the
fundamental soundness of the policy of 1933. If we proceed along the kstb re
have followed and with the results attained up to the Rresent time, we shall eon-
tnue our sucesul progress during the comIng years.

In his Budget message of January 4, 193, the Presdent had said the Qovern-
ment should plan to bring Its 1938 expenditures, Ineluding reCOvery and reUl,
within the revenues expected In that year. "We should plan tq have a definitely
balanced Budget for the third year of recovery and from that time on teek a con-
Unuing roduotion of the national debt." In his Budget message of January 3,
13, be had sd the poit ba4 not yet been reached at which a complete balance
of the Budget would b~e obtalid. I

I Pros~dci eMnvO l, M mtehs.~ of Apri,4 9 Igr,*4, tc pmc4~ $W rsturs go lbo
fOI4tAD*e55Zi4i1PWme ordes ps-sos. "Jskymu* Sopanwplsnks
fik tbn oer o y u ws cu ofLheIpobiwns you bad tofty &aD wM pt up totss o i vI"
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"I am, however, sulI~rttlng to the Congress a Budget fto the fiscal year 1038

which balances except for expenditures to give work to the unemployed If this
Budget rWoelves the approval of the Congrs, the country will henceforth have
the asurance that, With the single exception of this ittem, every current epenl p .
ture of whatovr nature will be fully covered by ozr estimates of current receipts,"

In this )'ear's Budget inoesage the Prekiont again refralned from foreasting
the time at which the Budget would be balanced-the point at which ristjg rev-
enues would overtake declining expnditures. The infereuoe of the Budget was
that relief expenditures would con hue to be the measure of the deficit in future
years, and would continue as In the past, to be met by Government borrowing.

Expenditures for relief during the present fital year now promise to be about
$2,000,000 below those of the last fiscal year. The reduction h, relief expend.
tures during the next fiscal year isill exceed this amount If Congress refrainc from
making a new appropriation for relief when It meets in January.

FUSE IX o0kNhN.AL BXV,-DZTVR5s OF FUDZDIAL OYVBRNME.T

While Federal emergency expenditures are showing a declining tendency, the
general expenditures of the Government are moving in a contrary direction.
General expenditures touched a low of $2,822,000 000 In the fiscal year 1034,
and since have been steadily rising.' Expendltures kor the Civilian Conservation
CotpG will be Ilwified next year As "eneral" rather than "emergency" expendl.
ture. Eend ture. under the Boll Conservation Act will likewise be classifIed
AS 'enezl" expenditures, whereas A. A. A. benefit payments were clasfied as•"emergeney."

A large increase in the general expenditures of future years will be occasioned
by the Social Security Act The Piesldert on April 23 transmitted to Congress
an estimate of $40,800,000 required for expendituro under this act during the
next fiscal year. The Raeroad Retirement Act and the Bituminous Coal Con-
aervatlon Act will together require expenditures of about $50,000 000 a year.
The bulk of these expenditures will be met from the proceeds of e il taxes levied
by the acts and will not add to the Federal deficit. While It Is poeible that 99me
or all of these laws %ill be invalidated by the Sup)moe Court, It is virtually certain
that substitute legislation will be enacted by Congress, whichever party, Is in
power, and that ependitures under social Insurance laws will continue to be a
large item in future budgets.

Aside from the items noted above-and the bonus which will be included in
he general expenditures of the present and the next fiscal years-the largest

Increase In general expenditures has been caused by the rapid expansion of appro-
priations for national defense. National defense expenditurea totaled $470,894,308
in 1934. Budget estimates call for expenditures of $937791,986 for national
defense In i937--an increase of 95 percent. (Actual eapediturte promise under
the bill now pending In Congress to be S50 000 In excess of the latter figure.)

Veeas pensions and benefit. totaled $66,6737 In 1934; In 1937 they will
total $790,O58u9u. The Increase in these two items during the 8-year period
amounts to $642,3,283

General expenditures of the Government may be further Incroased In future
years by the payment of penaons to veterans of the World War. The Nttionsl
Tribune which led the agitation for Civil War pensions during the )880'e. said
on April 26, 193, that the fight to obtain servicepensions for WorldWar veter&as
would open in Congress in January 1939.

"In 1890, when the first Civil War general pension bill was enacted, the aver-
ap age of the men who fought to defend the Union was 40. Tn 1920 the men
who ervd in the Ws8nh War had reaebed the average age of 46 and they were
granted pension.. Only a few years must pss before the average age of World
War veteians will be 46, and the National Tribune announces here And now that
we Intend to fight with all our strength to see that pensions are granted to thi
men who served this country in 1917-1V

The next decade may duplicate the record of the 1880's with a long succesion
of Tremury Purpluses, but the situation will be entirely different frm that which
prompt ted Congre to grant pensions to Civil War veteran in 1890. Tax reduo-
tion *111 have itt calf whenever the Government's receipts exceed its expend-
tures and the huge debt left by the depreeslon will afford abundant means of
getting rid of whatever annual surpluses may be shown by the Trea=4y' accounts

'tb.I rJe w d "Poml xh~~4ur hsU wit *eI~ CoUdo *oommy wom tooebd dt If Tieg
war I&.vrw-,4-sily expend4 by lecrss in rernueat Meu

M845-36-2-7
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Tax FuUMN or THm NATIONAtL DEBT

A public debt of $34,60,000,000 on June 80 of this year will be further Increased
during the next fiscal year by perhaps $2,600000 00, giving a total debt on
June 30, 1937, of about $37,000 00000.1 'By that time-the new tax legislation
to be adoptedd at this session 'of &ongresas-and any new revenue legislation
adopted at the next sesslon-will have come Into full operation. If the expert.
ence of the Immediate poet-war years Is duplicated, and the country enjoys a
sustained recovery In business, revenue should be brought to the Treasury in
flood tide during the fiscal year 193.

President Roosevelt predicted In his Budget message of January 1934 that the
publio debt on June 83), 193, would total $31,834000000.11 (The debt was

60,000 below that figure on April 80, 1936.)' Th Government should
plan, he said, to balance its Budget in 1938, with no increase in the public debt,
and to undertake a continuous reduction o

! 
the debt the after.

Changes in the publio debt since the Unite&d states entered the World War in
1917 and during the Roosevelt administration to date are shown In the following
table:

Mr. 31, 1917 (pre-war debt) ............................. $1, 282, 044,348
Aug. 31, 1919 (highest post-war debt) ...................... 2, 696, 701, 648
Mar. 3, 1921 ................. .................... 24,045,136, 850
Dee. 81, 1930 (lowest poet-war debt) ...................... 16, 020,087,087
Mar. 8, 1933........... ............ .. .......... 20, 937, 350, 964
Apr. 30, 193 ......................................... 31, 424 440, 896

Secretary Morgenthau, In his testimony before the Senate Finance Committee,
April 30, saId tho Treasury had been able to borrow readily all the amount
necessary to finance the recovery program and had been able to obtain its loans
at steadily declining Interest rates.

"The continuance of this satisfactory situation, however, will depend upon
scrupulous adherence to an orderly program looking to a balance of the Federal
Budget just as soon as the needs and ailItIcs of our people make that possible
and thereafter upon a steady reduction in the public debt."

Debt requirements required under the sinking.idnd provisions of the Victory
Loan Act hav been regularly made during the depression, but the debt has been
increased by new borrowing in amounts Far in excess of statutory retirements.
The earliest period during whlch it now appears likely that further debt reduction
ran be achieved through the sinking fund is the fiscal year 1938.

AMERICAN RICORD Or RAPID DUB? RSTIRBMZNT

The past record of the United States with respect to retirement of Indebtedness
incurred during war or periods of economic emergency is without parallel among
the great powers.

The Federal Government began with a debt of $71,060,000 alter the debts of
the States had been assumed In 1790. By 1832 the entire Revolutionary debt
had been discharged and by 1838 the country was entirely out of debt, ravIng
retired In addition to the original debt, the debt r sulting from the War of 1812
and debts incurred for the purchase of Florida and the Loulstana Territory.

The Civil War loft the ountry with a national debt of $2,845,000,000. Taxes
Imposed to raise war revenues began to yield large returns only fiter hostilities
had ceased. As a result, during the first 7 years after the war more than one-fifth
of the debt wa retired. Steady reductions were effected thereafter untU In 1893
the outstanding debt was only $961,432,000. Moderate increases resulted from
the depression of 1893, the Spanish War and the buUding of the Panama C"na,
but the gross debt in 1916 was only $1,226,000,000, the bulk of wblch was In
bonds required to sure national bank note cireulatiou.

During the I-year period from the end of the floal year 1919 to the end of
the fiscal year 1930. the debt resulting from the World War was reduced by more
than $9,000,00000 or about 386 percent, at an average exceeding $845 000,000
a year. The sourom of funds for debt retirement during this period are ;hownln
the table herewith:

it ci "i vtawblic Id Ics debt retsywant dn INs last o, ofha I? a s 11.55M Wn toho lbs
dt to MOMONA0.e

P"14 c at AUlata. *Zov 153, bsPrul.t KMa be Wa been LMl by banlien to March 1933
t"a 1lbs =euty cOud aly sad 6a adloi oS0 belesee tMAO0;O0O cad 17MOOM0"
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Public deU retire neviI, 1919-30

Amount PtecenI

Or 1 dstA oI.LAn,1Io, Iwo 3t, 1 ....................................... 8 1034,40 ........
DbI relcsk.la

From Frro eza sr ............................................... ,4 , 729. 04. 93 17.40
i ngfun4 ........................................................... k , 9, 4% 0 00 429

P bt poym Ut b7 oresi o un t ................................ .48, ?2O, 4A0 (4 141M01
R.4dtxIn 1. -bofo 04 osal fud ............ 511. MI.CM) 23 0.42
M saew ................ o........ . 2A),425944,.IS 2.44

TOW,. ................................................................. it9 , 7K 11. S1 . -
arm". d t4 eouttandng, June . 1930 ....................................... 16.1M 307, M9. Is

It will be seen that the largest amount of debt reduction was accomplished
through surpluses resulting from an excess of Government receipts over expendi-
tures. The surpluses were due only In part to collections of taxes In excess of the
Treasury's estimates. Included In them wero the revenjues resulting from lloida.
tion of assets acquired by the Government during the World War. Sales of sur-
plus war supplies alone atcounted for $750,700,000 of the Troasury surpluses
during ths period. An equal amount was obtained through "les and payments
of railroad obligations, Federal farm loan bonds, and other wecuritis acquired by.
the Government during the war period, through liquldaticn vf the accounts of the
War Finance Corporation and collections of bak taxes levied under the high
rates of the war-armistice period.

orra r TO PUBLC DDM? SOCUMULATICD t IeZazaszox

The Government will emerge from Its present period of deficit financing, u It
did from the war period, with certain large assets which will bring In fund, In
future years for reduction of the public debt. Thee aset--partly acquired dur-
Ing the administration of Prodsdent Foover and In oarlk'r Admlniltrations-
appropriated $4,330,000,000 on March 31, 1930.

Asefs of Ooveonment Corporalions end credit agendis

1. Financed wholly from Government funds:
Reconstruction Fiance Corporation ..................
Commodity Credit Corporaton ......................
Export-Import Banks ................................
Public Works AdmlnistraUon ........................
Regional agricultural credit corporations ..........
Production credit corporations ......................
Other, I ...........................................

lI. Financed Dartlv from Government funds:

$1, 92, 001, 804
311,171,92

1,640
163,490. 94441, 138,620
121,304, 850
002, 73, 050

Federal land banks............................. 243,499,386
Federal Intermediate credit banks .................. . 100, 761,705
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation ................. 202,045,9"

.Banks for cooperatives ------------------------------- 150, 79 223
Home loan banks ----------------------------------- 98,742,311
Home Owners' Loan Corporation ---------------------- A 3 SS4
Federal Savings & Loan insurance Corporation .......... 102, 86 1
Federal Savlgn & Loan Associations ............... , 600
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ............- - -150,000,000
War Finance Corporation (in liquidation) ............... 70,60

Total ............................. ......... 4,328, 055,114
'In addition to cabw sgto od Idad E-tI11me R &nad Fan Athority. Federa eouslas Adcia-

Ha 9 Rtthmcrt AdmlnJAstrtM, Rur& ~ectricsMlon Admlebt UMTsY0I Autkritoy,
aId<sd Waurwsys Corportso. A ccop-Wrde ta loem
To what extant, and how rapidly these &wta can be liquidated, it I impossble

to determine. Some will undoubtedly be held permanently by the Govenrwent
and others may be liquidated In amounts considerably below the figured at whih
they are carried on the books of the Treasury. Assumlng that one-half can be
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liquidated at face value in a relatively few years, there can be a reduction in the
-publc debt by this means of approximately $2,165,000,000.13

In the general fund of the Tresury on April 30 there was a balance of
$2 441,970,519. In the normal years of the 1920's tis balance amounted to
only ak;ut $250,000 000; when the present administration asmmed office it was
only $188,0,00000. It is obvious that when normal conditions return the balance
in the general fund can be sharply reduced and the reduction can be applied, a
It was during tbe twenties to reduction of ihe outstanding debt.

Another fund in the Treasury will afcrd a still more certain contribution of
large proportions to public debt reduction. This I the $2,009,000,000 stabijza-
tion fund, created out of the gold profit resulting from devaluation of the'dollar
in January 1934. The life of the stablisation fund ws, extended by the Presi-
dent to January 30, 1937, by a proclamation issued on January 10 of this year
under the powers given him by the Gold Reserve Act of 1034. At the end of
January next, however the oper tons of the fund must come to an epO, un4er
e33stini legislatlo, an the $2 000000 It er)ntains (les any losses Incurred)
wil become av6liabie for reduetlpn'of te public debt,u

13URRUf Or ID1s 1 A 1PBSPNUAL VUZtIC DEBT

The burden imposed by a nation's debt depends not so much upon the slze 6f
the debt as upon the amount of the carrying charges and upon the size and earning
power of the population which will meet the carrying charges.

When the United States debt stood at its 1919 peak of $26,600,000,000 there
capital debt was $268.80. A grow debt of $34,500,000 000 on June 30 1636 win
be equal to a r ias debt of $269.75. Thus; whlie the gros dei will have
increased by about 0 percent the per capita debt will have Increased only about
6 percent, due to the Incrse n population from 1919 to 1930.

The average Intereqt rate borne by the public debt in 1920 was 4.178 percent
aiod interest payments cjurxng that yeAr were $1020,261,622. The avetrge
Interest rate borne by the public debt during the first 0 months of the present

a year, wa only 2.6 pecent. At this rate of interest a public debt dt
$84 500,000 000 can be earriedfor $87,000,000:4 yer.

'With a return of prosperity, accompanied by a liquidation' of some of the
Government's assets, rapid strides will undoubtedly be made in reduction of the
public debt. Tax reduOtlon Is likely, however, to slow down the rate of debt
retirement in later years and It now appears doubtful whether the debt will ever
be reduced to the level at which It stood at the beginning of the deprslon.

A AubtantWs volume of Government securities niII be required In the future
for bank and insurance company investments," and the new social security legis-
4tion of the Federal Government ultimately will demand a very large vohrnte of
Government obligations for the investment of reserve funds. The 86cial Securily
Act of 1935 provides that the receipts of the States under their unemployment
ipaurance laws shall be paid over to the secretary of the Treasury to be placed in
the unemployment trust fund for Investment In securities of the United Stotes.
It also sets up an old age reserve account in the Treaury to which an ,Mneuq1
appropriation is to be made in an amount sufficient as an annual premtux6 to
provide for the payment of old-age pensions under the act. The dffferenc be-
tween the amount in this account and the current withdrawals Is likewise to be
Invested in Government securities.

The amount the unemployment trust fund will contain in any year cannot be
estimated. It will depend upon the amount of withdrawal by the $tate *to
pay unemployment insurance, which presumably will be large In years of dopres-
alon and small in years of prosperity. It has been estimated, however, that the
old-ago deserve account by 1940 will contain $1,973,6W 000; by 1045, $0,843,-
900(0; and by 1950 11031,700 000"I Thereafter t& amount I the fUn
will rise rapidly until iy ii§0 it wiii approximate $50,000,000,00.

By 1 65 the old-age reserve account, under the provisions of existing l4w, will
have absorbed the whole amount of the national debt as It will exist on June 30,

k2 Bom oo'oetcs may be mad4 &Wlto n fints yssn oc the $12,O OQ0 of obllgatlor Srelgn ge rvo-
mits held by t Treern, on whSch payment was dfalted r the OsMOSl.

38 Tbe StabLtution Yund is opeptael In secret ad wbetbe it Mas wd <o or wstsm* los.e is
not PUe ALy kwwu. It app"O roft Treasury eoeunU, boweve r that ely Sk2OM 0A has ttesUy
bo *te n at&aao rtims, so that te losses onwAnt e;etbal Mum.

5 ofmtV"belsdrnl. a 6"tl Oorporatosbo ttaten J.ma 53,, 14tMtmnt sytem
ezetodlag debt tepees. b *rt eWWalo 4 hastd t6 OftMalmen~

U'Estlmatssby &WiH.D SOocSecry nteVstdSaep 5.Testnt c 55I
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1030--snd if an aditiona! debtof large proportlob hs not boed Incifrred bY the
Feera! Ghvernmeqt In ttem.n e twii haysgt9 b created to w"A e th9 Invest-
4ie~it~ requ ~en~t lte ~s4cJnurinde un

The C6AIRAN., Well, you Ieve that With Oe eomn ttee. We Will
pass on that later oh, I do aoWant the Ireord engwrm~bered too much.

Mr. MARSH. I would respectfully submit that all of the material
that I have asked to put into the record will not take as much space
as two witnesses this morning.

The CHAIRMLAN. We will psss on that proposition. Turn it over
to th clerk.. The committee will recess until 1:30 this afternoon.

(Whereupon, at the hour of 12:15 p. m., the committee recessed
until 1:30 p. m. of the same d&y.)

AWTE.NOO. S8ssoN

The committee reconvened at 2 o'clock pursuant to the taking of
the recess. "

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Arthur A. Ballantine, representing the Mer-
chants Association of New York.

BTA IMENT OF ART9UR 'A. BALLAN'Tti{t, lS YO1K CITt,
RkPk13S2j1TW Tk KiRCHANIS ASSOCIATION OF NEW VORK

Mr. B LAWXNZN Mr. Chairman, I oppr cato that the conmaitte.
has a difficult task and you are doing everything to hear patiently the
many representatives ofdiffierent organizations, and therefore I shall
try to be as brief as possible.

I am confident that the association of,which I am i member and
yvhich I represent here, the Merchants Association of New York finds
itself in opposition to the new corporation tax plan in the till not
because it hits the pocketbook, for they expect the pocketbook t. be
under a great deal of ax stran in these times, but because of a con-
viction on their part thft..tbis tax hurts buswess, and hence hurts the
Governmen n its receipt of revenue, hurts the security of jobsi and
hurt, the prospects for qmployment which is of such deep concern to

The essence of this plan vs we see it is to offte very large inducsq
ments in the way of say', of new tax" to be imposed by the bill
to the corporation , wch are ooditiope4 upon the amount of
distributions that the corporation mae of iW income so that the
o w1 become supeat surtax n rt of the stooioldcrs.Those inducements wh ch are offer y te bill run s bhah 73,9

percent of the amounts which would, otherwise be retamned, and it is
oqr fear that that poecy 6foffQripg very lajo inducements or pre.
nmums upon distributors by corporations oI amount which their
wlanageinent4 and directors might eel are needed for the protection
and colstinuante of the bU mi8s .i| .]ed to weaken and even im.
poyerish coporations, Oned , cto adv mlrs affect the continuance
of the Govornmept's revenue,awmnd tse prote tom of workers ! ith*
jobs, nd to deprive them and all Qf " of the benefits of normal busk
ne 4 panrop. I ). le thes

Tetawe Io bemg ine il arp qpreased,.of
owure, in, tho DOW f". ilijr 4 ;olje4u,14, .~ them losing tke-de &Ie
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male, and in the 1O mathematical formulae. For our own conven
lencei we have prepared a little graph to show what this tax Is and how
it spreads, and I think it may be of some interest to look at that, be6.
cause it is hard to really got that until one sees It on paper.

(The graph referred oi on Me with the committee,)

Boh of prposod w--Ovporationa havOing NOm ofr OW IO,O00
1PM% ofb Pam$ thtomt"o0 - D,01

' ,r"!tl
d

°  I oo n me
U __t oW d 1,tt "t 4 D1vtdS Tit UW In.

10 4 40 1 84- IO 00
10 0 4 4.0 1 0 MOE
10 I oawt it, a %0 0
to 15 (0j sq.4 000 90)0 000
44 5 #1 $73 4&0) MWO n MOh

0 ,0 400 ,00;_
................-.. 0 150

This tax, beginning in the lower left-hand corner of this graph, which
represent the income of $100 000 of a corporation, in between these
two black lines jindicatinglwiich spread away to th6 upper part of
the page, the part above'; the upper black line being dividends 'or the
distributed part, and the part below the lower black line [indicating)
beln the undistributed Income, and the tax spreading'otit between
tindicating!.

As you Will seethe tax fans up by lines which change their angles
slightiyas they go along; from zero when all is distributed, up to 42.5
percent when 57.5 percent of it is retained. I I _ f

It would be Impssblo in our judgment to express that conception
other than by sched ules and formulae such as are used in this bill
The difficulty is inherent becatise You have' got the mathematieal
problem of two mutually Interdependable variables, nainly, the un-
distributed income and the tax each of which depends on the other.
When you take the schedvles which are expressed as t matter of prac-
tical computation for the taxpayer, he has got to begin with his undis-
tributed income or his distributed income--one or the other-to maeke
his tax computation. Neither of those figures does he find from the
books. He may find from his books the adjusted net income, Ile is
told how to do that by the stattr, but when it cones to undistributed
or the distributed that of course must result from a determination by
him of how much he means to distribute, and in order to know how
much he means to distribute, ho must know' the tax.'

So as a practical matter, wken the taxpayer turns to the use of these
schedule, he has got to make several cbmputationO to find out what he
thinks he had better d6. - ,1
. Usually he must make three or four computations, and if you add in
the fact that hq may have a deficit or that he inay have indebtednes-
e ah one has several bah --he-he tas got to make several, and then
find but what is the lowest tax, and iM the light of these several ached-
oles, actually go back and determine what he is going to distribute.
Thbt can be done, but I have tried it in several cases and it takes a

t dW of rcnputing to got ti data to reVU.0 approach this tax.
That of course is the method; it has ari eletnent Of6uncertainty' In
this method of doing it which is somewhat of a deterent, but there is a
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atrcnger difficulty than that. By reason of the fact that If after the
determination is made, the taxpayer finds in a later year that the Bul.
reau of Internal Revenue under Its able direction and personnel, finds
that there Is more income than the taxpayer, who may be a little
more conservative, thought there was, an additional income is added
on for the past year and then what happens? When you add in say
ten or fifty for one hundred thousand dollars additional income for a
past year, you cannot go and just figure how much that adds to the
tax as you can now.

Row, ifjyou add $100,000 income in, you figure it is 15 percent ordi-
narily, or $15,000. Here you cannot do, because the tax is not a per.
centage of that additional income. The tax is a new percentage of the
entire income, including that already tax-paid, and may be a very
surrisIng fraction of any additional amount that is added In.

Now, confronted with that situation under this structure of this law
the taxpayer cannot go back and say, "I will distribute some more of
that additional income that you now say I have as the result of this
recomputation." Oh, no; the door is dosed. The year ispassed, the
chapter is written for that year, and if that Income is added in by
reason of a shift from another year, a difference in Inventory or any-
thing of that'sort, that imposes a argo and unknown additional burden
which the taxpayer is powerless to deal with by way of a distribution;

Senator CouzENs. Do you mnd an interruption?
Mr. BALLANTINE. Certainly not, Senator.,
Senator CouzENs. Was that situation that you described true

before the bill was amended on the floor of the Tiouse, when there
was 2% months right after the close of the year?

Mr. BALLANTINZ. That was a very important amendment, Senator,
which affects the workability ornonworkability of the bill. It does
not touch that point, but it does this. Unless there is a period after
the close of the taxable year, the year for which we are determining
the income, in which the corporation can determine its distribution,
I do not see h6W, this measure could possibly work at all, because at
the end of a year thero are all kinds of adjustments, in many corpora-
tions, which have to be made. Then when they finaly take and look
at their inventories they go over their accounts receivable, they look
ahead at their problems, and they, cannot make an accurate deter-
min$ tioL within the yer.4 There must be some period in practical
experience after the dose of the year for any enterprise of any m/ze
to determine its income.

Now, this House change abolished the dividend year provision
Which was made in the original draft, and that, I take it., Senator

Couzens, is what you ar referring to. That has thl'i effect, that you
have got to make your account up before the close of the tAxable year
of what you distribute so s to win these very great exemptions.

Now, what was said then, that if you distributed too much, you
got an extra dividend credit; that applies over on the next year, and
that is true Under this bill, but suppose you have distributed too much
and you did not have that much income, and you had thereby im-
pared your capit.t,? Thetr yu havenot only distributed or tried to
distribute, wh t you did not have, but you may under the laws of
m State of New York for example, have committed a criminal
oflensj~so you lrbspocklatingtrith a very seious matter.
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'enorCovs. Ih that connection; may I ask if Anadminia.

tdetor'bf, a manageg e.ent 'analyte its monthly trial balances from
iroxtli to months Us thssituition, as bad as you* predict it to bIe? ,

SMr. BALLtNmi- Not for al,! Senitor Coouzens, but for' solne;
There are some businesses -where you can keep petty aoeurate track
from irionth to month. Financial buiiness4A knd things of that sort-:-
bdt when yod take a& manfabturing business of many types; where
inVentoriWs fluctuate, the value of the closing inventory at the end of
the year makes a great difference.

Senator HASTIN0S. Before you leave that stibjectf I would like to,
in order that I may be certain that, I have the point in mind that'yotu
are Illustrating ask You this, Suppose, for instatice, ou' have a net
income of $600,000 for the year 1936 according to their account and
therefore aY no tax but distribute $6500,000 to your stockholders,
and then when the Internal Revenue cones along and discover that
they had made a mistake and it wa"$100,000-they 'do not discover
it for 18 inonths afterward, perhaps-that means if understand you;
that 'the company. has to pay to the Oovernment $42,500

Mr. BALLANTINN. Well, if it distributed $500,000, Senator Hastings,
it would have a, dividend credit of $500,000.

Senator lAstmos. I am assuming that the company itself figured
$500,000. .

Mr. BALLANTINH. And distributed it?
Senator HASTINoS. And distributed it.
Mr. BALLANTINE.' Yes; sir.'
Senator HASaINds.- But the internal revenue came along af terwardi

and find that instead of $500,000, it ought to have beea $600,000,
and they assess them .for the 'extra hundred -thousand. It is not
possible for them to make that distribution?

Mr. BALLANTUIN., That it right..
Senator HAoTINGS.,And they assess them $42,500.
Senator Couszzs. No., I .
Mr. BALLANfI"N The tax situation would be this' They then

would have a total income of $600,000, against which they had
distributed $500,000, and they would have retained 20 percent, and
they would pay a tax on that rate.

Senator HtAsvrmos. That is right.
Mr. BALLANTINN. Your illustration Would require the discovery

of more income. . Sup"pos it was $500,000 in your case, Then you
begin to get into the ligh figures.

want to come back just a ihoriet to Senator Coutens' question,
because that House amendment does not, change the situation' with
regard t4 an error discovered after the taxable year is closed and the!
piod of distribution is over. That is;, upposeit ii a year later;!
it does not affect that situaioti., It afftat. 'what you do in the'
taxable year, '

Senator Coususs. Yes), but it does gim your 2t motthg, the way
the Ways and Means Committee reported th6 bill, to discover an*;
probable errors.

Mr. BkLLANTINz, That would be cleay ihdispensiblo, from the
practical standpolnt forl corporationsany, of theta if not most of,
them, w decid l intdligently-. Y 9iem i not moat o.

Senator Coua t, neai that thb 2r mbtits which wr originslly
in the bill did give them an opportunity to straighten out some of
those difficulties which you contemplate.
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Mr.,1ALANTINE. 'Ye, Senator;,that would. be a help, but there
are corporations that felt that period of 10 weeks was too short for
them, but even if you had that, you come into a difference of opinion

year or two later, on the question of What your in'ientory should
aive been or what your obsolescenc6 allowance was, and then you

got the problem that I was fast talking abotit. , - ,
Senator IAsTINoS. [do not want to interrupt you too much, but

I suggested and I was wrong in my, calulations, 42.5 percent. Asa
mpntter of fact you would pay the.(lovernment on the same basis you
would be if you had' kept $100,000 in reserv.

'Mr. BAuAiTmNE. That is right. Itwould be just the same.
Senator HAiTINGS. And that ailounts to $44,000 instead of $42,500.
,Mr. 3ALLArrrINE. WeUln--; I- - , , , -' ,I,
Senattr HASTINos.(intrpoaing). If your total income was $600,000

and you" reserved 10 percent on that, it'is $40,000 or $24,000; and on
thenext $40,000, it would be at the rate of 50 percent or $20,000,
making $44,000.
,' Mr. BALLANTrNt. Did- I understand you to say you reserved 20 per.
cent of the entiro~incode?..

'Senator HASTMNOS. No'; I.- resoved, the .fut 10 percent'on' the
$600,000, which would be.$60,000.,; On' that you would pay 40 pert
cent or $24,000, and on the next $40,000 that, you reserve, which is
in another bracket; it is at the rate of 60 percent, so that you'acttally
pay 24 and 20 or $44 000,
- Mr. BAtIANTINE. if you .turn.to that chart I have, there is the
figure of 20 prmentand the rate at 20 percent is 9 percent.

$enator HASTINGS. Nine percett of what?
Mr. BALLANTINE. Nine percent.of the whole income.

'Senator IIAsTINoS, That is the point,
Mr. BA &sVtINE.. It would be 9 percent of the whole -income.

Oh, yes-it would be 0 percent of your entire income; that is right.
Or as applied to the $100,000, of course it would be $54,000; yes.
I think we are together on that.,

Senator JlAswIrmS, Yes.
Mr. BALLANTINE. As we understand it, the justification for this

Ilan of establishing these new taxes to be avoided by distributions
Ythe corporation is theidea that as corporations retain reported

income from distribution, the income so retained and hence not passing
under surtax is to be. regarded as avoiding the surtaxes, so we must
correct, this avoidance, and the basic idea it seems to us whichunder.
lies this tax, is whether or not it is sound and wise id just to regard
what corporations retain for the protection and preservation and
development of business and so much withhold from tax .nd created
avoidance.
- Of course, there etarpt be any diferone, of opinion as to the case
of corporations that are unnecessarily retaining income which they
could distribute for the purpose of escaping the surtaxeo. We have
always attempted to deal with that problem in the law, and we have
the provisions noa' of section 02 and section 104 which seek to reach
that byimMioug a penal tax ot 38,percent in the caw of the ordinary
business withhold corporation, and the personal holding company
reaching a tax of 40. percent. Those provisions do seem to us to be
real weapons-to attack the evil of what we regard as real tax evasion.
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If they are not strong enough, there is no opposition on our part to
strengthen those weapons.

But~ we believe that the inability to attain perfect enforcement of
those provisions, and that, admittedy presents difficulty, is far from a
justification for treating an ordinary orration case where it is re-
taining legitimately as they think, and honestly for purposes of the
business, as coming under any kind of penalty on evasion. We say
that is a very different thing to do.

When you come to the case of the ordinary corporation, of course
it is true that the great bulk of the business of the country by whichwe all live, and the Government lives, is carried on by corporations,
and the use of'the corporation medbim is open to every individual or
every partnership that chooses to take advantage of it. There is no
bar w atever against using that ccrporate form, and the only reason
the, do not use it is because they do not wish to use it.

senator COUsENS. Is there not, another difference, Mr. Ballantino?
If a small corporation has an income of ten or twelve or fifteen thous-
and dollars a year, as a corporation they pay much higher rates than
they would if it were distributed among individuals.

Mr. BALLANTMe. That is true. In paying the flat tax and only
getting 4 percent exemption for dividends.

Senator CouzENs. Yes.
Mr. BALLANTINE. But let us look a little further than that. In

that case, they would pay more as a corporation; that Is true. But
the kind of enterprise that is usually incorporated is usually an enter-
prise that very much passes that point. It is an enterprise that po-
tentially at least may grow large. It is an enterprise that is carrying
on some continuous activity which is going to endure from year to
year, and which has got to be looked at as a continuing activity. It
seems to me that the difficulty here is in failing to distinguish between
operations regardless of the corporate form, operations which are of a
nature continuing operations which have to be judged and appraised
and their productivity determined over a period of time; and opera-
tions which are really closed in the particular year in where they do
or do not yield income but it is a final chapter in that year.

If there is injustice on business in the individual form or the
partnership form, because that is really the kind of business entity
that I am talking about then we say the true relief to that situation
if there is no practical relief in all cases by their ability to incorporate;
would be to permit the same kind of reserves to be made in that case
as are made in the cc rporation case. We say that they actually have
an avenue now through using the corporation form--

Senator HAS lNs (interposing). Mr. Ballantine, just before you
leave that subject. I want to see whether there are not some excep-
tions. You say that the opportunity to incorporate is open for every-

& BALLANTINE. Yes.
Senator HASTINas. We have had some figures here showing how

many partnerships are in existence, and the large business they are
doin;but Is it not true that stockbrokers cannot incorporate?

Mr. BALLANTINE. It is, now.
Senator HASTINSO. So that there is a rather large group that are

excepted from your general statement that everybody can incor-
porate?

420
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Mr. BALLANTINB. Of course, a large number of partnerships in-
cluded in those returns are undqubted.ly professional partnerships,
legal partnerships, engineeringpartnerships, partnerships of that sort
where the problem does not fall in the class that I am speaking of at
all. When a lawyer gets through the year, he knows what he has had
and what his tax-paying ability is. He has not any inventory he has
nt got to face new plants or anything of that sort. He may have to
learn a little more law, and he certainly does these days, but he has
not the same problem that a business has.

That, I imagine, takes a very large segment of those partnerships.
I believe that the b usinesses, the manufacturing, the industrial enter-
prise, are usually incorporated, and it would be very interesting to seethose figures classified by the nature of the activity carried on.

Senator GERRY. The stockholder can incorporate can he not?
Mr. BALLANTINE. He cannot under the rules of the New York

Stock Exchange. A broker cannot be a representative of a corpora-
tion.- That happens to be true in that case, and no stock exchange
firm can incorporate.

Senator HASTINS. That is a very large group, is it not?
Mr. BALLANTINE. Yes; that is a large group.
Well now, then, looking at the enterprise that I am talking about,

which I say economically, regardless of whether it is carried on by the
corporation as most of them are, or otherwise, is a continuing thing in
business, the annual determination of Income which is reported, no
matter how carefully you' make It up is not an indication of how much
you can presently take out of that business by way of distribution.
When you oet through the year or approach that business at any
particular time, you have got to look first, it is true, at the increase
in assets during the year. That is what we really mean by income,
the increase in assets. But then you have got to look at the form in
which those apets are at that particular time, which is a vital ques-
tion, because if you are expanding that business and those assets are
in the form of a plant addition, or inventory, or accounts receivable,
or new machinery, the fact that your assets have increased during the
year does not mean that you can take those assets out and make
distributions.

Surplus is, of course, a bookkeeping liability entry. The other side of
the account, the left side has got to tell the story as to what you have
got in the way of cash or things that you can actually distribute to
your stockholders.

Now, there is a third element in determining what you can dis.
tribute, and that is your look at the future. That is a perfectly
indispensable and a perfectly genuine consideration in approaching
the problem, because if you have got an inventory that you take at a
certain market figure, and we all know how this has been in recent
year-how it was in 1921 and again in 1929, when corporations that

ad large inventories took them at figures at the end of years which
were perfectly all right on the basis of the market, but where those of,
good judgment know that they were dangerous to that scale of prices
and that in the course of a few months or a year or as a matter oi
time, that value might fade away, with the result tbat it would more
than wipe out the profit of the year. I

And of course they have got to look at the state of their accounts,
and they have got to look beyond that, especially in these days when
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so many things are qhagIg. W They kay. gotto lo. At the ¢ontnu-
ne 61 hvr prooeisw, tblir rolt#ono to th r competitors, the obsIta.

verlce Of thew r chWIney tbf ope101 in,% ano ways, AlD of
Nthirs cot e into: he pwc~re es to what You %4 honestly and
f !Y, t ueiu of thatbupi.mend Aid oyyr. to. your, stockhldor,

w, ,afyoute. tl. repos't then f the .b.u .s, for h- particOv
Y04), P WO~a All b rsilm Alihpo~i Ay thai~f it shoved so vo
.g4ni th Owevae going to xuaPOyou distribute in effect or inducyou
todistribut-because that ii,wh tlth b1i does- jaiducee ypu,does not wke you, it induces you to distribute, and, X'thipk thovnuere
re .rt of ncme ,oee not ghow what. you should properly anrightjy
4id, justly do. at we oay,,p t t he .orpoatiops and the indwa
tries in thi country into ,uqQ4comir.#nd dangerous practices.

NqWe ' matter 9f fqct, thio ying a corporate reserve, this
reteption of part of inmine froit yor touyar, grew up 'n this ovntry
long before .theor.,w an income tAx. or thero -were any income tax
consideor~ations.to inflen t.. grew up not, to avoid tax tion bu
to avoid disaster to the businesses, and if we desert that #ud pl
undue stress, 0 a mere determpinatipas of- income, withUqt prudent
judgment of the needs of the bioness, we are going to ,ppt those
businesses on the :way of, disaster agaln. These surpluses ;Whch

oratio have aosumlated, of couroe, have~ xxotproyented ldiwi_piition X on have the figures from te 'Trwaury_ Jeparinent, an
s I understand if we go back over tho years from 1941 up to 1933,

'rs, they show upwardsa of .$j0,7 00,000 more dhtribUted i
eds' coroisteor portions erned in tbqt peno

hey drew,'to that e'Xtnk on. pnoi earnigs,, te fct thait
earnings are retained lor the time doe not mean tht they won'4
be distributed.

Senator Kwo. Prior. earnms or, and i some instancW ,an
invasion of the capital structure
Mr, BALLMA'INE. Oh, yes; that. happened particularly for con.

tinug these businesses; tboe reservea.
Andthat brings us just to thepoint-that the reserves which oor-

porations ha4.wero powerful aids to the meeting of the depression.
I know that it is very easy to say that because we had this policy
and because our corporations had, t1 e reserves, and we still ha the
depression, and that that was so terrible, that there is nothing in te
reserve idea, because it did not stop the depression. You might juwo
as well say when the ship goes down that there is nothing in thn
lifeboats because they did not stop the storm, The reserves oaved
lives in thls economic strm.

This compistion lindicatinglof the Department of Commerce,
the national income produced published hero November 193-a very
interesting compilation as Y understand it, ,and it shows thatall
business during the 6 years, 1030 to 1934, paid out 26.5 billion dollar
Wore than was produced by those bv onessos.
*There, Senator King, you. were ertaiuly drawing on capital,
drawing on reserves; you were perhaps borrowing, but you wero also
drawing mainly en these reserves which had beep accumulated from
this past policy. There caniot be aiy doubt btut those reserves
cushioned the depression and were a powerf help to emnploym0nt and
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toward ' reovery' Aid there cannott be'"Yi dAiobt that deniedd the
creation of just sdch resefyea to guard agaioast fttird trooblm ,whll
we cannot be exempt from. :- . .' ..

,At, thigh very time wieh undee leglhlatlonthat you hkv'eioassed, the
woeial setity-legislatki; W ,are starting out. to' make and-build tip,
grett reserves that tha Odtrnment want ,- that may -re~h fifty
Millions of dollars kr,-cidiag' to the schedule# tha1te have to protect
employment an. to protest! old age, thIsg easur6 *oulA stop. cota,
porations from the practice of accumulating deserves .which have been

praoticable and a socially' valuable: method of deallng!vrith security
in the past. - .. - .. . ,

Of counre, it is said that it is not the purpose of the theasure&-and
I am not discussing the measmro in reference to pUipose other than'
revehue-raiting ourpo--to chock or prevent the ac-umulation of
rbserves. , It is otficelyed ad a soufid and fair revenue measure, Wd
gay how that the economic effect of this measure is k6ing to be prreju--
dicial to the regular cbrporatioh and indusitiAl ict-ivity and heke to
threaten ultimately the source of the revenue and social security.,
"I1 is said that'corporationg can tak6 care of their, financial neids

by one o' both of two ways. In the first plae,-it is said that theycat.
make reserves to provide for their tieds bowause they could retain up
to 30 percent: of their ineone and pay only lS Mpercent on the total
income, which is'what they-pay- now, And It is tru 1 That is th6
waythat the schedule is laid out, but that ia not the story as it iW
going to come uo to *corporate executiv'es under this plan, - -

;If it were true that dorporattons could retain as much- as they donow but pay no inde, taxes it wouldMetn' that thbill wouldac'
compliih nothing anyway. ft changes nothing,- The bill-does ohwige
something, and it changes it vitally, and rhy?.

The percentageof cost if-a corporation shves this 80 percent is 1,
percent of the entire net iome. That of course, Is 60 percent of the
30percent that you ae saving, In other words, the -corporatio.
managementhas got to'ay tatif *e save this 30:prcentwb are--
going to pay half as much a thtt In the- form of this tar. It Is idle",
to say thai you wOuld hbvei had i6 p4y the 16 perce'nt anyway. Last'
year's bu ness is over. - ft-doti'not'mike Any differzenm if'the cor.,
poration is paying something now whi-h it did not pay ptvfouglf.
If-te: man next door-is buying Sofilething for half of what, ouare
pifng nowi it certainly i no aiiswer to the p op'sition'that you a"r
paingi no, more than bf re,' and -you are, co.tainly; riot in- at equal
competitive position- with hii. - Whht keeps you in a fair contpet-'
tied position? I., What is our buiimta practise under the prodetit i'eAlts

Senator HAMSoNs. Mr. Ballantine, 'have you, i6wrred "that aftAr'
you a the t0 prcent,-you haveeafld, iatefim)to the fWt that the
first 30pbroebt costs you S0 percent omwhtyou "v61 bupif yoti want-.
to run that up to 50 Percit, thohe xt. .O o otny'ou 100 perdeni of
what you save--that is, 100 percent of the next 20 percent? - .'

Mr. BALLANTMS. Ye.,- IMfyoU r0, uptbth6 full 57.6'Prceht, the
percentage that it costs you of the'57.8 pet*t id 73,pN ke PIds.
And you might know that'dVen if-you.wir thii little' 10 pktint do'Wn
here dt the foot, and pay 4 percent on your ehtireinconioe thiat iN
40 percent of the 10 percent that you are sain.. Iam. n16t tallafig
about schedule 1, the ten thousand; but taking those above ten
thousand, your premium, the price that you pay for making this
having out of earnings, is from 40 percent of what you save to 73.9.
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Senator HAsTINos. Itis higher than 73.9. The 73.9 is on your total;
but onyour first 10 percent, it costs you 40 percent.

Mr. BALLANTINE. That is right.
Senator HAsznros. On your next 10 percent it costs you 50 percent,

on your next 10 percent it costs you 60, and on every 10 percent
beyond that it costs you 100 percent. I think I am correct; I checked
that over. And while your average may be 73.9, the point I am try-
ing to make is that after you have passed 30 percent and you want to
save another 10 percent for reserve, then you have got to give to the
Government 10 percent. If you save $10,000 out of your $100,000
income, after you have passed the first $30,000, then when you come"
to the next $10,000, you have got to give the Government 10 in order
to save another 10.

Mr.! BALLANTINE. Senator, on the computation of the tax on this
I am going to rely on my chart. When Istarted to look into this I
said, "I have got to get on a chart and ride it", and I have the chart
and that shows me what the working basis of the tax is, and I think
it is right.

But at any rate, the directors have got to face an answer to their
stockholders on the percentage that they are willing to pay the Go!-
eminent for what they save. That is a very onerous -question for a
board of directors to decide. They may sit around the table and say
"Well, we think these inventories may go bad;.we do not think that
the old no. 2 machine iS quite what it ought to be and this fellow
next door has got somethig that looks prettygood"-but after all,
they say, "Can we go out and tell our, stockholders that you just
have to save this money to the tune of 40 or 50 percent?"

That is how they, have to vote, but when you come to a minority
stockholder-that is a very popular thing these .days-minority
stockholders, and some of it is right--but when they check up and
we have got to put down and justify as a matter of definite
argument the retention against that cost. If they had to say to their
stockholders, "We are going out and will-get $50,000 of new money
for this concern to do some given things and we are going to pay
$25,000 to do that--that is what it is going to cost for this piece of
financing" what would the stockholders of that concern say to that
kind of finance?

So you put to the board of directors a very difficult problem.
You put them in the hot spot, and you offer the most powerful
inducement to mske the, determination of'questions that. may be
vital to the life of that corporation and the continuance of its em-
ployment turn on this question of tax avoidance and not on the
question of goheral business judgment.

Senator HSIN8os. Mr. Ballatine, I beg your pardon if I interrupt
you again. Referring to your own chart, up at the right-hand corner,
Vrtndistributed net income", you have $30,000?

Mr. BALLANTINz. Yes.
Senator HASINGs.' And then over there a $15j000 tax.
Mr. BALLANTINn. That is right.
Senator HASTINSs. You jump from $30,000 to $40,000 in your

undistributed income?
Mr. BALANTINE. Yes.
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Senator HASTINGS. That is lan increase Qf $10,000. Your tax
jumps from 15 to 25, which is 100 percent. That is the point I was
trying to make. In order to increase your reserve from 30 to 40i you
have to increase your tax from 15 to 25.

Mr., BALLANTIN. Yes; you do.
Senator HAsitrNB. Which, on that 10 is 100 percent.
Mr. BALLANTINE. You do increase it from 15 to 25.
Senator HIAsrixas. And the same all the way through the balance

of the bill. ... f.
Senator CouzENs. It is no more fair to take that percentage of the

held reserve than to compute it on the whole income in other words,
it is not fair to figure the percentage based on just what you reserve,
but it should be computed on the whole year's income.

Senator HAsTINgs. But the point Mr. BaHantine is making and the
thing I think ought to be made clear is that the stockholders are
going to say that "in order to put in $10,000 more, you have taken
from us and we are in the 4-percent class-we don't car anything
about these fellows that pay the 74 percent--we are in the 4.percent
class-you have taken $10,000 from us in order to add $10,000 to
your reserve." This makes it clear, as I see it.

Mr. BALLANTINE. I wonder, Senator Couzens, as to that sug stion
you have just made. Of course, when this was Proposed, it was
suggested that the tax on corporations would be about 33% percent
on income if retained.' , Then when the bill actually came to be drafted,
we had this plan of making the percentages on the whole income vary
with the undistributed and we have this result. Now, I believe that
has a very practical effect on the actual decision, because as far as
the director is concerned, Senator Couzens, I cannot see why he is
not faced with the single question on the financial side of it, of such
a percentage that he is going to have to pay to the Government
against such a saving. It does not make any difference to him whether
you figure it on the whole income or how you figure it. It is a question
of how many dollars they have to part with to keep so many dollars
in the Treasury. And that is all that I am talking about when I
used that percentage .

Senator CouzENs. May I distinguish this point, that if you pay
the flat corporation tax, it might be up there whether you had any
taxon undivided profits or not?

Mr. BALLANrINE. That is true, Senator, but you certainly have
eased the position of the director because he has got that bill to pay
the Government anyway, and tieh he decides as a pure business
question what he does with the remainder. Now, what he does with
the income determines the Government bill. That is quite a different
situation'.

Senator GEORGE. Mr. Ballantine, on the point of the minority,
won't your trouble be very much more acute when you have a specu-
lative minority holder who buys into a corporation not on the basis
of the bona-fide permanent investment, but just merely speculative?

Mr. BALLANTINE. Yes. I think, Senator George, you do touch
on a very important point. You change the way stocks are regarded.
Someone may acquire stock in the expectation of an immediate divi-
sion. After that, he does not know. These corporations have to.
pay out as they go along, and they become inherently very much more
of a speculation. All stocks are going to be made more speculative
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Y b this Ian of, akifg them clean up A they go alohg. It' doesngethpictU , . ., i
L But ths other.thing that in said that the corporation can take care

of itself and provide for its reserve by means of sales of stock, par.
ticularly sales of stock; that it pays the dividends -to tho& stock-
holders and then offers them' rights' to subscriber, and thby exercise
these rights, and'that brings in the capil that the corporation needs,
and, thbreford, you haye not g6t a question, except between financing
out of the retention of earnings of the corporation, and financing by'
means of sales of stock., . , , , ' ' I ....

, Well, nowj let us look- at that's little bit and see whether that is,
truly practicable. , Of course no one can underwrite the corporation's,
ability to soil stooksi and right at the first go-of!, if you pay our divi.
dends and substantial parts of thorn go inItaxes to the Ooverhment,
as they must under this plan, up tb the 79 percent that money is gone,
and it is not available to come back to the corporation issuing the stock
or to -any other corporation. That money tat was mobilized at the,
point where these investments wer% desired in these businesses is dis-.
posed of and gone. It has got to b replaced from money from some
other source if you really need it. - -

Well, now, what the stockholder----..
Senator Geu RR, Can I sk ,you a question there, Mr. Ballantine?
Mr. BALLANTI1U. Y63; sir.'
Senator GzRRY. In: the case 'of h copartnership, if the-partnership.

pars the tax--the partner-then he has paid it once, whatever he pays

Mr. BALLANTIRE. That is right.
Senator nERRT, -And if he wants to.distrbute, is there anything.

in this poiWt,-I do' not know that I am clear on this-he does not
have to pay a tax if he distributee'that capital in the future?

Mr. BALLANTINE. There is no tax whatever on the withdrawal
from a-partnership. ,; ..

Senator OErRY,. In a corporation,' if he pe. s the tax as in this
bill here, the orporations have td pay a tax 'again if it is distributed?:

Mr. BALLANTINE. Not the corporation; but the stockholder Would
I mean, the corporation nia' retain a certain part-- ' ' ,

Senator GERRY' (interposing)., I im not sure about that,
Mr. BALLANTINE. Let me s8e if I can say that. The corporation,

pays a certain tax.. It might be30 percontn--let ds say itis 15 0$6rcifat.
Then later on, it has got to be distributed to the atockholders, 'JThit
distribution is subject to the full, tax' in, the hands of, the holder.
There is -no ireditas tfere is' now, for the normal' tax in 'respect of,
that distributiop, and it d666 not make shy difference oitheraif the,
corporation paid 42.5 percent on it and it is paid to the stockholder,-.
heIstill pays the normal and the surtax 'on thabtdistributibn,., That
does not couht -the corporation, payment-,under this 1 plan; Jihnd-
that is-the essence of the plan.,,. : ... ':u' . . r

' I wag talking'about thq sal of stock and saying first that partof.the
available investment disappeared. 'The sbcond -consideration is that
the' kspoct of the investrneit in a corpo'ration is going to assume a
different look,' boaus6e you' have got to invest ina orporation 'that'
by; and -large and generallyifpeaking, and just so far aa this' bill is.
effective is going be. distiributing ourrihtly as it goesalong, and it I
isgoing to face the hazards of this new time in whichh wo'liire. ! , 1-
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- That looks less attractive as, an investment, a corporation which
cannot protet itself and make i'esrves and meet new situations, meet.

S the floods such as they have come up here. The stockholder is
going to think twice if he is a true stockholder und an investor, such as
Senator George is referring to about going into that.-
I Well, what does he do? , That is a very practical question. Of,
course, it' mikes an added attraction to tax exempt conds. Per-,
fectly true they are somewhat limited in amount, but they are not
totally unavailable. It, creates incentives to go into other things.

Besides, there is another very practical question. If you are going
to got back capital, you have got to make a definite story to the
stockholders. ?f you are going to build a new factory or acquire
some other business or something of that sort, you can go and talk
to your stockholders and say, "Here is the plan, and here is the picture
of the factory."

But supposo whAt you are afraid of is that your inventory is not
solid. Forgive me, Senator Connally, for saying, the price of cotton
is going down, or something of that sort.

Senator CONNALLY.- Put it up.
Mr. BALLANTINE. That is not ao bad, I would like to see it am

mueh as you would. You are afraid that there is some hazard coming
to this business that you do not like to talk about. You cannot go,in prudent nanagemen , and make a picture out of it to stockholders
and say. "Protect against these possible casualties and divers things
that' may. happen to our business; please buy some stock." It just,
is n6t the rea thing that you can do.

-So you take your chances and you do not do this financing, and thon
thia distribution plan works, and then your corporation is eft in this
weakened position. So it seems to Us that you are hurt in the eid,
thlit you are hurting in the end the main stream of business income
upon which all of us, including the Government, depends. -

Now, so far as the sick corporation is concerned, that has got a
deficit coming out of allof the trouble we have had with a deficit,
apd of course it is hurt. It is perfectly true that there Is a provisiona
in the bill for it to build back at the rate of 15 percent the amount of
that deficit on its books but there is no provision for any help to
that corporation to build backs healthy surplus or get itself really,
in the situation' that perhaps it used to be in. All it can do is to jet
even. -After that it falls under the full pressure of this distribution;
policy.. ..... .

And in the same wa, with the debt corporation. There is sorie
provision for corporations that have got to takg care of debt~i bdt' it
is a very, very, moderate, provision. In the first place,. you' only
count debts that exceed the surplus of the corporation. That is 'as if,
the surphis which, as I have gaid, may be in the form of the factory-,
the iinventoryi and the accounts, was available topay the debts it'
you ,choeo.to draw a checkon it and paythose debts. FurthermoreI
even where you have got the debt excess And the debt excess is il
that is delt with, the dbt.is. only a debt that had a maturity/of

3-years for sime reasoti, orif it is a short-term' debt a debt Which is'
determitied by the Comnissionor.to. reptosent, an old debt, and hiso
judgmeiA a to be final--aid I would bo petfoctly-willing to trusttlth6
Cosjdrntsioner on that particular point , but apart from that it Is a
limited provision.

6.45-.----2
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No debt of a maturity for less than 3 years counts unless it is
determined by the Commissioner to have been incurred more than
3 years ago. 'So you have got a very limited debt help provision in
this structure. And if you are going out now and borrowing and
having your earnings available to help you, of course you are deprived
of that. Under this bill the corporation has only 67.5 percent of its
earnings at the most to borrow and help itself with and not the former
85 percent. The credit of the corporation is weakened by the fact
that they cannot deal with their earnings to pay obligations.

Now, such financing as has been done of late by the banks under
some stimulation have been making long-term loans, to go out and
help corporations to rebuild and rehabilitate themselves and help the
employment problem. And to do that they are looking for payment
out of their earnings. But those debts that are incurred now, that
kind of transaction is prejudiced if the corporation cannot take that
necessity into account and it cannot do it under this bill.

And so fer as a new corporation is concerned, one that is coming up,
or the old one that is coming back, as compared with the corporation
with a large surplus, it is subjected to a great prejudice. A corpora-
tion that sits with a large surplus by reason of this policy in this past,
can make fuller distributions, it has contingencies provided for; but
the new corporation, and the new man who is coming up, whom we
need to do new things and always keep the stream of industry going,
that factor that is so constantly necessary under our system, has a
bar put in his way by being told that he cannot accumulate surplus
without having to make all of the distribution called for in this bill.
So it tends to keep the small enterprise small and to favor the large
and developed industry in holding its position.

When all is said and done, I think it, is clear enough why business.
men that look the revenue problem in the face and the economic prob-
lem in the face and who are anxious to do their part in meeting these
problems want to come and say to you that they fear, they genuinely
fear, the broad and lasting effects of this bill, and when it is suggested
that all it will gain for a year, the first year, is some $310,000,000,
they want to say to you that it is altogether too much risk to take for
that immediate revenue. Turn to other and more understandable
and more readily available taxes, until at least this measure has been
worked out with far more care than was possible in the time which
has been at your disposal, and they believe that you ought to get
more revenue.

The CHAIRmAN. Now you are getting on the constructive side.
Mr. BALLANTINE. Yes, all right, Senator. They have got the

view that you have got to, with a deficit such as We have and such as
you have been told of here. Of course more revenue is needed. Of
course, reduction in expenditures is vitally needed, and all of you feel!
that just as much as any of us can possibly feel it, but the mere gaining
of more revenue and facing the revenue problem head on is going to
help in meeting that vital expenditure problem. i !

And so we say when so much revenue is specified to be raised, turn
fist, we have said, to the income tax. It is the belief of this organirza-
ion that now the upper brackets have been pushed very much beyond

the British brackets, and that the lower brackets should be made more
productive, as they are in England, and that that is something which
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you can turn to, and which could be readily done with benefits to the
revenue. If that does not yield enough revenue, they suggest that
we use further selective sales taxes to add to the revenue, and that
while these things are done as emergency measures, the matter of
vitally changing our tax structure, changing the whole basis of cor-
poration taxes, known to be productive, and which has helped the
Uovernment so much year after year, be not remade for the sake of a
possible 10 percent increase in total revenue; but that that subject,
so many-sided, so vital to our economic life be further studied so that
we can evolve a sound permanent tax structure that does not involve
this experimentation.

Senator CourzNs. Has your association given consideration to the
extent that they would be willing to have the corporation tax raised
as distinguished between enacting this bill? ,

Mr.; BALLANTINE. No, Senator Couzens, they have not deliberated
on that subject of increased corporation-tax rates.

Senator CouZseNs. What would you say as an individual and as
an ex-Treasury official with respect to that, rather than enacting this
bill?
- Mr. BALLANTINE. Speaking in that capacity which I am ,called
to do, as long as I am not speaking as representing the association,
I would rather see some reasonable increase in the corporation rate
Which would not bring the hazards that I have' been speaking about.
I want to say that I do not think you have reason t got all of the
additional revenue that you are speaking of here, from the same source.
You have not got to turn simply to increasing the flat corporation
rates, for example. You can turn to a combination of that with in-
creases in the income tax.

Senator KINo. What do you think of this proposition, lower your
exemption to $800 for the unmarried, $1,500 for the married man;
increase your normal tax from 4 percent to 6 percent, and then have
a gradual and harmonious increase in your income tax starting in
from those lower brackets on up into tle highest, and particularly
lifting the rates from this--I was about to say abyss between $20,000
and $50,000, because 1 think that they are not harmonious in their
graduation from the lower to the higher. What would you say to a
proposition of that kind which would raise perhaps four or five or
six hundred million dollars, in contradistinction to the present bill?

Mr. BALLANTINZ. Well, Senator 'King, 1 cannot speak for the
Merchants Association on that.

Senator KNG. I understand that.
Mr. BALLANINIU. On a particular schedule or plan of rates. And

I want to get that very clearly of record.
Speakin6g for myself in the capacity that Senator Couzens spoke of,

I, feel perfoctlj* certain that we must increase the lower rates of tax.
I feel that It is just as sure to come as the sun is to rise, and that we
need-to do it to get our whole Government structure sound, and the
sooner that problem is frankly faced and dealt with, the sounder
this Government is going to be.

Senate Kiwo. Would an increase from 4 percent to 6 percent nor.
ma), coupled with the other suggestion which I made, present any
incongrmty or any unharmonious advance?.

Mr. BALLANTINE.- I think the normal rate can be increased properly.
When you come to make the exact schedule, of course you have got
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to look at the yields and look at the present pattern, and I would not
*ant to go too fat with a personal expression offhand.

Senator KiN. I understand..Mr.: BALLAI#T1NZ. I think the sort of thing that you are indicating'Senator, is the phase where we can get real ,help and permanent

strength for thb income structure which w'e need,
Senator Kixo. Perhaps I was a littleinfair to ask you when you

did not cone here as A witness in behalf of the scheme which 'I have
suggested, to divert you from the field which yoa came here to explore,bt 1- think yod very muoh. .. lo•,

Senator BABKLEY. Is it not a fact that people who are in the lower

bracketssubject to Federal income tax are very largely the same people
who pay the great bulk of local taxes, State, county i and an other.
local taxes, and that when you add the great mas of local taxes paid
by these average property owners and average income earners to the
present normal income tax in those brackets, that the amount of tax
paid by. them in proportion, to their earnings is' greater than it is, but
mvch greater than it is in some of the higher brackets.? , ;

Mr. BALATIN E. I think it is true, Senator Barkely, thot people
in the lower brackets do pay local taxes and that their whole tax pic-
ture is not indicated merely by having so much income tax. I do not,
knowhow the statistics would work out. But while that is an objec-i
tion, and a difficulty aboutthis, and everybody must recognize it; and.
it-is too bad to put any additional tax on those poopls, theyhave got
a tremendous stake in the Working out of our whole Federal financial
problem and they have got to make sacrifices, and furthermore, .1
beieve they will make them if the people come to understand that they
have got to get under this load and do their share, and I believe they
will be ready. to do their part.
. Senator BLACK, Mr, Ballantine, do I underst and that theMerchants,

Asociation, of New York is endorsing the sales tax?
Mr. BALLANTJND. Not the sales tax in the sense of a geraral sales

tax Senator They spoke of the Selective sales taes.
Senator )3rtAo. 1 thought it was very unusual for a m-rchants

association to favor any'kind of sales tax, I was interested in that
feature of what'you said. . .

Mr. BALLANMINP.LNo, they did not endorse the general sales tax.,
Thby-referred to the sel~etive ales tmes, and those tAxes Which Were
recommended, as puttingback ahy kind of sales tax or processing tax,
would fall under the head of the sales ta. .... ,:

Senator BLACK. Did they recommend any items In particular?,
Mr. BALLAkTINtb] No; they: did dot ieomnmend particular itemb/
Senator BLACK. May I ask you h qlestlon aboutithat lower. in-i

cbme ta- bracket? .. From your expen nce 'you il probably be qble
to answer it. 'Those who pay. in the lowest ueome tax-'iraokets, ":a9
rule pay on all of their inomewithout any deductions for-losses frobi'
various investments in stocks and bonds and .corporations;) and -sotforth do thbey tidt? tA, (! -, ,: ;. ,, .I I.i r .. . , :, , I ,It -,..

Mr. BALLANTINE. Well, those who pIy--the'less total there ii) the&
lee hard -probably there is from thoi invtdtm'#Ats,,,866ator; yes,senaato t,' >,, , . .:; ~i .' , '. -/ .. .. , , I l . ' i.. .

Senator BLACK. Even a.'enaller perentage of the lower'incomei
ta grp would,,probably result in a treatiet percentago of, aettal

• €, , ': ! I ',; t , , , ' . . *1
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clleetion by.,reason of the fact that rItey do not have losses in other
lines of business activity, such as stocks,, bonds, and depreciation?,

Mr. BALLANTIN. No; they do not have those factors. Ordinktily
it is a salary br wage compensation, and thert are -not offsetting
factors. Of course, those offsetting factors that you referred to
actually affect taxpaying ability, but I take it that was not the point
you had in mind, , , ' ,
, Senator BLACK. No -that was not the point I had in mind. One
other question. , You five in New York, do you not?.

Mr. BALLANTINH. I do.
Senator BLACK. You do not believe that a man can live in New

York on $800 a year in such a manner as to encourage the assessment
of taxes on him-!--

Mr. BALLANTINE (interrupting). You, need not go ahead with the
manner; jubt leave the manner out and I will 'answer your question
that $800 is a very tough proposition regardless of the manner..,Senator BoK. ,You do not claim any tax on an $800 income--
'Mr. BALLANTINE(interpoSing)., Of course that is, a single person.
Senator BLAC'K. If that is all that he made in New York, do you

think that he could very well pay an income tax in addition to what
he already has to pay?

MrIBALLANTINI. He is in a very tough situation; there is no ques-
tion about that, but what has he got to think about? He has got
to tbin& -'-

Senator BLACK (interposing). He has a lot to think about living
on $800 a year.

Mr. BALLANII . Yes; he has plenty, of time to think if he has'
got only $800. -But he has got to thinkof where New York is going
to get off and *hat is going to happen to that city and to hisinterests,
and so forth, if we do not get this job done. He has got to pay out
something, undqr the general heading of insurance for the financial
future of this Government.

Senator BLACK. Would you4 favor imposing a tax on an $800
income?

Mr. BALLANTINE. Well, the $800 was to be exempt, Senator, to
be exact, under the proposition. I

Senator BLACK. Would you favor Imposing a tax on $801?
* Mr. BALLANTINE. It would be a very moderate tax, Senator.

Senator KiNG. There would not be much tax on $1.
Mr. BALLANTINE. No..
Senator BLcx. There would not be much on it?
Mr. BALLANTINN. No.
,Senator KINo, The e option is $1,000 now, is it not?
Mr. BALLANTINE. Yes,
Senator BIJACX.I If a man were to make actual profits on his invest,

ment or from his income of $00,000, do you believe, that he ought
to pay income tax on that $100,000?

Mr., BALLANTINE. Yes. You mean irrespeotive---
Senator BLACK (interposing). Irrespective of the way he made the

prfit..1q other words, you think all of the profits he makes sbQuild
be taxed?

r. BALLANTMNE. I ceriatnly tliik all. profits should be taxed.
AreyoutingmewhetheoIthnlW capital gains ahouldbe exempt?
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Senator BLACK. Should there be any distinction made in the
imposition of a tax it a man actually makes a profit?

Mr. BALLANTIN. You mean earned income?
Senator BLAOX. If he makes a profit either from his labor or his

investments.
Mr. BALLANTINZ. I have always had a feeling that earned income

was entitled to a differential; that we should properly distinguish,
as they do in England and as we do here to a limited extent, between
the earned income and what we call the unearned income--te invest-
ment or other income. I think there is a sound distinction in favor
of the earned income.

Senator BLACK. That is the man who actually works for it?
Mr. BALLANTINE. Yes, air.
Senator BLACK. Rather than his investments?
Mr. BALLANTINE. Yes. I think that should be favored.
Senator BLACK. If that is true, and a man invests $100,000 In a

corporation, and there is a $50,000 profit made on that investment
during the year by the corporation, should he pay on the whole
$50,000 that year?

Mr., BALLANTINE. Are you assuming a case where he was the sole
stockholder?

Senator BLAOK. I am assuming a case where he makes the invest-
ment. Let us assume he makes two investments; he makes one
investment of $100,000 in a partnership and he makes $50,000 on
that. I

Mr. BALLANTiNE. Yes.
Senator BLACK. He invests $100,000 individually and makes

$50 000. Those are pretty big profits, but some people make them.
AnA then he invests $100,000 in a corration and the corporation
makes $50,000 on that $100,000. Should he pay a tax on the $100,000
that he made on the individual activities and the partnership, and
not Day it on what he makes on the corporation?

Mr. BALLANTINV. If you can tell me how to make such profits on
those investments, I would be very much obliged to you.

Senator BLACK. We have had testimony, and I can give you some
figures that jumped from $40 to $6,000,000 in a few years, in corporate
investments. Let us reduce it then to $5,000--

Mr. BALLANTINE (interposing). I get tle problem of what you are
asking about, and of course, that goes to a good deal of the heart of
this matter. I have tried to say that if the $50,000-let us take the
corporation case first. In the case where the big income reported
on his share for the year is $50,000 in the corporation, and then we
come to face the question of what should be done with that, I do not
think that you can appropriately say that because $50,000 is shown
there by the accounting, he should pay the tax on that.

Senator BLACK. Even if it is actually true, and the accounting
is right?

Mr. BALLANTINE. Now, Senator, when we come to the investment,
even though the accountant's report is correct, that does not end the
matter yet, because-suppose that it is a rapidly developing thing
like rayon.

Senator BLACK. Suppe -the partnership was a rayon business.
Mr. BALLANTImiz. All right. I Will deal with that partnership

aspect as eoon as I follow this thought, if I may for a moment. If it
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is a thing where there is any trouble about the manufetotuting and
the processes are rapidly changing, and they may have to take new ma-
chinery or there is a big unsold inventory of something of that sort, 1
say you have got to take ll of those factors into account before you
can tell what he can properly be taxed on as his own income; that it
is not automatically his.

Now, turning to your partnership case, I say if he has got exactly
the same thing in the partnership form, then my theoretical answer
is that that partnership ought, because it is the same kind of a business,
it ought to be entitled to make the same kind of reserve that the cor-
poration does. But it is within the power of the people who own
that enterprise to go into a corporate form, and I cannot believe that
there are many people carrying on operations such as we are talking
about that do not incorporate.

Senator BLACK. They ought to have a right to stay as they are
and paythe same amount as a corporation.

Mr. BALLANTINE. That seems to me to be the same as if a man
has the right to go and eat in a restaurant. If it is across the street,
he cannot insist on having Mohamet come to him. He can go there.
If it is perfectly open to everybody, as It is, to use the corporation,
and somebody does not use it, then for him to come and say that we
should change over the whole tax system and change the treatment
of the corporations which, by and large, are our vital industries, and
which we say are treated right when they are permitted to take out
honest reserves-we say that he, with the corporation form open to
him, is in no position to ask us to change our whole practice.

Senator BLACK. I just want to be sure that I am right. Then do
you think it is just and fair where a man or three different men have
investments, one individually, one in a partnership and one through
corporations, and they all make exactly the same amount of profit
in the year, that much profit made on each investment do you thinkit is right to let the tax paid on the profits made through the coora-
tion be either greater or smaller than the tax on the profits made by
the individual or partnership?

Mr. BALLANTINE. We are still assuming it is just the same kind
of business in each one of the forms?

Senator BLACK. The profit Is the same.
Mr. BALLANTINE. And the business is the same? It is the same

kind of industry. It is not different?
Senator BLACK. Without saying what kind of business, the profit is

the same. Hero are three men; one makes $50,000 profit individually;
another makes $50,000 profit in a corporation; another makes $50,000
profit in a partnership. Do you think the parties should be equally
taxed on each of those profits?

Mr. BALLANTINE. I say, Senator, that you cannot give the answer
merely on the amount of the profit; that that does not give you the
true answer. I am assuming that the profit is honestly determined by
the accountant, and I still say-

Senator BLACK (interposing). And is the same.
Mr. BALLANTINE. Is the same.' I am assuming all of those factors,

but now what I am saying is not the same. Take the first individual.
He may have made that by operating in the market, he may have
bought something for $50,000, and he was fortunate enough to sell it
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for $1QO,000. He had the $50,000 and could pay the tat. I say that
he ought to pay thefull tax,'

Senator BtAcx. $hould we then change the law asnto individuals
so as.to provide that those who make the tnoney by selling stock
Should pay moro than!thoso who do not?

Mr. BALLANTINE, We are taxing that stock! profit as full income
on that. We do not ,have to change the law. But I, was;going on
from that case to the. oasw of the man in the business Which I think
rakes it much clearer to, regard as a sort of inherent economic uniL

say if a man has got this rayon business or any business that has
got a manufacturing process, . thatyou cannot count profit in thp
terms of a year; that that business has a sort of real economic entity,
anud what you should rightly, tax as to him is the amount that.can
properly be determined from that as, his own usable or spendable
income.' I would like,to.make that turn, Senator on the character
of the busine s, and not on how it happens to.be Lung up. I pgree
with you that if that isall, the distinction, that one is incorporated
And the other is not, there is nothing to, the idea that they should not
pay the PAme. There is no answer to that argument.

*notor BL.~ox, A~nhtj thak you.
Senattor IIASTINoS., Your answer is that, the individual has the

opportunity to incorporate?,
Mr. BALL ANTIN. Yes sir,
The CHAIRMKAN., Thank Y ou very much.
Mr. TANzim. I should like if I may to say. just a few words in

conclusion, , , .!
The CuAIRMN, Very well, Mr. Tanzer.

STATEMENT OP LAWRENiOR A. TANUBR-Oontinued

Mr. TANzRR. I should liko to qum up in a few words the prinv.i.1e
on which the Merchants Association opposes this measure whose
workings Mr BaUantino has expoundcd.
we oppose it because it rests on the fundamental fallacy that all

inome of a corporation, however ar Icially computed for a particular
year, ought to be distributed in that year, and that it is contrary to
the public interest or to business itkterest to keep any part of that for
the credit of the business. That, we think is a fundamental fallUcy.SWe oppOSe it because'.being offered with the professed object of
removing inequalities and injustices which now oxist it would create
greater new inequalities and injustices,. Injustice to the weak concern
and the new concern as compared with the old and the rich and the
Powerful concerns. injustiqes to the small stockholders whose share
in tho corporate earnings would be taxed at the some penal rate as tio
share of the lar stockholder . .

,.e e%=ppo us t a tire when thore is a greatr demand
thark there over wa# ,before .for .oIal security, this measure woul4
destroy the greatest practical means of social security that now pxiste,
namely, the- building up of reserve in businesco,.

We are opposing it bicauso whi' one o thO A'pfes objJ9to i
bill s to prevent OvaqsO, to penaize ai destroy all soupm4 b,
practices because of occaskona evaaonis |i bursng down the huqq
to get id tQflte rat8. ' , ,, , .
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* We oppose it'because asa revenue measure it lacks the first'ele-
ments, certainly, of an emergency revenue measure because of its
adminintrative difficulties and complexities and the impossibility of
ascertaining the tax because of the uncetainty Qf its yield. I
* And we ask that at a time when revenue is concededly need that

Congress turn to known and tried sources of revenue, and leave the
question of radical changes in our tax system for further study and
deliberation when they can be properly worked out.

The CAIMUAN. Mr. George T. Evans of Denver, Colo.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE T. EVANS, DENVER, COO., REPRESENT-
ING THE BHERID&N FLOURING M IS, IN(., SHERIDAN, WYO.

Mr. Charltnan, iay I say for the pur"'e of the record, that my
name is George T.: Evans. My address is 328 First National l.nk
Buildlng Denver, .Colo. I appear as attorney for the Sheridan
Flouring Mills, Inc. of Sheridan, Wyo. On behalf of 'my client I
wish to thank the committee for this opportunity to be heard. I
find myself in a rather unique position, I represent a business organ-
ization of a class of which the committee has heard much, but rn
which they have perhaps heard very little. My client is a small
corporation.

The purpose of my appearance here is to present, for the consider-
ILtion'of the committee, the question: Is the proposed tax on unjust
enrichment constitutional? But before 'that main question may be
answered, other, and subsidiary, questions suggest themselves for
discussion and among them are the following: .. 1

First. Rave economists heretofore been able to. agree upon any
hard and fast rule for determining the entity which bears, the burden
of any excise tax? ! k

Second. Have courts heretofore regarded an unjust enrichment the
refund of illegal exactions, similar to processin taxes, to the tax-
payers upon whom the duty. to pay in the beginning was imposed
by law?
. Third. Does the due process clause of the fifth amendment to the
Constitution have any application to tax legislation? ,

'Fourth. Doeb the proposed tax on unjust enrichment offend the
duo-process clause of the fifth amendment to the Constitution?

The first inquiry for consideration is: Have economists heretofore
been able to agree upon any hard-and-fast rule for determinating the
entity which bears tfe burden of any excise tax? In searching for an
answer to this question, a book published many years ago, by a
famous authority, on taxation, which hs been since that time trans-
lated into many languages, and which has gone through several edi-
tiop , may be consW. We author ls Prof. ERA Sigman, of
Cofiwlmbl's University, and the title of t 'e work is "The Shifting and
Incidence of Taxation." Profeelgor Seligmnah takes up the question of
,he shifting of excise taxes historically) and hhows that in the seven-
tee'4th nd elghteenpt centuriee,, vaiioua 'kinds of excl axes, to
WbicN dlas Pro t'es, course, belong, heA been proposed in
England, and in neia; and that tot oter 100 ,years pamrahletem
h o6Aed Oth $ With'the it ff l , to hobWre t burden

a F 1 l ex d t o , ok oe , a nng thi i l i' sas Alexander Haniflton, Do Foe, and Benja' in" N]ifkl.id;Bd apper
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ently no very satisfactory general conclusion was reached then; or
since, for at page 373 it is said:

0 4 * to follow to its remote consequences the ultimate effects of an excise
would demand such au accurate acquaintance with all the fact4 of the particular
economic situation a. to task the possibilities of the moat subtle and minute
analysis.

.And an eminent jurist, in considering a case involving the shifting
of the burden of an excise tax on sales, and refusing to take a purely
legalistic view of the matter, made the following comment--iting in
his opinion many economic authorities to sustain him:

* , * it was assumed that the burden of the sales tax Involved was so
inevitably passed on to the buyer as to require this remlt. With this aump-
tion economists would not, I believe, generally agree. Many hold that whether
the burden of any tax paid by the seller Is actually pass on to the buyer, de-
pends upon conslderatlons so various and complex as to preclude the asumption
apriort that any particular tax at any particular time is passed on *', *
(Mr. Justice Btone, dissenting, In Indian Mofor Cyc e Co. v. U. 8. 1031, 288 U. 8.
I70; 78 L. Ed. 1277, 1284),
1 Senator KXNo. May I interrupt you. I understood you were
challon ng, or proposed to discuss the constitutionality of this law.Mr. OVANS. "Yes. ' . . . . .

Senator KING. You base it upon the ground that an excisertax may
be invalid under the Constitution of the United States?

Mr. EVANS. No; no. I base the challenge to this on the gr6iind
that It may be arbitrary and capricious egislation. I am trying
t6 show here the background in economics of what will perhaps be the
situation if an efcise tax in the form proposed is levied.

Senator GEORGE. Do you regard the windfall tax as an excise tax?
Mr. EVANS. No; I do not. The proosing taxes are eieise taxes.
SenatorOEoRoz. *I understand - that. r You -are directing your

remarks to the windfall taxes, the unjust enrichment?;
Mr. EVANS. I am, Sen ator., I -am tring to' show here the tax on

unjust enrichment niy be capriclohs for. the reason that it miay be
Impossible to toll that there has been any unjuat enrichment.

Senator GzORoE. I see.
-Senator XING.' Is riot that a quetion of proof rather than ond of

a mere legalistic affirmation of a principle? . :
,Mr. EVANS. It is, Senator, and thtse authorities that'I am citing

go to show that the question is one that is hardly sus.euptible of proof.
Senator KiNo. You may proceed.
'Mr. EVANS. Nor did'the procesing taxes levied under the A. A. A'

constitute any exception to this general rule of uncertainty concorbing
the shifting of the burd6n of excise taxes, according, to the following
excerpt frdnt a report by A. A. A.: Administrator Dais f4 Secretry
Wallace, datid February 15,, 1934 ,, There it was si.id.
STh' question ".Wh6 pays th4 proo.an t'. cannot answer by er
examinatlon'of tlid change In producer whblfeale, and tkaQ prekb, and, if the
firal spread between theta. Its true:ihat commonly, thl6 queitlon is answered
in th p4rtial way, without taking. into account such fact. as the, volyze lf

ppes therate of coneumptiou, the, amounts paid by cor-agie#,' th4 total
turns to products, the benefit paymehta made to prndueek from the prbeeds

of the processing tWx, tbA thhulud tO geierl busles adUvlty thrOugh lnoreak
urmn' purhasing power, abd the Improvye~nt iii the 'dit 'trutui of the
Qoztry , th. eohaneepept ap'/u~tIl tlOf.I (Agr fc!14du at d

mtint~on f the A j. t$ At,, Ma.y
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May we not say, in view of all the foregoing, that, not only have
economists been "unable to agree upon any hard-and-fast rule for
determining the entity which bears the burden of any excise tax,
but also that processing taxes, which belong to that class, present no
exception to the eneral rule of uncertainty? And would it not seem
to' follow that the problem of deciding, from the viewpoint of the
economist at least, who was unjustly enriched by the annulment of
the processing taxes, is a matter of no less difficulty?

Those are the economic authorities. We submit that they tend to
show at least that this problem is hardly susceptible of solution, much
less of simple solution, this problem of deciding who did bear the
burden of the excise tax, the processing tax.

Senator HAsTINos. Do you propose later to discuss your own
situation?

Mr. EVANS. Not in detail, Senator. We feel the detailed situation
can be presented by others much more ably than we could. We
simply wanted to rise the question of the possible unconstitutionality
of the income tax at the rate of 80 percent on these unpaid processing
taxes.

The second question for consideration is: Have the courts hereto-
fore regarded as unjust, enrichment the refund of illegal exactions,
similar to processing taxes to the taxpayers upon whom the duty to
pay in the beinning was posedd by law? We ai-e Aided in finding
an answer here by several judicial opinions from which the following
have been selected. The first decision was handed down in'1927,
by Mr.' Justice Cardoza, then chief justice of the highest court of
New York.

Mr. ,4vstice Cardoza was confronted with a ase in which the plain-
tiff was suing themanufacturer'of certain beverages for a rh _ie of the
Federal exciso tax w~dch had been imposed upon the sale to the plail-
tiff,' by. the manufacturer. Oin the fnvoice§ the selling price of the
goods had been'stated,'and thb tax added as a separate itern. Recov-
ery by the purchaser was in that case permitted, but Mr. Justice
Cardoza was at some pains to distinguish the circumstances tao the
holding; from what would have bei&- the rule if the tax had been
"absorbed" in the selling price-that is to say, if it had been included
in the selling price, As processing txes were k most instincep.' Said
Mr.- Justkeo Cardoza: -

V~e616k i 'lalntW!mudi po"I Thisi 'IntACANwhei-reltmois absorbed in a Wtal com ot e pi ~et. teientti b w I at P 1 e n'iuh ae the
buyot Is without remedy; thouh , the annulment of thb tW may Increa 'the
profitsof the seller. (tanes unly Produce Co. V. DuffyMou Co., Inm., 19271

0 N, Y. 351; lp N. E. 60, e7Q,) ,
,Procesing taxes, except in rare instance; were "absorbed in a total

corin pitprice to be paid atitill event"; and 6eem, to cone squarely
withn Mr. Justice Cardoza's observation, thet,-', e a I +t,,
I h 'Weh 'a "aa the' buyer i without vehnedy, tho Ighthd ianiulment 1 tho tit
may Increase (not unjustly or pnfslrly be It noted) the profits of the sellei. .

n. another case di4 d 'by the Supreme C0Ut of the State of
i bn, e Ur. Justine o doza's coe t Lo wato dd w4r

. question should Ibq spwsred by a determlt AU he s of, te.fu.ft
ques qn 4 " #, WA. the price p&I y the pld IrtII the P.94p#e4t , rI,4
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paid 'at a1l ercntq fo the gaol!ne and oil? to othir worov, was the item Of tax
oborr4 In a total plice to 3q paid At aU event (or the g)110ie?,
If th ta" was 6b4orbed In the total price to be paid At t events. the, ,t wou

follow, AA We me 'it,' that the Plantifht hs n6 right to the 'rnohiid6 for.,' r
other word, It the price chkrged the plaintiff for the gksol[he WMpaid pat such
figure as ta lik* care of. or Absorb, the tax, wad wai to, he paisd at all 9Vwspto as
the seUing price, of the gawlixe an gil, th .plaitiff ta without renledy, -lI.s
posittoti would be 4o diffeet tha tat of anY o'th'r pitcha r of good; b a
topiay n~th or a prico Icreased In the eelkr to tae earc o tariff or other tvxes.
We take it in such a ease, If the tariff or tax should be held illegA,; the purchaset
wodld ziot hvo a reed' alnat the seler tok recover the amount.of the triffor tax fiareby4 tOe AK r in fixing the price of thq, c Qmmodity (Tara. Co. v,

jfdrld,1033 -Aa. 13, 2).
Senator IASTINGs. Suppose in those tWo instances there had been

special statutes in the State of Now, York, 1nd State of. AlAbama
authorizing that particular plant to sue, then the court wquld nt
hold thatit was without remedy, but would hold 1 take it, (ron your
argument, that it was impossible to determine what sort ota verdict
to rendor, and therefore the plaintiff could not prevail; is not that
true?

Mr. EVANs. It might be Senator, but might not this be the view
also, that if thi tax was absorbed in a' price and the eustomo paid
that price, he desired to purchase goods and the. seller was willing
to sell the goods at a price which admittedly included some kind of
an excise tax on the 8le, we wil ay. Might they, not take the view
that the vendee got wht, he bargained for at the price that he was
wilmg t pay, a price dictated by the ewerei of his careul 6usiiesa
judgment ithe ircumstanoea? He got what he ba gined for at
the price he was willing to pay and he must be presumed to b satias-

fi~ natokfsTJ osn Ye; but *suppose the 'StAte should come

(interrupting). With a statUte and then said, "Never.
thele", this, t sii l go to the vendee." I. assume that is your
proportion.,Senator Hxs .mci,',Yes . . .

Mr, EvANs. I w9Vp4 depend then, I suppose, on how the challenge
waa met on the prposton.
',, Senator HAisris. $jpps, the vendee put in evidence that the
vendor had said time and again that his policy Was to include thpn
in the sales price, is there anything then under that kind of statute
that would prevdzit get. 4~itbac6? ; ,, ,
, Mr. VANs. I woud think if It were included, aswe have outlined,
in the selling pAce by, the vendor, the price paid to him, that the
payment, including the tax, became hi property and it w6uld be
twzoonstitxit;dnal for the State,; the legil" atore of the State to say that,
abcordng to this rule, lib muAt part with his prpety. ,, I api skiking
of the vendor. I think that would bd taking hi% property a*iy ttotn

ipi withqut duo, process of law. That is w at I pd hopod to show,
as Went along. hl, 1l the
., S. ban .c ,ily wid.gy, " parated from the

ou oshe W~eI~~~ the
in the Texas Co. matter d tiioti . 6 6 ieZ'ti thb MbiLgtflt mveis thb 6tadb |t~f w tyik t4O olett~e 6- X hstthb de-

f~fldnt hg [ti r [ i thesll d 'd6hW slti ne; andw hiAl
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it had not been required to pay over to. the State, because the taxing
sMatute had, been declared unconstitutional. Said the Montana
court:
: In the qnil paragraph of eac4 of the separate eus "f action set out in iho'

aniended 6omplaift It Is, In substance, alleged that the defendant $4vaned the'
price of the gasoline and disilIate sold bylt during the time Involved, and gave
People whopurchased the rain. frgrn It to, und~,tan that whn tLLy pajdtheadvancedd pri ce, the excess was to bG used by the defendant topa the tax im-
posed by law; that in this way the defendant ha collected the ta' involvedd from
dealers and consumers in this State to whom it. product was sold; that by this
course of conduct the defendant has become trustee of the plaintiff for the amount
50 coUOctOd, And IS uow stopped (ro i questioning the plAinff's rTight to recover
In this action.

The plaintiff being the State of Montana.
To support this novel contention, the attorney general Invokes the doctrine

that when a'collector has'acually oollected twtes by virtue of his office, he must
pay the same over to the body politic for wlich he was actintr and cannot k.cape
liability therefor by setting up the Invlidity of the tax and denying the right of
such body politic to recover the same * * *.

Th u I' invoked hm no applicatiop? tO the facts Alleg-d. The law de-a not im-
pose a'sy Iax Opt, the eorisumer although in pratice lt may be that the distrib-
utor or dealer pass it on to hh; by advanciAg the price of tho product sold.
(State of Montana v. Sunburst Re, / Co . 1928X 70 Mont. 472; 248 Pso. 188.)
I S6 tha altogether it seems to bo'apparet4 that the courts have not

taken the view that an excise tax imposed ion a salb, or impose ina
mannrasimilar to the imposition of the processing taxes, if included
in the selling price were necessarily passed on in the sense that re-
oovery was permitted by somebody who purchased from the seller.
Of course, those are circurnisances where, as the Senator indicated,
there was ho state requiring a different view.

Senator HAsTINGS. Your contention is no statute could be drawn
that woul4 be constitutional?
;!Mr. EANS. ,'es, sir. That Is what I propose to consider next.

I0 vi.w'of what haa been shown above, in our search for informa-
tion on the question of whether or'not courts have heretofore regarded
as unjust enrichment the 'refund of legal exactions, similar to proo-
essing taxe, to tho txpoyers Who Paid them in the beginning, it'
would seem that the q~uetiori may Consistently be answered n the
nigatiVe, In other woids, it mems apparent that in the past court.
hive not regarded such refutidd as unjust .nrichinent. Nfay the
observatlori not be indulged in, therefore, that the whole theory of
uujust'btiriefinent in such circumstances is bnthat has apparently
not et been approved by the courts?

T1he'next iquu-y Is: Do'es the due-procss cla1seof the fifth amend-
ment have any application to tax legislation? Thq following excerpts
from opinions by the Suprqo Cotiiit of the United States seem to be in
point here. - I I . .. . .

In a' 1ading caso on the Feoqral income tax,'Chlef Justice White,
after setting forth the doctrine that the fifth amendment does not limit
the true taxing power of Congress, sWid:

* " * this doctrine would bave z QpP1Ieation In a eas were, althouA,
th wa'"eilh$ng xereIse of the faking poWer, the aet oomplitned of w" ,
Marbtr¥a to oonsin to the 6onelud tht It WAs hot the exertion of taiAtldb, +

but a ponfiscation of property * ' (artqdbr v, U. P. 4.: Co., 'I918,,
240 . .I 0
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Other and later decisions are to the same effect.
But under the guise of reaching something within Its powers, ConTe s may

not lay a charge upon what is beyond them. This Court has recognized that a
statute, purporting to tax may be so arbitrary and capricious as to amount of
conjuhation, and offend the fifth amendment (Nkiotae v. Coolidge, 1927, 274
U. S. 542; 71 L. Ed. 184, 1192).

Senator KiNo., The fifth amendment may, in some instances, bemadelaplicable?Mr. EVA .Yes sir; that is the point.

Senator Kito, Where, it is capricious or arbitrary?
Mr. EvANs. Yes; arbitrary or capricious so as to amount to con-,

fiscation.
The poesibUity that a Federal statute, pakd under the taxing power, may be

so arbitrary and capricious as to cause It to fall before the fifth amendment
must be conceded (TVIje v. U. 8., 1930, 281 U. S. 497; 74 L. Ed. 991, 999).

That a Federal statute, passed under the taxing power, may be so arbitrary
and capriciovs as to, cause it to fall before the fifth amendment is settled
(Keener v. Donnan, 1932, 285 U. 8. 312, 828),

Senator Knio. I think we may accept the legal proposition that
you have just announced with respect to arbitrary and capricious taxes
amounting to confiscation being unconstitutional.

Senator HASTINGS. Before you go on the situation I put to you
awhile ago'is no this situation. In te New York and Alabama
case I was assuming a statute which authorized the consumer to sue
the seller.

,Mr. EvANs. I s0.
Senator H,4sTINos. This Is different irom that. You are com-,

plaining now because the Government is taking this tax. This is
not an effort to roteot the consumer.

Mr. EvANs. R6; that is right, Senator.
In getting to thi. last ima I review the antecedent situation

briely, I mean by the itution that existed before this proposal.
* It will be remembered that by'Iecember 31, 1936, about 2,000

processors had been granted injunctive relief from the pyment of
processing taxes to the Treasury Department. As a condition attached
to the granting of injunctions, the various United States'cou'rt over
the c4int-y had ordered, in most cases, that the periodical payments
of tax required by law to.be made to collectors of Internal Rqvenuo
be made instead into. the registi of the courts. Such impoundedl
funds were to be held, in most instances, pending further order o(,
court.

Such was the situation on January 0, 1936, when the Supreme
Court declared the A. A. A, unconstitutional in L/thrW V. United

ates (Hooac A (i6scasc), and 6 it remained until the same court
on January 13, 1036, in the case of Rickert Ri4m AMiI, Inc. v. 4 onteno
directed the retrrit the ni'l of the impounded funds which it h 0
paid -into court a4sa condition of oIt -dn injunctive relief 'from
payment to the Treasury Department F wi g the Itickert Rie'
Mills decision by the Supreme Court, the vaLrious inferior courts over
the'country quickly released impounded funds to prod essrs who had
paid them into court. Theinca"o the tax message of March 3, 1936,
and the proposed tax on unjust enrichment.

In considering the constitutionality of any legislationthbt' ay be
enacted, the purpose of which is to recapture processing taxes that
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were not paid because of the invalidity of the act which imposed them,
it would seem logical to attach some significance to the implications
of the Rickert Rice Mills decision. There the Supreme Court directed
the return of the impour led payments to the processor. Conceivably
this may be taken as equivalent to a decision that the Government,
never did, from the beginning, and nciver could in the future have
any right to such funds. The Court was not unfamiliar with the cir-
cumstances, and the decision was unanimous. Even those Justices
wh6 would not agree that the A. A. A. was unconstitutional, as held
in the Butte case, did agree in the Rickert ease, that if the act impos-
ing the tax was invalid, then that processor was titledld to the money
which had been impounded. The Court must be presumed to have
been aware of the fact that some 2,000 other processors were in the
same circumstances as the Rickert Rice Mills, Inc., and that the
decision in the Rickert case would be followed by inferior courts in all
the other cases. Yet in the Rickert decision the Supreme Court pre-
scribed no conditions that must be met before such funds were re-
turned to, those who had paid them into court. It would appear
consistent to assume that the Rickert case, and its Implications, could
not have been lightly considered by the Supreme Court. And it may,
perhaps, be assumed with equal logic that any legislation that is
intended to, and in fact will, practically nullify the Rickert decision
runs dangerously close to offending the due-process clause of the fifth
amendment to the Constitution.

A possibility seems to exist that, perhaps, the courts over the
country might lend a friendly ear .to processors who came com-
plaining oflegislation which permitted the Government to take away
money with one hand which it had just perviously been required to
give back with th other. In other words, it night conceivably be
held that such legislation was sufficiently capricious in character to
be i excess of the power of Congres to ennot tix legislation, and that
consequently it must go down before the due process clause of the
fifth amendment to the Constitution.

Nor is it likely that the validity of such a measure would, if other-
wise unconstitutional, be aided by an alleged necessity. That question
is seemingly at rest.

RIghts guaranted by the Federal Constitution are not to be so lightly treated,
they are superior to the suppowd nec"sity. (v.' ise., IM, 270
u, k 227; 70 L. .Ed. W7, b64)... .

One more aspect of the situation under examination seems worthy
of mention. If thb proposed tax on unjust enrichtnent would become
law, and be sustained by the courts, would the door not, perhaps, be
opened for abuse of the taxing power at some future time? In other.
words it would seem that any timq the general Government found
itself In need of funds, it gould enact any kind of unconstitutional
t[* le islatl6n,-and upon declared inialidity; and refund of thb illegal
exaction, recapture the refunded amounts, in part or altoether'
through, the leyy of an income tax thereon at the rate of 80, 90, or
100 percent. Once let the, rinciple of recapturing'illegal exactions
f'm the taxpayers who pal i them in the beginning by subsequently
levying a spep|i income 'tix thereon, be sanctioned, and It wo d

ee hat,' ia ther apart froi' the imindiate uctienrichment, such probeduro cotld be followed at ofus
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, M~y we not, suggest that courts will perhaps be loath to establish,
a preftedet fra'jght withsuch possibilities? .

i summarizing, and c~noludiag, we suggest that, the proposal
provides a hard and ast rude for t9e .detrnination of the amount of'
the burden of pro esing taues which was, shifted to others by the
procosr, thus orbitra*rily aniving at a fact vhich monyecoomists.
hold cannot be ascertained; and one which' tle -A. A.' A.Admilstra.-.
tion itself, in 1934, said could only be found after consideration of.
many factors not ,provided for .n tbe bill;that the theory! Of un'hat,
enrichment, which the proposed, measure presents, is appardnay a,
stranger to the law in circumstances very shnilar ,to those contemr-
plated i.the proposal; that its effet wiLibe to praeticall nUlliiy '
decision of the SuipremeCourt of the United States, and make the,
vindication of their, cotstitutional rights by some two thousand
processors a fruitles victory by pernutting the Government to get
from them indirectly money'tat it was held powerless to get directly;
and that judicial 'approval of the proposal may perhaps be taken as
doubtful, because of the precedent that would thereby be established.
and 'the door opened to possible abuse of the taxing power in the
future.

We come to thb main question: Is the proposed tax on unjust'
enrichment constitutional? We respectfully suggest the possibility,
of a negative anwer. I , I I

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Evans. .Mr. 11. B. Powell,.
Pa., representing the packers.

Mr. POWELL, Mr. Chairman) I am appearing here as representing
the packing industry and one of oar ohief- spokesmen would want
q nite aV ittle time and would like to finish at one time. He has some
carts, and one thing and another, that he aas to show you. "

The CIAnIM N. Who is he?
Mr. PQw LL. Mr. Woods. Then we have Mr. Scully and Mr.

Schnidt, who are on your' program today..
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Woods iA the gentleman who wrote the letter

that was put in the record the other day?
Mr. PowsiL. That is correct ; yes, sit.
The CHAIRMAN. Row many witnesses have you here?Mr. POWELL. About seven or eight.
The CHAtrMAN. You want them 'aU'to be heard?
Mr. PWELL. I would like to have them heard, sir.' They will

not take long. Mr. Woods would, b-at the others would not. ,
The CnAuAw. The committee wants to be very patient and,

reaeopable in the matter of hearings, but it is perfectly useless to go
over repetition. Do you want all the seven witnesses to be heArd pr,
would you rather have an hour given to you and let you hive the
matterpresented b On witnesS?

Mr. 'OWr LY. have asked $enptor Guffey for 2, hours,' Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN W11, the committee canlq9t give oi; 2 hours.
Mr. PowxLL. I understand, but what we: would le to .do is to

hAve the individual witns tell'yu their" own stories as 0 the
sufferings they haveben through, qd will be though.The OCIAIR The Om'tte iwgl give hour and a. halfto the'

pcers. Tey cpp rneqw ~ s~1Vtherelie
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Senator HASTINGS. May'I inquire, do you propose to discuss all
phases of this bill or some particular parta,

Mr. POWEL,. Principally. the windfall tax, because that is what
effectss the pork packers whom I represent.

Senator BAaXLY. Why would it not be more logical, more effect.
tive, if some one person would go through the whole proposition, mak-
ing a consecutive statement? I

Mr. POWELL. We had an idea, sir, that Mr. Woods would do that;
then we would like to follow him up with some individual packers, to
show the story of the effect of the proceising tax on them,. and also
the windfall tax.

Senator BAxtLEy. In that connection there*are a group of packers
from Kentucky who are here today. Only one of them will testify,
Mr. Wernke, and ho is on either tomorrow or Thursday. I would not
Want him to be shut off because of Allowing in hour and a half to the
packers today.

The CHAtRMAg. Why'would it not be better for the packers to get
together? We will give you just so much time and we will let you
allocate the time, to save the time of the committee and at the same
time give you an opportunity to present your matter.

Senator HASTINOS. Senator Barkley, Mr. Wernke is not on until;
Thursday.

. , POWELL. Ie is in the room:
Senator BARKLIT.' He is on on Thursday. What I Wanted to see

done was not to have an hour anti a half devoted to~lay and here you
have d witness for Thursday who may not havos chance to be heard.

Mr. PowEptL. We have two br three packers on for Thursday.
The CHAIRMAN. There will be more if they follow the letter that

Mr. Voods sent out to everybody.
Mr. Pow L. You will find there etre saireral dozen of them here.

They are interested in this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. This committee would never finish if they fol.

lowed the advice given in that letter. tef
Mr. POwEvL. 1f the committee will give us the time we will try to'

work in the witnesses from Thursday in the time you allot us today
and Oerhaps tomorrow morning, so that nobody will be excluded.

Senator Kma#.l move they have an hour and a half today and 30
minutes tomorrow morning.

Senator IIAMstNoS.' Or Thurlay tporning.
Mr. Pow L, We, are all here, and we would rather go right o

with the continuity of'the-tory.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you get along With less time this afternoon'

We have tw. other witnessoy who hae ¢omo here from a distance,
New'York City-and Buffalo, ,'. Y. The comnittoe likes to accoh i -
niodate those gentlemen too, C ou d not y6u Ret along with an hour:
this afternoon and 30 minute., say Thursday?

Mr. Po*EtL, I would "ti.h rather go ahoad tomorrow, if we could,
as we lave the witnesses here and they can tell the story.'

The CU4iRMAN. We-have got a long list tomorrow. Suppose we
give you45 minutes this afternoon and 45 minute tomorrow?

Mr. PowxL,.' I think that'will be a little short, air. I reallyy think'
we will need 2hoprs to introduce these witness and rolly give yo,-
the story as you should havidt. . '

85545-8 --- 29
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i Senator KINo. Mr. Chairman,'I think this ian important matter.
I move we give them 2 hours, part today and part toinorrow morning.,
SThe CBRIMAN. I tried to arrange this calendar so that pedple

would come here and be heard. I do not want to disappoint these
othor people that are here. I want the packers to have plenty of time.

Mr. POWL., Three of the men, Mr. Chairman, that you have for
Thursday are packers Mr. Wernke, Mr. Tallaferro, and Mr. Jameson.
.:The CHAItMAN, W;.y.w;uld not It be better to have all this pro-

gratn come up on Thursday? ;
Mr. POWELL..We would like at least to get Mr. Woods through

today, if we could.
The CHAIRMAN. Ho* lon do you want for Mr. Woods?
Mr. POWZLL. An hoursir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us take Mr. Scully first..
Mr. PowzL. Now, Mr. Scully, sir, is here with us. We would

prefer to put Mr. Woods on first.
The CHAIRMAN. He is a packer. too, and likewise Mr. Schmidt.
Mr. POWzLL. Mr. Schnudt is another member of our group.-
The CUAIRM &N, All right you can take the balance of the after-

noon if you will let us get. though with one witness first who is here.
I Understand he will take about 3 minutes. Mr. Edward F. Ilowrey.

STATEMENT OP EDWARD F. HOWBEY, WASHINGTON, D. 0., REP-
RESENTING THE TEXTILE BAG INDUSTRY

Mr. HOWRrY. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-
mittee : My name is Edward F. Howrey of the law firm of Sanders,
Child, Bobb & Westeott. We present this statement onbebalf of the
textile bag industry, manufacturers of cotton, burlap, and open-mesh
paper bags. My remarks will be directed to section 601 ,(a) and (b)
of the House bill.

Section 601 (a), amopg other things, reenacts section 15 (a)-of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, for the purpose of allowing
refunds of taxes paid on cotton used iz the mania acture of large
cotton bags. . The purpose of section 601 (a), according to the com.
mittee report, is to remove any doubt as to the legal authority of the
comrsipner "to continue the making of refunds" under said section.
The House committee intended to put the persons entitled to such
refunds in the same position as they were prior to the invalidation of
the AA. A. Act. p .... . . .

The House bit, inadvertently we believe, has nu)lified this intention
by providing in section 601 (b), 'hat no ;efund shall be made'to iho
processor or other person who pi$d the tax. The committee report
correctly states that the claims of such persons are within the pro.
visions of section 21 (d)of the A. A. A. Act. Apparently, the House
committee Overlooked two facts: First that said section 21 (d) (1)
provides, in terms, that its provisions sUall not apply to any refunds
authorizeA under action 15 (a) of the A. A. A. Act; and second that
21 (d) does not apply to case where the tax was passed on under an
agreement to 0 Tburse the purchaser for the amount ot the tax.
In addition even ii section 21,(d) survived the Hoosao decisions which
sqine doubt, it merely sets up certain procedural requirements and
does not constitute an affirmative provisIo,n for refhins.,.,
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Senator hIASTINGS. Let me see if I understand it. As I understand,
when your processor broke a bale of cotton the tax, immediately ap-
plied, and then he made that into threads, or whatever you call it,
that goes to make tip the bag. Now he has to pay that tax when he
breaks the bale of cotton, but if he uses all of that thread, or whatever
you make out of cotton, to make bags with, and he later comes and
shows that to the Secretary of Agriculture, he is entitled to get back all
of that processing tax..That is the way it went before the act wasdeclared unconstitutional.

Mr. HowREY. That is right.
Senator HASTINGS. What the bag people are interested in now is the

right to go to the Secretary of Agrculture and get that money back
that they are entitled to under his previous ruling.

Mr. HowREY. That is right, sir. We are asking to be put back in
exactly the same position that we were in prior to the invalidation of
the act.

Senator HASTINGs. Is there anything to prevent the Secretary of
Agriculture from refunding that now?

Mr. Howaim. Yes.
Senator HASTINGS, I mean without any law.
Mr. HoWREY. Yes; because section 21 (d) which some thought they

came under, specifically prohibits applying the provision of the section
to 15 (a) which covered cotton bags.

Senator HASTINGS. You are referring to the House bill?
Mr. HowREY. I am referring to section 21 (d) of the Agricultural

Adjustment Act, as amended.
Senator'HAsIrNas. I thought that under thc orders of the Secretary

of Agriculture it was refunded automatically.
Mr. HOWBEY. It was prior to the invalidation of the act.
Senator HASTINoS. Now, why was it stopped?
Mr. HowREY. It was stop because I assume the Internal Reve-

nue Bureau felt that further refunds were improper.
Senator-HABrtNos. All right.
Mr. ]IowREY. Anyway, they were stopped on January 6. There

are. 35 members of the Textile Bag Manufacturers Association.
Thirty of them are not processors and will continue to get their.
refunds under the provisions of the House bill. Five of the members
are processors as well as ,bag manufacturers. These fiv6 .are dis.
criminated against; their refunds are cut off, If this discrimination.
is not removed, an unfair competitive situation will result.

Senator KINio. Did theq pay the tax? •
Mr. HowBzY. '[hey paid the tain yes, sir.
Senator Kixo. flow much is involved? ,
Mr. HoWIIEY. I do not know exactly for the whole industry.

I think perhaps $3,000,000
% Senator tHA81INos; Tlhere is no contention made by the Treasury,

Department that they ought not to get it back?
Mr. Hownsy. I will come to that later.
Senator HAsfINGs. It is 'just a question of writing it into the law?
Mr. ]lowngy. Yes.
Senator KiNo. Was this matter brought to the attention of the,

Wayd and Mears Committe?
Mr. HowiRmy. It was not as to processors, because in the old act,

there was no discrimination against processors in connection with the
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tax, and we were very much surprised to find that such a discrimina-
tion was included in the new bill. We stil1 think it may have been
inadvertence, but we are not entirely sure.

We understand that the Bureau of Internal Revenue is working
on a proposed revision of section 21 (d) of the A. A. A. Act, which
will take cognizance of the large bag problem. Unfortunately,
such a revision would not solve our immediate competitive difficulties.
Section 601 (a) of the House bill, as we understand it, contemplates
refunds under an established procedure on claims already filed. This
would enable 30 bag manufacturers to make prompt settlement with
their customers. The other five, who happen to be processors of the
cloth used in the bags, v-ould be forced, because of the competitive
situation, to make similf settlements out of their own pockets and
await reimbursement under a proposed new and complicated section,
which may or may not be enacted into law at this session of Congress.

In other words, if section 21 (d) is revised it will not solve our
problem on large cotton bags, and we feel section 601 (b) should be
amended as to large cotton bags and permit the processors to recover
the refund.

Senator KING. Paragraph 001 (b) of the present act?
Mr. HowREY. Yes.
Senator IASTINGS. I am satisfied the Treasury Department will

not object to it.
The CHAIRMAN. They are trying to work it out, There are some

difficulties, as I understand it.
Mr. HOWBEY. Their objection, as I understand it, is an adminis-

trative one. They want it to go into 21 (d). We say that will put
a great hardship on us competitively, as to large cotton bags only.

Senator GE-ORGs. The same thing is true with respect to goods sold
to charitable institutions, Government institutions.

Mr. IlowRBY. I think so.
Senator GEOROE. And the same thing is true also where they are'

sold for export, where they happened to be sold by the processors.
Mr. Ilowvzy. That is true.
Senator GEORGE. There ought not to be any difficulty there, pro-

viding the processor paid the tax.
Mr. HowREY. That is trilo. The point we are trying to make Is

that with large cotton bags the administrative difficulties which con-
front the Internal Revenue Bureau do not exist.

The CHAIRMAN. You have already talked to the counsel?
Mr. IHowBEY. Yes; we have.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr, Powell.
Mr. POWELL. Mr. Woods Mr. Chairman and Senators.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Willism Whitfield Woods. n

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM WHITFIELD WOODS, INSTITUTe OF
AMERICAN XEAT PACKERS, CHICAGO, ILL.

The CHAIRMAN. You are Mr. William Whitfield Woods?
Mr. WOODS. Yes, sir; my address is 50 East Van Buren Street,

Chicago, Ill.
The CHAIRMAN. What position do you hold with the Itstitute of

American Meat Packers?
!Mr, WooDS. President, A
The CHAIRMAN. All right; proceed.
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Mr. WOODS. Mr. Chairman, we are here representing an industry
on which the impact of this legislation is somewhat different and
somewhat specialized from that involved in the industries represented
by these other witnesses who have addressed you. It will be our
intention, Mr. Chairman, to avoid repetitive testimony. We
should like, however, to place our industry in its setting, if we may,
and we offer that as a basis for this claim to rather generous time to
which Mr. Powell brought your attention, Mr. Chairman.

In output the packing industry is larger in dollar volume than any
other American industry, therefore what happens to it is of concern
not only to the meat packers but also to general business and to the
progress of recovery.

The CHAIRMAN. These gentlemen who are to be heard this after-
noon, including yourself truly represent the institute view do they?

Mr. WOODS. I do. The others are speaking as individuals I think
The CHAIRMAN. I understand. But the industry will be quite

satisfied by us not hearing everyone who may come here at your
invitation and further take up the time of the committee, would it not?

Mr. WOODS., I think the industry, sir, would be quite in concur-
rence with you in the view that there is no point in wearying the
committee with repetitive testimony. I think they will be gravely
disappointed if the different real points cannot be presented to this
committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, tho committee wants to hear them. The
only thing is, you have written a letter, in perfect good faith, repre-
senting that institute asking people to come here from all over the
country and call upon the chairman of the committee to getv time in
which to present their vieWs. Some may not get here until tomorrow,
or the day after tomorrow. We have got to close these hearings
sometime and I want the institute to cooperate with the committee
and tell them you have had an ample opportunity to be heard.

Mr, WooDs. The industry wants to cooperate with the committee
and so does the institute. It was not our thought at al that all of
these men whom we encouraged to come down here to tell the actual
facts about their business would be heard, and it was our suggestion
when we saw any of them that the committee probably would hoar
about 10 of the witnesses. Now thtt was our guess. It was some.
where near the mark, as evidenced by the chairman's disposition of
it today.

The CHAIRUAN. You may proceed.
Senator KiNs. May I ask a question? Do you represent the

canners?
Mr. WooDs. The canners?
Senator KINo. Yes.
Mr. WooDs. Only the canners of meat.
Senator Kiso. And do you represent the packers, large and small,

throughout the United States?
Mr. WOODS. Yes.
Senator KimG. There are some in my State, and some'packors in

surrounding States. I was wondering if they were members of the
institute.

Mr. WooDS. That is true; yes, sir.
The CHAIRVAN. Do the large packers object to this?
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Mr. WOOD. I think that all packers object to It. We find less
interest in it on the part of the large packers than on the part of the
small packers.'

The CHAIRMAN. Some of the smaller packers say that the larger
packers will be benefited by this..,

Mr. WOODS. I have heard that statement made. The smallerpackers, Mr. Chairman, regard this legislation as crucial for their
usiness. They regard their businesses as actually in jeopardy.
Senator Kiwo. Mtiy I ask whether you speak for the big packers

as well as all the others?
Mr. WOODS. Yes, sir. I think, sir, if you will let me proceed I will

put that in its exact setting.
Senator BARKLZY. Are you a packer yourself or a lawyer?
Mr. WOODS. No,'air; I am not. I am. paid employee of the trade

association in the industry.
Senator BARELEY.. Have you ever been in the packing business?
Mr. WOODS. Never.
Senator BARKLzY. You are not a lawyer either?
Mr. WOODS. No; I am not a lawyer, and I am not a tax expert.

I am thoroughly familiar with the business side of the indus, ry.
The CHAIRMAN. YoU ought to be thoroughly competent to testify

before this comnittee on those questions. I do not speak sarcastically
We want to hear from somebody iike you.

Mr. WOODS. Mr. Chairman, except for this letter to which you
have referred twice I find myself in thorough accord with your view
as to these proceedings. I refer to your request of Secretary Morgen-
thau. My heart went out to you when you said "I do wish you could
get these rates into one column, one set of tables instead of four."

Senator KING. If you accomplsh that you will make a contribution
to the hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, proceed.
Mr. WooDs. I did want to indicate further that the value of the

output of this industry exceeds by $100,000,000 the value of the
output of the next largest industry, Which is petroleum refining; by
$350,000,000 the output of the steel industry, and by $400,000,000
the output of the automobile factories.' Now we submit that that
entitles Us--ust in the general picture, not with any glomification of
size but with recognition of the importance of this industry to busi.
ness-to an opportunity here to tell you this story adequately, and
we are not going to have that in the time that is remaining before
your adjournment.,

The CAIRMAN. Well, you may proceed.
Mr. WOODS. Secondly, we should like to mention that of the total

land area in this country about one-half is in farms, substantially a
billion acres; and of that one-half, half is devoted to pastureland
for livestock, anid an additional 200,000,000 adres are used to raise
crops and grain largely consumed by livestock.

The meat animals of the country contribute a portion of the farm
income, which is approximately equal to the portion contributed by
the wheat, rye, oats corn, and cotton crops combined; and I do not
minimize, Senator, being from Missiswippi myself the value of the
cotton crop and its importance to the commerce oi this country.

Now, consequently,'our industry not only has a vital relationship
to general business but to general agriculture. We market some of
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,the crops with which in general opinion we are usually not associated.
The corn crop marches to market on four logs through our packing
plants and through our distributing channels.

It is important to the livestock producer to have an efficient
thriving packing industry, with plenty of competition, plenty of
packers widely distributed, varying in size, just as it is important to
the packers to have plenty of livestock producers who are satisfied
producers and who are thriving and efficient.

Now all packers are interested in the proposals that the committee
is considering. The tax on undistributed earnings the proposed pro;
cessing taxes which one of the Cabinet officers took for granted, and
the so-called tax on "unjust enrichment" are all a matter of interest to
all packers.

The pork packers are particularly interested because they have been
particularly concerned with title III, which deals with unjust "enrich-
ment."

Now in discussing the tax on undistributed earnings I should like
to confine myself asiargely as I can to those aspects which are special
to this industry, because it is perfectly useless to go over the ground
which was covered comprehensively by Mr. Ballantine. In saying
that I do not mean to endorse or oppose his testimony, but it does
seem to me that his testimony and the questions of the Senators pretty
well covered the field. I should like to point out the special relation.
ship of this proposed tax on undistributed earnings tothis industry,
and that relationship grows out of the situation in which many
packers find themselves.

We have in the industry possibly some 800 packers. More than
600 make reports to the Bureau of Animal Industry. Moat of them
have just come through a period in which they have been greatly
weakened. .

In 1931 the industry lost 518,000,000. More than one-half of the
packers, 65 percent made losses. In 1932 the industry lost $6,500,000,
and 77 percent o!the packers made losses.' In 1033 the industry
made $20,000,000, and three-fifths of the industry made losses.

Senator KtNa. You mean in numbers?.
Mr. Wbos. Yes, sir, in numbers. ,
In 1934 the industry made $36,000,000, and about one-half lost

money. That last figure 'is an estimate, but we believe it is fairly
close. In'1935 the industry made about $30,000,000 t and neArly al
packers lost money., Some of them hid their operating loses offset
by inventory profits. Usually that sort of profit is characteristics of
the larger packers, those who conduct extensive storage operations.
There were fe*, if any, packers who made an operating profit in the
packing industry.

Senator BARKLIY. What iAthe explanation of that fact, that they
made a better showing in 1935 than in 1934?

Mr. WooDs. If I may develop this presentation and then respond
to questions, again trying to save the time of the committee, I shall
appreciate that very much. I shall cover that very point just a little
later.

Senator BARILzY. All right.
Mr. WOODs. Now those operating losses have continued into 1936,

and even the packers who fared the best have not had the offsets in
inventory depreciation that some of them had in 1935. However the
retention of their funds which bad been impounded, or which had not
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been paid in processing taxes has enabled some of the small packers
to put their businesses on their feet.

Now these packers believe that if this money is taken away from
them they will again be back where they were, and that their busi-
nesses are trending very rapidly In that direction. However, I
expect to develop that subject in connection with the so-called tax on
unjust enrichment.

The background that I would like to get before the committee is
that the industry, because of this tax, has been greatly weakened as
to most of its operators, if not, indeed, all of.them.

Now it seems to me, notwithstanding the explanations that have
been made about particular brackets, and hypothetical specific cases
by some of the taxation experts, that this tax on undistributed earn,
ings does tend to put an obstacle in the way of the growth of the
smaller businesses, as previous witnesses have indicated, and it does
put an obstacle in the way of a packer recouping his losses so that
he ca attengthen his business to the extent of the security that it
fohnerly enjoyed.
1 There are special applications of the danger of this tax on undis-
tributed earnings in our industry.. I should like to instance one or
two of them.

At the moment hog supplies are about two-thirds of normal for
reasons that we are nil familiar with, including the drought and
Including the Government program.
, We also knoW, tboee of us who follow those statistics, that this

business which has been subnormal in volume for the last 2 years is
now at the point Where it is trending the other way. These packers
who have had their capital impaired who have used up their borrow-,
ing power and who, in manycases, Lave gone bankrupt and in other
cases have been saved from it by this rehief from paying the tax any
lotiger, are in a situation where they would like to share in the growth
of the business that is coming. They have had their fixed invest-
ments, but they haven't had the volume to put through the plant.

The pork packer is operting, on, roughly, a two-thirds basis.
The pork-packing business is a smaller business than it used to be,
but the Department of Agriculture, I believe, has estimated that the
hog stkpply now, or in another year, will show an increase of 25 per-
ent., It will still be subnormal. But it'will increase from about
30,000,000 hogs slaughtered under Federal inspection in the marketing
year 1936 to about 37,500,000 hogs slaughtered under Federal inspec-
tion in the marketing year 1937.
. Now everybody would like to get his business back to where it was
in volume, Any businessman would like to do that, The fellow who
has built up full reserves can do that. The fellow who is bulging
with cash and who Is in a relatively stronger financial position can take
his share of these hogs as they come along and keep Ids business rela-
tively as large as it was. But what about the follow who has a pork
business two-thirds the size of what it was and has not got the money,
S particularly it you assess this othertax against him? Must he stan4i
back now and see this normal hog supply as it increases over the next
2 or 3 years until it gets back to normal gobbled up by hs competitors
who have adequate funds and who can finance that growth without
any penalty?
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Secondly, there come times when, through fluctuations in prices, an
increased amount of money is automatically invested in inventories.
There come times when you have got to have more money to finance
higher-costing stocks. Now some packer who Is large, who has plenty
of money, who, over a long period, has built up actual reserves and big
surpthes, who is secure, can put out that money and put in just as
much stock as he had last year; but if there is some other packer who
is not in that situation and who would have to take the earnings of
his business--say he made $40,000 and he decides that he wants to
keep his business as big as it was, so he is going to have just as big
fall inventories as he ever had, and he puts the $40,000 in those
inventories-then, as I understand this bill, he must pay a tag of
42.5 percent, whereas his wealthier competitor hag paid no tax and
can charge hinilf at the most with a going rate of commercial in.
terest for using hit own motoy. Now say th of th6se people ptit
hams in storage: One fellow paid 42.6 percent for the privilege and
the other fellow paid nothing. Do you think one person can long
continue to compete with the other?

Senator KiO.' Does the packing business require a considerable
volume of storage goods; such as hams and sausage?

Mr. Woos. Yes. I am coming to that too. I do not mean to
be discourteous. If you will 16t me run through this picture it will
conrseive your time. I do not mean to shy away from any of these
questions.Now suppose that a situation comes where the tax is assessed on
the basis that the less prosperous packer somehow has managed to
put'more of his money in Inventories and on his books he shows phper
profits, because the value of the stocks hasgohe up even though there
are no goods there, They are not expendable because he has to
maintain his stock at that flire, he has' to carry about that much
for his trade. The only way he can pay that tax then, unless he has
very adequate surplus funds, is to throW some of that sto off the
market. o. the

' That has two'effects. It reduce tie sie'of his business, because
the proceeds are then taxed away fronhim and he Cannot replace thb
goods. lie thereby is made smaller and smaller.

Secondly, it danbages the market for all the rest of th1 stuff lhe
has in his cellars as Well as the market for all of his competitor's
stocks. , - I I

Now those are things that are special to, the packing industry. I
will just touch, without going into them, on one or two 'of theae
other points:

It did seem to me the point was reasonably taken that having an
inexorable formula here that has to be applied whether the weather is
sunshiny or whether it is stormy, whether good management would
dictate you plow something back-or pay It all out, no matter what
the situation Is, instead of leaving leeway as to a det.ision based o~i
good business judgment, that formula nmust be applied, willy-nilly,
and the business straiht-jacketed, so far as the protection of its own
security is concerned.

I also think that such a tax may result in s6me pressure to pay
dividends when good judgment does not always commend It. How-
over, those are things that affect this industry not greatly differently
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from the lay they affect other industries, and I would rather leave
with you these points that are special to us,
Now, the next item which the Committee has been considering and

whieh has been put emphaticalUy before the Committee is the question
of processing taxes, and thore again. I think I can conserve the Cora-
mittee's time by simply treating that subject in connection with the
, proposed, so-called unjust ennchment 'tax, because it is impossible to
'consider the questlonw of. unjust enrichment without considering the
processing taxes; and if I may skip now the subject of processing
taxes am ask the committee to take from what I say on that topic

* in connection with the tax oi) upjust enrichment, the things that areappahle to any pressing tax, we shall luake a saving on time..
Now this tax on unjust enrichmqnt-'-nd it is not surprising,,and T

do not pay it critically-takee no account, of the difference, between
the paking industry 4n4 other, industries. It is, levelled out in a
ge&r way, to apply, to all industries,.
We, our' industry is pec uliar. I know every business man thinks

his industry ie peculiar, but ours is really peculiar.. We handle a
perishable product,,we handle a liVe aQina, and, oddly enough, we
have no control whatsoever over the volume of the industry. -We are
not like the steel people who, if they think prices are not going to be
so god, or for some other reason they do not think it would be justi-fiable if they do not think there wil be so much steel needed, they
do not dig the ore up out of their mines. We cannot help the situation.
We do not handle the livestock; we do not determine the supply; we
take all that comes.

This bill was drawn with the point of view that an industry buys
* . raw material, adds to the cost of this raw material certain other costs,

including taxes and thus builds up a price- and that the industry can
then readily sell at .price which includes ah those costs. I think cur-
reacy has been given to that point of view by the attitude taken by the
representatives of some of the other industries. I think it is un-
doubtedly true of some of the millers. I think it is true of some of the
S cotton' people, although certain witnesses from that group took the
opposite view. But we heard that neither of those industries, some
portions of them, have been, particularly exercised about the tax on

.unjust enrichment, because under their manner of doing business,
where they can make the stuff and store it, where the processing tax
was only a minute part of the value of the product as it reached the
,consumer, some of those people said frankly they ould pass it on, and
* they have even mcdo oontracta by which they undertook to pass it On.

lut as I say, our industry is specialized; our problem is different, and
ao a consequence p pkers are firmly and sincerely against it.,
Many,of them are here, I did encourage them: to come. Ido hope

they tell the Senators the whole story and the actual things that have
happened clearly, sincerely and, definitely with their, own figures,
showing the situation of each of those little companies from their own
balance sheets.

Now it is impossible to mee this question of whether there has been
an unjust enrichment by cutting off one little segment here of some-
thing that happened and saying, "This is the whole measure."

We welcome this opportunity to (vmo-here, and try to meet the
challenge: '1as there been an unjust enrichment of the pork packer?
This tax is presumably both a revenue measure and, in a sense, a
moral measure of taxing accretion that in some way was not earned,
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that In 'ome way was illicit, and we would like to go into that question
fairly and frankly. Has there been An unji'st enrichment of the
packer?
' Now we submit to this committee as fair-minded, just men, that

you cannot, in computing the operation of a program, in viewing an
account with a debtor or a creditor, single out one item and say,
"This one entry constitutes the whole relaclonship. On what you
made you will be charged for, but what you lost you will not be
credited with,"

You have got to take everything that happened. Not what hap-
peened on January 6, 1935 only, or what happened from May 1935 to
January 6,. i935, but to balance those scales justly you have got to
put everything in them-you have got to hay allthe entries inthe
account.

Now this processing tax originally went on November 5, 1933. It
went on at a rate of 60 cents a hundredweight. By March it had risan
to $2.25 a hundredweight' and I would like to show you as definitely
as I can how the balance sheet looks in reference to the pork packer.
I do not know how it looks with reference to the miller, and I do not
know how it looks with reference to the cotton manufacturer, or any-
body else, but I have some material here and it is not technical, it is
not hard to understand, Mr. Chairman it is material that I think
will indicate how the blanace sheet stands with the meat packer.

Senator Kiro. That includes not only pork but all forms of meat?
Mr. WooDs. I was really speaking only of the pork packer, because

there is no question of the tax on unjust enrichment in the case of
the other packers, Senator.

I will exhibit a number of charts to the committee.
Chart no. I is as follows:

W0* A% Ma34 OH -36 M-36

Now, gentlemen, will you bear in mind that this processing tax
went into effect Novembor 5, 1933, and it was invalidated on January
6, 1936. The use of the pro assing taxwhich was collected from the
pork packer was as payment to get the farmers to reduce their hog
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production. In the first year the program did not have much effect,
because although the contracts were signed it takes some time to

raise pigs and market them, and so on. That is this year here.
,Senator KiNo. When you said "here" you meant 1033-34 for the

purpose of the record? .h
Mr. Wooos. 1933-34, jexe r the 10-year average, roughly.

45,000,000 hogs were killed under Federal inspection.. n
Whe beat measure we have of a hog supply is the number killed

under Federal inspection, because we get such good reports from
the Department of Agriculture under that admirable inspection
service over there

You notice in the first year of the program, starting from October
1, 1933,to September 30, 1934--that is what we call the hog market-
ing year, October to November-there was very little change because
you could not get the reduction in supply effected. You have to have
contracts in operation for a year before it shows in supplies, Bear in
mind that this is the volume that these packers, some of the men
sitting in the room here, in their businesses of varying size, were
equipped to handle, that they invested their money in plants and
equipment to handle about this many hogs: 45,000 000 or more.
Mow they could not tear the plants down, but the suppy was reduced
about ono-third in the following year, 1934-35. Now that is part of
the account that precedes the date of the supposed unjust enrichment.
This just played hob with very many packers. S Some of them who
conduct storing operations q<u2d offse t some of their operating losses
by inventory profits due to higher prices. That profit is not; a true
profit, however, because, sooner or later, the inventory falls off again
in one way or another, I I

It is just as ityou bought a house for $10 000 and you.could sell it
in a higher market for $20,000, but if the whole market went up you
could not do anything about it unless you wanted to stop living in a
house. The same thing is true of the inventory. You cannot do
anything about it unless you get out of the packing business. Some
of them said they did not want to get out, but they werd rapidly going
out, because with this reduced volumo they were payingkmore for the
hoa than the hogs were worth.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you a chart on thatproliosition?
Mr. WooDs. I have not, but I think the Department of Agricul-

ture can show that lb ave the hog prices; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you hada chart shoving the prices that

the packers paid for the hogs during this period, and also a chart that

was paid for pork sold to the consumers.,
Mr. WooDs. We do not have' it exactly in that form but we have

a chart on hog producton on an index bisis, showing what the result
WAS.

Senator KiNo. That great reduction in the vol me of hog roduc-
tion was caused by thre action of the Department of Agricul ture in
ordering the killing of so many hogs, was it not? .;

Mr. WooDs. I would say, Senator that was not the only element.
The drought was a big element. Te killing of the hogs had some-
thing to do with it. Opinions vary on that subject, however. More
particularly, they signed up hog farmers-and I am not criticizing or
commenting on the policy one way or the other-but they signed up
hog farmers to reduce their production 25 percent.
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'Now, all of those things'put together did reduce production. We
are niot complaining about that. We are not saying anything about
that, but we do say that the consequence was that packers had to pay'
more for their hogs than the hogs were worth, bec-iuse they were
trying to save something out of their investments. They wanted
volume to run through their business, because their biggest overhead
Was still there.
. If later on a packer did retain some money that had been demanded

as taxes due, and which it was argued, had been passed on in anticipa-
tion of those tax payments, it ought fairly to be remembered that in
this period which I have mentioned the situation was reverse to the
one that is a.sumed on that theory.

no n

90

0 -40,

\I

3'

Now that Is what I mean about taking the whole account into ron-
sideration. This preceded January 6, 1936. 'We are not out of the
effects of that yet.'

Bear in mind that aill of this was the processing tax program. -The
opiruon of tho Supreme Court was only one of the consequences of it.
MVatever the econoni'. results were, this situation here was one of
the results of it., and we are still having'the results of the program.

These packers who were temporarily put on their feet by the reten-
tion of those funds are now havin an awful time with their operating
losses, because. hog production, which was curtailed by means- of the
r toduction control program financed by the processing tax, has still
a~ft us short of hogs- we are still doing business on a two-thirds basis-
we are like a. merchant who has been forced'to cut his volume oi
business.'

The CflAIRumc? Was that reduction about the same ratio with
respect to the large packers as with respect to the small packers?
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Mr. WOODS. Offhand I could not answer that without asking each
company, but on the whole it is an average for the Industry. If 1;
had to answer the question either way I would say, "Yea."

The CHAIRMAN. I W.
Mr. WOODS. I am just trying to be scrupulously frank with you,

Senator.
Chart no. 2 shows the effect that those limited hog supplies naturally

had on prices. If you just had one box of grapefruit m the world, of
course grapefruit would l at a very high price. When you have
only this small supply of hogs, using te 1929-30 average as 100, as a;
base, and you find that supply going down to less than three-fifths of

I9
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what it was, with hardly more than one-half of the hog supply remain-
ing,, obviouly prices will go up, and here [indicating] the hog prices

ch had dropped down t deplrable levels did go up sharply.
NoW the packers, as I have already indicated, were competing al-

most with voracity for this scarce Supply of raw material. I am sure
I do notneed to belabor that point. Now if there is not enough raw
material to go around y 6u willralize, I am sure, that the raw ma-
teria! will pe kicked up to artificial levels.

Chart nig. 3 shows what we faced on the other end of it. These are
factory pay rolls. Again we have taken 1929-30 as 100. That is
pr, icaUy the same base as if you took 1923-25, but it gives you a
more convenient and nearby look. I think the 1923-35 figure, on
this basis.wo)ild be about 99.
SY6u4 p4 rolls came'down hero from 110 in 1929 to 90 on an index

basis, 90pDet~nt on the average for the 2 years 1929-30; It dropped
percent and finally got down to where your purchasing

powtero psreasrt by your rciy rolls,' wa less than 50 percent of
what it hid ben.
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Now, you cannot crowd stuff on people at very fancy prices whenthat sort of situation exists with income, and the line representing
high bog prices passed the pay-roll line.

rhen we had a picnic. The packer is not unused to being the
recipient of criticism, no matter what happens or who did it. We are
between the producer and the consumer. We would like to get along
with them both. 'We try to serve them both well, but that'relation-
ship often brings criticism from one side or the other. With a perish-
able commodity and with this situation of high prices and low pay
rolls, p ople just started to destroy the goodwill that our product
had ad.

10

M 00

1 70

People do not like taxed food. In the first lace, it makes them
mad. They will buy something else if they can. If meat is taxed
they will biy fish. If fishis taxed they vill buy poultry. Eventually,
they will do whatever they can to got away from taxed food, if the
competing articles are not taxed. In our experience they never were
taxed. Certai!,ly there is no tax on fish. The chain storeA stopped
advertising meat, they began to advertise fish. Fish advertising of
course was intensified all over the county. Then the people began
to become extremely critical. There were meat riots in New York,
in Los Angoles, some little town in Pennsylvania, Chicago, and other
places.

Senator KING. Michigan and Minesota, too..
Mr. WooDs. Michigan. I do not recall Minnesota, but I am sure

the Senator is right. Then, as an extreme case, they throw rocks
through a packing-house window. All in all, that was establishing a
minus advertising value for a product which this industry had been
trying, by the expenditure of money, actual money investment, for
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many years to build up, and the situation was one which turned the
customers of the, packer over in considerable measure to the fish
dealer, the poultry merchant, and the cheese manufacturer.

Now that alienation took two forms. When there was not enough
meat for them to eat, the drought came along and intensified the
other reduction, and there was not enough pork to go around, so that
the man who had kept up his food consumption had to eat other
kinds of food.

Secondly, the pegplegot mad; they did not like the taxed food,
they did riot like tho high prices. Wew, ere stuck at both ends of
the line; we could not get enough raw material, and then we.had an
awful time to dispose of it at satisfactory levels.

I have herb some clippings that will indicate to you in a sketchy
way how strenuous some of the publicity was: "Fight ' lice in meat
war", "'Dow with meat prices' shout housewives", "Datiger to the
housewives", '3an high-piced meat", "6,000 join strik to cut meatcost", "Pickdte l ITffdhstrik6at&inst hlgh-pri ed M#at", *and so on.Now, that is bad for yout business when you are sturhed on your
raw material,;lti ease you' ha%- inadequate supplies; aid when you
are stumped on' the market with people in that frame of mind. It is
hard going, ai4 these people were hurt.

Chart no. 4, shows y6u how the consumption of pork' dropped off.
Ad that was hot because they kere angry, but partly because they
could not help It; they just could not eat as knuch as they had been
eating.

Now while that was going on in the domestic market the packer was
losing his foreign market as a consequence of the shortened supplies.
These shortend supplies carried prices to a level where we could not
compete in some of our favorte markets. Estranged from our trade
at home, without advertising investment partialy destroyed, we had
also to witness an already diminished foreign market constricted
still further.

Fxporfa of pork and lard
ITbo ods o poun&l

I Percent
it 'li~l chatsl

JAM......................................... 000 l 8
O .... ......................................................... 40 6

N/~c~ia ttotal Indpcato UsLtod K1t4dom pwrcma.4 from Unitad Statu.: IMlt, M pw-
en;"! l" 14,ret; cmg% -n opnt.

You will notice the thrce ciphers are omitted for convenience here.
In 1034, when supplies were still normal, we exported 161,000,000
pounti. In 1935 we exported 89,000,000. It was almost cut in
half, 41 percent.

Our lard went down even more. In 1934 we exported 431,000,000
pounds, In 1935 the reduced supplies atbd high prices had put us
out of the market, and lard exports shrunk 78 percent, and the total
went down 68 percer.t. Part of it was due to tariff and exchange
restrictions; it would have happened, anyhow, if we had had all the
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meat in the world. Another part of it was due to the fact that with
our short 'supply, high prices of raw material, and consequently high
prices of meat, we were literally put out of the market.

One of our best estomers of lard is the United Kingdom, along
with Germany. Germany had exchange restrictions. The United
Kingdom had no quota on lard, but we lost out there just the game.

In 1934 we were selling England 93 pek, ent of all the lard it imported.
In 1935 we were selling England only 38 percent.

This processing-tax program, however unjustifiable or justifiable
it may have been-and I am trying not to bring that element into it,
because this-is not a political 'question; it it a business question it.is a
competitive question, it is a question of keeping these busine&e*a
alive-whatever may havebeen the justice of the policy, thereis no
doubtof the result of it. " , - i I I

,The C AIIRMA. Is not the trend Upward now in the export of lard
this year

Mr. WOODS. May I ask one of my associates here?. Mr. Harden-
bergh, is the trend upward now?

Mr. HARDENBERGH. Slightly upward.
Mr. WOODS. It is slightly upward, and the hog supply is ekpaiiding,

Impot of livestock and prodwoo a

(Tbhoun& of pod.s"

PorT................................... ..... ,00 +,
HiT&nnS .......................................... 000 AOl&O 4I 0Ta,.llo.... w ... ......................................................... Si-. + 5

Now as to .imports of livestock and meat products. While this
was happening abroad we also began to lose some of our own market
to the foreigner. Now the Icm is not very serious in-tonnage. Our
own production is still overwhelmingly the great art of the meat
consumed in this country but you can see hete that from 1934 tA
1935 the imports of pork into this country increased over 500 percent.
The poundage is relatively mu-1, smaller, from 1,650,000 to 10,600,0J
pounds. But it hurt us, It hurt our pride a little bit. We did aot.
like to get things like this (indicatinigi.

(Information referred to is as follows:)
AmoaO AMKJUCAN TRADING COkPORAflO,

New York, April 3, 1930.
DLt Sins: We offer you, subject to being unsold, the following:
25 000 pounds Lithuanian fresh frozen bellile, square cut, boneless and sedms

6 to pounds, 8 to 10 pounds, and 10 to 12 pounds, at 14 cents per pound, o. i. f.
New York.

60,000 pounds Lithuanlan fresh froeae ams American trim, unsklnned, 8 to 10
pounds, f0 to 12 pounds, 12 to 14 pounds, and 14 to 16 pounds at 1534 cents per
pound o. i. f. New York.

60,000 pounds Lithustilan fresh frozen picnics, unskinned or skinned, 8 to 7
punds, 6 to 8 pounds, and 8 to 10 pounds, at 11, cents per pound, e. L.f. New

York.
Duty for socount of buyer, 234 cents per pound.
Terms: Irrevocable letter of credit.
Shipment: May, from Lithuania.
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We will have a sample shipment due here Monday next, and you can buy the
above offering, subject to approval of sample, whloh we oould get to you in Phila.
dqlphla next Tuesy or Wednesday, the 28th or 29th.
'Ay shipment would mean arrival end of May, first week of June, if order

plsood immediately.
Yours faithfully, ANOLo AmWRICax Tw.Dimo Come.ies,

- Preuddm .

The "AMglo-American Trading Corporation, April 23, 1936. Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, South Afnca, and South America." The date
illustrates the poiut.I was. trying to make before, that the balance
sheetI hs not been struck yet. The mere fact that the Supreme
Court spoke its piece has not pulled these men ip where they have a
normal supply, where they can get rid of these operating losses, and
that is exemplified in this letter, showing that the foreign shipper can
sell hams over hero. [Reading:]'

We offer you the following:
25,000 pounds Lthuanlan fresh, frozen bellies.
60,000 pounds Uthuanlan fresh, frozen bhms.
(00,QO pounds L~tbuc.nlsn fresh, frozen p!'l:s.
And so on. They can do that.
The CHkAIRMAN. Delivered in New York?
Mr. WooDs. Delivered in New, York.
The CHAIRMAN. With the tariff paid?
Mr. WooDs. The tariff comes on top of that, and they are still

below us.
Now, I also had one of the Ampol Polish ham advertisements.

I did not put it In the exhibit because f found it also was being used
in the political campaign.

Senator BARKLEY How about the figures as compared with the
total domestic consumption?

Mt. 'WooDs. In' tonnage they are not nearly as significant as in
percentage.

Senator BARKLEY. You do not happen to have those figures?

Profits in As packing induety
-M mono( doll

Yeu Net worth bele SW rous r 0I Pro

I yeam, 194-M:
" ................................... *76 *2........ .

19 ................................... 700 12. 30 196 .......... ............
13 .................................. 7M I OW 120 ............ .........

. .............. ....-..-.. 720 2,0 E0 2 72 9 0 .

rests5 1931-33:
......................................... ' I

193 ............................ ....7....... ............
1034 .............................. '7 2760 ........... ............19" ......... ...................... I 7W 12 ,5 3 .. ....:......
NO rw yco u..............les....................... ' 0 z

Nerooeotae .......... ,........... .

Avenge............................ 7 3 #2, 27 1&0 2.16
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Mr. WooDs. It would be huge. We produce, maybe, fifteen or
sixteen billion pounds of meat. The importation hurts our pride
more than it does anything else. It does hurt the market somewhat,
because competitors tend to meet prices.

Now consider, please, the question of profit, which is pertinent to
this question of unjust enrichment, just as are the losses that drove
so many packers right to the edge of bankruptcy.

The first table shows you profit in the packing industry in millions
of dollars, with three ciphers left off. For the 3 years, 1934 to 1936
it gives you this figure. The years run down here: 1934, 1035 and
1930. Then the average. Then we have aggregated the net worth
of all the packing companies. You notice it runk from $700,000,000
to $735,000,000. The sales tan in those years from 2,285 million
dollars, or two and one-quartee billion dollars, to two and eight-tenths
billion dollars.

We are a big industry in point of volume. We have a rapid turn-
over. The average sales in those 3 years were $2,600,000,000. The
averagenet worth was $720,000,000. .

Senator K19G. You mean of all the assets of the packing industry?
Mr. WOODS, Yes.
Senator KINo. That would include the value of the big packing

plants in Chipago and Omaha?
Mr. WOODS. Yes that is the capital and surplus of all companies

reporting to the B. A. I.
Senator KiNo. That would include the 600 you have referred to?
Mr. WOODS. Yes. It sometimes runs a few more.
Now in the year 1934 the profit was 36 million dollars, of which

perhaps 26 million came from inventory profits. Any of you gentle.
men could have made the inventory, profits. You do not have to
have a packing house to make them. You do not have to pay a
processing tax, A broker sometimes makes them; a speculator some-
times makes,them. ThAt is i risk people take.. Some of our-people
take them because they have to. The little operator did not have
the benefit from inventory profit that the big operAtor did.

The CnAIRMAN. The profits in the packing industry in 1935 were-
less than they were in 1934?

Mr. WOODS. The net profits?
The CHAIRMAX. The net worth.
Mr. WOODS. About 20 million less. There may have been some ad.

justment of capital assets. Mr. Greer, can you answer that?
Mr. ORESR. Dividends paid in excess of earnings.
Mr. WOODS. That, according to the tax on undistributed earning,

is what we want them to do, Senator. I do not mean that facetiously
or ungraciously. . . I

The CIAIRMAN. Your profits show very much higher in 1935?
Mr. WOODS., Yes. ' :
The CH.,BUAN. Three times is much?
Mr. WOODS. Not quite; but let us call It that. Two and one-half,

m be, IIO IIs i
Senator Kiso, Is that inventory profits?
Mr. WOODs. No; this is mostly inventory profits [indicating].

This is $30,000,000 of profits, practically all inventory, phs a certain
sum sometimes called windfall andsometimea called unjust enrichment.
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INow that is as it was calculated from accruals, taking approxi-
matoly the Department of Agriculture figure, deducting your 10 per-
cent attorneys' allowance, and also the corporate income tax the,
packer would pay from that.

The CHAIRMAN. You did not use the term "windfall" in 1935?
Mr, WooDs. And we do not now, Senator; no, sir
Tho CHAIRMAN. You did not use the term "unjust enrichment"?
Mr. WooDs. No, sir; and we do not now.
The CHAIRMAN. You never used that term, or you never heard of

that until this bill came along?
Mr. WOODS.- I heard of "windfall", but we haven't heard of the

"unjust enrichment."
NV think that so far from being unjustly enriched we were just.

pretty near ruined, but at any rate thie figure includes what the
people, who would take the view that there was an unjust enrich-
ment,', 'would put in 'there. That $36,000000 consists chiefly of
inventory profits..

Now bear in mind that while this $30,000 000 was being made most
ptheeople In this room were goii ouit of business. They did not

have the inventories. Some of them actually went into bankiupey
atidwe almost had a wholoald failure in the packing industry.I We
came very near to having twQ ar three hundred packing companies
going into bankrupto .i I : I " 1 , : 4

The CHAIRMAN. Tat was in 1935? - $ : I
"Mr, WooDs.' That was at the end of 1935. In 193 0--ahd I hope

this is not quoted, because nobody can guess what profits will be a
year ahewd, but this is the hardest year we have-had in some time-
we have put"down a figure of $20,000,000 for the profits in 1936,
which still has quite a way to go..

The CHAIRMANA That is just for this part up tW now?
Mr. WooDs. No, sir; that is for the whole year. If you press me

too hard, I will run, Senator. I think it will be worse rather than
better. ! ,' ' ! , 1

Senator KIv;o. You have ventured into the realm of prophecy
there,' have you? I

Mr. WOODS. More than we would like to, in an effort to be of help
to the committee.

Now, if you put that figure in accordingly,, the average for thoto
3 years--and you could even put in that so-caled unjust enrichnent-
would be $S2,000,000 yearly on sales of two and one-half billionn
dollars; the percent profit on net worth would be 1.2, and the profit
per $100 of sales would be $2. So, far from being a' rich industry,
we are an industry with one of the smallest margins of profits,

Now, if you will go back and take the 5-year period instead of
cutting us off here at some particular date, you will find that the
average net worth for the 5-year period 1931 to 1935 ii $760 000,000.
The sales were about two and one.third billions. The profits aver-
age $27,000,000, and the profit on investment was 3.6 percent.' The
profit on sales was 1.16. The packer would have put his money
into Government bonds, diverted himself of all the risk of the business,
and come out just as well. -We'submit it is unfair to say that whit
happens to you in here [indicating) does not count, but if at some
patticular period yoti have got to retain some of your own money
and it happens to make a profit for you, if it does, then that should
be taxed and your losses are your nusfortune.
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.1 Senator KioN. Mr. Woods, you will pardon me for recurring to
.1935.

Mr. WOODS. Yes, air.
Senator KING. There was an apparent profit of $98,000,000 and

As I understood you, a considerable part of that one-third at least,
resulted from alleged or perhaps real increased prices upon your
commodities that you had on hand.

Mr. WOODS. Yes sir
Senator KINo. What accounts for the residue?
Mr. WOODS. The residue is the difference between the taxes that

accrued on packers, processing taxes, and. were not paid by them,
less on allowance of 10 percent for attorney's fees. We took that
figure out of this bill, the maximum you allow. In addition-to that,
.we deducted 15 percent on corporate taxes--or did we use 13Y4?
Mr. Greer, was that under the old law?

Mr. GREEn. Yes..
Mr. WOODS. Thirteen and three-fourths.
Senator BARKLEY, Let me ask you, how do you account for the

losses in 1931 and 1932?
Mr. WoODS. I think we had the experience that all other industries

did in those years. I think most businesses got themselves girded
together at the end of those 2 years and started to do a little bette,
or a little less worse, as you want to look at it; and I think our fellows
just went straight down, because their raw material was just cut to
pieces.

Senator BARKLJIr. Of course the economic situation of the country
as a whole was still on a downgrade, it had not reached the bottom
in 1931 or 1932. After that time you began to have profits inde nd-
ent of the processing tax. Now from your chart there it seems that in
1935 your profits, yoUr average profits were $68,000,000.

Mr. WooDs. In 1935?
Senator, BARiLzY. Yes.
Mr. WOODS. They were $30,000,000.
Senator BARKLEY. I mean $68,000,000 above the average of the

profits for that period. So that without the processing tax, if there
ad.been no law on the subject; assuming there had been ao process-

ing tax, you would have made probably in the neighborhood of$30,000.

Mr. WOODS. That is right.
Senator BARKLivY. And you did make that with the processing tax,

and then when you bad the windfall, or whatever you call it, you got
the $98,000,030?

-Mr. WooDS. If you add it the way we added it in, by taking all
accrued taxes and making these deductions, it gives you a total
figure of $98,000,000. , I I

Senator BARKLEY. Hlave you explained or do you propose to
explain your contention? I believe you make th* contention that the
processing tax paid by the packers were not paid to you but to the
public? I

Mr. WOODS. I think we say, rather, as the Department of Agri-
culture apparently has said many times, that nobody can isolate the
tax and measure it and say exactly what did become of it, but we say
this,. There were many times when we were paying excessive prices
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for hogs at the tiiiie the processing tax was in effect We say we
were not paid any price that was equal to the elements of the cost.

Senator BARKLEY. In fixing your price to the public you attempt.
to-
Mr, WooMs (interrupting). Senator, do you mind if we come back

to this?
Senator BARKLEY. I may not be here when you get back to it.
Mr. WooDs. I would just like to hook the next chart onto this

one, but I do not mean to be ungracious, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. I am just trying to got the facts.
Mr. WooDs. I would be very happy to come back to it, and if I

can help I will be delighted.
Now, gentlemen, will you bear in mind that figure of 7.2 that we

had on investment in the 3 years, and the figure of 3.0 that we had
for the 5 years?

The following table shows profit in other industries:

Profit, in ol!er industries, oa reported by Noaionl City Bank of New York

twmbtu of TO Mat ToW not 1 Pecent
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arus to sadrle numbetuomr, ............:.1 2 R900 K 000 t 8CS

M eas . ......................... . 0 W oe o a ,006.a, 1&.9
MaLI pree s ................................. I MC, S 00o, 0t 11.4W4 'Wm 1 79 , ,00000 , 0 , 0m0 siL

S InetoALng letmjIMe iss roorevy oa taxe Jr enthi me.

We took the figures for other industries out of the report of the
National City Bank of New York. We took our own from published
reports and such information as we could gather on 14 meat packers.

Senator KaNo. Why did you not take more?
Mr. Woons. 'Because we thought to do sowould give an unduly

favorable cast to our argument; the more we would take in the worse
the fi ure would look, because, as I pointed out here' all the little
factones were doing so badly that we thought it would not be a fair
comparison.

Senator KING. Were any of those 14 small ones?
Mr. WoODS. No; they werepractically all big ones. That would

be the profitable side of the industry. Those people probably do
three-quarters of the business.

Now, we have 18 automobile manufactures with total profits of
$200,000,000. Their total net worth was $1,235,000,000, considerably
higher than ours. Our sales, though, would rin well above theirs.
They made 16.2 percent on the stockholders' Investment.

Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you there: Those 18 automobile
manufacturers, that is all there are, there are not any more than
that. They practically represent the industry.

Mr. WOODS. I do not believe that it included Ford.
Senator BARKiSm. I say "practically." It was a large percentage

of the industry, was it not?
Mr. WooDs. It was, a large percentage of the industry. I think

that one would be the main omission.
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Senator BARKLEY. What proportion in the chemical industry would

be represented by the 27?
Mr. WooDs. I do not know without looking it up from the Census

of Manufactures; I do not know what their total production is, but I
imagine it is a good big portion. Let us assume that all of them rep-
resent a good, big portion, Senator.

Senator WALSH. Seventeen, without the confectionery manufac-
turers does not represent a good proportion.

Mr. WooDs. I would not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you leave Out Ford?
Mr. WOODS. Because we did not have the figures.
The CHAIRMAN. The figures were too big?
Mr. Woons. No. That would suit our argument. We would have

liked to put in all the packers, but we thought it Was distinctly unfair
because the more we put in the worse we would look nn financial
results.

I just want to call your attention, though, to the fact that these
profits on investments, running down the hWt of industries, including
the merchandising chains, the mail-order houses, ran 16, 12, almost
21 14, 15, almost 11.6, and 14 f6r us.

. ow that figure puts in the whole sum of unpaid processing taxes,
less the two allowances that I mentioned awhile ago; it takes them
all in, and if you do that we still measure right in line with the other
industries. Of course, we do not think it is fair to do that. We do
not think it is fair to cut off I year and say: "This is the year that
counts, and none of your other transactions have any significance."

Profde in otAer industries, as reported by Natiol City Bank qf New York
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tiers is the same thing onSal's
Thirteen automobile manufacturers, had total profits of

$109,000,000, total sales just'under $2,000,000,000: Percent, profit,
10.2.

Chemical manufacturers, 13 of them; profit on sales, 14.7.
Drug and sundries, 7.1.
Merchandise chain, 6.7.'
Mail-order houses, 4.9.
Fourteen meat packers, 3.7, after shoving in $68,000,000 represent-

inghn accrued but unpaid ! tax,
The CHA IRMAN. Were those the same 14 moat packers?
Mr. WOODS. Yes, Sir.. Is that right, Mr. Greer?
Mr. GREER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WOODS. That was 3.7. That Is the rate for all of them

with the difference between th6 aocrued and the paid less the



allowancee for attorney's fees and the income tax paid out, added in
here, just arbitrarily chucked in to give ourselves the worst deal oh
tho companson that we could.

Senator KINo. If you had' no' chucked that in what would it
have been?

NJ r. WOODS. Oh, it would have been about 22% million, and nearly
a of it from inventories.,:.

Senator KiNo. But the 3.7 would have been reduced down?
Mr. WOODS. It would have been Very trivial.
Senator KINo. Less than 1 percent?
Mr. WOODS. Yes; I would think so, on that figure. This would

go down to 22.5 [indicating], and that would go down about the same
ratio.

Senator Kiro. The accretion from the processing tax taken off
,your earnings would be lees than 1 percent, is that, right?

Mr. WooDs. That is 1.1 percent, adding in the unpaid procensing
-ta. Ido not know. whether-we- would like' to term that! an
"awczetion." . We aris just luinping that in arbitrarily. . 1

Senator BARKLIY -Of'course, inventories W,'not simply a paper
opposition, providing you sell the inventories at 'the increased value.
hat is true of rill'going'businessbs where there is a rapid turn-odver.

If your inventories increase in value, of course that is reflected in-all
" business in receiving an increased price, provided you sell them while
the increaseis On.' ,ir
Mr, WOODS. Yd§, and you replace themin the s=6u market.
Senator BAnKLX, -Oh, yes; they both go together.
Mr. WOODS'. If you are going to keep your inventories yqu are

goifig t&ospeiid that much ininey forthem'.
Senator BLACK. That is the percentage on sales. The other per-

centtge is a percentage on net?
Mt. WOODS. That is right.

- Senator 3L&CK. Thiiss tho average. I wonder if you know whether
Aoi not the profits were practically uniform for the 14 companies, or

whether they were largely urdiform for the 14 companies?
1,Mr. Woovs. ' No,,thy would not be uniform at all. These people

would have iade most of the'profit (indicating).
Senator BLACK. I am talking of those 14. I did not think the

profits were very nearly the average of all of the 14 large ous.
Mr. WooDs.That is that group?
Senator B1Acx, Yes.,
Mr. ,Woops. I do not -know the snswcr to that, Do you, Mr.

GIreer?" I think there would be a considerable variation, would
there ir t?

Mr. O, lIER. A great variation.
Mr. Woons. In general the fellow who did the most storage business

did the best in that year.
I Seuator KI;o. Supposing you tok the rest of the 600 meat packers,

eliminating these 14, what would hevo bee the figure over. therp
which is reprmreted by 3,7, profits on sales? I . I I I

Mr. WooDF. I, cannot. figure It, qttitp that fast, air. .n the
79,000,000 figure you could take off nearly all of the 30,000,000, and
all profit for the industry, or nearly all of it, would vaniAh. These
people iade minot of it. Of the 68,00,000 that we added in you could
take off three-fourths. Does that get toward the point?
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Senator KIN0. Yes.
Mr. WOODS. We can figure it out for you and hand it to you

afterward, if you like,
Senator KiNo. That Is satisfactory.
Mr. WOODS. Now, gentlemen-not that it is of any point-when

we hear of this industry, which is in a difficult situation; when we hear
of these hundreds of packers who do not know whether they are
going to be in this business after your bill is passed, if it is passed
and we trust it will not be, in this form, when we hear them spoken of
in terms of unjust enrichment-and we think of our industry as having
the largest output in point of value although not in investment, of al
.the industries in the United States-when. we think of its extremely
low margin of profit we cannot help just being a little startled when
we pick up financial reports and find that one automobile com-
pany-we do not doubt it earned every cent that it gained-had profits
in I year,-last year, that it would tace all the profits of our industry
for the last years to equal.,.

Now, we do not qestion at all that that cbmpany earned its
prollts, but we do tell you that our people have proceeded on a
modest basis of earns, that they have had losses, that if there
was any beneficence of-any kind in this result of the invalidation
of. the act, it was more than offset by the damage that was done
to their business, when they watched their advertising value destroyed,
when they watched the foreign market definitely contracted, when
the watched their domestic consumers turned against t.heh" product
and shifted to competing foods, when they still see themselves
operating on a basis of two.thirds of capacity, with increased unit
costs, and continuing to operate at losses-than we say to you that
these people have not been unjustly enriched.

I was in Baltimore the other day. I Was talking with some packers
there and I asked thein how this thing affected them.

Senator KINio. You mean the bill before us?
Mr. Woovs. Yes, patticuiarly this "unjust enrichment" and the

processing taxes. We did not go so much into, the proposed tax on
undistributed earnings, but re.ther as to how the processing tax, which
this committee is considering had affected them, how this proposed
processing tax would affect them and the unjust enrichment proposal;
and their answer was exactly wbat I have heard from packers, par-
ticularly the smaller packers, from all parts of this country, some of
whom are right here in the room, who will tell you the same story,
illustratit.g it front their businesses. Their answer is that they fear
that if this tax on unjust:enrichment is enacted a good part of the
industry would be swept away.. They thought that. if theT were
allowed to retain it, it would put them on their feet in some degree,
It repaired part of the damage that was done.. It gave them a new
lease on life, although they are still being hurt by continuing to oper-
ate at 0wewhich are also an element of the processing-tax program.
Within an hour we had called up three or four packers who we knew
had a typical experience-that was Friday-and asked how they had
come out, and then I talked in Chicago with Mr. Hardenbergh, who is
hero with me, and I told him what I had done there and asked him if he
could not get me some pictures of actual plants whose experiences
we knew, that I wanted o, get before this committee and tell them as
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earnestly as I could that we are dealing here not with paragraph I
of subsection (a), of section 602, but we are dealing here with men and
women, with going factories, with people employed, with buying
power, with men who built up their little businesses over years of
time, and some of them very substantial businesses; who had taken a
modest rate of profit and have kept their concerns going for ybars,
and who say to you now either "We have been ruined" or 'We will be
ruined by one or the other of the things that you propose to do."

Here is one man whose case is so striking that I was afraid I would
almost be accused of sentiment in bringing it in. This is a man
named Eichner. He said I might use his name. He is over at 302
Stinson Street, Baltimore. For 65 years he killed hop. le had his
home on the end of his packing plant. Here indicating] I assume is
his flower garden. He is.a simple meat packer in a small way with
about 300 feet of buildings. Tho processing tax sunk him. He had
to put a mortgage on hii home to pay his processing tax. He will
be glad to speak of his experience, I have no doubt, if you want

im to do so. Then he lost the rest of his business, lie had to
quit killing hogs. He lost his plant, except two rooms, to a com-
petitor, and is now jobbing somebody else's meat from those two
rooms.
., Here is a packer, Charles 0. Kriel, of Baltimore, who also told me
that I might use his name. He is a going, substantial packer. Mr.
rIel's com pany had been killing hogs since 1810.
Senator KING. 1810?
Mr. WooDs. The company had been killing hogs that long. 'Ile

says that the pzocessing tax came along and he just could not stand
up under-it. He had to quit killing hogs. He is not doing it now.
1ie had 200 employees and now he has 100. He said if this situation
clears up, with reference to the proposals in this bill, he hopes to get
back again into the business of killing' hogs and enlarge his employ-
ment roll. I

'Now this is the plant of John Gebelein, as is shown by the signs on
it and Mr. Gebelem gave me to understand that I could use his name.
That is the case that you heard so much about in the course of the
litigation. He told me Friday that this was the only trouble he had
ever had since 1855. In the court he argued that he had always
made a profit, and that when the processing tax came up he made a
loss and it was because of the processing tax. After an examination
of the evidence the judge took the same point of view.

Here is a packing plant out In Ohio. I have talked with the ownet
of it. I noticed earlier in the afternoon that he was here. It Is a
larger plant than those I have talked about. It has several hundred
employees. le is one of the mosthonest and upright men I have
over mt4t. He may or may not be right, but I am sure 'that he is
sincere in his statements. He says that if this tax on unjust enrich-
ment, so.-called, goes through, and restores him to the state of unjust
impoverishment which he formerly occupied, that he need not kid
himself, he isgoing ut of business.

Senator KINgo. Have you any figures showing, if this bill should pass
in its present form, the aggregate tax which would be required to be
paid by all of the meat packers?

Mr. WooDs. I cannot give you a figure I can depend on, but it
would be a good many millions of dollars.
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Senator BARKLEY. About how many?
Mr. WOODS. If you just made me guess---
Senator BARKLEY (interposing). That is better than to say "a

:good many."
Mr. WOODS. Thirty-five to sixty-five, maybe.
Senator BARKLEY. That is a good deal of territory.
Mr. WOODS. I know it, but I need a good deal of territory on that

one Senator.
'T'his is a plant in Philadelphia, and his statement is, in his sworn

petition, that if lie fails to pay the tax-and this relates to the process-
ing tax-all of his property, "both real and personal, will become
auhject to lien and di3traint by the collector of internal revenue."
lie avers "that such action will completely and permanently destroy
the business of the plaintiff. The very threat of this lien teuds to
affect adversely the line of credit extended by banks and members
-of the trade supplying the plaintiff with the raw products essential to
his operations."

The next plant actually went under on account of the processing
tax. He just could not pay and meet all of his other obligations, and
he just went into bankruptcy. That is aplant in New York.

Now, this other plant was taken over for processing taxes by the
Government. The pay roll was reduced. .

Senator KING. Is the Government still operating after it took it
over, or has it discharged the employees?

Mr. WOODS. No, sir. Whetu the taz was discontinued, when this
i an was allowed to keep the money that partly offset his previous
losses and he was able to take over his business and is now able to
operate it again.

Now this next gentleman will be before you I think, later in the
week. He knows his business and he is vey frank in discussing it.
"that is a Michigan packer and he says [reading]:

We can compete with the national patker only when our volum, of busjnefs
reahes a minimum of 4,000 hogs a week. At no time when the tax was In effect
did our buslnem maintain that minimum. The answer was that we operated at
& loss. There were periods when we handled no more than 500 hogs a week.

We just want the publio to understand that the procesing tax refunded to this
company Is in no sense a bonus. It is, instead, a new lease on life. It is the only
thing that keeps this plant running and saves the jobs of our workers, some of
them of the third generatloe. of Hammond Standish employees.

This one is another Ohio plant. It made no profits in 1933, 1934
or 1936, and I call your attention to that merely as an example of
the thing we were talking, about, that when you did have profit in
the industry it was not inconsistent with the thought that a great
-majority of these packers made no profits, and some of those profits of
most of them were inventory profits.

In 1935 it showed a los of working capital of over $47,000, and an
executive of that company said that the application to his company
of the tax on unjust ennchment would further reduce the working
capital and place the business under such a severe strain that be
doubted whether it would be able to obtain further capital with which
to operate.

Now, the lost one of these plants I would like to show you is in
New York State, and the president of that company, in a public
statement, has said:
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The Invodldation of the A. A. A. h" &!Yen the small and Indeptudent. pu.ero
at taet & fighting chance to coitlnuo. Tho proo*inxg tax paid In eCrow to th
court was borro%,ed from friondh And reduced working calI , and tho rtfund
will be u !d to liquidate loans aii| other obllgatioia with small return to working
eapitst bul in no way add to profit that were not poalbau to make on hos slaugh-
tered in 1933, 1934, and 19W

Now, that picture, Mr. Chairman Aitd gentlemen of the committee,
is characteristic of hundreds of packing comjanii as they toll uf of
their situation. heY are not unjustly enriched, and If you put on
them, and this Congress puts on theem, a tax on "unjust enrichment"
which picks out one particular thing that happened in the course of
the proc ink.tax program and lgnoreA every other thing that
happened to them all the other consimuencos of that program, and
takes away from them the one thing that saved them front the ruin
that those reduced supplies and the tax brought near them; and then
if on top of that you pass an undistributed earnings tax In the exact,
form in which you have it here, so that these sinall fellows operating
on two.thirds of the volume cannot grow as this supply grows; aud fr
finally, you put on them again a proceing tax, which has fairly infu-
riated the consuming public and turned packers' domestlo ni foreign
customers over to competitive food manufacturers, then gntlemon,
I submit that you will have ruined a considerable part of thii industry.

Senator BLACK. Mr. Woods, may I ask you whether you have a list
of the bankruptcles in this particular line of businessfor the past 2
years?

Mr. WOODS. We can gladly make that. up for you. I want to leave
this statement, though, on that point: As this suit went on many of
these packers quit paying their taxes, in February and Maroh of 1036,
they could not stand up, they just stopped, sonic of them, and took
the chance that they would be subject to distraint, that their proper.
ties would be taken. They said "Well, we cannot stand it anyhow."
Others went along until about MIay, when I think the first of them
brought an injunction suit. Others followed along with suits about
Juno, and a good many of those who brought suits had already had
80- or 6O-day extensions, which would put that period back,

Then when this suit was pending they all gambled on the verdict of
the court. That was not agatmble that they elected to make, bitt had
to make. to koop going. They assumed that they would not have to
pay that pending tax and took it off the price of the products, or
added it to the hops, or something ele.

The unjust enrchment tiat you gentlemen thought of certainly
worked in reverse in that period, and they hung on by their teeth; and
I think the curtain call of the thing was the decision of the court. I
think if the court's decision had gone the other way practically all of
our bankruptcies would have come immediately following the court
decision, and ranging through this year. With 4 lean years behind
them, and with the kind of yoar we are having this your, which could
be anticipated-I mean anybody who is close to the industry knew
this would be still another year that would be hard on timall packers
and hard, in considerable dogroe, on every packer--that is when L
think you would have gotten two or three hundred bankruptces.

Senator BLACK. I wonder if there Is one othir think that you would
get for ine. I assutne you will be hero tomorrow morning?

Mr. WOODS. Yes.
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Senator BLACK. As to the 14 packers that you have, could you give
us a break-down of them, so we could got the particular individual?
I do not mean the names necessarily.

Mr. WooDs. I think we could give you that In almost any form
you want it.

Senator KINo. I suppose this year's failure to make the progress
that you anticipated, or hoped for, is the result of the policy which
has resulted in such a small production of hogs, or raw material, as
you call it?

Mr. Woons. It was the rmult on the production, Senator. I do
not want to comment on the policy, because we are determined that
we shall not be treated on a partdAn basis, and that Is the reason,
when I found one of theso exhibits was being used in the campaign,
that Icut it out of mine. We cannot play with this Industry on that
basis. I know the Senate would not want to do so.

Senator KiNG. Certainly not. The less politics we have in our
business And governmental activities the better It is for the country.

Mr. WooDs. ,Senator, I cannot comment on that either.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the other witness now?
Mr. POWELL. Mr. Sehmidt.

STATEMENT OF GORG A. SCHMIDT, PRESIDENT, EASTERN
MEAT PAOXERS AS800IATION, INO.

Mr. SCHMIDT. Mr. Chairman, I am the president of the Eastem
Meat Packers Association, Inc. I represent some 35 small, index.
pendent meat packers, whose business is chiefly the processing of
hogs. Last year these 35 small, independent meat packers killed
3,000,000 i ogs, which is approximately 10 percent of the total
Federal slaughter of hogs in the United States.

The proposed unjust enrichment tax, in my opinion, would be a
very serious financial burden to those packers whom I represent,
as well as to most small, Independent packers throughout the country
whose business is chiefly the proceming of hogs.

At the time the proceing tax was put into effect these packers
generally enjoyed a fairly good financial situation, but due to the
processing tax and other factors, chiefly the activities of the A. A. A.,
their financial structure has been impaired and I am hero to ask the
committee to seriously consider the effect that this unjust enrichment
tax proposal in the 1030 revenue bill will have on these small, indo.
pendent packers.

Many of these packers at the time the tax was declar d unconsti-
tutional by the Supreme Court were on the verge of bankruptcy.
As a matter of fact, some of them had already gone Into bankruptcy,
and it is my opinion that if these moneys are taken away from them
they would, to a great extent, be forced to liquidate their plants and
the by affect the conipetition, both on the buying side and on the
selling side, of hogs, whih would have a monopolistic trend.

The effect on unemployment would nlo be quite serious, because
the number of simall packers throughout the country is such that their
going out of business would have a serious effect with regard to
unemployment in the event they would be compelled to liquidate.
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The small packers throughout the country presented approxi-
mately 45 percent of the total.-Federal inspected hog slaughtered
during 1935.

In cling I would strongly urge that the committee give serious
consideration to the effect that this tax would have on the small,
independent packers.

,The CAuiRUAN. All right; thank you very much.
Are there any other*? I
Mr. Pow)u.t. I wonder it we could bring our other witness in.

the morning? They will not take vetry long.:
Ithe CUnua&N. I think Mr. Woods has made a verx splendid

presentation of this matter, We will recess until the morrmng at 9:30.,
(Whereupon, st the hour of 5:15 p. m., a recess wa. taken until

9:30 a. w., of the following day, Wednesday, May 6, 1936.)
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WNDNRDAY, MAY 0, 1986

UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoMmirnEE ox FINANCE._. WosAirgton, D). 0.

The committee mt ant to jo t at 9:30 a. in., iu
the Finance Comi Room, Senate Offico ing, Snator Pat,
Harrison presid"

Present: Se re Harrison an), King, rge, Walsh,
Barkley, Co I Dailey, B Ln , Blak, G y, GdTey

The Cn MAN. "T' iittee ill in o order. Is Scully
here? I reons Mr. ewh

8TATE NT OF CHARL W S N, MA RIRP-
REI 0,z~~ BooTTr 13

Mr. G*Aa thn e a rr of t to Cotton ex tile,
InstitulhThas brie cll r the at of the committee .t ruin-
ous posi on in wh h I num o textile mills 'ill be'
placed b t N 3 3 d i ntal - . n the f lowing
quoted p visions o ion 50[' j of itle Ill the 11 so bo

The ierrn liung priae" rneans so Ce ri! a (a mounts a eeufttl
paid to the p chser on 6r befo arch 1936, uant to bon-fid
agreement In ug entered on or bet Ma , 1934), as bursenent,,
for the amount 'Uded in such, tt a A Fokral exc, tax;

- Mr. Dorr has pointed out a simple method rrecting this
section. The situa in connection wih Boo l will illustrate
one set of facts h6r larch 3 1936 ne will effect such a
ruin,6W result. thou h e Used as an illustration,
we wish to emp ai. tflat a large part of the cotton-textile industry
will be adv isey affected in one way or another by the March 3, 1936
deadline.

The basic assumption on which we are proceeding is that it is thb
intention of this committee to report to the Senate a bill which is
equitable and fair to all concerned], and that this committee will bo
only too ready to act after it is pointed out to the committee that a.
particular detail in the House bill will effect an extremely inequitable
result and that a slight change, which is perfectly consistent with the
object of the proposed act, will avoid such unfair result.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Boott Mills is a cotton textile goods manufacturer located in Lowell,
Mass., employing in recent years approximately 1,000 hands, end in
peak times about 1,800 hands.
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PROCESSINO TAXES INVOLVED

For processing of cotton done by Boott .Mills during the period
March 1, 1935 to January 6, 1936 (the date of the Hoosac Mills
decision invalidating the Agriculturol, Adjustment Act), Boott Mills
paid no cotton proce&ng taxes to the Government, If the cotton
processin taxes had been legally collectible in the opinion of the
United States Supreme Court, approximately $215,000 in such
taxes would Have been payable by Boott Mills on account of goods
processed subsequent to February 1935. Somewhat more than half
of the goods proeosed by Boott Mills subsequent to February 1935
had been sold by Boott Mills prior to January 6, 1936, the balance of
such goods being held in its own floor stocks on that date. It is
estimated that the floor stocks held on January 6, 1036, by inimediate
customers of Boott Mills and by customers of such immediate cus-
tomers contained goods processed by Boott Mills subsequent to
February 1935 from cotton with respect to which more than $100,000
in cotton processing taxes would have been payable had they been
legally collectible by the Government. The selling price at which
these cust6mers' floor stock goods were sold by Boott Mills included
in whole or in part, it is claimed by customers of Boott Mills, the
processing taxes purported to be imposed in connection with the goods
so sold.

UNDERSTANDINGS WITH cUSTOMIERS
In 1935 many textile mills began to use the so-called "dry-goods

merchants' clause" in some or all of their invoices. This clause pro-
vided, in substance, that if the Agricultural Adjustment Act should be
held invalid, the seller would repay to the customer the tax content
of, his floor stocks on the date of invalidation, the floor stocks being
arbitrarily determined by the goods invoiced to the customer within
a specified time prior to invalidation. Boott Mills did not make use
of this or an, similar clause, except in the case of one concern where
the amount involved was very small. The processors which used the
so-called "dry-good merchants' clause" took the risk that a new retro-
active tax might be imposed by Congress that would apply to pro-
cessing tax amounts which such processors had been relieved from
paying, and that such proc.essors would have to pay over these
amounts to the Government, although they were obligated to make
refunds on account of such amounts to their customers. This would
mean a double payment-one payment to the government and one,
payment to the customers. In the case of Boott Mills, with the sole
exception above mentioned, no written agreement or contract to make
refunds to customers was entered into on or before March 3, 1936.
There was merely a general gentlemen's understanding between Boott
Mills and its customers, not embodied in waiting, that Boott Mills
would treat its customers fairly, and that it would not permit itself to
rofit at the expense of its customers in the event that the Unitedstatess Supreme Court should declare the processing taxes to be

unconstitutional.

REFUNDS TO CUSTOMERS BY' COMPETITORS

A short time after the Iboosac Mills decision, several mills began to
make refunds to customers on account of floor stocks held on the date
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of, invalidation. The new's quickly spread throughout the. industry
and it was not long before 'all custoner wN-o demanding refunds
regardless, of whether, or not, their invoices. contained the so-call;[

goods merchants' eluse. The situation wis further complicated
by th uncertainty as to what Congress.would 4o. . There were many,
reliable reports to the effect that the Administration would seek to
impose now retroactive processing taxes to recapture the processing,
taxes which were lost by the invaidation of the Agricultural Adjust-,
ment Act. Those mills which made refunds ran the risk that new
retroactive taxes would be imposed with the result that they would
have to pay to the Government the same amounts which they refunded
to their customers. Utider these circumstances, Boott Mll3 felt at
that time that it would be best to wait as long as possible before mak-
ing any actual refunds to customers. Consequently, no refunds of
any material amount were made by Boott Milk to customers on or
before March 3, 1936.

PRESENT PRACTICAL NECESSITY TO MAKE REFUNDS

The situation has, however changed since March 3, 1036. The
greatest asset of mills such as hoott Mills is of course the good will of
their customers without whose business the mills cotuld not continue.
In view of the refunds to customers on account. of floor stocks which
have been made by a considerable number of Boott Mills' competitors,
enormous pressure has been brought on Boott Mills to make similar
refunds. This pressure is especially great in the case of a finisher
which is one of the most important customers of Boott Mills. This
finisher has informed Boott Mills that it has actually made refunds to
its own customers on account of floor stocks held Jaruary 6, 1936, and
the finisher therefore demands that Boott Mills should make the
finisher whole. It is understood that the refunds made by the finisher
were subsequent to March 3, 1936, and otherwise than pursuant to a
written contract or agreement entered into on or before that date,
The result of this pressure on the part of Boott Mills' customers is
that., entirely, regardless of any strictly legal rights which the customers
of Boott Mills may have and in order to maintain the good will of these
customers which is vital to its business, Boott Mills feels that it has'
no practical alternative at this time except to make refunds to its
inmediate customers on account of the floor stocks held January 6,
1936, by such immediate customers and the customers of such imme-
diate customers. For compelling business reasons, Boott Mills feels
that it is impossible for it merely to stand by and do nothing.

ARGUMENT

1. Double payment f refund made.- however the wording of the
pending revenue bill is such that if Boott Mills made such refunds,
Boott Mills, after paying refunds to its customers on account of Jan-
uary 0, 1936, floor stocks, would in addition have to pay to the Gov-
ernment a tax of 80 percent of the amount so refunded to customers,
assuming for the moment that it can be established that Boott Mills
had passed on to its customers the full amount of the tax. In other
words, although even on the customers' own theory, Boott Mills had
received at themost, let us assume, only $100,000 from its customers
on account of processing taxes, the total of the amount refunded by'
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B06tt Mills to its customers and p id by Boott Mills to the Govern.
rpipt in '"wi.dfall taxes", would be $180,000. That is, Boott Mills
i wouldd pay Oobstont llythse same amount twice, once to its oust6mers.
and once' to the' Givernpeit. ,The reason for this unjust. result is
that under the above~qubted wording of section 501 (e) (3) of title III,
of the House bill no deductions ait allowed on account of refunds to,
oustomerp unless either made on or before March 3,, 1936, or made
pursuafit to a written contract entered into prior to that date obligat-
ing the Prqeessor to make the refunds. As has already been pointed
out, Boott Mills' refunds to customers would fall in neither of these
categories.-

2. Yet refunds imerdy what (kErnment would otherwise do.-It will
be noted that the refunds which Boott Mills (and other mills similarly
situated) feel that they are compelled to make for overpowering
business reasons are sotely with respect to floor stocks held on Jan.
uary 6, 1936, either (1) by immediate customers of Boott Mills or.
(2) by customers of such immediate customers.

As stated in the majority report of the House Committee on Ways
and Mean,, one of the purposes of the proposed bill is that such floor
stocks held on January 6, 1936, should "move into the: channels of
trade-equally untaxed." With this object in view, section 6021 of
title IV of the House bill, proposes to give to nonprocessors the right
to recover from the Government refunds on account of their floor
stocks held January q, 1930. If in fact Boett Mills passed on to its
customers the full'amount of the processing taxes, there seems no
good reason why Boott Mills, instead of paying the Government in
the first instance and letting the Government repay its customers
(and their customers), should not be allowed to make the equivalent
payment direct to customers.

Senator WALSH. Did many of the textile mills take the position
you did?

Mr. NEWHALL. I believe there is a substantial number of other
mills that took that position.
Senator WALSH. Who refused to make any payment at all?
MNr. NEWHALL. Yes. I understand that from Mr. Dorr, of the

Cotton Textile In3titute.
Senator WALSH. Are there other mills?
N fr. w.lH&LT, . There are a very large number of other mills.
Senator WALSH. They have the' same Bet of facts' that you haveenumcrhted?
Mr. NRWHALL. Yes; a similar situation.
Senator WALSH. They are applying for the same remedy?
Mr. NEWHALL. Through the Cotton Textile Institute they have

already made a brief statement to the same effect. Mr. Dorr says a
very lprge number of mills in thq cotton-textile industry are in the
same situifioii, either in whole or Jn part.,

With reseCt to nonprceasers' floor stocks held 'on Januiatrv 6, 1936,
it shquld Wnke no difference to'the Government whether rcfoinds to
the person holding such s't.ks are mad by the processor or by the
Government. If the'p'ocessor makes the refund to the cu tomers,'it
is )'prely'doirg (or' th0i Government 6ha tho Government would
othrNi,9 d'or 0it islf. surely Boott 4f ills should not be penalized
to tL4 exteq aboy'vindali ted for'd09ing wat the Go'erprnent itself
feels 1 .tli tai thing to do. , .
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8. Preaen I wording, opposed to o&je of &U.-Again, under th6
provisions ofithe pdinghouse bill-t will riot be true that flo6'O
stocks hb)ld on January 6i 1938 will "move into the'channels of trade--
equally, untaxed." As him already' been pointed out, Boott Mills
feels that dverpowering business reasons will compel it to make the
refunds above indicated, although Boott Mills is probably not legally
obligated to do so by any written contract or agreement made on or
before March 3, 1936, However under the provisions of section
602 (b) of title IV of the House bill, customers to whom such refunds
were made by the suppliers would be barred from obtaining a floor'
stock refund from the Government by reason of having already
received a refund on account of such floor stocks from their suppliers.
This would of course mean that all suppliers making such refunds to
their customers on account of floor stocks held on January 6, 1936,
would in substance be paying a "windfall tax" to the Government on
account of floor stocks held on January 6, 1936 and no one, neither
processors nor nonprocesors, would be entitled to receive a refund
from the Government on account of the tax 'content in such floor
stocks. As a result, contrary to the expressed intent of the majority
report of the House Committee on Ways and Means, such floor stocks
would move into the channels of trade taxed to the supplier, not
untaxed.

4. No basis of "tinjust enrichment."-Again, tere is no basis of
"unjust enrichment" on which to found any "windfall tax" on Boott
Mill s with respect to the amounts refunded to customers on account
of January 6, 1036, floor stocks, and if a proper deduction should be
allowed, the Government would not be adversely affected, so far as
collection of taxes is concerned. The stated object of the pending
bill is, in substance, that no taxes should be retained by the Govern-
ment with respect to floor stocks held January 6, 1036.

5. Present wording results in discriminations.-=-Again, there should
be no discrimination against mills in the position of Boott Mills.
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that in order to continue in
business, if for no other reason, Boott Mills and other mills similarly
situated, feel that they are forced to make refunds to their customers
on account of floor stocks held January 6, 1936. This is the funda-
mental fact which has apparently been overlooked in the House bill.
In the spirit of equity antd fair play, mills in the position of Boott
Mills should not be compelled to assume the possible double burden
of making these refunds to customers and in addition paving the
Government an 80-percent tax. Complete fairness requires that such
mills should be allowed the same deductions as are allowed such of
their competitors as have either made refunds on or before March 3,
1936, or on or before that date entered into written contracts to make
such refunds. Boott Mills is now, and always has been, willing to
do the fair thing, and it should not be offered up as a sacrifice for the
sake of any imagined administrative advantages.

6. Present wording may result in two 80-percent tazes.-Moroover
the fact that under the March 3, 1936, deadline mills in the position of
Bo6tt Mills will not be entitled to any deduction on account of refunds
which they are compelled to make will probably result in double taxat-
tion and injustice so far as the January 0, 1036, floor stocks of the*
customers of the processors' immediate customers are concerned
assuming for the purposes of this analysis tbat it could be established
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that the pr ig taxe have been passed on to customers.
Thus, for example, I the immediate customer of Boolt Mills, to whom
Boott Mills is for busines* reasons compelled to make a refund on
account of the floor stocks held by the customers of such immediate
customer, included the amount of the processing tax in the price' of
goods resold by the immediate customer, Ahe result under the pro-
visions of the House bill would be that such immediate customer
would in turn be rubject to an 80-percent tax on such part of the net
reimbursement to him by Boott Mills as represent the amount of tax
burden which hm been passed on by such immediate customer to his
customers, Under the House bill, this tax would be imposed on such
immediate customer even though he had made a refund to his custom-
er, provided such refund was not made either on or before March
3, 1036, or made pursuant to a written contract entered into
on or before that date. This would mean the imposition of two 80-
percent "windfall taxes" with respect to the tax content in the same
goods---one 80-percent tax from Boott Mills, on the assumption that
it could be established that the processing taxes had been passed on
to customers (since Boott Mills under the Mar. 3, 1036, deadline
would not be entitled to a deduction on account of such refunds) and
one 80-percent tax from Boott Mills' immediate customers. Tfis is
obviously unfair and unjust.

Senator KiNo. Do you think the bill, as it cnie to us from the
House, is susceptible of that construction?

Mr. NXWIIALL. It expressly so provides, sir.
Senator WAL8H' The Commissioner does not agree with you.
Mr. NE .WALL. If the refunds are made by a processor to a non-

processor and that nonprocessor has in turn resold the goods to another
customer, assuming that the tax has been passed on to him, then the
tax, in the first instance, is imposed upon the processor, assuming that
the tax is passed on to the first immediate customer; and, secondly,
the immediate customer having received a refund from the processor
and having in turn passed on the tax to his customer there would be
an 80 percent tax by the express provisions of the fyouse bill on the
nonprocoessor, because he has received a refund from his vendor, and
he has, in turn, by hypothesis, passed on the tax to somebody else.
So he in turn would be subject to an 80-percent tax. There would
be an 80-percent tax in the first instance on the processor and another
80-percent tax on his immediate customer.

Senator KiNo. There seems to be some difference of opinion here,
and I suggest that you confer, before you leave the city, with the
Commissioner, or such representative of the Department as may be
suggested, to see if the construction for which you contend is possible,
and if so it would seem there should be some amelioration. Proceed.

SUGOE8TED AMENDMENT

Mr. NEWHALL. One suggested method of avoiding the inequitable
situation with respect to rounds on account of customers' floor stocks
held on Januhry 6, 1930, is to change the March 3, 1036, dead-line
to a reasonable thne after the enactment of the revenue act. How-
evel, any other method of avoiding this inequitable situation would
beequally satisfactory. So far as we can see, there is no particular
reason why March 3, 1G36, should be picked as the deadline rather
than some other date. The substitution of a later date for the March
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3 1936, dead'lin would-be perfectly, consistent with the object of
pendingg bill since each nonproceseor to whom refunds are made

subsequent to MNtrch 3, 1936, will under the terms of the pending
bill be subject to un So percent tax on such part of the net reiinburso-
ment to him by his vendor as represents the amount of tax burden
which has been passed on by him to his customers. If the tax burden
has not been passed on by the nonprocessor there should of course be
no tax. It is difficult to see how this tax on nonprocessors could be
successfully avoided where it is properly payable. In any event, it
is to be assumed that Congress will not be willing to offer up mills in
the position of Boott Mills as a sacrifice for imagined administrative
advantages.

ADDITIONAL OBJECTIONS TO MARCH 3, 1936, DEADLINE

In conclusion, attention is called to the following additional unjust
situations created by the March 3, 1936, deadline which would be
cured by substituting in place of that deadline some date which is a
reasonable length of time after the enactment of the statute:

First, under the language of thQ House bill no deductions may be
made even though refunds to customers may be paid after March 3,
1936, because the refunding mill was compelled to make such refunds
by reason of binding oral (as distinguished from written) contracts
with customers even if such contracts were entered into in good faith
on or before March 3, 1036.

Second, under the language of the House bill no deductions may br
made even though refunds to customers may have been paid subse-
quent to March 3, 1936, because the refunding mill was compelled
to do so under written contracts entered into in good faith after that
date and prior to the report on March 26, 1936, of the Subcommittee
on Taxation of the House Committee on Wa s and Means.

Third, under the language of the pending Aouse bill no deductions
may be made even though refunds to customers may have been paid
in good faith (in the absence of any legal obligation) during tho period
of more than three weeks between March 3, 1936, and March 20,
1030, the date of the Report of the Subcommittee on Taxation,

Fourth, the que-tiion Whether in any particular case a written com-
mitment to a customer constitutes, as a strict mAtter of law, an
"agreement" within the meaning of section 501 (e) (3) of the House bill
may be determinable only through; expensive and prolonged litigation.
The word "agreement" as used in time House Bill may be construed
to mean "contract." It is stated in Black's Law Dictionary, for
example, that the term "agreement" is often used as synonymous
with contract." in cases where a refund clause was merely stamped
on customer's invoices and the underlying contract was not actually
rewritten to include the clause, there would be some question whether
the clause created a legally binding obli ation.
' Senator KINo. The wortI "agreement ' as you construe it then, as
applied to the activities at d the matters covered by this bill, is more
than unilateral, it is multilateral.

Mr. NEWHIALL. The term "agreement" and the ten "contract",
as stated in Black's Law Dictionary, are often used as being synony-
mous.

Senator KINa. Yes.
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Mr. N3WHAL .. If they want to use tho term in the idea of dis-
tinguishiag "agreement' from "contract" some broader language
should be used, such as a written "understanding", or something of
that sort, which would not be susceptible of the construction that
it wan a contract.

Also, in cases where a refund promise wais made in a collateral
letter and ftot expressly embodied m the final written contract, there
would he some question whether the refund promise constituted a
legally binding obligation. As stated in Williston on Contracts
(reading): I hI

'All coUrts agree that If the parties have integrated their agreement into a
single written memorial, all prior negotiations and agreements In regard to the
same subject matter are excluded from consideration whether they were oral
or written. 0

Fifth, under the language of the House bill no deductions may be
made for refunds made subsequent to March 3, 1936, pursuant to
court order or decree.

Sixth, under the language of the House bill no deductions may be
made for refunds subsequent to March 3, 1936, which are made to
customers in ca"es where selling agents have, by mistake, failed to
stamp the refund clause on certain invoices.

QUESrON OF PASSINO ON OF rAXES

With reference to everything which has been stated at this hear-
ing and in order to avoid any misunderstanding, it should be em p ha-
sizeJ that the extent, if any, to which Boott tills has in fact been
Pble to pass on to customers the burden of the processing taxes under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act is a difficult question of fact on
which Boott Mills is tnablo to give any opinion at this time.

CONCLUSION

Boott Mil& respectfully requests that the provisions of section 501
(e) (3) of the House bill be amended so as to avoid the inequitable
situation created by the present wording of that section, preferably
by changing the March 3, 1936, deadline to a date which is a reason-
a blt ine after the enactment of the statute.

Are there any questions
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you very;rmuch. Judge Fletcher.
Mr. FLETVCHER. Mr. Chairman, on the calendar for today appears

my name and that of Mr. Fred Sargent, president of the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway. If the committee would permit I should
like to substitute him for myself at this time, because his engagements
call him out of the city.

The CHAIRMAN. AU right, Mr. Sargent.

STATEMENT OF FRED SARGENT, CHIOAGO, ILL., PRESIDENT,
CHICADO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY CO.

Mr. SAROEN'T. I shall undertake to be very brief, and if I am not
brief enough I trust you will stop .me. Iwant to present, if I may,
the situation as it applies to railroads in reorganization.

Section 105 of the act provides for a tax upon the net income of
every domestic corporation-in receivership, or in bankruptcy,' of 15
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percent of the amount of net incoe in excels of the credit provided
insection 26. , .J .. , ' ' . . I , . :- .

I assume it was the intention of those drafting the measure to afford
some relief from the other provisions to domestic corporations in the
process of reorganization through court procedure.

If such was the intention then may I respectfully point out that
the purpose is not accomplished, by the language and, indeed, the
provision is of no practical value, except to a trustee or receiver while
he remains as such, and offers no relief to the corporation in its efforts
to get out from under. such bankruptcy or receivership. This is so
because from the date of reorganization the full tax schedule applies.
I make that clear, I think, and no doubt you have that in mind.

The property which I represent, to wit, the, Chicago & North
Western Railway Co., is now in trusteeship under section 77 of the
Federal Bankruptcy Act. It is necessary under the order of the
court that we file a reorganization plan not later than the 27th day
of June, tixt.

Because of a number of causes, such as the prolonged depression,
several consecutive years of droughts and crop failures, and mounting
highway competition, gross revenues of the North Western Railway
declined from $165,000,000 in 1029 to a little over $72,000,000 in 1932.
The trend is now upward again, and we have reason to believe that
we can submit a reorganization plan that will be reasonable and just.
Because of the prolonged struggle the company's cash reserve has
been exhausted, and there is soie undermAintenance to be made up
as well as unavoidable expenditures for additions and betterments
chargeable to capital account.

Any plan of reorganization, therefore, must necessarily provide for
the building back of a cash reserve of sufficient proportions to provide
for the requirements if the company is to furnish adequate and effi-
cient transportation servixt in the territory it covers and any plon
of reorganization ought V) also provide for a sinking fund of reason-
able proportions for the retirement of bonds and other obligations.

Senator KiNo. May I interrupt you right there, Mr. Sargent?Mr. 8AnOENT. Yes, Senator.
Senator Ktxo. Would improvement upon, for instunc, the road-

way, and other improvements which I might mention, which are
essential for the safety of passengers and the carrying f freight, be
chargeable to the capital investment or to repairs?Mr. , .ARosrN. Both. I will explain that a little l ter on, but I
would just as soon explain it now if you would rather hevo me do so.

Senator KINO. All right. It seemed to me that it is difficult to
draw the line there.

Mr. SARGENT. It is difficult,, Senator, but I think I can make it
perfectly plain by analyzing for you the accounting rules of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, which I will do very briefly in just a
moment.

Senator KiNo. All right..
Mr. SAHiOENT. While in our case we believe a reorganization plan

can be submitted that wilt preserve some reasonable equities for the
stockholders, yet we think it is also certain that dividends cannot be
paid on these equities for some period of time after reorganization.

If we are to reorganize on a secure and sound basis in the interest
of the public welfare, since we are a quasi-public organization, we
must build up the cash surplus sufficient to meet ordinary capital
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requirements for additions and, betterients, provide for a working
eaital and to create a reasonable sinking fund. ., 1.... 1

Unti this is done it would be unwise, and I am sure the eminent
men on this committee would not approve, the distribution of earn-
ings as dividends. .

Now, we want to create a sinking fund to secure payment of in-
Core t, and also to pay ef our obligations to the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation. Ve owe them $42,000,000.

Senator KiNG. They haven't taken you over yet?
Mr. SARGEN . No, they have not. They have been very nice

and very helpful. We appreciate it, and we. think they are going to
be paid 100 percent.

Senator KiNo. I suppose in the reorganization, when it shall have
been effectuated, the old stockholders will be wiped out.

Mr. SAOENT'. No I think not. I think the reorganization will
set up a plan that will protect, in a measure, 'he existing stockholders.
That is what %e are working for. To get back their equity they will
have to wait a period of time until the earnings improve. If we can
get our earnings back to $130,000,000 then we will be in a comfortable
Why.

h'e CHAIRMAN. What percentage of railroads are in receivership?
Mr. SAROENT. Twenty-eight percent.
The CHAIRMAN.. What percent of the value of the railroad is in

receivership?
Mr. SA Rozr. What value?
The CIAITMIAN. Yee,
Mr. SAR GNT. Well, I am afraid I cannot answer that question.
Mr. FLFTCHF. Could I supply that? About 24.5 percent.
Senator KINo. I suppose some of those roceiverships are the result

on the value of keeping up the interest on the bonded indebtedness or
to n.eet the maturing obligations incident to the operation of the road?

Mr. StARGET. I think it has been both, Senator.
Senator KING. Both? I..
Mr. SAGENT. Yff. If our company is to be subjected to the cor-

porate tax levy proposed it will make it extremely difficult, if not
Impossible, for some time io come to reorganize under any plan that
would enable it to promptly reestablish a cash surplus out of earnings
commensurate with solid business requirements. I

We would necessarily come under the schedule of adjusted not
income of more than $10,000, and for the first year at least, and in
all probability for the first 2or 3 years, we would not be able to pay
.any dividends after providing for fixed charges, cash reserves referred
to, and so forth. We do not contemplate dividends for some few
years to come. We would, therefore, be required to pay 42 percent
of our adjusted net income, and this would make it quite impossible

,to offer any substantial amount to existing creditors and at the same
time have sufficient cash on hand to meet ordinary requirements.

To illustrate what I have in mind, let me refer to a class of ex-
penditures that wo are compelled to make out of earnings that cannot
be charged to current operating expenses, under the accounting rules
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In carrying on the program for the maintenance of ways and

structures there are unavoidable items chargeable to capital account.
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This year our budget for maintenance of ways and structures charge-
able to current expenses is $14,000,000, but to carry out this program
there will be items chargeable to capital aecounV that must come out
of net earnings of about $3,000,000. . :

• To illustrate what I have in mind, and I think this gets to your
point, Senator, let me refer to a class of expenditures that we were
compelled to make out of earnings, that cannot be charged to current
operating expenses under the accounting rules of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. Just to illustrate one or two items, let me
refer to relaying steel rail, and to putthg in of ballast.. If we replace
existing rail with heavier rail the increased weight must be charged
to capital count and not to current expenses, and if we lift our
ballast above existii,, elevations the increased elevation must be
charged to capital account.

Senator CONNALLY. May I interrupt you just a moment there?
Mr. SARGrNT. Yes, Senator.
Senator CONNALLY. In fixing your corporate tax now cpn you take

off depreciation for your tracks, depreciation for your rolling stock,
anything like that? Is that permissiblo?

Mr. SARGHNT. I think that would be penrissiblh. We do charge
depredation on equipment, Senator. We charge no depreciation,
none of the railroads have charged depreciation on ways and struc-.
tures. It would be permissible to set up a rate of depreciation, but
that would not change this situation because that depreciation would
only be allowed to the extent of repfacoments in kind.

senator CONNALLY. I understand. I just wondered if they are
going to charge to capital account the putting in of new rails they
ought to allow you depreciation on the old over a period of years.
That is beside the point. Go ahead.

Senator KING. Let me ask you right at this point: How do you
adjust your taxes with the difflerent Statea?

Mr. SARGENT. They are mostly ad valorem taxes, Senator, they
are practically all ad valorem, except Minnesota, that has a gross
income tax, and there we work it out on a formula with the State of
Minnesota under which wb attempt to allocate to the State a per-
centage of the gross income applicable to that State.

Senator KiNG. In your ad valorem ascertsinment of value for taxme
how do you allocate your roiling stock, the engines, and so on? For
instance, your road runs through four or five States how do you
allocate your rolling stock to the various States, and how do you
determine the value of your iron rails, some of them rather rusty
because of lack of use, in the various States for the purpose of taxes?

Mr. SARoWNI. You have asked a very pertinent question and one
that to answer, would take a very long and extensive brief and analysis
of al these different formula. We have, for instance, the mileage
basis of allocation; we have the wheelago basis of allocation; we have
the allocation of actual fixed value within the State in proportion to
the total value of the system; we have the average market value of
stocks and bonds on the Now York Stock Exchange; the weighted
average, taking it every day over a period of years and then under-
taking to allocate that bat k to each of the States based on a raile-
age basis and based on a wheelage basis, and based on a 1,000-gross-
ton-mile basis, and then, in some way or other, the tax commissions of
the States take all of these formula and put thom together and arrive
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at some conclusion. But I admit it is not scientific.. : IW admit I do
not know how to get at any real, scientific basis. Our total taxes at
the present time run about $6,000,000 a year.

Senator Kno. Whatis your nuleage? .
Mr. 8AROINT. 8,417 miles. I think the most thorough and expert

stiid-s we have on that subject, year after year, have been found in
the State of Wisconsin, so far as our system is concerned..

Senator KlNo. Thank you.
Mr. SAROxNT. This and other analogous items running through the

whole category of our maintenance program means that to maintain
the property for the service of the public we are compelled to pay out
of net earnings for items chargeable to capital account an amount of
$3,000,000 for a normal year's maintenance program. This $3,000,000
could under no circumstances go to the stockholders because it, would
under no circumstances be available for dividends, but it goes back
into the property for the service of the shipping and traveling public.
Since, therefore, we would not be able to pay any dividends for a few
years after reorganization, the proposed corporate tax would be 42%,
percent of this amount that went back into the property, or $1,276 000.
In addition a railroad company is confronted with a long list o un-
avoidable expenditures chargeable to capital account which it can
only provide for out of net earnings, or if its credit is sufficient, out
of the sale of securities. But even if its credit is sufficient the sale
of securities for this class of expenditures is not god business manage..
ment and is not in the interest of the shipping and traveling public if.
railroads are to survive and their rates be held to the low level that
the common welfare requires. For instance we must have cash with
which to build nonremunerative improvements chaigeable to capital
account, such as highway grade separations, the payment of public
assessments for street and other improvements, track elevation
through cities and towns and so forth, and if these things are to be
carried forward we must Lave surplus net earnings therefor.

In addition it is essential that a railroad company build up and
have on hand a reasonable working cash fund out of surplus earnings:
in order to be able to meet emergencies, such as are created from time
to time by floods and storms, and in order to stabilize employment.
Without a surplus a railroad Ls compelled to live from hand to mouth,
dondin upoe. its current receipts from month to month to meet its
obligations. It must have a emrplu cash fund out of which to at least
make a 25-percent payment on the purchase of new and additional.
equipment and a corporation such as ours that hs been compelled to
exhaust ali its cash reserves must under any roorganization plan to
provide for building those back again.

Just now many progressive things are coming along in the field of
transportation. Tho railroads if they are to be pror ,reive must be
able to take advantage of modern developments. ft may be neces.
sary within the next 3 or 4 years to scrap a great deal of existing,
equipment, not because it has boon worn out but because progre's iD
the art will make much of it obsolete, and the railroad must have a
cash fund out of which to help finance such developments and changes
from time to time.

.Now, the art is developing very rapidly, as you know. The Union
Pacific and ourselves just had on exhibition in Chicago the other day
the new City of Los Angeles, a train that cost a million dollars. Tho
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Diesel is coming along very rapidly and it takes some additional cash
out of earnings to keep in stop with progress. We are trying to join
the Union Pacific in the City of Los Angeles the City of Portland, and
City of Denver, three now streamline trains, and, of course, frankly, I
do not want the Union Pacific to know it, but we are having an awfully
hard struggle to meet our end of the situation.

Then, too there is a constant demand as new industries come along
or as old industries expand or change their method of operation, for
the building of industry tracks.. That is another illustration. In the
farming regions there is demand for the building and enlarging of
stockyards and other facilities, all of which come out of earnings, and
when the expenditures are made they are chargeable to capital
account. Anything that we make, no matter what it is, for the
service of the public, that is new, or that is over and above what we
have must be charged to capital account and is not charged to operat-
tg expenses.

Senator Kixo. You may try new experiments and you may not
get any returns for perhal several years.

Mr. SARGENT. That is eight.
Senator Couzxr.-; Do you have any idea as to the amount of time

that may be required to get out of receivership?
Mr. SARGENT. I am getting to that in a moment. Theso unavoid-

able expenses to properly serve the demands of' the shipping and
traveling public on a system such as ours would normally require from
four to Ue million dollars a year, which under the accounting rules
of the Interstate Counerce Commission must be charged to capital
account and not to current operating expenses; therefore, they can
only be provided out of net earnings.

In addition, a company such as ours should have a sizable working
cash fund, especially if we are to make any semblance of stabilizing
employment. With a surplus on hand we can keep a normal force
in slack periods, taking a reasonable chance that business will revive
and the work be of value later on. Our company attempted to do
this until we were forced to abandon this principle of stablizing
employment by reason of the exhauistion of our surplus cash resources.

might say there Senator, that I tried to stabilize empl6yment
on out railroad, and I did. One of my troubles was I stabilized it too
onig, keeping up when business went up and down. As long as we
had a surplus to work on I kept an even number of man-hours in the
shops, and things of that kind.

I might say also that one of the men that was partially responsible
for my doing that was none other than Senator La Folette and the
Governor, who talked with me about it and thought it would be a
very fine thing if we could stabilize employment in our shops through-
out the State of Wisonsin, where we have 26 percent of our mileage,
and I attempted to do that. Now, I cannot do it because we are just
living from day to day and from month to month. We must build up
our cash as earnings come back.

If we are to coma out of bankruptcy proceedings under any reor-
ganization plan that will enable us to reestpO ish our credit and meet
those items of expense chargeable to capital account for ordinary
maintenance of the property and undertake to stabilize employment
and have a reasonable working cash fund, we will be most seriously
handicapped for a number of years to come if we are compelled to
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pay 424 percent of our net by way of taxes. As I see it this percent-
age will be a disastrous blow to those railroads that have not been
able to weather the stbrm but could build themselves back into a
sound and stable position with the return of reasonably prosperous
times.

It occurs to me that the committee in charge of the bill probably
intended the 15 percent provision to help companies in receivership,but it only helps them so long as they stay in receivership. The
minute they attempt to come our or do come out under any plan of
reorganization they are immediately met with an almost impossible
situation, since they would be unable to pay dividends until they have
reestablished surplus cash reserves and working capital, and while
trying to do so would have to pay 42% percent of their net earnings in
taxes.

If the committee could and would Five favorable consideration
to the extension of the 15-perent provision for a reasonable period
of time after reorganization, say 6 years, it would help to remove an
otherwise almost impossible situation with relation to reorganiza-
tion. Without some such relief I am frank to confess that railroads
now in thi procos of reorganization will be under very serious handi-
caps, if not impossible handicaps, as against those roads that may be
in a comfortable position with relation to surplus, and that could
afford for a while at least, though even then notpermanently, to pay
out a very large percentage of net income in dividends.

There is one other phase of the discussion I would like to speak of
very briefly. With the exception of the eastern border line of our
territory we are in a country of small industries. The ability of these
small industries to meet changing conditions and to expand and grow
in competition with larger industries is essential to our future traffle
development.

In 1934 them, was created what wias known as the business advisory
and planning council, and it functioned under the guidance of the
Department of Commerce. This council created what was known as
the small industries committee. Mr. Edmund C. van Diest, of Colo-
rado Springs, was made chairman of this committee. I had the
honor of I -ing a member of the committee. The committee under-
took a survey of the small industries of the Nation with relation to
credit needs of small industries, and under date of April 15, 1935,
the Department of Commerce released a digest of the report. Page
3 of that digest contains the following (readig]:

As a matter of fact long-term financing for small Industry has always been diii.
cult. It is not simply a dep reason problem. Through private investment bank-
ers It has ben available only to concerns of sufficient Mie and standing to warrant
the Investment banker in bringing out an issuo as small as, for Instance, $1,000,000,
And so it may be sald that this facility has been practically denied small concerns.
Such enterprises have been obliged to develop their capital structures gradually
and out of undistributed earnings, or to attract the participation of individual
cAp ItAlits. They have not received the benefits of recourto to the capital mar.
kets for their long-term requirements.

Under date of November 15, 19,14 the chairman of the small indus-
tries conmfittee submitted report to M r. S. Clay Williams as chairman
and to the members of the business advisory and plnnning council.
In his letter transmitting the report Mr. Van Die.st aid among other
things readingg:
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The report indicate, that the total manufacturing establlsbment. In tho United
States, 97 percent employ 25 wage eamgers or lea and that the percentage of
wage earners so employed approximates I8 percent ofthe wage ear ners In Indu4try.
The report further clearly Indleate, the serious financial ondition fi which moat
of the small Industries find themselves not only as to working capit*1 but ao
current and long-term capltal obligations, and that the l1tuatlJon Is ft1ous and
unless prctcctlon is provided national danger for Industry impendsi

Mr. Van Diest also points out that .the summary of conclusions
were reviewed by Assistant Secretary of Commerce Dickinson by
Dr. Viner, by Mr. Austin, Director of the Census, and other Federal
officers and he then says that the report as prepared by Dr. Beckman
of the State University of Ohio he believed had the approval of these
parties nained. I

I merely cite this report as evidence of the fact that the smaller
industries constituting 97 percent of the total number of industries
and employing 48 percent of the labor, must be in a position to con-
serve their net earnings in order to meet their capital requirements,
and the percentage of net earnings which they must conserve is neces-
sarily larger than that of a rich industry able to command new capital
on advantageous terms to meet progressive developments in' what is
now a very rapid changing industrial world.
While some recognition is given to this principle in the bill yet it

seems to me that it is wholly insufficient to enable the great majority
of small industries to build back their surplus, recotabiish their credit,
and be prepared to make now and progresive improvements if they
are to remain in the competitive field.

Senator Kio. Have you any other amendments to suggest to the
bill on behalf of the railroads?

Mr. SAnGENT. I am only speaking with relation to section 105.
Senator Ki.o. I say with reference to railroads.
Mr. SARGENT. Frankly, Senator, there is so much in the bill that

I do not understand, I am, honestly, incompetent to discuss it.
Senator HIAST1,Ns. If you give them 5 years would that not be an

incentive to keel) the roitd in receivership as long as possible?
Mr. SARGENT. No; I think that would be an incentive to get out.

The present bill is an incentive to stay in, because just the minute you
get out you are subject to the full tax, and as long as you stay in you
only pay 10 percent.

Senator CoUzEN,. Let ne ask you a question or two. You made
a statement &, while ago that you made an effort to stabilize employ-
ment in your shops in Wisconsin and under the aegis of Governor and
Senator La Folletto you.did stabilize it?

Mr. SAHOSNT. Yes.
Senator CouzF:E, Havo you any figures to show what that effort

cost you?
Mr. SARGENT. No; I have not, Senator, but Senator La Follette will

remember the conversation in which we discussed the whole situation.
Senator CouzENs. I was wondering what effect that had on your

revenlue.
Mr. SAIJONT. In !he long run, it did not have any adverse effect,

for the simple reason, Senator, that what we did we needed in time,
we did no wasteful work. If buisines dropped down to whcro'we
had a surplus of locomotive or a surplus of cars we kept right op
repairing cars and locomotives, becaugo we expected business to come
back and alsorb it. Finally, when we ran out of cash we had to stop
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that,'t6n* we lived from day to day and month to month A we, are
now libg at the present time. We would like to get baci.SThd CHAIRMAN., You feel that there is an improvement in business
on your line? , , .
" M. SARORN?. Yea; I think there is. We are running 8 percent
ahead of a year ago, and every indication points to a gradual pick-up
of business. .

Senator BLAcK. Eighty percent?
Mr. SARGENT. Eight percent.
senator BLACK. Eight percent over last year?
Mr. SAnorNT. Yea. I wish it were 80 percent. I might say we

kept charts of iron-ore loadings since 1865. In 1929 we handled'over
9,000,000 tons of iron ore. In 1932 that had dropped down to
440,000 tons. Now, it is on its way up again, and inlcations are it
will continue up, as far as we can determine.

Senator KiNo. Your prosperity depends on the steel Industry then?
Mr. SARGENT. Yea; in &ome measure but the movement of Iron

ore is a good index to the general trend ol business, based on the chart
we have.

I might. say that there are a number of very fine men in small indus-
tries that come to see me, that try to get me to help them, got money
to carry on, just to carry on. The reason I mention that here is
that our future traffic out in our territory, when we get farther out
west, is dependent on the small industries, as well as on agriculture,
and if they dry up it is a very serious thing for our railroad. I just
call that to your attention because I know you would want me to do
so. Could not you desire to protect these small industries? They
are in such a postion that they must build back the reserves, if they
aro going to meet competition, and this competition is coming along
with an enormous rapidity. I never saw anything like it., especially
in the field of chemistry. What is going on in chemistry is certainly
startling. We are trying to get certain plants located in our territory
t process, for instance, the soy bean. It is remarkable what can be
done with it. It is hard to get new capital to go into it.

The CHAIRMAm. Do you think it would be an impetus to business
if in this bill there should be written a provision that new industries
be excluded for say 5 years, as you have suggested in the matter of
receivership anA reor'anization of railroads?

Mr. SAROEN . I think thbt would help Senator, but I would be
partial to the old industry that has tried to live, that has gone on and
given employment during this period and has exhausted all its re-
sources. i do not want to mention any names, I know you do not
want moe to. I can name a number of those very fine industries that
have just done that very thing.

Senator CouzgNS. Tsit a sound conclusion to reach from your
statement, Mr. argent; that this bill, as it stands now, would be an
impetus to the growth of large concerns, and to monopoly?

Mr. SARGENT. Well, now, 1 am not competent to express an opinion
on that, but since you have asked it I will do the bestI can.

Senator Couzitms. That is all we expect.
Mr. SARGENT. Offhand and without having studied it as deeply as

I ought to to answer such h question coming front this body, I will
say my general impression is that this will just fold up a lot of small
industries and remove a lot of competition all over the territory, that
they cannot survive under this and meet the progressive competitive
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change. in the art from time to time. I do not see how they can do
it, I do not see how they can get the money, .Now, s you dry up the
smill industries I would think that *obld give an impetus to the large
industries. That would be my own conclusion about it.

8enator CONNALLY. Mr. Sargent, I suppose It is conceded that we
have got, to get some more money out of' taxation..

Mr. SAR09 IT. Ye.
Senator CONNALLY. Havy you any, suggestions to make as to the

least painful method?
Mr. SAROE NT. I know your problem Seator. I am in great

sympathy with it. I want to be helpful. I honestly feel thAt this
taking away of surplus earnings will, in the long run, get you less
money out of corporations than you would get even under the present
plan. I . .

Now, how you are goirg to get the money I really do not know,
except this: I believe, as long as you have asked for my opinion on it
my own honest judgment is that we have got to grit our teeth and
meet the situation do it courageously and go on and reduce the
i' come bracket and increase the rate of income return, and let us do
it in a really practical way, without at the same time doing the things
that it would seem to me dry up a large amount of industry and em-
ployment in these small industries throughout the United States.
That is my own guess. It probably is not, worth anything.

Senator CONNALLY. Oh, yes; it is.
Mr. SAROENT. I say it for no reason whatever other than to say

that it is the beat solution that I can think of.
Senator CONNALLY. You mean a solution of the individual's

difficulties?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. It is pretty clear here from these hearing

that the corporations relatively are paying less tax ngw than the
individuals. Now to do what you suggest would simply aggravate
that situation. I1 we have got to operate on the corporation on
what part of its anatomy can we perform the operation with less.
time to it and with less pain?

M r. SARGENT. Perhaps the anesthetic would not be very efficient,
but even an enlargement of excise taxes would help.

Now, as I understand it., a part of the money we must have is to take
care of the farm situation, due to the upsetting of the A. A. A. I am
in sympathy with that. I made every fight I knew how for the
American farmer. I defy anybody to outdo me in trying to help
the American farmer. I am in sympathy, with him. We ought to
pay him, and he needs the money, but I wonder if the Supreme
Court had not upset the A. A. A.-that is not a very dignified expres-
sion-but I wonder if the Supreme Court, had not held it unconstitu-
tional, I presume we would have boon going along with the po
tax. That is merely another name for an excise tax, as I we it. If
under those circumstance we would have been willing to go along
with that kind of exie tax I am wondering why we should not be
willing now to go along with the same principle in order to raise more
money.

The CUARMAN. That does not raise enough, that does not raise
a sufficient amount for us, Mr. Sargent. Of course, the President
suggctted the processing tax on a freal bis. " !
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Mr. SAliRGNT. Yes.-
The OCAIMAN. Without reducing the rate.
Mr., SAR NT. Yes. -Well, I do n6t know. You might find some

modified way, Senator. In answer to you' question I will say-and
I am only speaking in behalf of the small hidustry and In behalf of
railroads under reorgaisation.,I think it is disastrous to us to do it.

Senator CONNALLY. H1ow about moderately increasing the flat rate
and then superimposing a superta x on undistrihu ted capital, not suffi-
cient to wreck them but to stimulate them a little?

Mr. 8ARoENT. I really wish you would excuse me from answering
that because I would 4ant to study that question, I would want to
se fta effect, I would want, to see'what revenue it would produce
before I attempted to answer it, I wou ld want to see the effect on the
corporate structure of the organization.

senator KING. Mr. Sargent., you appear to me to be such a frank
witness, and you have made so many constructive suggestions, do
you intend to be in the city for a dayor so?

Mr. SARoNT. I was going home this afternoon, Senator. I may
stay over if it would (1o any good.

Senator Kt I . For my own benefit, if not for the benefit of the
members of the committee, I wish you would read that editorial which
is In the record, the editorial from the New York Times. It made
some very valuable suggestions for raising as much practically as is
contemplated by this bill, and give us your reaction to that, either in
a letter C) the Chairman, or further appearing before the committee.
If you could do that I would be greatly obliged.

Mr. S,%RGJNT. You compliment me great y now, because I do not
claim to be competent or skilled to discuss all' these features. I know
your problcims. I will try to stud) it and writeSenator 1larrison mny
reaction to tlme editorial.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sargent. Mr.
Fletcher.

8T0ATBMENT OF R. V. FLETOPER, WASHINGTON, D. 0., REP/Z.
SSNTING THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERIOAN RAILROADS

Mr. Chairman, I will take only a moment. My name is R. V.
Fletcher. I represent the Assc,.iation of American Railroads.

Mr. Sargent has made it innecessary for me to make an extended
statement here. I listened carefully to his suggestions, which apply
particularly to railroads now In the hands of the sheriff, and I wodd
ike to hard the privilege of filing with your committee, if I may, a

brief statement which Uould embody some suggestions that the rail-
road industry is making for ardendments to thiftill, which would take
tare of their special situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Yol hsve that permission.
Mr. FPLrCHEF. That situation I not one which applies alone to

the roads in the hands of the courts, hut generally.
(The suggested Aniendnuenta are as follows:)

5t7YZON A

"htrfilroads bioX"itced_ tn arrivin gt " xdistrib ited net lncom.", to
deductlfrom 'adjust net Inomoe , In addlti to ther educ tons urvntlohcd
In recommendation It of the iab~ommitie's report; the follO~ing Itcns: '
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(1) Amounts applied to sinking avd other reserve funds under mortgages
deed, of trust, or other contiaets, or paid or reserved toretire funded debt, iaue4

or assumed. . ' I 1
(2) Amounts paid to tho United States of Ametic or ony corporation or other

agency thereof in the reduction of loans made to or saumed by the taxpayer.
(3) Expenditurea chargeahle to "Cqpital account" made pursuant to require.

ments by or agreement. with Federal, tlate, or other public authority.
(4) Amount, provided for by reorganizations plans to be invested in additlons

and betterment before the payment of interest on bonds Issued pursuant to
&aid plans.

siCTION a
Further, that railroads in arriving at "Adjusted net Income", be permitted to

deduct allowances for depreciation and losses on retirement of property as
provided hcreundcr:

(a) Where property, Including equipment, is being operated under an agree.
meant with the owner thereof, the lessee shall be entitled to deduct a reasonable
allowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear, and obsolescence of such property,
unless by contract the lessee is obligated to pay to the leuor such an amount as
additional rental, In which event, the lessor shall be entitled to make such deduc-
tion.

(b) The amount of losses incident to the retirement of leased property, Including
equipment, as permitted under regulations proscribed by the Interstate Com.
mere Conuniasion, shall be allowed as a deduction from the gross Income of the
lessor or lessee, am contracts may provide,

Mr. FL-TCEH. I will take just one moment to say that these
suggestions arepredicated upon the theory that it is highly'inmportant
for the railroad industry to be permitted to create a sinking fund
and set up reserves for the retirement, of their very embarrassing
and heavv burden of bonded debt.

Senator COUXENS. Is not that a new policy of setting up sinking
funds?

Mr. FLETCHR. I think it is time it should be adopted, Senator.
Senator Couz.Bs. Yes; but it is new, though, is it not?
Mr. FL.S'rc1SE. Speaking broadly; yo. Ile think it is new. I do

not want to leave the inference tlat it is new just because this tax
bill was introduced.

Senator CouzEss. It is obviously new.
Mr. FLETCHER. It was adopted before the inception of this tax pro-

gram that is now before the Congress.
Senator KINo. Do not many of the bond issues, not only for the

railroads but, for other corporations, require a sinking fund?
Mr. FLETICIS . That is just what I was about to remark, Senator.

Whether it is new or not, it grows out of the fact that there is an
increasing tendenoy on the part of the regulating authorities--and I
speak now of the Intestate Commerce Commission-which has to
pass upon all these propositions of refunding and reissuanco, to
require the setting up of sinking funds in varying amounts for the
purpose of retiring the bonds. So that many of the railroads are in
this unhappy situation, if this bill becomes a law, that they are
required by the Interstate Commerce Commission, in some cases,
by administrative orders of the Reconstruction Financo Corporation,
to set up Finking funds.

Senator KiNo. And sometimes by State regulation?
Mr. FLETCHER. And sometimes by State regulation. 'hey are

required to set up these sinking funds, and then we are taxed a very
high rate it the sinking funds are created; and that is one of the reasos
why I nun suggesting hero, in this memorandum, that the railroad
industry be permitted to deduct from the net adjusted income, before
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arriving at the figureof undistributed income, such sinking funds as
the are requird y their contracts, or bytheir agrements, to create.*I Wi'lt not .elaborate thiat, because it is yery qimplo.. ..

Vhen there Is an indebtedness now to tb e Government, to OQyern-
"nent-losang agencies, on the part of the railroads of nearly

060000,000 That tuna about $400,000,00to the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and .bout,$187,000,000 to the Public NVWrks
Administration. The Public Works Administration has sold its own
indebtedness, however, I think practically all of it to the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation. So perhaps it is a litte more accurate to
say that the entire $600,000,000 is owed to the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation.

Senator Couzzs, They ha ve sold a good deal of it themselves.
Mr. FLETCHER. They has'sold a good deal of it for themselves,

and made some money out of it, which was legitimate, I dare say.
Those debts ought to be liquidated as soon as possible. In some

cases the loan which has been made by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation prohibits the payment of dividends until after these loans
have been paid off. You see that introduces a factor into the situa-
tion that makes it difficult for the railroads to handle the affairs under
this bill.

Senator HASTINs. Does the contract with the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation follow the securities themselves into the hands
of the public?

Mr. FLETCHER. Yes. In some cases they do, Senator, because
they are written into the face of the bonds, or of the obligation. That
is not true of all railroads, however. It depends a good deal on the
state of the credit of the railroad at the time it made the loan.

And then, as Mr. Sargent has so well pointed out, it i3 very essen-
tial that certain railroads, particularly those now undergoing reorgani-
zation expend a good deal of money for capital purposes in order to
rehabilitate their property and overcome quite an accumulation of
deferred maintefiance, and those requirements are frequently written
into the orders of the court which approved the plan of reorganization.

In that connection, I was very much interested in what Senator
King, I beHove it was, asked Mr. Sargent about the peculiarities of
railroad accounting in that respect.

The ordinary industry can usually charge to what I will call "operat-
ing expenses" the cost of replacements. Railroads cannot do that,but only inpart. As an illustration I will use the illustration I used
before the House Ways and Means Committee.

If there is a switch stand to be replaced, which has worn out, which
cost $200 30 years ago, and that same switch stand, of the same
type, will cost $400 now, due to the change in the level of prices when
you come to handle that $400 in the accounting of the railroads,
$200 of that is charged to operating expenses and the excess $200 is
charged to capital, under the rules of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; whereas in private industry, which is not thus regulated, they
way, I imagine, charge the entire $400, the cost. of the new structure,
to operating expenses.

Now the result of that inay be, as you see, that a railroad company
might have at the end ofthe year Voss earnings of $100,000,000.
WTe not ajute income which is delved by thp application of pro-cesswith. which. the committee is familar might be S20,000,00.
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-That is the thing they have got to face when they come to figure up
their taxes. But, of. that amount, $10 000,000 of that $20,000,000
may be represented by additions and fbetterments to the property,
'which simply eprtsents the differences between the dost bf old struc-
tures and the'cost of now structures which take the place of the old
structures, so that $to,000,000 has added nothing to the income-
producing capacity of the railroads, and you are left there ftly with
the $10,000,000 in cash: from which to pay the taxes and tW declare
your dividends. Now, that is the peculiarity of the railroad industry
which I trust that the committee will consider.

Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Fletcher, is it not true that in the law, or the
ruling of the Internal Revnue Department, where we have a case of
this switch, for instance, that Inow posts $400, you can only have credit
for $200, because that is the rule of the Department?

Mr. FLCMTHEi. That is the rule fr replacements; yes. -

Senator KING. If the switch is worn out, if it utterly failed to meet
the requirements of the patrons of the road and they would put in a
new -one, would you have to charge one half of that to capital and one
half to expense?

Mr. FLXTCHER. Yes; If it was twice as expensive now, if it cost
twice as much as it did originally cost on the books-I ant not quarrel-
ing with the principle, I am talking about how it happens to work
out in a case o this sort.

Senator HASTINGS. If the books show it cost $300 originally, then
the difference is only $100.

Mr. FLETCHER. That is right, Senator; and if the cost happened to
be $400 and the cost of the new one $400, there would be no additional
capital.

tgenator HASTINGoS. Yes.
Mr. FL MCrcER. When you apply that to structures And to bridges,

and to large and costly structures of the railroads, you run into money
very rapidly.

Now, another question was asked about the depreciation of the
railroads. ' Ordinarily, as has been stated correctly by Mr. Sargent,
very few of the roads of the United States have set up depreciation
reserves on their ways and structures. All of them for many years
have been required to set up depreciation on their equipment. They
have been permitted to set up depreciation on their ways and struc-
tures, and in soile cases depreciation has been accumulated on the
books of the company as to particular structures, large passenger
stations or large bridges that are outstanding in that particular rail-
road. 1

oMy understanding is, and I am not much of a tax expert, that the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue has been inclined to deny to the
railroads any accumulated depreciation upon their track. I think
that matter wts carried into court. I know it was carried into court
at one time, and the court held with the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, upon the theory that a well-maintained track did not
depreciate.

That is a principle that we would like to ac established in connec-
tion with the valuation of railroad property; but which we have not
hhd much luck with, with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
*That suggests to tne that I knay; without impropriety, just men-

'tlon the fact thaton this uepreciation on equipment the railroads are
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being very much disturbed by rulings of the Departmet, and by the
courts, for that matter, that no depreciation can be takeD on leased
equipment. That is an old question. . I

A writ of certiorari, on which we pleaded with the Supreme Court
to review that questioti, has just been denied. May I take a moment
to spend on that, because it is a very vital and important aintter?

The CHAuRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. FLT.'TCHER. The Boston & Albany Railroad, which extends,

as you remember,. from Albany, N. Y., to Boston, is leased for a
long term-I think 999 years--to the New York Central. Under the
terms of that lease not only does the road convey to the New York
Central the tracks, but its equipment as well, and there is a provision
in the lease that requires the New York Central to kr. p the equipment
in repair, and at the end of the leased period it must restore to the
Boston & Albany Railroad the equipment in as good ondition as it
was when it was taken over.

Now, when we come to talk about depreciation on that equipment
in connection with income taxes we are met with the statement, that
the New York Central cannot take off depreciation on that equipment
because it does not own it, and that the Boston & Albany cannot
take any credit for depreciation on that equipment because they have
a covenant with the New York Central whereby it will, at the expira-
tion of the lease, be restored to the same sound condition it was in
when the lease was made. So we are caught there between Scylla
and Charybdis, if that is the right way to pronounce the classic.

Senator CONNALLY. What is the advantage of a lease in a case of
that kind? In reality a 099-year lease is as good as a sale. There
was some reason, of course, for it.

Mr. FLMCH ER. The history of the thing has got to be considered.
Senator CONNALLY. Never mind about that.
Mr. FLUrCHER. I can explain it in a moment. In 1920 law was

passed governing the railroads of the country, requiring that the rail-
roads of the country be divided up into a limited number of systems,
in accordance with a rather comprehensive scheme adopted by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, but it permitted leases to be made
in the meantime, and those leases were made very generally through-
out the country, because neither the railroads nor the Commission
were quite ready to approve this elaborate scheme.

Senator BARKLEY. If the method of transportation keeps improving
during the next 999 years nobody will be interested in railroad equip-
ment except in a museum will they?

Mr. FLETCHER. I heard the senior member of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the Honorable Mr. Meyer say the other day in
a speech that possibly in 25 years from now there will be no trans-
portation on land and that the railroads would be obsolete, and so
would the automobiles be obsolete. The only comfort I had about
that, Senator, was that 25 years from now will mark the end of my
activity, I am sure.

Senator BARKLEY. And 999 years from now will mark the end of
the activity of all of us.

SenatorHASTINOS. Mr. Fletcher, with respect to depreciation,
taking the illstration that you have just given, under tho present
law you cannot very well quarrel with the Internal Revenue Bureau,
nor withi the court either, can you, with respect to their decisions?
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Mr. FLETCHER. No. It is the law that I am asking to be changed.
That statement of Senator Connally, I think gives force rather than
the'contrary to it, that anybody who has leased a railroad for 999
years is, for all practical purposes, an owner.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Judge. Is Mr. Scully in

now?
Mr. SCULLY. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF JAMES N. SCULLY, BUFFALO, N. Y., JACOB DOLD
PACKINO CO.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Scully, you may present your matter to the
committee.

Mr. SCULLY. What do you want to know?
The CHAIRMAN. We have got you here on the calendar a your

request I imagine. Did ou want to state anything to the committee?
Mr. SCULL.' Well, I do not know what I could say, but ths wind-

fall tax, we cannot pay that, and we cannot pay the processing taxes.
I have paid the procesAin:; taxes as much as I could, and after the hogs
got higher I could not p ay any more.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not in favor of this windfall tax then?
Mr. SCULLY. NO.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are not in favor of the processing taxes?
Mr. SCULLY. NO; unless you make a lighter processing tax, so we

can ay it.
Re CHAIRMAN. What is your business, Mr. Scully?
Mr. SCULLY. I have got a packing business. I have got a little

packing plant working 20 people, 18 married men they have all got
families, they have got children that go to school. The plant is owned
by just myself and my boys. I do not have anything more than this
to keep going, buying and selling, getting the money back, keeping
going. that is all.

Trle CHAIRMAN. You agree pretty generally then with Mr. Woods'
statement yesterday with reference to this windfall tax?

Mr. SCULLY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. Scully. Mr.

oier.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK V. ORIER, CINCINNATI, OHIO, PRESI-
DENT, THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE 00.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you going to discuss the windfall tax?
Mr. GEl E. No, air; the undivided profits tax.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, proccx.
Mr. GEIER. I am representing today four machine tool companies

in Cincinnati. We generally approve and endorse the presentation
on the part of the machinery industries that has b~er made by Mr.
John W. O'Leary. However, we are four smilI, individual companies,
and we do not come hero in any sense in the spirit of opposition; we
come hero to tell you, in a few words, about the problem that we
would face in endeavoring tq operate under this tax. Our industry as
a whole is to be heard this afternoon.

As employers and manufacturers we have tried to figure out how
they would have been able to go through the depression years under
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thia tax, and we ot that we owe it to our employees and to ourselves
to show you just what our problem would be,

I will give you just for a moment a pieturp of the fluctuation in
orders in the machine-tool industrY. I an not going to discuss this,
because this will be touched on this afternoon but I want to incerely
point ouj that the horizontal line on this chart A represents the
average for 1026 taken as normal. We have an extraordinary
fluctuation in volume to deal with.

Senator BARKLEY. What period does that chart cover?
Mr. 0xiLH. This covers from 1919 through the end of 1035.
Senator BARKLEY. What does that high peak in the middle

represent?
0r. GEiai. That represents 1929.
Senator CONNALLY. Is that up or down?

MACHINl TOOL. Ol3SRS
l, 192b' 100

-ee

to

ft

0

S io

Cxmtt A. %1&htn&-torA rdws d Ip0zr ~ eov ~~ l Oa Ra~e.Nc.l$
Wkl tnsuM ~n eang fo d¢ecesslon roweres

'Mr. Gzman. That is up. This is tihe 1928-29 boomi and the
peak years' volume at 155 percent of normal. Weo have been through
0 subnormal years, dropping to a low of 20, an 87-percent decline.

Mr. OmIER. That is tip. -This represnts th~e high peak and boom
period (indicating). Thi represents what we have just gone through
and where we are today lindicatting].

The CHlAIRMAN. You are proceeding upward?
Mr. Oyiyn. Yes, sir; we are at this point. [indicating]. Our aver-

age shipmnents for last year were 80 percent of 1926..
Now, first of 011, WO '.ant to present the problems as to otir chan ces

, of [etting orders. W~e are in the business of manutfacturing machine

:, ~tOd

S senator Co-NNA,,LLY. WN'hat kind of ninchinery is that?
Mr. ClEiER. They tire metal-working machine tools that remove

inmetal either by a metal too] or abrasive wheel, stich as lathes, drills,
milling niachines, grnng machinee% and planers. The four coin-

. panics for whomn I ami speaking build the basic tools, like raffling
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machines, grinding machines, drills, aud lathes which are used to
make all the other kinds of nachiniery and tools, and everything
metal products. I m'ght say at this moment that there is no one,
beginning with the farner who has to depend on his trick, his agricul-
tural machinery, his automobile, or tle railroads to bring his proluce
to market, who is not ultimately dependent on the basic machein
tools with which all these can be built.

Machine tools, too, are basic '%o the national defense by sea, on
land, or in the air, and this is even more true tlay as our forces are
being nmechanized than during the World War when machine tools
were given the first priorities.

Our industry Is small indeed, but without machine tools, as the
transportation, communication, housdmold, and industrial equipment
of the Nation wore out, we should slip back through untold hardships
to a primitive handicraft ago.

Senator BARKLE:Y. How many companies cre there making the
same type of machine tools in the country?

Mr. Omt um. In the whole industry their are perhaps 150 or more.
Now, if our customers spend all the money that they are allowed

to take as depreciation, they will not have spent enough to keep their
plants in up-to-date productive condition. That is shown by this
chart B, data taken from the United States census, going back to
the beginning of the century.

Manufacturing. Wage earners increased tol t
80"

60"
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C'AR T D. SLxce 19)3w& ~ nmo .%.~e r.iture 1r-r't.i so mercezt. 1vchims #4 i nel req-04n CO

You will note that the number of waga earnors in manufacturing
has risen, and further that the value of machinery required per wage
earner has constantly risen because of the need to improve the pro-
ductivity and the nece&ity for more elaborate and refined processes.
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It would be impossible today to produce the modern automobile,
refrigerator, and the many mechanical devices now considered a
necessity, at present prices where they can be purchased by millions
of people, if we had available only the machine tools of a generation
ago. Nhere machine tools formerly worked to manufacturing toler-
ances of a few thousandths of an inch, today we deal in tenth and
even hundred-thousandths of an inch. Naturally these complex,
highly accurate machines require a materially greater investment per
wage earner than the simpler machines of the past.

senator BA xrry. Coincidental with the advance of machinery
the number of employees falls off.

Mr. GEER. During this same period the number of wage earners in
manufacturing industries has risen up to 187 percent of what it was
in 1899. But at the same time that the number of employees in these
industries was rising the amount of machinery required per wage
earner was rising.

Senator IAsTINGs. I suggest, Mr. Geier, that you give the per-
centages for the record, because a person reading the record will not
have the advantage of seeing the chart as you go along.

Mr GEIa. Yes, air. I will just say this, that during the first 25
years of the century the value of machinery per wage earner has risen
to about 170 percent, the value of industrial buildings required to
about 160 percent and the power to about 200 percent.

We point this out to show we are competing to get our customers to
spend their depreciation money for our equipment, but if they spent
all of it they would not have enough, because today it takes this much
more [indicating].

Senator IASTINGS. How much more?
Mr. GEIER. Well, let us made it very conservative, say 50 percent

more per employee to provide the wage earner with the modern ma-
chinery that be needs to be productive. I

Senator GERRY. How much has your own employment increased?'
Mr. GEER. Since 1900?
Senator GERRY. Well, since 1900; whatever your figures are on

that chart.
Mr. GEiFR. Oh, at least three times. So we are competing for thi

depreciation money, and if it were all spent it would not be enough
to keep these customers up to date in equipment.

Now a survey was made some time ago of the buying policy of
machinery users, 200 of whom answered the question 'What savings
do you require when purchasing machinery for replacement purposes?'

The summarized results are shown on chart C.
I will not read you all these figures except to say that 64 percent

of the firms said that they would not buy unless the machinery would
pay for itself within 3 years, and 100 percent of them said it would
have to pay for itself within 5 years. In other words, the economic
equation determined whether or not the purchase was justified.

Now, we wish to point out that since the mere expenditure of do.
preciation reserves historically is inadequate to maintain plants up-
to-date and since the great number of our customers have no aceess
to the capital markets, therefore they can only buy machinery with
earnings which, under this bill, will be taxed as undistributed income.
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Now let us take th case of our customer who needs new machines
costing $10,00. His year's depreciation allowance, much reduced
under recent Treasury regulations, and recognized as inadequate, is
already spent. The works nmanoger requisitions the new equipment
at $10,000, but the president replies that it will take from $13,306 to
$17,000 of the year's earnings to make the $10,000 purchase, depend-
ing on the dividends paid. Paying dividends instead of replacing
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It, for example, the customer must~ improve his plant and h6 keepsonly 40 percent of his earfiffgs (ok that purpose, this"$10,0006 purchasewould actually cost him~ $18,2400 a 62 percen t peatbve fist pric.How can we sell machinery in d18 faco of thisnt b
IIn the heavy-goods industry there is still much unemployment,
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-will suggest an aineiidhient to Anitigato this hardship and partially
offset this obstacle -to the 'recoerzy of the durable-gods industries.

When we considered the problem of.-trrying on a machinc-tool
buasinw through good ,-ear6 and-,ba4 ;ider thisbill, we were startled
by the consoquences. Could our experience be typical? A small
group of us'put ou'r figures for the past 10 years together, and beuse
i§veral of the group are competitors, we used tb6 common-size hasis
with 1926 as the base' normft{ year. ..You gentlemen hre undoubtedly
familiar with this method, which weights all the companies the same.
Jno company is quite small . ne large, and two medium size, but all
are old-established " ndard machine tools.., We
found the:ompod ata thioroughly t and representative of
the industry, a following chart, , F, and 1, portray this
group condit"
- Nownw haO we dobe d - , 1 depression ears? Someone
testifyin fore the' mitt has d er manufac-
'trters r ly used "tJi1 rV to - nitain emplo nt.- As the
'basie m-ce of a ti'cay, ad o0 1 nical velopme , our whole
exist in a technic knowdg
-of ou enneers,w (Ie- c orso ml a
Eve thout the mutus d h man es f Ion associate , We ave
the ugest business r us for hol oure ployeee the limit
of o financi i ity. [-

1426 t92 t , 19q iit 11 551141-

A All 5. - .pIoy ar % 1 P rOM walintad hgbs than iuim volu warr,.te2 In deptVoI.
'Pay got.l$ I)w4V ewor. Numb" of zy~e. 6a*Urg cr¢#y. Oc Iia op i c

Dw.pite the unprecedented severity of th depression, wbNch forced
such severe layoffs, you will note on chart R that we provided more
employment, in numbers and pay rolls in proportikn to our slender
-metus than in the normal and boom years.' In othtt words, when
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things went from bad to 'orse we did not alsah our pay rolls to the
extent of our ability-should I say inability-to finance them out
of our going business. I,

Senator ITASTZNUS. Give us some figures instead of just pointing
to that. , . ... . .

Mr. GEFR.. Well,, lot us see. Take for the year 1932., The pay
roll per dollar of shipments was 30 percent more than It was in the
normal year of 1928, and in 1933 it was 35 percent movie.

As to the number of employees we managed to keep, I consider
our record was-relatively good, The dotted line is the index of the
number of employees we maintained per dollar of shipments, and
throughout the depression we were equal to or substantially above the
basis of 1929, our best, business year.

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you drop off so much in 1934?
Mr,'GmEI., Well, for two reasons. One is that the operations

were getting back to a more normal ratio. The other is that we antic-
ipated the demand. We have to start our men at work substantially
many months before we realize the shipments. Therefore, at the
beginning of a building-up period this index will have to ase, because
the employees increase long before the shipments materialize. Is
that clear?

Senator BARKLEY. Whatis the capitalization of the four companies?
Mr. GEJER. I do not know, but I imagine the total capitalization

of the four companies would be approximately $10,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you maintained about the same hours of

labor and wages since the N. R. A. went out of existence?
Mr. GEIER. Very closely, except wages are higher.
Senator BARKLEY. What have you been doing in .tho way of

dividends?
I Mr. GEIER. I will show.you that, sir, if I may. I do not know
how much my time is running.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, give us the dividends.
Mr. GEIER (exhibiting chart F). This solid line represents our
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composite surplus ting from 13 percent of issued capital in 1928 to
a peak of 46 percent in 1929, and dropping to a deficit of 5 percent, in
1934. The dash line D represents the dividends paid. The highest
dividends were in 1926, when we paid 5.45 percent on invested;
capital. In 1929 and 1930 we paid 4.5 percent, and then you see
the dividends went right on down to the last year they were yper-
cent. You can see the modest dividends, We did not pay those
dividends on that small scale because we would not have liked to pay
more, but these four companies on the average have been in business
in this industry almost 50 years, and the gentlemen who are with
me here today in the back of this room have spent their entire lives
in this industry; they have been through various depressions, and
they know the problems.

So, when we get these extreme peaks in volume, as in 1928-29, we
know that is just a matter of a year or two until we have the reverse.
Then what do we do? We try to protect both ourselves and our
employees.

Now, let us consider the percentage of earnin s undistributed as
defined in the new bill. In 1926, undistributed was 13 percent;
1927 it was 19 percent; in 1928, 71 percent; and in 1920, 65 percent..

I believe that this bill is predicated upon the idea that 30 percent
is about all that should normally be retained. We have retained
twice as much in 1928-29. We did not do it because we were capr-
cious or because we did not want to pay it to the stockholders, but
simply because our experience showed us that we would need those
earnings, and as you see, we certainly did need them, because from
1933 on [indicating) there is a composite deficit on the part of these
four companies.

Senator BARKLEY. What would be the net profits of these four
conjpanies for 1035?

Mr. GEIER. I have not got it in dollars, but I will show it to you
here on a graph in 0 moment. I

Senator BARKLEY. It is more understandable to me if it is in dollars,
based on a composite $10,000,000 investment.Mr. (JEn. I cannot givS it to you, but I will show you the gains
and losses for each year, in a moment, in percentage. I

Senator'BARKLEY. Which one of these companies are you inter-
este in? P

Mr. GEiER. The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.
Senator BARKLEY. What is its capitalization?
Mr. O(umn. We are the largest. About four million.
Senator BARKLEY. What were your net profits last year?
Mr. OmEn. -We mnade last year something under $800,000.
Senator BARKLEY. HOw much of that did you distribute?
Senator CONNALLY. You did petty well with a 20-percent'profit.
Mr. GEIER. We certainly did. We only do that once in a few years,

and that is .nly a small part of our previous losses.
To answer your question, we distribute about $170,rA dividend.
Senator BARKLEY. You distribute about $170,000 out of $800,000?
Mr. GEIER. Yes, sir.
Senator BAINIxTY. Can you give me roughly the same figures for

1934?
Mr. Ggrln. Ale just broke even. We distribute our preferred

dividends of $115,000, and I think about $40,000 besides that. About
$155,000. That is just from memory,
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-Senator BARKLXY. How'would that compare with 1932 and 1033?
Mr. GEIRS. About the same or a little more; a little more. lye

paid our preferred dividends. In ourpartieulcr company we have
paid that ivithoutinterruptioh'frgm the first.

Senator BARKLEY. Didyou pay any dividends on your common?
- Mr. Groi. Yes; a small amount. .

SehstorBLs.CK. HoW€ many preferred-stock holders did you have?.
Mr. GEaE. I did not come ,prepared to answer all of those ques-

tions, but I think we must have 170 or 180 or thereabouts.
Senator BLACK. How many common-stock holders?
Mr. GEutS, Perhapp 50 or 0.
Senator Km,€o. Is that in your company or all four?
Mr. GZEER. I am only speaking of my company.
Senator BLACK. What is the largest percentage of stock owned by

any one person?: Isit pretty evenly divided?
Mr.GERIF.R. I guess maybe there might be one person would own

15 percent.
Senator BLACK. Of the preferred or the common?
Mr. GEIER. Of the common. The preferred is pretty well dis"

tributed.
Senator CONAALLY. Are you an officer of the company?
Mr. GEIER. Yes, sir; I am the president.
Senator CONNALLY. You know then, about all of these things that

you are talking about?
Mr. GEIER. Yes, sir; I am giving you the information to the best

of my knowledge and belief.
Senator CONNALLY. Have you not a statement of your company

anywhere?
Mr. GEIER. I haven't it here.
Senator CONNALLY. I thought the president carried all of that

around in his head.
Mr. GEIER. I wish I could. There are plenty of other problems.
The CHAIRUA. Ile has plenty of information.'
Senator HASTINGS. All these charts are the combined companies?.
Mr. (lyfi. Yes; had we paid the taxt% under the new bill and

identically the same dividends during this 10-year period you will
see from the dotted line on chart F that our surplus would. have been
reduced to'a very heavy deficit, and it would not have been possible,
for us to carry on, measured in terms of surplus. Under the new bill
undistributed earnings from 1926 to 1929 would have been 17, 18,
48, and 46 percent, respectively,,and of course nothing in the 5 last
years, and 40 percent in 1935. . . I , I

Senator BARKLEY. Looking at that chart from the standpoint of
an engineer, it would look as If that high hill there when you pull that
off into the hollow would about level it up; ia'tbat about right?

Mr. GEi1R. No, sir; we started in 1020 with this am~wit of sur-
plus [indicating. .

Senator 11ASTiNGS. Tell us what it is,
Mr, GEjER. Yes, sir,. -It is about 13.percent;
Senator HASTINGS. Of your earnings?
Mr. GEJER. Thirteen percentof this index; Of our capitaliza-

tion. .1
Senator HIsXsNos, MhyJItalIyour attention to the fact that this

record is ot showing a lot 'of,,aluable Information which you have
collected. I am not able to follo.walIo91:thoso charts, j, .
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Mr. ,GE=S. Can we put those figures into the record gubsequentl0y
in a bribi?

The CjAi~av-, Yes; you may.
Senator HASTINGS. I think it will be very 1pfM if 'you could.
Mr. GLIER. We will present-.a brief giing the detailed figures.
The CiAIRMAN.' Do it pretty soon.,
Senator BARKLEY.'Do you have a permanent and moi,, or les

stationary surplus?
Mr. GEIER. No; the composite surplus got down below zero.

You can see in our own company's case it was down to about 2 per-
cent. It was down to where it had vanished. But for this group,
the surplus was a deficit from 1932 on, if we had paid the tax on the
new basis (indicating].

Senator HASTINGS. Just what do you mean by the tax on the new
basis? Do you mean if you baddistributed all of your dividends?

Mr. GEiER. No; if we had paid the same dividends as we had
actually paid and we had paid tax under House Resolution 12395 on
whatever we iad left.

Senator GEoRGE. You mean if you had paid the same dividends
and made the same withholdings and retained the same amount you
did during the years. .. ..

*Mr. GEIER. Yes, sir; the dotted line, chart F, shows the difference
between the ol tax schedule on our financial position, and the now
one over this period of 10 years. Confronted with this problem of
how to finance our pay roll and so on, we could not have paid those
dividends, because we could have done so only by wholesale sacrifice
of pay roll-in fact, we could not have done it. So we have shown

4o-
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here on chart G exactly the same figures. If we had paid no dividends,
whatsoever in 10 years [fiidieatingj we *ould have wound, up wider
the new tax plan with a les surplus than we had at the end of 1926.

Senator IIASTINGS. Without having paid any dividends?
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Mr, OIJER. Yes, sir. The only way, in other words,. for us to haVe
survived would have been not only by cutting the dividends, but we;
would have had to further reduce our employees, and I want to touch
on that in a moment, later.

Senator KiNo. You wouki have been broke?
Mr. O.lEH. Yes, sir; we would most likely have been broke before

this timo came. Some of us came very close tit as it was.
Senator HASTINGs. If you had paid out all of the dividends, how

much trouble would you havo had to have gotten the stockholders
to reinvest that and thereby give you some additional working capital?

Mr. Gmyni. We are in a small industry that does not, have access
to the normal capital markets. In our entire industry, there are not
10 people who have ever sold their stock publicly.

Senator BARKLEY. Would you, in figuring the price of your prod-
ucts, when you figure the price of your products you figure in the
taxes and everything, do you not?

Mr. GEFR. 'I wish we knew some way to do that.
Senator BARKLEY. Your price includes something more than the

actual cost of manufacture?
Mr. GEIER. Our prices are fixed by two things. One is the compe-

tition and the other, which is more important, is the economic justi-
fication for our product in the hands of the buyer. What it will save
him.

Senator BARKELEY. In figuring how much you have got to set
aside for expenses before you have any profit at all, you have to figure
in the overhead, interest, labor cost, and whatever taxes are paid to
the State, county, and city, or to the Federal Government?

Mr. GEIER. So far as my experience goes, I do not believe any of
the companies that I am speaking for have even been able to figure
their taxes in as a part of their costs.

On the question as to whether or not we could finance ourselves,
with this record of an up-and-down volume which is well known
throughout the industry and throughout financial circles, we do not
have an access to the capital markets.

May I bring in one point here-
Senator HASTINGS (interposing). What is that chart that jrou have

in your hand?
'Mr. GEI R. This is a record of the sales in this industry and our

figures parallel that very closely.
Senator Kno. Thus is one of the first ones you referred to there?
Mr. GEiER. Yes, sir, chart A; this will be explained this afternoon.

Here is how we would wind up if we had never paid a dollar of di ri-
dfnds, since taxes under the H. R. 12395 and losses exceed: total
earniug of the 10-year period [indicating chart G).

'The effect of this bill on us is to force us to reduce the meager
dividends which at no time exceeded 5.45 percent of net worth and
steadily dwindled.

Senator HASTi OS. is that on th comnoh?
Mr. GEIER. The total disbursed, including the preferred and the

common.
Senator KIwo. Were the sales of your preferred stock for capital

investment?
Mr. GEzJE. Yes, sir. In the days gone by.
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Senator BARKELY. What is the dividend rate on your preferred
stock?

Mr. GEISB. Six percent,
Senator IASTINoS. Is it Qumulative?
Mr. GrlaxR. Yes, sir. Some of the companies in tins group have

long since been unable to pay their preferreddividends. We are the
only ones to my knowledgethat were able to keep it up.

Senator KINO. Out of the four companies?
Mr. GEIER. Yes, sir. We had discussed whether we could leve

paid this tax on the basis of having a book surplus from which to pay
it. Now we will look to see if we had the cash to pay it, in other words,
were our earnings in the liquid form that they could have been dis-
tributed as taxes?

The height of these bars represents the total e4rnings for their years,
Before, Federal taxes, in 1926, 8 percent; in 1927 7X percent; ii

1028, 20 percent; in 1929, 25 percent. The loss for the succeeding
years, is shown below the line, in 1030, even; in 1931, 13M percent;
in 1932, 123 percent; in 1933 11 percent; in 1034, '434 percent. In
1935 a gain of 5 percent.

The diagonal shading represents the dividends disbursed ;the black
up.here [indicating] represents the tax paid under the old iaw, The
white bars represent the undistributed net earnings. On this un-
distributed-net-earings portion, you see here in white in those 2
years is the only portion of the undlstributed net earnings which was
available in net quick assets, Ths balance was either in plant, fixed
investment, or in inventories. I

You might sy, why are not tbj inventories, considered current
assets from what taxee can be ptad? Unfortunately, we V41h we
could pay things out of that, but at the time we needed to do that
that inventory of course was Wholly unsalable. Had it been salable,
our sales would have been better than they were. In other words,
it was not possible for us to turn that inventory into cash.

Some years ago the Robert Morris Associates, who analyze industry
statistics for bankers so that they can use them in determining whether
credit is to be extended to possible borrowers, made a 10-year study
of the figures of our industry. They analyzed and compared the
various ratios, and of the 35 industries listed, we had the dubious
honor in turn-over of inventory to total cprtai investment, of being
the second slowest of the 35 industries, r.nd we were only surpassed
by qtandingtmbr%,
tSo you can see how liquid our inventory is, We do our best to

sell our product. But you will see that while we have this so-called
undistributed net income, we 4o not know how to turn it into cash,
and this little white area of 9 percent in 1928 [ndicating] aid of 5
percent in 1920 is the liquid total that we would have had that we
could have paid oit in cash in divdends oi in additional taxes. In
1928, had the new tax bill been in effect, 4X percent, or half of this
liquid remainder, would have been paid in increased Federal taxes
and in 1920 the entire remainder of th6 years liquid eating would
have been absorbed by the tax. These added taxes are shown on
chart H by the offset black bars. . ' ' . I I

Senator HAWINos. I would prefer to have that in figures.
Senator CoVizs. He Is going to put it in the record,
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Mr. G anc. As a reslt,, 1928 with the tiny white area of liquid.
undistributed earning, amounting, to 5 parent of capitalization, is
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the depresd'on y ea, Andjyou seo thoy art Pretty long and, pretty
severe. The white bars with minus sigs represent the annual decline
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in net quick assets for esoh one of those years over and above the
previous year. .will not take time to oito the figures, but you will
note the liquid balance of 1928-29 was utterly inadequate to cover
this. We did not withhold our dividends in the good years because
we did not want to pay them, but we knew that this sort of thing is
characteristic of our industry.

Consider now our net liquid assets, as shown on Chart I, leaving
the inventory out, because, as I have shown you, it is not liquid.

Senator BARKLEY. Over what period is that chart?

50
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Mr. GEIER. This is the same period of 10 years from 1926 t, 1935"
in 1926 we had 20 percent iti net liquid assets [indicating on Chart).
This rose to about 25 peret .n 1929 and then declined to current
levels just Above zero. Obvouly, we could not have distributed more
in dividends or taxes.' Now, had we been under. the now tax during
this whole period,'all quick assets would have been gone and wo would
have drppedt to 6 percent below z ero, shown, on thie Chart by the
asterisk. -Of course, 'we could not hie paid that; we could not have
survived that long, but that'is where we would have been instead of
being practically at' zero.

Gentlemen, we think there are two kinds of relief that we would
like to urge tipon you to consider for an industry of this kind. First
I pointed out the fact t hat this bill effectively increases the cost of
our product to the tuser,, me.sured in ternis of the earnings usually
used to buy machinery.

We would like to, suggest, In" view of the fact that the Treasury

depr.aion ' aQeaay ihUat~ that oho kind of relief shouldba
thhtt, ionii or divdugda Wvhoill bUy nmachineryid capi,.Agido dit oh tot thir de

g i vd ha.raeor~n xsee P dotri.Copo ite 1 o pese "
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additional roerve 8,.!,,noOe if abtdally. _spent, equal to their deprecla-
til rs0rveibefore the ti. appliee. That is the only way you can
give us iutial relief froi, ;he penalty cost imposed on our niachinery
and the further barrier to recovery of durable goods industries thereby
erected under this bill.

Senator HASTINGS. Under this bill?
Mr. GIEZn. Ys, sir. And we respectfully ask you to consider this

additional amendment 'Inasmuch as we have shown that we cannot
survive unless we are allowed to save a large potion of our earnings
in the good years, we believe that relief should be afforded to the
extent of allowing industries like ours, before the tax is calculated,
to, set aside 40 percent of their net earnings in a depression reserve
so that it will be available to finance their employees and the business
ddring the succeeding depression, with the limitation that that would
be inoperative when any corporation hd a 'surplus of 50 percent 6f itsca li zation.

We are not seeking something tbht is wide ot6a, but mely forithel
fellow who has no surplus and hoA no chance to lh e through a severe
depression, to give him an opportunity to get up to 60 percent before
the full weight of this taxation falls upon him.

Senator HASTINGS. What do you say about the tax on that 40
percent? ,-r

Mr. 031nn. We think it ought to be specified as a reserve.
Senator HASTINGS. You mean without tax?
NMr. GEJER. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. Of any kind?
Mr. GE;iEB. We maintain that any earnings that we make in

boom periods cannot really.be classified as earnings without a sub-
stantial reserve to take care of the itorresponding losses to com6 and
for the reason tha t our inventory turnover is so slow. S0ifie of us
started lots of machines back in 1929 and 1930 and we would not
like our custQmers to know this, but we still have some of these
machines unsold. It is not possible to calculate profits in our in-
dustry on I year or even on several years.
if we werp in a, retail business or a consunier gooqs industry, a

few months or oven a year covers usually all the phases of the business
turnover for substoitial purposes as subject to taxation, but a natural
accounting period for us is not I year. It ought to be the full
cycle which, as you have just seen, has been 10 years.

Senator BARKLEY. -Under, this bill it 1o calculated that from 30 to
40 percent of the net eainings may be set aide without any increased
taxation over what is now in' the law. Is it yur posltloh that thpt
40 percent ought to be allowed to be set aside withoUt paying even
the resent tax on it?
-,Ar. GEiER. We certainly should pay the preoeit tax, but we think

that 'on industiy'like ours- should set aside at 1ait 40 percent more
than the consumer goods and other big industries because they do
not have these terrible depressions to deal witb, the wtiy wq do. I
do not want to talk too much of our troubles.
8 tor ByiD. YqU do not m"aP that, this 40 percent w6uld be

freeof taxa tion? You propo to pay' the present rikt of taxation?
Mr. (ire, ''. beliey, we o'04fi' to hav6 :omething inadduton, We do not qonsder th6 ree'ge as pro1t: We will 'agree

not to pay it out in dividends. We'wnt td keep our eiduloyes
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together. We have been through the process of seeing our cash
dwindle, with no orders, and seeing men who have been on our pay
rolls for many, many years lot out. Qne of these companies has
12,000 ears of accumulated service represented by the people on its
pay rol.

if you gentlemen can picture what the problem is for us when we
are forced to lay off our experienced, long-seaivice men, when we have
to dismiss good engineers who have been with us for many years and
whom we know that we need because of their technical qualifications,
and tell them that we cannot keep them because weave not the
money to do so.

There is only one way that we might survive under this bill, and
that is if we adopt the policy of cutting our organization and cutting
every mart to the point that our cash receipts will force us; but that
is terrible. That is going to be the destruction of these technical
organizations, and the employee-wo can cut out the dividends, but
if we cut the dividends out, we will still be unable to go through.

Senator 1fASTINes. Do you know what your average pay per manis Ker week.fr. GaiER. I cannot give you that. I can say this, that in this

group, as far as our direct knowledge extends, the average hourly
earnings of these employees were higher in 1929 than they were in
1926, and they are higher today than they were in 1929.

Senator HASTINGS. Do you know about what they are?
Mr. OG :R. I would not be able to say. There are so many classes,

producers, nonproducers, designers, technical men of all kinds. I
could not give an offhand statement. But that is the problem we
face gentlemen.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr., Geier.
.Mr. OiER. Thank you very much for your' kindness.
-The CAIRMlAN. If you want to add to your remarks and supply

may information niore specifically than the charts, we will be glad to
have you do so.

Senator hASTINOS. Are the charts to be placed in the record, Mr.
Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN. I i rot see how they can be placed in the record.
Mt. GEIR. We' catt reproduce them on a small scale.
Senator KINo. You mean without colors? You could not put them

in in colors.
The CHAIRMAN. You eah explain them.
Senator KiNo. I wish you would leave them with the secretly.
Mr. GrIr. If you wish, we will reproduce them on a small scale

and file them with our statement.
The CHAIRUAN. The next witness is Mr. Otto Cullman.

STATEMENT OF OTTO O'1LLMAN, PRESIDENT, CULLMAN WHEEgL
CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

The CHAIRMAN.' Do you want to discuss a question along the line
that Mr. Goier has been talking? I

Mt. CULT tAN. No; I am speaking from an entirely different angle.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you require?
Mr. 'CULLMAN. It will take bout i2 minutes. I am speaking. for

the consumer.
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I count ft a pleasure to leave 'my business in'Chicago and come
here to Washington to counsel with you about this'revenue bill.
somehow I seem to feel the thrill of public service which must be alUr e pirt of your compensaton. It s to be hoped that you are not
nearly as nervous of me a mere businessman, as I find myself of you
statesmen with the destinies'of 180,000,000 people in your hands;IOf course; every fair-minded man will recognize the practical
difficulties with which you, representatives of the people are faced.
No gain comes from refusinf- to recognize these 'difficulties. You
have the unpleasant task of finding revenue to continue the upward
climb of the Nation out of this dreadful depression.

Now as -I see it you would be very short-sighted indeed did you
pass a tax bill which defeated this object of yours. For the following
reasons I believe that this bill would do just that: I I

1. These proposed taxes are taxes on industry. I am aware of
the fact that industry is an impersonal thing and cannot strike back,
so it seems. I know that Industry appears a fine thing to tax because
it gives everyone the feeling that they will not be taxed. This you
know is both a delusion and an illusion. It arises from a wrong
concept of taxation effects and from a disordered imagination. All
taxes on industry become a part of the cost of production and thus

,increase the price of goods. , To increase the prices of goods under
present circumstances is to reduce further thepurchasing power of
the masses. The President has very forceably reminded us; I think
on several occasions that the majority of our products are consoind
by families with incomes below $2,000 a year. " Now every time you
reduce the, pumrhasing power of the masses you put someone out of a
job and to that extent increase your own difficulties of adequately
caring for the relief problem.

2. You see I am really pleading the cause not of industry not of
the consumer. There has been a very dangerous trend in taxation
over the last few years-and as a friend of the real bosses of industry-
the consumerp--I want to protest against it. These present pro-
posals go in that direction more rapidly and to a greater extent and
distance than any previous enactments which have come from any

Congress.
On page 1 of the report of the Secretary of the Treasury for the

year 1934 you will find a very significant chart depicting this tendency.
It reveals that in the period from 1925 to 1934 the taxes received from
"miscellaneous internal revenue sources" have gone from a low of
15 percent of the total in 1930 to a high of 47 percent in 1934. In his
report of 1935 he states that this has been reduced in percentage to
43 percent but that is vastly larger in total amount. The decrease
in percentage ho ascribed to increases in other taxes. Now it does
not take much argument on my part to prove that these "miscellaneous
internal revenue sources" are consumption sources. ' I merely need to
quote the Secretary himself. He says:

In 1934 nearly 90 percent of miscellaneous internal revenue came frout the
following sources, in order of their Importance as revenue producers- Tobacco
taxes manufacturers' excise taxes, the tax on fermented liquors National Indus-
trial recovery taxes, the estato tax, and taxes on distilled spirits and wines.

Could the low spirits of the people have been taxed in this year the
revenue income might have beon prolific. , , •

,51 .2
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Thedifficulty I apprehendin this proposedbill,in thosstaxo you states-
men aredevising is thatthiyare onsumptiontaxeo. Theyhaveinherent
in them all the vicious elements of disriminatory ,taxes because they
bepr most heavily on the poor. You may levy them on the apparent
ability of industry to pay them but under economic laws they will
come down on the consuming masses in a flood of higher prices--a
flood which will wipe.Away all the progress which we have painfully
made and leave us deeper in a depression from which we cannot ris
by the expedient of taxing consumption. The poor wlI pay these
taxes and it does not matter how much you attempt to hide this fact
it will rise up like the blood spot of Macbeth to curse you. They
will pay these taxes by k-wered wages and they will pay them in
increased living costs. King Canute could not stop the tides and
no finance committee can ever change the laws of economics.

It would manifestly be unfair to me to make this destructive
criticism without doing what our President has incited us to do,
namely, offer constructive suggestions. I have some to make.

About this time last year I visited your city. and left with Heon.
Mr. Eckert of Pennsylvania enough copies of my book "Twenty
Million Dollars every Day" for each of you to receive one with my
compliments. Some have acknowledged the receipt to me but I
recognize that many have been too engromed in the aiflicult taskyou
gentlemen have to do, thi4. y

.Acently I mailed to each ofyou a copy of a petition which'The
(rontsumers' Recovery. League, Ino., is circulating in Illinois. This
petiton contains the germ of the suggestion I would like to make to
you gentlemen. ,,;. 1, , A,
- YNrw:pajor consideration must be the effot of your taxation policies
on employment. I am contending that this bill will tend to increaseuneiployrpent cad I am suggestin that something 'be done to
stimulate the building industry which is as everyone kii0ws the
greatest single industry for employment. Ito ramifications are so
Wide in opr whole economic lie that to stimulate it is to lft all others
onto a higher plane of prosprity.-

My proposalis, that to stimulate the building industry and to be
a curve of the whole unemployment problem you make it a condition
of the Federal grants to States for relief that they stimulate the build.
ing industry by passing laws which will exempt all niew buildings from
State and local taxes. It might be objected that such a plan would
cost State and local governments too much in lost revenue. The
1xtequate answer to this is that no government gets any revenue from
buildings not yet erected just as the unemployed find no jobs on
buildings not erected.

. Senator KINo. That would mean, would it not, that when we come
to pass this $1,500,000,000 bill for Mr, Hopkins to expend, that We
insert a provision in that that none of it, shal be used for building
purposes unless the States within which it is to be expended shall
exempt the buildings from taxation for a reasonable time?

Mr. CULLMAN. Or should receive no relief.
Senator BaRKLET. 0I course, that would mean that they would

receive no relief at all because there is not a State in the Union that
could.exempt new build dings from taxation without amending its con-
stitution, wlich would have to be submitted to the people, and which
probably would be defeated.
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Mr, CULUMAN. I realize there are difficulties.
Senator BARXLzy. The depression would be over before your

remedy could start.
The CHmIRuAN. All-right; proceed.
Mr. CULLMAN. Let me finish, and theb you can Mk any questions

if ypou have any to ask.
That this has very Practical difficulties inherent in it I am fully

awafe but that these dfficulties do not begin to compare with those
which fabe us if we continue as we are going is beyond question.
After all, the unemployed are in our local communities and it is there
that ros and insjrrections will start. It is there that the future
burdens and probelms created by this depression, will have to be
faced.

Now what I am proposing has already been done and attended by
such a marked success that only selfish interests cold possibly object
to it. It was done in New York City. The result was a phenomenal
stimulation of the bulldig industry, an unheard-of spread of em-
ployment and a most gratifying outpouring of private finance to carry
On the program.

What I am proposing is being done in one other part of the world.
In Santiago, Chile) they are experiencing a building boom of most
gratifying proportions. This has been induced by A simple tax
exemption law. It could eventuate in much'later aid more bene.
ficial enterprise hete In America where we need s6 muh hew building.

It is conservIatively estimated that this building activity would
Amount to froin 25 to 35 billion dollaft, and Wll this wolid resut
without loss of revenue to State or local governments because " I
have &lri -by pointed out, they'tan collect no revenue from building;
hot .-t erected. , I I .

Gefitlemen, I thank you for this ouatesy and leave this statement
with ybu fot your further onsldetaUon. ,'
The Ca UA*nh Thank you #erymuch Mr. Cullman.

he next Witness is Herman H. Und, 6 enetal Minager, National
Machine Tool Builders Association.

WAT]EMENT O0 HERMAN i. LIND, CLEVELAND, OHIO, GENERAL
J9ANAGXft, NATIONAL MACIWE-TOOL BUILDR8 ASSOCI.

Senator KiNo. I see you have charts, Mr. Lind. If you will direct
attention to them and if you can identify them in the record, so that
we can follow then, I Will apptciate it.

Mr. LiND. The bigger charts I have copies of for the record. One
of the charts that I usewas used it rnomeVnt ago by Mr. Oeier.. I would
like to cover some different poitits with it, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope That you can cover those which he did not

cover.
Mr. IAND. That is what I hope to do.

* The CHARm N. All iht; proceed.
Mr. Lu. My Vartilar job is general manager of the a&sociation,

an4 tht job 'arres'with it a lot of traveling among the members,
in fact that !s'tho principal duty. ' So that! afI talking to you men
S inm the staftdpoint 'of actually 'visiting the plants, both during the
depression and at the present time.
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Senator KINo. How many members are there of the asmociation?.
Mr. LUND. There are about 150 people in the industry that we caU

machie-tool builders. In addition to that, there are some people,
foundrief, machine shops, and so forth, who build a few machines
and tools as a very small part of their business. Of the 150, we have
about 135 in the asocation,

It is a very active and aggressive association in the matter of stand.
ardization and promotion of its sales, and that sort of thing. The
lifesaver of the industry has been the accumulation of these over-all
figures to develop this chart.

This chart [indicating) represents about 90 percent of the industry
going back to the original time. This particular peak in here in
1929 [indicating] was of very short duration, and the value of it was
not as much as you might expect, because the expense of sliding over
in business from there [indicating) to there indicating] is a terrific job.

Senator KING. What is that chart? .
Mr. LiND. This graph is a 3-month moving average of the sales

for the entire industry. It looks pretty bumpy if you see it; but if
we would not use the 3-month floating average, that would be just
full of crickets, and even that is tremendously smooth as compared
to a individual company's cbart. -We Would have brought that
along, but it is such a Jumble of lines up and down that it would not
mean a thing.'

But from the standpoint of the operation of an individual business,
they have one of the most difficult jobs that I know of in industry to
maintain a uniform flow of busiess through their plants, and then
you have to couple with that the fact that a tremendous percentage
of their mechanics are specially skilled, and I mean really skilled over
the years, because we have gotten to the point now that talking of a
thousandth of an inch is a very loose fit. We are splitting ten.
thousandths, and ih some of the refrigerators you are buying today
you are getting the splendid use of the refrigerators by reason of the
fact that they are measuring and producing parts off of our machines
measured in two light waves, which is about a millionth of an inch.
That is the type of men we have to have in the industry, and that is
the terrific strain that is thrown on the manufacturers when they come
to terms of this kind. They must maintoln the nucleus of these
men in the designing department, in thi engineering department
and all through the plant. They are artisans of the very highest
order.

At this particular point (indicating) in 1932 and 1933, I called on
approximately 100 plants In a matter of about 8 months; and
gentlemen, I wish it were possible to paint a picture to you men of
what I found in these plants. I would r into the president of the
company, and there would be a few people around the office, and no
business coming in, end a good office saved on heat and light and all
that sort of thing, and the first thing they would ask was whether they
were going to be able to live through this or not. But they would
hardly be through that before they would be telling about their worries
with their workmen, men that had been with them for years, and they
felt that they were responsible for them.

Averages are deceptive in a good many ways, gentlemen. Most
of our plants are very old. A 50-year plant is not unusual in our
industry at all. We have some that are 100 years old. Over the
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e, they had adcumulated enough so that they could get along
ratty wel but there were a great man of these people in 1932 that
ey. were down to the point that, they just could not do anything for

their men to speak of, at all. They- tried to get them jobs here and
there and the other place. These men are capable men, and they
went out into industry -and got jobs in other industries. We found
them in the butcher shops and the gasoline stations, and some of them
we,have not gotten back. But we are hoping to get more and more
of them all the time.....

This industry is the farthest back in the durable-goods industry;
because it makes the machines that make the machines for both
cApital-goods and consumer-goods industries. A chart of the con-
sumers' goods, food, for instance, only runs about 12 or 15 percent
off of the line, and normally their cycle is a year. They may have
fluctuations by the month, depending on the business or by the
quarter, but by the end of the year their operations even out over the
year. I i

For a like consideration for our industry, as Mr. Geier pointed out,
it is absolutely essential that our tax be based on some consideration
of the cycle, and evened out a bit, particularly if the tax gets any
higher than it is today, in any way. That is the particular point
that I want to make.

The CHAtnuAr. I notice the line started up about March 1933, on
the chart...

Mr. LIND. Yes; very fortunately; at that time. At the time you
passed the first P. W. A. allotment, the P. W. ,A people gave some
money to the Army and the Navy; and, gentlemen, it was a lifeaver
for a gr at many of our little people at that time. Your Army and
Navy pfants-Mfr. Geier was talking-about depreciation and obso.
lescence. ,1 could not help but think that down at the Washington
Navy Yard, for instance, we have a plant, at the best, on a very con*
servative depreciation, a $16,000,000 value; aid as I remember, the
depreciated value a year or two apo was down, to something like
two and a half million dollars on a very low depreciation.
* That is what started us up at that point indicatingg. They gave

us a little kick. And along in here [indicating) we got some foreign
business. About 20 percent of our business runs foreign. At this
point [indioating] one of the large automobile plants in France
decided to put in a new line of machinery comparable to: the auto-

* mobile plants in this country, so we got a little kick there.
Our people had to use their engineers arid designers during the de-

pression; when they found that they did w't have orders, they, went
ahead and developed new thin,,s; and last year we promoted a good-
sized show, and the automobile and the refrigerator and house-
appliance indust saw that by pu tting in'these newer tools they couldexpand their markets and sell more, and the result of that gamble on
the part of our people-and it was a gamble, gentlemen-it cost quite
a bit of money-but as a result of thAt gamble that they took, they
have sold a great many machines. Their first publicity on their show
started here [indicating), and that largely accounts for that, and the
results of employment in the industries that used these machines and
received them and benefited by them. , A, recent study shows that 10
industries who are most highly mechanized in this country, using our
tools, abb most nearly to their 1029 employment, and some are by.
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That is by reason of the expanded ml.-,et that the lQwer costs and,
beAterproducts creates.: : . 1 .... . I

Senator KINo. Many of these larz, industries then, depend upon,
your.industry for tools? I I
, Mr. LIND. Our industry is a service to all metal-working industries;

and one of the things that is very essential not only to keep our men
going through the depression but when the depression is over, our
industries'must be in a sound shape in order to render the service to
all other industries that are dependent on it. There are machines to
be repaired, parts to be replaced, new machines, new products to come
out, and all that sort of thing.

We are really worried about the curtailment of sales if our custom-
era are taxed too hard, so that we think we get a sort of a double blow
from a bill of this tMe. Not only does it hurt our own companies
who have to maintain a surplus to go through the shallow years, but
also we fear that the osb of the machinery in terms of keeping the
money in our customers' hands will interfere with the sale of our prod-
uct, so we fear we are going to get a double shot of this.

If I may, I would like to giveyou a couple of illustration of a couple
of our companies, to get away from the averages for a minute. , Here
is a company, for instance, that would normally employ, say, ,250
men. I am talking from known facts. They came into this period,
and they-had a good many orders on hand, and they' happened to
get a lucky break and kept -building a little extension, and about 1931
they. found themselves extremely low, on money. ' That particular
planet kot down to the point that the only thing that saved it wa's the
personal integrity of the president of the company, who is a I most
marvelous engineer and has the -respect of his customers and the
whole industry, and it wis just his personal intetity that saved him.

I am! thinking of another company that went (nto this depression,
a company over 50 years old, and in the hands of the second genera-
tion, who Is himself an elderly man, worth about two and i half
millions, and'employing about 200 people noinally. They went into
the depression with about $600,000, approximately, of cash and
securities. Hewas down to his last $20,000 when the orders started
to come in.

I am going to show you now what happens. Tis is the year 1929,
therd'as 100 (indicating]. Here is where the sales went indicatingg.
Here is where our taxes kept, but here [indicating) is where our people
kept hanging on to their employees. Not all of them wore able to
do it financially. They all wished to, but some of them got down to
here indicatinggi. Some of them were able to maintain their employees
here (indicating). That shows what our people went through during
that period. Now, I have for you some actual figures, and there is a
copy of this for the record.

Senator KINa. You Wean you have had it reproducel?
Mr. LiND. This is enlarged from the record, for convenience to use,

here. These are the figures of 16 of what we term "our smaller com-
panies"; not the smallest. These are $750,000 companies and less,
16 of them selected at random.

You will notice that they had these current assets, including invent.
tories and all the things they do business with outside of fixed, worth.
$4,259,00. That iad shrunk to 69 percent of that in 1935, a heavy
drop in hek-e [nd.icatipg], of course. 0f course, their capital at the

517,
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ame, time bad ;shrunk.- Their combined capital. and, surplus froni
$51,805000 dropped to $4,170,000, and, of course,that ii working
capital, I . - f !

Here Is an interesting thing on earnings. They made $1,208,000
in this huge year of 1929. They lost in 1932 $605,000; $352,000 in
1934; they lost $42,000, and then in 1935 they made $87,000. They
are not in a healthy condition gentlemen, to borrow money or any-
thing else until they get this ure- back somewhere to this indicate .
ingi, because bankers all know the ups and downs of this business.

SALES. EMPLOYMENT AND TAXES

EXPERT IENCE 'OF 32 COMPANIES
IN PERCENT OF '1929

100

/

1929 1 1.930.1'!3 1931 1 I 9 4 193_29 1 V

Senator KiNO. Are these various firms scattered throughout the
United States?

Mr. LinD. Yes. I do not know exactly who they are. We collect
figures bf this kind without identification, and I really do not know

who they are, but I am sure they are scattered
Senator Kiio. But you have stated you traveled around a great

deal in thevarious States? .
Mr. LiaND. Yes.' Tha situation in All of these plants is just about

the same, because they compete in the same markets.

518;
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Senator Kiuwo What proportion of the industry would be In plants

or in corporations with less than $100,000 corporations or less than
$250,000 capital?

Mr. LIND. Less than $200,000 capital, I should say we would have
15 or 20 concerns. The machine-tool industry is peculiar inthe type
of men that engages in it., -He is fundamentolly an engineer and
inventor, and I often think-well I know, that in many cases the joy
they get out of designing and producing and inventing a new machine
overcomes their money interests, but they do have to have some money
to do the job.

Here [indicating) is one of the 16 larger companies, $760,00 and up.
You will notice there is a quick asset of $34,000,000. That went
down practically to half, 61 percent. The liabilities-they do not
vary very much. , Theii profit in 1929 wa $9,000,000.,. Then they
began to lose money, and they continued to lose money here indicat-
ing) and in 1934 the made $3,000., In 1935 they made $1,546,000.

Senator KiNo. I at was the loss in 1932?
Mr. LIND. $4,086,000,
Senator K so. In 1933 it was how much?
Mr. LIND. $2,783,000. Then they just practicatly played even

at that point.
Senator GuirFY. What was the approximate loss in 1930 and 1931?
Mr. LuND. ,We did not have those figures, sir. I am sorry, but we

got these together in such a hurry that we had to be abit easy on our
companies.

Notice the difference in the drop-off of employees in relation to
sales. Here we have 100 percent sales in 1929; ,'e dropped to 13, 13,
and 29. In employees 28, 28, 44, and 65.

NMr. Geier covered the fact that our employees go up faster than
our 54es.

SenatorCoNAL&Y. Do all of'those chart cover 1020 tol,1935,
pretty much? 1,

Mr. LIND. Yes; we do not have them for the earlier years.
Senator CONNAtLY. That isthe depression period. Is it not true

that probably all other industries were affected very much in the same
r. LIND. Not nearly to the degree,

Senator CONNALLY. Why should you start from 1929 and come up
to 1935 unless that is true?

Mr. LIND, We just wanted to show the surplus we had at 1929
th, permitted us to live through these other years.

&., iator CONNALLY. Those same conditions pretty much obtained
with all other industries?

Mr. LIND. Not to the same degree. I do not know of any other
industry except the locomotives that that same thing would happen.
Relative to sales, I do not know of any other industries outside of
machine lines or very heavy equipment that went down like that.

Senator CONNALLY. One reason for that, is that your industry
serves other industries?

Mr. LIND. Yes.
Senator Co NALLY. If they went down, you weat down?
Mr, LIND. Yes; aid they on put oft buying our stuff, because they

have got some of it and they do not need any more..
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'I believe'! have covered 'the spefio things. There is just one
item that I would like to covet that I have not beard covered before.
I will read this if I may. That is the matter of conflicts arising under
this bill.
. There willibe conflict between business management and the tax

'authorities.- Business has become adjusted to the present tax
method which has become pretty well understood through many
years 6f regulation and interpretation. Managers of business and
the tAx collecting authorities substantially agree in their understand-
ing of it. The new bill is so much more complex that it will immedi-
ately open misunderstandings between those who collect the taxes
and those who pay them.

The determination of dividend policy within an individual company
will bring to the fore conflicts among various types of stockholders.
A very different interest in the amount of earnings to be distributed
will be found between stocholders of largo incomes and those of small
incomes-between those engaged in the management of a business and
those who are purely investors. It has been said that in a small
company, largely family owned, of which there are many in the machine-
toll industry and industries like ours, dividends can be paid out and
then reinvested in the stocks of the company. Some of the stock-
holders may want to reinvest and others may not. Immediately the
value placed upon the new stock presents a problem. Conflict of in-
terest as to dividend policy and the basis of reinvestment created bad
feeins among stockholders. Those responsible for management who
look forward to leap years will almost certainly want to be conserva-
tive. They will beaware of the added difficulty in borrowing money
because after all the money must be paid back out of profits.

There will be onfli6t between the comptroller of a company and its
planning engineers. The comptroller will be unable to determine far
ahead what actual profits and taxes are going to be, and the margin
of safety he will require will handicap constructive forward planning.

There will be conflict of policies among units in the same industry.
Those who now have large surpluses will have a great advantage over
those who have followed the proposed policy of paying out their
earnings as dividends, or for any reason do not have large surpluses.

There will be conflict among tax advisers because the proposed law
contains inany passages open to differences in interpretation. The
fees of the advisers will place a substantial charge against the business
and its customers; and if the tax experts do not agree in their recom-
mendations, as is probable. the burden will be still greater.

There will be conflicts arising out of inheritance taxes. In the case
of the death of a part owner in a small company the absence of reserves
will add to the difficulties of bringingthe company through such a
period.

As I see it, these and other conflicts which will be brought about by
the enactment of the proposed tax bill will be as sand in the hearings
of the business machine. They will deflect the energiMo of manage-
ment from the aggressive production and sale of -go Ws and services
which are its main function to attempts to cope with a tangled mass
of administration problems and uncertainties.' The machine tool
industry under si ch conditions would soo6ki find it impossible to
maintain itself in sound condition, ad it ability to serve industries
dependent upon it as in the past would be seriously handicapped.

(The tables referred to above follow:)
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Th CHMAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Ernest Williams.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST WELLS WILLIAMS, WA8HMNGTON, D. 0.

The CHAI MAN. Mr. Willians, how much time do you want?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I would like to feel that I can take 16 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I wiH have to say that I have been called a political

economist. There has been some question about that-
The CHAIMuAN (interposing). Well, proceed.
Senator CONNALLY, Whom do you say you represented?
Mr. WILLIAMs. I'will say that I am more or less informative here.
Senator CONNALTY. We lope that all witnesses are informative.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I shall try to be. I represent myself.
Senator CONNALLY. You are speaking for the public?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Perhaps.
The CHAIRMAN. Proc.
Mr. WILLIAMs. You will appreciate that it takes a slight amount

of confidence to appear before you gentlemen as an economist, in
view of the fact that probably you have the opportunity to hear more
theories and be in oontact ish ihore actual experience in business
than probably any organization in the country. It would seem vez"
strange if there hadbeen a fundamental error in social organization
and it is possiLle that there is some little detail that has been
escaped by even you gentlemen.

Certain things have happened that are quite unusual. The big
thing is that as an oXganizotion, that is as a country, we have passed
from what may be caUed a productive country In which p.ple
individually were productive, and everything seemed t9 run smootdy
to a Condition where the people are individuay nonproductive. I
shall trace that very simply for you, and see if we have nujised any-
thing and if we have, where we missed it and where that litte change
occurred.

There was some slight laughter at a very simple picture here
[indicating) but it is quite an important picture. It shows something
that *o seem to have lost. In other words, these people [indicating
chart without any government, were productive. They were farm-
ers; they grew their own products and they used them; they manu-
factured their own shoes; they made their own clothes, and it wean.
very simple state; but it was a productive group; and we lost that.
There was a change that occurred.

And this picture [indicating chart) is not quite so simple. T1e
fact that it took 15 yeArs to draw it would seem that it is a greatly
more complioated-

Senator BYRD (interposing). What does, the first chart indicate?
I do not understand it.
Mr, WILLIAMS. That is just. about a picture of the poo&pl that go

toa new country to support themselves. That is how this country
stattedl as A matter of act.

Se a .or CONNALLY. It looks' sort of like a swastika sign.

Mr; WLLIAM5s A little bit.'
Th6 C€siAr. What does the othek pjctur roprsent?

$22



Mr. WILLIAMS. It is a very strange picture. In this change from
this picture [indicating] to this picture (indicating] there has been
no los'in thd ability of the pkfple to support themselves.

The CHAIRMAN. Which ono did it take 15 years to draw?
Mr. WILLIAMS. This one [indicating]. [Laughter.]
Very sttange.
Seator CONNAMt. YOu atiwtd out before the tax bill oame up.
Mr. WILUAMI. I started it before the depression started, bocauM

I was studying depressions before the depression started,
The CHAIRMAN. All right; explain that to us.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The reason that this was satisfactory [indicating

chart) was that it could be extended. And this shows another thing.
The CHAIRMAN. You have not a copy of those charts so that you

can give them to the newspftpermen?
Mr. WILLIAMS. If they are interested, perhaps they can have thtse.
Itis very interesting indeed, because of this fact, that this is a

nonproddetve system, and it is'a very strange picture. It looks very
rauch like--well, I won't say what it looks like. (Laughter.]
SVery, ver. funny, ind6ed. It showed a condition where people

instead of being able to support themselves, are not. It shows a con-
dition where instead of being able to get taxes to report to the Govern-
ment, it Is imp6sble any more.

The CHAIRMAN. That is very plain.
'Mr. WiLLIA10; Here is why its plain. This man hero [indicating

on chart] who formerly bad the benefit of his production, either he
had th'proddue it himself Or having traded it with someone else, he is
in debt. A very unfortunate citumstan~ee And this man [Mdicat-
ing] is in debt; and thip man [indicating] is in debt; and so is this man,
w-ho is his natural market.

When this man indicating on chart) is in debt, and this man (indi.
eating on chart) is in debt you have a situation where that exchange
is hot made that Was formerly mad6en that plotur6 where the group
was productive.

If that exchange is not made, what happens?
Business gets its return, its income, any income it gets, from that

exchange. When they do not get that income, what do they have to
do? They have to bbrroW money. They say "Well, there is a de-
pression", and so they go and borrow money, and when that happens,
what is the condition? That exchange which they made before,
cannot be made, and that becomes all the more impossible. In othet
words, there (indicating) is your exchange line, abd it cannot go
through.': I i , I

The CHARaUA ?. What'd6ea your next chart represent? The blue
chart?

Senator oONI'ALY. That is te depresion chart, the blue O6ie.
[Laughter.)* Mr. WILLIAMS: That it *hat has ,to be. In othbr words this
[indicating chart] is a condition which is hot"a self-curing condition.

Now,' we did not Oet into this thing all at one trn6., Wgot ihto
it &dilly._ In other wohis, this tnan got into it, 'and he destroyed
hhiself or he was destroyed as 4 market fo this Man [indicating on
6hartj and business did n get into debt all tto .oe. It was slow

i Q( et y nient did hot git
ff d6diit it'did-h6t te debt tthit happened slowly but
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This picture i1s not a pioturotlat is permanent. Wen it getq to
this point indicating on chart] this is a picture of any social organz-
tion. It is the picture of an old government., People left a govern-
ment like this to come to a gov rnment where there was not much
government at all. They left this and they came here.

Why did they come? They came because here they had the bene-
fit of their own production. And here (indicating on chart. it is
taken away. This is a picture, we will say, of the United Stateo at
the present time. It is a picture here [indicating] of England when the
people left there. Every tn perfectly, logical, it is perfectly con-
stitutional ' this pi ture, an yet things have stopped.

.You call it a depression. People say the depresson is over, As a
matter of fact, it is not a depression.

In the second place it is not over. We have coin along a certain
route and we have come to the end of the route. .

This is a view of the reasons why it is bad (indicating chait).
In the first place, when you come.to this point Jidicating. this

man has reduced his use of the things that other people buy and there
is your unemployment. You are trying to support your unemployed,
but you cannot do it. The Government cannot do it.

Senator CONNALLY. If we can go back to that first chart you had
there, it would be all right, where everybody made their own shoes
and everything else?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Senator, you cannot go back; you havy got to
go on.,

The CHAIRMAN. Your irt chart shows why they cannot go back
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, I will tell you, Senator, you have got to

go back.
Senat-, -ON!NNALLY. I thought you just said that you could not

go back. .
Mr. WILLIAMS. We have got to go back to this pitindicating

on chart]. You have got t go back to where the b enefits of man's
production is his own. Until ou go back, you aie in trouble and
will continue to b! in trouble.

This tax bill as such is a very heavy, comparatively, tax bill it is
not fit enough to handle the actual necessities of the case, and yet if
you try to tax, I know what will happen, and you know what will
uspe to it. 1

ere is what will happen. When you tax houses or property or

business, you add still further to the fact that this is unproductive.
In other words, you take it from one place, and he passes it on, the
man that is, we will say the productive man, a primary producer.
You pass it on to hin and he cannot pay it. He has destroyed his
market still further.

,,Well, what happens then? He has to go on relief; in other words,
you have increased unemployment for every dollar you get in tax-
ation, you have got to pay it out in the dole, and you are nowhere.
That cannot continue forever.

Even Ogden Mills said this, that cannot contiAuo; in other'words,
there has Kot to be a change. Where is that change, gon. g come
from? JI it going to come from a foreia country a .e UniWte
States copy it, or Jait going to come from an, 1pdiQual in the Unite
States here, and whioh you gentlemen will hav qoi. power perhap tq
sya yea or y, wv t gauUy l dir e ed b6$, you genleme n wi4 wt
the experience you have d, and actual sqentofi accomplishients
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It is actually the choice of you gentlemen. Of course, there is a
v68ry laughable matter in the idea that I would have come up here
and shown you something about social systems and tell you we have
gone as far along a certain direction as we can go. We have, and it
is no joke.

You say the depression is over, but it is not a depression. We are
not going to come out of it, in other words. We have gone along
with the idea that we would come out, but what ifwe did not come outi

Strange to say, I have been educated as a soldier, and a bit of a
soldier, enough so that I know you will all have to figure on our losing,
you see? Suppose instead of winning, we lose. Have we dug any
trenches?

Suppose the unemployed would really say, "We are tired of living
out of garbage cans, and if nobody can do anything for us, we will
do it for ourselves."

The CAAIRMAN. You have 3 minutes left.
Mr. WLLIAUS. I have broken down the equity of a constitutional

picture. It is constitutional according to what we have thought,
but in this picture when it is broken down--It is not so simple. In
the breaking down of a thing which you gentlemen have considered
as impossible of breaking -down, I break it down. I break it down
by showing these facts.

In this picture you have a condition where people start out the
same way as these people started out, and the same way that people
always start out where they had the benefit of their own production
and they got into debt. One of them got into debt and he was
destroyed as a market. All right.

Another one got into debt because he did not have any market,
and it continued on. All right. Then when it got to this point
(indicating on chart] they were in the same position as this picture
here which I said could not continue. All right.

-Here indicatingn ] was the ownership of property. Here (indicating)
was the ownership of the homes that these people were living in.
Of course, rent is all right; there is no question about that. It is
reasonable. But nevertheless, what happens when people get in a
-oe? The first thing that happen, they very foolishly go to war.

.Wen they go to war, what happens? They either win or lose. What
if they lose Then you have a condition where these people here
who have fought the war have fought for nothing. They have less
than nothing. They were in debt.

They have been the only source of protection for property. That
was the inequity right there, the ownership of the property and
transferring of it, there was the inequity; right there.

In other words, what would a man defend in a war? He would
defend the things that he owned himself, of course. But suppose he
did not *own anything, what would he defend? He would defend
for the man that had the property, he would defend the things he uses.

There indicatei' I had a biak-down that I could change this
picture, and I might chow'you the pidtore- ..
" The CHA RAN (interiupting). This is very interesting, Mr.
Williams. It might be that the newspaper gentlemen did not get
ll 'of this, so you eight explaifi It to them if they want to ask you

any questions about it.
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The committee will recess until 2 o'clock."
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p. tn, a recess was taken until 2 p. m. "of the

same day.) 4

AFTERNOON -BSSION

The CHAIRMAN, The committee will be in order. Mr. L. D.
Beckwith. Is Mr. Beckwith here? (No response.) Mr. C. J.
Ewing.

STATEJMENT OF 0. J. BWIP(G, OHIGAGO, ILL. PRESIDENT, SINGLE
TAX LEAGUE

Mr. EwING. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, a tax bill is supposed to
be for the purpose of producing revenue.

A tax bill is supposed to give some consideration to such matters
as justice, equity, and the rights ?f citizens, including therein the
rghts of private corporations, which arm owne4 and managed by
CtiAzens.

A fundamental, principle of demodra cy is that of equal rights to.all, speW4iM PriyIlego to none. _ ,
it was a leading and foremnost'Democrat who said:
That Government is best which governs least.

Jefferson also said:
The earth belongs In usufruct to the lIving, the deald have no power nor donion,

over it,

It wa another Democrat, henry Georgewho said:
- We cannot go on prting othtinallesabis rights of man and then denying the
S4lienable right to the bouty q( the Cre.tor. If we turn to Justice and obey

ber; If we trust Libertnd follow her the dangers that now threaten must
dlsipjear, the tor~es thatow menace will tunito agencies of elevation.
. The pendng tx bill s in violation of, economic iws. 'You are
opposed t wealtl, you.can legislate against itand thereby create
universal po erty. If It is not desirable. for the c$ izens to' have
wealth, efforts can be made to pass laws confisating this wealth and
stealing it away from the owners thereof. If you are opposed, to
wealthlegislation might even be devised to prevent Wealth production.

It seems to me that a better thing to do would be to legislate against
l orLty, to remove the hiii4rances to production.Tho organization that I am representing is in favor of wealth andwe are opposed to poverty. We faivr an increased production of the
good things of life. We favor the !dea that labor and indutry should
he freo to produce wealth in ever-increasing abundance, and that those
who produce it should have the effective right and opportunity to
rptai4 and enjoy that wealth which they produce', without being-
robbed or disosessed of that wealth by any monnopoly, special privi.legor even by, government . ..

T here srons to hAve grownup in some countries, in the gislat res
thereof, a Sort bf a notion or theory- th.t it an indiyjdual, partner,
or corporation produces any wealth, It thpupoo the goyeri nent
or legilaire 1as some power or prwilege. to"pa a h taking away
#kat w eatpr s mo.large part pf it from ,hq Mvidual, par els'p,.
or 'orporation that related the wealth.. .

In some countries there has grown up the id' that a'goiinmbn
or legislature has a privilege and power to regulate and stifle, to.
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obstruct and tamper with the production of wealth. It cannot be
said that this is an American idea.

In some European governments tbere has long prevailed the idea
that the central government is,supreme; that if the ciizen has any
rights at all they are only such rights as are granted to him by some
centralized government, and revocable by such government. .

The Am-erican idea, as expressed by 'that great Democrat, Thomas
Jefferson, in the Declaration of Independence is that all men are
created equal and that they are endowed, not by any government,
but by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, among others
the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, involving of
course an equal right to the use of the earth.

In Europe the idea was that citizens derived their rights, if any,
from the government. In America, the opposite idea prevailed, viz:
that the citizen has his rights from the Creator, and that the gov-
ernment has only such limited powers as are granted by the citizens,
except in case of war.'

T .s pending tax bill is a move in the direction of Communism in
that it is a denial of the right of private property and the private
management thereof. The essence and spirit of communism may be
expressed thus:

First, find someone who has something of value.
Second, take it away by force.
Third reallocate it.
This bill proposes to do that very thing, and is communistic in

essence and spirit, in that it is a denia of the right of private owner-
ship and management.

his bill hasin contemplation both the subversion and confiscation'
of private property and the management thereof. Why should the
Federal Government assume any snch elaborate rights or powers?
It certainly is not an American or a' democratic idea. It cannot be
said that the passage of this bill can produce in this country an4 feeling
of confidence that there is any intention to regard or to maintain any
rights of the individual'either to conduct any business or to own any
wealth, goods, or property.

It must be apparent to all that taxes on labor business, and indus-
try do have a strangling and deadenig effect noL only in reducing the
purchasing power of labor, but in killing the process of production,
manufacture, and transportation. If you Want to destroy the pur-
chasing power of labor keep on taxing the products of labor.

If the purpose is t destroy business, manufacture, and transporta-
tion, keep on piling up .eav. taxes on those activities. These activities
cin be killed by taxes. This s not theory, it i histr.

On the other hand, a fax on a monopoly Will not desroy the pur-
chasing power of labor; it will not interfere with but Will accelerate
the processes of production, manufacture, and transportation.

If you gentlemen can eventually pass a tax bill that will take all
taxes off of labor products and off of business, and place a tax on
monopoly, you would solve not only, the revenue problem but also
the miore'ainistor problem of uneniployment.. p. e l n
, There is enough land in this country to provide ample employment

and sustenance toall our fellow Americans. The natural resources
and area are here but they are held in the grip of monopoly. In a;
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certain sense the entire land of. this, Nation. should: belong to the
people living here. As Blackstone said: .

The ea-th, therefore, and all things therein are the general property of all
mankind from the immediate gift o( the Creator.

And as Herbert Spencer said:
The world is God's bequest to mankind. AU men are joint heirs to it.
It is known to all economists that the monopoly value of land is

an unearned increment, and that of right it belongs to the entire
community and constitutes a fund sufficient to defray the ordinary
expenses of government.

Theodore Roosevelt recognized this when he said:
The burderi of municipal taxation should be so shifted as to put the weight

upon the unearned value of land t01.
-The great American economist., Henry George, pointed out clearly

that taxes on labor products and on industry have an effect of reduc-
ing wage, reducing the purchasing power of labor, causing stagnation
of ifidustry and causing unemployment.

To remove these inequitable ind eonfiscAtory tAxes would vastly
increase business, production, and employment.

A tax on monopoly, or the collection of land rent into the public'
treasury would vastly stimulate business and wealth production and
would open up the field for universal and steady employment. It
would end and prevent depressions,

If it is desirable to preserve our present civilization--which is
based on mass production-and also to preserve individual liberty
and initiative there is only one way to do it, in my opinion, and that
is by the'method that I hive prop . ..

Abolish taxes on labor' products; abolish taxes on business, laor,
and findust levy a tax ozi fionoptoly and especially take into the
Piblc Treaslry the annual economic rent of land.

I therefore oppose this bill. I oppose the imposition of any
additional tax'b utdens on business, industry, production, *manu-
facturing, oi transportation. In my opinion it is nota prop er
function of government to, impede or restrict the production of wealth,
or to take from citizens the right to manage their own business.

If it is said that a sum of 800 million dollars is needed for revenue
purposes, I will say that it is rathergenerally known throughout the
couiitry that great waste appears in the expenditure of public funds.'
According to our Constitution, the Houses of Congress have something
to say as to appropriations. I I

I Would suggest that this 800 ,nil be saved or lopped of% from
wasteful expenditures, and thus it would not le necessary to enact this
so-called revenue bill at this time.'
* I would further suggest that some other Federal taxes that now'
fall with paralyzimg effect on business and industry should be repealed,
andin place thereof here might be enacted a Federal tax of 1,peicent
on land values or'monopoly items. "' ral t o 1 percent

Thehuge sums being spent for power dams and public works, which'
have a tendency to greatly increase the' value of lands' contiguoup'
theeto, should be charged up against the' areas thup benefited, and
the increased land Values caused by ald works-lf toe said works
are hecessry and sful--should bb sufficient to pa foi the cost '6
construction.
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'I have one further suggestion, vie . That for the raising of Federal
revenue, the Constitution be consulted, and that the Federal Govern.
ment for its necessary expenditures, should levy an assessment on
the States in proportion to population,, This would be entirely
constitutional and would produce three very charmin results.
First, it would have a tendency to do away with the Santa Claus idea
or miracle theory which some seem to have. They seem to think that
the Federal Government has some source of wealth other than the old,
well-known method of the Government forcibly taking wealth from
individuals. It is really time that the Santa Claus idea as to Federal
revenue should be clarified. Labor and industry create all wealth.

Second, by levying assessments on States, it is likely that some
State might soon be wise enough to adopt the proper system of
taxation as outlined by Henry George, the American economist.
Such State would thereby be in a fine position to enjoy fully the
prosperity that would flow from its wisdom and justice in taxation
methods.

Third, some other States might be unwise enough to place confis-
catory and burdensome taxes on labor, on labor products, on business,-
and on industry.

Such States should be in fine position to completelyy enjoy the
fruits of their folly. It is the natural law and quite scientific: 'What-
soever a man soweth that shall he also reap."

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Albert Waterhouse, former
tax commissioner of Hawaii,

STATEMENT OF ALBERT WATERHOUBE, HONOLULU, HAWAI,
FORMER TAX COMMISSIONER OF HAWAII

Mr. WATERHOUSE. My name is iAlbert Waterhouse of Honolulu,
Tetritory of Hawaii; my temporary address is the Roosevelt Hotel,
Washington, D. C.

I appear as an unattached individual deeply interested in public
finance and more particularly on matters relating to improvement in
revenue legislation. What income I have is mod est and not subject
to surtaxes.

My background consists of business management and tax adminis-
tration during the latter part of some 30 years in business, I was
principally interested in the sale and distribution of business machines
and systems, representing in Hawaii among others the National
Cash Register Co., Monroe Calculating Machine Co., Underwood
Elliott Fisher Co. During this period the subject of taxation was 6
personal hobby.Some 0 years ago, I became active as a Territorial governmental
official; first, as a member of the tax equalization board; second, as
the executive secretary of the tax board wherein I completed an
economic study of the Territory and worked out a new tax code;
thlrd, as tax commissioner. This position is somewhat unique inas-
much as it is a one-man connission responsible for the administra.
tion, assessment,'and collection of all the major revenue laws of the
Territory and its political du]ivisions.

With reference to the petiding revenue act., I limit myself to matters
germane to title I. I am in accord with proposals under title 11
and have no praticular interest or knovwedge fri the subject matter
of title III orIV.
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The propaals under conAideration ere desgnod, flrot, to increase of
revenue to the extent of some 000 rillIons annvally, 4Ad, secondly, to
bring about needed tax reform so that levieo against businas prgfitW
shl be brought into line irrespective whether such profits came from
operations under corjlorate form or otherwise,

The second objective is sought by the use of the ratio of undis.
tributod net income to total net income as the yardstick in detennin.
wngthe rate applicable to the total net income. .

here can W no dispute as to the desirablity of the suggested tax
reform, but the road chosen for its accomplishment sons rocky.
This was very tersely brought out by Mr. Avor in his appearance
on behalf of the National Chamber of Commerce before the House
Ways and Moans Cornmitteo when he testified as follows (readiig!:

* * * I think practically evey student of taxation agrfs that corporate
inome should be taxable according to the distributive shares of the stockholders.
But yol €AMot do It. The Constitution says "No." go that every attempt
to Ung that a'out necessarily results in an arbitrary system; and your system
being arbitrary is going to enforce unexpected and unanticipated tax liabilities.

The difficul y in the attainment of the desired objective ls I believe, not only
ooAtitutioal but has been largely brought About y the fact that our tax system
has more or less been allowed just to grow like "Topsy." I am tWinking of the

* entire twx structure, Federal, Statoe, and IoNa. We hAvq "eomawcd" corporate
income taxes against Individual Teax, In wAt'Mdone has termed a catch-as-
catch-can procedure to's point whn the Initial steps leading to A do novo tax
system seems Imperative. The to me wierd Cox 14Iabliie under present laws
Ais well as under proposed legIIslatloal though, I be~oq tlatter shows some
wvideneo of Improvement, are shown In the following qharte which purports to

be merely a hi ttostuwhh haeothetical study of what might happen under ig st of oit-
eurnasaoes. It is a purely fictioseupwchIav named "The Parable
Oo."1 In the hWpms tbait bY aStudy Of the figure,A lesson masy be- learned. Is
not this the objectve of a parable?

CmAa 1: Tun PAnAaslo Co.
Earnings and profits net statutory income, adjusted net income, $1,650,000.

Brak-c'm of owners proprietary iakerest

pwctotQVDint=Pr41sttf Totaloomn fro wearalalp
conipeny

......... ..................................... AW So PDo
.... ..................................... ................

................................... 4 .....

. . ............................................... ...... . 1,f, 2. 0

cowly as under each term the amount would be $1,650,000. It further shows
tha~t 10 individuals bold a proprietary interest of varying amount from two-tenths to 60 percent, ad that each individual h.. other than profits distributed
from the company a "taxablencome" amounting to$ 000......

We will now place the taxable earnings of these 10 individuals, towt 1 tIme
4,000 or 60,000, plhs $1,650,000, of company ea rnings, a total of $1,890,000

through the grist mill of Federal taxation.
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Note that a straight 16pr euit rate has be used to determine corporate taxm
under the existing law, what I term the old tax laws; that corporate rates were
determine, under th6 pro'.cd law of 19W, and that no allowance ha. been made
for earned income to the Individual. My calcalattons have not boen audited and
there may be some dlscrepancie.

CHART II. Tax PANADLE CO.

AIf profas dial rbued-Federal Gornment'e share.

Iolis 2ua4 3 a #bow owes petwoca w52(~ direi Saz) plui hUm pro tats of the oapoey gas (tbo
1n4ioct taz )I

As a ormation-
aUder old U2d" law

laws. 011036

A .................................................................. .f
704 . I4, 74I

%11 8&MU 2,IU

a.. .............................................. 3417# A9,121.7 is 179

1..........................................,,,.. 1 M-191-74000 17

............................................................ 440 I,4.0 M47
ToW....................................... 97mm 39.65 72t

Owfers "oash income" pfoir wOues

As nmW• n. 
Anas oporAulo-

AsVw Uudlew d

1 . .....................riuedprftthr t n er .tet. ...

1278 I 17LS 121

ote..h............ re............... ........ , u0 1i5o020 1s oe.m0vu

M SU4 12,161.11 10.69

o............................................ 31021 87.3).23

N.......................... ............. 91,340 643.00 91,6so
...................... ................. 1AWo 14%2%600 24610
..................... 4.......................... 311740 31,540. 00 37,886

Total toelirld a..lp.......................... 7100 .W a3,.1 7 .
Total t Oosav nlt................ r............. 57M, bet 39"K%218,36 972s8t

Tot be wm and company sngs ............... 1.61000 1. 00M 00 1serf6w

Chart . The upper schedule shows Gnovernmfent share and thb lower
schedules the owner's ohhme of tho $16O0,000 as If a profits were distributed and
company and stockholders taxed unaer columnn 1 as a partuership, column 2 as a
6oratmion under old law* and colazmn 8 as a corporation under revenue law of

Wherein their being no undistributed profit5 there [a no corporate ta.
Note that all pay more taxes undee the old law, but insolar as the individual

IA concerned rather saly poportionately les. as income increases. This feature
would be more di alcly shown iI had included smaller stockholders with
modest inome. Please bear in mind that reultant taxes a indicated by the
use of this particular set of figures should In no way reflect on the reliability of
estimated revenue made by Treasury Departinent.
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jojAs 11l. UaS ] A33LM OP9.

*49,0 epyrorwel Sd r Woon of profil nel di*biAWe Oti-ral, or" W-M'e

CelumnLa 2 &n4 I swoe , ww's pbc**w tat (tM dr t=) pos hs g'orst of omay IA (te ladlnCI

As a opoestlon
DWS.P Old tax UD40 1k

law of1900

............. ..........................................
o............. ...............................................:::::: . m 0, 0

............................................. . 610 7,010 =.0

A. 2175 1,475 2201.00Am 17.o 2" Mlo

f o .... ........................................................ 4709,4 40 , 07 40 M &e Q

TO ................................ . .M . .. r i

A s s a. "
SOld us laws IM lwo

A ............... K.A.... .M

5......... 7.0SH 600 7,702 I
...... ... ....................................... .. 04.337 4.540 I . a, s

................................ 1%No i 11,471.00
3420 , W)O 14 , 412,.0

0W 24 0 I A 0490 440 ......................:.. .. :::::::::: ,. o . , .. ........................ .. ..... .... 4,L900 44 .
I ..................................... 1122 0 I |S............... :...... ...... ........... SL%:.'::::: 040~~o. 21 W?.

Total to 1"dvidoals .. 7..0...4...........~

'1'.ls 1n41ia .1 ................ ......... 00,O 1000 SW 9,00

too~ .................................. No 4 KAM M64

Chart III is the same as chart II except that $402,800, or slightly lefs than 25
percent of company profits, were undistributed snd thus under the new law a levy
of 11.634 percent Is laid against the corporation.

Referring to the upper schedule Federal Government share note that indi-
viduah A and F, Inclusive (in direct and indirect taxes), are penalized under either
tax plan for doing business as a corporation while stockholders ( to J, Inclusive
are benefited, have increawd levies of $240 170 (column I to column 2) and
$205,600 (column 1 to column 8) Indicating that insofar as taxation is concerned,
those of large interest must re oA to the corporate form for doing business.

Note further that there is no material difference in the total tax burden In either
group by the use of the 1936 formula. The reduction of corporate rate from 18
percent to 11.634 percent being largely offset by the inclusion ot corporate divi.
dends In the normal tax base of the individual. In this particular case we did not
push the individual to higher brackets to any extent. I
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CUA" IV. Ta' PAuABL Co.
*Sti6, 000r 60 Jsnvrs of piro~f. so" difr~Med Federt Goterotmerw.s share

CeOInos I MAn I $bow owowgso tion OU( dkre W) P108 hIs pro r4s g0oporSllon tax (the ind3eot

As a o0poration-
Ag•s1 -Under law

Old tatx law

A ....................................................... . 1791.0 $1, M6.4

1,400 2,1137.20 4,.&
2,5 1,921160 ,137.75

................ 1...........................................49. 0 it208.0
116,175 MON00. 7536 K4.

77, 10 14,44,0s 61,802.
. ................................................... 970.00 1 42

...................... 47,440 D 9,93.00 43,1 I 00

Total . .................. ............ ..... "...... ?3, 4 4 417.40 66,46710

OWNER'S CAPS! INCOME AIFTBR TAXES

0,634 6. O4.10 4,7M0so
7,300 7111.78 4,2X40

D.. * 4,00 121 so 661,6
. . . . . . . . 10,. - 3.6 0 6,1

1KNo 14.666,0 6. 2K
1,075 I 39, 161. Is 14. 6. IS

Uso 4 4 4017.60 U4,637.610

u s ..... ..o e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 902 9 I 4 4 1 4 0 4 7 M
Tt*lW I*vtund 2U .m....... .o .... . 1, I 50 ,e91 1,60

17 _ .. .

T*W jkdhW vAompsy eralas ......... .... MO,1MMD1eOO

Chart IV t same as ;hart It ixept that $826,000, or 60 percent of company
profits were undistributed and thus under the now levy of 85 percent is laid~a inst the corporauon. Comparing the upper schedule of cbart rII wIth chart
I, we will e that observations under chat I[[ are now considerably magnified,
and we rnay further note that under the old tax law (column 2) there Is a sharp
decline of goveriumental revenue; that to hold up this revenue "a proposed In the
.ew tax law (column 3) .proportionately greater burden Is placed on owners

F than o. 0 to J. a progressive purve o ability to pay Is reversed.
Pd the schedule of owners cash Income, owners I and J, it operating aiaprtner-

ship (column 1) would need to resort to borrowings to meet the oommltment of
Government and business as well as lving expense.
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CHART V.: Tnz PABAVLS CO.

lndiid p ' "cojh income' piu propgary inf i, undintd company earnings
WHEN U FXRONT UNDIVIDED

As a Oc"pontloo-
As a Ptt. • •

smP Under Under Iw of
old tax lIw *Im

A ................................................ o 863 $6,5 W &Ka
.................................................. ,34 9,M 3,11.16

.11.000 90 0
..................................................... t.2 66025 44 S.

T.P................ ...................................... 91,&10 I. 3M9M11 48
* K 16200 IM 188, 6666

I.P17.600 4K560 4.58, 43.62

ToW to iolMu i. .................................. 710,09 0W7 M0 911,4 4.7
Tot aimden ..........m.nyn744.................0 . 7 ., 077
ToWa Individasa d company 1 . 1,A00000 16,00 I. 000 00

WHEN 60 PBROENt IJDVIDED

Booo.... oo......o... .. .oooooo ....... 4 6 3 603S............................. ............................ 1 3 0 . U&1 O 11, L 4

....... 4I 3 1 7s1 1,............................................................ W10004 81. so11 Owl..... 160032 1c4. a o I

.. ..... .................................... .% 1, 8 1.60 14,37.

...... .... ............................ ...... ........ 8 00 t . K 1 5.

TetI.l.... Id. . .d.a al... ............... 40. R,67,000.60 1,007NO310

Coysomect abate gxprmd In e- .Percent to Oov.rnme.. w.. n all dh-.. bu... .............
Percent to OoTvtr-wsnt vbsn 60ee~ nltbJe. 44 15

1111 1 33
PToeW t* 1"o c Ln~ whn pret d a u ..................... 11'0 41"10 $a &

Fi'c loO~en lwen60prontIO ktl Io 6 8 16 43

To o~ im !.....6............. ..... ... . . . -Q 0 ?s

The upper two schedules cmbilne owner's ch Income wMth his propriear
inteet IXi undivided profits, that [a tho residue of chart 1 after all taxes havebeen paid, and attention is called to owner 7, original proprietary Interet 88
shown in chart I Is $994,000, now reduced by taxation to one of tbe following
pointS:

ChattY to. (otve ............................. to 44

C,:,p.,,,,,,,,,v ................................. 3,,. ,.. 68,.00o

To.7 there still remains considerable incentive not to distribute profit.
In the bottom schedule the Federal Government share of the original $1,990,000

under the different phas discussed is expressed in percentage.
That avenues of tax esexpe exist in our prednt method of cootrate taxaion

ennot be denied. My experience as a tax gatherer brin g me Into full accord
with every effort to make the "chiseler's" road more diffioult, which I take tobe one of the obI cts of the law now under consideration. Yet I do not find myself
in full aord with the method chosen, as to e better roads seom open for the

Improvement and all are in accord with the bsic ideas striven for. Therefore,
In The hope of contributing a useful suggestion, the following ic submitted:
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1. That dividends received be made subject to normal tax.
2. That no income tax lie against such corporation a shIll adequately show

the Commissioner that (a) all net Income has been distributed to stockholdes,
or (b) all stockholders haye voluntarily Included ia their personal Income-tax
returns their pro-rata share of the corporate Income not paid out In dividends
or (c) that the same objective is obtained by transfer of tax liability on undivided
income pro rata to stockholders through provision of corporate charter or bylaws.
3. Taxes on dividends paid out of "pad-in" surplus to be tax free to the

recipient thereof.
4. Corporations not availing themselves of the provisions set out under "2" to

be taxed either as at present or on a, basis to be pattered somewhat along the
lines of the British system wherein the rates could be Increased and corporations
allowed to recoup themselves out of dividends paid.

I think this can be brought out by the reading of a proposed letter which could
take place If thope three iprovislons, (1), (2), and (3), were in the law. Itisaletter
from the Secretary of "The Parable I.to a stokholder:

"DZAR STOCXHOLDZR: Your directors have declared an extra dividend of x
percent totaling an amount equal to 15 percent of the co:apany profits for the
year. inder the old Federal corporation tax law, the amount of this dividend
woulA have been diverted from you to the Government, as your share of an
lndiroct tal.

"Your directors have further decided that It Is for the best Interest of vour
ompa ny, shareholders and ezplgyees alike, not to distribute Sxxxx of the year's

earngs. Under the new tax pln this amount has been transferred from the
"Profit and loss' account to the Paid In surplus' account, and will not be taxable
If and when distributed as dividends to stockholders.

"The pro rata of your holdings allot to you $- of the amount thus trans-
ferred and you will find enlosed debit and credit memorasnda covering your part
of the transaction.

"Under provisions of the agremoeat (bylaws) you must treat this amount to
vit S- as Income for Federal tax purposes in return for the year Just ended.
, ,You will note that unless the extra dividend plus the amount assumed ha

not Increased your taxable income to a total in excess of $22,000, that the pro-
oeeds of the extra dividend will not only pay in full taxes on the amount assumed,
but will be of assistance In meeting the balance (if any) of your Federal incometx.

"Very truly yours, "Tau PAAszIt Co."

The adoption of such a plan would probably result in inadequate
revenue as to the estimated needs. To meet this contingency, I would
recommend the imposition of a business tax, to be levied on all types
and kinds of business, both corporate and noncorporate, to be mea-
sured by what may be termed (if I may be Allowed to coin such a
phrase) "gross operating income."
I can best illustrate the proposed tax-measuring base by reference to

chart VI and discuss the same on the basis of the question and answer
method, in which I anticipate that members of the committee will
ask the questions.

What I term "gross operation income" in each unit of business is
very close to the annual reoeipts from sales of commodities, plus
receipts from services rendered, less cost of goods and raw materials
sold. In this connection, it is interesting to note how close it is to
the definition of "national income produced" as given in chapter I
page 1, of Senate Docinent No. 124, Seventy-third Congress, econd
session, which reads as follows:

4, 0 0 If all commodities produced and all persal serves read red during
the year are added at their market value and from the resulting total we subtrs t
the value of that part of the Natiou' stoek of goods which was expended (both
as raw material and as capital equipment) In producing this total, then the re-
mainder constitutes the net prod uct of the national economy during the year.
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It Is referred to as national Income produced; and may.be defined briefly as that
part of the economy's eand-produet which Is attributable to the efforts of the
ilividus who ormprlse a nation.

The corporation of such .a tax-measuring base into the Federal'
tax stru0ture would, I Weoive, be a diatteerc improvement; , A rite ofi
I percent applied to this base would produce some 600 to 600 millions,
or more aniually, thus eliminating the necessty of the use of now

excise or processing taxes, pnd would further a ow of the ibandon-
ment of many of the, to me, iniquitoua ranufackurers' excise taxes
now imposed.

In argument for the consideration of such a tax, may I quote from,
Prin ipfes and Methods of -Taxation as recently revised by , it (.
Hawtrey, the noted British tax economist and admnnistrltor, ,.
follows [reading):

Taxes are contributions from the national dividends; tbey mut ultimately
comeout of the annual earnings of the nation. The private Income 6f a nation Is
the index of the capacity of 1ts people to pay taxes, siaoe It is the real bo4ro of
public revenue. Lbor and wealth employed productively by individuals ertate'
a fotnd whith can be drawn uponhence, se Adam-mlth urged, the importance
of measures which remove restrnt on prodoetion and which tend to stinitl4te
the enterprise of a people.

CHAiT VI. A Uurr or BUszXs
' RZCUl!Pt*

1. Gross ;.om sales of commodities and/or service -------------------- xxz
Gross from Investments:

2. Rents -------------------------------------------- xX
3. Interests.. ------------------------------------------- xxX
4. DivIdends --------- -- " -------------------------------- xxx

5. Gross receipts --------------------------------------------- xxx

8. DIG5URBRUXNTS

7. Nonoperating oIS
8. Amount paid "other business" for goods and/or raw material in or
9. Incorporated In comamodltlee sold (delivered cost) ------------------- xxx
10 . ---------------------------------------- --------- ---------- xxx

11. Operating Income ......................................... xxx

12.• Operating Co8
18. Interest....-....-..... ............................... xxx
14. Service rendered by "other business"......................... xxx
15. Rent.-------------------- ------------------------ xxX
16. Goods oonsumed ------------------------------------ ;.-..xxx -,

17.' Allow&noes for use of dutoble equipment (depreciate and,obsoles-
cence) ........... .......................- .........

18, 8tate and local taxes ................. -...... ........... ... 123f,
19. Feders) taxes-. ------------------------ -------------- ... xkx
20. Salaries and wage .- --------------------- : ............... xxx

2L Total operating cost --------------- . xxX

22. Profit from operations ------------- ... . ............... xxx
23. Gains and losses through sle of capital ssets... ...--------------- xx
24, Owners' share (if troy) available for di2tributlon ofaocununation.. -u. kxx
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MAY1O"AL 11OM tXODVO5J AS F" S"Z 1~VIiTIN INATS VOCUMUd"T. IN, OSVBNNV"

Line (1) -----------------------------------------------------------. XXX
La lie, (0 and 9) ...... _....... r' . .............. : ..... ' XX
LeA line -- --. --------------------. -x-
Lea line I17 XXX

Nati7R--i---------
- - - - - - - - - - - - x x

N i on al In7 ... .. ...... r........................... . .. ------ X

(line 11 a tax base ta rooommbnded or as ah alternate tax base)
lne (). . . . . . ......................... -- - . ... -- -- -- m

ll01ne (1) -..... . .......... .. .. . .= . . ..= . ... XXX.

Total deduetlon. .......................................... xx

Taxable...e. 6 ....... .--......................... x~ft
The statement of Hawtrey's, previously quoted, may, I believe be

boiled down to: Labor and wealth emp oyed produ tvOly, which is
business creates a fund, which is national income, which can be drawn
upon.0' Orft, business creates national income-the index of the
eapdty orfthe people to pay taxes-which can be drawn upon.

SUnder the present tax laws, Government seems to measure every-
thing but national income. A packet of cigarettes-eletric energy-
automobiles--radios--a gallon of gasoline--iapital stock, and eq forth.
Why not go back to the source and tax at or near the point where na-
tionial income is created; that',which I term the "groi operating
income" of business, at a uniform rate, and balanced b 'an individual
income tax with graduated rates under which ability to pay is fairly
and fully reflected?

Such a tax system seems fundainentall sound and fair, and if in-
augurated by the Federal Government would bring many advantages,
some of which may be listed as follows:

(1) Full equity between businesses in direct competition and reason-
able eqiity between noncompeting businesses.

(2) rroVido statistical data of thoe economic structure not over 90
days old and of inestimable value to all economic planning, both in
Government and in business.

b3) Would provide a tax basis which could be used by all taxingbodes, Federal, State, and local, without multiplicity of forms and
returns, allowing of either local assessment and collecton in conjunc-
tion with Federal or complete Federa PdPA40tration and afia meane
of determining exaot amounts auoeable to localities.

(4) Would give a much wider tax basis in which each and every unit
of business would contribute its share toward maiptenance of the.
Federal Government.

() Be a tax which can be very e y predetermmed by business.
The CJIARuMAi. Mr. George 0. May; New York City; Price,

Waterhouse & Co.

I
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STATEMENT OF GORO 0. MAY, NNW YORK OITY, RIPR3SINTINO
PRIOR, WATERROUBI & 00.

The CHAIRMAN. fr: May, you represent the Price, Waterhouse& Co,?
Mr. MAY. Yes; I am senior partner of the firm, sir. I appear here

as an individual interested in the subject of taxation, upon which I
have worked from the time of the passage of the first income-tax law.

I was in the Treasury during the wa and subsequently, I sW.yed on
the advisory committee of the Joint Congressional Committee on
Taxation, and my interest in the subject has been active and con.
tinuous.

I represent no private interests of any kind, nor any clients or
institutions in the country. I would like to state broadly the reasons
why I am hero today.

Fam intensely sympathetic with the view of the Treasury'regarding
the avoidance of taxes by withholding of dividends. Noverthelks
I am convinced that a graduated tax on corporations undistributed
earnings is pot a satisfactory solution, is unsouid in principle, will
cause great injustice and the evidence that I have seen in the record
does not lead me to believe that this bill will produce tny substantial
increase in revenue.

I would like to say in regard to that that my reason is not so much
that I think the estimates of the revenue that will be produced are
excessive-I am In no position to pass on that-but I think the
Treasury underestimates the yield under the existing law if business
picks up. I think the Tre"ury. underestimates the effect of tho
recovery of earning capacity of the county under the existing law.

I would like in the first instance to add myself to the paragraph'
in the statement Of the Secretary of the Treasury to this committee
which reads as follows:
Wh t aro the dImenslons o tax avoldaoce with which we are dealing? A few

simple figures tell the story. It ha btee- estimated by the Treasury Department
that under the present tax law the income-tax liability of corporations on the
basis of 1986 earnings would approximate 94 millions. The Department haa
also etimatod that under the press pt law more tan 4 billion dirs of corporal.
tion income in the ealendar year 1936 will be withheld from stockholders and that
ff this irome were fully distributed to the Indliriusl owners of the steak repre-
sented In those corporations, the rosultsat yield in additional Individual inmets
taxes would be about $1,3000,0000.

It is, I think most unfortunate that the Secretay should have been
permitted by ie advisers to make, as he does make in this paragraph,
an obvious and serious misstatement of fact upon such an important
question. The misstatemtent is apparent on a comparison of his
ln uage with that of the Comrpissiokier of. Internal Royenup, who

The Treasury estimates that, If the present eorporatlou tncgme, cap it-jtck
and excespro taxes rere reeled, and 1ll corporation rarnng during the
calendar ya 19 we currently distributed, the income of individuals would be
Inceased by more thin 4% billions of which approximately $4,000,000.000 Would
be taxable. 

,

The Secretary says that the 49 bilon represents the sum available
for distribution to stockholders under the existing law; the Commis-
sioner makes it clear that the repeal of the existing law is prerequisite
to the existence of the 4% billion. Under the existing law, according
to the Tremsury tables, approximately $1,100,000,000 of the 4X billion
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mentioned 'by tho0 Setretary as being withheld from stockholders
wodId go to tho Federal Go~ernment in taxes.

In the second place, it is unjust to describe the figure, even when
it has been reduced by a billion or mnpre; " "tax avoidance." A very
large part'6f this income accrues to public companies whose dividend
action is not in the least influenced by thoughts of tax avoidance but,
is dictated either by leghl or contractual requirement. or practical
necessities, or an honest regard for the best interests of the stock-
h6lders.
,, Senator Ktxo. There were considerable dividends from those cor-

p0rations, I assume? - I .
4Mi. MAY, Yes; b~it some withheld profits for perfectly good reasons

that lsve nothl.4 to do with tax avoidance.
In the' third pla" I thni the figure of 4% billion dollars, even when

interpreted as the ohineiotdr interprets it, is greatly overstated.,
This igure appears on the sxtb'line of the main statement submitted
to 'the Treaury in suppo t of theProposl which appeats at page 30
of the House, bearings. A careful study of that table leads rho to
the definite cencludon that the figure is elcessiYe even as applied to
the spe"'.l circumstahoes of the' year 1936. If it be regarded- we
are entitled to regard it-as an indication of the permanent increase
in revenue which the problem law is expected to produce, the over.,
statenet becomes larger and even more apparent.

f the Tressury estimate of statutory net income for 1036 of
of $7,200,OQO,000 is correct, then the increase of yield which may be
expootd from this laW if all net incoine is distributed thereunder,
turns on the estimiae ofthe6 dividend distribution which would take
place under the law as it now exists. To secure a fair compa.rson
this estimate should be &n estimate of, the dividends which will be
paid out of 1930 earnIngs, either iW 1930 of ii the first months of 1937.
The Treasury, however, makes the comparison with the dividends
which it estimates will be paid in 1938 partly out of 1935 eamings and
partly out of thosb for 1936. Sines dlividetdU naturlly rise a" in-.
come rlsos, and since the Treasury estimated that 1936 iticome will-
exoeed that of 1935 b* $1,700,000,000; or 30 peeent, this method,
of comparisoid rtflciall inmates the estimate of increase of yield
frit the new & .by'a sum which mtt tun into the huisdreds of
mnil on. .It 10 like oadparig l the rainfall in two pladea A and B,
taking the rainfall at A cfr the clendar year and that of B for the

oar ending on the 16th of March in' the foll6wiig year, with: the
kiowlede that the firAt 15 days of tl e tr r' Yeam were In both

plaee a potiod of relatively smail rainfall.
Further, ,the estimate 0f distribution within the year 1086 seems

to me to beiow. The Trtaur' estimates that the increase of divi-
dends in 193 bter 1935 will be rom $3,600,000,000 to $3,900,000,000.
or '8 percent. Statistics for the first quarter, covering rather less
tban' 3,000 corporations, show an' increase from $659,000,000 to
$781,000,000, or'an increase of $122,000,000, equivalent to more than
18 percent. If earnings continue to rite, asthe Treasury estimates
they will, then the rte of increase in dividends should grow. Only
of Monday the General Motors Corporation declared a dividend on
ita oommnion stock for this quarter which waS greater by 43% million
doUrs than the dividend which it paid to'tho cortesp6nding quartet,
of last year. This is one-seventh of the total increase for"l corpo
tions for the entire year as estimated by the Treasury.
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dead which it paid to thecorrespOn ding quarter of last year. This
is one-seventh of the total increase for all corporations for the entire
year as estimated by the Tretsury.

ApprPaching the question in a somewhat different way, I find
from a table submitted by the Treasury showing the statutory net
income and dividends for orporations having net income that during
the 12 years for which actual or approximate figures are given divi.
denda have averaged about 66 percent for statutory net Income.
The Treasury's estimate of $3,540,000,000 as the dividends which'
would, under the sting law, be paid by such corporations in 1936
is equivalent to about 49 percent of the estimated statutory net
income The difference of 17 percent amounts to about $1,200,000,000

Apparently also the Treasury, while making its.main calculation
on the basis that ;11 net income would be distributed within the year,
assumes that the amount of dividends paid by corporations having
no net income will not be affected by the change of law. This seems
to me to result in an overstatement of the increased distribution to be
expected by some two qr three hundred million dollars.
. Finally, the amount estimated as the increase in yield due to the

change in law includes taxes which will or might be recovered under
the testing law in respect of dividends unreasonably withheld by
corporations, and I am not convinced that the Treasury has made.
adequate allowance for the chages in taxable status that such laws
inevitably produce such as charitable gifts, reclassifications of capitalstocks, and'so forth,..

Taking all, thee considerations together, I do not find in the
statistics presented any ground for believing that this law, if adopted,
will increase the revenue. It is, of course, possible that it will o so:
but the Treasury has not, to my mind, made out any case that it
will, The position is, such that immediate enactment of the law is
certainly not necessary from a fiscal standpoint.

No doubt there is a large amount of tax avoidance through the
device of withholding profits from distribution and all taxpayers-,
especially, I might say, those professional men whose income is almost'
w olly taxbbq-are sufferers from it. It should ke curbed, and I am
entirely symphathetio with the desire of the Treasury to curb it.,
But measures which affect equally those who ar-and thes who are

4 Svoing taxes, are unnecesoary and unjust, and too, often like-
, 9 massacre the cause t, suffering but fail to readi the
fftmlar eases wjoh ispirothem.

r of p W d should -be revised and analyzed.,
Corporations may, be divided Into three groupe-(1) a very lrge,
number of, small corporations which in the aggregate contribute and'
showcontribut6 only a small fraction of the revenue froni taxation.
of'vorporateincome; (2) a relatively smal number of publiocrpora-
tions most of which are owned by large bodies of stockholders and,
follow dividend policies practically, uninfluenced by consideration of
taxability of their stockholders; (3) a relatively small number of
priVately owned companies, some engaged in business, others substau-'
tiary private holding companies, the dividend policies of most of.
these being governed-largely by tax considerations. If we know how,
much of the profits witbheld were retained by these different classes;
of companies, the formulation of sound leistion would be facili.",
tated greatly.

RE VENSVE APOT 19 30
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After all, the problem is not ono of stupondou magnitude. In 1933,
for instance, about 10 000 oorporatins pa~d 90 percent of the cor-
poration income tax. An analytical study of those 10,000 cases would
not be a burdensome task, and I think the Congress and the people
are entitled to have some information of this kind furnished then
and legislation framed in the light thereof, instead of being asked to,
support a hit-or-ini measure of the kind now before the Senate.

I would emphasize the fact that continuity in taxation is a con-
sideration of great importance. It inspires confidence and it mini-
mizes the injustice which inevitably results from heavy and changeable
taxation applied to income on the basis of a necessarily very imperfect
allocation of income to particular years, Hasty experiments are
wholly undesirable.

I would point out, further, that income taxation, and the business
to which it is applied, constitute an intricate network, and that any
important change in the frame of this network produces all sorts of
strains and stresses which can only be guarded against by very
careful and prolonged study. The Treasurq, when proposing this
measure, contemplated its Universal application. Some of the most
striking injustices that this would produce have been brought to
the notice of Congress, and in the House provisions were improvised
to guard inst, or at least alleviate, these injustices. It cannot
be supposed that all the important, injustices have been developed.
Obviously, the Treaury made no exhaustive study of them, because
it contemplated a rigid rule, free from any exceptions.

I should like, purely by way of illustration, to mention one or two
injustices which immediately occur to me. Take, first, the law which.
taxes capital gains but substAntially denies relief in respect of capitallosses. Suppose a corporate, to have an ord'ary income of $100,000
in each of 2 years, and to make a capital gain of $100,000 iq I year
agd a capital loss of $100,000 in the other. It. true income over
the 2 years is clearly $200,000, whether capital gains and losses are
or are not considered as entering into the determination of income.
This is the amount that it should be required to distribute in order
to get the maximum benefit of the proposed law, Actually, it would
have to distribute practically $300,000 in order to get svoli a benefit.

Agaln, in this same field w ha.ve re ogmzed that capital gains
shovd not be texed in the year in which tbey are realized ii the same
way as If they were ordinary income of that year. We have provided
that individuals pAking , p tal gains shall pay a tax which decreases
according to the length of time for which the investment hsabeen
held. An individual who sells property which he has hel4 for more
than 10 years pays tax on bnly 30 percent of the profit.' Under the
proposed law, if a corporation in which he is interested makes such a
profit, and in order to avoid taxes distributes all its statutory income,
tho Individual would pay tax on his share of the full amount of this
profit-yet the whole basis of the present proposal is that individuals
shouod pay neither more nor less on profits which come to them
through the medium of a corporation than on profits which come to
them directly. a

Section 27 (i) klso violates this same principle; not .oly in respect
of the holding companies at which it is aimed, but' iso in respect of.
minority stockholders inc orportionp in which slih. holding companies
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owni niajorlty. Their tax it d6termbned not by their own status but
largely by, the status of the other stockholders. This provisionshoulS be eidinat~d. : ,". - .

Many tber instances of the saine kind could be cied. I do not
think it is poWible to anticipate all the serious injustices. I am
inclined to agree with the Tieasury that once you begin to make
exceptions there Is no logical place at which you can top. This,
however, merely means that thQ real choice Is between a igid rule
and the abandonment of thi principle, and I have no hesitation in
saying that the wise choice is to discard the principle.
flshould like to point out, gdso, that all the Injustices which result

from the taxation of corporate iioome under th6 existing law which
will be magnified by the substitution of a steeply graduated t* on
undistributed earnings for a practically uniform' tax on the whole
amount of earnings.

For instance, the injustice which oven under the present law results
from the discontinuance of consolidated returns will be aggravated.
Certainly opportunities ought to be given to readjust corporate,
structures bo as to prevent double taxation resulting from the dis.
continuance of such returns and section 112B (8) is quite inadequate
for the purpose.

To sum' the matter up, I think the bill is as likely to produce less
revenue as it is to produce more, and to produce more injustice than,
it remedies.

When we consider the measure from the standpoint of social police
as distinct from a fiscal policy, we of course enter the realm In which
wide differences of opinion are podsible. On this point I should first
of all like to point out that this law does not constitute an application
of the principle of "ability to pay" which underlies the graduated
x o individual incomes and has no analog7 to that scheme of

station.' The closest analogy i the field o individual taxation
would be asteeply graduated tax on income savMd under which all'
individual income would be exempted fronl taxation if FIpent. It is
a surerising thing to me that Dr. T. 8. Adams-who regarded tho'
opposite concept of a tax on spending which 4ould leave saved Incoin
freo as Ideally prderable to the idividual income tax-should bei
claimed 0s a supporter of I measure of this kind.

SenatOr KIo. What was your view when you were In the Treasury'advisinK them?, " 'Mr. MY. 'As A matter of fact, I had extended discussions with

Dr. Adams and Treasury officials oh the question of a' substitute
spending tax, We agreed it wAs ideally preferable, but there were'
some objections on the ground of excessive accumulation of fortunes'
by individuals with practical advantages, and on the whole we advised
ainstlt. But certainly, in all the long and intimate talks I had!
with Dr. Adams I had never heard a word that would lead me to
suppose he would support this measure.

Senator BJARKma. A tax on spending is a sales tax.
Mr. MAY. A graduated tax oi spending is paid by the individual,'
Senator BARKLEY. That is a sales tjix.
Mr. MAY. 'An ordinary sales tax is a regressive tax because It falls

equally on all products.
Senator BRXLrr.4 Any sort of a tax based on spending Is a tax on'

sales.
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Mr. MAY. It is in one sense, but not when it is ordinarily thought
of as a sales tax.
* Senator BARKLEY. You have got to buy something when you spend
anything, and you are taxed on that.

Mr. MAY. That is the same thing. The sales tax is usually levied
on the sale.

Senator BAEKLEY. Regardless of that, it is levied on the price,
whether you levy it on the sale or on the expenditure.

Mr, MAY, There is a great deal of argument that under an ordi.
nary income tax there should be an exemption of saved income. I
think the argument is against it.

Senator WALSH. Is a graduated spending tax a spending tax?
Mr. MAY. That is what we contemplate, a grduted spending

tax. It would reach the man who spent his capital.
Senator WALSH. A man who spent $50,000 would pay a higher tax

than a man who spent $5,000?
Mr. MAY. That * right.
Senator HASTINGS. Would the spending tax apply to the wages of

a chauffeur, for instance?
Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator HASTINGS. In that instance it is different from a sales tax.
Mr. MAY. Yes; it covers all expenditures for goods and services.
Upon the social aspects of the bill generally allI propose to do is

to indicate some effect that it seems to me to be likely to have, leaving
the committee to decide whether those consequences are socially
desirable.

I do not want to go over ground already covered by other witnesses.
I agree with Mr. Ballantine that the adoption of these proposal will
have a serious adverse effect on the development of industry and the
ability of industrial corporations to withstand depresson. Not only
was the policy of withholding profits in periods of property followed
and approved before our income tax was initiated; it is common in
all countries and was followed in England before the principle of
graduation ws introduced here. I believe that in recent years the
proportion of profits retained by English companies has been as g.t
as here even m the years of prosperity. -To regard such retention
by publicly owned corporations as tax avoidance or even as prejudicial
to the interest of the revenue, is, I think, an error.. Clearly, i corporations are compelled by tax tion to distribute all
their surplus in times of prosperity, it is inevitable that in any sub-
sequent period of depreion when they suffer losse they will be
forced into banknptcy or compelled to resort to State aid to a greater
extent than heretofore. The idea that they should sell additional
stocks to finance future losses seems to me academio and unrealistic.

I think it is a great mistake in formulating measures such as tids to
attach much importance to averages. Taxes are not levied on aver-
ages, but on individual cases. Businesses differ radically in their
character. Some companies are what may be called developing
companies, creating a new industry or exploiting a new idea. At the
other extreme are corporations of a .hquidating character either
because the nature of the business is in itself liquidation, or because
the businesses are declining. Mining companies, for instance, are
essentially liquidating in their nature. , Suoh companies catt well
afford to pay out all of their profits in dividends., As a matter of
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fact, statisti show that they do'in almost every year In the aggregate
pay out morq thap they earn.

Senator KNO. Now, in regard t0 profits, most of the mining com-
panies have had no prits for many years.

Mr..MAY. That iS true.
Senator KING. Where one succeeds there will be two or three

hundred who fail.
Mr. MAy. That is quite true' but as a matter of fact, the statistics

phow that ir almost every year the mining companies, In the aggregate,
pay out more dividends' than they earn, so they would be practically
free of tax under this law.

On the other hand, developing comnpaie, if they paid out in
dividends, the net csh they received from operations during the
year, would as a rule be liable'under the law to a heavy tax. It seems
tome a pertinent question whether it is desirable to frame laws which
favr those who are exhausting the natural resources of the country
for private gain, and handicap those who are developing'new indus-
tries which they expect, ho doubt, to be profitable to themselves but
which, if successful, would also strengthen our industrial system..

I think it is unquestionable that thelaw will operate in favor of the
la!.e, established companies as against those of their aspiring rivals.
This no doubt acc6unte for the fact that comparatively little opposi-
ion to the bill has ome from the large corporations.

Senator (hni. Mr. May, I notice in ing ove the House hearings
that there were certain large copartneri'ps, 23 of them, ff recollect
correctly, that had incomes of over a million. What sort of businesses
would they be in? , ,,
. Mr. MAY. ,Senator I saw th~se figures myself. I thought that 23
must be on the low side, to be quite ftank, because I thought I could
have named 23 firmsi within a gunshot' of the corner of B road and
Wall in New York that had incomes of a million the large stock-
bioking firms which, under the New York Stock Exchange regulations,
cannot incrp6rato, and the large Wall Street law firms, and other
service firms of that kind, I should think would have numbered more
than 23 alone.

.8!nathr GEiIY. How would the partnership compare with a
corporation? Of course, the' corporation has the advantage of a
Ulnidliabilit.

Mr. MAY. Les. I think, broadly speaking, when you get into
la- partnerships they represent, in the main, different classes of
business than corporations, comparatively few of your partnerships
Pa"7 on an i4iostral business.; They are mostly what I might call

veMo businesses. Their income is derived in csh, They would
m6k their returns on the cash basis. So they have cash equal to the
profits that they return . .

On the othir hand, business corporations, as we all know, have
either got to develop or else die, generally speaking. That means
that they are constantly making new investments in plant ad capital
assets, and the reality on their profit today is dependent on the use-
fulness of their plant in the future.- Their income is determined, as
I see it, on a less favorable basis to the corporation than the average
partnership's income Is determined to it.

So I think the disparity between the two is somewhat exaggerated,
and, incidentally, in relation to those figure. that you mentioned,

BA4
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I think you will find that while the Commissioner took as an illus-
trative case a partnership with an income of $1,000 QOO and four
partners, the more typical company in" that number of 23, or what-
ever theproper number. may be, would be a firm with far.morepartns than . Big law firm have, pehaps, 15 or 20 partners,
which rather modifies the concluailn.

Senator BAtKLZY. Mr. May, is your firm a corporation or a
partnership?_

Mr. MAY. It is a partnership, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. It is a partnership of certified accountants,

economists, expert, or which?
Mr. MAY. 0ertiffed ublic accountants.
Senator BARKLZY. ou appear here just as an amicus curie, a

friend of the court, you do not represent anybody?
Mr. MAy. No; no' at all, sir.
Senator WALsH. Mr. May, you stated that corporations could beplaced in three classifications. One which you have stated was

ew in number.' Are those the corporations that did not distribute
their emnings because they wanted to avoid their takes?

Mr. MAY. When I say "few", I mean relatively fe, of course.
Senator WALSH. Have you any information as to thbit number?
Mr. MAY. No, sir; I have no knowledge at all., It mIustbe a con-

siderable number. You know, under the English law there is 'a di-
tinction In taxation between the publicly owned .corporation aid
privately owned corporation, and I always thought we ought to
pursue the question in that way if we are to arrive at really satis-
factory legislation.'

Senator WAzH, You thin). that there are a considerable number
of corporations that, with(cAd distributing their "earning for the
purse of taation avoidas,,e?

MAY. I have no doubt that that is a substantial element,
undoubtedly..

Sediatof BARKLzY., What do you mean by the distinction betweenpublicly owned and privately oyned orporatipns? You do not mean
that in the sse6 that we use e term -'publto ownership"?

Mr. MAY. Nq; owned by the general public. In England, of
course, the legislature has a very greatadvantage. We have always
got to rocognrie in comparing our procedure with the English that
all their Jegislatlonis oonfined t the one body. They control cor-
porations as well as taxation and they can classify corporations for
their own purposes, which you cannot do because the States have
jurisdiction in one field and you are leguating in another. I do
think that that whole problem could be intensively studied to greatadvantage._'•,..

Senator BAnIKLY. Where is the line of distinction in the number
of owner? of stock in order to make it public or private?

Mr. MAY. You mean in England?
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. MAY. In England there is a limit on the number o itock-

holders, and as a penalty for beIg a public corporation you have to
disclose a lot of information which private corporations do not 'Have
to, and they, offer advantages that counterbalance. On the othor
band, the private companies standin 4 different relatio ip for tax
purposes from thoeethat are called public companos, and they' are
a larger num ber. : * . ' - , " .
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Senator BA1W.LrY. What is the ine of distinction?
Mr. MAY. Any line is bound to be more or less arbitrary.
Senator BAB;ZLUY. Under tlhe British law, how man stockholders

fQrm a private corporation and how many does it eto make itpublic?
Mr. MAY. I do not know at the moment. If I should make a

guess, I would say 20 was the figure; something of that sort.
Senator WAIsu. You do not mean that private corporations are

personal holding companies?
Mr. MAY. No.
Senator WALsH. For your information, in connection with the ques-

tion I asked you, the expert informs me that there are 4,000 personal
holding compaziieawho make filings, under the existing lawand who, in
allprobability, do so for the purpose of the tax,

Senator BARKLEY. Do you know whether the British law makes
any distinction as to whether the shares of stock are listed on an ex-
change where they may publicly inspect and purchase them?

Mr. MAY. I do not tlhink it turns on the Listing on the exchange, but
it does require disclosure of information to the registrar of companies.
They have to give more information to the public *than the private
companies do.

Senator BAILEY. You began by making a statement which indi-
cated a contradiction of fact as between thte Secretary of the Treasury
and the Commissionerof Internal Revenue. I would like for you to
make a statement about 'that. Just give me the facts over again.

The CHAIMAN1 May I ask you, wa the Commissoner's statement
from which you quoted made before the House Ways and Meaim

Mr. I o; ' think they were both made before thisbody
The CHAIRMAN. You read the state nent which was amade fore

this committee?
Mr. MAY. Yes; I think I am right about that.
Senator'BAJLIT, Just what is the difference between them?
Mr, MAY. The Commissioner states that ff e existing taxes were

repealed, there would be four and a half billion dollars. The Secre-
tary says-

Senator l z (interposing). Four and a half billion dollarsof
what?

Mr. MAY. On income available for distribution, which the Treasury
estimates would xot be distributed. I think that is a fair way of

,"W Secretary said there would be that same amount of money
available under te existing law.

The difference between the two statements is that the amount of
the taxes under the existing law, which is a billion one hundred
million dollars, roughly-

Senator BAIL1Y (interposing). Is it possible that both statements
could be reconciled?

Mr. MAY. I do not see how. It seems to me that the fcrotary
misunderstood the figure, and I believe the wording of the figure
was. a little unfortunate and may have given rise to that misunder,

SZar BApxy. Did he a4opt that figure for thi statement fy0m
ie Commissionoes statement withOUt getting the fsets upon which
the Commissidnei-'s statement was predicated? I
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Mr. MAY. I am not in the confidence of the Treasury.
Senator BAILEY. Can you explain that?
Mr. MAY. I think there is no other explanation.
Senator HASTINGS. As I understand your-poeition, you figure that

there ought to be a billion one hundred million taken'rom the figures
given by the Secretary of the Treaury?

Mr. MAY. I think one billion one hundred million should be
deducted from his figure. I

Senator HAsrINus. 80 that instead of his figure being four billion
one hundred, it ought to have been three billion?

Mr. MAY. If he wanted to state it on that basis.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. May.
Senator BAILEY. Your other statement is that, in your opinion,

the proposed legislation if adopted is not likely to raise much more
money if any, than the existing law? Is that your opinion about it?

Mr. MAY. And the reason is I think the Treasury undeiestimatee
the yield of the present law on the conditions.

Senator BAILEY. We have been predicating legislation o'i the basis
of fifty-five billions this year. I read in the New Yor" Times this
morning an article in which the President was quoted as saying that
the annual income this year would be about siity-five billion. Can
you give me some information or view about that?

Mr. MAY. I am afraid I am not currently up to date on the sta-
tistics sufficiently for that, Senator. I am taking the same estimates
that the Treasury assumes- they take as their basic year on which
these calculations are predicated, an estimate of seven billion of
statutory net income. I think the yield under the existing law
would -e larger than they have assumed on that basis. It is not
that I think they are exaggerating the field under the new law, but
that they are underestimating the yield under the existing law.

Senator BAILEY. Your theory is that the bill is wrong in principle
and that we cannot get rid of injustices in it?

Mr. MAY. Yes. And I do not feel that we have adequate bases to
formulate legislation in which we could reasonably limit the in)Ustioes,

Senator BAILY. Are you prepared to suggest to us legislation that
would surely add $800,000 000 revenue as compared with the last bill?

Mr. MAY. I do not think that I can say that on the 'I'reasury
figures it is necessary to increase the yield of the taxation under the
present law by $800,000,000 in order to reach the total taxation that
1s contemplated. I think you will get pretty close to it under the
existing law, if all of the other estimates are realized; thit is what
I got from an analysis of these figures of the Treasury. Certlanly
my strong feeling is that there is not sufficient fiscal advantage in
passing'this law to justify precipitate action, and I would like to see
a very careful study made and more considered legislation based on it

Senator CONNALLY. Would you rather raise the flat corporation tax,
rather than this plan?

Mr. MAY. I would; I would rather see any rational levy raised,
frankly. I would be willing to see my own taxes raised, beeausQ
I think it is much bettor for us to pay more taxes.

Senator CONNALLY. I congratulate you.
The CHAIRMAN. All right r M Ma Mo
Senator (sorr. I would like to al Mr. May a'uestiop'anA se if

I get it clear, on this last statement. What you feetli that tle revenue
raised by the present bill will be greater than'the Treasuy estmhte?

547
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Mr. MAY..Yes.
Senator GERRY. Under the present law?
Mr. MAY. Under the present law.
B GSenatoGERRY. Than' the Treasury estimates?
,Mr. MAY. That is my f diing.
Senator BAILrY. How much greater?
Mr. MAY. Very considerably, sir.
Senator BAILEY. Six or seven hundred millions?

- Mr: MAY, Of bourse, I have not got the detail, but I should say
pretty nearly the amount that this increase was expected to raise.
Five or six hundred million. I , "

Senator BAIrY. Could you prepare the data in a short time?
t'-MY. MAY. I could 'make a summary, as I have done'here of the
causes which lead to it; but I should have to have some infQrmation
frOm the Treasury to convert increases in individual incomes into
taxes on individual incomes, because they have figured it out on the
distribution to be expected which I have not.

" Senator BAILEY. f" would like very much to have it.
Mr. MAY. I would have to have certain data from the Treasury

in order to do it.
The CnAinuAN. You believe the increase would come under the

present law because of the general increase in business?
* Mr. MAY. Yes, Sir,
. Senator CONNALLY. Disregard the income. Could you estimate
how much the corporation income in 1936 would be over 1935 if we
take no change in the rates? Can you give a rough estimate?

..,Mr. MAY. rdo not carry those fires clearly enough in my head
tomake the estimate., I am cautious of niaking estimates except
frot actual flgurwe.

Senator Co"4AltY. I am not calling for an opinion that I will pay
,yln fo~r as'in expert

Mr. MAY. My services are always at the disposal of the committee.
,-,Senator CoNNALLY. You figure the business in 1936 is going tO be
bettor than in 1935?

Mr. MAY. The Treasury estimates it, and I believe there is ground
to believe it,.

Senator CONNALLY. But you do not know how much?.
Mr. MAY. The Treasury estimates that there wUI be one billion

seven hundred mtlion increase in taxable statutory income, whiob
on a 15-percent basis woul4be $255,000,000.
, Senator BARKLAY..You think that the present law,, unchanged,
would raise this eight hundred million in: addition to the amount
rWooed i 1935 or in addition to the Treasury estimates for 1936?
I Mr. MAY. I think for the graduated tax end of it, it would raise

tho larger yart of the six hundred million that was supposed to
raise over the Tfeaury's estimates for 1936 yes.

Senator BARKLEY. You think we are liable to be more prosperous
Pian the Treu.T does? I

Mr. MAY. I think more money is going to be distributed than the
Treasury estimated, and that will mean large increases to the individ.
ual income tax.

The CHAIRmAN. All right, Mr. May; thank you.
Is Mr. James R, Everett,, representing the American Cotton Waste

Exchange of Boston, here?

X"l



The C0iARmAW. I understand you-want to make a brief statement
to the committee?

Mr, J'vznRm. Yes, sir.
The CHAUWAN. How long do you wish?
Mr. EVEnTT. Not more than 10 minutes; probably less.
The CHAIRMAN. Eroceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. EVERETT, BOSTON, MASS,, REPRESENT.
ING THE AMERICAN COTTON WASTE EXCHANGE

* Mr. EVERETT, My name is James R. Everett. I am a cotton-
wste merchant and exporter and I represent here the American
Cotton Waste Exchange of IBoston, the trade association of the
cotton wasto merchants and exporters.

As representative of the Am6rican Cotton Waste Exchange, which
has a large number of members engaged in export trade, I take thq
liberty of bringing to your attention the fact that section 601 of U. R.
12395 is incomplete because provision is not made for payment of
export claim, llowable under that section, without proof- that the
proeesming tax 1 s been pai4. ,n contrast, section 602 which wovd
allow refunds to holders of floor stocks on January 6, 1936, does not
require proof of, tax payment in claims made under that section, for
section 602 (e) provided (reading]: I I

I No oWrd under this ecton shall be disallowed on the ground that the tax
with respect to the article or the commodity from which processed has not been
paid.

As exactly the same reason exists for allowitig the claims under
section 601 as exists for allowing the claims under section 602, w6 feel
that there should be incorporated in section 601 the spine povison
found in seotiin 602 to provide that no'claim under stion 601 sho.q4
be disallowed on the ground .that the tax with respect to the rtiOle
or the commodity. from, which processed has not been paid. ,

Both sections are remedial legislation. Chairman Doughton of the
House Ways and Means Cormnittee in his report covenng this bill
stated-
thkt this eectlpn should be enacted lnt law as a Matter of fair dealing and*soutid
public policy.

He also notes that the section is purely remedia and rovides'a
form of relief which is justifiable m, a matter of e-4qity and outid
policy. Equally, Se6retary Morgenthad in his statements before
your committee and referring to both sections 601' and 602 statedthat_...-. / ..

the Ways and Means Committee which Inserted the refund provisions In thq
D nt b[ll, reardA these particular refunds as fulfilling a moral obligation of

Governten, and I l agree
Yet 'as section' 601 is now written, this clearly stated intent I

nullified as far as the qxprter is concerned unless a paragraph io
inserted in section 601 similar to section 602 (e).

Both sections 601 and 602 are designed to permit refunds to the
proc ug taxos incident on articles exported, articles delivered 6
charity, art-cles hld'a floor stocks on January 6 and certain related
case. Section 601 deals with export aid related claims. Section
602 relates solely to floor stocks claims. All these claims hold sub-
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itantially the "rue legal and economic sthtift and should be accorded
like treatment as mentioned above.

The reason for not requiring proof that the processing tax has een
paid is explained by the Hoiise Ways and Means Conmittee report
on the bill as fodOws:

Section 602 (e) relieves claimants of any necessity of proving that any processing
tax has been paid with reject to the article or articles on which their claims for
re(Wnd are bied.. It Is the opinion of your committee that thi provJsJoo 4*
justified and that any advantage which might otherw*e result to the processor
or other person liable for the tax bW1 who did not pay the same wil be largely
eliminated by the tax on unjust enrichment under title III.

Unless the suggested change in iectiot 601is made, the export
trade will suffer severe and irreparable loMs in spite of t1e fact that
their sales were based oh the belief that the Agricultural Adjustment
Act was valid, and that the Government would collect and enforce
the collection' of 'the pgroceslnj taxes and that the exportets woul4
il due course receive from the Government the export refunds ii
& cordai6e with the act. Ourpurchases from the mills were based
6A the rice obtainable in the domestic market, wl1ch price in turn
reflect the processing tax. We sold these goods fo .xpos'at a price
lower than the purchasing, price -expeCting to ,collect our expoki
refunds fromi the Government, We 6oud hardly be expected to find
ott in each case what attitude the individual null would finally take
in connection with their processing tax obligations to the Oovern-
mont, or whether the Government would be able to enforce the
collection of the tat.

Senator WALsH. Did you collect these export refunds from the
Oovernment up to the time of the Supreme Court decision?

Mr. Evauar. Yes; more or less.,
SenatOr WALSH. And the export refunds that you had pending and

.zpWted to collect upon, have not been collected since that time?
Mr. Evknrr. That is right, Senatdr.
I should like to give at this point the export refund situation as it

affects our own part of the cotton industry
Since the middle of 1933 a processing tax of 4.2 cents po pound wo

assessed on raw cotton. The law provided (sec. 17 (a))that because
of this tax burden on manufactured cotton goods there would be a
refund of the tax item on such articles as were exported. All exporters
of cotton products had to adjust their business operations and could
only contLnue the export business by relying on the export refund
arrangement,. Exporter's purchases were at the domestic market
prices, which on account of the processing tax were in all cases pro.
portionately higher than the world market prices. The exporter, in
ordee to do business, bad to sell to the foreign buyer at a prce which
did not include the tax. In other words, the proceeds, of every
export sale were really split into two items, first the amount which
would be paid to him by the foreign buyer; second, the amount which
he would receive as an export refund from the Government.The exporters, upon exportation of such articles, would present
their refund claims to the Internal Revenue Department and such
claims were allowed in the regular course of handling, until colecti
of lth cotton tax was to a great extent retarded in the summer and
fall of 1935.
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The export refund item was at lcat 'six to eight'times the usual
gross profit margin which the exporter had on such export sales. On
cotton comber waste, for instance, the refund item is 3.36 cents per
pound, while the usual gross profit is from three-eghths to one-half
cent per pound. Every export sale was made at an actual 3ubstan-
tial loss to the ekporter until he received back from the Government
the export refund accruing under the regulations. This clearly shows
that the exporter could only do business on the assumption that the
Government would live up to its export refund promises.

The delay in refunds had always tied up a considerable amount of
capital .but during the second half of 1935, when tax collections
virtually ceased the amount of capital involved was increased con-
siderably, causing real hardship to many exporters.

When the Supreme Court declared the law unconstitutionJ,. the
exporters had a great many claims pending, all of .which represent
frozen capital, as above mentioned. .The Internal Revenue Depart-
ment at that time suspended action ot all claims, Quite cleany it
was not the exporter's fault if the law was held invalid and the Gov-
ernment was unable to make all the necessary collection$. ,

If exporters are required under section 601 to submit, with their
refund claims proof that the tax with fetpect to the artiefes exported
has been paid, a virtually impossible condition is demanded and the
relief intended to be granted by section 601 will, to a great extent, be
nullifiedi Bearing in mind the injunctions against processing tax
collections, the 90-day extension, the many other extenrionq granted
by the Government, and thd final invalidation of the tax, it can be
clearly understood how nearly impossible it would be for the exporter
to submit px'oofo tax payment with eachclaim.-

Senator WAwaB. You would'have to' have doowrentary evidence
from every person from whom you purchased this waste? - , ,

Mr. Evnaww'r. In most cases ye.. It was always written uidvices
to fill the regulations of the bureau of Internal Revenue under the
regulations. It was not in all da b affidavit. 'Soraomit1 weiild
furnish affidavits instead of the other written advice. ,

The anomalous situation and inequity resulting from the failure to
give like treatment, as far as tax paymentt is 'concerned, to claims
undet sections 601 and 602, can be illustrated by 4 simple example.
On goods exported January 7, 1 day after the A. A. A. decision the
exporter can obtain a i'eund under section 602 without proof of tax
payment since, on January 6, he hold the goods as floor stocks,. He
would recsive a "floor stocks" refund and not an "export" refund.
However, had these goods been exported on January 5,1 day before
the A. A. A. decision, the exporter is in moot cases unable to obtain
the refund under section 601 as'now written because proof of tax
payment is required.
.In conclusion, I wish to ,state that I appreciate the purposes of
section 601and hdartily endorse the end it was designed to achieve.
The purpose of my statement, as I have said, is solely to point out
that because of the absence of provision respecting dispensing with
proof of-tax payment comparable to section 602 (e)p section 601 will
largely fail to achieve its purpose-at least as far as exporters are
concerned.,
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It is respectfully submitted that, for tho reason above given, section
601, subseotion (6), page 230, line 10, should read, after the word
iTreasury"-,

and no claim under this section shall be disallowed on the ground that the tat
With respect to the article or the commodity from which processed has not been
paid, but no claim shall be allowed hi An Rnmount less than $10.

Senator CONNALLY. In all cases did those exporters pay the tax, or
did many of them give bond and not pay them?

Mr. Evz nn. We are ootton-waste merchants, exporting and
buying cotton waste from thb mills, Most of the mills that rnanu-
facture under bond for export, manufacture coarse goods, and did not
make, quality waste which was very-largely exported, and which
quality had a refund under the regul nations of the A. A. A.
, zator;WALew. Whether tax was paid or not?
'Mr. Evzhi". Whether the tax was paid or not.
Senator , CONiiALLY.: That does not quite answer the question.

Many of them did export Without payment of tax, but gave bond in
lieu t ere6f. " ' :- -"', : • ' " , , , I

Mr. EVEREXT. Those are the manufacturers.
Senator COoNALLY. It- does not make any difference who, they

were. ; They got, the refund if they would be entitled to a refuid
just like you would?'.

Mr. :vaum. If they paid the tax, they would be entitled to the
refund; but most of the mills manufacturing export goods, I believe
manufactured bond and never paid any tax.,

'SenatorCONNAL Y. Exactly.,: That isjust what I want to bring
out. -

Mr. Evwnzr. That ig right .But those mills manufacturing for
the export trade, did not m ak the kind of waste that was exported
to foreign markets.-

Senator: OONNALLY. I understand that. Still, they exported
goods?

Mr. Evmnuyr. They exported goods.
Senator BARKLmY, This amendment you suggest, should apply to

all of them jUst as it would to. your own company?
Mr., EvERwar. Well,. it would.. Of couiLoe we are speaking of

exports now in a prety broad way, and I think that that is probably
true. . ' -
' Senator BARKLZY, That is one of the things about making an
amendment here to fit someone's particular situation.

Mr.- ]vr!,nm. The same thing is true under the floor stock plan.
If a mill is, manufactuing for export and makes its waste, if that
waste is on hand as of January 8, 1936, under the provisions of see.
tion 602 (e) that would apply.,' That waste is early withoutt the
bill.

-The CHAIRMAN. If there is anything further you want to say, or
want to talk to any of the expert, they will be glad to talk to you.
I understand you have already talked to some of them.

Mr. Evzm-r. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Tae next witness is Charles P. Bloome.
.Mr, Boom. -Yes, sir-
The CHAIRMAN. I understand you want to appear briefly?
Mr. BLooum. Yes, sir- very briefly, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bloome is executive vice president of the

Wearing Apparel Board of Trade of Philadelphia.
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STATEMENT OY CHABLIS P. BLOOMED, EZEOUTIVE VIOR PRESIDENT
WARING APPAREL BOARD OP TRADE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. BLOOiE. Mr, Chairman and member of this committee, I
am here to plead for'the passage particularly of title IV, section 601,
which applies to one item that is' very important to the wearing
apparel industries in Philadelphia. Possibly the sams is true id
other markets. cii. Posil t sm itr

The Federal Oov'rnment had made contracts with a number of
manufacturers ofwearing apparel and stipulated in the contract that
they will receive a drawback of their processing taxes; anotherr words,
they told the manufacturer that in calculating his price to the Gov-
ermient, they can eliminate that portion of the price which constituted
the processin ta . J . .'''. : / ,- ; .- .. " " ; ,
The manuPacturer did so and obtained the contract, realizing that

tho.Goveribient Will giv 6 hif back flidt amount of inoneiy which the
Government said that they, will give him back.

Senator WALSH. And you did get it back up to the time of the
8upreme Court decisiofi?.

Mr6 BLOOME. Correct. *.

Senatot WALSH. And since thdn yoai have not?
,'Mr. Bwous. That is right,

Senator WALSH. And you want to get it back now?,
Mr. BL0ioIu:. That is right.. Here ig one particuilar'case amount-

ing to $9,000 on one contract. It is 4i comparatively small tnanuw.
facturer. As a matter of' fact, the wearing, apparel' manufacturing
business lies in isnhller and medum class hands. -The ,1

This $9,000 is very urgently needed by thesepeople. They employ
about a hundred girls, they pay an average of $18a week, to a girl;
between $18 and $20'a week. This $9,0, ,,ould help them to pay
roll almest6 weeks.

Here under, date of February 29, 1936, :the Internal Revenue
Department advised these manufacturers that they have. suspended
paying, and today I wah told at the Internal .Rttevenue Department .
when' I took this up, they said:

That is true we havre e.mpended,'and, unless Conirs acti on it, 16 do'i
hold forth any hope that you 'will gt It back. " '-

I could see otars'when I heard thAt.
SenatorBAfizY. NotWithstandlng'you 'had paid the processingta1x? • " • '

'Mr. BLOOMa.. Notwithstanding because we' have confronted thd
Government with affidavits by the original manufacturers that on
the goods stipulated in the contract with the Qovernment, that tho
original mianufacturers have paid the procesing tax. * That is a very
Ajear cbse, ' : .I

If it was John Smith,' the, would h ave to pay, and our boad of
trade would see that they paid very quickly. But hore is a different
thing and it is still $9,000, and, Members of Congress, $9,000 is a
lot of money to us poor people. Of course, to the rich it does not
m n nch, hu

The CVAnRVAN. What you are arguing for is to retain section 601?
Mr. B Oout. That is precisely the thing that I am here.pleading

for.



One more item hee. Judging by the papers, and, you can not
always believe ovfry , 11 .yoU r1ea in t-papm, complete power,
unlimited powqr, is being vested under th law in the ands of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue insofar as making the decisions.
Now, Members of Congress, I have implicit faith in every act of a
Government official, that he will act fairly, justly, and righteously.
However Daughter)---'

The CHAIRMAN. Let us have order, please.
Mr. BLwoux. I am not to blame for all of this.
The CiuNi. What you want Is the right to appeal?
Mr. Boiu. That is right,
The CHAiuAf. Thank you vey much.
Mr. BLooM:. I certainly- appredate this courtey.
The Cizwmia . The next witness is Mr. 0. L. Childrems.

sTATUMT ON 0. L. OHMIDRRS, BOUSTON PACING Co.,
NOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. CHILDRzes. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is 0. L. Childres, and I live in Houston$ Tex. I am not
very comfortable up here and I won't stay any longer than I have to.

fain general manager of a small packing plant that has been in
businessfor 39 yeas. z
. I want to. give the committee the viewpoint of an active operating
executive of a small company enpaged in the slaughter of hogs and
the sale of pork products so that it may help you to some extent to
understand the practical application of the so-called unjust enrich-ment tax to.our busines., •

, I believe I could state the position of most packers in a couple of
nutshlls-that is, the small conces-by saying that we are idea.-
tically in the same position with the man who is about to be hanged.
-The sheriff aaked.lum if he had anything to say and he said, "AU1 I
eat say is well; sheriff, I don't think I am going to be able to get
over thL.'" That is just about the wey, we feel about it.

If I may, I would like to sit down and read a ttle of my strip.
* The Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed by Congress for the
purpose of relieving great distress to agriculture. I reponixed that
our producers had gone through a penod of distressingly lOw prices
and were in great need of help. I personally hope that the Agri-
cultural Act would relieve this situation. As you know, the theory
of the act assumed that the great distress of the producers was
occasioned by overproduction and for the purpose of controlling this
overproduction the act contemiplated 'the payment of benefits t6
those who curtailed their production to meet what was thought to be
the consumptive demand. In order to iaise the money to pay these

benefits to producers the act authorized the imposition of a procsng

Mr. Woods told you yesterday that our business is the largest
business in the United States in volume of sales. Some of the morn.
hers were not here present, and I think It is important, that they
should know and get the reason why packers are so much. concerned
about th new taxJAU., We are not simply coming up here to oppose
a method' that the Government has- suggested of raising additional
revenue. We are not here for that purpose; I know personally that
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1 w not. We are here for and in favor of the Government being in a
good financial condition.

In the case of hogs, the tax was first imposed in November 1933.
The initial tax was 50 cents per hundred live weight and has increased
or stopped up so that in March 1934, it was $2.25 per hundred liveweight..54"o ive you an idea of that, it runs close to about $5 per hog, that

we kiwl.
The t.x was assessed against the initial processor, or, in other words,

against the packer who slaughtered the hog.
togs, and pork products are highly perishable from the time we

purchase thep unti the pork is consumed and pork and pork prod-
ucts are sold in competit-on with many otler food products and theprice that the consumer is willing to pay must be in line with the prices
of other competitive foods.

I mean by that, gentlemen, that if the consumer has so much to
spend for good food, and if any one product gets too high, she is going
to substitute fish or fowl or whatnot in the place of meats, and that
was the position we found ourselves in after the tax was in full swing., The business is operated on a strictly small margin of profit, ex-
treniely small. ,
senator CoNNALLY. Do you suggest that on the theory that you
were not able to absorb the tax?

Mr. CHILDREa . It was a cost that we could not pass along to the
oonsumor.

Senator CONNALLY,. That is whst I mean.
Mr. C11ILDA, s. The business is operated upon an extremely small

margin and it was inevitable that the addition of further costs to the
extent of this, tax should cause more or loss confusion and trouble
during a period of adjustment. At the outset it was necessary to r
money to pay floor-stock tax at the rate of 50 cents per hundred light
weight on aH pork-pro4ucta stocks on hand on the day the tax first
went into effect aiid each month thereafter it was necessary to raise
cash to pay tbu iuge tax imposed on the slaughter of hogs. .

I Want to say in the case of moot packers, and a lot of them that Mr.
Woods did not cover yesterday in his testimony, that are not mem-
bers of the institute, there are literplly hundreds and hundreds of small
plants that oRprte with 15 or,20, and some as high as 100 men, that
did not have the money ,when the floor-stock tax was put on to meet
that charge without going out and borrowing it.

If the summer of 1933 Congiess passed the N. R. A. which also
inore-d the amount of.money necessary to carry on our business.
The N. R. A. brought bout substantial increasesinwageaand salaries,
increased the price of fuel,, packages and supplies and other costa
incidental to conducting our business.

Everyone knows that the packing industry cooperated with thePresident in his program to raise. and decrease the hours and
hsve more men, and we did, and I tihuk our record stands as a very
fine record before you gentlemen.

In addition to ap1 this, we bad our fuel bill increased, we had
our supply ot iiioregsed. Supplies that are furnished to the
packing industry, arm -portant to the busoss in general in the
county. * We also use almost every conceivable kind of supplies that
you can imagine, from automobiles right on down to small crates and
boxes and bales and cartons, and so forth, and so forth.
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You can readily see ho1w the small business like our own was soon
facing a very serious problem of raising money to finance this huge
additional cost,

We also had a real problem in trying to buy our raw materials, or,
in other words, live hogs. We did not have many hogs in Texas
when the A. A. A. program was first inaugurated, and in the fall of
1933 the Government inaugurated the pig-killing program and paid
a bonus to farmers to sell young pigs weighing 100 pounds or ess.
In all, around 6 million pigs were purchased and slaughtered. This
pig program made a very serious problem for our company in getting
our hog supply in Texas and made it necessary for us to go to distant
States to buy hogs in order to stay In the pork business. It was even
more difficult than it would have been had normal conditions continued
in the area Where our company normaly purchases.its hogs. too

In addition to the Government's red auction program, nature took
a' hand. There was an unprecedented drought throughout the
country in the year 1934 which reduced feed supplies, and that and
the* Government's reduction prbgthm reduced the supply of. hogs
available for slaughter from 40 to 60 percent.

In spite of the commno opinion to the contrary, there is keen and
intensive competition in all phases of the meat-packing busineW.
When our company goes 'out to buy hogs it'has to bid fot its supply
against many other pork packers who also are seeking hogs. -ork
packers seem to be natural optimists, and always feel t at prosperity
is just around the corner, and that conditions are going to be better
and that dressed pork prices are going to advance. This has' tend.
ency to make all purchasers of hog-bid more than they as worth,
and all of them do so with the feeling and hope that the are going
to get back their money through a rise in the proe of the product.

Keep in, mind, gentlemen, that the supply went down from an
average kill of 42,000 000 a year, down to about 30,000,000, and
everybody putting the hogs up to a very high price, so we had one fine
mess in the pork business. We were trying in some way to maintain
the good will that we had gotten by so many years of advertising, but
we had to have some hogs, so the pribe that we could sell pork was
determined by the consumers' ability to buy the product. The
housewife buys 90 percent, of the meat sold in the retail store, and
when she says tnht she won't pay the price for meat, that isall there is

it; you might just as well get the price down or else you will have
these iots that Mr. Woods showed you the pictures of yesterday.

With the great reduction in the supply available for slaughter
which existed at the time the processing tax wont into effect, the
necessity of keeping their plants running, and of holding their cus-
tomers, had a tendency further to make them bid more than the hogs
were worth. The competition in selling the product is not less keen
than that in Suying the hogs. The price at which the packer is able
to sell his pork and pork products is determined by the consumer's
ability and willingness to pay. During this period that the tax was
in effect the consumer's ability to pay was greatly curtailed because of
the great unemployment. Iis willingness to pay was affted by the
price of competing food, such as beef lamb, t potatoes,
and dozens of other items that could Sbe eub*~tut or pork on the
consumer's table.
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-I have pointedout briefly some of the operating problems that our

company had to face in order to bring home to you the fact that the
processing tax was not a simple matter and that it could not be taken
care of by simply adding it to the wholesalo prices of meat, or by
deducting it from the live price of the hogs,, as has sometimes been
claimed by persons who are not conversant with the business from it
practical standpoint.,
- During the yea? 1934 it was just impossible to conduct pork opera-
tions at a profit, Our,, company sustained severe losses, and we
thought our troubles in that respect had reached their peak during
thb.year'1934, but, to use a slang expression, until we got into 1935
"We hadn't een nothing,"
* Commencing In about December 1934, a great many pork packers
had sustained such heavy and severe; losses in their operations that
tho'lbsw of their capital and bankrupt tcy seemed inevitable, and'while
all o- them had great hesitanoy.inopposing the program of thd
A. A.: A.1 self-preservation demanded that somtling, be done to stdp
this rapid descent into bankruptcy., .' -z, - ., -. 1 ' ,
-, I can, give you a number 6f instances bout that, friends, that we
know, swall packers that We know that I am intimately adquainted
with. I have been in this business ever sinoel have been a boy. I
came directly from the farm to the packing house, and I hope to con-
tinue in it, and that is the reason I am up here, because I do not want
our picture on this group that Mr. Woods exhibited yesterday after,
noon.

Many pork packers sought legal advice on the validit, of the proc.
essing tax, and early in 1935 emiinent laywers gave written opinions
that the proceesin tax was unconstitutional and that further collect
tion could be enjoined. This seemed to be the universal opinion of
lawyers that wore consulted, and a great many of the pork packers
believed that the processing tax was unconstitutional and that it
would never have to be paid., Many packers' financial condition had
become so desperate that they simply ceased paying their taxes and
continued operating with the hope that the Government would not
seize and sell their plants. Other packers, in the hope that they could
avoid starting a suit against the Government, obtained long extend.
sions, feeling, however, that they would never have to pay the tax.
As time went on in 1935 the conviction that the tax would never have
to be paid became more fixed in the packers' minds,' and when the
supreme Court in the spring of 1935 invalidated the N. R. A., this
belief became the firm conviction and for all practical purpose" most
of the pork packers then and there in their own minds declared the
A. AA. . unconstitutional.

During this time we had another circumstance that made the
problem extremely difficult and that was the great amount of boot.
logging of pork that took place.

I don't know whether you can get a picture of what it meant to
bootleg pork, except that I could give you this one. If a man was so
inclined, and apparently thousands of them were, to bootleg pork, the
saving that he made i. paying the processing tax -as against the
procesor who was having to pay the processing tax at the rate that
the law specified, found it a very profitable business; in other words,
stating it in another way, we might say that a farner could make
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more money evading processing taxes in the Roosevelt Administra.
tion than he could selling hogs in the Hoover Administration. That
is just about the way It went. There was such a vast difference
between those perods.

The act itself invited this by the exemption that was granted to
farmers. Bootlegging of pork was inevitable on account of the great
difficulty, if not impossibility, the Bureau of Internal Revenue would
have in policing and checking literally thousands of local pork slaught-
erers who were selling pork on the argument that such pork was notsubject to a tax.

During most of 1935 a large number of packer, including those who
paid no tax and did not ask injunctions and the hundreds who asked
ind received injunctions, virtually ignored the $2.25 per hundred
of tax in their caloulatiois. If a person had not ignored the tax he
would, have been out of business, and would have had to discontinue
his pork operations because couldn't have brought his supply
of live hogs and couldn't have sold his product. The effect that this
frame of mind had was to compel the packers to pay more for hogs
than they were worth and, on the other hand, the price of com-
petitive food.6 prevented a sufficiently high sale price for pork to
recoup the tax'or any part of it.

The tax alW had a very adverse effect upon pork sales and pork
consumption in spite of the fact that the price of pork was relatively
not out of line with other foods and espedially beef and lamb. The
housewife felt and believed that she was paying a huge sales tax and
this was particularly because of the increase in price that was brought
about by the extreme shortage in supply. As you gentlemen know,
this resentment against pork prices which the consumer or housewife
attributed to the tax caused several consumer strikes throughout the
United States. It seems impossible to me that anyone knowing these
circumstance, which were a matter of common knowledge, could
fail to understand that the operations of a pork picking business of
necessity must be conducted at hugo loses.

These extremely different conditions that I have detailed to you
coupled tith many others, are very discouraging to the operators of
a small packing business.

Many of them just folded up and quit. I have in mind$ gentlemen,
one case of a company which had been operating a great many years
a company down in Milwaukee had been in business about a hundred
years, the Layton Packing Co. We had been getting a certain cut
from them for many, many years and considered them our regular
source of supply. About the middle of last year they wrote us a letter
and said that on account of the tax and other conditions they were
smply going out of business, and they sold their business. There
are dozens of others that we could relate to you.

Senator BARKLBY. Was the business continued by whoever boughtit?
Mr. CiLDREMs. I don't think so, Senator. I think the plant is

closed today.
Senator LbAUKLIr. What would be the object of buying it and

closing it?
Mr. CniLvaas. I think it might have some warehouse value.
Senator BAnzLxY. By some other packer?

W5
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Mr. CHILDRE38. Yes; another packer bought it. And itwas very
fortunate for him that there was another packer that was willing to
invest the money in those physical facilities.

In hivalidatifg the processing tax the Supreme Court literally
saved hundreds of other packers and I think it can be safely said that
if the decision had been the other way that there would only have
been a small number of pork packers left who would have been soundly
financed and who could have carried on their businesses in a business.
like w ay. • • .. . I

When the Supreme Court declared the A. A. A. unconstitutional
the pork packers had a sort of it new lease on life and felt that the un-
paid taxes could be used to pay their debts and put their plants back
in shape that had been neglected during this troublesome period and
would permit them to stay in business and at least work out a modest
living

I know, gentlemen, that there are plants in the country which
needed new equipment, I know that they needed repairs, I know that
they needed all of those things, and a great many have used that money
for this purso.

This spirit of optimism however, was very quickly dispelled.
Almost immediately after the A. A. A. was held in the Court uncon-
stitutional on January 6, the consumers of pork products practically
went on a strike and refused to consume pork at the prices which
existed just before January 6 and this condition existed even though
prices at that time were not ufflicidntly high to make the operations
profitable. In order to move tho extremely small supply which at
that time was at a record low into consumption it was necessary to
reduce wholesale prices of pork practically 20 percent.

And that was just Immediately following the~nyalidation of the a&
This necessarily occasioned huge losses on all stocks oh hand and agaid
demoralized the pork-packing business, and it has continued to be
demoralized up to the present time.

I Nobody is ever going to be able to convice me, and I don't think
any executive of a company in the pork-packing business, that tho
retaining this money represented by this unlawful exation amounts to
an unjust enrichment. Personally I don't feel that the amount of
money that our company has will compensate it for the loses that it
has sustained and will sustain until hog prices return to normal and
until we can get a normal pork sutpply baok on the consumer's table
The ultimate effect of passing this so-called unjust enrichment tax
will be to drive literally hundreds of small operators out of business,
and those who are not driven out of business will be so curtailed in
their olperstions that their businesses cannot be efficiently carried on.
As I said before, this is not going to be a good thing for this country,
It is going to harm the producer of livestock because it is going to
greatly lessen the number of buyers who are going to be bidding for
hi hogs when he wants to sell them.

I hope you understand without my takingup too much of your
time that when a farmer brings a carload of bogs to the market he
gets a check for them. lie wants the money- he does not take a
warehouse receipt. And he has always found that the packer has it.
If he is in business he has to be in a position to buy this raw material
and pay the cash for it.
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It is sure to cause permanent unemployment . Many of these pack-
ing plants are located in rural centers, and unless the people who work
for the packing company work there, there is nothing else for them

* to do in that community. It is going to hurt the onsu~ners because
it is going to lessen the number of people who are offering pork for
sale to retalers.

You understand, gentlemen, that not only do we pay cash for all
of the livestock we buy, but that 75 percent of all of our sales are on
credit to the retail concerns on anywhere from 7 to 15 days, so it really
takes money to stay in this business.

If you gentlemen will get the profits of the packing industry and
compare its returns with the returns of manufacturing business
generally, you will agree with me that there is nothing about the
profits of the business that would attract an investor,

I say that very frankly and with the direct knowledge that if a lot
of these people have to refund this t&., andgoto theirbanks to get
this money, they will have a tough time doing it,
-When the return is supposed to be good It means a return ofless
than 2 percent on the industry's sales and that includes sales of many
other items other than meat.
. This is the most serious threat that has ever been made to smell
packers. I am not up here as an economist or lawyer or a big bvig-
nessman, but I am simply heo asking my Government not to pass a
law that I know is. ,oing to be unjust to small packers.
- Even i this law is not passed I appreciate the very, Very difficult
problem that our company is goi.g to have. Our pork losses ever
since the A. A. A. was a unconstitutional have been extremely bad
and the industry has not yet adjusted itself to the changed conditions
brought about by the Court'sdecision, .I know that as soon as it can
be done hog production in this country is going to get back to normal
and with present prices this is going to happen in spite of anything
the Government or anybody else can do. This is going to create a
real prblem that the farmer is just as much interested in as the
packer., Because of the high price and the competition of the other
foods, we have lost a large percentage of our domestic, as well as our
foreign market.

We speak with absolute authority on that, because we have in
years gone by exported a lot of lard to England, and we have exported
practically none during the last several-years.

In other words, pork has gone off the American table. We experi-
enced this same situation during the World War when the public was
exhorted to have meatless days in order to have meat for the soldiers.
It took us almost 10 years to get the American consuming public back
to the normal amount of meat after the war and it is going to take a
long time to pet a normal supply of work consumed by the American
public unless it is done at sacrifice bargain prices, and every packer who
is now in business ought to be permitted to remain in business during
that period because each of them can help solve this problem and it is a
real problem, and if Congress is really interested in the livestock
producer's welfare it will not place any more burdens on the people
who perform the marketing function of the farmer or the man who puts
the farmer's meat on the consumer's table. This applies to windfall
taxes, processing taxes, corporation surplus taxes or any other thing
that is going to burden or handicap the processors of the farmer's
livestock.
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I don't claim to be competent to be able to discuss the constitutional

features of the tax on unjust enrichment but to an ordinary small
businessman it seems to me that the Government is attempting to
access a penalty against us because we opposed the collection of a tax
which afterward was held to bo an unlawful exaction. Although we
were reuctant to start an injunction suit when we did, the preserva-
tion of our company demanded that we should do so. We took the
risk involved in commencing our suit, incurred attorney's fees and
other expenses and faced the possibility of heavy penalties and interest
if the tax had been valid. As it turned out the Court said that this
money could not be collected from us and if this windfall tax ispassed
many processors are going to feel that it is not a tax at. all but an

un teifalty.
a& feel that we have 'been, unjustly enriched but'I sincerely

feel that nothing more than common justice has been done and it does
not mean that we have had a net profit or we are going to have a net
profit during the period the pork-packing business was dilocated by
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. As ILpointed, out, to
you before, we had severe loss in 1034.. We aie having a severe
loss in 1936 and I know even if this windfall tax is not passed our
losses for 1930 in the end are going to be serious. In addition to that
we have lost a tremendous amount of goodwill We have lost many
customers on account of not having pork available to seil themand
we have seen resentnent built up in t oe minds of the housewie on
account of the high price of poik which i, goingto take years to over-
come and I don't think now, even with this recessing tax, that we
have been compensated for the loss that our business has sustained.

Senator BAILEY. How much did you lose on your inventory when
the Supreme Court opinion came down as compared with'December
31 1935;and January 6, 1930? Did your inventory shrink in value?
Mr. CNILDRESS. About 20 percent, the amount of the reduction

in meat prices, yes. In our own particular operation, that Would
amount to eight or ten thousand dollars. We are a small operator,

Senator BALEYr. That was lost by reason of what?, ' , 'i
Mr, 'CHILIDRES. That was lost because tho housewife had bon

paying the high price of meat, and when the tax went off she sai4
that the price of meat ought to be radically cut down and she waited
about purchasing.

Senator BAILEY. This subsection (b) on section 232 states the rule
whereby you will find that the burden of Federal taxes was shifted,
Did you examine thiS rule? ,

Mr. CHILDREss. Yes, I have. I talked to a number of small
Packers about it, and our own accountant has worked on it, a"d we
find no two persons who agree on exactly what that rule would mean

eus.
I can say this, that if that rule is going to be followed all the way

through, it is going to be a long time before we know how much we
owe the Government in the way of windfall tax, because following
the tax through on each article of pork that we produced durig this
whole period of tine would be an almost unlimited tamk.

Senator BAILEY. Are you prepared to suggest a better rule or a
more equitable rule?

Mr. CIIILDSS. I am not prepared at this moment, to offer any
better rule for the protection of. those who did not pas the tax on.
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vthay not given that sufficient study, but I know that under the law
as it is written now,, that we do not know where we are and we do not
know where we are going to be for quite a long time. We imagine
though, that we are going to get a penalty on the 1935 operations and
show a tremendous l6ss, probably more than offsettiig it in 1036.
That is just my own opinion; that is the way I feel about it.

Senator BAILEY. You will show a larger loss in 1936 than you did
In 1935? 1

Mt. (NILDRr5. Because of the fact that we ar6 going through this
readjustment period in hog production. The business is shifting
from the period of small receipts to a period of largo receipts, and we
are going to need all of the money that we can get to bui those hog
with and manigacture the ]product. On such an increase in produc-
tion, woe always have shiftingly low prices, or usually do; 'and tin-
profitable operations.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you' Mr. Childress.
Is Mr. Oehrmanti in the audience?
Ml.' G0ZHRMANN. Yes.
The CHA'IRUAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. GzHRmANN. About 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. I may say that this calendar apparently is quite

lengthy. ' It seems apparent that we will not be able to finish up
With these witnesses and some others that are of some importance
tomorrow therefore I have instructed the clerk and Mr. Parker to
send wires accordingly, and we will try to close the hearings on
Friday.

'STATSNMf OF FELIX GEHRMANXN, OICAGO, ILL.

Mr. GnimnWNx. I was born in Decatur, Ill, in 1870, and went to
the public school until I was 16 years old, and then worked for the
Anglo-American for 15 year, and during that time I went to night
school. In 1900i went in business for myself, and have been in busi-
ness ever since. In 1923 I went in business with Earl Thompson,
who started the Reliable Packing Co. The first 5 years we did Dot
pay ourselves any salary or any dividends or anything; just kept
sticking money iito the business, and since then we have not been
drawing very much out of it.

When I went with the Abglo-American in 1885, hogs were selling
at 4 and 5 cents a pound, and at that time they were called the "mort-
gage-raisers", and they were never over 9 and 10 cents until the big
war came on, and then they got over a dime.

While we are heartily in accord with balancing the Budget, we
believe it is far better to have that temporarily unbalanced than to
assess a hihly unpopular tax upon livestock by a so-called windfall
tax. If collected, it will cause many small packers, including our-
selves, to be compelled to discontinue business.

We are strictly pork packers. We are not Government ihopeoted;
we are State inspected, and we cannot sell anything out of the State.

The A. A. A. program of restricting production has decreased the
available supply of o the' past months approximately 50 percent
or more less at the Chicago market. It was apparently the last
several months of the processing tax of $2.25 on hogs, that the
majority of our competitors were selling their hogs and buying their
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hogs on a basis of not paying the tax, which made our business so
hghly competitive that we who phid the tax up to within the last
few months did so at a great disadvantage. All of our inventories
when the tax was discontinued, suffered a reduction in value. So far
this year we have continued to operate at a substantial loss. The
lightness of receipts and the highly competitive nature of our business
resulted in that.

The other feature which carries with it the good. or ill-will of a
large percentage of the public in the stockyard district is the amount
of work available for a vast number of employees that normally had
steady work in the hog-packing industry. Our old-time hog butchers
who don't know how to do anything else and who enjoyed working
reasonably long hours, being compelled to divide the work available
and are only getting 15 to 30 hours per week, which at the wage scale,
does not compensate them. That is about all I have to say.

Mr. PowE.L,. Mr. Chairman, with the idea in mind of shortening
your time that you have to give to this as much as possible, I have a
list here of about 125 packers who are in Washington, many of them
in this room today, that I would like to have entered. And we
represent approximately 200 more of the small packers. I have told
these gentlemen that they should not take over 5 or 10 minutes, and
I think we can limit them to that. We will call them as fast as we can.

The CHAIRMAN How many of them are here?
Mr. POWELL. There are eight here to be heard.
The CnAiRMAN. There is no need for repetition.
Mr. POWELL. We will cut it down just as much as possible. I askto have this list inserted In the record.
(The list referred to is as follows:)

Albany Packing Co., Inc.; Wilson C. Codling, A.bany, N. Y.
Allison & co., J. H.; Howard W. McCall, Cb attannooga, Tenn.
Auth Provision ,, No Eliot Baleatler, Jr.. Wahington, D. 0.
Banfield Br a. Pacing do.; R. C. Banfield, Tulsa, Okla.
Baum-Philip; C. M. Bacr., Danville Ill.
Bela Prey. Co. . U.; Henri Bela, St. Louis, Mo.
Braun Brof. Packing Co. Thj' Charles E. Rasor, Troy, Ohio.
Brighto resed Meat Co., James E. MoMahAn, Boston, Mas.
Burk Inc., Louis; B. C. Dickinsov Philadelphia, Pa.
BurkTard, Packing C., H.; 0. . .Velhener, Dayton, Ohio.
Cheater P king & Provision Co.' W F. Medford, Cheater, Pi.
Columbus Packing Co. The; B, A. Schenk, Columbus, Ohio.
Danahy Pitking Co., Arthur M. Danahy, Buffalo, N. Y.
Davies, David' 11. W Jameson, Columbus, Ohio.
Dold Packing No. Jacob; J M ScuUy BuffaloAN.'.Y.
Du Quoin Packing Co.; L 5. Flaveil, Du Quoi , Ill.
DU Quoln Packing C0' W. Naumer, Du Quoin I1.
Dunr Packing Co., C. X.; John F. Nash, Utica, N. Y.
Dufr Packin Oo C A D. M. Sweet, Utica, N. Y.
Eckert Packing Co.; I.1H. Farmer, Ienderson Ky.
Ernmart Packing o.' 0. W. Cook, Loulaville Wy.
Falter Packing Co- John Falter, Columbus ,hio.
Felln & Co Ino. John F; W. E. Felin, Philadelphia Pa.
Fischer Paking Ne., lenr; fleary Finber, Lourvilio, Ky.
Florence Packing Co.; T. T. Hackworth, Florence, Ala.
Fried & Reineman Packing Co.; Walter E. Peineman, Pittsbirgh Pa.
Frey & Co.; Chas. Frey, Seattle, Wash.
Fuhrman & Forster 0o.; Lawrence Forster, Chicago, Ill.
Gebelen, Inc., John A. 'John A. Gebelein, BaltimorelMd.
Gibson Pcking Co. Mr Coffin, Yakima, Wash.
Cobel, Inc., Adol; Scott MoLanahan Brooklyn N Y.
Gobel, Inc., Adolf; V. D. Skipworth, brooklyn, W, Y.
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4 o, In*., Albert F.1 Mb(Si F. Gotie, Baltmore, Md.
e Ino., Albert F.. H 4rry R. Parkhurst, Batlimnre, Md.

H94hnond-Standlsh Paoing Co.; T. W. Tallaerro, Detroit, Moh.
Hel Packing Co.; Geo., Well, Jr St Louis, Mo.
.|Ile zneer & Bros In6;? . Geo. iflgemeneer Jr. Indianapolis Ind.
* gstom Paig ; 0. L Chldress, Hou4O "Tex

Ijughes Povision Co The; J. L. Bishop ClavefXWOhio.
Hunter Packing Co. ank Hunter, St. Lous Mo
H grade Food Prod ct Cororatlon; Harold .Nw York City.IdZl Pascking Co. The- A..W Ooerig, Cincinprti, Ohio.

IllnoLi Meat Go*A, W. BrIek a, Ch IlL 1
KAlui Sons Co.,A R i B.L. W KaW Cinci ha& U Ohio.

* ~ earnsParin Co 'a Ya l d 00
Packng~ - ,b B..!cer, Arkansas Cty, Kane.

aKnauss Bros., Inc.; Lsouis . Knauas, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Kry Pakilg Oo- Fred Krey St. Louis, Mo.
K(riel Co. C. . Andrew (. Krel, Bsltimore, Md.
funaler Co Ch 0. Win. Birrell, Lancter Pa.
L64eeo P; [ng ;.; F., 0. Ilseusarmnn Ut. Louis, Mo.
Lake Ere Provision Co. The- Chester 0. comb, Cleveland, Ohio.
Lohrey Packin4 Co.; Geore it. Lohrey, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Louisville Provision Co . Wernke, Louisville, Ky.
8heindoah AbaLtoln; V. *. Walburn, Shcncndosb, Pa.
LUer Bros, faeking & lee Co.; 0. 8. Cate, 'Altoh, Ill.
Luer Bro. Packing & Ice Co.; W. J. Imer, Atn, Ill.
Leer Patking Co.; It F. Tyldeley I<o Angeles, Calif.
Merkl Ino., Henry Merkel Jamaica, N. Y.
M Paekl G., ff. H.; 1. H. toyer, Cininati Ohio.
Mille& Co, Cs" August Mlter, North .rIen .
Miller Co., . W. 0. Miller, Newark, Ohio.
Milner Provision bo .&Milner, Franklort Ind
Milner Provio Co.' Mr. Btmnpf, Frankfort, ind.
Ohio PrevisionGo. he' Mr. E. L. Schneider, Cleveland, Ohio.
Poet & Co Inc d ,f. "H D Poet Ghesanln Mich.
Provision &o., TheT . Strange oIumbus ba.
Punxsutawney Boet & Provion do.; Chas. (. Roy, Punxutawneyp PA.
Reliable Packing Co.; Felix Gchrmann, Chicago Ill,
Reynolds Packing Co.; W. 0. Reynolds Union Uty, Tenn.
Rochester Packing Co.; 0. F. Pt4l°ffn, Aecheater, N. Y.
Sandusky Packing Co., The; Guy Mansuh Sandusky, Ohio.
Scala Packing Go, Inca, N. Y,
Schaffner Bro, . o; iton 8chAfner, krw, Pa.
Schluderberg, Wn.-F. J. Kurdle Co.; J. H. Richardson, Baltimore, Md.
Sobluderberg Wm.-F. 3. Hurdle Cj' W. F. Schlulerberg, Baltimort Md.
Schmidt PaZing Co., The F. Fred; boo. L. Schmidt,.Columbus, Ohio.
Schroth PackingCo. The J. & F . FAmore Mi. Schroit, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sleloff Papklng co.; Emil Sieloff, At. Louis, Mo.
Stahl-Meyer, Inc.; eo. A. Schmidt, New York City.
Standard Packing Co. George H. Linceln, toe Angeles, Cagt.
Steldl Bros.; Donald 9teidl, Paris, Ill.
Steiner Packing Co. The; Mr. 8teiner, Youngstown, Ohio.
St. Louis Local Meat Packers Association; A. F. Versen, St. Louis, Mo.
Stole Sons, Anton; Anton Stolle Richmond, Ind.
Sucher Packing The Chs.; Louis A. Sucher Dayton, Ohio.' Taylor Pa.cking Co;James' Burt, Plemtantvillo . J.

Theurer Norton Provison Co.; W. B. Srith, dleveland, Ohio,
Truns Pork Stores, Inc.; Max Truns, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ulmer Paocking Co., Jacob; Julian F, Ulmer, Tottsvillo, Pa.

Vimmn &Co. C. .; . KViesman, Louisville Ky.
Vogt Sons, Ice., F. 0.; Frederick A. Vog, Phialphls, Pa.
Vogt Sons. Inc., P 0i ff 3. Powell Pr iidflphis, Pa.
Welland Packing Co.; rank B. Weidand, Phoenitxvllo, Pa.
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STATUMNT OF F. B. WBRNKB, LOUISVILLS, KY., PRESIDENT,
LOUISVILE PROVISON 0.,

Mr. Wz.RNKI. My name is F. . Wemke;. 1 am president of ot
LouisvilleTProvision Co., a corporation of Kentucky, with its prin-
cipal office and plant located in Louisville, Ky.- I am representing
principally my own corporation, but I am also here to represent 10
other Kentucky owned and controlled packing plants;.

During the year 1035, even after taking into consideration the
greatly reduced volume of hogs laughtered by packers all over the
country the volume of sales of these 10 houses amounted to more
than 25 millions of dollars. These Kentucky companies during the
past year paid for liv ers of the State of Kentucky
and southern In * from which see bhey draw 90 percent of
their livestoc, ughter between 17 and 20 ons of dollars. These
companies loy in exes of 2 000 persons th a total annualpa roll t2%mlin

N mber 1033 so ed p g tax der the Ag'-

cultur Adjustmej d *nist tion t

tax e .tim No ber , 193 o.- 00 ta p hr dredwight,
live W I -t. 4 I 4 , 0the as Iner to $iper
huin I- weig a19 e reae $16 perhun eiht rtee c- -a1 i, 13asesab

biredweight and the, a ~l kt !ahf193f'tatb
lish at $2.2P per hu *ght, 1' weig and fro March 1,
193 toJa 6, I uncbang at $2.25
per U 1 - companies pai their pro-

g taes the~ ' y e had paid up the Ist of
'Jan 1935, tot o bout isj doll ar.

D. * g tho at i were ng.th huge sums
as p esingAt ,condit do oped oo kmn busi-
nes t made it extrem ult a at tim ible for
thepa r to get b 0eos Of th hi 0o expenseof
doing bu ess rom t laj prod . Some these conditions
were au y, the extreme'sftago of livestock loned by the
Government gram In kill the 6,000,000 8e pigs, the corn-hog
production-con rogren, m te unprec ught. Inceed
expenses of buses M t about . R. A. increased wage and
071 ry rates, and inere . packing costs. In fact prac-
tically all expenses during this period went up. For exanipie, my
fuel costs increased almost 200 percent during the period that these
enormous taxes were. in effect.

The packers of Kentucky, on or about tho 1st of January 1935,
realized tht if they were going to preserve any portion of their work-
ing capital it was nece.-ssry for them to cease paying these huge
pressing taxes, and had had this matter under consideration for
several months. On March 1935 the critical condition brought upon
us by the payment of this tax made it absolutely necesary to take
some action to get relief. We applied to the United States courts
and were granted injunctions enjoining the collection of the tax. I
think that it is safe to say that if the.e injunctions had not been
granted at that time very few of the Kentucky pwkcrs would have
survived and been doing business when the Supreme Court on Jan-
uary 6, 1930, invalidated the A. A. A.



, llustate how seriou the situation Ihad become' the Federal
court in granting these injunctions, in some cames did not require a
deposit of security in the full amount of the tax, but instead, permitted
the filing of a nominal bond.

As the committee knows, from the early part of 1935 until the
Supreme Court of the United States finally passed on the validity of
the A. A. A., thousands of processors instituted suits in the United
States courts, and were granted injunctions against the collection of
the tax.* Consultation of the processors with their attorneys had
their participation in the injunction suits thoroughly convinced them
that the A. A. A, was inviid and that the Supreme Court of the
United States would so hold. The invalidation of the N. R. A. helped
to strengthen the feeling of the processors that the A. A. A. was
invalid and this feeling, coupled with the extreme shortage of livestock
which existed in the year 1935, made it absolutely impossible to buy
hogs at anywhere near a realizable value on the pork products. As I
said before, there was an extreme shortage in hogs"-only 40 to 50
percent of the normal supply available for slaughter-and the same
number of packers as formerly were in the market bidding for them,
each of them realizing that his overhead was fixed, and that keeping
up his volume was positively the only way he could save himself.
It was only natural that everybody should pay more for hogs than
they were worth. ,

Senator BAIL.. What do you mean by paying more for your hogs
than they were worth?

Mr. WERNKS. We could not realize the value of the hogs out of the
ho we purchased.

Senator BAILEY. You could not pass on the price paid to the farmer?
Mr. WRNKi. We could not pass the price to the consumer, the

price we paid for the hog, plus our operating expense and taxes.
Senator BAiLtr. , You say you paid more than the hog was worth?
Mr. WERNKV. Yes, sir; and we are doing that right today in order

to keep the market alive.Senator BAILEY. I wish you would tell me what you mean by that,
paying more than it is worth?

Mr. WERNxE. I mean that right today we are paying around$10.50-- ..

Senator BAILEY (interposing). If you pay more than he is worth,
what is he worth?

Mr. WE .NKE. For the value we are getting out of the hog, hogs
today should be selling around about $8 per hundred. Instead of
that they are selling around $10.50 per hundred.

Senator BAILEY. You could not get $2.50 more in the retail market?
Mr. WERNKE. No, sir; we cannot.
Senator CONNALLY. Are you operating at a loss now?
Mr. WERNE. Yes sir; at a very substantial loss.
Senator BLAcK. What is the retail price now?
Mr. Wrnxyxz. There are different colbiioditic. The retail price

of pork loins alone in our community is about 30 cents a pound retail.
Senator BLACK. And you are paying 10.5 cents a pound?
Mr. WERNKr. We are paying 10.5 cents a pound for the live hog.
Senator BAnKLEY. How much of that hog is wasted in the final

processing in making it edible?
Mr. W ENKE. You can get now about a 68 percent yield from live

weight. Between 68 and 70 percent yield from live weight.

566 RRVBRUE AOTp 1930
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Senator BLAox, And 30 cents is about the average?
Mr. Wsairts. No 80 cents is approiately in our territory the

retail price of pork loins only. Pork loins only represent a very small
percentage of the live aniad, and that is thehighest priced article of
the animal today,

Senator BAILEY. What is the average retail price of pork for the
entire hog?

Mr. WEENy. I imagine around 12 or 13 cents. That is whole-
sale, not retail.

Senator BAILEY. And you get only 68 percent of the hog?
Mr. WERNKE. Between 68 and 70 percent. Some hogs will yield

a little better than others.
Senator BAnKLIY. Depending upon the sihe?
Mr. WERNKE, Depending upon the quality.
Senator DATI Y. Has the size anything to do with it?
Mr. WEY0NKE. Something, but mostly the quality.
Senator BAEKLEY. It depends on how fat he is, and things like

that?
Mr. WERNKE. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Thank you.
Mr. WEnRnvo. You men can appreciate that a packing company's

overhead is practically fixed-in othet words, it is rocessary to carry
the same amount of insurance, to pay the same amount of taxes
have the same supervision expense and practically-the same amount
of labor and when you understand that the volume of production of
our plant was reduced 50 percent-and, by the way, it is still only
about 50 percent of normal-I think you can see why it was neces-
sary to get in other lines of business such as fish, cheese, poultry, and
oysters in order to reduce the overhead expense on our meat depart-
ments.

That has been a very bad condition in the packing industry.
The problem was no less difficult and severe when we came to the

selling of our pork products. In a very short time pork had gone
frqm extreniely low prices to what appeared to be relatively high
prices.

I have made a comparison in the years 1030 .and 1931 when live
hogs on the Louisville market were selling at approximately $8 per
hundred live weight. Taking that same figure during the years 1934
and 1935 and cenmparing the selling prices of the commodities that we
made out of that animalwith the prices we received for the same com.
modifies during the years 1034 and 1935, and I find there is a variation
between 3 and 5 cents per pound-that is, the amount of money that
we realized from the hogs, the products out of those hogs in 1930 and
1931 was 3 to 5 cents per pound greater than the amount that we
received during 1934 and 1935 when hogs were relatively the same
price. And on top of that, we were asked to contribute $2,25 per
hundred as a processing tax.

Senator BAiLzr. If instead of paying that $2.25 per hundred you
had impounded it in court and in th0 meantime sold your meat as if
you had raid the $2.25--that is the theory of the unjust enrichment.
if those facta could be established, you would agree that the consumer
ultimately has paid that $2.25, do you not?

r. WzRNKE. There is no way in the world that I can see that you
can finally trace it down, because the tax was never added by any of

567.
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the packers as a senate item, and never oearied as a separate item
in their books. It all went into the *rIal cot of the item.

Senator BAILz'. But there was that $2.25 as part of the overhead.
If, instead of paying it to the Government, you pid it in courts, but
the price of your meat to the jobber or to the consumer carried that
$2.25. The consumer paid it, but you got yours back-I am not
speaking personally-you got it back out of the court. If anybody
should get it back it should be the consumer who paid it, should it not?

Mr. WERNILE. If it could be traced to that consumer, but that
cannot be traced in the packing industry. There was a rapid rise
also in the price of hogs. That is what caused the rapid rise in the
amount of the commodities, not the tax.

Senator BAILEY. The ptocessing tax did not account for the pricerise altogether?
Mr. ',Y RNIE. The killing and the drought had a great deal to do

with it. Practically all to do with it.
Senator BAILEY. Thexe was notice to you of the fact of a tax of

$2.25 a hundred. Every packer was expecting to pass it on. HIe
knew he had to pay it. Instead of paying it ho put it into court and
had a suit about it and resisted the constitutionality of it. In the
meantime he sells the meat and the consumer, presumably buys the
meat with that tax on. That is a presumption of law and that is a
presumption of common sense. At the end of it all, the packer get.
the money back out of the court. HIe cannot pay it back to the con-
sumers, there are too many of them, so why should he hold it? That
is the problem.

Mr. \V.RNKE. Senator let me make this illustration to you. Sup-
pose you and I were in the same business, or two gentlemen were in
the same line of business, and you have got an article that you want
a certain price for and I agree to pay you for the article that certain
price. We will say that the amount of it is $15, and you represent
that aricle to be Just sold to 'me. I agree that it is all right ind I
purchase it from you for resale at $16. I am figuring my overhead
expense and my additional costs, and I figuree it Will coat me $5 to do
that, and figuring to get my expense back and that this is a reasonable
margin of profit. I sel that article for $20.

A little later on I turn around and I have found that that article
is not what you represented it to me to be, and I come back at you
with a claim for an additional $5. I have already sold that article
for $20 and got my money, but I conm back t46 you for an additional
claim of $,5, and I am successful in prosecuting that claim and gottink
that claim of $5.

Senator BAILEY. You might be.
Mr. WERNKr. I was supposing I am. We are just supposing all of

this.
Senator BAILEY. You could not get damages from me unless you

showed damage.
Mr. WERN.E. I would have damage that that article which you

sold me was not as you represented.
Senator BAuLEY, VYou got the full value and the other man suffered

the damage. If you came out whole, you could not sue me. Are
you a lawyer?

Mr. VERNK No eir; I am not.
Senator BAILEY. A is. the party that suffers from a fraud that

recovers; not any other individual.

568
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Mr. WEBzNE. In this case I am still suffering, because in this
article as represented to my customer, I have represented that it
was just what you represented it to me to be, and I in turn am offering
special services to that customer on account of that article and it is
costing me money. - -

Senator BAILEY. I sell to you for $16, and you sell to the other
fellow at $17, and earn your profit, and then the other fellow finds
that the thing is defective and comes back on :ou-

Mr. WznNxE (interrupting). And I am servicing it.
Senator BAILEY. Then you can go back on me.
Mr. WERNKE. And I have done that.
Senator BAILEY. There is no defect or fraud or concealment. That

is a case of mutual mistake. This is neither fraud nor mutual mis-
take. It is a tax. You say, "I do not think this tax is going to be
imposed on me; I am going to put it into court," and it accumulates
there. Meantime you continue to sell the article as if the tax were
upon it. Somebody down the line pays that tax, but the Supreme
Court holds the whole thing unconstitutional, and the money paid
in court through the man that brought the suit, you recover the tax
notwithstanding you have passed it on and the ,timate consumer
has paid it. There are the facts underlying this theory. I am not
saying it is correct or incorrect, but would you not say under those
circumstances that the man who paid the tax should recover it rather
than the man who passed it on?

Mr. WERN9EE. The man that paid the tax should recover it, and
that is theprcessor. We are the man that paid the tax.

Senator BAILEY. You paid it in the first instance, but you added it
on to the price.

Mr. WERNzz. No, air; we say we did not.
Senator BAILEY. If that is the case here, your tax would be auto-

matic, because the bill does not pretend to take a tax which he did not
Pa .ir. WFRNIE. I personally think, and I have discussed it with the

packers in our locality, that the method is entirely wrong, that it is
impossible for us to show.

Senator BAILEY. It says: "From the selling price of each article,
there shall be deducted the same first cost of such article plus, second
the average margin with respect thereto." And "margin" is defined
later. I agree it is a rule and it may be an arbitrary rule, but what
have you to say about that rule?

Mr. WzmKNE. Senator, I have not made a thorough study as to
just how it should be. I would be unable to say.

Mr. WooDs. Mr. Chairman, I qualified as a witness yesterday.
If the Senator really cares for information on this point, ?Iwould be
glad to clear up thepoint in his mind which he makes.

Senator BAILEY. I assure you .1 will read what you had to say.
Mr. WOODS, This question was not raised in the testimony yester-

d5Lnator BAILEY. Are yoix c'rling up tis afternoon?

Mr. WooDs. No; I am not, but I would like to clear up the point
that the Senator* lain mind.

Senator BAni.l Boore you do that let me make an inquiry.
While this roneYi*4s being accumulated in the courts, awaiting a
decision, of course-you had to anticipate the possibility of an unfavor-
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able decision, in which case the money would have to be paid into
the Treasury. While that decision was being awaited and while thm
isonG! was being adoumulated, to what extent did the packers pro-
to themselves against the anticipated decision?

Mr. Woons. It did just the reverse of what the witness said. But
sahe stated in the beginning, the Fener" illegal opinion was that the

decision would be for the invalidation of the act.
Senator BARKLEY. Of course, you could not take that for grafted;
ou had to take a chance on It, and I assume not only the packers,
ut also all other procesors who were impounding money in court,

were hedging in some way against the possibility of losing.
Mr. WooD6. There was no way (or the packers to hedge. I don't

know what the other processors did but the licy in the Caso of the
packer was exactly the opposite of the one indicated. Ho assumed as
soon as those first injunction suits were started and some of them
where they found their businesses going over the brink assumed that'
even before they were started, that the Supreme Court would invall.
date the act, and that those remaining unpaid taxes would not have
to be paid, and they bought their hogs accordingly.

Senator BAILEY. The men that bought the hogs did tot sell the
meat?

Mr. WOODS. No, air. Your question assumez that we sel our
ieat on a built-up cost, and that may be true, and I think it is true
in many industries. I think the millers have said freely that they
couJd pass the tax on and took it into consideration in their price.

In the case of n industry handling a perishable as we do we sell
regardless of cost. We have nothing to say about whether the price
sball cover the cost or not. We have to take what we can get at
the going market, whether it is more or less than the cost, because
the product is perishable .

In this period in wbkh we are speaking, the practice was not to
add the tax to the product on the theory 'at we would have to pay
thetax; and then when the act was invalidated, we did not have to
pay the tax so we put the money in our pockets and that was the
situation. That was your question, Senator, was It not?

Senator BAILEY. I was stating that as the theory of the legislation.
Mr. WOODS. Yes; that was the theory of the legislation, and it

applies to a good many of the industries, but it does not apply to'

Through the shortAge of the receipts, we began in 1935 particularly
to pay more for the hogs than they were worth, and we did not in
this so-called tax-free period put on the added tax and pass it on,
because we were dealing with a perishable and we have to sol at the
market.

Senator BAILRY. You meant the tax-free period since the decision?
Mr. WOODS. That is a misnomer. The period during which the

tax wa4 imposed but was not paid.
Senator BAILEY. Impounded?
Mr. WOODS. Impounded. Of course, tho packers earlier just quit

paying it.
Senator BAILRY. Your contention is that the price of hogs was

ra!d dnua to the drought and the slaughter of sonse, six million pigs,
and that was so rapid and to such a high point that you could not
exact the tax?

Mr. WEUNKs. That is true.
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Senator BAILt. Then if you s"y you did not pass it on, It does
not have to be paid?

Mr. WraN &z. This does not pay up.
Senator BAILZY. Can you suggest a formula that would meet the

situation?
Mr. WmtNics. That would have to be given thorough study, and

I am not prepared right at the present time to suggest one.
The fact that there was a procesing tax on pork was widely

advertised by competing food industries, such as the fish industry,
among the consumers and especially housewives, and caused them to
§how a very keen resentment against what they thought was a sales
tax on porkt and develop a very hostile and resentfud attitude toward
the purchasing of pork. In many consuming centers this resentment
reached the stage of meat strikes and similar demonstrations. This
consumer resistance on the part of the housewives made It absolutely
impossible for the pork packer even to get his money back on the sale
of his pork. Wheft the packer attempted to price his pork at prices
that would only let him break even, it simply backd up on him.

As you gentlemen know, pork is not like whisky-it does not get
better as it gets older.

Senator AxHImY. That is not true of hickory-cured Kentucky
ham. [Laughter.)

Mr. Wuiewi'z. That is something entirely different from fresh
pork commodities.

And the only way the packer could move his pork for consumption
was by selling it at a great lose.

Another factor that must not be lost sight of and that was responsi-
ble for the huge pork losses that were sustained during this time was
the lack of consumer purchasing power. Pork is essentisy h work-
".&man's food, the consumption of which is limited by the workman's
ability to pay. During all the time that we were asked to pay this
huge tax we had an unprecedented number of unemployed people who
were our natural customers and no matter how much 'they wanted
pork they were simply unable tO buy it at a rice which would dreim.
burae the processor for the cost of hogs and is other expenses.

In that connection, your pork prices went up to about 105 or 107
percent above what you would term normal in 'he perod of 1928 and
1929, and your consumer purchasing power was down Wo about 68
percent; consequently those people could not pay higher prices for
pork.

I think you gentlemen can see from what has been said that the
Government's program so ably assisted by the drought to reduce the
production of hgi, coupled with this huge processing tax was bad
enough for the pork packers and we went through 1934 and 1935
one of the most difficut periods that you could expect to encounter
in that business. It was just impossible to tarry on pork operations
without sustaining severe losses and this bad situation was not
remedied by the Supreme Court decision invelidating the A. A. A.
We still have this consumer resistance to pork that I have' described
and the most serious think of all is the fact that pork has been off the
consumer table for a long period of time and it Io going to take very
keen merchandising and very keen salesmanship to get the American
public consuming a normal supply of pork again.
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Almost i edjately after the Supreme Vourt announced its
decision invalidating the A. A. A. the consuming public, believing
that it had been paying this huge procmsin. tax, refused to buy
except atlower pnice and notwit hstauding that pork prices im-
mediately prior to January 6, 1936, were relatively low in comparison
with tho live cost of hogs, it was necessary to reduce pork prices from
20 to 25 percent to move into consumption the small volume of pork
thot had to be sold.

Right after the invalidation of the A. A. A., we had to cut our pork
prics 20 to 25 percent, because the consumers refused to buy. We
hd the pork on hand and we had to get rid of it.

Thin, of course, oocasioned huge loses on all stock on hand and
again mae I say gentlemen, that pork is the most perishable of all
meats and must U) sold promptly after slaughter.

The section of the tax bill that W' a very great source of worry to
the packing industry is the so-called unjust on.richment tax. My own
company did not pay any processing tax during the year 1935, but
the modest profit which I mode in 1935 is not attributable to that
fact or to the decisionof the Suprpme Court iuvalldating the tax
and I do not feel that that modest profit can in any just senme be
termed unjust enrichment. I don't (eel that this profit will compen-
sate my company or the companies that I am speaking for, for the
serious and permanent losses and damage that we have sustained
and that we will continue 4-o sustain for some time to come because
of the Government's experimtent in farm relief.

Senator BLACK. You said something aboit the amount of profits
you made,

Mr. VERW ,xi. That amount of taxes that were accrued on our
books at that time which would be credited back to the losses sustained
during that year, would probably leave me a very modest profit
during theyear 1935.

Senator BSco, Do you have your records for the years 1932, 1933,
1934, and 1935?. i

Mr. WERNKx. Senator, I mys started in this business In Novem
ber 1032. This company that I represent, and I am the president of
it, has been in the packing business in Louisville for about 30 years
although in 1931 it got into some financial diiculties and I purchased
the company myself and reorg&nized it with some, of the other older
employees of the Company, an&d I ISve been operatIng it since then

ator BLACK The plant was in financial fllcultles in 1931?
Mr. WNRNKE. Yes.: And operated under a receivemhip in 1931

and 1932. 1 1
Senator.BLACK. WhAt were hogs selling for tien,do you know?
Mr. Was*.E, In 1931 they were selling for about $8 4 hundred.
Senatqr BLACK, And what in 1932?
Mir. )W.PiNK. In 1932 they dropped away down.
Senator BLACK, Do you ;w wat it was?

!Mr. WEUN3., I think in 1932 they went down to 4 cents..
Senator BL,.ic]. And 1933, what was it?
Mr. WERyKn. They wero selling around 4 or 6 cents.
Senator BLACK, And in 1934?.
.Mr.Wymi, In 19,34 they went up to around $8 again.
Senator BlAcK. And 1935 they went up to 10.5? ..
Mr. W.RN E. 10.5.
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l natorBLw?&K. Did 7ou make a Orofitin 1933 when they were downlow? "' ,
Mr WERsycK. Yes, sir; I believe I did, I could not tell you just

what percentage of that profit would be attributable to our pork bun.
nesS, because we d' busmess in calves, lamb, and other related indus.
tries.

Senator BLACK, Your company made a profit in 1933?
Mr. WERNKE. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Did it make a profit in 19347
Mr. WERNKE. Very, very small.' Not on hogs.
Senator BLAo. Was it more or less in 1934 than 1933?
Mr WERNKB. A great'deal less.
Senator BLACK. And in 1035, you bad the processing taxp and you

say you would have a lose?
Mr. WEENKs. A loss on the hogs; yes, sir.
Senator BLAcR. Would you have a loss on your entire business?
Mr. WXRNKv. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. What was' your profit in 1935?
Mr. WERNKE. I think we had a very small profit of somewhere

around $2,000 or $3 000 on ovex $2,000,000 worth of sales.
Senator BLACK. ow dots that compare with 1934 or 1933?
Mr. WERNKE. It was away less.
Senator BLACK. And if you had the processing tax, how much

would it be?
Mr. WZRNE.. I could not say exactly. I would have to take and

check into those figures.
The CAIRIUAN. Would it be possible for you to put your brief into

the record? We are not going to be able to give any time tomorrow
oh this packing proposition, Mr. Powell, andI understood you would
take about 5 minutes on each one of your witnesses.

Mr. POWELL. I do not think ny ofthe rest will take more than 5
minutes.

Mr. WRNKE. Senator, I will file ray, brief but I would like to
le4ve this thought with you1 that those 10 pfanta in Louisville are
operating and paying about $2,50,000 in wages, and we have about
2,000 employee. If this unjust enrichment act is passed and we have,
to pAy back to the Government the amount of money which they
would exact from us, there is no doubt but what it w-ould put us all
out of business. Those 2,000 employees would have to go on relief,
because I do not see Where they Would get jobs anywhere else, especially
at this time. Then you have the farmer element that would be j6st
as much hurt by eliminating that local market which is so necessaryto t de stbnoe. . . , " ," , , , : ' -' .

We did not start tIes injunction proo 'ong untilwe were forced
to do so as a matter of self-preservation. As the Supreme Court later
decided, we were perfectly ustified in going to the ddurta to save our
property and businemses from confiscation. I don't know whether this
so-called unjust-enrichment tax will be sustained by the court or not
but (6 me as an ordiary small businessman the attempt by Congress
to pass another law to' aoomplish the Very ihing that the Supreme
Court of the United States in no uncertain' terms held llkogal seems an
outrage. I hope you gentlemen on tbis Committee who are eminent,
lawyers from *our respootive States will consider the6'o"1bility that
this proposed law'doesiolate the Corstitution'lof,"the United States
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and does violate every sense of American justice and will not be a
party to helping it to become a law. After all, as n citizen I feel that
a member of the Senate who knows the law is unconstitutional should
act in my interests to prevent such unconstitutional measures fromg placed on the statute books to further harrass and annoy me
in the conduct of my useful and Lawful business.

Even if there were a possibility that this punitive law would be
sustained by our coitrts it should not be passed. The taking of money
from my company and the other companies that I am speaking for as
proposed would so seriously cripple their working capitals that it is
extremely doubtful whether or not they could continue in business.
After all, those of us engaged in the packing business are not parasites
and as I pointed out to you earlier in my statement, we furnish the
livelihood for 2,000 families and if these plants are forced to close
I don't know how these people are going to got a living except on relief.

If the smaller packing plants are closed the farmer in the area of
those plants will likewise be seriously affected. He will lose his
imm ediate market and be subjected to the additional cost of shipping
his livestock to more distant points for sale, and with the additional
loss caused by shrinkage and injury to the livestock. The number of
buyers competing for his livestock will be substantially decreased
which would tend to result in lower prices than he otherwise would
obtain.

The situation that exists in Kentucky exists all over the United
States where there are packing companies, and the passage of this
law would have the effect of closing a great number of small and
medium-sized plants. This would have the tendency to concentrate
the processing of meat in a few large companies. This concentra-
tion of business would continue for an indefinite period of time. A
packing plant in the main is an insulated and refrigerated plant.
Then a plant is shut down for any period of time and neglected as

these plants would be, it would be economically unsound to attempt
to reopen them: No new. capital will be attracted to the backing
business until such time as it shows earnings over a period which
greatly exceed any earnings that have been made for a great many
years, and if this bill is passed, no matter whether you like it or not,
the business is sure to 9e concentrated in the hands of a few large
companies who have sufficient working capital and credit to enable
them to pay this punitive exaction.

The CHmjRmAN. The next witness, Mr. Powell?
Mr. POWSLL The next witness is James N. Scully.

STATEMENT OF JAMES N. SCULLY, VICE PRMDENT, JACOB
DOLD PACKING CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

•lMr. ScuLLY, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we
will just file this statement, but we would like to say just'a few words
because we feel that we have a terribly serious situation.

I am vice president of the Jacob Dold Packing Co. of luffalo, N. Y.
Our principal business Is pork packing. We have three plants; 9ne
at Buffalo, N. Y., one at Omaha, Nebr., and one' at Wichita, Kans.,
Our company has been in the porkipacking business for 70 years.
, The fact that the Supreme Court allowed Us to retain that part of our

moneys which we had not paid was the only thing that saved us from
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serious financial difficulties. If the Court had decided that that
processing tax was legal, we would have been in an awful state of hot
water.. We would probably bave had to close up two of our three
plants to get sufficient working capital to carry on one plant.,

I think the majority of the smaller pork packers would be put out of
business if any real attempt is made to collect most of the processing
taxes or any part of them. Tie pork business is carried on by about
800 to 1,200_paokers, and over half of the volume is dofie by about
five or six. The rest of it is done by the b' lance.

All of these men are in practically the same boat, whose business is
principally pork. They were unable to carry on and make a ptofit
under the conditions that existed. Our volume was cut around 50
percent in hogs. That is out principal business, and we were unable
tofget all of our overhead sufficiently to take care of the situation.

It looks to me as if, if this tax is retained as part of the operating
profits of these plants, they will show somethingif the tax is retained,
which would be only a reasonable amount by the end of this year.
The 1935 and 1936 operations will exhaust any moneys that they have
benefited by through the recovery. From then on we are going to be
in real difficulty, because this decline in hog volume has cut the needs
so that we cannot operate at a profit until hogs return to a normal sup-
ply in the country.

Senator KING. The supply is inadequate for the demand?
Mr. SCULLY. The normal supply is about 45 million hogs, and that

has been cut to about 30 million. We who are principally in the pork
business just cannot dispose in out plants or cut our overhead, and we
are condemned to an operating loss.

Senator KING. Would the people cat more pork if they could get it?
Mr. SCULLY. If they could get it at a price that is reasonable. ,
Senator KING. The reduction in production has of necessity caused

an increase in the retail price as well as in the' whole price of the
packers?

Mr. SCULLY. Obviously you pay more if there are fewer of anything.
We want to make the serious statement very frankly that if flit' tax
oij unjust profits is carried out and we have to return any substantial
part of the money that we will be very seriously injured and be put
out of business, and we have about 2,000 or 2,600 employees,-and we
think those who are smaller than us will be hurt perhaps oven worse.

Senator KiNo. Do you think it has proven advantageous to have
these packers such as yourself in various parts of the United States,
instead of being concentrated in Chicago, Onialia, and a few concen-
trated places?

Mr. SCULIY. I think if we are put out of business, the hog kill is
going to gravitate toward the five or six national packers, and cer-
tainly that is not a good thing, to concentrate the industry. It is
going to make it so that the farmer will not have a local market for
his hogs. The numerous small stockyards that exist because they
sell to the independent pork packers are going to have to fold up,
and the farmer will have to send his hogs farther1 and probably at a
disadvantage, to the market.

Senator KING. That will help the railroads get more freight?
Mr. SCULLY. We have always paid a lot of freight to the railroads.
Senator BLACK. How much is your tix involved in this? You say

it would probably put your company out of business.
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Mr. SCULLY. We had a recovery of Around million eight or nine,
Senator BLACK.-$1,800,000 or $1,900,000o That is what, 4y

involved fQr. your comipsay?
Mr. SOu"Y. Yee sir.
Senator BLACK. What is the capital stock of your company?
Mr. Sour hy. We have a net worth of about four and a half to five

million., rThe balance shoot will run around $12,000,000.
Senator B.Acx. Do you know what your loss was or what, your

profits were from the years 1931 to 1935j inclusive?
. Mr. SCULAY. No; I have no record of that, but I am quite certain
that the books will show that we already have lost a substantial part
of this r6covery.

Senator BLACK. What about 1935? Did you make or lose?
Mr. SCULLY. In 1935 we lost approximately $400,000.
Senator BLACK. What about 19347
Mr. SCULLY. In 1034, we made a profit.
Senator BLACK. How much?
Mr. SCULLY.. think around $350,000.
Senator BLACK. And 1933?
Mr. SCULLY. 1933 I believe was a loss.
Senator BLACK. How much?
Mr. SCULLY. $100,000.
Senator BLACK. $100,000?
Mr. SCULLY. I might have it here. No; I have not got it here.
Senator BLACK. Do you remember how much loss it was in 1933?
Mr. SCULLY. No; I do not, Senator.
Senator BLACK. What about 1932?
Mr. SCuLLY. I think I can give the picture that you are trying to

get. We. have not been one of the most profitable companies. We
have done a little better than break even.

Senator BLACK. What about 1932; do you recall?
Mr. SCULLY. I do not recall.
Senator BLACk. Whether it was a profit or a loss?
Mr. SCULLY. I do not.
Senator BLACK. Do you remember about 1931, whether it was a

profit or a loss?
Mr. SCULLY. I think we did not make a profit in all of the years

prior to 1935, from 1928. We had a pro3t in probably 3 of those
years. We had a little better than an even break for that penod.

Senator BLACK. In 1932, hogs were cheapest,, and you do not
remember whether you had a profit or a loss?

Mr. SCULLY. No; I do not.
Senator BARKLEY. What part of this $1,800,000 did you actually

pay? w a
Mr. SCULLY. That was the tax on the hogs slaughtered for about

6 or 7 months, . ., I

. Senator BARKL sy. Where was that money?
Mr. SCULLY. T iat money was impounded.
Sen4torBARXLXy, In the courts!ii New York?.
Mr. SCULLY. New York and Omaha. : -
Senator BAnKLxy. Do you operate in Omaha?,

,Mr. SCULLY. Yos) we have a plant in.Omahai"
Senator BA,RKL. IJow much of that can yoU estimate that you

put into your cost of production when you sold your ptoducq?
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Mr. SCULLY. It' is almost impossible to tell' Senator. I4o not

know how we could tell. We put it all in as part of the cost of the
hog, or attempted to', but our tax was considered part of thercost of
the hog, but whether we recovered or were able to pass any on, we
cannot tell.

Senator BARKLEY.' YOU passed on all that you could of the total
cost of the hog? , 1 1, 1

Mr.- 8CULLY. Oh, yes. But that was the market.
Senator BARKLEY. You were not foolish enough as a businessman

to impound nearly $2 000,000 that yoa eightt have to pay into the
Federal Treasury if the court decided the other way, without pro-
tecting yourself in the price of your product?

Mr. WULTY. WO could not protect ourselves in the price of our
product.

Senator BARKLEY. To no extent whatever?
Mr. SCULLY. We would try and get as high a price as we could

compared to our competitors.
Senator BAnxLFy. Your competitors were all in the same boat, they

were all pa ing the same prices, and paying the same processing tax
or impounding it?

Mr. SCULLY. Yes, air.
Senator BARKLEY. So that from a competitive standpoint, you

were all on the same footing?
Mr. SCULLY. Yes; but that could be altered by the consumer--
Senator BAnxLBY (interposin,). If anybody else tried to pass it

on, I realize you could not, but if everybody else was trying and you
were trying to, of course the market conditions reflected it.

Mr. SCULLY. But if one or two people took a gambling point of
view, and we don't know who they were-and we tried to get the
top of the market-they w6uld depress the market if they were dis-
counting that tax. -Then there were some that were in such a serious
financial condition that they said, "We are going on anyway without
serious consideration to the tax." , 1 , -

'We only know that we sold at the market, and we know we had a
loss in 1935 which ' was effective of about $400,000, and the way
things look this year, we are going to have a terrible wallop.
. Senator BARxLEY. Did the price of the finished product start up
before the price of the hogs started up, or did it follow? How about
that?

Mr. SCULLY. There had been a few periods where inventories ad-
vanced more rapidly than the hog, and more sales from inventory
showed a profit, but in the main, the hogs have been advancing very
rapidly, so that you had no practical profit in your cutting margin
at any time, and four or five months before the Suptene Court de-
cision there was a ,tendency for some people to discount that they
might not have to pay, and I think that depressed the market for all
of us, but we always tried to get all we could.

Senator BARKLEY. What porti n of your business is pork packing?
Mr. SCULLY. Our, kill from 1028 to 1035 would average about a

million one of hogs to about 180,000 cattle. 1
Senator BARKLE. On the whole, taking packers all over the

country; what ptoportion of their, business is hogs and what, propor-
tionis of: the othe ' ,,
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Mr, SCULVY. I have mentioned ourselves as pork packers, because
I think any packer whose business was over 60 percent pork or hogs
by volume would be considered a pork packer, because your pork
operations per pound consume a great deal more of your money and
your facilities than a pound of beef. Beef is large and you just sell
It fresh, where pork, you make it up and procem it. If you were half
pork, a great deal of your money and expenses would be involved in
the pork business, and our business has been considerably over that.

I am here to protest against the tax on unjust enrichment. The
history of the procesing tax is well known to all of you. However,
we do not know that you realize the desperate plight that many pork
packers were in at the time that this money or ours was returned as
the result of the decision of the Supreme Court. It the Supreme
Court had declared this processing tax legal and we had had to pay
over the funds duo under this tax on January 0, I think the majority
of the small pork packers would have faced a crisis because their
capital would have been so radically impaired, their credit destroyed,
and the only alternative would have been to liquidate their business in
whole or part.

There are approximately 800 small packers and they handle about
45 percent of the annual hog kill, as compared with over 50 percent
handled by 6 or 6 large packers doing a business of national scope.
If the local pork packer is forced out of business it would have the
effect of throwing his volume to the national packers, restricting the
market for hogs and eliminating healthy competition which has ex-
isted, centralizing the pork business in the hands of a few. This is
not surely the intention or aim of the Government. In many cities
the independent pork-packing industry is an important factor, and
their elimination from the business life of that area would be seriously
felt. There are many small stockyards who are sustained largely by
their sales to this type of pork packer. Should he pass out of existence
these stockyards would go, and the farmer in the nearby territory
would be forced to ship lus hogs to iore distant points to his probable
disadvantage. The employees of these packers would very probably
have to give up their homes and move to cities that had opportunity
for employment, as the packing-house employee is highly specialized
and he probably would find no opportunity for his services in other
lines of business except at a much lower wage.

Many of the pork packers did not realize when the corn-hog reduc-
tion plan went into effect, along with the processing tax, that this
curtailment in volume was really a sentence to unprofitable operation.
He had been used to temporary declines in volume due to the seasonal
manner in which hogs came to market and th6 shrinkage which oc.
cured in early 1935 did not seem unnatural, but as the year progressed
the overwhelming penalty of this lost volume became so apparent and
this has continued up to the present time and very probably will
continue for another year or more.

We wish to emphasize that pork is strictly in competition with
other types of meat, fish, and 'poultry and that the processing tax
was on pork alone. The reduction in supplies took place in pork
alone and immediately other industries took up the job of satisfying
the volume that had been lost by the pork packers by the reduction
in the amount of pork available. It is possible that it has brought
about some change in eating habits which will continue even when
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and if the hog supply cornea back to normal. If this Is true it will
work to the distinct disadvantage of the farmer who is raising hos
as it is always hard to displace substitutes if they have gotten a sub-
stantial foothold. We wish to emphasize that the pork packer has
suffered great financial loss through this arbitrary decline in his
volume.

The decline in the number of hogs available has cut the hog kill
of many packers to between 60 and 60 percent 40 their average kill,
between 1029 and 1933, and the kill for that period was certainly
not over 80 percent of their capacity. I would say in our own cases
that our kill from the beginning of i035 to date has lot been over 40
percent of our capacity.

The farmer was paid for taking hogs and corn out of production,
but the pork packer was not paid for taking Ids plants out of produc-
tion; and in the case of the independent and small packer, many of
whom were engaged principally in the pork business and had oly a
small business in side lines, this brought about a penalty which will
result in his elimination if the hog supply does not within a reason.
able time, get back to something like normal, and i( he is not allowed
to retain in full this money which the Government is seeking to take
from him through this bill on unjust enrichment. It would seem
morally tht the pork packer at the present time, has a just clcim
against the Government for damages, though I am sure it was not
the intention of anyone in the Government to hurt us when this
corn-hog reduction plan was put into effect, as we ourselves did not
know fully the burden and penalty which we were to suffer.

There are many localities from which the pork packer has had to
withdraw his salesmen because the tonnage of pork available was so
small it would not support his services; yet the people in that terri-
tory were familiar with his brands and the withdrawal of his product
from these areas anid the lose of the continuous business relationship
with the consumer and with the trade in that territory, which in
many instances has gone on for 20 to 40 year, may make it impossible
to reestablish ourselves when the volume 6f hogs returns to some
thing like normal. Competition is so intensely keen that all of us
independent and small packers should have the most efficient type
of equipment and organization.

There have been many mechanical changes and improvements.in
manufacturing during the last 3 or 4 years, because of the adversity
of the pork business the packer who is pnncipally in pork paking
has not had capital to put in improved methods. Our larger competi-
tors have been in position to keep in pace With technical progress. If
any part of this tax on unjust ennchmett is to be taken from the small
packer and we are not able to keep our plants in up-to-date condition,
our ability to compete with the big national packers will be further
decreased, which, in the long run, means a further decline in compoti,
tion and a further ceitmlization of the pork-packing business, which
we do not think would be favored by the consuming public, the
farmer, or the Govermnent.

It would be, of course, difficult if not impcsible to secure increased
capital by the sale of stock with wli;e;h to purchase new equipment
and to further modernize our plants, because no investor is going to
look with favor on going into a business which has had such i very
poor earning report andhs been subjected to penalty as the pork,
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packing business. If we cannot retean our competitive position our
elimination is only a matter of tire, yet there are hundreds of pork
packers who have been in business from 30 to,50 years and have boon
able, up to now, in vuring degree, to hold their own in competition
With companies whose volume is 20-to !00:tine4 their own.

In conclusion we %ish to state that we believe that if you give
consideration to the facts as they pertaint to the pork-packing industry,
particularly in the case of the independent and small pork packer
whose principal businom is pork, that you will se that we have a very
real reason for protesting against this tax on unjust enrichment. We0
have no thought of challenging any unjust motive behind the original
processing tax or the tax on unjust enrichment, but we believe that
the full knowledge of the facts in our case will indicate that we would
be under an unbearable penalty by the application of the tax on unjust
enrichment as proposed. lie have been, of course, bothered by
impending legislation of the tax on surplus and of the suggestion of a
reimposition of the processing tax, but for the moment we have felt
that our principal hazard was thii tax .on unjust enrichment; and
became we want to survive and want to continue in business, we are
concentrating our attention in trying to put before you principally the
effect that that tax would have on our very existence.

STATEMENT OF WILSON 0. CODLING, VIO PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MAnlAG , ALBANY PACKING CO, AIJJANY, N. Y.

Mr. CoDLWKO. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, I
represent the Albany ?acking Co., a small pork packer, Probably
we are comparable to a umber of other small independent packers in
this business.

Senator Kim;. Just one plant?
Mr. CODLINO. Yes, sir. Up until March 1, 1934, we never made a

loss or showed a loss in our kiling and cutting operations of hogs.
After that time,- when the tax of $2.25 was pass d on hogs, every
month showed a loss. We were not able to realize back the value of
the hog; and I say this, that I hope that this committee will seriously
consider that if this present proMpge tax become a law there will be
a serious condition in the packing industry, especially with the eastern
independent pork packer, because that is practically all that he
handles is pork, not beef or lambs.

I thank you.

STATEMENT OF(G. WILLIAM DILL, TRMAUJRER, 011. 1KUkLER
CO., LANCASTEU, PA.

Mr.. BJ1UELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in
order to conserve the time of the committee, we do not wish to go
into the economics of the pork-packing industry. That was very
abl handled by our Mr. Woods yesterday.7'want to endorse what Mr. WY6ds said I shahl, however, oonlino
my remarks very. briefly to the conditions that, we will find if this
proposed tax goes into effect.

-My namte is 0.! William Birrell, and I am treasurer of the Chb
Kunzler, Co., of Lancater, l'.,, a very small sausage-manufacturing
plsan andeslaughtarer fituate4 . an *gricult]ral commWty, My
reason for appearing before this committee is to acquaint you with
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the effect that the Revenue Act of 1936 will have on my concern.
The Ch. Kunzler Co. has been in existence for over 30 years, founded
by its present president, Christian Kunler, and has grown from -a
small retail meat establishment to its present size, now employing
between 80 and 90 people.

I am neither a lawyer nor an expert accountant, but I can see If
the "windfall" tax becomes a law that we will be faced with con.
siderable difficulty in order to raise the amount of the tax. We have
heretofore depended on the banks to finance us; but unfortunately,
during the banking crisis, our bank, along with a number of others in
the community, was compelled to close and liquidate. Banks will
make shortterm loans for current operations only but frown upon
loaning money today that means a long-drawn-out period and which
is not used for purchasing materials.

Senator KINo. Would they loan for capital?
Mr. BItRELL. No, sir; the$ will not loan for capital. I happen to

be a bank director; and that is one of the principles of our institution,
that we do not care to loan for capital investments; only liquid loans.

We cannot get an increase in the mortage which now exists, be.
cause in order to get an extension we bad to agree to pay approxi.
mately 10 percent of the mortgage annually during the period of the
extension-the mortgagee feeling it was too high, although it had
been reduced to 60 percent of the original amount. Incidentally, we
had spent about $76,000 improving the plant.We have money borrowed rei the bank at present, and we have
given them seurity to cover part of it.

If the bank refusesto help us, our only recourse will be to curtail
the business, reducing the inventory and aceounts receivable; and
incidentally, on the question of accounts receivable, that is very
difficult to reduce, because if we stop selling to these accounts, they
will buy elsewhere and hold you up for the amount of the money they
Owe.

That will mean, too, reducing the number of employees, which
would be tinfortunato both for the community and the company.
After over 30 years of business activity to be forced to this condition
by an act of Congress would be a tragedy.

I can appreciate the intent of the bill is to prevent anyone from
profiting by the unconstitutionlity of the A. A. A. at the expense of
the consumers, "unjustly enriched" but I can't see where we have
benefited, although it will bo difficult to prove it. The bill provides
a certain formula; but our operations are thrown together, and we have
no way of determining the result of hog operations for the period
mentioned.

We slaughter cattle calves, lambs, have a large sausage busin-s,
smoked meat, and so fortb, and everything else iscombined, so that
we cannot break down the sales.

Large and small pork packers have had difficult times during the
last few years, and it will be another year or so before we are adjusted
again; and if the "windfall" t" is allowed to pass, there will be great
misfortune-- many plants will be forced to close, and there is no
question it will upset the orderly marketing of livestock.; The ninety
or one hundred millions which the tax is supposed.to produce will be
gained &at the expense of shattered livos-meiwho have devoted all
teir lifetime to building up a business only to hAve it wiped out-or
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seriously embarrased-at the expeie of unemployed men and
women-at the expense of communities through the closing of plants.
Gentlemen, I don t believe, measured by the misery it will create,
that it will be worth it.

Senator KiNo. Let me ask you this: Would it be possible to unwind
the threads of your business so as to determine what the profits or
losses have been in the sie of lambs and beef and your other products?

Mr. BIRRELL. It would be very, very difficult, sir, because part of
what we slaughter is converted into other departments. It would be
very difficult to break it down, anid being a small packer, we are com-
pelled to buy elsewhere. We buy hams in carloads, fresh bellies and
Boston butt; and other cuts that we manufacture into other products,
so that it would be very difficult for us to arrive at any conclusion.

We detenmine the success of our business more by the results of the
entire operation rather than by any one part of the entire business.

Senator KiNs. If you purchased hams and then resold them, would
you have to pay a processing tax on them?

Mr. BiIIRY4L. No, sir. We purchased the hams at the market
price, convert them into smoked meats, and there was no processing
tax. The original processor paid the tax.

Senator BAILEY. What is wrong with this formula?
Mr. BIRRELL. The formula as it applies to us Senator, is that we

have all of our operations grouped together. Now, as I understand
the bill through reading through it-as I mentioned, I am not a tax
expert--you have to arrive at the profits or losses during a specified
period on hogs. "Hogs" was the item that had the processing tax.

Senator BAILEY. You begin with the selling price?
Mr. BIRRr!LT,. But yoU see, our operations, Senator, are so grouped

together that it would be difficult to unwind it. We killed so many
hogs, and part of it goes into the cellar, part of it into the sausage
room, and part is sold fresh.

Senator BAILEY. Your idea is that the formula should not beap tied?
flr. Bin ELL. Not to us. Unless you were willing to take the gross

profit over a period of -ears of the entire operation.
Mr. POWELL. Mr. Chairman, in order to save time if you will

instruct the remaining witnesses that they are not to talk over 2 or 3
minutes we will got through in a hurry.

I would like to call Mr. Paul W. Trier.

STATEMENT 01 PAUL W. TRIER, TREASURER, PERRY PACKING &
PROVISION 00. OF IOWA, PERRY, IOWA

Mr. TRIER. My name is Paul W. Trier. I am treasurer of the
Perr Packing & Provision Co. of Iowa, Perry, Iowa, an Iowa cor-
poration doing a slaughtering business. The company is operated
exclusively by residents of Perry and obtain all of their livestock
from the local vicinity. ' Originally the plant specialized in the slaugh-
ter of hogs. A market has been developed for this localitywhich is
recognized as a great benefit to the farmers of that vicinity and in
the city of Perry. If the collection of the proposed windfall tax
becomes a law that will shut down the Perry plant because the work-
ing capital is so depleted, due to the severe operating losses sustained
and consequently eliminate the competition in the cash livestock
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market for that district and throw out of work the people who are
now on the pay rolls of that institution.

I am also vice president and treasurer of Arnold Dros., located at
660 West Randolph Street. Chicago, Ill., an Illinois corporation.
Arnold Bro3. were founded in 1868 in the same location where they
are today and were exclusively a pork and sausage firm. On account
of the unsatisfactory results in the handling of pork, volume was
severely reduced and consequently exp enses increased, which in turn
reduced the working capital of the firm. If the windfall taxes are
collected the working capital will become depleted. If it becomes
necessary to close the plant approximately 350 people, many of whom
are of the second generation of employees, will be out of employment.. I am also directed to speak for the Packers and Sausage Manufac-
turers Association of Chicago, an organization which has been in
existence for approximately 25 yars and which is composed of ap-
proximately 25 of the small pacig firms of Chicago. Manyr of.the
members of this organization have paid thousands of dollars into the
Government funds for processing taxes and I am directed to state
that if the windfall tax becomes a law it will produce a disastrous and
ruinous effect upon their business.

In view of the above and also in view of all the other testimony
that has been given at this hearing pertinent to the application of
processing taxes the collection of windfall taxes and the surplus cor-
poration taxes, Y urge you to consider the facts as briefly stated above
and make Jaws so that those whom I represent will be allowed to exist
and will not be destroyed or eliminated from the industry.

STATEMENT OF CHESTER G. NEWCOMB, VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER OF THE LAKE ERIE PROVISION CO., CLEVE-
LAND, OHIO

Mr. NEWCOMB. My name is Chester 0. Newcomb. For the past
25 years I have been connected with the Lake Erie Provision Co. of
Cleveland. My present title is vice president and general manager.

Our company began its business in Cleveland almost 70 years ago
and stands well up in the list of old established firms serving the
community. My father, who has been active in the affairs of the
company for most 50 years and who now approaches his seventy-
fifth birthday, has served as president of the company for a long time.
Throughout the.years that our company has been a factor in the
packing business of Cleveland, we have never made more than a
modest profit. On tCe other hand, it has furnished a means of liveli-
hood not only for ourselves, but for a long time back to some 150 to
250 men, depending upon how busy we were at any particular time.
I might also add that we have men in our employ who have been with
us for as long as 50 years.

Payment of the processing tax began in November 1933. We
continued to pay the tax up to and including the month of January
19351 by which time we had so depleted our working capital that it
was, impossible to pay out any more and continue to operate. Fdr-
thermore, we could not have paid out the amount that we did, had
not the collector of internal revenue at Cleveland seen fit to be
lenient in the matterof granting us time extensions. Such extensions'
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were not granted by him however, until he had satisfied himself
that to disallow them would have meant closing the business.Following this and being unable to make further payments, we
were successful In obtaining a tempoary injunction without being
required to'put up the money representing the amount'of the unpaid
tax. Herb again the court recognized the fact that were this insisted
upon it meant closing the compafiy's doors. For the same reason
liens likewise" were placed upon most of the other independent packing
plants in the Cleveland area.

Had tfe Supreme Court not held the tax unconstitutional, it
would havo meant bankruptcy for every one of the four independent
pork-processing concerns in Cleveland. It would also have me4nt
turning a total of some 1,200 men out of their jobs. The plant
operated by one of the large packers would have been the only one'
in the city in a position to continue operations. Should the windfall-,
tax proposal be enacted into law and the law upheld in the courts,
the same result cannot be avoided. In passing it probably should be
mentioned that the oldest one of the four independent companies
referred to, was forced this past June to seek relief under section
77B of the amended Bankruptcy Act.

The situation in regard to the small packers of Cleveland is in no
way different from that obtaining for small packers all over the coun-
try. From my contact with a large number of small packers, I
would say as a conservative eatimate, that it would close some 75
percent of their total number. Business for most of them has been
conducted at a loss ever since the Agricultural Adjustment Act
became effective and the money is not available to make any further
payrmnents.

Moreover, as the windfall proposal stands, if payment is to be
avoided, the burden of proof is on the packer to show that he did not
pass the processing tax on. Regardless of opinion to the contrary,

is impossible to show. The packer can only point to his losses
and of these he is certain.

To the packers in my section and for whom I speak, it is inconceiv.
able that Congress would pass any law, the effect of which would be
to force the small operators into bankruptcy. In my opinion a
request for packers to send in sworn financial statements would in a
few days bring in a flood of figures that would amply support the truth
of the statement I have made, that the tax by the small companies
cannot be paid if such packers are to continue in business. Such a
proposal if enacted can only result in extending a monopoly of the
business to the national packers. Certainly nothing else could happen
for we would have the competitive market for the farmers' live stock
as well as the competitive market for the consumer's largely destroyed.

Senator BAILY. What would you say about putting something Into
the formula which would protect these institutions to prevent their
being destroyed?

L Mir. NEwcomB. I do not know what formula.
Senator BAILEY. Suppose we say that no taxe shall be covered if

thb result of making the refund would reduce thq profits below 6 per.-
cent for 1935?

Mr. NzwcouD. We ard in the position of the witness before thelast. Our departments am all thrown in together, and I do not kn w
how we could- work out the present formula.
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Senator BLAox. Did you get an injunotion?
Mr. Nowcous, Yes, sir we did.
Senator BLACK. When did you get yours?
Mr. NJwcoJmB It was along in June or JulyJ I believe.
Senator BLACK. Of 1935?
Mr. NgiwcouD. Yes.
Mr. POW1LL. The next witness is Carl F. Welhener.

STATE MRNT OF CARL F. WELHEMER, REPRESENTING THE HENRY
BURCKHARDT PACKING CO., DAYTON, OHIO

Mr. WzLHEmER. My name is Carl F. Welhemer.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have been asked to speak on

behalf of the Ohio delegation, a large number of whom are in the
room, and I am going to be very brief in order to save time and not
go into a lot of things pertaining to our own business, but just into
a few highlights that pertain to all of us.

I am connected with the Ifenry Burckhardt Packing Co., of
Dayton, Ohio, an old, established firm, but considered in the small
independent packers class. We are representative of hundreds of
small independent packers throughout the United States and of a
number in Ohio. I believe that our situation is typical of many
others throughout the country and we know from actual contact that
it is comparable to quite a number in Ohio.

In order to save the time of the committee, I will be very brief.
The matter of collecting the windfall tax is a serious matter to all

of us and if it must be returned to the Government it will make our
present situation worse. All of us have lost money on our pork
operations, which is easily proven by our records. We do not
believe that we were unjust eniched.

When thb processing taxes which were impounded were returned
to us on account of the processing tax being declared unconstitutional,
we naturally and sincerely felt that we were entitled to use this money
when it was returned to us. It was used in reducing our bank in-
debtedness, paying off some old bills rehabilitating our plants, per-
mitting the discount of our current bills, and gave us a little freer
action -n operating our business, as it restored some of our reduced
working capital that had been occasioned by previous losses.

The claim is made that the pro:essing tax was passed on to the
consumer. In our experience and results shown we did not succeed,
We admit the necessity existed for all of us but it was not accom.
plishod as we made losses on our pork operations.

During the period of the processing tax our plants operated at a
third to 50 percent hog-killing capacity. Tiis reduced hog slaughter
increased overhead,, and fixed, charge es per unit which occasioned
heavy losses on account of not realizing enough in our sales prices.
Unless we will be permitted to retain the moneys refunded we are
going to be in a severe desperate situation.

-Handlng a perishable product from the time that livestock Is
purchased until prepared for market it must be sold regardless of
cost, meeting niarket competition. Selling markets ware low com-
pared to tost due to the.reduced buying power of thopublio. Also
much agitation about the high prices arid taxeq reault6d in the public
turning to other foods, such as fishj poultry, ehee and other itena
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which fact is admitted by the handlers of these various articles.
This naturally lowered the demand for our pork products, in turn
reducing our selling prices and produced a loss.

The small independent packer, with his working capital materially
reduced and without cash to pay for livestock which must be paid
for daily and to pay his monthly processing taxes, many times was
forced to sell not only his fresh but his cured stocks freely in order to
obtain funds quickly. This in turn weakened the whole market
structure, resulting in insufficient prices for our products. There
was a great deal of competition from the bootl egging of pork products
on which no processing tax was paid. This illegal competition also
reduced volume and sales prices. All of these items contributed to
our failure to obtain enough money for our pork products to show
anything like a profit.

If the small independent packer is compelled to return the windfall
tax it will further reduce his working capital, jeopardize and place his
business under a severe strain andlarship, and in many cases put
him entirely out of business. In many cases there will be no funds to
return the windfall tax as they have been expended, which will mean
the Government will have to levy on the plants.

The seriousness of this will be realize when you take into consid-
eration that there are about 900 so-called &mall packers in the United
States who will be very much handicapped should the windfall tax
be collected, and many of them state that they cannot weather this
condition and will be put out of business. With firms discontinuing
business it means that hundreds of old cmployets will be thrown out
of employment and in many cases become public charge.

Livestock must be purchased for cath and to carry inventories
some working capital Ls absolutely nocet..,-ary. Further'bank borrow-
ings and the introduction of new capital , Wbe inIJ404obe, as no one
would be interested in a business that i, in such a dtperate situation.
The small packers simply cannot operate with only their buildings
and equipment." They ntist have sne working capital to buy and
sell merchandise and if you take this refund avay Irrun u we .ill behelpless.Furthermore, in many communrue it the pork packers are handi.

capped or go out of busae it *il deAcy aia41y market for live.
stock on which the fanners are dependent, & many (f them do not

enough livestock to per tit U t to go to the laugI pfinary
markets. With the severe ha dfip itnposed on luax y su all concerns
of the country by cutting do,%n ther op ratio 4 and iu wany ca4se
putting them out of business it will have a tudwcwy to destroy com.
petition, which will result in hiber price " for the con.u war.

With these plants nonoperating or doing lei. bhsiaosa it will affect
all business activities in our comniurtitie and further reduce Egulir
and income taxes. We fee that we are an economic necessty sad a
service to our communities and if small firm are forced to further
reduce their operations and in many itancea clo&e, it will destroy
the future of hundreds of nall operators throughout the country as
well as their thousands of employees.
- Therefore, the small independent packer makes the ernot plea
that his business be relieved of the burden of retaruing the ao.ed
windfall taxes by not passing tho proposed measure.

The ClALuwr. Is . Btump here?.
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Mr. STUMP. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that Mr. Stump is anxious to get

away, and we will therefore hear from him now.

STATEMENT 0 ALBERT STUMP, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Mr. STUMP. This is a joint statement concerning two Indiana pork
packers-F. Hlilgemeier & Bros., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., and Milner
Provision Co., Frankfort, Ind.-presented in the hope that it will
get before you the problem of two small packers, in relation to the
windfall taxes, which no doubt are typical of the problems of small
packers throughout Indiana and the Middle West.

The business of F. Hilgemeier & Bros, Inc., is confined entirely to
Indiana, 95 percent of tfhcir product being sold in Indianapolis and
the remaining 5 percent in territory near Indianapolis. They
engage in no interstate business. They are not members of the
Institute of American Meat Packers.

Their business grew from a small beginning in about 1885 to
where they were slaughtering from 1,200 to 1,600 hogs per week in
normal years during the hog-killing season from September 15 to
April 15, or a total of 50,000 to 55,000 hogs per year. They would
build up their inventories during this season, borrowing funds at the
bank to finance these seasonal operations and payingit back as their
inventory would be reduced during the summer. Thus every year
their bank loans were cleaned up before the beginning of each season's
heaviest killing.

This continued until 1931, during which year adverse conditions
already discasmed in public hearing before this committee, produced a
loss of $43,890.27 on hog-killing operations. These conditions con-
tinued in 1932, producing a loss of $26,605.02, and in 1933 a loss of
$18,833.28. The operations of 1934 show a profitof $7,450.46; and of
1935, $04,761.06. But included in this profit of the year 1935 were
the processing taxes which were levied but not paid for the months
from May 1935 to December 1935, inclusive, amounting to
$126,387.10.

In the meantime, during these unprofitable years the loans at the
bank were not cleaned up as the inventories were moved. In order to
curtail losses the number of hogs slaughtered was reduced. The pork
prices had gone so high, because of $12 hogs, with $2.25 tax, that the
market would not absorb the normal output. Killings were reduced
to 400 to 500 per week during the killing season, for the purpose merely
of meeting demands only, and no inventories could safely be accumu-
lated for appreciation during the summer, on account of the additional
coat because of the tax. The loans at the bank had to be increased to
meet the taxes, and finally amounted to $90,000, and at the same time
the inventory had been reduced over a period of about 1 year by about
$100,000.

When the refund of $127,387.19 was obtained, the loan was paid,
and immediMely killings were increased to about 1,000 to 1,200 per
week. As a reeult, loans were a necessary, and now amount to
about $60,000, with the posaibili ty of an additional $20,000 being
naeassary to restore the inventory to normal conditions for the coming
Se~son. ..
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Now suppose 80 percent of the $126,387.19 would have to bepaid
in taxes. T hat would amount to $101,109.75. That would be an
overwhelming blow to this small packer, which is now employing
about 115 mon.

Tho case of theMilerProvision Co. presents similar problem. It has
been enaged in slaughtering cattle and hogs, and normally slaughters
some thing oVer 20,000 hogs annually. Since 1918 Ithas been employ-
ing about 80 men in Frankfort, a town of 12,000. Its debts increased
durii, the hard years from 1931 to 1935 until now it owes about
$56,G60; of this $30,000 is a loan at the tank, and $28,000 is on a
mortgage on farm land.

It paid processing taxes until May 1935, amounting to more than
$156,000. The taxes impounded for May 1935, to November 1935,
were more than $26,000. About $4,000 of theproeein tax was
withheld during the month of December 1935, 'This making a total
of about $30 000 which would be involved in the windfall tax. Eighty
percent of tKat amount i $241000.

Under the new State baiddng rules the amount of the loan must
be reduced to $28,500. Now, with that as the limit the bank can
loan, it is obvious that if the $24,000 is required to be paid under the
new Federal Revenue Act, it will put this packer out of businessentirely. ,

Both thee cases have been figured on the basis of a payment of
the full 80 percent of the processing taxes unpaid from May 1, 1935,
to January 1, 1930. This is a correct basis under the pending bill.
The low margin in both cases for the base period of the 6 taxable
years preceding the initial date of the processing tax, produces that
result under the formula provided in the bill lor determining the
amount of the tax.

There are probably 40 small pork packers in Indiana. The situ.
ation each faces presents these same problems. The conditions in
the industry were such that no doubt all would be required to pay
the full 80 percent of the processing taxes unpaid at the termination
of that law, if the formula in the pending bill is followed in detennin.
ing the amount. This would practically wipe out the small packers
in Indiana. And there is nothing apparently to differentiate them
from the packers in neighboring States.

The sugestion is ventured that agriculture in the long-time pro.
gram coud be dealt no more severe blow than by ruining the small
meat packers. What would become of the market for hogs if that
occurred?

The fact is not to be overlooked that the revenues must come from
some source. But where some particular industry is burdened dis-
proportionate to other industries, the equilibrium of the economic
structure is disturbed. Substitutes for the products of that industry
are developed. The readjustment is attended by ruinous losses to
labor and capital, which may never be restored. The small meat.
packers have alreidy contributed more than their share to the general
welfare.
t 'If food is to bear a special burden of the revenue1 why. not tax all
food poceaeors equally? The establishe4 equilbrium in the, food
business *ould not then be distributed so mich.: Knowing that the
sincere interest of this committee in finding the very best solution of a
difficult problem has probably led them to exhaust a study of every
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possibility, this suggestion is nevertheless offered in the hope that itmight prove of sorne assistance to the committee,
The further idea is offered, rather more in the nature of a question

than of a suggestion, that any tax which rests specially upon food will
ultimately be injurious to the food producer wherever he appeared
along the line, whether as a processor or a farmer--and will be rellected
with unfortunate emphasis in the standard of living of the poor.
Food, at least, should be available to all in abundant quantities to
make the abundant life. Why not levy a tax upon all manufacturing,
if that is within the power of Congress, and would seem adaptable
to the production of the needed revenue?

The position of the small packers should not be confused with the
position of the big packers. The small packers could not build up a
surplus to meet the hard years of the recent past. The released funds
did not constitute a real windfall to them. It placed them where they
could restore to some extent their depleted capital. In the interest
of the smaller packers the suggestion is also volunteered that an
exemption of $500,000 be included in the law--so that the windfall
tax feature of the law would not apply unless the amount of the
released funds were more than $500,000.

If there is no alternative except the tax as proposed in the pending
bill, then could there be some means provided by which time for the
payment of the taxes could be extended without interest, over a period
of years, to give the small laekers some opportunity to save them-
selves? e

Senator BAILEY. What about no tax being collected if the collection
of the tax would reduce the profits below 8 percent for the year 1935?

Mr. STuMP. I think, Mr. Senator, there might be some difficulty
with some of the small packers, for the reason that in the short periodl
of time for which they paid no taxes during the time the tax law was
in effect, and before its constitutionality had been determined, their
income over that period might have fieen considerably more than
6 percent., and then having used that 6 percent for the purpose of
meeting immediate necessities debts At the bank and so on. If they
were to pay it all down to what would reduce them to a 6-percent
income, they would be put to the almost impossible requirement of
raising that much money, all but 6 percent of the amount that was
covered,.whereas if there were an exemption Of a small amotmt--I
suggested here $500,000.
The two clients whom I represent here one of them had a tax of

only $26,000, and another had a tax of onfy $126,000. I had a small
client likewise who had a tax amounting in all to about $2,000, but
each of these people located in 'small communities are employing
people in those communities. 4 ' I I
. If there were a small exemption made, whatever would be adaptable
to that situation, it seems to me, might spare a good many of the small
packers.

- I might say -that Mr. lfilgtmeier is not a member of the Meat
Peckerd Institute. : ,You probably, gathered that from my suggestion
thAt there be an exemption: Ilut' at least I am presentiig the satus-
don Fs it appears, to those people. The .cushion of the 6 percent,
suggmted .by the Seaator in iudn ment-- ,

e AtorLm (jntrposigVI. t.aolely for :thopu of Ox-

plortion, I.Z annot ixedoUanything., ,,

M8
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Mr. SrmuP. Certainly. It might not be satisfactory as an exemp-
tion up to some definite amount below which most of these small
operators would come.

Senator BAILEY. Is it the contention of the small independent
dealers who appear here today that the collection of this tax would in
many instances tend to extinguish them, and therefore to aggrandize
the business of the larger packers, is that part of the contention?

Mr. Srump. Of course, we are ,iot in a position to state what effect
it might have on the larger packers. I have had no contact with the
larger ones, but with those, of course, whom I do represeh, who are
just small packers, ,.s I have made clear, I think it would tend to elinii-
nate then from the field. Whether there would be contending diffi-
culties on the part of the larger packers which would interfere with
their being in a position to monopolize the field, I do not know.

My impression would be that the tendency would be to cause a
monopolization of the field by the larger packers. That is speaking
without much information concerning their situation, but it seems to
me if the smaller ones are wiped out, which I believe would occur unless
there is some kind of provision made to save them, somebody is going
to have to pack this meat, and it would only be those who have had
built up a reserve and had a surplus ready to meet this situation.

I thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. LINCOLN, SECRETARY, STANDARD
PACKING CO., LOS ANOELES, CALIF.

Mr. LiNCOLN. My name is George H. Lincoln, secretary of the
Standard Packing Co., Los Angeles, Calif. I have been requested to
represent the following individual meat packers of southern Califor-
nia: Luer Packing Co., Pacific Land & Cattle Co., Sterling Meat Co.,
Union Packing Co., Newmarket Co. Kern Valley Packing Co.,
Cornelius Bros., Ltd., Coast Packing o., Bakersfield Packing Co.,
and Standard Packing Co.

The position of the independent meat packers of southern Cali-
fornia with reference to the processing taxes and the so titled windfall
tax has been very covered by Mr. Woods and as well by the several
gentlemen who have preceded me. I do, however, genuinely appre-
ciate the opportunity afforded to briefly outline our position.

When the N. R. A. became a law it was accepted 100 percent;
wages were increased in accordance therewith and working hours
reduced. Upon the declaration of the Supreme Court that the
N. R. A. was unconstitutional the independent meat packers of
southern California, in the main, continued to carry out and to live
up to its precepts.

At the inception of the A. A. A. we accepted its terms without a
question. We paid our floor stock taxes and our processing taxes
month by month, from November 1933, until approximately March
1935, when at that time it became startlingly apparent that the burden
of the procesing taxes was leading us really rapidly toward bank-
ruptcy. , It was then and only then the injunctive relief was sought.
The result of this very necessary action Is written in the records of
the Supreme Court of the United 8tates and is well known.

Through this setion the indepndont meat packers of southern
Califorria were the recipients of certain impounded funds which
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they con1der belotigs entirely to them and their contention is sup-
ported by the decision, of the Supreme Court.

It is now proposed to take most of this money away in the form
of new taxation, namely, the so-called windfall tax.

We have been severely penalized by the A. A. A. and that penalty
is still effective. We contend that no windfall was received by any
of the independent meat packers of southern California, and that
impounded moneys returned to us were in a large measure simply
a recompense, if you please, of losses previously incurred. It would
take altogether too long to substantiate in detail that statement, but
nevertheless it is true, and there is one thought each firm I am repre-
senting wishes to leave with you, at this time.

We do not feel that it is right or proper to tell the lawmakers of our
country what laws to pass and what laws not to pass, but we do feel
that it is our duty to demand of those thut represent us to have the
courage and determination to uphold and defend the Constitution of
the United States at all times.

Speaking entirely for ourselves we realize the Government must
necessarily raise large funds to carry out needed programs and further
realize that individuals and businesses alike must face further taxa-
tion, and we are sure that if such taxation is equitable and just and
in accordance with the Constitution, very little opposition will be
encountered.

STATEMENT OF T. 0. STRANGE, PRESIDENT, THE PROVISION
CO., COUMBUS, GA.

Mr. STRANOE. !My name is T. G. Strange, president of the Provision
Co., Columbus, Ga.

At the beginning of the processing taxes on hogs we commenced
paying these taxes with a 30-day extension. As the taxes gradually
became mor6 difficult to pay we got this extension increased to 90
days. Our accounts pay ale became past due and we could not take
our customary discounts. About January 1, 1035, we owed $30,000
in preeing taxes. We had repeatedly asked for 180 days extension
but w used.

At this time, in January 1935, the collector of internal revenue
took a lien on our property for $27,000. We immediately filed for
and were granted an injunction for further collection of processing
taxes and action by the collector. Wo gained a 30-day breathing
spell at this time, bringing our extension up to 4 mont hs. As per
court instructions, we paid the money from then on into escrow.

On November 27 the United Statc," Bureau of Animal Industry
wrote us in regard to rehabilitation ot our plant, either to enlarge
and correct the facilities, or curtail operations. On December 23 we
applied to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for a lonn of
$40,000 to so comply with the Bureau of Animal Industry request.
The loan was approved on condition that I as largest stockholder,
personally put an additional $10,000 into tie business for working
capital. I borrowed $5,000 on my home, giving a second mortgage,
and'5,000 from the bank. An additional $40,000 was advanced by
the R. F. C. to retire first-mortgage bonds, that giving first mortgage
to R. F. C. We now owed the banks $18,000. Money held in escrow
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was returned to our company about this time. This money was used
immediately to pay banks and our past due accounts.
: We suffered inventory loss of approximately $15,000 during the first
3 weeks of January, due to larger customers staving out cf the market
causing a drop in the meat prices coupled with the advance in price
of hogs.,

We are now in the midst of our now construction as insisted upon
by the Bureau of Animal Industry which will cost be;wcen $40,000
and $50,000. Work is being done by a bonded contractor on bid as
outlined in R. P. C. resolution. Our bank balance at present is zero.
If the windfall tax is passed and the Government calls on us for 80
percent of moneys refunded and for the processing taxes not paid we
can only throw up our hands. Since R. F. C. has first mortgage on
our property no other agency will make long-term loans. In regard
to passing the tax on to the retailer, we did our best and must have
been successful to some extent, but how much I do not know, as we
drew our checks against all moneys from all phases of our business to
pay these taxes.

Mr. POWELL. Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to
thank you very much for giving us the opportunity to present our
witnesses and to listen to my clients.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry we did not have the time to listen to
the entire 125.

The committee will recess now until 0:30 tomorrow morning.
(Subsa4uently the following letter addressed to Senator Black by

Hon. Guy T. Helvering, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, was
ordered placed in the record.)

TREArSuar DPAvaTMzN;r,
Washington, Maly 9, 1936.

Hon. Huco L. BLACK,
Unikd ,States Snate.

My Dzxi 8ZATOR. In acoordanoe with your suggestion I have made an
effort to secure the .information relative to bankruptcies, discontinuances, and
profits of the packing Industry over a period of years.

I have been unable to find any readily available data as to the profits of the
mnaller meat packers or as to the number of such packers who may have disoon-
tinued business during the period the processing taxes were collected.

We have, however, In the Bureau data relative to the amount of holg processing
tax liability incurred by processors during the year 1935, segregatedt show the
number of prooesors in -arious classes predicated upon the amount of tax liability
declared. We also have's record of all bankruptcy, receivershbp, and reorganiza-
ion proceedings In which Federal-tax liabilities are Involved in any way which

have been Ingiututed and/or reported to the Bureau sine September 1934..
For your information we have reviowd these records to determine how many

hog processors were Involved In such proceedings. Our records disclosed that
out of 1,806 procesors who reported hog rocetng tax liability for the fiscal year
1935 and whose returns actounted for 99.12 percent of the total tax Mlil,,ity dis-
elosed accounting for all processors whoe tax liability was in excess ,' $1,000,
there have been but 28 bankrupcies, receiverships, or reorganlzatigoa reported
to the Bureau.

A detailed statement classifying the above-menttoned hog processIgtaxp ers
In aeoordance with the amount of tax returned and showing the number of bank-
ruptcles, receivershii. andreorganizations reported In each clam Iq aubml1ttec
blrewlth for yourlnforntfon and1 "oraderatlon,

Yours yery truly, . Guy T. Ilzv1aiw,
Guy T. Rsul , mt.,
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Promising ta on hog,, !cal ytear 1935

Number Banlrru;4-

Tax liability (In thousands o(d llkrs) of pro- Total liability Per. clweriip• cent or lf4

Ov , .............................................. 2 , 27,74 29. 0

7, to 0 ...... . 2 ls80 .'4 10.11 o6,WOo to 7, . ............... ...". ..' " = '" 7,47,02. 0 u
,,OW to W ........................ ... It1 51 0
,000to ,,o ........................... . .. ............ 3 11 2" , 9 64 0

20000 to 310W .................................... I... 1.,422,111.51 7.16 0
............... 1" .% 007,, M5.2 10.37 o
............. 5::- 4.2M 46& 93 2.4" 0600 to 730 ................................................ 13 7,770, 49. 42 4.48 2400 to W O ................................... ........ 10 44 1 . 7 1610 t41,S.l 1W 67 ...5 0

00 to "0 ................................................ 2 S 5047.31&26 21 3
300 to 3W ................................................ 47 6,719,67.92 3.57 0
23 to 100 ............ 30 , 106 79 1.60 1
0to 76.......................................... . 1 . 1.31M 12 1.50 3I'Sto 9:'............................ ............ M' 3180,1.88~s 134

......... 1. U. M. 22 .66 0
10 o10 ............................................. 71 94% 4 D0) 2
4 to5 3.. ................. .. . .......... ... - 249,052. M zt, 1
3o4 ............................................ 80 275,767.38 .1 1

to3................141 345.7 50 S 1
to 2 ........................................... 31 58 073.0 .0 3

Totl .............................................. 1,3 172 8M 61& 7 09.12 2S

(Whereupon, at 5:50 p. m., the conmittee recessed until tomorrow,
Thursday, May 7, 1936, at 9:30 a. m.)
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J THU SDAY, MAY 7, 1930

UNITED STATES SENATE,'
COMMIrEEu ON FINANCE

AWaehington; D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment at 9:30 a. I, in

the Finance Committee room, Senate Office Budding, Senator Pat
garrison presiding.

Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,
Barkley, Bailey, Byrd, lonergan, Black, Couzens, Keyes, La Follette,
MetcaIf Hastings, and Capper.

The CNAURAN. Mr. Charles Warner, Philadelphia, Pa., repre-
senting the Warner Co.

(No reponse.)
The CH AuA. Mr. Taliaferro, Detroit, Mich., representing

Hammond Standish & Co.
Mr. TALIAF.RRO. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are hero with reference to the packing

matter?
Mr. TALIAVERRO. Yes, sir.
The CdIAIRMAN. We have heard a great many witnesses and will

be glad to get your brief. Just give it to the reporter.
Mr. TALIAFERRO. You have been so generous that we do not want

to take up any more of your time. I just want to thank you for the
time that you have given the industry, and I do not want to burden
you with further'evidence, but this brief, I think, covers ground that
you have not heretofore had.

STATINENT OF T. W. TAIUAFERO, PRESIDENT, HAMMOND
STANDISH & CO., DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. TALuAERRO. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance
Committee: I appear before you, not as a supplicant for a favor
but to ask for justice, and on behalf of our stockholders and 600 and
over faithful employees, some of whom are the third generation who
have married and reared their families while in the employ of this
concern, which started in 1858 and is still operating under its original
flag. We are the only pork packing company in Michigan that has
survived the many changes that the packing business has undergone
in its evolution from the local butcher without refrigeration except
for ice in a limited way, to one of the greatest and. most efficient

'businesses, operated on the smallest profit per pound of perishable
product in the whole world. Its continued existence lies with you
gentlemen of the Congress.

This company is the victim of the enforcement of the A. A, A.
primarily because when the governmentt determined to kill off the pigs
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and pignant Bows the prices to be paid wiere so arranged that no
preference was made for attracting them from the sections where
surplus existed, but Chicago was made the'dividing, line; those east
Werd bought at Chicago prices and west of that point at somewhat
lower, whereas the prices in the West where surplus existed should
have been made higher, and prices east where no surplus existed
should have been made lower 'so as to discourage marketing, and
thereby maintaining the normal and in some sections subnormal
supply. This unwime price arrangement was largely responsible
for our present predicament, and only is remotely to the drought, as
Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio, from which Statoe we normally draw
our livestockz were not materially affected by dry weather in. 1934,

When our local supply was reduced arbitrarily.and unreasonably,
we were forced to go west for our supplies, mcki needs sary tQ
pay higher freight d onti stock than western packers
paid on d eats ship etroit. Besides standing the
extreme e n the live annmal,we o the extra freight orr the
shrink resin These items added ur normal expense ovot.$1.5l hoi hat, ed t.th a tly reduced :volume
lea our plant her f.Qite idle a thereby adding soonaytrcblpt hep, r cesne rpsebofrt

tly to our opera that it w possible for t6'on any. epto epcdsinlg ex nso. ,' '

We wo t in It* plant 'k orgarnza n to the'Govern-
1ent, or we re gu an d 50 ce a per hog profit,
where the pX a, e As times o norms profit;
Wehavealways our produ t r as uoh as w could, based on
supply den ad# alit nall time is thedeciding
factor 4

Our s ply h n d reduced, as the fol wing ptatemont
shows fothe of1y3

............... .. ..' , ..... ...... 9 .. , ... &' )w I ., - 0T . .........................

.. . . . . ........... .................. •1 ... ... .. l
...... . ............ . . . . . . . . . . .... .

om t ................ :... ..... ......... . .. . . .: . . . ,S . t

D w..''h ................ :....... ,.. .... :.. . :. ;.. A M 6" ,r- ~

No Oonm'-mezt-purnps, pigs [rnluded.

'Out demand has algo benen reduce due to consumer op psit~n, t6
NOg prces and shifting'to'substitutes, and to the matter slughter;
in bfl hg"I both bi the city arid country. -I~n most eam the

gbfl flg o

fresh. mt* from, these tax-free'h-hop was sold to the trade, on an
&,Orrap of 2, to 8 cents per pound less than the market, Oricein +coma
potition,with 0yernmentt-inapeted buts. In additioAi to this'i~lo'
potitlin,., there were many., butehei .who bought hogp and hi'd, thiio

/nly" +. , , , , + + , . ++ ' I " +
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slaughtered and they sold fthe fresh cuts in competition with cuta
bearing the abnormal expense. This kind of competition was very
extensive in Detroit and surrounding, territory ,

The meat, packer whose principal operations are pork, has little
revenue from other sources to reduce the impossible burden of a
processing tax.

In order to keep in business a packer must have a daily supply of
fresh pork cuts to sell his customers, or they leave him, for where they
buy their fresh cuts they buy the remainder of their meat. This fact
forced the price of bogs to so high a basis that there was a heavy
cutting loss every month during the existence of the A. A. A. The
theory that the increase in expense due to A. A. A. could be passed
along in the price of a perishable article has proven a fallacy. Some
pork packers could survive longer than others, but in the end most of
them would have to go out of business unless relief is given in some
way.

We earnestly request that no expense tax of any kind be placed on
the processor of livestock, or other perishable food, under the theory
that it be concealed so that the consumer is not fully advised of the
amount and extent of the same. The proeessor is absolutely helpless
between two conflicting interests; he is indispensible to both and is
willing to work for such smail wages that they do not mean anything
appreciable to either producer or consumer.

Our business in Detroit provides a cash market for our farmers at all
times, and likewise provides a definite source of supply for the con-
sumers. Its record of continued existence for 76 years is evidence of
its efficiency and it should not be destroyed in order to try a theory
that denies everything that experience has taught us in the history of
this business.

The CHAIRMiN. Roland C. Zinn, Now York City, representing the
Tanners Council of America.

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Paul P. Cohen, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Lawrence A. Baker, Washington, D. C., general

counsel, National Association of Life Underwriters.
Mr. BAKFR. Yes sir
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. BAKER. I think 15 or 20 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Your brief may be put in the record, and you

may state the high points.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE A. BASER, SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS, WASHING-
TON, D. 0.
Mr. BAKERn. I will Ignore the written statement I have given you,

Mr. Chairman, and leave that for the record. , I will try to cover very
briefly just' the high spots of our representations.

In the first pltce, I want to make it cleat for the fecoed that I do
not roprbewt any insurance companies; but that, I am here at thb
instance of the Life Underwriters Associationj which Is an association
of field ten, for the purpose of making some represeztations which
they, belive bye veil, tuch'in the interest of insurance policyholders,

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Is that fire or life?
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. Mr. BAKER. Life insurance. Those policyholders now hold policies
in many instances which they would like to use to their advantage in
providing against the problem of estate taxes. Those policyholders
would like also to be in a position in some instances to take out
policies whichh would protect them against the very serious burden
that arises out of sudden demise, without certainty as to how the
revenue is going to come out of their estates in satisfying the very
large demands that the Government finds it necessary to make.
I You will recall that Mr. Osgood made a suggestion before this com-
mittee last year that it should be possible for prospective decedents
to protect not only against death, but against the eventualities of
taxes without tax repression. That expression, we think, is quite apt
at this point.
Wo aso want to have the committee feel that we are thoroughly

mindful of the President's objective in his message and of this com-
mittee's objective in raising the additional revenue and that that
revenue shall be presently collected, that there shall be no delay in
the collection.

As the situation now stands, the Treasury Department Is under
the necessity on the death of a decedent of making its assessment,
and in many instances waiting a considerable period of time to collect
the money. The act itself does not make the money due for a con-
siderable time after death, and the provisions as to extensions in the
case of closely held estates where liquidation would bring about hard-
ship are such that the revenue is frequently long delayed in coming
into the Treasury.

We have suggested a proposed amendment here to the estate tax
law which-you will find set out ir constructive form in the memoran-
dtan that I have filed with the committee and which I shall not read
but I will review its effect. If it be adopted there will be renioved
from the present law the practical restriction which makes it almost
prohibitive for a man to insure his life in such a way as to take care
of his estate-tax liability, because the inclusion of the additional
insurance is such that it pyramids and imposes a yery. much heavier
burden than is imposed on the other property, left in his estate.

The CHAIRMAN. Do they write such policies as that?
Mr. BAKER. Policies are written today which are payable to the

estate, but they are not earmarked as would be the case if this amend.
meat were adopted.
F' The CHAIRmAN. This matter was presented to us in connection
with the inheritance tax feature, but that was in the bill last year,
and it seemed to be more important at that time~whei we had changed
it tLn estate character..

Mr. BAKR. I think the objective in suggesting itat that time was
to eliminate very serious burdens that flow out of the payment of-a
large s*a of.moay, promptly, pnd that that same buriezwould be
true in the case of an estate, ". well as inhieritenqo. tax. The matter
is one of payment and collection rather than the chfkraIer o tkq
tax, sq that if it waspf use in connection with the pympnt ofinheri-
ttrce tgxes, ij would be equally useful hWre- iW Uact, the bill,at. that
time with respect -to inhoritane tax Jiabity 1 a one wiclidi,"_.P. IOi tire exeutor Qf o hesJbav~ng the. psInsilJty1 of~tayii8
the (axes the duty optt yng the FO .iab ity,, u
at the present tire6 of he estate tax levy.
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The executors and administrators of an estate must meet that
liability, and they are under personal obligation to see that it is done.
I The present use of the money under this amendment is accomplished
by providing that Insurance money shall be paid immediately and
directly to the Treasurer of the United States who will hold the money
from the time it is paid to him by the insurance 'company without
intoresi being paid, down to the arrival of the time when the tax
liability is satisfied. When the tax liability is satisfied, the amount
remaining which was not required to pay the tax, would then be paid
over to the executors for the estate, but the entire sum during the
Interval that it is held by the Treasurer of the United States, would be
in his hands without the payment of interest, and we all feel who have
studied this question that the amount that would be so paid into the
Treasury would in many instances be considerably in excess of the
amount of the eventual tax, so that the natter has some bearing on
the imndiate need of the Government for revenue.
, Senator Couzazs. There is no change in this respect in the existing
law and in the bill as it passed the House, is there?

Mr. BAKER. In the bill as it passed the House there is no provision
made for an exemption of this character.

Senator CouzEPJs. No; but what I mean is, there is no change over
the old law?

Mr. BAKER. No; there is no change'at all.
Senator CouzEN8. So that you are proposing something entirely

new?
Mr. BAKER. We are proposing something new but something which

we believe is entirely within the spirit of the President's suggestion
that he wants to have the Government get all of its revenues immedi-
ately and not have them deferred. That is the justification for our
being here, that we believe our suggestion is a constructive one for the
immediate emergency of putting the money into the Treasury,
rather than having it delayed for 2 or 3 years while the estates of
decedents are adrhinistered and other problems are settled before the
tax liability can be determined and paid.

Obviously thero would be no object in any prospective decedent
providing for his estate liabilities to be satisfied in this way, so far as
thW Federal Government was concerned, unless there was some
inducement to do so. The inducement as we se it is that the present

prpe.ion", as Mr. Osood calls it, should be removed; in other words
he should notb be penalized by having hdditlonal insurance included in
his estate when he is taking that insurance ottt for the purpose of
accomplishing thepayment of his tax.,

Furthermore if in addition to having that repression removed he is
enoouraged o take out the additional insurance or~to transfer the
beneficial interest in existing policies so that the Government will
become the pI yea of those, policies instead of some other person or
beneficiary, there will be tome relief and should be some relief granted
from the additional tax caused thereby.. Now, we are not asking that the entire aniount of the policy be
excluded; we are asking only that the tat be computed in such a way
that a burden of taxation will not be imposed on that part of the
Itiuranse money which eventually is found to be the amount that
is payable in taxes out-of the proceeds of theypolcy.
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, There are some other considerations with respect to the effect on
the revenue that I should urge you to consider most carefully. Those
are chiefly that under the present administration of the estate-tax
law, there is a terrific loss taken in the case of closely held and small
estates, because they have to liquidate closely held property, real
estate, machinery and equipment, and in some cases stock of small
corporations so as to realize the immediate cash that it is necessary to
put into the estate to pay the taxes. Your present scheme of valua-
tion i's such that executors or representatives of the decedent have the
opportunity of electing the valuation date, and they can value either
as of the date of death or at a time I year later.

Obviously, in order to raise the taxes to meet the liability, it is
necessary to liquidate frozen assets of the estate; the executors and
administrators will take the valuation at a time I year later rather
than the date of death, and the value will be based on the sale price,
which will be a sacrifice price, and the amount of the gross estate will be
very much reduced. In addition to reducing the gross estate by
reason of the sacrifice of the property during the period of 1 year, we
have the difficulty that the expenses of the administration of the
estate are very much increased. Thome expenses would include not
only the cost of selling the property and liquidating expenses, but
commissions to real-estate agents and others for selling the property,
and commissions of executors in the case of real estate, which in most
instances would ass to the beneficiaries of an estate without going
into the hands orthe executors, from the standpoint of computation
of executors' commissions.

All of these charges are now deductions as expenses of administra-
tion of an estate.The more we can reduce the expense of administer-
ing an estate the more we reduce the amount of the deductions, so
that if this proposal will build up-and we believe it will build up--the
size of the gross estate and will diminish the amount of the reduction
in the gross estate it will result in a larger net estate, which, when
the taxbe imposed, of course, will fall in the higher brackets and yield
a substantial amount of revenue, in fact, we believe an amount of
revenue which will clearly offset any los that it might be suggested
would arise out of the exemption as such.

A further, and almost more important, inducement than any other
is that the ordel.y administration of the estate with the least loss will
be gratly exeditea, so that the property and the assets of an estate
will not remain unduly long in the hands of the executors or adminis-
trators but the liabilities will be promptly satisfied ad creditors will
be paid. Among the creditors who are met important are the States
themselves. The Federal Government has been criticized repeatedly
for invading this field with a Fed"ra estate tax;- It is thought by
many that the State governments should have the field to themselves.
Here is a situation i which the State 'governments will be able to
collect their revenue at a very much earlier date and will have Woss
cause to call on the Federal Government for support. Anything that
expedites the settlement of a Federal estate tax liability will expedite
the payment of the preferred claim of the Government and will the
leave the States themselves in a position .to collect their revenue
promptly.

Thank you very mnuch.
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BREar. Ot LAWBNCRI A. BAKXI RPrX8as1.iro Aa SrZECAL TAX COUNSM, THE
NAirxo,;AT AtoCIATION or Ltrs USURWRITZ8, NZw YoRx, N. Y.

That there may be n'o misunderstanding of the purpose of my appearanee here"
Would like to state at the outset that I am speaking solely In the interests of
Wife-nasuranc-policy holders and appearing solely at the request of the National
Association of Life Underwriters, an association of life-insurance fieldmen who
are in daily touch with poioyholders and who are aware of their Interest In this
question. I do not appear at the request of the life-insurance companies nor Is
any statement that I will make made at their request- or in their behalf,

statement and my representations on behalf of the National Association
Of Life Underwriters are consistent with the object of the President as disclosed
in his message and the statements of your committee through its chairman that
a bill must be reported and passed which will add substantially to the present
revenues of the Government., We aim to be both constructive and helpful

When the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate was holding
hearings on the revenue bill of 1935, the suggestion was made that individuals
should be encouraged to make special provision through Insurance on their lives
to provide means to pay taxes arising out of the transfer of their estates, and in
particular that such provision should be encouraged by exempting from death
duties the amount of insurance earmarked and actually used for this purpose,
Accepting this. suggestion, the Senate adopted an amendment offered by Senator
Lonergan excluding from gross estate the proceeds of life-insurance policies to
the extent that such proceeds would be actually used in the payment of death
duties.

The bill as reported by the conference committee of the Senate and the louse
did not contain the amendment, and the explanation was then made that the
amendment had been stricken, not for lack of merit, but because it was believed
that the subject matter thereof should receive further study.

Accordingly, the association which I represent continued its interest in the
proposal, and, with the aid of technical experts, has drafted a proposed amend-
ment which it is believed will accomplish the general purpose desired.

T91T OF 1UBOP055D AMRNDIIZN?

Section 401 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended, is amended to read
a. follows:

"(c) For the'Outpse of this section the value of the net estate shall be deter.
mined as provided In title I1 of the Revenue Act of 1920, as amended, except
that (1) in lieu of the exemption of $100,000 provided in section 3 (a) (4) Of
such act, the exkmptfon shal be $40,000; and (2) there shall be "d.ed ucted from
the valued of the net estate as thus determined the proceeds of life-imurance
policies payable to (and received) by the Treasurer of the United States In trust
for the payment of estate, inheritance, succession, legacy, or other death duties
levied by the United States against or with respect to the estate of the decedent,
exclusive of *ny excess over the amount of sutch taxes, which excess shall be
accounted fos (without interest) to the executor or administrator of the decedent
fo the beiefit of the persons entitled thereto: Proided; howter, That the pro-

ceeds of policies on which the premium-payiig period i. lem than 10 years
not be deduttibled that,, lip aDy event, the amount deductible a aOqes.id.

-6~tx .1 $1,.0 .090." 1" ,,'.', " ,
J-0 i'40 propped a mendiment, wl~t Iul ofid ee that

e"6s1 M~ts oin an e6bnomnlo sod technical standpotht will disclose that th4
pr - kusire and faciUtate the immediate revenO oblecties. o tbo Pred.

EEO It WO WOIRX

Adoption'of the amendment will mean that. any individual having a taxabte
state who makhes the proceeds pf inouraoce polic " on lifee payable to the,
Tre irer of tn United States ir 'trust tor payment of la- dutfe. wM set up a
situation such that immediately Upohs death the Treure 'will re&fve from'
theinaurloe"odmphy the'entire proceeds 61.the telley s0 payable with the
piv~e e of holding such proceeds without ivteist for pqyn14nt of such aunt

% Ae et~s66f annwho et~o ith (attd leis Ib d '41 )1$500,000. Suppose he has life Insurance amounting to $150 000, all ois h"Ifsc e
makes payable to the Treamurer of the United Stat4.tider'wad In' dce
with the proposed amendment. The amendment would not exempt this In.
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surance In Its entlrety; the exemption is limited to such amount As is necesary
to cover the tax Liabily of the etate, any balance over and above that amount
being taxable as heretofore. As the tax in tbs eae would be $100,891, only that
much of the lnaurance would be exempt. The balance of the Insurance1 amount-.
Ing to $49 106, would be included In the taxable estate, ccgunting for $11,294
of the total tax due.

CON-?BAST wiTu aPK& NT LAW

As the law nor stands life Insurance taken out to pay these taxes Is Itself
taxable; it Is included in the taxable estate, with the result that the tax burden is
sharply increased-the reward of prudent forethought Is the Imposition of anadditional levy.

Take, for example, the case of a man worth $500,000. The Federal estate-tax
liability on a net estate of that size Is $89,600. Suppose he takes out that much
Insurance In order to avoid a forced sale of his business. What i the result?
His taxable estate will be not $500 000 but $589,600; and, in consequence, the
tax liability will jump from $89,606 to $110,208, an increase of $20,608, or 23
percent. 8o the effective amount of his Insurance Is cut down to $68,992
although he must pay for $89,600-all because he wants the Government to got
Its money without fruitless hardship to his survivors.

If, undaunted, he sets out to obtain sufficient insurance to pay the whole tax
In full (including the tax on the insurance) he must secure a policy for $117 027

. on which the premium at age 50, is approximately $4,600, or about one-fifth, o
the earning power of his entire estate at 5 percent.

Corresponding results for estates of various amounts are Indicated in the table
appended to this memorandum.

FOREIGN zxixazI Cs

AD but two of the Canadian Provinces allow an exemption such as that pro-
vided by the proposed amendment and recent extension of this method of colic-
tion In the Provinces sufficiently shows that the method Is favorably regarded.
(See appendix to statement of Roy.0. Osgood, hearings before the Committee
on Finance of the U. S. Senate,- Revenue Act of 1035, p. 298.)

rF75CT ON rf5s -REYEWV4-

1. From the point of view, of the Federal revenues the gtret advatage of the
proposal lies in the fact that It would assure prompt pyeet in full,,f ny
assessments which must now be written off Ii *hole or In Part (due to Uo~thiuous
derecistiop or dissipation of assets, etc.) or collected only after numerous

In fadc, it would s.re payment in advance since the estate-tax is not doe
until 16 months after death. In the Interim the (Myernment. Would have the
use of the money without nterest..

kAoidance of liuldatlob, especially In the cases of estaiee :whCh hod Atoelk
in relatively smal! closely held corporations and estths coteposed.'chiefly of
resl estate will vubstantIaUy increase the value of the net estate subject to tas
This would be due, first, 4o the fact that sacrifice, of property at forced sa1¢
within a year after death of the decedent woul4 'result In the Inclusion of loVer
Valuation in the groes estate; and secondly, because additional 'selling ex'pense,
attorneys' feeb and'executors' commisons wbuld increa- the deduotiobs for
these items in Ohe AdminlstratWn of the estate ind thereby teduca the net estate
be, .,ncre4Wn the grve estate and decreasing the de$os wi

dd eb t'antiay th the et estatFe taxable In the top brackets. I
2. From the point of view of the taxpayer the advantages are 6bvlouw. Th4

proposM would afford'an bitppinlty to 15roido 6aintneeessteus TIq6ldatoq
to cover Federal death dutes and the disastrous consequences thereof, including
unwarranted Io= a in propUty values, destructi9n of going conoer" s termJnalor

andThe pubeer.ll w' ld lewl benefit fro the propose d amendment
since foroed-lluidatlon depressen valhws, disturbs business arid cause unetriJ
ploiyment.. To collect the revenue. without preventable economic disturbaaces

]a la, common~ Sezse.. -lb Th terest of the oornmnunltX 1A there~, sh~ysd. A4
*A as that of the G tOvthmett an(01 thefa .yer,
4. -That' the zropbied s db Would welcomed b 'ij t ibnypeoI

to uite npparentkahd It is did6ult tO t6dh ahy hoe'eull 'ht y It., " t
t0-contvYv .ud eb 064 ofi the higher taxes A bthe love brackets

SPeqi,, n Ir P,.i I L1 ! IV,1111 2-
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5. All States Imposing death duties are Interested hn collection thereof as
promptly as may be possble after the death of a decedent. The Federal Govern-
tnent is vitally Interested In furthering this objective, and any action which will
erpedite the prompt and full payment of the preferred claim of tho United States
will at the same time aid in collection by the States and preserve for other creditors
and benefciaries the values of the assets upon the transfer of which the State
imposes its tax.I To sum up, the proposed amendment is neither novel nor untried; it is fair
to all concerned; it is practical' It would not only facilitate administration of
the revenue laws, including collection of taxes, but, at the same time would
prevent burdensome and unnecessary hardships, &nd promote economic stability.-

It is respectfully submitted, therefore, that the proposal deserves favorable
consideration.

TMUl shotang effed of attempts to pay etalte te Whi irourranc uner present

1) 3) (3M ) () () (5)~~~~Tu with sm r-
Tax o t. ins rs- .e o W duo Effective atWnN M

Nt worth W to MG !mursns quOt to dudLag ax os

(1) (2) (3)-(2) . )-(4) laurwoe

$10,00 A OW0 $11,232 $1,32 (l7percent). $7,6 OM .256
29000 ft50 OW 92 AM 2M (20 Percst)..I 29:26M 41%750
80,.000 0.6(O 110620, (A3 oet . 60,9 117,027
-74CSo0 111,00 1 ,N0 ,z 2 0.auot25pc I). 1, 0 211.40%

1,09W0 VO 0,5251232(S perom S. 1532 327W Q$

The CHAIRUAN. The next witness' is V.. H. Stempf.

STATEXINT OF VICTOR H. STEMPF, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE-
SBNTING COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
Mr. STEMPY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Victor H. Stempf, a

resident of Larchmont, N. Y. I am a certified public accountant,
a partner of Touche Niven & Co., of New York City. I am appear-
ing as chairman of the committee on Federal taxation of the Awerl-
can Institute of Accountants my associates on the committee being
Dr. Joseph J. Klein, C. P. A., of New York, and Mr. Clarence L!
Turner, C. P. A., of Philadelphia. I

This committee has no authority to speak for the members of the
institute upon social or political questions. Therefore, my remarks
and the memorandum which I shall ask to file on behalf of the Institute
will deal with questions of an accounting nature raised by the income-
tax phases of the bill.

Our memorandum assumes thai, after the utmost degree of economy
has been attained-in the light of existing commitments-therd
remains an urgent need for immediate additional revenue. , .
I We have certain recommendations to offer which repeat, funds-
.ientaUy, proposal which you have received from other source
in respect-of he 6retention of the present form of orporate income
tax snd the modification of th pro.ose tcation of undistributed
A .Oe t.t inmor ple od 0 ]MforI w Wbeoeve; avoiding thee*.zngeam.a lzerot to tb house .ad manyof tmee propousels

Our Z 0eMirsndum _questio s the advimb ,, of abandoning thd
reliable revenue and the reliable method of taxing orporatw income
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which has taken more than 20 years to develop to a reasonably fixed
or determinable basis.

We do not believe it sound to substitute a new and involved
system of taxation which presents a now field of uncertainties in cor.
porata accounting and finance, in respect of which the potential yield
Is, in our opinion, conjectural.

Ouir memorandum reviews a number of the objections which have
been raised to the provisions of the proposed law, and states the
grounds upon which, in our opinion as accountants, the objections
cited are valid.

We revive consideration of certain historical changes in the Federal
income-tax law and propose the restoration of several provisions
which have been abandoned,

Our memorandum includes the solution of a hypotehtical tax calcu,
nation in a relatively plain case which, in our opinion, demonstrates
the complexity of the computations required to determine the tax
liability under the proposed law.

We take the liberty of emphasizing the fact that the present method
of taxing income involves the application of fixed rates to fixed or
determined bases, whereas the form of taxation of undistributed
income proposed in the House bill entas the application of variable
rates to variable bases. Therein lies the difrereuce between the rela-
tive simplicity of the existing method and the intricacies of the
proposed method. Broadly speaking, any basis of taxing undis-
tributed income which necessitates (a) the calculation of:the rela-
tionship between undistributed income and total adjusted net income
and (b) the application of varying rates dependent upon such rela-
tionship must of nece y demand involved prhasoology to express
and require a sequen. . of mathematical calculations to apply. I
sim policy be sought b.ch relationSWhips may be avoided.

Our recommendations conteniplate a further exhaustive research
into the statistical data available to the Treasury Department from
which revised conclusions may be drawn in respect to the potential
yiel d of the available sources of revenue. The recommendations are
ve in number:
(1) That the existing form of corporate ineomo tax be retained at

increased rates if necessary;
1 (2) That the existing personal exemptions be reduced in order to
broaden the base of the normal tax, or that the same result be ob-tained by an irrevocable withholding at the source in respect of fixed
or determinable income of the character required to be included in
information returns under the existing law;

(3) That the normal tax be increased, and/or the normal tax be
applied t,6 dividends, if necessary;

(4) That the principle of taxing undistributed income be applied
at a low rate on a fixed base by subjecting to this form of mupertax
the excess of "adjusted net income" over the sum of (a) the corporate
income tax on such income and (b) the dividends paid during the
taxable year.

(5) As an alternative proposal respecting taxation of undistributed
Income and as an incentive to increased dividends, the following
method should be considered: In conjunction with a higher cor-
porate income tax rate (applied directly to the fixed or determinable
base of "adjusted net income" as heretofore) a "drawback" at a fixed

8.5543-5------49
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]fate (applied directly to tlho amount of dividends paid during the
taxable year) may be allowed as a credit against the corporate income
tax. This basis also avoids the mathematical complications of a
variable rate on a variable base. It would seem logical that the
larger the rate of "drawback" the greater would be the incentive to
increaed distributions of dividends (within the limits of sound finan-
cial practice) resulting in a greater yield from the surtax on individual
incomes.

In conclusion, permit me to add that the institute would welcome
the opportunity to assist your committee or its technical advisers in
the further consideration of the accounting aspects of the proposed
bill or any amendments thereof.

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I thank you for your courtesy, and
I request the privilege of filing with you the committee's detailed
memorandum, which you and your technical assistants may peruse
at your leisure. I

Senator GEoRoE (presiding). Your brief will be entered in the
record.

(The brief referred to ia as follows:)

MXEORANDUM BY TR COMMITrTE ON FEDEa.i, TAXATIoN or Tom AuxRICAN
INSTITUTE Or ACCOUNTANTS, NNW YORK CITY

The Committee on Federal Taxation of the American Institute of Accountants
has no authority to speak for the members of the Institute upon social c.: political
questions, and this memorandum, therefore, will deal solely with questions of an
awcounting nature raised by the proposals.
(I) Analysis of the statement submitted by the Treasury in support of the

bill leads the committee, as accountants, to question the validity of the estimate
of increase in revenue made by the Treasury. The formal statement submitted
by the Treasury in support of the propo"I read. as follows:

"N.rIJMATZ I P.VYXE % UNDZE PROPOSAL TO TAX trNDsramstrTAD coaRPONAT
PaoMs (fsARINOS, P. S9.

"It is estimated that If a tax on Whdistributed corporate profits were Imposed
aceompanled by the repeal of the present corporate Income, capital stoek, an
excess-profits taxes, and the elimination of the present exemption of dIvkdends
from normal tax, the net increase In revenue based on calendar year 1938 income&
would be about $620,000,000. The followin* table summarizes the b*ac data
underlying this estimated Increase:

&siimae of "Uabe baje and rertne, oaletdar Wteo 136-Corporalion* showing ncf
* iacoiiwe. (Itearings, p. 8.)
... [In mmiowa ofdol an

I. Statutory net income- ..............................-..... 7,200
2. Taxes Inchded In (1) to be repealed.

Cpitalstock tax -------------. .---------------- . . 1103
Exces&-profits tax. ---------------------------------------------.

3. Dividends received not Included in (1), 00 percent of total dividends
received ------------------------------- . .... ". I 000

4. Aggregate taxable income ............................ ....... 8,
5. Cash dividends pid -- ----- ................ 3, 40
0. WIthheld earnings (4) less (5) - - .------------------------------ 4, 768
7. EstImated tax on (6), assuming distribution to Individuals, plus normal

tax on present dividends --------------------------------------.. 1,762
8. Los In revenue from repeal of corporate-income, capital-stock,, and

exoess-profits taxes--. ------------------------------- ...... 1,132
9, Net increase In revenue.

I 'Tta atimst4 cWtaWock Itz I 4botb it tico",e and de-l pWat smkc. t1MDoO.60 "
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Corporald stalmdory net iaeooe ond dividend distrbutiion

(In thouSI~dI (A dollaus)

Total cih N'et CahTotal Mtsb tt isl dit,ds dW,4Statutory dit, =1 1)11 kl$ |fgns jb
Years W9 P d, all refie S. byJ Des

Mgt, (".... . I ....
liens fag rmt

IM .......................... KsL KO 14. i &Or oA Ia,7, 030 S3s ,O ....... .
1924 ......................... 7.,5 ',6 2 4, 33 own #1,15 & 43,007 X , ". . . .
I923 ......................... , 6 1 54 A , M 476 .174,481 4 . 9" , 30 ............

M ......................... 4 59 " 24 3 L K,154 4, 11. 1 9 1 1 ............
I ............ a 1.,884 54 4A IM 36A , 4.7V%30 M 1% M% 476 ....

... ..... 017' 741 7.073.723 1914,6 1 Is?, 05 4,WA 10 ........ ...

IM5 ............ 1128. 813 5 8. 41 W 21,31 4,350 4 54 1, 00 ......
1931 ................. ... &2363 4,9103 1 .00.90 .$A2 4, 1 M3 & W 640WIM5 ............ 2,.11 .6 1. %el 12396 q2 X615 320381 L M YA01933 ......................... X 903,9n 5127,459 1, M 7W %10 760 1 . M,2 CM
Z54 ........... 4 22D1. OW 5."402 3. OA or* % 27k,( ODD 4(000 3,710.02W .................... ... , 0,00 g o 0 , ,O , ,oo

*3 *.4 1 5.00G A. W e.1%005.0 264M30092000 A ,095,020120 .... ..................... &A 00 3. W000 1.1,3X 0 , O 7 ,1AM 00 0. 00

2 Estlmed.,

It Is not clear whether the table hero reproduced is intended to represent what Is
to be expected In a typical yer, or whether it represent what Is to be expected
under the apeca oircumstances of the year 190. Since the President in his
message spoke of the need "to raise by some form of permanent taxation an annual
amount of $620,000 000", and said, further that the proIs oould "be put into
practice so as to yield the full amount of $W0,000,000", It sorn proper to regard.
the Treaury statement as to the estimate for a typicW. year, bsed on the sugap

ton thM io that typical year taxable net Income as measured under the preoent
statute would be I g70,000,000

The estimate contemlats that under the proposed law a complete distribution
of corporate income will take plaOe, or that, alternatively taxation on any amount
undlstributed wiil yield at least as much as would o paid by Individuals if those
amounts were distributed. The main source of incresed taxation relied upon
is an increase of dividend distributions to individuals over that which would
otherwise take place. . It follows that the validity of the computation of the fiscal
results turn* manly on the fairne" and the oomparability of the estimate of the
amounts that wodld be distributed under the law as It now stands% and under the
proposed law respeouveY.

with the proposal, the Treasury submitted a table showing corporate net in.
come and dividends (actual or estimated) over a period of 14 years, Examnlaatior,
of that table shows that in the years for wblch actual or approximate figures are
available the perentage of dividends paid to aggregate taxable Income was in
every eae higher than the percentage assumed for 1938. Over the last 10 years
the average percentage of distribution, according to the Treasury's method ot
computatIon, was slightly lee than 69 percent of aggregate, taxable income a
compared with rather les than 43 percent assumed for I93a or the typIeal year.
If the estimates of distribution under existing law In the typical year were raised
to 69 percent, the estimated cash dividends would be increased sad the distribu.
tons attributable to the new propols decreased by about $1,300,000,00.
Such a revision would gravely affect the estimate of revenue increase to be pro-
duced by the proposed law as given on line 9 of the table.

If the table is regarded A an estimate of the effect of the proposed change not
in a typ!¢al year but on the actual revenues to be received in 1037 on the basis of
taxable Income for 1938, the criticism takes a different form. Even on that basis
it would seem that the estimate of cash dividends to be pa..! under the existing
law Is too low, and the estimate of gain in taxation from the new proposals or.
respondingly overstated.

(11) A further important question, however, arises from the nature of corporate
dividend practice In general. NormalLy, the corporate income of a year is dis-
tributed rtl within that year atid partly i n the early months of the succeeding
year, .an.the bl as orlorally drafted rocogni" this nretioe and levied the tax
accordingly. The practe Is world-wide and financially sound, and students of
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taxation have regarded it as fiscally desirable in that it tended to smooth out the
extreme fluctuations In the yield from the income tax, which constitutes perhaps
the moet serious objection to that form of taxation. It is now conceded by the
Treasury that unless this practice Is changed the estimate now under consideration
could not be expected to be reallvd in 1937, and a late amendment In the House
limits the credits for dividend distribution to the amount actually distributed
within the taxable year. While this amendment may make good an obvious
detect In the estimate, it seems to us calculated at best to secure a temporary
advantage at the expense of practicability, sound financial procedure, and per-
manent fiscal advantage.

The provision regarding dividends, as it now stands, will make it Incumbent
upon management to estimate Its earnings for the year, or at least for the last
quarter, in order to determine the amount of dividend to be distributed within
the taxable year. From an accounting standpoint this creates a far more vexing
problem than is apparent and likewise imposes a financial dilemma which may,
for example invoe corporate diretors in accounting difficulties, one may
exemplify the point by stating that in the geat majority of businesses the ascer-
tainment of earnings depends vitally upon tho fair determination of the amount ofinventories at the close of the year.

Such determination cannot e made in the average cae (even upon the basis
of perpetual inventory records) until after the close of the year. Similarly, the
audit and adjustment of liabilities accruals, and reserve have a material bearing
upon earnings. This adjustment likewise cannot be made until after the close of
the year. To Ignore factors such as these is contrary to the tenets of sound
management.

(111) In the table presented by the Treasury which we have quoted, an
amount Is sbwn on line 6, "Withheld earnings (4) less (5) . . 4,768 (million
dollars)." The way In which this figure is arrived at Is quite clear, but the de.
soription of that amount s "withheld earnings" esems to us to be open to grave
criticism. It Is difficult to conceive of any sese in which the expression could
be used and rightfully applied to the figure in question. The natural Interpre-
tation Is that under the existing law $4,768,00O,000 of Income available for dis-
tribution to stockholders would be withheld from durtrbution; but quite apart
from the question we have raised as to the correotness of the astmption on
which ttW figure is based It is clear upon the face of the table that on the as-
sumed figures sad under the existing law approximately $1,100,000,000 of this
amount would be paid to the Government in taxes and could not be paid to
stockholders as dividends.

It is evident from the President's message that he fell Into this natural
interpretation--oterwise, he could not have made the statement which appears
on page 8 of the heaings: "Thus the Treasury estimates that during the calee-
dar year 1.M, over 4,4 billion dollars of corporate Income wiii be withheld from
stockhoides' It seems to thds committee a matter for regret that the Treaury
should have put out statements open to such a natural but incorrect Interpre-
ttion and as a result should have put the President in the position of creating a
clearly unfounded Impression on a matter of so much Importanee.

(IV) The hearoig Indicate that the Treasury has given consderable thought
to the tendency of the proposals to lead to increased holaing. of tax-exempt bonds
by wealthy individuals. It Is not clear that the Treasury has made adequate
allowance for the effect of the proposal In the form of increased holdings by
charitable Institutions of corporate stocks which to them would, under the
prop s, be completely tax exempt.

(V) As accountanti, the members of the committee are keenly aUve to the
multiplicity of cases of Individual Injustice which result from frequent changes
either in the scheme or scale of income taxation. The committee believes that
radical changes should be made only after the most careful consideration.,
Examination of the record does not Indicate that such consideration has already
been given to the present proposals. In the course of the House hearinS, It
was stated by the general counsel of the Treasury that opinions on the measure
frotr competent persons outside the Gtovernment had not been sought (p. 6102,
and the many changes which have been found necessary since the proposals
were first put forward suggest that many practical aspects of the question had
iot_been appreciated by the proponents.

The exceptions which have been Introduced Into the proposed act are an
acknowledgement of circumstances under which the 'oleiplated legislation
may work udue hardship and injustice, but these are the more obvious excep-
tions relative to doficltU, contracts not to pay dividends, debt-ridden corporatiots
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etc. Undoubtedly, there are many other situations in which injust ce may be
done, which may le disclosed only by deliberate reeeareh.

This committee believe. It unsound to Jeopardise the future of the great num-
ber of medium-sized corporations which are struggling back to sound financial
condition by relieving corporations of the present tax on incometo the extent
distributed, and substituting a new basis of taxation, at high rates, which must
contain, Inevitably a new field of accounting difficulties and complexities of
corporate finance. Whe present method, Involving the direct application of stated
rates of tax on corporate Income has taken more than 20 years to evolve a rown-
ably fixed or determinable basis in which there remain present many differences
between taxable net income on te one hand and corporate net Income determined
on the basis of recognized, sound-accounting principles on the other hand. These
differences Inject uncertainties Into the conduct of corporate business, which
plague management, cumulatively, for period@ of 2 or 3 years, or more, in respect
of the Federal income tax liability relative to each fiscal year; but within fairly
certain minimum and maximum limits of amount in the light of precedent es-
tablished by decisions of the courts, Board of Tax Appeals ete.

The proposed legislalion will magnify the uncertainties oi corporate accounting
and finance hv adding other unkown quantities to the equation pursuant to
which the taxis determinable, for example, the final determination of "adjusted
net income" will have a vital bearing upon the amount of surplus available for dis-
tribution and, smiltarly, a vital bearing upon the amrnovnt of dividends, to be dis-
tributed to minlmlze the tax on undistributed income. Subsequent revision of
adjusted net Income by the Treastiry Department may have a fatal effect upon
the financial condition of a corporation by reason of Irrevocable actions, In respect
of dividends or otherwise, taken by the management on the basis of "adjusted net
Income" originally determined in good faith. Furthermore, section 14 of the
proposed act provides an alternative tax In cases where the accumulated earnings
and profits are less than the adjusted net income, that is, caes in which a corporate
deficit is involved. The ct does not'define "accumulated earnings and profits."
Does It contemplate deficits determined on the bas of recognized accounting
principles, or a statutory deficit repreeenting an accumulation of "adjusted net
ncome (or loss)" after giving effect to statutory dividends? Does rch statutory
surplus or deficit have to be reconstructed from March 1, 1918? Section 16
provides "relief" relative to the excess of "debts" over "accumulated earnings or
profits." If the latter Is a deficit, does the adt contemplate the addition of such
deficit to the "'debts" to determine the "debt exess"? These factors are indieft.
1ive of the character of the uncertainties which wil arise to complicate the
determination of tax liability.

(VI) From the accounting standpoint there is an objection to the bill In that
It wll tend to Increase greatly the Importance of alloeatoft of profits to par-
ticular years. Under the existing law, considerable injustice results from read-
|t tment by the Tresury of allocations made In good faith by the taxpayer.
Up to now, this injustce" hbd been felt mainly In the fled of individual incomes;
In the case of corporations with the rate of iax fairly stable, the eases of major
Injustice have been limited to those in which the Treasury made reallocations
which decreased the taxable income of a year in respect of whkh recovery of the
tax was barred by statute and Increased that of a year in respect of wbeh col-
lection could still be mide. 'With a steeply graduated tax measured not by the
full amount of the income but by the residuum wsdistribued, the import4nce of
reallocations and the probabiittes of Injustice arising therefrom will be greatly
Increased.

As examples of items of income or expense, the allocation of which ls'frequently
challenged by the Treasry Department, there may be cited income which has
been the subject of litigation, loses from bad debts or worthless Investments,
depreciation, additional assessments of 8tate franchise taxes, claims paid as a
result of litigation, and so forth.

If the form of taxation of undistributed Income proposed In the House bill be
enacted, we urge that some provision be made whereby the uncertainties relative
to reallocation of income between years be alleviated, -

(VII) The existence of serious abuses through t*reonal holding companies is
,recnised, but we believe it should be possible to deal with that specific evilotherwise than by measure which would apple equally to corporations In respect
of which no simlar abuse exists. .eetion 10, of the propo d Act extends to
stockholders of peonat holding companies the right to etqt to have their entire
pro rat& shares, whetbr distributed or not, of the retained 6orjorate net Income
for the taxable year, Included In their personal taxable net Income as if such In-
come had been dis(ribuied. Such personal holding companies were covered by
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section 351 of the 1934 Revenue Act.- 1eclion 102 of that act did not include
personal holding companies, but related to all corporations "improperly accumu.
lasting surphs" and extended to all such corporations the right of electing to have
such income taxed *s If distributed, whereas the proposed act, as stated above
limits this right to personal holding companies and to the other special classes o
corporations mentioned in section I02 (a). We recommend that this right beextended to any' and all corporations wishing to avail themselves of the privilege.

(VII ) Until the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933,the Federal income tax laws provided for the carrying forward of net losses. The
repeal of the "carry-forward provision was, in our opinion, ill ad-ised, in that it
taxed income which was sorely needed to rehabilitate the finances of corporation.
which had suffered serious losses in prior years and which were least able to paytaxes. We advocate the restoration of the carry-over of net losses. Moreover,

I it usually takes corporation several yetr to recover from the effects of a series
of unprofitable years, or oven from one vey bad year, It is suggested that pro-
vialon be made to carry forward net losses for a period of say 6 years.

(IX) It sas been stated that the advocates of taxation of undistributed incomeapproached the subject wihe the conviction that this form of tax would answer

a long-felt need for simplification of the tax structure. It is quIte evident froman examintion of the provisions of theproposed law that simplificaton has not
been attained or even approached. The lengthy and involved calculations
neesry to determine what the tax under the Revfenue Act of 1936 will be and
what dividends may be declared, even in plain eases, are illustrated by the
following problem: Corporation A had a deficit of $15,000 and admlssible debts
totaling $60,000 at December ,1936. Its adjusted net income for tho calendar
year 1930 amounted to $ o5,00(. The directors deslded that the debt excess
should be amortiaed over the yecas eom ending January , 130. Compute
the tax payable (a) If no dividend distribution is made," (b) if a dividend of
$10,00 is distributed in the year 1930.

It wil be observed that the above problem is about as simple as could have
been selected. All amounts are in round numbers, the defite is predetermined,

the dividend is exactly 80 percent of the net income and there are no such coin-plications as foreign tax redt In respect of which the taxpayers have an option
which must be exercised before filing a return and-the selection of one or other

of the alternatives might materially alter the situation.As differences between taxable income and book Income have existed under

prior revenue acts, no such differences have been introduced In this example
although they would affect the computation of tax under section 14(a). Also,
as the corporation's adjusted net income is over $10,000 and under $40,000 andas
it had both a deficit and a debt excess at December 81, 1938, four computations
of tax have to be made under both (a) and (b) to determine which method is

applicable. , .
The computations of tax under section iS (schedules Il-A and III), section

14(s) and section 6(b), where there is no dividend distribution, are s follows:
.Taxromputede der sedule Il-A:

Rate of tax, per schedule I-A for no dividend distributions,

42J4 percent.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . .
Taex on adjusted net income of $3.5,000 at 42 percent-....$14,'875.00

II. Tax computed under shedule III:

(A) Computation of tax under hdule I'
Adjusted net income .... ..-- .- ....$38, 000 0
Lss tax thereon under schedule Il-A, ,a

above---------------------------. 14, 875. 00

Undstributed net incoten f--- is pre20, 12e00

Percentage of unexac tribute no adjusted ne
Income .. ,rL t ................. percent.. '?. 5

Applicable tax rate, per schedule (7. t 5 t1100 hv an o
-- (87.8-30))---- . ... .......---- percent.e 22. 628

of Tax on $35,000 at 22.i2l percet---------------------7, 918 75
(1o) Computation of tax under schedule I4 a

Adjusted net income in e sces of $10,000 - d $25, 0090. 0
Tasx at 42 percent (oat dttrmnne4 under schedule I-A). 10, s25.00

Total tax under schedule III----------------------:8, 543 75
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I1. Tax computed under se. 14 (a):
(I) Tax under sec. 14 (a) (1): Adjusted net income. $35, 000. 00
LeJs surplus (before taxes) at Dec. 81, 1936 ........ 20,000.00

Total .................................. 15,000.00
Tax thereon at 15 percent .................................
(2) Tax under see. 14 (a) (2):

Adjusted net Income ---------------------- 35,000. 00
Less:

Portion of adjusted net Income
taxed in 14 (a) (1) ---------- $15,000

Tax computed under see.
14 (a) () .................. 2,250 17,250. 00

Adjusted net Income for computation of tax.. 17, 750. 00
(a) Computation of tax under schedule II-A:

Tax at 42% percent (rate applicable when no
dividends paid) ------------------------ 7, 54 75

609

$2, 250. 00

(b) Computation of tax under schedule III:
(A) Computation of tax under schedule I:

Adjusted net income, above...- -- 17, 760. 00
Les tax thereon under schedule Il-A,

above ------------------------- 7,543. 75

Undistributed net income --------- 10, 206. 25
Percentage of undistributed to ad-

Justed net income..percent.. 57. 5
Applicable tax rates, per schedule I

(7.5 55/100 z (67.5--30)).perent. - 2625

Tax on 17 750 at 22.625 percent...... 4, 0M 91
(B) Computation of tax under schedule IT:

Adjusted net income In
excess of 10,000 ..-.. $7, 760. 00

Tax thereon at 42% percent (rate
determined under schedule II-A). - 3,293. 75

Total .......................... 7 30. 69
Applicable tax under sec. 14 (a) (2) the lower of

(a) or (b) ------------------ ............ 7,809.69

Total tax under see. 14 (a) ................... 9,559. 69

IV. Tax computed under see 16 (b):1
(1) Tax under ec. 18 CO) ():

Admissible debt at Dec. 31, 1M ............ $60, 000. 00
Surplus at Dcc. 31, 1935 ...................

Debt excess ............................ 60, 00.00

Tax at 2234 percent on one-fifth thereof ($12,000) ........... 2,700. 00
(2) Tax under see. 18 Nb) (2):

Adjusted net income ---------------------- $35,000.00
Leis: II

PoTtion of adjusted net in-
come taxed n 16 (b) (1).. $12,000.00

Tax computed under sec. 16
(b) (1)...--......... . 2, 7000. 

14, 7r00. 00
Adjusted net Income for computation of tax -- 20, 300. 00
(a) Computation of tax under schedule 11-A: Tax

at 42%1 percent (rate applicable when no divi-
dend paid) ................................. 8,627.0

' Ths cskuistle bss bee mad, on the mumptio that tdedit at Die. 31,193 sbo ud n4 be added
to the admIs sbe debt to obtain the amount at debt szes.

'Deficit.
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IV. Tax omputed under see. 16 (b)-Conttnued.
(b) Computatlon of tax under ecedul6 III:

(A) Computation of tax under schedule I:
Adjusted net income as

above .............. $20, 300. 00
Lee tax thereon, under

schedule LI-A, above... 8, 627. 60

Undistributed net income 11, 672, 50
Percentage of undistributed to

adjusted net lneome..percent.. 57.5.
Appllcable tax rate, per scheduleI(7.5 55/100X (67,5-30))

percent.. 22.625
Tax on $20,800, at 22.625 percent ........... I
(B) Computation of tax uMer schedule IT:

Adjusted net income in excess
of $10,000 ......... _-... $10,800.O0-

Tax thereon at 42% percent (rate" deter-
mined under schedule I[-A) ..........

t4, 592. 88

4, 377. 50

Total ------- w8, 970 88
Appicable tax under ee. 18(b) (2) the lower of (a)
or () ------------------------------------. -- $8,627.50

Total tax under see. 16 (b) _------------ ------ 11,327.50

SUMMARY

Tax computed under schedule I-A ------ _-------------------- 14, 87& 00
Tax computed under schedule III ------------------------------ 18, 843. 76
Tax computed under see. 14 (a) ......- .9, 656M 69
Tax computed under sec. 16 11... ..................... 11,827.60

Under section 17, the applicable tax Is, therefore, the tax computed under
Section 14 (a), $9,859.69.

The aurpluN of the corporatldn at December 81, 193 , would then amount to
$10,440.31, s folow*
Net Income for year 1936 (before tax) ------------------------ $85, 000. 00

Deficit at Doe. 01, I- ......-.................. 0 5, 000 00
Provision for tax on 1930 income ---------------- 9,69 8 2%9

Surplus, Doe. 31, 1N .............---------------------- 10, 440 831
If the directors decide to pay a dividend of $10,500 in 1930, new oomputations,

which are even more ocmplieated than tho first set, hAve to Os made under the
same four methods In order to determine the tax and whether the corporation
will be in a poasltou, after providing for taxes, to pay such dividend. The
computations follow:
1. Tax computed under schedule I-A:

Adjusted net Income ........................... $. 000
Dividend credit ------------------------------ 1600.
Percntage of dividend credit to adjusted net in-

come ------------------------------- , -percent.. 80. 0
Rate of tax per schedule l1-A for above percentage of

dstrbun ...-------------------------- percnt.. 27.5
Tax on adjusted met Income of $35,000 at 27% percent ........ $9, 62 00
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If. Tax'oomputed under schedule Ill:
(A) Computation of tax under schedule 1:

Adjusted net Inoome ............ L .......... $36,000.00
Lis:

Dividend cedit. $10,6000
Tax under schedule 11-A "

above ---------- -, 625. 00. 20,12O6.00

Undistributed not Income .................. 14, 875. 00
Percentage of undistributed to adjusted net Income

peroent..42. 5
Applicable tax rate, per schedule I (7.5 65/10x (42.6-80)percent.. It. S7
Tax on $35,000 at 14.375 percent ...........

(B) Computation of tax under schedule II:
Adjusted net income in excess of $10,000- - $25, 000. 00
Tax thereon at 27% percent (rate determined under sched-

ule I1-A) .........................................

Tow ............................................. 11, 90025

III. Tax computed under see. 14 (a):
(1)TWTxnder see. 14 (a) (1):

Adjusted net income ....................... $85,000. 00
Less surplus (before taxes and dividends) at
Dec. 81, 103- ........................... 20,000.00

Tax thereon, at 15 percent ------------ 15, 000. 00

(2) Tax under see. 14 (a) (2):
Adjusted net income----------------- 86, 000. 00
Les: Portion of adjusted net income taxed in

14(a) (1)..-............... $1,000.00
Tax computed under sec. 14,

(a) () -----------.--. --- 2, 2M 00 17,JM00

Adjusted net income for computation of tax.. 17,760. 00
(a) Computation of tax under schedule II-A:

Adjusted net income ............ $17, 76 00
Dividend credit --------------- 10, 600.00
Percentage of dividend credit to

adjusted net income. .porcent. ft 1549
Tax rate per schedule IT-A (9 44(71-59.1549)) ....... percent., - l& 4419
Tax on a4justed net fnoome of

$17,750 at 13.4119 percent.... 2. 38M 94
(b) Computation of tax under schedule III:

(A) Computation of tax under schedule I:
Adjusted net Income, above. $17, 750. 00

Dividend

credit.... $10,600.00
Tax under

schedule
II-A.... 2,385.94

Undiatributed net in-
come .. ............. 4, 864. 0

'eroentage of undistribut
to adjusted net fnoome
--------------- pecent _. 27. 4033

Applicable tax rate. per - 7hed 4
ule I (8.5%0 (27.4032-20))
..........-... percent.. & 413
tax on$17,760at 6.4813 percent...... 1, 14& 88

.6t

$5,031.26

6, 87& 00

2, 2f 00
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Tax computed under sec. 14 (a)--Cont1nued;
(b) Computation of tax under schedule lI-Co.

(B) Computation of tax under schedule If:
Adjusted net Income in excess of $10,000

17, 750; tax thieon; at 13.4419 percent q
(rate determined under schedule I-A). $1,041.75

Total .............................. 2, 88 63
Applicable tax under see. 14 (a) (2) the lower of (a) or (b). $2, 188 63

Total ............................................. 4, 43& 63

IV. Tax computed under see 16 (b):'
(1) Tax undersee. 16 (b) (1):

Admissible debt at Dec. 31, 1935 ............ 60 000. 00
Surplus at Dec. 31, 1935................... ()

"Debt excess" . ..----------------------- 0 0, 000. 00
Tax at 22% percept on one-fifth thereof ($12,000) ......

(2) Tax under sec. 16 (b) (2):
Adjusted net income ....................... $35, 000. 00
Less:

Portion of adjusted net In-
come tsxed in 16 (b) (1).-. $12,000.00

Tax computed under aec. 10
(b) () ---------------- 2, 700L00 14,700.00

Adjusted net Income for computation of tax..
(a) Computation of tax under schedule 11-A:

Adjusted net Income, as above... $20, 030. 00
Dividend credit --------------- 1 0,60.00
Percentage of dividend credit to

adjusted net Income.peroent._ 51. 6241
Tax rate, per schedule I-A (15%

(65-51,7241))- . percent. I& 638
Tat " adjusted net income of $20,300 at

16.638 percent ................-- - .....
(b) Computation of tax under schedule llI:

(A) Computation of tax under schedule I:
Adjusted net income'above._. $20, 300. 00
Less:

Dividend
credit.... $10, 50 00

Tax under
sohodule
I I-A
above...- 3, 377. 51

13, 877. 51

Undistributed net in-
come ------------- 6, 422. 49

Percentage of undistributed to ad-
justed net income, peroent.81.6379

Applicable tax rate, per schedule I
(7.5 55/100 31.6379-30)

'' percent..8.4008
Taxation on 20,300 at 8.4008 percent.

2, 700. 00

20,300.00

3,377. 51

1,705. 36

SThis euatica bas been made on the assumption thai a net deicit st Dec. 21, 19 ,° ou1l not be
added to the ad wL sb debt to obt*la tte amount of debt toews.
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I V. Tax computed under see 16 (b)-ontinued.
(B) Computation of tax under schedule •
I1: AdlFusted net Income In ee of
0 0 ................... --------- $10, 300

Tax thereon at 16.638 percent (rate determined
under schedule II-A) .................... ... $1,71& 71

Total --------------------------------- ,419.07
Applicable tax under see. 16 (b) (2)' the lower of

(a) or (b) ....................................... I ------ $3,377.51

Total ---------------------------------------------- 0,077.51

SUMMARY

Tax computed under schedule I-A --------------------------- $9, 625. 00
Tax computed under schedule III .............................. 11. 90%. 25
Tax computed under see. 14 (a) --------------------------- 4, 438. 63
Tax computed under sec. 16 (b) --------------------------- 0, 077. 51

The applicable tax Is, therefore, the tax computed under section 14 (a),
$4438.63.

The surplus of the corporation at December 31, 1036, would now amount to
$5,061.37, as follows:
Net Income for year 1936 (before tax) -------------------------- $35, 000. 00
Lem:

Deficit at Dec. 31, 1935 ........................ $15,000.00
Dividends paid ............................... 10, 500. 00
Provision for tax on 10 income ................ 4,43& 63

29, 93 03

Surplus, Dec. 31, 1938 .................................. 5, 061.37

The proposed revenue act will also add to the work of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. If any adjustment is made upon examination of the return, the tax
will have to be recomputed, and this Involves the use of all four tables In order to
certain which one of the tables will apply after making the recomputation..

(M The cornittee recommends a further change In the provisions of secUon
116 (c) of the proposed law, to apply the "recognition percentages" to capital
gains and losses alike. Under section 117 (a) of the existing law if a stockholder
makes a sale or exchange of his stock in a corporation, and has held his stock more
than a year, onl a -ortIon of the galn is taxable, the portion depending upon the
length of time the stock is held. The same principle Is applied when bonds are
redeemed. However under section 115 (c) If capital stock is retired, the gain to
the stockholder is 106 percent taxable, regardless of how long the stock has been
held. If the retirement of stock results in a loss to the stockholder only a portion
of the loss is deductible, as in the case of a sale.

The proposed revenue act partIally corrects this injustice by making the recog-
nition percentages set forth in section 117 (a) applicable to certain gains on liqui-
dation In addit onal to all losses. The gains to which the percentages apply are
those realized in the case of amounts received under a plan to liquidate the corpora-
tions provided that the plan specifies that the liquidation shall be completed with
a certain period not exceeding 2 years from the close of the taxable year during
which is made the first of the series of distributions. Thus the Inonsisatency In
the treatment of gains and losses still remains in the case of partial liquidations or
of complete liquidations which, under the liquidation plan, take more than 2 years
to complete. There is no apparent reason why the same principle should not be
applied to partial liquidations or liquidations which require more than 2 years to
complete.
The report of the CommIttee on Ways and Means states that the present rule

which requires a taxpayer in the case ora complete liquidation to be taxed on 100
percent of the gain is preventing liqidAtion of many corporations and that the
change recommended in the HIousd bill should therefore bring About a substantial
increase in the revenue. , Its equal-l true that the present rule Is preventing the
partial liquidation of niany corporations, and a limitation on the taxable gain In
he e&& of distributions In partial liquidation should likewise increase the rVvenue.

The law already contains a provision to prevent abuses where the distributionai
have the effect of a dividend (sec. 115 (g)). It Is particularly desirable that the
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principle be extended at'least to redemption of bonds. If the pnnciple is to be
confined to complete liquidation it ieems essential that tb6 2.year' t'eod be
extended to 6 years, since It is iihpoesible to complete may liquidations In 2
years.. . I

A further question arises in the cue of corporations iwbieh may be the recipients
of such distrbutions'ln liquidation. There is no appardnt reason why the same
"reco nition percentages" should not be applied in the case of eorporatIonj.

(XV As to hMliated companies, the committee recommend* the restoration of
consolidated returns. The Revenue Act of 1984 abolished the privilege granted
to AffillAted corporations to file consolidated Inome-tax returns,, except as to
railroad companies. Inasmuch as subsidiary companies are often organied merely
in order to comply with the requirements of various State laws 6r to minimize
risk In olenlng up new territory for the corporation's businem, or a new line of
business, it is erroneous to treat'them as entities distinct from the parent corpora-
tion. For all practical purposes, they are branches or departments of one
enterprise.

Therefore, when It was considering the Revenue Act of 1934, the one way to
secure a correct statement of Income from affiliated corporations is to require a
consolidated return with all Intercompany transactions eliminated. This con-
forms to recognized, sound accounting practice. Otherwise, profits and losses
may be shifted from one wholly owned subsidiary to another in such a manner
that the Commissloner's power to reallocate income Is Ineffectua), and their
separate statements of Income do not present an accurate picture of the earnings
of particular units. The administration of the Income-tax lmw is simpler iiith the
consolidated return; as It conforms to ordinary business practice, enables the
Treasury to deal with a single taxpayer Instead of many txpayers and elimlnateis
the necessity foresxamjplng tbe bona ntdes of numerous I ntercompa i , transactIons.

Likewise, from the standpoint of the taxpayers In eases In which corporations
follow the consistent practice of preparing consolidated financial statements the
preparation of related tax returns is similified if done on a consolidated baAs.

Accordingly, it Is suggested that the privilege of filing consolidated returns be
restored, with a differential In rate of tax of I or 2 percent on corporations availing
Ajbemselves of this privilege.

(XlI) The committee suggests that the provisions of section 117 (a) relative to".recognition percentages" of capital gains and losses. be. applied to individuals
and corporations alike. It has been stated that one 9f the purposes of the pro-
pox law Is "to provide a fairer distribution of the tax load among all the hene-

oi owners of business profits, whether derived from unfnoorporated enterprises
or from incorporated businesses." In harmony with this objective, the com-
mittee believess that equality of treatment should be accorded individuals and
corporations relative to capital gains, and losss, and to that end sa-gests that th"reogntion percentages' prescribed in section 117 (a) of the proposed act be
extended to corporatioia as well as to otbr taxpayers.

IWe direct attention particularly to certain acounting difficulties and attendant
Injustice, which will arise out of the application of the proposed form of tax on
undistributed income Incident to the statutory 1mittion of $2,000 relative t
capital losses in the ease of a corporation. A simple exaniple will demontrate
the subject.

If a moderate-sited corporation were to incur a capital loss of $22,000 (without
offsetting gains) Its surplus legally available for distu4bution will be reduced by
that amount. However, its statutory adjusted net income will be reduced by
only $2,000. As previously pointed out In this memorandum, the term "accumu-
lated earnings and profits'has not been defined In this act, nor has the meaning
of that term been establLshed concluslvgly under prior acts. It is logical to amum-
that the term may mean an accumulation of "adjusted net Income" rather than
ordinary corporate surplus deternined on the basis of recognized sound account-
Ing principles. Tberefore Its statutory "accumulated earnings and profits" may
be reduced likevise by only $2,000. The difference of $20,000 may represent the
difference between an ordinary corporate defleit determined on the buts of recog-
nised sound accounting principles on the one hand,' nd from the standpoint of
the tax on undlstributod profits, an excess of "accumulated earnings and profits"
over "adjusted net income" on the other hand- thut preating a dilemma in
which the, corporation may not be able to distrilute s dividend legally and yet
ma, not ome within the techdcal meaning of section 14 of the proposed act
entutling it to the "relief" in respect of "accumulated earning and profits lesa
than & sted net income" at the close of the taxable year.
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The foregoing example raises the more serious consideration of whether the
limitation of net capital lo"es to $2,000 should not be eliminated and, certainly
euggesto the necosty for a oonel;sve definition of "&ccumulAted earnings and
profits" In the proposed act.

Prior to the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1932, capital gains and losses
were treated alike. Since 1932, Increasing limitations have boon placed upon
the deduction of capital losse, induced, no doubt, by the fact that Waling security

were enabling many taxpayer t red greaty, and sometimes offset
together, their other taable income. These uiitatois have been placed upon

all capital l , without regard to the obvious dstin~ton between losses on
ecurtes which, sa matter of choice, may have been taken primarily to offset

other taxable income and losse, arising from the sle, out of busing necessity
of other capital asset.. The failure to differentiate .etwecn these two types of
losses has been the cause of hardship in many oases We recommend the removal
of the provision limiting Iosse to $2,000. If, however, it is thought that the
allowance of a deduction fr all capital loose would be injudieious, provision
should be made for the deduction ofloses arising from the sale, out of business
necessity, of capital Assets other than securitia.

(XIII) As to ntsoorporate divkends, the eommttcc believes that the exist.
Ing abuse, f any, should be dealt with ohe e than by measures which apply
equally to corportios relative to which no similar abuse exist.. Under section
IS theop~osked Reveu Act of 1938, the "adjusted.net Income" Is reduced
by the dividend credit prodded in section 27 to determine the amount of "undis-
tributed net income." In connection with the corporation credit for dividends
paid, section 27 0) (4) states that 1 80 percent or more of the gross Income of the
corporation Is derived from divdnds, the credit tfor dividends paid to a corpors-
tion owing 60 percent or snore of the stock of the paying corporation shall be
allowed only to the extent that they are attributable (proportionately) to the
gross Lheome not derived from dividends.
* This provision constitutes a dratls Intensitfeation of the provision of section
23 (p) of the Revenue Act of 1934, as amended which if etated, will drive out
of existence a form of interoporate relationship used in m ay instance for the
pKa tioal convenience of legitimate enterprises in the conduct of businesses

volving Nation-wido operaUc,. Such Intermediate holding companies are
often organled as a convenience ti management In controlling the administration
of subldiarie (separately forvmA to comply with the requirements of varying
State laws or to minnimie the risk in developing new terrltoie, etc.) all f wieh
are in fact branches or dep&aimente of one enterprise. The ts able Income of
such groups Is best d4termned on the basis of consolidated returns as stated in
;agraph XI f Ithe memorandum. Under provisions permittin consolidatd

returns such Intreorporatq dividends would not be taxable at !I" This latter
bask is In sc.od with recognild sound aeountiag principles,

(XIV) Our Committee reemineads the reten ion of the present form of
corporate income tax at higher rates if neessary; coupled with a modifleation
of the progoeed taxation of undistributed Income. The committee questions t~a
advsablll y of abandoning the existing form of corporate Income tax which has
taken more than 20 years to develop to a reasonably flod or determinable basis,
and eoicders the adoption of the proposed form of taxation premature, hazardous,
&ad unduly complex. oummari;Ing briefly tho reasons advanced i the foregoing
parfis h A h be~Ieved-.

(1) t the potential revenue to be !erived from the proposed legislation iscon I ftura;
"() That the objective of u~plication has not been attained and that the
provislona of the bill are in fact) extremely complex;

(3) That the pro w form of taxing undistributod income wil create a new
field of problems of a counting and corporate finance which will aggravate the
existing difficult -A of determining the tat liability;

(4) That the administration ofthe act by the flureau of Internal Revenue dil
be far more difficult than at percent with attendant Increasd costs;

(8) That the proposed ac will inflict undue hardship upon a large group of
moderate-sied corporations having meager reserves, many of which are struggling
to overcome the burden of accumulated deficits.

Assuming that, after the utrost degree of economy has bWa attained, there
remains an urgent need for immediate uditional revenue, the committee reco m -
mends-(1)" that the existing form of corporate income tax be retained, at lncreaed
rates if necessary';
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(2) That the existing personal exemptions be reduced In order to broaden the
bas of the normal tax, or that the sme result be attained by an Irrecoverable
withholding at the source in respect of fixbd or determinable income of the charac-
ter required to be Included in information return under the exlsttnq laws;

(8) That the normal tax b6 increased, and/or the normal tax be applied to
dividend, if neoes•ary
• (4) That the prnce of taxing undistributed Income be applied at a low rate

on a fixed base, to avoid the complexitleo inherent in the House bill arising from,
the application of variable rates to variable bases. This may be acomplished
bysubccting to thi form ofsupertax the excess of "adjusted net Income" over
te asum of () the corporate-Income tax on such income and (b) dvidonds paid
during the taxable year. W 4. .
. (6) As an alternative proposal respecting taxation of undistributed income and

as an incentive to Increased dividends, the following method should be considered.
In conjunetlon with a higher corporate income tax rate (applied directly to the
fixed or determinable base 0f' adjusted uet income" heretofore) a "draw-back"
at a fixed rate (applied directly to the amount of dividends paid during the tax-
able year) may be allowed as a credit against the oorporate'income tax. This
basis also avoids the mathematical complcationA of a variable rate on a variable
base. It' Would seem logical that the larger the rate of "draw-back" the greater
would be the incentive to Increased distribution of dividends (within the limits
of sound financial practice) resulting In a greater yield from the surtax on indi.
vldual incomes.

Respectfully submitted.
AURICwi INSTITU'Tr OVACCOUNTANTS,
Coswunz ON FEDxUAL TAXATION,
VIooR H. STZVFM, Chairman.

STATEMENT OF PAUL P. COHEN, NIAGARA FALiS N. Y., REPREE,
SENTING THE F. N. BURT CO., LTD., OF BUFFALO, N. Y., AND
TORONTO, CANADA

Mr. COhEN. My name is Paul P. Cohen. I am a member of the
firm of. Franchot Runals Cohen Taylor & Rickert, attorneys at law
of Niagara Falls, N. Y.. I am here on behalf of F. N. Burt Co., Ltd., a Canadian corporation
that has its plant in the city of Buffalo, N, Y and that transacta most
of its business iu the United States, andaso on behalf of various
Canadian investors in American securities. Before I have concluded,
it may appear that I am really here on behalf of American investors
in Canadian securities, and perhaps also here on behalf of the United
States Treasury itself.

At the present time, Canada treats the income of Americans
received from their investments'in Canadian securities quite favor.
ably. Since 1933 there has been a tax of 5 percent impoe upon
dividends at the source. That tax, however, does not apply to divi-
dends paid by Canadian subsidiaries to parent American companies
who hold substantially all of the voting Btock of the Canadian
subsidiary. Of the total of $220,000,000 that American individuals
and corporate investors in Canadian enterprises receive annually, only
about one-quarter is actually subject to the 5-percent tax.

On the other hand, the income that Canadians receive from
American investments is computed to amount to only $5 8a00 ,000 ,
or just about a quarter of the amount of income that Americans get
from Canadian sources.

If the United States im od a 5-percent tax on Canadians receiving
income from sources witin the United States, it would just about
offset the tax that Canada now imposes upon the one-quarter of
income received by Americans from Canadian sources; that one-quar-
ter being the only amount that is really taxable. If, however, the



V ted States were, to impose a tax of 10 percent upon dividends
an interest paid to Canadians and Canada imposed a similar ta
upon the dividends and interest paid to Americans, the United States
Treaury wo414 be out of pocket $16,200,000. i

The reason for that is perfectly clear when you realize that, the
movement of income into the United States from Canada is four times
the movement of income from the United States to Canadian investors.
.The United States therefore, has a vital interest in trying to keep
the tax imposed st the source at the lowest possible figure provided
other countries will do likewise. The moment the United States
starts out upon aplicy of imposing a comparatively high tax at the
source, the United States Treasury is simply out of pocket almost
4 to l, because the figures that obtain in respect of the United States
and C.nada obtain almost in that same ratio in respect of the income
which Americans receive from all of their investments abroad as com-
pared with the dividends and interest that flow out of the United

tates to foreign investors. If the United States, therefore, could get
all of the countries of the world to agree not to taxincome at, the
source at all the United States would obviously be clearly the gainer,

Senator Kizio. You do not expect that that desideratum could be
obtained; do you?
I Mr. COHEN. Not for the present, but the United States can cer-

tainly' prevent the situation from becoming ,ior damaging, by re-
fraining from any course that is likely to cause countries that are now
treating. American investors favorably to increase the taxes which
they withhold at the source. I I

Senator KiNG. Is there any discrimination, what might be ohal°
longed as a discrimination, in the plan which ypu suggest?

Mr. CoHEN. The plan which I have suggested is that although the
10-percent rate may be applied in respect of income flowing to resi-
dents of countries generally in respect of income generally, in respect
of income flowing to Canada or to Canada andMoxico, that is, to
oontiguous countries, the rate should be not more than 5 percent. It
seems to me that such an amendment would be in the clear interest
of the United States and would be a step toward assuring increased
rather than diminished revenues.
+ In 1921, at the request of the then Secretary of State, Chief Justice

Hughes, different treatment was accorded to residents of contiguous
foreign countries. That idea has more or less been present in our
tax law for manY years, and there are good grounds, economic, social,
and political, why the United States should accord a treatment to
Canadian and Mexican investors different from that to investors of
other countries. The chief and sound tax reason why they should
accord more favorable treatment to contiguous countries is that it
will redound ultimately to the benefit of Aerican investors and to
the benefit of the United States Treasury. There is ample precedent
for such an amendment, and there is really no basis upon which other
foreign countries can object to a treatment being accorded to Canada
and to Mexico different from that given to other countries.

Senator LoNEROAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? Mr.
Cohen, can you tell us how many American manufacturers have
established plants in Canada in the last 6 or 8 years, and the amount
of their investment?
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Mi. GoHiu. I have vety likely the figures in the documents that I
ha&vewith' me.'- It would take me some time to get out th6 exact

Senator LQNBaoAN. Is it 6 matter of a thousand 'ortwo' thousand
inndbturefot would you say?

Mi. oiszr. I couldnot offhand state that.- I have heres sum-
mary made by the Canadian-'
!; 8dnator LorsyoAw , Paridon me, Mr. Cohen. , Do thoe manu-
facturers receive any special consideration under the tax law of
Canadat

.r. Con mN. Yes' In this sense. If the Canadian subsidiary is
wholly owned by an American corporation, or if the American corpora-
tion'holds all of the voting shares of the Canadian subsidiary , then
the dividends paid by the Canadian subsidiary are fr4 from any tax
at the source. That is the present law, and it has been reaffimed in
the now budget handed down just 10 days ago.

Senator LoNBaRoAx. Thank you.
Senator BLAox. What was the 8 percent tax you mentioned? I am

o ttle ooifused on that.
Mr. omxN. There is a 5-percent tax withheld at the source from

dividends paid to foreign holders of Canadian securities, but that tax
is limited to dividends paid to persons and corporations other than
corporations holding approximately 100 percent of the voting stock
of te subsidiary company.

8 nator BLACK. In other words, that is a tax on dividends paid at
the source which exempts from its operation, dividends which go to
the holding companies

,Mr. Cones. To wholly owning parent companies.'Senator Bhok. In America?
Mr. Conesi., Yes, dir. I have the exact provision of the tax law

here, but that is perfectly clear.
It teems to us that in view of the highly favorable treatment that

American investors In ,(anadian enterprises are now receiving it
would be dangerous, and it seems to me extremely unwise, to adopt
so high a figure as 10 percent in respect of Canada, and even in respect
of texi~o, because while Mexico does not treat American investments
quite as favorably as Canada, nevertheless evn the dividends that
are paid by Mexieahcorporations to American investors are today sub-
jected objy to the 2 percent so..;called absentee tax if the income flows
out of Mexico; really a capital export tax, no tax itself being imposed
at the source on such dividends.

Senator Klwo. Is that true in Bolivia and Peru and in Chile?
Mr. Comm. I'do not know. They however, are not 'contiguous

foreign countries, and our interests in 6 anada and Mexico it seems to
me are peculiar. They are very great. In Canada we have $3,900,-
000,000 Of investmentA 'as against only $050,000,000 of Canadian
investments in the United States.

In Mexioo we have $635,000,000 of investments as against only
$20,000 000 or $25,000,000 of investments of Mexicans here. The
flow of income w Mexico is certahllv notover'$1,250,000. The total
tax that you might get on that inone would not be over $100,000 or
$125,000. To endanger the tax that yot are now able to collect from
your own American investors on the income that they get from
Canada and Mexico by attempting to apparently get a small addi-
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Oona tax on the income flowing to investors in those two countries
is certainly not wise.

There was just one other point, and that is that at the present time
inost of the Canadian investors in American companies and in the
Canadian companies which are doing most of their business here, are
small investors who heretofore have h ad to pay no tax and who if they
were American citizens would pay no ta. As our figures show, out
of 1,768 stockholders of the F. N. Burt Co., Ltd., only 9 get dividends
of $1,000 or more per year. Ninety-five percent of these stock-
holders clearly, if American citizens, would not be subjected to tax
at all.

It seems to me that it is good business policy, it is good policy in our
international relations with Canada not to impose any such tax as
10 percent upon those dividends.

The committee is doubtless perfectly well aware that whatever
Canada or Mexico would deduct at the source from the dividends
and interest paid to American investors, in the case of the larger
American investors, would be deductible as a credit against the tax
that the American investor pays to .the United States. We are
therefore-the United States Treasury is therefore--out of pocket the
moneys in the ease of the larger investors if those countries impose
the higher tax.

Senator BLACK. May I ask you just one question?
.Mr. Con.N. Sure.
Senator BLACK. You may or you may not be able to obtain the

statistics. You sAy there is $3,900,000,000 invested in Canada?
Mr. CoHZN. Yea, Sir.
Senator BLACK. What is the major business enterprise in which

those investments are made?
Mr. COHEN. Automobiles, for one thing; ol-the British Imperial

Oil Co., is largely American-owned, I undrstand; and fainm-
chinery. You wil find that probably 50 to 60 percent of the larger
industrial units in Canada are American-owned or controlled.

Senator BLACK. Mainly automobiles, oil and farming machinery?
Mr. 0oH11. Farming machinery and al types of manufactured

machinery and implements chemicals, textiles, and food products.
I have already submitted to the secretary a printed memorandum

which I shall be glad to have incrporWated n the record.
Senator KiNo (presiding). That will be incorporated in the record.
(The matter referred to is as followe:)

MUMOLANDUM UPON PROOSAL TO hsrmOs TAX or 10 PR BUNr AT Tis 8OURCIR
Urom INcoun or NoNauswzv- Auias 13om BOUcRs WITRIN TIN UNrrms
STATES, WiTa SPEIAL RuIWuNCM To ITS APPUCATION TO CAXADIAN

The proposal to hupose a flat tax of 10 parent upon the Income C4 Ca"adans
from their investments In Amerlcmn entprs seems to us objectionable upon
two 'ounds:

i. It is likely to result in a net reduction rather than a net Inerea of the
income tax revenue of the United Statee

2. It Is unfair to the many small Cansdan Investors in American securites.
I

'The purpose of the propoa to Impose a fiat tax of 10 perwnt upon the income
of nonreddi nt aliens from their American Investments is to reali aditional taW
revenue from that source. It seems clear to us, however, that b6 adoption of

6S545--3----I0
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a suh pruposa will, at loat in its ,ipplicatioo to Canad iaa residents, tend to
et rather than to effect that purpose. Both the present and the proposed

revenue acts of the United States, as well as the laws of practically all other income
taxing countries recognIze the basic equitable principle that if income Is to be
taxed both by the country of the source and the country ofithe citizenship or
residence of the recipient, the latter country shall allow a credit for the tax paid
to the country of the source. , The question, therefore, of whether a larger or
awAller tax shall be imposed at the source is, in the case of those with substantial
incomes, not one of a larger or loser tax burden upon the receiplent. In last
analysis It Is a question merely of the proper'divIslon between the country of the
source and the country of the recipient of the total net tax to which such income is
subjected.

When it Is realized that the annual income of residents of the United States
from foreign investments amounts to $453 000,000 while the annual income of
foreigners from investment in the United States amounts to only $126,000,000 1
it is plain that the Government of the United States must proceed cautiously
upon any proposal to increase taxes levied upon such income at the source.
Manifestly it is in the interest of the United States Treasury that the tax imposed
at the source by all income-taxing countries shall boat a minimum. If all income-
taxing countries refrained from taxing income of nonresident 'aliens from invest-
ments In thoee countries, the United States would realize the maximum revenue
from inter-national income. If, on the other hand, the United States sets the
precedent for a substantial tax at the source upon payments to nonresident aliens,
arid other countries follow that precedent, the United States will be the net loser
rather than a net gainer of revenue.

This is especially true of the respective investments of Canadians in the United
States and of Americans in Canada. In 1933 the total investments of Americans
in Canadian enterprises amounted to $3,90 000,000, while the total Investrncnts
of Canadians in the United Stbtes amounteA to only $989,000,000.' The interest
and dividend receipts of Americans from Canadian investments in 1931--a year
which most nearly approximates the average for the past 10 years-have been
computed at $220,617 133, while in that year the interest and dividend receipts of
Canadians from investment In the United States arhounted to'onj, 7 $58,435,774.4
If Canada and the United States had each in that year impcuind a flat tax of
5 percent at' the source upon such payments Canada would have collected in
taxes upon such income approximately $11,02,856. TI:Q tax so paid by Amern.
ears, however, ,would actually, in greater part) not have been borne by them but
by the Government of the United States, i the form of a credit allowed to
American tizens and residents for the Canadian tax so paid at the source. ' The
United State , on the other had, would have collected upon the $58,435,774 of
interest and dividends paid to Canadians upon their investments here only

2,921,788. As compared, therefore, whno tax withheld at the source by either
country, the net loss In revenue to the United States from the Imposition of a
fiat tax of 5 percent at the source by both countries would be approximately$000,00. '"

Caada at the present time does collect a 5-percent tax upon dividends paid to
nonresident alie4 IndivIduals and to foreign corporations not owning all of the
voting stock (other~than director' qualifying shares) of the payor corporation.
The 5 perceiit tax is not imposed upon dividends received by parent forelg cor.
portions from wholly controlled Cnadian subeidiaries. Nor it imposed upon
the greater part of the interest received by foreigners from Canadisn sources.
Canaan Income War Tax "Act, c. 9-B.) The dividends and interest so

excepted from the tax constitute more than three-fourths of all of the dividends
and interest received from Canadian sources by Amerian investors, individual
and corporate.' The actual average rate of tax poed by Canada at the source
upon the total dividends and interest received by Amenicans from their Canadian
investments under Canada's present law is, therefore, approximately 1Y4 percent.
* It the tax imposed byi the United Statet upon divktods'*ad interest received
by Cnadians from their American investments is not fixed at a rate In excess of

I "Tb bkiee of lnteenaor1talyments of ls United Slts in 101-- (p. 9) by Amosi .TAlor, Asit-
Lat-h~a. Fnane Dv larau~l Frtl.w4Domestic CO&nn4ce U, . Departrl

I "Tbe Bilance of International Payments, of the United States in 1933,' (p. 4-8), by Amos E. Taylor,
United States I)eprtment o Cofmrce.

Business Yearbook aunsda sand Newfoundland 1M.
"The Balance of Intenational Faymentss C&pH&pdMovmnents" (p. 3-), prepared by cooersaos

61 britbh QoeAton*quth Slatistlis,. 04pnber 1055-DoxIc" A=*" cc WtaWl Ottawa.
A'Staistics 60impiebyonnn B~8 ac s TeaaTaa scb ilyS. seo 161so~g~ae. f Iisratl nyments e~lsatsdPae1516 (P.M5) . .Dptnm o
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6 percent, it Is not unlikely that the present provision of the Can .ian law, highly
favorable to American investors and to the United States Treasur -, will continue
unchanged-at least for the pre6ent. The tax that the United States would
collect upon the $58,000,000 received by Canadians from their investments here
would then just about equal the tax imposed by Canada upon the presently
taxable one-fourth of the $220,000,000 received by American Investors from
Canadian sources.
. If, however the United States Imposes a 10 percent tax upon interest and
dividends received by Canadians from sources in the United States, and Canada
follows with a similar tax of 10 percent upon the income received by American
individuals and corporations from their Canadian investment, the net rcault
will be not to increase the revenue of the United State., but to dimlnish it-by
approximately $16,200,136.

AMERICAN AND MEXICAN INT5R-NATIONAL UNCOMS

The total Investments In Mexico of residents and corporations of the United
States are computed by the United States Department of Commerce to amount
to S635,000,000. While no reliable statistics are available as to the amount of
the investments of Mexicans In American securities, the Mexican Embassy at
Washington and the United States Department of Commerce have estimated
such investments to be between $20,000,000 and $25 000,000.

We may, therefore, fairly estimate the ann s:.l income of Americans from
Mexican Investments at $32,000,000, and the Income of Mexicans from inveet-
ments here at $1,250,000. Mexico, under its present law, imposes a tax ranging
upward from 6 percent upon Interest paid to nonresident creditors. No fax,
however other than the 2 percent "absentee tax", is imposed by Mexico upon
dividends paid to nonresident aliens. In view of the very substantial Investment
of Americans in Mexican enterprises and the comparatively small Investment of
Mexicans in American enterprises, it would seem to be sound policy for the United
States Government to refrain from imposing upon Mexican residents a tax which
however high In rate, would 3Ield an insignificant amount of revenue but might
afford an excuse for an Increase by Mexico of Its present taxes upon American
Investors. ]I

The proposed Impositio n of a flat tax as high as 10 percent upon the income ot
Canadians from their Investments here is unfair to the many small Canadian
stockholders of American companies and of Canadian corporations transeting
most of their business here. Accompanying this memorandum is a schedule
analyzing the dividend payments made to Canadian stockholders by F. N. Burt
Co Ltd a Canadian corporation transacting the larger part of its btinesa In the
United State. As that schedule indicatesN approxitely 05 percent of these
stockholders receive les than $1,000 per year from all sources within the United
States. Under the present act these stockholders owe no tax to the United States
whatever and the total tax oollectible from all of the individual Canadian stock-
holders o that company, both large and small, under the present act, is estimated
to be less than I percent of the amotint of the dividends d to them.

go radical an Increase of the tax upon payments to Canadian investors as one
from less than I to 10 peroent-especially when Iu most cases no tax whatever
would be payable If the stockholder were resident or citizen of this oountry-is
manifestly unfair to the many small Canadian stockholders who have invested In an
American enterprise In reliance upon fair and Impartial treatment by the United
states.

*It seems to us clear, therefore, that tle United States cannot afford, at least in
the ease of Canadian, and perhaps also Mexican investors, to impose so high a tar
at the source as 10 percent, either with a view to its own tax revenues, or with a
view to the continued fair treatment by those countries of the many American
nvootments there.

It Is therefore respectfully submitted that section 143 (b) apd emotion 211 (a)
of the proposed Revenue Act of 1936 be amended so as toprovIde that the rate f
tax to be imposed at the source upon dividends and Interest received by resfdnte
of the Dominion 6f Canada (or by residents of contiggous foreign countries) shall
not exceed 6 percent.,

Respectfully submitted.
URNC1101 ItVNALS I Conan TA & UICKXT~a,

By PAUL P. Con, Niaora Ple , N. Y.
* Tb. Dalane oso lternatlocal P-ymmt oi the UnIled States I 1553 (p. 56), U. O. Dpartwmetcf Oom-

worce.
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8cimruLm, F. N. Buit Co., MD., BufraLo, N. Y.

Co mputattdn based' on dividends paid to Canadian Individual stockholders
in 93, 4howinj-

Io Tax payable by recipients under Revenue Act of 1934.
S2. Amount withheld Mt the 4 percent withholding rate under Revenue Actof 1934.
3. Amount which would have been withheld at Increased rate of 22% percent.
4. Amount of tax which would be withheld and paid under flat 10opercent

rate proposed In H. . 12395 (Revenue Act cf 1936):
Diviends Id to 1,768 Canadian In4lvidual stockholder ........ $187,877. 00
Anountwtheld a| 4-percent rate under 1934 act .............. 7, 495. 08

Tax collectible under 1934 act (estimated)' ----------------- 944. 60
Refunds under 1934 act --------------------------------- 6,550. 48

Amount which would have been withheld at 22% percent ......... 42,159. 83
Tax collectible at 1934 rptes If 22j percent withheld (esti-

mated) -------------------------- --------- : -------- 3,245.31
Refunds If 22)1 percent withheld-............. ......... 88, 914. 52

1o powd flat 10-percent tax, to be withheld and ollscted ........ 18, 787. 70
Suggested flat -perent tax, to be withheld and ollected ........ 9, SO& 85

I Ansydl ot sums wlthbe14 e , tlmst Waze oollectblW w 19,4 Iat:

Awouasvit- TOWa witbhTum
Numbic of stocikoiden . Ameunis dwltb h- 14 (a iI glt

holders PrM)

......................................... 0oo. Oe

............................. .5 to Now9.................................. 5 vr4.........4.8 .1owAt..$"o

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Roland C. Zinn, New York, representing the
Tanners' Council of America.

Mr. I. R. Gi~ss. I am here instead of Mr. Zinn, our tax expert,
who was to represent the leather industry.

8TATEMENT OF 1. R. GLASS, REPRESENTING THE TANNERS'
COUNCIL OF AMERIOA

Mr. GLAsB; As economist for the leather industry, I wish to cover
onie aspect of this tax bill, Our industry is very much concerned,
because certain features of this tax bill create the paradox for the
industry that a period of prosperity will virtually force tanners out
of business. It is no exaggeration and no rhetoric for me to state
that a period of prosperity is represented by. ri ing ce8 higher
prices for raw materials, and 3 or 4 or 5 years will virtually force
tanners to liquidate their liquid capital, will virtually force them to
go out of business.

Senator KiNG. Do you represent any considerable number of
tanners?

Mr. Gr&sa. The Tanners' Council is the sole national council of
the tannets of the United States.

That proposition, geutleimen, is related to certain very definite
and simple facts. I think I can present those tW you eimpl and
clearly if I simply summarize the statement which I shou~lke, to
have Ormission to incorporate in.the record.
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Senator KING. It will be inserted. -
Mr. GLASS. Our industry processes a raw material, hides and skins.

Typically, it is forced to carry very large inventories. The period of
processing in several instances is 4 months.

In addition to that, however, a great part of our raw material must
be imported, consequently when a draft is paid for material from
Timbuctoo or Ceylon or some other far distant place, months elapse
before that raw material Is available for processing. More 'months
elapse in the actual processing of the raw material into leather. Con-
sequently, in some instances, as much as a year or more may elapse
before the money represented in a given investment can be turned
over. The period of turn-over, in other words, is extraordinarily
laThe value of that inventory which must be maintained if the tanners

are not to go out of business and our statistics show that the physical
quantity of inventories in the tanning industry has changed remark-
ably little in the past 10 years, that must be maintained if tanners are
to continue in business. The value of that inventory is subject to
sharp change. • The raw material processing of our industry, hides
and skins, are notorious as sensitive commodities. That fact, taken
in conjunction with the absolute necessity for the maintenance of
large inventories and the slow turnover, means one thing-that
inventories have an extraordinarily important role in the determina-
tion of income. Profits and losses in the tanning industry, in other
words, are determined to a very great extent by price changes in the
raw material.

Senator GEORE. Can you conveniently and practically hedge your
prices?

Mr. GLASS. No, sir. There is a possibility for hedging in certain
instances for the tanners of heavy hides and tanners of goatskin and
sheepskins and calfskins, but no facilities whatsoever for-hedging tipon
a given purchase of raw material.

Senator CouszNs. In other words the higher the price that the in.
ventor, is, the moie theft It will likely be in the taxes, and then when
conditions are bad, then you gave taxes by the lower price of your in-
ventory; is that correct?

,Mr. GLs. I *ould agree entirely with your statement, Senator,
with this exception, that we do not save any taxes by the lower value
of inventory. We have a loss under such circumstances.

Senator Coozzris. Yes. You pay less tax because of the lower
inventory, do you not?

Mr. GLASS. Yes, that is true. If I may run through some of these
facts, Itldnk I an give you the complete picture.

Senator GEoRoz. Can you state approximately how the volume in
dollar value of hides imported runs?

Mr. GLAss. The output of the total industry?
Senator Gzonos. Imports.
Mr. GLASS. We import about 20 percent of our goods, 20 percent

of our needs in hides. We import 100 percent of our noes in goat-
skins, and between those two percentages, We import a varying quan.
ty of 'calfskis'-and sheepskin and various other raw materi and
*hrlous oiher type of hide and skins. •

I In dollar value in the kidskin'imports that would amount to about
$100,000,000, and hides would amount to $60,000,000 or $70,000,000.

G23
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Senator KINo. Is that annually?
Mr. GLAss. Yes, air.
Senator KiNG. Is there any fluctuation from year to year?
Mr. GLASS. Yes sir
Senator Kigo. Ys it very great?
Mr. GLAss. No; not to a very great extent. Fluctuation is deter-

mined by varying conditions in the world market. The market for
hides and skins is one that is a world market in which the forces of
world supply and demand tend to influence the level of imports into
the various countries. Our imports may have to be curtailed because
we compete with the marching boots of Europe,

Senator GEoRGE. Do you not shift your inventory values from cost
to market? Have you not that right to take the lower figure?

Mr. GLASS. These are two inventory methods which are allowable
under present regulations, Those are either cost, or cost or market,
whichever is lower.

Senator GEOoaE. You do not have to take the market until you
sell do you?

Mr. GLASS. Our sales can be costed at cost or market, whichever
is lower. However, the effect of that as I propose to show in a few
minutes, Senator, is simply this, that at the end of the year, following
a price rise of some consequence, the tanner may find a considerable
profit which is entirely an unrealizable profit, because it is represented
only in his inventories. If I may continue, I think I will make that
clear.

Under present required methods of valuing inventories, namely,
"cost" or "cost or market, whichever is lower'", changes in the value
of inventory must be reflected in income. On a rising market as low

material is sold, it ,nust be replaced by higher priced goods.
rofits made on, the sale of low cot goods are completely absorb ed in

nventry, since physical inventories in the tanning industry must
remain more or less constant. The value of this inventory may be
higher, but this increase in value cannot be realized as cash profit
Phort. of complete or partial business liquidation, On any downswing
ip prices such paper profits will be eliminated.

The point I am attempting to establish hero is that true income
cannot be shown in the tanning industry on an annual basis; in other
words, true operating profit is something distinct and apart from
fluctuations in the value of inventory which tanners are forced to

3 show under present tax regulations, Annual statement of income
does not reflect true income from operating account any more actually
than would monthly statements, I

Such unrealizable inventory profits are taxed under existing law,
However, the proposed corporate taxes would exapgorote what is fun-
damentally an inequality so far as the tanning industry is concerned,
It would exaggerate such an inequality to a tremendous extent. ,

Unrealizable inventory profits must automatically be:included in
income according to present ta,< regulations. They are, therefore,
taxable under thepresent law, but urtder the proposed law this con,
dition would be aggravated O a condition or degrqo which might force
mony, corporations 6ut ot btrtjsIess, Since inventory profits. are not
realizable, since they are tied -up in .physical:matgrial which may
decline in value just as quickly ,as ith" risen, they obviously cannot
be distributed As dividends, -
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Senator BLACK, I do not like to interrupt you and I do not know
whether the other Senators get the distinction, but I understood in
reply to Senator George that you stated that you could take the
inventory value or you could take the cost it it was lower. I do not
quite understand, therefore-I assume it is correct-but I do not
quite understand how if that is true, you continue to state that you
are injured because the Government taxes on inventory price. Either
you tax on the inventory price or the cost price, it seems to me.

Mr. GLASS. Suppose I make that clear, Senator, by a simple
illustration?

Senator BLACK. Yes; if you will.
Mr. GLASS. The tannery company XYZ is in business. They have

at the beginning of the year a thousand hides in process, raw material
process and finished leather. The price at the beginning of the year
is a dollar, market price, and they carry their inventory at that price.
Consequently, their inventory is that $1,000. During the year the
price rises a hundred percent to $2. That is not an extraordinarily
sharp rise, we have had that type of price rise in the put 10 years.
At the end of the year, the market price is $2. During the year that
tanner has purchased 2,000 hides and sold 2,000 hides at an average
price, let us say, of $1.50.

Senator BAcK. Do you moan he has bought or sold them?
Mr. GLASS. Bought and sold them. Let us assume he has made no

profit whatsoever. Obviously if he buys and sells those hides at the
same price, the average for the year, $1.50, he cannot have made any
profit. He has no cash in his till over and above anything that he had
at the end of the year, and yet at the end of the year that tanner's
inventory will have a thousand hides prices at $1.60. He will have
made $500 in inventory profit even though his purchases and sales
during the year were absolutely the ,same in physical quantity and
price,

In other words, what happened there was that the earlier inventory
that he had was sold, it was replaced by later material, and his final
inventory is as to his last purchases.

That is the base assumption which is implicit in the current tax
regulations. His latest purchases were at $1.60, which was the
average price of the year, and, therefore he shows an inventory profit
of $500 even though common sense dictates that he could not have
made any operating profit, since the purchases and sales were made
at the same price.

Senator CONNALLY. If he had lost $500 on the inventory, it would
be fair to take it off?

Mr. GLAS5. Yes sir, that would be so. If inventory losses and.
profits could be offset against one another as to operating-profitg, it
would be shown. .... w $

Senator HASTINoS. Reverse it now. Suppose the price were $2 at
the begnnh g of the year, and at the end of the year it was $14 What
is the result there? . , - , - , .

Mr. GLASs. In that case, you would show a very sharp inventory
loss. -

Senator HAsrTios. Of $500?
Mi. GLAss. Of $500.
Senator HAstNos. Just like you would show a gain in the other

illustration?"
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Mr. GLAS. Exactly-
Senator CoNNALY. You would take that in that year?
Mr. GLAs. Take the lobs?
Senator CONNALLY. Yes. You could take that under the present

inconie tax law.
Senator HASTINGS. It you had any profit to take it from.
Mr. GLAss. Yes. But what happens is that such inventory

losses, in the event of sharp price changes, are far greater than any
profits that might be made. In the event of declining prices, it is
very much more difficult to got a real operating profit.

I was pointing out that unrealizable profits are taxable under the
presnt law. Under the proposed law, that situation would be tre-
mendously aggravated. Those unrealizable profits cannot be dis.
tributed through a papr, or a book or a hypothetical or a fictitious
profit, and therefore they cannot be distributed as dividends. How
can they be taxed?

Senator HASTINGS. Taking that illustration' suppose instead of
being a $500 profit it shows a $500,000 profit. You cannot distribute
it because you have nothing to distribute except hides which Is no
good to your stockholders. Then you pay 42.5 percent on $500,000.
That is the figure.

Mr. GLASS. You anticipate the illustration I was about to make,
Senator.

Under those circumstances, it is conceivable that the taxes on
unrealized profits might be so large as to force tanning companies
Into a highly anomalous situation. Where could they raise the cash
to R~ay the tax of 42 percent in the event that their profit was entirely
an inventoryprofit, as you pointed out, Senator? 'Vhere could they
raise that cash?

Certainly a bank would not be reckless enough to lend money for
their dividends or taxes on a profit which might disappear the follow.
ing year as quickly as it had appeared.

We have developed in our statement which I should like to submit,
an example of that situation. Summarizing that example very
rapidly, a company is in business January 1, 1936. It has a declared
capital value of $800,000. The raw material price a Zho beginning
of the year is $I; at the end of the year it rises to about $2. The
average purchases are made tit about $1.63. We assume in this
instance that the companymakes an actual operating profit, that is
realized cash of about $36,000. Its inventory profit on operations
under present methods of income statement is $64,000. In other
words, $36,000 is available for the distribution of dividends, and

.$36 000 is available out of which to pay taxes.
Under the present law, that company would pay a tax of $10,760.

There would still be available $19,240 for the payment of various
dividends.

Under the proposed law, if we assume that no dividends whatever
were paid, with a total income of $100,000 of which $30,000 was
cash, and $64,000 a paper profit, the tax would be $42,500; the com-
pany would retain $57,500. It could not distribute obviously any
dividends greater than $30,000 because it had not realized them in
cash. In other words in this instance not only would no dividend
distribution: be possible, but $6,500 would need to .be borrowed or
otherwise raised merely to pay the tax. If the tax were to be the
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same as under the presept law, the following situation would arise:
In other words, if the company were to do precisely what it might
do under the present law this tax would be $10,760, since there woud
be available only for taxes and dividends $36,000, and there would
have to be borrowed or raised $32,240.

That situation, in other words, represents the paradox of a period
of prosperity, a period of isig prices which will create inventory
profits. Because they cannot be distributed, they must be taxed
under the provisions of the proposed law.

The payment of such taxes will force the liquidation of working
capital, the impairment of assets, and eventually force many tanneries
into bankruptcy.

Senator KINo. lied there been many casualties in that industry?
Mr. GLAss. The industry is notoriously a loss industry. In the

past 10 years, our calculations show that there has been lost approxi.
mately $200,000,000, not merely in the depression period but prior
to the depression period, from about 1024 on, And those losses were
occaioned because of the fact that the raw material prices fluctuate
so sharply and inevitably has shown that inventory profits are more
than offset by inventory losses when the decline begins, and declines
are always inevitable.

Senator KiNo. It would seem that that loss of $200,000,000 during
prosperous years, so-called, and during the depression, would mean
many casualties.

Mr. GAss. It has. A great many tanning companies have been
forced to go out of business.

In view of that situation, it seems to us that the only logical course
which would ameliorate these possibilities is offsetting of profits against
losses, and particularly inventory profits against inventory looses.
Only that, obviously, can make it possible for tanning com 'aies to
show their true income. Income derived from actual operations and
profits made from sales over and above the cost of raw material andeterments,

In addition, failing that remedy, we would suggest that the Senat
Finance Committee take cognizance of the present tax regulations.
Under the present regulations and in the law, section 22 (o), referring
to inventories and methods of valuation, reads:

Inventories: Whenever in the opinion of the Comlsaloner, the use of Inven.
torles Is necessary in order dearly to determine the Ineome of any taxpayer,
Inventories shall be taken by such taxpayer upon such bheoW as the Commissoner,
wiith the approval of the Secretsr, may prescribe as conforming as nearly as may
be to the bert scdounting practice In tbe trade or business and as most cleary
reflecting the income. I

It is our recommendation, respectfully submitted to this committee,
that section 22 (e)'of the bill bb amended by adin the following;
locluding the normal or neoesary stqck method in tho Industrie, in w-hkh the
taxpayer shall constently keep Ws "ounts in accordance with such method
*ith the proviso thai'the taxpayer shak elect his method of stating the irvehtoflic
In his direct return under this Itle.

If I may have a moment to dwell upon that inethod Of inventory
valuation and mae clear its importance. r.It is fundabmental In the tanning industry; at.d I inay add in miAy
other commodity-procesing industries, that the true, profit can oly
be r6voald bk realizing the sharp distinction between' operating
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incom'and inventory accounts. 'Present-day inventory valuation
methods, the methods which are allowable generally by the tax de-
partment, do not permit such a sharp dstinction to be made in the
statement of income. They force inventory profits to be included in
the income, and be shown there. There are several methods, how-
over, which make it possible to tanners or for other processors' of raw
material in which inventories and slow tunioverplay a very large part,
and such methods make it possible to distinguish between trueoperating account and inventory profits or losses. I refer to the
normal stock method, and such variations as the last-in first-out
method.

It is our belief that while true income in the tanning industry can.
not be shown annually under any methods,, the permission to the
industry to employ the normal stock method would at least render a
far more accurate picture than these present-day methods allowed
under present tax regulations.

Senator HASTNos. Of course I assume you do not contend that if
we change the law so as to eliminate the profit growing out of an
inventory, you would not contend also that yo,-. might take a loss in
case the inventory was les; in other words, if we eliminate the pay-
ment of the tax out of that profit, you would not contend that we
should also eliminate the possibility of a loss?

Mr. G(LAb. I agree wi p ou.- We would contend, in other words,
that if inventory profits be eliminated from the statement of income,
similarly inventory losses be eliminated. And the lalue of that, so
far as the Government is concerned, is this primarily, that the use of
such accountng methods w ill m6ke it possible for the flow of revenue
to be far ismoother thaiit Is today. In other words, the peaks and
valleys which are incidental to the valuation of inventories under
allowable, methods today would be eliminated. Trie operating
Income would be shown frOm year t year,

'If I may comment for a moment longer on the necessity and value
of the methods 'of inventory valuation. In England, such methods
have been ll6wed to the tanning industry. The assumption made
in ,England is simply this!' That assumption that'I have been at-
tempting to present to this committee, that because of its large in-
ventories and slow turn-over, it is impossible to derive the true income
of the tanning industry during any one year, consequently the
English tax regulations permit tanners to keep a great part of their
inventories as a fixed asset; in other words, inventories are essential
t~o Ca continuance of business, and they must be considered therefore
in one sense just as much a fixed asset as a building or as a-machino
would bq. None would t.nk of taxing a bviding upon an increased

PraLueonlii tea. ' im, iywentori , b g just iss essentit
to'the CondUCt of business a to' continued buiness, cannot be taxes
and ought not logically 'to be taxed whenever they increase in value
due to such advantage~ut oufl taies as arise in the price of raw
material.'

YnOtr JSAsT1f , Pir judgment f we made that change in
the 6ld law, ivithout any con eraui94 i g gven to the'aew Jaw,
rQuld the ,overinpt be 4 1o no ney-orto ga44mqney by

r. G .I. not k ii;l 91 a exPArm, jIt'Iw'*gud b4

oypl Won, think that 'itwould inthe long r perhaps gain money;
in other words, the flow of revenue would be smoother, and since as an
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tconomist I can testify that profits and losses in this industry being
determined by price changes are determined to such a great extent
by price changes, that since price changes invariably tend to have
the pattern of a cycle peaks always precede declines, and it would be
my opinion tha th0 overmnent would not lose any money.

I should like permission, Mr. Chairman, to submit for the record,
our statement, as well as a supplementary article which elaborates
some of the possibilities as to the proposed law.

Senator GEoRoE (presiding). You may do that.
(The matter referred to is as follows;)

Balzr or TANKERS' COUNCIL or AmERICA, Nzw YoRx

PROP08ED CORPORATE TAX LAW A SERIOUS THREAT TO BUSI-NES EXISTiNCE OF
MANY CORPORATIONS IN OOUUODITr PROCZssINo INDUSTRIES

The following eight points summarize the reasons why many corporations may
be practically forced out of business under the proposed tax law. Any period of
r-in; pries will wake it necessary for unrealgzed inventory profits Lobe either
distributed or paid out in taxes. Neither of these can be done without Increased
borrowing, seriously Impairing working capital, or business liquidation.

1. Inventories rajor papl of assets in tanning and oter indutries; turnover my
rsquira' 1 months or more.-Those Industries which would be most seriously
affected by the law are typically, oommodity-proessing Industries. In such
Industries large Inventorle of raw material as well as material In process must
alw Jy be maintained and cannot be liquidated since they are essential to a
continuation of business. Consequently. a great part of a company's assets will
be represented by inventories. In the tanning industry, for example, nven-
tories are normally more than 60 percent of total assets. This is necessary by
virtue of the long period whieh elApses between the purchase of raw material and
the Wale of fiolshe& leather. In the tanning of heavy leathers such as sole belting,
Jind harness, 10 months or a year may be required to effect a complete turnover,
Thoe tanning of kid leather may oequre A period of 12 to 15 months between the
onimitment for raw materaland payment for finished leather. Almost 100

percent of the kid skins used by tanners, and large percentages of other raw
materials must be imported. To the already long process period of tanning,
which in heavy leather extends to 4 months, must be added, therefore, the months
Intervening between the pprehaso of raw material and Its arrival from abroad.
by Valus of invtntory subject to s8harp change.-Foroed to carry large Inventories
by the nature of Ito business, the tanning Industry must bear an exceptional risk.
Raw material price levels fluctuate Sharply. The data In example I show the
extent to which this ha been the ease in the past 10 years when price changes of
from 60 percent to 10 percent were not unusual. Such price changes directly
tifect tho value of the lfidustry's inventories. Huge Inventories, In conjunttion
With sGhp price fluctuations, have an extremely pertinent bearing upon the
,question of profits and taxes.
3. Propis and losses in tanning industry are determined to a greal eitent bt prie

cAe;ngce in raw materiab.-Under present required methods of valuing= vet-
tories, namely, "copt" or "cost or market, whichever is lower", change in
the value of inventory must be reflected In income. On a rising market as low-
gmled material is'sold, It must be reputed by higher priced goods. Profits made

n'the Wale of low-cost goods are completely absorbed a inventory, rine physlca
inventories in the tanning industry must remain more or less constant. he6 value
of this inventory may be higher, but this increase In value cannot be realized as
6ash profit short of complete or partial business liquidation. On any downswing
I n Trioesuch paper profits will be elinated. •

7u income cannot be shown by annual statements i Ind ~tie 9614 laro
inventories and .Zqw turnover.-Irn the tanning Industry real operating lnoomnq
c4unot be shown for A 12-monti period. In this Industry, and in other cor-

~od/tyr processing industries, the annual sttapenat o( Incone does not measure
tu0 iibono any morb aceurstely.fihan monthly tt~tements would. Wlt any
rwisng trc d In prIcM, inv ntory profits *hlcu e loonrealisable and speculative
Must be iluded W net income. Pot exampNeA eO"poi'tlor 'night buy a"d Sell
dunnga year of riing prices an Idebtcal quantity at an identlesl priee. It ould
not, therefore, have earned any real profits. Yet Its Inoome statement for the
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year would shw ["to. The extent to which this is possible Is illustrated by the
raw material price changes given In example I and the Illustration developed in
example II r 1.ch indicate that corporstions face Impairment of working eapital
if not bankruptcy undr the contemplated law.

In view of the eircumstances emphasized above, it is obvious that taxes upon
annual income must work a hardship for many corpoTations unless inventory
losses may be offset against inventory profits.

5. Urtrealroble intcntory prolfs are fttd under ex-isting low; proposed corporate
taz tow would sWgrate tAis inequality and create a disastrous sit uation.-Unrealiza-
ble Inventory profits must automatically be Included in income according to
present tax regulation They arm, therefore, taxable under the present law, but
under the proposed law this condition would be aggravatd to a degree which
might force many corporations out of business. Since Inventory profits are not
realisable, since they ae tied up In physical material which may decline in value
just as quickly as It has risen, they obviously cannot be distributed as dividends.
Such profits, therefore, cannot be taxed at the contemplated rates without seriously
Injuring the working capital of many corporations.

6. Ssnc4 unrealizabls profits cannot be dirtribu d, proposed tazes could Is nte by
many corporations only through borrowil, impairment of working capital, or
liquidation of business.-On the attached c rart, example IH, "Price changes and
Income In tanning Industry" the profits and losses of four tropical tanning com-
panics are contrasted with the course of raw material prices. Obviously, changing
prices apear to be the most Important factor in the rate of profit or loss. During
a period of sharply advancing prices it is not unusual in the tanning Industry
for unrealized inventory profits to constitute the major part of total Income.
Reversely, a decline in the price cycle will create inventory losses more than
offsetting any previous gains. This is plainly the case In the fluctuating income
of the four companies shown in example II. If the proposed tax rates were
applied tothe profits indicated in example III, with no redress for periods of
Ifiventory lssoe, the question may well be asked, "How could such taxes be paid,
when profits are largey nonrellizable?"

Exmanple II on the attached chart s an extremely possible illustration of the
difficulty which may develop for tanning companies under the proposed law.
In this example, a company with capital value of $800,000 has an apparent
Income of $100,000. It has actually earned only $38,000, but as the result of c.
losing price trend, Its Inventory is worth $04,000 more at the end of the year

than at the beginning.
In other words, $36,000 Is earned, realized income and $64 000 Is unrealized

Mpr rofit. Dividends and taxes can be paid onfy with th true Income of
. Under the existing law this company wouid py $16 870 In taxes and

would still have avallable cash profits for dividend stribuion. Under the
proposed law the maximum this company could retain would be $57 600 Neglect.
ig capital stock and excess profit taxes It would have to pay $42,5l0. Since
actual cash earnings were but $36,000, It would be necessary to borrow from the
blnks lqudate Inventory, or Impair working capital merely to pay the tan.

Iny ends would be out of the question unless at the cost of atill further
borrowing or Impairment of assets. Would any bank loan money on inventory
profits which might disappear completely the following year with a decline in
raw material prices?

7. Ball corporation or corporalions with limited resources most adersely
offeded.--An additional consideration which cannot be ignored L3 the effect of the
proposed law upon small corporations, or corporations with limited resources.

heir competltive position would be severely handicapped in contrast with cor-
porations possessing more ample resources. This would deflnltely seem to favormor plistle trends in industry., .. .

S. , MEM.i;Yprocesing industries such as tanning, require modification of
taw to a0M dratic arnd dangerous conequenwee.-The anamalous situation which
must arise from the passage of the prop.se law may be relieved principally by
permitting profits and losses to be offset for a specified number of years. I has
been emphasized above that the true income of commodity proceming industries
such as tanning cannot be reflected In annual income because of the large Inven-
tories and s

t
ow turnover in such Industries. Mile the existing law Is unjust In

thMs respect, the proposed law would aggavate the situation to a dangerous
tent. If losses mibt be offset agaist profits, the inequitable con sequences of

the law might tend to be relieved. Such provision was formerly embodied in
the law and Is the case in England and France where periods of 6 and 3 years
repectively are wowed.
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Relief from the inequity of the proposed law maM' Also be extended to com-

modity processing industries through recognition ol their need for certain ac-
counting methods. Such methods of veinig Inventortes as "normal stock" or
"last In, first out" tend to distinguish between true earned Income and Inventory
profit. If the use of such methods were permitted to commodity-processing
corporations, by law or tax regulation, it would be possible for them to pay cor-
porate taxes upon actual realized income alone.

EXAMUPLZ I.-Perel cAange, December go DcmberIs Avrs&* ift"Average

Heavy Lb Chicago Arere Heav/ Lih imstI to 1 calf kid native st I kwrs ODw$ PiNce. ste pws

9252-..1 -1& -1.6 -18. -01 1"30-1.. -58 -1&4 -3L3 -37.1
1926-27.. +817 -181 +37.3 +1., 2931-n.. -31.8 -31.0 -27.81 -17.3
1927-2e.. -9.5 -14.1 -1. .5 232-IL. +.1 "104.1 +138.3 +79.9
192 -2.. -2 .9 -30.3 -29. -14 2333-4.. + -14.0 -::.3 -18.9
2929-SO.. -33.5 -39.7 -19.4 -17.3 1934-M.. +33.3 +34.3 +37.9 +2.1

EXAMPLE I

Company in business Jan. 1, 190, capital value ................... $800, 000
Raw material market price:

Jan 1 per It ............................................. 1. 00
ece. 3, perunit ------------------------------------------ 2.06

Average purchases -------------------------------------------- 1. 65
Company has opening Inventory Jan. 1, 1936, of 200,000 units valued

at... ------------------------------------------------- 200,000
During year 300 000 units ae purchased for ...................... 459, 000
And 300,000 nlina are sold for ---------------------------------- 495, 000
Leaving an obvious merchandising cash profit of ------------------ 36,000
But the "average cost or market" method of valuing inventories and

arriving at profit or loss for the year must yield the following results:
Opening inventory, 200,000 units ............................. 200,000
Purchases:

300,000 units. ---------------------------------------- 459,000
00,000 units ..-------------------------------------- 669,000

Giving an "average st" per unit of ---------------------- 1.32
Since 300,000 units were sold, the eloaing inventory would remain

at 200,000 units valued at the average cost ($1.32 per unit) or ...... 264, 000

Cost of sales Is the difference between $869,000 and closing inventory
I of $264,000 or ---------------------------------------------- 396,000

Since sales of 300,000 unit were made for ---------------------- 495, 000

The profit under this most conservative of allowable inventory meth-
ods would be ........................................... 0 000

It will be seen that this total consists of:
Inventory profit of ......................................... 64,000

Realized income of ......................................... 38, 000
Tolwhat extent would the income shown above be taxable under the existing

corporate tax law and the proposed law?
Present law. Total tax including capital stock and excess-profits taxes:

Total Income ----------------- -- & .------------------- $101%000
Tax ...................................................--- 760
Possible dividends -------------------------------------- --- 1, 240

It is assum d here that there is available for taxes and dividends $36,000 of
the total income of $100 000. Since $64 000 Included in the total Income is an
inventory profit It cannot be distributed in dividends.
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Proposed law. Neglecting capital stock and oxcess-profit taxes:
Total Inome ........................................... 100,000
Retained: Maximum which can be retained .................... 57,600
Tax; (this is more than the $3 000 which is available for taxes

and dividends. $8,500 must 1e borrowed merely to pay the
tax) ---------------------------------------------------- 42, 600

In this instance not only would no dividend distribution be possible but $6,600
would need to be borrowed or otherwise raised merely to pay the tax. If the
tax were to be the same as under the present law the following situation would
arise:
Income ------------------------------------------------------ $100,000
Tax I --------------------------...........------------------- 18, 760
Dividends ---------------------------------------------------- 81,480
Total tax ond dividends ----------.--------------------------- 68, 240
Available for taxes and dividends ------------------------------- 38, 000
To be borrowed or raised --------------------------------------- 32, 240

.Under tbs sohedls foe &ijted Det incomes c4 mte tMan 1t0 OW In order to pay a WA o TM on
I)* tQta s .tilted-net faome o, IOOOO It woud bo Daesw7 to psdl @ ds of $1,490 sad rerun ImM,.Q.

The tax in this case is exactly the same as would be paid under the 1935 law.
In order that this may be done, however, dividends of $51,480 muot be paid.
The total of dividends and taxes Is in excess of the actual earned income by
$32,240. That sum would need to be borrowed or Inventory and other assets
would have to be liquidated.
. (Chart, example II on file with committee.)

TAX PROPOSAIA MBAn RAimy DAYS ro0 INDUASTY UXDnER CLUARIt.r SKI S

(By Arundel Cotter)

TAXING YIOTITIOUe PROMfl

Given 7 or 8 years' of continued prosperity, with gradually rising commodity
prices, ordinarily a consummation devoutly to bewialed a heavy tax on undis-
tributed profits such as Is now being considered by the congress of the united

tates, or the distribution of these profits to avold sbe tax, would either of them,
practally wipe out many of our largest and most important industries. ,

This is because it would force the distribution to stockholders of, or the sub-
mission to an extortionate levy on profits that are existent only on the books of the
reportng com n" les-profits due solely to-inventory price changes.

Strangely tis 1et appears to have escaped not only the attention of our
lawmakers but of the business interests who hav4 opposed and are opposing the
measure. Claiming, as they have, that business thus taxed will be unabe to fsa4 a
depression they have overlooked the f~c that it will be equally unable to stand a
period of prosperity. II....... "

ITSMS THAT ARE SELDOM REALIZABLI

These Inventory "profits" constitute, In periods of ascending prices, a sub-
tabtlal. part of the reported earnings of many companies; sometimes they

constitute all of them. But they are seldom realizable to morn than a moderate
extent if at all. And they are invariably wiped out eventually when the economic
tide ebbs.I But since they are regarded as profits by the average management and, more
Important, by the. Internal Revenue Department, they will if the measure now
pending is enacted into law, have to be paid out In cash either to stockholders
or to the tax collector. And this will mean steady erosion of capital assets.

Some company managements bave long realized the unreality of such so-called
profit. and have endeavored to eliminate them in reporting earnings to stock-
holders. But the Internal Revenue Department has generally refdSed to reoog-
nixe this style of reporting and has collected its share of the gains in inventory
values.

It Is extremely doubtful whether the Government has gained much from this
insistence, since it has had equally to recognize the welIng out of these fictitious
profits in poor years. Previously, however,' comp lea ave been able to regulate
their dividend policies with regad to the needs of their business and with con-
sideration of real profits, a privilege that may now be denied them. And It is
worthy of note that the companies using methods for the elimination of inventory
profits are among the most successful.
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PROSP RWJITS XFUPQT I1ZT4STHATID

Effect of several years of prosperity and rising prices, combined with enforced
distribution of all profits may be simply illustrated. Let us take the case of the
XYZ company starting business with $15,000,000 cash and dealing In some
volatile commodity like hides or rubber. It lnvests most of Its cash In acquiring
plant and raw material and starts Its career with a balance sheet approximately,
as follows:

Plant $5,000,000; Inventory (100,000 000 pounds of rajv material at 8 cents a
pound) $8,000,000; cash, $2,000,000. Liabi ities 3,000,000 capital shares of $5
par.

In the course of the first year it manufactures and sells In finished products the
equivalent of 100,000,000 pounds of material for an aggregate of $17,000,000, Its
labor and other costs being $5,000,000. It reports for the year, under the usual
method of accounting, as (ollows:.

ales ----------------------------------------------------- $17, 000,000
Labor cost, etc -------------------------------------------- 5,000,000
Raw material cost ----------------------------------------- 8,000,000
Depreciation ---------------------------------------------- 250,000
Net profit -------------------------------------------------- 3, 76 000

And its balance sheet, eliminating Items Inessental here, will read about as
follows, assuming that depreciation has been used for plant replacement:
Assets: LIabilities;

Plant --------- - $5, 000, 000 Capital ----------- $15, 000,000
Cash -------- - 2, 750,000 I uiplus------------3, 750, 000
Inventory --------- 11,000,000

Total ----------- 18,760,000 Total ----------- 18,750,000
During the course of the assumed year average replaement cost of raw material

has been 11 cents a pound Instead of 8 cents, which accounts for the $11,000 000
nventory item. The company naturally desires to maintain its produc'!ve ability.

CASH ADDITION ONLY.RBAL GAIN

Comparing this balance sheet with that of the beginning of the year, however,
we find that the only real gain Is the $760,000 addition to.esb. Inventory is
the same in volume as it was 12 months before. And, as the company desires to
cont',nue in business Indefinitely, it cannot liquidate, realize 'on this raw material
except in the normal course of its business. Entirely apart from questions ad
to reverses for the future, provision for expansion, etc. It can pay out not more
than $750,000 In dividends without impairing Its position as a ptoduoer.

Asuming legal copapulsion either to distribute all reported profits In dividends,
or to pay a 42,I percent tar on them, the management elcts the former course.
It can only do so by disposing of some of its raw material. It decides not to let
cash drop below $1,50,000. After- the dividend Is paid the balance sheet will
look like this:
Asfets: Liabilities:

Pro t ------. $6,000,000 Capi al----------- $15,000,000
Cut --------------- 1,600,000 Surplus -------------- N'one
Inventory ---------- 8, 600, 000

S Total-----------..15 000, 000
Total ----------- 15, 000,000

However, its present sup ly of raw material having oost it 11 sents a pound
on the average it will be able to carry only 77,272,727 pounds. It will start
It. second yeas with a los, of $60,000 cash and about 22,227,000'pounds of raw

If it hade to PaY out to tokholdets only the sotuaI ch gain of $760 000
It would stl1 iave, under the proposed tax bill, to pay the Gorvenment b
percent on earnings as shown, or $1,218,760. It would have the following
balance sheet:
Assets: Liabilities:

property ........... $5,000, 000 Capital ............ $15,000,000as ... " ... . .. I1, 500, 000 • Surplus. ----------- I 1781, 260

Inventory --------- 10, 281, 250
. - -- Total ........... 16,781,260

Total ... ..... 1,781,250
And It would have an Inventory, in volume, of 93,466,000 pounds.
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xmZMOY 'O SZOOND TSAR

During the second year of the eomi y s history the price rise continues. The
XYZ Co. sells the eqivalent of the 7,2,727 pounds. of Zaterldal with which It
started the year f6r $17 S83. Its labor and other costs wore the sarpe and
it.. q proft of $3,63,6Wo net.. If it pad out oil these earnings In dividends
again it could, by further 'depletlng eah to $1,000,000 earry an inventory of
something over 60000,900 pounds of riw raaterl, average replacement price of
the latter having risen during the year to 15 ciats a pound.

Thus, In 2 years of prosperity and acending prices the XYZ Co. would have
cut its cash in half and depleted actual inventory 40 percent. Yet it would not
have pLId out a dollar In excess of Its ostensible earnings, or of the amount which
the Government would regard as earnings subject to tax. '

Carry on this process for a few more years and cash would have vanished Into
thin air and Inventory would be depleted to a physical point where operation
would be [Apoesible. If only actual cuh gains were paid out each year as dlvi.
dends, taxes on the bookkeeping profit on inventory would still deplete cash and
other assets, albeit more slowly. In this ease the company's assets would lmply
have been transferred to the United States Treasury Instead of to the stockholder a
pocket.

In either case, eventual bankruptcy would easue.
The CIHAMMAN. Mr. Howard McCall, Chattanooga, Tenn.

No response.)h. CHAIRMAN. Mr. W. IT. Mooney, Cincinnati, Oho; president,
American Oak Leather Co.

Mr. MooNEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time, Mr. Mooney?
Mr. MooNsY. I think I can get through in 20 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. You want to discuss this tannery matter, do you

not?
Mr. MooNzY. I appear as a member of the Government Finance

Committee of the Nationpd Association of Manufacturers.
The Cs*ImAa. If you will give your brief to the reporter and dis-

cuss the high points that you want to present, we will be glad to
hear you.

STATRURNT Of WILL H. MOON1Y, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN OAK
LRATEER CO., oIN~o NAT O,.RIO

Mr. MooNsY: M name, isW W11U.' Mooney, president. American

Oak Leather Co., Cincinnati, and I appear here as a member of the
Government Finance Committee of the-National Association of Man-
ufaotures. I submit to the clerk a' list of the members of the Gov-
ernment Finance Committee.
,.(The list referred to is as follows:) -

NATIONAL AsoCIATIoN oF MANlUIAFAMO R CoMurr u o OovBsNuBa,
FiNANdsu

.Charrm: A. L, (re, ehairan, Farr Alp&, Co., Holyoke, Mss.
Vice chairman: H. Boardman Spalding, vice chairman and treasurer, A. 0.

Bpalding & Brm., 105 Nasau Street, N* York N Y.
Vice ehairm&n: John Hi Minds, generall solctor, te U. 0. I. o., Philadel-

Ben.smin Anderson, treasurer, Metal & Thermit Corporation, 120 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. I

WlIIaIM 8. Bennet, 25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
S. B. Berg, comptroller, Cherry.Burreli Cerporatlon, 427- West an4olph

tr6et, Chicago, 11l.
Howard B. Bishop, president, Sterling Producis Co., box 344, Easton, Pa.
R. B ' Blake; counsel, International Shoe Cq., 1509 Washington Avenue, St.

Louis, Mo.
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Leroy Brooks, Jr., president, -Tool Steel Gwe & Pinion Co., linwood Placeqriinrtt, 0hlo. .. I I

0_C. !V Burnett, president, American Oil & Supply Co., 238 Wilson Avenue,
Newiri, N. J.
- J. E. Bltterworth, vice president ind treasurer, H. W. Butterworth & Sons
Co. 2417 Fat York Street, Philadelphia Fa., ; 

13. Carlisle, treasurer, C. E, Jamleson &,Co., 1902 Trombly Avenue, Detroit,

WilliamD. Disaton, second vice president, Henry Diaton & Sons, Inc., Phila-delphia, P&
H. 1. Eckert, financial executive, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J.
Ben H . Gangard, assistant manager, Warren-LAmb Lumber Co., Rapid City,

S. Dak.F.' M. Hesse, treasurer, National Steel Corporation, Grant Guilding, Pitt&-
burgh, Pa.

Tracy hIggins, president, Charles M. Higgins & Co., 271 Ninth Street,
Brooklyn, 1,.Y.

H; C. Hook, controller, Bassick Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Earle 0. Hultquist, president, Jaboestown-Royal Upholstery Corporation,

Jamestown N Y.
WP.. utbilnon, president,, the Sprague Meter Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
A d Joh."ton, vice president, Pioneer Cooperage Co., 2212 DeKailb Street,

8t. iouls Mo
A. F. kletfen, seecetary-controller* Fox River Paper Co., Appelton Wis.

-H. H. Knowlton, vice president, donneeticut Light & Power Co., .8 Pearl
Street, Hartford, Conn.

Royal Little, vice president, Franklin Rayon Corporation, 86 Crary Street,
Providence, R. I.

William N. McMunn, president, Mlohlgan Seanless Tube Co.,. South Lyon,
Mich. . 4i

N. R. lvoLure, vice president, E. J. Lavno & Co., 1528 Walnut Street, Phila^
dephla, Pa..

W. 0. Miner, chairman, the Pfaudler Co., 89 East Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
Will a. Mooney 6pregdent, the American Oak Lectber Co., 1401 Dalton

Street Cincinnati, Ohi.
W. . Pouch, president, Concrete Steel Co., 2 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
I1. W. Prentiss, Jr., president, Armstrong Cork Co Lancaster Pa
Hugh H. Price, treasurer, General Ceramilos Co., 3N Rocketeller Plaza, New

York, N. Y.
R. S. Pnltt, yice president and general counsel, Cord Corporation, 105 West

Adams Street, Chicago, I0.
. T Rieber chairman of bdard, the Texas Co., 135 East Forty-seeond Street,

New York, N. Y.
Fred SeChuter, prosdent, Thertaold Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.
C. E. Schoble, vloe president, Schoble Hats, Ine., 232 North Eleventh Stroek

philadel phia, Pa.
Jay Zerry, president, the Terry Brothers'Co., Kingston, N. Y.
Charles Warner, president, Warner Co., 1616 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Forest L.- Williams, secretary-treasurer, Williams Manufaeturing C6., Poct.

mouth, Ohlo.
Mr. M0ONSY. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I shall omitthe ~r ng of certain portions of my pre ared statement and request

permission that they le included in heihearings.

INUZNTORY PtOlILUM ,

We suggest that special alowances'.should be made in the form of
either tax exemptions or especially low tax rates, for undistributed
earnings which actually est in counts receivable, inventory or
les liquid ansets. , This is always true in a period of expanding sales.
The Treasury Department, a4 you are aware, now requr" that iui,
ventory should be valued atoost or ruarket,.whichever is. the lower.
This means in eff~es that when the price on raw m material is riling the
lower-priced material'sold out of inventory is replaced by. highe

W3
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priced 'goods. Assuming that the physical 'amount of inventories
rerqained the seA e, the profit made on tho sale of low-priced goodsis'
completely absrbled in new inventories. Such profit is not ii reality
actual operating, profit. ' But under the present tax law and the regu-
lations for determining income inventory profits are taxable. . I

Thete diamrmorless general belief that increases in inventory valuo
tn through A risiplro level result in largo profits for menufactur-

ing compames, and that these profits are available for distribution in
dividends, the payment of debts, or the purchase of additional plant
and equipment. The following discussion shows that this belief ifs 6
fallacy. It is difficult to believe that companies whose inventories
have had a bigincrease in value have not as a consequence made a
large profit. The truth of the matter is that generally speaking such
a profit is merely a paper profit which will disappear whon the price
level declines to the point at Which the advance started. ,

I submit herewith a schedule which attempts to represent approxi-mately what takes place in the Inventor during a re in prices and
a' subsequent decline to the point at which 'th iiso began. On this
schedule the method used in computing profits and losses is the one
generally used by corporations and is approved, by the Treasury
Department.IThe schedule differrs from the ordinary manufacturing operations
because no manufacturing expensesor sales expenses or manufadtur-
ing profit has been included. It has been simplified in order to bring
out the basis principle, and any one who wished to add the above
items to the schedule vould find that the ame general prin'ciple was
still present although it would be more difficult to see just what was
taking place.

Puftbio' ' i.nPC, ] ' 5.. F roat nou

It U..... lOc~t t eiQo l. 100e , Ooeots ........... I ...........
I t ic , II ee ,iOuts. 10 0 U0 l oUt.............. ............

L. 1icoa. ..... 1 1 C nt , 10 on 0 Cncot............... 14 .
4 eU t ..... 13 ato 1 COce t I tt eats ......................

I. eats..... , I ceat, 1 ceat% 1 ot.. ............. is I " "L I eU t ..... 11 1 1$4* I SMll 4 It MU1 o~ ....... ...... .. ' ......
7. 11 0 ..... is e i s t ". o t eents. 13 oenl ............... . 10..........
9 0 Coots..... #1 WtIiIL% !$cetD.1iCe1 tt.............. .. 0 "

1. OCee t.... teo at% iImoti, 1 s=e . a 1e v............,. 10 ..... .... , A

1i 15Cht... _i' t T. -11 11 " , .. . .. to ' .. . to :1 • ,< : , . ...... . .....

Let us start with line, I of -the sedule..We have four. units of
inventory priced at 10 cents per pound. We purchase one unit at
11 cents and sell one unit at 11, cents. -.'ho difference between the
inventory value at 10 cents and the sale price of 11 cents is one cent
per p1oind,so' that theieis' profit of 1,'ent a pouhdlivhich we show
tnder, the profit column., , InHie t the I 'cents purchase is moved,
into. the Isventory and Is priced at a cost of: 11 cents. The-10-cent
unit has moved out so there are -nly three 10-cent, units Ief0,tv Wi
now make a purchase at,12 cents anda sale at 12ewits.' Thete is'i
2-cont profit from ihe sale and the third line illutratNs what happens
when the unit sold moves out and the Unit putohaswd moves into
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Senator HAsTIios. Mr. Chairman, don't you think It might -be

helpful to get the Treasury's reaction to the discussion of these two
witness"?

The CHAiRMAN. The Treasury experts are here and they are taking
notes of all of these suggestions. ... .
. Mr. Mo o y, Let us now drop down to line 7 which marks the
end of the profits and the~beginning of the losses,. In the first line
there are four units priced at 10 cents per unit, or a total of 40 cents.
In the seventh line there is a unit priced at 13 cents, one at 16 cents,
one at 14 cents, and another at 13 cents or a total of 65 cents. This is
an increase in inventory valuation of 15 onto. There have been
profits of 15 cbnts. It Is obvious that if the inventory value returns
to the 10-cent level all the profits will vanish, and that ii what happens.
At the end of the operations, profits and losses are even and inventory
values are the same at the end as they wore at the beginning.
* It is obvious that if all of the profits from the sale o4 inventory are
put back into increased value of inventory all of the additional cash

as been plowed back into the business and remains at the risk of
the price level. If the inventory declines to the original point: all
the profits are' lost. This indicates that inventory. appreciation in
not a real profit and should not be accounted for as such..

Now the question comes up as to how profits or losses actually
come about. The comparison makes this fairly obvious.. Profits and
losses come about not from changes in price level and inventory val-
uation, but from the difference between the average cost of purchases
and the average value of sales. For example, If an additional 1 cent
per pound Is added to each one of the s.vs, %r 1 cent per pound de-
ducted from each one of the purchases, the operation would come
out with a profit.

If -the bill embracing the regulations now pending before this com-
mittee Is enactedd the situationWould be aggravated, since in periods
of rising prices inventory profits, which are. really fictitious gains,
would be taxed' much higher than is the case tqday or a company
would soon have insufficient capital to carry on.f it distributed these
profitt.. ... .. .

It is economicly unsound consider man atuh ng profits with-
6ut realiing in this connection the mport c of inveptore, a Wotutt
receivable, and their relation to both, pterot. .. d losses.. A taxable
profit should not be created by fiat of law regard1em of whether or not.
actual operating profit has ben made, and we therefore suggest that
further consideration should be given the necessity And practicability
of niaking special tax allowances for undistributed ,earines which
aotuallyeaxst k nonli qid aesetoer er g. ,' ,-, I.!, .

,The tax -bill recently passed by,the House and now before -your
cohnniittee for consideration is apparently n attempt to carry out
the suggestion made b the President in s mewnge to Co rem of
Match, , 1936.!, In tLat message the, P.'dent proposed-.. the
present taxes, on, corporate net income,, the. capital-stock . t4eX, the
related exes profits tax and the present exemption of dividends from
the normal tax on individual incomes, be repealed, and that there be
subslitued, in their placoeataxon corlqoate income _whih is tidis-
trlbuted as earned. ;The Preeidoit,,furtler.Otated, thatithis form:,of
tax,,"Would tccomplish:ani itportnt:4ax reforin, xmvo, two major,
inequalities in our tax system and stop leaks' in present surtaxes."



' The t*ot4ni& inequallte to'whih tho'Presldentireferred ate:
Firt that under e. titig oorporate and persbnal: income, taed
stockholders of small incomes are taxed much more heavily than they
Would be if, the buslne6'swas oonduted as s parthership or by an
individual[ and the second inequality is the reverse tbhr4f, xAmely
that stOckholders of large incomes are taxed under 'existing'laws at a
much lower rate than they would be. if the business were conducted
as apartnership or by an individual. ' I
SWhile. it may be debatable how serious in practice 'these l4ged

Inequalities actually are I shall, for the purpose of th argument which
I wish to make, admit their6xistonce. J1 shall further admit that It is
possible for corporations to be organized 'and operated with the 'ols
BOctive of decreasing the surtax burden on their principal stockholders.
Does the bill passed by the House remove these inequalities? It does
only if allof the net profits in, each 12-month period are paid* out
totheoorpo etioh's stockholders. tWheiever any part of the bet
profits are fiot'pald ou during the period in which they ard earned
the-same inequalities that exist in the present tax laws will remain
and in fact beinoreased with respect to stockholders of small incomes
if the amount of net income undistributed exteeds 30 percent of the
total earned in the acoiinting period.
.'in sections 14, 1/t'and 16 partial relief is given to corporatl6ns

where for'certain reasons spe-ified in those sections' the' entire net
earnings cannot legally be distributed, but bt imponing relatively
high rates of taxation-on that'part of the eaminjs which cannot legally
be distributed the bill is perpetuating the same inequality against
stockholders of emall'inoomea as they are subject to under the eusting
laws thus failing to carry out one of the major objectives for the pro.
posa( in the President's message. . ' 1 ..

.There' is unfortufiately a widespread miscOnception respect g the
character of the Item entitled' "surplus" on ,a corporation's balance
sheet, and also the character'of a corporation's "nct profits."

* ThemeaRnlug ot the word "suilus" as aied by acountants on a
corporation bOlante theet ls simply the title of the amount' necesry
to add to the corporation's other liabilities including the par or state
vlue of it capital b6t k in order that'the total shil "equal the:total
asets of the orrttn,, The els ofthis surplus 6 its prop6rtiotial
relationship to the other liabilitiW including'the stitdd or. par value
Of ,the corporatin's capital stock iS nevir in the ed" of. &,manufsactuid[ o b e rt a measure of its ability to pay dividends'toi.e of its measure y ieds

1 ientOrely ability to mneet it -orntiactdal obligatios to Its creditors.
and yet be insolvent in .th'sense that it cannot meet n thl r due
dates its contraot isl obllgatione'tO croditoi . ,'i*hn it h ificait items
of, a corpraion's balance sheet are the debit items iamlyr the
iofete; and it' is'the charlater of the sbits, 'and the proportionall
relAtonships of the ev al elass of assets that have any signiifcanMl
fron a biuosies ' standpiht in determining whether a corpiratiom

m ay pay,'lividends or even meet its contractuall obligations to its

,Any a sutm tion thatsurplus represents eun available for distrt
bution !a -diiends whenever the 'directors decide' to so use tho
amount Is' fully, Yefutedby R6bort R. Nathad,;chief of the income
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0ctImn ,o(th, Ec, ohQn~jO 1Fre t ,Div 9An;P1 f he, Department, of
Commerce, who says (Survey of t
Ultbt0ir As 06rtri 19 obnoAiEd ' 'nianl fictorgoAher tman t6 votme
of buslnes savings or louem which effect nesis nri tlhs wupha actodnta of budi
iset# orporat reorgan zt On, and e cs, ~m zat n~f' f ,W Pj ir " 'M AT U

the Important ways In which changes In surpLIS can be bru a. u 0 t
by the transfer of bus iness savip or lossmtoldrpluLie . '. .

it is sometttrie earniln '9 and 'di d&id' as sumd thst fl i"tire
amotjntV6f.qiet piofitd determihed In accordance with approved ao-
colinting Vrxieedur i' available for distribution to I, full airount. s
dividends. From this assumption, wbich I shifl shAcw in a moment
is a false one, arises the idea that it ia within the arbitrary discretion
of the director whether or not to distribute all or only part, of the
96t profits, a at 'leaAt suggest that"AN oonrolling ni,,o why. all
iiano distributed is because the boitd bf directors are h dijinated bY,
stockholders of large incomes who desire to thereby escape surtaxes.
It is'true that in a legal seie directors possess disretionary power as
to the proportion'of not earnings to be istribute, but it is untrue
that the boards of th'e a1,t inajority*6f manufactuimAg and mercantile
corporations do not distribute in dividends the entire net profits be-
cause of a desire to escape surtaxes. A .•

With rare exceptions dividends taxable to individual stockholders
must be paid in cah, and unless therefore the fiet profits of a corpo-
ration have been realized in cash, dividends to the full extent of the
tieIk profits cannot be paid. It is well known to anyone familiar witl

lhe bpetation'of manufacturing and mercantile co-porations thatIt
may frequently be the cee that.such corporations will have for periods
of several years substantial aunial net, profits only A Yery smalpor-
tion of which is represented by an increase in its cash i~alances. It
paiY ei n have earnings accompaiikd by ah' iwtual dqrea, in cash
bali'ce or an ineie iri its liability to "crditor. This is exactly
what, happened to my own company last year._To enaset a. tax lu'w
which inpses a heavy tax on those corporations unable to distribute
their etrtre net profits in dividefidi -ils a complete negation of thq
principle of ability to pay and will have the most far-reaching 'and
harmful effect upon the bualne -f the¢Ontry.-I Senate HAsINos.- Are you going to tell us anything about your
own company. ij how it affects it? . - " I I : ! - r "

Mr. Mookt. 1W0, had last year what we, thought was A Ipretty
substantial profit, and it ws wholly .an_ Increase in the value. of the
inventories..

Senator Hktnds. What was Itt- -
'Mr. Mo~mseS. Ji * juot slightly under $500,000.'
The CHAIRMAN; What w4 thQ cppita!U" atioP? 1 -,,... ,. : -
Mr. Mo6W*t1 $3,400 000 common and $890 000 preferred; -
Senator H. tos What did you do in t oe y- bf dividends?

Did you de je-eivldinds? ""
Mr. MooxL, Lest year we dear d I Pircit dividends during

the year'. ' " .- - , " I
" editor hA&a iNas. oThat tookhow-much of-your profit?
mlr. Mo90ky. That took $34,000. We #&id ll of ur Vividqnds on

the prefe~rd. "Mtt t'ok-about $45,000, ahd we pid1 prcnt on
the Common which took $34,000. ,
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Senator HArri(wo. Would y o have any objection to putting in the
w¢ord your annual statement?.

I Mr. MO.NSY. No, I do not think I would. I would have to send
It over. I do not have it with e1... -

Senatoi HA, T$ I eJ - think may helpli those things to get
exCrnplei M*ke ,'lt .
"Mi. MooNzy. I think, too
(Mr.,Moqnqy subsoquen4y subitted the foIlowing:)

Too Austici OAI LXAVi o..

id.FULTOX M. Jo30 o~ W? 9#Ckrh& Cbowit!:T~ee C6n4 UTi.~d Sf41.. &not*,
Ss, hinlg"A0

Yorreneytuly
Tsau AazjucAx OAx LEATUB CO.

Goolwid bao"~c shedL at Dec. il, JOSS

Cumaret faut:' XT

Accounts and notes reelvab -........... 509, 18. 62Inventories-..----........................ 8, 233,933. 66

Total, currfnt aset ......... .......... $3, 929, 728. I Iinvestments i tner Opnie.......................... 149, 072. 63
Land -plant, anq equipment: Ig1 , 6A ' at

I nd e , . ............
Pland and depreciation..-... 1,07,860.5

ToW4 s plant and equipment ...... 1,259,...e.i.d ..... ............ .. . ..... _ . _

'Total, suer... ..... ................. . 6,402, 277. 32

Accounts yable ........... 77-- $179, 040 68Notes sybe . ....... HP OK '2 00 )

Federal capital stock tax ............. .. 00 ,
Vk" d ...l xl~n~ blll . .... ... ... ' . .:--- -------.-- ..---.. , '! €:I

Net worth:- - - - - - -- .
Preferred stock outstanding.....----- $!, 1, 100.0 -
Lees treasuy ow------.. A~,90

Net preferred stoek, outstanding....' 889:5. 00

uerv for nventorypriceequazstion .. 446,
r-Arne surplus_.-..... '

Tote, pct q oxlh..._i,,.,,... .. .. ,,-..0.-,,, 870, ., 81
------- ......- , 2;: ..... ' 0--------------------------V................ ,. A.'tt t rl
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ConowdOd kAl# o o #I n 81 "., 1904

C sab ............................. $284860 '.
Aecou"o ai4 an0t recelvable ....... . 4W,0A 29

v .................... 21461, 90
Total, current "set ............... $8, 1,03& 74

tnve$ cts in otber o p nl . . 189, 980. 97
Land. plant and equipment:

nd.. ........ 106, 551
Plant and equipment, ies depreciation . I, 109, 206. 39

* Total land, plant, and equipment....................' , 80, 8A 90
De(errechage .... - ............ .......... 67, 975 80

ToAl ...................... ...... 4,651,867.41
* LJAPILIYJ35

'Current liabilities:" .'"

* Federal Income ta.... 28, 400. 00
Federal capital stock tax. . . . 4,070.00
Accrued a acounts.... ................... 26,8&L 97

TtaJ, curTent iabilities .............................. 102, 472. 904Net worth: " " •
Preferred stock outtandlng ...... $1,-206, 100.00
Lea treasury sto ................ 816, 0 00

Net preferred stock, outstanding ........ 889,800.00
Common stock ......................... 8, 899, 700. 00
Reserve for securities owned .............. 5,.500. 00

arned uru.. .... ......... 158,197.47
Shamo purcss surplus ................ 48,187. 00

Total, net Worth ...... ..................... 4, 649, 34 47

Total, lib/te- ............-.........-................ 4, 851, 7. 41

MSeiatr lTzXmmas. And see exactly what would happen to you
under this bill. For instance do you happen to remember how much0t your $600,000 was 14 cash'tl".. . .
-"Mr. Moox.-.Iwuld say there Was not any of it' in cash, because
at the end of the year-we startod last ycar without wing any money
at all to banks; aud at the end of the yeaf. we owed them 200,000
and our cash balze as I recall it, 'Was slightly le at the end of
he year than it was atthe beginning, and yet according to this cost

or markett methodiwhichei'r Fs lower, 'we made about $500,000..',
Senator BLAC, '-Was it all attributable to that, or did you mako

some investmet of'*bme kind?-'-
Mr. MoOxrz., No.
SenatorI)L,&BL . Did you increase your capital?
Mr. MooNsY. No: We just ran along ifi the usual way and 'tat

was the result: I
The CtjAR)vAi4. All rikht, you may proceed.
Mr. Moo.-.m, It may be true that ther vere particular instances

during the more or less recent pat where directors have withheld
from distribution in dividends learning which the corporation might
bave akely distributed at the, time, alt ough hd th's been done
during the period of prosperity it might have still further decreased
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dividend disburswment4 which stockholdbra have enjoyed during the
period of depression when there-weM no net earnings. I know that
the proponen ts of this bill a e t tho withholding of such dividends
which could antd*hich in their opinion should have boen distributed
at the time th y. *06,eOried was a contribting eaub tb theisionfrom which we hb beetisuffering during the past 5 y 1ars. ab not
here going, to debate .whether.thst argument is sound or unsound.
, 'Assumfng it, however, to be sound it is clear, that it apple
only to diidends whiCh could have been: distributd aind -w'nhwere not distributed. ,TJiis ia far dlfferet, mattr, wover, an the
amount of such undi bute divIdenaus is' a far' smaller amount
thah the total not earnings which, because they had not been realized
ri cash, could not have been distributed.- At-th prekent'tiiM the

dee. ".atiofi of the amount of the net earnings which a corporationcan d tribute is 'discretionary With the directors of each individual
corporation and is properly made discretionary because it required for
its determination the application of sound business judgment upoA
a number of detailed facts 'and circdnstandog existing in' each indi-
vidual case. I presumably know of no way by which a general rule
embodied in a stAtuts of Congress can be substituted for that discre-
tion but if anyone believe that such a substitute can be made the
burden is'certainly upon him to emb6dy such'substitute in a law that
can be examined- and tested. .Certainly the present bill, which takes
no account of the real business factors which must be oonslderMd in
determining hlw. ruch may be distributed as dividends, in no way
meets the test of a sound alternative t, the exercise of i"retion now
imposed upon directors.

roughout the bill there have been adopted legalistic rather'than
sound concept'for determination of the tax burden'. ' In section'14 a
partial exexgiption is allowed 'if the accumulated ernin and profits
of a oorporatiohi as of the close of the'oaiable year are less than th6
adjusted net income.!' Stated in another way: If a corporation hadadeficit instead o,4an ar surplgs at the beginning of. the taxable
yeas, its net oarnn , to t9 extent tiAt they do pot ,c. the oTQV
of said deficit are taxed at a flat rate of 15,pe(cWt. The ii'ta ttil a O
the tax to such- 16 percent may r, may '1ot poe n 91 se ghme be ft
to th? 6orpo tion'whkh has N 'efios' The point tat I ,Wot, to "I helere that the granting of tis 'mpts be upop a leaiti
coneptiop.--namely, the exiifeci, of a deficit.' 86 long as that deaq't
exists idivi~endps ay n'9t 1egaUy 4e paid out, hut it i posilexugh
the t4Ing of ap e, 9p 0:13tatutoy price.wmngs o w1pe eut the dtolci
by a, re ution m ~saeo ajl~ of the capitC4.69 ptc~~us
removing the laal mpeianent. Waep ,we tpply however, ) hsin
concepts to whether or not dividends'mt be pad, the xi0ence ,f a
deficit or surplus is a relaively: r *inr actqr. 'It , a

sid.ered1 n eteranoin'ifa diddncanbe piaid-in other w6rds,
is there enough cash avaiablfto meet Ioth tl e contr#ctal liObilities
to creditprs and a 1idgn4 diirmn t7i, ,

In section 16, subdivision (b) th extnt of the debts with respect
to which partial relief is provided, is limited to the amount- th r .f
that such debts exceed the accumulated earnings and profits of the

642
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corporation as of the day before the first day of its first taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1935.' Hern again we have embodied'
in the law the popular misconception of the nature of earned surplus.
Is there tny eixplanaton for -this limitation on debts, ufnless it, is
assumed that the earned surplus is-there ready and available to pay
debts to the extent of such earned surplus. It seems fnneesar' to
reitkrat that debts can ohl$ be pai with asset of a cor ration,
usually it. cash balances, and that the *amount of its earned s 'plus
has notthe slightest relation to its cAsh balanes or any other liquid

-'It is' difficult to understand the put.em- of the limitations placedupon -debts for whibh partial exemption jd pr4A"vddby sedtion 10.
First there is' the lHinitation that th4 indbbtednkess must Wae been in
existence on Mai4 3, 1036, and evidended'by bonds, and so forth,issued prior to Match a, 1936, :Suppose a co~politift issue& subse"
qtient to Maxrsh3, 1939, " evidence 'of indebtednesW in'pa tent of a
pr'-exuitlng debt obligah~fi? What reason e.%Ut4ifoi discdminating'
againasuch a orjpratidk? : Seond, the debt must have a maturityat the time of issue of 3 y"a'dVrqr." 'WhY'thi limnitation? An
early maturity should nottb a 'more insistent oblgation to be met out

oftho~m~a~r'sbasbsrp~uthbnlater maturity. .,.

• 8ectioh 15 provides a p~ al exemption where there edst. written
contracts eXecuted prior~to March 3, 1936, prohibiting: the payment of.
dividends or. placing limitations upon'the amount whch may be paid'
Can it be Mrumed that the "me reasons which existed for the making
of. such contracts in the, past will neVerexist in the future? -If they'
do came ifto e/dstepce will they subject the ororation to the heavy:
penalty tax imposed by section 18? Tho usual circiantane under
which't restrlftioba on paymeatt of divides, wrise aft in ishort4g,
indentures givei tosecurg bond issuesand in a: company's ontt
*jth.ltpref6nr d stokholder embodied ain it. certiflotte of 4in*0 or.

, The CJM1iAutx. In,that connection may Iask Mr. Park& whether

Mr: PARKER. No sir
'The r CsJ1AI ?,., Did they. tppepr- before, the Ways and !Mens

i.M. PRK E . No; sir.
iThe Cnmiauf,.All right, Mr.,Mooney, you may proceed.

u Mr. Moois ;. These entratualretnctions are to some extent
rOvers to the interests of the company's.stokholders who are junior
to either the bond iWue or the preferred stock, They are assubd
only -bo6 As they are a nect~ary requirement to the obtaining of th
capital through either bond. issues or preferred stock issued The
prior obligation of the bond or preferred stock issue is frequently a
heavy prior charge on the company's earnings. Areits Junior stock-;
holders to be further penalized by a penalty tax exceedingly, havy,
oven under the provisions of section 15, and still heavier if the obliga-
tion is incurred subsequent to March 8 1036, under. the provisions
of section 13., Tis elislation will if!enacted in, its present form,-
force teeter future, reliance, upon bank. 19.ap* ad eurity, iLsue for

• ' " , , ' j i t' ,. '.-,.1 ' " , : , : ' " ,



necessary corporate; fnancing-it has, fequently been necessary in
the !paht-m, 'm k ,indentures restricting parents of dividends to

ilf the bill is einacted as, it stands you will either fore cdrPorstion
to Pay avinrest rate or make other spedil con ionit6 secure

need funds if these irdentute protisions aro not included, or if they
are included, will impose heavy ad4ition4l tax penalties upon holders.
of junior. security issues. Cbro'oatiot financing, rid the coriduct of
cbtr6pration business will be tedeied'more difficult and tore. burden
some if you pass this bill with sectiori 15 in its'preent form.

Le$ us noW'uppoed that'A co ratiohi has a written contract inade
before March a, 1936, oblgatin it notLto pay 'dividends. Spppoqe
the contract expires t year after the bill is enacted and the Qily way
the obligation cotatihed'i the obntract can be met is by refinancing.
Under section 15 the r~ilancing could nct contain the tame indenture,
at leait Without t heavy additional tax being hjposed OpoA the stock-
holder., We submit that section 15 Ahould be aended to provide
the same credit now allowed in the cage of antidividend contracts
entered into prior to March 3,1036, which are renewed upon expiration
aftertheda .- :> " , * , 11 , - I

We further submit that sectiod 15 does no4 cover all of the situatiods
which its authors presumably intended. We believe the section was
intended to prive special treatment for corporations which cannot,
because of contract obli nations, payout all or part of their net incomes
s dividends. But we ld notbetieve section 15 as now worded Aecm-
plishes this result . It refers only to contite 'expressly dealing with
the payment of dividends.", There are, however, many contract. not
"expressly?' pievening thb:paymenta of diidends which actually
have that result. - .For-eksynle; contracts obliging a corporation to
maintain net asstat certain ixdiounts6r~ratio, or providing that
net twnoble assets shall at all times be maintained at certain amounts,'
or. providing that preferred Mtockhldetnmay demand falling of their
stock If assets are not kept it a ertalh rate; or riding that certain:
sinkingfunds inust be setasideto r etire either debt br, preferred
stock-these are instances of contract obligations Which may litall
prevent the' payment;of dividend. but, beeAldA*U y may :dot 'ex-
Oresly" limit dividend paymenit. would hs'e 'o protetlob n,.
section 15.

This proposed i4x is niot atadepending on' the'oize of the O~tpan 'S
earnings, but it is a tax which depends on the diApbsittn iaoh by the
directors of those earnings. It is'not corr-ectthat the or oraUon
may retain 30 Percent of Its earing and jlay great stx theIlt
does at present In its pratical application if thi directors Wish'to
retain 30 percent they will be confronted with the fact that tbey mus#
pay in a tax an amount equal to 50 percent of the gum 'etained~jr if
they. are under contract made pior-to March a 1930, tOretait 30
peitent then they will hav topay a tax etlual:t 223 percoeit of thw
amount retained, 8uppoge this oontr~ct'is for niantenaneeofgnk.-
ing funds for retirement of preferred stock before common dividends
can be paidi Suppose there, are dubstntial accumulated unpaid!

0dividens'n the preferred stock. - Then in a, year or two'you o to
your stockholders and submit to thom-a proposition to amend tho"
certificate of ineorpportionssith the objectle of funding adcumtlated
tnpaid dividends) and in general to introduce a greater 'deg#, 'of,
fexibility in capital structure than now exist. That wouldpre-
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grably; udder the tetrns of i ti6n is, be a new contract nade .ubse-

Sunt 'to March 3, 1938. Obviously; the prefeired stockholders are
glg to have som',righto to borgsin ith respmt t tho terms of, the
n' eeUrficate and it certainly s. hnot improbable that they will insist
either on 4 onjinuation of the *nkinig-fund'provisions'or place some
other alternative rbstridion' on payment of dividends.' Thefn, and
thereafter any amount of the earning which you were by con tract
with' the preferred stookholdErs unable tO distribute in, dividends
would become subject to the full'_r0ts provided - y sektioD 13. low
this would work out is, of c"ure,mostble'to a It Would depend;
of oovrsi, in part upon te t.r" of te contract pt miorc umpor tAntly
it'would depend ipon the tiP of the i1etr Orote the larger the net
profits the smaller would be the rate of x on th6 amount which .y
contract w' were Psnable to distribute; the smaller'the net profits the
larger would be th6 rate of W'; in other words, the las our ability to
pay taxes the larger tsx would we ha9qto pay.

WiNDVALL TAX

The President in his message of March 3 proposed the so-called
windfall tax t6 be paid by taxpayers who Other had their processing
taxes irpounded when thee' wore supposedly due and subsequently
had them returned folowing the Sup remij Cou'rt's decision on the
A A. A., or who had refused to pay the taxes at al. The President
.urtherstated 'that these. taxpayers should justly pay the taxes
because 'they , were in unequal position to the vast number of
taxpayers who did not resort to such'court action and who paid their
W.es to the Government. It was stated that the group of taxpayers

Rho, h one way or another, had challenged the constitutionality of the
p ,.s pg taxes, were unfairly enrichedT by the retom or nonpayment

of11hA Ferl excus.
JOefQre Oiscussin the difflcylties of administerithis tAx we re-

OptfuJy pubmit that ny such windfall tax is entirely unsound in
.niri dplo. We recognize that individuals may justly be penalized' for

luro .observe Federal tax law, but we submit that the taxing
gtyu -ihoud not be used asa pen ty ur., We sre opo

.tax Awich in sub~taico pays to the ta xpaer thAt he mig ias wen
pay the .tx Which is imposed regardles of ita'unconstitotOnal.ty
becue if he challenges the unco-6ititutionality of, the tq.x aid isace~ful in su~tajning th challenge in ourcourts he will the2 be
asesdthe amount of th uacostItutiona tax in '6e form of ne*.,:A tjxPaker who.ch 4liegee ths' c nstituionadty of a tax is
entirely wi ti his rights and should not be penrakl sods-cotnpre
with the1 t ~xp paysthe unconstijtitiotial tax without chal'leogitt validity. ," ,

UP ~III of the proposed legislation is entitled "A tax on unjult
enlicl4tent"l imposing a tax of 80 percent of that portion of the ne
iidoino from the sale of Wrickes with respect to which a Federal excise

w4 posed upon such person bul not paid which is attributabl]6
to hf ing t others the burden of such Federal excise tax.

It Wlbe0bserved that this tax Is not confined Optocessing taxes,
btt affets all Federal excise taxes and is to continue pezmanentl .
A si ' laf 80 porcmt tax is imposed on [reading)- -
At p:Qion fr the not Inoome from retmburseWent for federapxej e tax btrzens

teW rdby such pe-so M e!ndora, hIeh Is tqu vp.nt to the aount 0
reih Fede e1 exet Ibirdeawleh such pisons In tur shifted to ven:dces. '



-rtheproe f mmte extent to vh~eh t4e 4xPayer
u h4atatqotht "from~ tho .iUing P rice of eWb article there eb

be deduacHe the sumx of (1), tbq' cost of sucht article plus (2) the avy,
age margv~ withb-respect thereto," 1,The balance, is statoed to, be '!the
extenti to:whieh-the taxpayer shifted to others the burden of such

Fdmrl excis tax w;iq' respet to such article.", The "average mar-
60iN isdcIibo as "the average. difference between the selling price
An4 -the c"t,ot0 similar, articles sold by. the taxpayer during the 46
laxablo ye~rs preced4ing th iiiiu ition of the Federal excise
fax in quqation"1, or,,under- cartai'..C64 IM~oS, "tbe-average M4Nisg.
as detprmined by the Cominsioner, o.f representative concerns o n~i

l~a io SM' arpurpose and simlarly- circumstanced,"', 11
I tel~erm 11t"is described as,"the cost to thl taxpayer of m06-

tedale entering into the Article." Ta I other words, there As here eatab
fished a pri ma-fadie rule ,to determine the, extent to which thetr
payer is alleged to have shifted "to others the burden 'of such Federal
excise tax." We do not believe that any prima-f acie rule ca poMby
tke into account the multitude of factors xiti *gin ijiviual
wajpw and weis rpetfully sbmit tjiatL the 'rue established

~p~toI~5Qj'Cd)tir 1 Ce is' entirely' hjdole, opiae n
Woddextro~iely c, say' i4 00erati

In he lr~'p~, t sezio's dqOrrqLiP4e "Prces"1 an~
averageq margin" any' suh1"i,'peM&P kn~nr si rp d. Jufst

to iej~io' f _M am~eetn S 4 be r as istopocQn. h

i tid t Jrnitypso p s -qu ell ;h~ton 4 b ake4c ixlist n tolie
they wil varyi 63Dnce"

Sep, 1f 'tgcrta to t, npyeo m Ops
om ergt 'rleA, i~d~toi gve t, .40d irE~tdIrot 4r acor uren n1 Ia~n 9'act s hera e avir6

I otpt* ofeQS~,)ji wh ,' the supUd obek;n~ xc
eec 4wflI giyq aious tnwr onthek ~otitaprditac~i
_ti wat y theiareapedadwa n e'odstcioar
iad ikh6n P depariue pal dW otade i a oste.sriie 1

4fl ~ In COg rej~ of, posO , ldesntminanexe
in thetl~4 aco,. wQU~dc si flie 4id taxpar, 'ent

soW-nr'ewul aet at pjaretl simplen0 did tl
tl t, Y~v~g nrjn of "rpeet"t 1)" ers

be~qrt~iis~uac~o enormo u deje and costly~idisptsio4i
4c~xi, pprfei-4nolvp, and ti' r ciponiplto he pox lomns cei'_illmonto a~isintof arsiterpa Reen. Wes sfubpm'I t taiig

apto w terks, axet ai sale and wl a rb 1it'ryro f t diito i
eIation of8ar;eqa sulia tozbpl coad'r tiqn bofai t h

I t y be pinted uout a dn~t oihte diotAhut i of ltbs
"csA tha appagret~lyw if a al iol tor $10 tered a. shul be
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dedutid from such $1 00 the .*cost of the article"i which is defined
in the act tooonsist only of 'eostof materials entering into the' Artile"O
,which ' for the purlose of this-examplo, we will assume to be $50, and
aiso,'tie ,'" erage inagin" for the f'avertge differebico between -the
selling price and the cost."- In other. words, if the.so.-ctsed fivers46
marin" during the full 6-year period, as determined by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenuo, was $30,, then the total deductions in
this particular instance would be $80 and the taxpayer would hve
shifted $20 of the cost to others.

It would'be Just as I cal to say that if the average margin was
flgred. at $70, the total deduction would be $120, and then the
Government should reimburse -the taxpayer because he had. ndt
charged enough for his article. As a matter of f6et the wholepro~lem
of'deteimining "selling price ' is so cmplieat- d by changes in all
fMctors' intering i to suc selling price, filudig -iot, only the c6st
of hnaterials but alsothe cost of labor, insurance, taxos, etc., thatit
is entirely unsound to base any tax upon such an average " or to
arbitrarily define ."sellin, price" in such a way: as to magnfy the
importance of some particular factor entering into the final selling
price. The question of determining whether any particular tax or
any other element of c"st has been passed on to consumers is almost
impossible to determine on any'sound accounting basis, and certainly
cannot be airly determined by any rbitrary or prima-facie rule.

CONSOLIDATSD BVrRNS..

We advocate the reestablishment of the provision of making eon-
solidated returns with a small special tax for the privilege of olg so.

Regardless of the advisability of making provisions for consolidated
returAs under the existing tax laws, we believe, that the heavy tax
at'rates now proposed makes'morb advisable and uecessry than ever
beforefromn an economic standpoint provision for such consolidated
returns. ..
, Let us assume, for example, the case of a manufacturing company

which owns two subsidiaries; one iuppying bthe chief source of raw
materials and the other handling sales. 7 Subsidiary A shows a profit
on the year's operation of $200 900 Subsidiary B, on the other hand,
shown a deficit, of $100,000.. Subsidiary A distributes its earnings to
the parent company, and there is ho tax on company A, but the
paent company must ust $100,000 of the earnings from company A
to ofset the losses of subsidiary B ahd keep it ii operation, If tho
parent company. wished to distribute the entire remaining $100,000
to its stockholders, it would still be subject to a tax of 35 percent on
the entire $200,000. In other words, because the coran must Us
$100,000 to keep company B koing, this amount wo d be rdlited
as undistributed net income. The corporation would -therefore' be
tAxod .35percent.oi $79,000 'on the entire $200,000, leaving only
$30,000 available for its stockholders. Inasmuch as many manufa.-
turing compania which have subsidiaries must perforce us6 the
earnings of one to keep others in operation, the htavy tax proposed
would make it difficult, if not impossible, to adequately finance many
weak companies without extreme tax burdens on stockholders, and
It is fot ti reason that we believe your.'committee should give
serious con#Weration to the restoration of the privilege of raking
consolidated returns.
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Sush £ phin teems consistent with the President's message of March3a whou h oted,,. a the- law now,.stands0ur corporate Wesq di too
deep into. thshares of corporate eanuings going to atocMolderi
whonpeed. the disbursement of dividends." Underthe pending bill
the dip would be deept in many insteaces. ,

DEINtIT ON OF CAPITAL ASSMS

We further direct your attention to' the'definiti66 of capia assets
contained in section 117 (b). In the aet,'as it*now tands, this pro-
vsion repeats "the language of the Revenue Act of 1934. The
lant~tions on capital losses frm sales or exchanges of capital assets
ere so woded as to apply to thoi4 assets which are normally subjecttO 'doprociion allowanceq. This provision is obously "~fair, and

w i be!/eve its inclusion in' the 1934 Re,66ilo A9t was utqtonal;Wtherefe cnend thot there. b' added 'at the end of section
17 (b) the fploih words readingg:

!'Or property normally subject to depreciation xflow-Anoe. .

RECADIUSTMENT"

, p. ow directyoir.attention tt sptions 271; 275, 321, _
lde4ipg, with. the 4ubje o tax reA juetments on Carninge for y"
subs -uent to those for which the return was made. gest
that these paragraphs should be revised to definitely provide that
where a corporation is subsequently held to have had a net income in
a prior year for which no net income'was reported, or a larger' het
incom9 than was reported, the taxpay i should have an 6p tin' of
paying out the entiie additional amounts in dividends, or of adding
thb amount to het lnconie -eported for the year in which such finding
is mad'sAnd having his'tax liability based thereon, instead of the
arhtoint being added in with the income of the year in which the
so-called "new income" for the earlier year is found. Assuming
that 'the taipTyet' Is-not Intentionilly endeavoring to defraud the
Government, but that he is held, for example, to have made a mistake
in slirning certain credits, it'seem unfair to penalisz him for suchmistakes. ., ' ,,.. , "

Senator BLACK. May'! ask in that connection' d6es yqur company
hkv6'udbsidiaries? '

Mr. MooNmu. We only have one. We have one in Boston, We
havb'a plant that operate in Boston, Mass.

Senator BLACK', , your company a subsidiary of any other oom-
pan?

Mr,MooN r. No sir.
Senator Bxcx. N'o ioterlching relatlopship except for the ope?,
Mr.'MooNki. That is all. '
Senator BLACK. I assume it would be impossible for us to get the

full picture that would be desired fim the one statement, unless we
hkd both?

Mr. MoOR. Well it would be consolidated.
'.,,.S6tat4r BLACK. It s consolidated?,
Mr. MOx nr. Yes; it is consolidated.
Senator Loxir4oAN.',The parent company' owns all of tle stock

'except the share necessary to qualify for the directorship?
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1'. MooNT. Yes; that id right. ,
ThoCHAIRMAm. All right, thank you very much, Mr. Moobey.

STATBMBNT OF NOEL SAReENt, NEW YORK CITY, ZOQNOXIST,
NATIONAL 'AB80IA7I'ION 0W itANUFAOTUREIN8 "

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sargent, I notice you are the economist for
the National Association of Manufacturers?

'Mr. SARGENT: Ec6nomist and secretary.
The C-AIRMA. Following you will appear Mr. Emery?
Mr. SARGENT. Ye.
The CHAIRMAN. Both of you appeared before, the Ways and Means

Committee?
Mr. SARGOENT. Mr. Emery did not, sir.

'The CHAIRMAi. But.you did?
•Air. SARO'ENT. Yes. It is my privilege to present before your com-

mittee the National Association of Manufacturers and .by specific
request the Government Finance Committee composed of the follow-
ing members:
* 'A. L,. Green, chairman, Farr'Alpaca Co., Holyoke, Mass., chairman.

H. Boardman Spalding, Vice chairman and treasurer, A. 0. Spald-
in & Bros' New York, N. Y., vice chairman.

5"ohn H,; Minds, genial solicitor, the. U. G. 1. Co., Philadelphia,
Pa. vice chairman.
'Ienamin Anderson, treasurer, iMetal & Thermit Corporation,

New Y'ork, N, Y.
William S. Bennet, New York, N. Y.
S. B. Berg, comptroller, Cherry-Burrell Corporation, Chicago,,Ill.
Howard B. Bishop, president, Sterling Products .Co., Easton; Pa.
R. E. Blake, counsel, International Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Leroy Brooks, Jr,, president, Tool StOel Gear & Pinion Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
C. R. Burnett, president, American Oil & Supply Co., Newark,

N.J.
J. E. Butterworth, vice president and treasurer, H. W. Butter-

1o0th & Sons, Co.; Philsdelphia, Pa.
0. Carlisle, treasurer, C. . Jamieson & Co., Detroit, Mich.
William D. Disston, second vice president, tenry Disston & Sons,

Ino., Phtladelp fa, Pa.
II. H. Ecket, findncial executive, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., orange,

N. J.
Ben 1I. Oanoatd, assiStant manager, Warren-Lamb Lumber Co.,

Rapid City, 8. Dak.
F. M. HOee treasurer, National Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traoy Higgins, president, Charles M. huggins & Co., Brookyn,

N, Y.
H. 0. Hook, controller, B*3sick Co, Bridgeport Conn.
Earle. 0. Ifultquist, president, Jamestown.Royal Upholstery

Corporation, Jamestown, N.Y.
W. P. Hutchinson, president, the Sprague Meter Co., Bridgeport,

Conn.
. A, S. Johnston, vice president, Pidoner Cooperage Co., St. Louis,Mo.
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A. F. Kletzien, secretary-controller' Fox River Paper Co.; Apple-
ton ... .... .. . . , n ti u Ig ,
W. H. Knowlton, vice president, Cnnecticut Light & Power Co.,

.Hartfrd; Conn.- i 3 11
Royal J-4t , vice presidezqt- Franklin ,ayQn, Corporation, Provi-

dence, R. I.
William N. McMunn, president, Michigan Seamless Tube Co.,

South Lyon Mich.
N. R. McLure, vice president, E. J. Lavino & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
E. G. Miner, chairman, the Pfaudler Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
Will 1. Mooney, president, the American IOak Leather Co.,

Cincinnati,. Ohio.
W. 11. Pouch, president, Concrete Steel Co., New York, N. Y.
11. W. Prentis, Jr., president, Armstrong Cork Co Lancaster Pa.
Hugh H. Price, treasurer, General Ceramics Co., New York, N4. Y.
R. 8. Pruitt, e president and general counsel, Cord Corporation,Chieaeo Ml .... , .. •,.,C jRiebe chairman of board the Texas Co.q New,York, N. Y.,

Fred Schluter, president, Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N.LJ..
C. E. Schoble, vice president, Schoble Hate Ino., Philadelphia, Pa.
Jay T6rry, president, the Terry Bros.-Co., kingston, N.7 .
Charles W rne, president, Warner Cb., Philadelphit, Pa.,
F rdst L. Williams, secretary-treasurer,. Williams Manufacturing

Co. Portsmouth, Ohio. -.i ' ,
I shall consider i detail the proposal for a tax based on undis-

tributed net income of corporations, presenting such consideration
from the following major viewpoints, namely-
(1) The fundamental nature of the present proposal.,,
2) Basic economic objections, to'such a tax..

Objections to specific features of the proposed act.
SArguments advaieod in support of the tax. f

6) Foreign experience with similar taxation'.

NATURE OF THE TAX

The measure before your committoo t nt be considered mnerqly
as a taxpprposal. It must. also be considered as a regulatory measure
.and as a form off.deliherate national, econornioapsnrning. ,It is a
further step toward Government regulation and rpguietqtion of
,busine corippratlos, since e it "t_ ipp a basio stiW4arl amount which
should be retained as reserves and puts a tax penalty upon rescrvps
beyond' .Ucj, O'bitray. .1flo standerf,..Th we f d- that the
report of the majority of the House ays an Means Comip4tpo
.dolakres, :, . -

U tinder the plan, it small ebrporstton etn ameuhulAte approximately 40 percent
of Its net Income without paying a greater tax than It pays under exiatirr.# lt.
Even a largp c rporation ca. aocuraulate 30 Pe l o i4 ,et i9¢oMe without
pying m otM tax than it doe s n lper edeting Iw. t !"

Similarly Mr. Helvering has stated tothis,.comniitteo (tragript
0f learib, p. 47) that te penIi~g,hil wo,Wd. perMrt,-,:; .
the sipall Income corporations * * * to retain up to approximately 40 pirL
sent (f a -ear' earning for capital pirpo * and stlll pay ieei tib; theypay
now. Corporations with large Incomes will be enabled to retain about S0 per,"nt
without p ying as much in taxes as are paid under the present law.
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This language can onl be interpreted to mean that corporations
are invited an oxpectedto keep kheir tax rates within the present
schedules by disbursing As dividends in th6 one case 47 percent of
their ne income j, dividends, and in tbe c4se of theoarger corporation
55 percent of such net income. We believe it is fundamentally un-
sound to take any actual or assumed average of income retention

this as a standard for all corporations beyond which their
taxes sha I be increased above the present rAtes. We are opposed osuch economic planning by decree or legislative flat, for If Congress
can establish one so-called dedirable'tandard of income retention orle
yar, it can establish another such standard in any succeeding ear.
I.I Any attempt to substitute the judgment of commissions or rcgii-
lators for that of industrial executives as to the percentage of earnings
*hich can be properly distributed as dividends is economically
sound and fraugt with dangers alike to employees, stockholders,

and the public. A statutory standard of financial management upon
the part of business enterprises, which vary enormously in t[eir
ability to comply 'with, such standard and continue to remain as
going concerns, will prove-dangerous to the economic welfare of this
country.

We submit for your consideration at this point a chart showing
the wide fluctuittons of profits in different industries; it fully deno4-
strates the economic folly of assuming that because all corporations
retain a certain average percentage of earnings that it is either logical
or just to base a tak ollcy upon any such average.

b Senator GR E0 O. It may go into the record, if charts are' beingprinted.. ..
I Mr. SARGENT. I understood they would be printed in the finel

record but not in the preliminary piint, Senator.
Senator GOono. It may be filed with the secretary,
Mr. SARGENT. If you will examine this chart you will see the wide

fluctuations in different industries. Here is the meat-packing indus-
try, for example, which in 1930 had profits 175 percent as great
its profits in 1927, but in the following year it has losses 207 perOe.it

great as its profits in 1927, and you can see similarly with other
f dustries the very wide fluctuations from year to year in the amount,feam~in . . ." ...
(The c t referredto lis on file with the committee )

Mr. SARGENT. Not only is this true, Mr.' Chairmah, buawe know
(hat even if you should decide after careful consideration to base a
4ax poplcyupo. arn average retention of corporate earrings that-you
have been supplied [Athis proposal with a statistically fallacious ba e.

The theory oii Which the rates suggested in the pending'bill hao
-en predicated is that it is economically wise to allow corporations

4o retain the average percentage of retentiQn of earnings for all cot-I, rations WithoUt b11nr corporatee incom-xraethnreipsd
ndor oxlsting law.- me-tax r t a im..
But the facts shQw that the pending bill does not permit tifs to 0
Mr. Helyoring ni histUti61opy agreed that the tax rates have bein

formulated on the assumption that-
a study of the distribution of dividends over a period of approximatel 10 yeara

dicates that on the average corporations normally retan about 30 percent
(transcript of hearing p. 47).

834"S 42
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I'do not know just 'what period of years may hate been used by
Mr. Helvering; I am sure, however, that the only logical method is tohave such average on y oo faiit '' I hI or good years

But I find that if we take the 7-year period 1923-29, inclusive, that
all corporations retained 35.7 'percent. of their earnings, and that
manufacturing corporations retained 31.2 percent of their earnings,
which is pretty close to ihe 30. percent figure for average retentioxi
which has been presented by Mr. Helvering.

While there is some discrepancy between these 7-year averages and
Mr. Helvering's 10-year average this is not the major objection to
the'formula u"&.

The major cnticism is that the Treasury average is apparently
based on an average for all corporations. From a sound economic
standpoint the only! logical base to use for such average is the retention
made'by dorporations showing profits since (with a very few excep-
tions) they arethb only ones which *pay income taxed arid 'are thO
only oues Which caniiitually make any retentions from earnings.

If we use the figures for allzcorporations with net incomes for the
period 1923-29 we find tbat'the average retention was 45.4 percent;
the average retention by manufacturing corporations during the same
period was 44.9 percent:''

The only logical period to take for compiling an average of earnings
retained by corporations is a series of fairly normal or good. years;
W6 use the'years 1923-29 as the bestrentt period of tuch years.
More6vet, any uch'-Average is of service only if it Is cofifined to
corporations 'withnfiet'incomes. If the authors of this bill wish to
draft a measure containing taX rates which will actually permit
corporatiohs with earnings to make an average retention of such
earnings without higher taxes than are now imposed this will necessi-
tate practically coinplete revision of the rate schedules in the bill
n6* pending before this committee.

We subnimt further that there is serious reason to believe that many
advocates of this bill desire it as a step toward Government control
of the atno iht of moneywhich can bo invWte4 in any Midpstry and,
indeed, in any company in' any industry.'

'Thus Professor Tugwdl in his book.The Industrial Discipline
written in 1038, states that there most be "planning for equilibrium'
(. 200). , This would meAn It is stated, that "the flow of new capital
1nto different uses Would nee to bestjervised" (p. 202). t Dr..T well
then goes ob to analyze What he terms "the situatioi present td br the
probl.ens of controlling the allocation of capital and of fixing pnces"
(p. 03). 'A his pris idgurnent (or "capital'allocatiot" Professor
Tugwel stWUes that, "inddstries,'at Present, are, many of them over-
eqipped" (p. 203), and that teyf ha vee been 'Able to get hold of
e onvhestment funds to build' more llante and install moio
ach tnery tt they ever se.

Reference is then inAletb"Ithe system of planning" which would
a llocte'to specifici industries" and Under which "the surtpus invest,
mt6t, capital could' t.en b6 assigno to othqr indus tries (p. g04).
Such capital illoclation, It'W1ittAed,' "would depend on knqwled~o
from soMe planning agency, of hioWidb for a measured future ougi tro be puit to' one 'us rather than to aiother'C*(p' 205). lf

"Th6 flftt, tp, iri such all6cati6on it Said 'I W ld eto limit self.
allocation" (p ,205), fianely, the' extent to Which ihdustres in' theit
own discretion "expand their own activities." The idea, however,



goee much further, for it is said alongg with this i4 another, problem.
b ch industry there are many busiesses. There is riot only th6
probleno of knowiiing what the indus hry's output will be or ought to be;
but also hat of knowing how much of the business will go to each
firm involved", and it is st td that thiP determination "IoUl4 be the
function of, another sort of administiatron".under which !"some prin,
tipleof apporionet would have to be adopted", (ibid), . ,-

Dr. Tugel then becomes practical-and 49ks , "How then would the
Problem be att We?" (p. O).AnA -be, says in repy to. himself
that "in, penerAlthe principle invoked would be to drive corporate
surpluses into the open investment market" (ibid), Tlis wold. be
tcomplished, it is sid, through tax imposition on funds "which are
kept f ex anslo ppurpos.s" (IBM).
,t i ssi that 'If taxat on fored these funds into, distribution 44

dividends) they, would have to seek reinvestment through the regular
channels." But it is further stated that "once all funds were forced
into. the vestment mArket, however, Oeme other means of super'
vsion thar uses would be needed" ibidd).
. Professor Tugwell then concludes that-,

Contt of investment is nbt to complex a matter, at least in principle, as it
tuight at first seem. The principles involved would be only two; tle forcing of all
investment funds Into pa op n market, 40 tbe regulating of new rApital isues,(p. 207);

SI tik these quotations are fully sufficient to demonstrate that. if
the ninds of many who advocate a tax basedon undistributed proflta
Is a mean to Federal control of, allindustry through slibstituting
Government discretion for that of management as to the amount .o
arniogs ,whieh phoul be retained iii businesses, adding this form of

control to: Government control, a new ascurty issue and labor
poiciss of.manufacturing optrat4ois.,

Corporations are groups of individuals who have invested their
savings in a joint business enterprise., j we once start the policy of
,using taxtiOn t prentv accumulation of corporate savin s there is
grave danger tlatwe wl boe embarking on a read: that wi lead to
the use of taxation policies to oontrol in idualvings..

.5PxCIn70 gcON OMIc 'OBrYJQN5 TO PROP05ED TAX

S(),A tax based 'Oh %knlistributed p'rfits wo ?4 tend 0. pr yqnt
~ndlurn! growth through the'reinvWwept of,"plowing back' of

Sruc repystment has been' cebfly responaible .or, fdusfrial ex-
ansion in the past century and unless prevented by baritrary legi
tjon should beo 1oked to as the' major .  of futiire bu snoss

expansion and eplymnt-unl ess, we wish tO4 take a coigpletoly
defeatist attitude in this'country and assume that business prodction
and employmenkcan over expand beyond the present level,.You a e of course, well aware hat prophotfoo gloom have takq
this attite every Vprovios maior dopression'in which this country
has been involved, andiieach ae thOr pro'ph'es haie cojllpoed
athe faoever-c ationa o poess, 1 -1 finance$r eA to the! baic ,ofim;: 934m A .r {i ' ib ee ss rgiL (e 'fi a '~~

JeinvI ipnt inStaad6f penalizing it,. O.hiz t.a me u;rewu4 d6, I
l,yqur ,attent!q tooa o4 l.;u u na Ling, 'Ftcl.o oy Cart $,OnT,
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economist of, the Federal Reserve Bank of, New.York. and former
president of the American Statistical Association... In. this article
,from. the September 1935 issue of Weltwirtschaftliches Archlypub-
lished at Jenai. Germany), Mr. Snyder says in part (the full article
by Mr. Snyder is reprinted as an appendix to my remarks before the
House Ways and Means Committee: .

We have flo the Unitid States unlqu4 research znterlaloi the great Induqtrial
development of the past century, visit ot a process In which, out of a grofp of
undeveloped colonies ithout a capital reservoir, there grew the greatest indus-
I r1l Fn oIa jitece. , The oupo4show.tbat l to nshldq r.ble
e ,i y ci bjt caaits dtb*'itoree'? tatgs here of eotn

parativcly small importance. / i '. , ' *, .
When the count" Is djlisted to a odrWn rate obt growth, complete and general

employment depends on a corresponding offerIlg of new epital and the utljza-ti)i of thls, lital forho e,%panaon of VodIcIv9 c' lly, Aseapft.oerivg.
i d&ldod donthiei'6O et and th&res Inereas %%Ith th ' rise

or.etutis, I folloWd tet t o 06 dendneeng'o! retdrnis ihe ti
effect of slowing down the growth of economy, which in turn means a stiult4iaebus
s1"IPg do)wn. tje growth qf welfare, which oesril$ isontrary, to the gergral
As to the practical importance in at least one lay-e industry of' ha

utilization of industrial profit.for industrial expansion and increased
employment I subtait,a, chArt tevealing that upto the I end ,11926
tpprxim te ,0 porceot. of the tangible invested C#pital assets of

hg automobilee comp,4uies came from reinvestment out
of' the sgttpluses. of the corporations, themselves. - ,

,Senator BL4vc& Mr. Sargent, would it bother you if, I asked one
question,aboutthe lirt chart ? .. ' . .....

Mr. SAnozNT, No, ir...,. :. . , .
* senatorr , BxcK. I just wntd to be absolutely clear. Does :this
Mena that over. on the right-hanO 4t ipo, th ,ciulun, over. 04s way
[indicating), that is the percentage profit made over and above 1927?
Mfr, SniT. We took the year 3927 as 109 percon in esc..ce,

excpt for example, we! couki not t4k. t w bitumnoi".coha industry
which had a loss in 1927 and we cot ld not show, that at all, so .we took
only; the industries; that bd profits in ,1927.,-. For instanebc if you
tako the, "Automobile and trucks", that was, 100 percqntin 1927 and
theirprofitin 1928ivia 127ptefctnt,: .. - '.: , ... -. ; ., .-
,;Senator, BbAcav. The pavkdng industry,- .-I read that, their profit
i1933--I Wautto be sure l am oorreot-rwas 404 percent more that
their loss was in 1931, and in 1934 it was 446 percent more thanit
was-in1931 .. . . .
o Mr,,8ARowi. I do not, thibk .t"t,would be quite, correct. You

capnota ad the figures in that way., J. :I'I r I F o ' .. " " , .'4' .
,, Senator,Bwt*it.. That is what I tae trying. to get at. -... ' , .-.
.I Mr. SAROn',,, You would have to get a base and start do~n

You would have to make a mathematical computation and,see what
that computation would bei I would be glad ,to do .that for-you if
you wish.,..

Senator BLA K. That 197, does that mean the profit was 97 percent
more in -1933, for instance, than it had been in 192?,.

Air. S zRoNT. That is right; yes, sir,-.
* Senator BLACK. They made 189 percent more profit In 1034 in the

packing business than they did i 1027, in meat packing? I .. ,
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*SenatorBLCKIc. ;You'donothave13 . /19
-iMr. S.iolNT, No, sir. iYou mst bear in' mind that thesefar*
only fot four inpanies , because they _ere the only. four compsnles
on which we could getth figures for the 4 years.

Senator CAPPER. Do you have the'Big, Four figtire.?
M r, SARGENT. I .thi. they are. among ,the larger, group. Want

to ceck th4 up before I stato deflitely .
The CHAIRMAN. What four companies?
Mr. SARGENr. I would be glad to send that information in for the

to ord, I d9 not havo"th i0'riat.o e now. "If you would like
to hav me o it shall be" glado do it forsro ,,or you.,

The CHAIRMUAN I think it would be indicative;
Mr. SARoENT. All right; sir, . . -

8nator KiNo. You Oo not hae fy figures showing the profits
and losses of some eix or seven or'eight hundred small packer thiough-
out the Unitod States?

Mr. SARoss, No; 4ir; I do not. It Was impossible toget all the
figures for every year for every company. " That is the reason it wa
imossible to put those in*,

Now, I ta submitting my oecand chart.
.(Thechavierted to is on, the flowing pae.)

,Mr. SAA02fl.Y Asyou see i this chl't relating to the automobile
industry, their original capital ivmetmnent of eight major companies;
including the 'ord Co. was aroinAtely $305,000,000. Up to the
end of 192 tIly rei.veted ougof their ei s $1322 000,000, or 80
percent, of the otal invested capital of the industry at the end of 1928&

Senator HArzNo.. Do the figures include the Ford plant?
,Mr. So!:U 'Ys the eight niajor companies include Ford.

Then I have put Fotfin separS,- because I thou ht it might be of
someinterest. ,,

I would liko to ,ayj in conoehtpm, with the Wid figure, there are
some People 'who put, the oriHIi Investment 'at $28,000 instead of
$40 000, but I thought it safer to put in the larger figure.I.he distinpished Senatorfrom Michip and other members of
the commnittee, I assume, are wall aare that the most striking in-
stance in this connection is the Ford Motor Oo., whlchwith $40,00)
originally iiivoeted- capital ineras& its total to $694,000,000 merely

Vlgvowng a very large pordlon of the profits constantly back into

I inagine that no member o' this committee believes that If these
undistributed, profits in the automobile.industry had been heavily
taxed in relation to their nondistributlon that the automdbie industry
woulI4 have grown to the extent it haa,.and that it could have provided
tbA vast aMount of direct and indirect employment which exists asa
result of this development; '. .
. We submit "that a tax system which penalizes the setting aside of
any substantial part of corporation net income for industrialreinvest.
meat is etonomlo foily;,
. Senator KNo. In preparing these figures did you have before you

the fact that the Ford Automobile Co., because of a change from the
old style to the new,,had to scrap property of the value of perhaps
$50,000.000 to $60,000,000? . . 1 , . .w,



Mr. SARO06MT These figure. only went to the end of 1926. 1 talked
to the author of those figure. t6e mad who gathered figures -and he
said, he .never, iad. 'any effort to compile them 'since 192dI which
w~u14 *oVer. the period yo-u had in~ mind, Senator,

'REPmr rt3~/' PO / AIOtO AIOKf Y~$&
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It seems clear from the arguments made in.defewsof the pending
rposals by Corm'Ssionet Helverxg before the Ifouse Ways and

MOas Ooinitteeo that the ony recognized legitimate function of Oor.
portion reserves is forthe "ord inary g k e1er& bs vc s those
for depreciation, depletion, obsolescence, bad debta., and the like. It
is, of course, apparent thateven the establishment of such reserve
d.oeo not poyide ipoxeaso, in tl vyue of atgelhqls' gv ent
abd.4roide ne &pjrtunltiss for hidttal rnloyMi.t
I If reinvestment funds are not available for industrial use, then whei

funds are needed, peiJ Irfor 0inergeny _rindi{rs i, pension,i dustry must 16ok 4 se~drip tu.ot the baiks.
tI think thett can-be little doubt bUt,' that'in fifthi'times thb

!lop tion of this ttx proposal would force increasing reliance of indue-
tr upon security issuen,4u oi bjk,.. a practical propositoi
;ie submit that if in normal trmee w wished to encourage flotatiof
* security issues to provide industrial funds, there Would nee4 to b
d. rtain modifications in the present Securities Act and Security@
Exchange Ao' Which'jnake it difficult to secure funds through that

urc.
At this tin4 I wish' to cmmonton the statement recently mad

ot this very pqj 4 by Robert HI.Jaoksoh, Assistant Attorney 6ene,
of the Unite-48taks,; before a Young Democratic Club of Ne
York City, March 184 193- .r. Jackson stated that the average
stockholder it t/lk pen when a corporation plows back I
rings in thcompany, si el he gets no advantage from suci

investment:. Such a~i a got ignores or forgets the elementa
Ivt that wheii a corporation or e a largo surplus, whether it exis

i cash, plant equipment, or miventories-and I might mention that
ttere is apparently a wideapreas confsWon as to the nature of surplus
ad an erronoUo belief that 4U swplu" existing o4--the value of
the sharehold xtoek also tp creaso)po that le can collect14is share of Jjrplats any t i ishes t0elthe stock. Te
alume that e older tly' get his Oropto".,nate share of
e4rporation surplus when paid out in tho form or dividends ignore
the primary question as to what'detsnnIn4 stock prices.

SIt is intes ringjto ol'serve qi4, th qonnec9qn that Mr. Jackson
the same address, stated that, 'it is probable Uift ji, umber
iros ow o crporation stckJdoespnot miu.h exceed 2% million.'

idiroct'your attention in this connection to thie fact that Berle an
Aaeans, in The Modern Corq rvtipipd private R;P ta, btl gentt4
Ien being onnectsd witf' the present ad mi rjqn4*r , 4tM tAedthi
11) 1928 there were 7,000,000 individual owners of corporation stoc.

The Twentieth -CentauryFud, in its publication The Securty
.l rk e issu ed in 19 3 5, es tizna w t th a t i lg9j t hor e . u0( , Q0 0

" dividual 'shareholderc (p. o0) and thakt in 1932 this number hs
increased to approximately 11,000,000 (p. 53).

Mr. Jackson further, says that svh a tax.would present "greater
indpement to stock own-hip",sait c the corporation by distributing
dividends !"should have. no difficulty i fin cig itself with stock
issues." 'This contention has beon presented before you by Mr IHam,:
Now, regardless Qf whether the additionAl. funds Are secured through
stock, issues or bond issues, ,the fact remains that such bonds or,
otocko would have less la the way of rservms to, mier*.se tbeir value.
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or safety, and that .. eh shabr of stock would beproe pr6gre ively
less valuable as existing or future surpluses, ard dissipated and it is
naeary to issue nivre sfturitieo. K.But, even if We should admit for
the sake of argument that in normal times a corporation Could secure
adequate funds, either through:scurity issues o through banks, the
fact remains that under such a system there would be a tendency to
have less reserves, and that the net effect of this would be most felt
in time, of dOpresion--whedi the Oompany;aeods the money most.
It is exactly then that it will become most difficult to raise funds
eith6r'through serenity issues or through the banks.,, We must con-
clude, ,then, that this tax proposal would in hornal times, force a
greater reliance for funds :upon security issues and bank loans, but
that; it Wobld make it' moos difficult, either to phy bond interest or
bank loansi when businedsbecomes less ptofitable, and would make
it more difficult to secure funds needed tO keep the plant operating
when th6 funds are most needed. - , , I I I
. (3) Such a tax, by tending to deplete corporation reserves, would
lesson the security bak of bond issues and stocks. ; r

If thls tax works as its principal advocates desire, it would untques.
tionably tend to reduce corporate srplus~s "s 6 whole. This is
evidently desired, since it has been stated by its advocates that it
would 'disoourage unwieldly and uthneoessary -corporate surpluses"
(Pr esldetiat tax message, Jutie 19, 1935) . t

Largely became of the e6ditcheeof corporate'surpluses it has been
poMible to maintain dividend paymftents ih many companies during a
period when earnings were not sufficient to permit such payments
I other words, there has been a Security back of stock issues which
would not exist if corporate surpluses as a whole are discouraged.
Moreover, the security of many bonds has been the existence of
surplus accumulations, and implied doubt of future surplus accu-
mulations would unquestionably destroy some of the sense of security

hichhas in'the' past contributed to the prestige of bond issues of
particular companies, particularly in industries subject to extreme
fluctuation in earnings.

If the tax burden should have the affect of discouraging the accu.
mulation of surplus, then the.queation of the future value of bonds
in an industry, together with tile prospect of wide fluctuations in
the market-pdcr of such bonds,' beomes extremely serious for both
individual and senipublic holders qf such bonds. The results would

eW'detrimental to all individuals and institutions which are now
holders of such Industrial bonds. . I .

Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Sargent, may I interrupt you? I do not
think there is anything in the record--I remember asking some repre-
sentative of the Treasury Department what they knew about it-to
how 6n the matter which you are now discussing, with respett to the

necessity of changing the Securities Act in order to permit this to be
done-Tthke is ziothing to show the difficUlty confronting a corpora-
tion wheti it wants to get the money back into its treasury. Are you
able to state just what that is? If you are not, would you give us a
summaty of the difficulties?

Mr. SARGENT. I do not recall the eaiet peroentage at the present,
time, Senator, but I think the average amount, of funds secured now
is'around 8 percent of the normal for the years prior to the depression,
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through the flotation of seomrity issues,' I shall be glad to check that
uip and sehd you definite figure. on that, . .. , , : ; ;I
- Senator KiltG. However are not most of the flotations now for the
PytAn*tofn bod? ' '6'

Mr.,k the majority res; yes, , ........
'8onator KniNG The overwhilng majority

-,Mr,8tuOu .Ye$, eir,..
Senator HAepwo. The point I ihd In mind--would a orporatioti

which wanted to ofter new s'cuo.ties to get back.into the treasur#
t&e amount that I had distributed to its stookholder--wouldit have
too through a lot of red tape and a lot of diffoiities'with the Secu.
lItieCopmniiiow to get authority to do that?

Mr. SAGM , This taxwould necossitate the raising of additional
security issues 'and htreadv many companies are findirg -it diffloult
ti do o undetthe &curitiesA , ... - 1 . .A. " ;' :. * '

We believe, for example, it might be desirable to ambnd the Secur-
ItitlAct and the Securities Exchange Act to eliminate provisions in
connection with these acts which defeat ilew capital issues.- These
ameuments should simplify registration stateroents and prospectus
equirements, and shouldd require as prerequisiteto the right of the

recovery proof of reliance on statements or prospebtuses, an'd proof
of damages caused by, such reliance; shoildf clary the provions
fixing corporate and personal liability of iisuers, distributors and their
.aget., and should allocatemore equitably the burden of proof.

We believe it might be des'rable to amend it to grant to member
b&nks of the Federal Reserve System, under, licensee to be issued by
the Federal Reserve Board, the right to engage in security and under.
writing of the British type, while continuing the ,prohibition uron
their banks to engage bi the public distribution of securities by solii-
tation of purchasers.

Senator HfsftIm s. In short, -you think it bught to be rewrittefix ;,

Mr. 8Aozkv. I should no' say you should abandon it, butIthink
there ought t6 be a number of amendments, Senator. * .. I

Senator HASTINGS. I say "rewritten." ',: ilt
* Mr. AnozSNT. Yesit should be rewritten in a number of respects.
_ As! of June 30, 1934, for example, the licensed banks of the United
States held over $4,760,000,000 of coi-poration bonds, representing
21 percent of their investments.. Moreover, we find thst,25 -percent
of the assets of life-insurance companies are m railroad,' public uitiy i
andindustrialbonds., i . , r . .. ,

Senator KING. Twenty-five percent 1you say of the securities of
all the insurance comnsniee of the:Unitiid States?,'.
- Mr. SiaotT. Just life-insurance com aies, ' .. i ,,

Senator Kio.' Just life-insurance companies? ' , .,
Mr. SAROGN't. Yes, sir. I have.no figures for, the other class of

insurance rompsmi~s.' ' *: -; - ' 1 . 11
- T'he backing of them industril bonds held by banks and insurance
coppaniies would, in many xs6s,. be deterimentally affected by such
a taxas is now proposed. , ' ' .14 .* ,, " #

(4) Such a tax policy by encour.sng increased dividend distribu-
tion would tend to deplete the working capital of corporations,,.:'
.I (eheral Counsel Oliphant of the Treasury Depirtment is quoted as
having aid td this committee "April29 that ho'o#ud not accept the

am0
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Idea that Itws anypurpose f th Of.diow bill to "force the distrlbu-
ion'of incie.Y (aWl1Stret Joui.r , 4pr. 30 1930.) We concadq
that It is not the purple ot compel legally the distdbu.
tion of dividends, but we believe most advocate of the bill favor
it on the ground that it; will, from an economic standpoint, force a
gater distribution of dividends. Thui Assistant Attorney General
Robert H. Jackson addresss Mar. 18, 1936) declared that this tax
proposal "lets the funds move to those who own them." I am inclhed
to agree with advocates of the measure who believe that it would
cause many corporations to distribute & larg&t part of, their current
earnings id dividends but.J' believe that in manycAss s tch distribu-
tio would be distinctly unsound. ',It wtnild teid not bnly to deplete
corporate reser#4e, but would also tend to deplete the working capital
b f o o r p o r a t i o n . : , ...j , # i. , , ; -, " . I

S,,sAtudy of corporation counts f6r the 8-year period, 1928 to 1933
(a :given in, the statistics of income published b*. thd United States
Treasury Department) thows thatcash and bank deposits needed to
pay for raw materials and to meet othdr day th day expenses, sUch ab
pay rolls, rent, and Interest chwes, runs somewhat bvdr 20 perc-entof
current, assets (current asset# mcludoo inventories and ,oths',ind
*wooopntxrbeivAbl is obvibtu that/with6utIthis
margin of cas bank credit bus could not be carried otkeffimlntly. ,- . .. .

er ?--tdangec that tax which so - to force greater dis-
tributi a~ofoorporatik .the form o ividends would in
Man ses result "ora .t u lv distrib ing a part of thb

V " 'beualy wking piti that would result
tei t in. the ring of e IA a thle ii iest of margins

4or prorti atthe bu carried ,with conse -Iq -t u rf d at ia, reduce distribution
-o nisheod pructs, ced uni for erapt inent.

esub * " that X ogam ch p alizei 'an discourages
t 0 retenti r nt dK i. capital ! oinplotrly
bi ourid;'t a t no ywo t pending measure t d to reduce

rking ca i to, it w ovb tic -a inflation' of
6nesd Wk 'p al n,,Fd jtva o nr wr n

O nations with thej tockhdra a empl will buffet
w!e usinees OXeu Fe fo g M wi rporation stir,

pu we submit Iat it is ptcul ng to ject directors to
t e tion, to ' a~ den prfts -A are really neede4

to' Ien maintam the business, to encou e corporation to do
things WhiC m the standpoint of sourd VilO policy they ought
not to do, to t donce., !

_Iare, am- . 28 report of the Joint Com-
initteo oninterral Revenu axation concurred in by the Advisory
Coftamittoe, composed of Dr. T. 8.'Aderns and other experts deelare4
,With reference' to the proposal foi taxation based on undistributM
corporate income that,-
The moat obvious oblecton to uch a& tax is the burden which it place on

lI itnmste and proper b.binea e on, n. AB a buslatse expands not only doqIts plat Antd property inerecae biits1 lrger working txspitaI I a .tiulre4 and ft ii
d~rtblk tht raaorieblo Iocunlaions of profits nlpbry for the expanaWonan
stabltty'f corportion. should not be unduly bWztd. A tLt &oaced only

601
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tiq inv l m MA,of tht dlfflultles ilhejent in section ?and is terlJnl ? As
tpr..i abFe solution o the problem. It IS'b leved that a tax'bn he ktal
atei Inult on of Voflts by corporatlohs is not desirable, becanes it many &s it
might case the viaking of unwve dstributform and vent the Amtmulatior of 4Teasoate and proper s'urp (Rept., v qi I, p. 51.) ,. . ....

Senator KixO. Do you refer in the statement there to the report
submitted by the Joint Committee on Taxatoin? . - . ,,

, Mr. SAIGUNT. That was an extract from this report submitted in1928. . .. . .

SenatorKlio. By Mr. Parker?
Mr. SAUIGE,,. Yes, and concurred Inby the Advisory Committee

consisting of Dr. Adams, Mr. May who testified yesterday and a
number of other distinguished authorities in this field.

As a very practical example of the manner in which the proposed
tax program would tend to deplete working capital by inviting un-
sound dividend policies, that is to say, uneconomic distribution either
out of current earnings or from surplus, I submit statements made by
the chairman of the Industrial Looan Advisory Committees of the
New York and Minneapolis Federal Reserve banks.

W. II. Pouch, chairman of the Industrial Loan Advisory Committee
of the New York Federal Reserve Bank declares (telegraph of Apr. 1,
1036):

During pat 18 months acting &s chairman Industrial loan advisory committee
Federal Reerve bank, second district, I have personally reviewed over 1,000
application. for loars from small and medium-sized companies and partnershipL
I am firmly convinced the major cause for their unsound financial condition
n<ceasitating their demand upon Government for working capital was due to
policy of paying dividends out of propgrtion to their earrlngs during years 1930,
1931, a 1932 thus depleting t beit liquid adequate working capital to meet
their financial needs when increased volume of business was presented to them.
Pue to their distressed financial condition they sought Government reliefthrough section 13B for necessary funds to carry on theirbusines, Onlyprae-
tical way for small business man to grow is to lay aide excess earnings for future
growth.

S. V. Wood, chairman of the industrial loan advisory committee
of the Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank declared (letter of Apr. 13,
1936):

In my mind and judging from the several hundred reports which I hAve reviewed
in the past year a&d a half a.chairman of the industrial loan advisory committee
of this district, I can my that It is my feeling that the great majority of applicants
are in need of funds due to an unsafe distribution of their earnings or stirflus in
the years when they were making profits.A great many of the a~i ieants bed wonderful earnings in the past, and had
they used good judgment and followed sound busing principles in thos days,would have aecumulated a surplus cushion that would have tided them over
such s period s we have been going through in the past few years. .

The National, Association of Credit Men states that tax policies
very' definitely affect credit responsibility, and we' therefore urge
that further consideration be given as to the manner in which every
proposal which tends to deplete working capital may result in 'greAter
credit risk and impair the volume of business which may be done in
this country. I

We direct attention of the committee to the fact that section 1200
bf the War Revenue Act levied a tAx on undistribut6d profits, although
this fact has apparently been completely forgotten. The tax pre-
scribed was 10 percent of such amount of the new income of corpora-
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tions as remained undistributed 0 months after the end of the taxable
year. But A direct your attention to the fact that when Consres"
levied this act it apparently considered as entirely sound the principles
which we are now advocating, because it also specifically provided
that the tax was not to apply to the portion of undistributed net
income which was actually invested or employed in the business, or
was retained for employment in the reasonable requirements of the
business.

Senator KiNo. Do you recall whether the reports of the House
Committee on Ways and Means and in the Senate accompanied the
bill?.

Mr. SARGENT. I do not recall that, Senator.
I also direct your attention to the fact that the Senate Commerce

Committee has approved the merchant marine bill, S. 3500, and that
this bill contains a provision (see. 530B) specifying:

That there shall be set aside from earnings before the payment of any dividends
or bonuses or the dstribution of profits, a rmerve fund to provide for the payment
of any mortgage debt and the replacement of vessels and a reasonable operating
reserve fund, and the Authority shaU prescribe the amount of such reserve funds.
That such reserve funds shall be maintained for these pur with appropriate
provisions permitting their proper investment and the use of the operating reserve
fund to meet the operating requirements of any subsequent fiscal year,

Here we have one committee of the Senate approving the idea that
reserves are necessary to provide ample working capital and another
committee of the same body having before it legislation which would
penalize corp6rations finding it necessary to set aside large portions
of their earnings in reserves.

The complexity involved in the question of determining the condi-
tion of business can, we believe, be best met by the judgment of
directors entrusted by stockholders with that responsibility. The
difficulty when it is attempted by legislation or through governmental
administration to determine su reuirements was well pointed out
in 1928 in the Report of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation. This report declared that the proposal of proving-
what constitutes the reasonable needs of the business * * * is gener117
beyond the power 6f the Bureau, at least In the ease of operating companies!
(Report, vol. 1, p. 11).

W0 believe it U just as much beyond the power today as it was then.
I diret Ui- attention further'to the'fact (bat the report of the

joint om mttee, which was concurred in by the advisory committee,
consisting of Dr. T. 8, Adams, A. A. Ballantine, George G. Holmes,

eorge. 0. May, and Dr. Thomas Walker Page, fully rcognied the
necessity of preventing what it termed "forced unwise dlstribu'
tion." It therefore suggested a provision which in its opinion would
"gve some incentive to corporations to make reasonable distribu-
tions, without going to the extent of forcing unwise distribution."
"The principle" said the committee, "could be stated as follows:"

Allow the corporation a deduction in computing net Inceam€ equal to, say, 20
Dereent of the excess of dividends paid over dividends receved, the deduotion
in no case to be more than, say, 23 percent of the corporation's taxable net
Inoome before such deduction. In the computation no account should be taken
of stook dividends (Report, vol. 1, p. 11, explained In full on pp. 66 and 60 of
th4 tepqrt),

We further submit that even if this committee should endeavor to
provide for allocation of some portion of earnings for maintenance
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or increase of working capital that it "would be' administratively im-
possiblo to do so on any fair basis.' The sW0rking capital requl ements
of corporations vary oiitantly and the neeoeity for nmeasuring the
araoipnt t hat a corporation might retain'ott'of its undistributed in"
eome6I for working capital would inevitably lead to both involved and
protracted controversies' between' taxpayers 'and the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. Thb proposals involved in the determination of
reasonable additions each year to working capital would be simplyenorrmous---tbo problem cannot in my opinion be adequately met in
any revision of the proposal now pending before this committee,
but if not met will certainly tend to hmper business progress and the
providing of increased industrial employment.

(5) Such a tax would tend to' result in more receiverships and
reorganizations with, consequent increased hardships upob both
stockholders and industrial employees.

Mr. Jackson in his address previously referred to says that if this
law should become operative "receiverships would be less frequent
and reorganizations less common." It is my firm belief that if this
tax becomes operative it would tend to result in more receivership
and more reorganizations and greater hardships upon both industrial
stockholders and employees. This situation would arise because--

(c) Inability to secure funds from security issues or bank in times
of depression coupled with inadequate reserves would certainly
tend to force receiverships and reorganizations.

(b) L" security back of bonds would tend to fore nore receiver-
ships and more reorganizations.

e) Inadequate working capital would reaudt from this act and
would also tend to causo more receiverships and reorganizations.

Dr. K.R. A. Seligmuan, former 'president of both the Amnrican
Econonio Association and the National Tax Association,, one of
America's outstanding tax authorities, says (New York' Tinee,
Mar, 22, 1036) that under the proposed tax if the corporations "s&t
aside nothing f6r reserve and then. have A succession of bad year
they may be, forced into bankruptcy."

(8)The proposed tax policy would tend to intensify both booms and
depressions. ;...

The result of increased dividend distribution in prosperous, tves
Would obviously be to inoreMs stk' PrJ_ Thbreult o i6 1d be
9timltilon of speculation ?f al sorts upon the Patitf,'those iyeiving
the dividends. C6ni.o dungperjods' of d res iOn dkvidend
distribution would be urtalM ,ecauso eorppration res rvs out o(
Which tb.' ay tlhem would be less. Tho result Otd be that stock
price would decline in cven" reaOtr proportion than they have during
the recent depression. This would cause' ovqn mote widespread
flu'ctuation in security prices than has Occurred during recent years.
Thl in turn would result in iutensifying both Vooms and dopre.,ionz.

We therefore'submit'that if would be partcilarly necessary if a
tax on uiidistributed earning should be enacted to tepeal thopre nt
tapid ains and losse pridWsion. 'Othe'itiso you w simply have aO
double leverage working to create.'artil.pial bo6nms through inflao4
stock prices and at. the same tine working in the other direction to
unduly depress stock prices when corporations find themselves unable,(
because df lack of arnitigs or sutplui to pay dividends.
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We. have been advised; moreover by congressional tax experts
that over a 10, or 15-year period the Govornment would lose nothing
by repeal of the present law on capital gains and losses; we submit,
tlerefore, that the capital gains andoImes provision should be forth-
with repealed aq an unproductive drawbak to trade and employment
and as an artificial creator of unsound speculation. .......

As specific objections to the present capital gains and losses pro-
vision, we cite the following:

(a) Such capital gains or losses have no relation, to taxpaying
ability. When they occur they usually represent a shift of mves
ment. Such investment shifts should be made neither more difficult.
nor less fluid; the present tax provisions do tend to restrict fluidity
of investment changes,

(6) By discouraging sales of securities when price rise above real
value the provisions encourage unsound speculation by those not
fully informed as to real values. We observe that Charles. R. Gay,
president of the Now York Stock Exchange, declared (ChicagoTribune, Oct. 18, 1935) that the Federal tax on capital gains was .

contributory factor to the 1929 inflation of stock prices, since it gave
some stocks an artificial scarcity, value because large block were
taken out of the security market.
( ) The existing provmisons.caus extreme shifts in revenue yield.

Where property is held over long periods the administration
difficulties are very great.

(7) The proposed tax policy would be especially burdensome upon,
the durable goods industry, in which reemployment is most needed.

In every major argument presented to justify the pending tax
proposal emphasis has been plcd ,upon the extent to which it is
alleged to 'benefit the average stockholder. But so far as I am aware
no stockholder has appeared as such before this comunittee or the
House Ways and Means Qoqimittee to advocate the enactmopt'o(-
this, legislation which is alleged to be in his interest. It may be.
pointed out that the position taken by the advocates of the legislation
is in marked contrast to that taker by advocates f ,the gradluated
corp ration tax last year where all efforts to stress the welfare of
stockhbdrs Were ignred, while this year they substantially ignore
em loyees as they have been affected by the pend program.in both normal times and particularly in time odf epression this
pending tax" proposal would 'tend to penalize the industrii employees'
o1 'Uh6 .iijted t , o * fui recall that Mr. Sinydei in the remarks
previously 'quoted dlared that "all tendencies 't the diminishing of
returns have the effect of slowing down the growth of economy' and.,
that "this is contrary to the general interest,' In other words, since
in normal times increased employment in" this country has largely
come about through industrial reinvestment, tendencies to discourage
industrial reinvestment at least, render more precarious the possi-
bility of increased industrial employ nent in the future.

In times ot depression, or periods'of eneienoy from depression,
which we hope we are now in, the etfe of this poicy, vould be most
felt i the' durable goods in distry. Unemployment is now worst.
in these industries, which have practically exhausted their Qwn re-.
0i ,es, ahi which Under this' tax policy would be subject to greatqr

tax 'pnalties tlian'o'thbr industries in .trying tO build up, iesrves.'s
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business improves. Not only is this true but if established conerns
are unable to finance equipment additions and replacements from
undistributed profits, the usual source of such financing, the durable
goods producers and their employees will suffer the consequence. It
must not be forgotten that while, surplus or undistributed profits
assist in providing reserves upon which the stockholders may rely to
a considerable extent for the payment of dividends during depression,
they are also reserves upon the basis of which plants can continue
operations and maintain at least a fair degree of employment.
. An attack therefore on the policy of accumulating reserves is to a
considerable extent an attack upon the bestinterests of lab6r. During
5 years, 1930-34, the business enterprises of this country drew upon
their existing reserves to the extent of over 26 billion dollars to main-
tain stockholders, creditors, and employees.

.Illustrating the extent to which corporation reserves benefit
industrial employees I direct your attention to the fact that, according'
to studies published by the United States Department of Commerce
in 1931 and 1932 the manufacturing cporporations of4he cotUntry paid
out $4 889,000 more than they'produced. During the same period
they disbursed in dividends $2,944,000 and disbursed interest of
$438 000,000 or a total of $3,382,000,000., The balando of $1,507,-
0000 can be fairly said to be the minimum amount disbursed to
industrial employees from accumulated reserves.

I am aware that Mr. Haas has stated before this committee that
the actual figures "are strikingly at variance with this contention or
belief" (hearings transcript, p. 130) that business losses "represent
the amounts which corporations have had to pay out, in excess of their
receipts, to workers, suppliers of material, bondodr and so forth.
That is ain exact quotation from the testimony of Mlr. Haas.

I direct yonr attention in this connection to the following statements
in a Departii~ent of Commerce Article qn the national income during
the years 192M2, appearing in the February 1934 Survey of Current
Business, published by the United StatesDepartment of Commerce.
This Government statement declares:.

In large areas of the economic systeon, enterprise paid out in service, dividends'
interest, ients, and the like more dollars than they received for the goods ann
services which they produced. Such withdrawals represented a draft upon
previously accumulated surplus and asts ard are possibly delved in part from
the creation of new debt obligations which would be in effect a withdrawal cur
rently of anticipating future income. For corporations alone the excess paid
out'amounted to about 7 million dollars. This was almost three times the net
dividends paid and the Majot portion' must, therefore, have gone Uc sustainother payment., such s salaries, wages,'aud interest.

We submit that instead of a Government policy which threatens
to reduce the possibilitv of using businem reserves to sustain salaries',
wages and interest in times of depression, that consideration might,
indeed, be given to the possibility of providing definite tax credits
for employers who give new work. I direct your attention in this
connection to the fact that the recent report of the Association'for
Improving the Condition of the Poor,'pago 31, sayasthat it would be
Ireading--""': ''," '

in accord with sound economy to attempt to encourage employment through the
normal channels * *by offern some form of reward ,to employers la
inrease the volume 6( employmt. , I I I
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''(8) Such.a taxpolicy 'would tend to reduceodividend payments
when they are most needed.
!:Oneof the most appealing arguments made in behalf of the pending,
tax measure is the so caled purchasing power argument,

Mr. Jackson in his previously noted address sad that forced distri-
bution'of dividends to the small investor "if paid to him will help buy
comforts of life.". The distinguished chairman of the Rules: Comi
mitteo of the other branch of Congress declares in radio address.of
March 15, 19361 that a tax on undistribUted profits "would enlarge
the purchasing power of the general. public by reason, of dividends
distribution." In connection with this argument we remind mem-
bsr of the ebnimittee that the'purchasing-power theory was also
advanced as an argument justifying the enactment of iN. I. R. A.:
Following examination of th actual operation of the N . R. A., the
Brookings Institution study on the subject reports that (National
Recovery Administration, pp. 759-760) [reading]:
The N. 1. R. A. purchssing-power theory I * in practice did not work
out as planned.

The underlying economic theory of the N. I. R. A. was that it would'
force employer disbursement from capital payments to labor pay-
ments; apparently the underlying theory in the minds of those advo-
cating the 'adoption of an undistributed earnings tax is that it will
shift employer disbursements from capital payments to dividend
payments. ILtherefore direct your attention to the fact that the
Brookings Institution report ibidd., p. 765) declares:

It cannot be Inferred that a shifting of employer disbursements from capital
payments to labor payments will, in the absence of an increase In the aggregate
for both purposes argument the total spending of the community.

We may observe also that the practice of withholding dividend,
payments in good times in Grder to permit the accumulation of funds
for plant expansion, ontingency reserves, and future dividend pay-
meats does actually result m a greater distribution of funds at a time
when funds for spending purpses, are most noded.

Professor Seligman .well observes upon this point in New York
Times, March 22, 1930, that accumulated (readiig]-- .-

Corporate reyrves are of sigaifieance In rendering possible, after the outbreak of,
a crisis a partial continuation of enterprise, of sales at the required lower prices
and of purchasing power to wages and dividends. Instesd of discouraging this
tendency, would it not rather be the part of wldom for Government to Induce, an
perhaps ultimately compel, an extension of this practke?.

We do not 'advocate or favor Government control of the extent to
which available earnings should be paid out in dividends, but there
would certainly be more logic iA compelling corporations to retain
sizable reserves than in penalizing them for doing so; in any event we
oo&Qed4r unsound 'a tax which must proceed either on the basis that
throw wil beno more business ups and downs in thdfuture, or else
that there will be created a vast permanent R, F. 0. for all businesses
in distress. '

(0) 'A tax policy such as proposed in a monopoly promoter.
Mr. Jackson in his previously cited address declared as another

virute of a tax based on undiatributed earnings was that whereas the
present system "encouraged monopoli6s," a tax based on undistributed
earnings would tend to discourage "monopolistic practices." •
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It is my belief that exactly the contrary situation exists., It would
doubtless be constitutionally impossible, and it is not now proposed
to 'tax existing surpluses of industrial corporations. What will
inevitably happen, therefore, is that older companies with a well-
entrenched financial position will be given a very substantial economic
advantage as compared with the loss well financially entrenched exist-'
ing companies, or with new companies that seek to start in business.

I know of one manufacturer, for example, who tells me that this
company and one other in his Industry are in a sound financial position
and that the pending proposal would drive their weaker competitors
out of business.

I now direct your attention to this statement made by Charles J.
Bullock, professor of economics, Harvard University, and former
president of the National Tax Association (1920 proceedings, pp.268-271). [Reading:]

If you want to get up a system of taxation that Is going to bear with the great
possible hardship upon growing successful young Industries, you will adopt,
suct a system as that. A man who established an industry and makes a success,
of it ordinarily finds himself obliged for the first 10, 15, or 20 years to put back
itto It a large part of the profits, in order to keep the thing going, to provide
for its development. It was suggested in this discussion that this tax oL undis.'
tlibuted profits should be made a progressive tax which should bear heavily.
on the concerns earning a large percentage of profit on their Invested'capital,

Now, it you want to find a tax that will tend to entrench in' Its dominating
position a monopolistle or quasa-monopotlstio large industry, you cannot devise
a better tay. We now know what we ought to have known in 1917 but Congress.
did no -' know that the large percentages of income are earned (n the smaller,
enterprises. I called attention to that In the address I made on the subject at'
our Atlanta conference in 1917. If you will look through that Senate document
in which corporation incomes are reported, and the percentages of incomes to:
the Invested capital stated, you will find almost invariably that where you go.
above 60 or 60 percent of return on Invested capital you run into the small
concerns. It Is true of every class of business on the lis. ,

A large concern, as It grows and establishes itself In a dominating position in:
an industry, earns a very modest percentage on its invested capital in ordinary
yeArs. That is true 6f every industry In which I have any knowledge of the facts.
The large concern in a dominating position-I am speaking now of manufacturing
buinese-ordinarily earns a very moderate rate of teturn on its Invested capital.

n On the other hand, a younj competitor, coming in and succeedlng-parttulirlyIn & .eh anical indlustry' whoresa man of brain and Ingenuity t n perfect an.
nventic n that enables hm to develop a profitable specialty-that concern in

good yeats will earn a very large rate of return, and the progressive tax on undis-
tributed profit will crucify it.

e1t me direct your attention to this statement made by President
Roosevelt in June 1935:

I he drain of a depression upon the reserves of business put a disproportionate
strain upon the modestly capitalized smai! enterprise. Without such smal)
enterprises our competitive economic society would cease.

I submit that if the President's tax message recommendations made
8 months after his statement just quoted were adopted in exactly the
form proposed they would definitely tend to put even more of a "dis-
proportionate strain upon. the modestly capitalized small enter
priso"-a reversal of policy in loss than a year. The President In his
April 13 address said that we need to "cushioii depregsigns." If so
let us not deliberately enact legislation which will lessen industrial
ability to "cushion depressions" and force more, instead of loss,
governmental aid in periods of depression.
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I. might say, Mr, Chairman, that that seerns to be sowawhat
similar to the question you-propounded to one of the witnesses yes-
terday. I

The CHAURAM I do not understand that that establishes a
principle.

Mr. SARGENT. I realize that. We believe that a tax policy which
puts, a "disproportionate strain upon the modestly capitalized small
enterprise" is economically unsound, that it tends to discourage new
enterrise and initiative with consequent determent to our entire
soi1 fabric. Since a tax on undistributed earnings discriminates
against new enterprises, we therefore suggest for the consideration of
this committee that any legislation embracing this principle should
provide that now corporations be permitted to accumulate earned
surplus up to, let us say, 25 percent of paid-in capital at a low tax
rate on earnings, perhaps 12.5 percent, if no dividends are paid.

Objections to specific features of the proposal : 1
(1) We believe that both from an administrative and economic"

standpoint any tax based on undistributed corporate earnings and
any other form of tax on earnings, should be on a fiat rate and not
on a graduated rate.

A graduated rate tends to penalize the profits earned upon the
investment of some stockholders as bomparod with other, stock-'
hbldeis', Let us suppose that one corporation management, for
6xample, finds It necessary from a sund business basis having a net
income of over $40,000 to retain only 10 percent of its adjusted net
income; there'is a net ta. on net earnings of this corporation of only
4 percent, but in another corporation with the same earnings, which'
has been going through a period of bad years and in v ich it isnecessary to create substantial reserves to restore the company to a
sound fifiancial condition, it is necessary to withhold 50 percentof the
earnings from distribution; the profit earned upon the investment
of this corporation is to be taxed .35 percent.
, It Would seem that a fiat rate tax would be much less unfair to
to large numbers of stockholders, and as I shall subsequently point'
out in every foreign country which has such a tax, it is levied ata
flat rate.

As a very practical proposition we direct your attention to the
fact that Mr. L. H. Parker, of the joint tax committee, declared in
September 1032 that-

No satisfactory system of applying the graduated-rate principle to the next
Income of corporations has, as yet, been dvls.d. (Re3port of the "Double taxa-
tiop", printed for the use of the House Ways and Means Committee, 72d Cong.,
2d ses., p. 240.)

I do not believe that such a satisfactory basis was found in the'
graduated corporation income tax enacted last year, nor do I believe
it exists in'the pending proposal for a graduated tax based on undis-
trih~ited net income,

I direct your attention to the fact that Prof. Harley L. Lutz, of
Princeton University, former president of the National Tax Associa-
tion, pointedly says:

I ootsider a graduated tax on corporations or other business net income a
lterly unsound and unscientific; th3 proposition Is based on total misunder-

standing of the principle of ability In taxation. (Telegram of June 29 1,5.)



Dr., Paul Haedseli formerly of Russia and Austi-a, now at North.
western University; is one of the world's outstanding tax authorities.
lie says ith reference to this proposal (letter of Apr. 17, 1936):

As far u the latest propoaLi or President Roosevelt are concerned, they are
b~Avd on insufflcient knowledge of tb whole problem. Progresive rltei ard
sfplya oontradieW n'to all theory behind taxing corporations. The whole
pla, si absiuteLy wron.. * * The plan of President Roosevelt in, thls
reset i. harmpaful future recovery. Accumulations are partiulyrly necestary

1 prese~~n time and oniy Income destined for immediate consumption should

(2) Other representatIves of the association have dealt with
specio difficulties involved in connection with special debt contract
and dividend provisions of the pending proposal.

(3) Section 27 (o) in the bill now pending before this committee,
provides in substance, that if a corporation pays out dividends ii
excess of adjusted net income the excess shall be allowable as a
deduction in computing the undistributed net income of the succeed.
ing tax year, and may to some extent, and under certain conditions,
be allowable as a deduction in the second succeeding tax year.

This is apparently a recognition that corporation reserves may be
ustifiable, atleust to some extent, for the purpose of providing future

dividend payments when a corporation 14 not earning a profit; it
neglects to consider the fact that accumulated reserves may als. be
used (when a company is not earning a profit) for equally meritorious
purposes such s the payment of bank and bond interest to keep a
company in existence, and the payment of wages to permit continued
opemtion and employment.

We, therefore, urge that the oomnmittee extend its practical recog-
nition of the justification of reserves in section 16 (c) of the bill to
cover constructive purposes to which industrial corporations may put
such reserves. We woud go even further, Mr. Chaiman; we believe,
as previously stated, that profits of I year should be credited against
losses of preceding years. I direct your attention in this connection
to the followi observation made by Professor Bullock in 1920:
No One haa so fir considered how it wouhd affect Industries In which there is

great variAtion of the results from year to year. There are many Industries in
who in a series of years, you find. few years In which very large profits are
realadt, you find some years where there are losses, and you find some years
where they boak even or make a very small profit. If the Government under-
takes to collect a tax of 20 or 30 percent of.the undistributed profit of good
years, it will absolutely bankrupt some concerns. Conceivably the difficulty can
be met by aver 1'- profits over a period of years, but that Is going to Introduce
some new and diticult problems.

I have here, Mr. Chairman a chart, which I would like to show the
committee and put in the record, to illustrate the way in which that
situation might be met.

This shows, Mr. Chairman, that if you applied the 3.ear-average-
principle of taxation to corpoiato income taxation it would' not*
reduce the total amount raised by, taxes at all, but it is a projosl
which would, we believe, benefit both the Oovernment and industrial
concerns.

(The chart referred to is on the following page.)
Mr. 8XRONTr. This is a'proposal which in substance; would do

this- 'I a corporation has a lois of $100,o40 this year and a 16 of
$100,000 next year and then earns $300,000 the following year, instead
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of being taxed on $300,000, it will be taxed on one-third of $100,000,
or its net profit for the 3 years.

That is applied in Norway exact in the form I have sug eeted,
and, as will be seen from this chart, its effect will be to regularize the
amount of income received by the Government and also the amount

PRACTICAL RESULT OF 2 YEAR AVERAGE
ON CORPORATION INCOME TAX REVENUE

-Adv&( Tax
... Th e ta ave,. 3 fair tted en cupr*t1 ItAIS feettfitoe.

RMTOMA AM3S0ciA2 OF MA3ACS
of payments made by the corporation. It is not a proposal to reduce
the amount received at all. Holding company tax:

(4) We nov, direct your attention to section 27 (i) of the proposed
leg station. This section provides in substance that any corporation
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whioh gats80 percent'or more of its income from dividends will receive
no tax exemption for paying these dividends to another corporation
which owns 60 percent or more Of the stock of the disbursing corpor-
ation.

To illustrate, if a so-caed first holding company reeves $1,000,000
dividends from its operating companies, and distributes the entire
income to another corporation, this "first degree" company would
still have to pay a tax of 42.5 percent or $425000 on its dividend
income. The same system would be applied to al holding companies
which might be in a "chain."

Thus in the case illustrated, if the "first degree" holding company
wishes to distribute the entire $1,000,000 to a' second degree" hold'
company, there still would remain a tax of $425,000. The "second
degree" holding company would receive $575,000 or even if it wished
to pass the entire sum along to its sole stockholder, the "third degree"
holding company, there would noverthelea be a tax of $255i375,
leaving a net of only $335,625 out of the actual earnings of $1,000,000
available for distribution to the qtockholders of the "third degree"
holding company. This proposal certainly seems inconsistent, with
the Presidential message of March 3 in Which stress was laid on the
need of increased divider,] distribution to shareholders.

The net effect is to im . se drastic penalties-almost prohibitions-
whenever there are holding companies beyond the "first degree" by
placing a heavy tax penalty on retention of income from corporate

dividends and imposing an equally heavy penalty if the money is dis-
tributed as dividends.

This provision would particularly affect industrial holding com-
panies as well as public utility holding companies.

From such a tax policy it seems obvious that it is an attempt to
write into tax law provisions to the same effect as the public utility
holding company bill enacted by a narrow margin in the last session
of Congress would have if held constitutional. Perhaps it is. de-
signed to acconiplish through taxation a form of regulation which is
deemed of doubtful constitutional validity in the present holding
company act. We sre opposed to the use of the taxing system as a
means of forcing economic regulation rather then the primary pur-
pose of raising revenue.

According to our reports public-utiliy companies in particularare
in such a state of confusion and uncertainty as to govermneital policy
and its effects upon them that they have refrained from spending the
normal amount of $750,000,000 annually on improvements and exten-
dions and this lack of normal expenditures is one of the causes of the
curtailnnt of the durable-goods industries.

Believing that major attention in the problem of unemployment
reduction must be ceritered on the durable-goods industries, we are
opposed to governmental policies whichh will tend to impede further
reemployment in 'bat field.

Our complex taxiig s)stem, from the standpoint of the various
State taxes, is one of the cause of the ncessity for many industrial
enterprise s to be contini:ed on a holding-company basis.

I'ho proi pod legidation would unquestionably tend to force oper.
eating companies to distribute such a large percentage of their earnings
to the holding companies for the benefit of the underlying stock-
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holders, that there would be little, if any, money available for the
replacement and extensions which should be made.
• We realize that the motive advanced for section 27 (i) in the report
of the House Ways and Means Committee majority is "to prevent
the delay or avoidance of the undistributed profits tax by mean. of
.cains of holding oompnies." We believe auch an aim could be much
better and more soundly achieved by providing for compulsory dis-
tribution of dividends received by successive holding-company group
within a reasonable period after their receipt with a further provison
that if there are any more than three such distributions there should
then be a special tax levied.

It is possible that special contract provisions might make such a
plan for compulsory distribution of so-called holding company divi.
deac& impossible or unwise, and we therefore advance the suggestions
that it seems simpler and more practical to provide in such case for
consolidated returns by the entiro holding corn pany group, subject
to a small special tax levy for the privilege of ma king such returns.

Argument advanced in support of the proposed tax:
(1) We have, already considered the argument that a tax based on

undistributed profits is justified becaus-3 it will inere e pi rchasing
power, and because it will discourage monopolistic practices.

(2) Another argument used to support the roposal for a tax on
undistributed earnings has been tius stated by Repreosentative
O'Connor, chairman of the 1ouse Rules Conunitteo (Mar. 16, 1938,
radio address):

The tax would put a brake on the over-expansion of ]'roductle facilitiol.
Substantially the sanie position has been presented before this

committee by Ar. lass (heturings trans-cript, p. 129).
The contention has, indeed, been frequently advanced that from

1900 to 1930 we experienced in this country an enormotts overexpan-
sion of productive facilities and that this has been a major contribut-
ing cause either of the depremsion itself or of its continuance. It is
therefore decidedly worth observing in connection with the anti-
expansion argument made in behalf of the distributed earnings tax
thit ;according to the conclusions of the Brookings Institution
(America's Capacity to Produce) the margin of unutilized plant
capacity in the several branches of industry (agriculture, mining-
except for dislocation caused by the war-manufact tiring and electric
power utilities) did not expand during the period from 1900 to 1930
(p. 421).

(3) Another argument which has been used to justify the proposed
graduated tax baed on undistributed corporate profits is that it will
"eliminate the present inequalities in our taxation of business profits
as between incorporated and unincorporated business." (From state-
ment of Mr. Helvering before the House Ways and Neans Committee
Mar. 30, 1936.) Mr. Mooney iti his argument presented on behalf
of the National Association of Manufacturers has very effectively
shown how specific provisions of the pending measure would have
the effect of either continuing or creating inequalities.

It would sBen, Mr. Chairman, that if it is designed to give relief
to individuals or partnerships who voluntarilyr choose to leave soe?
portion of earnings in the busines-s, such earnings now being subject
to normal and income surtaxes upon the partnership, or the indi-



vidual enterprises, that the remedy should be by exempting fbon
additional income surtax a certain portion of the not income left in
the business. , Certainly it is not a constructive or real remedy to
penalize a corporation for not distributing earnings which might or
-kight not make the individual subject to surtax and which may
indeed be vitally necessary for the continued preservation of the
business enter rise.

Moreover, fdrect the attention of the committee mentbers to the
fact that the 1927 report of the National Tax Association Oonmdttee
on Standardization and Simplification of Business Taxes declares on
this very important point of alleged inequity and discrimination in
favor of corporations :

It seems to us that if the corporation doea have some special privilege, its
value is undoubtedly reflected somewhat in it. net income. We must not forget
either that the benefit is not altogether on the side of the corporation. If gov-
ernment did .-ot create corporations, many businesses now in existence w uld
never have betn organted or developed and society would have lost the bnefits
of large-scale l-roduction, as item of much more importance than the taxes
which the State 4ould hope to collect on the privilege of limited liability.

We direct your attention also to this statement made by the
President in Juie 1935:

Scientific invention and mass production have brought mavy things within
the reach of the average man which In an earlier age were available to few,
With large seale enterprises has come the great corporation drawing Its resource
from widely diversiaed activities and from a numerous group of Investors. The
community has prcfited in those eases In which large-scale production has re-
suited in substantial economics and lower prices.

Now it is apparently proposed to inaugurate a tax policy which
will tend to discourage future growth of business'enterpnsos:

Last year we opposed a tax policy which from an economic stand-
point would penstize efficient and successful corporations which suc-
cetded in growing because of their ability to sell large quantities of
goods at a price consumers would pay. This year we appear before
you opposing a ,t'x policy which would penalize the small busine4
which is trying to succeed and got ahead. We believe that the
Federal tax policies should neither penalize efficiency nor should they
promote monopoly.

Senator METCAL. Mr. Sargent, have you any concrete proposal
or amendments?

Mr. SARGENT. I have the suggested bases for such amendments
in my New York office, which I shell be glad to send you, if you are
interested, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You have made a good many suggestions as you
went along.

Mr. SARGENT. I tried to, sir; not only to show what I consider
economic errors in this bill but also to make suggestions at certain
points for its improvement, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, proceed.
Mr. SARGENT. Foreign exponence.
I now direct the attention of committee members to the extent to

whidi foreign countries have resorted to taxation of undistributed
earnings. According to the best information we could obtain, only
three countries have ever applied such tax: Belgium, Sweden, and
Norway.

674 BBV]BNUH AT)l 1988
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We thus far have boon unable to obtain any information as to' the
economic effects of the tax as applied to Belgium, and there is, in
fat, some disagreement as to the exact nature of the Belgian tax.
It is, however, worth observing that the tax as applied there is a flat.
rate tax and not a graduated one as proposed to this committee.

The Norwegian tax is likewise a flat-rate tax of 8 percent, introduced,
I believe, in 1921.

The CHAIRMAN. That is along the same theory that the Senate
passed a bill in 1924.'
Mr.' SARGENT. I believe so. I have not been able to see it. Theirs

is a flat rate tax, as I say, imposed on top.
* The CHAIRMAN. Have you read that discussion?

Mr. SARGENT. I tried to get a copy a week or so ago and I was told
that they were not able to locate it at that time. I understand since,
however, it has boon possible to secure copies, but I have not seen it,
Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. It is in the Congressional Record. It can be very
easily obtained. That is another thing tLat escaped your attention.

Senator. CONNALLY. Mr. Sargent, what would you say to an in-
crease in the flat rate? Assuming that we have got to get so much
more additional revenue out of a corporation, what would you say
as to on increase in the flat rate and then the superimposition on top
of that of, say, 8 or 10 percent, or some pertinent amount, on that
portion of the income undistributed?

Mr. SARGENT. Well our Goveniment Finance Committee has not
had time to consider that proposal.
-Senator CONNALLY. I am asking you.

Mr. SARGENT. You are asking my personal opinion knd not the
opinion as a representative of the association?

Senator CONNALLY. I would rather have your own unbiased
option.

Mr. SARGENT. I would be glad to give you my personal opinion,
with the understanding it is such. I believe, if you gentlemen consider
it necessary to raise additional revenue, that with the practice of
rigid economy and making allowances for the fact that an increased
volume of business in the country would give an increased income
under present tax rates, that it could be done by either a change in
the rates or the bases of the present Federal taxes. I have in mind
there both the income taxes individual and corporation; and the sales
taxes which are now levied by the United States Government.

Senator CONNALLY. You are covering too much territory. I am
asking you just about the corporations. Now, this need not be your
assumption, it is our assumption: Assuning we waut to get six or
seven hundred million dollars more out of the corporations-we will
take care of the income taxes in a different manner--how would you
get it? Would you raise the normal rate, say, to 18, 19, or 20 percent
and then put on top of that a 10 or 15 percent levy, on that portion
of the income undistributed?.

Mr. SARGENT. It is my belief on that specific point, Senator, that
the better procedure would be to increase the present corporation
income tax and not to levy any superimposed tax on undistributed
profits.

Senator CONNALLY. Thank you very much.
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Mr. SARGENT. I have conferred with Norwegian businessmen Who
are subject to this tax and who make the following general obsorva,
tions: First, that one of the results of the tax is to create too great a
distribution of earnings to stockholders and a reduction in both the
quantity and quality of depreciation reserves. Second, that such S
tax is econodcally unsound unless it is possible for industrial manage-
ment to use or set aside out of earnings as much as may in the opinion
of the management be necessary:for the replacement of obsolescent
equipment. Norway has one of the largest merchant marines in the
world but is today "Unable to build more than a Small percentage of its
own sbips. This is, it is stated, due to the distributions made under
the undistributed earnings tax, and without any accompanying ade-
quate provision for replacement of obsolescent machinery and equip-
ment. Third, in their opinion any such tax is especially unfair,
unless accompanied by provisions allowing the employer to offset
losses against profits, a proposal which has not been advanced in
connection with the tax under consideration by this committee.
. Sweden adopted a tax on undistributed profits in 1919 which was
subsequently abandoned in 1926. In 1933 a "compensation tax" was
enacted which applies a flat rate tax of 25 percent in certain cases on
undistributed earnings of Swedish companies engaged solely in the
real estate and marketable securities business. It does no apply to
other corporations.

With reference to the Swedish tax on undistributed profits aban-
doned in 1926, this was a graduated rate tax. 'Dr. Eric Lindahl, of
Stockholm University, states (cablegram of Apr. 3, 1936) that the
"tax was enacted in 1919 and removed in 1926. Such a tax is unprac-
tical and unsound as it diminishes the accumulation of capital."

Members of the committee may be interested in the fact that Holland
has exactly the reverse of an undistributed earnings tax, namely, a
tax levied on profits distributed by companies to those entitled to a
shareof them, with no tax at all levied upon undistributed profits;
this may be an' example of the Dutch idea of inculcating thrift in
industrial companies, as well as in the home.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we respectfully point out that the
advocacy of one new tax policy one year, and the advocAcy of another
new tax policy less than a year later, which contemplates abandon-.
ment of the tax policies of the previous year, is not exactly the way to
promote business confidence in stability of Government poloy-
and at least a reasonable amount of such confidence is really necessary,
to sound business recovery and reemployment.

We direct your attention in this connection to the fact that the
distinguished Senator from California when Secretary of the Treasury
addressed the chairman of this committee as follows:

Business and Industry and Individua' Initiative and enterprise are entitled to
know in advance the basis of taxation upon which all the activities of the Nation
must be conducted. Prosperity cannot be maintained if business is kept in
uncertainty as to taxation (letter of Nov. 14, 1918 to Senator Simmons; p. 68
of 1918 Treasury Department report).

We point our furthermore that in connection.with the enactment
of increased tax burdens little, if any, attention has apparently been

676
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.Ven to iew tax burdens which have already' been' nacted in the,
eocial Security Act, a progressively increasing. tax upon industry, a

tax which will compel the manufacturing industry to pay out during
the 1937 fiscal year approximately $87,000,000 in taxes, and to set
aside reserves of at least $89,000,000 during the same period, a total
new burden of $176,000,000, to which there is now proposed to be
added large additional taxes. I mention that because there has
been an almost complete lack of consideration of the extent to which
additional taxot have already been imposed upon the manufacturing
industry.

In view of existing tax burdens, already enacted additional tax
burdens, is it any wonder that industry, conscious of its responsi-
bility and relationship to investors employees, customers, and- the
public is vitally interested in tax burdens which affect returns to
stockholders, taxes received by Government, prices paid by con.
sumers, and employment opportunities available to workers?

We respectfully submit that a tax on undistributed earnings is
fundamentally umiound from the standpoint of economic principle,.
that it would be rendered less burdensome from the economic stand-.
point if certain modifications and amendments- were included, but
point out that in many cases such modifications would add new ad-
ministrative difliculties to the administratively difficult, if uot ima,
possible, act now before you.

We, therefore, oppose enactment of the graduated tax on undis-
tributed corporate ear.ngs now pending before this committee.

The business and individual tax problem being studied is so com-
plex, and involves such vital interrelationships between the welfare
of individual shareholders, employees, and industrial creditors and
customers% that is entirely unreasonable to expect either this Congress
or the country as a whole to properly evaluate in any short period of
time the merits of a novel tax proposal and tax principle so radicallydifferent from any previously applied in this country.

We suggest that this committee consider the desiiability of the ap-
pointment of a Federal commission to study and report to the next
Congress as to changes, if any, which, in i opinion, should be made
in our present national tax poliies. We suggest that such a commit--
tee, if appointed, should be composed of representatives of both
btanche8 of Congress, of the Treasury Department, of finance, of
major branches of productive enterprise, and independent tax
economists.
• In connect tion with endeavors to simplify tax structure I direct

your attention to the fact that Winston Churchill, when Chancellor
of the Exchequer 8)% years ago, appointed a committee on income-tax
codification. This committee has just completed its report com-
prising 826 pages.

The problem of developing uniformity and simplicity in tax struc-
ture is extremely difficult at the best. We doubt if it is possible for
for this committee or any other committee to develop a simplified and
sound tax system in any brief 3-month period.

The appointment of such a commission as we have suggested would
admirably supplement the investigation of Federal expenditures
already authorized under S. Res. 217, introduced by the *unior
Senator from Virginia; it would be, it seems to us, highly desirable to
have available for consideration at one and the same time the reports
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of 6onimissions investigating both Federal expenditures and methods
of obtaining Federal revenue. We believe that such a commission
should endeavor to present constructive suggestions for elimination
of what, the President in his tax message described as "inequalities
in our tax system"; that it should endeavor to make recommends.
tions for coordination of taxation between the Federal, State, and
local governments in order to prevent tax duplications, whibh now
operate to prevent a fair distribution of tax burdens.. In this connection, we direct your attention to the fact that Mr.
L. H. Parker, chief of staff of the Congressional Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue, said last year in an address before the Second
Interstate Assembly on Taxation, March 1, 1935, that while in 1932
the subcommittee on double taxation of this committee found 326
incidents of double taxation between the Federal and State Oovern-
meits, a rough count in the spring of 1034 showed 883 incidents of
this nature. We presume that a tabulation as of the spring of 1036
would show an even greater number. We believe that this would
be one of the most valuable studies to be made by the suggested
commission.

A varefully-drafted tax plan, such as might be proposed by the
special tax commission to substitute for the catch-as-catch-can
system now in use, would greatly stimulate business activity and tend
to eliminate the necessity for widespread unemployment relief.
Encouragement of business through sound taxes at reasonable rates
would do more to stimulate industrial activity and reemployment
than our present system of conflicting taxation and yearly proposals
for fundamental revisions of the national tax system, all of which
tend to discourage initiative and to prevent th6 reabsorption into
productive enterprise of millions of unemployed persons.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not mean that committee to report back
to this session?

Mr. SARGENT. Not in the way of introducing new tax principles
at least Senator: That concludes my presentation.

The 6 fAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sargent.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Mr. Chairman, in fairness to the Joint-

Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, and particularly to Mr.
Parker, inasmuch as a portion of his report has been quoted by Mr.
Sargent, I think that thero should be inserted in the record at this
time an additional part of that report found on page 55, and entitled
"Partial Deduction for Corporations on Account of Cash Dividends."
That shows Mr. Parker recognized the loophole ii the tax mechanism,
and I think it should go in the record. - .

The CHAIRMAN. All right, that will be incorporated following Mt.
Sargent's remarks.

(The excerpt referred to is as follows:)

I )AA71AL DznDurxOr tea Couoa~olerws o AcoUNT OP CAsa DIVIDENDS
A third method, and lm one which Is recommended, Is to allow the corporation'

a deduction in computing net Income equal to, say, 20 percent ot the excess of
dividendS paid over dividends received, the deduction In no case tq be more than,say, 26 percent of the corporation's taxable net income before such deduction., n
this computation no aCcoUnt should be taken of stock dividends. This method
appears to beef such a pature that it can readily be applied to tbe present structurM

ou avenue acL
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STATEMENT OF JAMES A. EMERY, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MANUFAOTURERS

Mr. EmERY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mooney, on behalf of the com-
mittee of the association, has presented the general views of manu-
facturers with relation to. speciflo points involved in this measure.
Mr. Sargent has given you a view of the economic analysis of the
legislation itself. It is my purpose, very briefly, to undertake to
summarize the views of the committee as a whole, but particularly
to call your attention to certain general considerations that le in the
minds of manufacturers with respect to this proposal.

We approach the consideration of the measure from the standpoint
of its operatinDg effect upon the manufacturing industry. We have
an interest in its effect upon all other corporate activity, for manu-
facture serves and is served by every form of business. Our Nation
ranks first in manufacture and through that art, representing the
continuing application of the results of scientific research it is the
chief producer of new wealth and serves the convenience and comfort
of our people. The corporations operating in that field constitute
about one-fifth of the whole, produce nearly half the corporate reve-
nue for the Federal Government, provide normally about 30 percent
of our direct gainful employment and, between 1034 and 1936, con-
tributed 80 percent of our gains in employment in private enterprise.
Manufacture is, by its nature an operation of continuing but varying
risk. Its growth has been due to its continuous entrance into new
fields, the experimental development of new forms of power, new tools,
new esuterprises, new industries. During the first 30 years of this
century, despite continuous technological advance, decreasing the
unit cost of operation and enlargin individual output, it has enlarged
investment, raised wages, and added an annual average of 100,000
new wage earner to its pay rolls.

We presume It to be the desire of your committee to develop a tax
policy that, by its rates and terms, will not unduly add to the very
great burdens of taxation already carried but will, in the language of
the President, undertake to simplify and equalize rather than oompli-
cate the difficulty of determining and settling tax returns and accounts
and make the fixed cost of the tax element reasonably predictable as
the basis of price, expansions, and plant maintenance.

We venture, therefore, to direct the committee's attention to the
background against which this measure is projected. For 1035, our
national tax burden, Federal, State, and local, equals one-fifth of the
national income and the same governmental expenditures one-thiid of
it. The difference In public expenditure in all its forms represents
the use of public credit, which is merely deferred taxation. In
addition to Federal corporate taxes, three-fourths of the States
ass net corporate levies at rates varying from 2 percent to 8 percent,
making the existing corporate rate at present approximately from
18K percent to 24 percent of statutory net income.

Senator CONNALLY. That Is State, county, municipal, and all?
Mr. EuERt. I am dealing only with income taxes levied by 20

States on corporations. Let me say in that connection, Senator, if
you please, that 0 States levying such taxes do not permit the dedud-
tion of the -Federal tax debt in determining the corporate income for
-the purpose of taxation.
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.Inikdditioh, all forin of industrial einployment confiont this -year
a Federal p ayroU .tax under the SocWaI 8ecurity Act of I percent.
The ratio of this tax to gross sales will differ with the form of business.
-It is asigesed' without any measure of ability to paf, aling alike on
-profitable and nonprofitable operations, and in representative-corpo-
.rations the initial I-percent tax on the pay roll is authoritatively esti-
-mated, to equal from 2 to 4 percent of probable earnings. That
tax will rise to 3 percent in 2 years, and thereafter an additional 8
percent will gradually fall upon the same pay rolls. These special
taxes are to provide a security fund of vast proportions to provide
reserves protecting individuals against unemployment and the ener-
vation of age.

If it be good policy for Government to compel reserves for security
-against the hazard of individual employment and age, it must be
equally sound business policy to encourage rather than discourage
the voluntary creation of corporate reserves against the continuous
hazards of industrial operation, the casualties of which are written
daly in the columns of business obituary.

The pending proposal would repeal a long-standing Federal method
of taxing net corporate income at a flat percentage, a graduated
arbitrary excess-profits tax, and the capital-stock tax. As an osten-
sible major amendment, it would substitute therefor a tax on what is
.termed adjusted net income, the rate of such tax to be determined
by the amount of the corporation's undistributed net income. The
distribution of income must be effected by the corporation during its
,taxable year and the credit to be received for this distribution in do-
termining thd tax is obtained by a series of complicated computations
dependent upon numerous factors involving the debts, the dividends,
the contracts, the deficits of the corporation, and its relation to other
corporations which, in themselves, are not practically determinable
with even approximate certainty within the corlporation't taxable year.
While the progressive rates are so severe as 'direct penalties or as to

-subsequent deficiencies for error in computation as to create great and
mortal liabilities.

The purpose of this hasty and revolutionary change in the Federal
system of corporate income taxation is-

(I) To prevent avoidance of surtax by Indlviduals through the accumulation
of income by corporations, (2) to remove serious Inequities and Inequities aud

•Inequalities between corporate, partnership, and Individual forms of business
organization, and (3) to remove the Inequity as between largo and small share-
holders resulting from the present flat corporate rates.

It is particularly urged that the change would effect simplification
in tax procedure and corporate accounting and be a practical step in
tax reform.

We submit:
1. That there is no simplification of administration. On the con-

trarT, the numerous examples and the evidence continually submitted
disclose that the proposal violates the first maxim of a sound system
that the tax be ortain and its determination. fairly within the tax-
.payer's power. The evidence conclusively demonstrates that an
accurate return of "undistributed net income" cannot be made
-within the taxable year as distinguished .from a practical det-ernuna-
-.tion of earnings ind profits.upoo which a reasonable dividend polik
may be predicated. The collector will have.3 years Wn which to do.
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termine defloiencis, which thousands of taxpayers cannot know with
legal accuracy at the time of return. There will be no remedy
against subsequent deficiencies for credit will be unobtainable against
the year in which erroneous distribution occurred. Nor ean credit
be obtained for deficiency due in the.year of correction. It ill
mnean a continuous hang-over save in cases of total distribution. .. 2. The evidence of avoidance of surtax by individuals through with-
holding of accumulation of income by corporations is not shown as
beyond the reach of the drastio penalties for the improper accumula-
tion of surtax and the surtax on holding companies. It is not reason-
able to revolutionize a system applying to half a million corporations
for the purpose of reaching a comparatively small group of either
individuals or corporations.
8. The evidence doew not disclose serious inequities and inequalities,

certainly in the field of manufacture, between corporate, partnership,
and individual forms of business organization. There is no compet-.
tive inequality in that field, and, if it existed, incorporation is inex-
pensive and easily obtainable.- On the contrary, the evidence is that
in te whole field of the smaller corprations alleged to be the specal

beneficiaries of this proposal the individual and the partnership lit a
distinct tax advantage:

A business of emal profit co4ms Ies tax if done by the Individual vithut in-
corporation. If the net profit of a buslnews Is under about $18,000 it now oete
more in taxes to be Incorporated than to operate as an individual. A partnership

cheaper in taxes than a corporation, If the shae of profit, of each partner I
lee than $18,000 a ycar.

Now, that is the hihl qualified testimony of the Honorable
IRobert Jackson, formerly General Counsel of the Bureau of Internel
Revenue, and at the present time Assistant Attorney Genera! of the
UnitWl States in charge of tax matters.

Senator CONNALLY. Each partner's share is less than $18,000?'
Mr. EmERY. Less than $18,000. Mr. Jackson's view is that if

."i indiydual as less than $18,000 net profit he pays less taxes than
he wouldpay by incorporating, and that a partnership uilss it had
less than $18,000 per partner, would not gain anything by incorporate
"tg. That is the statement made by him in hils address to the Young
Democratic. Club of Now York shortly after tho delivery of the
President's message.
There are, furthermore, other remedies readily provided for thq

iividua or partnership in business which do not involve the sub..
version of the corporate tax structure. -Thus, there was suggested
as early, as 1920, when the corpora,to rate was 10 percent, an exemp..
tion for the individual or the partnership of 20 percent of income
reinvested in taxable. That was proposed by Dr. Adams. The
fact of the matter is that substantial competition in the field of manu-
facture, for example, does not exist between individuals, partner-
ships, and corporations. The remedy for any alleged inequality is
within the hands of the individual himself, but government ought
Itot to undertake to exert pressure in favor of one form of business
organization rather than another.

4. Alleged inequity between large and small shareholders is en.
enhanced, not remedied. "Millions of small shareholders are found in
corporations with the larger incomes. The small shareholder 'with a
beneficiallinterest in the corporation of larger income will thus be
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assessed at a higher rate, while the large shareholder in the corpora.
tion with lower earning power will be assessed at a lower rate.

6. The necessity for rerrve accumulations is not confined to a
single purpose. In the newer enterprise, the experimental enterprise,
or that of higher risk, the necessity for reserve is greater than the
corporation with a reasonable accumulation, a lower risk or a standard
product. No doctrine of averages determines taxable capacity or
reserve requirements. All corporations look alike to this proposal,
irrespective of their variations in come, risk, and reserve ne.
- 6. Under this proposal the revenue of the Government will not
depend upn pet corporate income but upon corporate distributive
policy.. It is not, therefore, a reliable source of revenue, for it is sub-
ject to the variations of business policy rather than the net income of
the business itself. The mature corporation with adequate reserves
would avoid the taxation it is sought to assure by a high percentage or
distribution, while the new, the progressive, and the growing corpora.
tion will pay enormous penalties for the reserves essential to the main-
tenance of its growth, expansion, and, particularly in a new industry,
for the risks of novelty.

7. The attempt is made to minimize the effect of unduly high surtax
on investment in productive business as against the security of low
returns in tax-exempt securities. Sixteen years ago, Dr. T. S. Adams,
a well-known tax authority, emphatically declared:

You cannot collect surtaxes rising to 60 percent in a country where perhaps
$10,000,000,000 or $12 000,000,000 of tax-free seturitles are held out a:urinkly
every day to the wealthier investors.

The annual:report of the Secretary of the Treasury showed on
Juno 30 1935, $31285,000,000 of Federal State, and local sewuntls
outstanding, wholly exempt from norma income and surtax, an4
$17,135,000,000 additional exempt from normal income tax. If so
eminent an authority as Dr. Adams is fairly correct; how can you
assume that a revolutionary change In the technique of taxation will
not create an equally radical chage in investment, with a volume of
wholyorpartially exempt securities existing in amount substantially
equal to the market value of all stocks registered on the New York
Stock Exchange?
8. The facts demonstrate that corporate dividend payments over

the past 14 years are substantially 25 percent in excess of earnings,
and this has been particularly true in the field of manufacture.
This has been made possible only through accumulations during high
earning periods which cushioned the lean yearn and provided not
merely income for shareholders but assur6d employment to wage
earners. But to predicate a tax policy upon averae" rather than
actualities is to ignore the essential practical operation of reserves
during depression years, with 20 percent or less of corporations show-
ing any profits and several of these years displaying a concentrated
deficit.

7. The Treasury calculations unduly minimize the probable increase
in revenue consequent upon an enlarging volume of business, which
can go forward on some predictable certainty as to its future commit-
ments, and they magnify both allEged inequities and the evasions of
surtax.

Setiator COItNALLY. You are speaking particularly in behalf of
the manufacturing industry?
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Mr. EMRY. Yes, sir.
Senator CONALLY. Do you feel that their income, the net adjusted

income, during 1936 will be sufficiently higher than that in 1935 to
materially increase, the revenue?

Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALY. You do? t
Mr. EMKRy. It looks like that if the present volume of business

continues to increase. Of course it varies greatly with the manufac-
turing industries, but I think that is true, particularly in comparison
with the recent.years, Senator, because we hope we are emerging
from the depression.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, do you have evidence of that in your
industies?

Mr. Eusiy. Yes. sir; in many industries.
Mr. CHAWKAN. The reports show that, do they not, Mr. Emery?
Mr. Exsur. Yes, sir; the reports of many industries show it, but

they show also one of the things which I think is unfortunately but
frequently misunderstood with respect to the difficulty of getting
new capital for industries of high nsk. When I speak of industios
of high risk 1 mean industries in which the variations, or the proba-
bility of return, or in a new industry which must search for a market
and must pass through tho period of experimentation, makes it
difficult to obtain money.

Take te mining industry, for example. I noticed almost with
sadness that the very distinguished official of the Treasury Depart-
ment, Mr. Haas, had a view toward the difficulties of the mining
industry that I fear colored his expresion when he speaks of the ease
with which new capital can be obtained under the proposal pending.
I notice, in response to a question of Senator King who referred to
the ease that Mr. Haas had explained of new corporations acquire
additional capital, and Senatwr King said:

Are you quite oertala about that? You take a mining company, the investment
market s ot, as a rule, P9p to it, because It Is so much of a gamble.

To which Mr. Haas replies:
Where do they get their money, senator?
Senator Kixo. They get It cut of the people who want to nvest In it.
Mr. HAAs. Those who are gullible enough to go Into a risky enterprise.
Gentlemen it is the men who are gullible enough to go into risky

enterprises that have made the whole industrial progress of the
United States possible, from the day Mr. Ford first frightened horses
on the streets of Detroit, or old Mr. Bell wandered around looking
for cash for his cumbersome and inconvenient telephone, or Mr. Oood-
year undertook to discover the secret of rubber, or Morse was trying
to find capital to send a message through wire. Today businesses or
enterprise in America that are new, that are not yet through thepeiod of research, will need the trust irnd faith of men in the possi-
bility of development. It is the gullible gentleman that is ready to
do it. That is the foundation of progress and it aids in the enlarge.
ment of employment.

We submit, gentlemen, in conclusion, that the policy proposed in
this bill increases the complications and nowhere splifies an already
unscientific tax structure.
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The business of the country has at least made acedommodationi to
Its difficulties. To scrap a fairly'reliable instrument of revenue for a
revolutionary system of accounting, with all, its perplexities of ad.
ministration, is a step backwud and not forward, It is least favorable
to the weaker corporation and more favorable to the stronger. It
drastically penalizes the repair of a business structure wracked by 5
years of unparalleled strain. It creates new and heavy burdens and
multiplies the uncertainties of tax cost. It will immensely increase
the cost of closing tax accounts and lessen the predictability of the
future against which business commitments must be made. It will
discourage new enterprise and lessen the incentive to investment in
productive effort. It carries in every feature the circumstantial evi-
dence that it is less a revenue measure than a drastic regulation of
corporate earnings and the substitution of the legislative judgment
for that of responsible management in the determination of the most
serious of corporate problems, the distribution of earnings, the ac-
cumulation of reserves and the obtainment of new capital.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Emery. I want to put into the
record a letter received from the head of the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration with reference to title II on mortgages, so the committee
can read it and we can consider it when we get into the executive
session.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
FXDzIAL Hotistwo ApumnSrRAtIoW,

W(Uingtos, -Afay 6, 1935.
Hon.'PAT HARISOW9, .'

Ch4irman, Seno4e Cormiee on Finance
Waihington, b. '.

My DiAn SENATOi: I strongly urge that you introduce a provision In the
revenue bill of 1936 which will provide for the taxation of national' mortga"
association. In such a manner that they will not be penalued-for setting up a

reserve as required by the National Housing Act..
Title I|I of the National Housing Aqt provides for the orpansation of national

mortgage associations and section 303 of that act provides t .-t these associations
shall maintain oueh reserves as the Administrator shall prescribe. These Insti-
tutions are Instrumentalities of the United State*, and are ernpowred to act as
depositaries of public money and financial 'gent of the Government. The
object of these associations is to provide faelitles to enable private investors'to
participate In home mortgage financing without the risks Incident to mortgage
participation certificates or the burden of mortgage liquidation, by. investing in
obligations of thse associations which are supervised by the Government. These
obligations may be Iued only to a limited extent and ennot exceed in amount the
aggregate face value of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Admlnistra.
tor, cash, and Government securities, held by the association. In orderto pro.
vide additional safety to the In, *tor, it is esseatil that a substantIal reserve be
build up by each association a soon as possible. Under the proposed revenue
act the creation of such a reserve would be heavily penalized by taxation.The principle of encouraging the creation and maintenance of large reserves to
p protect the invesing public is already recognized in those provsons of the revenue

ill concerning insurance companies and banking institutions. We suggest that
a provision be inser'od in the revenue bill exempting from taxable net income that
portion of the inoe of national mortgage assoclations prescribed by law to be
Att Ade for legal reserve. This will encourage a pCedy creation of the required
legal r4erve and will ftilitate the organirat ion and o ration of national mort-
gage associations as prided In the National Housing Act.

'I ball be pleaWd to present to you any further information available in connoo-
tion with this proposed amendment, and In the event that yotir draftsman needs
assistance in prepawg such a provision, the services of Mr. J. W. B. Smith of our
legal dvdartment are available.

Very truly yours, STRwAlRT NfcDoxNALD, Adfm'nislfr~r.
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The CHAIRMAzi. Also some preentatign of sews on certain provi-
sions that are in the bill, by the American Bankers Association.

(The letters are as follows:)
Tax Av EltCAr BANKxEs AssocIATION,

Weaington, . C., May 6, 1986.11e1. PAT HxARSON,
Chairman Finane4 Committee,

United States Senate, lVaAingfon, D. (.
MY DZAR SZNATOR lIAKRzsox: The proposed Revenue Act of 1938 (f. R.

12395) levies the normal income tax upon all dividends received by individuals,
Including dividends received on investments in bank' stocks.

We believe this action will slow up considerably the process now under way in
rnny sections of the country, whereby banks are attempting to sell comicion
stock l cally and to use the funds raised thereby in retiring the preferred sto6 or
debentures now held by the Recobstruction Finance CorporatiOn. * Repayment
of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation investment *ould place over three-
quarterp of a billion dollars in the United States Treasury, where it would be
av4lable for the general expenses of the Government.

We would appreciate it if you would place the enclosed memorandum, deaUng
with this subject, In the record of the hearings before your committee. May we
also urge that It be given favorable consideration.Yours very sincerely, CZAIM6ES H. MTLANDZR,

Chairman, Cosmites on Taxation.

Rs Szo-rzo, 25 (a), H. R. 12395, NoRiAL TAX ON BANK DLYzc'xIDa

The Amerkan Bankers Association believes that the Congress and the Treaury
should give 6erlous consideration to the continued exemption of dividends paid
on bank stock from the normal Income tax.

The reason is that there are only two way a for banks to retire the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation investment of $878,000,000 in bank stock and deben-
tures--first, through the slow prpcesa of accumulating earnings into & retirement
fund or second, through the sole of additional stock to residents of the com-
"nUthy in which the bank is located.,

In order to stimulate the second method, the Congress, In passing the Bankin#
Act of 103, remoVed one of the objection* to the ownership of national bank
stock by abolishing the double liability thereqn.

Bank earnings, at present, are necesarily at a low point, due to the low Interest
ittes commanded by the type Of tommercial paper and investment securitles in
which banks are permitted to invest. This condition has caused many banks,
partioulmly the sk~lei ones, to reduce or to suspend dividends entirely.

Such action has not added to the attractiveness of bank stock as an investment,
Ind in the mnller communities, especially, It In increasingly difficult to dispose
of bank stock at any price.

The proposed requirement that dividends from bank stock be made subject
to the normal tax would, we feel, do much to discourage the program now under
way in many places, looking toward a replacement of Reconstruction Finance
Corporation owned capital by locally owned capital. After all, prospective
Investors In bank stock are interested, primarily, in the" net yield to them on the
amount Invested.

Both from the standpoint of the depostor, who needs the added protection
which adequately capitalized banks will bring, and from the standpoint of the
Treasury, which could use the funds now tied up in pe(exred stock and debentures
of banks, should the Congres now put further obsticles in the way of the tapid
1etlrement of these obligations through the sale of bank stock loaly by making
bank dlvldqnds subject to normal income taes.

Tax ATrAICAN BANxKzs ASSOCIATION,

Hon. PAY HARRISON, lasin, D. 0., May 6, 196.

S chairman, Finance Committee,
M United Sict Seate, Washington, D. C.

My DXAR SENATOa HARRIsoN: In many parts of the country, holding cor-
paries have been organized which own all or nearly all of the stock of a number
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of banks. These companies were placed undor the supervision and regulation or
the Board of Oovernors of the Federal Reserve ys ten by the banking act, of
1933 and 193$. As part of this regulation, these holding companies are for-
bidden to pay dividends in excess of a specified amount and muut use earnings to
build up certain reserves.

Under the proposed Revenue Act of 1938 (if. R. 12395) these holding com-
parica would be faced with a destructive tax upon their earnings caused by their
con planpe with the regulations of the Government supervisory agencies. This
set orth in the enclosed memorandum which we would appreciate your placing
in the record of the hearings before your committee.

We trust favorable conu[deratlou Will b given to the problem thus preheated.
Yours very sincerely, 1 z . MY&AND.,

CMirman, C'ommifue on Taxation.

IN Ru (11. R. 12395), 8xcmoms 20 oR 27, Co Lrcn' wiT BANKime Acre
ASLATIVS TO IOLDINO COUPAMNmrs

Under the bill there Is treated as undistributed ineo'.ae subject to tax Inoome
which bank holding companies are required to retain, either by Federal 'Jw, by
Federal supervisory and regulatory authorities acting pursuant to law, or by
agreement. made with the Heconstructlon Finance Corporation. This treatment
defeats the puree of the statutory and regulatory provisions.

For the reasons hereinafter set forth this purpose would be better served if
the part of the net income of bank holding companies which cannot be distributed
by reason of these requirements were treated as distributed income.

There are in the United Ettes approximately 100 bank holding companies
whose affiliated banks have approximately $3,000,000,000 in deposits. They
are located principally in the South, in Florida, Georgia, and Tennesee on the
Pacific Cot in the Northwest, centering about Minneapolis and cit. Paul; in
the Central West,, In Wisconsin and Ohio; an also In Utah, New York, .and
Mssaachusetts.

The Banking Act of 1933 dealt with bank holding companies principally in
three respects. (See see. 19, revising ee. 5144 of the Rlvisd Statutes.)

(I) By requiring them to build up reserves of readily marketable asets and
limiting the payment of dividends by them to 6 percent per annum while guch
readily marketable assets are below speciled amounts.

These reserves were Intended to be used for three purposes:
4 To replace capital In affiliated banks;
(,) To pay losses Incurred In such banks-
(c) ro met Individual liability Imposed on any shares of stock held by the

holding company.
Actual experience has shown that it has been necessary for these holding oom-

pnice in many eases to save their afiliated banks by contributing funds to thera
for new capital, taking out losoe et cetera. In some eses where the assets of
holding companies were prattlaliy exhausted by these contributions, they have
borrowed from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to secure the necessary
funds to protect W '. depoditors of these affiliated banks.

(2) By providin ; that holding companies cannot vote the stock owred by them
in member bank'. withoutt first obtaining voting permits from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

The Issuance of such voting permits Is co dtional upon isn~ments made
with the Federal Reserve Board, which provide for examinations by the Oomp-
trollet, the Fedcral Reerve Board, and compliance by the holding companies and
their affiliated banks with recommendations made following such examinations.

The result Is that under such agreements said supervisory authorities can, In
practical effect, prevent th6 distribution of Income by the holding companies totheir stockholders.

(3) By providing for the purchase by Ahe Reconstruction Finance Ccrporation
of preferred stock of the banks themselves and loans by the Rcoonstruction
Finance Corporation to the holding companies, under agreements between such
banks or companies and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

Unless'such part of the net Income of holding companies as cannot be dis-
tributed by reason of these statutory and regulatory provisions under existing
Federal laws is treated as distributed Income, bank holding companies will find
themselves in this position: Their affiliated banks will have pald the 16-percent
tax, the holding onipenles will pay a tax on the bank dividends received by them
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to the bxtWent the same are not distributed (which may make the holing eom-
panies liable for 42) percent on the very reserves which the Fodeal law requires
them to set up) ard thus the very purpose of the banking acts and what Federal
supervisory authoritie are seeking to accomplish under such acts will be defeated.

To avoid this result under the neir tax bill and in fairness and Justice to the
bank holding companies which otherwise woulA have to pay a tax on undistributed
Income on the theory that it could be distributed by way of dividends to their
stockholders but which in fact by law they cannot so distribute, the following
amendment Is suggested:

"That such part of the net Inome o4 any 'holding company affiliate' of a
member bank of the Federal Reserve Systems deasned by section 2 of the Banking
Act of 1933 (U. 8. 0. title 12, som. 221a) shall be treated & distributed IncomeN
(1) which such affiliate retains ad Invest# in readily marketable assets In com-
pliance with, or In anticipation of compliance with, the provisions of section 5144
of the Revised Statute. (U 8 0. title 12, see, 61) or (2) which such affiliate by
direction or under the advie of ihe Board of Goveniors of the Federal Reserve
System, the Comptroller of the Currency or the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor.
portion, so Investe, retains, or contributes toward the strengthening of the
capital structure of any affiliated bank, (8) which such affiliate retains as ro-
qulred by agreement with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation restricting the
dividends of such affiliate."

It would seem that this amendment might properly be Incorporated In section
26 of the bill, "Credits of corporations against net income", In section 27, "Cor-
poration credit for dividends paid", or by the addition of a new section.

Tna AursuoCAi BANxw AsocIATON,

lion. PAT lIA9iow, Ii$on, D. C., May 6, 1936.

pinoane emtiUe,
United States S e a, IV uington, D. C.

NIv DAR SATOR IIaaaRsomS: II. R. 12395 (the proposed Revenue Act of
1936) as it pss&ed the Ilouse of Representatives esempte banks and trust com-
panies from the tax on bndstributed earnings, but places a tax on all of thr net
Income at the flat rate of 15 percent.

The reasons for this speal treatment given to banks and trust companies are
apparent when statutory requirements for building up bank surplus and reserve
accounts out of earnings for the protection of depositors are considered. These
reasons are fully set forth in the memorandum transmitted herewith.

I would appreciate it if you would place this memorandum In the record of the
hearings before your committee. We trust the committee will make no change
in this provision.

Ours very sincerely,

CAsirman, Committee o% Tesxai m.
Rx uCrroNr 104 If. R. 12395, BANK SvaRLrs Ait RvsuavZs

The Amecrkan Bankers Association urges that the taxation of banks on a flat
percentage of their net Income (as provided In se. 104 of the proposed Revenue
Act of 1936 as It passed the House of Representatives) be not changed.

The flat rate of 15 percent upon the net int-ome of the banks is a tax burden
to which no exception is taken by the banks. The drastIs penalty upon the
unwarranted accumulation of surplus beyond the needs of the business (see. 107)
Is continued as to banks In the peding bil, and to this treatment the baiks alao
take no exception.

In accordance, however, with the settl d policy of this administrationn, to build
up and maintain a sound banking struture in this country, banks have been
exempted, In the pending bill from the tax which is designd to compel the dis-
tribu inof earnipgs and th dishntegrtion of sur jlus5.

The special trerntent thus given these orgauniations is in the public Interest
and not In the Interest of the banks themselves.

The security of depoeftors-the vncal public--depends upon the integrity of
the capital structure of the bank. That Int"gity in turn depends upon the ac-
cumulation and the preservation of the bank's surplus.

This is recognized by the national banking laws which provide that before it
begins business, a bank must have a surplus equal to 20 percent of its paid-in
capital. The bank then must build a surplus out of Its annual earnings until
that surplus equals the capital. The laws of many States contain similar pro-
visions.
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. Thus government for the 15rbtection" ot depositors has required that bank
earnings, Instead of being distributed to stockholders in their entirety, should&
be coaserved, in some part at least, and held in reserve or surplus accounts.

The entire endeavor of this administration since March 4, 1933, has been to
restore b.xnks to the soundest possible poetion--In order that the banks mlht
do their part in aiding the recovery of business and industry. In this It has
succeeded, and its success In the rehabilitation of the banking structure Is one of
Its outstanding achievements

To this end, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was organized.
Officials of that agency have been untiring in their efforts to compel banks to
conserve earnings for the rebuilding of surplus and reserve accounts. In fact,
it is not too much to nay that the ultimate solvency of the Federal Deposit Ineur-
ance Fund will depend upon how well the corporation can succeed in Its program
of buUdln; up the reserve and surplus aooQunts of t member banks.

Again, in order to provide many banks with an adequate capital structure
following the heavy losses of the panic, the Reoonstruction Finance Corporation
invested over a billion dollar In preferred stock and debentures of bank&--878
millions being still outstanding. To obtain this investment, the banks agreed
with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation that until the debentures were paid
or the preferred stock retired the banks would credit 40 per cent of their
annual earnings or one-twentieti of the amount of the stock or debentures, which-
ever was lower, to a fund for their retirement. Thus it Is seen that In the ease
of those banks in which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has an invest-
ment, the Government now Is requiring that a substantial part of bank earnings
be withheld from stockholders.

It Is now the well-settled policy, not only of the Federal bank supervisory
agencies but also of most State supervisors that banks must have a capital struo-
tur (I. o., capital and surplus) bearing a direct ratio to their deposit liabilities.
With Increasing deposits, bank capital also must be Increased. It has been
established, however, that no bank should be overburdened with capital stock as
distinguished from surplus and reserves, since a large surplus offers a cushion for
the absorption of losses which frequently occurwithout the impairment of true
capital.

There are 22 sections In the National Banking Act alone which definitely limit
the activities of bank In one way or another to certain percentages of their capital
and surplus. Several of these prohibit the payment of dividends unless certain
percentage of surplus to capital have been attained.

To penalize the banks, therefore, for doing that which the Congress, by specific
law already has required them to do Is certainly contrary to accepted practice.
AnA since the Congress and the Administration have been bending every effort,
through the changes recently made In the banking laws, and through the regula,.
tory activities of thA Federal Reserve System, the Comptroler of the Currency,
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration, to omprl banks to oonaerVe their earnings and to build up their surplus
and reserves, we feel that banks should be given toe status provided In the House
bill.

Then the banks will be able to plan their bualness,and toomply with the orders
of the supervisory branches of Governwent. This compliance, In turn, will con-
tribute largely to the speedy repayment of the advance. made by .the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Clrporation, to the continued solvency of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Fund, and to the safety of the bank depositors' funds.

Tiss AvaRiCAN Bamxzs ASSOCIATION,
Tpri Rtcs NATIONAL BANK,

o IVashingfto, D. C., May 6, 198M,

Chairinan, Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Vashinglon, D. C.

Mr DZAR SENATOR H1ARisox: Section 104 of H. R. 12395 (the proposed"
Revenue Act of 1936) defines the term "bank." As the bill passed the House.
of Representatives two important classes of banking Institutions are excluded
from this definition, all of which Is fully set forth In the enclosed memorandum..

We believe the Senate will desire to correct this manifest omission. I would
appreciate your placing the enclosed memorandum In the record of the hearings'
before your committee, and hope you will urge Its favorable consideration.

Yours very sincerely, CHARMS H. MMdNDER,

CAairman, Colnnlilte4 on Taxation.
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RE 8zc-riox 104 (a), H. R. 12305, DXVINITIOt 0r BANKS

Section 104 of the proposed Revenue Act of 1038 omits, in its definition of the
term "bank" two important class-es of banking Institutions, both of which, it is
believed, shqgod be Included.

The section, as passed by the House of Representatives (104 (a)) reads:
•"Defnigions.-As u4od in this section the term 'bank' means a bank or trust

company Incorporated under the laws of the United States or of any State or
Territory, a substantial part of whoso business is the receipt of deposits and the
waking of loans and diocounta." . .

(t) This definition fails to include those banks and trust companies located
in Washington whi h are incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia.
There are several such and manifeatly if all other banks are to be included, these
should be also. To accomplish this there should be inserted after the word
"Territory" the words "or of the District of Columbia."

(2) The definition also excludes certain "trust companies" located in various
States, which companies, either because of State laws or of management policy,
do % purely trust business and neither receive deposits nor make loans.

These trust companies, however are subject to the supervision and regulAtion
of the State banking authorities. They are compelled, by law, to maintain certain
definite amounts of capital and to build up, out of earnings, certain surplus and
reserve aounts.

In addition, because of the peculiar liabilities which they face as a trustee,
they are compelled to place large amounts of high grade securities on deposit
with the State authorities as a guaranty that they will faithfully perform their
duties. In some States the amount is fixed in proportion to their capital; in
others, in proportion to the trust assets under their control. In either case
increasing business demands larger capital which, In turn, demands further con-
servation of earnings for surplus and reserve accounts.

There are 65 institutions of this general character, 51 located in 23 States and
4 In the Territories. Of the 65 institutions, 23 do either a small deposit busine-m
or a small portion of their business in the making of loans and discounts, the
Ilre proportion of their business beingpurely trust business.

The a5 institutions fre located as folows:
Arizona ---------------------- 1 Oklahoma -------------------- L
California --------------------- .8 Oregon ---------------------- 2
Colorado --------------------- 1 Pennsylvania ................... 3
Ililnois.. 3 Rhode Island ------------------ 1
Kansas ---------------------- 1 Tennessee -------------------- 2
Maryland --------------------- 1 Texas ---- _------------------ 1

as.chusetts---------- -1 Vermont ---------------------- 1
Michigan ---------------------- 8 Virginia ...................- 1
Minnesota -------------------- 1 West Virginia ----------------- 1
Missouri ---------------------- 1 Wisconsin - ------------------- 5
Nebraska. ------------------- 8 Wyoming -------------------- 1
New York ................... 3 Hawaii ----------------------- 4

Prvision should be made for their Inelusion In the definitions. This can be
accomplished by either striking out the words "a substantial part of whose
business is the receipt of deposlis and the making of loans and discounts" or
rtriking out the period after the word "discounts" and adding "or trust company
incorporated under the laws of the United States or any Stateb or Territory or thd
District of Columbia which does a general trust businesss"

The CHAIRMAN. I have received a letter and memorandum from
Mr. John H. Nelson, 721 Southern Building, on behalf of Electrie
Ferries, Ino., relative to the proposed legislation, which will be
printed in the record at this point.

(The matter above referred to is as follows:)
WASHINOTON, D. C., May 1, 19M6.

Hon. PAT HARRIsoN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Cossmitee,

United State, esate, Weshingion, D. C.
Sat: On behalf of Electric Ferries, Inc. a New Jersey corporation, I respeet-

fully request that the enclosed memorandum on the proposed tax on undistrib-
uted Income of corporations as recommended by the Ways and Means Commit-
tee of the House of Representatives be Incorporated in the records of the hearing
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now being conducted by the 8relato Finance Commltteo on the proposed' tax
bill 4s recently passe d by the House of Wteprentatlves and now under consider.
AtIon by the Benate Finaee Commlittee.

Rtespeetfully,
JoHN H. NsuSo.

MUioRADuu on -Tts Pa oosup TAx oN UNrewAiBsUrTUD INcoaM o? CORPO-
RATIONS 'AS RcoMvswVNDD Br ml WAYS ANO MZAN6 COMMIrrsZ oP TRs
bouss or RitPRZVNtATIVU, ILvLsrTIAI'G Tall Di'e .kitoug Eruw o4
CoRPORATIoWs wrr FVNDzD DEBT AND THl INSWIFIVACT OP TO 80-OALLA"

* Rsuta PaovisioNe OF T BLL

To the Finoc. Cctmmif e of 1A4 Senala of thet UQ i#d ,S*ahe:
Electric Ferries, Inc., has paId. Federal income taxes in the last 5 years it t14.

amount of $56,114.27. Should the proposed bill for a tax on corporate ".'ndis-
tributed Income" be enacted Into law, the Inevitable result will be twofold. The,
stockholders of the company will lose their Investment, and the Government wl
lose this source of tax revenue. The position of this company illustrateS so'
clearly the Inquities of this bill, that we deem it not out of order to stAte the
faets showing how this particular company would be affected.
* Elcetro Ferries, In., a New Jersey Corporation was organized in 1920 to;
operato a fleet of new ferry [ 5ats between New York City and Weehawken,
V. J. The line has called In excess of 1000,000 automobiles per year at low.
rate and is a reat public convenience, if not a necessity. The company was
originally financed with a $1,500,000 bond issue and $1,000,000 In preferred stock.
Under the provislobs of the indenture of mortgage on the boats Seeuring the*
bonds, the company I obligated to pay (and has paid for 10 years) $100 000 per'
-ear in monthly installments Into a sinking fund to retire the bonds, The corn-

pany's net earnings after t es, have not reached the aboov amount for 4 years,
but payments into sinking fund have been maintained, with the rul tha1i
the company's cash reserves are limited and sufficient only for proper working
capital. r Assuming that the company were to earn $100,000 in this taxable year,
the entire amount must be paid into the sinking fInd, unless the company I. to
default in its obligations. Obviously, there would be nO earnings available for
dividends, yet the penalty for failure to pay'dividends is appalling a the following
figures %i1 show. Assuming, still, net earnings of $100,000. a . "li

Tax under present law........,..............$15, 000

Tax under p o law:
$!M,000txable at 22 percent..--: ----------------------- '
$72,000 taxable at 42J percent ....................... ..,000 axableat900

t The computation was made to take advantage of the debt allowanms oon.
tained in the House of Representatives' bill and indicates clearly thatin ninany.
Vases these provisions will not afford sufficlnt rellei to prevent fnanci ruin.
Bonded indebtedness of the company as of Mar. 3, 193, was ...... $390, 000
Burplu (representing accumulaWted earnings and profits) as of Dee. 81,

S1936 (estlmated) -- -.--- --.............. ......................... 250,000
Balance (debt exeess dividend) .......------------- ....... 140, 000
Minimum year divisor. ............... ......
Amoirt taxable at 22% percent ------------------------------ $28A
Amount taxable at 42% percent assumingg no dividends paid)_... $12,00

tpenaty incurred by the gompatty in keeping its contractuaoblgatio,
rather than dfaulting and paying dividends with It8 profits is apptoxnMateclf
$37 000 per annum or two and one-half times its present taxes.
1f the principle of this tax on undistributed corporate earnings is to become'

ingrained in our Federal tax structure, then it 'will be more advantageous to the
Government In the lorg view to permit such corporations as this to continUe to
exist while paying off their funded debts so that in later yeam earnings will bei
available for stockholders and for taxation purpose. I

It Is respectfully submitted that ibis tax as a whole is unfair to small corpora-
tfops and fosters monopolies, that it will cause appalling losses and even bank-
ruptey In many eases, and therefore should not be enacted Into law in any formu.-
If, however, the Firante ,Cornnltt"e of the Semte should be advlf6 to. report,
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out some bill tontalning this principle, real relief should be given corporations
honestly paying off their legitimate obligations by fixing a rate not In excess of thM
present 15 percent maximum on all earnings used in liquidal !on of Indebtednese.

YeapeoUully submitted.
130LTZILOD FRRISS, INV.,CLA11ZNC1 If. WA,.tZR,

11J'.- I. . 'J-0 .3J Frt. . .. a

APRIL 29, 1936. n I

The'C n'Aiu.&H. At the request of Senator Truman, of Mis.ouri, I
desire to place in the record a letter received by him from Mr. George
K. Conant, vice president, Sligo Iron Store Co., St. Louis, Mo.

(The letter above referred to is as follows:)
8LmOO IRON STOaw Co.,n T s . ... .Louis, March 31,; 1#$e.

Hon. HARRY S. TiumAN - x ,
Wash' D. 0

DuxA, Mi. Tuu . In reply to yours of the 26th, I raid my letter was
not as concise s might have been, b t I would like to h yvu take up with
the Finance mittee the fact 'hat f. mall companies o operate their
fiscal year th e as the caendar r, ca tell aoorate their standing
Unttl after t physical ivn ']j har bn tAken d priced. I us this is A
very Ions abl.e job; is ally or 3 aths ater the el o? our year
1>0ore ou reults for at year kno d it e to me th in any tax
bill, cr tons suo aurs u b" wed the ie eod ring dlvi.
denda w in 3, 4 or 6't .=te el e their t hced div ndato be
oonsider out o('the profits Of prev Us.

Once Ir twine we hays doe dig1ideiis a ar thInkl we have
wade r ney, amid thcu who Q pur fl we fo d we had ot made
sufficie foo t~ -e our d I e . 1ad a profi bis year
we milg like n *~lard'mo d i iud no todo a until we
knew t our figs were.

'The re in ayew ta t iblatio t i .19 very desirable t a Com-
pany h tie eir 4eof ng diten , en , dsmg the first onths o
iiyeii to the ro ve the me tax partmenthande itt that bastgP" "- I

If you fto preswrt thlb letter f Finan Com I wo be gladhAv you o.-

sin

Th'6 CHAtIR . brief hds been submitted Allen U. Cor-
a elius,4 Of Nsshvl1, on behalf of anal Association of
Manufacturdlr of Self-R lours, and will be placed
in the record.

(The 1 rid above referred to is as follows:)

l if i SU'tmnWEITT ISy ALM, Ht. CORN LUS NASSVIIA,? T'.NN,, IN BZiaLLF OF
m" NATIONAL AsociATXON or MANUFACTVIRIOs or 8uijai AND raoo.

asozD Fovits, DiniCTINe THZ CouMIrsi's ATrTNTI0N TO THI I1AUCTICAL
'A.eLICTroN or TLru III A-;D IV or Tun RevsNum $xLL 01 1930 (H, R.

On April 4, 1938, 1 appeared before the Ways and Means Committee of the
House (p. 68) In zmy capacity as secretary of the National Association of Manu-
facturrs of BelI-Rising and roessed Flouro, an org anlatloncomposed of second

moeesaers and rehandlers of flour. Our members did not pay the Federal excise
x'direst to the Government, but the tax was included in the price of the flour

WhIch they purchased from the first prooesors of wheat.
In pm stAtement before the House oonimittee'I attempted to show (p. MI)

that dtt members had a substantial tUable interest in the reommendatIons then
before the comuittea. This interest now attaches to the bill before your corn-mttte...

C
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I also attempted to show (pp. 50&809) that the loss In reducing the price of
their floor stocks the amount of the tax, was not the only loss our members sus-
tained by reason of the termination of the tax. The other loses referred to were
the adjustments made to their customers on shipments en route on the first
moment of January 6, 19, and on flour delivered on open accounts prior to
January 6, 1936, which accounts their customers refused to settle for until adjust-
ments were made. These losses are, in the aggregate, substantial, and the
experiences sufficiently broad to warrant the consideration of your committee.

The bll obviously provides for refund of losses In the matter of the flogr stocks,
but we fail to understand the bill ah providing for the loses sistalned by idjust-
ments made on shipments n route and on open accounts, To bettr lustrate
the application of titles III and IV a we Interpret the provisions, we wiU use a
hypothetical case as to how these prov:iona will apply to one of our member.

This member, let us assume, on the first moment of January 6, 1936, had on
his floor 1,000 barrels of flour the price of which Included the tax. ie had on
contract (entered into prior to Jan. 6 1936) 2,000 barrels of flour in the price
af which he had agreed to pay the tax, 1,000 barrels of such contracts was en route
to him on the effective date of the refund provislo. This member's claim for
refund will be for the loss gn 3,000 barrels of flour. However, a"Suming that he
was reimbursed by his vendor on the 2,000 barrels on contract his claim will, in
reality, be equal to the loss on the 1000 barrels he had on the floor at the effective
time, as this member by the provisions of the bill, is V) be considered unjustly
enriched to the extent that he was reimburse on his existing contracts. How-
ever, this enrichment can be offset by similar reimbursement made by him to
his customers.

n However, on the first moment of January 6, 1936, this member himself, had
en route to his customers 1,000 barrels of flour 'shkh had been drawn from his
stock a short time prior to 1anuary 6, 1936, the price of which included the tax.
Therefore, when his vendees refused to acept the shipments until adjustments
were made, our members sustained an out-of-pocket loss to the extent of these
adjustment& The same being equally true on the adjustments made on his
open accounts. For these losses we fail to see that the bill provides any relief.

The fact that the bill provides that such shipment be considered in the hands
of the vendee will not give the proper relief to our member, for the reason that
he had no accumulation of taxable funds against which these reimbursements
might be charged. This provision is however, workable as to the first processor
who did have an accumulation of funds.

The conflict arises when we consider that the position of tho dealer in flour on
January 6, 1936, was not analogous to that of the first processor. The processor
by including In the price of his flour, an amount equivalent to the tax, accumulate

4

a fund from which he could make reimbursements on his shipments en route on
the effective date without actual loss to him, and for which h6 can take credit
against his enrichment tax liability. The dealer however, had no such accumu-
lation of funds, or tax-free flour and the adjustments made on his shipments
were, as we have said 6bove, as much an actual loss as was the loss sustand on
the floor stocks. The transferring of the enrichment to his vendee does not
reimburse the de ler for this loss as he has nothing against which he can apply
these adjustments as credit.

We are of the opinion that relief for this situation can be hWd by amending
section 602 (g) of the bill by adding a proviso to the effect that In cases where
dealers had en route on the first moment of January 6, 1936 shipments of articles,
the price of which Included the tax and where the price o such articles were re-
dueed on or before delivery, that such shipments be considered in the hands of the
consignor at thd effective time of the refund provision; and a further proviso
added to permit a dealer to add to his floor-stock clsim any adjustment made to
his purchaser on any article in the price of which he had paid an amount repre-
senting the tax.

These provisions aeed not apply Io processor for the reasons stated above, nor
will these provisions effect the enrichment of the vendee of the dealer, but will
only refund on actual loss to the dealer whose property I. involved.

We feel that such provisions are necessary in order to remove these InequItlei
and inasmuch as It Is one of the purposes of the bill to remove the inequitl|t.
caused by the termination of the tax, w, respectfully ask your conideration to
the end that adequate provisions are made for the refund o the losses rqtered to
Ab ove.' 

s~beve.ALMEN R. ColiNELIUS,

IJr bhalf of (LA members of Lhe Nahtioal Assodaom of Afanufadureryo/
Self.riting and Procemad Flour.
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The CHATItMAN. The committee is in receipt of a brief submitted
by Mr. G. E. Holloway, Buffalo, N. Y., which will be placed in the
record.

(The brief above referred to is as follows:)
ACrIL 30, 1930..Re.H. Rt. 12395, involving the revenue bill of 1938.

The FNAxc CouvvTzi ,
United ,tates Senate, Vos~ino, D. C.

G(NTLIMIrI: As the revenue bill of 193 is now engaging your earnest con-
sideration, I respectfully request the privilege of eubrnlttrg the following com-
ments as an Independent and private citizen for such value as they may contain
In conjunction with others as an indicAtioa e1 opinon or otherwise.

BASIS FOR CONCLUN5OWS 0aSV"1T13D

First, let me say that I wish to avoid any unfounded theory or prophecy regard-
Ing the measure under consideration, as Ifeel that there has already been some
unwarranted excesses in that direction by both supporters and opponents. My
purpose is rather to draw upon my own experience and observations with .
group of representative taxpayers and specific representative tax cases over a
period of the past 15 years. As a public accountant I have been privileged with
confidential relationships which have permitted me to observn the varying
reactions and effeet of the provisions of numerous revenue acts upon the tax.
payers and upon the amount of tax paid into the Treasury. These personal
contacts involve all of the several types of taxpayers, taxpayers withlargeand
small incomes, taxpayers engaged in many lines of bsine and various activities
and connection with tax cases before the Treaury Department, the United States
Board of Tax Appeals, and the Federal courts. Included in the cases mentioned
were issues arising under the act of August 5, 1009, the Revenue Act of 1913
and each succeeding revenue act to date. In addition to the above, I have dealt
with various State- and foreign-tax matters.

The approach to rnv comments Is not for the purpc&a of representing myself
as an authority but simply to point out that there are grounds for there aching
of conclusions which may conflict with popular opinion. In other words, there
are important facts affecting taxation, which arb evident from contacts with
individuals and groups upon their tax problems, which are not reflected in sta-
tistics from which much theory emanates.

Oh1ERA L APPLICATION

I have reviewed H. R. 12395 with amendments as pass by the House.
To gain some idea of the effect of the new provisions of title I (income-tax pro-
visons) I have applied them to the Income status and financial structure of
clients and other taxpayers concerning which I have detailed and speciflo Intor-
mation. The net result to the corporation and its stockholders considered as a
unit has been estimated where possible. The facts developed Indicate no uni-
form trend, but the new provisions unmistakably forecast unwarranted reduction
of tax liability for certain taxpayers and units of taxpayers and added and
excessive burdens for others not consonant with abilities to pay, benefits received,
or other measures usually made the justification of tax levies.

Taking Into consideration possible protective adjustment In organization and
Investment holdings, It does Lot appear likely that these representative tax-
payers would pay In the aggregate any greater amount of tax under H. R. 12395
as It now stands, than they would under the present revenue act. Individual
eam, however present some odd situations. In the midst of the mixed result
of benefits and penalties, It would be totally impo~lble to favor or oppose the
new income-tax provisions In the direct interest of taxpaying clients. The
unequal burdens, burdens Inconsistent with ability to pay and unwise changes
In financial policy (which appear certain to follow enactment of the new pro-
visfons), are, however, undeqlrable from the standpoint of the average citizen.

AS such I am respectfully submitting my comments with assurance that It is
not done directly or Indirectly for, or In the Interest of, any particular taxpayers
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! . QU~ETIONABDL rATUA 0 TU HXEW iC -TAX EoV, 's5IONs

lUnderlying H. A. "12395 there appears to be some conceptions which are of
questionable accuracy. Common among these are:

1. The belief that corporate surplus or accumulated earnings bear evidenceof Ability to pay dividends to stockholders.

2. Tee belief that there is a widespread accumulation of corporate earnings
which could and should be distributed in dividends.

8. The belief that, with three exceptions, current earnings are distributable.
4. The belief that the ratio of lndebtedpess to &cumulated earnings provides

a measure for the taxpaying ability.
With regard to corporate surpluses there seems to be just 'eaon for confusion

in'the public mind. Corporate surplus means to the avertige citizen an excess
of liquid funds over and above business requirements. In actual cases it is
seldom found to be such. In the sense of excess liquid funds corporate surplus
would constitute a reasonable basis for tax&tion or the imposition of penalty
measures to force liquidation. Positive and effective provisions are contained
in the Revenue Act of 1934, and preceeding taxing sets, for dealing with this
type of surplus when it actually exists. It is alleged by persons favoring the new
income-tax provisions that the present surtax on corpcrations improperly accu-
mulating surplus has been ineffective, due to the diffie ilty of providing proof of
unreasonable accumulations. In those we where 'the abuse wa louna, the
Imposltion of the tax has been upheld. The few asesmenta made and sustained
on account of improper accumulations is clear ev'dence that few such cases
actually exist. My own observations, as well as tha records of cases show that
when generalities are abandoned for study of actual requirements o? individual
specific corporations, unreasonable accumulations -Are rarely found.
. The accounting fiction of corporate surplus is, however, confused with excess
liquid funds, and upon this error it is propowe&- to revise a tax system. The
surplus item (or account) appearing in finaneiA statements Is no indication of a
corporation's ability to pay dividends or make distributions. The term is a
misnomer and poorly chosen. Surplus and accumulated earnings is nothing
more than a classification of capital invested or capital employed. The portion of
the capital designated "surplus" may be in the form of asset which could not be
distributed without liquidation of the business. The same may be true of current
income.

The fiction of a surplus Is so misleading and so devoid of value as an indication
of taxpaying ability that a system of taxation designed to prevent further accumu-
lations (a as undesirable from the standpoint of government as from the stand-
point of corporations and their stockholders. The capital requirements and
the actual capialemployed (including surplus) alone determine the ability of a
corporation to pay dividends. So widely does the significance of a surplus vary
that a corporation with a surplus for tax purpose may, in fact, be without liquid
funds or bankrupt, while another corporation with a deficit and no surplus may
have liquid funds and be in a position to make taxable distributions to share-
holders.

The purpose of the new income-tax provisions is to force payment of current
Income in dividends and to apply penalty rates of tax graduated according to the
ratio of noncompliance, At this particular time, many corporations unable to
distribute current income would be penalized in a sum far exceeding any amountof revenue which would be produced from the taxing of the entire income to the
stockholders in case of complete distribution. Upon entering the depression
period many corporations carried large amounts In accounts receivable and
inventory. With declining sales a smaller amount of capital was maintained in
these items and the capital released was consumed in unprofitable operations. ,

With increasing sales, the current Income In reflected in the added accounts
and increased inventory and is not in many Instances in a form available for
distribution. No relief is provided for this situation In sections 14, 15, or 16 (or
elsewhere) of H. R. 12395.

The graduated penalties for addition of current Income to surplus erroneously
presup that such action Is a voluntary matter and that earnings are inherentlyliquid funds capable of distribution. Nothing could be further from fact In actual
business prsetice. For accounting and statement purposes, the earnings are
accumulate and transferred at the close of the year, but keep in mind that this
is merely the record of earnings. The earnings themselves automatically appear
throughout the year in vtrying form, of assets and additional capital employed.
It is not a mtter of adding such earnings to surplus or employed capital, for they
are In fact already there. To relieve corporations with available liquid funds
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and penalize corporations without them Is to reverse the theory of "ability to
pay.- Judging from the effect upon specifle corporations, I can see no more
logic In the use of undistributed earnings as the principl yardstick for tax than
*ould exist in a graduated tax upbn automobiles or real estate based upon color.
Many busine&vs are too complex to conform to the new plan, and unjust dis.
crimInation must necessarily result from its operation if used as the prime measure
for levying tax.

An attempt is made in sections 14 and 15 to provide relief based upon certain
types of contracts and debts existing on March 3, 193. These provisions will
prevent a certain amount of discrimination and will give unwarranted tax reduc-
tion in other cases. Corporations may be overfinanced or underfinanced, and
that fact will not be adequately dealt with by the method of considering the
amount of debts, surplus, or deficits under sections 14 and 16. Conditions in
the ordinary course of business after March 3, 1938, will give rise to the same
causes for relief as are now provided to cover conditions previously existing.
It is evident that the limiting of relief to conditions existing on March 3, 1936,
would work at cross purposes the aim of the Direct Loans to Industry Act.
Such loans are being made to stimulate employment, etc., and conditions are
imposed precluding the payment of dividends. Loans of this character made
after March 3 1938, would subject the borrower to the maximum rate of tax,
while the earnings if distributed might be subject to little or no tax in the hands
of stockholders.

In the case of domestic corporations with foreign Individual stockholders the
Government would coleet 10 percent if all the income is distributed and a posible
423 percent if it is retained. This is too great an inducement for the withdrawal
of working capital.

Instances of unreasonable penalty or advantage will be found if'specific caes
are substituted for generalities. It is apparent that the needs and conditions of
various enterprise differ so materially that the pro new provisions cannot
be justly applied. There are no reliable facts available today by which the net
effect on tbe revenue can reasonably be estimated. The distribution of the stock
holdings and the devices possible for evasion are not now ascertainable. It is
certain that many corporations which now pay tax upon their earnings have
stbekholders who are not taxable and stockholders who would pay normal and
surtax rates aggregating less than the present corporation rates. The operation
of the new plan is the only means of detwmining its effect and because of the
uncertainty it seems unwise to relinquish a more or less uniform tax and one
providing a dependable source of revenue. As an experiment the plan may
have merit, if applied as a tax in addition to the plan now in force. A more
reasonable approach to the solution of alleged improper accumulations would be
to retain the present form of corporate tax and apply the proposed new taxes at
rates not exceeding 5 percent on corporate income. Such a procedure would
maintain the present revenue, provide additional revenue, encourage dividend
payments where reasonably possible, avoid severe penalty where distributions
are not possible, provide Information as to the extent of 'ible report dis-
tributions, and determine the practicability of further extension of the plan.
. One of the arguments advanced fOr the rew plan as set forth In H. R. 12395

is that it will require the proprietary Interests a corporation to bear the same
burden in taxes %hcui the propriets- interests of Individual business and past-
ners&ipe now pay. When adtal cases are examined it will be found almost
universally that the individuals and partnerships go to the corporate form of
doing businem whenever it would result in lower tax burdens. Legal difficulties
commonly prevent Incorporated businesses from obtaining the benefits of change
to a partnership or Indlvidusl form of enterprise. The fact that businesses ar
continued in individual or partnership form is clear evidence that as a general
proposition they are bearing lower buidens for their respective classes. Limited
exceptions exist, In the casn of professions, eto., but such cases are not extensively
important and among those of conequence many would be subject to the present
tax upon improper aecumulations It operating under corporate form without
distribution.

SUMMARY

To summarize my comments I would say that-
(a) Undistributed earnings do not form a reasonable distinction for clssifica-

tion of taxpayers.
_ (b) The I*proper accumulation of earnings may be grossly overestimated.
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S(c) The proposed neiv taxln, provisions will not protect many bus_
against severe penalties and discrimination and will not prevent evasion of
reasonable burdens in other Instances.
. (d) The yield of the new plan is uncertain as a substitute for the present

corporate tax.
Cs) Applied at low rates in addition to the present tax the new taxing provi.

slons would be productive of additional revenue be less disturbing to buidnesd
and avoid severe disrinination during an experhnental period of tax reform.. These eommonts are offered In good faith with the request that they receive
the consideration of your committee.-Repectfully submitted. G. E. HOLLOWAY

Libedy Batk Building, Bufalo, k. Y.

The CHAIRMAN. I am iii receipt of a memorandum prepared by,
Mr. Benjamin Graham, lecturer in finance, Columbia University,
New York City, relative to the pending bill.

(The memorandum above referred to is as follows:)
MgORNnUM PWARZD. 11Y IUN:AMIN GRAHAM, Lzcvusi IN FflANCi,

COLUMBIA UNIVIaSTT, NEw YoK Cty, fOR SUsMISSION TO THU FINANCES,
* Coin/fitz= o0 THE SXNATU Rs Ravareus BILL oF 1938

This memorandum intends to consider briefly the theory and technique of the
proposed taxes on corporate inomes. It will not consider related questions of the

Government's fiscal policy or such matters as the adequacy of the proposed
schedules to raise the required income.

I. ONRAL THt~oT 01 THU NSW; OLAN O1 CORPoATS TAXATION

I favor the underlying policy embodied in the bill Insofar as it tends (a) to,
equalite the tax status of corporate and noncorporate business and, (b) to remove
the tax-avoidanco Inducement to the accumulation of corporate surpluses. .,

If the effect of the bill were to compel distribution in cash of All corporate
earnings, I should strongly oppose It; for while the adoumulation of corporate
surpluses may have some obootilnable aspects, the proper remedy lies elsewhere
than In prohibitory or punitive legislation. However, while the effect of this bill
would undoubtedly be topromot46 a larger distribution of cash earnings, I do not,
think it will compel such distributions on any very large or dangcrons wale, since
corporations will have available a number of means by which they may be able
to reinvest earnings.without paying a penalty tax thereon. These means will
Include (a) the sale of additional stock amultaneously wih'the payment of cash
dividends (b) the payment of dividends In the form of preerred stok-which will
undoubteiy be held to be a taxable 'dividend--and (c) the payment of optionAl
dividends either in cash or common sock in a form which will result in the,
acceptance of stock.
,Tle most suitable method of eapitallsing reinvmted earning and making them

taxable to the stockholders, would be through the declaration of table dividends
in common stock. While thedecion in Binw.v. Macomber stands in the way of;
this Ideal arra iement, I believe that In view of the different'philosophy of tax&-
tion embodied In the pending bill this decision might be bveroome by treating,

0 " ue-vh stock dividends as an administrative vehicle, for allocating earnings to the.Various ta~xpsyera., - . . .i.R de nti .o of p~rs~en wpwa k inw4om in pat,-- W hile I favor the theory of the',

bill in endeavoring to rais the greater portion of presrnt corporate taxes from the
individual taxpayeM I believe it desirable to retain a fiat tax on corporate incomes
calculated s at present but at a lower rae say 6 percent. The revenue ra

L
sed

through such a tax would permit the application of a more liberal policy of calculat-I
tog corporate income subject to penalty taxes. As will be pointed out below the,
technique of imposing such penalty taxes is far too stringent in ms.ny respcds.

2. DXTAIIS OF .OPOSZD RYvSNUS ACT

I believe the bl i unnecessarily cmplcated and unpdly stringent In a number
of its provisions. I would suggest modification along the following Lines:
(a) .Thesling saelescheduce should be repl&adby alat rate, y t,0percent

or at 35 percent on undistributed net Income above ex~npt ona;or at sich Other
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rate as would be calculated by Treasury experts to yield the same aggregate
results as are intended by the present schedules.

I do not believe that any theoretical or practical advantages of a sliding sals
arrangement can offset the elements of extreme complexity which they Introduce.

(b) Provide an exemption fr'.-n undistributed-earnings tax of $,000, or 10
percent of net earnings--which. , v Is higher.

The $2,000 exemption wouti adequately take care of smaJi corporations,
now favored by a separate schedule. The 10 percent exemption would recognize
the fact that a substantial portion of earnings as now reported, turn out after a
lapse of time not to be true earnings, but to be oonsumed by obsolescence and
other concealed factors operating during the period of the reported earnings.

(e) If this flat 10 parent exemption is not adopted, I would suggest that cor-
porations be permitted to set up, out of earnings, reserves for obsolescence in
addition to the depreciation reserve now permitted and in an amount not
exceeding the annual allowance for depreciation.

(d) Corporations should be allowed greater flexibility than at present in
valuing their opening and closirg inventories. Either the "last in first out"
method or the "normal stock" method-both of which are now considered sound
accounting policies-should be permitted in calculating income subject to tax.

(a) For purposes of undistributed-earnings tax-but not for purposes of the
proposed continued regular corporation Income tax-s company should be
permitted to deduct capital losaes from total income.

Section 117 as it now stands, creates an intolerable situation in that cor-
porations having a net loss for the year from every accounting standpoints may
still be required to pay out dividends in order to avold a penalty tax on nonexistent
act Income. - - I

The above suggestions are made not to lighten the burden of oorporato taxa-
tion, bu to prevent unfair taxation in many individual cases through a miscalcula-
tion of the true income which should be subject to tax. Losses to the revenue
through the elimination of such unfair provisions should be offset by the proposed
refitqntin of a flat tax on all corporate incomes.

b ) The punitive tax on Intercorporate dividends provided in section 23 should
beeliminatod, in my opinion. 'This endeavor to destroy holding companies by
imposing special taxes thereon is ill-considered.

() The sp al category of corporations subject to a 22% percent flat tax is
open to serious objections.. The effect on the whole is to subject weaker corpora-
tona to a higher degree of tax than will be borne by stronger ones. In lieu of
these arrangement (in sections 15 and 18) 1 would suggest that corporations be
permitted to place themselves (by adoption of an appropriate bylaw) in the status

person. hoidins corporations under the War Revenue Act--in other words,
to make their undistributed Inoomo taxable to the individual stockholders This
would be an extension of the mechanism provided In section 102e under which
Corporations may avoid penalty. taxes If their shareholders include in their gross,
income their pro rti shares of te retained net income of the corporation.

(A) I believe that the Revenue Act as now drawn still permits a considerable
amount of t&1 avoidance through formation of foreign corporations to hold shares
of stock now owned by large tkholder. I woldd suggest that taxpayers be
required to file Information on their tax return with respect to their holdings of
foreign corporation shares, thus permitting the Treasury to determine instances
of the use of such foreign corporations for tax avoidance.
S(s) I am convinced, however, that the surtax rates on individual incomes

running up to 75 perce.rt, are too high to be really productive, as they practically
compel the various devices of tax avoldanee. In my opinion, a maximum surtax
rate of 0 percent Is likely to be both snore equitable and more effective, in eon-
Junction with the endeavor of the present bill to tax stockholders as far aa possible
on their pig rat" shares of the corporate earnings.- BZNIA iN GRAHAM,

Lecdurer. in Financ, Coumbia Univrrily, Net. York Mity.
Mr, P =rBsoNw. Mr. Chairman, I desire to submit for your con.

sideration a statement on behalf of my own company the Chieago,
Title & Trust Co., and other trust companlWe in the Middle West and
on the Pacifio comt.

(The statement is as follows:)
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81ATILNT or IIOL UAN D. Pftvaoxx, PRVs.0rx?, CnAoAoo TrLU & Tust
Co.,,CUIcAo, ILL.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MsUnzas Or THI COWMnTrTss:
My name is Holman D. Pettibone. I am president of the Chicago Title &

Trust Co, of Chicago, Ill. I appear on behalf of my own company and of a number
of other trust companies located in the Middle West and on the Pacific coast all
of which companies receive and manage trust funds as fiduciaries but do not do a
banking business or accept commercial bank deposits.

I desire to address the committee on the very limited point that the language
of section 104 of the revenue bill under consideration should be slightly changed
so that It will correspond to the definition of "deposits" contained In the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation Act and will apply to trust companies which
receive and manage trust funds as fiduciaries but which do not do a general
banking business.

As now drafted, section 104 will apply only to those trust companies which are
engaged in banking. It will not app ly to those trust companies which handle only
trust moneys. Many of the States do not have statutes permitting trust com-
panies to conduct a business of receiving banking deposits but under the laws of
such States, trust companies are authorized to and do receive, Invest, handle, and
manage trust funds. Trust companies which are not banks have in their custody
and control and are responsible for moneys which are not striet'y bank deposits
but which are In every sense analogous to such deposits and which, as such, are
covered by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Act.

The reasons for the suggested change are these:
(1) The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Act covers both bank deposit*

and trust funds;
(2) It seems probable that the House intended section 104 to apply both to

banking and nonbanking trust companies;
(8) There is no distinction In principle or public policy as between deposits

held by a trust company and moneys held In trust by such a company;
(4) Trust companies which handle only trust funds are under the regulation

of State governments to the same extent as are banking trust companies and are
under the supervision of State officlah who control the amount of surplus which
.hall be maintained;

(8) As to nonbanking trust companies, there exists the same need of main-
taining reserves as is recognized by the pending bill with respect of banking trustcornpa nie.

The suggested change In the language of the pending bill can be accomplished
either by adopting the definition of "deposit" contained in the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation Act or by adding to section 104 (a) of the pending bill
the words necessary to Include trust companies whose business is the receipt,
Investing, handling and managing of trust funds as fiduciaries.

To consider very briefly the reasons which I have ,numerated:

THU uXDsZAt# DPOBIT tNSuRArC CORPORAyOr AcT COV'sz8 BOTH DANIK DZOerre
AND TRUST FUNDS

In Its present form, section 104 of the bill which you are considering defines the'
term "bank" to mean a bank or trust company "A substantial part of who" bust-
ness Is the reeipt of deposits and the making of loans and discounts." The bill
contains no definition of the term "deposits." As used in the bill the term
"deposits" clearly rneans bank deposits and excludes trust moneys heid by trust
companies. Therefore, the section a now drafted would hot operate upon those
trust companies which do not accept technical bank depeits but which have in
their custody and control trust cash which is strictly analogous to baink deposit.
The definition of "deposits" contained In the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration Act- (12 U. S. C. A. 264 (e)(12)) recornies this analogy and Includes as
deposits under that act both money hel as bank deposits and trpst futids held
bya trus con pay whether'retained or dePosited in any department of the iasti-
tution holding the trust nioneys or deposited n another bank. 'The pending bill
should be wade harmonlous with this act and should therefore include ah deposits
both kinds of money namely, bank deposits and moneys held in trust-, and section,
104 should apply to b>oth banking and nonbanklng trust companes. -
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THE INTENT OF Tls novsTB

It seems probable that the term "deposits" was understood by the House of
Representatives to include both bank deposits and moneys held In trust. In
the report of the House Ways and Means ommitteo, no distinction was pointed
Out as between banking and nonbanking trust companies which handle only trust
funds, but the House was informed by the report that "banks and trust companies
are not brought within the new plan." In ,xplaining the bill on the floor of the
House, C0ngressman Vinson said:
"* * * banks and trust companies occupy a peculiar situation in our

wononio structure. They are under supervision of either the State or Federal
Government. They are required by law and by regulations to maintain certahe
reserves and because of sueh restrictions they are unable to pay out dividend.
and consequently they would be injured If they were subjected to the maximum

"A Ain If they were to pay out in dividend. their earings and profits, it might
be only the next day thereafter the bank Inspector, either State or Federal, would
require them to strengthen their financial structure in assessments upon the
stockholders Involved.

"There is another angle to it-the deposits I n most of the banks of the country
are Insured, and It Is thought necessary not only for the benefit of the depositors
and stockholders, but for the Government as weU, that the reserves provided for
by law and regulations be securly and stritly maintained." (Congressional
Record p. 6437, Apr. 27, 1930.)

AU tkat Mr. Vinon said applies with equal force to trust companiles whichaccept bank deposit, and to those which operate under the laws of States which do
not permit trust companies to engage in a general banking business but which
ban de only trust cash as distinguished from bank deposits. However, should I
be mistake n Ithe view that this I what was intended by the Houe, my I
invite your attention briefly to the fol owing reasons why the suggested change in
language should be made-

11HERE 18 NO DISTISMeCTOM IN PRINCtPLZ OR PUBLIC POLICY AS BETWEEN DEPO$Wrt
AND TRVST FUNDS

One of the manifest purposes of the exemption provided for In section 104 is
to enable, if indeed not to induce, banks and banking trust companies to create a
surplus in order to protect and safeguard the funds of their depositors. There
is the same need for a suitable corporate surplus in the ease of a nonbanking cor-
porate trustee. There Is no difference in principle or In public policy between a
trust company which receives deposits within the strit meaning of that terut
and a trust company which not being a bank of deposit and therefore having no
power to accept deposits in (he strict sense of that term i engaged in the business
f Administering trusts and in that connection, of receiving money either for te

purpose of immedlati investment or to hold, pay out, or distribute to beneficiaries,
according to the nature and requirements of the trust. The beneficiaries of suehtrusts are Identically In the samne peition with regard to their need for proteetiontts ar thetictor ea trust company operating under laws autborfsing it to
=toPt depomNI.

Consider, for example, any large nonbanking trust company authorized to do
business under the laws of a State which proMbits such trust companies from
aee pting banking deposits. Such a corporate trustee aets as ourt receiver,
administratoro guardian, conservator trustee, or in similar fiduciary capacities.
It way have in Its hands millions of dollars of uninvested trust moneys which are
not strictly bank deposits but which are subject to call at any time. Or take for
example, trust companies, which operate under the statutes of those States which
expressly authorize trust compares, though having -no banking powers to act
under orders of court as trustee depositary for trust funds held by individual
trustees, t ceivers, and other Individual fiduciaries. Under such statutes the
funds so held are subject to the order of the court so designating the corporate
rustee as a trust depositary. Does not prudence and business necessity require

the same protection for th funds of such nonbanking trust compm"ie as in the
t~f of iAk deposits? I '

In the ease Of a bank deposit the relation between the depc.ltor and the bank
Is simply that of debtor and creditor, while in the other example a true trust
relationship exists. Is a mre creditor entitled to greater protection than a trust
beneficiary? Is the mere technical distinction between a deposit and a trust to

68545-36-----45
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control? Or is 'depeit" to include trust cash balances as provided in the Federal
Deposit Insuince Corporation Act? Every reason would indicate the latter.

S13o far s the need of protection is concerned, it Is Immaterial whether the
money held by the trust company Is held as a bank deposit or held impressed
with a trust. The depositor in the one ease and a beneficiary In the other are
equally entitled to protection so far 0a the protection may be secured by the
building up of an adequate surplus.

THE NZID OF BURPLUS B.ICAUSE OF STATE REGULATION AND CONTROL

The statutes of most States, if not of all, provide that trust companies, whether
they are empowered to accept general deposits or not, shall be subject to Sat6
regclaton and control. Such statute generally prescribe a definite minimum
relationship which must at all times be preserved at be'woen capital and surplus
on the one side and the amount of trust deposits or trust funds on the other.
They subject trust companies to 8tate inquisitorial Jowers and to the super.
vision of tate officials who are charged with the duty cf causing such companle
to maintain sound financial conditions and surpluses adequate to fully safeguard
the trust funds under the administration of such companies. If in the judgment
of the officials charged with this duty surpluses fall below an amount deenied
adequate, power is given to require their replenishment or to cause the institu.
tiOns to cease doing busine. This furnishes a clear recognition, it any Is needed
of the general principle of public policy which demands safeguards and security
In the matter of trust funds and trust investment by corporations having trust
powers, and in this respect places such trust companies in the same category as
banks with or without trust powers.

NO DISTINCTION BETWXZN BANKINO AND NONBANKINO TaUST COM5AN1Ss

By reason of the very nature of the business there can be no rational distinction
made in the matter of axing surplus between a bank or trust company engaged In
the business of receiving general deposits on the one hand and a trust company
without such banking powers a substantial 1wrt of whose trust business is the
holding, use, investment and disposltion of trust funds. Protetion through
su lus is clearly no less justified or demanded In the one case than in the other.

Banks having trust powers and trust companies having banking powers or
powers of deposit both commingle trust funds with their own funds and invest
trust balances belonging to their beneficiaries. If it be proposed, a It is, to exempt
thee principal kinds of institutions last mentioned the result will be to create an
unjustifiable discrimination between two classes of trust eompnnles. Protection
will be given to one class of beneficiaries which is derled to the other class, both
being equally entitled to the same protection.

In some States, such as Illinois and Oregon, trust companies, though not banks
of deposit, are given the same statuary rights relative to the use and management
of cash balances of trus*s awaiting distribution or investment as are national
lbonks, under the Federal Reserve Act.' In the case of banks doing a trust business,
uninvested trust funds of trust beneficiaries are deposited in the bank's own
banking department, not a. special deposits but as general deposits, and are made
use of by the bank accordingly and are likewise insurable under the Federal
Deposit Insurano Corporation Act. There is no substntia different in this
= t between a bank and a trust company without Fanking powers. Tho
lot, instead ot making with Itself a techni cl deposit of trustfimds, subject
tO chock withdrawal, credits these funds on its books to its 4eqefiiarles and then
Ms, holds, invests and distributes these funds identically as does * bank trusteein the handling 04 Its trust .

sUGOET'D CHANO IN LMOVAoG

In yew of thes considerations, I suggest that section 104 (a) should read (part
italleized is preant exemption In sea. 104 of 1930 tt) 4s follows:

"A4 used in iis section tAe term 'bank' mmns 9 bank or a trust cov'pony doing q
&everal trust buslnpts fncorpqrlted under to%# laws of 14 United S4its of of any
State or 'erriary, a .ubtaftlal part Of o# bsUlinsu is Me ro' elj dapoit a =
as wa Loj Ws and dioont,, or the recipt, Idveting, and tanag.

to8 o trui, u
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Mr. ALYOD. Mr. Chimrnan, I would like to present, for the con.
sideration of the committee a statenefit on behalf of the Title Insur'
ance & Trust Co. and tile Title Guarantee & Trust Co., both of Los
Angeles, Celif., in stipport of a clarifying amendment to section 204 of
the Revenue Act of 1934.

(The statenint is as follows:)
STATEMENT aY E. C. ALVORD, WASHINGTON, D C. o i BXHALIP or TITLE INSUR-

ANCE A TRUST Co. ANtD TITLU (JUAR AN'TE A TRusr Co., BOTH or Los
ANOELER, CAL;F., IN SurPoRT or A CLAwrFItNO A'MENDNdNT TO Srt'I1N M
ov TIM REvxNI, ACT or 1034

In the case of an Insuranco company other than life or mutual, section 204 (b)
(1) of the ReVenue Act of 19"28 provided as follows:"'(1) Gros incorn#.-'Gross Income' means the sum of (A) the combined gross
amount earned during the taxable year, from Investment Income and from under-
writing income s provided In this subsection, computed on the basis of the
underwriting and Investment exhibit of the annual statement approved by the
National Convention of Insurance Commissioners, and (B) gain during the taxable
year from the sale or other disposition of property-"

This definition was suutanlal y the same under previous acts. It will be-
observed that such a company o required to incluJe in its gross income only.-
Insurance Income and gain from the sale or other disposition of property.

On ,Iarch 14, 1932 the Supreme Cou.t decided the ease of Unigad Sfafs- v.
Home "'N"l. Insurance &mjon (285 U. S. 191). That cAse Involved a claim of
exemption from capital stock tax on the ground that the corporation was an in-
suranco company. The Supreme Court sustained the exemption even though
nearly 23 percent of Its Income was derived from noninsurance business (c(. Bocers
v. L ,,c srs Aortgage Compny, 285 U. S. 182). Under that decision certain title
Insurance companies would qualify as lr#,urance companies under section 204 (a)
of the Revenue Act of 1928 and yet the definition of gross Income cont%ined in sub -
section (b) (I) of that section would not necessarfly include all of their Income.

In order to meet that situation, Congress, In the Revenue Act of 1932, changed
the definition of gross income to read as follows:

"(1) Gross Income' means the sum of (A) the combined gros
amount earned during the taxable year, from investment income and from under-
writing income as provided in this subsection, computed on the basis of the under'
writing and investment exhibit of the annual statement approved by the National
Convention of Isur n Commissioners, and (B) sa during the taxable ytar
froIm the sale or other dispoitionofi plroperty,and(C) ft o(A. items cs1fms
9ro* income ynder section f;".! (ta lcs ours.)

The deflnltobh as so amended was carried forward without change in the
Revenue At of 1934.

The purpose of this amendment Is explained in the Senate Finance Committee
Report (S. Rept. 0, 72d Con:., 1st sea., p. 37), as follows:
• c"-r ;O.4 204 (b)(). Dtns ien o/f goss income--i rurance companies other tan,

life 0r mutfL--Some question has arsen as to the adequacy of the definition Iri
prior tets of the gross Income of Insurance companies other than life or mutual.
Under a recent decision of the Supreme Court, som A)f the title guaranty and
mrage guaranty companis are table as insurance companies, and sines a.
subsntial part ot their Income might not be classed as either underwriting or
investment Income It mnht not come within the definition of gross Income con--
tained In this section. As sue cornpnrer ore allowed Ifms 4 deductions as are
aOtU'wc brdiroary cotporahts is %nadii=Om toI purely ir..urarsc deductions pro-
vidd in section *Oj, ihey i;;J4 N'ein the highly (orored Mfs~lon of being gazed upois

ony ag fI~r sicome O ils being alloted al of their espe~uee 'tese and other
dodioft. Moreover, th'defnition even in the cae of the other typo of
insurance coapanes tsble under section, ncay not Include soee -lel-lancui fon . of inoorao'which should be subject'to taiL The bill accordingly
requlres the Inclusion In gros income of Insurance companies taxable under
setlon 204 of n,1I Items oonstitutlng gross ineo I under section 22 other than
Items of the character already specied in section 204." (Italics ours.)

It will be observed that tho committee acted under the assumption that such
insurance compau' were allowed the same deductions as ordinary corporations.
and were escaping tUx upon part of their Income. Upon this assumption Con-
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sw made no change in the provisions of subspotiUs (e) (4) and (e), (6) of section
of the 1928 at dealing with certain deductions.

Section 204 (e) provides in part as follows:
"(o) Dodue*iors afletd.-In eotnp~iting the iet income of ab Insurance orn.i
paysubject to the tax Imposed by this section there shall be allowed as deduo-

"(4) Losses incurred as defined in subsection (b) (8) of this section;
* S S * 5 '9 5

"(6) Bad debts in the nature of agency balances and bills receivable ascer-
tained to be *orthless and charged off withn the taxable year;"

It will be noted that the deductions authorized In the above quoted provisions
are limited In their scope and are not entirely appropriate to provide for the deduc-
tion of losses suWtened and bad debts incurred in the earning of non-insurance
Income. In other woids, losses, in order to be deductible under subsection ()(4),
must be incurred on insurance contracts as defined in subsection (b) (6). Deduc-
tions for bad debts are similarly li cited to agency balances and bills receivable.
These provisions were reenacted without change in the 1934 act.

Because of the limitations contained in subsections (a) (4) and (ce) (6) of sec-
tion 2 14, examininF officers of the bureauu of Internal Revenue in the audit of
returns of certain title insurance companies for 1932 and subsequent years have
disallowed deductions which would otherwise be allowed to ordinary corporations.
A few illustrations will suffloo.

Some of these companies maintain trust departments and charge fees for
certain services which fees are not strictly insurance income. Typical of such
charges would be escrow fees. Such charges are accrued and included In the
Income of the Iniuranee company by virtue of section 204 (b) (1) (C). However,
If for any reason the $nsurane coipa~ny Is unable to collect such fees and they
are charged off as a bad debt, it has been proposed to disallow the amount thereof
as a deduction under subsection (c) (8) because of the restriction contained in
that section upon the deduction of bad debts. l other words, if the fees had
been earned in connection with the insurance business, they would be alowable
sbad debts, but not having beenearned in connection with the irsurance bud-

ness, examininug agents of the Bureau of Internal Revenue have taken the position
that they are not deductible.

Again, a shlmlar question has arisen in connection with bad debts resulting
-from the foreclosures of mortgag,s and trust deeds. In many instances, sue
companies loan money upon the Eecurity of real property. Where the mortgages
are foreclosed, the compsnles frequently sustain losses. In such cues examining
agents of the Bureau of Internal Revenue have taken the position thattbe loss
is ifn the nature of a bad debt on account of the money leaned, and that it is not
In th0 nature o an agency balance and not strictly within the category of bills
receivable and, therefore, not deductible under subsection (c) (6). I f, however,
the mortgage security had been sold, the deduction would be allowable as a loss
resulting from the sale of property under subsection (c) (5).

These companies frequently have occasion to acquire stock it other corpora-
tions. Cases have arisen where such stock became wholly worthless and where
the State insurance commissioners have directed that the cost thereof be written
0 on the books of the taxpayers. Such losses have been disallowed on the theory
that they were not incurred on insurance contracts under subsection (b) (6) and
because they were not sustained from the sale or other disposition of property as
provided In suee'ion (c)(5).

I am Intfotmed that the Treasury officials are fully aware of the problem, and
I Aip quite certain that they will agree that a clarifying change In the law would
be helpful to the adminlatratir t officials, as well as to the title insurance compAnles.
fInte, under section 201 (b) (1) of the Revenue Act of 1932 and under the same
section sa reenacted in the Revenue Act of 1934, title insurance companies are
required to include in their roes income not only insurance income and gain
from the sale or other dispotition cf capital assets, but "all other items-constt-
tuting gross Income under section 22", it is obvious that they should be entitled
to the ime deductions with rspoct to their ordinary income as are allowed toi
ordinary corporatoa.

, - ,t
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Amend section 204 (o) b I adding tho following new paragraph
"(10) To the extent of te gross income provided by subeecion (b) (1) (C) of

this section; 11 other deductions provided by section 23 of this title.'
The CHA!RMAN, The committee will reees until 2 p. m.
(Whereupon, at the hour of 12:15 p. m., the committee ,-ecessed

until p. Id. of the same day.)

AFrERxoox msEtONt
(Th hearing was resumed at'2p. m., pursuant to adjournment.)
The CHIIRWAN. Is Mr, toward McCall here?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr, A. 0. MacKenzie.

-Mr. MACoKENZE. Yes, sir.,

STATEMENT OF A. 0. MAcKENZIE, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,R.PRR$EaIITIN UTAH M.AL-MINING COMPANIES

Mr. MACKIENZIE. I am A. 0. MlacKenzie'of Salt Lake City, Utah,
and have been engage in the mining business in Utah for many
years, I am the executive officer of the State association of metal-
mine operators and 'appear 4s their representative. I am generally
familiar with inig conditions in otheryestem States, as wef, a
my own, and the conditions to which I invite your consideration
exist in the western metal-mining States generally..

The principal metal products of our State are gold, silver, copper,
1eod and zinc1 which almost invariably occdr in association 'With each
Our in the same ore, Under q.ormal conditions, about 47 percent
of the population .of the Stete depends upon the production of these
metals. The retl-minin industry's .pay rolls constitute about 30
percent of the totqW industrial pay rolls ofthe ttate. It furnishes more
than 50 percent of the originating railroad freight tonnage of the State
and is the principal home market for the State s agricultural products.
These figures are cited to demonstrate the importance to ho State
of this industry, which has attained that importance through methods
of financing and developing such as I am about to describe.

Mining properties in the West are customarily brought into opera,
tion through the formation of corporations to develop claims pre-
sumed to contain metals in commercially recoverable quantities. The
process begins with the location by a prospector of mining claims
which indicate to him the presence of recoverable metals. He may
bave, and usually has, spent years in search for the claims and is,
therefore, probably not a young man. In most instances, he must
spend more time and much hard labor to uncover a showing which will
warrant the next step in the development of his ground. Such a
showing having been made he faces the necessity of spending money,
which in all likelihood he Aoes not possess, to prove and develop his
discovery. So he brings his proposition to the attention or his
friends and others, and if the showing impresses them favorably a
corporation is formed to develop and operate the claims.

The corporation contracts to expend a specified amount of money
in-the equipment and development of the property within a specified
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period and pay the owner a specified price forthe claims out of the
earnings of the corporation as and'when earnings are realized. Such
payments take precedence over dividend distributions by the corpora-
tionk a the objective of the whole arrangement, as far as the owner
of the claimsi is concerned, is to consumxnat, the sale 'of piropetty
which he is unable to develop himself or to sell outright.',

The hazards of the venture arethus shared byteCowner 6f:the
claims and by the corporation. Both parties rely upon the property
itself to produce its purchase price. If it fails to do so, the corpora-
tion loses what it spends to equip, develop, and operate the enter-
prise, turns the claims back to the owner anA dissolves. If the enter-
prise prde sifficintIyproductivdo the cf ji6pis, into the ownership
of the corporation, the develophient 1 agreement termiftated, and the
corporation proceeds to operate the Iroperty as owner.
It is evident that this pro6duro ivolves the expenditure bf large

sums of money in the development of the property before it is steady
for production or before eny moey is available to pay for the prop-

nator KiiNo.,'Is it not t rue tht -soume of th6 mtng companies
have spent as much as $10,000,000 to $25,000,000 before they took
ohitapoundofort " ' ' ' .. ..

'Mr. MAcKERI;t. That is true, Senator; yes. ....1 : I
These who "ike stock in such corporations do not expect imediate

liidivlduid profits and usu/ll -ecpt several years to laps, before
pkofitA accrue to'shareholders,.' Itisquiteobvious thalt,thb hazards
of such' undertakings are many. '

One of three conditioils must result: "
First. The venture ray pro6'a total failure.:
Secbnd. Sufficient ehinings maybe realized t pay for the proprty

and for its initial development wvithoutreturn to'the stockholders;
And the fact that the 'c5poratioh"'iiay'realize some funds Which It
tses in development or payinnt for the ptopetty does not'hecessarily
%didath' that the stockholders will ever receive anything foi then
-selves.

Third. The venture may develop a large body of g;od ore and prove
'highly profitable for all concern d, including the Federal and Statb
treasuries.

In the first instance, nobody profits except, those who have re-
ceived employment from the corporation and, those who' have sold
supplies to it. In the second instance, it would seem only faith that
the stockholders should be mxtde whole as far as theb pyoperty is' con;
cerned without the imposition of excessive taxes, as the owner of the
property will pay his proper tax on What profit he inay have mad in
the transaction. In the third instance, that of a profitabld venture,
the property and the stockholders should and will pay proper taxes
to the Government and the State. I I
SIt would be especially unfortunate to prohibit this manner of

handling prospects at this time when it is so diflikult, to sell such
properties o.iright. Arrangements along the lines .I have indicated
afford about the only present hope for owners of such ground to initiate
its development or for investors, of moderate means' to enter 'tho
industry with possibilities for future gains oemmensriAte With the
hazards they nasume. The plah is loiigt-stabllshed, residents of'he
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mining areas themselves engge in it largely and It is doing much at
present to provide empl, yment for men unable to obtain other work,,

After my many years of contact with and observation of this
industry, I feel that I can assure you that you need worry little about
such corporations withholding dividends in undue measure from the
stockholders.-, In fact, the tendency often is to distribute earnings
too lavishly, and all those, familiar with the history of western metal
mining know of many instances where companies have suffered greatly
through failure to retain sufficient reserves to meet emergencies.
Usually it requires considerable resolution on, the part of directors of
young, mining companies to retain sufficient earnings to constitute
even reasonable safeguards, against the adverse circumstances that
frequently arise.

I believe the enactment of this bill in its present form would greatly
discourage and posibly extinuih investment in such enterprises a,
I have discussed.'. I am unable to analyze the bill or to engage in a
technical discussion of its various provisions, although I have read it
and have heard some of the discussions of it before this committee in
the last few days. I find my own uncertainty as to its effects is shared
by men much more; qualified than I, to. comprehend. such matters.
One fact, however, has very definitely impressed itself upon me as the
bill affects our industry, and. that fact is that a tax of 42% percent
may be levied upon earnings from a property which must actually be
applied to payment for the property itself and for the development
without which the property is worthless. This is one of the provisions
of th' bill that will not failto imprens itself 1ipon all. those interested
or likely to become interested in our industry, even though they gain
little or no further knowledge of the bill and its application, and that
fact alone will be a tremendous deterrent to mineral development in
the Western States.
. It in not a matter of theory with us but of actual results. These

will be harmful to our metal-mining industry and to our communities.
That is the one thought we Wish to leave with you, as we believe you
do not wish to be unf air to us and harm us in tls way.

Senator HASTINGS. What effect do you think it will have upon
competition, for, instance, In the copper industry? Would it not
tend to prevent new development and new discoveries of ore, and
therefore give to the present owners, for instance, these large corpora-
tions, pretty nearly a monopoly in that particular ore?

M hir. MACKENZIE. Yes, Senator. As I tried to, indicate, it will
seriously affect, in our judgment, t!e development of newdeposits of
any description.

Senator HASTINGS. And that of itself, of course, narrows the com-
petition and gives to the well-established company an opportunity to
increase its price and earn more profit?

Mr. MACKENZIe. It would have that tendency; yes.
Senator KINo. For every mine that operates and produces ore,

how many efforts are there and experiments that fail? Will you gct
one operating mine out of 500 ventures?

Mr. MACKENZIE. Locations, you mean?
Ekenator KiNo. Yes. Or 1,000?
Mr. MACKENZIE. Senator, I do not know of any definite statistics.

An attempt was mad6 by some of -.ny friends several years ago to
make a computation on that. It was in no sense official, but was the
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best that they'could make with'the available data. Their conclusion
wi that one dividend-paying metal mine in the West results from
22'00 locations.

8enatorH ASTINGs. What do you mean, .Mr. Mackenzie, by
"locations"? Is that a thing upon which they have spent money?

Mr. MACK.NIS; Just. the cost of acquisition, Senator. Undei the
law a person is allowed to locate mining claims which constitute a
surlace area 600 by 1,500 feet. I • .. I , " ;

Senator HASTiNbS. That does not cost much money. -
Mr. MACKE-Nzi. No; the locAtion does not. -

Senator KING. He has to work on it and pay every year an assess-
itient, and has to do a certain amount of work to get title.

Mr. MACKENZIE. $100 worth of work a year.
Senator KINO. Have you any data on the number of companies

that have spent real money upon trying to develop a location that
has not succeeded? What proportion of those fail?

Mr. MACKENZIE.. I could not answer, Senator. They are not of
record, you know, but of course a great number.

Senator KING. I suppose the percentage of failures is very great.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Oh, yes. From the nature of things, it just has

to-be.
Senator KING. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Donald A. Callahan, Idaho Mining Associa-

tion.

STATEMENT OF DONALD A. CALLAHAN, WALLAOSi IDAHO,
REPRESENTING IDAHO MINING ASSOCIATION

Mr. CALLAHAN. My name is Donald A. CallUhan of Wallace,
Idaho. I represent the Idaho Mining Association, which numbers
among its members practically all of those who are interested in mining
in the State. .

I coucur in the statement made by Mr. Mackenzie, of Salt Lake
City. The conditions surrounding the development of mining
properties in Utah and Idaho and throughout practically all of the
western country are as he described. Mining has always been and
always will be a pioneering industry. In the development of mining
properties man is brought face to face with the reaitance that nature
makes to the discovery and exploitation of her hidn resources. In
the State of Idaho we have large operating mine that have been
developed to their present point of production within the last 50
years. We have the largest lead mine and the largest silver mine in
the United States located within our borders.

I am not here to talk to you about the effect of this tax bill upon
our large producing companies. It so happens that most of these com-
panies havo ample reserves with which to carry on their business. It
is quite possible that this tax bill will relieve these companies, as such,
of considerable taxation. I do not mean by this that these operating
companies approve of this bill, because they do not. They believe it,
is fundamentally wrong. The management of these properties have
developed them to their present efficient status through the exercise
of good engineering and business judgment. They feel a' per(eot
confidence 'in carrying on their business and do not relish the idea
of a system of taxation which will dictate to them, through the imposi-
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tion of what we regard as penalties the policy of distributing or
retain earnings for the benefit of both the stockholders and the
corporation as an entity.. . . .

If you should take a poll of the mining industry including both
management and individual stockholders, you would find an oven-
whelming majority opposed to the policy contained in this bill.

But I am here especially to plead-with you on behalf of the smaller
corporations which as engaged in the development of mining prop-
erties. I am here to ask that you do not blanket the entire Nation
with a system which Is designed to correct what some people regard
as an economic and social evil. I make the assertion that this
blanket policy will affect most adversely the corporations which are
fighting for existence and seeking to establish themselves in the
position where they will in time become contributors to the Nation's
revenue.

In the State of Idaho we have vast undeveloped areas which contain
minerals. It may surprise you to learn that in central Idaho there is a

*rimitive area upon which the foot of a white man has never trodden.
From the upper reaches of the Salmon River through a vast mountain-
ous country there. lie hidden treasures which man today is seeking to
recover from forbidding, nature. Hundreds of small corporations
today are prospects and developing these areas. They are the
companies which will be moat adveri.ly affected by the passage of this
bill. Mr. Mackenzie has told you of the method by which mine
financing is accomplished and it must be quite clear that to impose themaximum tax provided in this bill upon earnings of these corporations
which are devoted to payment for properties and the erection of
operating and reduction plants, will make it a practical impossibility
to finance future operations.

The mining industry already is suffering from obstacles placed in
the way of financing by the Federal Government. The Securities
Act as administered by the Securities and Exchange Coiunission is
making it practically impossible to do the initial financing which is
required under the system which has been described to you. The
other day a representative of the Treasury at these hearings, in
response to a query of Senator King, made reference to "gullibility"
upon the part of those asked to invest in nuning securities. We of
the mining areas of the Wesk resent such an attitude. We are the
first to recognire and condemn the promoter of worthless mining
stocks.

We do that because he is our enemy. He makes it just that much
harder to secure funds for legitimate mining development. But we
know at the same time that this class of salesman is not confined to
the sellers of mining stocks. We find the fakir in all lines of business.
As I listened to this reference to the "gullibility" of those who might
invest in mining stock, I could not help but think that the gentleman
who made the reference had probably written his statement for the
committee under electric lights which had only been made possible
because somebody had invested in mining stocks, and that he rode up
to deliver this statement in an automobile which could never have
been built if certain "gullible" individuals had not been foolish
enough to invest their funds in mining securities for his benefit and
the benefit of all who enjoy the conveniences of this machine age.
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The mining industry is one of the oldest in the world. K1R was the
11rt industry of the We~t. it, is still moat important not only'to the
West but to our industrial and agricultural sottions as well.- This is
a metal- ago, and we must keep on finding out the decrets of nature
through the sw plodding probe6s of opening -up forbidding ground,
building rosads through almost impasdable forests, across 'rushing
streams, along trackless canyons.

I want to give you an example of a little gold". property located near
where I live in Idaho which will serve as an example of what this bill
would do to such enterprises.- This corporation t6okan option on
a goldpioperty for $122,500 and paid $1,000 in cash, which was all
it could raise at the time. It borrowed money: tobuild a plant and
there is still due more than $40,000 on that note.. It has been obliged
to incur other indebtedness to the extent of $2j700 and the directors
of the corporation have personally advanced $10,000 to carry on
operations. Interest has accrued on these obligations in the amountof $7,000. .. •.. .. '
'The company has a good prospect of paying out these obligations

aid making money for its stockholders.
The CHAIRMAN, When was this company organized?
Mr, CALLAhAN. It waS organized probably 5 or 6 years ago.,
Senator Kamo. And hasbeen struggling along ever since trying to

develop the property, .
Mr, CALLAHAN. The property wag ' partially developed before it

was taken over, but not to where production started.
.The money thus far subscribed has been spent in developing and

equipping the property and it is now at a point of production. Up
to date It has made sales approximating $250,000 and under its con-
tract the property has paid royalties to apply on the purchase price
out of these sales to the amount of $37,600.. It now owes $144,800 for
the property and on the notes which it has been obliged to issue in
its rather long struggle to reach the point of production. Lest year
its total sales bf ore amounted to $35,00. It paidd out in wages
$11,350 and for materials and supplies, $9,500. It is on the road to

-'Now, having this situation in mind# I endeavored to read the bill
with a view of ascertaining how this company, in the event it has
future net earnings; might enjoy some of the much discussed "relief"
provisions of this bill. It was then that I began to realize that this
little company which was formed primarly for the purpose of mining
gold ores must Rtep out of character temporarily toward the end of the
taxable year and resolve itself into an organization for the purpose of
working out plans' under these complicated provisions for keeping
some of its earnings to apply in payment of Its indebtedness. Its
directors would be obliged to consider: (1) Provisions of section 14
relating to accumulated earnings and profits less than the adjusted
net income. Here the rather puzzled gold miners would become in-
volved in the question as to whether they had accumulated earnings
and profits. Naturally, they would scratch their heads and seeif
they could understand what the term earnings and profits" means.

According to the testimony already before this committee, ,this is
something that neither lawyers, accountants, Congressmen, Treas3ury
officials, nor other Government bureaus and departments agree upon
so it is doubtful if there is anything hero which will give relief.
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rlheo gold miners were, not farseeing enough when they entered
into this undertaking to mine gold to make contracts not to, py
dividends:, L They were naive enough to believe that under the laws
governing the corporations of. Idaho, they wouldn't need to make
such contftets or agreement.. They knew they would find themselves
in r ther a predikatinent inder the laws of our State if tey hadat
tempted to do such'a thing. So I could find no relief in socti 1 &lS

I then turned to section 10 relating to debts, which has a number of
division"A aid subdivisions, using up several of the integers and a
number of letters of the alphabet, some of them in caps and some in
lower case. The bill is quite artistic in this respect because it employs
parentheses, cross-references, and practically everything known .to
thosi who make a specialty of writing bills for Congress which to the
ordinary layman mean "confusion worse confounded."
I I am not going to say to you that somewhere in these throe sections
there isn't some relief of some kind for this company in the event it
makes money and wants to pay its debts. I am rot going to say it
because I don't know and if there ic anybody that can tell me, I'll
pass the word on to the directors of this company and they may be
able to take advantage of the situation. Even then, can you tell me
whether there is any assurance that this will be the decision of the
Bureau wh3a they come to deal with the matter?. I am certain the
obligation to pay for a property out of earnings in the form of royalties
does not come within the relief provisions.

Are you going to pass a tax bill which will place mining oorpora-
tions incurring such obligations in this position? If you do, you Will
destroy incentive to prospect and develop the mining resources of the
United States. And in doing that you will retard unquestionably an
industry which should be always a concern of an industrial nation, or
you wifldrive the promising mining prospects in this country into
the willing hands of the large operators who have sufficient fuNds with
which to purchase and develop such properties. I do not believe you
would senously contemplate such a policy.

Let me call your attention to another case, where the stockholders
in a corporation paid in $50,000 for their stock. The corporation
spent i equipment, development, and payment for the property,
$500 000. When the mine was exhausted, the company had $20,000
left for distribution to its stockholders. Can it be said that the
stockholders were in any way enriched by apparent earnings of this
corporation, that in any particular year were expended for purchAse
of the property or for equipment and development, when the net
result was the stoe .holders lost $30,000? These are the rounded
figures of an actual case and are typical of many others.

These are but typical examples. I could cite hundreds of them in
my own State alone. I know that the great majority of such enter-
prises never will yield any return at all. M'en who purchase mining
securities. realize the hazard of all such enterprises. The point is that
honest efforts to develop mining resources should not be penali7ed
by excessive,taxes upon profit actually expended in payment for
properties and for the erection of operating and reduction plants.

Something has been aid here, in fact it has been repeated very
often, that taxes for the support of Government should be levied
upon those best able to py. That maxim of taxat ion was enunciated
by Adam Smith, the authors of thii bill are willing to accept the
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first maxim ofAdam Smith with relation to taxation, they should beequally willng to amept the second., Aco.rdin 1, . wuYjliet&IUd' ICO~ A or I wudlk tohave your conieration othi second maxm whch is as follows:
The tax which ec individual is bound to pay ought to be certain and not

arbitrary. The time of payment the manner or payment, the quantity to be
paid, ought all to be cear and pl*i to the oontributor and to every other person;
whei It is otherwise, every person subject to the tax is pl$ more or less In the
po*er'ot the tax gatherer.

And you should be equally'willing to consider another of these
Vnaxims as follows:

Every tax ought to be so contrived a both to take out and to keep out of the
kets of the people as little as possible over and above what it brings into

Spubl treasury of the State. A tax may either take out or keep out of the
poe kets of the people a great deal more than it brings into the public treasury
in the four following ways. First, the levying of it may require a great number
of officers whose salaries may eat up the greater part of the produce of the tax,
and wjse perequisites ma impoe another additioal tax upob the people,
Secondly, it may obstruct tMe Industry of the people and discourage them from
applying to certain branches of business which mlght give maintenance and
employment to great multitudes. While it obliges the people to pay It may
thus diminish, or perhaps destroy, some of the funds which might euable them
more easily to do so. Thirdly, * * * the law (meaning a law providing for
excessive rates, penalties and forfeitures) first creates the temptation and then'
punishes those who yild to It; and it c6mmonly enhances the puishraent du4

proporitot, t6 the very efreumntanoes which ought certainly to alleviate it,
the tempttion to commit the crime. , Fourthly, by subjecting the people to the
frequenytisits and the odious examination of the tax gatherers, it may expe
them to much unnecessary trouble, vexation, and oppresfon. * * * It is
in somb one or other of th ee four different ways that taxes are frequently so
much mors burdensoine to the people than they are beneficial to the sovereigns

I submit that the evidence before this committee clearly indicates
that all four of these objections will apply O' this particular bill. It
strikes at those vho are not able to pay. You may be aiming a
blunderbuss at some high and mighty potentate in the world of
finance but the blunderbuss of taxation scatters its slug's indiserirn-
inately and this particular blunderbuss is going to hit the small,
struggling, poorly financed corporation. I hold no brief foi the tax-
payer whose income takes him into the far' reaches of the upper
brackets of income taxation. I don't know anybody in that class and
I have no concern with' him at all because he is usually able to take
care of himself. j might suggest, however, that in taxation there is
always a point of diminishing returns, and high rates do not always
yield the greatest revenues.

As I sat here and listened to s,,me of the' testimony offered, I
marveled at the ramifications of this bill. I marveled that there are
to be found men with brains sufficiently convoluted to devise such a
measure. I am afraid if the bill had to be approved by the Securities'
and Exchange Commission under the truth-in-securities law it would
not pass muster. It is more complicated than any prospectus issued
by a fraudulent promoter that I have seen. It is represented that it
will get the taxes from the taxpayers in the high brackets and will
force corpulent corporations to digorge their hoarded earnings.
That assumption, at best, is only a half-truth and under the Seurities
Act half-truths are frowned upon even more than outright falsehoods
because they may be more deceptive.

Blut I have shuddered too as I have listened to this testimony.
Ever since the ing me tax law was fint passed, iminhig corporations
have been engageA in tax' controversy because bf th6 Burebu's in.
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genuity in devising new regulations and rulings which would yield
more taxes. Recently wo haven't been obliged to do as much of our
mining business in Washington as we formerly did. Now, however,
I am appalled to t}'ink that we will have to start all over again under
an entirely new theory of corporation income taxation. We will have
to set our experts to work figuring out our returns. We will have to
employ counsel at home to vise us before we make our returns an4
counsel in Washington in the many controversies which are bound to
arise before this law is fully settled and determined. We ask xo9
gentlemen to bear in mind that the mining people of the West iw
to carry on their operations out there and send you a reasonable Ad
perhaps, if we must., even an excessive sum to support this trernendQd;
machine you have built up In Washington. But we do ask you to
especially consider that you place no obstacles in the way of develop
ment of potential tax-paying corporations which will bring out of the
earth for the use of this and future generations the metals which our
civilization must have. I

In conclusion I wish to attach to this statement a resolution adopted
by the Idaho Avining Association in a meeting at Lewiston, Idaho, on
April 24. It expresses sentiments of all who were present representing
practically the entire mining fraternity of ou. State,

The CH&URMAa. You have that permission.
Mr. CALLAHAN. This is the language of the resolution: "We urge

upon our representatives in Congress that in the matter of new
revenue legislation they use the utmost diligence in protecting the
interests of corporations engaged in mining in Idaho. The recom-
mendations of the subcommittee of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, if carried out, would impose such a burden upon corporations
engaged in developing mining properties as would seriously cripple
the industry in our State. This is particularly true of the corpora-
tions which are endeavoring to pay for properties and erect reduc-
tion plants and other improvements through the proceeds derived
from the properties themselves. Practically all mining properties
in Idaho have been developed in this manner. To impose the maxie
mum tax or the so-called relief rates provided in the bill upon earn-
ings which are devoted to payments for properties and for capital
improvement would be most destructive. In the same connection
we strongly urge the repeal of the cApital-atock and excessprofits
tax, particularly because the fair Application of the law to the
industry is almost impossible unless provision be made for period
revision of the declared value."

The CHAIRVAX. Mr. Julian D. Conover, representing American
Mining Congress. I

Mr. Conover, how much time do you desire?
* Mr. Coxovzs. About 20 minutes, but I should like to surrender

6 or 7 minutes of my time to Mr. Peloubet, a certified public account4
ant, who can explain an important matter in regard to the treatmeut
of inventories.

The CHAIRMAN. Put your brief in the record, and just give the
high points, because these two witnesses who have just preceded you
havo covered this question quite thoroughly. We went no repetition,
so far as we can prevent it.
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BTATEMBNT' OF IULIAN D, OOXQOE1R, _WASUNGTON, D. .C.,
• ". .,,sI TARY, AX 1A M NG JONG ESS

- Mr., CONovEn. My name is Julian D. Conorer of Washington,
D. .1 In secretary of the -American. Mining Conr which
ppr&ata the *arious branches of the'nining industry of this country.
I am a mining e er and am not a lawyer or tax expert.
I should ibkes first, to discuss very briefly the general features of

this tax bill arid.then to make a few specific suggestions for con-
structive changes.
-From the standpoint of the mining industry as a whole, we endorse

the statements just presented to you -by Mr, ,Mackenzie .0nd Mr.
4allahan. What they have said as to the hurtful, effect of this pros
16sed tax bill upon the development of mines applies not only to the

ates of Utah and Idaho but throughout the western United States,
trnd, in fabt, wherever mines are developed. It applies to etal mines,
to coal mines, and to mines producing the various, nonmetallio
.nineralS. It is our belief thatthe bill would seriously hamper, and
interfere -with the development of miningproperties and curtail' the
production of those minerals' and metals upon which 'our Ymoderia
industries are dependent.

Many of our mining people are much disturbed over the complexities
and uncertainties of the proposal and t6 principle of imposing# heAvy
taxes on earnings which mining companies are not in :a position to
dlatribhte "to, their stoclholders within the taxable year. All, too
frequentlytho terms of the bill will result in unbusiieslike distribu.
tion of profit. in order to save a heavy tax, or will impose an exceesive
levy if earnings are not distributed because of a desire to pursue a safe
business polio. . ..

"When a miie has reached the stage of full development,: its depre-
elation and depletion reserves naPbe sufficient to maintain ex3istinga

plant and, equpinent and to develop ore reserve6 to'keep pace with
current operations. Uoder such circumstances it, may be able to
distribute each year its net earnings.,: This is not true, however, for
a mine in the process of development ora mine which has not reached
full production. Earnings of such mines must be used for building
up. developing and equipping the property . "

If earnings so used are to-be subj&oted to a tax that may run as
high as 42.5 percent, it is certain to retard mining operations and
cause unemployment.'

This depression has shown how essential it is that mining companies
hav;e adequate financial reserves. During deoremsion periods the
heavy industries, into which the products of mines largely go, ae
affected first and most severely.' -Metal arid mineral prices fall, and
nine products become a glut on the market. It is then necessary for
the operator to decide whether he shall keep on shipping ore and
exhausting his resources,-or cut down his productign and perhaps
close his r-ine, thereby causing unemployment.
- .The closing down U a mine will meah disruption of its organization
an4 great hardship in the' miring community.; A mine closed dowit
can only, be reopened, at heavy and sometimes prohibitive e xensei
In recent years mining companies have had to draw heavily on
reserves to preserve their properties and to provide employment in
their communities.
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Mines ore not buainesed which can select a Iocality for their
operations, perhaps with, a general supply of labor available from
which they may d raw eniployees as occasion demands. The mining

company must conduct, it4 operations where the mineral is found.
It must build up its. mining community there. The mine is fro-
quently the' solo support.of that comnity., If the mine is shut
down or operations cutailed, everyone in the community suffers.

We of the mining industry take pride in the fact that the depres-
sion was marked so far as our industry was cOncerned, by a discon-
tinuance of dividends for the sake of maintaining employment.

If, a mining company is sufliciently, fort.ifi with reserves, periods
of depression may constitute a time in which to continue develop-
ment work, to prospect properties which have promise, or to stock-
pile the product instead of shipping it--all of which serves to con-
tinue. employment and alleviate hardship. Such a practice cannot
be carried out .mless the mining corporation has been given an
opportunity to fortify itself with sufficient cash to meet periods like
this. It cannot be done if the corporation is subjected to the heavy
tax penalties of this bill.

Another great difficulty with this bill, from our standpoint, is its
complexity, As milingmen we find ourselves rather overwhelmed
with the problems it creates, .Under existing law we find plenty Qf
difficulty in computing taxable net income, but we do know definitely
what the rate of tax upon that income will be. Under this bill, how,..
ever, we have to compute not only the taxable net income itself but
also the rate which is to be asset se against it, and both of these
computations must be made upon an arbitrary and uncertain basis.

In order to arrive at the tax rate we must know both the "net
income" end the "earnings and profits" as these terms will be inter-
preted and construed under the law, As I have stated, I am not in
accountant and caniwt discuss in detail all the problems involved in,
making these computations, but in the last few weeks I have beena
exposed to enough abstruse argument on this matter to appreciate
that there are many complicated and uncertain questions that cannot
be avoided--queetions on which we shall have to make the beet guess
we can, because both the taxable income and the very rate of tax
depend upon the, answer.

I hardly need say that the increased unceertainties and risks n
determining our taxes will be a substantial deterrent to mnig
enterprise.,
I should now like to make a few specific suggetions as to changes

which we believe would clardy and improve this tax bill, although
they do not go to the heart of its general principles. These relate tot

(1) The time for making distributions upon which dividend credits
are bp sod.

(2) The treatment of inventories.
(3) Simplification of corporate structures.
Senator KiNo. Do you offer amendments in concrete form?
Mr, Coxovz, These are not all in exact language, but we have

some very specific suggestions here which I am sure the drafting
experts can readily put into concrete form.

senator Kilo. very well.
Mr. Coxovza. As to .t9 tim- for making detdribuions upon tchich

dividend credi1a are baod:
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It is generally difficult and sometimes impossible for a miring cor-
poration to determine its income with any deree of accuracy before
the, close of the year. Final returns from ore shipments to the smelters
may be delayed 60 to 90 days, and other items entering into the net
inoome are not determinable for'a similar period. As a result, the
corporation cannot distribute its earnings before the end of the tax
year without a great amount of speculation and guesswork.

Senator KING. Is it not true that often the ores may be of such a
complex character requiring different fluxing ores, therefore they ar6
n~t passed through the smelter or reduction works for month and
months, so that you could not get your returns for perhaps 6 or 7 or 8
months?

. Mr. CoNovER. That may come into the picture, although usually
the smelter will make return upon the basis of assays. However, the
assays are sub oct at times to differences and umpring has to be
resorted to, and it may take considerable time to reach an agreement
and make a final settlement.

The C(IAIBuAN. These suggested changes are applicable to the
mining industry?
, Mr. CoNovzx. They are, of course, applicable to the mining indus-
y because that i what we know most about, although some of them

proably are of more general application. t
Senator Kum. There might be factors there in connection with the

determination of your expenditures and your assets and so on in the
mining industry different from that in the other industries?

Mi'. CONOVER. That is entity possble of course; if similar cir-
curnstaxces exist in other industries, it would follow that similar
treatment should be give. We are speaking particularly as to the
situation in our own industry.

If it is not felt that some such period as 29 months after the end
of the year could be allowed within which to make full distribution
of incorfe,'there should in any event be an additional period, possibly
3 months, -within which to make distribution of at least one-fourth
of the amount of income for the year,. Allowing for the time of
realization of income by the ining companies, if any company
before the end of the year distributed three-quarters of its year's
income, we believe this should be all that the Government should ask.
: A further and. very serious problem arises in respect to the reirew

of tai returns and assessments'of additional taxes-a problem which
we urge be carefully considered with a view to corrective action.

The corporate taxpayer, when it comes to make its return, figures
aA closely as it can what Its tax liability is; but the complicated 'pro-
visiohn of the lw and the regulations thereunderimake it exceedingly'
difficult 'for the 'taxpayer to have any confidence that this detormina-
tion will be acceptable to the Commisioner of Internal Revenue,
As a matter of fact, very few if any returns involving substantial tax
payments are found acceptable to the Commissioner and controversies
are likely to arise. The settlement of such differences often requires
months if not years, during which time the company is extremely
uncertain as to what its in'a tax liability may be.

This situation, of course exists under the present law. The 'con-
pany mayr have great trouble, difficulty, snd expense before its tax-
able net income Is finally determined, but it' then has to pay simply
the amount of the usual tax, approximately 15 percent, with interest
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Under this bill, however, any additional determination of net
income will carry a heavy penalty, raising the rate of tax upon the
entire net income. In many cases the additional tax will be equal to
one-half of the additional income so detennined.

Under the new plan, if the company had in the first case known what
the liability would be, it might have made full distribution even
though that meant special hardship. The provisions of this bill seem
to leave the company subject to a heavy penalty tax because of its
failure to understand all the questions involved in the bill and the
pertinent regulations.

To avoid this unfair treatment and to enable the taxpaying cor-
Pration to'proceed with its operatiorc with reasonable assurance that

excessive penalties will not be assessed, we urge that the cor-
poration be accorded the right, within a reasonable period after final
determination of additional statutory net income, and exce pt in case of
fraud, to distribute to its stockholders an amount equivalent to such
additional income, and in case such distribution is made that no
penalty tax be assessed. We feel that this is a matter of impie justice,
is sound public policy, and is vitally needed in view of the complexity
of the law and the utter impossibility of its being sufficiently under-
stood by the taxpayer to enable him to prepare his return with any
certainty that it wil be accepted.

"eatmenol irqf vntorie: Mining concerns, and more particularly
those engaged in processing or metaiur cal treatment of mineral
products, commonly require largo quantities of materials In process.
As suggested by Senator King just now a smelter requires 60 to 120
days to produce refined metal from crude ore and must, therefore,
keep from 2 to 4 or more months' production constantly in process in
the roasters, sintering machines, furnaces, and so forth.

The stock of such material in process together with a suitable
reserve against contingencies which might produce a shortage of
supply is usually referred to as the "normal stock", which must be
carried at all times and without which operations could not be con-
ducted.

If, as metal prices vary, th3 metal o..ntents of this material in process
are constantly revalued and such Wha.gea in value are reflected in
income, wide fluctuations in income may result from this factor
although the physical character of the normal stock and its function
as an integral part of the operating plant has in no wiy changed.
To avoid such distortion of earnings statements, a method has come
into common use under which this normal stock is carried on the
books at .a 'costuant price. It becomes a stable, fixed asset in the
accounts just as it is in the actual options.

Up to date this method of Valuing inventories for tax purpose has
not been recoguzed in our income-tax adrninisLratiob, but if the
proposd bill is to be adopted, it becomes vastly important that it be
so recognized. This subject is a rather technical one and I should
like permission to have it briefly presented by Mr. V. E. Peloubet,

efinent member of the accounting profession, who is familiar with
aH its aspects and can explain it fully nd clearly.
As to simlifimoli ol ororau sfrdaurc4: In our testimony before

the Committee on Finance during its consideration ot the reyeiue bill
of 1035, we pointed out the desirability of a specific statutory prbvisio4
permitting the liquidation of subsidiary corporations. Our principal
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purpQQs was to- bring.aboul, a mnothod by which corporate structures
could be simplified by the elimination of subidiafes, without risk
of uncertain and unknown tax consequences.

The necessity for such a provision resulted from the refusal of the
Bureau to rule definitely that a imeryer of a subsidiary into a parent
corporation is a tax-free reorganiAtion and not a liquidationtubjoct
to, tax. Clearly the inherent nature of the transaction is a Anere
change in corporate formnon which gain or loss should not be recog-

In the 1935 act Copgress clearly recognized the desirability of thus
encouraging simplification of corporate structures aid intended to
enact a provision which might be availed of to that end. , Accordingly,
section 112 .(b) (6 -of the 1934 act wMe added by section 110 of
the 1936 act.. This wectiou--1 12 (b), (0--however, has iot been
effective for the following reasons: '

(1) Generally in the case of interorporate, transfers on which no
gain or loss is recognized, property is carried over to the transferee
on the same basis which it had to the transferor. -However, in the
case of a liquidation under section U 2 (b) (6) as-the present law is
written, the basis is to bo determined under section 113 (a) (0), which
under the Bureau regulations requires an location to the assets
acquired by the parent of its basis for its stockholdersin the subsidiary.
Thisrequirenient presents many difficult questions of allocation and
involves so many uncertaintieg as to make section 112 (b) (6) almost
unworkable. The simple provision--and the one which .we believe
would be, more in accord with the real intent, of Congress .in this
mattbe'-would be one prescribing that the subsidiary's basis should
be carried over without any change by reason of such interconipany
transaction, in the same way as wojld apply under sections 113 (a) (7)
and (8). 1 .. . . . .

(2) As section 112 (b) (6) passed the Senate last year; it required
only that the parent should own at least, 80 percent of the voting stock.
As enacted into law; the additional requi~ment was presribed t'hs'

the parent company should also own 80 percent of all other chatses of
stock. -Frequently, the parent company does not own 80 percent of
all classes of stock. It is submitted that since control is not an ewsen-
tial requirement of a tax-free reorganization and since the provision
for nonrecognition of gain or loss applies only as to the stock owned
by the parent company; its ownership of 80 percentor more of the
voting stock shouldbe an adequate requirement ... '
(3) ,Sectioni 112 (b) (6) is limited to. those.oases where thb parent

was iW. control ofthe subsidiary on or before August 30, 1935, This'
is an unnecessary restriction,, The simplification of corpoq te strw -
ture is desirable.- There is no reasonwhy the benefitd'of the secAion
should b limited,

We respeotfully urge that such changes as, we have indicated be,
made, sQ that this section will be fully available fdtl the purpose of
bringing about tho's-uplification of oorporateattuctures. , We feel:
certain that these changes.will in no way prejudice the interests of
the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. If you desire, you and your, associate. can talk to
Mr. Kent, one of the experts here, with reference to your suggestions.

Mr. Coxovms. I appreciate.that Very much; I i be gad to do
that.
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STATEMENT -Ot M, I. 'iPgLOUBgTi CERTIFIED PUBLIC. ACCOUNT-ARNT, RPBSENTING AMRICAN MING'CONGRLSS

Mr. PELOUBWr. I amoM . Peloubet, member of the firmof Pogeon,
Peloubet & Co.,!certified public accountants, New Yoik City. I am
speaking for the Auiexican Mining Congress.

- As Mr. Conover has indicated, I amhere to suggest the adoption of
an administrative provision in the bill now before this conimittee with
respect to inventories. Our suggested provision will have the effect
of preventing in years of- delining prices the escape from taXation
ofU actual roared profits, and -will insure in years of rising prices
that all realized profita tire taxe, in those industries where the process.
ing period is long and where a constant normal stock of raw material
must be mnintaind. The purpose is not to minimize or reduce taxes
but it is intended to provide for the regular collection of taxes on actual
realized income 0s and when such income is iealized, in place of the
peent method employed in the taxation of industries producing,
smelting, and refining nonferrous metals and other industries similarly
situated i -where taxes are levied on incomes which are largely fictitious
in perioAs of rising prices and where losses are allowed against actualrealized incomes in erinds of declining prices.

Section 22 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1934 carries the following provi-
sion in'regard to inventories :
* ehene Ver In the oinion of the Comalssioner the use of Inventories is necessary
In order'clearly to Xeteonins the Income of any taxpayer, Inventories shall be
taken by such taxpayer upon such basis as the issioner, with toe approval
of t ~h ecretary, may presbe as, onforning as nearly a may be tort betaecun teg praen thb trode'or business anj as ojno lar . itig the
Incore. as

An identical provision is contained in the proposed bill now before
the N9nate Finance.Committee (sec, 22 (c)). ,

.4Seator Kuxb,. Did you approve of that provision?
Mr. PF.0a 0 .As far as it goe. J intend to suggest a clarifying

addition to it.
Inventories ate the most important single factor in the determina-

tion of incopn in those industrieS in wlch 'the processing period is
comparatively long-among which are those engaged in the snelting
and refjnipg of metals and" e netal and other' products produced
therefrom. The quantities' of the metals and metal productss in the
'iv6e6(ries are fail4y constarit and must be anq.t~ as long as the
industries ar inoplraton. 'The inventoriei could be ,!d and dis-
posed of only upon cesstl~f of business by tho'smeltig, reOing,
oT rauufh~et~im Pat d the liqtlidation of the eqterpnese.

'rhe Use of the normal or neooesary stock method of v 1uing suCA
inventories, whereby the quantitiqs of mr.teial required at al tines
tobe kept on hand and in proce. or the conduct of the bi~sin¢ss Vae
v4lued'at a constant cst or price, is, not pritted under Tim'. urry
Djia rtmeq Regulations. (See'art. 22,(c). 1i( rep 6n 8.) Theeff ct Of ,t s' .hbeenW the' las, adwI bint. futureo increase
arbitrarl by amounts which 'ae neitlbr ialized nor realizable
table. income during periods of rising metal prices and to show
correspondingly ,rroneous losses in periods of declining nietal prices.

1yJnde hproiora Jews tacee falrepaid oh unresled income cased
by such'arbitrary mncre"se valuatlins f inventories C"onstahtly. tid'
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up in the process but such taxing of uareolxed gain did not jeopardize
the existene of tle taxpayer. .-Howeveri under 1hp f1, ow proposed
which makes the tax contingent upon the payment of dividends to the
amount of taxable income, a corporatio would be forced in many
instances either to borrow money to pay dividends on such unrealized

or to pay the increased tax upon such gain because it remained
in the business. In many cases that tax would be somewhat more
than the actual cash profits.• The British revenue authorities hav.: for many years permitted the
use of the normal stok miethod in trades and in industries to which it
is applicable.' The method has been in use in the BJrtsh Isles for
upward of 50 years. I do not know the exact date of its recognition
by the British revenue authorities but I do know that it was referred
to in the memorandum in connection with controlled munitions eitab,
lishments prepared in June 1917 as a method which was then well
recognized and long established in British'income-tax practice. In
that memorandum it was referred to as a method which was already
well established and permitted by the British authorities,.. .

The income-tax la*a of prior years have recognized in general the
principle of not taxing unrealized gains. See particularly sections of
the 1934 Revenue Act beginning at section 111. Particularly in the
case o a sale of capital assets and securities.. ..

Taxpayers should not be forced to pay #Axes on unrealired gainsdue to rhitrary valuations under the preset regulations on inven-
tories which are necessary in the business and'on which gain'cannot be
realized until such assets are disposed of.

.enator KiNo. Under the present law, taxing the net gains of coi-
porations, of course it becomes necessary to ascertain the profit.

Mr, PELOVBET, Yes, sir.,
Senator KiNo. Have there been any insuperable objetlons to

reaching correct cohlcusions or reasonably correct conclusions which
became the basis of settlement with thb approval of the orporatious?

Mr. PzLOUBET.' Oh, yes; there are many cas where companies
employ tbis method which it is easy to demonstrate makes the book
income equal the cash income. There are many cases Whero that
has been disallowed by the Treasury Department and where the
Treasury Department insists upon the first-iri-first-out pethbd, which
assimes that whiit you have m your inventory at the end is what
ybu last purchased, which we know in the ease of a smelter Is phygi-'
cAUy Impossible to a large extent, and financially impbsible eWtirely.

Senator Kwno. Has that not been litigated 'to the disadvantae' 6f
the Tre.as..

Mr. P*XOVVZT. It h6 be fAitigated 'tote' disadvtntagt of.the
tixpa~yer~, fortunately. f "

come thb income Which is rolizible rather than income which is the
rep. . arbitrarily writ~ngup or los1 on arbitr iT rtin do'mi
assts which Cannot be dpised of, it is respetfully. ugd t.at 86
tio 22 (e) of the Revenue Act'of 1036be abiended by adding tie
fo~owingi

Theld~ng the normal or neceuscy stQ4 wetbod In the fndltos In whichthe Wpa oer 6orAtWietly keeps h, accounts ..m coorine with odhen etbo.
to a tthertm~yer eer his:-n~etuodbf atitint tlm entoes 14

&M=r 'iiunder thtitle .
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Senator Kio. I suppose he may confer with Mr, Kent, Mr. Chair-

man?,
The CHAIRMAN. Oh yes.

S TAT1MET OF WULKAX XASON SWTH, VIQE PRESENT,
TOWNE MIES, ING., NEW YORK OITY

Mr. SMITH. I am appearing as vice president and a director of the
Towne Mines, Inc., not to oppose this bill but to ask you to modify
section 27 (i) so that it will not go beyond the legitimate purposes of
that section and will avoid giving uswhat might be a fatal blow to our
foreign industry carried on in Mexico. r

Towne Mines, Inc,, is a Delaware corporation organized under the
supervision of a United States district court in connection with the
reorgani nation of a prior corporation which before 1917 owned many
mines in Mexico diretly'or through subsidiaries. By its charter it is
compelled to distribute currently all of its earnings, so that it.carries
out-the general purpose of the bill, but as a result of section 27 (i) as
now drawn, it will not get a divided credit by reason of the fact that
it has only two stockholders, both of which are corporations. One
stockholder is the industry whiehf put up tho inono to reorganize
Towne Mines, Inc., and the other is the Towne Securities Co,, which
represents the original creditors of-the former nIIi company.

S o ourcompsay is ina position, where it inaydeclare out all of
its profits in dividends and yet as a result of this section as it is now
drawn, it will be subject to what we fi"ro as a 36-percent tax on its
profits. For the first 10 years after it was organized, it made no
money but it was able to;borrow money to meet its deficits. Now it
is begining to make money under favorable conditions, -and if it
has to pay 36 percent of its profits in taxes, it is quite clear that in the
end I&it be vyserio6ulydamaged.

.This is the typical situation with all companies that carry on
mining businesses in foreign countries.

We operate in Mexico, Since the amended: constitution of that
country in 1917, an American orpration cannot acquire title to
mining propertles,!but those that held title prior to that date can
continue toehold tnel;.sothat Towne Miaes, Inc., in order to carry
on there, had to take over the stocks of the subsidiary companies
owning the titles to these mines, which it now holds, It is therefore
a holding company, and comes directly within that section which is
so harsh in its effect upon us. , , ,
I Senator KINo. It is compelled to be a holding company by reason
of the Mexicaif laws?

Mr. SaTH, %.Yes. And we cannot get out of that position. What
ever we do, we are stuck. You can readily see that a mining. com.
pany which is dependent on operating profits, end which has to give
them when earned to people who advanced money during. the bad
years, cannot give 36 percent,of them up in taxes.' We could not
carry on if that continues,.

We have suggested that this section might be amended if it is
kept in the billby adding a neo section which we have put at the
end of our memorandum, de sltnd to relieve corporations which are
situated as we are, operating in a foreign country and having to meet
the laws of that country.
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, Senator" Ktso;i Hk ou:eamined the laws in Chile and in, Peru
and in Bolivia to see the parallel between the provisions there and in
Mexico? ',"i

Mr. SmitH. Personally I have no knowledge of those laws, but I
und6t§14Ad'; thy I have- siifilai, 'fu~itiont4. in those &ointri.' , Our
industry is operating'only,'i Mexic. i

Senator KiNo. Did you leave your memorandum?
Mr. Smil.' Yee, sir. , - - , I I I
Th'CiAIEAN." Are you a stockholder?
-Mr. SMITH. As a fiduciaryI have a large stock interest under a will.
Senate KINo.,You are holding the stock as a fiduciary? '
Mr. MASON. My particular interest is a fiduciary inierest.' But

the reaon for Towne Mixos, Inc., is that the original creditOrs
organized the Towne Securities Co. Under the court's direction.
Another mining industry was induced to put up new money. In
order to put the company on ita feet, again and to protect this holding
company Towne Mines, 1nc., was formed, the Towne Securities Co.
owning about one-half interest, rbughly,'and the new money $0tting-
the other interest. There are corporate provitions for reducing the
interests as the new money is paid back) and profit-sharing which
are quite important and quite useful,

The CHAIRMAN. Was thi. matter presented to the Houde Ways
and Means Committee?
. Mr. SMITH. No, sir. I think not. We did not know of this sec-
tion until after it was reported out by the House., -

The CHAIRMAN. You might talk to Mr. Kent abotit it.
Senator BLACK. You just have one subsidia ?
Mr. SMITH, No, siri we have several subsidiaries,. The company

has five or six mines in different pa'ts of Mexico, and a, subsidiary
m a n a g e s e a c h .* I . . . . .. . .. . .. . .

Senator BLACK. Each one of them is directly under the top holdingcompanyfr. SMITH. Yes, -air.

.enstor BLACK. The Towne'Securities Co. is an American. cor-
por~tion?

,. STMITH. They are all American corporations formed prior to
1917, We cannot make any change in the titles in Mexico, because
the Mexican laws prevent it. - "

Senator KiNs. YoU have to have those subsidiaries?
* Mr, SMITH. We have'to have them.

Senator BLACK. Do you have to have two or three?
Mr. SMITH. We have to have them in the sense that we had them

before 1917 when the constitution was amended. We cannot trans,
fer the titles in Mexico to. another American compaiy. We cannot
switch from one company to another.

Senator BLAdK. What I was trying to, get at was this: Do you
have two subsidiaries, or one for one mine?,

Mr. SMITH. We have one for each mine,
Senator BLACK. But you really have one top; holding: company

and another holding company, and theh a mining company?. I - :/
Mr. SMITH. We have the top holding company as you call it;

owned by the original creditors of this old enterprise. Then the
eredltois arrangedwith this other mining industry to putup the
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money and take over the op-4ration of the companies working tie
property.

Senator LACj.¢ Who is that?
Mr. SaiTa. :The American Smelting,& Refining Co., who are ox-

perienced people, and who put quite some money into our properties.
Ve are so fixed that we cannot get out of this difficulty we find our-

selves in if this section.becomes )aW. 'Wewould just be subject to
36percent tax. Whatever we do, we distribute every dollar.

Senator BLAcx. I thought you said that they were organi-ed as
Mexican companies?

Mr. SMITH. No, sir. If they acquired title after 1917 they had to
be, but these corporations are old subsidiaries.

Senator BLACK. And you must keep them to maintain the status?
Mr. SMITH. That is exactly it.
(The brief submitted by the witness is as follows:)

Towne Mines, Inc., a Delaware corporation owning the stocks of corporations
engaged Ic operating mines In Mexkco may be subject to an inescapable tax of
36 percent of its net earnings, if subsectfon (i) of stion 27 of the proposed revenue
bill of 1936 Is enacted without modification, even though, as required by its charter
it distributes all Its net earnh nj.!.

This result, which obviously Li a more severe tax than is Intended by the Act
except In cases where the corporation fails to distribute its earnings, can be obvl
ated by the omission of subsection (I) or by the addition of a new subsection (j)
In the form suggested at the end of this memorandum.

Towne Mines, Inc., was incorporated In 1023 under the laws of the State of
Delaware, pursuant to a decree of the United States Dstriet Court for the
Southern District of New York, to carry into effect the organization of the
Compania Metalirglca Mexicans, a New Jersey corporation, which, together
with Its subsidiaries was engaged fn the mining and smelting business In Mexico.
The bonds and stocks of the Companila Metalurgic. Mexicans were owiod In the
United States and Its reorganization was necessitated by the foreclosure of the
mortgage curlg $Its boads ,. . I

Under the decree of the court in the reorganization proceeding, the bond-
holders and stockholders of Companla Metalurgica Mexicans and the owners of
the ~reterred stdck of its subsidiaries, which %a guaranteed by that company,
were to turn in their securities to a new corporation, Towne Securities Corpora-
tion, for stock In the latter. Towne Fecurites Corporation was to exchange the
securities so received for thq entire preferred stock and 40 perrint of the common
stock of Towne Mines, Inc. The entire debenL,re slock and 60 percent of the
common stock of Towne Mines, Inc was issued to the American Smelting &
Refining Co. for cash and other considerations.

Because the Mexican Constitution of 1917 prohibits the acquisition since its
adoption of mining property in Mexico by foreign corporations, Towne Mines
Inc., could not dissolve Companla Metalurgica Mexicans and its subeldikries ann
acquire their properties, ndr could any subsidiary transfer its titles to Any other.
Therefore, the old compani"s have been continued and Towne Mines, Inc., is
merely a conduit, or convenient mechairnmi fordiving the profits of the Mexl-
can mining operstiopa among the lntfrtats entitle4 hered .

Towne Mines, Inc cannotescape the difficulty y dissolving and distributing
the stocks of Its subsidiaries to its two stockholdersm-not only because of the ex-
pense InvolVed In taxet and otherwis--but because any sueb distribution wold
not preserve the relative Interests of the two profit-sharing stockholders, which
changes with the rtlteient, of the debenture stock as hereinafter explained.
The reorganization directed by the pourt would be defeated by any such action.

The charter of the Towne MinesIne'., expressly provides that Its net earnings
shall not be sccumulated but shall e curreitly distributed to stockholder elthet
W the form of dividdnds or by retiring the debenture stoc.k, but any div0lend
paid by Towne Mines, Inc., is paid either to American Smelting & Refining Co.-
owning all of the debenture stock and some of the common stock-Qx to Towne
Securities Corpotilont'owning all of the preferred stock and the rest of the'com-
mon stock. .

Under the plan of reorganization ax approved by the court, and under the
charter of Towne kinpf,

Llpe., after itg Oebenture 4tock is retire. (the or.pletion
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pt which Is expected sometime next year), the entire amount of the earnings is
distributable 50 percent on the preferrnd stock, which is held by Towne Securities
Corporation, and 50 percent on the common stock whichis held percent byA. 8. & R. Go. and 40 percent by the Towne Securities Co.f The rlotive Interests
ot these two stockholders shift with the return of its advances to A. 8. & R. Co.
by the retirement of the debenture stock,

Base on the theory heretofore asserted by the Bureau of Interno Revenue
regardhig interoorporte relationship, the spplleation of subsection 27 () to
Towne Mines Inc; in understood to meats that only 20 percent of dividends
actually distributed will be allowed as a dividend credit and the ratio of dividend
credit o adjusted net income will be only approximately 13 percent. Thus it
appears that the company would have to pay a tax of 36 percent on Its adjusted
net income even though i tdistributes all Its earnings currently and its subsidiaries
and stockholders do likewise. '

For the first 10 years of the company's existence, it operated at a substantial
loss. Not until 1933 did It begin to make profits. Iu 1935 the consolidated
earnings were approximately $700,000, and, on that basis, the company would be
subjected to a tax of $250,000.

Yet it is clear from the following statement contained In the first paragraph
on page 4 of the Committee on Ways and Means report that it was their intent
that corporations which distribute all their net earnings annually shall be relieved
from the tax altogether!
I ."The bill proposes to remove many of these Inequitis by relieving from tax
corprations which distribute all their net earnings. annually as earned. -* . 00

Al though Congress may deem It necessary to prevent the evaslop of tax
through the use of chains of corporations, It is respoerully submitted that the
provion closing this loophole should not be framed n such a manner as to

pnalize so severely ompaies which the fmers of te bill as assedby the
ouse of Representatives Intended to relieve from the tax altoetrer.
It rfghtube suggested that the crn n could protect Ite , &&int section

27 (1) bysgesorbg its eubIdorInu orn t 4y,h nwe r r, this cnnot be
done because under Meicn U" title* to mining property may not since the
adoption of t e Mexican Constitution of, 1917 be oveye t an American
corporation.

CONCLUazON.
It is respectfully submitted that the section should be amended, elther In the

manner suggested in this memorandum or in some'other manner so as to avoid
penalizing a corporation which Is organizsed for no Improper purpose atid which
currently distributes all of ite net earnings.

Respectfully submitted. Towxt MS, INC*"
By WM. Misom owsr,

Vice President.
Suggested new section:
"(j) For the purposes of sibattion (1) the term "gross Income" does not

include dividends received frori a corporaton existing prior to March 3, 1936
if at least 80 percent In value of its total assets is located in a foreign country and
employed in the business of mining, smelting, or milling ores."'

STATEMENT OF H, W, STORY, MILWAtUEB, WIS., XRPRESENTING
ALLIS CHALMERS KANUFAOTURING 00.

Mr. STORY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, you
have been listening for a number of dayn to various explanations of the
details of this bill. I am not going to bor you with any more details,
but will merely 'ttempt to give you a bird's-eye view of the theory
and effect of this bill, as I see it, as the vice president of a fair-sized
corporation, engaged in the manufacturing of a wide range of durable
goods. .....

From the report of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives, I understand the primary purpose of-the bill to
be the ironing out of certain inequalities and inequities of variOus
taxpayers under the presen., taxlaw.' I shall atten6pt t9ohow that
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this bill crestes more ine'qualities and inequities than exist under the
present law, and that, in fact, it Would be difficult to conceive a bill
which would create more inequalities among different taxpayers.

The fundamental theory o the bill is to fix.-(by inducement) for
every corporation a dividend policy of 55 percent of its annual net
income (upon a Fderal-tax basis) with a resulting tax rate of 15 per-
cent, which is the present rate for corporations of moderate earnings.

But, within the range of possible dividend policies from zero to
100 percent of full earnings, there is a possibility of a variation in rate
of tax-from 42.5 percent to zero.-

What would be the effect of this theory of taxation upon the various
classes of corporations in industry? It would have no present effect
upon a well-financed company which has reached the height of its
expansion desires, haY1in sufficient fund for working capital, plant
rehabilitation, and the like, and thus being able to pay oit all annual
earnings without-inconvenience.- The management of that kind of
corporation would be able, under the proposed bill, to present a DIost

attractive annual statement of earnin ; because such statement
would not reflect the payment of any F eral-indme tax, even the
present 16,percent.

'On the other hand ,what would be the .effect (1) upon small and
fair-aized companies which, for competitive reasons, desired to expand
their operations,, and: (2) upon companies of any size.which had debt
obligations for the payment'of which a large proportion of current
earnings must be utld?- Upon both groups the bill imposes drastio
and :destructive penalties, by way of Fedal income taxes, payable
at rates which may g %as high as 42.5 percent.

Thus, you have the anomalous situatiozh of liberal,. and in fact
generous, treatment Ud the class'of corprations representing large
aggregations of capital and having excellent cash positions, and on
the other hand, the placing of a destructive burden of taxation upon
corporations representing small aggregations of capital and corpora-
tions more or less burdened with debt.. - , - I . .

Hence, it is clear that, even if inequities under the-present tax law
were cured, new situations grossly more unfair and inequitable would
be created under this bill.

So much for the effect of the bill upon individual companies. Now,
what about its gneral economic effect?.

The bill would. have the definite tendency to stabilize industrial
expansion at present levels of large, well-financed corporations. As
to the smaller companies, which are striving to increase their cor-
porate size in-order to make themselves more capable of meeting the
competition of larger companies, the bill would tend to stifle such
exansion and tend to make less effective the competition of this
group. Accordingly, on an over-all basis,-it will tend to create a
condition of monopoly and a centralization of power in the larger
corporations. It might be parenthetically stated at this time that
all large corporations became big through the utilization of earnings
for the purpose of capital expansion.

Senator Ktwo. What would its effect be on enterprises 'ust start-
ing or enterprises to be started, rather modest in proportion, with
limited capital and with no Santa Claus nearby to aid them in meet-
ing the competition from the larger ones and competition amongthemnel ea. .. .. ...
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Mr. STORY. It would definitely retwrd the growth of small com.
panies. It is to be borne in mind, however that a corporation could,
if it chose, pay its 42.6-percent tax and sti retain the balance of its
earnings for expansion. But with the normal pressure upon mankgo-
rneit by stockholders for the payment of larger dividends, it would
become more difficult for management to pursue a Conservative policy
of utilizing a large proportion of-its earnings for the purpose of pro-
moting the grow th of te company.

Senator lNuo. Have you made any investigation to determine the
proportion of corporations that have plowed back their profits, to
those that have not done so, with a final view to ascertaining the
casualties that have resulted ohi the one hand and the successes on
the other?

Mr. SToRY. I think it may be stated, as a general proposition, that
all successful companies have plowed back their earnings for the pur-
pose of expanding and thus making them more potent,, competitive
factors.
, This bill, however, would have the opposite effect: namely, of

stifling the growth of normally strong small companies. Is this a
desirable economic condition? It seems to me that expansion of
industry is most desirable in our present economic situation in this
country. By expansion, I mean, of course, the building of new
buildings, the , quisition of new machinery, all for the purpose of
providing new productive facilities.. I would like to inject the
thought at this time' that there has been much loose talking and
thinking on the subject of over capacity and over production. Much
of the present so-called capacity and production now existing is
obsolete. What we need is the development of new capacity, that
is, new facilities for producing articles for which there is an undevel-
oped demand;, in other words, for which a market may be c,.eated.
This kind of expansion is sound. It is merely industrial progress
and will inevitably create employmentt.

Our company is'now considenng an expansion program. It may
or may not decide to go ahead with it regardless of the passage of
this bill, but in any event the passage of the bill would indeed be a
vital, if not controlling, factor in the determination of its policy in
this regard.

Last year we started an expansion program involving two new
buildings, one hi La Crosse, Wis,, and the other at La Porte, Ind., for
the purpose of creating new productive facilities. At our La Porte
plant we are manufacturing a small combine, ,which is a new agricul-
tural development and for which, on amount of its low price, there is.
likely to be an excellent market.' LAst year we paid no dividends,
although we had earnidgs--7before taxes--of $3,000,000, We paid a
tax of approximately 15 percent on this amount, or $450,000. If this
bill Lad been in effect at that time we would have paid a tax in excess
of $1,000 000 In other words we would have been penalized to the
extent of M 550,000 because of expansion and enlarged, production
programs.
-Industry haI been criticized for failing to aborb all the unem-

ployed. I, believe this criticism is unwarranted,, but, in any event,
industry, can increase emnploymeitin two ways: (1) By the erection
of new buildings and (2) by the creation of new productive facilities.,
Erection of buildings would give employment to the building-trades
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group; even now suffering greatly from unemployment. 7'he opela-
tion of newly created productive facilities would stimulate reemploy-
ment upon a permanent basis. -

; Accordingly, the most serious effect of this bill is the obvious inter-
ference with ahd retardiug of reemployment, which in our locality is
proceeding at a rapid rate. For example, we have about 10,000 em-
ployees at this time.

Senator Kriou In your company?
Mr. STORY. 'In my company.. We have put on 1,800 employees

since January 1. If we are not able to utilize a fair percentage of our
earnings for expansion and production programs, without a drastic
tax penalty, it seems fair to state the beef that we would not be able
to keep as many men permanently employed, and certainly will not
beable to add as many new employees as we otherwise would.

I wish to make a particular pomt in the matter of current inventory..
Assume that a corporation engaged in mass production makes a bad
guess as to its ability to sell all of its manufactured products and as a
result has substantially all of its cash resources invested in inventory.
Assume that its earnings were substantial, but actually invested in
the'unsold inventory., The company would be confronted with a
meet. difficult problem.. Conservatively, it should probably pay no
dividends , but if no dividends were paid a tax of 42.5 percent would
result.' -What would you, as executives, do under'such circumstances?
And what would be the attitude of your bankers?

'In view of the fact that executives of concerns engaged in mass
production have serious problems even under normal business cia
cunstaacee, it is difficult to perceive why there should be placed upon
them the unnecessary, additional complicated problems which would
be set upby the proposed tax bill ' "

It would be a rather normal and simple matter for me to urge this
committee 'to -adopt amendments: that would lighten the onerous
burdens of this bill. For example, I right urge the setting up of a
credit for the payment of existing indebtedness, and a credit for funds
used in capital expansion. . But, I am not here for that purpose. I
am here merely to point out that the bill is fundamentally wrong in
principle, because it'transgresses every rule of sound taxation.

I would'like to point out at this time that some of us, who have
cohsistetitly supported the fundamental principles of this administra-
tion (and incidentally,,'I personally, have been in favor of about 95
percent of such principles), are bewildered at the apparent inconsist-
ency of the theory of' the tax bill of 1934, and that of the proposed
bill. In 1934, we had a grattuated tax on bigness; in other words, a
tax intended at least to discourage substantial aggregating of cor-
porate capital. In the proposed hi!l we have a drastic tax on little-
ness, and'a'definite pena iiation of expansion and of financial weak-
ness. ' '

I believe that the theories of both bills are wrong. We need large
aggregations of capitalR-which we clssify as bigness-for efficient
mass production. . We need mas production in order to produce at
low price levels. Certainly, there is no better example of efficient low
price, production than that of the automotive group. On the other
hand, we reed new blood inirdustry: " -We need the aggressive-new
ideas bf young companies, many of which would normally grow to be
the big. coinpifiies of. toinorrdw ' '. '
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. The theory of the preeens bill is wrong, because it presupposes that
stabilizationp namely, curtailxient of expansion of productive:faeili,
ties, is a desirable economic condition. The history of the industrial
development in this country shows conclusively that progress is based
upon thrifty expansion. Unsound stabilization can only create stag-i
nation, which is the first stage of industrial retrogression. .
Why cannot we approach the problem of taxation with just plain

everyday realism? Assuming that we need $600,000,000 additional
tax revenue, why is it not ;possible to ascertain what additional
increase in existing rates is required'to raise this kim?; The problem
should be relatively simple. Although no company welcomes in-
creased taxation, nevertheless ihdustry realizes that the expenses of
Government must, be met.. They desire to meet these expenses on
a pay-as-you.go basi, and are Willing to assume the responsibility
of paying their fair sare of necessary Government expenses. The
responsibility of determining necessary expenses must, of course,
rest upon Congre s. . . I I I I I :

I have not talked about governnental economies. That is an
easy thing to talk about, and difficult to accomplish. I choose to
approach the matter in a different way. I suggest that you- first
consider all available tax sources and determine what revenue, can
be obtained through rates whichwill not be'destructive Ad will not,,
In themselves, be the cause of drying up the sources of revenue.
When you have determined such figure then -in 64cordance with
your official responsibility, go about the jbof adjuiting governmental
expeditures to fit the figure so deterniihed - I I , , I ., -
Isuch as tho estimated income of all corporations for 1036 is

Approximately $8,000,000,000 it is apparent that you must look to
other sources of income for a substantial portiopi of the cost of
goVernvment.-

Casual, oommoln-sense analysis indicates that you may be forced to
reach out--in accordance:With some provisions of this bill-with an
increased surtax on' dividends. In addition, you may find it neces.
sary-by way of lower exemptions--to' dip, into the earnings of that
great number of individuals who at the present time pay no tax, and
whose aggregate income is estimated at $20,000 000,000. .

It is your responsibility'to decide upon a fair basis of taxation, but
in any event, with a careful study, and with this approach to the
problem, I am certain you will find a solution which will not be
destructive to industry, and which will not place an undue burden
on any group of our citizens. I am just as confident that when the
problem becomes clear from this angie, you will find ways and means
to adjust Government expenses to the revenues of sound system of
taxation so established.

Senator KrN. Without a-king you to commit yourself, what would
you say about a measure of this kind: Increase the corporate tax to
17 or 18 percent, striking out the intermediate steps, then increase
the surtax from 4 to 6 percent.

Senator Couzxs~ (interrupting). You mean the normal tax?
Senator KING. The normal tax; and then increase the income tax

from the lower brackets on up, particularly increasing it in the
brackets from $20,000 aid $40,000 &ad $50,000 where there seems
to'be a little substance in oider to raise the 5 or 6 billion dollars
which it is claimed-I Ao not say it wiU--this- bill will raise; would
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that be preferable to this bill? Would you care to express yourself
oi that? ' - ,'

Mr. STORY. Certainly I would. Thai is the approach from the
angle which Imentioned. The'question of rates of taxation is, of
course, a matter for your tax experts to determine, but the theory of
flat-rate taxation, applied constructively to corporations and to
Individuals, is the proper way to handle the problem.

Gentlemen, I appreciate the op,-,rtunity of making this statement,
and I apologize for having taken more than my allotted time.

Senator KING. Thank you very much, Mr. Story.
STATBMBNT OF HUO0 W. NOREN PITTSBURGH, PA., HENRY

GORGE SCHOOL 01 SOCIAL SINCE !

Mr. Nowes. My name is Hugo W. Noren. I am ostensibly here to

represent and sneak for a local Pittsburgh branch of the Henry George8C1c of Seeiia Sclence.-
Sator Kio .How much time do you desire?
Mr. NonzN. Fifteen minutes, and of that I will require probably

less,, but I would like to have 8 minutes, uninterrupted, for reading a
statement. ..

Senator Ko. YoU may have 8 minutes uninterrupted, and then we
will give you a little more. ' .
Mr. Nomu., If you want to ask any questions I will try to answer

them, providing you do not make them too bard. %
. Senator Kwo., You think you are one of the survivors of the Henry
GeorgeShool?',

Mr. Nonw. We had 400 graduates in Pittsburgh this semester of
lawyers, architects, accountants, physician, and that class of men,
so I am not so discouraged about that., ; " ' ; .
* I am a.Mld that I have the wrong statement to read, when I see the
good humor of this committee. , You know I read the tax bill and the
further I* read ittbe madder I got, ahd when I was throu-h 4th it I
sat down and wrote this statement, and it.is written in that kind of
a humor, which does not correspond with you gentlemen.
'Senator Kfrid'Assume that we 'are all, very anMy. ' Proceed. ,
• MrNonsx., This may seem irrelevant, but t is not. I am pre.

this idea, from an entirely different viewpoint. : In fuact, I have
been sitting here since this' morning, and hearing all this technicWl
testibhty I felt somewhat out of ple audI h ad almostdecided to
run away, that I would not be in harmony with anything that had
been said I am not going to take your time with any further intro.
duction, however. , . IIHaving been; a Democrat for 3S.years it pains me to be under
necessityto oohdemn , this proposed tax.bill. The bill is inconsistent
with decracyand with the canOnsr of taxation. The caons of
taxation should be familiar to statesmen but there is no hint either in
the President's message of March 8 to the Congea, or in the bill
itself; that the authorS of this bill ever heard of them.,

A revenue bill should conform to the following conditions:
:That it bears as.llghtly'as pomible upon production so as lst, to

heck the increase' of the geAeral fund from which taxes must be paid
and the community mifained.,
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That it be easily and cheaply collected and fall as directly as may

be upon the ultimate papers---so as to take from the people as little
a .possible in addition to what it yields to the Government. -

That it be certain--so as to give the least opportunity for tyranny
or corruption on the part of officials, and the least temptation to
law breaking and evasion on the part of taxpayers.

That it bear equally-so as to give no citizen an advantage or put
any at a disadvantage, as compared with others.

The bill under discussion violates all of these canons.
I am aware. that mere condemnation of this particular,bill is of no

consequence if we have nothing better to offer. I approve the
mionty, report suggestion to cut expenditures to vnaketheese taxes
unnecessary, but 1, would -count my time and expenses to come here
lost had I nothing else to propose.

There is a natural econonue law, for Government revenue. It is
pJainly to be seen in all places and at all times. This economic low
is as much a part of the order of things as are the laws of watho-
matics, physics, or chemistry. It is the simplest of all the natural
laws so that none need be in ignorance of the Creator's intention.

This is the law: Where two, three, on more persons come to dwell
together, there rent arises, a fund for their common use. This fund
is the rent of land, known as economiorent. It is always auflicient.
It is the surplus of superior sites. Unlike taxes, it confiscates no
man's earnings, We can take it all this year and a like or larger
amount is available next year.. The bill under discussion bears no relation, to' this natural law.
This bill is a part of a rapid process that will destroy this Re ublic,
It is not in ay sense a revenue measure. It is a punitive law in-
voked against persons and corporations in proportion to their sucess
in producing wealth for the well-being of the people.,

We isintain government as our agent to do certain this for all
of us, sq that we may have more time for ourselves to conduct our own
indi viia affairs. This tax bill reverses our aim; it fails to collect
any part of the very revenue that natural economic law provides for
government. Then it lays heavy penalties upon us for doing the
things we reserved to do for ourselves. By this kind o( tax laws the
Government, our agent, we employ to help us, engages to destroy. us.

This bill is based on the indefensible assumption that the agent, our
Government, has a ptoprietory right to, conf te whatever the agent
we fit out of what indviduals produce. Under theassumption of

this and like tax ,bills the producer has no right to hi ,ownproduct,
save what the. ageut graciously allows him to keep, ;This is pure
conmunusm.

We have witnessedthe deplorable peotWale of th Government's
profesorial advisers ahase all. over Aaia-nd 'Europa, to, gather cow,
inunistio nostrums to experimentwith:.; This tax bill , ,Ubelijve,
one of the choice morsels of what they-brought us.., Had it not been
for the Supreme Court, we would now bel but swallowed up in a
flood of legislation destructive of individual freedom herpWfote s
highly prized.,.

,Could a greater tragedy come to.a people who:can bost oioHenry
George as thpirown native soU?, Jienry George, who as aa economist
has no peer in all the world and whose publibed works rank him so
high that to find anyone comparable we must go back to Moses.
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: What. shall you do with this tax bill? Send it back to those who
brought it forh. Until you can agree on a revenue measure based on
natural economic law, eut expenditures to make theee new taxes
unnecessary. You can start anywhere. Abolish the W. P. A. If
you permit that corrupting institution long enough, it will put us all
in he bread line with none left to produce the bread: Abolish the
Department of Labor that hangs like a millstone round th6 workers'
necks. Abolish the so-called Department of Conunerce, so that
commerce may revive. Abolish the Department of Agrieulture and
let the farmers be free to function on their own. I am told there are
hundreds of bureaus that you can dispense with to our great relief.

Senator KiNo. I suggest when Senator Byrd's committee begins to
function for the purpose of unifying the organizations and cutting off
the heads of a lot of them, that you ask to be heard.

Mr., Noisz. Draw' up a revenue measure. You will find a good
one in article VIII of the Articles of the Confederation. That article
VIII was of native United States vintage It bears no relation to the
communist confiscatory program embodied in the tax bill here undei
discussion. The article referred to conforms to natural economic laws.

I wish to say. one more word. I totally disapprove of this idea of
levying taxes in accordance with ability to pay. Government should
be conducted on a business basis, and if it does not, earn its own reve-
nue it should be abolished. If it does not earn its own wages there,
is something wrong, but it should be, first of all, conducted on a
business basis. How in the world would a businessman succeed
if he tried to do business on the principle of ability to pay? A poor
woman would come in and she would buy a can of milk for 10 cents,
and then a rich woman would come in and he would charge her $1f.
I think he would lose his two eyes if he did that.

That is what is wrong with our Government. You cannot levy
taxes on gains and Upi&a- yo can only confiscate capital. When you
take it the one who had it has less of it. That is a natural product
of humpm society.

Senator Kimo. The committee thanks you for your very interesting
discussion., , I 1 I. .

Mr. Louis Kaplan, Pittsburgh, representing the National Retail
Furniture Association.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS KAPLAN. ITTSBURGH, PA., RIPRESENT.
ING THR NATIONAL' RBTAU,. FURNITURr ASSOCIATION

* Mr. LKAILAN. NIV., ihrnnapi genl, e~ ~yn ei Loui
pplan,', Xi"" from Pittsbirgh, 4i'd [ am not a mepA r of t ac86of)

tbat MrA oreq, spke of j"t a i tego.. -
jIRM r4tppp~pn j.r ~~ i~ thc. $4#4?na ' Ve~ ~'~It r

Association, an organization of 4,00 retail 1uniturtuo ders scattered
throughout tlqUnited States and operating largely or the lo4.term

._h't bas T~ or the most part, engged i, tho_ing dfjq l t'rq fr thq borne, Iha s a o, al of, neces. itic ,

'The an-,Uol 'volue ofbusiness of tho menirs fou ss oiation In
the year 1933, which -is te last yeafrowbiqah 1 have s attic
wit me, yWas apprq."ately $1,tQ0,00,Q00, ouk of"a tote o pales of
Such MerCmaudise in tMhq qustry of about $2,,000,O,000,
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'Sewatr .Kilo. 'Does -that embrafe, the small furniture, houses in
the towns and cities throughout the United States?

Mr. KAPuLAr. Yes, sir.
Senator KINo., I may say I have received a very large number of

letters from them during the last 2 week urging some modification of
this law, and I did not quite understand the particular grievano
which they registered. .

Mr. KAr.nl. -I should like to say; first of all, that this association
is not here to oppose or condemn the bill. We believe when the bill
finaUybomes out of the Congress, if it should come out it will repre
sent the considered judgment of the men -who pass it., Bit ass
that the bill will paseo, we should like to call attention to then 01
the retail furniture dealers for some amendme and that that need
is based primarily upon the fact that about 70 percent of all the
business of these furniture dealers, which includes a great many small
dealers, about 70 percent Of all of the business is credit business,
furniture sold on terms as long as 2 years, preferably I year. , - *,

The outstanding accounts receivable of the members of this associ.
ation range from 68 to 90 percent. So that on the basis of the business
that they did in 1933 they have approximately *S1,500,000,000 of
credit business on their books. -

Senator Kimo. Do you propose t4 discuss the question ol the ability
of these merchants to make an honest inventory and an honest return
as to their profits or losses? I. ' ':, ... .. , ",s'.i

Mr. KAPLW. We propose to present to this cokimittee 'this ques-
tion: Shall the retai fui.ture dealre of, this country, largely the
small dealers, be permitted to retain a fair portion of their earnings
for the purpose Of enabling them to extend the necessary credit. to
the home owners of this country'to buy furniture with *hich to furnish
their homes, or &hall they be compelled, if the bill in its present form
stands, to pay out that money in dividends in order to avoid excessive
rat1esof taxation?

.
- ' ' '

The country at'the present time is just emerging from a depression
that has very serioulyaffected the small home aid the tmalhome
owners. The furniture demand is increasing daily. The business
6f the membei of this association icre"ad About- 12,percent during
1935, and one reason that the members of this associsto wefe abli
to take on this additional business and to give this nece!ssr credit
to the hudreds bf tbeuasands " mnilllOi bfata1Zn'ef-hiti" ouy
wai thattii.. toere ablate pl6w blck'o t6-1Wi tthefrbusiAiess a
fair amount of the earnings of that business .

NMw'qur ptopbn is b4upml the th
credit etandofi in the ittal furniture kiisui be met in this bil b
an amennent- that will enable' ii to me'ltthe keqnieit ofttndYi
ing credit tb the small-bone Ownets *hO 6 t ih eoeearily bua their
furniture on credit. < ' " , ' ,

Senator Koto. Are not their greater losses, In pi*pdrf'o to the
business done, -by these retail 'dealers in the furniture buain~e1s than,
in almost afly bher business by retaod of t# 'nonhO6Ybent, or tbh
shifting- of the jiopulation, because many of' those ,'wh. purchase,
furniture are miWitory, going from place to place?' .c

Mr. KAPLAIN. There 'are ni6cepdsaily "s4ubetatial 4loes in business
of this kind that cannot b6 avoided. Credit is'giveft *T freely, Mid
while there is some security by way of title retention instruments,
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necessarily there must be more than .the normal amount of losses in
cAMing on a business of this kind.

Senator Ozonov. What i; the amendment that you suggest?
Mr. KA i .m I have prepared an amendment. This amendment

is largely for the benefit of the'mass of our membership which consists
of the small furniture dealers throughout the country.

We propose an amendment to the revenue act by which the amount
that is reasonably required in the merchant's business for credit
expansion, for business expansion in a proper manner, shall be taxed
at the rate of 22.6 percent, in the same manner as the bill provides for
the taxation of debts created prior to March 3, 1938.

There are only one or two ways by which twe can take care of this
need for credit expansion. One is to get iome relief by way of tM&-
tion in this biU.so that we may retain a' larger percentage of our
earmnm , aid. th6 other is: by borrowing money. Inasmuch as the
bill in its form freezes the date as of which loans may be considered
under the relief provisions of the bill as March 8, 1936, it is obviously
impossible to borrow money in the future and have the benefits of
that relief provision.:

-We are not asking that money plowed back into the business be
relieved entirely from taxation. We are not asking' that it be taxed
at the present rate of 15 percent. ' We are simply asking that the
money required to meet the reasonable needs of credit expansion in
order, to meet the requirements of the small-home owners of! this
country be taxed at 22.6 percent in the same manner as the bill
provides for debts created prior to March 3, 1936.

Senator COmNALLY. In other words you defend the flat rate 22.6
percent?

Mr. KA, LAX. Only as to such of the earnings of the corporation
as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall determine are reason-
ably necessary for the expansion of that business by way of invest-
ment in inventories and by way of investments in accounts receivable
and other assets.

Senator CoNNALLY. If you make it a question of policy as to each
individual taxpayer, there would be some difficulties in administer.
tion' would there not? I

Mlr. KAPLAt. There would be some diffculties in administration.
I will admit that is one of tke difficulties that I think the Commissioner
oould wellmeet. He hasmet other difficulties of this kind in the past,
and it has been pebble for other revenue laws to be administered.
I think. that is done ina great ni any instances. For instance, the
Commissioner very often has to determine, in each individual' cam.
as a matter of administrative policy, the question of reserves for bad
debts, the question of depreciation rates, and things of that kind.
We submit these are administrative matters.
; Now above the part of the earnings that is reasonably needed foi
this purpose we propose that the other section of the bill shall apply
in full force.:' Our whole request is that we be given the opportunity
in a husineis which furnishes credit to the eountry, to use a part of
our income for the purpose of sustaining and retaining the ability;to
givecredit.... ... .I I : . ' - .

3,Now I should like to add just this other thing; and that is that'the
ri of these 6oihpanies, when the year'is over ard repbented,

larl byO, th6 ver. credit instrumentt thatiw are talkingabdut a
69545-4&----4T
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the moment. That is to say, their. earnings are not in cas to avery
large extent, they are represented by accounts receivable or .itle
retention instruments of some kind. Soif these concerns have to
pay out in cash a tax based upon the rates in this bill theywill be
driving their resources, or they will have to find some method of
raising this cash for the purpse of pa the tax. In addition to
which they will be handicapping themseves, if not make it impossible
for themselves to continue giving this vast amount of credit which is
required in the country.

Now* I simply want to su oar position.
Senator WALsu. Do some of thee. companies carry an enormous

amount of credit papor?
- Mr. KAPLAN. A tremendous amount,.'

Senator WALSH. So ybu are in the position of having your sur-
pluses, to an enorinous amount, in rcdit paper, and If a heavy tax is
ld on you you cannot raise money?
'Mr. KLzAN. I can give you some statistics on that very point.

In 1933 the members of this association did $1,700,000 000 of business.
At the end of that year, according to the'data that I have here, their
outstanding accounts reoeivable-that is, credit accounts-totaled
app?)ximatly $1,030,000,000.

Senator CONNALLY. Almost 100 percent of the business?
Mr. KAPLAN. About 85 percent of the sales.
Senator CONNALLY. Some of it came over from former years,

though?
Mr. KAPLAN. Some of it came over from former years, yes, sir, that

is correct. This business is done on the basis of 1 to 2 years' credit.
Senator CONNALLY. A dollar down and a dollar a week?
Mr. KAPLAN. Something like that. This deals only with homefurnishing.
Senator WAiA. Do you pay a tax now on these credit accounts?
Mr.; KAPLAN. Under the revenue act as it now exists we are per-

mittd to make installment returns--that is, to pay the tax on the
basis of cash receipts and disbursements.

Senator Oonon. You are already favored?
Mr. KAPLAN. We are not favored.
Senator GEORGE. You have a measure of relief that other cor-

porations do not have.
Mr. KAPLAH. We have a measure of relief that is oorreot but

that would not help us under the present situation.,,
Senator C6xNALLY, You do not know what the pzbfits will be untilyou got therh? .. , . .. .-;, -: . .. -,. '

,Mr. KAPN. Under the present revenue act that is correct.
Sexiatof GZoRo .That is not changed .
Mr. KAPLAN. That is not chanrs That 'would, take care of us;

I should say, if we were to freeze e amount of business we could do
and imlt outselves to what we are now, doing. In otherwords, if the
1933 or 1934 basis is to bd the maximum busne4 we shall ever do, or
that shall ever be done again by these stores,, that would be some
relief. .

Senator GroRon. But it does not permit of expansion?
Mr. K,AkL. It doee not permit of expansion add does not take

care, of the business., When I 'say "expansion", I mean expansion
back to the businew that ws being done even before 1933..,,
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•'I should'like to owminar#i4 ourl sitloh. We believe that a pro.,
yion uch.8we propos would affrid the following advantage:

First, a reasonable expansion of the volume of sages will be pormitred
without forcing corporations to imperil future'o,6 atiouie by obtaining
funds by borrowing.

Second, it permits, to a reahonab6 extent, a renvestment( of net
income in the business and thus give assistance in financing current
6perations.
. Third, it permits the small thriving corporation to continue to
grow and avoids the compulsory dissipation of oapital that'is sorely
needed by such corporation: , .

Fourth, it avoids the depletionary aspects of the bill sik ne it Rermits

a corporatio .re~enable exapaftaioh of sales in adcordan.e, with the
demands ef customep and it does not force a contraction of the
volume of the business being hifdled.

Fifth, it prevents the impairment, of corporate amets throughinu diclorts distributions based solely on the amount of net income
without regard to the ability of thecorporation to make the pavment.

Sixth, it protects both creditors And stockholders, since it will avoid
the forced distribution of cash that may be imPeratively needed t6
finance operations.

Now we have prepared an amendment which I will either read into
the record or submit as an amendment.

Senator GEORGE. Just submit It to the reporter. He Will put it in
the record, Mr. Kaplan. We understand what your amendments,
the sense of it the purpose of it.

'(The athendment offered is as follows:)"
Szc. 17. Reinvestment of adjusted net income to assets reasonably required

fi the conduct of the busines of the orporation. (a) General rule: If any
amount of the adjusted net income for the taxable year Is reinvested in amets
reasonably required in the conduct of the business of the corporation as defined
hereinaft4er, the tax imposed by section 13 shall in lieu of being computed under
such section be computed by adding:

, (I) A tax of 2231 per entum of the amount of the adjusted net in6ome rein-
vested in assets required in the conduct of the business of the corporation; and

(2) A tax upon the remainder of the adjusted net Income (less the tax under
pargaph (I)) computed under section 13 as if the adjusted net income werv
equal to the amount of such remaIndex so reduced.

(b) Tax not to be increased: This section shall not be applied In any cam in
whichsuc i ppeation would operate to increase the tar'which would be payable
wlth6ut Its application.

,,(c) Definition of assets reasonably required In the' conduct of the buses of
t. Por >tlo_4 As used Ir, _hls section the tenn "asseta ' sObay required in
the &n d4t 6f the buslnew'of the corporationi" nean4 ain as*t the retention of
which is required to conduct the busi of the corpoation as 4bownh to the satls-'
facton of the commissioner except- .

(1): Share of stock in any corporation,
(2) Rights to subscribe for or to rc Ye sich sham, or'(3), Bnds, debenturie, notes, or ertlfie~es or other evlenecsof I6debtedness

4ed by the United Sta4tes or instiumentaiitle* thereof any State or olitUela
subdlislon thereof, or by any foreign government or *bdivioa thereof, or by a,
corpoptioi, domestI or foreign, except such bonds, notes or certificates or othek
evidnoo of Indebtedneo eelyod It pettlon~eatof a bopia-1lde transacl4on i t~e

(4o) rs of uies r of Intert in property'or ,ecinuttopa In any In-'

n n slll r or Aato n 0 In a of te inst"mnts
miehUiqed or described In this . rqerdl*e of, e 4 got OUOLk in-,
vq wel .Vkrv #P#*Jor=a9 Ok qoaqtl oroQ e 1 ;
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ftATIMINT Of RIONARD F. BURGlS, RIPRESENTING THE SOUTH.
WEs TIN 'ORTAND OMNIT CO., ANDT SOUTHWETNRN

.ator Gzoaoi. Giveyour name, please.
Ir. B or. Richard F, Burges.

Senator GEoRoE. For whom are you appearing and in what
r.Pc RoS. I am appering as atto t of the Southwestern

Potland Cement Co. ang the S6uthWester m~ni t Associ'te.
I wi,,h to speak to the committe briefly on section 27 4 ) of the

revenue bill. Section 7 (j), which relates to ritreorp6rat4di idends,
p*vides that if 80 percent or n6r4 of the gross income of acorporation
is derived from dividends, theii the'di*iidnl crdit shalboply be in
four classee, which are then envmeraft.d:'

(1)' Individual st6ckholdeo; (2) suct/eert8ain ea of corporations
tat aie othw i txqdundor the bill; (3) .t oortionofthedividend
payment which is madg6 to a oorpgrate share .older owing less thian
50 per. centun of the class' of stock With respect t which the dividend
is paid; and (4) another tiass which we need not couisider for the

Now, in 6rder to make the jiopats I ol iet elihe struc -
ture of the corporatons which I am repreS nting. ,The Southwesem
Portlend Cement Co. is a mahiafacturing corporaton engagd solely
in the manufacture and sale of portland oe~ent. It might e prperly
described here as the operating company. The fQunde andhbuilder
of the company, Mr. Carl Leonard,of Los Angeles, Calif., incorporated
his own individual business bis interestin the Southwestern Portland
Cement Co., and his other business interests in what might be called
s holding or tsmily corporation for tho benefit of himself, his wife, and
his children. % - ; - "

Subsequent to Mr, Leonard's death thestockholdern of the South-
western Portland Cement Cq. ,organized the Southwestern Cement
Associates, which is nothing more nor less than a voting trust to con-
tinue the policy of management of the company under which Mr.
Ieonard had founded it and built it up.

'The Southwestern Cement Associates issued to its'stockh0lders one
share of stock to represent each share of stock of the southwestern
Portland Cemmet Co. When the Southwestern Portland Cement Co.
pays a dividend, 54 percent of its dividend i paW to the Pouthwesetrn
Cement Associates. That ispased on, nI'l ately 00 th6 stoI'-
holders of the Cement Associates.

The complication comes under the billin this way: 71 percent. of
the stock of the Southwetean Cement Associates ip owned by Mr.
Leonard's family-that is,.by. C. Lnsrd linprqvemeont Co.-'nd all
of the inome of the Cement Associates isthe dividend it received from,
the Southwestern Portland Cement Co.- It is nothing more nor less,
than 'a votng pool of steckholdeis'of ' the' 8uthwestprn Portlond'
Cement Qo. Th eore tentire in-coi~a i doeirbd from the Oi4i4ends
earned by, the Southwee tem Portland Cement Co. It in t4ru disposes,
every dofisr. of that to its"own stockholders,' but one 6f -ith stok-
holdetr ii i. Leditd e family, *hs oned 71 0pr eM bn th .

Senator Ozonov. And the famiy is a corporation?
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i 'Mr. Bunars. :Yes;thofsmily isnorporated fordistribution among
themselves of their properties. I , .. - " 11

Ndw, if I have clearly outlined, as I have endeavored to do, the
situation which is presented, it seems to me that the objeot which the
bill seeks to attain is being done, as I shall demonstrate from the figures
in a moment, in a case such as outs, and it seems to me thatit could
be met by a simple amendment or addition to section 27 (j), vhich I
believe is in no way inimical to the purposes and o ration of the bill.
It is very brief and I would like to read it. You will bear in mind that
this is describing the credits which shall be allowed on dividend pay,
ments, and the third Qno was the portift of such dividend payment
made to a corporate shareholder owning less than 50 percent of the
class of stock with respect to which the dividend is paid.

Now the proposed amendment which I call 3 (a) just for the pur-
pose of clarification, Would add:

The portion of such dividend payment paid to a corporate shareholder owning
more than 50per ceptum o the elass of stock With espet to which the dividend
is.paid, p.rvided the dividend so paid to such corporate shareholder be forth.
with distributed to its shareholders in the same proportion which they woul4
have received had there been no Intrmediate distributlon.

The net effect of it is, of course, to pass the money on without
delay and without withholding any portion of it, but., as in this case,
where it is expedient and we think necessary to have a voting pool
6r trust which takes the form of being an incorporated one$ instead of
merely a voluntary signed agreement, the mere fact that it passed
through the voting pool forthwith to the individuals who would
receive it Would 4car out the purpose of the bill, as we understand
it and at the same time would not wreck the organization under
which we are operating, and which'we conceive to bea sound business
operation.

Now, in order to demonstrate how it is actually operated I would
like to read into the record the past record of this corporation begin-
hing with,1930. -

For the ybarr 1930 the Bouthwestern Cement Associated-that is,
the voting pool-recevedI dividends from the operating company
amounting to $235,809, and it distributed to its shareholders exactly
the same amount of money. '

For the year 1931 the Cement Associates received in dividends-
and tha 'iA its sole and only source of retenue--received from the
operating company $202,122, and it distributed the same identical
sui& o it, shareholdos.

Ft0 the year 1932 the Cement Associates received in dividends from
the operating company $1511591.60, and that year it distributed
$149,705. That is the first time'when there is a slight divergence,
ahd that amo nts to less than $2,000 which I understsad was due to a
tx imposed by the 'State of Calfdrmia in that year. - ; I t .'

For the, yea' .1O83 the Cement"Associates received from the opera
4tlng ootpmny $134i748, and it distributed $134,040, or $708 again
being neces"ry to' meet a Californii tax.

For the y~hr 1O34the'Cement Associates received from the opero
at hig c6mpany $168,435, and distributed to its shareholders $167,691,
again a deduction of less thana thousand dollars was made to meet
th4 State talr."
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For the year 1935 the Cement Associates received from the oper-
ating company in dividends $190,893, and distributed to its, ahare.
holders exactly the same suinj the Stat tax in that respect, I beheve,
has been repealed.

Now that illustrates, I think, definitely and iblearly the idea that
we had in mind. This voting pool or voting trust is simply a means
of continuing the management of the corporation under the policy
established by its founder. It does not detain or arrest the distribu'
tion of the dividends, but passes them promptly on to the same people
in exactly the same proportion.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Burgs, have you your proposed amend.
ment there?

Mr. Buaos. Well, I read that amendment, and I gave one to the
secretary of the committee.,

Senator CONNALLY. Did you discuss this with Mr. Stai ,of the
joint committee?

Mr. Butuzs. I did. If fmiay be permtted to say, he thought the
principle was sound and should. probably be embodied in the act. I
gave him a copy of the proposed amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Burges. Mr. O'Neal.

STATEMENT 01 JOHN R, 'NEAL, WASHINOTON, D. C.

Mr. O'NEAL. Air. Chairman, I want to talk about an institution
that is the biggest in the United States. It has about 30,000,000
workers and producers of raw material in this Nation.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you re going to talk on the packing
proposition.

Mr. O'NCAL. Yes; the farm and king proposition.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent the farmers?
Mr. O'N EAL I am a retired'farMer, sir.
The CnAIRMAN. All right, proceed.
Mr. O'NEAL. Gentlemen, I want to talk to you about the averageprice On th, farm df hogs for 25 years, beginning with I.910.
In, 1910 the average price of hogs on the far.n was $0.65. In 1911

it was $6.26.' In 1912 it was $7.41. In 1913 it was $7.60,. In 1914
it was $6.70. In 1915 it was $7.40. I-

Snak6r BLACK. The hogs were that much per hundred? -, , ,,
Mr. ONEAL. Yes, sir; the average price on a firm. kI 1916, it was.$11.00: . . . -. . ., ' . .
Now, gentlemen, I have cut out the 3 years of the war,' 1917, J91,

and 1919. I do not want to discuss that price, because I do not.want
dver to saee anotherwar or war prices.

,The hog price on the farm n ;1920 was $ 1. , i p92.1 it waS,
$&10.- In 1922 it Was $7.41.r In 1923 ,It wM$O6.8 I',194I
was 810.15. In 1925 it Was'$11.16, In 1920 it was $10.2$. III
1927 it was $8.59.: In 1928 it was $9,28. In 1929 it was $8.95,
'Now, gentlemen, we had a'dscizssion by the~paoker people here

yesterday and they told you that. the hog price on the farm, png
account of the A. A. A, was too high. ,I do not thipk the hog price
on - the: farm has ever been too, high, except dosing.. the war. Th,
average price from 1910 to 1916,was $7.658. :

Now during that period of time the buying power in America, w"
at least 25 percent below that which it is now. In only" one year
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between 1025 and 1930 have hogs been 49 low as' $8.59. They sold
those hogs to the consumer at a profit and we heaM nothing about it.
Thed frorif 1920' to 1929 the average, price for hogs was $9,.
They were sold then at a profit. We heard very little about the
packers breaking ui. - , ' . - ..

The hog year starts in October, tho 15th.' Now when it says
1931 that moans 29 months in 1931 and the rest is in 1932.

In 1931 hos were $3.78. In 1932 they were $3.30. In 1933 they
were $3.73. In 1934 they were $6.97, and in 1935 they were $9.17, on
March 15.

The- packer claims we should never have passed the processing tax,
that he could not buy hogs with that tax on and make a profit. Well,
suppose he ilid add it? A man that watched the prices would know
that he did add it. If the packer did not add it the retailer did. If
he paid the farmer $3.36 and added the processing iax tho hogs would
have still been lower than any time in 25 years, except one year.

The trouble was we had political propaganda against the farmer.
He was cussed in the drug stores, in the *ieat shops and everywhere
else. There is where you gt your meat riots. It was not from high-"
priced nieat, it was from political propaganda.

In 1934, when it was $6.07, hogs were a little less than 9 cents on the
farm, with the processing tax added to it. They claim they did not
paw it on then, and they kept the money.

When the processing tax was kicked out, January 6, from that time
on for 3 months hogs were a fraction less than $9, and it cost the packer
and the retailer more in those three months after it was kicked out by
the Court than it did in 1934 with the processing tax added to it, and
still the packer told you here yesterday that he cut the price 20 or 25
or 30 percent. i

Now if a packer is in distress it is due to a lack of business abilitY.
If he will cut the price when they are 3 cents 'a pound, that is
business ability. That is not the fani4r's price. Hogs have never
been too high on the fajah under-theA. A. A., and they would not have
been as high as they were under A. A. A. if it had not been for the
drought.

The pack rs exported in 1934 and 1935 meat to Europe, to England
and Grmany, and if they had the welfare of the American people at
heart they woUld not have exported ineat outofti ieotkntry in 1934
Oid 1935, they would have kept itfor thd benefit bf their consumers,
and they had a good chance of making e profit by charging for $3
hotS $3.36 in 1934. It loo ks to me like they did not knowwhether
the pr s tax was on or not. - -

I Par ae at er of 10 children, or, iaher, I had 14 b t raised 10.
Uhlada boy in the seventh grdo, or if he gra4lated, I would say:
' ere, boy, Iam going to sell you a 105-pound hog.'! That is the
amount of meat we eat in America, averages, sout 83 pounds. It
does not vary. In 25 years it has varied but very few pounds.
Suppose I say to m y boy, "I will sell yu a '105-pound hog. You
butcher it and sell it." Then the next day he sells it, an I say;
'Look here, I am going to sel you a 100-pound hog, but I am goingto charge you $2.25 for process that hog for you", and if he did
not come back the next day and tell me that he did not know that
the processing tax was $3, I would have taken him to a doctor the
next day.

781
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Now, this wheat proposition is along the same line. Wheat ran
around about a dollar a bushel or less, and the price of wheat on the
farm in 1934 and 1935, with the processing tax added to it, was just
ab-out 5 cents ahOed of the xnarket through 1910 to 1920.

Now, in 1929 we had a pretty good crop of wheat. Now my son
would not sell that wheat. Re said, "Pop, they are going to put the
farm bill through." I said, "Yes." He aid, "I will keep a couple
of thousand bushels of wheat over." He did, on one of is farms.
They. passed that bill, and it took a half billion dollars to control the
wheat crop. ; ,

Our-average wheat ctop in America is about 860 000,000 bushels a
year, an$! we export about 25 percent of that. They were going to
peg the price of wheat with a few millon dollars, and the price of
cotton:, We could b4ye gotten $1.35 for the -wheot when the bill
passed. We kept it.until the next year, to 1930, when we had our
great drought in America, except the one we had in 1934. He pegged
it down and we got 83 cents for it, and they kept pegging it down
Util it got to 30 cents in America.

Now, gentlemen, the farmers in this country are raising bread and
meat for the average of about 1 cent a day for the consumer in
America. I have got the statistics hero and I am going to put them
in the record.

(The tables referred to are as follows:)

MonfI farm price, of hop., 1910-SE
(UnOlto4 5o ag 'ea. deaws pe 10 poad l

111........... .... &. . . 4 6 & 5 4 53 &S6

7 . . a& 1.1 7. 7.7 . 7. 1.0 7. . & R A. 1 7.00
III&............... 7 . & U 4 ; & . 7 $ 37 & 0 &22 4 0
1m1e ............... & &74 & 76 9.1 M 33 I3.I 1 L7 1& .1A M. 1.& 0 11.05
111.......... *.. It M I 14a U 34 3 .14tc. ItS I I 72
IL .............. I 17I. 1 2 1& 7
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Mr. O'Nw 1 . Now the conwm& gets his meatfor2 eetg a day,
his hog meat, and his bread for 1 cent a day. If the farmer is Lot
giving this coqptry a dole then this country never has a a a dole.

' Want to giYe you experience on the farm,. connmenced
farming I 18 . a We ad then what was generally called the Cleve-
land panic. I bought a binder when I commented farmig second-
hand binder. j do not recall the name of it, but in 18 98 1 bought a
binder for $110. I could have bought It for a little over 100 busheli
of wheat then. Then the price went up between that time and 1915
to $125 for a binder, and it stayed at $125 until we went into the war.
I bought two or three binders in that time. We went into the war
and te price oj wheat Was set at $2.20. That changed the price of
the binder from $125 to $22M. I bought a binder-at that price. The
price Of the binder was put up when our wheat was puit up, but when
out wheat was put down the price f the binder kept up.

Now I want to see ths bill enacted I am in favor of it. I 'would
like to offer one amendment to it, ani that amendment is gentlemen:

Every corporation that has an employee, regardless of his name or
his position, that is drawing over $75,000 a year, to tax that corporal
tion 99 percent.
.I would like to add that to it. I would like this tax to be not only

a tax bill but to regulate big business. Now I am inffavor of regulat-
ing big business. Any man who has ever fed hogs on a farm knows
that it has got to be done.

STATBMUNT OF GORDON BUCHANAN, WASHINGTON, D,, 0.,
0. P. A. DIRECTOR, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF CREDIT MEN

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mir. Chairman and gentlemen: I am present as a
member of the board of directors of the National Association of Credit
Men, a nonprofit organization, with the knowledge and consent of the
directors and the administrative committee. '

Our association, for about 40,years, has been sponsoring business
legislation. It has not been the practice of this association to offer
general or indiscriminate opposition to tax measures, but it recognizes
the need for Government revenue as well as the increased need for
Government economy.

It is our opinion that the budgt should be balanced with some con-
ederation to exP.nditutes as well as receipts and that additional taWes
should rot be levied Without corresponding economy being effected ineXpenditures, , , .•'It is our opinion that no legislation has ever been passed on the basis

bf such radical departure fronm previqus tax legislation, and we believe
it should itot be bastil enatcd as now proposed.

Itis'apparent thattisbillmnay alter credit lines in both the banking
abd commercial, fields. It will undoubtedly materially affect the
basis of corporate credit an,! our association is very apprehensive of
the far-reaching effect it may have on the corporate credit structure
of this country under this type of legislation.

The tax application of this bill is predicated upon a false assump-
tion of the use and function' Of suiplus in corporations.

It is a regulatory mea,,ure coupled with a.tax measure that creates
an incentive to distribute current earnings to a greater degree than

740
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h6retofore, before. generation is give to sound financial majsge-
ment. t

,M.Azy legislation that presumes to' dictate unsound principles in the
fiscal management of corporations is bound to have itedestructive
effect on crediW . ad t

Oow~ervation of capital ofeit in god
financial managementt must be adhered to before distribution of
d iv id e n d s . I . i . . ..

The_ equity of banking and commercial credit :in any corijpratlon
mnust be preserved before the rights and privileges of shareholders,
with regard to receiving dividends, is considered. I .....

This is a principle that has, for years, been taught in schools of
business administration. It is a Colhniionly accepted principle of
good +fancial managebaen't in business.-

This is not a theoretical principle. It is a basic fact and in some
cases it is a recognized point of laW.* As a matter of fact previous
Mcts of Congress have recognized this principle. (Farm Loan Act,
jan. 23, 1932, sec. 23, ReserVes arldDividends 6f Land Banks.) '
+,We ask that the passing of this bill be deterred for further study

and research and recognize that it is possible to develop an equitable
bill capable of practical application in the light 'of experience gained
from the present and future hearings, ait seems'apparent that this
legislation is a radical departure from previous tax legislation and
it should not be hastily enacted as now proposed.

It should come into effect by a process of evolution rather than
r e v o l u t io n . ' . .. ' ." 9 -4 , , " i ; . !
*' Under preseikt economic doinditiohb, it would sceii more practical
tor continue thq Present method of corporation tex With the exception
of an increwe in flat rates as now existing if required.- h any e'tent, if this bill is reported favorably by yoir committee,
we ask your consideration to an amendment t6 Bection i05 with heprovision that any corporation operating under a contratof extension
or amortization of indebtedness with banks or commercial firms may,
upon their approval of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, continue
to pay a tax equal to 15 percent ofthe not incotpe during the term such
extension agreement is operated. ' ' 1 4 . .' -

I would like te submit the following amendment: .
Every Federal land bank shall semiannually carry tO reserve account a sum

not less than 60 percent of its net earnings until sad reserve awouvt shall show
a credit balance eqal,t- the Qutstanding antfa stock 9f said land bank. After

si6,d reer'e qual tc the outstapdIng ciptl st~ek 10 c~reent of the net ea-nings
l be added there aeniannUalli. Whenever said esrve shall haVe bew
paired It shall be fu'ly restored before any dividends r nId.' After dedueting

to 60 percent or. the 10 percent herel Pdireated tob- educt$l :or redit to
reserve amount, any Federal land bMnk may declare a dividend or'dlvldends #W
.hareholeln of the whole or any part of thq bance of it net earnings, but only
Wlth t6appvia of the a Credit Armitnlshalton" tn the ease of Fed a

ho banksfe iequiremahts, o this Pwaagraph shall W In lieu of the requireinent
61 the fi yt thr e sentence of the first par aiph Of this seti6n afdin leu of the
hequirements'of the first sentence of the second paragraph 9, this setion:"
(Added by Act of Jan. Z3 1932 ec 3 (a)8 47 8t. IS. amended by
l xeeutlvi Order No. 6084, "M&. ., 1933.)

Sefiator CogNALLY. Have they contracted that all the earnings
should go int6 the lndebtdtxess, that no dividends shQi; 1d be paid?
'hr., Buci4NAN. That all the earning should staV ,zl ho busi.uesa,

Of couXrse Ah9 earnnsare, .a matter of t , .elatrelv Small, but in
some companies they bave extension agreements, and if those profits
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remain ira the business it enables them to make distribbtioh to the
creditors.

The CHAJRUAX."' wil road A letter which I' have tebelvtd from
the' Secretkry of the 1teaury:

T~z SzcATARt OF TRY tRXISUNY
... .WI,4$on, Mcy 7, 193.

HOL PAT HLRAlSON,
Chairman, Sends Fixsts CommUee.

MT DmAn SuwArOS: Yesterday, part .f the statement whkh I made before
your committee on April 80 wa challenged. The particular part of the state-
ment was the following:

"The Department Wa also estimated that under the present law more than four
and one-half billion dollars of corporation Ineome In the calendar year 1936 wiU
6#, wilhed frqm so4hoi. rand that If this income were fully distributed to the
individIal owners of the stock represented In these corporations, the resultant
yield in additional Individual Income taxes would be about one billion three
hundred nlllions." r . I
.I can see that the phrase "withheld from stockholdera" was possibly open to

misunderstanding inamuch as the figure $1,800,000,000 was arrived atater we
had deducted from the $4,500,000,000 an amount equal to the exiting corporation
taxes

Wht I have Just aid about a possible ambiguity In the use of this term relats
to one of my arguments on the merits of the proposed corporate tax, not at all
to my statement of the Treaury's estimate of what this tax would yield. That
estimate is 023 million dollar additional revenue.

Sincerely yours, H XAv MOROINIWAD, Jr.,

Secrt, or ellA, Trassr.

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, I desire to have placed in the
record a letter addressed to me by Mr, Richard B. Watrous, excucive
secretary, the Providence Chambe of Commerce, of Providence, R. I.
Also, I would like to have placed in the record a brief presented by
Mr. J. 1I. Doyle, neraI counsel, National Board of Fire Under-wters, Now -York ity.,

r(The matter referd[ to follows:)
.THU PaOTJDIKC3 CHAWste o CCUMSIC ,

Pyovidowe, R. I., April 24, 1936.
Uon. JZUs H. MUTCAL-

Udfted SMae Senade, Wahinflon, . 0.
Dear 8SATO MLYCAL: I am gIving to you, herevth, a rosolation adopted

by the board of directtls of the Provldenee Ch amber of Commerce last evening,
April 23, in reference to the station bill now before the House and which we
t ndeztand wil very soon go to the Senate for earnings and action. The resol-iii. as follows: '. ,

Resolved, That the bard of dhectos of the Provldence .Chamber of Commrny
ppose the new Fedcral tax bill a Introdce4 in the House April 24 on the grouzn

tbat it would encourag unsound business practlees would operate in favor of
old lo4g-eatsblisbed and wealthy eor orations; would prevent the development
.a growth 6f "iW Idustries; and wdula tend to goVernmebtal control of' private

The chamber further recommends as an Immediate procedure for Congress
that It give time for study In dev .ins maas of reducln pubilxpenditures vu
if & tM~nd taxes are necessary that, rather than ps.s rv eY prre emery.
geney legislation, it devise and present for public hearings a comprehensive pro.
gram to meet nfesnt and future need#.

May I say that this action was taken on the recommendation of our com-
mittee on national legislation whichh had given the subject veiy caelul consider.
ation and had been following the hearings before the lfouee Waas and Means
Committee. It could Anticipate what would be the nature of the bill that was
finally Introduced. Th6 committee and the board of directors srZ eply Im.
pleasd with the hjury that may be done to smaller Industries, that have beeh wtis
enough to amut reserve Which Would be available tn times of atres,
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taxation bill oi.this character is pseed. We neerely hope that you will exert
y0ur best in4uence to resist the Passage of a bill which proposes to tax eorpora-
tions othe amount c net inoe Pot distributed in dividends.

I enclose Also a py of the report of our ommittee on national legislation which
was Approved.

e shall be very glad ityou will pan thli heter on at one to the Senate CoM-%
mitt" that is holdlMg he=as on the subject.

Very truly yours, R B. Waisos,

R&eculiff &.%"dory.

Bmuzr Pih4xITD sr J. H. DoTLz, GzrzitAL Couxazi, NAxIONAL BOARD O
FIu UNDIR 'WRITz, Naw Yoax Ciri

There seems to be some feeling that Insurance companies arc not required to
Include their total income from ail sources for Federal Income tat. This is
erroneous. There is a statutory formula provided for Insurance ompanles by
which the tax Is computed on the accrued and Incurred ba4 acordhng to the
sytem of countingg prescribed for use In all of the Sttes of the United States.
This formula however, includes every Item of Income, both investment income
and underwrlng Income, and gain during the taxable year from the sale or other
disposition of propety, and al other items constituting grosa Income. The
deductions allowed insurance companies under this setlon are the same as those
allowed other corporations and the formula correctly portrays the financial
result of their operations.

In the case of companies writingproperty Insurance, which Are the companies
Included under section 204, there fi mpertive need for the maintenance and
building up of reserves to meet unusual and extraordinary losse. These com-
panies write against catastrophe and conflagration perils such as earthquake,
ornado, hurricane, flood, and fire. It is not to be expected that there will be an

annual occurrence of earthquakes, tornado and hurricano of fu elent intensity
to create a real catastrophe and reriously endanger the ability of the companies to
pay, but that they will eventually occur Is more than probable. When they do
oocur restoration of the devastated areas must In the major part be had from the
insurance companies Issuing contracts of Indemnity against such perils. During
the years In which they do not occur, there Is much profit derived from the
premium Income on contracts Issued Against the perils, and Unlees this profit be
conserved and available, then there wll be no funds to meet these extraordinary
Ioswa when they occur.

In the San Francisco earthquake of 1908 more than $M50,000,000 of property
los was exyerienced. A simili loss In the same area at this time would probably
amount-to a billion and one-half dollars, or two billion dollars, due to the iC=reaed
congestion of values within the area affected.

In 1906 the locs was sufficient to exhaust the surplus of the companies and
neceaitated a large amount of capital assessment on the part of domestic om-
pabies and remittancts from home offices o, the part of foreign companies.

Credit relations may no& be maintained excepting onlju ith adequate insurazoe
facilities aailable In oomppnies with outstanding ability to meet extraordinary
demands. To Insure this ability the various States do not pernt such insurance
companies to distribute their dividends at will, but the right to distribution is.
highly restricted. In New York State, companies doinq business there may not
declare a dividend except In compliance 'wit the following statutory provision:
• "No corporation may declare dividends exceeding 10 per centum, on its capital

stock In any I year untes, in addition to the amount oa its capital stock, suc
dividend, all outstandig liabilities and the amount of all unearnWd premiums'
on unexpired risks and jx,!ieles, it shall have and be in possleon of a surplus to
an'amount equalling 30 percent of it unearned premiums or "Q percent of Its

ital s tek,rwhieever shall be grin.ter."
It is riot olny Ilegal and izorpediett to distribute the earnings As dividends

but highly preudiial td the public Interest, for no one can foretell the extent o!
dmi g that may arts at fn tune dnb to advtise manjifestatiqnpo natut% *1f
of* which are inred a t by theedcoPanes..The &eld of in rianbe t Isato uh b a patrgely lusure by the States s d

llpsliles. 'Iia'' -,abls ,lsi.bbt a paturi ene o -first, for the rcasogs
that In, ntity tautere* t thI little tut1 fromWn which to scure sufl cri
tai ~ t4 hne -"t- a- Ibl~~ ed ~od the staos 4#6tNO a prO-
dbmlat In"~s 'd~ tho fMtt that t6kiikisdn'and control of Wasr"n4
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rest wIth the State and iot eted In the Federal Oovitnbntt.
, It Is quit4 iJiipoI

sible to outline all of the requirements of the severAl States,' but I attath hereto
a Wt (J taxes imposed in the Stte of sippl, whkih Is tyvpwha.. Ia sonie tat4e Munleipal taxes, in addition= to Star ana Federal taxes are
Imposed In an amount equal to 5 percent of our total income, without dedul ion,an~d regardless of profit or Ion froh 'eur trasttons. -i ' . " ,

In some States, such as Illinois, in addition to th vry igh primluiw taxes
imposed upon our total income, our total Income is again ta .dat thesale rate,
and ia the same huihner that personal property is taxed.

In Florid the taxes imposed upon insurance companies more than equal the
total tax Imposed upon public utilities, automobile, transportation Companies,
railroads, chain stores and banks.

T bT State and municipal ta e, you understand, .tp , In addition to the uscu
and customary ad valorvni t es uponreal and personal property, as well as
bel_& in addition to franchise t&xes, income taxes, etc., f ororaio.

-T;&businwss subJettot leeaet comfen u Po -l fo opotr
other lastitutions rtirg not for pr1)ht but ,0fron selinsurawo funds

0n0 nonadmitted Ldrriers. L> ng the prnduz income to cr for t
excessive tat buideas only serves to drive the b4[ineas Into s l-insurance funds
or nonadmtted carriers thus depriving the tompales of the business, "d alsq
depriving the states and muncipalities and Fideral Government cf that tax
that accrues froni the trsactlon of the business,.

In passing it may bQ Well to observe that there is a constitutional right given
to insureds, whether Individu~ts or corporate, t9 purhas their inri4ranee wherever
they see fit, id this results in a very tremendous volume goig aerga the water
V nonadmitted insurers whIch are beyond reach of the taxing powers of the
uIe nSTal .

We have never sought to escape a just contribution to the tax burden necces,
tated by the activities of the Federal Government, but we feel that in the dis-
tribution of this burden to tax payers generally, consideration should be given
not onlyto the needs of the Feeal Goyerntnen, as such, but to the needs and
requlrvmerits of the several States and municipalities Iu respect of taxstlon and
to the Importance of the ledqstry'pn its relation to the public. So closely

-related and so imp erative is the need of insurance to the public welfare that the
6ourts hold It to be charged with a public interest and not only is our rate con-
trolled but likewise our contracts are made the subject of individual State control.

To the end that the solvency of these companies right not be impaired and
their ability to meet their contractual obligations maintained during the years
|ust passed, it was necessary for the companies to merge and retire many of
their inst'tuton, to augment their surplus by drastic redietions in capital stock,
and In mrnsy instances to apply to Federal institutions for aid. The Recon-
atruction Finance Corporation advanced s4inethlng more than $187,000,000 to
insurance companies, and in one case authorized a subscription of pre/e.red stock
of $100,000.In view o the above we feel that such companies are entitled, by reason of
the nature of their business and the possibilities of unusually large and extraor-
dinary demands made upon them through the happening of contingercles
Insured against, to special treatment from the exsion of the proposed act,
applied to corporatioas gencrally, for the circumstances surrounding the trans.
aion of the business ame extraordinary and unusual as oimpaied with corpo.
rations generally.

To meet tbes. extraordinary demands it Is also required that companies writing
property insuranoe-being companies taxed und, r section 204-maintaIn a very
great portion of their assets in liquld securities, listed on the various exchange,
for In the event of extraordinary loss they wust, under the contractual obliga-
tions, be paid within 60 days, and it becomes neceesary immediately 0o convert
their assets Into cash to meet the payments. o o

This necessitates maintaining a very large portion of their &et in the listed
securities, and necessarily results In a great deal of their Income being received

s dividends. Heretofore these dividends have not been tnoluded as income, and
their Inclusion at this time will result In a very. tremendous Increase in the Federal
tax burden and seriously retard the reab litation of these companies, sInce to
put the increase In the premium charge can only serve to drive a large portion
of the business away from the companie into aef-insurance funds, nonadnkitted
and therefore nontaxable entites, and Into companies which operate without
profit and retriet thenqIves to tbe morp desirable sinle vints of pro
"bitout attempting to (uiilsh full faelltles o nnt to th4 p.ulblie At .r
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and without endangering themselves to the perils of extraodinary looe in
areas of highly congested property values.

We respctfully request that companies subject to section 204 be credited with
dividends received from corporations subject to the income tax If and when the
distributing corporation paysupon iq net ipocmq (from which the dividend In
declared) an amount of t, e. .tl to tat irhl6h w'oud be paid by the Insurance
company if the income of the distributing corporation was not taxable. To do
this, I suggest that section 204 be amended by adding a new subsection to the
permIssible deduettons, numbered,(7), re&llnqA & followed, and renumbering (7),
(8),and (9) acordingly:

(7) The amcosut iAeeived as dividends from a domestic corporation where the
tax on such corporation underthis, tte equals 15 percent or more of its net
Income. . - -

If thk be doneo and the declaring corporation pays a tax of 14 percent upon its
net income, then the Insurance oom .ny will pay a tax of 15 percent on the same
iheome, and the Government will have received a maximum of 29 percent on that
itPome pnd lpn event wil lt. Government reeie lee than 15 Per .t n tho
Income. "This In itself will increase e t tax burden upon iMMranee com'ey
materi~ly but it Will afford s much needed measure of relief and widl tbt CrANt
a high ssIe'reetAtke In favor of nosiadmitted mad other carriers.
rAXEs IiO8ED OX FIRN IN&URNCVU C9MPAI13 IN T eiATE ,? UI flI

MsIsppI, lik6 other Sltate., depends veiy Isrgely for its revenue upbn taxes
impoeed upon insurance companies. So far as fire-insurance companies are con-

Med le ftate 0 MkiqWapp ewatO pednt Atteta upon the gross Pjrlun -
lasoe lof atia pr o *- on 0 sf~erce.1nt for mnicipal fir"~~n n
policemen's pehalondtiabllly and reller fund; 2i to 8 percent griua! a ndtrn

tax on net income; and one-half of 1 percent fire marshall tax on gro -ite 'jre-
miums

To addition thi y . y the following fees: $15 for filing the annual statement;
$0 for publishing the annual statement; $200 to $350 annual license fee for eaci
company; $350 if a company operates separte or dstinct agency plant; $3 fo'
each general or special agent; and $2 for each local agent.

In addition to the above a fee of $50 is imposed upon fire-insuranoe agents In
mwiclpalities of classes 1, 2, and 3; $30 in municipalities of classes 4 and 5; and
$15 In municipalities of clas~ea 6 and 7 and elsewhere.

These fees are Imp sed upoh each employee of a peron, firm, or corporation,
who solicits the ale of fire insurance, directly or indirectly.

Incorporated agencies pay double this sum.
Each incorporated company, firm, or association adjusting fire-insurauce losses

pays a fee of $200 and each pemn engaged In the business of adjusting fire-
insurance l6s pays a fee of $50. This latter applies to every emplyoe of a
persop firm, or corporation who adjusts fire-insumnee losses, other than aetal
or local agent.

You probably are ,aequalnted with the authority given to the Yasoo Delta
Levee Board to exact taxes and fees equal to those exacted by the State. It
exacts the same identfcal fees and taxes from companies a6d their adjusters and
agents as am exacted by the State, and apparetitly they simply reenact as an
ordinance for the Delta dstrct a copy of the Revenue Act adopted by the State.'

Unemployment tax of I percent of the total payroll of companies, which will
be ince= In subsequent years as the Federal tax is increased under the Federal
Social Security Act.

ThO CHAIRwux. We wil reces unti 0:30 in the morning.
, Whereupon, at the hour of 4:40 p. m., the committee reoed until

Fnday, May 8, 1036, at 0:30 a. im.)
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YRWDAY, MAY 8, 1o88

UXIT D STATES SE1AT,,
CommwrrziE ON FINANeC

W4.Ainf4en, &bi.,
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30 a. Inin

the Finance Committee room, Seote Ofce Building, Senaor at
11~arrson presiding.

Present: Senators Harrin (chairman), King, Geoe Wsh,
Barkley, Connally Bailey, Byrd, Lonergan, Gerry, Couzens, Keyes,
LAFollette, Metc;; Hastings, and Capper.

•TheCnAiw. The committee will le in order. Mr. Bmsr,

STATEIZ NT OF JOHN 0. BANlIR, NEW. YORK WTy, 1IrPRI.
8IPTG THE AMSTERDAX STOOK EXCHANGE, AXi=BTK I,
IOLAND

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Banser, you represent the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange, of Amsterdam, Holland; is that right?

Mr. BANSER. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. BANSER. I have a statement that I would like to read unin-

terruptedly aad I figure it will take me 25 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Why cannot you put that in the record and just

explain to us your situation?
Senator Wiis. What phases of the law do you cover?

ir. BANSER. Section 211, that applies to nonresident alien indi-yiduals.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will just discuss that with us. We have
got our experts around us. Put that in the record so they can read
the whole thing. Just give us the high points on it.

Mr. BANSER. We direct our protest to section 211 of the proposed
law which applies a 10-perient flat rate on foreigners.

The CHamAN. That is nonresidential individuals?
Mr. BANSER. Yes, Sir.
Senator WALSH. What is the present tax?
Mr. BANSER. The present tax is the same as on citizens. That is a

aornal tax of 4 percent and a graduated rate or surtax, if any.
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BANSER. In the memorandum that I handed up to the com-

mittee there are figures sot forth showing that if you were to change
the present rate to 10 percent you would be assessing about 95 per-

-' cent of the foreign recipient. oI income from here that do not now
pay any tax, because their income does not fall within the tax brackets.
A person with a $4,000 income from the United States now pays $120
in taxes. Under the proposed act, including dividend, a 3-percent
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flat tax would produce exactly $120 also. Ten percent would produce
$400. That is about 233 percent more than a United States citizen
would pay. That is a gross discrimination against the foreigner.

In going down the schedule on pages 3 and 4, running from $1,000
to $21,000 income from the United States it is the last figure alone
that will produce the same tax at the present rate as a 10-percent
flat tax would. In other words, you have got to run down to less
than I percent of the, foibign investors in this country, as shown on
pages 6 and 7, before you reach the group which, paying a 10-percent
flat rate, could pay what thby ar paying now or what the United
States citizen would pay under the proposed hill. That is a very
grave discrimination.

I aso point out that if you apply a 4-percent rate you would have
to reach an inotne of $6,000 before he paid the same amount as the
United States citizen.

Now the inquiry 'of course then is: What proportion of these
fo.re*ers are you discriminating against? I think we might dis-
orinunate to a certain extent, We believe that the foreigners would
be greatly satisfied with a flat rate of tax so that they will not be
compelled to make a return, but the 10-percent rate is so exorbitant,
so disqriminatory that it is wholly unfair.

The 3-pdrcent flat rate will prodtice for you, as you see on pages
8 and 9 of the statement, almost the same amount of income as'you
are getting from the present rates.

The CHARMlAN. How much does Amsterdam withhold? How
much does France withhold?

Mr. BANSER. I do not know what France withholds. I really
cannot go into the question of what other foreign countries withhold,
for all of my data ii only from the Netherlands. I

The CHAIRMAN. How much' does the Netherlands withhold?
-Mr. BAxszm. It does not withhold anything from the taxpayer.

It compels the corporation, after it pays a dividend of, say, 5 percent,
to pay something between 9 and 9.6 percent of that amount over to
the Government. It is something like our tax a couple of years ag,
an excise tax on a corporation, not from the stockholders, although
it could deduct it, but over there it is paid directly by the corpora-
tion, so the stockholder gets all of his dividends without any de-
duction. 1 .

The only thing I am trying to bring home to this committee; and
to Congress, is that we are grossly discriminating in respect of .the
same amount of income to the United States citizen and, the
foreigners.

Now I do not believe that Congress has ever had the policy, cer-
taiiily not in the tax laws, of discriminating against foreigners, irre-
spective of what they may do in some other countries. For the
first time we are trying to adopt a policy of discriminating to a tre-
mendous extent; 280 percent more tax in one case, 233 in another
150 in another and 95 percent more in other cases. I do not think
our State Department should be hampered in their effort right now
to bring more comity between this Nation and others, but this wil't
cause a great resentment among the foreigners when it goes up to\
10 ect. That ;or complo~nt.

eatqr W LsI Has your representatives in ti ntry coi-
plained to t4e $tAe Depvmen .r

747



:,Mr.- Bkmszm. ,No; pot 6flicially. . -. / .= ... ,•:

.ensiatotWALo; I Of coure the State Department will be consulted
before this law is passed.,
f. Mr. BAN-69U. You mean by this committee?
. Senator Wtisu. Yes., , -- , i ,

Mr. BANSBE . I do not know whether the foreign government can
or tould officially take it up

The CHAIRMAN.. Do you know, Mr. Beenhouwer? .
Mr. B Axs it. Yes; I know Mr. Beenhouwer.
Tho CitAiRmAN. Did not he appear before the House, Ways and

Means Committee and ask for,10 percent? 1 ,,
Mr. BANSER. lie did not ask for 10 percent. le said a moderate

rate' nIt exceeding 10 percent. Dr. Beemhduwer did not appear 7on
behalf of the Amsterdam Stock Exchange; he did not appear on
behalf of any representative body, but on behalf of himself, as hd
said in that: berng that h represents anAmerican investment
house over there andhe is a member of the stock exchange. .so w
Mr. Boiseerain, but-he is no longer i member of the stock exchange,
Ht .is now residing in this country, thitis, for the present. Dr.
Beenhouwer did not represent anybody.

We have been asked by the Amsterdam Stoc;k Exchange to protest
not a a nst the proposition of a flat rate, you understand, but against
the highb rate.

My figures here justify a scientific assessment of percentt flat
tax. You can uiy that by figures. Any tin above that you are
lust going to pull out of the air. There is bolutely no scientific basis
for 10 perceht. You appreciate that. It was just picked out of the
sir. There is no scientific basis for a 10-percent rate on the figures
produced here on the income that is derived in this country by fori
eigners. - I show here that if you were to assess the 10 percent a man
would pay $100 on $1,000 income, where the American citizen is not
paying a cent. I "

The CHAIRMAN. I am advised that France is assessing 18 percent.
Do you understand that to be true?

Mr. BAZ4s8. I do not know. There may be a lot of other countries
wheme they are not assessin$ anything.

Senator W s.., Yor brief is very complete, your presentation is
very complete in the brief.

Mr. BANsER. Yea, Senator,
senator r WALa. do not think It is necessary to prolong the

hearing. "t 1
M Ar.BNSER. I brought. Mr. Boissevain along.
The CHAIRMAN. I do think that the record ought to show this,

that before the House Committee on Ways and Means Mr. Vinson,
a member of the committee, asked [reading]: - ... .

Mr. ViNaoW. Your Withholding rate on ,ll.dends paid In Hollatd Is 9.2 or* 9.e
percent? • . ", , Hol.. .d

Dr. Buxzxusuza. I think It is nearer 9, percent than 10percept.,.
Mr. Vsasox. Would that rate have an)thing to do with arriving at the oon-

vh1uon that the rate abould be 10 Pveent? It,
Dr. Buiz k0Vwuu No,*sfr. I aif trying to be very fair about It,' ad I at*

thinking of the percentage that *oAd pro uaes the biseut revenz-&,- .
iMr. BIsNEn. Yes; I have those itfnutes With ee.- Th t tax is not

withheld. 'Jn'H6hind th&Y, d 'A O,'ithold th'd tit frnm the dii-'
dend; the corporation pays it in ad(itioti tb thibhdldend.'
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- Mi'. Bosgv8AIN. ,Yes; the iqrporstion pays it., The dividend is
paid 6t, at the:net amount. That .s 4, tax ou'crorporttioMs, not on

dividends. 
. . .

"1

The CHAIRMAN. We Will go i th a ratters thoroughly. when we
go into executive session. We are glad to have your brief and your
views.,'
. Mr. BANBER. May I have the reor4 show that, M. Adolphe
Boissevain appeared with Mt? .

The CHAPMAN. Yes.. .
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

ths, i am Bguis or JOHN C. BANSIS

I believe thJt I am correct In stating that the proposed revenue biU, if enatW
into law will be the first Federal income tax law to impose upon nonresident
alien Individuals a rate of tax different from the rate applicable to citizens of
tie United States on identical amounts and ebaracter ottnome. In the Pr-
vlous and the existing tax laws, thh only discrimination against foreignets was that
they could not take deductions for dependents.

Although this statement is made on behalf of Dutch recipients of Income froma
Investments In Americ n securities, and the data herein set forth Is applicabe
only to Dutch reelpients of such income, nevertheless, It I. reasonable to assumit
that such data and the conelons herein reached are In substance, appicble to.
all foreigners receiving simiar Incomes from sources in the United State..

It Is common knowledge that foreign investments belpud, to a large extent, to
finance the Inception and development of our .ndustre particularly the .con
struction of our wain arteries of railroads, and this at the Ume when our ownA
eApital waS not sufficient to meet the requirements of our rapidly expanding
industrial and railroad developments. Among such foreign Investors, the
Dutch people had, and continue to have, A leading part. Therefore, it Is r*an-
able to assume that any tax law which affects the Income of the Dutch Investors
will likewise affect 09 large majority of other foreign investors.

Since such foreign Investments have been beneficial, and continue to be bene-
fBeial, to business In the United States, it Is highly to our. advantage that no tax

law be adopted which "y have a detrimental effect on such foreign investments
in,American securities. It Is not my purple to propee anything on behalf of
forel;n recipients of such taxable Income which does not, at the same tlme, have,
or will tend to have, reciprocal beafit to the United States. Any law which
encourages foreigners to make Investments In American securities must neces-
sarily, be beneficIal to the Unt'd States. On the contrary, any law which would
discourage foreigners to make such Investments would have the opposite effect.

I might also mention that such foreign investments in the United States help,
to some degree, the export business of the United State. because the Income
therefrom furnishes the means of exchange wlth Whth such exports are, at leas
partly, financed.

The proposed rate of a flat tax of 10 percent on the gross income of foreigners
will fn all probability, have a most detrimental effect upon foreign Investments
in tke United States. Such rate has no seientiflo base and Is grossly distritnina.
tory when compared with the tax to be paid by a United states citizen upon a
corresponding amount of income. 8och dlserim.natkon must, necessarily oreate
a resentment on the part of the foreigner which we should avoid. -e ua
schools of political economy justify tation upon the ground that the Govern.
ment affirds protection to the property of the taxpayer and thUs make It possible
for him to derive Income therefrom, No one could offer any cogent a-gument
against this reason for taxing Income. But the protection a orded to the
Inomeo-produeing property of a foreigner Is no gremter than that afforded to the
similar property of a citizen and, therefore, no justifiable ground exists for tm-
posing a greater tax on the Ioi, elgner than on the citixon In respect 'of the same
amount'-6f ineomne.' , .. . . . .I -"

1jhile a flat rate of tax on gross income, especially In the ease of foreign Irss
probably preferable to the graduated rates, as a flat rate of tax will, In all likeli-
ho, be aslei to idministei &V will eliminate the'tiak of foreigners to make
returns, yet 'the pr-o-ed -rhte o 10 percent Is' so far too high that It may drite
foreign Investors away and thus produce less tax than u a fat rate wAs uxed,
approximately what le would pay if he were a citizen.
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IA ord" that we MAy redlY visualte the pteat di rimiuntion against for-
cIgners, t "e proposed r e 10.percent , GQete4, Z. I. pr.aId ' t.
pratfve table ihoWlng the tax a foreigner would pay (1) under the same rate*
as are applicable to ttsen ls, (2) the tax he will pay U the 10-percenti rate is
adopted,; and (8) the tax he would pay I ome other flat rate was fixed. This
comvarslve table is as follows:

(a) If sam rate as United States citizen, with $1,000 personal exemption,In ~udiagnormand surtax;,"(b) I fropiued rate of 10 percent on gross income with no personal exemption;
(c) If rate of 6 percent on gros income with nO personal exerpt/ob;
Cd) If rate of 4ipercnt on gross income with no p al exemption; and
() If rate of 3 percent on gross lnoom, with no peimonal exemption:

Or=snea WOM Une (aUder(6) Under C) Ue 4)IE Undo(e)Or~~hcom USea (l 1perot tspecoewt 4 Parv=& speoont

....... .... ............... .................... $ 100 1 40 ,.......... a . ...... .......................... 000 ,
........................................... M so
............................................... 140

M...........................................10 am I o 110
.... 2.................................00........ .00 ,2W
............................................... I 0 no 310

........................... 420 30 400 M2 no0
.....0....................................... no 80 45 No 270

.......................... ........... 0 1 0 ... 0...

LO ,IC01 3.61 I40 __
7...........................................4M80 1.700 "7 500 0

... 0.......................................1.20 1,W0 no0 440 W7
..................................... 1.9 A03 0 1. 00 70D W500

O80 ..................................... 3,060 2.100 9W00 5 630

The foregotng table shows the following significant fact. on the point of dis-
crimination between citizens and foreigners, to wit:

(1) A 3 percent flat tax on a $4,000 gross income of a foreigner, from source
in the United States, will produce the same amount of tax ($120) as would be
produced it he paid the same rate as a citizen. Therefore, any rate higher than

percent will be discriminatory against such foreigner. Under the proposed
fBat rate of 10 percent, the foreigner will pay 233% percent more tax than if he
paid the same rate as a citizen. Is not this discrepancy extremely discriminatory
agast the foreignert

(2) A 4 percent flat tax on a $,000 gross income of &-foreigner will produce
the same amount of tax ($240) as would be produced if he paid the same rate as
a citizen. Therefore, any rate higher than 4 percent will be discriminAtory
againt such forigner. Under the proposed Sat rate of 10 pproent, the forelgner
will pay 160 percent more tax than if he paid the same rate as a citizen. Is not
this discrepancy extremely discriminatory against the foreigner?

(3) A 5 percent flat tAx on a $8,000 gross income of a foregner will prodace a
tax o$Ma s against a tax of $410 which he would pay if he paid the same rate

s a citizen. Therefore, any rate higher than 5 percent will be discriminatory
asinst such foreigner. Under the proposed rate of 10 percent, the foreigner
will pay approximately 95 percent more tax than if he paid the same rate as a
citizen. Is not this discrepancy extremely discrimnatory against the foreigner?

(4) It is only when the groes income of a foreigner exceeds $21,000 will the
proposed rate 4f 10 percent approximate what he would pay Un;er the same
rates which are applied to citizens.

The next logical inquiry is: What proportion of foreign Individua, receiving
taxable income from sources In the United States, are likely Ao be thus dis-
crimlnated aglnat,

While we Mve no exact available data to furnish the answer to this question,
we do have some authentic Information In respect of the number of Dutch people
whose taxable ifeowe can be plaed withla the above-mentioned categories.
(S p. 4.) .., -I.... - ,' . I ... ..
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The following data is takep Ipm the Neeteand Trau-y Department of~ial
PubUeatIon (1934 odltoo), shoring in detail the taxable gross inome, from all
source, of the Dutch taxpayers, reduood into dollar. Although the said public&-
tion contains tables for many years, no good purpose will be served by bur teti
the committee with more data than is necessary for the purpose inhand andI
have therefore, made a compilation only for the fiscal year 1933-34, belngthe
latest one available, as follow:

'r~Tupa"M

1nmm.l group TC ot nom's C oI Uublo
Kwabe, Peesnas tcome

to $ ........................................ 0 4 7.13 444.490.000 .

oI ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
54 2.344.00 213

0 0 ....................................114,4 .05 .&U 00 4
t,333 .................................. 52,25 5. us, .06

Wo N6....... S. No &63....LO

5to we 13........................... 13 .00155500

Total.. ....... ,5.3 30.I . ........ IO~

As already stated, the above amounts of income represent the gross taxable
income c4 each group of taxpayers from all sources including Income from Hol-
land, the United States, and elsewhere. While no data are available which would
show what part of such Income was received from sources in the United States,
I am reliably Informed that considerably more than 50 percent of the said incomes
were received from sources in Holland. Assuming, therefore, that not more
than 60 percent. at the most, of such incomes were reoeived from sourees outside
of Holland, the next Inquiry Is: What part of Wald 60 percent w4s received from
sources in the United Bistes? While no data are available to furnish an answer
to this question, I am reliablyinformed that if we allocate one-ham of such 50
percent to sources within the United tates, such portion will, in all probability
eepreseot a greater amount than i actually received from sources in the United
States. In other words, not more than 25 percent of the total Income o $2, 104,-
506 000 can reasonably be said to have been derived from sources In the United$tates . . .

On said basis, we must now revise the foregoing groups of income showing
the probable amounts, for each group, from sources In the United States, as
follows:

Income group oToW Inoowe

. ..................... , c
to...................................................... ......... ..
1, t i. ....................................... ......... 11a m teo .......*.......................... ..................... ..;........ I N IMM 00t $Lt~e4. ............................. ..... .... ........... 1 57,

1, 14 5 833. ........ ......................................... 11121 :

" ... ........................ "..... : ................... ..!......,. . =

It appears from the foregoing figres that of the 1,484,610 persons havIng
taxable ineome in Hollandg 1,410,904 or 95.04 PeM nt, w not now subject to
any tax on their incorne from sources ?n the United States, because their personal
exemption of $1,000 exceeds their said income.

Under the proposed revenue bill, United States citizens will not be subject
to any tax on similar amounts of income. But If said foreigners are taxed at
the fiat rate of 10 percent on their gross Income from sources In the United StBtes,
*tbey will pay a total tax of. ,189,700, as agan t nothnj by an equal number
of cile s on the same amount of Income. It cannot be ga nsad that this woulti
be a gross discrimination against foreigners. And It hu never been thb polly
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.te United States to docrAhLtt against fore gnr i In the zatter of taxation,
SOd no jutiflabie ag.uretwi oan bo adv&ced In favor of souh gris dferlmilnstion
wd In fact In favor o( any dhrWu&t4loa at alL., -
Taking now the remaining groups, totalun 78,052 taxpa6en 1 Holland, and

gvering their InCone, *e find the followIi"greulth. if (he sne rates were
applied toihdm a are ptopoeed to b pped , t.Ie:-kd
52,256 each would pay 4 percent normal tax on $1. $930, 197
15 121 each would pay 4 percent normal ts on S,235 ............ 74, 977
%974.each would pay 4 percent normal tax on $,000 ............ 404, 880

,008 Sh would pay 4 percent normal tax on $7,000............. 730, 240
And each would pay 4 percent surtax on -03,0 .................. 312, 960
293 each would pay 4 percent normal tax on $8000 ............... 328, 160
And each would pay a surtax of $2,620 .......................... 767, 600

Total ------------------- 4 ------------------- -------- 3, 527, 074

Whereas, at the proposed rate of 10 percent on the assumed Income of
$134,138000 (the total of the last five groups on p .7) these ame foreigners

,would be reuired to = $13,413,800, or 9,8,728 (approximately 280 plaent)
more than nited Sta eitlzen* will be required to pA) on the same amount 0J
Income. This Is not only discriminatory but grossly discriminatory against
fofeigners, in support of which no justifiable argument can be advanced.

CONCLUSMONG

I. A flat rate of tax on the gross income of nonresident allae Individuals from
ources In the United States, Is preferable to tIhe present normal ta snd graduate

rates of surtax. Such fiat rate will make for an easier and more setsfactory
admlnlstratlon'and oollectlon o4 the tax for It will be withheld 'and lid to'the
Governmcbt by the resident payors of the Income. The nonresident all6n Indi-
vidual w111 no doubt, prefer to pay a flat rate, provided that such flat rate Is
not grossly discriminatory, rather than be subked to the necessity of making
out a return and clalni a refund, if entitled to such'refund.'

2. The 10 percent flat rate proposed, however, Is far too high and grossly
diserlminatory whi compared with United States eltisens with equal amount of
Income. Such rate Is not sup orted by any data and Is wholly arbitrary.

. A fiat rate of not more than 3 percent on the gross income of nonresident
alien Individuals I supported by the foregoing statement and the data therein
contained. This rate would produce on the said assumed income of $526 125 000
herein allocated to souroea In the United States, a grostax of $15,83,750.
Rven this Is $12,250 676 more than citizens would pay on the same Income.
A 4-percent rate would produce $21,045,000 as against $3,527,074 from citlsins,
and a 5-percent tax would produce $26,300,250 tax as against $3,627 074 from
United States citixcns. Whereas the proposed 10 percent tax would penalize
foreigners to the extent of $49,071,426. ."

4. Even thoee groups of the aforesaid foreigners whose Incomes are high
enough to subject them to the tax, If put on the same footing as citizens, would
pay, At the 1at rate of 3 percent a total tax of $4,024,140 as against $3,527,074,
wes the siametste Applied to them as citizens.

It Is, theisfoke, respectfully submitted to the committeeand tothe Congresof
the Thited tates that a flat rate of 3 percent tax on the gross income of non-reddent slis fi,dividuals, hould be adopted, because that rate can be Justified
sad Would, no' doubt, be satisfactory to foreign taxpayei, and should be ap ept-
ab' to the Government. Any rate higher th8an percent must necesar bearbitrary and highly discriminatory,- and this should, by all meaxw, be avokid

The C UAIRMAN. Mr. Max Gordon.

STATEMENT, OF MAX GORDONi N W YORK CITY

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gorqo,, you a e fr6m New York City?
Mr. GoRoN Ye8 -r.,
The CuAIRMAN. Al right, you may proceed.
Mr. GORDON. just wanted tosay thi i, in as few wotds as possible,

that the show butnes Is a vel. hazardous busitess. If a mati were
putting on a bigshow-and you can only employ a great many people
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by producing big shows--if you were to put $200,000 in a big mublcal
production-myproduetion of TherGreat, Waltz cost $240,000, and
another ohe thatI was interbst6i, in 'this year: The Golden Jubilee,
cost $X82,000-in other words, if a fellow produces' a show for
$200 000 and it made $200000, which isvery unusual in these times
and i do not think anybody has done it, but if they did, after you
take away these taxes you would not be left enough money to
produce another one, -

' Now two musical, shows are' app6aring'.6n
Broadway, one. the Follies and the other one a thow called On Your
Toes. It is impossible for these fellows that produce shows to keep on
gambling, and that is the kind of money necessary to put on big shows.

If you take too much away from him that he would not have enough
left to produce another one it will result in this: All the fellows that
have been in business for themselves are now making contracts with
picture companies to bacJ them and with other companies to back
them, because they cannot afford to take the personal gamble, and it
results in, a kixkd of monopoly, because, all of these individuals are
just wiped out, the individual producers, b.,'use they all realize that
they cannot afford this gamble. If you tiko so much away from
their profits on a big hit they cannot afford to gamble on the next one,

ocWause they haven't got enough left over to do it. It would be
hnpowible.

7he CuAUmAN. Do you incorporate when you produce some of
these plays?

Mr. G0nDo..: I sometimes do and sometimes I do not. In the
case of The Great Waltz we did, because that required over $200,000,
and five or six people were in on it.

The (0HAIRMAN. All right. Have you anything else that you want
to say?

Mr. GoRDoN. Yes. The only other thing I wanted to say is this,
that I have been out to Hollywood and I know that the big stars, the
people that play to big business, they find it more profitable to do
less pictures, because when they get up there in the higher brackets,
they would actually lose money. They say, "Why should I make.a
fourth or filth picture, bQcause there is practically nothing left to me
when I get up into those very high brackets?'?

So by makuig less pictures you reduce the recipts in the theaters,
and it reduces thorecwipta right down the line; the theaters make less
money and you get less taxes from people thit are in the theater b.u~i.
ness, you get less employment in the theaters.

By encouraging musical productions you employ not only the
people that you see on the stage-- I have had, I thnUP, 150people on
the stege that the audience .would so--but behind that you employ
people. that made the costumes, you employ the musicians, you
employ stagehads-in the case of the G,%t Wslt?. we employed 75
stagehands-you employ painters you employ scenery makers. You
ought to encourage the~naj.ig oibig prQducti"s, becAue they put
people (6 work.

S senator Warei, Suppose the production cost $200,000, how much
in taxes would you have to pay under the present law?

Mr. GoRoN. I do not know. I hnow it. was so exorbitant under
the old bill that an individual could not gamble on it. , , "
.. enatwr WALsa, qfkn you give us any, illustration as to the differ-
eoco that th's bill wi1 ngake, as compared to the present law?,

753
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ir. GORDON. I do not know anything about the new bill. I just
wanted the old bill revised. I understand if a man made $200,000
from a show and if that were the only show he did; he would have to
pay $130,0C to the Government.

The C ARAN. Thank you for your views, Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Clapp.

STATININT OF A. W. OL&PP, ST. PAUL. MNM., REPRESENTING
8VLIN, CARPXNTRR & OLARK CO.

The CHAIRMAN. Your name is A. W. Clapp?
Mr. CLAiP. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. CLAPP. I. Proposed amendments to section 16: Section 16 of

the proposed revenue act is unduly restrictive in its definition of
"debt"-aragraph (a).

1. The definition should be enlarged to include any indebtedness
evidenced by written contract. Often purchase contracts are not
evidenced or accompanied by notes, but the promise to pay is evi-
denced by the contract only. The proposed definition seems intended
to cover primarily only indebtedness represented by negotiable in-
strumenta issued by corporations. It is submitted that ssuming a
bona-fide indebtedness exlsting March 3, 1936, the form in which it
is evidenced is immaterial, and it should be recognized as indebtedness
to the extent defined in clauses (1) (2), and (3) of section 16 (a).
Assuming that it is wise to confine the definition to contractual obli-
gations, why, after enumerating bonds, notes, debentures and so
forth-- 0f them contracts--should any other contractual obligation
be omitted from the definition?

Illustration: A corporation in February" 1033 contracts in writing
to buy a plant 6r to buy land or standing tunber, paying a substantial
amount down and agreeing to pay the balance in eight annual install-
ments. The obligMhton to pay is evidenced by an *appropriate form
of written sale and purchase agreement, or by bond for deed, unacoom.
panied by any notes. The seller retains title until payments are com-
pleted. This is a usual form of transaction. The obligation to pay is
a firm contract. In what respect does this indebtedness differ from
that evidenced by purchase money mortgage and notes? In the
illustrated transaction the seller's relation is-according to the
dc'iions of most Statee-that of an equitable mortgagee.

,The above is but one illustration. There should be no exclusion
frotn the definition of "debtV of any indebtedness evidenced by any
wtten contract made before Marh 3, 1936, subject to the same
qualifications as to extent-clauses (1), (2), and (3), section 16 (a)-
which are made with respect to notes, bonds, or other forms of
written contract,

It is suggested that section 16 (a) be amended by striking out the
word "or' in line 23 of page 25 of the House bill and inserting after
the word "trust" in the same line the words "or other Written con-
tract to pay money, made or."

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it is advisable to extend the pro-
visions where negotiations would start before March 3, and which
have been concluded before the enactment of this legislation, that
those things ought to b'e taken into consideration, or'do you think the
date of March 3 ought to mean the line?
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Mr. CLAPP. Of cour" I do not ,quite appreciate why the date
March 3, 1930, was adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. It was because on that date the President pro-
claimed the message.

Mr. CLAPP. I know. Nevertheless the details of section 16 were
not covered by the President's message, nor was there any mention
made of credit for your corporation for being indebted. I really
believe that if, in good faith, negotiations have reached the point
where the details of contract have been arrived at the fact that it
was not put into writing until after March 3, 1936, should not govern.
Nowever, this suggestion of mine does follow the proposed section 16
and uses the same date, March 3, 1936.

2. The purpose of section 16 seems to he to protect those corpora-
tions which have debts which they must pay in excess of their accumu-
lated earnings or profits at the beginning of the first taxable year. I
will speak later on that accumulated earnings and profits. This
purpose should not be unduly limited or obecuwked by technical and
restrictive provisions. There are many corporations which will not
be protected by the provisions in the House bill, although the same
reason for protecting them exists which actuated the inclusion of
section 16 in the law.

I have in mind the case of two corporations, each of which prior
to March 3, 1933, assumed by written contract certain contractual
liabilities of un individual, which liabilities were represented on March
B, 1936, by notes of the individuals, having a maturity of 3 years or
more.

Senator WALUR. You do not think the words "certificate of in..
debtedness" covets the point?

Mr. CLAPP. I do not believe so. I think the words "certificate of
indebtedness" are entirely too narrow to cover a simple contract.

The contracts of the corporation were not of. guaranty or endorse-
ment, but of outright assumption of the indebtedness, so that the
notes are as directly the indebtedness of the corporations as though
they had themselves made and issued them. Neither corporation
had any accumulated earnings or profits on December 31; 1935. It
does not seem that in such cases the fact that the notes which the
corporations areprimarily obligated to pay are not notes "issued" by
the corporation itself should deprive the corporations of the protec-
tion of- .Aeion 16. 1 - ... . . .

It is suggested that section 16 (a) be amended by inserting after
the word "by" in the twenty-third line of page 25 of the House bill,
the words "or the payment of which had been in writing assumed by
the corporation snr to March 8,4036."1

3.- Under section 16 (bi) the amount which a corporation my
retain for payments of debts with at maim'um tax of 22.5 percent it
determined by amortizing only the excess vi QU of the corporation's
debts over and above the "laccumulated earnings and profits" of the

corporation. as ofteb~n g of the first, taxable year. This linta
tion on the'amount which may be so amortized is bound to deprive
many corporations of all of the benefits which I &in sure section 16
was intended to secure. The limnitation seems to assume that'the
words "accumulated earnings and profits" mean the same as "'cash
reserves". TIhe drafters of this section seem to have had in ind
large corporations whose policy it has been to keep on hand so far tie
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possible large cash reserves, which are available for he payment of
3or of dividends. The "accumulated earnings andprofits" of
most corporations are, however, of an entirely di ternt kind. The
phrase means nothing more than earned surplus. In many, probably
in most instances, accumulated surplus is actually as effectually
invested in and nececaW to the conduct of business as the original
capital. With earnings and profits of prior, years thousands of oor-
porations have expanded their business by acquis'tion of new plants,
the expansion of their. plants, and the acquisition of capital assets,
such as timber, necessary to the conduct of theirbusiness. Assets
of this kind are not cash, and are not convertible into cash, without
crippling the business. Surpluses so invested are as much, and in
many cases as permanently capital, as the original capital paid in.

The corporation whose accumulated earnings and profits are so in-
vested and used in the business, is no more capable of taking care of
its debts from sources other than earnings than a corporation whose
investments in capital assets and necessary working capital are repro,
seated by capital stock.. Let us assume two corporations, A and B.
Each wete organized ten years ago, with a capital of $1,000,000. Each
has had accumulated earnings and profits of $1,000,000, and each
has invested all of these accumulated earnings and profits in plant and
other capital assets, including necessary working capital. i However,

..eo~ration A last year converted its surplus into stock by a stock
dividend, and it no longer has any accumulated earnings and profits".
Each corporation has -indebtedness at the beginning of 1936 of
$500,000. Corporation A can amortize the $500,000 and retain from
its earnings in each of five subequent years $100 000, by paying a
maximum tax of 22.5 percent. LCorpo'ation B, Aiich is in exactly
the same financial position, must pay its indebtedness as required,
and if .rcumstances make it necessary for it to retain all of its earn.
ings in order to take care of its indebtedness, it would have to pay a
tax of 42.5 percent.. : ... I

The fact that a corporation has accumulated earnings in surplus is
not: of any significance, even to borrow money, The true test, of
course is the net value, that is the excess of the value of your assets
over your liabilities. Now whether that excess is represented by sur-
plus or by capital makes no difference.. -You should not penalize the
corporation which has actually capitalized its Surplus by putting it
into its business by saying, "You shall not have any. credit or your
indebtedness.! --- . .
,",,The whole difficulty with the section as drawn is that "accumd.
latod earnings and profits" are treated as though they were cash r44
serves, avaiable either for the payment of. indebtedness or of. divi.
dends. There may be corporations that 'iave such cash reserves,
but, the chances are that there are now, at theend of the depression
very few of such corporaticns,, and they the largest and strongest,
Thousands of corporations which have not changed their capital stru.*
ture in the manner in which corporation A did, iA the illustration given
above will be corporations most in need of thd benefits of section 16,
but the ones which will be denied those benefits. We believe thatsection 10 (b) should be amended bystriking out all provisions relate.
iig to excess of the debts over the accumulated eng and profits,
and permitting the amortiiation of all indebtedness be fore deduction
of the accumulated earnings ahd profits. If it is desired to place any
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limitation upon the amount of indebtedness which may be considered,
it should tb based upon the poes"on by the corporation of -cash
reserves not invested in or reasonably necessary for the conduct of the
corporation's business.
, 1. -Avoidance of double taxation: The new plan of taxation of cor-

porations is more "equitable" than the present plan only because it is
based on the theory that the individual stockholders should be the
uiilt of taxation. - Failure of corporations to distribute their earnings

ufider the present system .works to the disadvantage of the stock-
holder with small. total net income, and to the advantage of the larer
stockholder. It favors the stockholders whoe tax rate, if distribution
of the corporate earnings were made would be in the middle of the
higher brackets, as against individuals and partners who have to pay
those rates. .Whether in practice the proposed system. will substan-
tially remove these discriminations, or whether there are disadvantages
in the proposed system which outweigh its apparent advantages, we
shall not discuss. ,-But we do wish to point out that there are certain
features of the plan which perpetuate and emphasize discriminations
against the smaller corporations and stockholders., I '. ,

The philosophy of the plan is that the ear of * corporation are
pro rata the earnings of its stockholders i and that if complete distri-
bution were Imade -of every corporation: all present discrimination
would be removed. If a corporation,. to make good an existing
deficit (sec. 14), or to comply with an existing contract forbidding
dividends (sec. 15), or to p'7 its debts (sec. 16), is required to retain
from distribution a part of its earnings, the tax that is imposed on it
for the right to retain should not be regarded or treated as a penalty,
but as an advance payment of the tax'which would have been payable
by its stockholders if complete distribution had been made.

The imposition of a tax of '22.6 percent or even 15 percent on
undistributed earnings is of course an initial penalty -on most stock-
holders. This probably Cannot be avoided;Pbut if the'corporation
finds itself able in future years to completely distribute the earnings
withheld, the government should be tatlaflid with the collection of
tlie normal and surtax Which would havebeen imposed if they had
been distributed.currentlyi and the'advance paynientrnltdelby the
corporation 1at the, time of retention' should be returned to tht coa-
poration for the pro rata benefit of its stockholders. .,' t.

The bill as at present drawn would impooenot only ia tax on the
corporation for retention, but imposes on the stockholders the full
normal and surtax on the distribution of tht retained amount if and
when distributed. There is not only absolutely nothing to indicate
that'in computing the revenue from the proposed bill, this double
tax Was taken into account; on the other hand, it is plain that in
prophyng the revenue for 1930 it could not have taken into accountL
Possibly it is the theory that amounts retained will never be distri-
buted. - The imposition of doubletaxes will of course be a deterrent
to subsequent distribution-you will. actually be freezing these
retained earnings in tho -cor'orations--and it is natural that this
deterrent will apply particularly to corporations in the control of
wealthy stockholders who will not be overly blamed if they reget
the interests of the' mtholt greater number Of comParatively spiaV
stockholders.
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NoW, of -ourse, atwkmto retained from distribution should not b
tax free ,when ul ately-distributed., But o the other hand,ithe
full nonnl and su~rtax on all corporation earnings should be the only
tax collected and to the extent that collection of .thi entire tax is
only defered by retetion of the corporatiori'B earnings, the piymE6nt
of tax by the corporation should, be onsidered-and treated an
advance payment - . . , I '. ; : . t

The ioUowing specific suggestion is .made: Amounts ofadjusted
net income retained and carried to. surplus in, any year should. be
separately tagged on' the corp6ration'.sbook ,.If in any subsequent
year or years the corporation, in addition to distributing its entire
current adjusted net income shall have. distributed all of the retained
amount, then in th next taxable year there shall be refunded to the
corporation, without interet, the tax -paid by the corporation for
the year.of retention. The amount so refunded shallbeadded to
the adjusted net income of the corporation in the year in which refund
is received, and of course made subject to distribution just as the
remainder of its adjusted net income. ., ' . +,

Thus each stockholder will have paid the full normal and -surtax
on his pro rats share of all the adjusted net income of the corporation
in the year in which retention was made. .is rate may be higher
because the ditributco of the retained earnings must be in addition
to complete distribution of current earnings. The corporation, will
have lost the interest on the tax originally paid by it on account of
the retention. .

Furthermore, such a plan removeo largely the deterrent to future
distribution of retained earnings. It would be an especial boon to
the _smaller corporations with comparatively .mai. stockholders, and
tend to entire remove a disrimniatonwhich is only emphasized
by the proposed double t4x-a discrimination not only against the
comparatively small stockholder, when compared with the healthy
one, but when compared with the individual or partner of com4
par~dre means. .

In other words I believe that in tryig to work out the philosophy
or the theory of the President., that the individual stockholder should
be the unit of taxation, that iless you do away with h threat of
the double tax you will actually be emphasizing and enhancing
discrimination. I . , 1:' , . .. ..

(Suggested amendments are as foUowsi)

SOUGGISTD AMBNOUDSM To AWrQX IS1 (0) AND L6 (s) (1)

(b) Com;Lfa rn of to.r1f the soepodation, in l return for t. first taxable
year under this ti3, secifis the number of consecutive taxable yeans (not 1-*3
tan five) over whioh the sum of aU debts, computed under subsection (a) of this
action, s hl be amortized for the p urpoe o this subsetion, then for such
number of consecutive taxable years, begnn~ng with the firot t&xable year of the
eorporatloh under this title (or if nO sieh specifiation ii made, then or-the first
ten taxable years) the tax impo-ed by seetlon 18, in lieu of being computed under
s ectlon, sbalbe opuled by ading:

(1) A tax of 2' per centum of the pnount c. the sjusted net income eqpl
to the amount of such debts divided by the number of years so sppqiflM (,,If
no specffication, then by ten); Abd ' ' . r, I,

The CHAIRVAN. Thank you very mucb, Mr. Qjapp.
Mr. Touer.' I c I .
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STATIMN 01 JAMS V. "S0MW ATLIZORO, MAGS,, R MA194
8lNftZG TI NRW XNGLiiNI RAMP1AOMMON IEWERY 0
OXLVIM8Wrn ASSOCUATtOMl' '

The CH1AnhMA1. Mr. Toner,-yeu reprom't the Saart Mfanufactur4

rTom". I amn repreftng the New England Malbufacturinh
Jewelry & Silversniths Assoeiation. I might add to that,--Mr.
Chairman, that I am profeeor of teounting, at Bostion Univerkity
I am a certified-tpublie imcuntatit and a ta* practitioner and eofil
bultant. '

The membership b1t h Now England Naanijaeturin' Aewelr&
Silversmiths Association ib concerned over the propose tax billi~
1936 and desire t6'pisent to your committee tleir Vriiwpoiht with
reference to the sme. This, presentatiqli ito not tb bW construed a 4
aPosition to an 4d ect prgram nor As unwillinqOs bn the pert

th mmi p0 1TOt i ai6uitAb 6
nii~iner in'rneetig the- goenPo~the intoitil111~
OdT Maiso~1t -to ~et to, yolufoomnntt~ he 'VIO WpOMsi 61
relative smal efseswh1bhzshould 'b*&rivn 6fut'6c0sidert.'
tion in cne with this prop~ bi hl. I asn!rjhe prim functiono' ofny ti iSW4, to r'l r'eih
equitable a anne as pob a etax i o e tftuld 'poa sibId
61 fairly a rate 'e iiinat -n; th am nt 4of the a,, 'ablo by,
each ta eir shou be definite; t Mw sho 'not on 'corn

gehdi e by the5(V*n* t l beaolunt 0 taxe S h1also
com table bo' the *'

The p &ry purpose of th postd t a. orpo tioxsint s ne*
bill does ot seem the ng reven a,h&L mesrathe to ',
a eua ryl otp tI ub tiohOf a own,
tre, a dudi. dl1 rasn UhtlJ un ned , net ln.g

Wheth or not is o I~ rodu ditona no.dvie
or AOt put d on u'4 eb' enth whoa' arthitly
have Illthe facts are! ts
'It is a t deal easier f* e to un r i projo levy leag

tax inte r er than Aim 'Und the nt law ttonswihu n x )tlOn, are reAafa a1 't
A maximum, of 1 ercent. Thy also are required. pay fin excekss-

poistax. The 'nds paiu t stockholders ast'subject to surtax
p 1tnntbigsubjec '%~nat tax. Upro Me lAw, the

Uxo ~ income if distriGI-at y ' Vuld be z' * ated "a
ID~rratin - ax. ho entire tax levy wll fall on the5 stockholders
lk too sb ctto both normal and' surtax., Without qeto

subs~hfalortionv of the divideonds paid, would be, received'by sile
rsonS'whoS netfineonie are less than $1,000 and by noieid prsons

0 ed ffarnilewhos~ net Iicnce a~e less4 than $2,500. 'n such
CWIteincome received as'well as the ineonie earried'By- the cor-

06iatioi, wold not ~eaijdotx
Up o dte i~oeo~vucin prof asbeen preertte4 that the rts

Pr~oPosed ,ne thi ivta 'on utndistributed eai' nings would be
adeojuats to cOnpehWAe (o1 tbD tes 16f the taxes iow: piad under our
Presetit jta dNtVrb, nOt to'nibeni~ h rdttom6 tdtoa
incomdlC Ih i idditlonh," th6 69t of t bolectn Wth fl tX' under thigh
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proposed change and the administration of this law will itcrease gub4
stantia , be USo~f thearpr n m fpe eoqd 9fehis,
obvously, will tend to decrease thei eo Id..

The law seems to attempt to regulate bsidne ty_ 1h6 iipbtion
of punitive rates upon undistributed net income. It attempts' to
impose a uniform order on all business requiring the distribution of
their earnings, or to be subject to a tax on the undistributed portion,
at, rates which, if charged as interest, would be considered usurious.

One woIid infer from the published disc u$ion of the proposed law
that certain corporations in, the past wi Xld earnings fron4 their
stockholders solely for tax reasons.' It is perfectly natural that the
i4ministrative offoersof the tax bureau should examine every cor-
porate action from the yiewpoint of possible effect on taxos. Unfor-
tunately t however, corporations are compelled to withhold earnings
from their stockholders for other very urgent reasons.

The desirability of withholding earnings to provide for the prover-
bial rainy day has been touched on very frequently in the discussion
of this law. Amounts so, withheld during. the past few years have
acted as private employment funds and h~ve been disipated in this
period by concerns whok have attempted to keep their employees offof the relief rolls. " , , • : ,' , -

I am going to submit, in this particular connection, a statement of
a concern whichstarted in business in 1896 with a net capital of
$26,000. By allowing the earnings to accumulate in this business
the net worth on March 31, 1930, amounted to $1,342,079. The
net worth of this corporation on March 31, 1936, was $330,900, a
shrinkage of a little more than $1,000,000 in 8 years. That $1,000,000
has been dissipated, has been distributed to the employees of this
organization. . . .. . !

In this particular case the proportion of each sales dollar that was
paid for labor increased from 38 cents in 1930 to 00 cents in 1935.

Senator KiNq. Did the concern survive this great loss in capital
and earnings, whatever it was? o.... g e ,

Mr. Toit-. It is still operating. All of this shrinkage, gentlemen,
you will readily understand, came out of working capital. How long
it will survive is a matter of where they can gt the replenishment of
thisworkin capital. Itis a relatively smal business and is compara-
tively closely held. I " I I I ,

Also, many concerns, particularly in the novelty field, arerequired
to withhold in the business 4uflcient capital to finance a new product
when the old one has had its run, There are many illustrations in the
industrial field which would today bo out of business if they had not
withheld funds for thedevelopment of now products. . .

Too frequently earnings and cash are erroneously considered as
synonymous. Earnings are finally reflected sometimes In cash, but
more frequently in increased inventories, receivables, fixed assets, or
in decreases of liabilities. Often,, .fter, the various g9vernmental
bodies have obtained their cut out of the net profits-which are always
payable' net cash, starting on the .It4 dy ofthe thir4 month after
the close of the taxable year-there is not much left in cal 0o piy
out to the stockholders. Most conceriw would fnd tlat their, stock-
holders would not appweciate divid, paid in jeup;hn4ie, or i4
peirvailesa or nahinet priele y pr 4 p" a Age n:ng
pripei leosand less of the uet proftle wre lzlyrco it csh
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account. - Increased prices mean increased inventbries and increased
accounts receivable.

Our industry, located practically all in Now England) is primarily a
novelty business. We will have a run on an item and just as soori as
that item has had its run they will have to start then and build tn
entirely new product. , Now unless, in that type of businemsi earnings
are salvaged from the first run that means we are out of business in
financing the new one.

Senator KiNG. You say you have to repeatedl'make capital invest-
ments to accommodate the changing modes of e people?

Mr. ToiNR. Exactly. A small item in this particular industry is
& little tie chain. That has been a very profitable item, but it will
probably have its run this year because of price effects, but just as
soon as that is gone that business has got to get another item.

Senator GERRY. ost of your people are very skilled workmen,
are they not? ' " , , .. ..
• Mr. ToNEs. 'he workmen are very skilled; yes. Of course there
are various units in which the degree of skill would change. Now in
the Saart Manufacturing Co.) the workmen there are particularly
highly skilled because of the type of product, they handle. ; In some
of the lower-priced lines where press operators constitute a bulk of the
employees they are not so highly akilledd -

Senator GLRRY. Your industry varies very much in different years
does it not?

Mr. TONER. Yes;-very much so. With a given line you may have
in 1935 an exceptional year, and then for some reason that you cannot
control, in 1936 it may go the other way. That is just exactly the
condition that-exists today in many industries. I do not think that
this jewelry and silverware industry has ever been in poorer shape
than it is today, duo to a variety of causes.

Senator GERRY. In other words, if you have to take losses in certain
years you will have to make them up in other years?

Mr. TONER. Yes, sir; that is correct. You have to provide, in the
years when you get a little cream, to mix it later with your skimmed
milk.

In the jewelry and silverware industry, starting in 1930, nearly
all of our units have lost money. Many during this period attempted
to maintain their organizations in order to give their employees some
income. The volume'of business decreased and in some cases the
decrease amounted to as much as 80 percent for the former volume.
Naturally the losses under such conditions were tremendous and all
of these losses came out of working capital. When business started
to pick up in 1933 many concerns found themselves short of working
capital. This condition was aggravated by the increase in the rice
of gold from $20.67 an ounce to $35. One concern with which F am
familiar was compelled, because of this increase in the price of gold,
to increase its inventory more than $36 000 . - - ,'

Senator GERnY. Is it not rather dificultin that industry to sell
stock unless you have had good years for a number of years? ....
, Mr. TONER. I would say my experience has been largely with that
particular problem., It is almost impossible to sell stock in any cor.
poration in that industry unless it is 'actuated by some reasons other
than investments. -You take in the city of Attleboro, or the city of
Providence, we have had occasions when we have been able to sell
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stock, but in every' cse, they have been actuated more by a. desire
to do something for the industry than it has been with the hope of
making imy profit on their investment. I

I am also treasurerof the James E. Blake Co. This James E.
Blake Co. was reorganized in 1932, and about $150,000 of new cash
was put into the business by a group of men who put it in solely to
retain the industry for Attleboro. If you liquidated today it would
not be worth $15,000 at the top.

Senator KING. When you use the word "dissipate", you mean
"distribute"?

Mr. ToNSR. It is dissipated from the viewpoint of working capital.
Froni the viewpoint of business it has been scattered; yes. It has
not been dissipated in the sense that it has been squandered.

In 1933 we did get a pick-up in business for a while, but many
concerns found themselves immediately short of working capital.
This condition was aggravated by tha increased price of gold. When
gold was increased from $20.67 up to about $35 that naturally meant
to buy stock you had to have more money, you had to carry a bigger
inventory, ad you had to carry a bigger account receivable. Of
course all that was reflected in the selling price. As selling prices
advance, as you know, the requirements for working capital increase.
One concern that I am very familiar with had to increase their in.
ventory investment alone because of the increased unit price of gold
about $35,000.

There are very few units in our industry today that are not short
of working capital. Where are they to obtain this working capital?
Banks are not interested in capital loans relatively small businesses
cannot sell securities to the public, stockholders and friends are not
interested under present conditions i investing funds in small units
which are at the present time suffering from lack of working capital.
These controversies are bound to continue.

That would bring up the matter of a possible deficiency. Assume.
a corporation had an adjusted net income of $60,000 and paid

dividends of $24,000, the tax in this case would amount, according
to my calculation, to $13,500. Now let us assume an alleged de.
fidency of $12,000; this will increase the adjusted net income to
$72,000

'The only hope for the restoration of this depleted working capital
is the ploughing back of any future profits. This, in fact, is the way,
practically every present unit in our industry has been developed
and this same thing is true of almost every other industry.

In my opinion, the proposed tax law will stunt the growth of our.
small industries and will possibly cause many concerns, which are
now struggling along, to go out of business. Certainly the Federal
Government does not wish to use its power to tax as a power to
destroy' - 4

The amount of tax payable under the proposed law would be almost
impossible of. determination in the average small business which uses
ordinary accounting methods, until some time after the close of the
year. A business during the year may be continuously harassed bya
shortage of funds and at the end of tho year, nevertheless, find that,
it has made a sizeable laet income. This, unless distributions were
made during the year, cArries with it a sireable tax liability under the
new law, ~ ..
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- The uncertainty o4 theAmount of this. taxis one of its inherent
weaknesses. It was recognized by Adam Smith and it is true today
"that a considerable amount of inequity in a tax base is preferable
to oven a small amount of uncertainty." At the present time, many
controversies arise between taxpayers and the Department of Internal
Revenue, regarding items of iqcome, deductions, and 'redits,. These
controversies are bond to continue under the proposed now law and
the ultimate decision regarding the same simply adds to the uncer-
tainties of the tax. , . .%

Under this proposed law an alleged deficiency would be quite q
serious matter. It would increase the adjusted net income and also
the undistributed net income. It would result in an increased tax
rate which would be-applied to the-now adjusted net income. To
illustrate: Adjusted net income, $60,000; dividends paid, $24,000.In this case the original tar would be $13,500. Now let us assume an
alleged deficiency of $12 000 'This will increase the adjusted net
income to $72,000. The dividend of $24,000 remains the same. The
total tax, at thb rate of 25.8334 percent on the new adjusted net
income amounts to $18,600.05. The alleged deficiency which must
be paid, would increase the tax 5,100, which amounts to 42.5 percent
of the deficiency, which must be paid as an increased tax. This is
without considering any possible interest charge.

Those of us who wre-in tax-practite in the years 1917 to 1920
remember well the nightmares of the excess profits tax during those
years. This levy was eliminated from our later tax laws because of
the almost endless complications and controversies regarding this levy.
A consideration of this new tax law would lead one to belie"o that
from the viewpoint of complexity this new law is to the old excess
profit levy what the theory of relativity is to the table of twos.

This law, if passed will not only require small businesses to secure
expert assistance in die preparation of the returns, but will necesitate
almost continuous consultation with tax experts and financial advisers
during the year.

From my personal observation there are many taxpayers who are
capable of earning fairly large incomes who would not only be able to
understand this tax law, but who also might have considerable diffir
culty in even reading it. These taxpayers are the beat customers that
this Government has; they pay the bills and should ;not be treated
with as little consideration as is usually given to the poor relatives of .
divorced wife. Their intere t should be considered and everything
done to help them, rather than to continuously burden them with new
problems.

Economic and financial conditions are still in a disturbed statq.
Certain changes, corrections, and improvements are possibly desirable
in our scheme of taxation. But business cannot afford at this time
to have its beat brains focalized on a radically different tax bill which
is so complicated that very few, if any, can realize fully its ramifica-
tions. Labor today needs the capital resulting from earnings to be
ploughed back into industry; it also needs the undivided attention of
management on the problems of production and distribution, in order
to relieve unemployment. . !

Theo'riring and experimenting with tax laws are not expensive for
the theorists who can usually correct their mistakes 'with the eraser
end of a pencil, but business pays for these mistakes in cold hard cab
taken from their own pocketbooks.

65W15-38 ---- 4 9
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•:,The business urita represented by the New England Manufactur.
ing Jewelry and 8ilverstnits Association are now struggling like most
oter luxury businesses for their very existence and cannot afford now
to have any additional financial problems imposed upon them and d&.
sires some assurance that they will be allowed in the future, as in the
past, to determine their own finarial poicles.

As representative of the New England, Jewelry and Silversmiths
Aseoatuon, I respectfully request your committee, in considering the
proposed tax bill, to give careful attention to the problems that this
piop sed bill will present, not only to the units of our industry, but to
all the small businesses throughout this country.

Senator KiNo. With how many companies are you personally
familiar from conference with their directing agencies, or the inspec-
tion of their books, reports, and so forth?
Mr, ToizR. Prior to assuming for the banks the responsibility of

management of thew two businesses my firm did considerable account.ing work that bears on the jewelry industry, so that it is safe to say
in our records we have possibly 30 or 40, that is the records of 30
or 40 of those industries, and at the present time I am familiar with
about the same number.

Senator KImo. Are they all in the same condition as you indicated
by these examples?

Mr. TONEzR. I would say, I oking over Attleboro at this moment,
consisting of possibly 30 or 40 units, I would say that out of that
30 or 40 units of some size that there possibly are 2 or 3 making a
profit and the others ae losing money.

Senator KIo: How long have they been losing money?
Mr. To-,xi. We have been losing money since, 1930, the last year

that any of us have made any money. Some'have made a little in
1934; 1035 was not a good year for the jewelry business. ; '

Senator KiNo. Were those two concerns that you represent through
the bank forced into liquidation because of bad conditions?

Mr. TONER. I think that is a good example. The larger company
the Saart Bros. Co., got into financial difficulty because they started
with nothing and the built up a rather sizable volume of business,
running approximately, at one time, pretty close to one-half million
dollars, and the owners withdrew the profits. As a result the banks
became considerably involved in furnishing fixed working capital,
and they put in a management. In other words, that cites exactly
what will happen to growing businos.e if profits are compelled by
law to be distributed.

Senator KING. So that those two plants are run by the banks, or
the creditors?

Mr. ToN Lim. We would not like to advertise that to the trade.
Senator KiNo. I beg your pardon. Thank you very much.
Mr. Tox.Rs. I believe'that this law, looking at it from a tax prae-

titiener's point of view, I believe that the obectives might well be
accomplished in other ways. I believe it would be a mistake at the
present time to sacrifice a known sourco of income fori an unknown
source. I believe that practically eve thin that is attempted
through this law here can be accomplishe through your present
corporate law, plus y6ur capital stock tax law. There is no particular
reason at all why you cannot leave your corporate tax rates where
they are. You have in your capital stock tax law a stated capital.
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Now there is no particular reason why increases on that stated capital
could not be subjected to some tai some raise of tax.,

Senator KING. A higher flat rate? . ..
Mr. ToWER. A higher flat rate. It might be a percentage rate.
What this law intends, as far as revenue is concerned, is to tax

income to the ultimate distributes. Now if you are going to get
practioally-I think it is 4 percent-you will get that on the normal
tax, Now whether the individual distributes, the individual stock-
holders pay that 4 percent, or whether that is paid by a corporation
would not seem to make much difference. The surtax rates are not
going to be affected very much by this proposed change.

eastor KINO. What would you say as to an alternative, if you were
-forced to increase the taxes, or forced to accept an alternative some-
thing along this line: That this bill, or a measure of some kind, that
increases your flat rate tax on corporations, we will say, 17 or 18
percent, striking out the graduation, then increasing the surtax on
your normal tax from 4 to 6 percent?

Mr. ToNza. I am a businessman enough to know that the Govern-
ment has got to get an income. I would like to say, but I cannot say
it, that the best thing to do is cut down expones. These expenses
have still got to go, to a certain extent. I believe that there will be
less economic disturbance, less financial disturbance, if the present
tax bases are adhered to with whatever adjustments are necessary on
these bases.

I thank you.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT HUBSOHMAN, NEW YORK CITY

Senator Ki-,o. Mr. llubschman, whom do you represent?
Mr. HlusciimAx. I am here, Mr. Chairman, as aa individual rep-

resenting no one in particular, but speaking in behalf of the average
individual taxpayer.

Senator KiNo. Where do you reside?
Mr. HIuBacHmA. New York City.
This conmuitteo has before it a tax bill embodying a complete revi-

sion of the existing theory 9f taxation affecting the earnings of cor-
porate business. It represents an attempt to effectuate the recom.
mendation of th0 President to levy a tax on the earnings of corporatebusiness, comparable to the taxes levieden the earnings of the indi-
vidual, after providing credit for dividends paid. It Li based upon a
desire to eliminate the preferential rate of tax enjoyed by corporate
business since 1922.

Considering the necessity for additional revenue, the recommenda-
tion is timely, courageous and capable of simple appliqation. It is
the expression of a desire to provde needed additional revenue, not
by creating inequalities in the burden of taxation, but by removing
them. The inequalities sought to be eliminated are not dilerences in
tax rates between incorporated and unincorporated business, because
ever since the corporation has been the beneficiary of a preferential
rate, unincorporated business of any substantial volume has slowly
but surely- casd 4* exist,. ,Thoinequality that remained, forcing
the basis of the President's recommendation, is the preferential rate
enjoed by corporate business as against the rate leyied upon ie
earnings of the individual.
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'I This In readily apparent when obe considers that from 1022 to 1933,
the corporate income reported to the Bureau of Internal Revenue was
approximately 87 billion 900 millions of doDars. The dividends paid
during that period, less the dividends paid to corporations, was but
88 billion 600 million; of dollars. After reducing the remaining 49
billion 800 millions of accumulation by the tax of 9-billion-some-odd,
there remained 40 billions of dollars within the corporate structure,
that had been subjected to a rate of not more than 15 percent, and as
low as 11 percent, when during that same period the income of the
individual was bearing rates ranging as high as 63 pernt.

The substance of the objections to this principle of taxation may
be briefly summarized as conaisting of two basic arguments, namely,
the so-called "rainy-day" reserve argument Prd the argument that it-
would sterilize industrial initiative.

With respect to the first argument, it is obvious to anyone having
e.perieuce hi industry, that nothods of manufacture have under gone
a radical change in the past 20 years; 20 years ago industry manu.
factured for iventory in periods of depression. Cheap labor
cheap material was availed of and goods were manufactured and
stored. As late as 1920, we had P.n inventory deprsion. Today,
the mass-production principle is universal, and inventories consist
primarfly of work in process of manufacture. This method of manu-
facturing was employed during the depression from which we are
just emerging, and is one of the reasons for its severity. The maw
production method of manufacture is based upon the rule that once
a process starts, movement through the plan is essential to lower
costs. In fact, raw material is ordered so closely that it arrives just
befom it is needed, and the plant does not function if orders for its
product are not immediately ahead.

In short, production follows, rather than precede; sales and the
most Ofcient plant markets simultaneously with manufacture in.
stead of behind manufacture. This being so, what good did the

rainy day" reserve or the surplus account do for labor or raw mate-
rial the basic factor in heavy industry? Was labor employed or
material purchased to manufacture articles for inventory during the
depression? Is thi not the very reason that it was so difficult for
the administration to prime the pump"? The fact is that upon
analysis it will be found that the cash receipts of industry during the
depression were equal to or in excess of the cash costs of labor and
raw material. The losses sustained on operation consisted of an
attempt to recoup through depreciation charge and obsolescence
the inflated costs of plants, equipment, and machinery, erected or
Installed during the boom years, together mith the cost of advertising
the corporate name and executive overhead. Industry was and still
is reluctant to mark down to current replacement value, the inflated
costs of its over-enthusiastio expansion prgams. The depletion i6i
the cash reserves, In the instances where such reserves were depleted,
can be directly traced, to executive overhead, advertising the cor;
porato name, and the payment of dividends, but not to the employ'
meant of labor or the puirchase of raw material. I

Thus with this understanding of the use of the Oo-caled "rainy
day" re/terve, the depletion of corporate 9urpluses in the instances
Where it was depleted by the payment of dividends during'this past
depression represented nothing more than an annuity, to the iitock,
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holders of the corporation whose stock was widely or publicly held.
In the privately owned company the so-called "rainy day" reserve
was u tibsed as the inedium through which the current earnings of
the corporate business enjoyed a'-prefereitial rate of taxation, .and
dividends were pos tponed by the individusA in control to a year when
the receipt thereof would subject them to the least tax liability. -
, The second argument, namely that the principle involved would
sterilize industrial initiative, may be dismissed with the observation
that, like its counterpart the threadbare philosophy of unrestricted
rugged individualism it begs the question, because every sincere
complaint, although directed against the principle, was founded upon
the rate. The rate propowd for the corporation and the exiting
rates against the earnings of the individual is and should bt the base
subject of'your consideration. The tax rates in both groups are toohigh.Corporate business cannot answer this problem b ontinui'g to

shift its fair share of the b - den upon the shoulders ofthe individual.
This it has successfully accomplished to the point where the existing
rate on the inome of the individual is' still considerably higher than
tbe proposed iste on the corporation. If the rate of tax proposed
against the earnings of the corporation is so excessive that it will
destroy industrial initiative, what effect should the existing higher
rate of tax have iad upon the initiative of the individual. Obviously
the rate should havo curtailed his business activity. Imitead, the
affluent individual transferred his business activity into the corporate
forim with the incident, benefit of the prelerential rate, leNing the
salaried and professional qmup to bear the burden of the excessive
rate on the income of the individual, and in the main this represents
the lower income clavi. It was accomplished by a segregation of
meaning power. Accuroulated wealth was incorporated; and thus
the personal holding coinpany became .popular and the subject of
Congressional attention. The earning power of mental or physical
labor was likewise incorporated wherever possible and what was left
together with the income of the excepted indiviAuals, was the bnly
income subjected to the existing high rates of tax.

The extent to which this trend has affected the available ea-nings
to be subjected to the income tax can best be gleaned from a, considera-
tion of the fact that the national income is estimated to be approxi.
mately 45 to 50 billior, 9 of dollars. Of this sum, 7 or8 billion represent
cor-porate earning power, and the remainder, salaries, wages, interest
dividends and profit on the sale of property. The estimated aggre-
gate of income-tax collections with rates of tax ranging as high as
78 percent, is but six-hundred-some-odd millions on the earnings of
the individual. Even if the edsting exemption were reduced to $S00
for 4 single person, the income tax collected would not b over 2 per-
cent of the total. I I .
. Our country is one of the wealthiest nations in the world, possessing

the greatest middle class, more individual wealth, and the highest
standards of living and yet is either a nation of indigent citizens or the
tax on net income as defined by the existing revenue laws falls too
heavily on some and is avoided by most of our higher income group,
thuscreating the necessity for-an unreasonably high iate of tax to
yield but 2 percent of the national individual income.... .
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.- mething is radctilly wrong. The solution lies in a simplification
and classification of our entire tax structure, Etnd it reduction in rates
would be the inevitable result; Since this inVolves the compilation of
statistics not now in existence it follows the,t this Congress has not
before it sufficient data upon *hich it could predicate such a coxnpleto
revision of our existing tax structure.-

The proposal to levy a tax on the earning of corporate business,
oinarable to the taxes levied on the earnings of the individual after

providing credit for dividends paid, if properly applied, however
can be simple in application, increase the aggregate of tax receipts, and
result in a reduction in rates on the income of individuals. This
brings us then to the application of this principle as expressed in the
bill now pending before yotir committee.

First. The bill does not apply this principle, because it is based
upon the theory that the undistributed earnings of the corporation
are to be taxed at a rate tht would yield a revenue comparable with
the revenue to be realized if the earnings were distributed.

Therefore the rate schedule embodied in the pending tax bill should
be based upon an estimate of the probable revenue yield under existing
statutes if the corporate earnings were distributed in their entirety.
This estimate in turn must' be based upon statistics reflecting the
undistributed earnings of the privately owned co-poration, because
it is this class of corporation that was and is used for the purpose of
postpoing the payment of dividends to suit the convenience of its
owners. These statistics are not available, and (enseuently the
rates of tax embodied in the pending bill represent nothing more or
less than an increase in the. corporate rate without any consistent
relation to the principle involved.

The true application of the principle would require the recognition
of the distinction between a publicly owned and a privately owned
corporation and a separate rate schedule for each.

Second. The rate scheduJes are confusing and unnecessarily
complei.

If the Congress insists upon varying the rate in direct proportion
to the percentage of undistributed net income, then the rate schedule
can be simplified by imposing a tax on the undistributed not income
without adjustment for taxes to be paid, rather than by the complex
method provided in the bill. And this in turn presents the following
problem: I

The bill may be unconstitutional because of v.e manner in which
the tax is levied. The bill provides for a variable rate of tax depen-
dent upon the percentage of earnings that the corporation elects to
retain. That rate of tax varies from nothing to 42% percent of the
retained income. Not-Aithstanding the fact that thb rate of tax
when determined is applied against the net income, it still may be
considered to be an excise tax on the pri-ilega of retaining the cor,
porate earnings rather than an income tax on the corporate earnings.
The rate is dependent upon an election to be exerted by the taX-
payer, rather than on the receipt of income. The fhct that the re-
ceipt of income is a condition precedent to the power of the taxpayer
to make its election does not change the effect of the exaction. An
excise on the privilege of retaining the possession of one's own prop-
erty is an invalid excise.
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This defect can be cured -by making dividends paid a statutory
deduction, and imposing a tax graduated on the amount of the
statutory not income and thus eliminating any constitutional objec-
tion and simplifying the computation of the tax.

,The statistics necessary for a complete revision and simplification
of our existing tax structure are not now available but can be
assem bled., . .... - . .. .

Considering. the necessity for immediate additional revenue to
balance the ordinary budget, I earnestly make the following recom-
nmAendations which I believe will produce the necessary revenue' and
truly accomplish the application of the pnnciple contained in the
President's recommendation,, through the medium of removing
existing inequalities by a reduction in the rates of tax on the earnings
of the individual.

I may state this, gentlemen, in connection with the recommenda-
tions that follow that they can be expressed in the form of an amend-
ment that should not cover over two pages of wording, with approxi-
mately n duplication of the existing rate schedule on indiridual
incomes. In other words, with about three pages of printed matter
we can acconplish every result sought here to be accomplished, raise
the revenue necessary to balance the Budget and reduce the tax rates
on individuals.

That corporations be divided into two classes namelr, holding
companies and privately owned companies in one class and all other
corporations in the other class.

A holding company and a privately owned company be defined to
mean:

(a) A3ny corporation whose stock in all its classes is not listed on
any public securities exchange and .45 percent or more of any class of
its voting stock is held by less than 15 individuals, for a period exceed-
ing 30 days during the taxable year, or I

, (b) Any corporation whose stock in all its classes is listed on a public
securities'exchange, butis not actively bought and sold and 45percent
or more of any class of its voting stock is held by less than 15 mdivid-
uals, for a period exceeding 30 days during the taxable year.

I would like to direct your attention to an error at the top here.
This 50 percent of the net income, as I have defined it, would be 50
per ent of the undistributed income in excess of $80,000, That would
mean that the privately owned company, if it distributes its profits
to tLe stockholders, would not pay any tax. If it retained any part
of it, to the extent it retained it it would pay taxes comparable to the
rates for individuals, up to $80,000, and 50 percent thereafter. In
effect that, in most instanc.s, would be a lower rate than that included
in the existing bill, for this reason, that in this existing bill the rate is
on the total net income, and under this recommendation it would fall
on the mundistfibuted net income. In other words, on, 10 percent
retained it is approximately thirty-some-odd percent on the undis-
tributed net income. . , , , ,

Dividen4s received by.any holding company and privately owned
company shall beJncluded in gross income... .
, Dividends paid by any holding company and privatelyowned com-
pany shall be a statutory deduction from gross income.
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The tax rate on the net income of holding companies and privately
o*ned companies shall be the same as the tax rate on individuals in
the bra ke=t up to $80,000, and 60 percent of the net income in excess
of $80,,000,

The tax rate on all other corporations shall be 22.5 percent of the
net income. , .. . ' I . - 1.

Dividends received by any individual from a holding company or
privately owned company shall be subjected to both normal and sur-
tax rates..

There is likewise another omission. The tax rateon the publicly
oWned company, or any other corn'pany, I recombnend be set at 22.5
percent of he net income. That is without adjustment for dividend
distribution. They.are not Iermitted to deduct dividends paid. In
other words, you leave our tax structure exactly as it is now, with
respect to that dass of companies..

I recommend the creation of a tax commission which sh-0I determine
the probable revenue yield in excess of the sum necessary to balance
the ordinary budget resulting from the ad6ption of these recommenda-
tions and arrived at through a compilation of statistics obtained from
the corporate tax returns for 1935, with directions to report'its findings*
to the President.

The President upon receipt of said report shall by proclamation
reduce surtax rates uniformly on the income of individuals not to
exceed 30" percent of the existing rates of surtax. Precedent for this
recommendation can be found in the power vested in the President
to ivdife tariff ra~os.,

The tax commission be directed to continue its studies with a view
toward'submitting rebomnienda'tions to the Congress for the gimplifi-
cation and equalization of the tYx laws and 'the uniform reduction of
rates in al0 ,ses of taxpayers.

At this point, gentlemen, may I explain tlis?:. It may sound
ridicdous, to you gntldmen to state that you can reduce rates by
upp tion of this principle. I Wish to make a rapid mental or oralcalculation. - : ' - " . ,

The Trhasur, has estimated that the corporate income to be earned
during 1936 will be approximate y 7M bilion dollars. Of this sum
tey say that 3% billion will be paid, out in dividends in the ordinary
curse of 'business affairs, leaving approximately 4 billion dollars
within the corporate structure. That. would be avcumulated. ,

Now the problem that I think you gentlemen should consider is
what, kind of companies, retain that 4 billion do)lars.. Js it (eneral
Motora? Is it the American Telephone & Telegraph? Is it Henry
Ford? Is it the privately owned company or public held company
that retains that 4 billion dollars?

Every compilation. of statistics by Standard ,Statistics,.by the
Brooldiigg Institution, even by 'the Treasury itself, to the extent that
they have got the figures, indicates that 70 percent on the average
over a. period of years is distributed in dividends to stockholders,.:

Now, I ask you, with the rate ot tax rangingas high as 03 percent--
that is, the rate up to 1933 on the income of an indivld al-do you
think* :hat, any sane business man owning- a corporation 't through
which he is operating, that- that businessman would distribute to
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himself the income of that corfoftlon in order to object himikU to
s rato of tax as high was 63 pekvet, or leave i '. in the'corporation?
I.will confidently state to' youthat of the 4 billion dollars that will
have to be retained, at least the 1 billion dollars. One-half billion
dollars represents the accumulated earnings of the closely held com-
pany, and I can prove that by simple arithmetico. I Will do that in
whatever way you want, in just about 2 minutes. Four billion dollars
is the retained income and the 3% billion dollars Js the divilend paid.
Now, if yo,, assume that the 3X billion of dividends paid is some figure
less than 100 percent, or is made up of less than 100 percent of the
dividends of the publicly owned company, you immediately increase
the amount of dividends that have been withheld by the privately
owned company, by taking this example :

Let us assume the 3% billions is divided 10 percent privately owned
and 90 percent publicly owned. That means that 33 billion dollars,
10 percent of that is $350,000,000; therefore, $3,160,000,000 repre-
stanta 60 percent of the earnings of the publicly owned company,
Consequently 100 percent would be some fgure less than $5,800,000,'
000, leaving a greater amount than' $1,700,000,000 as the earnings of
the privately held-eomany that have been withheld from distribution
and will be distributed in dividends or a tax, if it suits the convenience
of the owner of that company to do so.

The things I am for is not to tax them out of existence but I say if
that exists, and it certainly must exist otherwise, we will raise more
revenue in the 78 percent bracket, the forty-some-odd billion dollars
of national income; if it does exist, then I say a reasoDable increase in
the rates of tax on that class of a corporation, coupled with a reduction
in rtes on the individual so as to provide an inducement on the part
of the owners of that class of corporations to pay out their earnings
rather than retain them, I say we ought not to penalize them, we
ought not to be punitive if for no other reason than a sense (f knowing
that itis better btsines to pay it out than "to retain it, and leave the
existing structure in connection with the widely bwned 0ompany as it

because in any event that type of company pays its mornings oilt in
dividends, its stock is widely distributed drd the United States, as a
whole, benefits.

The CHAIRMAN Thank you, Mr.'Ilubschmon.
7The CHAUIAN. The next witness is Mr. Alex Glass, Wheeling,

W- Va.
$'No response.) ' '

he CHAIRMAN. Mr. Glass, chairman,' Wheeling Steel Oorporation.
(No. response.)
The ChAIRMAN. Mr. F. E. Ringhm.
Mr. RINOHAM. Yes, sir.
The CAIRMAN. .You represent the Illinois Agricultural Auditing

Association?

8TAT'BKENT OF F, B. RINOHAX, CHICAGO, ILL, REPRESENTING: THC ILLIN'OIS AORIOULTURAL AUDITING ASSOCIATION

Mr. RaiouAm. If I might just sty a word in explanation regarding
my connections. I am a public accountant in Illinois locat d at
Chicago. Fdr the pat 12 years I have been serving in the capacity of
chief auditor for a large group of cooperative associations, agricultural
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organizations. We have audited during this time about 325 to 350
companies each year, or a total of about 3,600 audits, and we have
done all of their income-tax work, prepared their tax returns and pro-
pared exemptions for those cooperatives that are entitled to exemption.

The service that I represent is affiliated with the Illinois Agricultural
Association, which is a State farm bureau set up in Illinois, and is the
largest State unit in the American Farm Bureau Federation..

My purpose in appearing before the committee this morning Is not
to protest the method of the tax employed in the new revenue act.
It is rather to point out some disparities that will exist as between the
several types of cooperatives, and as between a corporativeassociation
and a general business corporation.

I will read my statement, which is rather brief, and I would ask
the privilege possibly of inserting an explanatory comment at some
places.
. Cooperative associations organized and operated for the purpose
of marketing the products of members or other producers, or for the
purpose of purchasing supplies and equipment for members and for
others are except from Federal income tac under the provisions of
section 101, subsection (12), of the Revenue Act of 1935 and similar
sections of prior acts. This exemption is continued in the porposed
Revenue Act of 1938. Under these provisions a cooperative asso-
ciation is permitted to be organized with capital stock if dividends
are limited to 8 percent, and if the stock is held substantially by
producers of agricultural products. Business may be done with
nonmembers to an extent not in excess of the business transacted
with members and reasonable reserves or surplus accruals are per.
mitted for necessary purposes. After providing for dividends on the
outstanding capital stock and after setting up reserves the balance
of the net earnings or savings must be distributed on a patronage
basis to all patrons--members and nonembers aliko. Cooperative
associations meeting the above requirements are not affected, adverse.
ly or otherwise, by the now Federal revenue act.

Many cooperative associations, however, are unable to obtain the
benefits of exemption fot the reason that noamember patrons do not
participate in the savings or net earnings of the association. The
laws of some States, providing for the organization of cooperative
associations, require that patronage refunds or dividends shall be
paid only to members or stockholders of the association o. g., the
Agricultural Cooperative Act of the State of Illinois. ]ikewise, a
cooperative livestock commission association must conform to the
regulations imposed by the Federal Packers and Stockyards Act,
which prohibits the payment of patronage refunds to nonmember
patrons. Such nonexem ft cooperative associations, by the nature of
their set-up, requiring the distribution of all earnings in excess of
reasonable res rves for nece.sary purposes, have accomplished one of
the objectives which the 1936 Revenue Act aims to accomplish,
namely, the distribution of all corporate earnings not needed in the
business. Yet this type of a cooperative awscation will be required
to pay a larger income tax under the Rovenue Act of 1930 than will
a general business corporation having tho same amount, of net income
and distributing the same amount of its earnings..

Under existing tax regulations, cooperation associatiots are per-
mitted to deduct from net income the arpount of patronage refunds
paid, up to the propoi tionato amount earned on business done with
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members, to arrive attaxable net income. It is presumed that this
deduction will be permitted also under the 1936 act, since section 27
of this act, pertaining to preferential dividends, would bar the inclu-
ln of patronage refunds m the dividend credit. Therefore, a cooper-
ative'association of this type can only use the dividend paid on stock
as .v dividend credit, whereas a general business corporation may
include dividends on both preferred and common stock in its dividend
credit. Since the rate of tax increases progressively as the dividend
credit decreases, it is apparent that the cooperative will be required
to compute its income tax at a much higher rate than other corpora-
tions with the result that the amount of income tax will be greater
even though the rate is applied against a lesser basic figure of adjusted
not income, representing net income less deductible patronage
refunds.

In order to illustrate the paradoxical-sounding statement above,
two hypothetical cases are cited--one a general business corporation
and the other a nonexempt agricultural cooperative association.
Both organizations have 7 percent cumulative preferred stock, out-

,standing in the amount of $26,000, upon which the annual divi-
dend requirement is $1,750. Both htave 2 760 shares of nopar com-
mon stock, upon which dividends are declared at the discretion of
the board of directors. With respect to the cooperative association,
two shares of the conimon stock are held by each producer-patron
as evidence of his right to vote and to participate in earnings on apatronage basis. Dividends on common sto in the case of the
general business corporations at aid of course, on a par share basis.
Sales and net income are assumed to be the sAme in both companies
and both dcclare the same amount of dividends on preferred and com-
mor stock.

In the hypothotcal Illustrations cited, Ibavo shown the corpora-
tion tax computed under the 1934 Revenue Act and under the 1936
Revenue Act, both for general business corporation and for the agri-
cultural cooperative association.

Central Butinei Cor0pratio

Basis o( 1934 Revenue Act:
Adjusted net income (before tax) .................... . $10, 000. 00

(a) 7-percent dividend on preferred stock..... $ 1,750.00
$1 per share dividend on common stock... 2,750. 00

Total distribution .............. ... 4, 600. 00
(b) Incomo tu: 13%oa $10,000of . ....... 1, 37M 00

Total distributions and tax ........................... 5, 87. 00

Undistributed net income, to surplus ................. 4, 12& 00

Bms of 1938 Revenue Act:
Adjusted net income (bcfor tai) ............. . ------- 10, O0. 00

(a) 7-percent dividend on preferred atock-$... 1, 7 . 00
St per share dividend on common stock.. 2, 750. 00

Total dividend credit (45 percent of net
Income) ...................-- - 4, 00. 00

(b) Income tax: 13.7097 percent of $10,000... 1, 370. 97

Total distribution itnd tax ........................... 5, 870, 07

Undistributed net income, to surplus ---------------- 4,129. 03
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Bsao, of 1934 RevenueAct: .
Adjusted net Inoome (beore tax) .................... 510, 000. 00

Lees patrona retyd to icomon-.tock ho'4ers (24 percent
on $T 0, n alese to .ember .......................... 2750,00

Taxable net 7nom 2M 005X
Income tax (13% percent of $7 250) -. $9& 88 .
7-percent divided on preferred stock .... 1, 750. 00

Total preferred dividend and tax ......................... 2, 74 88

Undistributed net income, to surplus reserves .............. 4, 503. 12

Basis of 1936 Revenue Ace:
Net income ---------------------------------- 10, 000. 06

LeAs patronage refund (a. above) ---------............. 2, 70. 00

Adjusted net income (before tax) ........................... 7, 250.00
(a) 7-perent dividend on preferred stock (divi-

dend credit 24 percent of adjusted net In-
oome) ................................. $1,750.00

(b) Income tax (21.1613 percent of $7,260 ..... 1, 3K 19

T~tal preferred dividend and tax ..................... 3, 284.

Undistributed net income, to surplus reserves ----------- 3, 06& 81

In each of the foregoing computations a distribution of $4,500, or
45 percent of the net income, was made, yet the income tax on ths
general business corporation was $4.03 less under the 1938 act than
under the 1034 act, while the income tax imposed on the cooperative
association by the 1936 Revenue Act increased $537.31, or approxi-
mately 54 percent over the tax figured on the 1934 basra. Further-
more, the cooperative association will be required to pay about 12
"percentmere income tax under the 1936 act than a general business
corporation having the same net income and making the same
distribution.

I might digress there for a moment to cite two illustrations of
actual cooperative associations in the State of Illinois and to show
the effect of the tax upon those companies, because I think they are
significant.

rftere is a cooperative association at Bloomington, 11., which paid
a net income tax under the 1934 act for their fiscal year ending Novem-
ber 30, 1035, of $1,941.34. If the 1936 act is applied to the same net
income, with the same distribution, their tax will increase to a total
of $4,053.59, an increase of 109 percent over the tax of the 1934 rate.

In the case of another cooperative association at Orayville Ill,
they paid an income tax in 1035 of $1,051.33. Their tax wouid be
increased $768.42, or an increase of 73 percent.

In both of those illustrations, I want to point out that 80 percent
of the entire net income was distributed either in dividends or pre-
ferred stock, or in the form of patronage refunds to the holders of
common stock; and yet, in spite of the fact that they distribute 80
percent of their net income their tax will be increased from 73 percent
to 109 percent over the 1634 rates.

" Ya HY .OT. - 19 34
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I In brder to correct such disparities in the tax and to give the non-
exempt cooperative the same benefits on busineas transacted with
members as is now granted to exempt cooperatives, the following
amendment to the Revenue Act of 1936, as passed by the House, is
proposo4:
. In section 13, "Tax on corporations", insert a now paragraph as
follows:

(d) No."xurr COOPRATIVE AMOCIATIONs.-Farniers, fruitgrowers, or like
usoclations, organized ard operated oi, a -coope.ativo basI3 for the Purposes Wct
forth in section 101, but which are denied exemption from tax under this title
for the reason that nonmember patrons do not participate In the savings of the
organization, shall be subject to taxation under this title only on that portion of
the adjusted net income realized from business carried on %itb nonmembers of
the organization: Prarided, That the books and records of the cooperative shall
afford a means for allocating the earnings on such nonmember b~aine&s. The
dividend cidit as defined in section 27 In the cse of such nonexempt coopera-
tive associations &hall be a percentage of the total dividends paid (whether on
capital stock or on a patronage bads or both) equal to the percentage which the
business transacted with noomembers Is of the total business transacted during
the taxable year.

Also change the enumeration of the present paragraphs (d) (e),
and (f) to (o), (f), ,nd (g) respectively. It may also be necessary
to make some revision in section 27, paragraph (h) to except patronage
dividends from the classification of"Preterential dividends".

The effect of the amendment to section 13 as proposed will be to
exempt from income tax all income earned on business transacted
with members, whether such earnings are distributed to the member-
patrons or are retained in reserves in reasonable amounts and for
necessary purposes, and to tax the earnings on business done with
nonmembers on exactly the same basis as in the case of other busi-
ness corporations; that is, by taxing the undistributed income on
such nonmember business.

I cited an illustration of the result using the same hypothetical
cases in the result of the 1030 tax. I want to point out with refer-
ence to this illustration that the result accomplished here could be
accomplished by the method of dividing these cooperative associa-
tions into two corporations one a cooperative and one o general
business corporation. All of the business which was done with the
members would be allocated to the cooperative associations. All of
the business done with the nonmembers would be transacted by the
general business corporation. If that situation were obtained, the
oooperativo part of this enterprise would be granted exemption under
existing laws from income tax, and the business corporation part-
that is, the part on which profits were earned-to wit would be
taxable the same as any other business corporation. Ve do not
believe that it should be neces ary to st up a dummy corporation
alongside of a cooperative in order to effect equality as between the
tax burden, and we believe that this amendment will accomplish that
very thing.
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- The following example, using the same hypothetical case as in the
preceding computations, will illustrate the procedure:

Business Buiners B8J oMwith all vltbzmem- with coo
patroos bers amsars

CW . Ct of saki . .le ............ .................. ent.. 1100 5 4

Not laome ........................................................ $I0, 0.00 A " 6010 $4 &0. D0

(s) Dd e n precrcd ck ............................... 1,76a00 90150 7$7.50
P'trowe dividends (plld to members on1y but

o staged s souotsona e t [come o mem-
Oer aam couere se ss) ........................ 2,73400 I,120 11,W.60

ToWldetiefttfon ............................. 00.1 2,47&.00 2, 02A00
Dividend e.*dS on nonmembet budosmis 45

MCI = (aJt net Ircome On Drxuenber

(b) tow t (IS.707 peroeno 0o UAW) .................... 61&94 Nona 414

Tot l dllibutloa " tax. .................. N11.94 2.47&0 2.841.94

Undstributed net Income, to sarplas rewves .... 4 80 3,00500 1,4 05

We believe the method outlined to be fair and equitable as between
the exempt and the nonexempt types of cooperatives and also with
respect to general business corporations.

Senator CAPPER. You are giving some very interesting statements
there of the effect of this proposed 1936 tax. To what extent will
cooperatives generally be affected? Will your hypothetkal cases
apply to a largo number of cooperative?

Mr. RING1IAM. Yes, sir; I think it will, Senator Capper, because
these illustrations apply to cooperatives that distribute 80 percent
of their profits, and it is usual with cooperatives that they make a
largo 'distribution. They are set up for that purpose to effect
Eavings for their members so they do accomplish the distribution
of earnings, and yet with that large distribution, 80 or 90 pereent-
we have some ompanies that distribute 90 or 95 percent of their not
earnings, and yet their tax will be increased all the way from 30
percent to over 100 percent.

LANSIN0, Mzcn., Moy 9, 19M.
Cr.ea'rrR 11. GRAY,

lWaaliington represenMhrie, American Form Bureau Federalon,
Dlashingion, D. C.

Michligan State Farm Bureau Board in oemlon yesterday swes danger to coop-
erative r.ssolatlon In Revenue Act of 1936 which hat effect of withdraring pro-
tection afforded by previous meaures. Board by resolution heartily ondorea
comment on rame contained in bride by Fred R. Ringhar0 pans.ger Illinois AgS-
vultural Atuitinp Association, and urges adoption of atnendment he proposes
or lastguago of similar effect.

0. L, BRoDY.
The CnAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Mr. John Sherman Myers.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SHERMAN MYERS, NEW YORK CITY

The CHAIRMAXn. Have you a brief, Mr. Myers?
Mr. MYERS. Yea, sir; I have a sta'k-.nent that I would like per-

mLsion to file.
The CHAIRMAN. Put that in the record.
(The same will be found at the conclusion of Mr. Myers' statement.)
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Mr. MYnas. I represent a group of organizations primarily located
in New York that are distinctly concerned over the classification for
tax purposes of property aggregating well over $100,000,000, directly
owned by at least 75,000 individuals scattered throughout the entire
land. In addition to the organizations which I directly represent,
there are undoubtedly a great many others, and I estimate that the
property held by them will aggregate another two or three hundred
mil ion dollars additional.

These organizations are not corporations, they are entirely different
from corporations, and I do not propose to argue for or against any
particular bill which is before you gentlemen for tax purposes. I am
concerned, however, in the treatment of these organizations which
are not corporations and yet which if the bill such as we have under
the discussion is enacted or I may say any other bill , would be sub-
jected to taxes which will place them at a most unfair disadvantage
as compared with the corporations.

These organizations make available to the small investors primarily
small investors, although largo investors are interested in them, an
opportunity of obtaining an interest in a widely diversified group of
securities. These are purchased and are deposited with the trustee.
The trustee is normally an important bank or trust company. The
beneficiaries of these trusts are either credited directly with their
proportionate share of that property, or else the trustee issues to
them certificates of participating interest which they hold and which
represent their undivided share of the trust property.

Senator Cousz.is. Are they comparable to the Massachusetts plan?
Mr. MYEns. Insofar as the Massachusetts plan can be directed

toward the investment of securities which, of course, can be, they
are comparable but by no means the same. An interesting feature
and a very significant one comparing this type of organization with
the investment corporation is that the beneficiary is given the right
by carefully drawn trust agreement to withdraw from the trust at
any time hia share of the property or its equivalent in cash. The
trust agreements are elaborate, they go into minute detail, the respec-
tive rights of the trustee and the beneficiaries in and to the property are
set forth fully, and, of course, they are very difficult, if not inpossiblc,
in many instances to amend.

Senator COuZiFNs. How does the present law apply to them?
Mr. Mesas. May I go back before that and say this, that at the

time of the first conception of this typo of organmiatlon, which was
at least 1923 and perhaps before, the sponsors of these organizations,
end indeed the Bureau of Internal Revenue, took the idea that they
are taxable as strict trusts under section 161 of the current laws,
and in some instances the Bureau specifically ruled that those organ-
zations were trusts and not taxable as associations, and therefore
subject to tax at corporation rates.

Senator Couznims. At what rate were they taxed?- That is the
point I am trying to get.

Mr. MynSa. The individual beneficiary himself paid thetax on the
income which the trust received.

Senator CoUZENS. So the trust paid no tax at all?
Mr. MfyE . "hlhe trust itself paid no tax at nil, because the income

was all distributed to the beneficiaries. ,
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I During the last few months, there has been a distinct tend6ney'of
the part of the Bureau and others to look upon these organizations as
corporations under the definition of corporations which is contained
in past acts and which is carried through in the present act, namely,
associations which are subject to the same tax rate as the corporations
are.

Indeed, in one or two instances, I believe the Bureau has specifically
ruled that those organizations come within that definition.

Under a bill such as is presently before the committee, these or-
ganizations if they are to be taxed'as a corporation will be subjected
to certain rather serious disadvantages. Most of them require in
those trust agreements, which I say are very difficult and in soine cases
impossible of amendment, that the income and profits received by the
trustee on the underlying property be distributed twice a year. That
distribution cannot be made in its entirety within the calendar year.
They make a distribution on January 15 which will cover the income
received during the last 6 months' period in the preceding calendar
year. It is a physical impossibility for them to make that distribu.
lion of all of that income in that year. They have got to have a cer-
tain period of time in which to got their material together and to
make ready a'very substantial number of payments to the various
beneficiaries.

Not to permit a dividend credit to an organization of that character
merely bemuse the dividend was not paid in the calendar or taxable
year in which it was received by the trustee, represents an obvious in.
equality and one which cannot readily be cured by any amendment of
the trust agreement because of the practical difficulties involved in it.

Another inequality presents itself in connection with section 27 (j)
of the proposed bill which provides, you will remember, that if any
corporation stockholder of 50 percent of the securities of the given
corporation receives dividends from that corporation, the dividends
so received are not allowed as a dividend credit.

I know of one instance in organizations of this character where one
company has made an investment in a trust of this nature which is
in excess of 50 percent of the total value of it. The shares of stock
that that company holds, the trust shares that it holds carry no vote,
there is no possibility whatsoever of any control, directly ornridirectly,
by the ownership of that amount in trust property, the adminstra-
tionbeing set Up by a trust agreement and consequently if this trust
is not permitted its deduction for the dividends that are paid to that
large holder of Its shares, the tax that it will have to pay will be a
toriiflo burden on the innocent minority of the stockholders who have
to beatr thoir shAre of it'and in my considered opinion, will result in
that stock being liquidated through the shareholders thenigeve.
taking advantage of their right to Withdraw from the trust at any
time.
Ihe 'are as- number of administrative difficulties and inequalities

that I think I won't take your time with-I have covered them here,
but I woth't take your tfme t 'discuss orally I *ant, howevi to
make a certain recommendation in regard to the taxation of orgaiza.
tions of this character which I believe will rpeet .11 of their'difficulties,
which will follow falo'n the tao' theory which, the Ilouso: bill has
adopted, and which I beieve is in line with thi deblared reoiiiimenda
tions of the administration.
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If these organizations are specifically taxed as trusts under sectiori

161, you will find that the theory of the House bill, namely that the
ultimate individually received income be taxed at individual rates,
will be carried out.. It has always been the tax theory that if the income which is rc-
ceived by the trust is distributed out to the various beneficiaries, the
trust itself as an entity pays no tax that compares with the corpora.
tion that has distributed all its earnings and the individual benefici.
viies to whom the income has been distributed], are themselves taxed
at individual rates including the surtax and in the event that any
of the income of the trust is not distributed, then the trust as an
entity pays individual income tax including the normal tax rates,
and the surtax is on that income which is not distributed. This is
not a new theory, this is the theory of taxation of trusts which the
previous revenue acts have adopted and which is carried forward in
sections 101 and 102 of the House bill which is before you, and if this
Rouge bill were so amended to make it clear that the organizations
such as I have described--and I do not mean to include any.other
organizations that might be looked upon as holding companies or
othierwiso-I am including true trusts in unincorporated form of
course, wherein the trustee is a bank or trust company, which oper.
atea under a declaration of trust or trust agreements, which permits
the beneficiary at any time to withdraw the interest in the trust in
kind or its equivalent value in cash, and which affords to him a
reasonable diversification of the many securities placed into the trust.

Those are the trusts, gentlemen, that I want treated not as cor-
porations, which they are not but as trusts which in fact they are.
And I think the position that I take on behalf of all of those organiza-
tions is not inconsistent with the attitude of those who have sponsored
this bill, and I call your attention to the fact that the President, in
June 1935, when he sent a message to the Congress recommending an
interoorporate dividend tax said this:

Bone-fide investments that submit Ito public regulation and perform the rune.
tlon oi1ermitting smJ! Investors to obtain the benefit of diversifdeation or risk
may w be exempted from this tax.

Senator Couzs 's. Are these trusts under any Government
regulation?

1r. MYRas. Those that have been distributed prior to the Securi-
ties Act of 1933 have been distributed pursuant to the local blue sky
laws of the various Statm, and since the Securities Act of 1933 they
have been distributed under that act. Furthermore, the trustee in
every instance has been a substantial bank or trust company which
itself is under the regulation of the appropriate public office..

Senator Covtrais. But the portfolio is never exandned, or your
accounts -.to they?

Mr. Nir s. Other than the fact that they are completely revealed
as part of the act-up, and that investors at all 'ties may know
exactly What securities his money is invested in.

The CUAIRMAN. You can file your brief arid it will be given
consideration.

Mt. M , Ral I have sought an opportunity to appear before this
committee on bEhalf of i grop of orgalia~ionn who are directly
intrested in the future classificatio for tat purposes of Property
aggregating well over $100,000,000 directly owned by at least 76,000

60534--5
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individuals. In addition to the organizations which I directly repre-
sent, there are a great number of others scattered in all parts of the
country with, property which, I estimate aggregates approximately
between two and three hundred millions more.

I'heso organizations which I represent are not corporations. They
are fundamentally and essentially different from corporations. They
make av ailable to investors, particularly to small investors, a means
of obtaining an interest in a diversified group of securities, These
securities are held by a trustee; usually an important bank or trust
company. The beneficiaries are appropriately credited with their
pro-rata shares of the securities hed or, as in many instances, certifi.
cates of participating interests, representing undivided interests in
such securities, are issued to the beneficiaries. The beneficiary is
entitled by the terms of the trust agreement to at any time surrender
his interest and obtain his share of the underlying property or its
equivalent in cash. An elaborately drawn trust agreement specifi.
callv sets forth all of the details of the administration of the property
by ihe trustee and the respective rights of the trustee and the numerous
beneficiaries.
What I have just described covers the fundamental aspects of all

of these organizations, although of course there are refinements and
variations in individual cases, but in every instance the fundamental
characteristics that I have just outlined are present.

I propose to sot before you certain facts which will clearly show why
these trusts should be treated like any other trusts for tax purposes.

This type of organization has been formed and has been in existence
since as early as 1923 or before. Both the sponsor and trustees, as
well as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, treated such organiza-
tions as true trusts for tax purposes. Recently, however, some doubt
has been cast upon this manner of treatment and it has been suggested,
and in some instances ruled by the Commission of Internal Revenue,
that such organizations be treated for tax purposes as corporations.
I know of no court decision upon the subject. If under a tax bill
such as has been passed by the House they are to be treated as cor-
porations, a great injustice will be done to these organizations since,
as compared with corporations, they will be under a most serious
disadvantage.

Undex the trust agreements of most of these trusts the trustee is
required to make a distribution of income twice each year- one in
July, covering the income received for the 6 months' period ending
June 30, and the other in January, covering the income received for
tho 0 ronths' period ending December 31. It is a physical inipossi-
bility for the trustee to distribute within a given taxable year all
of the income it receives in thatyear and consequently any distribu.
tion of such income made after the year end will not constitute a
dividend credit under section 27 of the bill as now drawn and the trust
will suffer aceor~lingly.

Another obvious inequa1ty prewnts4 its li in connection with
section 27 (j) which provides that if more than 50 percent of the stock
is held by one corporate stockholder, the dividend paid to that stock-
holder i, not included among the dividend creditors. Furthermore,
in atlemat one ins nc, 'where it i known that one of these organiza-
tons owns mnore. tgbal.f of the tru~t sares issued. by another, that
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ownership is rade for investment purposes only, the shares held carry
no vote, and consequently there is no element whatsoever of control
or other influence directed toward the trust or the management of
its property and to deny the trust, under such circumstances, the
benefit of a credit forthe dividends paid for this holder of its shares
is obviously unjust and the size of the tax that would have to be paid
by virtue of this circumstance alone would utterly destroy both the
trust, whose securities were held, and the organization which heid
them.

Having pointed out to you a number of the more outstanding
injustices that the proposed tax bill would place upon these trusts
I wish to make to you certain recommendations which I believe, if
adopted, would solve the diffliculties- would be in keeping with the
purpose of the tax bill as it now stanAsi and would be consistent with
the declared policies of the administration.

Itis suggested that these organizations be classified for tax purposes,
as strict trusts under section 161 of the bill. If I correctly under-
stand the objectives of the proposed legislation, one of them is to
induce the organizations to distribute to its shareholders all or a
substantial portion of its earnings. The bill as drawn exempts from
taxation organizations which completely distribute within the taxable
year all of the earnings of that year.

This underlying principle has, in connection with trusts, been in
existence for a great many years in the various tax bills and is con-
tinued in sections 161 and 162 of the now bill where all of the income
of a trust is currently distributable by a trustee to the beneficiaries,
the trust pays no tax but the entire tax is paid by the beneficiaries
and in the event that the income Is not all currently distributed, the
trust, as an entity, pays taxes based upon the individual tax rates,
including the surtax, Thus to classify trusts of the character that
I have described to you as strict trusts under section 161 carries into
full force all of the avowed intentions of the proposed tax bill as
applied to corporations.

In this connection I have found it very significant, that investment
trusts, such as I represent, have been recognized as perhaps being
worthy of special treatment for tax purposes in 1035. At that time
the Congress had under consideration the advisability of including
the dividends received from other corporations in the taxable income
of a corporation. In his message to Congress on Juno 19, 1935, in
which this tax of intercorporation dividends was recommended, the
President said as follows:

Bora-fide InN'cUt-' tt trusts that submit to public regulation and prform the
function of permit wa invt-ora to obta n the benefit of divermification or
tsk may well be ezxepted froru this tax.

For your convenience I would like to file a memorandum embodying
the remarks I have just made, together with a proposed amendment
embodying tho sugge.tios here urged. I would also like to file
memoranda separately prepared by representatives of organizations
which I repre,ent. These supplemental memoranda have been pro-
pared with a view of describing the particular organizations on whose
behalf they have been prepared. I understand that attached to
these suppmental memoranda Are proposed atnendmenta which Will
Cover the probl~rs of the particular orginizatio 1.' I may add that
the prop orendment annexed4 to my Monioraanuhi is sufficiently
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broad 'to cover thb particular problems, as ielIa the jiroblems of
6ther organization Whloh I represent.

(The memorandum referred to follows:)

PvtOpboap A wnuzrx. 'o HOUea BILL No." 239S ne Oaeuus TO Tax UziNcoaR
roaATYD INSHvmSTmiT Tav ur ;s &oT Tausra

I. Amend section 161 (a) of House bill 12395 by striking out the word "and"
at the end of subdivielon (3) thereof and by striking out the period at c-nd of sub.
division (4) theroof and substituting a semicolon and adding the word "and",
aud by adding 4 now subdivision nurmbered (6) reading as follqwa:,

"(5) Income received by trusts created by tru3t agreements or declarations of
trust, by the terms of which the trustee Is a bank or trust cornpa, rbjet to the
supervision or regulation o the Government of the United States or of any State
or territory thereof or of the District of Columbia, aUd by the terms of which any
beneficiary may at tny time withdraw his a tare In the trust property or its
equivalent In cash, and by the terms of which there is provided a method for
diversification of the investment."

2. Amend sctlon 701 (a) (2) of House bill No. 12395 by thangin the period at
the end of the said section to a comma and adding the folloewng: 'but shall not
include the trusts described in section 161 (a) (5)."

MZHoNDuwu ONec BAuLOr o T HE PENNSYLVANIA Co. FoR INsU UNcE oN
Livxu AxD GmA ?i~'4o AmNurniys Oe PHILADILIPHIA, PA.

(Truste under deeds of trust fo2 (1) Capta! Saving. Plan, ne, (2) FianeialIndependence Founders, Inc.; (3) Bank & Insurance 8ha'res, Inc.; (4) Trus-teed Income states; (5) Income Foundation, mc (6) Future Requirements

PIan;(7 National TrUstee Fund Inc.; (3) Wellington Foundation, In.;iFoundation, In.

UNIXCOIIPORATrD JNVZSlrTMNT' TaauST AND HOUSE atmu NO. ins
The Pennylvania Co. for Insurance on Lives and Granting Annuities is truste

under nine s-called periodic-payment savngs-plan trusts with a present oet

wolth ofapproximately $5,000,000. The funds! held in trust under these plans
represet investments by r~ ore than 15,000 individual investors. T[he platnsunder whkh the company is trustee htve been in esistenc o nly for the last
4 or 6 years so that Use amount presntly held in trust and the number of investor.
To inv syg give no fndioation of the amounts and persons which will ultimately

be involved. s lhe trust player o ow outstanding represent t v ue of approst-
mstely $25,000,000 upon completion of the aund plintrtnt.

The form of truat in whch the company b interestend merely one of several
fonris of trusts devised in recent -ears as a means whereby smal investors can

secure diversficatIon of securitIes. It is tihe purpose of this memorandum topre, ent to the cexjittee the teehncal at-up of one particular form of trust so

that the committee may understand the nature and purpose of the trusts which
the company feels ditinguishes them from aeociatlons and Justifies the contedL
tion that such trusts should be clasificd for income-tax purpose as true trusts by
au appropriate amendment to section 101 (a) of the present revenue bill.

Tll FRM1 Or T1 VSUST AOR9IXEk&TG AND CZATIIZCATZA 1640b THLRIUND8

In each of thes e trusts there is a trust agreement execud by the company which
selts the verlileatos and the trust oornpany as trustee. "fh holders from time to
time of the certilleates Iss ued thereunder become pArties by acoepting ard holding
their oertiftate;. Tho trust ngreements3 po*ide for the isomne of tho certifl-
CMs ad either (a) prolde rather fully for the right and privilege4 of tho
holders, or (b) prolhe tegeneal outline of the pvri and leavo tothe ertifreate
Itself the detailed statement of the rights and priviiges of tht, holder.,

The p -calld certificate, take the form of x contract between the selling con-pany and the holder, whereunder the holder either agree. to make to the trustee
either pertdle*J payment, or oe lump-sure paymnt. Id the cae of pedoks4,
payment eertitlett., tb. truteo l guthors-~ to dcdu , from wh pazen
.(a) |n amount for the service fee of thp selling company durinA the first year o
the certtflate,= (b) a trustee's fee at the ratte of 25 ens per unit per month, and
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(c) In the case of certificates carrying life-Insurance benefits, an amount sufficient
pay the holder's proportion of the ptenium payable upon a reducing group

life-Insuranco policy under which his life Is Insured to the extent of the payreents
whieh from time to time remain duo. Trustee Is directed to purchase certain
designated trust shares with the residue of the payments and is also directed to
Invest the Income In the same trust shares. Prior to the lime when au payments
have been made, the certificate holder his the right to terminate his certificate
and receive either the trust shares then held for him, or the proceeds thereof
(except in ono instance where he receives only proceed.). When he has made all
the payments and his certificate has matured, he has the right either to terminate
his certificate and receive trust "hares or proceed; or to direct the trustee to hold
his trust shares and continue to reinvest the Income; or to direct the trustee to
hold his trust shares and pay the income for him. After maturity the trustee
deducts 26 cents per unit per quarter from the income as Its truatee'o (ce. The
above are the most Important options.

Under all these trusts, the trustee's fees are deduotod from the Income, and the
certificate holder hm the ri.ht (a) to withdraw his trust shares or the proceeds
thereof at any time; (b) to direct the trustee to reinvest the income, or (c) to direct
the trustee to pay the net Income to the holder.

TH IPUAPOSE Or 3H IPLAHS

The purpose of these so-called saving plans Is to afford a means by which the
ertificate holders may build up a future etate. By far the greater number of

certificates sold are those providing for installment payments which are especially
atttractive to persons of small means. There was no purpose or desire to set up
these plans tO create a nMeaa of avoiding the payment of surtaxes, and as trustee
of these plans, the Pennsylvania ' Cc. for Insurance on Lives and Grantins
Annuities does not desire that they be availed of for that purpose.

METHOD OY ADMINISTRATION

The trustee receives from day to day the payments made by various holders
and comingles the cash in one account. After making authorized deductions
from al of the money received during a particular day, the trustee plae, an
order for the number of trust shares which can be purchased with the total net
amount at the price designated in the certificate or In the trust agreement, which
Is usually the marltet bid prioe. Upon delivery of the truat shares to the trustee
it pays for them, and reeyes trust share certificates reglstered In the name of its
nominee.

The trustee makes no attempt to physically set aside any particuLar trust share.
for any particular certificate holder. It does however keep a separate card
account for each certificate holder upon which is shown te number of payments
tnile; the deductions therefrom; the balance for Investment; the number of trust
tkrespumrehascd each time; ard the number of trust shares carried to the third
deelnxaalplaoo, wbich It holds from time to time for the certificate holder.

When the trustee r eeives the dividends upon the trust shares held by It, If
pays out to the holders who have elected to receive their dividends, their net
pro-rats share. In the great majority of eases, however, the holders elect to
bave their diivdcnds reinvested, and the trustee In those eases, after nlsking
9uthorizcl deductions, if any, lnveltA the remaining net amount in additional
trust shares in the manner above provided. Here, again, when the trut share
certiftates are received theco is no attempt to physically set aside any particular
trust shares for any particular holder. The trustee, however, keeps a separate
i-ciome card account for each holder upon which is shown his pro-rata share of
the dividends In cash and the number of trust shares carried to the third decimal
plaoe purchased with sami esh; and also enters upon the separsto card account
above referred to,, the amount of the trust shares purchased with.the dividendC

When the investor takes a complete withdrawal or a partial withdrawal or
when hs account is terminated on account of delinquency, the trust-e debits
his account with the number of trust shares sold or withdrawn, and, except 111
the cam of partial wlthdrswal, his separstq account In closed.

]-oW5158 OF Tr E VRIRU AND 711 S*LA NO COMiA?-

The pr-ncipsl powers of the trustee are strictly administrative. It receive.
the payments and makes certain deductions authorized by the hold. Pursuant
to the term of the certificate it Invests In one specified investment, to wit: the
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trust shares of a certain fixed Invyetment trust., The trust share which from
time to time ae held for the benefit of each certificate holder, are at all times
subject to withdrawal, and in tbe ease of withdrawal the trustee follows the in.
structiona of the holder by either selling and remitting proceeds or by delivery
of trust shares. The trustee cannot bo removed as to oertificates already issue,
and has agreed to administer them until termination. There Is no managing
company or investment counsel.

The company and the trustee have retained certain powers which are com.
paratively unimportant. For Instance, the right to close out delinquent Install-
ment accounts which has in practice been exerclsed only in cases where only a
few payments have been made and the holder has lost interest In his plan. The
trustee s right to compel the holder to terminate his certificate after it has matured
or after the extended period has elapsed is designed to permit the trustee to close
out long standing accounts if it boconmes necessary. In the case of certain of the
trusts (but not in &I), there Is also a right of substitution of trust shares in oer-
tairn events; the selling company having the right to make substitution after
giving notice to certificate holders If they do not dissent, and the trustee having
the right to substitute with the written assent. The purpose of these provisions
is to permit a change in the medium of Investment if it becomes necessary for
the protection of the certificate holder; for instance, in case the trust shares are
no longer available on the market. The purpose is not toprovide & means where-
by the trust shares may be dealt in to take advantage of changing market con-
ditions.

THU FiixDEAr, TAX PROBLEM

It is our contention that these trusts should be classed as trusts and not as
associations for income-tax purposes. We point out, that neither the trustee
nor the selling company has any material control over the trust shares. The
medium of investment ia fixed by the certifizAte which the holder purchases and
the trustee must purchase the trust shares of a certain designated trust with his
money after the authorized deductions have been made. The certificate holder
has atall times a right to direct that the trust shares held for his account be sold
and that the proceeds thereof be remitted to him. One certificate holder hits at
all tines a right to direct that the trust shares held for his account be ald and
that tki proceeds thereofbe remitted to him. One certificate holder is In no way
conccrr d with what any other certificate holder may direct the trustee to do
with his :rust shares. The certificate holders do not have beneficial interests In
an undivided pot of varied securities. A definite number of trast shares of one
Investment trust are held for esch certificate holder by the trustee. The trus-
tee's functions are, in fact, so limited that It is more a custodian or agent than a
trustee In the ordinary sense.

The trusts have none of the elements of management or of being an investment
business which have led to the rulings of the Department of internal Revenue
that these trust# are to be classed as associations for tax purposes. The trustee
is not engaged in buying anfacing securities under the directions of a maiiage
meant company or of Investment counsel. It can invest only In the trust shires
of one investment trust unless the medium of Investment is changed with the
consent of the holders. The purpose of the trust is to afford a medium of saving
and not a medium of speculation.

Since each certificate holder may at any time terminate his certificate and
revest in himself the trust shares held for his account or the proceed& thereof
these trusts are completely revocable by all the persona beneficially interested
therein. All of the taxable income of these truta whotber distributed or reino
vested at the direction of the certificate holder is therefore taxable to the Indi,
vidual certificate holders under sections 163 and 187 of the revenue act.
. We submit: (1) That thee trusts are to be clafled as trusts for Income-tax
purposes, and (2) that all the taxable income therefrom is taxable to the individual
certificate holders.

The City Bank Fannerm Trust Co. of New York, has also submitted a memo-
randum setting forth the asture of the trusts in which it acts as trustee whieh
memorandum sets forth many, if not most, of the problems which result if the
trusts for which the Pennslylvania Co. for Insurmuce on IAves and Granting
Annuities Is trustee, s outlined abbe, are clauifiect as aaoiations. It seems
therefore unnecessary to duplicate here the statements contained in the material
furnished by the City Bank Farmers Trust Co. of New York, as to the tax
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roblents. To that extent, therefore, your committee Is respectfully referred to
e City Bank Farmers Trust Co.'s memorandum.
Attached hereto Is a suggested form of amendment to the revenue bill which

it is believed will-provide relief for the trusts In which the Pennsylvanit Co,
for Insurance on Uived and Granting Annuities is interested, if your committee
feels that such trusts are entitled to such relief.

PAOPOSID AM NDMXK1'S TO THZ WSW TAX ZLT 3M ORDER To TAX UNIXCORPO.SATND
INVSTURNT TRUSTS AS STRICT TRUSTS

1. Am nd section 161 (a) of the tax bill by striking out the word "and" at
the end of subdivision (8) thereof, and by sinking out the period at the end of
subdivision (4) thereof and substituting a smieo!on and adding the word "and",
and by adding a new subdivision numbered (5), reading as follows:

(5) Income received by unincorporated investment trusts cre ed by trust
agreements or declarations of trust where the trustees are substantially limited
to holding the trust roperty, collecting ind either distributing or crediting the
Income to the benetfciary, and liquidating and distributing the principal, any
power of sale pending final liquidation being limited to the conservation of the
trust property and not being for the purpose of realizing a profit, and there
being no power to purchase securities or other property by the trustee or trustees
except Incidentally or by way of original Investment of caL fundo.

2. Amend section 701 (a) (2) of the revenue bill by changing the period at the
end of the said section to a comma, and adding : -. following: "but ah not
include the unincorporated investment trusts dcscrtoed in section 161 (a) (5)."

MruoRAr sui SBwmumD ox BERtAL, or C-rr BANK PAnuxits Taus? Co,
(As trstee for (I) cumulative trust share, (2) North American trust shares

(IM055), (3) North Americsn trust shares (156), (4) North American trust
shares (1958), (6) North American bond trusts, (6) miscellaneous trusts)

eI4ICoWPoRATO INVwOZTANT TRACTS AND THS NSW HEVZNUM as" Cd. a. MUS)

This memorandum is submitted on behalf of City Bank Farmers Trust Co.,
as trustee for the following trusts, the approximate present market value of th4
trust shares of each trust belng eet opposite the name of ech trust:

umulative trust shares------------------------- - -" (, 00o2 North American trust share (1952) ..................... 20, 000
North Amerlan trust shares (1056)----------------- -21, 000
4North American trust sas(15)- ----- ------------- M2,000
North American bond trusts ............................... 7000, 000

Ilseellancous trusts ...................................... 450, 000

Total ................................................ 56,775,000
City Bank Farmers Trust Co., as such, Is not individually ir.ttreatoed in the

application of the new tax bill, but Is interested therein only A trustee of the
foing trusts.

hfle there are certain minor differences In the provisions of each of the trust
agreements creating the above-mentioned trusts there are terta n attributes that
are common to al. Summaritng them attributes it may be said that each trut
affords to the small Investor (a) diversifleation of investment, (b) investment
ocoursl service, and (c) economy In the collection and distribution of -dividends.
In each case, not lessa than 25 seecritles of as many leading American oorporatkm aos
are placed In trust with this trust company, and this trust company ssues certifl-
cat s. f undivided Interest therein, in proportion to the Investiuect of each ben-
etelary. Certificates representing these participations are generally and herein-

ater referred to s "investment-trust shares."I In addition to the purpowea already mentioned, the other primary purpse-S C
the creation of these trust. for the Investors or beneficlarie . is the immediate
realiaUon of Income, and the long-term realiation of appreciation in value of the
utedrlyig seurItles . ,. + ,

In these trusts, no substitution of underlying securitko is permitt . The
trustee's duties and functions are extremely limited. If it appears that a psa-
ticular security contained In the trust rteerves, from a long-term Investment stand-
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point is likely to deprectlte in value, It Is eliminated and the proceeds, along with
asll other current earnings and profita, are distrbutedto the beneficiaries at the
next fixed distribution date. TEhe periodical distributor, usOally temiannual,
are fixed to the extent that 0l earning. and profits must be Included therein.
Therefore In general, no securities can be bought; the trustee cannot buy and sell
securities for profit, and the trustee cannot trade in securities.

Contrary to the ordinary functions of a board of directors of a corporation,
the trustee has no discretion in the matter of handling the cash, or other property,
at any time contained In the corpus of the trusts.,

At any time, and from time to time, a trust shareholder or ben~flcary may
surrender to the trustee his certificate or certificates for trust shares and recelvo
In exchange therefor his proportionate shato of the trust roe., either In kind, In
cash, or partly in both.

The average Investment In the foregoing trusts for each beneficiary is approxi.
inaely $825.
. (1) The tax bill should specifieally'classify Intvestment trust. of this character:
When most of thefe trusts were created, speefic rulings were obtained from the
Treasury Department that they were strict trusts for taxation purposes and hiot
associations, Due to the change In Tresury Department Regulations in 1935
and certain rulings (but without any pertinent change in the revenue laws)
considerable doubt has arisen as to whether these trusts are taxable as strict
trusts or as associations. Either under the present tax law or the proposed tax
bill, a vast amount of litigation will undoubtedly arfso over the question whether
different trupts are subject to tax is assocations or subject to tax as strict trusts.
A largo part of this litigation could doubtless bo avoided by a speclfic classification
of trusts of this character in the new bill.

(Z) Whether classified as strict trusts or as asocations, the trusts should not
e subject to tax where all of the income thereof is currently distributable to the

beneficiaries. The unincorporated investment trust under discussion, if not the
only medium, is certain the most convenient medium for investment by the small
investor in a diversified group of securitls, without at the sane time the investor
losing practically all direct control over his share of the said securities. In other
words, the "insulation" between a trust shareholder and his share of the trust
res Is more apparent than real, shoe at any time he can present his trust shares
and receive from the trustee in cash or in property, his proportionate part of the
trust re. If any subsUntial additional taxes have to be paid on the steps Inter-
knmddate between the payment of dividends by corporations whoee securities
comprise the trust rea and the ultimate receipt by the trust shareholder of his
share of these dividends, the advantages afforded by the Intermediate trust will
be wholy lost.

In most este the duties and functions of the trustee are Irrevocably fixed by
the trust sV'eementas are also the'rights and interests of the bereflclariee or
trust shareholders. As compared to Investret "orporatlons, therefore, many
of tbe uninorporated investment trusts will be penAlizod and dtcrxMlnAted
agafnat under the new tax bill In other words, If these trusts ar brought *Ithl
the provisions of the new bill relating to orporations, the result will be that in
pmsnv instances they will pay taxes which, if they were incorporated, they Mod,
and 'presumably, under the very terms o the bil), would be expected tW, ie U-
mately avoid.
(3), Astuming That these trusts are to be clarified ta assoclations and taxable

as corporations under the new tax bill, the following are some inequities or
&mbigultles Which will ikrIse.I (a) Unlrioorporated investment trusts are usualy required by the trust agree-
merits to .mke two sermnannual distributions of the income of the trust one in
July for the first 6 months of the calendar and the other in the following January
for the last 6* months of the calendat year. Manifestly, it is imposbible for the
turstee to make a yeat-end distribution on the 1st of December, which dstmrbu,
ton is to include all income tp to the clo of business'on December 31. This
omplalnt why the earnings for the last hs.l of the yKar are hot actually received
by the beneiclarlee until on or about January 15. 'Any such distribution would
pot constitute a "dividend credit" under Ketion 27 of the bill as now drawn. ;-. It cannot be "Id that this nIIty will in every ease be offset by the faet that
the distributl6n haado January o the taxable year (covering the earnings fot
the Iat 6 ndonths'of the previous year) would be allowable a a part of a dividend
credit. Suppose, for Iastance, that a trust should realize a large capital gain In
thd first year and none in the "bod. A tremendous net tax, eonsiderlng thi 2
yes together, would result. • - '
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Also, if it be assumed that one of these trust, from yewr to year, substantially

varies in also and income, the tax result will be pure y speculative, evz when
the "dividend carryovr" provisions of the bill are onsidered. ($ee see 27 (e)).

In most oases the trust ageements cannot be amended so as to provide for
the physical paying out, during any calendar year, of every cent of Income re-
celved during the said year, that is, without consent of 100 percent of the trust
shareholders and of the trustee, which, of course, Is obviously inposslble to
obtain.
(b) Where a trust shareholder preset- his certificate to the trustee in ex-

change for cash and/or properly out of th trust res, It is doubtful under the new
bill whether (the trust being considered an association) any part of sueh payment
made out U earnings would constitute a dividend credit to the trust. These
doubt. arise from the provisions of sectlons 27 (g) and (I) and from section
115 (a), (b), and (c).,

(c) In the case of some of the trusts, more than 50 percent of their trust
shares are held by trustees under other trusts. In such cases both trusts would
probably be utterly ruined because of the fact that the first trust would have to
pay 4234 percent of its total Income In taxes. Ihis situation arises on account of
section 27 1) of the bill.

(4) The Presdent has recognized that special oonsideratlon should be given
to trusts of this character. In his me to Congress of June 19 1935, recom-
mending a tax upon intercorporate dividends, the Presidezt haA this to say:

"Bona-fide investment trusts that submit to public regulation and perform
the function of permitting small Investors to obtAni the benefit of diversification
of risk may well be exempted from this tax."
'As already Indicated, it Is estimated that the average investment In thesw

trusts is less than $825. In meet, if not all .a"es,the trustee Is bank or trust
company subject to regulation by State or Federal authorities. In the majority
of cases also the trust shares have been relostered with and are subject to regula-
tion bythe Securitlzs Excbange Commission.

(6) To tax unincorporated -iveatinent trusts as strict trusts would be In
keeping with what appears to be one of the main object underlying the now
revenue bill., If the purpose and objects of the new bill are correctly understood,
oie of them Is to prevent any trust or other organizat ion from withholding from
(dilOirbution to the shareholders a portion or al of the earning, of the trust or
other organization, in order to avoid tax on the shareholders. As at present
drawn, the bill puiports to exempt from tax all organizations which ompkoly
distribute within tie taxable year all of the eArnings of that taxable year. The
same underlying principal) hes been existent for many years In sections 161 end
182 and corresponding sections of the tax laws. 'Thus, ivhere all of the income of
is trust Is "currently distributabe" by the trustee to the beneiciaries,' the trustee
rpay no tax s a separate Pptily but the tax Is required to be pad by tbo bee-
ica¢rles. In the trusts under ilscusson, all of the income must be distnbutta to

the trust shareholders during the taxable year or withinn a brlcf.period following
tWe close of the year which will aff9rd enough time merely for the trustee to
;oMpute the amount of thq distribution and rnako physlca payment. Thus
after dediting the expenses of the admlnlstrrtion, o the trust, s11 Income pala
out by the oorprations whose scturities ar held by the trustee, is promptly
pas on the trustee to the benefiolaries who, in turn, are required to pay
the tax. , This Is exactly what appears to be desired under the new bill 14 the

vrs b where A corporntiou distributes all.of its earnings to its shareholders.
Proposd amendment to the new fax bill to elasslfiunlneorportted invest-

mert trupts as strict trusts. There ia Attached hereto a 44eaorandutm setting
pii rqposd Amedinepts to th new bill which will tx unincorporaed Invest.

ment trusts as qtricttruta. . As aldy pointed out, pending or proposed litiga,
tion iimay deterieluo that most If not al of these trusts are already taxabk as
lriet trust& It wbuld -e I* be avisablo frore every point Of vigw, thereforetoreolve thesedombts by lcgi~slatioti -" ,',' ', ,

)?5oro9n "XAMaNXMIk'T !0 'ffi XZW TAX BILL, IN ORDNR TOTAX USISCOORATTX
SlVg4MSt;NT TA U8T3 A T ICI,Tausi

1. Amend section 181 (a of the tsr bill byStriking Vu the 'word "q4nd* at
the 'ed of tubdivislon (3) theteef krid by strkign outh pe at the eid'of
Imbdlvision (4) thereof and afbsititutlnga semicolon abd addlk' the wt "And"
nd by addino a new subdivision nun(bered 5) rtoud s follows:o

110 I o~the recelved by' usinctpbrated Averileent Arusto retd by trust
agreements or delaations of trust where the trustees are substantially Umie
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to holding the tru-st property, collecting and either distributing or crediing the
Irinoane tW the Leneli'zlarles, and lin uidAting wandiributing the principle, anY'
power b( W~e f~nding final liquldAtln beitio Limited to the conaervttion of the
Srusit property and not being for the pup<se of realizing a profit, A there L*in

rtq power to purcbiw m uritiez or otber prptr b the trustee or trustee% excepi
1apidewtAlly or by way of original insvtstment of cash funds."

*2, Change tha a&etnieo at the end of suhdlvsLe" (b) of section 162 tW kL &riod
and ad the following sentence: "!n the case of the unincorporated Inveafment
tfusts mentione In subdivision ib) *1 PATS'rf.1h (n) of setion 161 hereof, where

thefidacaryIs equired tod (Istaibute, o credit, the income or any par hrefo
at pattkular u'ixable yeafr writli~n a reawnable time alter the close of such taxable
yoare ouwob ainount shall, for the, putpose 0f this eolxlivislop (b) bte deemed to
Paeve been dietritiuted currently', within the taxable ycr fit wshl" tie fiduciary
rocevei Futb income and the sum~s so distributed or credited *ftef the loisa of

the asbo yer sellbd deemed. t,6 be iavjome; of the distibutees Go tbe Mifd

3. Amjed s i (a) (2) of the nw bill by chaoginj the period at the end~~f ~ thtairetint acma and adding thoe folawiingl .'but shall rnet include
the unincorporated investinern* trusts desribed In section 161 (a) (6)."K

MA:ORANDUW ON .1EHALT pr Fumr TRUST CO., 44 Taus*as. ANDKLVFI
XXC~ F. ND OV NORTH Aiaruc,, Ixe,

Tbis memorandum t8 submitted ort behalf of Independence Fun4 ot North
Amerits, IfIC.,'blid EroIpire 'Trust Co. in conjunction with'the remarks of Johq

R'Mers before the Senate Etnanoo Commzitte" In connetlon with Houtre bill
. 1t IN belived that if we have bedra sucemsful In demonstratftng the serfoufiico
of our problem and the inequality which rmst exist unleere the position of these
organixations be adijitc so that They stand on equal footing with the incur.
9oriled tyre of organilxtloh and the Snnfotporated typo wh~cb4 haa A flexibility

IoI admnlnlelratlon, the amendment suggested by-Mr.M yea sliovid be adopted.
Th4'formu of that prood aendment describes a clss* whiel) Is auficient 1hi
Its scope to ipelude allorganigati )aa whieh will be copfronted with the pecujlia
problems outline. It that proposed, Amendment be pdo Id the Weeflciaries
of all such organizations A-ill he trested in like iiianr. Tim effect' will be Wd
equalisb the butdei3 of the tax load. ,*'- 1

IThe jnimnta purposae of this memnorandum Us to degeribe Igrater detail the
hardship whith will be wrought by seeti-pti 27 ?), to one of the trusts apontired
byth~e Indedenco Fund of North America, Inc.

ThWs trust ]a of the periodic Invevt*fn'nt type. A peftion, who In the tru st a-6ree.
irit Is desipeated *Abeaiefldsr,tnakes purcnust to an agreement, regulsji

equal, rodi payments to the Empire Trust Co., as ttrustee.. The Emplr
TruA 9' upon the reeifpt of each, payment purebmseo as muany cumultlve twoas~brsas ejw be purchased with such ment qj the market pri, on the diafollowing the receipt of such paym~t W- 0m hes so purchased &a crtaited
tothe bemefliary on a. "beneficiary amourst*kept thme trust,"'aid ane held y
tbo trustee together with cumulative trust dharsipurchabed for'other beme-
fidflreL - TItig thrust has been operag sitne the summer -of 1931. ,The liqui-
d4ting value of the cumulative trutt plxamp no ei - he EmW6 Trust Co. Li4
snevi trustee Is approximately $4,700,900. We finld that the total liquidating
iralue of all r mvulAtire trust share which arl ou4taidng Is pproximately
67O000 which means the JEpire Trust Co.holds ver 60 pettZu of the t it
Isse ani&0'*utstanding cumulative trust, shame.' Cumulative trust shame aro
"hr&r of a £xabd Investment trst oM which the City Blank Farmners Trust. Co. 4

trirst&~ 'Th~s6 trust shaies had frostM tinio to UIkc been lifsue4 In lage4 9"PatIWle
Mior to the ercatlon of the Independence Futid Trust. - They'iv'e selkte as a

medium for investment because they afforded a ineanm of aoqu*iig Intrs
In a dfo"1lt6d gtoup of securities at a price which, althdtmgh fi ~utisttV1 th h
market prices; of the underlying securltli, was uniform. and because of the fact

that there Would alWAy~r be a cash ludsting Y"lu for sulh ahres by reaso.1 Of
qhe fact that 'the Ciff lBart Farmers Trpst Co., as truvtep was qblgtod to p

Upn othe pha Wres the vro-rat. sharm O the piU4.aetVpue o4 te

7 tsbpefi lrigs of tlhe' Tnd xsee F'm 'ui .WrI te~d -o
eumutv 44 sies Ohbe tbsth . xpi 00 W*riest o.,. as -44,10wil i
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thetnslves deprived ol a considerable portion of the Income of the cumulative-
trust mharaei by reason only of a eircuumtaonce, over which tboy have no control.

The unifaliness of this situation is patent-4urther diacueton Is unnecessary for
Uthe puro of dendonistrating such unfsraesa.

Tis ndmvdual eAwe, 'wheh aotapired with the magnitude of the entire tax
problem c6otsonting the committees, In relatively small and -for that reaon It 1s
rniprecloted that it Woirot be urged sw a valid reasort for the abolitl~n of section
27 (1) In Its entirety., The indiyldual hardship, however, can be enktirely elinil-
nastbd by plaelng the ecurt~ulatlvo-trxst shares in thA cate fy of a trust for taxc

'the(CHAT EMAX. Mr. L. F.Orbe. Have you a brief you Wish to file?

STATW VT 01, L. F. ORBE, CLIFOW,' N. .,PRFSUENT, WB%
RRISEY PZOUR MTld CO.

Mr. ORnn. No; I have not.
I represent a small concern, a flouir mill which has- been in buqiiness

for a great many -de a fair return upon its inveat-
inent. Since -. .A. wot cear, constitutional, we thought
Perha 4 h . A. A. would be in the e position, and wve soul

~n si er er flour at that thp nexe-tax, foelin th tt if the law wat
dedlar u nonitutional, "sld take a cha

!.Onnn. W d talopie itaxttheigek
10 Cum W. In other 'ryou .#Ud not tide the tax in

Ir. OnRRF. neti tion y the A. A *,the milling
* ustry is rcftind lta e U to buyers,1 d we have t o
* low suit. Natu we inot de it nd noQw must return
i. and fel eou ndfMal ch would be '

tiafacto* e chmted retOiM 7y last year
ore we de a fit and 'we an a enormxous

I fo the osbimply behrown out of
b 'ness. I Iwo nu inniy toin akean
Ox tionto erllw wn to 0~t et93jncoma
so t it could ee o dour epitwre of the
i6irc tances, mes of re ac 9.

Tb HATRMAN. f [8 1935?t
Mi. . Yes,"wi 6 ehii~e a ade mcney atew

have be0"u~nsnc 90
'The Off .,Wa the"e Somethi e yo deoired to sa?

Mr. h~.o tin Iwould like task.
The OEAntmtf. r I sgetloii. We6 will e~exi

TA'e riaA witness in Mr:O'ilbert L. Stevenson1, Wilmingtoni, 'Del.

$TAIxIT 01 easm-I T2i ST3VMN WflXXNeTONC, DIL.

The CRAU'.MAN, The Amrwican Bstikers Association IaVO pro-!
seated & mmw~raziduz and a brief to us.

Mr. STEVENBON. It however did not include this 4u&l of it.- It
did not illclude tetruat sal, I
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Mr. Chairman and gentlemen there are about 3,000 banks and
trust companies in the United states that have trust departments,
and for them I am asking that an amendment be made to the present
revenue bill that will permit the more general use of common trust
funds in connection with small trust accounts,, I do not believe that
this amendment will have any effect one way or the other on the
apoUnt of revenue realized from this bill. I do not belUeve that it
will provoke any controversy or opposition by anybody. I do anti-
cipte, as I think you gentlemen will see in a moment, that it will
serve a very highly desirable humanitarian purpose, and this amend-
meat is-unaninwusly endorsed by the execut4vo copnitee of the
tust division 'of the American. al kers AssOciation and by the
executive council of the American Bankers' Association itself.

The substance of this amendment is that in the ce of small trust
accounts, the funds of those small accounts be combined for invest-
ment purposes, and that this combined fund, which I shall call and
which is usually called a common trust fund, shall not be taxed as an
association but that the small participating trusts themselves will be
taxed, as all other trusts are taxed.

I do not care now to go into the technical'feattiro3 of this short
amendment because I have already gone into, it 'carefully with the
technical advisers of your comnitteo. What I dowant to do is
briefly tocall your. aittntion to some of the social and economic
angles of this amendment.
in the first place, gentlemen, we who are in the trist companies of

this country are to be called upon more and more to accept and to
administer small trusts. I know that A small trust is a relative term,
that what would be a small *trust in one community would not be a
amall trus in another community.: I think, however, we canal agree
that a trust of $26,000 or less woul4 be a small trust oven in New York
City, and I think that we could agree that a trust of $10,000 or less
Would be a small trust anywhere,.

The ting thatwill surprise you gentlemen, and it surprised me
when I began' to look into it, is how small the average trust in this
country is. 'Based on figures of the Controller 'of the Currenoy, the
average trust in this country is only $22,000, and in the natoha
lanks .that are capitalized at $200 ,00 or less, it is only $10,600; and
in town's and cities of 10,000 and less, it is only $8,00.

Anotherthing that you gentlemen will be intorested in is the fact
that'trusta are*dimiaislzg in size, That is duo to two reasons. In
the first place, the estates thomselyem are liihing,'and n the sec-
6nd place,'people Of small means more and more are coming to banks
and, truso i trut service, 9I m onnocted with one of the
larger ahn older trust companies in a city of 100,000,'Wilmington,
Del,- aqd you wouldithink ths thp, trpst, see.poats of that company
Would boimotly large tcooutss id yet, yesterday morning before!
some down here,'! had an'ac~obnt indei or thb ltst 100 account that
had been put on our books, and I was surprised to flid tihat although
the average of. those accounts ij $34,100, i(n that 100 there were 62
accounts of $10,000, and lems, and In tho152 aceournt; there were 13
of $1,000 arid loss. In other words, gentlemen, we are today ip a time
6f the small trust , 

' ' ..
The small trust offers two very serious probleorils. The flrst of

those is the problem of diversification. Not long ago I asked 29
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representative trust investment officers from every section of our
country; every section, what- was the smallest amount that they
thought that they coulA invest with proper diversification if they had
the full investment power, and those answers ranged all the way from
$10,000 to $100,000, and averaged $35,000. -But it does not take a trust investment officer, gentlemen, to tell
you or me that a trust of $10,000 or loss cannot be properly diversified.
You put into that trust two $5,000 mortgages, and you let one of those
mortgages default in interest, and half of your income is gone. :You
let one of those mortgages have to be foreclosed, and your principal
is jeopardized, and it may be that in the process of foreclosure, a good
part of it may be lost.,

The second problem is the problem of keeping the mon6y at work.
It is the custom now to accept mortgages on an amortizing basis
and you take a $10,000 mortgage that is amortized over a period of
20 years, and that means that a percentage of the principal is paid in
every year. It is utterly impossible1 gentlemen, to find investments
for $500 and $260, and $100 payments on these amortized mortgages.

Senator CouzLxs. May I ask you in, that connection how you
regulate your foce on those small trusts?

Mr. STEVENSON. My own company has never made any disfinc-
tion between tho fee on a trust that size and a trust of $100,000.
Some companies have tried to put on a higher fee. Personally I do
not think that the small man ought to be penalized by being charged
a higher fee for the same service. - ,

Senator CouZENs. What is the usual charge? About 5 percent?
Mr. STEVsNsoN. About 6 percent of the income, and a termination

fee of 2 percent.
Senator CoUzsNs. What do you mean by a termination fee?
Mr. STRVENSON. When the trust is finally terminated and dis-

tributed among the beneficiaries, maybe 40 or 50 years from now at
the death of the children, if it is a family trust.
I For the last 3 years we have had a special committee on the trust

division of the American Bankers Association, headed by Mr. Karl
Soninger of Philadelphia, who is hero in the room now, study'g what
we coid do toward the economical handling of theee small trusts,
and that committee has come definitely to the conclusion that the
only way that it can find for the proper caring of these small trusts is
by.some means of combining the funds of a lot of little trusts into
one large fund for investment purposes. . . , I I

And that, gentlemen haa ben the experience of other countries as
well as ours, We found at least six countries in which they have
solved the problem that way. I mean both civil law and common law
countries, and for the lost 6 years in, this country a few pioneering
trust companies like the City Bank Farmers Trust Co. of New York)
the Brooklyn Trust Co. of Brooklyn, the First Trust Co. of St. Paul
Minn., and the Equitable Trust Co. of Wilmington, with which I
hay been associated, have been handling these common trust fonds
in a way that has proved to be satisfactory to these small accounts-,-,but here is what we are up against right now.

The circuit court of the United States recently in a two and one
decision, has held that under the revenue act as it is now worded,
these common trust funds are taxable as corporations or associations.
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In plain English that means that unless an amendment like this one
that we are suggesting is adopted, that these little trusts are first going
to have to pay their proportionate part of, the corporation.tax, and
then in addition to that are going to have to pay their regular income
tax, as any other trust pays it on income, and aft they have received
It. The upshot of that is going to be, of course, that we cannot let
these little trusts participate in common trust funds, because that is
double taxation, pure and simple, .plus the fact, that the taxpayer
sim ply is nQt able to pay it., . I

Whatwe are asking, and all that we are aksing is first, that these
common trust funds created for the benefit 9f these little trusts shall
not be subject to the association tax. We are expecting that they
will pay the regular income' tax, just like any, other trust pays it;
and another thing that we are suggesting is that this exemption shall
apply only to common trust funds that are operated under rules and
regulations that are prescribed by the Federal and the State banking
authorities, so as not to take any risk, gentlemen, that these common
trust funds will come into the hands of inexperienced trustees and
become over-commercialized and being used for speculative purposes.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you put in an amendment?
,Mr' STzvENsoN. It is included in my brief.
If you gentlemen had to live a few days the life that I have to live

as an active trust man, you would, appreciate all the more the need
of this amendment that I am talking about..

Let me give you an illustration that came in my work a month or
two ago. A railroad employee was killed in the course of his duty.
le left a %ife 26 years old and 7 children, ranging in ago from 2 to 9

years. The railroad company paid that widow and those 7 little
children $15,000 net after lawyers' fets and expenses were taken out.
That loft.$15,000 standing between that widow and those 7 little
children, and the poorhouse. One of her friends came to us and
asked us to take over and handle this $15,000 fund. We accepted it.
We treated a living trust of $5,000 for the widow. We accepted the
guardianship 6f the property of the.7 little children and their funds
were $I,300 apiece.
* The common trust funds which we have been operating for 5
years we are able to hAndle those seven little trusts,, $1,300 apiece,
lust as economically and just as advantageously to the ben'eficiary'as
If they had been $100,000 accounts, yet, gentlemen, without those
common trust funds, we could not have acceted those gusrdianships
at all,; and knowing the family-I did know the family--if some bank
or trust company had not taken over the management of those seven
little funds that money would have been gone in 12 months' tie
like butter bef6re the'sun, and that family-would have become a charge
on the public. .

Senator Coutts. Just how are they trted under the, existing
law? e t un d the'e. if

Mr. STvNsoN. Under the existing law, -under this circuit court
of appeals decision they are taxed as corporations; with the corpora-
tion tax taken out Airst and then the reziar Income tat cornig second,

Senator COuzzN. So that your difficlties do lno ariA l rom rltis
niew bill?

:Mt., SruzwsoN. We are asking for ' remedy under the'hew bill.
Senator Couzzvs. But you also need a remedy under the old bill?
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Mr; STEVENSON.- Yes; that is right.
Thb CHAIRMAN, That a a recent opinion, as I understand?
Mr.STEVENSoN, A month or two ago. it is in the second circuit

court of appeals.
The CHAIRMAN. You are trying to get some relief from that deci.

dion?.
'Mr. STEVzNsoN. That is right. And Mr. Chairman and gentle.

men, all that we are asking by this amendment is simply this, that you
enable us by tis amendment-I mean by us, the trust companies of
this country- o handle these little trusts as advantageously to bene-
ficiaries as we cqn now handle the big trusts.

It is not a revenue-producing amendment that I am talking about
at all.' It is an amendment that will enable us to meet what I regard
as our social obligation to these widows and children of our country
who have the small trusts, that need our services.

Senator Owonau. How about the big trusts?
Mr. STvE.S4oN. They can be invested individually, you see.

Trusts of $25,000 or over, you can get the proper diversification
through individual investment.. We have no trouble there, no prob.
lem. It is those little trusts.

Senator GEOROE. Where you must combine them in order to effec-
tively handle them?

Mr. STEVENSON. We cannot do it otherwise.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(The memorandum submitted by Mr. Stevenson is as follows:)

1. R. 12395, TAXATION 0 CoMMON TirST FUNDS

More and more people in moderate circumstances are asking trust companies
to undertake the management of their estates. Hardly a day passes that trust
companies are not asked to accept trusts, both voluntary and testamentary, in
which the corpus does nto exceed $10,000 in value.

Manifestly, the tame diversification of Investment and assuzance of income
cannot be maintained in a $5,000 trust as can be in one where $100,000 or more is
availablefor Investment..
. On the other hand, these people of small means are more greatly in need of the
advantages of trust-company management of their estates than are those whose
fortunes are larger, and the trust companies are loath to deny them this service.

Due, however to the complexity of making ;nvestments, the bookkeeping and
accounting involved in the determination of capital gains and losses on security
transactions, and other factors involved, the cost of operation on small trusts
individually and separately Is prohibitive and the banks ahd trust companies are
in some case compelled to reject this work unless they can turn to the common
trust fund, that is, handling several or many small trust funds as a single unit.
This practice not only effects savings to the trust but makes it possible for the
small trust to obtain the same character of diversifieation and liquidity s largo
Ones.

A common trust fund makes it possible to mWst a fund of $1,000 as economically
and satisfactorily a fund of $100,000. In other words a common trust fund is
merely a means of grouping the funds of many small trustee for investment
Purposes.

At the present time there ts no general rule as to the taxation of common trusts
and the general uncertainty has been heightened by the recent Brooklyn Trust
Co. decision (80 Fed. (2d) 85), where the composite fund of the Brooklyn Trust
Co. was held to be taxable as an association.

Sipee all of the ordiliary income of the common trust fund must under the
rules, be distributed, It follows that if the common trust fund be taxid as an
Msocatlon, small trusta.;-the Ver- o es that are least able to bear the burden
of taxation-are subject to an extra tax burden, the income being first taxed
at the full corpor~t rate upon the common fund ", an association, and then
taxed again to the estate or trust Itecti as though the income 'are corporate
distribution.
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Furthermore under the new tax proposed In the pending bill (II. R. 1239),'
any increment In the corpus of{ tho common fund (which under the varloua Slate
laws relating to trusts cannot be distributed as Income) would be treatd 

4
as

uridistributed and sibjcted to the heAvy tax provided for such income. The
trustee thus would be caught in an insoluble dilemma the State law preventing
distributlopi #nd the Federol law penalizing failure to dtrib.ute.

Moreover, the sound social philosophy In respect to these small trusts is that
the corpus thereof should be maintained intact for.the protection of the be;ne-
ficiaries, And not distributed wherever increment is realized. ThAt they shouldbear their just proportion of tax is not disputed, of course. The'queston I represented is whether they should be penalized for failure to disintegrate cOrpus,
In the face of such additional taxation, common trust funds simply caMn ot be
tsed by banks and trust companies.

It is therefore proposed that common trust funds be not taxed as asociations,
but be taxed as trusts.

-Whether the common tru4t fund should be relieved of this tax burden dependsupon the purpose to be served by such i fund. The common trust fund furnishes
the only satisfactory medium yet ddvld through which the funds of small trust
and estates may he invested with proper liquidity and diversification. The aetual
cost of administering small trusts without the availability of a common trust fund
is proportionately to great that banks and trust companies cannot afford to accept
small trusts and estates, If banks and trust companies do not accept small
trusts and estates they fail to meet the social obligatiop they owe to all people who
need trust service whether their estates are large or small.

The proposed amendment Is as follows:
"A common trust fund shall not be subject to taxation under this title, but each

trust participating therein shall include in computing its net income its share of
each Item of the income, deductions, and credits of such fund computed clified
and subject to the same provisions as In the case of an Individual. ubJect to
the approval of the commisioner, the share of each trust in each such item shall
be determined in/ax rdanee with the principles of accenting adopted in oonnec-
tion with the operation of such fund. The computation of the gain or loss realized,
if any and the baMsis of assets received, by a withdrawing trust, upon the with-
drawal of a trust from such fund, shall 1e governed by the rules applicable in the
case of the withdrawal of a partner from a partnership. No gain or loss shall be
realized by a common trust fund by reason of admission of new participants.
The term 'common trust fund' means any fund maintained by a bank or trust
company, Incorporated under the laws of the United States or of any State or
Territory or of the District of Columbia and subject to the supervision of Federal
or State banking authority or both, solely for the purpose of masging, investing
and reinvesting, ad a unit, funds contributed thereto from trusts, esta te or other
funds as to which such bank or trust company is a fiduciary (referred to in this
section as trusts), provided that such fund is one which is maintained pursuant to
rules and regular/ons of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
prevailing from time to time (or could be so maintAined if the bank or trust com-
p maintainirng the same were a member of the Federal Reserve Systmn)."

The proposed section would simplify the bookkeeping and abcounting for the
determination of capital gains and losses arising from withdrawals of member
trusts or new participations. The erpeence of all accountants familiar with
ommon trust funds is that the accounting load now imposed becomes increasingly
so heavy as to make the coat of operation of the fund prohibitive. Under the
proposed section, however, gain or loss wilt be taxed to the participating trusts
on sales of securities from the funds and gain or loss arising from withdrawal
will be taxed to a withdrawing trust.

Should there be any apprehension that tommon trust funds may be eommer.
cialized or used for speculative purposes, it would be allayed by the provision in
the proposed section that common trust funds may be established and operated
only under rules and regulations prescribed by the board of governors of the
Federal Reserve System. In the cae of nonmember banks, common trust
funds would have to be operated under the same rules if they would come under
this tax classification.

In the final analysis this section is designed to make it possible for banks and
trust companies to give people with small estates all tho advantages of the
common trut fund without imposing upon these states the burden of double
taxation.

The CnumuAN. The next witness is Mt. Charles. Frye.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. FRYE, FRYE & CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Mr. FRYE. All I have to say is in a brief, which I would like to
submit.

The CHAIRMAN. You have the liberty of filing the brief.
Mr. FRYE. Thank you, I will.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you against this windfall tax?
Mr. FztE. I am not with the big packers, but I am really doing

business oh the side alone, and I am not with the big people. The
American Institute of Meat Packers is no baby-of mine.

The CHAIRMAN. You take a little different position?
Mr. FRYE. I am taking the position that I am satisfied will suit you.

I think it will. I do not believe there is any question about it. I
have been out there fighting those big concerns all the way through
for a long time.

The CHIAIRMAN. We will give every consideration to what you say
in your brief.

(The brief submitted is as follows:)
As one who is heavily interested In farm and livestock lands and who until

last year, was heavily interested in livestock raising, and whose sympathfes for
tieat and other reasons are clearly with the producers, the writer desires to enter
an emphatic protest against any processing bill affecting meats. The cost of
distribution Is already too high, and with a tax added the consumer magnifies
the size of the tax and the retailer blames the wholesaler for it. This materially
reduces consumption and militates against the producer.

If the bill providing for windfall taxes becomes a law along the lines contem-
plated to make up for the processing taxes which the Supreme Court ruled invalid,
it will handicap the small Pacific coast Federal-inspected establishments far
more than it will affect the '%ig four" packers, and Hormel, Decker, Rath
Morrell and others next in size, because the Pacific coast businesses are seatterea
over a large territory and the big packers can better afford to pay processing
taxes than can the smller concerns. There is more business within 30 miles of
the vicinity of Chicago than we have west of the Rockies, Alaska, the Sandwich
Islands, and Mlanila, combined. The big packers have practically no outside
competition in large consumption centers and they get good prices there; while
they may quarrel among themselves, they always stand as one against the field,
and alternately make the Pacific coast their dumping grounds.

The processing tax, if enacted, will open a very fertile and profitable field for
the bootlegger of meats whom It automatically subsidizes. By bootlegger of
meats, I mean a "scalper" buying livestock in small lots, slaughtering them under
the most deplorably unsanitary conditions at no particular place, and without
regard for condition of the premises and discrimination a to the cattle he buys.
He prefers to do his killing In an old slaughterhouse where there is an inspector
present at certain hours during the day, but whose stamp is always available,
and where there Is absolutely no supervision whatever as to disposition of con-
demned carcasses or the visceral that are condemned. He aims to feed the
viscera and blood In a raw state to chickens and hogs, which are highly susceptible
to disease, then trucks the carcasses, dieased or otherwise, to the marketing
centers from the four corners of the country. The unsuspecting consumer buys
it believing, of course, that all meats are Federal-inspected. The bootlegger pays
no taxes, processing or otherwise. It is claimed that he is responsible for the big
Increase in losses to the producer from theft. This condition was mentioned by
Carl I. Goeken in his address at the meeting of the United States Livestock
Association held in Omaha, February 27, 1936.

Then, there are the slaughterers that have a irgular place of business, and pay
their taxes. These people prefer to operate under either State or city Insp.t ion
as a pretense of havi rg inspection. While they know that Federal inspection is
the only true Inspection and the best in the world, they do not accept It on account
of the heavy added expense it would Involve to bring their buildings and equip-
ment within the Federal requirements, because losses by condemnations are
strlc'.ly against their Ideas and further because of the drastic regulations in turning
over their premises to the Government Inspector and the extra burden of expense
to keep the premises in a sanitary condition.
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It is estimated that 35 percent of the cattle west of the Rockies is slaughtered
under these conditions and carry many more times the amount of disease found
in 65 percent of the cattle, being the amount slaughtered in Federally Inspected
houses. Competition with these nonfederally Inspected meats is far more
serious on the west coast than in the Fast and Middle West. This is so because
the population Is less dense and the business here is not dominated by local
Federally Inspected plants as the business there Is controlled by the large packers.

Thus here, we are faced with competition not only from the large packera but
from the bootleggers and non federally inspected meats, which will mean
bankruptcy for 95 percent of the Pacifio coast federally inspected establishment.
it the proposed tax bill is enacted. These small federally Inspected plant. on the
Paciflo coast did not make a profit from the processing taxes declared Invalid.
The financial statement of any one of them will disclose that they did not receive
a windfall but, on the contrary, operated at a loss during the entire time process-
Ing taxes were being collected. The money retained by the packers as a result
of Injunctions was not a profit but simply served to minimize existing losses.
Our own certified operating statement for the entire period involved conclusively
demonstrates as per figures shown below that with all the care and thrift we could
muster, we were unable to operate at a proAt.

Our so-called windfall, as a matter of fact, was turned over as part payment
upon existing indebtedness. Our loss for 2 years ended October 26, 1938, was
$271,263.47. This we think speaks pretty eloquently and refutes the premise
upon which the Government tax advisers are proceeding, namely that packers
Ilke ourselves have benefited directly or indirectly from processing taxes or that
the proceesing taxes unpaid as the result of the Supreme Court decision constituted
a "windfall.'

While I am for the foregoing reaons strongly against the levy of any processing
tax on meats, I have the [lowing suggestion as to the manner of collecting a tax:

l livestock should be slaughtered under Federal inspection as a health measure
and graded as to quality andsold as such to protect the housewife. That will stop
all substitution of meats and materially increase meat consumption. The burden
of proving title to livestock would be placed on the producer s shoulders. That
would absolutely protect the farmer, and the dairyman against losses by theft
and the expense they are put to in constantly having their stock watched and
would stop the Federal Government from being "gypped" annually out of thous-
ands of dohs in connection with Bang's disease and tubercular cows If they were
all sold in pubilo stockyards by licensed commission men. The Federal Govern-
ment can contract at a reasonable price with the small Federally-inspected estab-
lishments to slaughter all additional livestock offered besides their own. That
would give the Government a dead cinch on collecting a tax on all livestock slaugh-
tered In the Unted States as It would have a cheek on all livestock killed, with no
extra expense, exempting therefrom only the "honest-to-God" farm livestock from
Federal inspection.

The CHAmRMAN. Mr. John 0. White is the next Witness.

STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. WHITE, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE.
SENTING THE STANDARD RICE CO., OF HOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. WHITE. I appear as attorney for the Standard Rice Co., of
Houston, Tex. That company is engaged in the processing of rice
at Houston and at various other rice-producing points in the South.

On January 6, they had outstanding claims' for refunds against
exportations of rice of some $7,000. It is my understanding that
checks covering these refunds had actually been issued, but were
held up after the decision of the Supreme Court on the A. A. A. case.
Under section 601 (b) of this bill, any refund to a processor is for-
bidden, including refunds on exportation. While it is my under-
standing that it is intended to draft an amendment which will permit
processors to claim these refunds under section 21 (d) of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act, it is our position that this does not meet
either the moral or the legal obligation of the Government in connec-
tion with refunds on exportations.
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From the very beginning it was not the intention of Congress to
tax the processing of farm products intended for exportation. This
is shown by the report of the House Committee on Agriculture, in
which it says (reading]:

Provision Is made for refund of processing taxes with respect to exports, thereby
continuing the present competitive situation of our products in foreign markets.

It is very plain in the case of rice that in the absence of some pro-
vision for refund of the processing tax on exports there could not
have been any exports. At first, nce was not included in the process-
ing-tax section. Instead there was a marketing agreement which
provided for the payment to farmers of approximately 1 cent above
the existing price level, and the result was that no rice was exported
and that surplus rice was piling up in this country. To cure that
situation, the A. A. A. was amended to p,-ovide for a processing tax
and for the refund or crediting of the processing tax upon exports.
Provision was also made in section 17 (b) for processing under Govern-
ment bond, so that if this company or other companies had obtained
the necessary bonds and done their processing in that way no ques-
tion of refunding would ever have arisen.

The original provision of section 17 (a) was that the exporter shall
be entitled at the time of the exportation to a refund of the amount
of such tax.

Senator GEORGE. Did you pay the tax?
Mr. WHITE. We paid the tax. The Standard Ricoe Co. were the

processors, and section 601 (b) would forbid the return to them of the
amounts paid.

Just before some of that rice was exported, our opinion was asked
if the A. A. A. was declared unconstitutional, whether they could still
count upon these refunds because obviously to get this rice into
export they had to meet the lower world price level, and we replied
to them that plainly they could; that if it were unconstitutional, they
would be entitled to the refund, and that under the plain provisions of
the law they were given a flat and unqualified right to export refunds.
We felt sure that they could count upon obtaining the refunds and
they could proceed in making these sales. This was done, and the
claims for refund were filed, and, as I say, have been held up solely as
the result of the declaration of the Supreme Court that the A. A. A.
was unconstitutional.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Ivan Bowen.

STATEMENT OF IVAN BOWEN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., CHAIRMAN
OF LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MOTOR BUS OPERATORS

Mr. BowEN. I appear for the legislative conindittee of the National
Association of Motor Bus Operators and I also appear for the Grey-
hound Lines. I am counsel for them.

I merely wish to present for consideration of the committee two
amendments that we feel will remove some of the inequities of this
law as it applies to interstate motor bus operation laws, and both of
these proposed amendments come out of the same situation with which
we are confronted, and that is the requirement of a large number of
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States that in our operations in those States, that we are domestic
corporations, and we therefore are required to tie a system of inter-
state motor bus operators together with a holding company in order
to meet these requirements of the States for domestic corporations to
operate in those States.

The 1934 act provided for consolidated returns for railroads. The
House put in the amendment in which they also included interurban
electric railroads. The first amendment which I am asking on behalf
of the Motor Bus Association is that the common carriers bv motor
bus and the affiliated corporations that are now under regulation of
the Motor Carrier Act of 1935, which is part of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission Act, be dealt with in the same manner as the
railroads and the interurban electric and the street railroads, which
are also under the Interstate Commerce Act.

The second amendment, the language which we feel should be
inserted in section 141 (d) (3) will correct this situation and put us in
the same situation as our competitive carriers in the electric railroad
business.

The other amendment which I am offering on behalf of the Grey.
hound Lines which I also represent, arises by reason of their corporate
structure, whiich again is affected by this requirement of the State
laws of the necessity of domestic corporations in order to operate
within those States. There had been put into the act of 1934 a pro-
vision whereby it permitted the consolidation upward of corporations
without penalty tax upon the distribution of assets. That does not
meet our situation, due to the fact that in order to simplify our cor-
porate structure, we would have to consolidate downward into one
of these corporations that State laws require us to keep in order to
eliminate one step in our corporate structure, and the amendment
that I propose here and am suggesting to the committee and which
I will leave with the committee, is that we be permitted under the
law to consolidate into the affiliated group rather than merely being
required to consolidate upward. As it is now, if we consolidate our
holding company into one of our operating companies, we are stuck
with the tax upon the distribution of assets, and we cannot consolidate
upward due to the fact that we have to keep these domestic cor-
porations.

(The proposed amendments submitted by the witness are as
follows [new matter in italics, omit part in black brackets]:)

Section 141 (d) (3) of the revenue bill of 1936 is amended to read as follows:
"(3) Each of the corporations is either (A) a co oration whose principal

business is that of a common carrier by railroad or (B) a corporation the assets
of which consist principally of stock in such corporations and which doca not
Itself operate a business other than that of a common carrier by railroad or (C)
a common carrier by motor vehicle or a corporation as defined in and subject
to section 214 of the Motor Carrier Act of 1935. For the purpose of determining
whether the principal business of a corporation is that of a common carrier by
railroad, If a common carrier by railroad has leased its railroad properties and
such properties are operated as such by another common carrier by railroad, the
business of receiving rents for such railroad properties shall be considered as the
business of a common carrier by railroad. As used in this paragraph, the term'railroad' Includes a street, suburban, or interurban electric railway.'

Section 112 (b) (6) of the revenue bill of 193 Is amended to read as follows:
"(6) ExcHAo IN LIQUIDATION.-NO gain or loss shall be recognized upon

the receipt by a [corporation] either or both of the following persons of property
(other than money) distributed in complete liquidation of [another] a corpora-
tion, [if the corporation receiving such property on such exchange was on Auust
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30, 1935, and has continued to be at all times until the exchange, in control of
such other corporation).

"A. A corporation, if it was on August 30, 1935 and has continued to be at
all times until the exchange, in control of the transferor;

"IB. A shareholder, if the property received is stock or securities of a corpora.
tion controlled by tho transferor on August 30, 1935, and at all times thereafter
until the exchange.

"As used in this paragraph 'complete liquidat ion' includes any one of a series of
distributions by a corporation in complete cancelation or redemption of all Its
stock in accordance with a plan of liquidation under which the transfer of the
property under the liquidation is to be completed within a time specified In the
plan not exceeding 5 years from the close of the taxable year during which Is made
the irst of the series of distributions under the plan. If such transfer of property
is not completed within the taxable year the Commissioner may require of the
taxpayer, as a condition to the nonrecognition of gain under this paragraph, such
bond, or waiver of the statute of limitations on assessment and collection of the
tax if the transfer of the property Is not completed in accordance with the plan.
This paragraph shall not apply to any liquidation if any distribution In pursuance
thereof has been made before August 30, 1935."

Section 113 of the Revenue bill of 1936 Is amended as follows:
(a) Section 113 (a) (6) of the Revenue bill of 1936 is amended to read as follows:

"(6) TAX-REE, EXCHANGES GENE RALLY.-If the property was acquired after
February 28, 1913, upon an exchange described in section 112 (b) to (e), Inclusive,
the basis shall be the same as in the case of the property changed, decreased in
the amount of any money received by the taxpayer nnd Increased in the amount of
gain or decreased in the amount of loss to the taxpayer that was recognized upon
such exchange under the law applicable to the year in which the exchange was
made. If the property so acquired consisted in part of the typo of property
permitted by section 112 (b) to be received without the recognition of gain or
loss, and in part of other property the basis provided in this paragraph shall be
allocated between the properties (other than money) received, andfor the pur-
pose of the allocation there shall be assigned to such other property an amount
equivalent to its fair market value at the date of the exchange. This paragraph
shall not apply to property acquired by a corporation by thelssuance of its stock
or securities as the consideration in whole or in part for the transfer of the property
to it--or to property acquired by a corporation in connection with a transaction
described In section 112 (b) (8

(b) Section 113 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1934 is amended by adding after
paragraph (8) it new paragraph to read as follows:

"1(83) PROPERTY ACQUIRED IN AN EXCHANGE IN LIQUIDATZoN.-If the property
was acquired after December 31, 1935, by a corporation in connection with a
transaction described in section 112 (b) ,6), then the basis shall be the same as It
would be in the hands of the transferor.'

Senator WALSH. I would like to have copied into the record,
several communications that I have received from constituents.

The first is a communication from the Massachusetts Investors
Trust and the State Street Investment Corporation containing sug-
gestions regarding the treatment of mutual investment trust cor-
porations under the revenue bill of 1936.

(The statement is as follows:)

INTRODUCTION

The two Boston mutual investment trusts signing this document merely con-
stitute a conduit through which 40,000 persons residingIn paretleally every
state In the Union have made Investments in stocks of about 130 different cor-
porations. Over a period from 1924 to date these 40,000 people have Invested
about $120 900 000 In these funds, the average Investment being about $3,000
apiece. This $120,000,000 as of March 31 %-as worth approximately $140,000,000.
Most of the shareholders are persons of moderate means, either not In the surtax
brackets or else in the lower tier of such brackets, who do not have equal facilities
with the wealthy to obtain expert supervision and diversity In their investmentA.
It is in order to obtain these benefits that they have availed themselves of these
funds which guarantee to redeem all or any pet', of their shares at any time at a
price approximately equal to the liquIdatin value per share, which price of
course varies from day to day with changing market conditions.
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We, the managers of these funds, are anxious that any new tax bill shall not
create any injustice to our shareholders and that so far as is possible it remedy
existing inequities.

If investment corporations and investment trusts (which for taxation pur-
poses are classed as corporations) provided they distribute their entire taxable
income, are taxed under the new bill In effect the same as partnership, the result
on the shareholders will be fairer than under the present law. The present law
is particularly unfair to shareholders of moderate means, who are not subject to
surtax. Under existing law these people are today forced through their corpr-
ations to pay in taxes at the rate o at least 15 percent on gains, although if they
had made the same gains directly as ln'ividuals they only pay 4 percent. In
the words of the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Morgenthau, on April 30 before
the Senate committee "it will be well to bear in mind at all times that this Is
purely and aimply a proposal to put all taxes on business profits essentially on
the same equitab e basis; to give no advantages and to impose no penalties upon
corporation stockholders that are not given to and Imposed upon the individual
taxpayer."

If the partnership theory is adopted exactly (and to do this section 117 of the
proposed bill must be slightly amended as hereinafter set forth) although the
Government will receive increasing revenues from the shareholders of investment
trusts, individual shareholders cannot complain as they will be equitably treated-
whether subject or not to surtaxes. If, on the other hand, instead of adopting
the partnership theory the fiat rate on investment trusts now 15 percent is
substantially increased and/or the present allowance for deduction of dividends,
which is now 90 percent, is decreased, the existing inequities will be even further
accentuated. Therefore, regardless of the merits or the demerits of the proposed
bill in its effect in the general economy and on ordinary business corporations
we urge that In any event the provisions of the new bill substantially as proposed
be retained for mutual investment trusts subject only to modifying section 117.

SECTION Ii?

Section 117 provides that in the ease of a taxpayer other than a corporation,
only the following percentages of gain or loss recognized upon the sale or exchange
of capital assets can be taken into account for computing net income: 100 percent
of the capital which has been held for not more than 1 year, 80 percent if for more
than I year but less than 2 years; 60 percent if for more than 2 years but not more
than 5 years; 40 percent If for more than 5 years but not more than 10 years;
30 percent if for more than 10 years.

Investment trusts, probably more than any other kind of corporation, are
vitally concerned with the method of taxing gains as frequent changes in their
portfolios are mado which in all cases result in either capital gains or losses. In
the case of ordinary business corporations, not considering for the moment invest-
ment trusts, insurance companies and possibly banks, it is reasonable to amsume
that almost the entire taxable Income is derived from ordinary taxable income
distinct from capital gains. Therefore, if the words "other than a corporation"
are stricken from this section there will be little loss in revenue so far as ordinary
business corporations are concerned. Banks and insurance companies are not
so much concerned with section 117 as under the proposed bill they are taxed In
a special manner different from ordinary business corporations. This leave.
investment trusts as the primary class of corporate taxpayer who are concerned
with section 117. Under the proposed bill the high tax rates will force invest-
ment trusts to distribute at the end of each year all or substantially all of the
taxable profits realized on the sale of capital assets. If the shareholders of invest-
ment trusts are to.be treated as if they were partners who are merely banded
together for the purpose of obtaining diversity and expert supervision and use
the investment trust merely as a conduit for such a purpose, then In all fairness
these shareholders who for the most part are of limited means, should have
accorded to them the same relief relative to capital gains as is now provided
wealthy Individual taxpayers and partnerships. This would be in accordance
with the spirit of Mr. Morgenthau s remarks quoted above, and can be aceow-
plished by amending section 117 by striking out the words "other than a cor-
porstion." This we advocate. This will diminish the unfair advantage possessed
by the wealthy who are able to set up individu l trusts managed by private
trustees or by banks and which perform the same function that Investment
corporations perform for persons of limited means.
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OBJEC TIONS ANSWASBZ

It has been pointed out that Investment trusts will under the terms of the new
bill be forced to distribute to their shareholders all or substantially all of their
net taxable income including taxable profits realized on the sale of capital assets
and that this procedure Is economically unsound for two principal reasons. First,
that such distribution in times of prosperity will leave an Insufficient amount in
the treasury of the trust with which to meet the inevitable losses of periods of
depression and, second, that It will give to shareholders, particularly those who
are of moderate means and less well informed as to financial matters, an erroneous
impression as to the probable recurrence of large dividends, and therefore lead to
the dissipation of these dividends rather than the saving of them for expenses
during the periods of depression.

We feel so far " Investment trusts are concerned that although this Is a valid
objection it can largely If not entirely be met by taking advantage of section 115.
Section 115 provides that whenever a distribution I at the election of any of the
shareholders whether exercised before or after the declaration thereof payable in
stock of the corporation or in money the distribution shall constitute a taxable
dividend In the hands of the sharehoders regardless of the medium in which paid.

This points the way for investment trusts at the close of each taxable year to
declare special dividends out of capital gains which as a matter of policy we pre-
sume properly operated investment trusts will clearly designate as declared from
such gains rather than from regular Income and give the shareholders the right
to accept In payment of such special dividends additional shares of the invest-
ment trust itself. In our case at any rate, If this procedure were followed, no
loan or commission would be charged incidental with the reinvestment of such
capital gains. Indeed, it might be advisable to offer these shares at a discount
well below liquidating value. In view of the fact that the shares of such trusts
as ours are redeemable at approximately liquidating value at any time we antlil-
pate that our shareholders generally would exercise their election in favor of
taking additional shares instead of cash, and that therefore the uneconomic
circumstances above referred to would be dispelled.

To emphasize our suggmtions, we therefore urge-
1. That section 117-be amended by striking out the words "other than a

corporation."
2. That regardless of whether the partnership theory is adopted for ordinary

business corporations generally that In any case It be adopted for mutual invest-
ment trusts such as the type of trust represented by the undersigned.

STATE STRnVr INVIBTMZNT CORPORATION,
PAUL 0. CABOT, PrtdsM.
MASSACKUSNTTs INVESTORS TRaUe,
MERRILLG SW0LD'Chaiman of h4 Board.

Senator WALSII. Also, communication from Mr. H. I. Harriman,
former president of the United States Chamber of Commerce, with
reference to section (i) of section 27.

Mar 5, 1938.

Hon. DAVID I. WALS,

Washington, D. 0.
DRAa SZXATO WATAH: Section (i) of section 27 provides that if an Intermediate

holding company receives more than 80 percent of its inome from dividends, and
pays out dividends to another holding company, which owns more than 50 percent
of its stock, such payments shall be subject to a tax of 42 percent, which is practi-
cally confiscation. The act further provides that any payments made after March
15 of the present year should be affected by this clause. In other words, it s in
part retroactive.

I am not, In this note, discussing the wisdom of the basic prince ples of the new
tax law, but simply the effects of subsection (I). The reason given for the inclu-
sion of this section is that without it the payment of taxes might be avoided. I do
not see how that is possible, but it there is any such danger it could be corrected
readily by providing ihAt dividends received by an intermediary holding company
will be subject to some form of penalty unless they are pead out to stockholders
during the same calendar year in which they ar received. This will mean that
the subholding company would receive its dividends from Its underlying eompanes
and pay then out o the ultimate stockholder, and thub be subject to personal
Income taxes.
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In any event, a clause, such as subsection (i), should not be enforced within a
year of enactment so that corporations shall have a fair opportunity to simplify
their structure and eliminate subholding companies wherever possible. I know
that many systems are trying to do this as rapidly as possibic.

V ery truly yours, H . . H ARRIMA.

Senator WALSH. Also a communication from ex-Governor Chan-
ning 1. Cox, ex-Governor of Massachusetts, now president of the Old
Colony Trust Co., suggesting changes in section .04 (a).

MAY 6, 1936.
lion. DAVID I. WALSH,

United Sat.W Senate, Wash inglon, D. C.
DEAR SA rOa: I dislike to add to your burdens 't 4,his time when you are

considering the new revenue act. There is, however, a very important matter
in that connection wnich affects this bank directly, and which I should like to call
toyour attention.

It was evidently the intent of the framers of the act, as appears under section
104 (a), to exempt from the general operation of the act all banks and trust com.
panles in the United States. As section 104 (a) now reads it excludes banks "a
substantial part of whose business is the receipt of deposits and making of loans
and discounts."

Some years ago the Old Colony Trust Co. withdrew almost entirely from
commercial banking and confines its activities principally to the administration
of estates and trusts and general registration and transfer work. In other
words, our business Is principally that of a corporate fiduciary. The policy in
so doing was to protect trust customers as far as possible from the risks atten1ant
on commercial banking, and we had understood that this separation of duties,
where possible, was generally favored by the Treasury Department. We hope
that such banks as ours will be given the same treatment as commercial banks,
and therefore hope that the phraseology of paragraph (a), section 104, will be
amended either by eliminating the lines 8 and 9on page 81, or by adding to the
paragraph as it now stands the following words: "or which does a general trust
business."

This matter is of real concern to us, and we feel that banks of our general
character should be in the same classification as banks "a substantial part of whose
business is the receipt of deposits and the makiag of loans and discounts." It is
possible that the draftsmen of the bill had no intention to make such a distinction.
In any event, we shall greatly appreciate your consideration of this matter and
your endeavor t6 have this section corrected. Earlier today I tried to convey
these ideas in a telegram to you.

With kind regards,
Sincerely yours, CHANNjiN H. Cox.

Senator WALSH. I should also like to have inserted into the record
memorandum on behalf of the Employers' Liability Assurance Cor-
poration, which desires the retention by the Senate of section 119
(a) (2) (B) of the 1036 Revenue Act as enacted by the House (reading]:

The Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation, a British corporation
organized in 1880--

irt liability insurance company to do business in the United States.

In Juno'of 1936 will have been writing liability insurance in the United States
for 60 years.

The department of the corporation doing business in the United States derive
approximately 82 percent of their gross income from United States business.

The corporation has over 6,000 shareholders, most of whom are nonreadent
aliens and have small holdings. In fact only 113 shareholders receive dividends
in excess of $1,000 annually.

The corporation gives empIoyment to thousands of United States citizens and
pays large sums in city State and Federal taxes.

The 1934 and 1935 Revenue Acts apply only to foreign companies# doing 60
percent or mote of their business In United States; 4 percent on dividends paid
individuals; 13% percent on dividends paid corporations before December 31,
1935; 15 percent on dividends paid corporations after December 81, 1935.
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Not Intended by Ways and Means Committee (rept., p. 14), the 1936 Revenue

Act as passed by the House applies to dividends paid by domestic companies and
apulies only to those dividends paid by foreign companies doing 85 percent or
more of their business in United States and then only to that proportion of the
dividend which gross Income derived from United States business bears to world
gross income from all sources; 10 percent on dividends paid individuals; 15 percent
on dividends pa!d corporations.

The act In this respect is satisfactory to us.
While no Injury will be done to our company if the percentage provided In

section 119 (a) (2) (B) of the 1936 Revenue Act be permitted by the Senate to
remain as enacted by the House, if It be proposed to alter the provision so as to
lower the required percentage these cogent arguments against the imposition of
any withholding tax on dividends paid to nonresident alien shareholders by foreign
corporations are suggested:

United States has no power or jurisdiction to tax such dividends paid by foreign
corporations when such dividends are declared abroad.

Jurisdiction based on (1) Citizenship or residence; (2) ownership of property-
(3) the carrying on of activities within or under the protection of the United
States (Burnett v. Brooks, 288 U. S. 378).

The imposition of such a tax on dividends paid by foreign corporations is con.
trary to the practice and custom of Great Britain or any other foreign country.

A British corporation having declared a dividend would be obliged to pay such
a dividend and cannot withhold any part thereof even though required so to do
by a United States Revenue Act.

The provisions In the 1934 and 1935 Revenue Acts that withholding shall apply
only to those foreign ;orporations doing 50 percent or more of their business In
the United States are arbitrary, udsound, and contrary to fact.

) Forty-nine percent company exempt;
at Gross income from United States may result in loss;

Money when received abroad loses its identity as United States money;
If domestic corporation derive , less than 20 percent of its gross Income

from United States business, its entire income is deemed to come from foreign
sources,

(e) 1f such a tax is legal, a nonresident alien shareholder of a foreign corpora-
tion doing less than 50 percent of its business In the United States may receive
more of the fund from which the dividend Is taken, and which might originally
have come from the United States and yet such shareholder would not be taxed;

(I) Special hardship on small shareholders.
Under the 1934 and 1935 Revenue Acts such tax works a great hardship on the

Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation.
(a) Probably our insurance company, with one possible exception, is only com-

pany thus effected;fb) Cannot withhold under English law.
tn thus paying tax itself, this corporation Is discriminated against as respects

both domestic and other foreign corporations.
(c) Even if could withhold, cannot get thousands of small shareholders to fill

out complicated Federal income tax returns and file claims for refunds.
(d) Therefore, corporation must pay a tax large In proportion to its net income,

much of which it would be entitled to receive back from the United States if the
returns and claims could be obtained and filed but none of which, as a practical
matter, can be obtained.

Thus the Government takes property from the corporation in payment of the
shareholders' tax.

It does not follow that because there is to be a withholding tax on dividends
paid to nonresident alien shareholders by domestic corporations that there should
be a similar tax on dividends paid by foreign corporations.

(a) This is a tax on the shareholder, not on the corporation, so no question as
to similar treatment to domestic and foreign corporations arises;

(b) The indemnity provisions of section 143 (b) protect a domestic company
from suit by shareholder in a United States Court but cannot protect a foreign
company from similar suit in a foreign court.

Thus the domestic company does not have to pay and absorb the shareholders'
tax as a foreign company must.

A withholding tax on dividends paid to nonresident alien shareholders by
foreign corporations serves no justifiable purpose because -

(a) It burdens business with accounting complication and expense and pro-
duces no appreciable amount of revenue;
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(b) It can have no effection the proposed tax on undistributed,ernings, since
foreign corporations pay a flat-rate tax;

(g) It does not prevent the formation of foreign corporations by United States
eitiens;

If this were done, the foreign corporation would pay a 22%-percent Income tax
and the withholding tax does not apply to United States shareholders.

Upon the other hand, a withholding tax on dividends paid by domestic corpo-
rations to foreign corporate shareholders would tend to prevent the formation
of foreign corporations by United States citizens.

(d) It is difficult to see what the purpose is but it could easily be provided that
such withholding apply not to bona-fide foreign corporations.

Therefore,
1, There should be no tax on dividends paid by foreign corporations to non-

resident alien shareholders.
2. No withholding of such tax should be required.
3. Since no appreciable revenue would be produced, there being no apparent

purpose for suoh tax, and since there is no intent to tax only our company if it
Is desired that there should be a withholding tax provision applicable to div ends
paid by foreign corporations, retained in the 1936 Revenue Act as a matter of

xing policy, it would appear that justice to our company requires that the
percentage be permitted to remain as fixed by the House in section 119 (a) (2) (B).

Senator WALSH. I should like to have inserted into the record some
suggestions in regard to section 104, and section 102, relating to tax
on real-estate corporations, submitted by some corporation owners
of real estate in Massachusetts.

According to the Statistical Abstract of the United States for 1035, prepared by
the Department of Commerce, the total assessed valuation of real property subject
to the general property tax was $124,706,000 000 In 1Q32, and the States coun-
ties and minor civil divisions levied in real estate taxes in that year $5,020,763,000,
which amounted to $40.37 per eapita. Of the total receipts of local tax bodies,
including school districts, townships and other civil divisions, $4,861307,000 was
derived from real estate taxes, or 92.48 percent of the total receipts. The counties
received in real estate taxes $877 142,000 or 85.92 percent of the total receipts,
and the cities, towns, villages, and boroughs received $2,007,495,000 in real-estate
taxes, or 91.89 percent of the total received from general property taxes. These
statistics bear out the assertion whieh is frequently made, that about 80 percent
of the cost of running our local Governments oomcs from real-estate taxes. In
Pittsburgh, I am told, real estate pays 90jpercent of all the taxes, and doubtless
this Is true In many other large eities. Everyone will admit that real estate is
still bearing the greatest part of the load of local taxation.

REVINUN BILL OF 1IWOAmendv~v sectio 102 (b)
Amend section 102 (b) 1), definition of " rsonal holding company" by adding

the following proviso at the end of the denltion on line 12, page 78, ofthe bill
H. R. 12395, as passed the House:

"Povided, That no real-estate corporation owning, leasing, or managing office,
loft, or apartment buildings shall be included In ths definition."

REVINUN RILL or 166--H, 8. I2SM

On page 81, line 16, of the bill as passed by the Ilouse, insert the following new
section:

SzO. 104)1. TAX o aRA, ESTATE CORPORAVONS.
(a) D~rINITIoNs.-As used in this section the term "real estate corporation"

means a company incorporated under the laws of the United States or of any
State or Terrtory, at terst 80 per centum of whose gross Income for the taxable
year Is denied from the ownership or leasing of real estate.

(b) RATZ oF T X-There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable
year, in lieu of the tax Imposed by section 13, upon the net Income of every real-
estate oration a tax of 15 percent of the amount of the net income In
excess of the credit provided In section 28 (relating to Interest on certain obliga-
tions of the United States and Government corporations).
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STATEMENT.0F RICHARD B. BARKER, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CHAIRMAN. h1ave you a brief, Mr. Barker?
Mr. BARKER. Yes. I am merely going to put into the record with

your permission a brief suggestion to the committee how it can
strengthen the constitutional provision so that your windfall tax will
be more constitutional than it now stands.

Senator CONNALLY. But will it be constitutional?
Mr. BARKER. I have grave doubts on that.
Senator CONNALLY. Are you a lawyer?
Mr. BARKER. Yes, sir; a tax attorney. Especially following Mr.

Evans' speech here last Tuesday, but I think with a little expert
draftsmanship, we can have a better chance of having it sustained
than it now stands.

The brief submitted by the witness is as follows:
My appearance before this committee is for the purpose of suggesting two

changes In the provisions relating to the "windfall tax." The suggested changes
relate to section 501 (e) (2) and (3) and more specifically relate to:

(1) Changing the definition of the term "cost" from the cost to the taxpayer of
the materials entering into the article to the manufacturing cost of the article, and

(a) Chaugn'g the definition of the term "selling price" from the selling price
minus amounts repaid or contracted to be repaid prior to March 3, 1936, to the
selling price minus amounts repaid or contracted to be repaid up to 30 days after
the final enactment of the act.

These two chan ges are suggested because not only are the present provisions
unjust and unfair but also, without such changes being made the grave doubts
as to the constitutionality of the windfall tax become exceedingly forceful and
clear. This Congress has experienced the chaos that results from enacting an
unconstitutional tax and should do everything In its power to strengthen the
constitutional position of the windfall tax if it is golng to pass it.

First, then, as to the definition of the term "cost" being restricted to the cost
to the taxpayer of the cost of materials. The term "cost" becomes important
under the statute because it enters into the computation of "margin" and "average
mrgi" and to the extent that a taxpayer's mArgin during the period be has been

reimbursed for A. A. A. taxes exceedsh s average margin, he is presumed to be
unjustly enriched.

Thus, the presumption of unjust enricbment is to a large extent based on the
difference in cost of materials during the year of reimbursement and during the
preceding 5-year period. But presumptions In the law of evidence are based
upon the propostion that given a certain set of facts the conclusion to be drawn
therefrom will be almost Invariable. It has been defined as follows:

"A presumption is an inference of the existence or nonexistence of some fact
which courts or juries are required or permitted to draw from the proof of other

facts, an Inference which common sense enlightened by human knoNilkdge and
experience draws from the connection, relation, and coincidence of facts and
circumstances with each other." Under such cirumstanees are established the
presumptions that an official w.ll act according to law; that a dying man will
speak the truth; that a mailed letter will be delivered to the addressee. When
statutes, however, create presumptions that have no justifiable relationship to
the faets on which they are founded, the statute will be ruled unconstitutional as
being arbitrary and capricious.

It takes no profound economics to demonstrate that a presumption of unjust
enrichment should not be based upon the difference in spied between two sets
of selling prices on the one hand, and two sets of costs of materials on the other
hand.

Let us illustrate: The President's report on tbe ootton-textile industry (8. Doe.
126, 74th Cong., lot ses.) shows that in March 1933 (before the adoption of the
A. A. A.) cotton was selling for 7.98 cents per pound. In March 1934 the same
report shows that cotton was selling for 18.33 cents per pound. Suppose that in
March 1933 the manufacturer sold an article containing a pound *f cotton for
25 cents and that he sold the same artitle for 85 cents in March 1934. In March
1034 the processing tax on that pound of cotton amounted to approximately
4.51 cents. Un&r the formula contained in the statute, it would be presumed
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In the above hypothetical case that the manufacturer had been unjustly enriched
by the full amount of the tax. To prove this let us apply the formula.

From the selling price of the article (35 cents) we deduct the sum of the cost
of the material in the article (13.33 cents) plus the average margin. If we use
the March 1933 figures as representing a 5-year period, we find the average
margin to be the difference between the selling price (25 cent3) minus the cost of
materials (7.98 cents), or a difference of 17.02 cents. This is added to 13.33 cents
mentioned above, making a total of 30.35 cents. This figure Is deducted from
the March 1934 selling price of 35 cents mentioned above and the balance, or
4.65 cents, Is presumed to be unjust enrichment to the extent it does not exceed
the tax of 4.51 cents. The unjust enrichment therefore is 4.51 cents.

However, the same report of the President shows that whereas the cost of
labor and manufacturing expense for the above article was 9.15 cents in March
1933, the same costs amounted to 14.96 cents in March 1931, a difference of
5.81 cents. March 1934, it will be remembered, was while N. R. A. was in effect
and after the'September 1933 textile strike, both of which caused higher labor
costs.

Thus, while under the statutory formula now proposed the manufacturer was
unjustly enriched to the extent of 4.65 cents (or 4.51 cents), it is a known fact
that his other manufacturing costs had increased during the same period by 5.81
cents, so that instead of being unjustly enrich&d he A as in fact poorer to the
extent of 1.16 cents.

In short, I submit that this committee should propose an amendment to the
bill so that the presumption of unjust enrichment takes into consideration not
only cost of materials but all the other manufacturing costs which greatly in-
creased since the adoption of the A. A. A. Only by taking such factors into
consideration can you establish not only a fair presumption but also a con-
stitutional presumption.

The fairness of this suggestion and In fact its necessity from a constitutional
angle has been recognized. S. 4413 applies the theory ofr section 501 of this bill
to the rights to recover refunds of A. A. A. taxes paid over to the collectors
of internal revenue. In section 303 (d) (5) and (6) of that bill it Is provided that
no refund shall be made unless the claimant establishes that he had not been
unjustly enriched. In establishing a formula to determine unjust enrichment,
however, that bill takes into consideration all of the manufacturing costs of the
processor rather than only the cost of materials.

For the sake of fairness and also to strengthen the doubtful props of the con-
stitutionality of the windfall tax, 1 urge upon you that section 501 (e) (2) of the
present bill be changed to define "cost" as meaning manufacturing cost rather
than only the cost of materials.

The second change which I suggest to this committee deals with the so-called
March 3, 1936 provision contained in section 501 (e) (3) of the bill. That
section provides that in determining the question of unjust enrichment the tax-
payer shall be given a credit equal to the amount of any tax moneys repaid to a
vendee which have been reimbursed to the vendor. The bill provides, however,
that this credit shall be given only if such repayment took place to the vendee
prior to March 3, 1936, or if repaid subsequent to that date pursuant to a written
contract entered into before March 3, 1936.

Why was the date of March 3, 1936 established by the House in this bill? An
examination of the hearings before the Ifouse Ways and Means Committee shows
that it was to prevent the manufacturer from refunding the tax to his vendee and
thus avoiding the windfall tax. Such action on the part of the House may be
commendable but we must go further and examine the theory of this tax. If the
purpose of this tax is to prevent unjust enrichment, then Congress should have no
objection to the manufacturers' paying the tax refund on to his vendee at any
time during the taxable year If, on the other hand, the purpose of Congress Is
to re-collect a t he supreme Court has held to be unconstitutional thenthe March 3, 1936 date becomes Important because only by the insertion of such
a retroactive date can Congress compel manufacturers to be unjustly enriched and
thus collect the tax.

It thus becomes patent that the insertion of the March 3, 1936 date is not for
the primary purpose of preventing unjust enrichment, but for the purpose ofinsuring the recollection of an unconstitutional levy. By uting such a retro-
active date you will merely emphasize to the Supreme Court that rather than
preventing unjust enrichment you are compelling manufacturers to be unjustly
enriched In order to recollect an unconstitutional levy. You will thus bring the
windfall tax within the scope of Mr. Justice Robert's language in the Butler cae,
where he aid:
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"it Is an established principle that the attainment of a prohibited end may not
be accomplished under the pretext of the exertion of powers which are granted."

It was also stated In the HIouse Hearings that the reason for using the March
3, 1038 date was In order to concentrate the collection of this tax from tbe mnanu-
facturers rather than having the money rediffused among numerous wholesalers
and retailers. That reason also is commendable but again it overlooks funda-
mentals. To illustrate, I need only to cite what has happened quite frequently
in the flour industry. In some Instances, the millers openly advised the bakers
to whom they sold flour that the tax was being passed on to them. I understand
that many of the millers have Indicated their w-ilingness to refund the amount
of the tax reimbursed to them to the bakers but cannot do so because of this
March 3, 1936 date. On the other hand, inany of the bakers when they sold
bread, etc. absorbed the tax themselves-absorbed It even under the formula
prescribed iNi this bill. In other words, the bakers have paid an unconstitutional

x out of their own pockets. As between the Government and such a baker, it
is obvious that the baker has the better right to the money that is in the hands
of the miller. Only if you are trying to recollect by subterfuge a tax that has
been declared unconstitutional can you justify any attempt to deprive such a
baker of that money. The use of the March 3, 1938 date emphasizes that such is
the purpose of the bill and I feel confident that under such circumstances the
Supreme 'Court would not hesitate to declare the windfall tax arbitrary andcapricious.n summary therefore I urge upon you that if you are going to pass a windfall

tax you amend sections 501 (e) (2) and (3) of the bill and change the definitions
of the words "cost" and "aeling price." Only by such procedure can the bill
possibly be called fair and just and still more I believe that only by- such procedure
can you possibly sustain a constitutional attack on the windfall tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martin.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chute.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bradley.
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand you want to present a brief for the

record.

STATE OF LINN BRADLEY, RESEARCH CORPORATION, NEW
YORK CITY

Mr. BRADLEY. I should like to just make a few remarks if you have
the time, in general support of the objectives of this bill as in individual
citizen and not representing any organization. I am appearing only
as an individual citizen.

I have been engaged in adult education in the economic field for
some time and have come into association with social workers, edu-
cators, economists, bankers, and a good many average citizens, and
one thing that, has occurred to me in connection with this entire bill
is the objective of the bill and the economic indications.

It seems to me that the objective is most praiseworthy, and I con-
sider that objective to be to restore our economy to a good condition
in order that the rights of property may be maintained.

As I view the situation, our whole situation is something like this,
that the rights of property are distinctly in jeopardy, and it behooves
the committee in this taxation measure to look well into the impli-
cations of the taxation measure to see to it that the rights of property
are sustained. Of course that requires quite a bit of study to see
what the implications are, and as I see the basic feature in taxation
at the present time as implied in this bill is to see that the velocity of
money is made proper in order that individuals may be sure to have
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employment in productive enterprise, and I view it that the attempt
to levy taxes upon corporations is all to the good, but I see in it that
the trouble is not merely the levying of taxes upon undistributed
earnings provided those earnings have actually gone into the purchase
of labor and material. The great difficulty comes about as it has in
every civilization that has ever gone down, and that is the difficulty
of maintaining the flow of money when you get a superconcentration
of wealth, and I would like to see the committee give due considera-
tion to the possibility of taking the next step which they are going
to find in my humble judgment absolutely essential, and that is to go
beyond the corporations--my view, I do not mean to say to neglect
the corporations-I am in favor of the move in the direction it is
going, but the important thing is to see that money or the things we
use for money do not remain stagnant, and I do not see that merely
by taxing a corporation's undistributed income and putting it in the
hands of the stockholders, that that really and necessarily is going
to provide that proper flow of money. Eventually you are going to,
I believe, have to face the question of taxing any stagnant money
wherever it may be, and it just happens that right now the critical
thing before us ip the stagnation of money in the accounts of cor-
porations, and that of course we wish to forestall or overcome in a
wholesome way; but you still have the problem when the money
becomes stagnant in the hands of stockholders, there is nothing being
done to see to it that those funds really get into motion.

I should like the privilege, if I may, of submitting a written brief.
The CHAIRMAN. You may submit it and elaborate your views for

the record.
BRIr or LiNx BRADLEY

In-commenting up"n the proposed legislation for the avowed purpose of raLsiug
revenue I propose to stress the economic aspects of the bill, the significance and
the implications involved. I shall make but few comment. upon alleged inequities
as between various types of corporations and between various individuals, since
these have beerl given earnest and thoughtful treatment by other witnesses appear-
ing before this committee. My chief ooneern is directed primarily to the growing
threats against the institution of private property aid against the political an
'economic freedom of the Individuals making up our Nation. For I see a dictator
lurking in the shadows. Beyond him sleeps the break-down of society.

With Increasing rapidity we are approaching a condition in which taxation bids
fair to become a matter of growing and serious concern. History teaches most
clearly that revolts against governments and break-downs of civilization are
Almost invariably preceded by stirring conflict in the arena of taxation. We are
now unmistakably headed In that direction. This should give us pause, move us
to reflect and to ponder.

How to tax, when to tax, whom to tax, and what to do with the proceeds of
taxation have ever been difficult problems for which societies have sought a
wholesome solution. Failures in this field have far outnumbered the successes.
We ought to do better. Will we? Many of us have been confused In our
thought. We have fallen Into the Inexcusable error of believing that taxes can
be paid with money. Real taxes are naught but a portion of the product of
men's toil. This being so, it Is clear that although one can pay a tax bill by
means of money, this does not mean that the real tax has been paid In fact.
Another fallacious notion has been accepted, this being the statement that con-
stuners pay all taxes. This is not so. Apparent taxes, payable in money, may
be paid by the consumer; but real taxes are always paid solely by producers,
by surrenderin a portion of the product resulting from their toil. We need to
draw a clear dkstinetion bebeen apparent taxes and real taxes. This will ald
us in our attempt to comprehend what it Is all aboui.

it ts indeed evident that in order to be able to understand our outstanding
problems it Is necessary for us to have a comprehension of the structure of society,
of the role of the political state, and of the role of those whom the political state
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seeks to govern and to guide. We ought to understand how society was brought
into being, how it evolved, and why It evolved as it did. For unless we gain
such a comprehension our attempts to made adjustments made necessary through
the evolution of soelty are more apt to work harm than to bestow benefit.

A society is a cooperative group of Individuals composed of two distinct parts,
one of which is a coercive body, and the other of which is a voluntary noncoercive
body. These two bodies are quite different In their functions, both are coopera-
tive and both are essential to the continuance as well as to the welfare of society.

The problem of greatest importance In a society Is that of achieving and
maintaining a wholesome balance between these two distinct parts.
If the coercive body, the political state, In seeking to effectuate this wholesome

balance, errs economically over a fairly long period the result is a top-heavy
condition in the coercive body, and a weakened condition In the voluntary non.
coercive body. And whenever the number of Individuals embraced by the coer-
cive body Is unduly enlarged, occasioned through economic errors on the part of
those In control of government, the number of Individuals embraced by the vol.
untary noncoerclve body-the producers of real wealth-is unduly decreased,
even to the extent of thereafter rendering It practically Impossible to restore a
wholesome balance. Whereupon such a society slowly and then more rapidly
disintegrates; and thereafter the society must laboriously reconstitute Itself.
Usually this reconstitution Is brought about only after the lapse of centuries.
That is the fate in store for us unless we mend our ways.

And so It is crystal clear that men must ever be on guard against such economic
errors u will Inevitably lead to an internal break-down.

In our present society we enjoy the blessings of that institution known as pri-
vate property an institution that has been largely responsule for whatever
progress man hla made in bending nature to his will. Af all hazards this Insti-
tution ought to be preserved. Nevertheless, this institution can be misused-it
has been misused. It is because of my conviction that this praiseworthy Instl-
tution Is now in real and dire jeopardy that I make so bold as to submit this
memorandum for your serious and Intelligent consideration.

Civilization, as we know it, cannot exist unless there be a highly developed
division of labor erected upon a voluntary base. And without such a division of
labor functioning through land and other means of production and distribution,
that kind of civilization must perforce cease and come to an Inglorious end. Now,
this division of labor an essential for society, cannot continue to exist and develop
unless there be an adequate flow of what we use for money-not too great a flow;
not too small a flow. And this flow of money must be attuned to prices in such
wise that all able and willing persons may be permitted to render worthwhile
service to society.

And because society and all Its members are unsafe in the absence of such a
division of labor, its main concern is directly and inseparably connected with
measures that will promote and assure this division of labor, with producing
and distributing an abundance, with serving and with enjoyment of services
rendered. Moreover, since money and prices are essential tools In the function-
ing of this division of labor, the conclusion is Inezcapable that control over the
flow of money and over It. quality must be sanely and wisely exercised by the
coercive body, the political state. At this point It Is well to state that our Con-
stitution contains ample warrant for such action, for the reason that Congress
-has been given the express power to coin money and to regulate Its value. But
the value of money Is not required to be measured In gold- And the real value
of money is measured by what It can be exchanged for that Is worth while. Here
is a power In the hands of Ctngress that has been used far too little. Were It
properly used, there would then be no hue and cry for an amendment designed
to rnt more power to control commerce In the hope that thereby our problems
cou( be solved.

Whenever the division of labor cease to function effectively, due to a break-
down In the cooperative activities within the voluntary nonooercive body of a
society, no matter what the reason therefor, the coercive body must fill the
breach, must take up more borden. However, if the measures adopted by the
coercive o-the government--are economicaly unsound, there Is an unfailingforce which leads that society-ad everyone therein-toward chaos. Patching
and patching, in the hopes of finding a slution, are of no avail.

Itsincumaent upon us, at this lunoture, to inquire concerning the drift of our
society, to strive to learn wht brought us Into the p reentpredcament, to the
end that we may properly appraise our situation, understandour problems, andthen chart our course, that we may avert retrogression. There are but few who
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will gainsay that there is something glaringly wrong in our society today. The
great difficulty is to get at the truth and then to bring men into substantiala agreement as to causes and as to permissible remedies.

Before this committee have appeared men and women to plead their cause,
each representing, by and large, some group or bloc for which favors have been
sought, however much they may have essayed to mask their real purpose. As I
read their testimony, including their prepared statements, and as I listened to
the oral arguments of several of these, it occurred to me that this beating of
bloc against bloc, of group upon group, gave rise to sounds closely resembling
the fiddling of Nero while Rme was being rapidly returned to dust.

Make no mistake about it; it is high time for us to have done with these child.
Ish displays. Why, mere listening to them and reading their separate pleadings
but detracts us from needful consideration of the important problems confronting
our Nation, crying out aloud for sane and prompt treatment. Neither the
country nor its inhabitants can possibly be rendered secure through pitting group
against group. There is no salvation in the obvious attempts to let George pay
the taxes. That is what each ventures to achieve-pass the burden to the other
fellow. We must first'strive to provide security for society, lest all hang to-
gether for the sins of the few and the many.

In an earlier ragraph the statement was made that the preservation of our
civilization and the cont using functioning of the essential division of labor require
an adequate flow of money-not too great; and not too smalU. To be more
speciflo, this rate of flow can, and upon other occasions has, become so high that
confidence in the efficacy of money declines to a low point thus leading to a
flight from the dollar-and then chaos. On the other hang, when the rate of
flow of money is excessively smal, there Is widespread unemployment-and untold
human misery. We must learn how to control the velocity of money, for the
welfare of society, and then have the courage to adopt such measures as will
insure this result.

The outstanding task of government is to provide adjustment methods and
measures whereby to maintain a wholesome flow of money of such quality as to
justify the maintenance of confidence therein, this confidence to be kept to a
desired point-not too much confidence; not too little confidence. Now this in
no sense requires that the money be convertible Into, or backed by, gold, although
it may be freely admitted that this noble metal does facilitate the maintenance
of confidence in what we use for money; but only if other necessary measures
are also provided to the end that all able and willing persons may be permitted
continually to render useful service to society and to secure a wholesome portion
of the products of society as a whole. We need to adjust matters, while retaining
the institution of private property In land and improvements thereto as wel as
the political freedom of men, so that the effective demand for labor is kept up
to such a high level that all who would serve may perforce command, as compensa-
tion for their services, a suitable portion of the products produced by society as
a whole. And right here let it be pointed out that no one can determine accurately
just what portion of those products is produced by any one individual or groups
of individuals. Every person in a society takes part in the entire production,
whenever there is a widespread division of labor.

Heretofore I have given, in terse form, the substance of some researches into
the economic problems with which we are faced. For centuries men have been
endeavoring to maintain the institution of private property, by limiting the scope
and extent of the right or privilege of individuals to hold title to land and im-
provements. But property is not a one hundred percent ownership, since it is
always subject to the power and the duty of government to limit this scope and
extent, from time to time, as circumstances and conditions may dictate. Taxes
levied upon land, for example, are an evidence of this restriction imposed by the
political state. Corporations engaged in transportation, as common carriers, or
in thep production and distribution of gas or electricity, known as public utilities,
hold title to property that has been restricted by legislation, as is well known.

Several other instances might be cited to show that government has, upon
occaeon, restricted the scope and extent of property. The members of this
committee surely will recall some of these. Yet, during all prior attempts, such
as these restrictions, there was a continuing drift toward an ever greater concen-
tration of control over property, a control wielded in one way or another, until
eventually this control waxed so great that former societies went to wed-and
then they decayed or died. Recall Babylon, Carthage, Alexandria, Greece,
Rome, the Byzantine Empire, and France. And now other societies, other
nations, are following alongthat identical groove cut by these earlier societies as
they moved forward, and then reversed.
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Heretofore, in our modern economy, we have had bankruptcy and foreclosure
and debt repudiation, and such like, as the safety valve which enabled us to
blow off steam. And yet, even so, the pressure has continued to increase, owing
to the growing concentration of control over property. Wherefore, we must
reek diligently for a better safety valve, one which will afford us the privilege of
retaining the institution of private property and yet prevent such an undue
concentration of control thereover as will otherwise surely make it impossible
to preserve our society. True it is that we have sought to avoid difficulty by
reliance upon Inheritance taxes, income taxes, gift taxes, and the like. But we
have not succeeded, for the simple reason that we did not understand and realize,
as a Nation, just what we ought to do to overcome difficulty in this field. Nor
could we have gotten the bulk of those persons who have been most favored by
society, to go along with the less favored, for the good of all concerned. Some.
times the moat favored, being obstinate in their nature, have been liquidated
through the guillotine.

For a long time we have relied entirely too much upon others' promises to pay,
and then failed to permit our debtors to pay us with goods or by rendering serve.
ices. Too long have those in control unwisely relied upon their command over
so-called credits. Too long have they lived in a fanciful world, economically
illiterate, and refused to face realism. Too long have they believed that they
could do, and felt that they ought to do, and that it was safe for them to do, just
whatsoever they pleased to do with what they called their land and their credits
and their money. They had best wake up.

For the past several years we have tied down the only safety valve we had in
our economic system, and the Internal pressure has continued to increase until
now it threatens to break loose and disrupt our economic boiler, with violence
akin to an explosion. Clearly we ought to be astir and do something worth
while, instead of patching and patching, quibbling and fiddling. For we have
not much time left for needful and constructle thinking, for pondering and
reflecting, and for acting wisely and intelligently.

We are able to have what we call prosperity-for some at least-so long as
those receiving money incomes in excess of their current spending for goods and
services, are both willing and able to loan their surplus money incomes to others
for spending to the extent, and at the speed necessary under a given price level,
for so increasing the effective demand for labor relative to its available supply
as to provide jobs at prices sufficiently high to enable the toilers-whether with
brain or with brawn-to command a decent living. Thus it is abundantly clear,
that our future, under the orthodox scheme of things, is and has been dependent
upon loaning money in ever increasing volume. This is bound to come to an
impasse, in time

We dare not continue to thus depend upon increasing loans and debts In this
way and to this extent. What we must do is: Provide some practical and
salutary means for maintaining the flow of money in such wise as to assure desired
confidence In our money and to retain substantially all able and willing men in
socially useful employment, poducing those goods for which men crave, and
rendering those services for which men yearn. Nothing less can possibly suffice.

Although It has not been made prominent, I suspect that one of the main social
motives behind the proposed revenue legislation is to achieve an increase in the
velocity of unborrowed dollars to such a point that able and willing workers
will have job opportunities opened to them-and to keep these open. In such
an eventuality, a most laudable goal, the Government could promptly get out of
the sickening and unwholesome business of relief, of doles, of loans to economic
cripples, of subsidies to one group of voters-at the expense of another group of
voters-and be done with the present drift toward, first, a vile dictatorship, and,
second, to some form of socialism, the place where all error leads--and eventually
terminates.

Another social motive-quite apart from the avowed purpose of raising reve-
nue-seems to be to minimize the rate at which control over property is becoming
concentrated in a small number of places. It appears as though there is a hope
that corporations which earn a sizable income will under a po erful inducement
to pas the lion's share of these earnings out to stockholders, and that then the
ree pients, in case they are already possessed of sufficient property to provide
them with an income which places them in an upper bracketwill be compelled
to pay over to the Government such a large portion of thetr income that the
rate at which control over property is being concentrated,will have been materially
lowered.
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With these social motives I find that I am in hearty accord. And I earnestly
hope that these motives may be achieved. However, I desire to look at these
ob ethes a bit more closely. For I have grave doubts that the proposed legila
tion will accomplish them. The weakness of the proposed legislation, Judged on
the basis of these two social motives-which, to repeat, I heartily approve-les
In the fact that the roceiplents of money Incomes will be allowed to do as they
please with whatever money they have left over after paying the taxes levied
upon their Incomes by the government. This constitutes the legislation only a
half-masure, a mere patch although the patch Is laid in the proper direction.
Patches only retard, they do not and cannot possibly do what is necessary to
secure soctep.

Although he ro legislation, f adopted, may succeed in effectuating a
larger distribution of corporate earnings, no one can predict what effect this Is
going to have upon the velocity of money either borrowed money or unborrowed
money, No one can predict what will happen to price levels-for the simple
reason that we do not live In an economic world blessed by pure and unadulterated
competition. Competition is thwarted on every hand, a pity indeed. And no
one can with confidence based upon justification predict what the income of
the Nation in goods and services Is going to be. We have fought too much over
the distribution of a small income, when we should have been devoting our
major efforts to Increasing the real income of the Nation. And even now we
propose to leave to chance, the amount of this real income, by trusting to Indi-
vidual action upon the part of recipients of money incomes. We must not.

What possible good can be accomplished by a measure which bids us, as a
Nation, to jump from the frying pan Into the fire? We ought to have the courage
to face realities, by seeing to It that members of our society are not permitted to
hoard funds in the event that they do not see fit to spend these funds or to loan
them promptly to others who &i spend them for goods and services whereby
to furnish scially useful employment to willing men and women. As sure as
night follows the day, the members of this committee, or their successors, are
going to be charged with the chore of enacting measures which will In effect
restrict the scope of the people's property right In our money. Whatever you
do now will but be a step toward the ultimate chore, which is to regulate the
velocity of unborrowed funds so that the demand for labor is raised to a socially
desirable point, and to maintain it there. As far as I have been able to see the
light, the power of taxation must be brought to bear upon funds unduly withheld
from circulation, not only by corporations but also by Individuals.

The very essence of difficulty in our economic system, which Is built upon the
right of private property a money and price system, resides in the fact that It Is
impossible to determine in advance what money wages ought to be paid by em-
ployers as a group. For the reason that no one can determine In advance what
money receivers will do with the money they receive. They now have the
privilege of either spending it for goods or services, or loaning it to another for
such spending or hoarding it In a box or in a bank account. They cannot have
their cake and eat it. Nor can they maintain the right of private property in
essential means of production and distribution and simultaneously do as they
please with their money receipts. As members of a society they have an ines-
capable duty to perform. The time is fast approaching when they shall have to
choose either to give up the right to property in these essential means, or else to
give up their privilege to do as they please with such money " they receive as a
member of our society.

The crude methods which we have heretofore utilized for making belated ad-
Justments for our inability to determine in advance what wages and salaries
ought to be paid by employers as a whole, have done two vicious things. First,
they have resulted In an unwise and unsound concentration of control over es-
senttal means of production and distribution. Second, they have produced un-
told human misery by preventing men from serving society and receiving a
reasonable share of the products of society. We must dare to Improve.

As a concrete proposal, I suggest that you consider levying a graduated tax
upon earnings of corporations increasing with the size of the earnings- levying a
graduated tax upon funds witheld from circulation either by corporation or by
individuals varying with the time the funds are withheld and with the amounts
withheld; thiat you arrange to utilize a suitable portion of the receipts for paying
a portion of the wages or salaries of persons engaged in private industry of what-
soever kind you deem scially desirable, to the end that the effective demand for
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labor be increased, and the further end of making it possible to overcome rigidity
In HOWes

et me remind the members of this committee that the most-favored Greeks
as well as the most-favored Romans, of old, saved their precious coins whUe they
awaited the return of what they viewed as good times, when by their very act
of excessive saving they rendered it Impossible for the good old days to return.
And in modern days we find these precious coins amid the ruins of their once
famous cities and villages as eloquent witnesses to their economic follies and
fallacies. Evidently they feasted upon the same specious principles that our
captains of industry and the governors of our savings banks and the directors
of our insurance companies now are wont to feed upon, aided and abetted by
the sophistries of many of our economists and financiers.

With what I believe to be the real social objectives of the proposed taxation
legislation, as expressed in the bill under consideration I am In hearty sympathy,
and I thoroughly approve of its aims. But I would be remiss and lacking In
courage did I neglect to point out to you that, even tf you succeed in driving
funds out from corporate treasuries and into the hands cf stockholders, you will
not have achieved ynur goal, if you limit yourselves to merely raising revenue
for the purpose of paring men attached to the Government pay rolls and to
paying doles and providing relief to people who are oomelled, through no fault
of their own, to remain idle. Soon or late, either you or your successors will
find it necessary-if civilization is to be preserved-to levy graduated taxes
upon unborrowed funds withheld from circulation for an undue length of time,
and to employ funds, thus collected, for paying a portion of the wages of persons
employed in nongovernmental activities. In my humble judgment, there just
is no other rational way to preserve our society and Its members.

The attached two monographs, entitled "Causes of Man-made Depressions",
and "Money, a Natural Monopoly", are respectfully submitted for inclusion
with the foregoing statement, and I ask for the privilege of Including them with
that statement, on the ground that they will further aid in throwing needed
light upon the problems with which this committee is confronted.

Respectfully submitted.
Lme. BRADLEY.

CAUSES OF MIAN-MADE; DEPRESSIONS

The following statements are an outcome of an attempt to delve beneath the
surface of our bewildering perplexities, to gain a mite of understanding of what
it is that keeps the wheels turning, and why it is that at times they revolve so
sluggishly. They seem to throw much-needed light upon our present situation,
explain' much history, and to indicate quite unmistakably whither we are drifting.

One. Man-made depressions are born whenever persons in control of funds do
not themselves spend, or lend to others for spending, funds In those amounts and
under such circumstances as will enable substantially all able and willing persons
to continue to sell goods or their services for an amount of money that Is adequate
to command possession of goods and services of others to the extent required for
a comfortable standard of living.

Two. A vohntary decrease in the rate of spending of"borrowed dollars" brings
on a voluntary decrera In the rate of spending of' unborroweoc dollars." These
voluntary actions almost invariably precede widespread unemployment and de-
faults They are the Immediate causes of man-made depressions. And they are
also the forerunners of revolts against governments and those who design and
determine the policies and mes.,res of governments.

Three. Society undermines itself and its members whenever it tolerates an
excessive withholding of funds from ei-n!ation and simultaneosly acts in such
a manner as to prevent prices fallng far enough and with rapidity sufficient to
compensate for the concomitant decrease in velocity of circulation of the money
supply. Excessive saving and lending of funds is the undoubted father of an
excessive withholding of funds from socially desirable circulation.

CONCENTRATION OF CONT. :Ot

Four. An outstanding and undeniable defect of our economy Is: The inevit-
able, albeit dangerous, concentration of control over essential means of produc-
tion and distribution. When this concentration becomes lodged in the hands of
a rather small minority-no matter how the control Is wielded-it leads unvar%-
ingly and unfailingly to great and ever greater ridigity in price.; of goods and
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services, due in part to contracts calling for fixed payments in the form of interest,
and otherwise; and to excessive but unwise reliance upon saving and lecrding of
funds, due in part to the unwillingness of receiver of large money incomes to
spend a required portion thereof for goods and services, and eventually, to an
excessive decrease in velocity of "unborrowcd dollars," brought on as a result of
a voluntary decrease in the quantity of money loaned to and spent by borrowers
in periods when the debt burden already has mounted to undue heights.

The net result Is excessive rigidity in prices and curtailment of supply, in com-
bination with an excessive withholding of funds from circulation. In conse-
quence of this combination we have widespread unemployment, a forced lower-
ing of the standards of living of millions upon millions both hero and abroad, and
even a growing threat to civilization itself, readily discernible to those who are
courageous enough to look about with wide open eyes.

Five. Rigidity in prices, curtailment of supply, legal claims upon money duo
at future dates, private property In essential means of production and distribu-
tion, and political freedom either to spend or to lend, or to withhold funds from
circulation (hoarding in one form or another), are highly incompatible. Event-
ually this mixture is doomed. One or more of these elements must succumb, bite
the dust. History has a habit of repeating.

Six. One vicious defect of our economy is: Too much reliance is placed upon
saving and lending funds--thereby creating a credit and an interest-bearing
debt, payable only in lawful money; too little reliance Is placed upon spending
"unbo;rowed funds" for goods and services-whereby to facilitate real collec-
tion of the credit and real payment of the debt. An effective yet safe political
measure or measures for maintaining a suitable balance between lending and
spending is a vital need.

OTHER DEBTS

Seven. One glaring defect In our economy is: The lack of provision for either
Inducing or else compelling creditors as a class to permit and enable debtors
as a class to pay their debts, although indirectly, by means of goods and services,
to the extent required for assuring working opportunities to substantially all
able persons, and for assuring to substantially all who serve society real wages
ample for sustaining themselves above the poverty level.

Eight. One grave defect in our economy is: The lack of provision for regulating
the real value of money through statesmanlike tneasures for regulating the
velocity of "unborrowed money" in such wise as to maintain an economically-
sound ratio between the volume of lending and the volume of collecting, in the
form of goods and services.

Nine. One baneful defect in our economy one which threatens not merely
our society but-also our personal security, is: lhe lack of provision for Increasing
the total quantity of "unborrowed dollars 'spent for goods and services in a given
period, to a sufficient extent to surmount rigidity in prices and to compensate fora shrinkage in the quantity of "borrowed dollars" spent therefor, whereby to
maintain useful employment at a high level-and yet avoid bringing forth a
flight from the dollar.

Ten. In a society such as ours, that enjoys a highly-developed division of labor
private property In esseatial means of production and distribution, a money and
price system, agreements Involving time and lawful money, the porfit motive,
competition and individual incentive, the best interests of that society and of its
members imperatively require the central governing body to effectuate a wise
regulation of the real value of money through a sound regulation of the velocity
of "unborrowed funds."

rowEa TO LEVY TAXES

This regulation can, apparently, Lq best achieved through its power to levy and
collect taxes upon funds unduly withheld from circulation and by using funds
thus collected for paying a socially-desirable portion of the money-wages and
money-salaries of persons engaged in producing and distributing goods and in
rendering other services desired by members of that society.

Rigidity in prices can thereby be surmounted, curtailment of supply will be
obviated, principal and interest of loans can be collected for the most part, and
the demand for services cen thereby be maintained at such a level that those
who serve society can command suitable compensation in money. And with this
in hand, they can provide themselves not ordy with the actual necessities of life
but also with soine measure of nonessentials. Thus the wheels will be kept turn-
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ing briskly and society will remain secure. For none of the able and willing will
then seek in vain for an opportunity to serve their fellowman.

It Is high time that we shrink from the mountains of mischievous propaganda
rained upon us by those who seek only their own selfish ends, or sprinkled upon
us by those who mean well, perhaps, but who nevertheless would regiment us
and steal our freedom. The times demand of us that we strive earnestly and
unflinchingly to understand that private property In land and in creations of man
Is a most excellent Institution, when it Is not misused; that we exert ourselves to
the utmost that we may penetrate the fog in which we are immersed, and that we
then have the courage and the indomitable will to enact such political measures
as will lead us onward and upward.

MONEY, A, NATURAL MONOPOLY

The economic or financial strength of members of the savers' group in our
society, those receiving as income more dollars than they currently spend, is far
from being equal. Those possessed of the best properties, the beat incomes, the
strongest contracts, and such like, are in poIition to acquire their money-incomes
very much as formerly. The relatively weak members, financially speaking, are
reluctant to leave the haven, the group of savers, because they either fear the
future or they yearn to ever increase their incomes through acqu:rIng more and
better properties or through obliging some others to put forth effort with brain or
brawn and pay Interest to those on the other end of the obligation.

But In time, these weaker members are forced out of the haven. Meanwhile,
they struggle to remain therein. To this end they begin to curtail their expendi-
tures, hoping thus to escape the Inevitable. Before long, their incomes equal their
expenditures, and a bit later their Incomes fall below their necessary disburse-
ments. Now they are without the haven, they are living on their past savings.
In strict truth, they have been forced to collect some of their real credits. They
have been forced by the relentless pressure of events.

Economic warfare originates within this haven whenever a considerable num-
ber of the savers' group refuse to lend the unpent portion of their money-inomes
to others who are willing to spend it for goods and services. For the lending to
be effective in forestalling this type of warfare, it must be done promptly. Nor
does It avoid the issue, to keep the unspent portion on deposit in a bank account,
and then throw the blame upon the banker's broad shoulders. In plain truth,
the bankers and their depositors must share the guilt together.

ECONOMIC WARrARE

When this economic warfare is being waged between members of the savers'
group to determine who shall be permitted to remain within this warm haven
and who shall of necessity pass out therefrom and become exposed to the chilling
blasts of fear for the future, there is brought about a voluntary decrease In the
velocity or turnover of money in circulation, consequent upon a voluntary de-
creae In the number of dollars loaned to and spent by borrowers.

Rigidity or stickiness of prices, due In part to fixed-interest contracts, in part
to fixed rates of payment of one kind or another grounded in custom or tradition,
In part to taxes and whatnot, and in part to controllers of property seeking at
least that proverbial 6 percent upon their invested capital, this rigidity, when
combined with decreased total spendinri of dollars for goods and services, invar-
Iably brings on unemployment. And in ita wake come defaults and the usual
train of disasters and miseries.

Thus it is clear that when the volume of lending by savers, either directly or
indirectly through banks, decreases substantially, thereby inducing an undue
shrinkage In the velocity of unbrrowed dolLies, then the relatively weak members
of the savers' group pass through the exit portals of the haven, despite their ob-
Jections and their atru glce. Those removed struggle to re-enter the haven;
those yet within cling with all their might. Fach, strives to improve his position
and increase his strength at the expense of the others; each covets his brothers'
credits. It Is the strong who get them.

LEFT TO CHANCE

If the prices of goods and services should Ic reduced with ample rapidity and
to the extent demanded by the changed rate of turnover or velocity of dollars in
circulation, widespread unemployment and defaulta would not need to follow.
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in practice, however, prices-do not fall far enough nor with sufficient rapidity.
And so, unemployment grows-apace. This in turf, brings more fear in Its wake,
and it further decreases the velocity, the quantity of dollars spent in a given
period of time. And the vicious economic warfare takes its toll.

It Is Incontrovertible that our otherwise praiseworthy economic system Is un-
provided with sound and wholesome measures for overcoming rigidity of prices,
either at the desired speed or to the required extent, when those In the savers'
group and in the borrowers' group alter their courses as to lending and borrowing,
respectively. It Is most unfortunate that all this is left to chance.

We have but few cbibes. Some shriek ad nausum for a brisk and broad
expansion of credit (an enlargement of debt), unmindful of or else oblivious to
the patent fact that debt laid us low. Others plead for a regimentation of one
kind or another. Some urge us to curtail hours of labor and the output of goods
per man-hour of effort, surely a most foolish policy. Some demand that we
artificially raise prices, so as to benefit some particular section at the expense
of those in other Eection of our society. Others insist upon forcing a reduction
In prices. And, lat but by no means least, there are those who start oiling the
printing presses.

RZEEACH OF TRUST

Far too few understand the need for holding that money is, in its very nature,
a "natural monopoly" like water and such; and the further need for demanding
that those coming into possemlon of aums of money, regardless of the kind or
amount, shall pass it along to others in exchange for goods or services, either
by themselves spending it promptly or else loaning It to others who will s spend
It. Society's safety requires It to so coerce creditors, through law.

Vast improvement will be made when the velocity of unborrowed dollars Is
scientifically regulated by the central governing body. Verily, money Is the
circulating life-blood of a civilized society. On this account, no one should be
suffered to withdraw it from the veins of industry and of agriculture, and from
the arteries of commerce--to impound it behind dams of fear and then withhold
it too long from others who are under compulsion to acquire a portion thereof.

Whosoever unduly withholds money from circulation i as guilty of a grave
breach of trust as Ishe who withholds a potable water supply from human beings
dependent thereon. In other words, those who hoard funds in banks (or boxes)
are guilty of withholding an essential from other members of society. And
bankers share in this guilt when they clutch too tightly the reins of credit placed
in their hands.

The interests of society, forsooth the best interests of all its members, im-
pe ratively command a lawful withdrawal of the right of a receiver of money,
to impound and withhold the same from circulation for an undue length of time.
For the reason that when he does this he directly Interferes with the rights of
others to serve society and to exchange their products for products of others.
There is In strict truth, abundant justification for a sound and salutary regula-
tion of the velocity of unborrowed dollar. In its absence, the right of property
will ever remain In dire jeopardy.

The CHAInRAN. At the request of Senator Hale of Maine, I wish
to have placed in the record a telegram from Mr. Thomas A. Cooper,
bank conunissioner, Augusta, Maine.

Senaor'FEDIRCK HLE:AUGUSTA, NIAixE, Mayi 7, 1936.Senator Faxoxaxca HALE:

Referring to section 104, new tax bill. May I strongly urge you to use your
Influence In opposing the elimination of the section exempting undistributed in-
come of incorporated banks and trust companies. Imperative that reserves
should be built u. THOMAs A. Coors-m, Bank Commissioner.

The CHAIRMAN. Also, I have received a letter from Congressman
James P. B. Duffy, of New York, enclosing commiumication received
by him from local union no. 104, American Mint Glass Workers'
Union, Rochester, N. Y., both of which letters will be placed in the
record.
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(Letters referred to are as follows:)
HorsE or REPRESENTATIVES,

Washingon D. C., May 4, 193,.lien. PAT BARRBON',

CAairman Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

MT DEAR SENATOR HARBISON: I am enclosing herein letter from local union
no. 104, American Flint Glass Workers' Union of North America, suggesting an
amendment to the revenue bill of 1936, which I will appreciate your having filed
with the record for consideration by your committee.

Very sincerely, JAMES . B. DuFy.

AMERICAN FLINT GLASS WORKERS' UNION OF NORTit AMERICA,
LOCAL UNION No. 104,

Rochester, N. Y., April 80, 1936.
lion. JAMES B. B. Durrr,

Washington, D. C.
DNAR SIR: I am writing you asking you to do all In your power to incorporate

the following paragraph in the tax bill dealing with imported goods, articles, and
commodities:

"The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to collect an
excise tax on the entry into the United States of all goods or commodities which
were made dutiable under the Tariff Act of 1930 or carry an excise tax by action
of the Excise Act taxes of 1932. The tax herein assessed and levied shall repre-
sent the difference, less 8 per centum allowed fur profits and bonding charges
between foreign costs and the American wholesale selling price, or costs of pro-
duction, whichever is higher, of similar or comparable goods or commodities, the
products of American workers or farmers. Such tax shall be assessed and
collected notwithstanding any other provision of law."Very truly yours, R. J. PETERSON, Corresponding ,Secretary.

The next witness is Miss Cathrino Curtis.

STATEMENT OF MISS OATHRINE CURTIS, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
WOMEN INVESTORS IN AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK CITY,
N.Y.

Miss CURTIS. Mr. Chairman and members uf the conunittee. In
recent months, Women Investors in America, Inc., has been making
a statistical survey of the relative number of men and women stock-
holders of large, representative, publicly owned corporations in this
country which disdoses the fact that, of the first 40 corporations
whose records have been supplied, there are a total of 2 026,795 men
and 1,874,090 women stockholders, women in numbers being 48 per-
cent of the total. Of these 40 corporations, figures indicate that men
own 140,333,828 shares, and women 75,210,284 shares, or 35 percent
of the common stock. This survey does not incltide the joit stock
ownership of husband and wife.

Nineteen of these corporations have outstanding preferred stocks
and the figures show that of these 19 corporations, there are 207,910
men and 247,273 women stockholders, the latter owning 5,550,176
shares out of a total of 12,471,104 shares.

To illustrate with the figures of representative individual companies:
General Electric Co. has 89,172 men common-stock holders owning
9,675,147 shares as against 76 884 women stockholders owning
8,283,932 shares. Union Oil of 6alifornia has 11,512 men common-
stock holders owning 11,625,881 shares, as against 8 349 women stock-
holders owning 11,230,669 shares. Atcison, Topeka & Santa
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Fe Railroad has 15,800 men common-stock holders owning 559,171
shares as against 16,224 women owning 517,302 shares.

In the utilities even a large percentage in number of stockholders
are women. United Gas Improvement has 46,482 men and 62,678
women owning, respectively, 0 554,517 and 5,272,016 shares. Ameri-
can Te!egraph & felepholo has 233,695 men and 378,860 women
stockholders owning respectively 6,671,345 shares and 7,455,868
shares.

Fourteen of the 19 companies having preferred stock outstanding
have more women than men stockholders. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad, for example, has 4,629 men owning the preferred
stock as against 0,153 women owning respectively 210,744 and 349,150
shares.

Therefore it will be seen that a larger number of women than men
have a stake in the preferred stocks of our large corporations. To my
mind, this large investment in stocks, particularly preferred stocks,
is vitally important in considering the basic principles embodied in
the present tax legislation and their effect on the security heretofore
enjoyed by this type of investment, namely, preferred stock.

The abeve-mentioned survey offers conclusive evidence that women
own a tremendous stake in the equities of American industry, even
though for many the unit of ownership is less than 10 shares. Big
Business, the "Bogey" which self-seeking politicians, demagogues,
and radicals shoot at and aim to destroy is in effect nothing more or.
less than the life savings of our people invested in private enterprise-
savings which have been made possible through courage, self-denial,
and thrift of women with their men for the purpose of protection
during periods of depression and in old age as well as a heritage for
their families.

Suffice it to say that our women have in many ways a bigger stake
in the Nation's wealth and prosperity than have the men, and are
determined to use every means in their power to protect and preserve
their investments in America, not only in its wealth but in its citizen-
ship and its system of government. Women's voice must be heard
andheeded in connection with this vicious, unsound, and revolution-
ary tax bill which not only strikes at the heart of American industry
but at the principleof thrift and conservation 'without which no family,
no corporation and no government can survive and prosper.

Women are becoming more and more amazed and terrified at the
continued apparent failure of our legislators to recognize and accept
the words of counsel and warning of many eminent tax experts and
of our practical, experienced businessmen, many of whom have
appeared before you and to whom we owe the building of our indus-
tries and our Nation rather than to theorists and individuals whose
experience is confineA to politics rather than business.

Accordingly, our organization wishes to present its views on both
the social and the economic aspects of the revolutionary change con-
tained in the proposed tax bill. I wish to endorse the objection to
this bill made to this committee on Wednesday by Mr. George 0.
I', and to repeat that we believe the graduated tax on undistributed
profits or corporations is unsound in principle.

It is apparent the bill is designed to compel corporations to dis-
tribute each year the entire net income during that year. Thus,
corporations will, in the future, have no opportunity to build up any
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reserves for the rainy day. Let us assume that this bill had been in
effect since 1020 and then when the depression of 1931 came corpora-
tions had available no surpluses, or at least no cash reserves with
which to continue the payment of dividends on their preferred stocks.
Many corporations continued to pay dividends on their preferred
stocks and some continued to pay dividends on their common stocks
during the years of depression, years when such corporations were not
earning their dividends, but it is obvious that there would have been
a very much greater cessation of dividend payments during that
period when investors most needed such income.

Women, as I have stated, are the largest holders both in numbers
and amounts of preferred stocks. Dividends on preferred stocks of
most corporations may only be paid out of earned surplus. If the
opportunity of building up surpluses without paying an exorbitant
tax therefor is taken away, the security of an investment in preferred
stocks, and even in bonds, is greatly diminished, and from an eco-
nomic standpoint, this condition would only tend to increase the dis-
tress occasioned during the depression, without any corresponding
benefit.

I would like to read to this committee a portion of an editorial
appearing in the New York Times of April 25, which is as follows
[reading]:

ANOTHER "DEATH PENALTY"

It is increasingly clear that, In the eyes of many of its advocates, the proposed
tax on undistributed corporation profits Is more important as a "reform" than
as a revenue measure. The Treasury, Indeed, has not even attempted to esti-
mate what revenue it will bring in as at present drawn. A trustworthy estimate
would be almost impossible, for it is not yet known how many corporations are
subject to the special treatment in the list of exemptions, and It cannot be known
in advance what the future dividend policies of corporations will be.

The bill, as it has emerged from the committee, moreover, is now sen to con-
tain a reform within a reform. This Is nothing les than a new and quicker
"death penalty" for holding companies, not only in the public-utility field but
in every field. There was no suspicion of this in the proposed measure on which
hearings were held. There is no suspicion of it in the official explanation that
the Democratie members of the Ways and Means Committee give of the bill.
There is no suspicion of it even in the statement of the Republican members of
the committee denouncing the bill, because the Republican members were ex-
cluded when the bill was drafted. Unless the effects that this provision would
have were unrecognized and unintended, it must be set down as a deliberate lokcr.

I wish at this point to call attention to the great injustice inflicted
upon the minority stockholders of an intermediate holding company
occasioned by the imposition of the penalty tax of 429 percent im-
posed by section 27 (i). It must be conceded that a minority stock-
holder in such a co ration can have no control over whether or not a
majority of the stock is held by a single corporation and has no possible
way of protecting herself from the penalty proposed to be imposed.
S ich miority stockholder becomes an innocent victim of an unjust
punitive tax. This is but one of many other instances of serious in-
justices which would occur from the enactment of this tax bill.

Although all tax laws necessarily involve some injustice, the aim
should be to minimize injustice to the greatest extent possible, and
some attempt to do this has been made in providing for certain excep-
tions. We do not think a sound tax bill which attempts to include
reform measures should be enacted without exhaustive study and
under no circumstances until it is established that the required revenue
will be p-)duced.
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Is the objective of this bill to raise taxes or is it to so cripple business
that the form of regimentation that is proposed next time may find
corporations so weakened that they will be without substantial cash
surplus to fight regimentation? Is taxation the real purpose of the
bill, or is its real purpose an attempt to break down corporation
strength?

The jobs, salaries, profits, and dividends of industry supply the
taxes which support government-but are not these taxes paid to
government for protection and general welfare whether they be paid
by corporations or by individuals? If this be true a 42X percent tax
imposed upon a corporation is clearly not a protection either to in-
dustry or the taxpayer, but is a confiscatory measure.

I find many women in all walks of life and in many States protesting
Government squandering of taxpayers' money and credit.

Probably not one-tenth of 1 percent of the people of th6 United
States understand much about this pending tax bill, but if it is passed
and its effect should be what has been claimed by impartial author-
ities who have heretofore appeared before you to the end that small
businesses are destroyed, recovery is retarded, investments are im-
paired, then everyone in the United States will know what this bill
has done and will hold you responsible. And if this bill should fail
to result in the provision of an amount of tax revenue which has been
officially stated would be $1 100,000,000 under the present tax law, itwill be your problem to explain the reasons for such a radical change
being made in our tax structure in such a short time with obviously
little study and an apparent objective of incorporating contentious
social reforms.

We urgently recommend the abandonment of this proposed legis-
lation and the immediate appointment of a special committee of
Congress which would include independent tax experts and experi-
enced business executives for the purpose of studying and formulating
a tax program which would be understandable, equitable, and in
which the interests of those who produce and pay taxes may be con-
sidered and protected.

Women Investors in America, Inc., the only national women's
organization founded upon the subject of finance, earnestly requests
representation on such a committee that women investors and tax-
payers may no longer be subject to taxation without representation,
recognition, or consideration.

I thank you, Senator Harrison.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. F. C. Leslie, repre-

senting the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Mr. LESLIE. I am representing a group of tire companies, including

the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

STATEMENT OF F. 0. LESLIE, B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER CO.,
AKRON, OHIO

Mr. LESLIE. I merely wish to point out what we think is an error in
the drafting of section 501, or rather, an omission. That does not
provide for a credit against the tax upon which the "windfall" tax
is to be assessed, of the additional excise tax required to be paid by the
tire manufacturers when the processing tax was held invalid.

820
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The Revenue Act of 1932, as you will recall, levied an excise tax on
tires of 2N cents a pound. Section 9 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act provided for a credit of-as far as tires were concerne-of the
amount of processing tax which was levied on the cotton content, so as
to avoid double taxation. When it became necesary to obtain in-
junctions against the collection of the processing tax, the full excise
tax was not paid. Only a net excise tax was paid the other being
accrued on the books of the tire manufacturers. When a refund of
the moneys in escrow was made to the tire manufacturers, they prompt-
ly paid this additional excise tax, which amounts to about 50 percent
of the amount that was saved or refunded to the tire manufacturers
under the processing tax.

Section 601, as we read it, does not make a provision for a credit
of that payment going against the base upon which the "windfall"
tax is to be paid. We tlnk it should, because that falls in the same
category as moneys refunded to customers. It did not go into the
pocket of the taxpayer or the tire manufacturer.

This particular problem concerns only the tire manufacturers,
because they are the only persons who had an exemption under section
9 of the Agricultural Admiinistration Act.

The CHAIRMAi. The committee will give consideration to that
suggestion. I have talked to our experts, and I understand you have
talked to them.

Mr. LESLIE. That is right. Mr. Chairman, I should like the privi-
lege of filing a memorandum in that connection.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU may.
Mr. LESLIE. Thank you.
(The following letters were subsequently submitted:)

MAY 8, 1930.
11on. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman, Senate Committee.
DEAR SZsATOx: Section 501 of House bill 12395 Imposes an unfair penalty upon

tire manufacturers. This penalty arises because the base upon which the 80-
percent tax is levied is not reduced by the amount of additional excise tax which
the tire manufacturers were required to pay when the processing tax was held to be
Invalid .

The Revenue Act of 1932 levied an excise tax of 2 4 cents pr pound upon the
manufacture and ale of tires. Section Da of the Agricultural Adjustment Act pro-
vidod for a credit against the above-mentioned excise tax in an amount equivalent
to the excise tax on the cotton content of such tires. During the period that
collectors of internal revenue were restrained from collecting procesng taxes
from the processors the tire manufacturers paid only such portion of the excise
tax which remained aite, applying the credit provided for In the Agricultural
Adjustment Act. When the processing tax was finally held to be invalid, the
tire manufacturers paid to the Federal Government the additional excise taxes
due, together with interest.

The payment of additional excise tax above mentioned f :!N in the same category
as refunds made by the tire manufacturers to their cus ., -,rs under contract by
reason of processing tax being held to be invalid and it a.ould be treated in the
same manner as payment to customers, namely, It should be credited against the
base upon which the unjust enrichment tax of 8W percent is levied.

To levy a tax on tire manufacturers on the amount of money obtained as a
result of the processing tax being held invalid without giving them the credit
above mentioned would not be a levy upon unjust enrichment but a tax upon
something which the tire companies did not receive for their own benefit and would
result in penaUsing them.

No other industry i confronted with this same problem since the credit provided
in section 9a of the Agricultural Adjustment Act applied only to tires.

The penalty resulting to tire manufacturers from the present wording of section
501 of the above act applies to tire manufacturers who purchase their fabric from
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someone else as well as to tire manufacturers who produce their own fabrics, when
the tire manufacturer receives a refund from the outside vendors as the result of
thn processing tax being held to be invalid.
This; problem has been discussed with the technical advisors of this committee

and with those representatives of the Treasury Department who are directly
interested in this problem to whom your committee is referred.

We respectfully request that section 501 of the proposed Revenue Act of 1930
be appropriately amended so as to provide for a credit against the base upon which
the unjust enrichment tax is levied of the amount of the additional excise tax
which tire manufacturers were required to pay because the processing tax was held
to be invalid.

Yours very truly,
R11. .\h, r.,
F. C. LESLIE,
T. F. DOYLE,

Reprcsenling a Group of Tire Manufacturers.

lion. PAT HATMuso, MAY 8, 1936.

Chairman, Senate Committee.
DEAR SENATOR: Section 501 of House bill 12395, the tax law now being con.

sidered by your committee, Is unfair to persons upon which the unjust enrichment
tax is levied who were engaged in exporting products processed wholly or in chief
value from a commodity upon which pro ng tax was levied under the Agricul-
u-al Adjustment Act, for the reason that it does not provide for a credit against

the base upon which the unjust enrichment tax is levied for articles processed or
manufact hired for and sold in export.

The Agricultural Adjustment Act provided that no processing tax should be
levied upol. a commodity which was exported. Hence any moneys obtained by a
taxpa er, whether actually paid or merely accrued against articles going into
export, would not be unjust enrichment as defined by the President's menage
upon taxation or within the policy of the proponents of the above-mentioned bill.

We respectfully request that section 601be amended so as to provide for a credit
against the base, upon which the unjust enrichment tax Is levied, of an amount
equivalent to the tax on the articles which were exported.

Yours very truly,
R. H. MINER,
F. C. LESLIE,
T. F. DOYLE,

Representing a Group of Tire fanufacturers.

The CHAIRMAN. Before the committee concludes the hearings I
desire to have placed in the record for the consideration of the com-
mittee various letters, briefs, and statements which have been
received.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES L. CHUTE, ExecurvE DIRECTOR Or THE NATIONAL

PROBATION ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW YORK CITY
Representing the above association and speaking unoffically for several other

national welfare organizations with whose representatives I have conferred
recently, I respectfully urge the Finance Committee to consider the injurious
and unintended effect upon these and other social welfare organizations of the
following clause. This clause was inserted in the Revenue Act for the first time
in 1934 and has been carried over in the pending revenue bill (11. R. 12395).
It is found three times in the bill and reads as follows: "and no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to
influence legislation" (see. 23 (O),p. 39; see. 23 (Q), p. 42; see. 101 (8), p. 72).

We believe that this provision if narrowly construed would affect practically
all social welfare or other organizations whose work Is strictly charitable or educa-
tional and who previous to 1934 have had special rulings by the Commissioners
of Internal Revenue that their work conforms entirely to the requirements which
entitle them to the limited exemption of income tax on contributions and corpora-
ton tax.
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Some rulings of the Commissioners of Internal Revenue have already been
made to the effect and we fear that more will follow. The language above
1 uoted Is so broad and sweeping that any welfare organization which Interests
itself in Improved social legislation, and most such organizations do so, might be
ruled against. It depends entirely on the Interpretation given to the words
"substantial", "propaganda", and "influence."

We are assured that Congress never intended to deprive bona-fide social welfare
organizations, who are interested in assisting Congress and the legislatives of the
several States in securing data at their command and framing desirable social
legislation, of the advantage which they have had for years of exemption of
contributions. The removal of this exemption will seriously handicap or destroy
some of these creditable organizations and will discourage or divert contributions
from the public.

We have been told that this sweeping clause was inserted in 1934 to reach
one or more specific organizations who were masquerading as "charitable or
educational corporations." In so doing a great many more worthy welfare
organizations were affected. We believe that the need for this provision has
now passed. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has beer, increasingly strict
in his Interpretation of these clauses, barring from exemption all but genuine
charitable and educational organizations.

We respectfully request that this clause be eliminated in each of the three
sections where it occurs.

If your committee decides that It is Impossible to eliminate this clause it Is
not impossible to amend the sections after each occurrence so as to safeguard
organizations which are not and never were aimed at. To this end I suggest
that the following clause be inserted after each of the three occurrences above
cited: "except legislation directed specifically to the care or protection of indi-
viduals or families who are dependent, delinquent or otherwise in need of assist-
anee, or legislation directed to the improvement of social or industrial condi-
tions."

SUBMrED BY Ms. CHARLES F. PAUL, JR., WHEELING, W. VA., MEMORANDUM
IN RE AMENDMENTS TO REVENUE ACT REGARDING BASIS OF PROPERTIES
EXCHANGED IN LIQUIDATION UNDER SECTION 112 (B) (0)
By section 110 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1035 a new provision was added to

section 112 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1934. This new provision, cited as section
112 (b) (6) apparently was enacted for the purpose of facilitating and encouraging
the simplifcation of the corporate structures of taxpaying corporations by the
Ilquidatlon of subsidiary corporations in furtherance of the legislative policy
evidenced by the lntercorporate dividend tax and the abolition of consolidated
returns. The new provision attempted to make the transaction In which the
assets of a controlled subsidiary corporation are transferred to the controlling
company in complete liquidation of the subsidiary, tax-free.

Unfortunately for the purposes of the new provision, no corresponding changes
were made In the applicable basis provisions of the act. As the act now stands,
upon the transfer of the assets of the subsidiary to the parent, those assets lose
the tax basis of cost adjusted, which they bore in the bands of the subsidiary
and acquire the basis o the parent company's investment in the subsidiary,
distributed in proportion to the market values of the assets at the time of trans-
fer. The practical effect of this situation Is that the transfer In liquidation is
not A tax-free transaction, but simply one in which the realization of the tax
liability Is deferred. No corporation can take advantage of 112 (b) (6) without
incurring a new tax liability In the transaction except one which has an invest-
ment In its subsidiary equal to the total value of the subsidiary's assets, and a
corporation in that situation has no need of 112 (b) (6). The section, therefore,
who'll fails in Its purpose.

It submitted that in a tax-free exchange upon liquidation of a subsidiary
corporation under section 112 (b) (6) of the Revenue Act of 1935, the properties
in the hands of the parent company should bear the same basis that the same
properties had In the hands of the transferor rather than the basis, dhtributed,
of the parent company's Investment In the subsidiary.

The transaction in which a parent company dissolves a subsidiary and takes
over its assets In liquidation is more nearly analogous to a reorganization than
it Is to any other type of exchange. In other words, the change effected Is smply
a change In the corporate structure rather than any substantial change in the
ownership of property. In this situation it would seem that the basis provisions
of Section 113(a7) should apply to the property transferred rather than the
provisions of 113 (a) (6).
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The basis provisions of section 113 (a) (6) are difficult, if not impossible, of
application to a liquidation under 112 (b)(8) where that liquidation Is acconi-
p Ished piecemeal over a period of years. The law and the regulations as
presentlyconstituted would seem to require a revaluation of the liquidating
company's remaining assets as of the time of each transfer in liquidation,, and an
allocation of basis to each item of property upon constantly shifting proportions.
The difficulties and complexities In the administration of these provisions are
readily apparent. In sharp contrast Is the comparative simplicity of applying
the boais provialons of 113 (b) (7) to this situation.

The present provisions seem to apply with peculiar hardship and Injustice to a
parent corporation which has subsidiaries which have built up their asset value
out of earnings. In these instances, the Income tax on the earnings has been paid
(and while consolidated returns were made, by the parent corporation itself) and
to deny to the parent corporation the adjusted basis of the subsidiary upon trans-
fer of these assets is, in effect, to tax this same Income twice. The practical
effect of this situation is to prevent the parent corpo ration from complying with
the apparent policy of Congress looking toward the simplification of corporate
structures unless it is In position to go through a reorganization proceedings,
thus accomplishing Indirectly what the present law seems to prohibit if done
directly. It the parent company follows this latter course, It may effect a tax
saving but it Incurs additional, and It would seem wholly unnecessary, expense In
lawyers' and accountants' fees, State franchise taxes, and the like.

The proposed new revenue act now being considered by the committee inten-
sifies the dilemma In which business corporations having wholly owned subsidiaries
find themselves. jnder the proposed act a parent company having one or more
subsidiaries which experience operating deficits not only cannot deduct the loss
In determining Its own net income, but will have to retain sufficient of its own
net Income to make good the deficit of its subsidiary, paying the tax thereon as
undistributed Income and adding nothing to its own surplus by so doing. By
certain provisions of the act it is proposed that business corporations should be
forced materially to shorten the corporate cloak, while other sections of the same
act render the taxpayer subject to arrest for indecent exposure upon compliance.
If the real purpose of the proposed act is to render subject to tax the individual
shareholder's proportionate Interest in the real income of a business carried on
in the corporate form then the Congress, in all fairness, should permit the business
of the country to adjust itself to the policy of the act by simplifying corporate
structures so that the real net income of the business as a whole can be determined
accurately without penalizing the acts necessary to that end. It is reasonable
to assume that Treasury estim-ates of the tax yield of the proposed act are based
upon the anticipated income from ordinary business operations and not upon
any "windfall"°tax yield from forced capital transactions. If this be true, the
suggested amendments to the basic provisions affecting transfers in liquidation
under 112 (b) (6) will not affect the Treasury Department estimates.

HOTEL HARRINOTON,

Hon. PAT HmRmsox, Washington, D. C., May 9, 1936.

Chairman, Sena le Financt Commiie",
Stnale Office Building, lVashington, D. C.

DEAR BSEATOR HAz0IsON: At the suggestion of Senator Bulow, I am sub-
mitting the following statement on the proposed changes in the corporation tax
structure. I did not receive word that you would hear me Friday until the public
hearing had been closed but I understand this statement will go into the record.

When the first laws were enacted under the income tax amendment to the
Federal Constitution, it was recognized that a tax on corporation earnings was
not a true income tax. Later on the tax on corporation income was added
because it was along the line of least political resistance. Nevertheless It has
never been a true income tax because it applied a given rate to each stockholder's
share of the earnings, regardless of the amount of hils holdings in the corporation
and of his own Income. Thus, share owners of moderate means who would not
otherwise be subject to an Income tax nevertheless suffered the reduction of the
rate of the corporation Income tax on their share of the corporation's earnings.

In recent 3_ars many corporations have protested loudly against taxes levied
upon them. When the President a few weeks ago proposed to do away with all
Federal income taxes on distributed corporation earnings, it was to be expected
that corporation interest would acclaim a measure to relieve them from absolutely
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all direct Federal taxation providing only that their net returns are paid out to
stockholders. Instead of that, one corporation spokesman after another has
protested against being allowed complete exemption from corporation incomes
taxes. The spectacle would be highly amusing if it were not for its significance.
Corporations, being inanimate cannot testify. Only humans do that. And it
Is obvious that the individuals (not corporations) represented in the protests
against the pending tax bill could be expressing only one interest-that of avoid-
ing the higher income taxes they must pay on distributed earnings. Only those
already enjoying incomes of at least $25,000 would be so affected. It is to their
selfish advantage that the corporation continues to pay 15 parent because their
own rate Is higher. The stockholders with smaller Incomes would gain by the
proposed act, because they would pay a lower rate on the additional distribution
of earnings than the present corporation rate. Therefore it is a case of the large-
income few endeavoring to prevent an act that would advantage the small-income
many, and the corporations as well.

Not only is the corporation tax plan proposed by the President a return to the
basic principle of a true Income tax, but it can reasonably be expected to result
in more wholesome corporation practices The distinction between undivided
profits and capital stock is only a matter of bookkeeping as evidenced by the
frequent conversion of the former into the latter through the device of stock
dividends. Any sound business enterprise can obtain or maintain sufficient capi.
tal (including a reasonable reserve) by the issuance of the required amount of
stock. That would be facilitated by establishment of the practice of distributing
all earnings, to which the stockholders are morally entitled. Substitution of
adequate capital stock for the practice of building up capital out of earnings
should develop a more forthright and dependable relationship with both stock-
holders and creditors. That the huge surplus has not been conceived primarily
as sound financial policy is rather definitely proved by the present objections on
behalf of rich stockholders against exemption of distributed earnings from taxa-
tion, for the reason that they are obviously motivated by purely personal interests
as distinguished from those of the corporation.

Even in the case of corporations owing for part of the capital investment, it is
in the public's interest that they provide this additional capital by the usual
method of stock issues. If they are not sound enough business enterprises to
secure the needed capital in this way, they should not be given encouragement to
withhold earnings from stockholders as a means of prolonging their existence.

I represent a so-called small corporation (capiti for $100,000), but I
cannotmt e that the principle upon which a corporation structure is properly
formed depends upon the size of the concern. Indeed, the larger corporation,
because of its more impersonal character and because most of its stockholders do
not participate in any way in its management, should be especially discouraged
from treatment of any of its earnings as capital investment. The effect of the
President's proposal cannot but result in greater confidence in corporations by
their stockholders and thus should prosper them.

Yours truly, . . R

President, the Mifchell Putdishing Co., Mitchell, S, Dak.

BRIEF SUBMI-TED Br NATHAN AoAR, CERTIIExD PvBLIc ACCOUNTANT, NEw
YORK CITr, ON PROPOsED 1930 INcomE TAx LAW

A number of objections of more or less merit have been raised to the proposed
1936 income tax law. A few of these objections follow:

(1) It abandons a tried method of raising revenue entirely in favor of a new
and untried method.

(2) Under its provisions the tax yield for 1936 may be lower than anticipated
due to the withholding of corporate dividends on 1936 income until 1937.

(3) It is very complicated in form.
(4) The effect of the proposed law in its present form would be to handicap

business extension, to weaken corporate structures so as to increase bankruptcies,
thereby tending to create depressions, and in the event of depressions the situation
would be catastrophic as businesses would be caught without adequate reserves.

The writer generally favors the thought behind the proposed inew tax law but
feels that the haste with which it has been put together has related in a form
which could be greatly improved upon. The writer therefore suggests the fol-
lowing idea for the law believing that it will remove the above objections and
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resent the law in a form very simple and easily understandable and acceptable
business, a tax law which actually equalizes taxation on business profits and

which will secure the objectives outlined by the President.

SUGGESTED IXCOIL TAX LAW

(1) Place all business on equal footing regardless whether organized as cor-
poration, partnership, or individual ownership.

(2) Apply income rates on net business income (allowing partnerships and
individual owners to charge fair salary). Following rates are tentative and
submitted mainly for purpose of explaining theory:
On net incorue up to $2,000 ------------------------------------------ 10
On net income up to $2,000 to $5,000 ------------------------------- 12/4
On net income up to $5,000 to $15,000 ------------------------------- 15
On net income up to $15,000 to $40,000 ------------------------------ 17
On net income aove $40,000 --------------------------------------- 20

(Or if the desired revenue could be secured from the rates in the 1035 law these
could be continued, or whatever rates the Treasury Department figured neces-
sary.)

(3) All businesses requiring retention of part of income to be permitted to
retain without additional tax 25 percent of income after above tax. Figuring
above tax to average 20 percent the amount permitted to be retained would be
approximately 20 percent of the original income. (Corporations and other
businesses not requiring to retain part of income would continue to be covered
by section 102 which would remain in the law and be amplified to cover all forms
of business.)

(4) An additional tax of 40 percent to be levied against the net amount of
income remaining after deducting the income tax plus the 25 percent of income
permitted to be retained (if required). This rate of 40 percent to be reduced,
however, by the same percentage as the percentage of this remainder income
paid out as dividends and the adjusted rate to be applied against the amount
of the Income subject to the additional tax which is not pa!d as dividends. (Tho
40 percent rate is tentative and the Treasury Department could figure what rate
necessary in connection with (2).)

Under this arrangement businesses (other than rsonal service and profes-
sion) conducted by partnerships and individuals would be treated exactly like cor-
porations. The individuals would pay the same tax as the corporation and would
be permitted to retain 25 percent of the remaining income in their business
tax-free. They would then have the right to declare how much of the remaining
income they wished to retain in the business and pay the additional tax on as
such or they could pay on this Income as individuals as if they declared it to
themselves similar to dividends. If they choose the latter course and still left
the income in the business it would be considered thereafter as additional capital.
Corporations under this basis conducting a personal service business where capital
is not a material-preducing factor would have the election for the first year of
being taxfree if all their stockholders reported their proportionate share of their
profits, the basis of tax on these co-porations in subsequent years to be the same
as their original election.

(5) Make minimum number of changes in 1934 law-only supplement to em-
body above Ideas. Also temporarily retain the capital stock tax and excess
profits tax law and apply it to all forms of business (corporation, partnership,
and individual).

IMusfration of application of proposed plan
Business earns ------------------------------------------------ $100,000
Business tax:

10 percent of $2,000 ------------------ $200
l234perent of 3,000 ----------------- 1 375
15.perent of 10,000 ------------------ 15 40 1,500
17)1 percent of 25, 000 ------------------ J . 4,375
20 percent of CA, 000 ------------------------------ 12,000oo, is 450

81,550

Free of additional tax (if needed in business) 25 percent ------------- 20, 388

Balance subject to 40 percent unless distributed as dividends -------- 61,162
If pay all $61,162 As dividends total tax is $18,450. Business could retain

$20,388 and stockholders or owners receive $61,162 up to $81,650.
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If all retained, 40 percent of $61,112 ----------------------------- $24, 485
Business tax above .............................................. 18, 450

Total tax paid equals 42.9 percent ........................... 42,915
Retained by business ............................................ 57, 085

100, 000

If retained, 50 percent of $61,162 would pay 20 percent of $30,581.... 6, 116
Total tax would be $,116 plus $18,450 ...................... 24, 56

Business would retail n $20,3 plus M0,581 minus $6,116 ------------ 44,853
Stockholders or owners would receive .............................. 30, 681

I r0, 00

If retained, 25 percent of $61,162 would pay 10 percent of $15,291- , 1
Total tax would be $1,529 plus $18,450 ...................... 19,979

Business wcud retain $20,388 plus $16,291 minus $1,629 ............. 34. 1 0
Stockholders or owners would receive .............................. 45, 871

100, 000

If retained, 75 percent of $61,162 would pay 30 percent of $45,871-.. 13, 761
Total tax would be $13,761 plus $18,450 ..................... 32, 211

Business would retain $20,388 plus $45,871 minus $13,781 ............ 52, 498
Stockholders or owners would receive ----------------------------- 15, 291

100,000
If the plan proposed above should be adopted businesses earning income not

needed to be retained would pay dividends as at present. (Covered also by
see. 102). Businesses requiring to retain a fair amount of their Income could do
so at a reasonably low increase in tax. The businesses that have been retaining
Income unnecessarily where it was difficult or impossible for the Treasury Depart-
ment definitely to prove this condition would either have to pay an additional tax
or to pay out income In dividends. It is not Intended that the rates would be
applied equally to all conditions and some concessions or adjustments would be
neeosary but possibly leas so than in the present draft of the law.

The writer also wishes to make a few minor suggestions with respect to some of
the sections of the proposed law, as follows:

(1) Reword section 27(J) to read "Where part of the Income of a corporation
Is derived from dividends received from Another eo rporation, then to that extent,
the dividend credit shall be limited to dividend distributions made by the recipient
corporation during the taxable year In which the aforesaid intercorporate divi.
dends are received.#

(2) In the event of a deficiency In income for any taxable year determined by
the Treasury Department in a subeequent year the additional income, in the
absence of bad faith on the part of the taxpayer, for the purpose of the undis.
tributed Income tax, shall be added to the income of the taxpayer for the year In
which it was determined by the Treasury Department.

(3) Dividends paid in subsequent years out of income on which the business
has paid an undistributed Income tax should be tax-free to the recipient.

(4) Operating losses should be permitted to be carried over for 2 years for pur-
poes of undistributed profits tax.

(5) Capital Losses on operating businesses restricted to assets actually used in
the regular business of the corporation (not Inevstments and the like) should be
permitted to be applied In full against operating profits.

(0) No change should be made in the present law with respect to assets owned
at March 1, 1913.

THs Pboprr's Loasp, Imc.,

Senator PAT HAxnisOM aWeehihs$, D. C., May 8, 1936.

Chairman, Senai kinane Commiee,
Washingto~s, D. C.

Mr Dzaa SNL TOa lanRmisoi: At tho hearing before your comxntteo Wednes-
day, SenAtor Barkley questioned Mr. Otto Cullman, of Chicago, with reference to
the constitutionality of his proposal that new buildings be exempted from taxation

6635-36-435
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as a condition of granting Federal credit, or grants for relief to State or to loca
governments. Mr. Culman replied that such exemption of buildings from taxa-
tion was not constitutional. Wil you permit me to correct this for the record?

New York State exempted new buildings constructed for a period of 8 to 10
years, and at one time approximately $832,000,000 of such buildings were ex-
empted from taxation. Cities of second class in Pennsylvania can Iransfer all
taxes from buildings to land values, and the city of Pittsburgh has so transferred
most taxes by gradual changes over a period of several years. North Dakota
first through legislation and then through a constitutional amendment held that
buildings are not real estate but personal property, and therefore are not subject
to real estate taxes, and taxes on buildings have been entirely abolished. Through
assessing buildings at practically nothing and land at full value, practically every
State in the Union can effectively transfer taxes on bualings to land values, so
that the principle which Mr. Cullman recommended is constitutional throughout
the United States. This does not mean that every State and local government
would be wise to make this change at once, but they could reduce the asessment
of buildings to half or one-third of that of the assc.,ed value, while retaining the
assessed value of land at 100 percent of .mlli price, ant thus achieve the object
of encouraging the construction of more buildings, reducing the taxes upon small
homes and adequate improvements, ard ending sixeulation in city land. Such
procedure if State.wide would of course relieve swall farmers as well, of part of
the taxes which they pay today.

I would much appreciate it If you would per J% ths letter to be Incorporated
in the record.

Yours sincerely, BvrauuN C. Manse,
Rrecutlre Secredory.

Ts CRYSTAL Tiase Co.,
Middl~own, Ohio, l'a 7, 1936.

POSSIBLE EFFECT UPON THE INTERTATS OF T1S CARSTAL T3SUN CO. SHOULD
(ff. a. 12Mt) REVENUI BILL 1M AS INTRODUCED APRIL SI, 101% BECOME LAW

The properties of this company are located approximately 234 miles south of
Middletown Ohio, in a village composed practically of all employees of the mill.

The Crystal Tissue Co. commenced operation of the properties in the middle
of the year 1920 with a capital of $375,000. Since that time the book net worth
of the company has Incressed to $1,100,000, which increase for the most part
represents accumulated profits left in the business or contributions of capital
after distribution to shareholders.

Any tax law which penalizes the corporation for gradually increasing its In-
vestment in the business is economically unsound. If such a tax law had been
in existence from the date of organization of this com any, the company un-
doubtedly would not have a book net worth today of $F 100,000 neither would
its number of employees have risen from 125 in 1920 to 7at this time..

To bulld up this business as it has been built up over a period of 15 years, not
only keeping pace with improvements in equipment of the industry, but increas-
ing the number of employees has at various times required that money be bor-
rowed from the banks. The paper manufacturing industry as a whole requires
a large investment in plant and property, and from time to time it is necessary
to make extensive alterations and improvements A tax law which penalizes
the corporation for making these necessary alterations and improvements can
only be detrimental to the Industry, to this corporation, its stockholders, anditsemployees. It necesrily will be more difficult to borrow money from the banks when it is

necessary to finance improvements and alterations to the property. It Is obvious
that any tax measure whiel' creates such a condition is objectionable.

Any proposal to tax undistributed earnings should give consideration to what
occurs In a period of rising prices which would increase the dollar investment in
inventories, thus causing a considerable nonspendible profit for the company.
Such a condition would necessarily under the proposed revenue bill of 1930
cause larger taxes to be due but would not supply the cash with which to pay the
tax.

Under the present system of taxation, our accounting department is required
to spend a large percentage of its time in connection with determination of
amounts of tax due the various taxing bodies. The proposed revenue act will
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only add to this work and must necessarily add work on the Bureau of fnteinal
Revenue. The computation of the tax alone under the bill requires many com-
plicated adjustments which are beyond ordinary business people and %Il only
make additional work for tax experts, accountant., and lawyers.

Respectfully, Z. W. Ricx, Preslderl.

Or'ICE oF yHE PRESIDENT
TuE ESTATE STOVE &o.,

SRamilton, Ohio, May 7, 1936.Senator PAT HA~tuusON,
Chairman, Senate inanca Committee,

United States Se Off ce Building, Wlashington, D. C.
DEAR SiR: This company made formal application for a hearing before the

Senate Finance Committee in connection with the pending corporation undis-
tributed tax bill but has been advised that owing to the great number of applica-
tions for hearing that it will be impossible to accord our company an opportunity
for hearing concerning their particular situation. We have been invited to sub-
mit a brief covering the situation which will be considered by the committee.
Knowing that the committee will receive a great many such briefs, In voicing our
opposition to the pending tax bUl we are only touching the high points as we know
that there will be a preat many submitted for the committee s consideration.

This company, which has been in continuous existence in the same lire of bus.
ness for a period of 104 years, has found It necessary in order to operate success-
fully to build up a surplus commensurate with the requirements of tbe company
ascertained from the experience of a great many years. At the end ef the year
1929 the company bed a surplus of $1,470,839.60; and as was the case with many
Industrial concerns in this country, we have experienced 6 extremely bad years
having accumulated losses to such An extent as to reduce our surplus at the end
.af our 1935 fiscal year to $345,028.13, which reserve is entirely inadequate to
furnish the necessary amount of cash working capital, and is further evidenced
by the fact that it is necessary for the company to be a heavy borrower from
the banks. During the present year it will be necessary to borrow approximately
a million and a quarter dollars from our banks who have shown great confidence
in the stability and future of this company. Should this company experience
another year or two of business in which heavy losses should occur as they did in
the last 5 years, the company's credit with the banks should be destroyed to such
an extent that It would not be able to continue operations; therefore, a further
building up of the eompanysurplus is essential. It should be stated that the
nature of the business in which this company is engaged is such that a very high
per~eritage of the assets are of a fixed character and not liquid or current.

,,/ Please consider the lare amount of borrowings necessary to operate this
business in connection with the capital of the company which amounts to

- $1,2150,000, showing that the surplus existing at the end of the year 192, which
was greater than its capital, is absolutely essential to the safe and successful
management of this business.

It may be interesting at this point to state that at the present time this company
Is furnishing employment to approximately 1,800 persons. Had It not been for
the surplus existing at the end of 1929, this company could not have maintained
its schedule of operations during the depression and would have therefore added
to the serious unemployment situation which existed In this community. Thue a
sufficient surplus reserve at that time made possible the employment of nearly
1,000 persons throughout the period of the depression.

Further consider that during the last 5 years owing to the financial condition
of the company, replacements and maintenance of factory equipment was re-
duced to the minimum and now with Improved business It Is absolutely essential
that a considerable amount of money be expended to bring the factory equipment
up to a normal and efficient working condition. Should our company be successful
in showing reasonable profits during the year 1936 and the years to follow, it is
absolutely Imperative that a great part of such earnings be plowed back into the
business and only a reasonable amount thereof paid out either In the form of
dividends or taxes. In our present situation !t is Imperative that a considerable
amount of additional facilities in the form of buildings and equipment be pro-
vided. If the tax bill as passed by the House should become law, it would be
impossible for us to restore the present equipment and add additional needed
machinery and buildings which additions are necessary to enable un tM maintain
and increase employment.
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In our judgment the new corporation tax bill should be so set up so that com-
panic. In a situation like our own be permitted to set Aside a substantial portion
of their expected earnlgs for plant maintenance and improvement and to pro-
vide a reasonable amount of needed working capital. I do not want to undertake
to lay dovrn specifically the exact terms of a bill that would cover this situation,
as I am quite certain that this situation has been called to your committee's
attention by man others, and that It will simmer down to purely a matter of
setting up the prnciple involved and that the details can be safely left in the
hands of your committee. In our Judgment the amount of undistributed profits
should be based on a schedule of the relation of working capital to the sales dollars
of the company, as it is quite evident that the ses dollars control the amount of
capital required to safely operate a business.

We hold ourselves in readiness to furnish alditIonal and detailed information
in our own situation and if it is desired I shall be very glad to appear in person
before your committee to discuss this matter further.

Respectfully submitted. Davin) F. HaHn, Prelden*.

Tan AMIRICAN ROLWiNO MILL CO.,

The SENATz FINANCE CO , Middkdown, Ohio, May 7, 136.

United States Sesale, Washington, D. 0.
HOXOHAZLK Sins: We wired you on May 1, 1936, asking for a hearing before

your committee to present our protest to the new proposed Federal tax bill,
. .12395. The wire in reply from our committee informed us that it was

your intention to close the hearings on 4h1s bi on Thursday, May 7, and in that
the schedule of hearings before your committee was complete our request could
not be granted unless it was decided to continue the hearings o some later date.
We were advised by one of our Senators from Ohio, Hon. Robert J. Bulkley, in
regard to this hearing, that it would be well for us to prepare our testimony in
writing so that it could be presented for your consideration in case the hearings
are not extended and we are not given an opportunity to appear for a personal
hearing.

We oppose the passage of this tax bill, H. R. 12395, for the reason that it will
destroy most of the industrial corporations, both large and small, of our country
within a very few years.

Most of these oompanles have suffered tremendous losses during the depression
years, and what profits they have made during the past year or two have not,
except In A few cases, been sufficient to restore these companies to a reasonably
sound financial condition. Their surplus and their cash was depleted during the
depression; and their earnings in the moat recent years, if they have had any,
have not restored their surplus and cash to a position where they will be able to
pay out, in cash, the dividends to their stockholders and the Federal taxes de-
manded by this bill.

Their machinery and equipment that has become worn out during these pt
7 year s or has become obsolete must be replaced if they are to continue to doa
profits bie business. With expanding business, their inventorea must be increased.
and it will be necessary in connection therewith to expand the total amount of
the nos and acoounte receivable owed them by their customers.
I Under this proposed taX law, the corporate taxpayer would be forced to dis-

tribute such a large part of his cash acquired through earnings as dividends sad
Federal taxes without considering the cash to be paid out for local taxer, State
taxes, franchise taxes, sales taxes and numerous other kinds of taxes, that it
would not be possible to retain suficient cash to take care of the replacement of
machinery and other facilit/s, inventories and other consumable assets. Dlvi.
dends and taxes are not paid in the form of surplus; they are paid in cash.

Under this tax bill, dividends and taxes are the first demand on the cash of a
company, so it will be neossary) for the .management of companies to retain
their cash for this purpose. They would, therefore, have to permit their manu.
faeturing facilities to deteriorate and maintain the operation of their business
at a low rate, since the restriction on the use of any reasonable part of their
cash for purposes other than to pay taxes and dividends would not permit them
to increase inventories and expand the amount of receivables dw from eus-
torners. Such action, without question, would force the majority of tl e industrial
companies of this country Into bankruptcy within a few years. ,
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If a oorration should be in need of extra cash for a short period, it is very
doubtful If nks or other financing organizations would loan them this cash.
In that the first and major demand on the cash of the company would be for
taxes and dividends and the balance of cash remaining after such Payments
would le very limited, there could be no assurance to the bank that sucV a loan
could be repaid in a reasonable time, in fact, noaaqurance It would ever be repaid.'
It is our opinion, then, that most companies, after a fxeV years of weakenin their
financial condition under such a tax law, would hive to look to our Federal
Government, if a Federal agency should be set up for this purpose for the borrow.
ing of cash required to maintain their "Alsiness. This would result in the bureau-
cratic control of Industry, which is undoubtedly what the persons who drafted
this bill had in mlnd.

Many of the larger corporations in this country and a few of the smaller
corporations have come through the depression and the subsequent year or two
of improved business without any material reduction in the amount of their
surplus and with ample cash. Geners.y, these corporations are the ones whose
business is relatively steady and does not show the violent fluctuations between
good times and bad existing in the majority of industries. In most cases their
earning power is fairly well maintained, and they have not had to absorb, against
their previously acquired surplus, the tremendous losses taken by most corpor-
ations during depreslon years.

Under this proposed tax law, these corporations who have been able to main-
tain a strong surplus account and ample cash wilU be in a cash position in 1936
and subsequent years to pay out in dividends 100 percent of their earnings, or
as close to 100 percent earnings as they are able to guess, thus relieving -them-
selves entirely of any payment of Federal tax. In our opinion, this is not only
unfair to those large and small corporations who do not find themselves at this
time In a strong financial position but is using the taxing power of our Federal
Government to destroy these corporations.

Many corporations have been fortunate enough to have their debts, prior to
March*4, 1938, evidenced by a form that would permit an adjusted allowance
under section 16 of this tax bill. While this section supposedly gives relief to
such corporations having their debts evidenced by certain types of securities in
effect, as we apply the provisions of this section to many actual cases, we find tat
it does not give relief at all, and the taxpayer will be forced to pay taxes underschedules 1 and 2 or alternate schedules provided for in section 13. We find
that section 16 gives reie only in special cases and then only partial relief,
which, in our opinion, would not be sufficient to permit the corporation to go
ahead and pay off it. debts under the sinking-fund and refunding provisions ofthe slrity which It has issued.In the case of other corporations whose debts are not evidenced by the certain
types of security recognized In section 18, such corporations, after paying therequired dividends ad taxes, or taxes, if no dividends are paid, would not in a
majority of eases, be able to take car of the payment of such debts under termsspecified at time they were contracted. In this case the creditors would have
no alternative but to force the company into bnkrupty in order to collet,nthoue liquidaton of the company, as much of the indebtedness to thert as

corporation did not olect it In this manner, so long asthe Federal Government were forcing the debtor corporation to pay out either
as dividends or taxes the bulk of the cash earned, the creditor corporation would
not be able to secure any payment of their account with such corporation. Theother more pressing corporate needs would absorb all of the limited remaining
cah earned by the debtor corporation

In the case of a company which is now trying to reorganize, if this law or a
similar law is put into effect such companies would not be able io reorganize and
would, consequently, be forced into bankruptcy. In practically all cases of re-
organization it is necessary for the creditors of these corporations to accept bonds,
notes, stock, or other types of securities in exchange for their accounts due from
such corporation. Except in rare cases, the creditors of these corporations require.
Ing reorganization would not find it safe to accept the securities of the reorganized
corporation in substitution for their debts. It would be financial suicide for a
creditor corporation to freeze any substantial amounts of their cash in investment
In numerous other companies who happen to be debtors required to undergo
reorganization. While it has been a very common practice during them pat
5 or 6 years for one company to help another company get back on Its feet by
scaling down Its debts and accepting securities of the other company In lieu of
their current account, this practice would practically go out of existence if this
proposed tax law were to be enacted.
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As we see it it would not be possible in most eases for banks to make short-
term conmercfal loans to companies to take care of additional requirements in
working capital during the heavier business seasons. It his been previously
pointed out that these companies would not be in position to take advantage of
the larger volume of business In these seasons that they could otherwise enjoy,
in that they would not have sufficient cash to carry such business. Certainly,
under this law, their suppliers could not extend to them any unusual terms on
goods purchased if such suppliers were not to place themselves in a very precarious
lbsition. At the same time, all banks being practically cut off from the commer-
clal-loan business would not be able to secure sufficient business with which to
keep going, and for this reason many of them would have to go out of business.
Consequently, we believe that if this proposed tax law were to pas within a short
time many banks in our country would be forced out of business. The only
possible outlet they could have for surplus funds now used for commercial credit
would be In purchasing additional issues of Government securities.

In the bankrupting of a company that would, under this law, be legislated out
of existence it should be pointed out that, undoubtedly, the larger number of
these companies would shut down permanently and cease to operate. Under
these conditions all the employees of these companies would be thrown out of
work. We would predict that the unemployment situation that has existed
and still exists in this country Is practically negligible to what this situation would
be under the conditions that would be brought about by enactment of this tax
bill your committee Is now considering.

In the case of our own company, the American Rolling Mill Co., the situation
concerning which I am perfectly familiar, I am able to give your committee the
probable action that would have been taken by our director@ and management
during the past 19 years that this corporation has been in existence if this pro-
posed law had been in effect. For the first 14 consecutive years this company
paid dividends to its stockholders, and during this period more than quadrupled
the number of employees earning their living in its employ. More recently the
corporation has resumed payment of dividends to its stockholders and has in-
creased the number of persons in Its employ more than 25 percent.

Analyzing this tax bill and applying its provisions over these 19 years it is
very clear that in many of these years we would have had to eliminate entirely the
payment of dividends to our stockholders and subject ourselves to the penalty tax
of 42%i percent on adjusted net income as provided in this law. This would havy
been necessary so as to have maintained sufficient cash to have taken care of the
replacement of our machinery and other facilities and the increase required in our
inventories and customers' accounts.

Under these circumstances, it would have been, undoubtedly, the duty of our
board of directors to have advised our stockholders as to the reason for the non-
payment of dividendsin years when the corporation enjoyed substantial earnings--
that it was necessary for them to withhold thn payment of dividends and subject
themselves to a penalty tax of 42%I percent just to retain sufficient cash to main-
tain the corporation In a sound operating condition. In only a very few years
during this 19-year period would the corporation have been able to have paid
sufficient dividends to have placed the Federal tax rate of the corporation at or
near the present rate of 15 percent. In all other years when dividends could
have been paid, they would have been of such a percentage of the adjusted net
income that the Federal taxes applied under this proposed statute would have
been considerably in excess of the Federal corporation-income tax paid.

For the future, If this tax bill or a similar tax bill were enacted, the manage-
ment of our company would find It impossible to pursue Its present policy in
respect to the payment of dividends and to employment and maintenance of
wages to employees.

The first consideration must be to maintain the company in a sound financial
condition in the interest of Its 15,000 employees and 22,000 stockholders and their
families and others who are In any way dependent on our company for their in-
come. For this reason they would not consider it advisable to pay dividends to
our 22,000 stockholders unless the corporation were fortunate enough, in any one
year, to have tremendous earnings and at the sante time to be in such a cash and

nanclal condition that such earnings could be dissipated In the form of cash
dividends and Federal taxes.

If history repeats itself, in the future our stockholders will undoubtedly be cut
off from dividends for many years when the company has substantial earnings.
They will, of course, have to be advised in those years that because of confiscatory
Federal taxes it is not possible for th, corporation to reduce its cash by paying
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eah dividends thereby seriously weakening Its financial position. Under a
situation of this kind We believe that the majority of our 22,000 stockholders
would not tie favorable to such a tax measure and would probably question the
advisability of continuing to support representatives who voted or supported
such a measure.

In conclusion, I would like to offer certain suggestions in relation to the tax bill,
if it appears necessary to change our present Federal income-tax law at this time
and to make certain comments thereon relating to Federal taxes.

We believe that if the Federal Government will set about in a businesslike
manner reducing Federal expenditures and in balancing its Budget through the
reduction of expense rather than imposition of ruinous taxes on its citizens and
corporations, that the majority of such citizens and corporations would be willing
to subject themselves to somewhat higher taxes than those previously in existence
until such time as the Government has materially reduced the present tremendous
Federal debt. We view the operation of the Federal Government in the same
way that we would view the operation of a large corporation. If such a corpora-
tion has determined that It cannot reasonably secure added income from its
business by increasing its volume of sales or raising the sales price of its products,
even though it may enjoy a monopoly In the products it produces it then becomes
necessary for this corporation to reduce its cost of doing business. The first
thing such a corporation does Is to discontinue those functions that it is carrying
that do not add tangible value directly to the product it is producing.

Similarly with the Federal Government, most of whose expenditures do not
increase the tangible wealth of our country, all of those functions and expenditures
which are not absolutely required to maintain the function of our Federal Govern.
ment should be discontinued. After setting the Federal Governmant up on this
sound basis then the income required by the Government In the form of taxes
from its citizens and corporations to balance the Budget and to reduce the
tremendous Federal debt that has been incurred in recent years will be accepted,
generally, by the taxpayers, with the knowledge that the Federal Government is
on a sound basis andits .past bills must be paid if our country is to be maintained
in a good financial condition.

The citizens and corporations of this country, however, will forcibly resist the
imposition of taxes by the Federal Government or State government that in any
way will confiscate or destroy their income or their business. The Imposition of
a tax of the character of this H. R. 12395, the purpose of which Is clearly to force
the control of private industry into the hands of bureaus and departments of our
Federal Government, will not be accepted now or at any time in the future.

Respectfully yours, . L. KINSBUR, Cotr.

SlirATIU FIrANCZ COsaszrrrx,
Senate Oce Building Wetuhngfon D. 0.

(Attention of Senator Pat HaiTison, chairman.)
MR. CHAIMAN: As a committee presenting the Textile Export Association

of the United States we hereby wib to draw to your attention and confirm
telegram sent you under date of April 24, 1936, reading as follows:

"Section 601 of revenue bill now before Congress apparently provides for re-
funds only uponproof of payment of processing tax. Exporters and distributors
to charitable Institutions etc had no control over coleltion of proesing taxes
and consequently should not'be penalize I for nonpayment by prcessors. Re-
refu sugest Iouroratbeion n this section of a provision simu to parsgrph
Eosee yon62 Aluggest imiation for filing claims sections 801 and 602
be changed to read: 'January 1, 1937, or months after pubication and Issuance
of rreribed claim forms by Commissioner whichever later.' Thanks."

n further epi lanation of the above we ta the liberty of drawing your atten-
eon to the apparent inuaelity iiaer the new proposed legislation of section 001,

dealing with export refunds ms Agai nat section 602 dealing with floor-stock
refunds. It is our firm belief t;at this inequality will work untold hardship on
exporters who by the Constitution and the law were guaranteed refund of taxes,
such as processing taxes, never becoming applicable on exportations of product.
of the Uniited States.

The claim that have been filed for refund& on exported goods are of consider-
able volume and due to the fact that the first processors for crtan reasons of
their own, have been unwilling or unable to give correct information as to pay-
ment of tax, the exporters have been put in a very unenviable position.
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Wo feel that the provisions made & ppl~cable to section 602 should also be made
app 1ble to wton 01, and that alllegitimate and proven claims for refund on
I a. rte ood should be allowed and paid by the Governwent..

We %sve before us a brief submitted to your comm!tteo by the American Cotton
Was t hahge, which we hereby endorse.

We pay that this matter b given your committee's consideration, and that
our I*ttion to Include the provialons of setion 602 Into section 601 be approved.

Respectfully submitted.
TExTILZ ExponT ASSOCIATnoN O THI UNITED STATES,
HNRY G. FANTE R,

Tas CocnmiUe,
K A R L . W H IT E ,T a o m i m

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD Co., INC.,

Mr. F. M. JOHNSTON, New York, May 7, 19,6.

Clerk of CommiUee on Finance, Washington, D. C.
DXas MR. JOHNSTON: I wish to acknowledge and thank you for your telegram

of May I advising me that the committee could not hear all who have requested a
hearing on the taxation matter.

I am President of the United States Plywood Co., with principal offices in New
York City, and also of the Aircraft Plywood Corporation, havings Its manufactur-
Ing plant in Seattle, Wash. 1 have a full and complete set of certified accountant
figures on the progress of these two concerns which in my opinion proves beyond
question that both firms would have been in bankruptcy hada law such as Is now
prop oe been In effect early In our activities.

The Unitod States Plywood Co started with $500 in 1019 and certainly could
not have grown to its present proportions if it had not been able to retain the major
part of Its profits without penalty. The proposed law puts a ball and chain on
the feet of the small man and definitely would prevent his ability to grow to
reasonable size.

I see no testimony on the Important point that profits do not accrue to a cor-
poration in the form of cash bub distribute .I srge part of themselves to equipment,
trucks, inventory and other sets of that nature, while the taxes must be paid to
the Government In cash taking all the life blood out of the business.

We have already effectively pased an undertaking requiring $100 000 for the
equipment of heavy machinery and the employment of about 60 additional men.
We could only proceed by borrowing the money and we are afraid to do so because
we do not know how we can repay our loan if our profits must be distributed.

The Aircraft Plywood Co. and the United States Plywood Co. together em-
ploy about 400 people and we pay out In dollara and In other items of our general
business overhead from $2,600 to $3,000 a day. This is exclusive of our mer-
chandise purchases. We have maintained our full force of people without dis-
charging a single one during the entire depression.

May Iadd that we are entirely in sympathy with much of the social legisla-
tion which h" been enacted both from a humanitarian and economic standpoint
but w6 believe that the administration's attitude toward business on the whole
has been too antagonistic, causing a feeling of Insecurity which has definitely
retarded recovery.

I lay no claims to qualificatlon as an expert on taxation, but I do know that the
proposed tax law is going to ruin a great many concerns, Is going to place the
penalty of uncertanty uron many of the rest of us and is contrary to the experi-
eoce of every sound bus nessman who has been taught to conserve his resource.
against the multitude of contingencies that always arise.

Respectfully submitted. LAWRENCE Oxri~oui '. dea.

TiRDOMANK & 11ARRI1% INC.,
San FroInisco, Calif., May 7, 19.

United Sta tes Senate Finance Committee, Washin ton, D. C.
Dxss Sa: Upon my arrival In Washington I found that your committee had

saheduled all representatives of outsde businesses that you considered possible to
har.
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I, therefore, bespeak the cause of Tiedemann & Harris, Inc., and other lade-
pendent packers at northern California through this letter.

While caUng the firm of Tiodemabn & Harris, Inc., whose affairs are familiar to
me, I know that the same conditions are applicable to other independents In our
community.

Briefly, the following pertinent facts *111 show the problems we face which
naturally cause us some concern as to the future In face of reported taxes, both
as to processing and surplus earnings.
Capital ..................................................... $53, 000 00
Surplus as of Jan. 1, 1936 ---------------------- -------------- 40,482,5
Deficit as of Apr. 1, 193 ...................................... 2, 719. 11

Actual capital being used in our business, $305,655.72, of which $170,913.40
constitutes property and necessary operating equipment, and $134,742.32 liquid
tapital-acounts receivable and inventories.

Against this we have a mortgage on our property of $35,539.84, owe $71,368.14
accounts payable, and $30 000 notes payable.

Our business was established In January 1923. Our property was purchased
In 1928.

A dividend has never been paid on capital stock since the start of this business.
We employ 60 persons, at an annual salary of $97,600, which equals 60 percent

of our total operating costs outside of merchandise.
To be forced to pay suggested taxes on undlsbursed surplus would unques-

tionably prove very embarrassing to us In view of our present indebtedness.
Since the curtailing of hog production we have been forced to accept only 60

percent of our former volume, on the form tonnage.
Consumers resist present high prices and will not purchase the products we

feature, namely, hams bacon, and boiled hams, at present levels In sufficient
volume for us to operate profitably. Further advance due to processing taxes or
any other cause would be ruinous.

Through shortening of hours our personnel has been held at the same number
which formerly was able to handle our business, when a much greater volume was
handled.

Your consideration is respectfully requested in our behalf as well as for other
Independent merchants In the same line of endeavor In northern California.

These proposed taxes unquestionably will be the undoing of many small con-
eeras who like ourselves still have more burdens to carry than s comfortable.

It is my personal opinion that the failure Qf our business would not result in
reemployment of our personne' by others. This business would be distributed
among so many others it is very doubtful if the slight Incrna to each would
necessitate additional employment.

Respectfully submitted for your consideration.
Sincerely, o um T z z wN .

MEMORANDUM FILED WITH rHE FINANCE COMMrT"13 OF THIN SUNATZ BY THE
COMmXrUa ON FzzRAL TAXATION OF THU Nuw YORK STATI SOCIETY OF
CsITrTIZD PuILwo AccouxvANTs Rz PaooanD RUvzNuU AcT or 19M

Mr. JAMIs F. Huone, MAY , 198.

Press def, New York State Sociey of erl d PSW(e AoeuUtaafe.
DzAn' Sin: The committee of the Ntiw York State Society of Certified Public

Accountants appointed byyou, as president of the society, to study and comment
on Federal revenue leglslation ha pleasure in submitting a short review of the
proposed Revenue Act of 193 ( . 0. 12395) recently passed by the House of

Your committee feels that its comments should be made as constructive as
possible and deal with the possible effects of the bill as it may be applied In actual
practice rather than concern itself with the underlying political or economic
apets of the proposed measure. Nevertheless, after studying the measure as a
whole, your committee feels that the adoption of an entirely new base for taxing
corporations at the present time when business is struggling to its feet from a
long period of depression is most unwise. We feel that the possible damage to
the weaker corpuratlons through passage of the measure in its present form has
not been given adequate oonsideration and the time since the memure was pased
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by the House of Representatives has been too short to Judge what Its final effect
on business may be. We Submit however, that obviously what the countryrequired is a Sipm lifcation of it i i m easuresiste'd of w .ch tbe Houso of

present ives as passed a il of such a com pl ea nture hat the ordinary
taxpayer will be unable to understand it or even to determine what it. tax liability
may be, and, in addition, the yield to be obtained from the new princile f taxa-
tion uappled to corporations is so uncertain that even the redit of the Govern.meat itsI may be seriously affected if the revenue false far short of expetation..

n 'v u U rozt, nz~ rinc a

Experience of the past baa shown that a great many taxpayers find a periodof2 months ater tbe close of the fiscal year in which to file their returns too
short a time. It seems almost unnecessary to point out that, where taxpayers
have to deal with a cornpliacted law in the form now proposed, if the present
filing date ii adhered to, then any taxpayer should be privileged to file a tenta-
tive return which would automaticaly extend the time for filing a complete
return by 60 days and that it should only be necessary to ask the Commissioner
for an additional extension of time for filing if the completed return cannot be
fedwithin the 60-day extension covered by the tentative return.

RIIALUgED INCOME AS COMPARED WITH TAXABLE INCOME
One of the principal shortcomings of the pi pd new revenue hill is the feature

that taxation is bsed on an arbitrary and leg~al]y defined statutory income ratherthan on the true income of the oration whch Is all that would be legally
available for distribution. The olowing example wi~ll illustrate this point;assuming th se Seof corporation which has nosu lus afumulated from earnings:

e"Tr an. eStalutoq0

2crmsnth, me
Net~~ etb taxpayers.. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .* a0 perio

Nodsacjbs 0 ( a ,fr clsae of ite sals. yosear Ino wiiall to f).. thi retrn too

Totalanome....................................................... rron, ies 000

Obviously, this corporation, having no earnings, cannot distribute any dividendsdh if it declared a dividend In annform it would no doubt violate State law.
hut the proposed law would exact a tax of f5 percent, or $29,700, thereby creating
deficit and aleng the tax really a levy on capital and nof an income tax.

It iv admitted that the foregoing example Isan extme one, but it clearly
brings out that some corPOrations will be tnxed out of existence under the pro-
posed new law unless the imitation on what is technically called a capital loss
suffered by corporations (other than personal holding corporations) is removed.

TAx I OM IQ IDWITO hIDZ INO
The new bill provides in section 116 () for the application of the capital gain

provisions to istribution In complete liquidation of corporation.. There seems
tbeno good reason why there should not be the same provision with respect to
distrlbufons in partial liquidation. The committee report state the present
situation retards liquidation and the Treasur thereby loses taxes. The same
comment, although possibly not to the sam degree, could be applied to partialquiations where only a portion of the stock of a corporation is retired.

INTURMEDIATU HOLDING cOMPANIg8
Section 27 (j) relating to intercorporate dividends puts a terillo penalty upon a

corporation 60 percent or more of whose stock is owned by another corpration.Under this provision a corporation 80 percent or more of whose gross income is
derived from dividends Will receive no credit it such dividends are in turpaid
over to a corporation owning 650 percent r more of its stock. Clearly this is
confiscatory and the proposed bill should be amended by striking out this pro-
vision. ""••

a e y corpora ,,t r rpoovtoos too removed
TAXNLI IDAING bFOR Nxn

The relief provision imposing flat rate of tax on corporations which are unable
to pay adequate dividend because of contractual obligations outstanding as at
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March 8, 1936, should be amended so as to include In the ten "debts" any loans
whether obtained from banks or other sources even though not represented by a
note, bond or other similar instrument.

DIVWDZNDS IN OBLIGATIONS O A CORPORATION

Section 27 (d) provides that consideration has to be given to the fair market
value at the time of payment if a dividend Is paid In obligations of the corporation.
This will undoubtedly prove unworkable in practice, and we suggest that this
section be amended to provide that so far as the corporation Is concerned the
amount of the dividend credited shall be the face value of the obligation and 1hat,
in so far as the stockholders are concerned the amount of the dividend in their
hands shall be the face value or the amount received though sale or exchange of
the obligation if disposed of within the taxable year. If disposed of later the
sale or exchange of a dividend received in an obligation of a corporation should
be exempt from the limitations of loss contained In section 117.

OPERATING LOSSES

We recommend that the provision permitting operating losses In I year to be
carried forward against the operating profits of the succeeding I or 2 years be
reinstated In the law as otherwise the proposed plan of forcing all future income
to be declared in the form of dividends or be largely paid over to the Government
in the form of taxes will prevent corporations from making any real recovery of
financial loses suffered through the period of the depression.

AFFILIATED CORPORATIONS

Due to the fact that many corporations find it necessary to operate wholly
owned subsidiary corporations by reason of State laws applicable to their business
in different locations, we recommend that the principle of taxing the entire income
of the parent corporation on a consolidated basis be reenacted. Cognizance
could well be given to taxing as a separate entity wholly owned subsidiaries which
are engaged in a different line of business than the parent Corporation, but clearly
where the operations of the subsidiary are only a part of the activities of the
parent corporation the Income of such subsidiaries should be included with that
of the parent company and the entire operations be taxed as income arising from
a single business.

SUGGESTED CHANGE IN COMPUTATION OF DIVIDDN' CREDIT

Section 13 provides that the term "Undistributed net income" means the sum
of the dividend credit provided in section 27 plus the tax computed under sub-
section (b). We recommend that a third clause be added to the above-quoted
provisions to the effect that, in addition to the two foregoing items, there should
be added the amount of additional tax paid in any year in respect of adjustments
of prlor years' tax returns.

The need for this Is demonstrated by the well-known fact that frequently
adjustments of tax returns are made through such matters as change in the baas
allowed for depreciation or because of court decisions affecting the deductibility
of items, or the taxablity of receipts not capable of final determination at the
time the return was filed.

The above suggested addition to section 18 (a) will enable the corporation to
correct an'overpsyment of dividend through an Innocent mistake In Its deter-
mination of the amount of tax payable at the time Its return was flied. This
would appear to be necessary because of the many compilations connected with
the calculation of the amount of tax payable in any psrti cular situation.

ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF TAXATION

In the preceding paragraphs your committee has endeavored to make con.
structive suggestions toward remedying the most glaring defects in the proposeA
bill. -ue to the complexity of the measure, however it has not been possible
to make any exbaust~ve examination andwe ae of te opinion thet it will be
impoalblo to pelt the measure on a sound bassa in the time available. While
your committee feels that the general idea of the bill has much merit, it cannot
approve the measure as a whole in its present form as it believes adequate revenue
could be obtained through a much simpler measure and, at the same tinqe, make
a step toward Inducing corporations to pay out in the form of dividends a larger
part of the surplus not actually needed in the business.
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In this connection the attention -f your committee has been drawn to m0
editorial in the New York Times of Monds ay 4. We understand that this
editorial has already been furnished to the te comdttee considering revenue
legislation and, as we believe that the suggestions put forth In said editorial are
the most constructive iiggtstions so far made, we desire to record our approval
of them. The committee feels it unnecessary to quote extensively from said
editorial but for your convenience and Information, the following summary of
the general form of an alternative tax plan, as put forward by the Times hasbeen repared.

It & well known that at the present time only four or five individuals In every
hundred pay personal Income tax, and thus the most desirable measure that could
be passed would be one that spread the personal income tax over a much greater
number of individuals. The Times editorial contains the following recommenda-
tions with which this committee is In hearty sympathy:

(I) The dropping of the capital-stoek tax and the excess-profits tax is approved.
(2) In order tohave a more certain yield from the new measure a tax on all

corporate income should be imposed at a flat rate of 15 percent. This suggestion
would alio help simplify the law as It would do away with the graduated rates
of tax running from 12 to 16 percent. Nevertheless, it may be desirable to
have some graduation in the tax to apply to corporations whose net Income is
$20 000 in any I year or less.

(5) Approval is given to making all dividends In the hands of Individuals
subject to the normal tax of 4 percent.

(4) In the case of corporations, all Income of any year not distributed to stock-
holders should be subject to a normal tax of 4 percent In addition to the fiat tax
on all income of 15 percent, this 4 percent rate to apply on all Income retained
not In excess of 20 percent (or one-fifth) of the Income of the year. If more
than 20 percent of the Income Is retained, then apply a graduated tax, as follows:

Pirce
On the second fifth of retained Income ------------------------------- 5
On the third fifth of retained Income ------------------------------- 10
On the fourth fifth of retained Income ------------------------------- 15
On all retained Income over four-fifths of the Income of the year apply a

tax of ------------------------------------------------ 20
(5) Before determining the income subject to the graduated .rates as above,

a corporation should be allowed to retain subject to an additional tax of only
4 percent (i e. in addition to the flat rate of 15 percent) all earnings earmarked
for purchase of additional plant facilities and new machinery or for creation of
tangible facilities with the object of enlarging the production of the plant and
increasing employment. This would mean that Income, as Indicated in this
paragraph, should first be deducted from the total Income of the year and taxed
at 4 percent and thin the balance of the income be taxed as suggested In (4)
above.

The tax cn undistributed income should, of course, be coupled with the
relief provisions contained in the hill passed by the House and also to the foregoing,
particularly those matters relating to the difference between statutory and actual
income. I

The adoption of the method of taxing undistributed income suggested above
removes the possible lag In revenue due to having a dividend y ear running from
March 16 of one year to March 15 of the next year. As it Is often impossible for
a corporation to determine its profits for dividend declaration purposes before
Its ac counts are closed after the end of Its taxable year, we further recommend
that the definition of the dividend year sa contained in the proposed bill at the
time it was introduced to the House be reinserted In any bill formulated along the
lines suggested In the closing paragraphs of this memorandum.

Yours truly,
NORMAN (L CHaWmisa,

Chairman of Committee on Federal Txa4tion of ths
New York Sae Society of Certifed Putibhc Acomnplanthi

The CHAIRMAN. The committee recesses until 10 o'clock on Mon-
day morning, at which time we will meet in executive session. The
public hearing are closed for the present.

(Whereupon, at 12.15 p.m., recess is taken until Monday, May 11,
1930, at 10 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 19, 1986

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

W4,lashinglon, b. .
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. In in the

committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Pat Harrison
presiding.

Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,
Barkley, Connally, Bailey, Clark, Byrd, Lonergan, Black, Gerry,
Guffey, Couzens Kyes, La Follette Metcalf, Hastings, and Capper.

Also present: Iferman Oliphant general Counsel for the Treasury
Department; Guy T. Helvering, commissioner of Internal Revenue;
George C. flaas, Director o Research and Statistics, Treasury
Department; C. E. Turney, Assistant General Counsel for the Treas-
ury Department; L. H. Parker, Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and members of his staff; Henry A.
Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture; Prow Savoy, special attorney, Do-
partment of Agriculture.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I offer this resolution:

The secretary of the Tresury I hereby requested to furnish a list of all cor-
porations for the tax year of 193F. that had a net Income, before Federal taxes,
of more than a million dollars, and, based upon the actual distributions of that
year would receive a tax reduction under the pending bill:

( ) The amount of such reduction of suth corporations.
(b) The rate of taxation if any that would be paid by such corporations in the

event the pending bill was then in effect.
This is practically the same request that I made in a letter to the

Secretary.
The &AIRMAN. Does that include in it the request of Senator

Black?
Senator LA FOLL.YrrH. That ought to be in there.
Senator BYRD. Senator Black will have to get up his own.
The CHAIRMAN. Here is a letter that I wrote to the Secreta. of

the Trasury yesterday. I had overlooked the fact as to the provision
of the law limiting the disclosure of such information except as indi-
cated in the statute.

The letter is as follows:

Hon. HNaT MOUINTHA, Jr. MAY 11, 1 .

Secrdary of 1he Tn¢sur, Wasitnon, D. 0.
DZA Mn. SXCRITARY: At the executive session meeting of the Finance Com-

mittee held today, requests for certain information to be obtained from income-
tax returns were made by members of the committee. These requests met with
the approval of the committee and therefore, In behalf of the committee I would
ask for the following Information:

SIS
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First, I would request the information as set forth in a letter addressd to you
by Senator Harry F. Byrd under date of May 8, 1936, a copy of which Is attached
hereto.

I would also ask that you furnish the committee a list of our larger individual
taxpayers by name who own stock in corporations, showing as far as possible
the amount of dividends actually received and the amount of dividends In addi-
tion which they would have received If ti.4 principal corporations in which they
owned stock had distributed al of their iet income In dividends. In respect to
these individuals, it is requested that the names of these principal corporations be
shown and the amount of net income and dividend payments made by such
corporations. For the purpose of tax computation, the total income of these
larger individual stockholders should also be shown. It Is suggested that in
connection with these large income tax payers, you show in one column the amount
of tax actually paid by the corporation on the profits which constituted their
part of the corporate earnings as compared with the amount of tax that these
individuals would have been required to pay on the same profits, if they had been
received by them Indirectly as dividends distributed.

Mr. Kent, Acting Chief Couusel of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, was
present during the discuiolon this morning, and can undoubtedly give you a more
detailed analysis of the information requested. It appears that under section
257 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1926, this information may properly be submitted
to the committee in executive session.

Sincerely yours,
(The enclosure referred to is as follows:)

MAY 8, 1930.

Hon. HZNar MOROXNTHAU, Jr.,

ocretr of LA Th.en sury, Wosiegon, D. 0.
Mr DzAR Ma. Breaumar: It has been stated that many of our financially

strong corporations especially those of substantial size, will pay little or no
taxes to the Federal Treasury If the pending bill Is passe. I am checking the
accuracy of these statements, and I am likewise interested in the opportunities
that may be afforded such corporations by the bill to avoid the payment of taxes.

We must guard carefully against giving thee large corporations a greater
advantage and perhaps a strsngehold over their present smaller competitors.
Frankly, I am concerned about the application of the proposed tax policies to
those corporations which now have large surpluses and a strong cash or credit
position.

We must make certain that legislation 4oes not prevent the healthy growth
and expansion of our smaller businesses by imposing a penalty upon them if
their financial position and their business opportunitfr do not permit the pay.
ment in dividends of substantially all their profits. Want your asstance in
appraising the situation.

I have selected from Moody's Manual a few of the largt corporations, with
a view to determining the rate of tax which would be imposed upon them It the
pending bill should be enacted. The only statistles I have availalble Are for
I934. should appreciate It very much If you would check the list I give you
and let me have a sidmlar list for 1935, if statistics are avalable to you.

A few of the corporations I"ktch Wucdd pay sio fs, basd on 1934 reluMn (now pay
15 percent)

Net bncme Didrdmod

aftl Uas Wai out

Amnecica Telepbow && Teleg.ph ................................. 121 9 $1 M9476
Ameran Toba Co ........................................... O .20 264&I',s

er rne g & R en........... ........................ 
1.8 5,03

stb 15W C ...................................... I M 1 8.1,403
,ntmantion. .Harresim........................................... 9& W 6,28,0
Nati"ja lt CoS o............................................ l18057 A6,rA to
NsItlogs Dity Pcc4ncm Co..................................... 6,1,0 ,9
eh oo .....o..... .............................................. 3,411Z a29k .X
It. 1. Reynolds Tobaco Co................................. 21 56K W94 ~ODO, 000

The above lit of financially strong compass that can completely avoid'
taxation can be greatly expanded.
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Corpration whicA would payv kai t, n 6 perCEiJ

Net twoat Di4dns Ta cd
an" tax pIdd out mw

Air Reduction ............................. 7. . 37. 1814
AliedM Chemical & 71 s Corporation ..... s;355 1, ",34 o
Corn ........ .(.................................. .72 2.4 1.0
Curtis Pu bIngCo ........ ................................. . ,0, so 1A4 0 1.20
E . J J. u 7 .oo........................................... 0&.1 14 60
P re t & 6 1 ....................................... . T,1 119 4
Generna s ...... . ..................................... 14 76 9 4 614 .40
Gre aterm I m t . u.n................................. 761,727 5M70m0 J.6
Imp ed . .........al.......................... 101,661 1 41 10 1.40

Etn I oa. ............................ . 10,06479 1 0,3 27 c4
S D avis Co ............................................... IL. 79.3168 1 3. 4 U0 L 0

Prytantl lPoad o 11177.379 1124,8474 ,0
8,068,96.25.002 .18

Garporaffons whieA ,coidd pay Ws. 1hass 10 percent

Net Inoone Diviends Tax 004ft

Amerit ni C o .......................................... it &190. 4 321 6.63
Arour and Co laws")................................ d C a,1 6 30 & 4
E t an a V ......................................... 14, 247 10,4 ,066 & 4
atoms] M ao er ............................................. ,7 ,131 M .1710 .178

qoorV~ l
T  

Pact To s ...................................... S41 19l 0e Is &m 72 bl

Orvat Atlantic A ali Ta C 04810 1,3,9 4 .72

Standard Oi1 Co.:I

Interation It M e.............................................. . W .4 .O 6. 0:. U3 .78

..lo e .. ....................... ..................... 16047.317 1,,4. 5.98
Phillip s~ y .......t=C ......................................... MUM 0 64.24 ,0 6.0

PoT ir O aal e ....mrC......................................... =t& 7 I $2 FAxe 1.2
Unied rui C ............................................... A11 47007 00 47 ::-= L9e

Texs UH wpu 0 ........................... 48,K478 8,73000 &.22
F. W. Woolworth Co .......................................... 1.1 S36 1 , 3 1.1.44

I also Ask that you furnrsh me with the names of all corporations which, for
the last year for which the statistics are available, had a net Income before
F6Jeral taxes, of more than $1,000,000, and based upon the actual distrbutlonA
for the year, mill receive a tax reduction of d0 percent or more under the pending
bill.

You %ill appreciate that the fundamental purpose of my inquiry Involves not
only competitive advantage. to the strong corporations, but the' restraints of
heavy taxes upon small- and medium-sized enterprises upon which we must
depend so lhgely for reconployment of labor, and for healthy businem growth.

Itls unnteeasary for re to add that the data must be available promptly If it
IS to serve a useful purree. I shall appreciate very much your assistance and
cooperation.

Cordially yours, IIAMIT F. BYRD.

Senator BYnD. This makes some alight change in the request that
I made. I want the amount of reduction of each corporation, which
my htter did not specifically ask for.

Senator LA FOLo,,r'r L It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, in
view of your lettux, which seems to me to cover Senator Black's
request, that we o)uld pass Seator Byrd's resolution which asks for
a little additional information than that requested in your letter to
the Secretary.

The C AIRMAN. Without objection this resolution will be adopted
and the clerk will transmit it immediately just as it is adopted to
the Secretary of the Treasury, requesting him to comply with it.
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Senator BARKLEY. Is there any question that the letter carries with
it the effects of the resolution? Whatever we do ought to be in the
one resolution, and not parts of piecemeal resolutions.

The CHAI:RMAN. Yesterday there was no resolution passed. I took
it as the action of the committee. The law says it can be furnished
when the committee requests it.

Senator BARKLEY. Was it not your intention that your letter should
over both these informations sought by Senator Byrd and Senator

Black?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. This letter went yesterday to the Secretary

of the Treasury. This is some additional information that Senator-
Byrd desires, so we will send another letter.

Senator BARKLEr. I do not object to it, but I think if we are going
to pass a formal resolution asking for information, it ought to ask for
all of the information that we want.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Would it not satisfy the situation to propose
that the committee authorize and endorse the letter which the Senator
transmitted to the Secretary, as expressing the action of the com-
mitee?

Senator BYRD. A separate motion?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

* Senator LA FOLLErrTE. I move then that the committee express its
approval of the letter which the chairman has written to the Secretary
of the Treasury as embodying and expressing the action taken by the
committee on yesterday.

Senator CLARK. I second the motion.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the notion will be adopted.
Senator BYRD. Then the motion that I made is adopt ted too?
The CHAIRMAN. That is adopted, and a letter will be sent imme.

diately for that information.
The Secretary of Ariclture is here, and I request you, Mr. Secre-

tary, to come forward and make such statement as you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WALLACE, SECRETARY OF AGRI-
CULTURE

Mr. WALLAcE. As you are aware, I have sent you a memorandum
in the form of a letter which I think you have before you, and I
believe all of the members of the committee have mimeograph copies
of this letter. I suspect that the most orderly method of procedure
would be for me to read this letter: "MAY 7, 1938.
"Hon. PAT HARRISON,

"United SWts &naU.
"My DEAR SZA'ro: I wish to thank you and the members of your

committee for this opportunity to express my views and the views
of the Department of Agriculture with respect to such portions of
the pending tax bill (H. R. 12395), and such further related matters
as are of dwect interest to this department.
. I refer, first, to the provisions for a tax of 90 percent on income

which constitutes an unjust enrichment of processors resulting from,
the nonpayment of processing taxes growing out"of the decision of
th6 Supreme Court in the Hoosac Md.* and Rice Millen owes; second,

842
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to provisions which I shall suggest intended to insure the retention
of the $963 229,981.67, collected as processing and related taxes under-
the Agricultural Adjustment Act in all cases where the taxpayer did
not bear the burden of the tax; and, third, to the levying of bxciso
taxes at moderate rates on the processing of certain agricultural
commodities.

"I wish to endorse strongly the inclusion of the bill of provisions
looking to these ends: The first, on the ground that with rare excep-o
tons the processors did not absorb the processing taxes, but passed
them on to consumers or back to producers, and that hence the ap-
proximately 320 million dollars of impounded and otherwise uncol-
lected taxes, lost by the Government as a result of the Supreme
Court's decisions, represent an unjust enrichment or outright gift,
which should be recovered by the Treasury; the- second, on the
ground that, where the taxpayer did not sustain the economic burden
of the tax, he should not recover the taxes paid, for the same reasons
which justify a tax on the net income resulting from nonpayment of
such tax; and the third, on the ground that agriculture has a profound
interest in the maintenante of the Federal Government's revenues Ad
in the production of a part of such revenues from sources having some
relationship to agriculture."

I discuss now the tax on unjust enrichment:
"The decision of the United States Supreme Court in the Rice

Millers' case returning impounded processing taxes to processors re-
sulted in a loss to the Federal Government of approximately 320 mil-
ion dollars in impounded or otherwise uncollected taxes.

"Proessrs'margin, during the period the processing taxes were in
effect, were widened in practically all eases to include the tax. This
means that the tax was passed on to the consumers or back to the
producers and was reflected in market prices up to January 6. The
processors therefore are absolutely not entitled to keep for themselves
tax revenues which have already been paid to them by consumers and
producers. To allow the processors to retain this revenue would be in
the nature of a sheer gift which, for example, for the cotton, wheat,
and hog processing industries would amount to several times their.
annual net profits of prosperity years.

"I am aware that the large meat packers have recently been agitat-
ing against the 'windfall' tax. provisions on the ground that these
provisions for a tax of 80 percent on unjust enrichment from this
source would be unfair to small packers. I . I . •

"I wish to point out that the lion's share of the tax gift will go, not
to the small packers, but to the big packers if they should succeed
in defeating the 'windfall' tax provisions. Ten largo packers alone
were enriched by about 50 million dollars of unpaid taxes, or half the
total unpaid hog taxes. This sum is probably. four times these
packers' 1935 earnings from hog operations. The processors' margin
on hogs was widened to include the tax by large and small processors
alike. This is much different than saying that there were no mall
packers who lost money. Some of them did. Small packers were
bound to have difficulty following the sharp reduction in hog supplies
caused by drought. They are always hard pressed by larger com
petitors in periods of falling hog supplies and rising hog p prices. The
fact of size, however, would not seem to justify the application of a
different'principle in the matter of unjust enrichment.

84_
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: "That the real interest of the few big packers in their opposition to
the 'windfall' tax is not the small packer but the enormous unearned
enrichment to themselves, is further revealed by the volume of hogs
slaughtered by them and by the small packers. During the fiscal
year 1935, there were 16,627 hog processors. Four large packers
slaughtered 40 percent of all hogs, 10 additional packers slaughtered
24 percent of the total, and 32 additional packers slaughtered 17
percent of the total. These 46 packers slaughtered 81 percent of all
the taxable hogs slaughtered in 1934--35."

- Senator CLARK. How many packers are there in the United States,
Mr. Secretary?

Mr. WALLACE. There are 16,627 hog processors. Of course, there
are other packers that deal in cattle.

Senator CLARK. And 46 packers slaughtered 81 percent of all of
the hog?

Mr.WALLACE. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, does that include small butchers

or is that real packing plants, the 16,000?
Mr. WALLACE. I think this includes all hog processors, however

small. That is all that would be reached by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.

Senator BARKLEY. How many of what you call packers are in the
packing business in the whole country? Do you know and can you
give th6 figure?

Mr. WALLACE. That is a matter of definition, and it would be
impossible for me to give you a definite answer.

ator BARKLEY. Fortysix would be a small proportion of the
total number engaged in the hog-packing business, would it not?

Mr. WALLACE, Yes; although the 46 did 81 percent of the business.
Senator BARIKLzY. That would be a small percentage?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes; that would be a small percentage.
Senator Couzyms. Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask hov you

firrive at this conclusion: "Small packers were bound to have diffi-
culty following the sharp reduction in the hog supplies caused by the
drought." Do I understand that you mean the committee to under-
stand that was the only cause for the hog supplies to be short?

Mr. WALLACE. It is always a matter of past history as you study
packing earnings, that whenever hog prices go up and hog suppliesgo down, the big packers, gain, because of the inventory carried
over from the preceding period of low hog prices; the small packers
not being in a position of carrying such large inventories, find them-
selves in a difficult competitive position.

Senator CouzESs. I understand that, but you say impliedly that
the only cause was the drought. Was there not another cause?

Mr. WALLACE. You are referring to the Agricultural Adjustment
operations?
. Senator CoUzENs. No. You say "Small packers were bound to

have difficulty following the sharp reduction in hog supplies cause-
by the drought." Was there another cause for the small supply,?

Mr. WALLACE. I say, you are referring to the Agricultural Adjust-
ment operations, are you not?

Senator CouzENs. That is what you are talking about, is it not?
Mr. W.ALLcE. The dominating factor in the great scarcity of hog

was the extraordinary. drought. If there had been no Agricultural
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Adjustment operations whatever, there would have been, I suspect,
the way things turned, almost as great a reduction as there was.

There were three causes for the very pronounced condition.. One
was the extraordinary short corn crop of 1934; second, the extraordi-
narily low hog prices of 1933 and early 1934 to which there is always
something of a reaction; and, third, the fact that we had definitely
endeavored under the Agricultural Adjustment program, to bring
about a sufficient reduction in hogs so that there would no longer be
a large supply to place on the market.

Senator Couszms. What percentage of the shortage was attribu-
table to that last classification?

Mr. WALLACE. I am unable to state definitely at this time, although
we have made a definite estimate of that and can give you the figure.Senator CouzExs. If these small packers processing some 19
percent of the whole, lost money, how are they going to return or
pay to the Government this unjust enrichment money if they did
not get it?

Mr. WALLACE. They got the money, all right.
Senator COUZENS. If the lost money and have no money to pay

this unjust enrichment which you allege, how are they going to pay
this unjust enrichment money? In other words, there is plenty of
evidence before the committee to indicate that among this 19 percent
of the hog processors who made no money, they have no money to
pay this unjust enrichment tax. How are they going to do it?

Senator KING. Go into bankruptcy, if they are not already there?
Senator COUZENS. This is a serious situation.
Mr. WALLACE. That kind of a situation has happened in the Bureau

of Internal Revenue again and again.
Senator CoUzENs. What do you mean? That they pay a tax on

money that they did not earn?
Mr. WALLACE. I mean to say that there have been many small

concerns that have found themselves in a position unable to pay the
taxes which were owing to the Government.

Senator CoUzENs. What taxes?
Mr. WALLACE. Income taxes.
Senator COUZENS. They do not have to pay any if they do not

-make any, so they cannot have any experience along that line.
Mr. WALLACE. Oh, yes, they can.
Senator CousrNs. How?
Mr. WALLACE. They can find the experience in the succeeding

years so difficult that they are unable to pay, although they expected
to be able to pay as the result of the preceding year's operations.

Senator BARKLEY. If after collecting these .processing taxes and
not turning them into the Treasury, they are in a bif fix, how much
worse fix would they be i if they had not collected the taxes?

Mr. WALLACE. The point I would make answering your question
somewhat indirectly, is that if there had been no processing tax
whatever, if there had been no Agricultural Adjustment program
whatever, these men would, so far as their operations are concerned,
have been in a position of loss just the same.

Senator CouzNs. You say no, just the same. That is the point
I am trying to make. If it is just the same, then why the return of
lthe enrichment money that they did not collect or did not get, be-
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cause their business showed a loss? You say it would be just the
same if we had the Adjustment Act or not.

Mr. WALLACz. This is the point I would make Senator; that the
small packer as well as the large packer, widened the margin between
the paying prices to the farmers and the selling prices to the con-
sumers.

Senator KINO. That is, they paid more for their products, you
mean?

Mr. WALLACE. No. Small packers to some extent, we will say,
paid less for their hogs and charged the consumer more for the
product.

Senator Kiss. The evidence before us shows, by these small
packer, that they were compelled to pay advancing prices largely
because of the limited production because of your policy of killing
the pigs and restricting production, and they were compelled to pay
higher prices than they otherwise would, and the evidence before us
shows an enormous advance in prices which they had to pay for the
ho%.r WALLACE. Senator, the point I was making was dealing with

the incidence of the processing tax itself, with the margin. I am not
dealing with the absolute price of hogs, but the margin between what
the packers paid to the farmer and what they sell the product for to
the consumer. The point I was making was the fact that the small
packers like the large packers widened that margin, in part by paying
a lower price than these farmers-

Senator BARKLEY (interposing). As the price went up due to what-
ever cause brought it about, whether it was from drought or from the
Agricultural Adjustment, or for any other reason, as the price of hogs
went up, the margin of difference between the price paid the producer
and the price charged the consumer, maintained its status? It did
not vary because the price went up, so that that width was main-
tained, the higher the price went, would it not?

Mr. WALLaCE. In general that is correct, although there is a
tendency, just going back over the years before the Agricultural
Adjustment, there is a tendency, I believe, in times of rising prices,
because of the superior competitive position of the large packers, to
reduce that margin a little bit when hog prices are going up, because
they have that inventory to enable them to out-compete the smaller
packers. There is a tendency to reduce the margin ii times of rising
prices.

Senator BARKLZY. They carry over stocks for which they had paid
a lower price, and that enables them to reduce the margin a little bit?

Mr. WALLACe. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. As I understood you a little while ago, if

there had been no procesing tax on, the demand for plrk products
would have been higher to the producer than they would have been
probably if otherwise with the tax on; in other words, the added
expense of the tax had a depressing effect on the price to the producers.
When that tax was added the roceaors wherever they could, did
pass that on and thereby created the spread that you speak of?

Mr. WALLACE, Yes; he passed it on. There were only two ways
that he could pass it on;.one was charging more to the consumer, and
the other was paying less to the farmer.
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Senator CONNALLY. And the fact that it was on would give him
an advantage in paying a little less to the farmer, because all prices
have a certain reaction to demand, and the natural demand for hogs
adjusted by the price with the tax on, might have justified, like that
same price if there had been no tax on to the producer, competition
with other meats and other food products.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Secretary, will you proceed?
Mr. WALLACE. "The total tax liability on hogs slaughtered in

that year was $174,000,000. Of this amount, the 4 largest packers
owed the Treasury $69,000,000; the next 10 largest packers,
$36,000,000; and the next 32 largest packers, $30,000,000. These
46 large firms incurred a tax liability of $135,000,000 out of a total of
$174,000,000, or an average of $3,000,000 per taxpayer. The balance
of less than $40,000,000 covers the slaughter operations of over 16,500
hog processors, or an average of $2,400 per taxpayer. The four largest
packers collected in processing taxes in the 1935 fiscal year about
sour times the annual net profits of the entire meat-packing industry
in prosperity years.

Representatives of the meat packers are publicly on record, in-
cluding statements made in testifying before committees of Congress,
to the effect that they pass the processing taxes back to the farmers.
Such statements are to be found, among other places, in the hearipge
relating to the Agricultural Adjustment program before the Commit-
tee on Agriculture of the House of Representatives, Seventy-second
Congress, second session, panes 232 and 268, hearing on H. R. 5585,
before that committee during the Seventy-fourth Congress, first
session, page 253, and in the hearings on S. 1807, before the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, Seventy-fourth Congress,
first session, pages 183-188. Their present assertions that they now
have a just claim to this money are indeed inconsistent with their prior
statements and with the true facts.

"The Iloosae Mills and Rice Millers' decisions destroyed the self-
liquidating nature of the Agricultural programs.

"The losses of revenue which these decisions caused the Govern-
ment, totaling, as I have said, in excess of $320,000,000 in unpaid
taxes, have made new tax legislation essential.

"Farmers who as producers and consumers contributed a share of
all processing taxes are, I believe, overwhelmingly in favor of enact-
ment of the 'windfall' tax provisions. I feel also that the principle of
the Revenue Act of 1919, following the World War, that the Federal
Government might properly tax at high rates (graduated up to 85
percent) the usual income derived from war contracts with the Gov-
ernment, sustained in Hoe & Co. v. Commiss8ioner (30 Fed. (2d) 630),
is equally applicable to the facts presented by the type of Owindfall'
income which is the subject of the 'windfall' tax and should be sus-
tained in court now."

The next subject for discussion is the limitation on refunds of
processing taxes collected, which has to do with the proposed modifi-
cation of section 21 (d).

Senator CoVzENs. You mean section 21 (d) of the A. A. A.?
Mr. WALLACE. Of the Agricultural Adjustment Act as amended.
The three departments, Agiculiture, Justice, and Treasury, have

been in conference on this. They are not in quite complete accord
as to certain methods of procedure, although all are agree that the
provision should be rewritten.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you recommend a provision being placed in
here modifying that law or changing that law?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; that was the modification of that section.
That was the view of Agriculture. I believe Justice has somewhat
the same view. I believe ,Mr. Oliphant is here and will present
a somewhat different view with regard to it.

The CHAInuAN. But you all are not in accord on that proposition?
Mr. WALLACE. I think that Justice and Agriculture are in sub-

stantial accord. I think that the Treasury has a different pro-
cedure in mind. I have talked with the Secretary about it, and we
have agreed that we would each submit our views to this committee.

Senator BARKLZY. Is there a difference in policy or principle or
in the procedure?

Mr. WALLCE. It is a difference in procedure, I would say.
Senator Knw. Are you relating to the past, or to the future?
Mr. WALLAoE. Relating to the future.
Senator KINo. For a continuation of this processing tax?
Mr. WALLAVE. No. This is dealing with another matter. I am

bringing up another matter having to do with a modification of sec-
tion 21(d) concerning which modification in principle, all three de-
partments are in accord. This provides that section 21(d) must be
rewritten to make it more specific, but as to the exact method of
procedure, there is something of a difference as to the best way to go
about it, A very amicable difference.

Senator CLARK. Is that section 21(d) of the A. A. A. amendments?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, sir. Now, I will discuss that particular point.
"In addition to the question of the 'windfall' taxes to prevent the

unjust enrichment of the processors, referred to, an even larger prob-
lem is the question of establishing adequate procedure for handling
claims for the refund of the processing taxes actually paid into the
Federal treasury. Processing taxes alone, paid during the time the
tax was in effect, totaled $852,382,085. When the other invalidated
taxes imposed under the Agricultural Adjustment Act are added, the
total sum involved is increased to $963,229,981.67. Obviously, if
these sums, or any large proportion of them were refunded, there
would be a very teavy additional burden on the Public Treasury.
The problem of equitable procedure with reference to claims for refund
in connection with these taxes is therefore an exceedingly serious one.

"In the amendments to the Agricultural Adjustment Act approved
lWit fall (Public 320, se. 21 (d)), an attempt was made to cover this
problem. This provision adopted prior to the Hoosao Mills decision,
is believed to be inadequate to deal with the problem. To the present
date over 8,500 claims for refund have been filed with the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, and over 200 suits have been filed in
courts to recover such taxes from the collectors. One district court
has held the provisions of section 21 (d) to be invalid.

"Attention is called to the fact that the provisions of 21 (d) are
being attacked in the courts on the following grounds:

"1. Although it states the conditions under which the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue may deny the refund of the taxes paid, it
does not establish positive conditions compliance with which shall
entitle the claimant to the refund of the taxes. It is argued from
this assertion that tie provisions are so vague and general as not to
give an adequate remedy. The district court in the case mentioned
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adopted this view. It may be added that this was one of the main
arguments advanced in the Rice Millers case.

"2. The existing language provides no sjpecific period of time within
which the Commissioner must act on claims filed with him. There-
fore, the claimants allege that the Commissioner could defer action
until after the statute of limitations has run and they would then
have no recourse to the courts. In some cases the time for the bring-
ing of suit will soon expire. They contend that this denies them due
process of law. Undoubtedly, this fact would be sufficient for the
courts to take jurisdiction, and the requirements of .section 21 (d)
would become meaningless.

"3. Under the existing language, the procedure is not carefully
worked out as to the precise way in which the claims are to be handled.
For example, if a lower court should find that the Commissioner was
in error, it does not show clearly what the subsequent steps would be,
that is, whether the case would be returned for further findings or
whether the court would render a final decision.

"It is suggested that it is rather cumbersome to require hearings
on each claim, even in cases where the Commissioner decides that the
claimant is entitled to the refund. Such hearings are now required.

"These difficulties with the existing provisions, if the courts adopt
the view of the claimants, are so serious as to indicate that, if the
language is not revised, the Government may be forced to refund the
major part of the taxes collected under the Agricultural Adjustment
Act (as already indicated, nearly 1 billion dollars in total) r~erdles
of the equities involved. Accordingly, we believe it essential that
the existing language of 21 (d) be so revised as to meet the difficulties
enumerated, particularly in the matter of giving to processors a clear
and positive indication of what they need to show in order to be
entitled to a refund of the taxes.

"The suggested amendment is based on the fundamental principle
that the processors should be entitled to a refund of the taxes illegally
collected only in those cases and to the ttent that they themselves
actually bore the burden of the tax. Where the burden of the tax
was actually passed on to ultimate consumers or back to producers,
there is no method by which the tax could be refunded to the person
who ultimately bore the burden of the tax, and to provide in such
cases for refunds to the persons who paid the tax in the first instance
would simply result in unjust enrichment on a scale even larger than
that involved to date in the return of the impounded funds."

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, may I interrupt you there for
a moment? Where the tax is passed on to the consumer, it is an
easier problem than where it is passed back to the producer. How
are you going to determine whether it was passed back to the producer
or not? Is that not largely a matter of speculation?

Secretary WALLACE. Of course, the method which we are proposing
here would not involve distributing money either to the consumer or
to the producer.

Senator CONNALLY. I understand that, but you say here just a
moment ago where the burden of the tax was actually passed on to
the ultimate consumer or back to producers.

Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. I am for your principle that you are standing

for, but it is a difficult thing to provide a method of arriving at whether
they passed it back to the producer.
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Secretary WALLACE. But that does not enter into the procedure
,we are advocating. The procedure we are advocating is that the
Treasury be protected from returning any of this vast sum of monev,
amounting nearly to a billion dollars to processors. If the money Is
not returned to the processors, then it does not become a matter of
practical concern as to whether the money belongs to the producers
on the one hand or to the consumers on the other. There is no need
for precise measurement.

Senator CLARK. Is it your contention, Mr. Secretary, that what
you are advocating here is that if a processor could show that he had
not passed on the tax, that he should not. be liable for the tax?

Mr. WALLACE. We are still standing for a principle in this pro-
e-edure that if such a showing can be made, then the processor might
recover.

Senator Cou ENs. There is one point raised by Senator Connally
that I do not think you have answered completely. That is how
in arriving at a refund, you can determine that a certain amount of
it went back to the producer? I do not see how you can arrive at
that.

Mr. WALLACE. Well, it is just being stated here in passing. If you
-want me to discuss that-I think it is off the main channel of thought,
but if you want me to discuss that-

Senator Couzzss (interposing). I thought that two factors went
into it; one, that it was paid by the processor, and the other that it
was paused on to the consumer.

Mr. WALLACE. What enters into the computation of the refund is
the total margin between what was paid to the producer and what
was charged to the consumer. It is not necessary for the purpose of
the principle which I am advocating here to see how much of that
increased margin came out of the reduced price to the producer and
how much came out of the increased prico to the consumer. That is
not necessary for the principle which I am working with here. It is a
matter on which work has been done, but it is not a matter of practical
-consideration.

Senator BARKLEY. In other words it is immaterial which way it
passed, but he must show that it did not pass in either direction in

,order to recover?
Mr. WALLACE. That is right.
Senator GEoRoE. Suppose he did not pass back to the producer

but a fraction, it would become material.
Mr. WALLACE. If you will allow me to complete the reading of this

part, I think you will discover that that particular part is covered.
If-this increased margin above the normal margin represented only a
small portion of the processing tax, then it will be possible under the
procedure set up here for the processor to obtain the refund.

Senator GEoRo. I did not know that you had dealt with it.
Senator KiNo. Was the price paid for the hogs the same in every

part of the United States?
Mr. WALLACE. Certainly not. The price paid for hogs varies

greatly according to the freight rates and the nearness to the market.
Senator KiNo. Then bow could you determine-I am intrigued

with that suggestion of a possible passing of part of it back to the pro-
ducer. How could you do that? How could you determine whether

grO
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the processor had passed any of it back to the producer or whether it
had all gone to the consumer?

Mr. WALLACE. That is an immaterial point for the purpose of the
discussion. I am merely saying that we can determine--here is the
increased margin. It went either back to the producer or it went on
to the consumer, or it went a little of each; but for practical purposes,
we are not concerned which way it did, but we can say that here is the
total amount.

"The suggested amendment is based on the fundamental principle
that the processors should be entitled to a refund of the taxes illegally
collected only in those cases and to the extent that they themselves
actually bore the burden of the tax. Where the burden of the tax was
actually passed on to ultimate consumers or back to producers, there
is no method by which the tax could be refunded to the person who
ultimately bore the burden of the tax, and to provide in such cases for
refunds to the persons who paid the tax in the first instance would
simply result in unjust enrichment on a scale even larger than that
involved to date in the return of the impounded funds. This prin-
ciple that refunds should be made only to the extent to which the
burden of the tax was actually borne by the person claiming the refund
is that which was enunciated by Congress in adopting section 21 (d)
last fall. The suggested language would make it much more specific
and lays down a definite rule for the showing that processors must make
in order to indicate their right to the refund under this general theory.
The suggestions of this Department are contained in the proposed
amendment numbered '(3)', Appendix I."

I think you have it, Senator Harrison.
Senator KiNo. The appendix apparently is eliminated.
Senator CouzENs. We can take up that, can we not?
Mr. WALLACE. It is described in rather simple fashion in the part

which I will now read.
The CHARMUAN. Suppose I put that in the record in this connection.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)

AiprFDiX 1
(I) Page 230, line 2, strike out the period following the figures "1930" and

Insert in ieu thereof a semicolon and the following: "Prorided, hoierr, Thatt In
the case of articles other than direct-consumption sugar processed wholly or
partly from sugar with respect to which a processing tax was paid, which are
exported or delivered for ch aritable distribution or use, the exportation or the
delivery for charitable distribution or use may take place at any time prior to
September 1 19360"

(2) Page 230, 16 e, strike out the period following the word based " and insert
in ole thereof a comma and the following: "and no such refund shall be allowed
to any person unless ie shall establish that the amount claimed has not been,
and will not he, repaid to him by the processor or other vendor, under the tem
of any exstinh agreement. No claim under this section (exept a claim under the
proviso contained in susection (a)) shall be disallowed onthe ground that the
tax, with respe t to the article or the commodity froi which processed, has not
been paid."~P Page 233, immediately following line 25, Insert the following new sections:

ris. 003. The Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, Is amended by
striking out section 21 (d) and Inserting In lieu thereof the following:

: d) (1) As used In this subsection 21 (d):
4K) t'Commodity' means any commodity prior to processing, of a type with

reapeet to which a processing tax was fmp~oee under the provisions of this title, or
would have been imposed had It been processed in the United States (as defined
in section 10 (f) of this title) during the period In which the tax was In effect.
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"(B) 'Article' means the product which is obtained by processing the com-
modity, and includes the goods obtained by any further manufacture or by com-
binaton with other materials, whether the manufacture or combination be done
by the processor or another. '

"(C) 'Claimant' means any taxpayer who has filed with the Commissioner a
claim for refund of processing, floor stocks, or import compensating taxes paid
under this title.

"(D) 'Affiliate' means a corporation a majority of the voting or unlimited
dividend stock of which is owned or controlled by the claimant, or which owns or
controls a majority of such stock of the claimant, or a majority of the votIng or
unlimited dividend stock of which is owned or controlled by the same interests
which own or control a majority of such stock of the claimant. As used In this
subdivision, 'corporation' Includes an association, trust and any other business
organization, and 'atcA' includes certificates and any other evidence of beneficial
Interest.

"(E) 'Commissloner' means the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
"(F) 'Prooesaing tax' means the tax imposed by this title upon the processing

of a commodity which at the time of processing was owned by the processor or an
afflate."(0) 'Custom-processing tax' means the tax imposed by this title upon the
processing of a commodity which at the time of processing was not owned by the
processor or an affiliate, but was processed for a customer.

"(2) No suit, action, motion, or proceeding of any nature, whether brought
before or after the date of enactment of this amendment, shall be entertained by
or maintained in any court for the recovery, recoupment, set-off, refund, or credit
of, or counterclaim for, or review of a customs protest against any amount of any
tax, penalty or interest, which was imposed or accrued under this title, unless
subsequent to the date of the adoption of this amendment and prior to January 1,
1937, a claim for refund of such tax, penalty or interest has been filed with the
Commissioner; and after filing such claim suit may be brought only as provided
in subdlviaons (7) and (9) of this subsection (d).

"(3) No claim shall be considered by the Commissioner for, and no recovery,
recoupment, set-off, refund, credit, or counterclaim shall be made or allowed to
any claimant of the amount of any such tax which has been heretofore refunded
or credited by the Commissioner to such claimant under the provisions of sub-
section (a) or (c) of section 15, section 18, or section 17 of this title, or otherwise
refunded or credited to such person.

"(4) (A) No claimant shall file more than one claim relating, respectively, to
processing taxes, custom-processing taxes, or floor-stocks taxes, paid with respect

A single commodity. Claims relating to import compensating taxes shall be
In such number as the Commissioner may prescribe."(B) Such claim and any amendment thereof shall be under oath and shall
contain such information and be in such form as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall prescribe by regulation. The
Commissioner is authorized to require, at any time in the course of the proceed-ings before him, such additional information under oath as he shall deem ma-
terial or relevant to consideration of the claim. The Commissioner is authorized
to disallow any claim because of failure by the claimant to supply any informa-
tion required by regulation or special notice to the claimant.

"(C) In the absence of fraud or of mistake In mathematical calculation, the
findings of fact and the decision of the Commissioner upon the merits of any
claim presented under this subsection 21 (d) shall not be subject to review by
any other administrative or accounting officer, employee, or agent of the Unitid
States.

" (6) The Commissioner shall allow the claim only to the extent that It be
established to his satisfactlop, and he shall find, that the claimant bore some or
all of the burden of the tax himself, and did not shift It to others by selling the
article or performing the services for a price which Included the tax or by pur-
chasing the commodity at a price reduced to compensate the claimant for the
tax, or in any other manner."(6) (A) Where the refund claimed is for a processing tax (but not for a custom-
processing tax) paid, It shall be prima-facie evidence that the burden of the tax
was borne by the claimant to the extent (not to exceed the amount of the tax)
indicated by the circumstance that the average margin per unit of the com-
modity processed was lower during the tax period than it was during the period
before and after the tax. If the average margin is not lower, it shall be prima-
facie evidence that none of the burden of the tax was borne by the claimant but
that it was shifted to others.
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"(13) Such average margin for any period shall be determined by computing the
average amount obtained from the sale of the articles derived from each unit of
the commodity, and deducting therefrom the sum of (1) the average amount paid
by the claimant for each such unit of the delivered commodity and (2) the amount
of any Vrocesslng tax paid with respect thereto. The amount paid for the
conrndty shall be either the current market price at the time of processing of
the commodity, or the actual cost of the commodity processed according to the
usual accounting procedure of the claimant. The amount obtained from sale
of the articles shall be either the current market price at the time of processing of
the commodity, or the actual receipts from the articles sold, according to the
usual accounting procedure of the claimant. If the accounting procedure of the
claimant ;s based upon actual ecota of the commodity or actual receipts from the
articles, and specific lots thereof cannot be traced, then he may be considered to
have processed each unit of the commodity In the order In which it was acquired,
and to have sold each article in the order in which it was processed

"(C) (1) The tax period shall mean the period with respect to which the
claimant actually paid such processing tax or taxes to a collector of internal
revenue; and (2) the period before and after the tax shall mean the twenty-four
months (except that In the case of tobacco it shall be the twelve months) immedi-
ately preceding the effective date of the processing tax, plus the six months
February to July, 1936 Inclusive. Information relating to these last six months
may be filed by amendment if the claimant so desires. If, during any part of
such period, the claimant was not in business or if his records for any part of
such period are so inadequate as not to provide satisfactory data, the average
margin of the taxpayer for such part of such period shall, when necessary for a
fair comparison, be deemed to be the average margin, as determined by the
Commissioner, of representative concerns engaged in a similar business and
similarly circumstanced.

"(D) If the claimant bought the commodity from an affiliate, the cost may be
considered by the Commissioner to be the amount paid for such commodity by
the affiliate which bought from a nonaffiliated seller. If the claimant soldthe
article to an affiliate, the selling price may be considered by the Commissoner
to be the amount received on the sale of such article by the affiliate which sold
to a nonaffiliated buyer.

"(E) Notwithstanding that the average margin was or was not lower during
the tax period than it was during the period before and after the tax, either the
Commissioner or the claimant may show that the change or lack of change in the
average margin was due to changes in factors other than the processing tax.
Such factors shall include (but shall not be limited to) any clearly shown change
(A) in the type or grade of article or commodity, or (B) in costs of production.
Where a claimant asserts that the burden of the tax was borne by him and that
the burden of any other increased cost was shifted to others, the Commissioner
shall determine, from the repectivo effective dates of the tax and of the other
Increase in cost as compared with the date of the change In margin, and from the
general experience of the industry, whether the tax or the increase in cost was
shifted to others. Where the Commissioner determines that the change in margin
was due in part to the tax and in part to the increase in other cost, he shall
apportion the change in margin between them. If a claimant pro an
agricultural or other product in addition to the commodity with respect to
which he claims a refund, and if the Commissioner determines that the burden
of the tax was shifted in whole or In part by means of the transactions relating
to such product, the average margin with respect to such product shall also be
considered in the manner and with the effect provided In this subdivision (6).

"(F) If the claimant modified contracts of sale, or adopted a new contract of
sale, to reflect the Initiation, termination or change In amount of the tax, or at
any such time changed the sale price of the article (including the effect of a change
In size, package, discount terms, or any other merchandising practice) by sub-
stantially the amount of the tax or change therein, or at any time billed the tax as
a separate item to any vendee or indicated by any writing that the salo price
Included the amount of the tax, or contracted to refund any part of the purchase
price in the event of recovery of the tax or decision of its invalidity It shall be
prima facie evidence that he did not bear the burden of the tax; but the claimant
may establish that such acts were caused by factors other than the proceing tax,
or that they do not represent his practice at other times during the tax period.

"(7) Where the refund claimed I for floor stocks, import compensating or
custom-procesing taxes paid and the Commissioner has disallowed such elaltm
In whole or in part, or where the Commissioner has failed to allow or disallow any
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olaim (including one for processing taxes) within eighteen months after It was
filed, unless such time has been extended by written consent of the claimant or
where he has failed to serve a copy of his findings of fact and conclusions of law
within ninety days after cone.uslon of the hearing provided In subdivision (8) of
this subsection (d), the claimant may bring suit In the manner, and subject to the
conditions and limitations, otherwise provided by law.

"(8) (A) Within ninety days after the date of the mailing of a notice that a
claim for the refund of procsing taxes paid has been disallowed, In whole or In
part the claimant may file a petition with the Commissioner requesting a hearing
on tie merits of his claim, and a reconsideration of the Commissioner's determina-
tion and finding."B) Within alnety days after the filing of such petition, the Commissioner
shall set a date and designate a place for such hearing and shall notify t he claimant
thereof by registered mall. Such hearing shall be set for a day certain not more
than one year after the date of the filing of the petition and may be continued
from day to day during a period not to exceed two years from the date of the
filing of the petition and for a longer period upon the written consent of the
Olaimant.

o"(C) The hearings authorized by this subdivision (8) shall be conducted by the
mmissioner, or such officials of the Treasury Department as he may designate

to act as presidingocers, and shall be open to the pubi. The Commissioner
is authorized, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to prescribe
rules of procedure and evidence, conforming as nearly as may be practicable to
those of the Board of Tax Appeals. The claimant shall be entitled to be repre-
sented by counsel, to have witnesses subpenaed and to examine and cross-
examine witnesses. The presiding officer shall have authority to administer
oaths, examine witnesses, rule on questions of procedure and the admissibility of
evidence, and require, by subpena in the Commissioner's name, the attendance
and testimony of witnesses, and the production of all necessary returns, books,
papers, records, correspondence, memoranda, ad other evidence, from any place
in the United States at any deslpated place of hearing, and the taking of a
deposition by any designated individual competent to administer oaths. The
Commissioner shall serve a copy of his findings of fact and conclusions of law by
registered mnall on the claimant after conclusion of the hearing.

"(D) The Commissioner is authorized to draw up a table of costs and fees,
relating to such hearings, not to exceed with respect to any item those charged in
the Supreme Court of the United States. The costs shall be assessed and collected
(in the manner provided by sectIon 19 (b) for the collection of taxes imposed under
this title) against a claimant when the hearing provided by this subsection results
In no modification of the determination made under subdivision (5) of this
subsection (d).

"(9) (A) If the Commissioner, after the hearing prescribed in subdivision (8)
o this subsection (d) disallows, In whole or inpart, a claim for refund of processing
taxes paid; the claimant may file a petition /or review within six months after a
copy of the Commissioner's findings of fact and conclusions of law have bee&
served on him. The Commissioner shall certify and deliver to the claimant a* transcript of the proceedings before him, within three months after request by the
claimnt and after payment of a fee, to be prescribed by the Commissioner in an
amount substantially equivalent to the actual cost of preparing and certifyingsuch transcript.

"(B) The United States Circuit Court of Appeals and the United States Court.
of Appeals for the District of Columbia shal have exclusive jurisdiction to review
the determination of the Commissioner, except as provided In Section 239 of the
Judicial Code, as amended, and the judgment of any such court shall be final
except that It shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court of the UniteA
States upon certiorari, In the manner provided in section 240 of the Judiclal
Code as amended."(I) Such findings and conclusions may be reviewed by the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals for the eireuli In which is located the collector's office to
which was made the return of the tax for which a refund Is claimed, or, if no
return was made, then by the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia; or any of such courts may review such determination If designated
by the Commissioner and the claimant by stipulation in writ~ng.

"(D) Such courts are authorized to adopt rules for the filing of the petition
for review, the preparation of the record for review,and the conduct of proceedings
on review.
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"(Q) Upon such review, such courts shall have power to affirm, or if the deter-
mination is not in accordance with law, to modify or to reverse it, wi(h or without
remiindlng the cause for a rehearing, as justice may require.

"(F) If the determination of the Commissioner is affirmed, costs shall be
awarded against the claimant. If such determination is reversed, the judgment
shall provide for a refund of any costs and fees paid by the claimant pursuant to
subdivisions (8) (D) and (9) (A) of this subsection (d). If such determination
is modified, costs shall be awarded or refused as justice may require.

"(10) (A) The decision of the Commissioner made after the hearing provided
in subdivision (8) of this subsection (d) shall become final (1) upon the expir-
tion of the time in woilch to file a petition of review in an appellate court, if no
such petition has been duly filed, (2) upon issuance of a mandate of affirmance
by an appellate court, or (3) upon his entry of a final order made In conformity
with a mandate of modification or reversal issued by an appellate court. If an
appellate court remands a case to the Commissioner for a rehearing his sub-
sequent decision shall become final In the same manner as though he had rendered
no prior decision.

"(B) As used in this subsection (10), the term 'appellate court' means the
Supreme Court of the United States a United States Circilt Court of Appeals,
or the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbis.

"(11) No Interest shall be allowed in connection with the recovery recoup-
ment, set-off, refund, or credit off or counterclaim for or customs protest against,
any amount paid as tax, penalty, or interest under this title.

'(12) The Commissioner may appoint such officers attorneys, economists, and
other experts, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, and Acts amenda-
tory thereof, and without regard to the civil-service laws or regulations as are
necessary to execute the functions vested in the Commissioner by this susection
(d). No salary in excess of $8,5W per annum shall be paid to any such appointee.

"(13) (A) There Is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $ to be available
to the Cominil'oner for administrative expenses and refunds under this title.
Such sum shall remain available until expended.

"(B) The administrative expenses provided for under this subdivision shallinclude, among others, expenditures for personal services and rent in the Dls-
trict of Columbia and elsewhere, for law books, books of reference, press releases,
trade journals, periodicals and newspapers for conftactin& reporting services,
printing and paper in addition to allotment under the existing law, travel ex-
penses, for eage and per diem in lieu of subeistene of witnesses, payment of
which may be made in advance upon certification of such officer as the Com-
missioner may designate and such certification shall be conclusive. In addition.
to the foregone, the administrative expenses provided for under this subdivision
shltl include such miscellaneous expenses as may be authorized or approved by
the Commissioner for carrying out the provisions of this title, including witness
fee and mileage for experts, notarial fees or like services, and stenographie workfor tkn depot ons.

fo 14r deoctions (a, (b), (o), and (J) of this section 21 are hereby repealed

"(15 If the application of any provision of this subsection (d) to any person
or circumstances held invalid, the remainder of the subsectlon and the appdca-
tlion of such provision to other persons and circumstances, shl not be affected
thereby."

SEc. 604. The provisions of sections 8 (2), 8 (8) 8 ( 8 (8), 8 (0), 0 (a,
9(b),9 (d) (1)'9 (d) (2) 9 $d) (8) 9 (d) (7) 9(d) (), 9 9 (0, 9 g), 12 b),
15 (b), 15 (.-I), 16 (b.-2), 1 (b-31, 15 (d).15 (e) 16 (a), 14 (b) 16 (cM)e1 (d)
16 e)(2), 16 (e) (4), ((), 1 ( , 17 (b) is, and 1 of N Agcultural
Adjustment Act, as Amended, are repealed, January 5, 1936. No tax, civil
penalty, or Interest which accrued under any provIsion of law repeae by this
title, and which is uncollected on the date of t enactment of this title, shall be
collected; and all liens for taxes, civil penalties, or Interest arising out of taxes
under such provisions of law are canceled and released.

Sxc. 005. (a) Section 2 (1) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended
is amended by striking out the words "balance between the production &Ad
consumption of agrlcul~ural commodities, and such marketing conditions there-
for, as will reestablish", and by inserting in lieu thereof the following: "conditions
with respect to the handling of &Vrcultural commodities or the products thereof
in the current o interstate or foreign commerce (including the regulation of those
conditions which burden, obetruct, or affect interstate or foreign commerce in
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sueb ommoditles or products thereof) as will promote the general welfare by
reetablIahing and maAntct.

(b) Setion 9 (c) of the Agrlcultural Adjustment Act, as amended, to amended
by striking out the last sentence of mid section.
6Y(e) Sectiou 10 (c) of the Agrlcultural Adjustment Act, as amended, Is amended
by striking out the comma following the word "title" and inserting in lieu thereof
a period and by striking out the words "including regulations establishing con-
version factors for any commodity and article process therefrom to determine
the amount of tax imposed or refunds to be made with respect thereto."

(d) Section 12 (o) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, Is amended
by striking out the woids "and refunds made" In the second sentence of said
section.

(e) Section 15 (1) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, is amended
to read as follows:

"(f) The President, In his discretion, is authorized by proclamation to decree
that all or part of the taxes heretofore or hereafter collected in the Territory of
Ifawail1 the posesssion of Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands with respect to any
processing, manufacture, or sale of sugar beets, sugarcane, or sugar in those areas
or upon the processing, manufacture, or sale In the continental United States of-
sugar beets, sugarcane, or sugar produced in or coming from those areas, shall
not be covered into the general fund of the Treasury of the United States but
sall be held as a separate fund in the name of the respective area to which
related, to be used and expended In whole or in part for the benefit of agriculture,
including research nd scientifle experiments, investigations, and surveys with
respect to diversification of agriculture and land use in those areas, or for the
purposes of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Aet or the Sugar
:Act of 1938, as the Seretary of Agriculture, ith the approval of the President,
shall direct. The funds authorized to be held as a separate fund as herein pro-
vided are hereby appropriated to be available to the Secretary of Agriculture for
the purposes for which said funds arc established tOgether with administrative
expenses in connection therewith, and said sum shal1 remain available for such
purposes until expended."

Szc. 0. The provisions of section 13 of the Agrieultural Adjustment Act, as
amended, are hereby continued In force but only for the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of sections 1, 2 (as amended by section 605 (a) of this title), 3 to
5, inclusive, 7 8 (1) 8 (3) A (4) 8 (8) 8, 8b, 8Sd 8e, 8f, 9 (c) (as amended by
section 06 (b) of this title),9 (d) (6), i0 ('a), 0 (b), 0 ) (as amended by section
605 (o) of this title), 10 ",l0 q, I0 (g),10(h) 10 (i), I, 12 (a), 12 (c) (as
amended by section 60 d) of tbis title) M 4 d (f) (as amended by section

05 (e) of this title), 20, 21 ke), and 22 of si act, as amended, which said sections

are hereby reenacted: Prosided, however, That n9 repeal, reenactment, or amend-
ment made by this title shaU be construed to import illegality to any act, de-
termination, proclamation, certificate, regulation, ruling, order, agreement, or
license of the Secretary or of the President done or made under the provisions of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended which are reenacted by this
section prior to the date of the enactment of this title, all of which are hereby
legalized, ratified, and confirmed.

Mr. WALLACE. I think you will get the sense a little easier from the
explanation which I will now read.

Senator KiNo. All right.
Mr. WALLACE. It sets forth the procedure as to the making of

claims for the refund of processing #.axes.
"The claim under the suggested amendmentwould be filed just

as any ordinary claim for a refund. Jn view of the large number of
taxpayers who 'might file claims, and so as to Five the Bureau of
Internal Revenue an adequate period of time within which to con-
sider the claims, a longer period of limitations is given than under
the present laws within which the Commissioner may consider and
reject or allow the claim. If the claim is allowed no hearing would
be held. If the claim is disallowed, the claimant may petition for
a hearing within 00 days after the disallowance. The taxpayer may
subpena witnesses and be represented by counsel. The Commissioner
is empowered to name a person to preside over such hearings who-
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may place witnesses under oath; the witness may be examined and
cross-examined. If the claim is allowed as a rwult of this hear*g,
nothing further is required to be done. If the claim is disallowed
the claimant may petition for a review of any error of law by a United
States Circuit Court of Appeals. If the findings of the Commissioner
are in accordance with law, they are not reviewable."

Senator WALSH. Are the persons whom the Commissioner can
name to hear the evidence and determine the facts, officials of the
Internal Revenue Department or outsiders?

Mr. WALLACE. I suppose they will be employees of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. The Secretary was not reading from the amend-
ment.

Senator HASTINOs. Does your ane t provide that the repre-
sentative of the Internal Rev ha a efinite and final
conclusion?

Secretary WALLACE. with respect to questions o
Senator IJIATI OB. ut with respect question of fa All of

these things are q tions of fact. t passed it o r did
not pass it on is rely a qu off t. Do your mon ient
propose that the mmissio slha deci T

Secretary W LACE. T with reso n ko
to questions of act. _V 94-W--," V"

Senator HA mNos. So if he va V, h could t w them
out and no would have any ess.

Secretary LLACE. ore are taimLatte 'ern question
of fatwhich set fo r, h l_ k ul~ card befo
there is fourth discussi on parficur t.

"If the co finds th the c isao0 r a matter of la
the case may o reserve o m dod r er by
commissioner hepowe e cou e such fin gs w'o d
be in all rea similar and no gr th an e to rev
a decision o the ' nited States of ax A ea -See Heli U
v. Ranking, 295 . 23). If however, e Su e Court ould
decide that a cla"m is consti title to the ind dent
Vdgment of the court n the facts (see &'. Joseph Stock Co. V.

United Satm, No. 497, ed Apr. 27 1936), the court ould have
power to examine the evide before tLe comniss asa question
of law. Except as to teasta ob nations, the pro,
cedure outlined is that which was contem pated i section 21 (d) as
it now reads. Of course if deemed desirable, a quasi-judicial admin.
istrative board could be substituted for the commissioner."

In that, the Treasury has in mind a different procedure.
Senator KING. I see no impropriety in making some official of the

Treasury the final arbiter on the question of fact. Of course, if the
facts are so obscure or so indefinite as to become a question of law
and we have that in our chancery proceedings, then as a matter of
law, the higher court can review it. It seems to me you are following
a very sound judicial procedure there.

Secretary WALLACE. A little later we will discuss the method of
measurement which would enter into the determination of the question
of fact. But first there is a question of procedure in the caze of floor.
stock taxes, which are slightly different than the procedure with
regard to processing taxes.

85T
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"The procedure just outlined Is suggested for application only to
claims for refunds of processing taxes, which constituted 88 percent
of all taxes paid under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. -There
were only 73,000 payers of processing taxes of whom but 1,400 paid
about 95 percent of the processing taxes cohected.

"The procedure in the case of floor stock taxes paid:
"Since there are about 1,193,000 floor stocks taxpayers, who paid

only about 10 percent of the total amount of taxes Involved, and
since the questions presented are far simpler, the hearings provided for
in the case of processing taxes have not been recommended for this
class of claimants but the taxpayer, upon rejection of his claim, is
allowed to proceed in the same manner as claimants for refunds
generally tinder the revenue laws."

Senator KING. Pardon me for interrupting. Out of that 1,400
were there processors who were millers and who had to deal with
cereals and so on?

Secretary WALAcI. Oh, yes. This is quite different from those
involved with the packers. This would deal with cotton spinners,
cigarette manufacturers, wheat millers, and so on.

Senator CouzENs. May I ask at this point: There have been
suggestions made before the committee that to simplify this refunding
of floor tax, it might be desirable to refund the taxes that they paid
at the beginning of the act rather than to attempt to fix inventory
,on January 6, 1936. Have you have any views about that?

Mr. WALLACE. We have some definite views on that, but it is a
highly technical problem, exceedingly technical.

Senator CouzEs. I am not asking you to go into it.
Mr. WALLACE. I have not been into the precise details of that

particu-Ur question for 6 weeks, and if I discussed it at this time, I
might create confusion, and I am sure that what you are after is
light and justice with respect to this particular point, and I would

refer not to answer it. It might be that one of our men here would
sufficiently posted on it now who might be able to answer your

.question now if you care to ask it of him.
Senator CoUZENS. I won't ask it now, but I would like at some time

to go into that question, because it seems to me it would simplify the
procedure if you took it as of the payment of the tax rather than as of
inventor on January 6, 1936.

The CAIRMAN. And if you could give us any figures how much the
loss would be in revenue.

Mr. WALLACE. Shall I have one of our men get in touch with
Senator Couzens and then write you a letter with regard to this
particular point?

Senator CouzZNs. I prefer that the whole committee get it when-
ever you are ready. I am not pushing it now; I just want the infor-
ruation at some time.

The CHAIRMAN. Just furnish it to us, and also about the revenue
involved in the two plans.

Senator WALSH. The point was made here that it would be simpler
to take it as of the time that they paid the tax.

Senator CLARK. You note here that 1,400 out of the 73,000 pro-
cessing taxpayers paid 95 percent of the taxes collected, and then this
provision-of course the other 71,000 would be subjected to the same

.drastic procedure as the 1,400, would they not?
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Mr. WALLACE. They would be subjected to the same procedure.
Senator CLARK. Do you not think it is a very drastic procedure

to have an officer of the Agricultural Department passing upon the
matter finally, as a matter of fact, with no review by any court
whatsoever?

Mr. WALLACE. It does not happen to be an officer of the Agricul-
tural Department.

Senator CLAK. An officer of any department.
Mr. WALLACE. It happens to be the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue.
Senator CLARK. An officer of any department, passing finally as a

matter of fact, and not subject to judicial review.
Mr. WALLACE. The method of ascertaining the facts being set forth

by the Conrees.
Senator CLARK. A mere ministerial officer acting as a final arbiter,

not subject to any judicial procedure whatsoever. Don't you think
that is drastic procedure?

.Ar. WALLACE. I would think, Senator, that it might be well if you
would delay asking the question until I read a little further here.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. WALLACE. As to the justification for the rules suggested:
"In proposing specific rules to guide the Commissioner in deter-

mining whether or not the processor has actually paid the tax, the
proposed amendment places main reliance on a comparison of pro-
cessors' margins before, during, and after the tax was in effect."

That is a very significant sentence there. That is the heart of the
procedure here suggested, that the main reliance be placed on a com-
parison of processors' margins before, during, and after the tax was
in effect.

"It is a well-known fact that, in the case of most of the commodi-
ties affected by the processing taxes, the amount of the tax was
quite large compared to the normal margins retained by processors
between the price at which they buy the raw material and the price
at which they sell the finished products. Accordingly, if the pro-
cessor shifted the burden of the tax, either by increasing his selling
price down, or by reducing his buying price below, what it otherwise
would have been, this would be evidenced by an increase in his gross
orating margin retained during the tax period. On the other hand,
if he actually absorbed the tax lumself, that would be shown by the
fact that his gross margin during the period the tax was in effect
would be no larger than when there was no tax. The tendency to
increase margins during the time that the tax was in effect is illus-
trated in figures 1, 2, and 3, appendix II, prepared by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics from data obtained from trade sources."

Because of the fact that the other Senators had not these appen-
dixes, I am going to ask Mr. Savoy to supply them with them.

The CHAIRVAN. I think we had better put them in the record now.
Secretary WALLACE. You will notice in the upper figure (referring

to chart) the buying price is indicated in the lower line with respect
to wheat, and the selling price of the wheat products is indicated in
the upper line. The upper chart seems somewhat confusing, but the
essence of it is indicated in the lower chart, which is the subtraction
of the lower line from the upper line, and thus gives precisely the
amount of the margin, definitely.
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Taking the lower chart, therefore which begins in January of 1932,
you will see that the amount of the margin expressed in cents per
bushel between what was paid to the farmer for wheat and what was
obtained from the product of that bushel, was about 37 cents, roughly,
and went along just about that point, 37 cents to, say, 43 cents, just
roughly estimating from the chart, up until April of 1933, and then a
number of things began to get in the ind. And there was a little bit
of an increase.

Senator CAPPER. Where is that on the chart?
Mr. WALLACE. Mr. Savoy is pointing to it with his pencil.
Then in July 1033 when the processing tax went into effect, there

was that sudden increase up to a little above 75 cents.
You remember in July, there were a number of uncertainties. We

had in the Department of Agriculture, and there had been suspended
since October 1933, the requirements of reporting of speculative
transactions, and those had not been reinstated, and there was a
terrific wheat speculation as the result of a number of things about
which nobody in the Government knew anything, definitely. Wheat
prices were skyrocketing and nobody knew just what the price of
flour ought to be. That thing smashed, as I remember it, on July 17.

I think possibly that situation had something to do with that
unusual peak in margins there. Not attributing anything improper
on the part of the millers in any sense. Nobody knew what the
situation was, I think. It was a vast speculative boom which col-
lapsed in the middle of July 1933. We reinstated our reporting
requirements at that time.

Then of course, the N. R. A. came in a little later. It did not have
so much effect here as it did with the cotton spinners, however, which
caused certain uncertainties as to just what that margin should be.
The thing began to settle down, however, a little later. I do not
know what the average margin there is as compared with the previous
margin.

Do you happen to know, Mr. Savoy, what the average margin
for that period was? You can read it roughly off the chart, you see.
The chart itself gives what I am after. That lower line subtracts
the processing tax from the total margin and gives what the margin
would have been if there had been no processing tax, the real extent
to which the latter part of the lower line continues the early part of
the line previous to July 1933.

This next chart shows the picture in the case of hos. It is the
same kind of a picture. You have the margin from January 1933
until November 1933 and the processing tax was put on gradually;
firt of 50 cents a hundred, and then stepped up a little later to $1,
and finally to $2.25. So beginning with November 1933 the lower
line continues what the margin would have been after the processing
tax, *hatover it was, was subtracted.

You note in a rough way that it continues the preprocessing tax
margin, and that after the tax was removed, that the situation of the
lines goes back to where it was in the preprocessing tax period.

Senator BLACK. Do you mean that the margins between the price
paid for the hogs and the price at which they were sold after processing
remained practically the same both before the processing tax was put
on and after the processing tax was put on?
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Mr. WALLAC,. Yes, sir; provided you subtract the processing tax
during theperiod of therecessing tax.

Senator BLACK. But if you do not subtract the processing tax, the
margin was a great deal more.

Mr. WALLACe. It was greater by the amount of the processing tax.
Senator BLACK. If the processing tax were permitted to be retained

on the hogs as far as the general business is concerned, the profits
would be increased and the margin would be increased by the exact
amount of the processing tax, according to that chart.

Mr. WALLACE. You cannot tell anything exactly from a chart.
Senator BLACK. I say, approximately, from the chart.
Mr. WALLACE. Yes. That is what you would judge.
Senator BLACK. In general, not taking the individual cases of

packers, but the profits as a whole of the industry.
Mr. WALLACE. In toto, yes.
Senator GEORGE. The chart merely indicates, I judge from your

statement here-you considered only the pricepaid for the raw mate-
rial and the price received, and no consideration has been given for
any other change in the variable factors involving the costs of pro.
duction and manufacture.

Mr. WALLACE. You are speaking of labor, particularly?
Senator GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. WALLACE. We might say that we have to some extent as a

corrective of that situation, the margin as it exists after the tax was
removed.

Senator GOoRoE. But I say, your charts are made on that basis?
Mr. WALLACE. They are made on that basis; yes, air.
Senator GEORGE. Of the purchase price, the cost of the raw product

and the selling price?
Mr. WALLACE. That is correct, Mr. Savoy, that the charts are

made on that basis of the absolute margin between what is paid for
the product and what is obtained for ghe product, so that if there
has been marked increase of labor, that does not appear?

Mr. SAvoy. That is correct.
Mr. WALLACE. This [indicating) is the cotton situation in a similar

manner. Neither, may I say, Senator, has been taken into account
a saving that might come we will say, from improvements in
technique during the period. You will notice, for instance, in the
cotton textile business, that the margin there-you have, starting
back in the year 1925, you will find rather an unusual thing. The
margin between the price of the product and the selling price of the
finished goods is steadily going down all the way there to 1933. It is
rather an unusual situation of the impact of technology in the par-
ticular business.

Senator BAILET. Mfr. Secretary, the chart shows the margin, but
does it relate itself to volume of sales?

Mr. WALLACE. No; not at all. Those things are not taker into
account.

Senator BAILEY. But if the loss was due to decreased volume, It
would still be a loss? Does it tell us if there was a considerable
reduction in the volume of sales of grey goods in the periods shown
on the charts?

,Mr. WALLACE. Senator the only light which I could throw on that,
which I think would be a dimmer light than you yourself could throw,
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is the 4ight which I obtained from listening to the presentation beforethe cabinet committee by the textile industry a year ago, and if I
remember the figures, there was a considerable reduction in the volume
of sales of grey goods during that period.

Senator BAILEY. The spindles in place in this country were down
about 8,000,000 from the peak.

Mr. WALLACE. I have here, Senator, if you would be interested, a
chart which ves in percentage terms the consumption of cotton
goods in the United States beginning in 1923. If you will phrase
your question with the time element in it, I might be able to give an
answer.

Senator BAILEY. The time indicated by the chart.
Mr. WALLACE. I do not have it quite that far back. Taking the

years 1923 to 1925 as 100; in the Year 1928 it would seem that the
consumption was 7 percent above that normal; in 1929, the consump-
tion was apparently about 14 percent above that base; in 1930, it was
about 13 percent below that base; in 1931, it was about 13 percent
under that base; in 1932, about 19 percent under that base; in 1933,
it apparently was about 0 percent over in the latter part of 1933
there was a terrific upturn until it looks like in the month of August
or the late summer it exceeded the 1923-25 base.

Senator BAILEY. That terrific upturn was by way of anticipation
of the existence of the processing tax. They were making goods
ahead of time.

Mr. WALLACE. That, or in anticipation of N. R. A. wages or both
In 1934-this is rather interesting-it was somewhat above th
1931-32 level.

Senator BLACK. How much above?
Mr. WALLACE. It looks like it is about 4 or 5 percent above. In

1935 it is below again.
Senator BLACK. About how much?
Mr. WALLACE. 9 percent below 1923-25.
Senator BAILEY. That is the consumption of cotton goods?
Mr. WALLACE. That is the consumption of cotton goods.
Senator BAILEY. Can you compare that now with the consumption

of raw cotton?
Mr. WALLACE. I think that could be obtained. There would be

some time lag, but the answer would be roughly the same. You mean
raw cotton that does not enter into export?

Senator BAILEY. Yes. Our domestic raw cotton.
Mr. WALLACE. I do not think the answer would be greatly different,

but there would be a time factor.
Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Secretary, if the processor did only half as

much business as he did in former years, after the tax was put on,
and the margin of profit was the same he might very well be making
very much less for-his concern, might he not?

Mr. WALLACE. I think that would be an axiom, if he did only half
as much business and had a small volume, he would be making less
than half as much.

Senator HASTINGS. Then if your rules of determining the facts are
based solely upon the difference in the margin, is that a correct rule
in order to determine whether or not the processor is entitled to a
return of his tax?
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Mr. WALLACE. I do not think the Government would be responsible
for the volume of the business done.

Senator BAILEY. The Government would not be responsible for
the volume, but the increased taxes and the prices reduced the volume,
and I think that should be a factor that should be taken into account.

Mr. WALLACE. I think you should take it into account.
Senator HASTINGS. Is your amendment drawn so that it can be

taken into account?
Mr. WALLACE. I do not think the amendments are drawn to take

that particular point into account.
Senator KING. In determining the marginal differences which you

have indicated on these charts, have you taken into account the factor,
for instance, of imports, increased exports, or the change in the prices
of foreign goods?

Mr. WALLACE. I do not see where that would enter into it. That
has not been taken into account, Senator.

Senator BAILEY. But bearing in mind all the time that the price of
cotton-the tax could not be passed back to the farmer, because of the
Bankhead Act lending policy of the Government.

Mr. WALLACE. The nature of supply and demand in cotton is such
that there is very little evidence that it would be passed back to the
farmer in any case.

Senator BAILEY. You bought 5,000,000 bales of cotton. That
prevented cotton from going down, and that is the only thing that did,
as far as I know. I think the processing tax would have fall en on the
farmer but for the lending policy of the Government.

Mr. WALLACE. The economists seem to think that in the case of
wheat and cotton the nature of supply and demand is such that very
little of the tax would have been passed back to the public in the case
of those two products, but in the case of hogs there is a little different
situation.

Senator BAILEY. You did not lend money on hogs?
Mr. WALLACE. It is a different type of demand. I do not fully

agree with the economists, you understand, Senator. I dispute with
them on the hog situation. I have felt right along that the thing was
passed much more largely on to the consumer than most of the
economists think.

Senator BAILEY. You will agree to this effect, that as long as the
Government was lending 12 cents a pound on cotton that all the
farmer had to do was to put it in the warehouse and he could be
assured of 12 cents and that the Government would hold the bag.
That was pegging the price at 12 cents. That was the effect of that
loan. Then we reduced it to 10.

Mr. WALLACE. We started out at 10, increased to 12, then re-
duced again to 10.

Senator BAILEY. That had the effect'of pegging the price?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Senator GEORGE. Mr. Secretary, as a matter of fact then, whatever

our theories may be about it, as a matter of fact, in the case of hogs,
in the early days of the processing tax, it was frequently passed back
to the producer. He frequently sold his hogs on the market less the
process g tax.

Mr. WALLACE. I do not like to use the word "frequently", because
that would suggest that was passed back in the case of one farmer and
not in the case of his neighbor. In hogs, there is such a thing as a
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national market and the price on a given day tends to be roughly the
same less the customary price differentials in all the markets.

Senator GEORO. Whilef there is a national market, there is quite a
difference between prices for hogs in different sections. For instance,
a peanut-fed hog suffered all of these years.

Mr. WALLAOE. That is one of the customary pce differentials that
the packers try to enforce.

Senator GEORGE. And nobody can quite figure it except the packer.
As a matter of fact I happened to be raising hogs when the processing
tax went in, and I sold some hogs from which the processing tax was
bodily taken on the basis of any market.

Mr. WALLACE. That was an illegal thing. We had a number of
complaints of that sort.

Senator GEORGE. That did not continue very long, as a matter of
fact.

Mr. WALLACE. No.
Senator GEORGE. Generally at least in my stion. In other

words, after the processing tax had been in effect some time, we began
to get the market or substantially the market, and I presume they were
not passing it back to the producer.

Mr. WALLACE. I do not think any of the large packers undertook
to do a thing of that sort.

Senator GEORGE. I did not say that, of course. They were the
intermediate buyers.

Mr. WALLACE. I think some of them may perhaps have tried to (to
a thing like that.

Senator GEORGE. And the intermediate buyers, they perhaps them-
selves did not know how they could handle their own problems, so
they simply took the tax out of the price paid.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Secretary, you may proceed.
Mr. WALLACE. This is rather a detailed discussion here. Shall I

take up your time with this? I do not know whether there are any
points in the detailed discussion that I have not brought up. I have
discussed figure 1, figure 2, and figure 3.
senator CouZENS. Let us eliminate those that you have already
discussed

The CHAIRMAN. Only discuss those things that you have not al-
ready taken up.

Senator BARKLEY. Those figures will go into the record.
Mr. WALLACE. We might as well put those in the record, I suppose.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; the whole thing will be in the record.
Senator BARKLEY. These charts will be in the record too, will they

not?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. All right, you may proceed.
(The omitted portion of the Secretary's statement and the charts

referred to follow:)
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WHEAT AND MILL PRODUCTS: PRICES AT MINNEAPOLIS

AND PRICE LARGIN. 1932 TO DATE
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Figure I shows the data for wheat. The upper part of the chart shows the
price of wheat per bushel at Minneapolis, the value of the 42 pounds of flour
manufactured from a bushel of wheat, and the value at the mill of all products
manufactured from a bushel of wheat. It is apparent that the prices of both
wheat and milled products fluctuate widely, but move together rather consist-
ently. This means that the milling margin is relatively constant and stable.
This margin Is shown in the lower part of the chart. The increase In the margin
immediately following the first Imposition of the tax Is clearly apparent. When
the tax is deducted from this margin, and the margin minus the tax is shown (as
is Indicated by the dotted line), it Is quite evident that the net margin during
the period the tax was in effect was substantially the same as that prior to the
imposition of the tax. It Is also apparent that the gross margin rose by the full
amount of the tax when the tax was first Imposed, and that when the tax was
terminated, the gross margin fell by almost exactly the amount of the tax removed:
If the milling costs of flour millers underwent no changes at the time of the imposi-
tion or removal of the processfing tax, it would appear that practically the entire
tax was recovered in the widened operating margin of the millers. This fact !s
generally admitted by wheat millers.

PRICE Or HOGS AND WHOLESALE VALUE OF HOG PRODUCTS, CHICAGO,
AND SPREAD BETWEEN PRICE AND VALUE, 1932 To DATE
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In figure 2 the same comparison is shown for hop and hog products, except
that here the amount of the processing tax Is shown by the shaded are- In bo h
the upper and lower portions of the chart. As you will recall, the hog procesing
tax at the beginning as at a rate of 50 cents per hundred pound. live weight.
This rate was gradually increased. The lower part of the chart iflustrates the
way in which the Voss spread between the buying price and the selling value
increased as the rate of tax was increased. Also, he termination of the tax is
reflected In a drop in the spread by substantially the rate of the then tax.

Average Price of Raw Cotton and of Estimated
Gray Cloth Obtainable Per Pound and Margin,

1925 -26 to Date
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Figure 3 shows similar data in the case of cotton. In this case, the margin
rose shortlybefore the tax was first Imposed and rose still more when the tax
went on. This was due to the fact that the N. R. A. codes materially increased
manufacturing costa just prior to the first Imposition of the prooessing tax. It is
evident, however, that when the tax weat Into effect the margin rose by the
amount of the tax above that prior to that date.

Mr. WALLACE. "These exhibits are introduced merely to illusrate
that, in the case of three of the major commodities involved, facts as
to changes in gross margins are obtainable and do provide a positive
basis for manufacturers to show whether or n~ot they did in fact abSorb
the tax. These charts of course are based merely on the average
figures obtained from te available market quotations."

In other words, these charts illustrate in a geeral ecQnomic
sense the general situation. While they illustrate t o pqinciplehey
are not the precise method which would be used in practice. They
illustrate, to my mind, the broad, general justice of the method
which would be used in practice. I well realize that in many of these
broad, governmental activities, especially where taxes :xre involved,
there are of necessity, literally hundreds of specific injustices. The
question is to discover the rule which will mare for the maximufti of
justice and the minimum of Injustice. I do t Ae kno*6f5hY1 i iticular
rule that will completely eliminate injustice. I-,

As I say, the charts are based on the general situation, "In claiming
refunds, each manufacturer would be expected to use Ids own records,
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indicating exactly what the situation was in terms of his own oper-
ations. The suggested provisions indicate clearly the data which
manufacturers might need to submit in making such a showing.

"In addition to these general margin provisions for creating a prima-
facie presumption whether or to what extent the taxpayer bore the
burden of the tax, a number of supplementary provisions are sug-
gested to cover special situations. One of these special situations is
in cotton textiles, where other factors, such as N. R. A. codes, were
increasing costs as welV as the processing taxes. In such cases either
thie claimant or the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may introduce
evidence indicating the extent to which these special circumstances
explain the changes shown in the margin, and the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue is directed to give such evidence duo weight in
determining whether thoprocessor bore the burden of the tax and in
arriving at the amount of the refund due the claimant."

1 do not know whether that covers the point in which 'you are in-
terested, Senator George, or not.

Senator GOROE. It does, in a sense; yes, sir. I merely wanted to
know, though, what factors were taken into consideration in the
preparation of the charts. That is what I was driving at.

Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Senator GEORaE. Not whether anything else should have been

taken into consideration necessarily, but wmt actually was used as
a basis.

Mr. WALLACE. "Provisions are also made for the Commissioner to
take into consideration other evidence indicating who bore the burden
of the tax, such as, for example, the practice of a concern in includ-
ing the cost of the tax as a specific item in billing its customers."

In the case of certain processors the tax was included in the bill to
the consumer. Senator George has give an illustration where the
processor attempted to bill the producer for it. There are other proc-
essors who made it a very regular procedure to bill the consumer for
the tax.

Senator CouZENs. That is, the billing was separate on the invoice?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Senator CouzENs. So that would be prima-facie evidence of passing

it on.
Mr. WALlACE. Yes. "It irdght be noted that the language proposed

as a substitute for the existing language of see tion 21(d) is consistent
with the language which the House has already adopted for the "wind-
fall" taxes, in that the conditions under which a processor could show
that the return to him of impounded taxes was equitable, because lie
had in fact borne the burden of the tax himself are the same as those
which would constitute prima-facie evidence that he was entitled to
the refund of the taxes which he had previously paid. The substitu-
tion of the proposed language for section 21 (d),atogether with the
approval on your part of the "windfall" taxes as passed by the House,
would, therefore, prevent the unjust enrichment which might other-
wise result from the invalidation of the taxes under the Agricultural
Adjustment Act by providing for repayment in full of those taxes
the burden of which was borne by the taxpayer, but not those paid
by the consumer or the producer, and also by providing for the re-
capture of a major portion of the "windfall" income in those cases
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where the processor had not paid any ttx, although he collected its
equivalent."

Senator KING. Mr. Secretary pardon the interrurtion. If you
care to express an opinion I would be glad to have you do so and if
not then do not hesitate to indicate your lack of desire. having
re as you doubtless have, the bill as it passed the House dealing
with the so-called windfall tax do you see any imperfection or defects
in it which need to be strengthened materially?

Mr. WALLACE. When you speak of imperfections or defects you
get into a field where I, as many others, rely on the judgment of men
who spend many hours a day looking into the minutia of such things.

Senator KING. Of course, you now refer to the Internal Revenue,
not to the Senate or the House?

Mr. WALLACE. I am referring to you gentlemen and your advisers.
Senator BARKLEY. I want no invidious references made there by

the intimation that these Members of Congress do not spend hours
on matters of this kind.

Mr. WALLACE. There is no use fooling ourselves by pretending to
do things that are superhuman.

Senator KING. In your view is it a reasonable measure or does it
work injustices?Mr. WALLACE. It seems to me that, for my own part the imperfec-
tion, I would say, is the amount of recapture. That is only 80 per-
cent. I would think it ought to be a higher percentage, but it may
be the most practical point at which to put it after taking everything
into account.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, the reason for it is that if the
amount were 100 percent there would be a serious question of confis-
cation.

Mr. WALLACE. I have never suggested 100 percent, Senator.
Senator CONNALLY. You run into very able-bodied competition.
Mr. WALLACE. It may be that those of you who have had pro-

longed experience in weighing constitutional matters and who are in
sympathy with the object of the windfall tax nevertheless feel, after
ti ing everything into account, that is the best way in which to
ser re justice. I would not quarrel with it. I merely express regret
th- it could not be 90 percent, because some people think that the
gen, emen are entitled to receive out of the Federal Treasury sums of
monk y that will be, in many cases, three, four, and five times as much
as their annual profits in prosperous years. There is something in
me that rises up in wrath at that kind of situation.

Senator KINo. I think that view would be entertained by some
of us.

The CIHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. WALLACE. That leaves that particular discussion on section

21 (d). The next discussion has to do with the extension of principle
of refund provisions of title IV of H. R. 12395. This has to do with
the sugar situation.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand th, sugar proposition, the law
that wepassed runs out in 1937.

Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It is necessary, in order to carry it out, that the

processing tax on sugar to the amount of the differential between the
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Cuban rates and our taxes under the Cuban Treaty should be con-
tinued.

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; that is mentioned, incidentally, here, although
it is more in detail that particular matter is mentioned in a separate
letter to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

M r. WALLACE. "In title IV of H. R. 12395, the Committee on Ways
and Means undoubtedly sought to cure the inequities which have
resulted from the decision of the Supreme Court invalidating th, tax
and related provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Two
situations appear to have escaped the attention of the conunittee.

"One class of cases requiring individual attention, dueprimari!v to
the fact that the tax on all sugars marketed prior to December I,
1935, was paid and to the further fact that the Agricultural Adjust-
mcnt Act, provided for export refunds in the case of articles manu-
factured wholly or partly from a taxed commodity, is that of exporters
who held on January 6, 1936, articles manufactured wholly or partly
from tax-paid sugar, and who have exported and are exporting such
articles at a price diminished by an amount representing the process-
ing tax on sugar."
There is a particular situation in sugar, which demands particular

handling to avoid doing injustice to particular individuals.
Senator GEoRoE. Mr. Secretary, in that connection, I think some

of the exporters of textiles and other things who appeared before the
committee said they were not being fairly dealt with in that bill.
Mr. WALLACE. Well, it is the kind 01 situation that could exist

there.
Senator GEORGE. The same as sugar?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes. Have you studied - that situation, Mr.

Savoy?
Mr. SAVOY. That is taken care of in the second class of cases of

which you spoke.
The CHAIRMAN. When we get down to the discussion on that

particular subject we can have the services of Mr. Savoy up here
with us, can we not?
Mr. WALLACE. Certainly, sir. "Under 11. R. 12395 holders of such

stocks are not entitled to a floor stocks adjustment, nor are they
entitled to an export refund. It would seem equitable and in line
with the other rejuedial provisions which have been proposed, to
allow a refund, where the tax was paid, to exporters of articles manu-
factured wholly or partly from sugar, to the extent to which the price
was reduced .by an amount representing tax. So that it will be pos-
sible to have a claims for refunds on file prior to January 1, 1937, it
would seem reasonable to allow this refund only as to 6xportations
made prior to September 1, 1936. This Department., therefore,
recommends amendment no. 1 contained in appendix I attached.

"During the 6 months preceding January 6, 1936, a very small
amount. of the taxes due was collected."

Ser.ator KiNo. You mean on sugar?
Mr. WALLACE. NO; this is getting into another fiell now.
Senator KiNo. All right.

869
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. Mr. WALLACE. "At the same time goods were being exported or
delivered to charitable organizations and cotton was being manu-
fectured into large cotton bags. If the provisions of the Agricultural
Adjuetment, Act had been upheld, the persons doing those acts would
have been entitled to specific refunds. If the tax was not paid by
the processor, it is expected that a substantial portion thereof will
be collected under title III of 1I. R. 12395, by means of the so-called
"windfall" tax. If the tax was paid, the bill provides for the refund
thereof in such c.ses. To do equity, this Department recommends
that no refund in the class of case mentioned be disallowed on the
grounds that the tax was not paid.

"This principle is recognized in section 602 (e) of title IV of 1I. R.
12395, relating to floor stocks on hand on January 6, 1936, and there
would seem to be no substantial basis for any different treatment
being accorded to the class of cases to which I have referred.

"However, it would seem reasonable to require, in case this conces-
sion is made, that the person otherwise entitled to the refund estab-
lish that he has not received and has no contract to receive any
adjustment from the processor or other vendor. This Department,
therefore, recommends amendment numbered (2), contained in
appendix 1, attached.

"Substantial revenue will be required in addition to that derived
from the "windfall" net income tax. We are now getting into a
discussion of possible processing taxes in the now legislation. farmers
have an interest which is as great as that of any other group in pro-
visions for adequate Federal revenues. This interest prompts a
suggestion of excise taxes on certain agricultural commoditie-. as a
means of prov;4i:'a such revenues.

EXCISE TAXES ON THE PROCESSING OF VARIOUS COMMODITIES

/ "With respect to processing taxes, in addition to a processing tax
on sugar beets and sugarcane (covered by separate letter), you are
advised that upon the invitation of the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives, this Department, following
the recommendation of the President in hIis message to the Congress
of March 3, 1930, suggested to that committee that a possible source
of revenue would befound in the imposition of a processing tax on
various named commodities greater in number than those contained
in the Agricultural Adjustment Act or imposed thereunder at rates
far lower than those in effect under that act. Since then, and after
consultation with other executive departments, this Department has
revised the list of commodities and has made minor alterations in
some of the rates, The commodities, the rates of tax suggested as
a source of revenue, and the estimated amount of tax to be derived
therefrom are set forth in appendix III."

Senator Couzirs. I would like to have appendix III read at this
time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Will yOU read Appendix III?

(Appendix III, referred to, is as follows:)

APPUNDIX III

fiimoled roetnts from proposed scAedul of taz rate, 1936-57

Pro posed schedule
Estimatenet uZit W rcevkOU

Commodit Units & s year Wt rtet 4QLtL
1t3-7 (ccau) Tax rat rovmue

D".k omrmodlI preriaotsly

Wb, ................... Baose ............ 4430 30.00 8.CO 8 4440.o
Rye (extract ip&,ts) .......... Bushel ............ 7. b0 30.00 M .00 M M00
Corn (etu .t 4I5its) . BusheL ........... 17.33 &00 At 600 M 7,63.0
Hc..................... Hundredwrgbth... M 0 2c 00 3R500 M 27,190.0
cot.........................Found.......... .84A97 1.20 N .vM. X ,4&o
Rke .......................... Pound ........... .,1,&9. !.00 1.5 . M 41097.0
Peanuts ...................... Pound ............ 43&70 Lo0 I .60 M 2.12& 0
Fular:

Contiaeotal ............... Pound ............ 2 S& 6 .50 NI .50 M 11%791.0
Domeetk tlsul .. .. Poud............ 6,1.6 .0 .0 ao U 8,.9
Forelgn................... Pound ............ 313223 .30 NI .60 M 19,61.0

uirup ' .................. Pound ........... ...8.00 .3M '.0 M 430.0

Total su . .......................... ......................... 64. 150.0
Toblao:Cigrs,:

S.........be.......... 00 2370 M &00 M 8.8
AIge .... Number......... 4,S 00 i30.40 N1 40.00 M ,92.00

Cigaftetes:
SmaU .............. umber. 142,775.00 3113 6.00 M 8.25% 0Large~~~~~~~ ..........hume ..... & t M 9.0 M4 8.Manufactured tobsco .... Pound............ 29.0 '&00 M 1.00 M 265.06

Snaff ..................... Pound ............ M.0 I.0 M 1.00 M 280

Tot&] toba co ............................... ............ ...................... 14,21.0
Bazic common ltkes not prevlowly

taxed:
Bareoy (4utrW splrt -..... Bushel ............ ft33. ........... .. 0 ,80.@
Oats ......................... Bu1bel ............ 300. ............. 4.6 .710.1
Cattle at olve¢ ............. luodredwely4... 12120 ............ &0 II, 6A
Sep and lambs ........... 11.26 ............ 4.0 4X0

ComEttg commodities previ-oasjy tasxedc:
Jute yarn (cotton) 4 ........... Pound ............ 17.3 2.90 2.0 178.0Paper (c¢ttob) ' ............ Bals .............. 1 0 '267.00 '98.0 I20.0
Ope toes h pper (cotton) 4... Pound ............ 4.05 211 .76 30.0

Comnpeting cominodities not pre-
woly taxed.
Rsyoo (cotton) .............. Pound ............ 15.67 ............ 1.2 8 74.6
Silk (cotton) 4.. .............. Found ............ 6.80 ..........
spirits (except tandy) ....... oaOn ............ 10000 ............ . O & 001 0

Grand tottL ................ ................................ ............ ............ *

IA4Jstnd for aiporLs and Impos of mnufactured atcles.
o~ju dressed In terms of raw value suyar content. SinceIt ischtefly Import bs entire amount i

Wcltdatoompexxsting rate cf 14 cent We pound.
Equlveknt rate on prod oct of pe vorous taxes cxx tobaso used.

'Indloctes basic commodity with whb:e this commodity competes.
Ap ximtes averarte fx bap of all sites.

PJ
nc

des revenuesfroim taxes uponoommoditkes crignat tg 1n lu6rto Rko, Hawsai, VirgIn Islands, vn
Fbipptne 1slands as Iclows. Sugar, $28,658,",0 tobacco. 675.000..I

Mr. WVALLACE. There are not any further revisions, are there, Mr.
Savoy?

Mr. SAypY. No, sir.
Mr. WALLAcE. The suggested rate on wheat is 8 cents a bushel.
SenatorKING. Who'has to pay it, the farmer?
Mr. WALLACE. That is in the same manner as before. The process.

sor collects it.
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Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretary, when you read out the suggested
rates I would like you to read the old rates.

Mr. WALLACE. All right, sir. The old rate was 30 cents and sug-
gested rate is 8 cents. Rye is next. In this case the old rate was 30
cents and the suggested rate is 6 cents.

Coin, the old rate was 5 zents and the suggested rate is 6 cents.
The CHAIRMAN. What wLS that?
Mr. WALLACE. The old rate on corn was 5 cents and the suggested

rate is 6 cents. In the case of corn there is an inere.Lse in the suggested
rate.

Senator KiNo. I suppose it would follow as a necessary corollary
that if you impose an excise tax you are going to restrict production,
if you put in all those rules andregulations incident to supervision
and whatnot.

Mr. WALLACE. The Supremo Court said we cannot do that.
Senator CLARK. That is an economic fact rather than a legal fact,

Mr. Secretary. Of course, the cost of production naturally diminishes
production, does it not, ordinarily?

Mr. WALLACE. Not necessarily. Agrculture does not follow all
the rules that have been taught us by the laissez fair economists that
seem to work in the business world.

Senator CLARK. Then as a matter of fact, to increase production
would r"ise the cost of production without any equivalent provision
for increasing the price.

Mr. WALLACE. I have not been able to sew that that so-called law
works in agriculture. I have not been able to see that it works there
in the way that it seems to work in industry.

Senator Kixo. Mr. Secretary, do you contemplate, if Congress
should impose an excise tax upon the various agricultural commodi-
ties, that there would be, directly or indirectly, openly or in some
mysterious and subtle way, an attempt to restrict or control the crop
production in those commodities?

Mr. WALLACD. No; I do not see anything of that sort involved.
The CHAIRMAN. You expect to follow the law as written by

Congress.

Nfir. WALLACE. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, this matter here is a
part of the President's recommendation in his original tax measures.
It. isa question of raising revenue. You have a desperate need of
raising revenue. The question is where to get the money.

Senator KINo. Would it not be better to just propose the flat sales
tax?

Mr. WALLACE. That is outside of my field. This happens to be a
part of the taxation legislation in which agriculture is concerned, and
on which I believe agriculture may speak with some propriety, but
when you get into the wider field you have gentlemen much better
qualified than I

Senator CoUz ENs. You were about to start with hogs in your
appendix 11.

Mr. WALLACE. The old tax on hogs was $2.25 and the new tax
proposed is o 0 cents.

The old tax on cotton was 4.2 cents and the proposed tax is 1.5.
The old tax on rice was I cent a pound and the new tax proposed is
0.25 of a cent.
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On tobacco the tax is broken up into small cigars, large cigars,
small cigarettes, large cigarettes, manufactured tobacco and snuff.

Senator Couzv.&s. You missed sugar.
Mr. WALLACE. The sugar seems to be emitted on my particular

Air. SAvoY. Here is the revised copy.
Senator GEORoE. There is no change in the sugar.
Mr. WALLACE. The sugar is the same amount.
Tobacco, in the case of small cigars, the old rate per thousand was

13.7 and the new rate is 0 cents per thousand. Large cigars, the old
rate was 00.4 and the new rate is 40 cents a thousand. Small ciga-
rettes, the old rate was 12.3 cents a thousand and the new suggested
rate is 6 cents. Large cigarettes, the old rate was 16.7 cents a thous-
and and the new rate is 9 cents. Manufactured tobacco per pound,
the old rate was 3 cents and the new rate is I cent.

Senator BAILEY. Mr. Secretary, you mean by the "old rate" the
previous tax rate proposed under the 1935 amendment or the rates
proposed under the original act?

Mr. WALLACE. As I remember it, the 1935 amendment happens to
give the rate which had been in existence under the previous acts.

Senator BAILEY. It was graduated down with respect to prices, if
I recollect.

Mr. WALLACE. I believe this is the rate that applied under the
A. A. A. Act as amended in 1935.

Senator BAILEY. The cigarette tax, under the new act, the 1935
act, was 1.9, as I recall it. Now, is this a comparison with 1.9?

Mr. SAVOY. It was 1.9 per pound of tobacco. This is measured
by thousands of cigarettes.

Senator BAILEY. You can figure that very quickly. You have got
cigarettes, small, 6 cents a thousand. That is 2 cents a pound. So
it s higher than it was under the 1935 act. As I understand it, that
is 13.

Mr. WALLACE. It is 12.3 cents and 16.7 per thousand, respectively.
That was designed to represent a situation that existed under the old
act.

Senator BAILEY. I think your 12.3 related to the original act of
1933.

Mr. SAvoy. No, sir; it is an average of the rates on the various
tobaccos in cigarettes during the period the tax wa, in effect.

Mr. WALLACE. That would be a question of fact into which we will
go for your satisfaction, Senator.

The CHAIRmAN. The total that you propose to raise there is about
$220,000 000?

Mr. WALLACE. $220,564,000, roughly estimated.
Senator LONERGAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Senator BinD. The Secretary has not finished, has he?
Mr. WALLACE. Do you want to go down over the items?
Senator BYRP. There is a new lot here, that is entirely new.
Mr. WALLACE. 13rley had no rate before and it is now proposed

to have a 6o-ent rate. In the case of these grains there is an effort
to have them proportional amongst themselves.

Senator KINo. That would be a very heavy tax against beer, would
it not?

Mr. WALLACE. You will note It excludes spirits, by the way.

873
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Senator KINo. Well, barley is used in the manufacture of beer. -
The CHAIRMAN. What else is there now?
Mr. WALLACE. Oats 4.5 cents. Cattle and calves, 8 cents. Sheep

and lambs, 4 cents. Those are all new rates there.
Senator BYiRD. Mr. Secretary, to what extent does that increase

the cost to the consumer of meat? I notice you have got cattle and
calves 8 cents and you estimate the revenue at $8,656,000. To what
extent does that increase the cost to the consumer of meat?

Mr. WALLACE. That goes into that rather difficult economic field
again. It must increase the cost to the consumer of meat by as much
as, I would guess, less than I percent.

Senator BYRD. One percent of what it is now? YQU mean it should
do that?

Mr. WALLACE. If it were all passed on to the consumer I would
guess it would increase the cost to the consumer-well, it would be 8
cents and the present price of cattle on the average, I guess, is about $8
so I guess it would be about 1 percent of the live-cattle price, and
less than Ipercent, after selling charges were added on.

Senator BYRD. Now you have got different rates for hogs, cattle,
and calves, sheep and lambs. Do they more or less compete?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; there is a competitive situation there. There
was an effort made there to proportion the taxes as between hogs-
they have 30 cents, you will note--and the cattle is 8 cents, sheep
and lambs 4 cents.

Senator CONNALLY. Are those rates per hundred pounds?
Mr. WALLACE. Those rates are per hundred pounds. That was in

an effort to apportionate it to the degree in which they consumed feed
grains.

Senator Ki-n. We had a great deal of evidence here tending. to
show by reason of the tax upon hogs, beef, and so on, the processing
tax heastrayed a great many of the American people to an enlarged
use of fish, because that was competitive and a larger use of chickens.
Areyou imposing a tax on fish and chickens?

Nir. WA LLAC. No; there is no tax on fish proposed here, and I hope
we never attempt to collect the tax on chickens.

The CHAIR AN. Are there any other items there?
Mr. WALLACE. Jute yarn is 1 cent a pound.
Paper bags, 95 cents a thousand.
By the way, this compares with the old tax on jute yarn of 2.9

cents. The proportion there is roughly proportionate to the produc-
tion of cotton. In a like manner the paper bags are reduced from
$2.67. You have a situation proportionate to the reduction of the
cotton bags.

The open-mesh paper was 2.14 cents a-pound and it is now reduced
to seventy-five hundredths, or threc-fourths of a cent a pound.

Rayon, the new tOx is 1.8 cents a pound. That is altogether new.
Senator KiNs. That is in competition with cotton, the same as

jute?
Afr. WALLACE. There have been a great many economic studies

mn(le on the competition between rayon and cotton. In certain yeirs
at certain times you cannot prove it, and in other years, you can
prove it.

Senator BYRD. What about the rayon that is made from wood pulp?
The rayon in my State is made from wood pulp, not from cotton.
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Nfr. WALLACE. It is on the theory of competition with cotton, and
also on the theory that we do cast around in agricultural products,
products that are competitive with agriculture, to have the tax
roughly proportionate, so that the supply and demand situation as
between the commodities does not change.

Senator GERRY. That is from whatever source?
Mr. WALLACE. From whatever source.
Senator BLACK. What has been the expense of collecting the taxes

in comparison with income taxes, for instance?
Mr. WALLACE. The Bureau of Internal Revenue calculates that

expense monthly, I believe. They are able to inform you.
SenatorBLACK. I did not knowbut what you knew it approximately
Mr. WALLACE. I do not have it in mind at present. t is a well-

known figure. Mr. hlelvering, do you have that?
Mr. IInLVEniNO. I can give it to you if I have it right here.
Senator BLACK. Would it be less expensive to have an increase in

income taxes, inheritances, and corporation taxes?
Mr. IHELvERiNo. The cost of collecting the processing tax is con-

siderably less than the average cost to the Bureau.
Senator BLACK. I know, but what I had in mind was whether or not

there are any figures which would show whether a simple increase in
the taxes that are now collected such as income and inheritance taxes,
and things of that kind, would cost as much or loss than the processing
tax.

Mr. ][ELVERINO. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. In otier words, the expense would be greatly more

in collecting our new processing taxes than it would be if we were
simply adding to the income taxes to be collected?

Mr. HIELVERING. The collection of income taxes is greatly in excess
of the collection of processing taxes.

Senator BLACK. As a whole, but we would collect the income taxes
anyhow.MIr. IIELVERG. Yes.

Senator BLACK. I was wondering if, for instance, you raise the
percentage of income tax that does not necessarily mean a great in-
crease in the total cost of collecting the income taxes, does it?

Mr. IIELVERINO. If you had an increase of 5 or 10 percent that
would not make an appreciable difference in the total cost.

Senator BLACK. That is what I mean. Then whatever the amount
would be of collecting the processing tax, that would likely be in
excess of collecting the increased income tax, would it not?

Mr. IfELVERINo. That possibly is true; yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. It certainly would be true, would it not,

Mr. Ilelvering, if i' simply involves the changes in the surtax brackets?
Mr. HELt,vzsIxo. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Because you have those returns to go over
a nY1r.lithVER .Yes.

Senator LA FOLLErE. You can get $226,000,000 of additional
revenue by simply starting the surtax bracket at $3,000 and 4 perce:.
and going as we do now, to 75 percent of $5,000,000 and after?

Mr. IzLvERqNo. Yes; and there would practically b3 no increst±
in the cost of collection.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secetary, is there something else?
Mr. WALLACE. I might say, Senator, I was very much surprised

by the efficient job that the Bureau of Internal Revenue did in collect-
ing the processing tax. When the figures came in it turned out to be
very much lees than I had supposed. I remember there were certain
statements made in the old days as to the high expense of this Mpd
of procedure.

Senator LONEROAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Lonergan.
Senator LONIROAN. Mr. Secretary, on what basis are these pro.

posed rates fixed?
Mr. WALLACE. Of course, there is not any one guiding principle.

If you will allow me to complete the statement here I think you will
find an answer to your question given here.

"As a whole, the processing taxes on agricultural commodities sug-
gested would constitute only a very slight burden on consumers, since
the total of these taxes if passed on to consumers would represent a
very small percentage of the retail prices at which these products sell.
In addition, since the proposed rates are, with the exception men-
tioned, far below the level of the rates previously in effect under the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, it is not believed that collection of these
taxes would cause any appreciable hardship or burden.

"Great emphasis should be given to the fact that each one of the
great agricultural programs advocated by farmers since 1920 con-
tained a provision for an adequate and a continuous source of
revenue.

"This position by spokesmen for agriculture reflected their determi-
nation that, so far as possible, their programs should be self-liquidat-
ing, and should not, through reliance upon annual appropriations, be
subject to political vicissitudes and uncertainties as to Federal farm
policy. The continuous source of revenue provided by the McNary-
Haugen bill was the equalization fee. The export debenture plan
proposed to use tariff revenues. The Agricultural Adjustment Act
provided for compensation of the Treasury by processing taxes to
cover expenditures required to carry out the production-control
prog rams.

"In making up this schedule, roughly, the commodities fall into the
following classes:"First, sugar, in which the rate recommended is equal to the proc-
essing tax rate, in the main covered by a separate letter. You will
reall that when the sugar tax was levied, there was a reduction in
the rate of import duty equal to the processing tax rate. Also, in
the case of the leading continental processors, even with a one-half
cent tax, their profits would probably amount to between 8 and 10
percent on stated capital and surplus. Without the excise tax, profits
would average between 12 to 16 percent."

You see one of the guiding motives there, Senator. I would like
to say that one of the guiding motives or one of the things to be taken
into account in fixing thit particular rate was that with the quotas as
at present in effect the sugar processors would be receiving on the
average a return between 12 and 16 percent as compared with the
return during the late twenties. It averaged, as I remember the
figures, roughly 4.5 percent. Is that right, Mr. Savoy?

Mr. SAVOY. Yes, sir.
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Mr. WALLACE, It was roughly 4.6 percent during the late twenties.
Under the quota provision, without the tax, they would be getting a
rate of between 12 and 16 percent return, and with the tax they would
be getting a return between 8 and 10 percent, which has been the rate
they have been getting, roughly, (luring the past 2 years. So you can
see that one of tle things to be taken into account in the case of sugar
is this.situation. It does not happen to be an item which governs
in the other cases.

Senator IASTINOs. Mr. Secretary, would you think it unwise to
make these rates sufficient to pay all the expenses, all the money that
is due to farmers under the recent act?

Mr. WALLACE. Well, that has not been the approach at all. This
has been a separate approach. You see that was the approach under
the old A. A. A. The old act was set up so that the money that came
from processing taxes would pay the cost of the program.

Senator IIASTIKOS. You think it is unwise to try to get enough out
of these processing taxes to liquidate that obligation?

Mr. WALLACE. I question whether it wouldbe wise to go that far.
Senator HASTiN0s. This does not raise half enough for it, does it?
Mr. WALLACE. Well, just about half enough.
Senator COUgENS. You are departing then from the theory of the

agriculturists themselves, that they wanted their program self-
sustaining?

Mr. WtALLACE. Yes; to that extent we are departing from that
theory, although I think, in practice, the farm organizations, if
they came before you in a hearing, would assent to this program at
the present time, but it departs to that extent from the historic
position.

The CHAIRMAN. Permit an interruption, Mr. Secretary. May I
say to the members of the committee that we will meet here at 2
o'clock this afternoon, and I hope very much that all the members
will be here. Mr. Oliphant, representing the Treasury Department
is to go on, and the newspapermen can be here if they desire.

Before we adjourn this morning I shall read a letter that I received
from Chairman Jesse H. Jones of t he R. F.C. Ile was requested to
ive us any views he dired either by giving it out personally. or
by writing a letter, so when the Secretary gets through this morning
I will present that to the committee.

Senator BAILEY. Mr. Secretary, what plan have you to prevent
the passage back to the farmers of the processing taxes which you
propose here?

Mr. WALACE. There is and can be no plan.
Senator BAILE.Y. Now, under the old law there was no means except

by pegging prices, by way of loans the farmer did get the money back
through the benefit payments and rentals, but under this plan there
is nothing of that sort, is there?

Mr. WALIAcE. Nothingof that sort; no.
Senator BAILEY. Now,he loses, does he not?
Mr. WALLACE. That is absolutely right, although you will remem-

ber, Senator, in my earlier conversation with you I held to the posi.
tion that these taxes in the main are pased on to the consumer.
That has been the record right along, in spite of the economists to the
contrary notwithstanding.
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Senator BAILEY. You realize that the farmer always thinks that
the tax is passed back to him.

Mr. WALLACE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAILEY. Is it not true that the maxim of the trade is that

the farmer sells in the buyer's market, he is at the mercy of the buyer?
Mr. WALLAC,. The farmer always thinks he is at the mercy of the

buyer, and the consumer always thinks he is getting the worst of it.
Senator BAILEY. Is it not a tact that the farmer sells in the buyer's

market?
Mr. WALLACE. And the middleman always thinks lie is between

the upper and nether millstones.
Senator BAILEY. What would you say about that?
Mr. WALLACE. I say we are getting into a metaphysical field.
Senator BARKLEY. TO what extent does this program synchronize

with the soil erosion, the soil allotment act, and so forth?
Mr. WALLACE. That is altogether separate from it.
Senator BARKLEY. I know it is separate, but you are working out a

program under the Soil Erosion Act.
Mr. WALLACE. I would say that the farmers feel that they have

obtained under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act,
signed February 29 of his year, a procedure under which they will be
getting, say, $440 000,000 to $500,000,000 of money annually.

Senator KING. Wh1io pays for that?
Mr. WALLACE. That is coming out of the Treasury.
Senator BAILEY. lie is not going to get it out of these taxes?
Mr. WALLAez. Yoti cannot say whether he is getting it out of incometaxes, inheritance taxes, or whatnot. In view of theofact lie is getting

that benefit I think the majority of the thoughtful leaders of farm
organizations would feel that they ought to be, to some extent, as the
result of agricultural taxes, contributing. Now, they feel-I do not
agree with them-1hey feel, as you say, that a considerable part of
this is passed back to them, that they, in effect, would be paying for
the program. 'I do not agree Aith them.

Senator CLARK. The famier would be in a better shape to pay it
than he would be without the Soil Erosion Act?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; I rather think so.
Senator BARKLEY. In other words, it synchronizes to about 50

percent, the payment to the farmers out of the general funds of the
Treasury. This money will go into the general fund. If it were car-
marked at all it would probably take care of about one-half of the
expense.

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; if there was an earmarking provision.
Senator BAYLEY. Is that contemplation, that it is going into the

general fund for the purpose of sustaining the Soil Erosion Act?
Mr. WALLACE. No; I do not know of any suggest>-a to that effect.
The CHAIRMAN. The Supreme Court said that that could not be

done, that you ought not to try to tic the two together, that you
ought to divorce them. This is a separate proposition.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, I notice the rate on hogs 'is
only about one-eighth of the old processing tax. The old tax was
2i cents and the new one is 30 cents.

Mr. WALLACE. That is $2.25 and the new rate is 30 cents a hundred.
Senator CONNALLY. Is not that entirely out of line with the other

percentages? I notice on cotton it is only reduced approximately
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one-third, not quite one-third. On hogs it is one-eighth of the
former rate. Then you put a tax on cattle and calves, and sheep
and lambs, which had no processing tax before.

Mr. WALLACE. If yOU will just allow me to complete my statement
and then we will have a little discussion of the hog tax. I might say
the general principle, Senator Connally, in these now processing
taxes, is, to some extent, on the one hand, to equalize the competitive
situation as betw,,en the consumers, and on the other hand to equalize
the competitive situation as between the different classes of livestock
as they consume feed grains.

Senator CONNALLY. You would outbalance it, because if you reduce
the hog tax and put on the tax on sheep and cattle that was not there
before, are you not unduly helping the hog people?

Mr. WALLACE. Well, Senator, I do not know that you are asking
that question seriously. I am quite sure that you would not.

Senator CONNALLY. I do not mean to reflect on anybody, but is
not that inevitably the result, that would give an undue competitive
advantage to the hog people?

Mr. WALLACE. I do not think you would urge that position seri.
ously, Senator.

Senator BAUKLEY. If that were true the situation would be reversed,
if you had $2.25 tax on hogs and nothing on cattle.

Mr. WALLACE. I mean you would come into a little acrimonious
controversy between different sections. I feel the suggested rate here
is a very fair proportionate rate between the groups. In the Corn
Belt you feed the hogs and the hog folks will say "Why should we
pay nearly four times as much as the cattle folks under the new
program?"

Senator CONNALLY. You do not reduce the corn.
Mr. WALLACE. We increase the corn a little. There are special

things that enter into each one of these rates which would take a
long, detailed discussion to go into.

Senator BAILEY. Wore the rates arranged, Mr. Secretary, on some
special principle, or some definite principle?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; there is, to some extent, a guiding principle,
and to some extent there are special things that enter into each one
of them. That is what I am attempting to discuss at the preent
time. If you will allow me to complete the statement I think some
of these things will show forth.

We have just discussed the principle regarding sugar.
"In the next class is cigarettes ;n which an excise rate equal to

approximately one-half of the old r~ce:sing-tax rate is suggested.
Neither wholesale nor retail prices o the leading brands of cigarettes
have been reduced since processing taxes were eliminated, and even
with a tax at this rate, the profits of the leading manufacturers of
cigarettes would average between 10 and 12 percent of the stated
capital and surplus. In the case of cigarettes, the tax at the rate
suggested would equal approximately 1 percent of the retail price."

Senator BAILEY. You mean 1 percent oftho retail price of cigarettes?
Mr. WALLACE. cigarettes, yes.
Senator BAILEY. Ido not quite get your figures. I am sure they

are right. There are 3 pounds of the farmer's. tobacco in 1,000
cigarettes. You divide the previous tax rate by 3 and you gut 411.
You have got a 6-cent rate here on a thousand, that is 6 cents on 3
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pounds, that would be 2 cents. Now, the rate under the act of 1935
is a graduated rate based on the price in the prior year. It was 1.0.
That would be a small increase. I would like to have those figures
checked, just to see how the base was arrived at.

Mr. WALLACE. What is the average retail price of a package of
cigarettes in this country?

Senator BAILEY. Fifteen cents, that is the regular cigarettes the
majority of cigarettes; 15 cents a package. The prite to the whole-
saler is 12 cents and the Government gets 6 cents, and there is 6
cents for the farmer, the manufacturer, and advertiser.

Mr. WALLACE. There would be 50 packages in 1,000 cigarettes and
the retail price would be $7.50. $7.50 would be approximately the
retail price of 1,000 cigarettes then.

Senator BAILEY. Yes; that is $7.60.
Mr. WALLACE. And the proposed rate on the small package is 6

cents, on the large it is 9 cents, it is just slightly over I percent or thelarg epaeka s.
Senator BAILFY. The price in the trade is $6, but the price retail

is $7.50. Sometimes the price drops to $5.25. It ranges from $5.25
to $7.50. We are talking about the manufacturer.

Now, I would like to get this view from you. The cigarette people
did not increase the price of cigarettes; they stayed at 15 cents. The
price of tobacco went up, as we all know 16 cents, then 27 cents, and
the last year's average was 20 cents. Who paid the processing tax
under those conditions?

Mr. WALLACE. I think perhaps the cigarette people might be able
to make a showing under the set-up which I have described previously,
that they have absorbed a considerable part of the processing tax,
I suspect they might be able to make a showing on that point. That
is not the point under consideration here.

Senator BA.ILEY. You think there would be recovery without regard
to that?

Mr. WALLXCE. If they can make a showing that they had not
passed it on to the consumer or to the merchant, it would enable them
to make recovery. But that has nothing to do with the principle I
am suggesting here, that inasmuch as they made very good profit
even under that situation that they could stand the processing tax
of 9 cents a thousand on cigarettes and still have a return of 10 to 12
percent, on the average, on their invested capital and surplus.

Senator BAILEY. Now, the taxpayer would not be allowed to recover
would he, if he made substantial profits?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes; under the procedure set up he would be able
to make recovery even though he made very substantial profits.
That does not enter into that case.

Senator BAILEY. You have an amendment in your appendix to that
effect?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes. "In the next group are wheat, rye, rice, peanuts,
cotton, and tobacco products other than cigarettes. In this group
are the commodities on which the taxes are for the most part passed
on to the consumer. The rates suggested are from one-third to one-
fourth of the old processng-tax rates. Corn has the same economic
characteristics as this group but the procossin$ tax previously levied
are small (less than 10 percent of the farm price) and, therefore, has
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been changed but little. The rate suggested for corn is in line with
those suggested for barley and oats.

"In another group are hogs, on which the tax levied in a considerable
measure is passed back to farmers. Here the rate suggested is
roughly one-eighth of the old processing tax rate. In addition a
tax is suggested for cattle and calves, sheep and lambs, that rougihly
corresponds to the tax suggested on hogs, on the basis of the grain
consumed by the different classes of livestock.

"Additional taxes are suggested for specific products which enter
into competition with or are substituted for the products on which
processin$ taxes are levied, such as barley and oats which enter into
competition with corn; and silk and rayon which enter into com-
petition with cotton. There is some question as to the amount of
competition between silk, rayon, and cotton, but regardless of the
extent of the competition it is believed that silk and rayon can bear
the small tax suggested.

"Spirits are made from sugar, rice, barley, rye, corn, and other prod-
ucts subject to tax. Because of the costs of collections and unequal
burdens on processors of these products if taxed separately when used
in making spirits, it is suggested that, when such articles are processed
into points, they be free-from the processing tax on the articles, and
that instead a flat tax on the production of spirits (except rice spirits,
rum and brandy) be imposed, as shown in the attached table. The
rate of this tax is roughly equivalent to that which would be received
from the spirits if the tax were levied on the products used in making
the apirits.

"Fimally, since the Agricultural Adjustment Act is being amended
because of the Hloosac Mills decision, it would seem very desirable,
and I hope that it may be deemed proper, to amend that act further
at this time, so that only the valid provisions of that act and those
provisions necessary to work out the remedial provisions recommended
shall remain in effect. I suggest repealing the provisions which appear
to be invalid under the decision of the Supreme Court, the striking
out of language relating to such invalidated provisions, and the affirm-
ing and reenacting of those provisions considered not to have been
invalidated. The amendments numbered "3" (except for the amend-
ment to sec. 21 (d)), contained in appendix I, are for this purpose.
Those same provisions with respect to the Ar *cultural Adjustment
Act and those now contained in title IV of HR 12395 are in sub-
stance contained in title IV of S. 4413, now pending before your com-
mittee."

That is the end of the statement. I do not know whether you want
to take the time to go on.

Senator BAILEY. Mr. Secretary, your main concern is to get
enough money to carry out the soil-erosion program. If we levy taxes
so that you get the money you are satisfied, are you not? That is
your interest in this matter?

Mr. WALLACE. Well, it is a double interest. In the first place,
because of the invalidation of the agricultural program and the pass-
age of the soldiers' bonus the Treasury was left in a very bad way, and
it was therefore proposed in the original message of the President that
various methods be adopted.

Senator BAILEY. Notwithstanding that if the Congress provided
the five or six hundred million dollars that is needed for the soil-
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erosion program you will not raise any question as to how we raise it,
as to how we raise the money that you want, that what you want is the
money, is that not true?

Mr. WALL.CE. That is a point, of course. What we want is the
money, but we sornehow have a feeling that if you do raise sono
money on the proce ing of agricultural products the Treasury will
be able to get a little iore money and the Senato and House will
feel a little more kindly toward the farmers.

Senator BAILEY. All you are doing in getting it out of the agricul-
tural products is you are making the fariler pay.

If we could get it in sowirc other way, here the farmer would not
pay, he Would get hi 11oney free then, wuuld he not?

Kir. WALLACE. I suspect the fartuers would feel that the other in-
terests are not completely charitable, so far a. he hi concerned. While
they might show charity for a year, the charity might run out at the
end of the vear.

Senator 11AIL,;Y. We ore not dealing with the charitableness of
other interests, we arc dealing with our own Congress. It is not what
they say, it is what we do.
Mr. WALLACr. Concerning that matter it niightbe appropriate to

talk to the representatives of the farni organizations themselves.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not want to have any doubt about getting

this appropriation, no matter what legislation we pass for the farmers?
Mr. WALLACE. You read my mind.
The CHAIRMIAN. All right. We will divorce that from this propo-

sition.
Senator BLACK. You also think, do you not, Mr. Secretary, that

we should adhere, as far as possible, in spite of an) decisions that may
have been made, to the just canons of taxation, one of which is to
place the taxes in such a way that they will not be unjust to those
least able to pay, and that the taxes should, as for as possible, be
governed by certainty of collection at the least cost, and the burden
be placed on 'those who are most able to bear the burden?

Mr. WALLACE. That is an excellent theoretical statement.
Senator BLACK. Well, it is an excellent fact if it can be brought

about.. That is what we should strive for in all our tax laws, is it not?
Mr. WALLACE. I think it is, in the main, practical, and a guiding

priciplo. Also I think, Senator, you will discover there are times
when exceptions must of necessity be made.

Senator BLACK. There is no reason why the sales tax is bad, if we
should adopt it in principle at one time, "if we can get the money in
some other way.

Mr. WALLACE. I should hate to follow logic on any thin, completely.
I think you would get wrecked if you do.

Senator BLACK. Justice is better?
Mr. WALLACE. Of course I would defend, under the old A. A. A.,

the processing tax, which was essentially an exceedingly high sales
tax, because under the old A. A. A. there was protection to the con-
sumer, with regard to the ultimate cost to the consumer, that is the
consumer was not to pay a higher percentage of his dollar to the
farmer, the processing tax included, than was the case before the war.
That was involved there. Now, a situation of that sort which tended
to bring about a balance as between the groups of our population
would be a benefit to the general welfare.
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I would say that as large a sales tax as that which existed under the
A. A. A. was justified even though it did violate the principles of
economists. I think practically all the economists fool that a sales
tax is terribly bad, and yet practically every State is using it.

Senator Black. There is no excuse for it, however, if it puts the
burden on the wrong people, those who are least able to pay it.

Mr. WALLACE. We know that property taxes always bear a higher
percentage to the value of the property in the case of the poorer
people than in the case of the wealthier people. We find that to be
universally true, and yet it is universally done.

Senator BLACK. But there is a movement all over the country to
exempt property and therefore you must tax those who are least ableto pay.Mr. WLtA ... That is a very tough thing. Nevertheless, while

we are proceeding to the ideal tax procedure you must often find it
necessary, for the purposes of State and Federal revenue, to engage
in types of taxation which are not co:npletely ideal.

Senator BLACK. That is when you have the majority against you
so that you cannot pass the best taxes.

Mr. WALLACE. That may involve a different proposition.
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, I have just one question. Is

there not a law on the books now authorizing the diversion of a por-
tion of the tariff taxes to foreign relief :,trposes? ',Vas not that
contained in the act?

Mr. WALLACE. In section 32 there is a provision that one-third of
an amount equal to the customs receipts should be used for certain
purposes.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, if that is true, of course, that fund
would supplement any other revenues that would come into the
Treasury for use on your soil-erosion program, would it not?

Mr. WALLACE. No; the use of that fund is for cexlain specific
purposes.

Senator BAILEY. Was it not on the export of the manufacturers'
raw material rather than relating to the farmers?

Mr. WALLACE. No; it is exports, whether agricultural or manufac-
tured out of agricultural products, and the manufacture is left optional
to a considerable extent with the Secretary of Agriculture.

Senator CONNALLY. Is that provision being carried out now?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes; wc have done a number of things under that

provision. We have subsidized a small quantity of exports intended
for the world market, a geat deal of them. We have purchased
agricultural products that have been unduly depressed in price, and
distributed to the people on relief. There has been quite a lot of that.
And, as you are aware, we used, oh, perhaps $45,000,000 of it-the
amount not yet exactly known-for cotton, in effect to pay the differ-
ence between the sales prices of cotton and the loan. That is where
most of it has gone, more than half of it has gone to cotton.

Senator CONNALLY. I was somewhat responsible for the adoption
of that provision. That was the Jones amendment in the ouse,
was it not?

Mr. WALLACE. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. I sponsored it in the Senate. I just wanted

to know how far the Department was utilizing that as a source of
revenue.
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. WALLACE. We will be hppy, within about a month, t._ _Jve
you qmto a complete report on that. , We can give you quite a report
on it r w, in fact, r t did

Senator BAILEY. Mr. Secretary did I understand you to Say that
you considered the procesalrg tax As a sales tax?

Mr, WALLCAcB. I said in principle it was very similar to sales taxes
on a r6striected lne of products,

Senator BAILEY. That is in the sense that they are intended to be
paid by the consumer, the ultimate consumer. They are intended to
go forward rather than backward. What ha~e we in this act to
prevent the tax from being passed back to the farmer?

MIN WALLACE. I do not know of any way with respect to any sale
tix, I do not know of any method of ing sure as to where the
incidence wifl be. That applies to any tax. I do not know what tax
it will be. I think in the case of the income tax you are more nearly
suire than anyone else.

Senator BAILEY. And the inheritance tax?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, and the inheritance tax. There you can bo

exactly certain as to where the incidence will be. I do not know
what you can do about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, that finishes your statement, does
it not?
I Mr, WALLACE. I meroy wanted to mention this, Senator, that I
have sent you this letterwith regard to the new sugar legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be placed in the record.
_(The letter referred to is as follow-s:)

MAY 7, J938.

Hon. PAT ARRISOJ,
United State Senate.

bZAit '8ZrAoRk HARMON: Itefeience is made to our conference of April 30,
1936, reiatingt6 various tax problems, at which time ycu requested information
with repeat to a processing tax on sugar as a possible soroe of revenue. .

When H. R. 12395 was under consideration by the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives, this Department, upon Invitation of that
committee, recommended that a tax be imposed on the processing of sugacape and
sugar beets, measured by the sugar produced therefrom, at the rate of U 5 cents
per pound of sugar raw value, It was recalled that a processing tax on sugar
9t this rate became cffective under the Jones-Coetigap Act, at the same time as tho
statutory duty on Cuban sugars was reduced by an equivalent amount. Whll 9
this tax was in effect, the average price paid by consumer for gugar at retail was
less than the average retail price of sugar during the 5 preceding year.. This
Derteat reeommepds tbls tax to your committee also.,

If ta'js'levie, the total tax borne by sugarise rted from Cubs; thq
prplI forvIs source 6f suppy, Including the Imporr uty of 0.0 'e]$ pet
pond~ s iugar, rbw vlup, wouldamount to 1.4 cents pet t3ound, facoaipared
with the tariff rate of 2 cents per pound that preyiled for 4yearv prior to June
9, 1934, the effeeUve date of the Jones-Coetigan Act, and the tax on, all.othet
.ins~rier t the 1mall amount Imported from other 'foreign oountrles, w9uld

je , cent per poupd. The total estimated revenue from the excise and'the
duty is $102,OQO,00. Without this 8xclse, the returts to the Tresury would
be confined to, receipts from Import duties, estimated at $30 000,000 for the
year 1938, which oompeares with an average of $76,000,000 in tbe 3-year period

'It ill be ]noted froim appenlx , atti.hed, that, at the Marh' and April
price level for raw cane sugars and wUthout a pr6casing tax ob sugar, unless therS
Is a simultaneous discontinuance of the quota system, the growers' share of the
sum of the net return from the ale of beet sugar and GOxer ment p yWntp to
fpdcers wquld be reduced from .2 peret o the total in,134 and 4 Percent

51.8perm f t6i 196 Crop. nhe procesrseshare would be In-
ereaked from 44.8 percent in 0O 4 and 46 proen fn 103 to about 48 peeeh*t for
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the 1M crop. It Is then estimacd that, without the tac At the rate suggested
the net income of the processors, expressed as a reentage of their stst$ capital
and surplus, would increase from 8.5 percent in 1934 to between 12 and 16 percent
In 1938, whereas the estimated return with such a tax in effect would be between
8 and 10 percent.

In summary, if the excise tax on sugar Is not put into effect and the quota
system is continued, the Oovernment's revenues would be curtailed as indicated
above at the same time as the returns of processors would be increased to between
12 and 15 percent of their stated capital and surplus. Such a sitoation, if con-
tinued, in additionto the great Improvement In conditions in the sugar industry
since adoption of the sugar-quota system'and production adjustment, would seem
to require consideration of action under section 13 of the Agricultural Adjuetment
Act, as amended. This section sets forth the conditions under which any of the
provisions of the act with respect to any basic commodity may be terminated.

Sincerely yours, H. A. WALLACE, Secrddry.

(Appendix I, referred to in the Secretary's letter is as follows:)
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Returns to U. S. 7Treasury from sugar fazes and duties under various condition,
with estimated effe ts on returns to 8ugar-beet growers and processors--Continued

Percent of net return Net Inoome
from Wal6 of beet of same Recelp
sugar. pluspayments Netncomeofagcoup groupof o
by Government, re- of beet pwoe3sors beet proce- U. 8. Treasury flor

Yeau ( tkrr crop or solved by- which IkAdes 76 As a taxes an
fiscal. as ndfcated) percent of the In. percent of a

dustry (fiscal year capital and duts roo
beginning Apr. 1) S surplus(os-

Orowers Processors cal- ear sugar"

Perre Pt
1 9 ........................... .M 3 44.7 ........... 5124
1 9 ........................... 68.4 41.6 ........... 140
1927 ......................... 37 4a3 54it, i0 3.701 124
1928 .......................... 30 47.0 8,30,230 6.85 II
1929 .......................... f0 40.0 5,77M,027 4.69 124
1930 ......................... 70.4 29.6 -6, 2 0,761 -6.0 112
1931 .......................... 06 39.4 -4,670,089 -4.41 94
193 ........................... 4& 1 61.9 2, 070, 41 1.89 71
1933 ........................... 48.0 52.0 10, 724, W 10. 03 03
1934 .......................... 2 44.8 9,322,251 S.51 69
Estimated:

I4 ....................... U1 4.9 8,750,000- 9,750,000 8.0- 9.0 23
1938.................... .8.6 44.6 1, k5, 000-18, 00, 00 11.5-16.6 8
1M9 .................... 51.5 48,4 15,lO0,000)-189l000,000 11Z8-16 36
13 U..................... 1.3 43.7 9, 000, 00- 1,1 O, 000 8.0-10O 74
1 4 ..................... 64.6 43.4 9,00,000-11,,00000 8.0-10.0 83
19M" ..................... 81.6 C& 2 9,00,000-11,000,000 & 0-10.0 102

. No tua; no payment other than 32.8 cents per hundred pounds of sugar, raw value (equal to 40 cents per
ton of beets or 20 cents per ton of Loubiana sugarcane) under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Alt.
meat Act.

" This Vice equals the average rs of duty-piad raw sugar foe March and April I3.
"Estimated ~ I Soietlndr h Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act for agricultural oonserva-

tIon in connection with suanceqt prode to f bueet rins prn of witan a rane
s 60cent t; 1t5 cen ( al to 40 cents
,agicuturl conservation a ments; and 17.6 cents (equa to $1.20 per ton of beets or 0 cents per ton

Lowisan ,uara) condition payment, this being the difference between the tax and the agricultural
conservation payment.

1 This estimate is based oupon the assumption that the prioe of raw sugar duty-paid would he oppmri-
snatey S3.7 In the absence of a processing tax, and that the reoners' margin would fall within a range o

65s con U to $1O.05
" IEstimated on the assumption that a net actual selling price of from 84.60 to $4.80 for refined eame sugar

will prevail and that a differential between the net return from the refined beet sugar and refined cane
arwill be closa 1t 45 cents per hundred pounds, which corresponds approximately to such average

lerentyal for the crop years 19 , I csve.
"&These estimates are made on tbe assumption that 300 pounds of refined beet sugar Is reocrered per to

of sugar beets and thetunder the pcocessor-growerrcon tract the grower will receive approximately percent
of the net return from the ae of the sugar after deducting .l. selling expenses and an processing or 7excse

ets peetax, 12.8 cents (equal to 40 ents per too of beets or 20 cents per tot. of Louistia sularcae)
agricultural conservation payment; ad 24 cents (equal to 72 cents per ton of beets or 36 cents per ton of
Louisiana uFaane) conditional payment, this being the estimated amount required to give growers
"parity price' for the 193 crop.

"yThea estimated payment 69 40 cents for agricultural conservation plus a additional payment of172
cents per ton that, would be required to being the grower's total return up to an amount equal to what is
estmated would have been the parity price for the 1IM crop of sugar beets under the former production

11 610etana mat other than 12.5 cents pet hundred pounds of sugar, raw value (equal to 40 cents
Deretoo of or cents per ton of ILculslana sagarcasse) unee the Soll Cousertion and Dometic
it Them estimates asaume'pproximate continuation of the prices and processing tsxes that existed

In I"&8
o Source&: Moody's Manual of Industrials and the Manual of Bugar Companies, published by Farr &

C.o. covering approximately 5 Spercent of the domestic beet Industry. The focsl year does not coincide
yt the erop ar .bat covers the period Apr. Ito Mar. 0.
1 0 Data for t period 19" represent the grees oollections as Indicated In U. 8. Department of Com-

mjrce putlcation Foreign Commerce and Navlgs.lon, less praynents for drawbacks.
Data for 1934 represent net imot duty collections of $37 000 000 and processing and compensating tax

receipu of $32,000,00 making a of D,000,000 fro whch nr disbursements k benefit payments were
duringg calendar year 1031; but payments were msde in IM35 on the 1934 crop.
Data for 133 represent an estimate of net collections of rfipcrt duties cn sugar of 13,0O0,022 plu an esti.

mated revenue from processleg and c rernsatnn tanes on suger of $02,000,030, gifig a total of $W,0000M
from which It in estimated disursements of $76,000,000 -ere made as benefit payments on the 1934 and 193
crone, which would leav, an estimated net revenue from taxes and duties for the year 13 of $23,000.0m.

Data for 19 include an estimated net revenue from Import duties of 83,000,000 and net proceeds from
ssng an rom mating taxes, it enaed at 10 cents per rundled ' a, rw vane,of suar, of
00A. From e estimate revenues for 1 inthe deducted an amount equal

o, parents indicated for the 193 crop.. Two disbursements to be made In 1836 are not deduced
namely, the payments to Uo made under te provision of the Supplemental A popriation Act, ica
yer 13, of o blgtions Incurred under former production adiust'eat contracts, and payments to be made
under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act. Net Teury receipts, In those camsInvolving
conditional payments, would be approximately 14,000,000 larger than those shown Itfle rated suggested In
appendix 1I are adopted.
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The CIHAIPMAN. I would like to reid a letter I have received from
Mr. Jones, Chairman of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
IReading:)

DRAR SENATOR HARRiSON: This Corporation has been requested to give
some impression to your committee as to its attitude and opinion with respect
to the fairness or advisability of exempting from the tax imposed by H. R. 12395
the adjusted income which bank holding company affiliates may be required
to retain In order to comply with the provisions of guaranty agreements which
they have entered Into with this Corporation in connection with investments
made by the Corporation in their subsidiaries.

If it is shown in any case that strict compliance with the provisions of any
such agreement will impose an unfair burden upon the holding company the
Corporation will consent to reasonable modifications in the provisions oi the
agreement. Insofar as any of the rights and investments of this Corporation
are concerned there would, therefore, seem to be no reason for suggesting any
change in the bill, especially in view of the fact that section 15 of the bill already
maker special provision for income which is required to be retained pursuant to
agreements entered into prior to March 3, 1036.

I should like to add that the proposed manner of taxing banks seems entirely
fair and highly desirable, in that while it requires banks to pay some additional
taxes, it permits them to strengthen their capital structure, which is in the
public interest.

I have not had time to stldy the bill carefully, but If substantial concessions
could be made thst would encourage modernization, new plant construction, and
new buildings to replace old ones, new equipment for railroads and industry of all
kinds, including allowances for new debts created for these purposes, the employ-
ment situation, and business generally would in all probability be greatly helped,
and society much better served.

You and your experts will know beIst the necessry formula. But to illustrate
if a dollar so used, whether from earnings or borrowed money, could in substantial
part be deducted in arriving at the adjusted net taxable income, the taxpayer
would be encouraged to improve plant and equipment, thus stimulating the move-
ment of capital goods ard the employment of labor.

Sincerely yours, Jraaz H. JONEs, Chairman.

We will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at the hour of 12:20 p. In., the committee recessed until

2 p. m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

(The hearing was resumed at 2 p. m. pursuant to recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oliphant, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HERMAN OLIPHANT, GENERAL COUNSEL FOR
THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Mr. OLIPHANT. I understand the request of the committee, trans-
mitted through its chairman, was, as he put it, to come down here
and answer all of the objections that have been made to this bill by all
of the witnesses during the public hearings. That, obviously, is a
very large order, because there have been a great many witnesses dis-
cussing a great many aspects of the bill, able witnesses, thoughtful
witnesses. People who have wanted to be heard have seen to it that
they have been well represented-and that is all to the good.

But if I am to reduce the job that you assigned me to manageable
proportions, both from the standpoint of the committee's convenience
and also from my own I will have to proceed according to plan.

My thought is that I could save you time if I would just take a few
minutes to sketch the principles underlying the bill, and I am address-
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ing myself now to the tax on corporate earnings, and tben take up in a
verybrif memorandum the seemingly more important objections,
which we have gathered from having some 15 men in the Treasury go
over, read, and re-read, and re-read this testimony. And then I shall
be prepared, or those with me will be prepared to answer as far as we
can, questions that the committee may care to ask.

I should like to say at the outset, so far as the general idea under-
ing the proposed tax on corporate earning is concerned, that when

fai as old as that idea is, I shall probably be dead. Its principle
was embodied in our original income tax law during C ,il War times,
it was considered by committees of Congress in 1917, it was up for
vote in 1921, and substantially this plan was adopted in the Senate
in 1924, 1 think it was.

But to come to the specific tax proposal, and how that proposal
was formulated, along with other proposals, and submitted to the
President for his consideration in the discharge of his duty to make
recommendations for taxes to the Congress, I might say this: that
it is the work of a great many minds. There are as you know, in the
Bureau, a number of men constituting a staff whose business it is
constantly to work on possible tax legislation. A great many sug-
gestions are received there during each year, a great many questions
come up in connection with the application of existing taxes, and
there is a mechanism there whereby all of those flow to a place where
they can be examined and the more promising ones garnered out for
possible future use.

This proposal went through that process, and I propose to describe
very briefly something of what that process was like.

The problem confronting the Treasury was the disarray into which
the Budget picture was thrown by the invalidation of the processing
taxes and by the passage of the soldiers' bonus. There has been a
lot of talk about balancing the Budget, but the Treasury's immediate
responsibility in formulating this tax proposal was the more imme-
diate probleni of putting the Budget picture back into the situation
it was prior to those two events, because the primary concrn of the
Treasury is to see that representations made on behalf of the United
States Government to prospective purchasers of its securities shall be
made good, and tinder our system of government, the mechanism for
making those representations is the President's Budget message.

So the Treasury was confronted with a real problem, and the
President's immediate problem was to find the necessary temporary
revenues to take the place of the shortage in collections during the
current year, and the necessary permanent revenue to provide for the
permanent agricultural program and for the liquidation of the soldiers'
bonus over a period of 9 years.

Senator HASTINGS. Is it or not correct that approximately 499
millions of dollars was set up in the Budget to take care of these pay-
nents to the farmers and something like 276 millions of dollars, as I

recollect it, for the 6. C. C. were in what you call the emergency
budget of the present yeai, and that they have been transferred to
what you now call the permanent budget for 1937?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I wish I were in a position to answer that question:
Obviously the man who can answer it authoritatively would be Mr.
Bell, the Acting Director of the Budget, and I am sure be would be
glad to attend at your convenience.
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Senator HASTIN0S. Are you familiar enough with the Budget to
know that that is a fact?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I should like to avoid if I could going into a
detailed discussion of the budget, merely because that lies outside the
realm of such competence as I have, and I would not want to make
statements here without the approval of the Director of the Budget,
and other persons responsible for that situation.

That was the immediate problem confronting the Treasury, and
it was just as real as maintaining one's good faith ever is, whether
that is the good faith of an individual or the good faith of the Gov-
ernment.

So, we in the Bureau of Internal Revenue and in the Treasury
Department, looked around to see what the possibilities were of
obtaining such a large additional sum of money, realizing that Congress
was going to be called upon to exercise a power which I think in its
solemnity is exceed by few powers, other than the power to make war
and peaco, namely, the power to impose taxes.

Our approach to that problem was this: Let us frame the tax
measure so that the burden of the tax will fall in that area and upon
that portion of the population where it will create the minimum of
hardship. That brings you at once to this question. After all,
taxes have to be paid by individuals. When all is said, taxes come
out of the pockets of individuals.

From what sources can individuals pay taxes? Except for minor
items, there are only four. They can get funds with which to pay
taxes from business profits; they can get those funds in the form of
receipts from rents; they can get them from interest; and they can
get them from wages and salaries. There are no other possibilities,
if you exclude minor items such as royalties and things of that sort.

The problem then is, from which of these four sources from which
people can pay taxes should the major part of this new money re-
quired be taken in order to produce a minimum of hardship upon the
population, the people as a whole? What do the figures show?

They show, first, that people's receipts from interest are going down
with the falling interest rates in this period of easy money into which
we have entered. They show, sccond, that the taxpayers' receipts
from rents are but slightly up; they are up but only slightly. They
have just begun to recover.

And they show, third, that people's receipts from salaries-and we
can disregard wages largely, because most income tax payments out of
wages and salaries come out of salaries re'her than out of wages-that
such increase as we .have had in busiL -o profits, to which I shall
allude in a moment, has not yet had time to gt itself reflected in a
corresponding increase in people's salaries. As we emerge from this
depression there has been, as on emergence from all previous depres-
sions, a lag between an increase in the business profits and an increase
in the salaries paid out of those business pr fits.

That leaves the fourth item, business profits, and on that it is
gratifying to note how substantial the increase in business profits is'.
This Is in no sense an attack' on business profits. We welcome it
bectuse itereased business profits means increased business activit,
and that means increased employment; and increase of employ-
ment, I dare say, is the pipblem that lies nearest to the heart of every
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man in this room if he adjourns all other considerations except con-
siderations for the public good.

What are the dimensions of the increase in business profits? Relia-
ble figures from impartial sources show that corporate profits during
1935 were 42 percent above those in 1934. They show also, one of
the most reliable index reflecting profits of corporations, that during
the third quarter of 1935, business profits were 69 percent above
business profits during the third quarter of 1934. They show that
in the fourth quarter of 1035, the increase over the corresponding
period in 1934 was 117 percent. Figures for the first quarter of 1936
are not available. Preliminary estimates indicate a substantial
increase, not as great as the last increase that I mentioned.

So that if the additional tax burden is to fall in that area where
the increased burden which the Congress is called upon to lay will
produce the least hardship, the major part of the increased revenue
must come from business profits, in the absence of any corresponding
increase in the three other sources from which people can pay their
taxes.

So we in the Bureau and in the Treasury, seeing what the dimen-
sions of the increase in busines profits, turned to the next problem.
Upon what part of that field, i. o., upon what portion of all of the
people of the country receiving the increased business profits, should
the major portion of the additional burden be placed if we are to
produce the minimum of hardship?

Business profits are received by three groups of people; by the
owners of individual businesses by partners, and ultimately by the
stockholders of corporations. There are a total, according to the last
census figures available, of 450,000 corporations in this country.
There are a total of individual businessmen and individual partner-
ships of 1% million, to use round figures. The gross sales or produc-
tion of corporations comprising the whole national figure for this year,
1933, was 142 billion and the gross sales or production of the indi-
vidual enterprises ana partnerships was 30 billion.

The first thing occurring to us, and to anybody else approaching
the problem in the same way, was the fact that those engaged as indi-
vidual businessmen and as partners are bearing the full tax load of
our graduated surtaxes. Are those receiving business income from
corporations, doing so? The answer to that question, which sur-
prised the Treasury when they found it, to my mind, makes no other
form of taxation at this juncture possible of defense.

On our estimates-and past performance shows their dependabil-
ity-if corporate profits duri the year 1936, all of them, went out
to the stockholders and passed through the personal income-tax mill
as opposed to part of them being paid i the form of a corporation tax,
the total of that is the figure you have had of over $4,000,000 000.
That is, if these profits all went to stockholders and we applied our
present graduated surtax rates to them, they would produce enough
additional revenue to provide for the permanent needs of the Govern-
ment at this time, over 620 millions of dollars.

So that i3 where we wound up. We found: Increese in business
profits with no corresponding increase in rents, salaries or interest;
usiness profits coming from individual enterprises or partnerships

now paying the full income tax load and enough corporate profits
not carrying the full surtax load which if made to do so, would pro-
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vide a total of 620 of millions of dollars, stated by the President to
be required at this juncture.

Senator IHASTINOS. Mr. Oliphant, have you the amount of taxes
paid by corporations for 1935?

Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes- we have those figures.
Senator IIAsTINGS. Was it not about a billion one hundred million?

Has it not been stated that the corporate tax was about a billion
one hundred million dollars?

Mr. IAAS. We are estimating for the calendar year of 1936, a
total corporate tax of 1,132 million dollars.

Senator IIASTINos. And that is an increase over 1935 of how much?
Mr. OLIPHANT. I cannot say offhand, but it was an increase.
Senator ]IASTINGS. What I was trying to get at, Mr. Oliphant, is

this: If there is an increase in the business as you say I was trying
to find out how much would be the increase in taxes under the present
rate?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I will have to leave to Mr. Hlaas a discussion of the
details of the estimates. I should say this, however, that all of those
estimates, that is, the past performances of the Treasury which the
Secretary gave to the committee when he was down here, as well as
this estimate, take into account the probable increase in business
activity, and reckoning with the probable increase in business activi-
ties, this tax will produce according to the Treasury's estimates 623
millions of dollars of additional revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. And the figures of 1 billion 132 million if you
would leave the flat rate embrace the increase in business also?

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator HASTINGS. If the increase in business is 45 percent, would

the increase in taxes be approximately 45 percent?
Mr. OLIPHANT. I do not think I can answer that.
Senator BYRD. Does that include the windfall tax?
Mr. OLIPHANT. The windfall tax is a separate tax.
Senator CLARK. The 623 millions is the corporate surplus tax alone?
Mr. OLIPHANT. That is the corporate surplus tax alone. Put it

this way. If you take the total of corporate earnings during 1936-
this is purely a hypothetical statement-and distribute them all to
the stockholders so that they all pay the same surtaxes-that the
stockholders pay the same surtaxes that everybody else has to pay,
or if they are unpaid in the corporation and you impose a corporate
tax which is the mathematical equivalent, it will produce all of the
additional money that is required for permanent purposes.

Senator BYRD. Wait a second. What do you mean by "permanent
purposes"?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I am using a shorthand expression. To take care
of specifically the payment of the soldier's bonus spread over a period
of 9 years, and to finance the permanent agricultural program recently
enacted by the Congress. Those two items.

Senator BYRD. Does it not include relief and public works?
Mr. OLIPHANT. No. I was confining myself to the specific request

made by the President in his message.
Senator BYRD. Your estimates are general. Have you broken

them down to any specific corporations? Take the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. What effect will this tax bill have upon
the payment of taxes by that company?
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Mr. OLIHANT. I have not brought data on that with me, because
my understanding is that the Secretary will be hero tomorrow in
response to a double request from the committee, namely the effect
of this bill upon the taxes of certain corporations that have been
enumerated, and the effect of the bill upon cortain corporations that
may lie back of those corporations that have not been enumerated.

&nator BLACK. And certain individuals who lie back of those
corporations.

Mr. OLIPHANT. I have not read the copy of the request.
Senator BYRD, You prefer not to discuss that today?
Mr. OLIPIANT. I have not the data here. In fact, a very large

army of people were working on getting it ready for you in time for
tomorrow.

Senator BYRD. I will ask you one question. If a company today
is paying out more than its earnings, and under this proposal it natu-
rally fol ows that they will certainly reduce the dividend payments to
what they do earn, because they would not want to diminish their
surplus when the possibility is thfe re, or when they are certain that
the Government will tax them so that they cannot establish another
surplus, or will tax them an excessivo rate to replenish any surplus
that they may diminish in the form of paving out those dividends.

Mr. OLIPHANT. The purpose of this bill is to bring about this situ-
ation, that if the earnings of any corporation are fully distributed, that.
will include the case you cito so that if the stockfiolders are paying
the surtaxes that everybody else has to pay, then a corporation would
not pay the tax.

Senator BYRD. Yes; but you do not answer ray question. The
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. in the year 1934 paid out
40 million more than it earned. 'hat 46 million went to tlie stock-
holders and was taxed, of course, in the returns of the stockholders.
Do you not think that the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. from
now on will only pay out those earnings and not pay out any surplus
in the form of dividends?

Mr. OL 4I11ANT. Assuming that figure is correct, that it corresponds
to figures in the Bureau, which I suppose will appear tomorrow, I
assume that is true.

Senator BYRD. I ask you that with respect to any corporation.
Mr. IHAAS. I think, Mr. Senator, it would be somewhat dependent

upon the cost of money and also upon the fiscal policy of the
corporation. A corporation when it decides to pay dividends and
keep them up regularly on its stock has in mind that it will have to go
to the stockholders from time to time for now funds and therefore
wishes to establish a reputation for its stock as a regular income-
producing security. It will still have that in mind under this bill.

Senator BYRD. Let us discuss the American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co. Do you thifik that they would be compelled to keep up a
certain rate of dividends in order to secure the necessary finances
that they may desire?

Mr. OLIPHANT. The bill does provide for a carry-over in case in a
particular year they pay an excess of dividends over earnings. They
are credited with that in a subsequent year. That is section 27.

Senator CLARK. Do you mean if the corporation deplete,, its sur-
plus for the purpose of paying dividends over its earnings in av certain
year, then they are crted for that amount and permitted to recoup
their surplus in that amount in subsequent years?
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Mr. OLIIIANT. Yes.
Senator BYRD. It is only when the surplus is depleted to a con-

siderablo extent. The surplus of the A. T. & T. is 142 millions.
I ask yeo as a tax export if you think that the A. T. & T. will continue
to pay out more than they earn if this billpasses, as a matter of prudent
administ ration?

Mr. IAAS. I would think so, Mr. Senator. As I said a moment
ago, there are certain factors which determine that decision, and I
think one of the most important of them is that they have to go to the
stockholders for funds. During the 10 years ending in 1930, if I
remember the figures correctly they raised about 950 millions of
dollars from stockholders through the issuance of stock rights. If the
investing public desire regular dividends timt would be a major factor
in determining the corporation's policy. The corporation might,
during a period of prosperity, sell sufficient stock to have a surplus
from which to continue dividend payments during lean years.

Senator BYRD. Do you admit that a substantial strong company
can pay dividends, and can sell rights, and thereby establish a surplus,
whereas a weaker conipany cannot?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is one of the objectioni raised in the testi-
mony, to which I an coming later on.

Senator BYRD. I want to ask you the specific question and I want
to take 1934 and assume that our figures are correct, that the A. T.
& T. earned $121,000,000, and paid out $167,000,000. What will
that corporation pay if they continue that policy in the form of taxes,
under this bill?

Mr. IIAAs. Mr. Senator, I view a corporation as a group of stock-
holders-

Senator BYRD (interposing). I am asking you what the A. T. & T.
will pay?

Mr. IIAAs. If they a out all of their earnings, the A. T. & T.,
according to my way of thin king that a corporation is just a group of
stockh!olders-

Seaiator BYv (interposing). I want it by the records that now
stand. The A. T. & T. is credited with paying certain taxes now, on
the books of the company. I want to know if they will pay if the
policy is continued?

Mr. If^As. I would answer that question by saying that the A. T. &
T. as a corporate entity or any other corporation, if it pays out all
of its earnings, would not have to pay any tax; but we have to look at
it realistically. A corporation is just a group of stockholders.
Those stockholders would bo paying more revenue to the Govern-
ment than they are now paying.

Senator BYRD. Iow will they be paying more if the A. T. & T. is
already paying out more than it earns?

Mr. I IAAS. If the earnings of the A. T. & T. are going directly to
individuals and are being taxed as part of their individual incomes,
your statement is absolutely correct, but if the A. T. & T. earnings
are going into other corporations, personal holding companies, and
so forth, then

Senator BYRD (interposing). What about a charitable institution?
If you do not tax at the source, which you are now doing-eliminate
that tax and then the stock is owned, stock of the A. T. & T. is owned
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by a school or a church or some charitable institution, what effect will
that have?

Mr. IIAAB. Insofar as stocks are owned by tax-exempt charitable
institutions the corresponding earnings will escape taxation.

Senator BtYD. Have you figured how much that will be?
Mr. HIAAS. We have made allowances for that in the estimate.
Senator BYnD. I would like to have that broken down and see

how much you figure would go into nontaxable institutions, such as
charitable institutions, churches and schools, and so forth.

Mr. IIAAS. I could not do it offhand.
Senator BYRD. You admit then, that if the A. T. & T. continues

the dividend policy of 1934, as a corporation they would not pay any
taxes?

Mr. tIAAS. That is very clearly in the bill, but realistically they
would pay taxes.

Senator BYRD. I differ with you there, because the earnings are
already being distributed by the A. T. & T.

Mr. HAAS. Do you know, Mr. Senator, whether or not any of these
earnings are received by corporations?

Senator BYRD. Do you know.
Mr. IfAAs. No. I am not sure.
Senator BYRiD. But you have made an estimate on something you

have not gotten all of the information on it.
Mr. HIAAS. In our estimates we have taken into account all cor-

porations.
Senator BYRD. How many of the 600,000 stockholders of the

A. T. & T., in your judgment, are in the taxable brackets? In other
words, assmning we abolish the corporate tax on the A. T. & T. as
this bill does, and they continue their present oli and they dis-
tribute this money to 000,000 stockholders, which it oes; how many
of those 600,000 will pay taxes and be in the taxable brackets?

Mr. HAAS. Now, Mr. Senator, I cannot answer that. We did not
make our estimate up by taking the A. T. & T., Allis Chalmers, and
all the different corporations of the country and then add those up.
We based our estimate on reports which come to the Bureau of
Internal Revenue and we have taken the totals, and have worked
with them. But for each specific corporation, we did not attempt
to find out how the tax would operate. That would have been a
tremendous job and would not have been worth while, because we
can arrive at our estimate from the total much more readily.

Senator BYRD. The point I want to make, Mr. Chairman, is that
with respect to the A. T. & T. especially, thby will cease to pay any
dividends out of their surplus, and to that extent, of course, will
reduce the dividends. It would be very foolish for any company to
take dividends out of surplus and then be taxed to establish another
su lus.

Inator BARKLEY. Let us take this A. T. &.T. case, which seems
to be one that is emphasized here. It is no more true of that company
than any other corporation similarly situated. Assume that they pay
out now all of their earnings in dividends they are taxed 15 percent
of the total of their earnings before distribution. After distribution
each shareholder pays on his individual income tax which is increased
by the receipt of the dividends from the A. T. & T.

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
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Senator BARKLEY. That is perfectly simple. There is nothing
complex about it, and of course if this bill passes, the A. T. & T. will
pay no corporate tax as long as it distributes its entire earnings to its
stockholders.

Mr. I1AAs. That is right.
Senator BARKI, Y. But suppose next year it decided not to dis-

tribute any at all; to keep it all or to keep half of it. Then it would
not be able to get off with a 15 percent tax, but. would pay whatever
tax the bracket of that earning would provide for in the blll.

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. And the other cases are of corporations almost

as important as the A. T. & T., which makes no distribution at all
now but keep all of their earnings, would be required under this bill
to pay more than the 15 percent tax which they now pay,

Senator BYno. Does the Senator from Kentucky feel that the
A. T. & T. with 452 million surplus today, will want to add to that
surplus and pay as much as 22 percent if they do not pay any divi-
dends?

Senator BARKLEY. I do not know if they will, and so far as I am
concerned I do not care. But the A. T. & 'i'., which is probably an
objectionable illustration because of its size, is now paying a 15 per-
cent corporate tax, and the average shareholder is paying whatever
the tax is that he pays on his distributed share of that corporate
income, whereas there are large corporations that are making no dis-
tribution at all now are paying only 15 percei., which is the same as
the A. T. & T. is paying, and the stockholderb are paying nothing
because they get noting. It is impossible to level this proposition
off, it seems to me, without relieving somebody of a corporate tax
that is now paying a corporate tax.

Senator BYrD. What you have done is to level it off to relieve the
rich corporations which already have surpluses?

Senator BARKLEY. If this change in the taxable principle on which
we are levying taxes on corporations is a just and fair system, the fact
that it may relieve some big corporation of a tax in a form in which it
is now paying, seems to me to be of no consequence. You may lose a
little levy by relieving the A. T. & T. or some other corporation of
the corporate tax that it now pays provided it continues to distribute
all of its earnings, but you are catching somebody else who is not dis-
tributing its earnings, and it evens itself up in the long run.

Senator BYRD. The A. T. & T. is one of many that will be relieved.
An corporation which has a large surplus and pays its earnings outwil be relieved.

Mr. HIAus. One of the hnportant factors in Senator Byrd's inquiry
will come out tomorrow, and that is that you have not many of these
large corporations making large distributions of earnings. The ques-
tion as to whom the earnings are being distributed will come up in the
discussion tomorrow.

Senator BLACK, Do you know how many associates and affiliates
and interlocking corporations the A. T. & T. has?

Mr. lAAs. I do not know.
Senator BLACK. That will come out tomorrow?
Mr. HAAS. I believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. In your estimates, did you take into consideration

these dividends that are paid to charitable and educational institu-
tions?
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Mr. IIAAs. Yes Mr. Chairman, we did. Out of the total figure of
over 4 I billion dollars we estimated that only about 4 billions would
go to taxable individuals. The balance would go to people who pay
no taxes, to charitable institutions, and so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the present law, is it not?
Mr. HAAs. They are exempt. under the present law.
Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you this-
Senator BYRD (interposing). Excuse me, Senator. They are

exempt from the present law, but the corporation pays the tax now
at the source. This bill would relieve the taxable source in many
instances, and therefore these charitable institutions would pay no
tax at all. They now pay it as stockholders in a corporation.

The CHAIRUAN. I want to know if in his estimate that they have
taken that fact into consideration, and he says he ha.

Senator BARKLiY. Let me ask you this. Without regard to what
this bill may do to some individual corporation, I think we all might
as well admit that some of them will pay less corporate tax than
they now pay, some of them may not. pay any, which now pay, but
taking them as a group, in making your estimate of the net income
to be raised by this bill, did you take into consideration that certain
corporations that are now paying taxes will not pay corporate taxes
after this bill is passed, if they continue to distribute all of their
earnings or if they inaugurate the policy of distributing all of their
earnings?

Mr. IIAAs. Yes, sir, we did. In fact, we worked out the estimate
on this basis: That if all corporations retained 10 percent; if they
retained 15 percent; or 20 percent, and so forth. We adjusted the
rates in such a manner that in any of those instances we would get
our increase of $620,000,000.

Senator BYRD. Let us take for example the three Standard Oil
Co.s, the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, California, and New Jersey.
They are not interlocking. They have aggregate surpluses today of
$948,000,000. In 1934, they would have paid an average of about 7
percent in taxes by the distribution for that year. What is to prevent
these companies with these enormous surpluses from continually and
for the future to come of paying out their earnings, and thereby not
paying any taxes at all?

Mr. HAAS. The corporation itself, as I said, may not pay taxes.
You see, you do not have the complete picture, Senator, until the
Treasury has fulfilled your request for this other information. You
would have to know just who the stockholders of these Standard Oil
Cos. are. If they are individuals, then they are subject to the regular
surtax rates. If they are corporations owned by individuals, then
you have an entirely different story, and you won't know that until
tomorrow.

Senator BYRD. Will the information tomorrow take u a company
like the A. T. & T. and the Standard Oil Co., and tell us who the
largest stockholders are and how much more they will pay?

Mr. HAAS. I understand that is the request.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; proceed, Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. OLIPHANT. That concludes my general statement of principles

of equality in the taxation that underlie this bill, and I can sum it u.p
by saying, that with the fact now known that there has been this
increase in business profits without a corresponding increase in the
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other sources from which income takes can be paid, and the further
fact now known that the total additional permanent revenue required
for these purposes can be obtained by stopping the avoidance of
surtaxes through the corporate device, no other tax can be justified.

Senator CoUz.s (interpo3ing). That is the important question.
I have never been able to get an answer to it. How much is there of
that?

Mr. JIAAs. $620,000,000.
Mr. OLIPHANT. $620,000,000.
Senator CouzENs. You do not mean to tell this committee that

there is $620,000,000 tax avoidance through the conservation of
excess earnings?

Mr. OLIPIIANT. Yes.
Senator Couzi.,s. I doubt that statement because I have not seen

any proof of it.
Mr. OLIPHANT. I will be glad to have Mr. Haas discuss that phase

of the estimate.
Senator CouzE.xs. I cannot conceive that as a fact. I have seen no

estimates.
Senator HIASTINGS. Mr. Oliphant, how much would you have to

increase the present rate on the same basis without doing anything
more to change it than to change the rate, in order to raise the
$620,000,000?

Mir. OLIPHANT. I understand if we propose to lay this added tax
burden equally on all corporate earnings by a mere increase in the
corporate income tax, that that rate would have to be 25% percent.

Senator CLARK. Yoti mean you would have to raise the present
income corporation tax to 25% percent?

Mr. OLIPHANT. To produce this amount of additional revenue.
That is true if the capital-stock and excess-profits taxes are repealed.

Senator BAILEY. On what basis of national income do you figure
that, Mr. Oliphant?

Mr. OLIPHANT. You do not mind my passing that question to the
man who can give you a better answer?

Mr. HAAs. The estimate of $623,000,000 additional income to be
received, provided this bill goes into effect., is based upon a corporate
income of $7,200,000,000. I could give you comparable figures over
a series of years, and you can form your own judgment as to whether
or not that is a reasonable estimate.

Senator BAILFY. How does that compare with last year?
Mr. HAAs. Thirty percent greater than last year. One of the wit-

nesses who was here testifying and discussing the estimates said that
he felt that our esthuate of additional yield on the basis of the now
bill was too high, atid his main reason for believing this was that he
thought this estimate which I just gave you was too low. We were
a little surprised; it is not an Infrequent occurence that we have
experts disagreeing with us, but you cannot make estimates mechani-
cally. We have made voluminous studies o; the relationship between
different economic series, but in the final analysis we uge this back-
grond, and the estimates are finally arrived at on the basis of our
informed judgment.

Last fal whon the President put out his budget summary, the esti.
mates were attacked, and we had this type ot statement appearing
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in the press. You probably noticed it-it was by one of the best
known experts. [Reading:]

It is to be hoped that the estimated increase will be actually realized, but how-
ever high may be our hopes, the fact remains that the revenue collected up to
the 4th day of October of this year was but $28,000,000 greater than the revenue
collected during the same period in the fiscal year 1935. Can it by any chance
be that the estimate of the revenue has been deliberately overstated?

This expert thought it was too high, and the witness who testified re-
cently before the committees thought it was not high enough. Instead
of being overstated, our actual income-tax receipts are a little over
1 percent more than the estimate.

Senator BAILEY. What about the accuracy of that statement that
the corporate income this year is only $28,000,000 as compared with
similar quarter last ear? I gathered that from that statement.
Is that accurate or not

Mr. HAAs. You are judging that on the basis-
Senator BAILEY (interposing). I am asking you.
Mr. HAAB. In this statement which I just read?
Senator BAILEY. Yes.
AMr. HAAB. I will repeat the statement that I read -
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). HIe was just wrong, was he not?
Mr. HAAB. lie was wrong as the results indicated.
Senator BAILEY. Which one was wrong?
Mr. IIAAs. W9 know that one expert was wrong. I think the other

will also prove to be wrong.
Senator BAILEY. What was the increase in corporate income?

You say that statement is wrong. Let us get the truth.
Senator BARKLEY. You would not have the increase for the first

quarter of this year in the Treasury and you won't know anything
about it until the income-tax reports of next year are known?

Mr. HAAs. That is correct. Senator Bailey, he was referring to the
first quarter of the fiscal year beginning last July.

Senator BAILEY. And that was $28,000 000 in excess-
Mr. HAAS (interposing). And he used tfiat as evidence to discredit

our estimate at that time. le inferred that they may have been
deliberately overstated.

Senator BAILEY. The excess for the first quarter of the fiscal year
1935 was $28,000,000 more than

Mr. HAAs (interposing). The point is we make our estimates for
an entire fiscal year.

Senator BAILEY. You say he is incorrect. I will take your word for
it, but you are not answering the question. Can you tell me what
was correct?

The CHAIRMAN. They came within 1 percent of their estimate.
They collected 1 percent more than they estimated.

Senator BAILEY. This is a matter that happened something over
9 months ago. Can you tell us the fact?

M r. IIAAS. Yes.
Senator BAILEY. What was it?
]Iir. HIAAS. This expert inferred that we may have deliberately

raised the estimates.
Senator BAILEY. I am not saying that.
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Mr. HAAS. We actually know the results because the time has
elapsed. NVe were 1 percent off. The receipts were 1 percent more.

Senator BAILEY. Wbat were the figures?
Mr. IIAAS. I will have to supply those. I do not carry them in

my head. I will put those in the record for you.
Senator BYRD. What was the percentage of the total earnings of

corporations distributed last year in dividends?
Mr. IHAAS. In 1935?
Senator BYRD. I understood 70 percent of the total earnings of

corporations are being distributed now in the form of dividends?
Mr. IAAS. You see, Mr. Senator the 1935 data in the corporation

income-tax reports are not. yet available.
Senator CLARK. When you say 70 percent is distributed, what

year was that?
Mr. HAAS. The figure for the 30 percent of total earnings retained

is arrived at by taking an average over a number of years.
Senator CLARK. For the last fiscal year on which you have figures,

what did the 70 percent amount to, and what did the 30 percent
amount to in dollars and cents?

Mr. IIAAS. Senator, the relationship of the amount retained to
the amount paid out changes With the stage of the business cycle.
In a depression a much larger proportion of the earnings is paid out
than is paid out in a prosperous period.

Senator CLARK. Allright. Just on the last fiscal year which you
are taking into consideration, what does the 70 percent amount to,
and what did the 30 percent amount to in dollars and cents? We
are requested here to raise a specific amount of money. You say
that the President's figures, his request was for $620,000,000. By
some strange coincidence this particular tax has been stumbled on
which also raises $620,000,000, and I am trying to find out what the
basis is on which you arrived at the $620,000,000?

Senator COUZENS. "Stumbled on" is right.
Senator BARKLEY. It is hardly correct to say that this $620,000,000

is the amount of money that the tax is raising, because that is not
accurate.

Senator CLARK. I understood it to be the testimony here that this
particular tax in this particular bill would raise $620,000,000.

Mr. HAAS. Would raise $623,000,000.
Senator CLARK. $623,000,000 then; in addition to what we are

getting now. I would like to know the basis on which that is figured?
Mr. HAAS. I would like, Mr. Chairman, to review this whole

estimate again, and we would have to do it to convince th, Senator.
But you wll have to take another day for it. It is all in the record.

The CHIRMAN. I would like to say that Mr. Oliphant appeared
here with a chart and gave an explanation to the committee the
early part of last week, showing exactly how they raised this addi-
tional $623,000,000.
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Comparison of ctual and estimated income-tax receip1a, fiacol years 1931-36, inclu-
sire, daily 7reaeury staemeni basis-July I-June 30

[In millions of dollars]

Percentqe Ptcttage
Increa.r'(+) Lncz ea (+)

Esti- Actual r do- Year Eated or de-Yea mated c res (-), " mt Actual crease (-),
actual over actual over
estimated estimated

1931 ............. 2., 190 1O -151 193 ............. 1.06 I,00 44.6
13............. 1,140 1.057 -7.3 9 ............. 13 .... . .......
1933 .............. 74I -113 193 I. ... .1.0 N 1,093 .
1934 .............. 884 818 -5&3

I-Jly -Mfay 14.

Senator CLARK. I would like to get an answer to that question, Mr.
Chairman. The particular years that they took on this formula of
70 and 30, which arrived at $623,000,000?

Mr. HAAS. Mr. Senator, I can answer the question without going
into the whole complicated estimate. The formula does not assume
any particular percentage of distribution.

Senator BARKLEY. I understood you to say the other day and re-
peated it here today, that his 30 and70 is a sort of an average arrived
at over a period of 10 years without regard to any one year. It might
be any different percentage in any one year, but bver a period of 10
years, that is what it figures up.

Mr. HAAS. That is correct.
Senator CONNALLY. Your theory of this bill, as I understand the

theory of the proponents, is that the percentage which is distributed
does not make any difference. In the total under this bill the tax
would be the same--whether it is distributed or whether it is not
distributed-when it finally gets in to the taxpayer and is paid into
the Treasury, it will be the same amount?

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. So therefore it is immaterial as to what per-

centage they retained and what they did not.
Mr. HAAS. That is correct. As far as the revenue is concerned,

it does not make any difference.
Senator BYRD. What disturbs me is how you estimated the amount

of taxpayers who would receive dividends. How many million
stockholders are there in these different corporations in the country?

Mr. HAAS. We have also given information on that, Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. how many are there roughly?
Mr. HA As. I do not recall offhand, but we know from the income-

tax return tabulations in what income classes the dividends fall,
and our information on that is every bit as good as the mortality
tables on which life-insurance companies base their business.

Senator GERRY. You have a lower bracket, and I asked how many
taxpayers were in that lower bracket, of the corporations that were
earning less than $10,000 a year. How many stockholders? I
think you said you did not know but that you thought you could get
that. Have you been able to get that?

Mr. IHAAS. We have worked on that, Senator, and we cannot get
the number of stockholders because one man may own a number of
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shares of stock in each of several different companies. We can get
from our statistics the number of individuals who receive dividends,
but we cannot answer your question. We tried to make a new
tabulation, but we just do nothave the data. But those particular
data as to the number of stockholders are not necessary in the com-
putation of our estimates.

Senator GERRY. No; but it is important as showing how many
stockholders who receive dividends from corporations that are earn-
ing less than $10,000 a year, and comparing this number to those of
the large corporations. There may be a great many more. I do not
know. Possibly there may be a great many more stokcholders, for
example, in these very large corporations, like the A. T. & T., which
has been mentioned, or in others-some of the utilities-there may
be a great many more of them receiving dividends from these than
from the smaller corporations.

Mr. IIAAS. I am sorry. There are just no data available which will
answer that. I see why you are asking for it.

Senator GERRY. You said you thought you might be able to give
it to us.

Mr. HAAs. I thought we could get it by running through some new
tabulations, but it is not on the returns.

Senator BARKLEY. When an individual taxpayer gives his return,
he does not give the number of shares he owns in any corporation,
but he gives the amount of his income. He may even give the
source ofit. And when the corporation pays its tax into tha Treasury,
the corporation does not say how many stockholders it has or how
much it has distributed to John Smith or Bill Jones. So there is no
information contained in either the individual or corporate returns
from which you can obtain the number of stockholders?

Mr. HAAs. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. In order to obtain it, you would have to go to

some other source?
Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator GERRY. If the Senator from Kentucky will permit me, I

did not go to that question, but the Treasury said they thought there
was some outside source that had the information, and I think it
would be interesting to have it, and I thought the Treasury might
get it.

Mr. HAAS. We have examined it, and to date we have not been able
to find anything.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Oliphant; you may proceed.
M r. OLIPHANT. Now, as I say, we have gone over, there in the

Treasury, these hearings very very carefully. We have two things
as the result of it, the end product of that examination. We think
that the criticisms directed to the complexity of the schedules have
much to be said for them, and working on an idea which I think Mr.
Parker worked out, we have here in mimeograph form, a single page
covering rates which with such modifications as your own experts
may think advisable, will replace about 10 pages of rates, et cetera, in
the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. This gets the same results absolutely as in the
four schedules of the house bill?

Mr. OLIPHANT. By adopting one of the tables and putting in it the
possibility of a flat exemption to small corporations of a certain num-
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ber of dollars. The amount of that possible exemption is left blank,
because the necessary calculations have not been made to indicate
how far you could go in the amount of the dollar exemption of the
small corporations, I. e., how high you can go with that and how low
you can come in the size of the corporation to which you will give
that exemption. I do not want to mention any figures, because they
are likely to become frozen in people's minds.

(Following is the proposed possible substitution presented by the
witness:)

POSSIsLuN SUBSTITUTS Fe SEcrio 13 (A) AND (a)

(P. 14 to p. 24, line 13, of comparative print)

Sxc. 13. Tax on corporations.- (a) Definitions: As used in this title--
(I) The term "adjusted net Income" means the net income in excess of the

credit provided In section 26 (relating to interest on certain obligations of the
United States and Government corporations); and

(2) The term "undistributed net Income" means the adjusted net Income minu v
the sun of-

JA) The dividend credit provided In section 27 and
B) A specific credit of -- ; except that such credit shall be allowed only

if the adjted net Income is not In excess of -. If the adjusted net income
Is in excess of -, the tax Imposed by this section shall not exceed the tax
which would be payable if such specific credit were allowed, plus the amount of
the adjustedd net income In excess of -.

(b) Rate of tax In general: There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each
taxable year upon the adjusted net income of every corporation a tax equal to
the sum of the following:

Two-sevenths of the amount of the undistributed net income which does not
exceed 14 per eentum of the adjusted net income-

One-third of the amount by which the undistributed net income exceeds 14 per
centun and does not exceed 29 per centum of the adjusted net Income;

Three-eighths of the amount by which the undistributed net Income exceeds
20per oentum and does not exceed 45 per centulm of the adjusted net income- and

One-half of the amount by which the undistributed net Income exceeds 45 per
centum of the adjusted net income.

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to know how to raise this $023,000,-
000 additional. Will it bear an exemption of $1,000 of $20,000, or
$15,000, or what?

Senator IIASTINGS. Do you expect to suggest the amount later to
the committee?
.WMr. OLIPHANT. Those calculations are in the process of being made,
and I am just told here that it is safe to say that it could be as much as
$1,000 on corporations with incomes of $20,000, and the calculations
we are now making is-how much higher could that sum be raised?

The CHAIRMAN. Do not find it much higher. We need more
revenue.

Mr. OLIPHANT. We will attempt on this occasion as on other occa-
sions to keep in mind the responsibility which we assume for all
estimates and do the best we can.

The CHAIRMAN. On this basis, we can raise $623,000,000 on this
method?

Mr. OLIPIIANT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And simplify the proposition?
Mr. OLIPHANT. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. Is that on the first year of a corporation, Mr.

Oliphant?
Mr. OLJPHANT. That is a different question. During thor calendar

year 1936, there will accumulate a tax liability to the United States of
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the full sum of $623 000,000. I think that clarifies a thing that I am
not sure everybody has been trying to make clear.

Senator BYRD. Does your new schedule bring in exactly the same
amount?

Mr. OLIPHANT. We are running calculations to see what amount of
exemption, on what size corporations, will prod)ce the $623.000,000.

Senator BYnD. Are you prepared to show that this schedule would
bring in $023,000,000?

Mr. OLIPIANT. Yes; and we are prepared to say that there can be
an exemption here. How much, you do not want me to say now, I
am sure.

The CHAISMAN. You are settled at least on a $1,000 exemption
up to $20,000 net income?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We may go a little higher than that exemption

and get $623,000,000?
Mr. OLIPHANT. That is right.
The CIHAIBMAN. When wi1 ,you let us know definitely about that?
Senator CONNALLY. You said that there will accrue for 1936 a tax

liability to the Government of $623,000,000?
Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. Do you make a distinction between the lia-

bility and what the Government will receive?
Mr. OLIPHANT. No. Merely a difference in when it will receive it.
Senator CONNALLY. It will receive it in March 1937, will it not?
Mr. OLIPHANT. As T understand these figures-and I easily get

beyond my depth when I get into figures--whenever you change the
income tax, since you report on a calendar year basis, of course you
always get a certain amount of lag in the time at which you actually
get the money into the Treasury.

Mr. IIAAs. They pay in installments.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes; they pay in installments.
Senator BARKLEY. 6f course, the new rates carried in this bill

may or may not take effect for the whole calendar year and become
effective for the fiscal year? You won't raise the total amount
during the calendar year 1936, would you?

Mr. HAAS. Mr. Senator, the House bill now makes the tax effective
from January 1, 1936. The first installment will be due March 15 of
the following year.

Senator BARKLEY. So that you must collect the tax as of March
15 subject to whatever installment payments would bring about
a delay for the whole calendar year 1936?

Mr. HAAS. That is right.
Senator CouzENs. May I ask Mr. Oliphant if he is going to read

this statement that he has submitted here?
Mr. OLIPHANr. I am happy to follow the wishes of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. This is an explanation of this new schedule, is

it not?
Mr. OLIPHANT. No.
The CHAIRMAN. This memorandum that you are speaking of now

or which you are submitting now?
Mr. OLIPIANT. If I might come to that. The second thing 'a that

the last-minute amendment in the house changing the dividend year
so as to make it coincide with the taxable year will, as we see it,
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necessitate a revision of section 27 (i) in the bill, so that I mention
these two matters at this time: The simplification of the schedules,
and a further revision of 27 (i) relating to intercorporate dividends.

As I say, we have gone through all of this voluminous testimony
and have boiled it down and tried to get to what seemed to us the
objections of greater importance and more serious weight, and after
that had all been boiled down, it was subjected to further summa-
tion, and I have here a relatively brief statement of those particular
objections, and what may fairly be said on the other side. I am pre-
pared to make any disposition of that statement which the committeedesires.

Senator LA FOLLFTrE. I am anxious to hear it, as one member of
the committee.

Senator BYRD. Before you start reading that, Mr. Oliphant, as I
understand it, a corporation that has a debt greater than its surplus
is placed in a 22% percent class. Now, let us take two corporations-
this has impressed me very greatly. Two corporations that have a
surplus of $100,000. Let one have a debt of $101,000. That cor-
poration gets the 22% percent rate.

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is on the $1,000 only.
Senator BYRD. Let us say that they owe $200,000. Then they get

22% percent on $100,000. Suppose another corporation has a debt
with $100,000 surplus, of $90,000. By the terms of its indebtedness
it is compelled to pay all of its earnings, by contract, each year. Then
that corporation would have to pay 42 percent. Is that correct?

Mr. Tunvjv. Unless the contract came within the provisions re-
lating to-

Senator BYRiD (interposing). Suppose it had no contract, but a
mortgage coming due and that mortgage took all of its earnings. And
that particular corporation, because the debt was a little less than the
surplus, would have to pay 42 percent. To my mind that is a tre-
mendous inequality.

Senator LA FOLLYET. As I understand it, the Treasury is not
responsible for the so-called cushioning provisions of this bill. The
cushioning provisions were written in by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. If the Senator is arguing about taking out the cushion pro-
visions because they do not seem to be equitable, as I understand it,
the Treasury has no position as far as these cushion provisions are
concerned.

Senator BYRD. lie is defending the bill as it stands, and I want
his suggestion as to how to remedy this gross inequality as I see it,
in the bill.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. As I understand Mr. Oliphant here, he
does not defend the complexities of the bill.

Senator BYRD. If he does take that position. I want him to give
the committee his opinion as to how we can correct this inequality.

Mr. OLIPHANT. I start out personally with the proposition that I
have a hard time distinguishing between this corporation over here
which is in debt, and the partnership or the individual who is in debt.

Senator BYRD. You do not believe in cushions?
Mr. OLIPHANT. The House in going over that, and we rendered

every assistance we could to the committee, felt that an adjustment
ought to be made.
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Senator BYRD. Do you approve of the cushion of the Ways and
Means Committee?

Mr. OLIPHANT. If this committee wants to go into that matter,
we will render every assistance that we can.

Senator BYRD. What is your personal opinion as the general
counsel about this cushion business? Are you for it or are you
against it?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is a pretty broad economic question that I
would rather not answer at this time.

Senator BYRD. It wa nut in the original bill that you prepared,
and it was put in by the House. I certainly think we are entitled to
your opinion whether you are for or against any cushions for debts.

The CHAIRMAN. It is one of the things that is really worrying the
committee very much. I know it worries the chairman of the com-
mittee very much. If this new schedule that has been submitted
hero should be substituted for the four schedutles submitted by the
House, then the question arises, what are we going to do with these
debt-ridden corporations? So it is a question of very great importance
to us, and if you have any views on it, we would like to get them?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I shall be glad to prepare an answer to that question
and submit it to the committee. I do not want to extemporize on that
question at this time.

Senator BYRD. You do not want to say yes or no to that question,
whether you are in favor of or against cushions for debts?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I find in my work there are very few questions
that can be answered in an illuminating fashion yes or no. I prefer
at this time not to try to extemporize an answer to that serious
question.

Senator BYRD. Will ou prepare a memorandum?
Mr. OLIPnrANT. I will.
Senator BYRD. Will you deal with these companies that owe a

little less than the surplus, as well as those that owe more than the
surplus?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I will ask Mr. Turney to make a particular note of
those companies.

Senator BYRrD. In this bill there is a difference of 20 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. And in your answer, I wish you would give to us

whether you think there should be a distinction between debt-ridden
corporations paying 22 percent, and one that is free from debt paying
on 15 percent.

Senator BLACK. Is there any provision of law now made for a dis-
tinction between a debt-ridden partnership or an individual, and one
that is not debt-ridden?

Mr. OLIPHANT. No- they are all the same. Partnerships are all
the same. Individuals are all the same.

Senator BYRD. And they are all taxed in proportion to their in-
come, which this bill does not do with respect to corporations.

Senator BARKLEY. Is there any distinction in law now between a
debt-ridden man and a non-debt-ridden man as to his paying taxes
on his net income?

Mr. OLIPHANT. None, except in the amount of interest he has to
pa on the debt, and llelvering looks at him with a glass eye.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything to say there in your statement
about that question?
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Mr. OLIPHANT. No; I will cover that with an appropriate memo-
randum.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Senator KINo. Some of us have boon on the floor of the Senate,

and that is the reason we were not here.Mr. OLIPHANT. I am sorry you were not here, sir.
As I say, I will run over briefly what we deem the more important

of these criticisms of the bill and indicate briefly what we think in all
fairness can be said on the other side, and since they have a very
wide ramification, I appreciate very much the extent to which you
will bear with me in allowing some of these questions to be answered
by those who have been working with me on these questions, be-
cause there is a limit to what one can keep in mind on questions of
this magnitude.

Now, in the first place it has been urged by many witnesses that this
bill does not represent an honest attempt to baleneo the Budget. I am
omitting that introductory paragraph.

Senator CONNALLY. This next one, we all know is not going to
balance the Budget.

Mr. OLIPJANT. Well, I hope it is going to keep faith with the present
and prospective purchasers of Government Eecurities.

Senator CouzENs. Let us read it. It has been criticized.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Any such attempt must begin first on the expendi-

ture side. To answer this objection I need only briefly recapitulate
the history of the bill. The President, in his Budget message, stated
that he did not contemplate requesting of Congress any additional
taxes at this session but that any expenditures additional to those
provided for in the Budget ought to be financed by now taxes. And

e had at other times referred to the possible invalidation of the
existing tax. Since that time, the Budget as set forth in the Presi-
dent's message has been seriously upset by the invalidation of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act and the passage of the soldiers' bonus
legislation. This bill is intended only to restore the Budget to the
position which it occupied prior to these upsets. Such reasons as
may exist for a thorough review of our expenses so that they may be
equated to our probable revenues existed last December before
either of these events occurred and have not been changed one way or
another by the circumstances which have led up to the consideration
of this bill. I ask, therefore, that in all fairness the bill be considered
from the point of view only of the limited objective set forth in the
President's special Budget message and that the matter of general
budgetary balance should be treated on its own merits essentially as it
would have been had this legislation not been necessary.

The second criticism: Are the Treasury estimates dependable?
Secondly, a word about the criticism which has been made of the

Treasury estimates. in the first p lace, quite a bit has been made of
the fact that only about half of the estimated revenue from incomes
in the calendar year 1936 will be secured by the Government during
the fiscal year 1937-i. e., that the estimated increase of revenues for
the coming fiscal year will be only $310,000,000 instead of $623,000,-
000. There is nothing novel about that. This necessarily follows an
enactment of any income tax because incomes are customarily re-
ported for calendar years, whereas the fiscal year of the United States
runs from July I to June 30. The same difficulty would be present
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if we should raise the rate of the present corporation income tax, or
increase the rate of the normal individual income tax or raise the
rates of the surtaxes in the lower brackets or resort to any other new
form of income taxation.

Finally, still addressing myself to the estimates, I have no doubt
but that you have all been impressed by Mr. May's criticism of the
Treasury s estimate of the proportion of corporation income which
would be distributed in 1930, assuming a continuation of present law.
Mr. May, you will recall, agrees substantially with the Treasury's
estimates of the total income, but challenges the Treasury's estimate
of the amount which will be distributed. Mr. May bases his challenge
primarily upon a consideration of the average amount of statutory
net income distributed by corporations over a period of years.

Many witnesses for the opposition have stated that averages are
deceptive, and I believe that here we have a particular instance of
that. T reasury estimates were based not merely upon a consideration
of averages. but on a consideration of the particular phase of the
business cycle in which we now find ourselves. The proportion of
corporation net earnings disbursed as dividends characteristically
vanes with the different phases of the business cycle-dividend dis-
bursements substantially legging behind net income, so that they fall
behind it during periods of revival and run ahead of it during periods
of decline, the net resultant of these variations being the averages
which Mr. May and other witnesses have quoted. In estimating the
distribution for 1936, the Treasury has not merely considered past
years generally but has studied selected years in the business cycles
which are considered most closely analogous with the year 1936.
When all is said and done our best assurance as to the dependability
of these estimates is the Treasury's past performance, and the record
of that is before the committee.

Senator BYRD. What are the years? I am very much interested
in that.

Mr. HAAs. Well, there are several years. One that I recall off-
hand as somewhat analogous is 1922. There were other years when
we were emerging out of depressions that we studied.
Senator BYRD. 1922 was the rising time, as I recall.
Mr. HAAS. 1922 was sharply rising.
Senator BYRD. I would like to be supplied with the details on that.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Will you give that information?
Mr. HAAS. Yes. (Information referred to appended at the end of

Mr. Oliphant's statement.)
Mr. OLIPHANT. All right. We will get that information.
Senator KiNo. Before leaving that., did you take into account, in

the observations which you have just. made, that further statement of
Mr. May in which he called attention to the alleged difference of
appro.dmately a billion dollars between the statements submitted by
the Commissioner and the statements submitted by the Secretary of
the Treasury?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That was considered and the Secretary I think
addressed a letter to the chairman of the committee indicating that
there had been a somewhat unfortunate use of terms, that instead of
saying "withheld from stockholders" the term should have been "not
received by stockholders." Is that letter in the record?
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The CHAIRMAN. That letter is in the record.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Thank you. In the next place, a number of wit-

nesses who have suggested that objectives of this bill might be
better attained by a stiffening of sections 102 and 351. 1 might first
note in passing that all these suggestions have been couched in general
terms and that no specific and concrete proposal for strengthening
these sections has been presented to the committee. Frankly, I doubt
the judgment of the people who advocate this as a real solution, since
this Committee knows how great are the difficulties and how sparse
have been the results of years of experimentation with these sections.

Even assuming, however, that these sections could have been pro-
vided with a real backbone, we would not have attained the objectives
of this measure and those who so state, I believe, misunderstand these
objectives. As typical of such misunderstandings, let me take Mr.
May's classification of all corporations into three grou-ps-namely,
(1) the large group of small corporations which he states do not in any
event constitute a source of tax evasion, which statement of his I
repeat without proving, (2) the group of corporations, small in number
but great in importance, which are publicly owned and whose divi-
dend policies, according to Mr. May, are not at all governed by tax
considerations, and finally (3) the small group of large closely held
corporations against which he states the bill is directed. Mr. May
compares the bill with Herod's massacre in which there was a great
slaughter of innocents in an attempt, ineffectual in that case, to reach
a single individual. Likewise, in this case, Mr. May contends there
will be a widespread slaughter of innocents-the small corporations
and their stockholders and publicly-held corporations and their
stockholders-in order to reach a few offenders. Mr. May's analogy
is poorly put, for I assure you that there will be no slaughter of inno-
cents if this bill is adopted, and there are many using corporations to
avoid surtaxes. Contrary to the supposition of Mr. May and of so
many of the witnesses who have appeared in opposition to it, the bill
is not directed solely against conscious tax evasion.

We are not interested in the motive of tax evasion but in the fact
of lost revenue to the Federal Government which occurs when cor-
poration earnings are neither distributed to stockholders and so sub-
Jected to the individual income tax, nor subjected to a compensatory
tax in the hands of the corporation. Every corporation Which would
be subject to the proposed tax, those falling in Mr. May's first and
second groups equally with those falling in his third, and the incor-
porated pocketbooks back of any and all of them would be equitably
subject to i: on this principle, and the contrary impression so widely
prevailing among the witnesses who have appeared before this com-
nittee is based upon a complete misapprehension of purposes of the
measure.

Does the bill favor the strong against the weak?
Next, I believe we should take up the allegation urged by prac-

tically every witness who has appeared in opposition to it, that this
tax would stunt the growth of small and struggling corporations and
discriminate against them and in favor of large and well-established
corporations. I might first call your attention to the fact that, while
you have heard a great deal from people wvho have heard that large

ynd powerful corporations desire this tax in order to stamp out their
small competitors, or who have heard of people who have heard of
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this, no representative of a large corporation appeared before you to
advocate this tax. On the other hand, representatives of large and
powerful corporations have appeared before you to oppose this tax
out of solicitude for their smaller brothers. Iam surprised they did
not employ the over-worked widows and orphans.

Let us look at the facts. We have urged that corporations, both
large and small, can secure such capital as they need for the conduct
of their operations by the sale of stock, either to stockholders or others,
distribute notes to stockholders, or by distribution of optional stock
dividends as provided in section 115 of the bill.

Senator BAILEY. That is one of your main points?
Mr. OLIPHANT. That is part of it.
Senator BAILEY. Under your theory the small corporation could

always be able to sell stock and therefore get capital. Is that not your
view of it?

Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes.
Senator BAILEY. Not by way of surplus earnings but by way of sell-

ing stock. That is the crux of this whole argument. I will just stay
along with you if that is true, I will go along with you; but if it is not
true then I have got to hesitate. I will tell you, I do not see how a
small corporation can sell stock. I know of none in America today
that are selling stock.

Senator KING. May I add right here, Senator, that the last record
put out by the Securities Exchange Commission shows a very small
sale, I think it is 5 or 0 or 7 percent of the issues of other years, and
very much lower than Germany, Switzerland, France, Great Britain,
or almost any other European country.

Senator BAILEY. I am willing for Mr. Oliphant to show me. I will
go along with you. Show me how the small corporation, in lieu of
money'by way of savings, would be able to expand by xay of selling
stock. If that is easy to do, if that is feasible, I think it is all right.
I would like to hear you on it.

Mr. OLIPHANT. If you will permit me to continue.
Senator BAILEY. Yes.
Mr. OLIPHANT. I am as eager to come to grips with that problem

as anybody is. Nobody wants to do anything rash. This is not a
game we are playing. I should like, if I may, to cc,ntinue my general
statement on this criticism and when I have finished it I will then
address myself further to that question.

The CHAIRMAN. 0o ahead. You may proceed.
Mr. OLIYrHANT. The stock to be sold to stockholders could, of

course, be taken up out of the cash dividends disbursed to such stock-
holders in an amount equal to the earnings which would have been
directly reinvested in the absence of the tax. Mr. Ballentine urges
that this proposed methodology is impractical since up to 70 percent
of the dividends so distributed will be taken by the Government in
income taxes and so will not be available for resubscription. This is,
in fact, the case to the extent that such dividends fall in income
brackets of individual distributees in excess of $5,000,000 but rela-
tively few small and struggling corporations have principal stock-
holders whose incomes range to these figures.

Senator BYRD. How many income taxpayers are there with
incomes of $5,000,000 and in excess of that amount?



Mr. OLIPHANT. I will give you the nearest figure I have. As esti-
mated for 1936, under the existing law, there will be 86 income-tax
payers with incomes in excess of $1,000,000. They are paying on an
average income of $2,120,000.

Senator COUZENS. You mean $5,000,000 instead of $1,000,000, do
you not?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I have only the figure for $1,000,000. I am
giving you the best figure I have.

The CHAIRMAN. That is 86 income-tax payers?
Mr. OLIPHANT. Eight-six.
Senator BAILEY. YOU say "relative few smell and struggling cor-

porations have principal stockholders Whose incomes range to these
fi res", that is, $6,000,000. That is just the point that I want to
adress-myself to. They have incomes of less than I percent of
$5 000,000 or one-tenth of I percent. If they had stockholders who
had great big incomes they might sell them some stock, but they
have small stockholders with very little income. You say you
will address yourself to that later.

Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes; and to complete such partial answer to your
question as I have here.

Under the proposed tax it is estimated that there will be an addi-
tional 212 individual income taxpayers with incomes in excess of
$1,000,000, making a total of 298, and that group of 298 would pay
on an average income of $2,360,000.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean in the event that this bill passed?
Mr. OLIPHANT. In the event that this bill passed. That is the

estimate of the group of income taxpayers above $1,000,000.
Senator BYRD. How did you calculate that? On what basis did

you make that calculation? Is that on the assumption that all
dividends or earnings are going to be distributed?

Mr. OLIPHANT. Full distribution.
Mr. BYRD. You know that cannot occur.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Well, under the bill, from the standpoint-
Senator BYRD (interposing). Wait one second. You can retain

30 percent of the earnings and pay the same tax you pay now, namely
15 percent, and to base estimates on the assumption that every dollar
of earnings is going to be declared in dividends is ridiculous on the
face of it. You say you base these particular estimates on that.

Senator CONNALLY. What you mean, Mr. Oliphant i ou will
have enough squeezed out of the corporation into the hands of the
individual taxpayers to increase the number to 298.

Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes.
Senator BYRD. I want him to tell us how he made that up. If he

does it on the assumption that all earnings are going to be paid out
in dividends I think it is an erroneous assumption.

Senator Couzeis. I think you overlook the fact that they impose
a compensatory tax on the corporation that equalizes the assumption
of complete distribution.

Senator BTRD. Are your assumptions based on the complete dis-
tribution of earnings in this particular estimate?

Mr. OLIPHANT. The statement I just made is based upon a com-
plete distribution of all earnings.

Senator BYRD. YOU know tat is not going to occur, do you not?
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Mr. OLIPHANT. If it does not occur under the bill the amount of
taxes which the corporation will pay will compensate that loss of
revenue, what would otherwise be paid to the federal Government.

Senator HASTINGS. It would make your number receiving over
$1,000,000 income less?

Kir. OLIPHANT. That is right.
Senator BLACK. But it would make the income to the Government

the same.
Mr. OLIPHANT. That is right.
Senator BYRD. Let us go into that a little. What does a man with

an income above $1,000,000 pay? It is 73 percent-is it not?
Mr. OLIPHANT. We have the effective rate right iere.
Senator BYRD. Under this bill a corporation can pay from 1 to 42

percent in accordance with how it distributes its earnings, and 42
percent is not equal to 73 percent. Even though all their earnings
were retained they would pay 42 percent, which this proposition would
not do. As a matter of fact, what wilt hppen will be that a great
many corporations will completely avoid paying taxes and others
will pay 7, 8, or 9 percent. That is a different matter from 73 percent.
If a nullionairo would have stock in some company and the company
would pay the rate, the company would robaby pay 10 percent,
whereas if it was given to the millionaire he would pay 73 percent,
and your estimate is based on the complete distribution of all earnings.

Mr. OLIPHANT. You are right in pointing out that my figure refers
to the magnitude of present surtax avoidance. It was based on the
assumption either that all earnings were distributed or that the cor-
portation would pay an equivalent tax. I do want to emphatically
state that my reference to that hypothetical case, which I ecc now
could have been much clearer, does not concenz at all the Treasury's
estimate that this tax will produce $623,000,000.

Senator BYRD. What I take issue with you rn, Mr. Oliphant, is
where you say it makes no difference in the retlLrn that comes to the
Treasury whether these earnings are i':stribut~d or not distributed.
That is the statement you just made. It makes a good deal of differ-
ence, because in this instance the individual would pay 73 percent
and the corporation withholding it may not pay over 5 percent.

Mr. IIAAS. When Mr. MeLeod was here o presented to the com-
mittee--you were probably absent, Senator Byrd-data showing
that the rates in the Iouse bill are such that they equalize the revenue
which would be derived from the tax on undistributed earnings and
that which would be derived in the form of surtaxes from individual
distributees all the way down the line. 4 It is true, of course, that if
a corporation by paying a tax of 42% percent withholds a dividend on
which an individual recipient would have paid 79 percent the Gov-
ernrment loses revenue by that particular deal. There are offsetting
deals in the other direction, however, by which the taxpaid on with-
holding is greater than the revenue loss through individ ial surtaxes.
On the average, the Government will get about the same revenue
regardless of the decisions of corporation directors to distribute or
withhold corporation earnings.

Senator BYRD. I would like to have Mr. Oliphant correct the record.
Ile made the statement with respect to these two-hundred-some-odd
millionaires 212 millionaires, that it would make no difference to the
Treasury, that the Treasury would get just as much by the corpora-
tions not distributing as by the corporations distributing.
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Mr. HAAS. That is in the aggregate.
Mr. OLIPHANT. That point is extremely well taken. I appreciate

that. Shall I proceed?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. OLIPHANT. For most small corporations, the amount which

will be available for resubscription would be substantially larger
under the proposed plan than under the present law.

Senator BYRD. Let me ask you just one question. Do I understand
that all your estimates are based on the theory that all earnings are
going to be distributed, or just the 212 millionaires?

Mr. OLIPHANT. The Treasury estimate that this tax will yield
$623,000,000 is not based on the assumption that all corporate earn-
ings are distributed.

Senator BYRD. What percent of corporate earnings is it based on,
the distribution of what percent?

Mr. OLIPHANT. It does not make any difference what percent is
distributed, in view of the uniformity.

Senator BYRD. I just want to call your attention to one inaccuracy
about this uniformity. You just stated in your written statement that
it is a fact., and yet it is not a fact.

Mr. HAAS. May I answer the Senator?
Mr. OLIPHANT. Go ahead.
Mr. HAAS. The table which Mr. MNcLeod presented was made up,

not as a part of the estimate for the $620,000,000, but to give to the
committee some measure of this tax avoidance. One way to prevent
such tax avoidance is to run all corporation earnings through the
tax mill-the individual tax mill. The table was made up to show
the magnitude of tax avoidance through withholding corporation
earnings.

Senator BYRD. You state then that it is purely theoretical?
Mr. IAAS. It is an illustrative table.
Senator BYRD. I thought Mr. Oliphant stated that as a fact.
Mr. OLIPHANT. I am prepared to correct myself. My reference to

that table, in response to your question as to how many people there
would be in that group, is a mistake and I want to correct it. I want
to make this clear, that this reference assuming all corporate earnings
are distributed, made by myself and made in the Secretary's state-
ment, and others, is a statement of a hypothetical situation for the
purpose merely of bringing out the magnitude of surtax avoidance,
not evasion, surtax avoidance by means of keeping corporate earnings
in the corporation, and that that hypothetical statement does not
enter at allinto the Treasury's estimate of the $623,000,000 produced
by the bill.

Senator BYRD. What percentage of earnings were estimated to be
retained by the corporation in making this $623,000,000?

Senator CONNELLY. Let me ask you a question in connection with
that. Under your theory the revenue would be just the same if
they distributed every nickel of it or if they did not distribute a dime,
is that so?

Mr. HAAS. Yes; that is right.
Senator KiNs. Mr. Haas, can you demonstrate the validity of

that conclusion? Is it not on its face a complete refutation of the
fact that if you distribute every cent, or distribute it all through
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surtaxes and through dividends, or retain a large part of it in the
corporations for working capital, you get just the same tax?

Mr. HAAS. That is right. I could demonstrate that, I think, to
your entire satisfaction if I had my materials here.

Senator HAsTINGs. Mr. Iaas, it seems to me it would be impossible
to estimate. Now after these dividends are distributed the tax
levied runs all the way from 4 percent to 79 percent; does it not?

Mr. IAAS. Yes.
Senator HASTINGS. It depends very largely on where they fall?
Mr. HAAs. That is riglit.
Senator HASTINGS. I (o not know how you could possibly make that

estimate.
Mr. IAAS. We (1o that every year in the Budget estimates. We

have to estimate what the distribution of dividends will be, and our
basis for that is the income-tax reports, which we tabulate by classes.
So we have, as I said before, just as satisfactory basic information for
such an estimate as a life-insurance company has in making up its
mortality tables.

Senator KING. Well, the tax receipts would depend, would they not,
in the aggregate on the amount that was paid as surtaxes and if you
distribute your dividends to a large number, say several million, who
would p"' no surtaxes because of the limited amount of income which
they der.. ,d or an insignificant e , .sunt of surtax, obviously you would
not get as much revenue as if all of the money was distributed to large
holders of stocks who had large surtaxes to pay.

Mr. IIAAS. You are absolutely right, but there is no reason to sus-
pect that the income now held in the corporation would go to a differ-
ent group of people than the dividends which are now being paid out.

The CHAIRMAN. You took that into consideration?
Mr. HAAs. That is true.
Senator BYRD. Has the expert stated what percentage of the dis-

tribution of the earnings of all the corporations this bill was based
upon, I mean, in regard to the estimate of $620,000,000?

Mr. HAAS. Well, Senator, we have the estimate worked out so that
regardless of the percent retained we get substantially the same eve-
nue, whether you keep 10 percent inside of the corporation and dis-
tribute the balance, and riglyt on up the scale. We went over that, I
think, with this committee, and also with the Ways and Means
Committee. I would be glad to bring the materials up here.

Senator BYRD. No matter what hap pens, you will get the same
revenue, whether the millionaires get the dividends or whether the
corporations keep them or not?

Mr. HIAAs. That is right.
Senator BYRD. You spoke of $620,000,000. As a matter of fact,

the Secretary says that only $310,000,000 will be the highest for the
fiscal year 1937.

Mr. HAAS. That is right. Do you want me to explain that?
Senator BYRD. You ought to make that clear, because the Secre-

tary said that the first year it will be only $310,000,000.
Mr. HAAs. Mr. Oliphant explained that. Maybe you did not

hear him. The estimate of $623,000,000 is the tax liability which
accrues in the calendar year 1936, that is from January 1, 1936, to
December 31, of that year. Now the Budget concerns itself with the
collections of this tax'liability. The fiscal year 1937 ends 6 months
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after the close of the calendar year 1936. Under the regulations of the
Bureau of Internal Revenuo corporations and individuals are allowed
to make their payments quarterly if they want to. So in the first 6
months of the calendar year 1937 when ollections begin to come in,
we estimate conservatively that we will get one-half of the tax liability
for the calendar year 193G. Sometimes we get more.

Senator BYRD. And it would not be until 1938 that you get the
$620,000,000?

Mr. HAAS Yes- the full collection of that tax liability.
Senator BrssD. In the year 1038?
Mr. ]AAS. Yes, the fiscal year 1938.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, you get some of it in the fall of 1937, in

installments?
Mr. HAAS. Yes. The fall of 1937 is in what we call the fiscal year

1938.
Senator CONNALLY. Not the calendar year. Ile is speaking of the

calendar year.
Mr. IlAs. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. OLIPHANT. For most small corporations, the amount which

will be available for resubscription would be substantially larger under
the proposed plan than under the present law. As a matter of fact,
the proposed plan would in this respect give small corporations an
advantage which they have never had before. Let me read you in
this connection an excerpt from Mr. Haas' statement, which I believe
covers the matter very thoroughly [reading]:

It Is a good general rule that the principal stockholders in small, struggling,
and newly established corporations are men of much smaller total Incomea than
the principal stockholders in largo, prosperous, and well-establIshed corporations.
If, therefor, such principal stockholders subscribe back to the corporation for
additional shares all or part of their dividend receipts, less the personal Income
tax thereupon, the proportion of the gross dividend receipts subscribed back by
them will be much greater in the case of the average small corporation than in the
case of the average large one. The great Importance of the difference which
exists because'of the differing individual income-tax rates upon different income
classes can best be seen when It is noted that while dividends which fall in the
bracket between $10,000 and $12,000 of stockholders' individual Incomes will
be reduced by only a personal Income tax of 11 percent, or lets than the present
corporation taxes, the dividends which fall in the Income bracket between $100,000
and $150,000 will be reduced by a 62 percent individual income tax. In other
words, a greater proportion of the earnings of small corporations will be available
for reinvestment when paid out to their stockholders, than of large corporations.
I submit that this differential will give smaller corporations a chance to catch up
upon their larger rivals which they never have had tinder any previous tax
legislation.

Senator GERRY. Mr. Oliphant, would you mind if I interrupt you
there?

Mr. OLIPHiANT. By no means.
Senator GERRY. You said that there are more small stockholders

in the small corporations than there are in the larger corporations.
Mr. HAAS. No; that was not the statement, Senatot.
Senator GERRY. Have I got that wrong?
Senator LA FOLLLtrrB. The statement was that they were in the

lower income group or more likely to be.
Senator GEnRY.'iThero are more small stockholders that own two

shares of stock, or a sml number, in the small corporations than
there are in the larger corporations? That is what I have been trying
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to get at. Have you any statistics that show that that is true? For
example, there are a great many people who nwn one or two shares
of stock in some very arge corporations.

Mr. IHAAS. You are absolute,, right, Senator.
Senator GERRY. Those are the statistics I have been trying to get

all through the testimony. Now, I understand there is difficulty in
getting those statistics.

Mr. HfAAS. Tho statement concerns itself with the principal or, if
you want to use the word, controlling stockholders (f large corpora-
tions. The controlling stockholders of large corporations, in general
are men of larger income than the principal stockholders o! small
corporations. That is what his stetermnnt was.

Senator GERRY. I am not arguing with that, I am trying to get the
other point.

Senator BYRD. Suppose these millionaires control a corporation
and have to pay 73 percent, whereas the corporation would pay 42
percent, would they not pass it on to the surplus rather than pay that
73 percent? Will there not be tax avoidance under this bill?

Senator BLACK. Mr. Haas, they would be paying 27 percent more
then under the present bill, would they not?

Mr. IIAAs. The point is there probably will be some corporations
of that sort, but, instead of having a hole an elephant can go through
we will have reduced the tax avoidance to small dimensions.

Senator Brnn. You made the statement that certain big stock-
holders control a corporation and they happen to be in the million-
dollar class and therefore would have to pay 73 percent. Would not
they use their influence with the corporation not to declare the divi-
dend and let the corporation pay 42 percent, thereby saving 30 per-
cent under your theory?

Mr. IIAAS. There may be some of that.
Senator BAIIKLEY. There is a great difference between 15 and 42,

even there.
Senator KINo. Mr. Haas, do not your statistics in the Treasury

Department, plus the investigations you have made indicate a gradual
increasing diffusion or division of corporate stock so that there are, i.
the very large corporations, a largo number, hundreds of thousands in
some cases, of people with a small ownership, two or three or four or
five shares, who of course would pay no surtax?

Mr. HAAs. There is no question that many stockholders of large
corporations are people with small incomes-really small incomes
Sue persons, however, as shown by our statistics, receive a very small
proportion of total dividend disbursements. Persons with really
small incomes save very little and what they do they are moie likely
to place in the bank or in some other liquid form. When they buy
corporation stocks, however, they doubtless buy principally those of
large corporations whose stocks are actively traded. When Mr.
Oliphant was speaking of small stockholders in small corporations,
however, he had in mind, as he mentioned at that time, those with
incomes of, say, $11,000 or $12,000, which he contrasted with the
much higher incomes characteristic of the principal stockholders oflargo corporations.ESenator CONNALLY. Well, Mr. Haas, what you said, as I under-

stood you) was that the stockholders in the smaller corporations
would be the men of smaller incomes than the ones in the big corpora.
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tions that control those corporations and would not have as high an
individual tax rate. and therefore a larger percentage of the net
earnings in those corporations would he available for reinvestment
than in the case of large corporations, because the large part of that
would be taken away bythe surtax.

Mr. IIAAs. That is right.
Senator CONNALmY. That is what you said. Is that what you

meant to convey?
Mr. IIAAs. 'that is what I meant to convoy. I meant the princi-

pal stockholders.
Senator CONNALLY. I understand.
Senator LA FOm.LFTTE. As a matter of fact, as I m.derstood it, this

was in answer to Mr. Ballantino's contention that 79 percent would
be taken up in individual income taxes and would not therefore he
available for reinvestment.

Mr. IIAAs. And would affect small corporation growth.
The CHAIIMAN. All right; roeed, Mr. Oliphant
Mr. OLIPHANT. I might add, in connection with the point you just

made, that the bill as it now stands provides that if later one of these
stockholders to whom you refer as controlling the corporation ever
takes that out of the corporation he will pay the full personal-income
tax on it at that time, and it might very well be that he would
hesitate a long time before embarking on Otat course of action.

Senator CONNALLY. Is it not true, Mr. Oliphant, that if you take
two corporations with the same invested capital, the same net return
under this bill one would be taxed in one way and the other would
be taxed in another way, and your theory is that on the average, in
its entirety, you would get the same revenue?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is right.
Senator CONNALLY. You are not overlooking the element of

equality as between the two corporations situated exactly alike, are
you?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is right, and we have to, as I understand it,
under the cases. That is, to carry this principle of equality that
business profits from whatever source derived shall bear the same
tax burden, to carry that out 100 percent, it would involve taxing
the corporate earnings in the hands of the stockholders, whether dis-
tributed or not. That is, if you could treat all corporations as part-
nerships then this plan would not be subject to the limitations that
you point out.

Senator CONNALLY. CorporationG themselves need not be treated
Similarly although they might be competing companies in the same
field, is that not true?

Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes; that is true.
Senator BYRD. The Senator from Texas has brought up one of

the greatest objections to this bill, that corporations competing,
selling low-priced articles, pay an entirely different rate of taxes.
Under this bill the taxes are going to vary from percent to 42 per-
cent. The taxes must be included in the cost of the article, with
two companies competing with each other on some low-priced article,
where a few cents makes a difference in the sale, and a vast difference
in the payment of taxes.

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is true if they retain a different percent of
earnings, but in the final analysis it will be true that the total group
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to which that corporation must look finally for its capital will bear
the sani tax load in one case as in the other case.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Oliphant, you entirely ignore the conditions
that exist. One corporation has' a debt now and it has got to pay
42% percent, and some other corporation competing with it will
pay nothing, yet they htve got to go on the market and manufacture
articles and sell them on the market, having an entirely different
rate of taxation.

Senator BLACK. That could be improved, could it not as far as
that goes, by doing away with the exemption for the debt-ridden
corporation? That would avoid that difficulty, would it not?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is true.
Senator BLACK. That would put them on an equality.
Senator BYRD. The Senator will pardon me, but it wil Inotput them

on an equality, because even then there will be a largo variation in the
taxes. They will vary from I percent or nothing up to 42 percent.

Senator BLACK. I mean, Senator, so far as that particular objection
is concerned.

Senator BYRD. That is just one objection.
Senator BLACK. That objection would be removed by doing away

with the exemption for the debt-ridden corpration.
Senator BYRD. I asked Mr. Oliphant whether or not he recommends

it. Ife is going to furnish a memorandum tomorrow to state whether
lie does or not.

Senator KING. Senator Black, do you recommend a policy that
will tend to destroy a small corporation that is in debt?

Senator BLACK. I do not recommend anything. I was calling
attention to that provision on theground that it produced an inequality.
The individual who objects on the ground that it produces an in-
equality could escape it, if he could have the entire paragraph stricken
out.

The CHAIRMAN. We will proceed with Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. HAAS. May I make one remark, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAAS. Senator Byrd, this tax, which is a tax on net income

levied upon all merchants or owners of interests in merchandising
concerns at rates graduated only according to individual net income,
is, after all, not a cost. So your illustration, figuring out the relative
cost position of the different companies, is not economically sound
in this case.

Senator BYRD. le will pay the taxes on what it costs?
Mr. HAAS. No; from his net income.
Senator KINo. Let me make an observation with respect to corpor.

ations in debt. If you do not give them any exemption they are
subject then to the 42.5-percent tax, so you would force liquidation
immediately.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Senator COUZENS. You are at the top of page 8.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes, sir. So much for the proportion of earnings

of small corporations which would be available for reinvestment as
compared with the proportion of earnings of large corporations which
would be so available. How about the mechanical facility for getting
the money back? As long as a corporation is really closely held, as
most small and struggling corporations are, this facility is well-nigh
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perfect. A year's earnings may be declared in dividends and resub-
scribed for stock and the whole operation completed in short order.
Compare this flexibility, peculiar to the small corporation, with the
more cumbersome process by which a large corporation may secure
rejivetment in its business of sums disbursed as dividends, and
I believe that you will agree that the facility with which small corpor-
ations may reach their earnings for additional invested capital under
the proposed plan is in no way less than that which with respect to
largo corporations, and that, indeed, the bill insofar as it alters the
situation at all, makes lighter the handicap of the small corporation
in the race for supremacy.

Tho CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oliphant, in that connection somebody has
said in connection with this matter that will be passed on by the
Securities Exchange Commission. Have, you any views on that?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I think that plans of this sort wouhl be subject to
that scrutiny in the caso of dishonest corporations.

Senator CoUZENS. They do not have to be dishonest, Mr. Oliphant
because if one corporation wanted to issue $100,000 of stock it would
cost pretty near $50,000 and that can be wiped out by just a wave of
the hand. That is a real situation.

The CHAIRMAN. lave you conversed with anyone in the Securities
Exchange Commission in regard to that proposition?

Mr. OLIPHANT. Yes; the matter has been subject to general con.
vrsations.

Senator BARKXLEY. As a matter of fact, the Securities Exchange
Commission does not pass on the validity of stock issues. The cor-
poration is only required to file information with the Commission as
to its condition, and so forth. The Securities Exchange Commission
does not in any way guarantee or underwrite or sponsor it.

Senator BYRD. But it authorizes you to do it. In Virginia, the
State Corporations Commission has got to pass on all the issues of
stock before the stock is issued at all.

Senator KiCo. I think, if you will pardon the interruption, that the
Securities Exchange Commission have turned down a large number of
corporation applications. That ought to have made very valid the
original objection. I mentioned it a moment ago. I will put in the
record in a moment-I have sent for it-the fact that the number of
Issues during the past few years in the Securities Exchange Commis-
sion is sma 11r than the issues in Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland,
France, or Germany. In fact, we scarcely had any issues except for
refunding.

Senator BARKLEY. That means fewer people have been skinned out
of their money.

Senator KINo. You can take any view you please. That is an
argument against the contention that you can go out and get money to
invest in these corporations that are in debt. You cannot do it.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. OLIPHANT, Here I should like to touch, in passing, upon the

corollary objection that the bill would give an advantage to corpora-
tions whose stockholders are able to resubscribo their dividends for
additional stock, as compared with corporations whose stockholders
are not able to do this. Note that under the present law the alterna-
tive presented is that such sums be directly invested by the corpora-
tion, and so not disbursed as dividends at all. What, may I ask, are
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the circumstances of stockholders who are perfectly able to forego
dividends under the present law, but, if in receipt of them would be
unable to resubscribo them. I submit that this inability must be
merely another term fcr unwillingness; and I submit also that if they
are unwilling to rosubs rihe such dividends then their judgment ought
to be and must be final and that it is not the province of the Federal
Government to question it. It is .afer to let the real owners say
when their funds shall to reinvested in a particular business.

Senator BAILEY. Do 1 get this from your statement, that if I was
a stockholder in a small corporation and they declared to me a divi-
dend and I do not invest, it in stock because I want to support my
family or keep a boy in school, that I am to be charged with unwilling.
ness to resubscribe? It nay be a case of necessity, is that not true?

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is one instance of unwillingness.
Senator BAILEY. I cannot resubrscribe, I must use my money, I

have got taxes to pay. All right. Here is the other fellow that is
able to do it. When you sell him stock you increase your capital
stock and you must give every subscriber the j equal right to buy his
proportionate share, but I am unable to buy. What position does
that put me in? My relative holding in the company is reduced
and the other man's is increased. Have you got any answer to that
injustice?

Mr. IIAAS. Mr. Senator, you pointed out that you received these
dividends and you had some necessity to buy or some obligation to
medt. What if you had not received them?

Senator BAILEY. What is that?
Mr. HAAs. Those earnings belong to you, not to the corporation.

What if you had not received them, what would do about yournecessityr
Senator BAILEY. I would have to go ahead, just as we have to do

with a good many corporations that drew the money. I would
want to use it myself. If it is there in the corporation I cannot help
myself, but if it once comes out I would like to have a little liberty
about using it.

Mr. HAAS. What this plan proposes is to give the owners of the cor-
poration just the thing that you suggest, some liberty. If they want
to spend it for necessities they are atliberty to spend it that way.

Senator BAILEY. How much liberty do you give a man who gets his
dividends knowing that some others are going to increase their pro-
rata share in the corporation? Ile needs his dividends. His pro-
rata shares decline. How much liberty has he got under that situa-
tion?

Mr. HAAs. Well, the pro rata, Mr. Senator, does not affect you
particularly.

Senator J3AILEY. The pro rata of a man's interest in anything does
affect it. If a man has one-tenth of the stock that is more important
than if he only has 20 shares.

Mr. HAAS. For the purpose of control?
Senator BAILEY. Depending on how much the total is worth.
Mr. HAAS. What you are holding in the corporation is important.
Senator BAILEY. You are not going to tell me that my pro-rata

holding in the corporation is irmatcrial?
Mr. IAAS. If you are interested in control then it is very important.
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Senator BAILEY. Suppose I am very far from control, it is still very
important. The dividends, when they are distributed, are distributed
according to the interest, and as your interest increases and mine
decreases, under your operation here my pro rata goes down and the
other man's goes up. So the pro rata is of the utmost importance.
That is why we have the law requiring that when stock is sold in v.
corporation each stockholder shall have the pro rata right to subscrib,
for his share. You would not say that that was unimportant, would
you?

fr. IAAs. You have sold some of your pro-rata share by not
resubscribing.

Senator BAILEY. I did not sell it, the other fellow bought it from
the corporation. I did not get anything for it but still my interest
went down.

Mr. HAAs. You had the opportunity and let it pass by.
Senator BAILEY. I let it pass by because I could not help myself.

The other fellow got it back.
Mr. HAAS. The question, Mr. Senator, is not clear to me. You

say you could not help yourself, but if they left it in, then you could
help yourself.

Senator BAILEY. I am not saying that. If they left it in it was
there, I was helpless anyhow. If they distributed, then it is mine, but
I have got to deal with my necessities.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, the proportionate number of shares held
by one who canfhot reinvest may be smaller than that held by others
who do reinvest. The reinvestment made by others increases the
value of the total, so the value that he holds is greater than it would
be without the reinvestment of others. So he is not a loser.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. At least when it is paid out the individual
stockholder his the right to decide what to do with it, instead of
having the majority or minority stockholders decide for him as to
what to do with it.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Oliphant.
Senator BYRD. I would like to ask Mr. Oliphant what investigation

he made as to the laws of the different States that govern the sale of
new stock. A largo part of this goes into the distribution of dividends,
and. then when capital is needed for improvement, or something else,
they have to sell stock. The laws in our State are very strict about it.
I was just wondering whether you had gone into that fully, to see
whether the small corporation you speak of, which may have had a
surplus at times, whether it can sell any more stock and get the
authority to sell it.

Mr. OJLIPHANT. We had a great number of men examine all the
statutes, the pertinent statutes in all States, and, as you point out,
you will find a varying situation.

Senator BYRD. We are passing a uniform law, though, for the whole
United States.

Mr. OLIPHANT. That is an embarrassment with which Congress is
always confronted when it attempts to pass a law applicable to all the
United States.

I might make this general observation with respect to the State
Statutes. There is a broad difference as the lawyer members of the
committee will agree, I am surd, in the field of regulating corporate
management, between the law on the books and the law in action,
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that while, in some of the States you find what on the statute books
looks like pretty stiff supervision, as a matter of fact the supervision
is perfunctory and largely taken care of by filing the proper papers
with the secretaries of the States.

Senator BYRD. It is not perfunctory in our State. They go into it
very fully. I think it is very important. Of course, if every stock-
holder would only receive stock in proportion to what he now owns
it would not make any difference, but new stock is frequently offered
to the public.

Senator CONNALLY. Is not this beside the question? That is for
the States to pass on. All we are concerned with here is the tax bill.
When they have got the dividends we have no jurisdiction over it.
We cannot make them repay it back under the Federal law. I think
you have got a controversial question that has got nothing to do with
the subject matter before the committee.

Senator CouzE-is. As a matter of fact, it is driving them into the
temple instead of driving them out of the temple.

Senator CONNALLY. What I am trying to say is that it is no con-
cern of ours. It is dragged in here as an argument to bolster up the
bill as against the criticism.

The CIIAIRMAN. Mr. Oliphant was stating it could be employed in
the event they distributed their earnings.

Senator KING. May I say, in view of the statement made by the
Senator from Texas, that we are concerned, even in the tax bill, with
the effect which it will have upon the American citizen. If the tax
bill will drive men into bankruptcy because it will prevent them from
getting money for the continuation of the business, we are concerned
with that, directly or indirectly, and any provision in the bill that
affects business or affects the solvency of institutions for individuals,
it seems to me should receive cognizance at our hands. I am sure it
must receive cognizance at the hands of the gentlemen who are now
drafting it.

The CHAIRMAN. All right; proceed, Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Next, in our presentation before your committee

and before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives, we have urged that the proposed act would result in a
greater measure of equality of opportunity between the thrce forms
of business organization, i. e., individual proprietorships partnerships,
and corporations, than exists under the present law. Under the pres-
ent law very small corporations are discriminated against since their
net income is taxed at an average rate of approximately 15 to 16 per-
cent, plus the individual income surtax on the amounts of income dis-
tributed (provided the recipients thereof fall within the surtax brack-
ets), and this rate of taxation may be greatly in excess of the rate to
which the recipients would have been subject had they been operating
as individual proprietors or members of partnerships. On the other
hand, the present law discriminates very greatly in favor of large cor-
porations, since it permits the undistributed portion of their income to
escape, with a flat tax of about 163J percent, while the whole of their
income, were it obtained from businesses conducted as individual pro-
prietorships or partnerships, would be subjected to much higher rates
of taxation.

It has been urged that this is unrealistic since., in fact, the types of
business characteristically conducted by individual proprietorships,
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partnerships, and corporations are quite different, and the three
groups are essentially noncompetitive. It has been further urged
that, insofar as they are competitive, the obvious remedy is for indi-
vidual proprietorships and partnerships who do not like the discrim-
ination to incorporate.

There is competition. For example, the chain stores are destroying
our individual merchant class.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Oliphant, just at that point, are you familiar
with the fact that the largest chain store in the country, the Atlantic
& Pacifie Tea Co., has a $98,000,000 surplus already accumulated that
will not be affected by this bill; they have $54,000,000 of cash and call
loans, and they have $42,000,000 in Government securities, and they
can perpetually evade taxes under this bill simply by distribution of
earnings they made and continue the whole $90,000,000 surplus. Yet
you say they are destroying the individual merchants when the mer-
chant must pay his tax- but the A. & P. Tea Co. will not pay any tax
and will never pay it, because they are the most liquid company of

* any companies that we have got. They have a surplus of $98,000,000;
they have got $96,000 000 in cash andGovernment bonds.

Mr. OLIPHANT. I think the answer to that is the answer that I
* made a little while ago that the total rup which they represent-

the thing we are after being equality of tax burden-the total group
which they represent will pay the tax.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Oliphant, let me go on with this. In 1934
this company earned $20,000,000 and paid out $16,000,000; and
under this bill, if they continue that, as a matter of fact, in my judg-
ment, they would pay all the earnings; they would only have to pay
$4,000,000 more in order to come within the complete freedom of

* taxation under the bill. That $4 000,000 going to the stockholders
is not going to bring in anything like as much as the company now
pays. Yet you put them in a position where they will be completely
free of taxation to compete with all the merchants that must pay
taxes on whatever they make.

Senator BARKLEY. Is it not true that the more completely they dis-
tribute their earnings, the fewer stores they will buy up?

Senator BYRD. They have got $96,000,000 in cash and in Govern-
ment bonds.

Senator BARnLEY. That will run out sometime.
Senator BAILEY. I would like to have Mr. Oliphant explain how

his plan would help the small merchant as against the Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co. Now remember the Atlantic & Pacific will have
$98,000,000 in surplus.

Senator BYRD. $96,000,000 in cash and Government bonds.
Senator BAILEY. And 'no taxes to pay; but any mall groceryman

will have his taxes to pay, and the small corporation would have its
taxes to pay. Now, how can they compete with the A. & P. Tea Co
under those circumstances? You have taken the side of the small
man. I want to see how it will help the small man.

Mr. OLIPHANT. That may be boiled down to this-that bill should
have come earlier.

Senator BAILEY. Oh, well; but it did not come earlier.
Mr. OLIPHANT. It did not. I am getting now pretty far afield,

hut I raise the question as to the wisdom of continuing a tax system
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under which that condition developed because there is still a great
number of independent merchants and partnerships.

Senator BAILEY. You argued in behalf of the small merchant as
against the chain store. The question then arises as to how the
small merchant would stand the competition with :he A. & P. T.
tinder this legislation. We are not talking about what we should
have had at the beginning of time. The question that I would like
to have you answer is: How will the small man, with no surplus and
a debt pr ing taxes, ever be able to compete under this bill with the
A. & P. I. with $98,000,000 of surplus and an established business
all over the country and no taxes to pay? Now, if you ask me that,
I will be much obliged to ycu.

Mr. OLIPHANT. This bill does not, nor did it undertake to, remove
all the inequalities that exist.

Senator BAILEY. You agree that there is a glaring equality that
you cannot explain away, do you not?

Mr. OLIPHANT. Well, I think you are asking me the question as to
the wisdom of the policy of a statute which taxes existing surplus.

Senator BAILEY. No; I am asking you, since you take the side of
the small merchant against the chain stores how the small merchant
would be aided against the chain store on the facts which are agreed
here amongst us.

Mr. OLIPHANT. What I was trying to point out, I do not think the
committee was correctly informed by the witnesses when they im-
plied, by their statements, that there was no competition between
corporations on the one hand and individual businessmen and part-
nerships on the other.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Oliphant, you do not deny the statements
that I now make, that if the A. & P. T. has $98,000,000 of marketable
securities and cash, and that they have a policy of paying out nearly
all of the earnings, anyway, as shown by 1934, when they earned
$20,000,000 and paid out $16,000,000, that there is no question in
your mind that this company will pay out all of its earnings, resulting
in little additional taxes, they will save $3,000,000 in taxes-that is
what they paid in 1934-and then compete with complete freedom of
taxes with a groceryman a corner-store groceryman, who must ay
taxes to the local and Federal Government, and whatever else he has
to jpay?

Senator CONNALLY. And if they do pay that out they will still pay
the income taxes under this bill.

Senator BYRD. No; you are relieving the corporation of the
$3,000,000 tax, because, Senator, they will distribute it.

Senator CONNALLY. You misunderstand. I say, if they pay the
$3,000,000 as they do now, we will still get the'$3,000,000, and if
they distribute the balance we will get that in income taxes.

Senator BYRD. In other words, you give them $3,000,000 more to
compete with the small merchants that you say you are trying to
protect.

Senator BARKLEY. We will get them from the time they begin to
set aside a certain amount of surplus which results in the accumulation.

Senator Bynp. They can easily abandon the policy, because they
have got $98,000,000 in cash and Government bonds. They do not
need any more.

6835-96 5--9
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Senator BARKLEY. That is a question.
Senator BYRD. It is the most liquid corporation on my list here,

and I have a large number of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oliphant, do you know any way of getting

at these big concerns like the A. T. &. T? Can you do it by law?
Can you go into some of these surpluses that these gentlemen are
kicking about?

Mr. OLIPIIANT. Preliminary to a more general answer to that
question I am bound to say I think the discussion of this question
would be much more illuminating tomorrow, when we have before
us these things: First, the extent to which the figures quoted corre-
spond to the figures in the Bureau of Internal Revenue; second, what
the situation is with reference to corporations lying back of these
corporations, and then we may be able to judge what the conduct
of the men in charge of these largo corporations will be. Now, I am
enbarrassed because I am under that limitation, in the absence of
those facts that I understand we shall have tomorrow.

Senator 11AILEY. When you get those facts we will see how a small
merchant can cornpete, under this bill, with the A. & P. T.

Mr. OLIPHANT. To answer more generally your question I think it
has to be admitted that this bill does not atte.npt to remove all the
inequalities that there are between large and small businesses.

Senator BYRD. Does it not increase the inequality in this specific
instance ihat I called your attention to?

Mr. OLIPHANT. I think the long-time effect of it will be the other
way. Those reserves will be exhausted, and there are other reasons
for accumulating reserves.

Senator BYRD. Why will they be exhausted?
Mr. OLIPHANT. In time they will be exhausted.
Senator BYRD. I say, "Why?"
Mr. OLIPHANT. Because you start with a fixed sum. The process

of subtraction will exhaust it.
Senator BYvn. Unless the company loses money it will not be

exhausted because they will not pay out any dividends except from
what they earn. I do not think they will lose $98,000,000.

Senator BARKLEY. They will buy more stores and add them to
the chain.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. OLIPHANT. Thank you sir. Granting there is no competition,

still I do not believe that thece objections will stand close sentiny.
The first seems to assume that the bill aims to achieve tax equality
merely between competing concerns. I challenge that. Retail
merchants in New York and in California, barbers and makers f
misses' dresses may hardly be said to compete, but I have yet to
hear it urged that they should, therefore, be subject to differential
rates of taxation upon their net incomes. The fact is that our quest
for equality in taxation of business income is quite independent of
competition, and your committee would not for a moment listen to a
proposal that net incomes derived from some occupations should be
taxed at higher rates than those derived from others. Neither do
I believe that the gentlemen who have urged this point to your corn-
mitteo would favor any such proposition, if the questi6i were put up
to them squarely. But such is the inclination of all of us to justify
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inequities which we find already existing, that there apparently seems
to be no inconsistency between suggesting a lack of competition as a
justification for taxing the earnings of stockbrokers, and if I may, law-
yers, at a higher rate than those of manufacturers of children's rompers.

Let me turn next to the point that any one may escape this discrim-
ination by incorporating. The most obvious reply to this is that it is
not the business of Government to compel any such thing, granting it
would be socially desirable. Moreover, in many cases it simply isn't
possible.

It is a remedy which is not open, for example, to the legal profession,
and I believe that the lawyer members of this committee will agree
with me that it will be a dark day when legislation leads to the incor-
poration of our law firms in order to fit them into the framework of
our tax system. Neither is the device of incevoration open, for
example, to members of the New York Stock Exchange.

Arguing more fundamentally, however, and independently of such
special cases, are we justified in asking that people adapt the form of
organization under which they do business to the single motive of
minimizing taxes? The conduct of a private or investment banking
business by a partnership constitutes, for example, a real gesture of
good faith. It means that each partner in the enterprise is prepared
to stake his whole personal fortune upon the safety of the funds
entrusted to it anti to the integrity of its representatives and war-
ranties. It also means that he will be subject to income taxes ranging
up to 79 percent on the incomes which he derives from the business as
compared with corporation taxes aggregating only about 16% percent
on the income of his competitors who are quite satisfied with the
limited liability offered by a corporation.. Here the discrimination
in favor of the corporation and against the partnership constitutes
nothing less than a surtax upon honor and yet there are still partner-
ships of great size operating in these fields.

Senator BYRD. Mr. OJephant, at that point, the chairman here
statd-I have the greatest opinion of anything he says-that this
bill was intended to put corporations on an equality with partnerships.
That is the basis of it. Now, lot us take a small corporation of
$10,000; it owes a debt. It has, say, three partners. Now, a $10,000
corporation must pay that debt, must pay 29 percent. That is
correct, is it not? If that money is distributed to the three partners
and they have a debt, each partner getting $3,333, after taking the
exemptions off they have to pay very little.

The same thing applies to a $50,000 corp ition. If they have a
debt and must pay it they have got to pay m,, 'than 20 percent, but
if they have five persons and get $10,000 each they would not pay any-
thing like the rate the corporation would have to pay. Therefore,
in my judgment, this bill does not carry out the principle of treating
corporations as partnerships. The partnership has a tremendous
advantage.

Mr. OLIPHA . I think the example may be so-ewhat extreme
but I think it is covered by what I have said before. If you wanted
fully to carry out the principle of equity, namely, that all business
income front whatever sources derived shall bear the same tax burden,
it would be necessary to tax business profits in the hands of stock-
holders, whether they are declared out or not.
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Senator BYRD. Under this bill a small corporation must pay a debt,
or if it reserves some of its earnings for surplus it will pay much more
taxes than a partnership say of two or three or four people.

The CHAIRMAN. When you give us a response on that question
you will take that into consideration.

Senator GERRY. I have another question on that.
Senator KiNo. May I eay, I should hate to think the aim of this

bill was to destroy corporations by compelling them to enter into
partnerships, to apply the same yardstick as to individuals. Corpora-
tions serve a great useful purpose socially es well as economically.
Legislation aimed to destroy them I do not think is right.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think anybody connected with this bill
believes that the purpose is to destroy corporations.

Senator BYRD. I do not believe that at all.
The CHAIRMAN. The Senator intimated that.
Senator BYRD. The smaller corporation pays a much higher tax

under a number of conditions than a partnership would pay under
exactly similar conditions.

Senator GRRY. I4 it not also true that after a corporation pays this
tax, if it distributes later it must pay out on the amount it distributes
while after the partnership pays the tax it pays it once and for all and
can keep what is distributed to them. So there is definitely an
advantage in the case of partnerships.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Oliphant.
Mr. OLIPHANT. I am coming to point no. VII. I do not believe

that the answers which have been made by the witnesses of the opposi-
tion to the constructive case on this point are entitled to carry
conviction. Let us look therefore, to their own constructive case-
to the reasons which they advance why corporation earnings should be
taxed at lower rates than if they had accrued to individuals. These
reasons, in all of the many forms in which they have recurred through.
out the testimony which you have heard during the past 2 weeks, can
be summed up into the general proposition that undistributed cor-
poration c.arnings represent a form of savings, and that savings ought
to be treated with a particular tenderness by the tax collector since
they form the stuff from which our country has been built and are the
only means by which its progress may continue. •

There are economists who believe that under present circumstances
we are suffering from oversaving rather than undersaving, but let us
waive their arguments and go to the opposite extreme of granting for
the moment the point made by these witnesses, that is, that corpora-
tion savings should be accorded special treatment. Do not these
gentlemen prove too much? The aspect of this income which is
alleged to justify such special treatment is not that it accrues to cor-
porations but that it is designated for saving. If then, we are to
accord a preferential tax treatment to funds saved by corporations,
1" e ought equally, to accord such treatment to sums saved by indi-
viduals. Are you gentlemen willing to go that far, realizing that to do
so would completely vitiate theproductiveness of the higher brackets
of the individual income tax, and force us to raise the great bulk of the
revenue for the support of the Federal Government by excises on con.
sumption? The question answers itself.

Recurring then to the main point, if the savings of individuals are
not to be accorded special tax treatment, neither should those of
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corporations, and I believe you will find upon reflection that most of
the testimony which has been presented to you with respect to the
necessity of according special treatment to those portions of corpora-
tion income used for expansion of plant, increase in iventory, repay-
ment of debt, end so forth, are covered by this general principle.

An argument upon which opponents of the proposed tax policy,
Mr. Noel Sargent for example, have laid considerable stress is that
it would tend to intensify both booms and depressions. This unde-
sirable consequence is supposed to result from the effects of increased
dividend disbursements in good times and reduced disbursements in
bad times upon the course of the stock prices. As a matter of fact,
common sense may be relied upon to establish just the contrary
conclusion. The greater probability is that booms and depressions
would be reduced rather than increased in severity as a result of the
proposed now tax.

During the 'twenties the practice of reinvesting a large proportion
of corporate earnings led to three notable developments. First,
there occurred an excessive expansion of plant and equipment in
certain industries notably in some branches of the building industry.
Second, there took place an accumulation of idle surplus funds in the
hands of corporations, which reduced the purchasingpower necessary
to maintain a smooth flow of industrial products. Finally, there was
a great increase in corporate loans to the stock market, these loans
serving to augment speculation. As a concrete illustration of the
accumulation of idle corporate funds during that period we may cite
the increase of $5.6 billions between 1926 and 1929 in the cash hold.
ings of corporations reporting balance sheets to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. With respect to the financing of stock-market specula-
tion, brokers' "loans for the account of others", representing very
largely the lending of unneeded corporate reserves, increased from
$600,000,000 in 1926 to $3,600,000,000 in 1929.

A wider distribution of corporation earnings during this period, in
place of so larga a volume of reinvestment of earnings, would have
served to reduce the force of each of these three causes of overexpan-
sion and speculation. Moreover, to the extent to which additional
dividends were spent for consumers' goods, wholesome industrial
activity would have been more amply sustained.

Some of your witnesses lay considerable store by the charge that the
proposed tax is a step in the direction of Government regulation and
regimentation of business corporations. Mr. Noel Sargent in parti-
cular makes this assertion, on the ground that the tax "sets up a basic
standard amount which should be retained as reerves and puts a tax
penalty upon reserves beyond such arbitrary fixed standards." This
argument will scarcely bear examination. The low corporate surtax
rates on the first 30 to 40 percent of reinvested income permit a
moderate and reasonable use of this method of raising capital. If
more is needed there are many other means of raising it to some of
which I have earlier referred in some detail. In view of tiese various
and simple methods of increasing the capital of a corporation, it is to
say the least an exaggeration to claim that tho proposed tax involves
"regimentation" and 'planning." If the bill has the effect of bringing
about a greater distribution of dividends, it will have the result, not
as Mr. Sargent says of "substituting Government discretion for that of
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management as to the amount of earnings which should be retained
in the business", but of substituting the discretion of the actual
owners of corporations, their stockholders, for that. of their directors.
So far as this might be accomplished, the effect of the bill would be
democratic rather than autociati6, in the direction of a more liberal,
rather than a regimented economy.

That concludes the statement.
The CHAImAN. Now, do any of the Senators want to ask Mr.

Oliphant any questions?
Senator KING. Mr. Chairman, before we adjourn, I called attention

a few moments ago to the remarkable decline in the issuance of
securities by corporations in the United States since the Securities
Exchange Commission and to the increase in the issue of securities
in other countries. I have here thj list to whibh I referred. I said
I would put it in the record later on. I desire now the permission of
the chairman and the committee to read a few sentences here and
then put them in the record. This is from The Chase Economic
Bulletin. [Reading:]

But even as modified by the amendments of 1934 and the intelligent rulings
of the Securities and Exehange'Commtisson it remains unduly drastle, making
responsible directors reluctant to assume the personal obligations involved in
putting out new securities and especially new stock issue, so that the flow of new
capital into corporations is greatly reduced. Moreover, what new capital cor-
porations are geftng is, to an undue extent, taking the form of bonds rather than
stocks. The legislation on the other hand, imposes no liabilities and no regulation
in the case of the United States Government, State, and municipal securities.
•The following table is significant as showing how the stream of new capital to
American corporations has dropped almost to a trickle, while In most other
countries, despite the depression, the drop has been very much less:

Indices of new domestic corporate capital issues in different countria I

Uited United Get. Switeer. I ether.
States I do ., lind4 Om lant s( 119M IIDO) 100)

100) '100) 100) 100) 100)

19 3 ........................... 100.0 100.0. .......... 100. 0 100.0 100.0
1924 ........................... 114-9 1311 100.o 67.7 245.1 1M12 .7
9m ........................... 13.7 19&,5 0,6 S.2 20.5 22& 29666

1 6 ........................... It. 5 208.4 I 00&.7 111.9 159.2 14 6 2n .0
1927 .......................... 17 9 W0.. 48..5 102.8 10.1 9.4 229.6
19A3 ........................... 214. 2 383 0&.2 204.? 13& & 707.7
1929 ........................... 20&6 2189 3812 M 0. 52& 2 1818 M0.5
190 ......................... 170.1 18.4 i5262 0.8 45 88 154.8 I 2 .7
1431 .......................... a.9 1&0 S4al 27.6 140.8 1, 7.7
19 2 ........................... 113 12.0 615 29.7 21.9 9. 47.6
1933.......................... 6.&1 140. 7 91.0 76. 27&12 64.0 1M9
1934 ......................... 8 8 157.9 121.4 90.0 12? 89.1 79.2
93.......................... S. 239.6....... .......... .......... ..........

J9M (irst quuur) ............. .S ............................. ....................

I because of the various ways of recording data tn the above contries the indeed fo the different coun.
tries sir not In all repecpt comnf.able. Tbey dit however, show the tren to each country and, allowingf or a.mall mraln ot error due to differences in Items Includel in each series, the Lndexes may be taken as
fiNTdl 110eat fee relative ment Of new Issued 1n these eountriM.

Sources:
I Commer ii & Financial Chroncle.
$ Midland Bank Monthly Review.
* Statlsticbes Jah'buch Fu r Din Deutsch Reich 1935. Figures do not taclude s6rity Issues by the

ra lway company or the pta admInLstration whlch fundIon In part as private undtakinp.
I cook cstatstlv ofJapan, 123t1-35.
#Statlstches 7shrbcbh &r Schwe, 1930-34.
SBanea Commieriae iltalana Movimento Ewoormloo Del' Itall ad Anorlo Statletlco ItAt11o,

I Isarles Voo Nederland.
SBased on "t quarter C4 1923.
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Senator BARKLEY. That is the statement issued by the Chase
National Bank?

Senator KINo. By Dr. Anderson.
Senator BARKLEY. He is the statistician and economist too?
Senator KiNo. Yes; those are based upon the figures he obtained.
Senator BARKLEY. I would like to reserve the right to insert the

appropriate section from the report of the Securities and Exchange
Commission on that subject.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to state that in the morning we have
asked the Secretary of the Treasury to be here with certain data. The
session tomorrow necessarily will be executive, if he gives certain
facts that have been requested. It will be an executive session in
the morning at 10 o'clock.

I would like to ask Mr. Oliphant and the Treaury officials in the
meanwhile, if one has not already been prepared, to begin at the
retention of about 30 percent of your profits and put a 15-percent
tax on them, and graduate it upward, raising it upward, where they
retain 50 percent and more, to get enough revenue to make $623,000,-
000.

Senator BAILEY. You mean on the substitute proposition?
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to get those figures, so the committee

can consider them with the others.
Senator BYRD. Is that on the basis of the substitute?
The CHAIRMAN. This is a proposition for the consideration of the

committee, where we begin on a basis of 15 percent on corporation
profits, and then graduate it upward, with a supertax on top of that.

Mr. OLIPHANT. You are assuming there the retention of the cor-
porate income tax, is that it?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; on the basis, say, of a 30-percent retention,
30 percent or under, say at 15 percent. That is about the present
rate. Then graduate it, upward, where they retain more than 50
percent, put it on a 60 percent basis. In other words, see if we can
get $623,000,000 on that basis. The committee can consider that in
connection with this other proposal.

Senator BAILEY. Could we have some data on the subject of the
substitute?

The CHAIRMAN. That substitute will bring in, as was stated before,
an income of $623,000,000, if you give a $1,000 exemption on $20,000
profit, and they are figuring whether or not they will go a little higher
on the exemption.

Senator BYRD. Is this the substitute offered by the Treasury Depart-
ment for the pending bill?

The CHAIRMAN. No; that is not a substitute particularly.' You
will recall that at the beginning of this hearing I requested some
figures, and it is in response to that request that a more simplified
form be prepared to take the place of these four schedules.

Senator BYRD. This does not necessarily have the endorsement of
the Treasury Department?

The CHAIRMAN. No. That was prepared at our instance and I
think this other estimate can be gotten out for your consideration in
connection with this matter.

The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock in the morning at which
time we will meet in executive session.

(Exhibit referred to by Mr. Haas during the course of Mr. Oli-
phant's statement follows:)
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INFORMATION WITS RzsPUCT To CYCLICAL VARIATIONS IN THl PROPORTION O
CORPORATION EARNINGS PAID OUT IN DIVIDENDS

The following table shows the proportion of statutory net Income paid out In
cash dividends by all corporations showing net income, during the years 1922-33,
inclusive, and the Treasury's estimates of such proportion for the years 1934,
1935, and 10:

Stalutory net iineome and eash dividends paid, corporations shoring net income
[In millions of dolhr]

Cabhdir- Rst nor
dendsplld, cash divi-

Statutory corpcr- dens pu
net income tinsshow-ins Dot to stat utory

Income ned h0004

Percisi
192 ............................................................... . 9 21153 5.
1923 ............................................................... &322 3.821 4.
I'm ------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- --------- ,887 & 993 527

92 ............................................................... 9,554 4&817 a 5
................................................................ , on & 8 57.2

92............................................................. .. 5. 92 S7MU 64.
3 ............................................................... .3A 615 4 &M 610
I99 ............................................................... 11 "4 7,542 07.1
1930 .............................................................. 6,49 1841 54
1933 ......................................................... 3.65OM 2,872 13W.1
1932 ................................................ ...... .133 2 W07.5a
3503...................................................~ u 2,_rl Z3"4 79.9
1934'.................................................. 4.2a) Z 2, M 612
393,........................................................ 4500 2.990 a544
1936'f......................................................... 7,200 2,540 49.2

SEstimrated.

The vears referred to in the above table are calendar years, and the data are
not available for years prior to 1922 or subsequent to 1933. It will be noted
that the Treasury's estimate of the proportion of statutory net income to be dis-
tributed by income corporations during the calendar year 1936 Is substantially
higher than that actually distributed during the somewhat analogous years 1922
and 1923, when corporations were recovering from the much less severe depression
of 1921. t is also of interest that even in such years as 1925 gnd 1928, during
which business was recovering from the relatively minor recessions of 1924 and
1027 respectively, the proportion of statutory net Income distributed as cash
dividends declined somewhat.

whereupon, at 4:50 p. r., the committee adjourned until 10
o'clock of the following day, Wednesday, May 13, 1936.)

Subsequently the following briefs, statements, and letters were re-
ceived and ordered printed in the record.)

(Reprinted from hearings held before the Committee on Ways and Means, [louse of
Representative,, 74th Cong., 2d ses., on the Revenue Act, 19361

STATE UNT O FRANK It. HALT, NzW YORK CITr. DnwxTOs AND GsNAL COUNSI.M
Or THE CORN PRODUCTr8 IIININO CO., AND REpnra2NnNo ALSO THE CORN
Rml NIxNO RmEAL4cH FOUNDATIOr

Mr. Hra. Mr. Hall, State your name and the capacity in which you nppear.
Mr. HlAz. My name is Frank H. Hall, 17 Battery Place, New York City,

director and general counsel of the Corn Products Refining Co.
Mr. ln u. And you are appearing hvre on behalf of that company?
Mr. TWA, Of that company end the Corn leaning Research Foundaton.
Mr. IImIU How much time would you require for your statement?
Mr. JIAL . About 10 minutes.
Mr. ii. You are recognized for 10 minutes. Please proceed.
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Mr. HALL Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I want to speak only with relation

to that part of the proposed tax bill which is referred to in section 24 of the
subcommittee report, particularly on page 9. That Is the "windfall" tax. That
sentence on page 9 reads:

'The selling price should be adjusted by the deduction of any amounts subse-
quently repaid to the purchaser, on or before March 3, 1930, or pursuant to a
bona-fide written contract entered Into on or before March 3, 1938, as reimburse-
ment for the amount included In the price on account of the excise tax."

I am really speaking in behalf of the second class of concerns mentioned In
the beginning of section 24.

"Dealers who Included the amount of a Federal excdse tax in the price of
goods sold by them but who wezre subsequently reiiuburps'! by their vendors for
the amount of the tax."

Immediately following the decision of the United States Supreme Court on
the constitutionality of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the corn refiners sent
to the press or reeased to the press and sent ont to the trade the following
notice:

"The Corn Industries Research Foundation announces today that 10 corn.
refining companies who have tax refunds coming to them as a result of the
decision of the Supreme Court, invalidating the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
have advised the foundation that their companies neither desire nor Intend
to derive any profit from the return of these taxes, and that it Is their Inten-
tion that these refunds shall be rAssed on to their customers Just as soon as
the way Is legally clear and the necessary preliminary computations and adjust-
ments can be effected.

"Says the foundation: 'The burden of processing taxes In general was borne
by the ultimate consumer, and this Industry would feel itself unjustly en.
riched unless It attempted, to the best of Its ability, to restom these taxes to
the people who acually paid them.'

"The following coin refiners are members of the foundation: Anerican Maize
Products Co., Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Clinton Co., Corn Products Refining Co.,
the IHubinger Co., the Huron Ml'~ing Co.. Inc., the Keever Starch Co., Penick &
Ford, Ltd., Inc., Piel Bros. Starch Co., A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Union
Starch & Refining Co."

Under date of February 4, 0, and 10, three of the companies interested in the
Industry sent notices to the entire trade. One of these contained this clause:

"There has been some dlusslon bout Congress passing a retroactive excise
tax which would oblige us to pay these refunds over to the United States Gov-
ernment. There Is some uncertainty conceruIng the regulations of the Treasury
Department In connection with the Income-tax laws.

"It may be some time before we will know definitely that we are free of the
possibility of having to pay all or a portion of these refunds to the Government.
We are, of course, hopeful that these uncertainties will be eliminated by the
time our computations are completed."

In a second letter to the trade there was this paragraph:
"As you have doubtless seen in the public lpres, various proposals are being

made in Washington which include the possibility of the levying of a retro-
active excise tax equivalent in amount to the invalidated processing taxes. If
Congrem should put into effect this, or a similar proposal, then the fund which
we now hold would have to be paid to the United States Government, anti
not to our customers. It follows that tbe'distribution of the fund must await
the time when we can determine with reasonable certainty the action which
Congress may take. Obviously, It would be unreasonable to expect that we
should distribute this fund to our customers so long as we are threatened with
the possibility of having to repay the fund to the United States'Government."

The first of those letters went out February 4 and the second February 6. On
February 11 our own company sent this letter to Its entire trade:

Na~w YOxr, N. Y., Fcbuusry 11, 1936.
Re: Refund of processing taxes.

To Our 0uatvoeere:
Ia order to, be prepared to promptly comply with the announced policy of

our industry, his company is now engaged in computing the adjustments due
our customers on account of the processing taxes previously Impounded by the
coui"t and now returned.to us or withheld from paymenL
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We can be greatly assisted In this work If our customers will promptly fur-
nish us with the dates and numbers of our invoices covering goods shipped
them between July 31, 1935, and January 7, 1930.

Do not Include invoices covering crude or refined oil, hydrol, or feed, as the
tax on these Items was absorbed by the manufacturer and was not Included In
the price.

Yours very truly,
Cos PIWnuers SALtS' C3o.,

Acountlng Deportment.
On March 3, 1 have a copy of a letter here which I sent to a number of our

customers In response to demands, "Why don't we get the money? It is safer in
our hands than yours." And I would like to read from that letter:

"Our company Is now engaged In preparing to make distribution of these
refunds but feels, In view of the announced policy of the administration and
the taxiaws proposed to be submit ted to Congress, that we cannot actually make
any of these refunds until we know more definitely the final action to be taken
by the Senate and the House of Representatives on this matter.

"We sincerely hope that no legislation will be enacted which will prevent our
paying over the recovered taxes to those of our customers who we feel should
be entitled to recelvE the refunds and who we expect, In turn, will account
therefor to their customers In those cases where the tax was reflected in their
prices."

Briefly, then, gentlemen, I am only speaking regarding the limitation which
the subcommittee has recommended, that credit be allowed in connection with
the "windfall" tax for any refund which thr processor may have made to his
customer prior to March 3, 1930, or pursuant to a written contract made prior
to Lat date.

In other words, if you will take the description of the dealer which appears in
the first part of this paragraph of the subcommittee's report, the dealer who
included the amount of the Federal excise tax in the price of goods sold by thb-m,
but who were subsequently reimbursed by their vendors for the amount of the
tax, and no matter when they were reimbursed, permit the processor to satlpfy
his trade, if his trade did pass the tax on In the price, he, In turn, to mjake a
report and account for it.

I trust I have made the point clear, gentlemen. I am only speaking of the
limitation that, as things stand now, In case a processor has, prior to March
3, repaid his customers whatever tax he may have recovered by virtue of the
decision of the Supreme Court, that is passed, and this "windfall" tax does
not apply.

In our industry we promised the money to our customers, but li an excess of
caution, perhaps, waiting to see what the legislation would be, we have not
yet paid It off but have set It asile in a fund. We promised it to our customers,
and we ask you to give us the same opportunity to refund it to them.

Thank you.

MEMORANoUM RVArIsO To Tem NAnooAL Rm'muu Bi or' 13 (H. R. 1236)

By Associated Industries of Rhode Island and Rhode Island branch of the
National Metal Trades Assoclation

'le Associated Industries of Rhode Island and the Rhode Island branch of
the National Metal Trades Association, on behalf of our members, desire to
express our agreement with the presentations made by other witnesses as to
the dangers and difficulties presented to corporate enterprise by the form of
taxation incorporated In the national revenue bill for 193.

We particularly desire to approve and endorse the statement of John NY.
O'Leary, president of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute, of Chicago,
Ill., with which many of our metial-working concerns, through their several
trades association, are affiliated. We also wish to approve and endorse presen-
tations by witnesses on behalf of both the National Association of Manufac-
turers and the United States Chamber of Commerce, with which many of our
individual members are allied.

Briefly, we desire to present the picture of the economic conditions under
which Rhode Island is now struggling and what we conceive will be the prac-
tical working out of the proposed legislation, If passed in Its present form.
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"Results", said the small boy, "are what we expect. Consequences are what we
get."

The statistics of income for 1933 compiled from Income-tax returns by the
United States Treasury Department, Bureau of Internal Revenue, are the latest
State figures available In which corporation returns are broken down for the
State of Rhode Island.

The figures for Rhode Island for 4 years of prosperity (1i26-29), Inclusive,
and 4 years of depression (1O-33), inclusive, the latest figures available, are
as follows, money figures In thousands of dollars:

Returi sbowing net Lerem Returns slowiag deficit
Year Num- Number

Yer Total ber. NIuM-
a ura - , O ross N et e t- ros s D e ic t rn s

w~. oom $ with Taxm Deficit owinggbeurns e n L., u.[amom$ IDem Tx it aon
defiit data

196................. . M 1.20% 6K015 4%396 &477 1,1"5 zAs. z 60 ............
19M ................ 2,688 L TA ,728 4K 046 ,71 947 Io.030 16,93 20
19 .................... 2,.71 1, 625 0,1,9.50 i72 A8m 1 ,00 187,610 15,107 243
I92 9................ 2.l964 1,50 83,002 54,487 ,504 1,07 23L 83 19,7t1 247

Total ................. ......... 195,661 2Z, 37............73,671 - -----------

1930........... 3,00 1. 370 SAM33 2%345 %6n7 1,450 3706683 37,78M 248
19312......... ... .... 8&,127 1,217 283,321 1& 154 1,65? 1.635 373.103 6&%867 256
1937 ................. 1N 662 127,045 9,2D0 1.147 %,327 347,445 CA 012 24.5
193.................. 3.272 84o 14,510 23401 3.148 2,1432117,066 37,079 283

Total ..................... 7,2 85........ ..... 22,4... .... ...- i

While Individual State returns in the above form for 1934 and 1935 are not
available as yet, official Government data on national income produced, busi-
ness savings or losses, and income paid out are available for 1934. The Novem-
ter 1935 Survey of Current Business, published by the Department of Commerce,
gives the national income as follows:

TABLE I.-NaHoPial fnconie paid out and produce

M Mljow ot dollar

item 1929 1930 1931 l9iM 1933 1934

loOmeO produced ..................................... 81,034 67,917 8384 9.145 41, 48,861
Business savings ..................................... 2.402 -3, 015 -,20 -8,17 -3,Ck52 -1,6 9

Lnoomep1d out ............................... 7M32 7932 61.704 48-62 K44 K 9

Current reports and official releases issued slne November 1935 give a
fairly accurate picture of the national income for 1935. We purposely avoid
reference to continuing studies such as that of the National Bureau of Eco
nomie Research and other research bodies. We believe that upon the official
record and recent administration statements it is fair to assume that while
conditions in Rhode Island, for various reasons, have somewhat improved
since 1033, the returns fur 1934 show a very substantial loss and that for 1035
they will show that a balance between net Income abd deficit was almost
reached.

The 3,273 Rhode Island corporation Income-tax returns for 193 prove con-
clusively, when related to population and Government figures of the gainfully
employed, that the average taxpaying corporation of Rhode Island is small.

Although noted for its density of population and proportionate Industrializa-
tion, as well as its lack of geographical area, it should be kept in mind that
even in Rhode Island industrial wage earners constitute on the average less
than halt of those gainfully employed. Also that in 1933, while the Census
of Manufacturers reported only 1,254 employers, corporate income-tax return



for that year, including all others, totaled 3,273. The latest available Census
of Manufacturers' figures for Rhode Island are those of 1033, which follow,
with those of 109 for a basis of comparison:

Census of Manufacturers' Figures for Rhode Island

Number wage

year repocting, earner

12.................................. ......... 17011 126.068193 ........................... ... 1,254 92.12

The substantial drop in both the number of manufacturers and wage earners
In Rhode Island for 1929 to 1933 tells its own sad story and needs no com-
ment. It Is also dlrect!y connected with our unemployment and relief problem.
All figures and relationships are, of course, directly or Indirectly connected with
the tax problem, both local and national. 'The statement that less than 1 per-
cent of the manufacturers of the country employ as many as 1,000 and that less
than one-tenth of 1 percent employ as many as 2,500 Is, therefore, substantially
verified In Rhode Island.

Rhode Island Federal corporation taxes for 1034, amounting to $3,857,410.55,
Increased In 1935 to $4,604,121.34, an Increase of approximately 22 percent.
The grand-total Federal-tax payment for Rhode Island, amounting to $14,93-
13550 In 1934, increased to $15,450,061.45 in 1M35, an Increase of 3 percent.

Every intelligent employer realizes that taxes must be paid. They view them
as a necessary Incident of doing business, the same as cost of materials, labor,
or general overhead expenses Every tilink!ng person also must realize that
the burden of taxation Is necessarily going to Increase In the years Immediately
ahead. Many students of the problem of taxation, while accepting the neces-
sity of an Increased tax burden, seriously bAieve that fundamental American
Institutions, such as democracy and liberty Itself, are perilously at stake.

Regardless of partisan politics, or honest differences of opinion as to the
relative value of temporary expedients or long-term objectives, our members-
and we believe the vast majority of our eltizens-belle-e In the preservation of
our institutions, Incluling the much-maligned profit-and-loss system.

Senator Wagner recently said:
"The single question worthy of debate concerns, not what must be done but

rather the respective spheres that Government on the one hand and private
Indusry on the other should occupy In doing It, and the extent to which their
efforts should coalesce."

le also said:
"If we are resolved to purify rather than to discard our American system,

governmental actton must play second fiddle to the voluntary efforts of Industry
and labor, working together."

President Roosevelt also recently said:
"Legislation has Its place. Often it has been necessary for the welfare of

labor or capital, or both, but It Is a remedy to be taken with great caution, or
it may prove worse than the disease."

Administration studies and reports on the balance sheet of all American busi-
ness, whether reviewed from the standpoint of the depletion of reserves or the
excess of Income paid out over Income produced, conclusively prove that during
the depression more than $20,000,000,000 was wiped out by the end of 1033,
Rhode Island returns for that period also clearly indicate that we suffered our
proportionate loss.

National returns for 194 clearly indicate that substantial loss, although
decreased, continued in that year.

Tentative figures for 1935, according to Harold I Ickes, approached a bal-
ance. Quoting from the New York Times of February 2, 193, In which he is
reported to have said:

"A recent report issued by the Department of Commerce shows our success.
The national lucome produced Is at last within striking distance of the Incomepaid out."

Although State and local taxation, both of which are also Increasing, are
not directly concerned, they cannot be entirely forgotten In any consideration
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of the tax burden, our social, economic, and political institutions an carry, "if
we are resolved to purify rather than to discard our American System."

Any plan of taxation at the present time must necessarily call for high rates
of tax In order to provide the needed revenue. With that thought in mlni,
we would respectfully suggest that In the approach to a proper balance, more
emphasis be placed upon reduced Federal expenditures rather than upon In-
creased taxation.

Regardless of the necessary amount of the burden, whatever it may be, our
main objection i to the inevitable confusion, Inequities, and injustices that are
bound to result from passage of the bill to Its present form. With the purpose
of the undistributed earnings tax, stated to be to prevent avoidance of surtax
by individuals through unreasonable or unnecessary accumulation of Income
by corporatfons, we have no quarrel. However, in this State such cases are a
rare exception rather than the general rule. It is also our opinion that it is a
fundamental error to establish a general rule for all corporations based upon
exceptional cases.

We desire to particularly direct your attention to:
1. The serious impairment of capital surplus and assets that has already

taken place.
2. The credit position of our corporations with both the local banking insti-

tutions and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
3. The necessity for expansion of credit, particularly in the durable and

capital goods Indistries that have already suffered the most and in which un-
employment is the greatest.

4. The indirect as well as the direct effect upon the capital-goods Industry.
Falluie to expand or modernize Illustrate the point; and

5. Most Important of all, the practical effect if this law had been in force
prior to and during the depression.

The Government statistics for all Rhode Island corporations for the 8-year
period, 1926 to 1933, Inclasive, given above, indicate that for that period there
was a net deficit of $13,0,1,000. It should be noted that 4 years of exceptional
prosperity, as well as 4 years of our worst depression, are Included in that
period. It should also he neted that the net Income of all Rhode Island corpo-
rations of more than $12.5.000.000 accumulated during the 4 years of prosperity
was more than wiped out during the 4 years of the depression and an addi-
tional deficit of nearly $14,000,000 was left at the end of 1033. The net results
for all Rhode Island corporations for the 8-year period, 1926 to 1933, inclusive,
covering 4 years of exceptional prosperity and 4 years of exceptional depression,
was therefore a net deficit of approximately $14,000,000.

The Rhode Island figures of the Census of Manufactures given above indicate
that in 1033 there were approximately 450 fewer manufacturers in that State
than there were in 1929. What would have been the effect bad this tax bill
been In effect? The banks and the Reconstruction Finance. Corporatlon can
supply part of the answer.

The following Rhode Island corporations, vith which we are familiar, are
typical Illustrations of the way the proposed law would work out in practice:

Corporation A.Ths company has been established for a great many years.
It has been prosperous, and over a long period of years has built up a large
surplus which is sufficient to protect It against practically any contingency that
may arise. Its plant and machinery are modern and up-to-date, and even
through the years of the depression it has continued to make profits. Con-
trolling interests are persons having high Incomes and subject to high rates of
surtax. Some years ago counsel advised the company that In view of the pro-
visions of section 102 (formerly sec. 220) of the various revenue acts It should
adopt the policy of paying out all of Its earnings as dividends.

Under the new bill the company would be able to continue to pay out all of
Its earnings and will not be taxed. The Government will therefore lose the
taxes amounting to approximately 16 percent of the annual Inccme of the
corporation which t now receives. In view of the fact that the stockholders
are already receiving and paying surtaxes on the company's entire income,
due to the fact that It is all distributed, the only gain to offset this loss of 16
percent will be the 4-percent normal tax which the shareholders will pay on
dividends under the new law.

7orporation B.-This company was in bankruptcy about 10 years ago. A re-
organization was effected and new management was brought into the picture.
The company had an old plant and obsolete equipment. It was faced with
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every conceivable handicap, except with respect to management. The new
management was energetic and Intelligent. As earnings developed they were
plowed back into the business. By doing this the company was able to revamp
its plant, replace the old equipment with the very latest equipment, and to build
up a surplus as a protection for the future. During the entire period only one
dividend of $1 per share was paid. The stockholders were not people of wealth
In the high surtax brackets, but they permitted such use of the earnings because
they realized that it was the only way to put the business on a sound and
profitable basis. Through these policies a splendid business has been developed
and the number of employees has been substantially increased, with employ-
meat and wages well maintained even through the depression period, and a
substantial profit realized each year.

The company is now in sJch a position that the proposed tax measure
will cause it no particular direct hardship. Called upon to distribute all of
Its earnings, the further use thereof for expansion and equipment will cease,
but the company can endure this because of the fact that it has been able
to accomplish Its major objectives in prior years. Had the proposed tax,
however, been in operation during the past few years, the company could not
have accomplished its restoration, for It could not have paid out Its earnings
in dividends and at the same time have borrowed for machinery, equipment,
and plant expansion. It would have been compelled to retain an old and out-of-
date plant and doubtless would -ave fallen by the wayside long before thi.

Corporation C.dohis company was badly embarrassed about 10 years tgo.
Its working capital was Inadequate. It had an overdue mortgage and heavy
bank loans. It was a member of an Industry In which competition was severe
and margin of profit slIght. The banks were consulted and were persuaded
that their only hope of any material repayment lay in continuation of the
buslness. Through excellent management, constant hard work, and careful
planning the company has paid off its mortgage debt and the bulk of its debts,
and although it has lost money in some years It has shown a substantial profit
for the period. It has been necessary, however, for the company to use all
available funds for debt reduction, and it ha.4 been forced to struggle along
with old machinery and equipment. It has also been compelled at all times
to operate on a minimum of working capital. The company is now in a position
where it cannot continue longer in successful competition with better situated
concerns unless it brings its plant and machinery up to date.

The banks understand the situation and are willing to permit the company
to devote the profit of the past year to such uses, rather than toward paying
off further portions of the bank indebtedness. They would not, of course,
be willing to permit the payment of these earnings out as dividends, and if
the proposed tax had been In effect the result would have been that only 57%
percent of those earnings would have been available for the rehabilitation
program, an inadequate sum for present needs.

GNRAL CDNO(VUS1ONS

Although not susceptible of statistical 5 .oof, the $26,631,000,000 excess of
national income paid out over the national income produced is substantial
proof that a heavy tax upon undistributed earnings, such as the possible 42%
percent in the national revenue bill of 1930 now pending in the Senate, would
have played havoc with industry had It been in effect during the last 10 years.

If the reserves had not been created, obviously they would not have been
available for distribution during the emergency. What the effects upon unem-
ployment and suffering during the depression would have been nobody cun
definitely say. Ilowever, there can hardly be any reasonable doubt about the
increase In bankruptcy with its disastrous effect, not only upon corporations
and their stockLolders but upon employees and Ihe general public as well.

The new, small, and struggling concerr, unable to create reserves except
at prohibitive cost, would operate, if at all, under an unfairly heavy handicap
Reserves created In the past by the large ond strong would place them in the
positin of practial monopoly in competition with their siaaller or weaker
competitor.

The confusion, inequity, and Injustice in the manifold ramifications of the
application of the law to the diverse corporate circumstances are too apparent
to need ampllficatiou.
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We prefer and advocate the constructive position of lower taxes through

reduced Government expenditures. Coupled with a rising tide of business,
which would mean Increased Government income, a sound, healthy flnan(cal
condition could thus soon be achieved.

On general principles, may we again point out the necessity for increased
production and a wider distribution at lower costs if the welfare of all is to be
served A constantly rising standard of living for all necessitates an ever-
increasing volume of production and its wider distribution at a cost within the
reach of all. Plenty, not scarcity, Is the crying need of the times Organizition,
science, and Invention have placed it within our reach, If we but have the intel-
lgence to grasp the opportunity. Cooperation, not strife, is the keynote of the
future. Democracy and liberty, founded upon justice anti acvompanled by
Christian charity, should be our goal. Condemnation and tearing down of those
who are largely responsible for the creation of the possibility of plenty is not
the answer. Distribution is essential, but permanent and wide distribution can
only be maintained upon a sound basis. Production precedes distribution. A
spiritual, moral, and social awakening, as well as material, is what we need.

FINAL INCLUSION

In conclusion, we believe that the proposed bill is unduly complex, Involved,
and confusing. That the undistributed-earnings tax as applied is economically
unsound. That serious inequalities and injustices would result, even if it did
not ultimately prove disastrous. That the holding-company provisions ate
unnecessary and unwise. Therefore, for these reasons, among others, believing
that the proposed national revenue bill of 1938 in its present form is economically
unsound, impractical, and unwise, we most strongly urged that you oppose its
passage.

Respectfully submitted.
RIIoDE IsLAND BRANcH OF THE NATIONAL MrrAL TwkDcs ASSOCIATION,

By Tri0sAs A. B.aav.
ASSOoIAMI) INDUShIMES OF RHODE ISLAND,

By JAmIs A. RoosGs.

SuPPLEmENTAL IEeoRAxDuM RnIAriNO To RA-ra or TAx Ox UNDISnaIj-
Psonrs Is lorosnDs ItRTNur Aer OF I93O (II. R. 1239M)

By Associated Industries of Rhode Islnnd and Rhode Island branch of the
National Metal Trades Association

This memorandum Is supjlemented to a memorandum already filed. Its pur-
pose Is to discuss the proposed rates (of tax in the pending revenue bill (1H. BL
12395) and to point out their actual effect.

The tax rates as expressed In the bill are highly deceptive. They are ex-
pressed with relation to adjusted net Income rather than with respect to undis-
tributed net income. Yet und!stributed net Income Is all that the corporation
will have left in its possession and available for its own purposes after paying
dividends and taxes.

Thus the suggested brackets and rates applicable to an income of $10,000 are
as follows:

Rate (per-
U~tistrbutod net iiioni Percentot en)oftax Amatolnet inome on net in- tax

,owo ................................................... 10 1 $100

..20 --------------------------------------------------- 20 24 I ,0lrMJ------------------------0 245 2,200
70........ 29 .7 3 %$W
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Tho effect of the foregoing ratos, calculated in percentages of the amount of
retained or undistributed income, pit-sc'ts quite a different picture from the
rates as applied to the net Income:

Undistributed net Income Amount of
tax

Percentase
of t"a re-
tationto Un-
distributed
net Income

,0oJ1 ........................................................................... $100 10
2,00 ................................................................ 330 170.
00........................................I ...................... 750 231

D4.................................................................. 1.3001 32;
KO5..................................................................... I1SIMi 37
$6,000 ................................................................... 2.4001 40
$7,M..................................................... ............ OW 42

The brackets and rates suggested for corporations having net Incomes of
more than $10,000, applied to a net Income of $100,000, are as follows:

Ratie of (Us
Undistibaot Inin Percentof onl net It; - Amount of

.10,0 ................................................. 1) 4 14,000
2D,000................................................... .0 9 91000
30,00 ........................................... W 13 0
40,000................................................. 40 25 25.000
50,000 ................................................... 30 35 35%000
57,500)................................................... 57.8 42.5 92500

The taxes payable, according to the foregoing table, calculated fit percentages
of the retaine-d or undistributed net inscomte, show the conswuiisg effect of the
suggested rates:

Unditriutednetinooe muntotaz Percentage of tex

Unditribted et Icomeditibuoed o

2222222222222222222222222222_I222::222222222:2u222:22:222222:2: 
,

$10,000 .............................................
WD ........................................
0, ........................................... ..............

Wo00 .............................................

A4000
9,000

15,000
A ODD'
33. cOD

Proponents of the measure have stressed the fact that a corporation which
retains only 30 percent of its net Income will pay a tax of only 15 percent of
Its net Income, which Is no greater than the tax it pays under the present law.
'This loses sight of the fact that under the present law the corporation may, if
business needs require it, retain all the Income, except such 15 perceut for tOxes,
so that the tax Itself will constitute only about 171/ percent of the amount re-
tained. Under the proposed law a tax of 15 percent of the net Income will con.
stitute 50 percent of the amount retained.

Furthermore, it Is frequently necessary for corporations to retain more than
30 percent, not for the purpose of avoiding surtaxes upon their shareholders,
but for good and conservative business reasons. Contracts with lenders very
often impose restrictions upon distributions. Requirements of State laws, re-
placement of losses of previous years, building up working capital to a proper
point, replacement of machinery or installation of more modern machinery, and
many other circumstances may compel the properly managed corporation to
retain more than 30 percent.
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Except for certain limited classes of cases falling within the narrow confines
of exceptions p,-ovided in sections 14, 15, and 16, the tixes which must be paid
by such corporations which are compelled to retain more than 30 percent are
excessive and beyond all reason.

Senator Hastings has pointed this out effectively in a statement made on
May 5. Ills analysis shows that under the proposed rates the corporation
having an Income of no more than $10,000 must pay 55 cents in taxes for every
dollar retained In excess of 30 percent and every corporation having income
in excess of $10,000 must pay a dollar in tax for every dollar retained in excess
of 30 percent of its adjusted net Income.

Examining in detail only the second case, if a corporation has an income of
$100,000, the tax advances as follows:

Percentage in
Income Resierv Tax relation to amont

retained

First 10 per cent............................... $106000 s4,000 0
Second10 per cent.............................. 106 CIA -%000 5
Third 10 per cent .......................... ......... 10.0 OD ,(000 e
Fourth 10 per cent..........................................100 ]A000 00,

Each $10,000 retained after the first $30,000 Is taxed at the rate of 100
percent for each $10,000--or dollar for dollar.

Also, the small corporation with a $10,000 income is subject to a tax (in
reality a penalty) of f50 for each $1,000 of retained reserve after the first
$3,000.

It Is Impractical for any corporation to maintain any substantial reserve in
the face of such provisions. The penalty Is too great. As Senator Hastings
said:

"The purpose of the bill is to compel the corporation to ray out all of Its
profits to its stockholders. It really is not a tax bill from the corporation's
point of view. It Is a regulatory bill In that it sets forth a policy which the
administration thinks the corporation ought to follow and then it adds severe
penalties upon failure to follow such policy. This violates every principle of
taxation * 0 0."

In conclusion, may we repeat that we believe that the proposed bill is unduly
complex, Involved, and confusing; that the undistributed earnings tax, as ap--
plied, is economicaly unsuund; that serious inequalities and Injustices would
result, even if it did not ultimately prove disastrous; that the holding-company
provisions are unnecessary and unwise. Therefore, for these reasons, among
others, believing that the propod national revenue bill of 1936, in its present
form, is economically unsound, impractical, and unwise, we most strongly urge-
that you oppose Its pssage.

Respectfully. submitted.
AsaocLAYE INDUSTRIES OF lInOS ISLAND,

By JAu'S A. Rooras.
Itiioo I8rAND B] ,.sNc, NATIONAL METAL T Lkmc AssocmAoN,

]By THOMAs A. BAPJIY.

LAioasoar UNIT1W BAK0ME, IsNo,
San I'rancitco, May 8, 1936.

SENATE FJNANU CoMMrvsr,
S eate of tho United Statc, Yas.ngton, D. 0.

Ho,oRAmz Sias: We respectfully take this opportunity to address you on there
subject of the proposed 1930 revenue bill, hearings on which have rently bepn
held by your committee, and appreciate yonar indulgence hi permitting us tr
present our problems to you In thl manner.

Our particular concern is with respect to the tax on unjust enrichment and
with the floor-stocks refund adjustment contained in sections 501 and 01 or
11. R. 12390.
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Langendorf United Bakeries, Inc., is a manufacturer and distributor of bread
and bakery products in the more Important metropolitan centers of the Pacific(vast area from Seattle to Loos Angeles.Throughout the perlel during which the processing taxes were In force and

effect tihe prices charged by process.ors to the Laugendorf United Bakerie, Inc.,
for flour awl necessary bread Ingredients Included an amount suiB.ient to cover
the procesing taxes u&-seLsed against the processorA, and suppoedly due to the
Government by their. No increase in prices was made on bread sold by us by
reason of the enactment of the Agricultural Adjustment Act in May 1033. In
fact, the prices charged by the Langendorf United Bakeries on bread have
been the same for many years last pest. During the entire period that the
processing tax was in force and effect Ihe burden of said tax was borne by us
inasmuch as the prices charged us by our processors were Increased by the
amount of the tax, whereas the prices to our vendees were not so increased.

In this particular we respectfully point out that our situation Is not common
to the baking Industry generally, but we are ,nformed that with few exceptions
the bakers throughout the country did, subsequent to the enactment of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, Increase the prices charged by them or, bread to
their vendees. By reason of these particular circumstances we respectfully
submit that that portion of subsection (b) of section 602 of 1I. R. 12395, which
limits a refund on floor stocks held on January 0, 19M8, to an amount not In
excess of "the amount by which the claimant reduced the sale price of the
article on account of Invalidation of the taxes under Agricultural Adjustment
Act", works an undue hardship upon the undersigned corporation. Where, as
In our case. the price of the article had never been increased by reason of the
enactment of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, it would, we respectfully submit,
seem only proper to permit a refund upon its being declared invalid, even
though the price at that time was not reduced to the vendees.

Ve urgently request that your committee give consideration to the addition
to that section of the House bill of a proviso which would not preclude refund
on account of floor stock, even in the absence of a reduced price to the con-
sumer upon Invalidation, in those situations where the price has not been
originally increased at the time of enactment of the processing tax.

We are Informed that Mr. Harold R. Young appeared before your committee
on Tuesday, May 5, on behalf of the National Retail Drygoods ,Lssociation, the
National Retail Furniture Association, the National Association of Shoe Re-
tailers, and the National Association of Retail Grocers. We understand that
at that time he presented arguments to your committee somewhat similar in
purport to those herein urged by us. We respectfully refer your committee to
the testimony given before you by said Mr. Young in reference to the matter
herrin urged, and Incorporate herein by reference such additional matters as he
may at that time have brought to your attention.

Referring to section 501 of II. I. 12395 (tax on unjust enrichment), we wish
particularly to call your attention to subdivision (e) (3) thereof, which stlpu-
lates that in determining "selling price" there shall be subtracted such "amounts
subsequently paid by the processor to the purchaser on or 'before March 3, 1966.
or pursuant to any bona-fide agreement In writing entered Into on or before
March 3, 1W6, as reimbursement for the amount included in such price on
account of a Federal excise tax."

The treatment accorded to our processors with respect to their ability to
deduct reimbursements made to their vendees (such as ourselves) is vitally
Important to us for the reason that under subsection (a) (2) of the House bill
we woull not be subject to an unjustment enrichment tax did we recelvi reim-
burwment from our processors for the reason that, as defined In the bill, we
did not in fact pass the burden of the tax on to our vendees.

'The fbict is that in the contracts wvith our processors a provision is contained
for the sdju1 smnt of prices In the event of a reduction or change In the amount
of the processing tax on the commodities therein agreel to be sold. Our
proes.crrs now maintain that the provisions of the contracts do not require
them to reimburse us for any amounts whatsoever attributable to the proce-sing
tax, whether or not such amounts were not padd by them to the Governrent or
were itpounded and sFobseuently recovered by said processors. In the event,
however, that we are hereafter able to establish In a court of competent jurls-
diction that the said contracts rxulre Ibe proces.&ors to reimburse us, then, of
course, our rights are adequately protected by the bill as passed by the House
of Representatives.
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As we have pointed out above, we would be subject to no unjust enrichment
tax were we to receive reimbursement, voluntarily or otherwise, from our
processors. It would therefore, we respectfully submit, be highly inequitable t,
fix a March 3, 1936, date as the last period of time at which voluntary relay-
ments by the processors to their vendees would protect the said proessors from
the levy of an unjust enrichmnent tax.

We request that your committee consider a date such as December 31, 1936, as
the final date for voluntary reimbursement by the processor to its vendees, on
the ground that such later date would enable tho peaceable and more orderly
settlement of claims as between processors and thelr vendees, and that the
equities of the situation would thereby more adequately be preserved.

Respectfully submitted.
LANGENDORr UNMrW BAK IIES, INC.,

By S. 8. LA;xsNZoiot, President.

NATIONAL CAMNIRS AssocrATos,
rsaehiagtot, D. C., May .5, 1936.

Hemorandam oncerning section ON1 (a) of 11. R. 1239&
As it passed the House this section limits refunds of processing taxes on

commodities used in the manufacture of exported articles to cases where ex-
portatlon took place prior to January 6, 19036. This limitation Is founded pre-
sumably on the theory that on unexported articles, held on Janui.ry 6, 1936, a
refund would be available under and subject to the provisions of section 002.

Approximately 1,750,000 cases of Pacific coast canned fruits, packed and ear-
marked for export, remained unexported on January 6 last. These products
were packed during 1935 with tax-paid sugar; and at the average of 41h
pounds to a case the taxes involved total in excess of $41,000. A comparable
situation exists in respect to Florida citrus fruits canned for export and unex-
ported on January 6 last. Export prices were established on the asumptlon
that this sugar tax would be refunded on export. Advices from the coast are
that price declines since January 6 have resulted In most export sales being
made at a loss, so that the failure to secure this refund means a direct further
loss to the canners who had assumed it would be forthcoming.

Such refunds upon exportation are provided in section 17 of the Agrkultural
Adjustment Act as amended, which authorized a refund upon export of any
article processed "partly from a commodity" upon which a tax had been paid.
This section 17 permitted the refund even though the tax had been wholly
terminated. Sectlon 17 should not be confused with section 16, which both
levied the original ftc-or stocks taxes and provided for refunds In the event
the tax was terminated. Section 16 applied only to articles "processed Wholly
or in chief value" from a taxable commodity. The refund section did not
apply to any article processed wholly or in chief value from sugarcane or any
product thereof. This was because in the original Jones-Costigan Act, (section
17) no floor stocks taxes have been levied on such articles pro-essed wholly or
in chief value from sugaircane or any product thereof.

The provisions of section 17. however, applied even though the exported
product contained a small portion of the taxable commodity; that is, was not
procet-ed in chief value from such taxable commodity. Section 21 (d) (2) of
the amended A. A. A. Act provided that the refund provisions of section 16 for
products in chief value of a taxable commodity should he Applicable in the
event that the processing tax was terminated by court Invnlldatlon ant Imiosed
certain limitations upon collection. Section 002 of 11. R. 1Ml95 continues the
provisions of section 21 (d) (2) nnd imposes certain further limitations. But
the refund provisions of section C02. unlike section 17 of !he A. A. A. Act, are
ignited to articles processed wholly or In chief value from a taxable commodity.

The striking injustice of the limitation in section 001 (a) Is thts apparent.
In the case of canned goods manufactured with tax-paid sugar, but which
cannot be said to be wholly or In oh'ef value of such sugar, the refund pro-
visions are limited to exportation prior to January , but it is not possible
to secure refunds on such stock under section C0"f The fact that no floor
stocks taxes were orginally levied in 1931 on such canned go)dIs Is Immaterial
because, first, on June 8, 1931, the n-cw packing season was about to begin andI
export stocks had been fully shlplvd; and second, And most Important, section
1? permitted refunds In such cases where tax-pald sugar had actually been
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used In manufacture Irrespective of what had been covered by floor stocks
taxes. The net result is that Pacific coast and Florida canners who purchased
and used tax-pald sugar during the 1935 packing season, and set th'r export
prices last fall on the basis that they would get a refund of the tax, are now
faced with terrific losses on such exports.'It is respectfully submitted that section 601 (a) be amended to provide that
the refund should be available on the export of articles which were manu-
factured prior to January , 1930, from taxable commodities on which the tax
was actually paid. This can be accomplished by providing that "the articles
exported have been manufactured from tax-paid commodities prior to January
O. 1936." Or substantial justice can be achieved by advancing the date by
which exportation must take place to January 1, 1937.

Iespectfully submitted.
NATtOvAL CAN,-Fms ASSOCIATION,

]By 11. THOMAS AusT N.

MILMOANPUM CON M-MLING SinTO O H . . 12395--S-ocxs or TAx-PAID
'41-GAIN ]JIM OC JANVAXgY 0] 19M BY 31ANUrAcruRERs You USm xN 31ANulTAoTUui-

]ING OPERATIONS

Section 002 (a) of H. R. 12395, as passed by the House, provides for the
refund of proceiing taxes to any person (other than a processor) who on
Januaryy 0, 1938 "held for sale or other disposition any article processed wholly
or In chief value from a commodity subject to processing tax * * *."

SSubsctlon (b) of section C02 limits the amount of such refund to the
amou, t which the processor shifted to the claimant, and further providesthat any refund shall not be In excess of "the amount by which the claimant
reduced the sale price of the article on account of the Invalidation of the
taxes 0 * 0."
It Is obvious that this section was drafted primarily to meet the situation

of" the wholcaler or retailer who on January 6 held stocks of articles manu-
factured wholly or In chief value from a taxable conunodity on which the
tax had been paid. The theory of the section Is that if such wholealer or
retailer had paid the tax in the price he paid for such articles, he will be
given a refund only if he had In turn reduced the price of the articles held
on January 6 when he later sold them.

As drafted, however, section WY2 (b) Is Inapplicable to manufacturing con-
cerns (other than processors of the taxable commodity) which on January 6
held tax-paid stocks of such comiodltle% or articles processed wholly or In
chief value from such taxable commodities. These manufacturing concerns
did not hold such stocks for the purpose of resale but for utilization in manu-
facturing operations.

The principal commodity involved is refined sugar, and the typical care is
that of a canning company, a candy manufacturer, or a soft drink beverage
manufacturer, who on January 6 held large stocks of sugar on which the
procesing tax had been paid and for which sugar these manufacturers had
paid a price which Included such processing tax. In the case of canners,
particularly fruit canners who pack their products in sugar syrup, the short-
ago of the 1935 fruit croi in many cases resulted In a large carry-over of
stocks of sugar from the W935 to the 193 packing season. In one aret alone
an amount probably in excess of 80,000 bags had been carried over. This ii
principally sugar purchased during 1605 at a price which Included the process-
Ing tax. It was held on January 6 last because the I36 packing season had
not yet begun. As Is commonly known, the price of sugar dropped shortly
after January 6 from $5.25 to $4.75, roughly refiectirg the amount of the
processing tax. Competitors of concerns carrying these large stocks of tax-
pald suzar, who held no Fuvar stocks, were able follwnz Januery 6 to pur-
chase sugar for manufacturing at prices ranging from $4.75 to $4.55 per bag.
Obviously, canners'holding stocks of tax-paid sugar on Janb.'ry 6, 19,4, have

& It mltht not be amiss to mention that thcse same canners suffered considerable losses
In 1934 because of the peculiar previsions of see. 17 of the Joses-costiosn Act, and the
"rasury reeuvatl-ns thereunder. because most of their tugar wAs dellrered to them
water Artl 25 sad had not t-een teld under contract. If vec. 601 to not changed, the
effect will be that they were unwittingly dserlm Innsted against when the sugartax was
first enacted and will again be discriminated against by thLs enactment..
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suffered and will suffer under the bill as drafted a considerable competitive
disadvantage.

It is believed that the present draft of ,ubection 002 (b). which causes
this unfair situation is wholly Inadvertent, and that there was no Intention
to place such manufacturers In a disadvantageous position when both whole-
salers and retailers Identically circumstanced are permitted refunds under
section 02.

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that simple justice requires that
there be added to the subsection (b) language somewhat similar to the
following: ", or in the case of such articles not resold but used in manufac-
turing the amount by which the market price of such articles was reduced
on account of such invalidation during the 30-day period following January
6, 1936'"

Respectfully submitted.
NATIONAL CANNERi AssociATioN.
CANN ss, LAOUE OF CALIFOLNIA.

NLVUss, IISSsLEN & Co., INC.,
Ncw York, May 8, 1936.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Chairmran, Financo Committee, Wtaaingtos,, D. 0.

D&AR SE ATom: We have followed with interest through the newspapers the
hearings conducted by your committee on the proposed new revenue bill, es-
pecially In connection with sections 001 and 002 of the proposed act.

lie section 001: Under date of April 24, 1936, the Textile Export Association
sent a telegram to you suggesting the incorporation In this section of a provision
similar to paragraph H of section 002-i. e., that no claim shall be disallowed on
the ground that a tax with respect to the article or commOity from which
processed has not been paid

We are heartily in accord with the telegram, because we feel that It is not
equitable to have the exporters prove payment of processing tax in order to get
a refund when exporters had absolutely no control over the collection or pay-
ment of processing taxes.

When exporters purchased goods for export they relief upon the tax being
paid by the processors and ant'clpated no trouble In collecting the refund from
the Treasury Department if they could prove that the goods had been exported.
Why the fact that the tax has been paid should be a controlling factor as to
whether the exporter gets a refund does not seem In any way fair, and we re-
spectfully urge that your committee incorporate the provision requested.

lre section 602: We urge that paragraph B of this section be (banged so that
there will not be endless controversy as to whether or not the payment on items
in inventory January 0, 1036, should be made. We suggest that payments on
floor stocks as of January 0, 1930, be made on the basis of the conversion factors
controlling refunds which were in effect immediately prior to January 6, 103D,
less the amount of any credits that were received from the suppliers against
such floor stocks held. This would be most equitable, and Is exactly what each
holder of floor stocks as of January 0, 193, should be entitled to. If a holder
of floor stocks should make any abnormal gain because of the payment on this
basis, the Government would benefit by the larger income tax received from
such abnormal gain. The wording of section B as It Is txday would cause too
much confusion because of the many factors that enter Into the market prices
of each commodity.

We sincerely trust that your committee wll not give any consideration to
suggestions that have been made to hnake payments In respect to floor stocks on
the basis of the tax paid on floor stocks on August 1, 1933. This would be most
unfair, especially to those firms that had larger inventories on January 6, 193 ,
than on august 1, 133. and would mean an unjust enrichment to those firms
that had large inventories on August 1, 1933, and small inventories as of January
6,1036,

We respectfully request your consideration of the above items, and in order to
present these views orally we wired you for an appointment.

RIwspectfully yours,
NEVOs, Iffis"UN & Co., INC.,
11. 0. EmBocxLmK Seretory.
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STATEMENT BY JAMES J. Do.N55J-Y, ExsetrnY VICE PRESIDENT, ILUNtOIS MAN' -
FAmvRw' ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ItIALDINO It. It. 123M, Susurrrm To
STNATo FINANCE Cobumlrn WASHINGTON, D. 0., MAY 8, 100

The principle of taxation Involved in 11. It. 123W5, now the subject of
hearings before the Senate Finance Committee, has been given careful consid-
eralion by the taxation committee and by the board of directors of the Illinois
Manufacturers' Association. They are convinced that this proposal to fix the
rate of taxation on corporation earnings In proportion to the net Income
reserved for corporate purposes Is unsound and would prove impractical in
operation.

This bill has ken introduced Into our Federal Congress before adequate
consideration tas been given to ways and means by which reduction In Federal
expenditures could be accomplished. We respectfully submit that the proposal
Is not e*!=.enttally a revenue measure but an attempt to regulate the manage-
ru-ut of American corportlons at a time when productive enterprise is substan-
tially hampered 4y governmental restrictioni. We believe that the adoption by
our Federal Government of the principle of taxation incorporated in the pending
revenue measure will eventually tend to-

Jeopardize the financial position of the corporation.
Impair bank credit.
Impede rehabilitation, expansion, and growth.
Make difficult or Iniposible the liquidation of indebtedness.
Result in many InstaDces In undue reduction of working capital, with propor-

tionate reduction In volume of business carried on and with consequent reduc-
tion In purehasw- of materials and distribution of finished product, with
accompanying cu .1alimet of operations and employment.

Necessitate Iwmediate and drastic reduction in working forces, salaries, and
wages (and in many Instncee force the discontinuance of operations) if
business reve rs are encountered.

Faclitate Go ertjment domination or control of many small companies who
by reasons of ts.'-ir Impaired working capital are obliged to secure financial
assistance frsna the Government.

Impair the value of securities of corporations.
Prevent the growth of tonall manufacturing and mercantile establishments

Into larger enterprise@ that would relieve unemployment. The meat packing,
mall-order houses , large machinery and electrical concerns, building supplies.
and large mercantile establishments of Illinois all started from small units.

It is a common fallacy to think of manufacturing corporations In terms of
very large units. As a matter of fact, nearly 88 percent of the manufacturing
Industries In Ill noja (and probably the situation In Illinois Is representative
of the country generally) employ less than 100 persons. Moreover, a large
plpo'tion of the. manufacturers, probably far in excess of 50 percent, are on a
hand-to-mouth basis. It Is probable whether the average small manufacturer
In lUinols has a cash working enpltal of his own much greater than 10 percent
of the annual pey roll. Most of the large manufacturers in Illinois are not
much better off in this respect.

An Independent survey conducted by the Illinois Manufacturers' Association
In the Chicago district showed that 69.6 percent in the Chicago district em-
ployed less than 50 persons and 81.6 percent employed less than 100 persons,
9.3 percent employed from 101 to 250 persons, 4.8 percent from 251 to 500, 2.5
percent from 501 to 1,000, and 1.8 percent over 1,000.

Thirty-one percent of the firms in the Chicago district had a capitalization
of less than $25,000, 15.2 percent had a capitalization of $25,000 to $50,000,
and 14.4 Iercent were capitalized from $50,000 to $100,000. Those that were
capitalized frot $10,000 to $250,000 constituted 10 percent; $250,00) to M50,-
000, 8.2 percent; $50,000 to $1,000,000, 5.5 percent; and corporations capitallred
over $1,000,000 embraced 8.8 percent of the manufacturers listed In the Chicago
district.

The injury which this proposal would cause to stockholders in manufactur-
ing industries would be especially acute. Most corporations have had a difl.
cult experience C:uring the last 4 or 5 years. Their working capital has been
seriously Impaired, and their plants, machinery, and equipment have run down.

It Is Interesting to note what the effect of conservative management will be
upon the stockholder In event this unsound proposal Is enacted into law. For
Instance, if the corporation found It necessary to retain for corporate pur-
poses as much as 5T7 percent of the entire net Income, then the entire bal-
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ance of the entire net income Is confiscated by the Government, anti nothing Is
left for the stockholders. It Is out of the amount otherwise available for stock-
holders that the Government takes its tax. If the coporation retains as mu, h
as 47 Percent of Its entire net Income for corporate purposes, then of what Is
otherwise available for stockholders, the Government takes the lion's share-
more than threefifths-and the stockholders get what Is left-less than two-
fifths.

It is the stockholder who is burdened by this tax-it is out of what would
otherwise be available for the stockholder that the tax Is taken. It makes no
difference that In form the tax Is paid by the corporation. It makes no differ-
ence to a taxpayer that the tax comes out of his left-hand pocket rather than
out of his right-hand pocket. The tax Is his burden In either case.

More than 80 percent in number of all stockholders in our large corporations
own less than 50 shares each. A very great proportion of these snall stock-
holders do not pay any personal Income tax, and a much larger proportion of
them do not get Into the surtax brackets at all. If a sizable corporation Is
retaining 50 percent of its earnings for corporate purposes, the Interest of the
small (non-income-tax paying) stockholder In the earnings of such a corpora-
tion Is now taxed at the rate of from 16 to) 18 percent. Under this new plan
that small stockholder's Interest in the earnings of that corporation will be taxed
35 percent. In other words, the small (non-income-tax paying) stockholder In
a sizeable corporation that retains 50 percent of its earnings for corporate pur-
poses wliI have the tax on his Interest in the earnings of that corporation
approximately doubled.

The Interest of a large stockholder in such a corporation whose dividends are
now within the 40-percent surtax bracket would now be taxed about 30 percent.
Under the new plan his interest would be taxed about 50 percent. A comparison
of the increased tax burden on the small stockholder of 100 percent, with the
increased tax burden on the large stockholder of 66% percent, shows pretty
clearly who will be hurt the most under this new plan.

It seems reasonable to expect that the average sizable corporation, consid-
ering Its necessities following the last 5 years of depression, will find It nec-
essary to retain as much as 50 percent of its earnings for corporate purposes,
so that the above example is an entirely reasonable one to assume to be
common.

It seems to be overlooked generally, not merely by the proponents of this
tax plan but also by current commentators, that the ordinary average corpora-
tion, In determining what lort of Its earnings will be retained In the corpo-
ration, is governed by business principles-that "s, by a consideration of %bat
is needed to be retained by the corporation for corporate purposes-such as
working capital, plants, machinery, research, reserves for hard times, etc.

It Is only In the rare Instance that the'amount to be' retined undistributed
to stockholders Is determined by considering what will the personal income
tax of large stockholders be if a large part of the earnings is distributed as
dividends.

Bectise there have been abuses in isolated instances, the proponents of this
new tax overlook what Is the ordinary course of business In thA ordinary cor-
poration, and in their zeal to get at these Isolated Instances of abuse, are
promoting a program which, If enacted into law, will injure a great majority
of corporations, hundreds of large corporation stockholders, and millions of
small corporation stockholders.

In the case of corporations for whose rehabilitation It Is essential, during the
next few reconstruction years, to retain upward of 571/ percent of their earn-
ings-this new tax plan will mean ruln-becauge under It the Government
would conflisate all that Is retained over 571h percent of earnings.

If the Government severely deprives our depleted Industrial corporations-
and severely deprives those whose means are essential to the rehabilitation of
our depleted industrial corporations (investors In corporation Eecurtles)-it
will inevitably, as a result, severely deprive the millions of workers who are
dependent upon the rehabilitation of our depleted Industries for their jobs--
their livellhoed.

The condition of the ordinary average industrial corporation Is not reflected
by the glaring headlines respecting isolated Instances of remarkable business
recovery. The job of rehabilitating American Industry and reemploying the
unemployed American worker Is yet to be accomplished.

We respectfully submit that this proposal If enacted into law would work
a severe ant unwarranted Injury upon the employer, the worker, and all other
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elements In our economic life. We accordingly express the hope that the meas-
.ure will be rejected by the Senate Finance Committee.

Respectfully submitLed.
JAMES LDONLY,

E:ecutire Wioe President, 1Uinots Manufacturers' Association.

MAY 8 1938.

.Buw Pa s&U-mrE TO CouMITTr oN FINANM UNITED STATES SNAIZ nY InMAN
.FAKLA, VICE PSIDsxr, MIUuMa' NATIONAL FIUI.TIO., WASHINGTON, D. 0.,
'CONCULNIGO Tisnx III AN)D IV. U. R. 1239, P'oposwD It n-L-v Aor or 1930

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I present this brief in behalf
-of the Millers' National Federation, which Is the national trade association for
the wheat-flour milling industry. Membership in the association consists of

-02 wheat-flour mills located in 37 States and the District of Columbia. The
production of these companies represents approximately 85 percent of the com-
mercial wheat-flour production in the United States.

Title III of this bill advances a tax proposal which Is novel. No exact prece-
dent for it can be found In the annals of our tax experience. This is occa-
sloned by the fact that the situation which brought about the proposal Is
unprecedented. The invalidation of the Agricultural Adjustment Act was fore-
cast by the decision of the Supreme Court Invalidating the National Recovery
Act and by the decisions of lower courts on the'Agricultural Adjustment Act
itself and further by the adoption by Congress of amendments to the latter In
the summer of 1935.

The Federal courts met this situation by granting Injunctions preventing
further collection of taxes under the Agricultural Adjustment Act until the
Supreme Court could pass upon Its validity. The Court, In the case of United
State4a v. Butler et of., held tb act to be invalid, and In the Rickert Rice Mills

-cm-e ordered the return of funds held in escrow by the courts.
The Congress Is now asked to enact legislation which will cover these funds

Into the Treasury of the United States, even though the Supreme Court has
said the Government did not have the power to require their payment Into the
Treasury in the first nstance. The power of Congress to accomplish this result
has been questioned before your committee. I leave a discussion of this prob-
lem to those who are better able to discuss It than I am and its solution to the
able members of this committee.

I desire, however, to offer some observations with respect to the application
of Ihe pr p al contained in the pending bill to the wheat-flour milling Industry
In the hope that their equity and fairness will appeal to you. I shall also
cifer some suggestions with respect to the reenactment of certain sections of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act dealing with refunds and floor-stocks adjust-
ment.

TmE III

sNrio+, 501. TAX ON NE iNcomm nrou cErN souuCEs

This section contemplates the Imposition of a tax equal to 80 percent of that
portion of the net income from the sale of articles with respect to which a
Federal excise tax was imposed, but not paid. which Is attributable to shifting
to others the burden of such Federal excise tax.

The net Income Is to be computed by deducting from the gross income from
the sale of the articles with respect to which the excise tax was Imposed, but
not paid, the allocated portion of the deductions from gross income for the
taxable year which are allowable under the applicable revenue act.

The extent to which the burden of tie excise tax was shifted Is to be estab-
lisbed by a presumptlon to be computed by deducting from the selling price of
each article the sum of (1) the cost of the article plus (2) the average margin
with respect thereto.

"Selling price" Is defined as the selling price of the article minus the sum of
(1) the amount refunded to customers plus (2) the allocable portion of legal
fees &ad expenses.

"Cost" Is defined as the (ost of materials enteing Into the article.
"Average margin" Is defined as the average differen.'e between the selling

price and the cost of similar articles sold during Ihe base period of 5 years.
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Congress undoubtedly has the power to classify income for the purpose of
assessLng income taxes. However, we have here not only a classification of
Income but also a segregation within the class. In other words, only that
Income is to be considered which results from specific transactions, and If there
is a margin on such transactions over and above the margin on similar trans-
actions In the base period, a tax is to be levied against that income, irrespective
of other transactions which may involve losses, and aLce irrespective of whether
or not a net Income was earned on the entire "ear's business.

Furthermore, the segregation and detailed examination of each individual
transaction during the taxable year, and the segregation and detailed exami-
nation of similar individual transactions In the base period, and a comparison
of these transactions involves a burden of accounting which is tremendous and
in all probability will not result in an accurate calculation In any event. Such
a comparison of the margin In individual transactions In 193,% for example, with
that which existed in any prior period will, of course, disclose a difference,
either greater or smaller than the base period, but there are so many other
factors besides the processing tAx which have a bearing on each individual sale
that to attribute ony difference on the average to the processing tax is not
accurate and is purely arbitrary. In our judgment also, it will prove neither
equitable nor satisfactory, either to the Government or to the taxpayer.

The processing tax on wheat was taken Into account in arriving at the cost
of flour just as the cost of wheat or any other Item of expense. Once the coat
of the flour for any particular sale has been established by the mill, the price
at which it is sold becomes a matter of bargain between the mill and Its customer.
If the price must be reduced by the mill, either to meet competition or to re.ch
a point at which the customer will buy, no one can determine whether port of
the processing tax has been absorbed by the mill, or whether some otb-r Item
of expense has been absorbed, or part of each. Unquestionably under keen com-
petitive conditions as exist In the milling Industry the mills have absorbed a
considerable portion of the tar.

Labor cost Is an essential factor in determining the cost of flour, The rate
of operation of the mill is another Important factor In determining the unit cost.
To pick out Individual transactions, therefore, without giving weight to these
Important factors will not produce an equitable nor an accurate result.

Inasmuch, therefore, as any calculation must of necessity be arbitrary, the
Congress, I am certain, will want to select such a method as will be possible of
administration and be both fair and equitable to the Government and to the
taxpayer.

It may be that no better method can be found than that which is contained
in the pending bill. If that be so, certainly some latitude should be allowed so
that the Commissloner of Internal Revenue, in his judgment, may adjust the
method or provide alternatives to meet peculiar and unusual situations as they
arise.

For example, we believe It highly desirable and equitable to permit the
Oommilssloner of Internal Revenue, whenever necessary, to determine the
average gross margin and the allocable deductions for the period during which
the excise tax remained unlnd on the basis of the relationship which the
tonnage sold and shipped during that period bears to the total tonnage sold
and shipped during the entire taxable year.

In determining the extent to which the tax burden was shifted, the average
cost of materials and the average cost of labor should be taken into account In
calculating the average gross margin. Labor costs during the taxable period
were very much higher than during the base period, and this factor, as well
as the difference in cost of materials, should be taken into consideration In
establishing the original presumption of shifting the burden of the tax.

Under the procedure now provided, the taxpayer Is required to set up a
presumptlon which is obviously Incorrect and then Is required to rebut that
presumption with a showing of actual cost experience. The sounder method,
It seems to us, would be to establlh the most adequate presumption poss ble In
the first instance and then provide for rebuttal to take care of unusual ca-s.

The full effect of the processing tax on the profit or loss position of a mill
cannot be determined by taking a period which ends on Deceuber 31, 135, or
January , 1MO. There are many Incidental effects which were not brought
into the picture until during the months since January 6.

There are some milling companies, which, because of their location and the
practice followed by other industrial concerns in their general locality, have
kept their books on a calendar-year basis and filed their Income-tax returns
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accordingly. Following the decision of the Supreme Court in declaring the
National IRecovery Act Invalid, and the decisions of lower courts, particu-
larly the Circuit Court of Appeals in Boston, Mass., in the case of the Hoosac
Mills, declaring the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act Invalid, it
was difficult, If not Impossible, because of competitive conditions, for flour
millers to pass on all of the amount of the wheat processing tax. During the
period which ensued up until the decision of the Supreme Court In the llooAao
Mills case, many millers entered into contracts for the sale of flour, the price
-of which Included only a small part of the tax. In other words, because of
competitive conditions, they were forced to reduce their price of flour to a
point at wh'ch the flour could be sold. Following the decision of the Supreme
Court in the lioosao Mills case, millers were compelled to reduce their prices
on contracts which were In existence at that time, portions of which still re-
sained unfilled, by the full amount of the tax determined by conversion fac-

tors set up by the Secretary of Agriculture, wh'ch amounted to $1.38 a barrel.
Inasmuch as the prices Included In these contracts did not, In the first in-
stance, contain the full Incidence of the tax, the miller is faced with an actual
loss in allowing . deduction of $1.38 per barrel from the contract price on
that portion which Is to be filled during the period since the Hloosac Mills
decision. Some of these contracts are still In process of liquidation, which
will probably be completed by July 1, 1938.

Such a mill, having closed its books on a calendar-year basis as of Decem-
ber 81, 13. and flied its income-tax return, is in the position of having the
80-percent tx assessed on its Income for 135 without any opportunity to offset
losses which may occur as a result of its existing contract position in the first
few months of 193.

In order to meet this situation, It Is suggested that (1) a miller who closed
his books on December 31, 135, be granted the privilege of calculating his
income, Pgainst which the windfalll" tax Is to be as-essed, In conjunction with
his I938 Income, so that losses caused by the invalidation of the act may be
clearly proved; or (2) that the miller who closed his books on December 31,
195, be given an option to file an income-tax return with the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue for the taxable year ending June 30, 1930, with the under-
standing that subsequently he would close his books on that fiscal year basis
Instead of a calendar year basis.

This same situation applies to those mills whose fiscal year ended sometime
during the period In which court determinations were pending or in effect.
Consideration should be given, therefore, to a p!,ovislon affording sufficient
flexibility to meet varying conditions as they actually exist without penalty
to the taxpayer.

BEcflON 501 (D)

This section provides a formula for setting up a presumption of the extent
to which the taxpayer shifted to others burden of the Federal excise tax. The
last sentence of this section beginning in line 18, on page 221, reads as follows:

"The balance (to the extent that it does not exceed the amount of the Fed-
eral excise tax) shall be the extent to which the taxpayer shifted to others
the burden of such Federal excise tax with respect to such article."

The parenthetical clause In the foregoing sentence Is evidently intended to
refer to the amount of the Federal excise tax imposed but not paid. As It
reeds now, however, It Is likely to be construed to mean all of ,he Federal
ex.ise taxes, paid end unpaid. We suggest, therefore, the addition of the words
"Imposed but not paid" nfter the word 

l
'tax" and before the close of the paren-

thesis In line 19. This parenthetk-al clause would then read-
"(to the extent that It does not exceed the amount of the Federal excise tax

Imp-Led but not paid)."
ssxoox 501 (el (3)

In this section the term "selling price" Is defined to mean the selling price
"minus (A) amounts subsequently paid to the purchaser on or before March 3,
193, or pursuan to any bona fide agreement In writing entered into on or
before March 3, 1936, as relmburFement for the amount Included in such price
on account of a Federal ex'cls tax."

Practically all wheat flour millers usetl a torm of contract, which, while the
language differed in specific cases, in effect, stated Ihat the price Included an
amount represented by the processing tax and If any decrease in the tax were
brought about by legislative or administrative action, such decrease, to the
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extent the processor was relieved of paying the tax on the unfilled portion of
the contract, wou'd be reflected to the benefit of the buyer.

It Is not clear whether or not under such a contract a miller Is obligated to
refund to his customer the amount of tax returned to the miller by reason of
Judicial determination, and probably this liability cannot be determined with-
out court action. It would be desirable, therefore, to permit deductions of only
such amounts as were actually refunded prior to a certain date, say, March
q, 1036, and provide that credit would not be given for refunds made after
that date. If this Is not done, millers iiavlng such contracts will not he abe to
mnake a return to the Bureau of Internal Revenue on the "windfall" tax until
this liability has been determined, or will be in the uncertain position of rtut
knowing whether they have a liability to the Government or to their customers,
or to both.

In any event, whether or not wheat flour millers under the contracts to which
I have referred have a legal obligation to refund any amounts to their cus-
tomers, claims are being and wiil continue to be asserted against them III
court by their customers, and any amounts paid either by court order or in
compromise of these claims, it seems to us, should be deductible. It may be
that the present language is sufficiently comprehensive to Include a situation
<) this kind. Nevertheless, it would seem desirable to have specific provision
made to this effect to remove any doubt. It Is suggested that clause (A) of
section 501 (e) (3) be amended to read as follows, the undersece,d language
being the suggested addtlons:

"(A) amounts subsequently paid to the purchaser on or before March 3, 19 ,
or thereafter pursuant to any bona-flde agreement In writing entered into on or
before March 3, I30, or in the bona-fide adjustment of claims arising Itere-
under, as reimbursement for the amount included in such price on account of a
Federal excise tax."

SECTION 502. (EIT FOR OTHER TAXm ON INCOMES

Provision is made in this section for a credit against the total amount of taxes
imposed by section 501 (a) of an amount equivalent to the excess of Federal
income and excess-proflts taxes payable by the taxpayer oier the amount which
would have been payable if his net Income were decreased by the amount of the
net Income taxable under section 501 (a). This is an extremely desirable prcvi-
slon so far as Federal income taxegiye concerned.

In this connection your attention Is directed to the fact that in the case of a
number of milling companies the processing taxes which were not r. id accrucd
in different fiscal years. For example, a mill operates on a fical year ending
May 31, 1035. Part of the proce-,sing taxes of this mill which were Involved
In judici! proceedings accrued during that fiscal year, whereas the rest of the
unpaid taxes accrued during the fiscal year ending May 31, 190. In order to
arrive at an equitable result, therefore, it should be made clear that this credit
may be taken even though an Income-tax return for a past fisal year has already
been made.

State Innce tazes.-Many States have State Income-tax laws, and in con-
puting the amount of tax under such State law no deduction is permitted for
Federal taxez Dnld. Furthermore, the State tax will apply against the entire
net income of the mill, including the amount subject to tax under section 501 (a)
without the deductions permitted in section 501. Such double taxation might
easily result In the payment of taxes, both State and Federal, In excess of the
amount of the unpaid Federal excLse tax.

It has not been possible to examine all of these State laws In detail. 1How.
ever, we do know that the following States have corporation income-tax laws,
and millers located in those States would be subject to the double taxation to
which I have referred:

Alabama Massachusetts Oregon
Arizona Minnesota Pennsylvania
Arkansas 3M issippi Sooth Carolina
California Missouri South Dakota
Conuecticut Montana Tenne.see
Georgia New Mexico Utah
Idaho New York Vermont
Iowa North Carolina Virginia
Xalsas North Dakota Washington
Loulsiana Oklahoma Wisconsin
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State and loal properly faaes.-Inasmuch as most millers, because of the
uncertainties surrounding the legislative sltuatlon, have made no distribution
of the funds returned to them as a result of Judicial proceedings, these amounts
become subject to State property and local personal-property taxes. Such
'ixes will have to be paid Irrespective of the allowances provided for In see-
.ion 501 of the Federal revenue act, and here again a vry serious situation is
presented.

In addition to the credit provided in section 502, therefore, additlonal
credits should be allowed for State Income taxes paid, as well as State property
and local personal property taxes paid on the amounts subject to tax under
section 501 (a) of the Federal act.

aEwrON 508 (B)

This section provide- that for any taxable year ended prior to the date of the
enactment of this act, the return shall be filed and the total amount of the
taxes shall be paid not later than the 15th day of the third month after the date
of the enactment of this act, In lieu of the time otherwise prescribed by law.

A considerable number of suits have been commenced against millers by their
customers for refunds of amounts which the customers claim they have paid to
millers, and these are In the process of adjudication by the courts. Until the
legal liability of the miller is determined by the court, the miller cannot make
a full and complete return to the Government, and it Is felt that the limitation
referred to above does not provide adequate time for completing settlements
of these law suits, and that millers may still be engaged either In court proce-
dure or in negotiation for settlement when the return is due. It seems to us,
therefore, that the date for making returns and paying the taxes for taxable
years ended prior to the date of the ec.ctment of the act should be postponed
at least 6 months after the enactment of the act. If this is not practical, some
provision certainly should be made so that the miller may apply to the Com-
missioner for an extension if he has lawsuits pending, or the Commissioner
should be given authority to provide by regulation that the miller may file aa
Incomplete return to be amended later when the court action has been
completed.

DEMlON 505. oWoORAPHICAL S(IExV OF TME HI

For the purposes of title lII the te.m "United States" as used in any provi-
sion of law includes the Philippine Islands. I assure that the Intention of
the House in adopting this definition was to reach any refunds mnde by proc-
essors In the United States to customers in the Philippine Islands, and that such
refunds, If they are determined to be "windfalls" or "unjust enrichments",
would become subject to the tax assessd under section 501 (a) (2). 1 direct
the committee's attention, however, to the fact that under the original Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act the Philippine Islands were regarded as a foreign
country.

I direct attention to section 10 (f) of the original Agricultural Adjustment
Act, which states-

"The provisions of this title stall be applicable to the United States and Its
ps-essions. except the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Isiands, America Samoa,
the Canal Zone, and the island of Guam."

Again, in section 17 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act dealing with
exportations, we find the following language:

"Upon the exportation to any foreign country (and/or to the Philippine
Islands, the Virgin Islands, American Semon, the Canal Zone, and the island
of Guam) of any product processed wholly or partly from d commodity with
respect to which product or commodity a tax has been paid or is payable under
this title, the tax due and payable or due and paid shall be creolted or refunded."

In other words, there wAs no processing tax in effect in the Philippine Islands
and exportations tO the islands from the United States entitled the exporter to
the export refund.

It seems desirable, therefore, in referring to the Philippine Islands in secthu
505 that It be made clear that this refers only to the tax provided for in section
501 (n) (2) so that Its application will not be so broad as to Interfere with
refunds on deliveries for charitable distribution and exports to the Philippine
Islands
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TITLE IV

SEC'TON 601- R m S'o oN EXPORTS AND DMZYTHIKe MRo OHAWTABL DISTRIBUTION

This section provides for the reenactment of the pertinent sections of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act in order to allow refunds on exports and deliveries
for charitable distribution as contemplated by the original act. llowever, sec-
tion 001 (b) provides:

"No refund under this section shall be made to the processor or other person
who paid the tax with respect to the articles on which the claim is based."

SECrION 602. FALOOR STOCKS AS OF JANUARY 6j 1936

Subsection (a) of this section provides for a refund on floor stocks held for
sale or other disposition at the first moment of January 6, 10O, "except that
no such payment shall be made to the processor or other person who paid or
was liable for the tax."

The report of the Ways and Means Committee of Ihe Ifouse, in explanation
of these exceptions, states that the rights of the processors to such refunds are
governed by section 21 (d) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. We do not
believe that adequate relief can be given under section 21 (d).

In the first place, section 21 (d) as now written specially excludes such
refunds from its provisions. It states-

"The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to any refund or credit
authorized by subsection (a) or (e) of section 15 charitablee refunds), section
16 (floor stocks), or section 17 (exports) of this title, or to any refund or
credit to the processor of any tax paid by him with respect to the provisions
of section 317 of the Tariff Act of 1930."

During the entire period up to January 6, 193K. all millers made deliveries
for charitable distribution and direct exports without including the amount of
the tax in the price of the articles so delivered or exported. Immediately
following the action of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of
United Slates v. Butler et of., flour on hand on January 6, 193, was sold by
millers at a price which did not include any part of the tax. In view of the
fact that some iulllerE continued to pay their taxes until the action of the
Supreme Court was announced, and still others obtained injunctions under
which the amount of money represented by the tax was held In escrow by the
courts and later returned to these mills In accordance with the Supreme Court's
decision in the rice millers' case, two diffment situations are presented.

Those millers who continued to pay the tax are just as much entitled to
make claim for refund on their deliveries for charitable distribution, exports,
and floor stocks as of January 0, 1936, as are wholesalers, bakers, Jobbers, or
retailers. Some provision therefore should be made for direct refunds to those
millers who continued to pay their processing taxes.
In the case of those millers who secured injunctions and by reason of court

action secured a return of the money, it is probably ass-umed by the committee
that such millers are not entitled to refunds on the ground that their original
taxes were not paid. However, should the Congress enact the tax provided for
in section .01 (a), then this group of millers would be in the same position as
though they had paid all their taxes originally, and therefore they should also
be entitled to refunds on their deliveries for charitable distribution, exports,
and Ploor stocks as of January 6, 1030.

With respect to this second group of millers, some provision should be made
in connection with the tax levied by section 501 (a), either for a ,ductlble
allowance before the tax Is assessed or for a refund after the tax has been
assessed.

While, as I have stated, the report of the Ways and Means Committee of
the House indicates that these exceptions from refunds are mAde because
the processors may secure their refunds under section 21 (d) of the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act, it is feared that in addition to the limitations now
contained in that section, the broad statement that "no such payment shall
be made to the prcessor or other person who paid or was liable for the
tax", is subject to the construction that such person is entitled to no refund
under any circumstances. If it is the intent of Congress to require processors
to secure their refund under section 21 (d), It should so be stated in section
C01 (d) and section 602 (a), nnd a proper revision of section 21 (d) of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act should be made to allow such refunds under
that section.
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I suggest, therefore, the addition of the words "except as provided for in
section 21 (d)", after the word "based" in line 5, section 601 (b), page 230,
and also after the word "tax", line 12, section 002 (a), page 231. I suggest
further a proper modification of section 21 (d) of the Agricultural Adju -tnent
Act to permit these refunds to be made to millers under that section of law.

SEMON 002 (B)

Subsection (b) of section 02 provides that the payment of refunds on
floor stocks shall not be in excess of the amount by which the claimant reduced
tie sales price of the article on account of the invalidation of the taxes under
the Agriculiural Adjustment Act, as amended. It Is contended that when the
original floor stocks tax on wheat products was assessed In July 1033, bakersand other retailers, for example, did not immediately reflect this floor stocks
tax in an increase in the price of bread, and, therefore, to that extent absorbed
their original floor stocks taxes. Neither were these bakers able immediately
to reduce their bread prices after the Supreme Court decision on January 0,
136. Not being able, therefore, to show that they have reduced the sale
price of bread by the amount of refund claimed, they would be denied the
refund. Such a showing was not required under the original Agricultural
Adjustment Act, and the present requirement seems to be entirely inequitable
and should be eliminated.

strMON 602 (E)

When the original floor stocks tax on wheat products was assessed In July
1033 there was no limitation upon the amount to be paid. However, section
602 (e) contemplates that no refund shall be made in an amount less than
$10. This suggestion, therefore, does not conform to the imposition of the
floor stocks tax on the effective date of the tax, nor to the original intent of
the act

In order to equalize competition between wholesalers and retailer@, these
elements in the trade are going to look to someone for a refund on their floor
sto-.ks as of January 6, 1936. If (tie Government declines to make such refundI exc*pt In the amount of $10 or more, such elements of the trade are going to
attempt to secure the refund from those fromn whom they bought the articles,
which, In our case, would be the wheat-flour millero. As a practical matter,
therefore, flour millers will be compelled to make these adjustments and will
not be relieved of either time cost of handling such claims nor the payment of
the amount involved , and can secure no reimbursement front the Govetnment.
In equity and fairness, therefore, this linitation should not be enacted Into
law.

We think It would be most desirable to include In the bill a provision that
customers of millers or processors who take advantage of these refund provi-
sions should relinquish all claims aguInst the processors arising out of process-
ing taxei. It seems to us this would be an equitable provision.

My suggestions may be summarized for your convenience in the following
manner:

Tmr. III

Section 501: Provide flexibility and alternative methods for determining net
Income at.d the extent to which the burden of the excise tax was shifted.

Section 501 (d): Clarifying amendment to the parenthetical sentence begin-
nlng in line 18, page 221, so that it will read "(to the extent that it does not
exceed the amount of the Federal excise tax Imposed but not paid)."

Section 501 (e) (3): Clarifying amendment, so that section will read:
"(A) amounts subsequently paid to the purchaser on or before March 3, 1030,

or thereafter pursuant to any bona-fide agreement in writing entered into on
or before March 3, 1038, or in the bona-fide adjustment of claims arising there.
under, as reimbursement for the amount Intiuded in such price on account of a
Federal excise tax."

Section "02: Provide for credit for State and local taxes to be paid on total
amount subject to Federal taxation under section 501 (a).

Section 503 (b) : Postponement of time for filing returns.
Section 505: Clarifying status of Philippine Islands.
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Sections 00! and C02: Clarify Intent of these seetiens with respect to refunds
to be made to first processors.

Section 02 (b) ! Eliminate requirement that bakers, retailers, and whole-
salers must show taey dcreased their prices or, January 6, 130, In order to
secure refund on flor stocks.

S&-ctlon 02 (e) : Elhiinate limitation on floor-stocks refunds to amounts In
excess of $10.

New pressing tarcs on agrlevIturol momamodilfc-.The imposition of new
processing taxes on agricultural eoumodities has b.'en sug-ested as an addi-
tional source of revenue. The House of IRepresentatiVes apparently took the
position that it was not necessary to employ this suure (of revenue to supple-
ment the revenue to be derived from the corporation taxes Included in the bill
as It passed the loxse. The chairman and members of the Finance Committee
apparently enteitain the sanie view, as no suggen-ii has been made by tile
chairman that the v!ews of witnesses on this subject were desired by the
commit tee.

However, in vl.w of the fact that the S-crctary of the Treacury has renewed
the suggestion, I should like to make some brief observations on the subject.

Unquestionably, when the administrative branch of the Government indicates
it mut have Income to meet its expenditures, it is the responsibility of the.
Congress to seek sources of revenue and to Impose taxes to provide the neces-
sary Income. It is also the responsibility of Congress to Impose such taxes
as will impose the least possible burden on those least able to withstand the
burden of taxation.

ita Imposition of excise taxes on the processing of agricultural commodities
Is nothing more than the Imposition of a sales tax on food and clothing, result-
Ing In increased cost of necessities of life to those whose Income is most largely
spent for these necessities and who can Icast afford such increase in cost. If
only specific articles of fo.l and clothing are Included in the list of taxed
articles, the consuzner turns away io ns them and goes to untaxed articles. If"
all articles of food and clothing were included, which has not teen suggested.
the consumer would not be able to do this, but he would be forced to reduce the
volume of his purchases.

As an illustrat'on. the figures on proluciion of wheat fl,,ur for the United States
as a whole, gathered and compiled by the United States apartment of OCnl-
merce, allow that during the crop year July 1931 to June 935, inclusive, during
which t'me the procKslhg tax on wheat was In effec4, the monthly production
of wheat flour was from 500,000 to 1,00,000 barrels less each month than the
average for the corresponding months in the preceling 10-year lperio, including
1934-35. The figures indicate that te annual prdot-tlion was approxilmntely
0,000,00 barrels les-s during 1934,35 than It was on the average for the 10-year
period. This means an annual reduction in domestic consumption of wheat in
the form of flour of approximately 45,000,000 bushels.

A ecmpar
t
son of monthly production In the last 5 months for which figures

are available, including Marth 10,, with the same 5 months a year ago also
discloses that when the proeepting tax on wheat was terminated on January 6,
1936, production of flour immediately rose and began to approach more nearly
tile 10-year average.

rtodw-tion (barrels) Incrme
Month - - (ba"Lq_)

.034-33 19&5,-36 over 1934 4

November ......................................................... P 210.876 & 274, 7 Ms 3".
Decem be .......................................................... 7, 348.0 N . , t. 91S 1871,eSJanuary ........................................................... : . 3 S, "A5 & 64,tl ff 31 0
February ....................................................... . , ,. 41 , "X M 801 2
26ft -c ............................................................. M's, 9 ,963 , U, 3,004 167, 0;

IDereas.
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Tlhe fiures I have cited tell their own story and indicate clearly how an
oecise tax on wheat dislocates the normal consumption of flour, and thereby
not only deprives the consumer of the food he would like to have but seriously
affects the farmer hiinself

I venture to express the hope of this Industry that the Finante Committee
will agree with the position taken by the House and that no new processing
tares will be included In the bilL

Respectfully'submtitted.
IMTMAN FAKLIM,

Vim Pr eileat, Millcri' National Fedceratio

Sounnmw STArm JNDrarLuA- CouscI, lIra.,
Nasirfue, Fcmn, May 9, im.

11on. PAT lIfAa*SOX,
Choirsnaa, 8cAte Commitle ox Finawv. Wa,?,lngtoa, D. 0.

MY DEA..R StkLATOx lIazaISO.': As spokesman for the Suuthern States Industrial
Council, representing a constituency of alproximately 12,00 manufacturing and
business firms In the South, may I briefly outline to your committee the reaction
of southern business to the proposed corporation-tax bill, which was rtaenly
pase by the blouse and Is now before your committee for Its 6onsideratlol.

Without fefir of contradiction, I believe that I can say that this bill has
caused more genuine concern to southern industry and business than any other
bill that has been proposed or enacted during the last two sessions of Congress.
To the average businessman, who has found through years of experience that
the ultimate prosperity, and, Indeed, the chances of survival of his business,
depends to a large extent upon a sound financial plicy, this proposed bill appears
entirely unreasonable and lacking in the very fundamentals which have made It
possible for business to withstand the effects of depression to the remarkable
extent which we have witnesses during the past 5 or 6 year.

Perhaps the South, as no other section, has realized the value of reserves, and
therefore has developed a conservative attitude, which has changed to one of
astonishment upon learning what Is proposed in this tax measure.

Because of the scarclty of capital In the Southern States, the southern manu-
facturer, through neces sity, has developed hiM business by plowing back profits,
and from such an accumulation gradually expanded his plant and equipmntL
Conservatively speaking, however, the eouthern manufacturer Is not nearly as
well equipped as those in the North. Tifs was brought out very forcefully in
the report of the President's Committee on the Textile Industry. One of the
causes of the deplorable state of that Induitry is due to antiquated and obsolete
equipment. If manufacturers, through the Imposition of this tax, will not be
able to accumulate reserves with which to buy new equipment, how are we ever
to modernize and thus remedy a condition which has had far-reseing effects
spon the efficiency of southern industries? It manufacturers cannot buy new
equipment because they will not be allowed to accumulate mcney with which to
buy, it Is clear that those Industries which supply machlery will also be greatly
affeced, and unemployment will increase In that part of our industrial setup
which has experience the greatest difficulty In reomploying workers.

To illustrate this point may I quote from a letter received from a typical
southern plant:

"This company started in business nearly 50 years ago and has grown from
a company with an Investment of $40,000 and employIng 40 or 6) people to a
company now with an Invested capital of several million dollars and employ ng
more than 1,000 people. This growth was only accotnplishL4 by the l aittce
of thrift, ecnomy, and e.ficlency In businTeSS, and applying back into the buslrd-ss
a goodly pro-portion of the profits made In profitable years, L)urhg the 4 y -srs
of the depression the surplus account of this company decreased from ,zko),(yj to
$2.50,000 in th rei. We certainly could not have furnished steady employtent
to nearly 1,000 people during these particular yeait If we had not had a substan-
tial amount of capital to carry on the busnesa, wh](h was represented by pniots
inare during the last half century.

"If there ever was a monopolistlc bill being confadered, It is this corporation
tax bill now before the Senate for consideratIon. What chance on earth Is there
for a newly organized company to prosper and grow and to conduct Its bu-incss
In a conservative manner If it is to be penalized for conserving profits and
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building up a Ourlui* for eventual bed years? Also, how can any company
consider making any large plant extensions or improvements it it is to be
penalized from 30 to 40 percent for making such expenditures out of earnings?
As a matter of fact, the directors of this company at this very time have under
consideration the possible expenditure of $10,000 to $200,00L that we would
expect to pay for out of earnings, but we are holding up decision in regard to
this matter, for we cannot affbrd to go ahead aid make tbeA' Improvements and
puay for same out of earnings If we are to be penslized and taxed In an exorbitant
manner on such expenditures.

"Furthermore, tixx company In 19M entered to6 a contract for the purchase
in 19M8 of the power plant used' In c(mnection with our mill for the sum of
$500,000. In the meantime we have been paying an annual rental for the use
of this property. In June 19&.% as stated a e are under contract to

0000 fsor this power plant, and It006.! tlon that we will beable ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ta toprhsweI oe pa Od
abde to purchase thi, pow our obliga nd contract out
of earnings that we hope to le to make by that time. I are going to
be praetk-clly forced to t all of our earnings, how In he d are we-
going to carry out this Itract. Obgation to hase this power nt for a
stated consfderstion ..000 In June 1 'b. 'e going to be alled
30 or 40 percent for prtfilege of g o yebts a carrying out
contract oblil ered into, rs a

The Ufact and bus tl en ibis io use ot their I to
conservatism, are ti 3ely.lions f the I Gove ent to ia
financial house I order by r 1 debt, t to do
It Is obvious th greater revenue in 'r and t t nl on
of revenue whi te ovrm th fr heaits cttho Government h f

Whher a tar applied to corporate rnlngs or t t incom of the In
vidual, the net ult Is etically b a l for s 4j r part of U
Investment In I sntry an ess ea/ the savin
and Acuinulatl s of our Inc

The eunxtitue y oif the ( mcl, b c rvSs section of soutbe
busn ess. Is un sCerably vt vd I S ew ehk4 i l taxationn for
destruction of r (Tres: 0-4 l a ot o atitaW e techn! c
le of tie till, 3- we do ler st 0 ositlon t the prei
upon which is

May we call Ip,.I attith to thoze 0oI' deal uIt funds. the
[rPxcSvdiS g tax Imp. I under [ie Iif atedA A. A. Title 4 of tion
001 (b)-C1, it sev.=e. t the pwr - r i1delr ed of right to und
In C s where the nvolsc to the Govern siply
1ecauq the claims of s rcsons are within the provisions of 2 (d)
of the A. A. k|

Section 41 (.-* has to do claims on acvo.nt of fSlor s held at the
time of tb-. invalidation of thbe he articies---be the subject
ofelalms ndc.r section 01 (a) wtre stocks on January
G~ Trantsirticn wtieh oc-.urrml as early aMa April, and-May 1936 *re
pt"Mttrly :1almabe under sectioa OM1 (b). The articles Involved hare, In mt
ease, peraud through the channels of trade into connxptio long before the
act war. lvalidate.I on January 6, IN&

SekOon OM2 (a) provkc"s for riund of tax Involved iu any fioor stock held
for Fale or other dispositlo of Januavy 8, flt3 . Tbe last phrase of this section
ree,44 as fel!ows:
"c:zc'4 that no st,.b p&m)went shall Ue made to the proc~esor or other person

viho 1*id oc %as llfttid for the tax."
This langoage sho'1d be removed frum the bill. If enacted Into law. it

wuu,4 dteINho prc.es- -rs c4 rfuni to bR.h they are equitably entitled.
There Is a Strong morsl obllgatiou upon the Government to mike refunds of

tax p id on all 9K,:-r fitks held at the time the tax was inmioved. Such
proullon ass o,ntalned in Mxtcio 16 of the A. A. A.

May we rexx a.uo that your committee give serious consideration to the
effects of this bill, 1for yon may be sure that the strenuous opposition of our
butres-rne o tih -w tax iohlr--4*hy lnlro1,jc,' by thls bill arIses from a
dv.p convivth..ii that iuch a departure from te kr,,)wn ten-dts of ooncmy and
csiratlve planrling wvul un qustilonably be divastrmua.

Very sinc 1yly your
J. R. Eo-wTo -, Pr.sdes
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e moLrrowN, Outo, May 8, 1936.Re your telegram.
1ion. PAT HlAMBOX,

Chairman, Senate Finoace (ommittce,
Waah4Wsgton, D. C.

Dria S: Our corporation has been In existence for 25 years. We are en-
gaged as converters, converting paperboard into cartons and boxes for various
industries--food, textile, etc.

We do not produce our raw materials, and up to about 1927 or 1928 we were
able to make fair progress In competition with Integrated larger concerns, who
produced their own raw materials (paperboard) and converted same.

Since 1927 or 1928, however, competitive conditions have become very serious,
and we therefore have devoted much time and money to developing new prod-
ucts. In the Interim there have been dividends declared of approximately I
percent, during these 6 or 7 years, as we have devoted whatever profits were
made to expenditures in developing new products and reinvesting in equipment.

We have directed our attention in developing a very important phase of pack-
aging, namely, providing a greater degree of protection against deterioration of
foods, after same are packaged, than has been possible heretofore in paper
containers. As an example:

1. The United States Department of Agriculture has been endeavoring for
many years to have the dairies market dry milk, and the only possible type
of container in which such products could be distributed, being protected
against the deteriorating effects of the moisture in the air, would be either In
glass Jars or tin cans; and as both these containers are too expensive In rela-
tion to the cost of the product, it has, up to the present time, not been possible
to market this product.

2. Such products as raisins, prunes, apricots cannot be marketed in summer-
time, due to the fact that these products become infested, due to the warm
climatic conditions prevailing In summer.

3. Such products as coffee are packaged In tin cans, or, as in a great many
cases, in vacuumized tin cans, to prevent rancidity. Thus, the expense of the
tin can Is at least 20 percent of the retail selling price of coffee.

4. Such products as pancake flour and products made from buckwheat flour
and barley flour cannot be distributed in summer, also due to the fact that they
become infested with bugs.

Now, after having reached the point where we can offer paper containers that
will provide the necessary protection for products mentioned above and others,
we will not be able to make provisions to increase our capacity to supply the
demand, unless wq are willing to sell some of our stock, for which there is no
ready market available and for that reason it would mean offering such stock
and endeavoring to sell it at a price much below Its intrinsic value, or else
subject ourselves to a heavy penalty as provided for in the pending income-tax
bill, If Increases were made from profits.

There must be many small and medium-sized concerns who will, of necessity,
be similarly handicapped for either the same or other reasons. It is the opinion
of our company that large concerns, having their stock listed on the exchanges.
can more readily dispose of additional stock to the public, or, having built up
a large reserve or surplus, will be less handicapped under this bill than the
small and medium-size concerns.

We therefore urge the Senate committee to eliminate penalties on surpluses.
as It will of a certainty affect developments and expansion of plants and will
result In loss of employment, and therefore Increase the problem of unemploy-
ment.

As a medium-size concern, we urge that every encouragement be given for
the development and expansion to large and small concerns.

Yours very truly,
Tac IrITxSTATr FotImNo Box Co,,
S. Bzzos-rw, Pre,fdent.

MEMORANDUM IN RI.ArION To PsoposED RLwv-uE Acr or 1Q36

The revenue bill of 1930, having passed the House, Is now before the Senate
Finane Committee.

While the bill was before the Ways and Ieans Committee of the Honse this
memorandum was being written but could not be completed in time for presents-
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lion. An application was made to the Senate Finance Committee for leave to
present the views embodied in it, but the limited time scheduled for hearings
was filled and the suggestion made that It be submitted to the committee.

Some of the views contained in this memorandum have been expressed by
others who have appeared before the committee; others have not been pre-
sented. Insofar as there is repetition of opinions expressed by others, it will
not be amiss, for the Infirmities of the proposed bill are so great that they
cannot be overemphasized.

The proposed bill represents the adoption of a totally new theory of taxation
upon the income of corporations. It proposes to levy an Income tax upon the
shareholders of corporaticas in the same manner that income taxes are levied
upon members of partnerships. Realizing, however, the Impossibility of im-
posing the tax in that form because of the inherent differences between the
corporate and copartnership entities, the bill proposes to accomplish the desired
result through the medium of imposing graduated taxes upon the income of
corporations to the extent that they are not distributed to the stockholders.
The purpose is to compel such distribution by the corporation to avoid punitive
taxes.

It has been popularly supposed that Congress is actuated by the desire to
raise in the aggregate such sums as are necessary to meet the expenses of
maintaining the Government with the least disturbance to our economic sys-
tem. It has been charged that a departure from that attitude is evidenced by
the present bill in that Its primary purpose is not the raising of additional
revenue so much as the bringing about of a reform in our economic system,
and the justification for that charge is inherent in the bill Pself.

The most Important point to be'considered is whether there is adequate, if
any, justification for attempting so drastic a change in our system of taxation
as will be brought about by the passage of the act in its present form. Dis-
cussion of it necessarily involves various phases difficult of separation, for
they impinge one upon the other. One of these phases has not been sufficiently
emphasized in the committee hearings. It has to do with the economic waste
and uncertainty attendant upon the adoption of a new experiment in taxation.

We have been dealing with income- and excess-profits taxes for approxi-
mately 20 years. These acts have been complicated and difficult of adminis-
tration; so complicated, indeed, that not only could those directly affected not
handle their affairs intelligently, but even lawyers, specializing in the field,
were unable to advise them with any degree of assurance. Endless litigation,
with its attendant economic waste, ensued. The revenue acts have been so pro-
lific a source of legal controversy that not only the entire time of the Board
of Tax Appeals, a sptclal tribunal created for the purpose, but also a tremen.
dous proportion of the time of all Federal judicial tribunals has been taken
up with the disposition of these controversies. Whether this economic waste
could have been avoided by adherence to broad principles instead of attempting
to have a statutory rule for every situation is a matter of opinion upon which
men may differ. In any event, no purpose is to be served by discussion of that
subject. Suffice it to say that as a result of that litigation, we finally reached
a reasonable understanding of our tax obligations.

It is now suggested that we scrap what we have accomplished at such
enormous cost, sacrifice the degree of certainty which we have achieved, and
embark upon new and uncharted seas. That such a course will again flood
the country with litigation and with a repetition of the economic waste that
has gone before is not open to doubt. We shall have constitutional tests di-
rected at the bill as a whole and at its parts, the result of which no man, how-
ever learned, can predict with assurance. Questions have already been raised
concerning the constitutionality of certain provisions because of special treat-
ment to certain corporations, but there seems to have been no general sugges-
tion of its unconstitutionality In a broader aspect.

Without expressing any views upon the subject, it is well to bear In mind
that In the last analysis this phase of the bill taxes the nondistribution of
income rather than the income itself, and this regardless of whether there is
any element of fraud o revaslon In such nondistribution; that It seeks to com-
pel the directors of private corporations to make distributions of earnings by
the imposition of punitive taxes upon their failure to do so, although there
Is no congressional power to compel such distribution. Viewed in this light,
It is by no means safe to assume that no question of validity is Involved.
From the fhct that by adherence to our present system of taxation upon cor-
porate earnings and by raising the rate thereof in one form or another, the
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rame result could be achieved, the inference becomes strong that the congrcs-
sional purpose Is to compel distribution rather than to raise revenue.

It has not heretofore been found necessary, in order to raise additional rev-
enue, to depart from the system of taxation which has been employed for so
long a time. It has been adequate to meet all our necessities. '1i he question
naturally arises, therefore, whether the present proposal is a tax measure in
Its true essence or one of social, financial, or economic reform.

One would suppose that there must be tremendous advantages to be gained
to Justify the proposed change from an established to an uncertain system.
The advantage claimed Is that corporations will be forced to distribute a much
larger share of earnings among their stockholders, which will be subject to
levy In the hands of the recipients, and that a greater aggregate revenue will
accrue to the Government as a result. The data presented by the Treasury
Department upon this subject is far from convincing. Indeed, facts and figures
have been presented to the committee which appear to demolish these conten-
tions. Among other things, it has been disclosed that declarations of dividends
over a substantial period of years very nearly approach earnings over the same
period. It has been pointed out by Senator Byrd that the scheme bids fair
to completely exempt the richest and largest corporations in the country.
One thing Is certain, and that is that it Is Impossible to accept the conclusions
of the Treasury Dk-partment, for nothing short of an Investigation, extending
over a long period of time, will disclose whether the proposed method is sound
or will accomplish anything like the results which its sponsors seek.

Looking at the provisions of the proposed bill dealing with the taxation of
undistributed earnings, we are Instantly confronted with features so objection-
able as to make its ultimate enforcement uncertain. No one with regard to
truth can deny that thousands of corporations would not dare to distribute their
earnings to stockholders, some because they have no reserve adequate to meet
adverse business conditions, others because they are In a state of expansion and
must finance that expansion out of current earning, still others because they
have capital deficits or are under contract to defer dividends until loans are
repaid. Do we not wlsh these companies to have reserves to meet the adversi-
ties of the future Do we not want plant and business expansion, with- its
promise of increased employment? Are we to penalize those who cannot de-
clare dividends because of capital deficits or contractual obligations?

The bill, as it has passed the House, makes provision for some of these spe-
cial cases; and when it is suggested that these exceptions create questions of
constitutionality, it Is answered that they do no more than classify taxpayers.
With due deference to the high authority that makes these answers, the conclu-
sion seems irre,1istible that such a proposal does not clarify but merely gives
preference to some as against others, despite the fact that there is not the
slightest fundamental difference between the earnings of the one and the
other. Under such proposal, the deserving in many cases will be mulcted,
while the undeserving will be rewarded for nialadministralion; the industrious,
the thrifty, and the able will be punished that the waster and the incompetent
may prosper. If that philosophy is put Into practice, the rainbow of prosperity
will be long missing from our horizon.

What we have said Is by no means theoretical. Men in active practice of
the law are constantly confronted with practical Illustrations of tne working
of such a proposal. We have in mind a corporation engaged in mining. It
started froni bedrock; most of Its capital was borrowed aud was repayable out
of earnings. Such capital has since len paid. As it continues to receive
income from production, It plows the Income back for further exploitation, for
the building of new mills, the employment of additional labor, increase in the
facilities for housing and recreation of its workers. More than hai of its
production is exported. All of this Is designed for the increase of business,
the expan.Rlon of employment, the creation of new wealth. One would think
that the choice between assisting such undertakings rnd curtailing them would
not be difficult to make. Such assistance Is not furnished by comepulsory dis-
tribution of earn!ng. On the contrary, the very purloe which we seek
broadly to accomplishi Is thus, frustrated. By the lwopos'ed press, we raise
the ramparts of entrenched wealth and make them impregnable to competitive
attack. We prevent the creation of wealth and curtail employment and destroy
Initiative. Forced to distribute earnings or pay heavy penalties, the pioneers
will be forced Into the han(Li of stronger units in their industry.

It Is contended also by the proponents of the bill that it does no more than
l~iace the stockholders of corporations In tho same position as the membersof a partnership. Such a contention will not withstand analysis. It loses sight
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of the fundamental difference between the two entities. In the case of the
partnership every member is the ovhner of the copartnership property, entlUed
to the inome therefrom, and It Is immediately credited to his capital account.
Each member is chargeable with full liability for the obligations of the part-
nership, without limitation. As a rule the number of members is small, for it
Is a practical Impossibility to carry on a great venture in copartnership form.
As a matter of fact, the very purpose of the passage of corporate laws was to
make possible and to encourage large undertakings by permitting great num-
bers of individuals to combine their resources, vesting them in the corporate
body, depriving them of Individual participation In the management of its
affairs, at the same time limiting their liability for the debts and obligatons
arising from its activities. The stockholders have no tangible but only an
equitable and Inchoate right In the property are not entitled to participate In
the corporate earnings except as and to the extent declared by the directors
or trustees, and no power to compel the distribution of such earnings except
lit cases of fraud. It is obvious that the earnings of the corporation cannot be
taxed to the stockholders. It is not possible to place them in the same category
as the trembers of a partnership.

The right to compel the directors to make distribution of such earningq under
the whip of punitive taxes is, as we have said before, open to question, but
more lJiuptant iN the fallacy of supposing that there La any xvuomlc beneflt
to be derived from such distribution. The result may be the destruction of the
shareholder's property. The corporation, forced to distribute, weakens its
financial stability and Its ability to expand Its activities. Taxpayers would be
stupid to retain Investments so endangered by governmental coercion. Only
governments which have unlimited sources of revenue can indulge in the
luxury of unfettered dissipation. Business concerns must keep their houses in
order.

We have two goals before us-one Is to meet the present ne<esslty; the other
to estabLish a permanent system of ta xatlion which will be flexible enough to meet
the varying needs of the Government by the mere expedient of raising and lower-
ing rates; which will take into consideration ttie sources of revenue available
to VFedeial, State, and local governments; which Imposes the least burden upon
the economic system; and whicb, above all, impoIsc taxes rather than Inflicts
punishmrients.

Confronted with the immediate necessity of raising additional revenue, the
most obvious procedure is, of course, to raise the rate of taxation. It has also
been suggested that the base be broadened. Upon that subject we have written
repeatedly to Members of the House and Senate recomnending for favorable
consideration the reduction of exemptions to the vanishing point. They have, If
any, only a negligible economic justification. In a greater or less degree every
person in the United States enjoys the benefits of government. The subject IN
perhaps controversial, but It might be argued with considerable force that those
benefits are enjoyed to a greater extent by the poor than by the rich. However
that may be, everyone who enjoys the benefits accorded by organized govern-
ment should contribute, to the extent of his ability, to the cost of maintenance
of that government; and we are In full accord with one of the witnesses, who
predicted that this theory must and will eventually be put into practice. In line
with this suggestion, we recommend the abolition of exemption of dividends
from the normal tax.

If tle present act will not produce sufficnt revenue, concerning which there
is considerable doubt, and assuming that broadening of the base, as heretofore
suggested, will not suffice, an excess-profits tax substantially identical with that
which was in effect during the war period his unquestionable advantages over
the proposed assessment. One of its advantages was that the taxes Imposed
took Into account fundamental economic factors, on?- of which ws the amount
of capital entering Into the production of income, with sufficient consideration
being given to cases where Invested capital was nominal or where exceptional
circumstances required special treatment. Another advantage which might well
be placed first Is that the country' has had considerable experience under such
legislation, fundamental questions have already been judicially settled, and the
procedure under it is reasonably well understood both by the Treasury Depart-
ment and the taxpayers. If revenue Is the object to be achieved, such a system
offers a more certain promise than that of laying higher graduated rates of taxes
upon undistributed earnings, and Itfj validity Is not oien to question.

In suggesting the enactment of the Excess Profits Tax Act, we merely express
a preference for it over the present proposal. It is not simple and It Is not,
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to our mind, the most desirable method. Its appeal is to be found in the
necessity v immediate action.

The Ideal system of taxation, If such a thing Is possible, can be achieved only
after thorough study and investigation. It is to our everlasting discredit
that this subject has never received the treatment which It deserves and which
every thinking man would expect to be given to It. It touches the economic
existence of every person in the United States. Badly cvncelved or badly
administered, It can poison the blood stream of commerce and industry; more
than any single thing, It aids or retards prosperity. despite all this, It is
never treated as a matter for scientific study; as a matter of fact, It Is polluted
always with politcal cons-ideratlons.

No reform in l)vernment could be comparable in its beneficial effects to
that afforded by a permanent system of taxation, one so designed that the needs
of the Governrient can be met from time to time by the simple expedient of
raising or lowering rates as the cIr-umLsances justify. The constant search
by the Government for new sources of revenue is disheartening to the people
and upsetting to busie.s,. It would be encouraging and refreshing to heer
the thought again expressed that the people are entitled to the enjoyment of
the fruit of their efforts, dimInlithed by the neeessitles and not the extrava-
gances of government.

With Income anti inheritancr taxes ai Its backbone, a revenue act can be
constructed that will be permanent Insofar as the subjects and methods of
taxation are concerned. It maust be drawn by a body of experts consisting of
representatives of the Treasury Department and Its counsel, of outstanding
businessmen and of lawyers who have had large experience with the substan-
tive and administrative advantages and disadvantages of past revenue acts.
If we accomplish nothing more than the laying of uncertainty, which is but a
mite of what may be accomllithed, the gain would be worth the effect.

In defense of the bill, Mr. Oliphant has asserted before the committee that
the bill Is not directed against consclous-tax evasion, that the administration
Is Interested only in the logs of revenue which occurs when corporate earnings
are neither distributed to stockholders and so subjected to Individual income
tax nor subjected to a compensatory tax in the bands of the corporation. The
meaning and Intent of that can only be that the Government not only has the
right to tax the Income once, but twice, and that narrows down again to
the point that it seeks to impose a penalty upon nondistribution of earnings.

No doubt the view expressed is a sincere one, but It is difficult to under-
stand wby, if the Government Is Interested only In revenue and not In regula-
Uon of corporate affairs, It should not tax the Income of the corporations in the
first Instance at a higher rate and cease working about whether corporate
earning are distributed to stockholders or not.

Far too much emphasis has been placed by the Treasury Department upon
the evasion and avoidance of taxes. In the first place, there is no evasion of
tax Inherent in the failure of a corporate to distribute Its earnings. There Is
not even an avoidance of tax Involved except In an academic sense, and such
avoidance cannot be criticized except In those cases which are contemplated by
the sections of the present revenue act dealing with unnecessary accumulations
of surplus. Rather an anomalous situation is created when we attempt to
punish the innocent because we have diffkulty In convicting the guilty. As a
matter of fact, we are firmly convinced that an Investigation would Indicate
that the amount of money Involved In conscious tax evasion or avoldance
by unnecessary accumulation of corporate earnings Is negligible.

It has been suggested In recent sessions of the committee that a compromise
be effected by raising the rate on corporate Incomes and at the same time
retaining some form of tax on undistributed corporate earnings. Such a pro-
posal has nothing to recommend it. Not a sound argument has been advanced
in support of a tax on undistributed earnings, and we are sure the President,
merely because he suggested it as a mears of raising revenue, does not desire
to have It adopted If unsound merely as a compliment to him.

Our revenue acts are far too complicated now for proper administration.
Sound discretion would point to the advisability of retaining In an emergency
the framework that we already have and of postponing drastic changes until
a thne when the whole tax structure may be considered calmly and a thoroughly
sound system evolved.

We desire to direct the attention of the committee to the oft repeated
economic conception that increasing rates of taxation to the point where they
become burdensome results In diminishing the returns to the Government.
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The reverse is equally true. When the need for additional revenue arises
legislative bodies seem to turn Instinctively to the raising of rates. Such
action Is sound enough when its application is limited to incomes, inheritances,
and excises or transactions over which the taxpayers have no control, or In-
complete control. Where, however, they have It within their power to enter
Into a transaction for profit or to consummate It, with the resultant heavy
Impost, legislative action of the kind referred to defeats Its very purpose.
We believe that the Congress should consider seriously whether or not the

fiat rate of 12% percent on capital gains would not bring far greater rev.
enue than the present system. Vast Increases have occurred in the values
of securities acquired In the last few years. Many people would be glad
to realize profits which have accru(ed but for the exorbitant rates applicable
to capital gains made within the first year or two after acquisition bf the
property out of which the gain arises. We do not speak of the speculator and
the trader, but of the investor, whose natural inclination is to shift Investments
when a reasonable profit has accrued. There Is no reason to discourage such
transactions. Twelve and a half percent participation In the profits thereof
would, we believe, add materially to the Federal revenue.

THE WDINWALL TAXES

It appears from newspaper reports and the consensus of opinion seen's to
be that Congress will pats, In some form, the so-called windfall taxes, upon
which the President seems to set so much tore. This is much to be regretted
because the proposal involves an attempt to punish citizens who have had the
temerity to assert their constitutional rights. It can be viewed in no other
light for since the citizens are the ultimate source of revenue, and since It Is
within the power of Congres.s, by accepted methods, to raise the revenue
necessary to replace any that may have been lost, there Is no other reason to
propose a special tax to fall upon only that class. Furthermore, the proposed
impost resolves Itself somewhat Into a second attempt to collect what was
unlawfully taken in the first Instance. The theory Is that the taxpayers In
the limited class affected by this impost have been unjustly enriched because
they have passed It on to the consumer. Tue vice of this argument Is that the
tax was unlawfully exacted from them In the first instance and they hare the
right to itr recovery. It does not appear to us to be a concern of the govern-
ment that the c-onsumer may have, In some Instances, borne the unlawful Impost.
It would seem to be quite in order In such cases to leave the consumer In a
position to exercise his rwn t'lht of recovery.

Tlie question of constitutionality was raised before the House Ways and
Means Committee. We believe Mr. Oliphant said that they considered the
tax constitutional because It was an Income tax. While It appears to be a
bit far-fetched to attribute Income to one who receives back money unlawfully
exacted from him, Is not the classification of this Income under which 80 per-
cent Is exacted so arbitrary and capricious as to amount to confiscation? It
would be rather confusing, would It not, to have the taxpayer remain liable
to the consumer for the refund which he alone has the legal right to claim
after the Government had already confiscated it? If the consumer towhom
the tax was passed on has a right to reclaim It in the hands of the taxpayer
to whom It was refunded, It would be Interesting to learn upon what theory
the Government can subject It to a levy In the hands of the original taxpayer.
Are there not many other forms of unjust enrichment upon which the usual
rate of taxation is asseed and which are not singled out for special punitive
treatment? Tite fact that few are affected by it seems to be the only justiflca-
tion for the remark of the Secretary of the Treasury that there is no general
opposition to it. Obviously, people not affected by it will confine their atten-
tions to things more pregnant with interest to them, but all thinking people
should be oppred to 11w narrowness of view which Impelled the proposal.

Furthermore, it wedl be very unfortunate If It should appear that these
taxes are levied In a spirit of defiance of the mandate of the Supreme Court,
whlth should be accepted with good grace by everybody. It would be even
more unfortunate If so transparent an evasion of Its judgment Is attempted as
the lkvying of an 80 percent tax on the mcney which It has declared waq unlaw.
fully exacted and It should also be declared unconstitutional by the Court. a
result which may very readily be expected.

It is not difficult to see where such practices lead, for If thts attempt sue-
ceeds, Congress may collect unlawful and unconstitutional imposts of all kinds
through the simple expedient of taxing ill refunds of such taxes 10 percent.
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In conclusion may we say that this men orandum is submitted with the desire
to be helpful. We should like to see the Budget balanced and emergency taxes
levied with the least possible disturbance to builness. Above all, we hope that
sone action will be taken looking toward the formulation of a Permanent end
comprehensive system of taxation.

Rewpoully submitted.
AwruituI B. IYMAN,

2 Rector Street, NVw York, V. Y.

Los ANGIIIA. CALFF., MaV 1, 1036.
Ron. WwAiu 0. lfcArow,

,e"tor, Waohinqtn, D. C.:
We object strenuously to the inclusion of rents in corporate income-tax bill

now pending, and ask your help to eliminate this very burdensome feature.
SUBWAY T*XMINAL Os-tcIV R I NO COasTION.

SANx "'%.CISCO, P.ktIF.. 3107, 1, 1936.
lon. Wizwsm G. McALoo.

United Stales Senale, Woashngton, D. C.:
Reqctfully request that you vote against I. R. 12395, and particularly

against inm.uding mompanles receiving 80 parent of invoine from rents In per-
poeal holding conpartes clazs, as taxes against real-estate owners already too

onerous.
JAuS a FLOOD.

S.x Dsroo. CAsur., May 1, 19.6.
Senator WxL-SAM 0. MoAnoo,

WashbintpOl D. V.:
Please oppoee I. 1T uo. 0. " p ",.

PowEU & SMITH,Philadelphia, May 13, 1936.

lion. PAr JIARRIROY,

Cholran, Cornrmittee on Finanoce.
United Stafre Senate. WaAkigt on, D. C.

Daa& ftvAToe: I feet it would be retmtb of me not to answer what georetary
Wallace was reported to have said when appearing before your committee yes-
terday with regard to the so-called "windfall" tax.

Of course, the figures with regard to the large packers are more available to
him than they are to me, so that I will accept hi statement as correct that
perhaps $50,000,i0 of the windfall tax will come out of approximately 10 of
the very large packers.

I do not represent any of the 10 largest packers, but when I appeared before
your committee la't week I appeared there as representing a few hundred of
the small pork packers. who are the ones who suffered most from the processing
tax doe to the fact they had no opportunity to wake up the losses incurred
during the time that tax was in effect by the sale of other meat products, as
their business was practically nothing but pork. Therefore the large packers
did not suffer proportionately As their operations might only have been some
25 to 30 percent pork as against their other meat sales.

Mr. Wallace, however, utterly failed to call your attention to the fact that
If the small independent i ork packers, who were In your committee room to
the number of upward of 150 and representing quite some few hundred addi-
tional, are obliged1 to pay this windfall tax, over 75 percent of then will go
Into the hands of receivers, a% was shown by the testimony of those witne. ses
whom I produced.

If I held a brief for the large packers Instead of only for the small pork
packers, I would suggest the passing of the windfall tax In Its identical terms
as rossied by the lonuze. for it would undoutfedly mean that while the largo
packers might have to return many millions of dollars, they would gobble up
the small ones and then, with the complete control of the meat market in
their hand, would be in a position in a very short time to reimburse them-
selves through lack of competition not only for the windfall tax but for many
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millions of dollars for years thereafter, and the people who would foot this
bill would be not only the consumers but the farmers who raise the lie-stock.

I know the argument has been presented that no small packer will be In-
Jured unless he pased on the tox, tut I submit that It Is utterly inpossible for
the sinall packer to prove that he did not lass on the lax, or any portion of It,
and hence the bll. if tjssed In Its present form, will be his death warrant.

In addition, the lad effects of the lorocessIng tax on the lork packer are still
evident in the resentment of the (-onsurner tit the high prices, shown by hs
purchasing other ,>mpetlng articles Instead of pork, so that I teileve practically
all packers, 90 percent or more of whose business is pork, have lost money tills
year and expect to continue to lose It at least =til the supply of hogs become
nearly enough normal to enable the packers to reduce the prices to the consumer.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the courtesies extended
during the hearings and I will appreciate It If thls letter Is made part of the
record.

Yours sin rely,
llvmuss-i B. PoWTjL,

NEW YORK CElDIT MiNU' ASSOCIATION,
Xew York, May 13, 1936.

Ifon. PAT itAMaISON,
Chairpian, FLn ec Cornlnfte,

ge jle Chamber, Washingto, D. 7.
DrAx M a ]iaso., : This association wishes to have recorded with your con-

rnittee Its carefully considered opinion on the proposal for an undistributed
pwflts tax on corporations, aq outlined in the enclosed resolution recently
adopted by the a.odxlntlon.

Our organization Is made up of busine.smen who devote their lives to credits
and to the building of a sound commercial credit structure.

I hope you will feel that their conclusions are worthy of the cmnslderntion of
your committee.

In full aplorclatlon of the diflkult task which confronts you ant your com-
mittee, we are,

Very reslo0fully yours,
W. W. Os- Secretary.

Czrror Nit-f'a ASSocIATION AND C0OaOIATIONS' UND1s1TaIBUrweo-POuITs T.%x
i'OPOSAL

The New York Credit Men's As-sociation places itself ou record with the
Finance Committee of the United States Senate in oppositIon to the proposats
for an undistributed-profits tax on corporations, Its reasons being:

1. That any tax having as its object the distribution to stockholders of the
profits of any year, and that penalizes a corporation that transfers to reserves
such part of its profits as the mnanagemtnt may feel should be set aside for
expansion or to st engthen the financial and credit structure, is economically
unsound because-

(a) It works against the accumulation of reserves essential to Industrial
development ;

(b) It tends to weaken the credit positIon of a corporation and especially
of corporations not strongly entrenched financially, Impairing their ability to
borrow during periods when operations are carried on at a loss;

(e) It lessens the corporation's ability to weather protracted depression
periods, to maintain in time of slack periods its schedules of employment, and
to serve the community when the people most need to have In their midst a
strong Institution well fortified financially.

We appreciate the necessity of providing for the vast comilttuentA of the
Government, but we urge with alt earneslnes. against the principle of the
undlstributed-profits tax as a form of taxation certain to weaken the broad
base upon which our credit structure rests.

We especially call attention to the failure of the tax bill now before the
Senate committee to provide properly for the taxation of corporations In reor-
ganization except those In receivership.

As an association having xe'ich to do with corporate reorgauizations, we
strongly urgt, that consideration be given by the Finance Committee to an
amendment to section 105 of the pending bitt to provide that any corporation
operating under a contract of extension or amortization of Indebtedness with
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banks or commercial concerns may, upon the approval of the Co im "0ner of
Internal Revenue, continue to ray a tax equal to 15 percent of te next Income
during the term of such extension agreement.

LriT SuaurrrED raoM THE CLVEAND HARDWARE & Folt0No Co., CL1'-AND,
OHIO

MAY 8, 1936.
Box. Roernr J. BLRr,

Senator, United States Senate, Iraaingio", D. 0.
DrA SENATOS BuLlaxr: Appreciate very much indeed your prompt reply of

May 5, and, agreeable to your suggestion, we will try and give you a brief of
our situation.

I came with the Cleveland Hardware & Forging Co. (hereinafter referred to
as the company), In January of 1932, and since that time have occupied the
position of vice president, secretary, and general manager. As such I have
exercised supervision over the sales, manufacturing, and financial end of the
business.

When I came with the company in January of 1932 the business and the
finances of the company were in a difficult condition. The company had sus-
tained successive losses since the fiscal year ended August 31, 1929, these losses,
after depreciation and obsolescence, being as follows:

Year ended Aug. 81, 1030 -------------------------------------- $27,2, 04.93
Year ended Aug. 31, 1931 ------------------------------------- M,474.50

During the first years of the conduct of the business under my supervision,
the losses, after depreciation and substantial write-offs for obsolescence, were-

Year ended Aug. 31, 1932 ------------------------------------ $1,025, J0. 8
Year ended Aug. 31, 1933 ------------------------------------ 147, 42. 61

It will be seen that the aggregate losses of the company during this period
amounted to $2,020,762.62

The causes for these successive losses are partly found In the conditions of
this company and partly In the conditions of the drop-forging Industry as a
whole.

Speaking with reference to conditions in the company, it should be observed
that the company was organized in 1881, and for many years engaged in the
manufacture of carriage, wagon, and top hardware. These lines gradually
became obt.olete and were abandcaed, with the exception of wagon hardware
which Is s ll continued, but which has diminished to relatively small propor-
tions. In the plac

e 
) of this business, forgings of automobile parts have been

undertaken, but this business has become more competitive and sales had un-
dergone a marked shrinkage even prior to the advent of the depression. The
gross sales of the company in 10 were $9,7,098. This figure shrank to
$Z883237 In 1927. and while there was an increase to $4310,539 in 1929, a
marked shrinkage thereafter occurred, with the result that the sales In 19W$
were reduced to $508,716.

It should also be mentioned that prior to the time that I came with the com-
pany in 1982, the management had experienced no change, almost since the
time of organization. The company for a number of years had paid dividends
consistently, and these dividends were continued through the year 1930, not-
withstanding the large losses that were incurred. This was accomplished
through the realization of accumulated surplus. The comparative balance
sheet indicates that investments in United States bonds and other securities
were reduced from $i30,020.5 in 1927 to $3,823.50 at the close of the 1935 fiscal
year. T) a partial extent these seurltles were used to pay off bank Indebted-
ness that had been incurred subsequent to the year 1927.

This combination of circumstances, but principally the large recurring losses,
had detrimentally affected the working capital position of the company by the
end of the fiscal year endol August 31, 1932, as will be observed from an
analysis of the balance sheet.

Aside from financial difficulties then experienced by the company, the pros.
pects fbr the future In November of 1933 and for some time prior thereto, were
extremely doubtful. The company was beset with various difilcultles among
which might be mentioned the following:
1. The company was faced with the vital necessity of Increasing its busi-

ness, the sales having dropped to the low point of $508,716 for the 1933 fl"sl
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year as compared to sales of $4,310,539 in 1929. The demand for general hard-
ware forgings was at a low ebb. Automotive business had decreased. Manu-
facturers of automobiles were constantly requiring closer tolerances which were
not observed by the company prior to my connectiou and the company had lost
considerable business because of the failure to observe such requirements. We
were then faced with the necessity of reestablishing t ,company's reputation
in the automotive field.

2. In the face of these difficulties, conditions in the industry became more
competitive. As Indicated In the survey of the drop-forging industry published
by the United States Department of Commerce in 1931, the industry, in the
face of decreased business, actually increased its capacity 70 percent from
1929 to 1931. The condition of the industry is shown graphically in the chart
prepared by the drop-forging association, copy of which is appended hereto.
This chart shows the tremendous drop In the price per pound of forging
which began as early as 19"24 and dropped more precipitously after the begin-
ning of the depression. The chart also shows the accompanying sharp decrease
of shipments during these years.

Aside from the 70-percent increase In the capacity of the industry, the drop-
forging Industry literally encountered competition in the plants of their ms-
tomers by reason of the great increase in forging facilities developed In the
plants of automobile manufacturers. Ford Motor Co., Chrysler Corporation.
end General Motors Co. have so extended their forging equipment that they
produce In their own plants from 50 percent to 95 percent of their requirements.

& In addition to all the foregoing, the company was forced to compete with
more modern equipment owned by its competitors, the equipment in the com-
pany's plant being for the most part from 10 to 20 years old.

4. The company was required to conduct its manufacturing operations in a
plant that was in a dilapldated condition. The company has steadily permitted
the condition of these buildings to deteriorate since 190. A substantial part
of the plant now In use is of frame construction. Complete repair of the
buildings, however, would not develop a plant of great eL'lclency, for the reason
that the properties themselves are not suitably laid out for an efficient forging
plant. The main forge builling was erected about 1906, and the 'west frame
buildings were erected In 3919-20.

It will thus be seen that the company, in the midst of the general business
depression aud forced to operate without sufficient working capital, was beset
by difficult conditions, some of which were peculiar to this company, and some
of which were common to the entire Industry. These conditions have not yet
been overcome and the company has carried on only by virtue of rigorous
operating economies.

The late 0. E. Adams, Mr. T. P. Robbins, and other principal stockholders in-
terested in the company, have consistently refused to endorse any paper of the
company for the securing of loans since I have had any connection with the
company, and have been unwilling to make any loans to the company, thus Indi-
cating their lack of faith in the future prospects of the company.

THR O ' 14D HAWAM & oivINo Co.

We give below the sales of the company-fiscal years 1020 to 1935, inclusive:
Fiscal year ending August 31- GOmes soe

1920 -------------------------------------------------- $9, M,9Oft0O
1921 ---------------------------------------------------- 4, 38, 248. 00
1922------------------------------------ --------------- 8,7,"45.00
1923 ---------------------------------------------------- 6, 517, 524. 00
1924 ---------------------------------------------------- 5, 784, 933 00
125 .. . . . . . ..------------------------------------------ 4,874,288. 0
1926 -.. . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------- 4, 27, 81& 77
1927 ---------------------------------------------------- 2, 88, 237.48
1928 .. . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------- 8, 034, 81. 13
1920 ---------------------------------------------------- 4, 310, 53. 84
1030 ---------------------------------------------------- 2,052,295.51
1931 -------------------------------------------------- 944, 250.34
1932 ---------------------------------------------------- owl &V. 30
1933 --------------------------------------------------- N. 71& s
1934 ---------------------------------------------------- 1, 0,855.16
15 ---------------------------------------------------- 1, 503, 519. 51
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For your perusal and In support of our contention, we attach hereto ft com-
parative statement of the sales, Income or loss, and dividends declared, and
other Items affecting surplus and the reduction In surplus and additions thereto,
for each of the fiscal years ended August 31, 125 to 1035, inclusive.

Obsoles-
Fisca Eyeans cenoe and Additions Iatae or
endesd Aug. sale rloslw deprecis. to surplus N'et columns DIvidends reduction In

I- Federal tlion during 2, 3, and 4 palId surplus for
taxes charged year Yearto surplus

19 ............ 14,874, 2%.10 $,334.45 ................. 5 SM4404, 9.00 M,4 ,10.5M
............ 4b2741&7301,471...................301,471.890 81,378.60 s

1 .2.......... 2,S83237.43 7, 3879 .....................7K 3S& 79 I , W. 00 91, m. .1
19A ............ . M871370,7..15 ... $.141735 4 .so fmsm.60 5W. .9.

9 .. 39 ...... , .4 1, 9......... .......... 10(091."89 169. .00 0.*.01
1930 ........... 2Z052.29&612f43.2*M87 01.,47906 .......... 272,704.95 170713.00 447.14
1931 ........... 9K,2%9.34 LW.46.5 1 88,M0 1,53000 5"t6.0 so 8,4.800. 0.40
1932.......6 M3. 30 9,.3. 14 708,111.58 12,74t 33 1,01.5,1983.6............ 1,094. 1 063
1933 ........... 71& 7813 Il8,tl.71 30,90.17 1,70.47 17, .61 ............ 1147.4".61

114.....:09,51 -8970.....1L 08 94 90.97 ............. C 70t. 97
1935..........,. 3,51. 61 8N 260.18 ........... ........ 5&%,38.t6 .............. 82U0 18

Total. 2% 381,235.62 146,75M.6OS 855.5448 33,93&73 1, 586,48.401,384,8M7. 00 1*,9831, 3M5.40

I After deduction of luoone taxes.
I The change In surplus shown for 19 3 does not take into amount the transfer of 62,104,800 effected Oct. 5,

1932, from capital to capital surplus Led the char lng of the surplus defIcit of $1,53,248.&S against the
sTotal dividends paid In cash and in United Sts!es Fourth 1 i Liberty bonds slno lan. 1,

199, to Oct. , 1930 ....................................................................... K 112.44- 8,
Sept. I, 1910, to Oct. 3, 1917, stock dividend declared ..................................... .1, 4, 7. 00

Total distribution of surplus to stockholder paid In cauh, U. S. Liberty bo ae, and
stock dividends .................................................................... 8 61, 19&55

Total amount paid In United States Federal inooms taxes slace 1912, approximately.... 950,0 0.00
Nota-tai denotes red Igires.

On October 17, 1930, the company paid out, In retirement of 2,000 shares of
stock, $198,170 to the stockholders of this company, which vas paid with money
derived from the sale of land and buildings to the Cleveland Twist Drill Co.,
no longer needed In connection with the operation of the business, which figures
are not Included In the above surplus computations. The difference between
$200,000 in retirement of stock and $198,170 paid out In cash was credited to
the surplus account of the company In the amount ot $1,830, representing
fractional shares.

With reference to the capital structure of the company, It should be men.
tioned that the company was incorporated In Ohio in June of 1881. The
original capital consisted of $100,000, which was Increased at various times to
a maximum of $5,000,000, consisting of 50,000 shares of common stock with a
par value of $100 per share. The maximum number of shares ever issued was
28,310, representing an aggregate par value of $2,.31,000. This stock was
reduced $200,000 on October 17, 1030, by retiring 2,000 shares by payment of
cash in that amount realized from the sale of a part of the Lakesilde Avenue
plant to the Cleveland Twist Drill Co. By 132 the losses of the company
had been o severe that it was considered advisable to reduce the par value
of the stock in order to eliminate the large surplus deficit. This surplus deficit
as of August 31, 1932, was $1,56.3,248.05. On October 5, 1032, the 20,310 shares
with a par value of $100 vere reduced to the same number of shares with a
par value of $20 each.

The amount of this. reduction ($2,104,"S) was allocated to capital surplus,
and the surplus deficit was thereupon charged against capital surplus, resulting
in a capital surplus as of the end of the 1M.3 fiscal year In the amount of
507,821.78. Since that time further operating losses of $125,214.2.5 and other

adjustments of $3,271.16 to capital surplus reduced the net surplus as of
August 31, 1934, to $379,330.37.

The book value of each share of stock as of the close of the fiscal years
ended August 31, 1025 to 13, inclusive, coinputed from the attached compara-
tire balance sheets, Is as follows:
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Ye" I Capital surplus Reserve for Total Bstrsout- Book value
dividends standing each share'

92 ................. $A , 000 8M3. M38 $3,407. 00 A 70, 71.38 28, 40 $133.40
19 2 .................. 2,84, 00 902, 0% 90 26 ,SM3. 0 3,70622.240 28,340 13177
192 .................. 2,83K 300 3, 771. 91 2,861.60 3,. O, 33L 8 2 8,340 1343
19 .................. 2.834,000 64,31. 25,6& 00 3, 425, 007.77 240 120.86
192 .................. 2,834,000 497,867.06 26, & 00 3, 3,. 06 28,340 IM 51
193 .................. % 81,000 64, 7. i 4 2,912,0M 13 28, 318 10 86
1931 ................. 2,631.000 152K, 087.17 . , 02. 920 26,310 79.93
192 ................. 2.631.000 1',54 24&0 . . 1,077,731.95 2%310 40.98
1 3 3 .................. 6 00 404129.34 . .. 329. 34 28,310 3& 36

3934 .................. 352 3 900 379, 3,7 . . 2M 37 26,2 M 34.43
1335....... 625.900 434,5K.33 ........ 9M3."453 28,295 S&462

I All figures as of Aug. 31.'De~oti.
I Pat vaue of each share reduced from $100 to $20 during 1933 fiscal year, increase credited to surplus.

In addition to the above we also attach hereto-
1. Comparative balance sheets of the Cleveland ltardware & Forging Co. as of

the fiscal years ended August 31, 1V25 to 1935, Incluslve.
2. Recovcilliation of surplus of the Cleveland Hardware & Forging Co. for the

fiscal years ended August 31, 1925 to 135, Inclusive.
At this time we wish to quote from the annual address of the late Charles H.

Adams, former chairman of ,ur board of directors, to our stockholders on
October 5, 1933:
"We have been letting tire plant run down sine 1929. and we did It deliber-

ately; but we have come to the point now where we have got to begin to rebuild
the plant, and that will be to the credit of your stock."

In view of the conditions set forth in our exhibits and the foregoing, we feel
that cases such as ours should be given loecial corsideration, at least until we
have had an opportunity to build up a surplus to reevistruct our plant and re.
place our machinery, which Is very badly run (town.

As of April 1, 1930, our land and buil,ings, including machinery and equip-
meat now in use for manufacturing purples, stand on our b.oks at $515,464.59.

Our surplus ateount at the same date was $157,037.89, which we would call to
your attention is not an earned surplus as represented by cash or its equivalent,
but a paid-in surplus resulting froin a reduction In the common stock of the
company by exchanging each $100 share of common stock for a $20 share of
common stoc-k, and said surplus Is not represented by the type of a.,ets that can
readily be trned into cash.

We feel that we should be permitted to Increase the capital surplus mentioned
a, of April 1 by the amount repre~snteNl by our land, buildings, plant, machin-
ery, and equipruent of approximately $500000. Otherwise there is no possible
chance for our company to regain its proper place in our line of business.

It is absolutely necessary for us to rebuild our plant from earnings, and In
the ordinary conduct of business we should build up a surplus to carry us
through possible slumps.

We want to emphasize at this time that this policy of putting our earnings
back into the rebuilding of plant and machinery was heartily alproved by our
stockholders, who are fully aware of conditions mentioned heretofore in this
letter. Our stockholders realize that any other policy means that it will be
only a short time until we are forced out of business, owing to our inability,
due to lack of proper buildings and equipment, to meet the competition of modern
shops.

In conclusion, we feel that our situation Is a serious one, in view of the present
pending tax legislation, and if we have not made our case clear to you we would
be only too glad to appear before you and explain matters in Piore detail.

Please bear in mind that the lgures we have used are those shown in our
Federal Income-tax returns.

Respect fully,
TjnE CLSSF1.AND IIARDWAKE & FORGINO Co.,
A. J. SANvOA, Vice Prejidcnt.
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)Iurtwf iN No. 13

Deop Fo RoINO ASSOCIATION,
Cleceland, Ohio, Norenber 29, 193,5.

Steel prices, giret quoriey of 1936.-This office has today received authentic in-
formation that here will be no advance in the price of carbon steel bars and
alloy steel bars for the first quarter of 1036.

The amsoclation office i glad to be isi a position to relpoit this Important item
with reference to steel prices.

Labor scego report.-It is now planned to have our fourth quarter labor wage
report cover any I week which the Individual plant may select as being nio6t
representative of the plant's operations during the period of November 17 to
December 14, Inclusive. Formal notice will go forward later, but this advance
Information may be helpful.

Hoda(l S curity ,et.-IThe Internil Revenue Bureau has not yet issued or
approved forms for ke-ping books, employment records, or any other statistical
data which the law Indicates way be necessary. Moreover, no forms sugge-sted
by private agencies have been approved. However, It is understood the Bureau
desires to avoid complicated or costly systems which would necessitate com.
pletely revising present methods.

Your asociatlon oflice is carefully following this question and will advise
Industry members immediately If any approved forms are set up.

"'Esntials of Drop Porogng Acountng."-Thls offk has several copies of this
book, which was prepared by the cost committee of the American Drop Forging
Institute and copyrighted In 1M4. Although the book Is several years old, and
It Is our hope some time to revise It, it Is of particular value even now. We
would be glad to send a copy to anyone who would like to have it.

Die tiptker d Uio~.-l)urlng the group meetings there was considerable
interest in the- s ucets, which were prepared some time ag3 and |nentloned In
one of our bulletins.

The oflfce had several requests for these definitions, and if anyone else wishes a
copy we shall be glad to mall It upon request.

Group mcet ng.-Watch for our bulletin early next week, which will cover Il
detail the subjects presented for discussion at the group rueeting-.

Social security fozc-pcrctit of pay ro!1

anempoy. Emgnm~ ~ly m 
oe' nt " E m" 1°ye¢°rl ToWM
a Olage

19 .................................................. I ... . . . ........... . I
M .......................................... 2 1 1~ 4

. ..-1............................................ 3 1
910-42 ................................................ 3 2 2 7........................................... 3 2
1218-48............................................. 3 21 25
Mis and lata......................................... 3 a 314 3A
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alance ahetr of the Cleveland Hardware & Forging Co., CMceand, Ohio (forswrly Ow Cleveland Hardware Co.)

_- Fi . yz ending Aug. 31-

ASSETS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I IOU512 12 98 199 12 95 92 5 193 1925I-

Banks and sh .........................
Notes r ivable ........................
Aooto0 n reeivable .... ................Inventors Sept. I ----------------------
United 8We bonds. sat cost t...........
Other mecuritc a s at ................
Received Interest on ..........
Other Awsts:

Note dep - -------------
Employ"e and laollansom re-

XimpbaM kselty Co.. In lieu of
moster of East 7th & East 0tlh
St. Property Co. Store ...........

Capital S"Bts;

Buadi L -. t n ---
Machinery and equipment ..........
Invstmeut for obtaining city steam.
Tools ind dies (nominal) ...........
1hepald expens -------------...
Improvements in proem ......

ToWa aess---- t--------
LL~alUl32'Y

Bills lpa y to banks .............
RiBls Payuble to othes ..................
Amounts payb:

For pur"&em expeasm. et ........
For aewrtd factory wamw. ........
For accrwed expense s ......
Custorsa credit b tane .....
Accrued tax s..
PrOv~sion for Uniite Stte ta...
Deferred libtls ..................

Nom~nad:
Capitl stock.- ....................

Reser for dvidds ----- ........
Capital rarpl1s .....................

ty), 460 -712 OM157 5 Six 7a3 701 S17- 101 36 S17. 5"a a&1 11 8..7.oI 2.4.1,83 sk ~ 05 S.* & .1, 87 $=247&.M UX&l3t2

30 1. i6.--
tm.921.93
09. 31. 73
14,82,.5K. CM..1
,. 35 14

1.5W9,93

5%981.241

,741.M32.581

4-- --. 0-

331.00
V514, N7V. 10
754.188, 79
521,.VM. 97

8. 3M. 85

5, . .00

3. 098,34

3,787.28

M384. 12
. 1. 44& 7

m18. 82

2 1. 7K 4-2
K7,034. 511

750,0., 81

13. M3.00
10.807.62

4.3=9.OD

:w1)x 19

1. 7K4.23

in. 10833
or7. 137.48

10, 308.34
In 33i

4.344. 56 .O.M IV 2,9m.04
386.248.71 35%712.02, 188,1M 311

4 .1.207.40 610. 518.30 47.701.62
M87.625.13 041..W..131 287. W. 44

0.5 .. 031-5o0.-----

3,4M9.00 4.11&,00 4.11.001

Z.I15.8 z 058,41 3442.OR

..04702 Z 743. l 1.1109.7V

183 1,I 44 170=50.09 174.15.(85
88.54:3,8l dI.L 0 I 834.875,51

V. 310.67'1 :. 472, U 3,604.41
.......... . ... .. ... . .,... ..... ..... . .... .......

67.&74, 1. O j(jM &531& 21 I g -51 .i0,54% 0.531.07 Rk X= 4 838.0 13,3OD 3
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Reconiclemaat of surplus of the Cleveland Hardware & Forging Co., Cicveland, Ohio (forme'ly he Ceveland Halrdwcre Co.)

Detail
VWa Year ending Aug. 31-
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